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FOREWORD

The country reports on human rights practices contained herein
were prepared by the Department of State in accordance with sec-

tions 116(d) and 502B(b) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as
amended. They also fulfill the legislative requirements of section

505(c) of the Trade Act of 1974, as amended.
The reports cover the human rights practices of all nations that

are members of the United Nations and a few that are not. They
are printed to assist Member of Congress in the consideration of

legislation, particularly foreign assistance legislation.

Claiborne Pell,
Chairman, Committee on Foreign Relations.

Lee H. Hamilton,
Chairman, Committee on Foreign Affairs.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

Department of State,
Washington, DC, January 19, 1993.

Hon. Claiborne Pell,
Chairman, Committee on Foreign Relations.

Hon. Thomas Foley,
Speaker, House ofRepresentatives.

Dear Sirs: I have the distinct honor to present the report pre-

pared in compliance with sections 116(d)(1) and 502B(b) of the For-
eign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, and section 505(c) of the
Trade Act of 1974, as amended.
With best wishes,

Sincerely,
Robert A. Bradtke,

Acting Assistant Secretary, Legislative Affairs.

Enclosure.

(ix)





PREFACE

1992 Human Rights Report

This report is submitted to the Conmress by the Department of

State in compliance with Sections 116(d)(1) and 502B(b) of the For-

eign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended.^ The legislation requires

human rights reports on all countries that receive £iid from the

United States and all countries that are members of the United
Nations. In the belief that the information would be useful to the

Congress and other readers, we have also included reports on the

few countries which do not fall into either of these categories and
which thus are not covered bv the Congressional requirement. See
Appendix A for notes on the format and preparation of the reports,

including requirements stipulated in Public Law 102-391 of Octo-

ber 6, 1992.

^Section 116(dXl) of the Foreign Assistance Act provides as follows:

The Secretary of State shall transmit to the Speaker of the House of Representatives and
the Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate, by January 31 of each year, a full and com-

plete report regarding *

"(1) the status of internationally recognized human rights, within the meaning of subsection

(a) * *

(A) in countries that received assistance under this part, and
(B) in all other foreign countries which are members of the United Nations and which are

not otherwise the subject of a human rights report iinder this Act."

Section 502(BXb) of the Foreign Assistance Act Provides as follows:

The Secretary of State shall transmit to Congress, as part of the presentation materials for

security assistance programs proposed for each fiscal year, a full and complete report, prepared

with the assistance of the Assistant Secretary of State for Human Rights and Humanitarian
Affairs, with respect to practices regarding the observance of and respect for internationally rec-

ognized human rights in each country proposed as a recipient of security assistance."

(xi)





E»raRODUCTION

1992 Human Rights Report

Looking back over the past year, the American-led landing of
multinational armed forces in Somalia on December 8, 1992,
marked a defining moment in the role that human rights and hu-
manitarian concerns play in world affairs. Created after the United
Nations Security Council accepted an American offer of military as-

sistance, these forces were able to break the stranglehold of local

Somali warlords and bandits on the delivery of food, medicine, and
other humanitarian assistance.

Although less dramatic, these reports represent a no less impor-
tant example of this country's continuing and long-standing com-
mitment to human rights in the world. This is the 17th year this

Department has submitted these reports to Congress. The reports
cover countries that receive aid from the United States and coun-
tries that are members of the United Nations, as required by law.
As in recent years, this volume also includes reports on countries
which are neither aid recipients nor U.N. members.
These country reports show that, despite the advancement of

human rights policy evidenced by the world's response to Somalia,
the balance sheet of human rights practices had many negative en-
tries in 1992. The hope for more widespread respect for human
rights—^buttressed in previous years by the demise of the Soviet
Union and by democratic transformations elsewhere in the world

—

was undercut by horrific abuses of the most fundamental rights. In
continued ethnic and religious conflicts in Europe, Africa, and Asia,
hvmdreds of thousands of people, denied humanitarian relief by in-

human governments and warlords, suffered and died. On a scale
and scope not seen for half a century, barbarous leaders consciously
used atrocities of the most vile nature, including wholesale rape of
women in Bosnia, to drive ethnic populations from their homes.
During the past year, false prophets of nationalism and "ethnic
cleansing" and religious extremists openly flouted the values en-
shrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
Although discredited as an ideology, fidelity to Leninism re-

mained the pretext for several regimes in Asia and Castro's Cuba
to try to justify continued denial of their citizens' most basic politi-

cal and civil rights. Without any serious philosophical pretext, au-
thoritarian regimes in far too many other countries continued to

deny the internationally recognized human rights of their peoples.
In several of the countries of the former Soviet Union, the process
of democratic transformation stalled, in part due to the residual in-

fluence of old regime elites.

But the multinational humanitarian efforts in Somalia were not
the only positive entries on the human rights ledger for the year.

(xiii)



XIV

While these reports document the holdouts, footdraggers and back-
sliders, the process of democratic transformation continued to make
significant headway, particularly in Africa. Another example of
progress occurred in El Salvador, with the ongoing implementation
of last year's New Year's Eve peace accords. Ground breaking, al-

beit sometimes imperfect, elections occurred in several countries,

such as Kenya, Kuwait, and Cameroon. Democracy was restored in

Thailand and the consistent respect for human rights, the human
rights observance trend line remained, on balance, positive.

The international community was more responsive to widespread
violations of human rights, adopting unprecedented means to alle-

viate them in several instances in addition to Somalia. The United
Nations Human Rights Commission is becoming more active in

dealing with human rights crises. Its rapporteur for the former
Yugoslavia periodically reported to the Secretary General, laying
the groundwork for real time responses to human rights abuses.
For the first time, at U.S. initiative, the Commission met in ex-

traordinary session, again allowing it to confront a humanitarian
crisis within a time frame for practical responses. The Security
Council mandated extraordinary responses, not only in Somalia,
but to crises in the former Yugoslavia and Iraq, as well. The Gen-
eral Assembly passed a resolution that other African governments
widely supported expressing concern about the serious human
rights situation in Sudan.
The donor community increasingly linked financial aid to human

rights performance. The donor countries more effectively coordi-

nated their responses to major problems as in Malawi. Legislation

requiring the United States to oppose loans to the most serious

human rights abusers was amended to cover IMF loans. This ac-

tion strengthened an important tool we use to encourage greater

respect for human rights abroad. Human rights advocates here and
abroad warmly welcomed the Senate's approval of the Administra-
tion-backed International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

So now we look forward to next year—the United States will con-

tinue to nurture respect for human rights through strengthening
fledgling democracies, supporting the growth of the rule of law and
promoting individual liberties. We will have an historic opportimity

to fiirther these three fundamental cornerstones of civil and politi-

cal rights when the World Conference on Human Rights convenes
in June 1993. We can all hope next year's country reports, when
reviewing 1993, will mark it a milestone year and that the human
rights ledger will have more positive than negative entries.

Patricia Diaz Dennis,
Assistant Secretary of State for

Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs.



AFRICA

ANGOLA*

In the first full year following the signing of the Peace Accords (May 1991) be-
tween the Government of the Republic of Angola (GRA) and the National Union for

the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA), Angola continued an arduous task of
national reconstruction and reconciliation, highlighted first by multiparty elections
but subsequently by renewed fighting. The ruling MPLA won the September 29-30
legislative elections with 53.7 percent of the vote. Incumbent President Jose
Eduardo dos Santos (Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola—MPLA)
gained 49.6 percent of the presidential vote, just shy of the absolute majority re-

quired to win outright. Running a distant second in both elections, the MPLA's prin-
cipal rival, the National Union for the Total Independence of Angola (UNTTA) and
its leader, Jonas Savimbi, charged "massive, systematic, and generalized fraud" and
rejected the results. The United Nations, following an investigation by the Angola
National Electoral Council (CNE) in which U.N. advisors took part, declared the
elections "generally free and fair" and the results valid. The United States con-
curred in tnis judgment. However, UNITA refused to recognize the results and in
mid-October began a nulitanr campaign of occupying towns and cities in the central
highlands which expanded throughout the country. In some instances, this takeover
was accomplished throu^ intimidation only; in others, by force of arms with consid-
erable loss of life. In response, GRA forces took action against tWITA personnel in
Luanda at the end of October, resulting in several thousand new casualties. At the
end of the year, UNITA controlled approximately 70 percent of the national terri-

tory. A tenuous cease-fire, negotiated in early November, broke down during the last
week of December. A second round of Presicfential elections between dos Santos and
Savimbi (required since no candidate won a simple majority in the first round) has
to date been blocked by the military situation; the GRA is calling for a return to
the status quo ante September 29 before the second round of elections takes place.

Prior to the elections, there were no major violations of the cease-fire, but there
was widespread low-level violence and escalating crime, due in part to demobilized
soldiers with weapons. Pursuant to the Accords, GRA administrators were rein-
stated in areas formerly under UNITA control, and 48 designated points were estab-
lished throughout the country to help assemble soldiers and collect weapons. As
stipulated in the Peace Accords, thousands of troops from both sides began to de-
mobilize and the nucleus of a new unified Angolan Armed Force of 50,0W) persons
began to form prior to the September elections; nevertheless, demobilization, espe-
cially on the UNITA side, was largely incomplete at the time of the elections.
Each side maintained reserve military/security forces; other troops were

remobilized following elections, bringing estimated strength at year's end to 58,000
GRA and 44,000 UNTTA troops. The GRA police forces were augmented by an elite

emergency unit, mainly demobilized GRA soldiers. GRA total military expenditures
for 1989, the last year for which the U.S. Arms and Disarmament Agency conducted
a detailed analysis, were between $618 and $758 million. While the GfRA has ex-
pressed its intention to reduce defense spending, it is unlikely that this will occur
m the near future due to the de facto state of war which currently exists.
Angola has great economic potential, with extensive petroleum and diamond re-

serves, rich agricultural land, and large hydroelectric potential, but it remains rel-

atively underdeveloped. Subsistence agriculture has traditionally been the main
source of livelihood for approximately 90 percent of the 12 million population, but
it accounts for less than 15 percent of the gross domestic product. The 16-year civil

The United States does not recognize or maintain diplomatic relations with the Republic of
Angola; while it maintains a liaison office in Luanda accredited to the Joint Political-Military
Commission (JPMC) overseeing implementation of the May 31, 1991, Peace Accords, access to
information on the human rights situation in Angola continues ti3 be limited.

(1)



war, coupled with the GRA's socialist economic policies, lowered living standards
and turned Angola into a net importer of food. Starting in 1987, the GRA-MPLA
began to shift policy direction and introduce economic reforms, including in 1992
elimination of price controls. The GRA intensified its dialog with the International

Monetary Funa and the World Bank, but, worried about the potential electoral im-

Sact, it failed to follow through completely on its reforms, such as addressing the
uge public sector deficit.

Human ridits continued to be seriously circumscribed in 1992. During the year,

the GRA-MPLA and UNTTA repeatedly showed flagrant disregard for fundamental
humanitarian values. There were also credible reports of extrajudicial executions in

Cabinda province. The number of human rights abuses increased dramatically fol-

lowing the deterioration of the military situation in the wake of the September 29-
30 elections. Despite the massive violations late in the year, however, 1992 also saw
significant inaprovements in human rights. The two sides formally concluded the
first phase of a prisoner release process in which some 4,000 prisoners of war
(POWs) were freed. They consulted on—and the National Assembly passed in Sep-
tember—^the Law on Constitutional Revision, which updates the May 1991 Constitu-
tion and includes, inter aha, language on human rights and judicial independence
as well as calling for an active presidential system. In all, 18 parties competed ac-

tively in the elections, often criticizing the GRA vociferously in many rallies

throughout the country. All parties, including UNITA, were represented on the Na-
tional Electoral Council, which organized the difiicult registration of 4.8 million vot-

ers and supervised the September balloting. The GRA continued to manipulate the
official press, but UNTTA and other pwrty publications freely circulated, and
UNTTA's radio station continued to broadcast openly.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person. Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^While there were no major violations

of the cease-fire prior to the September elections, the general security situation

steadily deteriorated throughout tne year with a steep rise in violent crime, exacer-

bated by the large number of demobilized soldiers with arms and with no source
of income. It became increasingly difficult to distinguish between political and com-
mon criminality.

The renewed fighting aft«r the elections produced some of the most serious abuses
in 1992, with estimates of casualties running into the thousands. After withdrawing
from the joint armed forces on October 5, UNITA began to attack and take over mu-
nicipalities throughout the country, destroying infrastructure, including dams,
schools, hospitals and medical facilities. UNITA forces targeted many civilians sus-

pected of being MPLA sympathizers in several cities such as Caxito, Benguela, and
Lobito. UNTTA forces, in mounting attacks on Huambo, the political capital of the
central highlands, and in seizing the northern city of Uige, killed a numtjer of GRA
soldiers and civilians. In Andulo, UNTTA was reported to have killed a senior mili-

tary official, the district police commander and GRA local administrator. There were
also credible reports that UNTTA targeted and killed members of provincial electoral

councils in several provinces, including Benguela, Bie, and Malanje.
Following the cancelation of a UNTTA rally in Luanda on October 31, UNTTA sup-

porters and military elements began a series of drive-by shootings around the ciW.

As more generalized fighting broke out later in the day between GRA and UNITA
supporters, the GRA began to move systematically against kev UNITA installations.

During the several days of violence which followed, GRA security forces sum-
marily executed a number of UNITA soldiers and civilians suspected of sympathiz-
ing with UNTTA. Two top UNITA officials. Vice President Jeremias Chitunda and
Elias Salupeto Pena, were killed when they ran police roadblocks trying to flee

Luanda. After taking control of Luanda, GliA forces and armed civilians searched
from house to house for UNITA sympathizers, executing many and destroying or
looting houses and personal property. GRA officials also did little to stop groups of

civilians previously armed by the GRA from attacking UNITA houses and sym-
pathizers throughout the capital. There were credible reports that these groups
killed up to 40 persons a day in the vast shantytowns around Luanda.

F*rior to the elections, there were several instances of politically motivated
killings, most related to ongoing tensions between the GRA and UNITA. In March,
UNTTA supporters killed four GRA air force officers in Huilaprovince. In April GRA
police shot to death a UNTTA soldier in Benguela province. The GRA policeman was
jailed, but the circumstances surrounding the shooting remain unclear. In Luanda
in September, security guards at the residence of UNTTA President Jonas Savimbi
killed a GRA officer assigned to the neighboring residence of the Vice Minister of



Industry. Following an incident with police in Huambo in August, UNITA accused

the Government oftrying to assassinate Savimbi; the Joint Political Military Com-
mission, overseeing implementation of the Peace Accords, investigated the case and
concluded no such attempt had occurred. On October 31, UNITA guards killed a

German national outside the U.S. compound in Luanda. A group of over 300 Ango-
lan intellectuals, including a number of university professors, claimed that UNITA
was fdso responsible for the assassinations of four white Angolan intellectuals with

close MPLA connections, including well-known physician Dr. David Bernardino. To
date, however, no suspects have been apprehended in these cases.

Several deaths, some apparently the result of torture and extrajudicial executions,

occurred in Cabinda province in connection with efforts bv the Front for the Libera-

tion of the Enclave ofCabinda (FLEC) to secure independience for the region. In No-
vember 1991, GRA troops killed or wounded more than 20 people who were report-

edly participating in a peaceful demonstration. During 1992 there were credible re-

ports of extrajudicial executions of unarmed FLEC members by GRA security forces.

For example, in September and October, GRA troops reoortedlv tortured and exe-

cuted extrajudicially at least nine persons after an attack by FLEC killed two sol-

diers on September 4. So far as is known, the GRA did not investigate any of these

incidents of reported torture and extrajudicial execution. FLEC leaders, in fact,

claimed that hundreds of civilians had been killed by GRA troops. At the same time,

FLEC was credibly linked to a number of armed attacks, including one incident in

December when a convoy of civilian oil workers was attackied by a large group of

armed men near Cabinda City. In that incident four of the workers were summarily
executed. Access to Cabinda is limited and it is difficult to ascribe responsibility for

individual events.
There were also credible reports of killings of internal dissidents. A former

UNITA media worker alleged in a press conftrence in Luanda that she had wit-

nessed a number of executions carried out by UNITA in Jamba. In March two senior

UNITA military defectors, Miguel Nzau Puna and Tony da Costa Femandes, ac-

cused Savimbi of ordering the deaths of internal opponents Tito Chingungi and Wil-
son dos Santos and their families. In its initial response to the accusations, UNITA
said that Chingungi and dos Santos had disappeared. In April Savimbi confirmed
in a public announcement that the two and members of their families had been
killed by UNITA in 1991; although he denied personal culpability, he accepted
"moral responsibility." A UNITA-appointed commission of inquiry concluded that
the executions had been ordered by Puna; however, credible reports indicated that
the commission was composed entirely of UNITA members and did not meet accept-

ed norms of independence and impartiality. A satisfactory explanation of the details

surrounding their deaths has never been provided, in part because access to Jamba,
where the killings occurred, is severely restricted by UNITA.
A local human rights group, the Angolan Human Rights Nucleus, accused GRA

prison authorities in Luanda of killing an 18-year-old detainee in April 1992 and
then trying to justify the action by claiming the prisoner had murdered a fellow in-

mate.
b. Disappearance.—Despite the POW releases, there were still thousands of people

in 1992 unaccounted for, including hundreds who had "disappeared" under the cus-

tody of GRA and UNITA forces. A national family tracing effort strove to locate fam-
ilies of some of the estimated 50,000 orphaned and abandoned children.

There were several well-founded reports of disappearances. In June, a UNITA
journalist, Bela Malaquias, reportedly was forced against her will to return to

UNITA headquarters in Jamba, allegedly for opposing President Savimbi. She had
not been seen by the end of the year. In Benguela in September, UNITA kidnaped
10 supporters of an emergent party, the Angola Democratic Forum (FDA). There
was no indication that they had been released by year's end.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Throughout 1992 there were numerous incidents of cruel, inhuman treatment com-
mitted by all sides, especially during the postelectoral period.

Social Democratic Party leader Andrew Kilandomoko charged that he had been
badly beaten by GRA police while detained following the Luanda violence in early

November. Dr. Carlos Morgado, one of the UNITA officials detained in the wake of
this incident in Luanda, charged in a telephone interview that he had been tortured.

At year's end, he was believed still being held in the Ministry of Interior. UNITA
charged that other party officials held at this ministry were also subjected to tor-

ture, although no such charges were made by those detainees subsequently released.

Prisoners neld by UNITA and later released alleged that they had been beaten
or subjected to other mistreatment. Credible reports emerged following the outbreak
of renewed fighting that persons had been mutilated, apparently by UNITA forces,

with their ears, lips, and noses partially or entirely severed.



In the past, the African National Congress (ANC) held, abused, or killed prisoners
at Viana transit camp near Luanda, the Luanda State Security Prison (Nova
Instalacao), Panso camp north of Luanda, and Ouatro camp in noruiem Angola. At
these camps, ANC securiUr personnel tortured, mistreated, and in some cases
extrajudicially executed ANC-defector detainees and alleged South African goyem-
ment spies. Most of these abuses allegedly took place during the late 1970's and
early 1980*8, prior to the signing of the 1988 New York AccorM, which required the
ANC to leaye Angola. A 1992 report issued by an ANC commission of inquiry inves-
tigating abuses at ANC camps throughout the region speciiically mentioned the
Quatro camp in Angola, indicating that some of the worst abuses took place there.
The ANC maintains that all detention camps outside South Africa have been closed.

Thus far, there have been no free and independent inspections to verify the claims
of abuses. There is also no evidence that tnose responsible for these abuses have
been held accountable. At Quatro camp, prisoners were reportedly routinely beaten,
humiliated, and forced to perform hard labor. At Pango camp, members of the
ANC's military wing who had taken part in a mutiny were tied to trees, beaten,
whipped, and burned with molten plastic. A report by an international human
rights organization concluded that torture and ill-treatment of prisoners by the ANC
in Angola were not isolated instances but rather a systematic, rituaUzed process of
abuse which resulted in several documented deaths.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—On October 9, 1991, the National Assem-
bly approved laws on detention, investigation, search, and arrests. However, there
was still little information available in 1992 on the effect of these laws on the judi-

cial process.
Prior to the October 9 laws, the Code of Criminal Procedures stipulated that de-

tainees (other than security detainees) had to appear before a judge within 48 hours
of arrest. In security cases, persons suspected of committing serious acts against the
State could be held for 6 months, apparently without the right to chaflenge the
grounds for their detention. Thereafter, the State Security Service had to present
charges, but there did not appear to be a specflc time limit within which a suspect
had to be brought to trial.

Under the Peace Accords, all civilian and military prisoners detained by the GRA
and UNITA during the war were to be released under supervision of the Inter-

national Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC). Throughout 1992 the exchange process
proved controversial, with a series of chaives and countercharges by the GRA and
UNITA authorities concerning the holding back of prisoners. By the time of the elec-

tion, however, more than 4,0(X) persons, soldiers and civilians, had been exchanged
under ICRC auspices. The ICRCf was permitted to inspect aU known GRA places of
detention and confirmed the release of virtually all prisoners covered by the Ac-
cords; however, the ICRC compiled credible evidence that UNITA still held close to

700 prisoners. UNITA disputed this assertion but later discovered and subsequently
released 20 GRA army and air force officers.

Following the violence in Luanda in early November, the GRA detained several
hundred UNITA supporters, including some elected representatives. By year's end,
116 had been released, but several hundred remained in custody; the ICRC has ac-

cess to those still detained.
Under the terms of the Peace Accords, the JPMC created a subcommission

charged with ensuring neutrality of the nationalpolice. The subcommission, which
first operated in 1992, is composed of GRA, UNITA, and United Nations personnel.

It investigated a number of cases of alleged arbitraiy arrest, finding in some in-

stances that the police had acted impropeny in arresting UNITA members. In June
police raided a local Luanda restaurant known to be frequented by UNITA, alleg-

edly looking for weapons, and detained several UNITA supporters for a few days.

In another incident, 10 UNITA journalists were arrested during the visit of Pope
John Paul II to Luanda. UNTTA said the journalists were uiyustly detained; the
GRA, while claiming they vf&re carrying unauthorized weapons, later released them
without charge.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Although the 1992 Law on Constitutional Revision
(LCR) speaks of an independent judiciary, as does the 1991 amended Constitution,

the judiciary in the past has followed MPLA guidelines, and it remained uncertain,

at year's end, whether the new MPLA-dominated GRA would permit an independent
judiciary in practice. The LCR abolishes the word "popular" for all three levels of

courts: municipal tribunals; provincial tribunals; and the Supreme Tribunal. It also

calls for the establishment of^a Constitutional Tribunal.
UNITA has been credibly accused of imposing summary justice in those area

where it is in control. It does not appear that defendants have the right to legal

counsel or any right of appeal for punishments imposed, some of which include sum-
mary executions.



The 1991 Angolan Constitution provides detainees with the ri^ht to legal counsel
and habeus corpus, but available information suggests these stipulations are often
ignored, particularly in li^t of the confrontational relationship between the GRA
and UNITA. Both the GRA and UNITA accused each other of willfully obstructing
the judiciid process. In early 1992, UNITA resisted turning over one of its soldiers

who had killed a GRA officer in Luanda the previous November, claiming the GRA
police and judiciaiy were not impartial. UNlTA also refused to allow the GRA to

question its personnel who killed a Ministry of Industry guard in September.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Both

the GRA and UNITA accused each other of engaging in this practice during the
year. GRA police on a number of occasions violated UNITA political offices, search-
ing for weapons. In October UNITA soldiers raided the Luanda residence of a group
of Angolan Armed Forces medical personnel and burned the occupants' belongings.
Once the fiditing resumed in October, respect for the privacy of citizens deterio-

rated notab^.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Angola's 1991 Constitution provides for freedom
of expression, and this right was largely respected during the year. Political parties'

speakers and publicity materials, many of^them highly critical of the GRA, pro-
liferated throughout the year in Luanda and other provinces with no interference
from the GRA. Political activity increased during the official, one month election

campaign when parties took am^emtage of allotted television and radio air time to

present their views.
The Constitution also provides for freedom of the press, but continued GRA con-

trol of the only daily newspaper, television station, and national radio made it dif-

ficult for alternative points of view to gain media access. The sole Angolan news
agency is state controlled. Nonetheless^ especially in the print media, there was an
increase in the independence of editorial comment, especially preceding the elec-

tions, and an attempt by managers to instill journalistic standards of accuracy and
separation of editorial from news. There were also other media outlets.

UNITA's weekly newspaper circulated freely in the capital, and its radio station

transmitted its programs without interference. A handfiil of other periodic publica-
tions offering critical commentary also were available. A new radio station began
operating during 1992. This station is partially fiinded by the GRA and considered
by some independent journalists to be essentially an extension of the state-con-
troUed radio.

Foreign journalists and publications must register with the Government Press
Center but otherwise had good access to officials. Journalist travel was not formally
restricted but, in practice, was difficult due to inadequate infrastructure and dif-

ficulty in gaining access to UNITA-controlled areas. Journalists sometimes traveled
outside of LuanoA at the invitation of the GRA or UNITA for arranged press events.
During the official campaign period, national radio and television careAilly ad-

hered to the electoral law on media access, which gave each legally registered party
daily radio and television time. However, news space devoted to the two major par-
ties was not balanced in any media organ.
A group of Angolan journalists attempted to create a self-sustaining independent

union in 1992. WhUe suffering from a lack of resources, the organization was still

in operation at year's end and claimed a membership of 300 countnnwide. Some of
its members claimed their livelihoods were in jeopardy because of their association
with this union.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The 1991 Constitution guaran-
tees the ri^t of peaceful assembly and association, provided 3-day notice is given
to the authorities. Inpractice the law was widely respected during the year when
numerous parties—MPLA, UNITA, and numerous small third parties—^held dem-
onstrations and rallies supporting their election campaigns. The GRA officially cer-

tified 24 political parties, 18 of which, including UNITA and the MPLA, fielded can-
didates and took part in the elections.

GRA police broke up several illegal demonstrations in Huambo and Luanda by de-
mobilized soldiers demanding increased benefits. UNITA also alleged that the police

attempted to interfere in their party's legal demonstrations on a number of occa-
sions, including rallies in Bie ana Luanda.
Several third parties charged, with credible evidence, that they were not per-

mitted to organize and hold rallies in UNITA-controlled areas. Numerous parties
criticized UNITA for harassment and intimidation of their activists and supporters.
In March UNITA security personnel violently broke up an Angola Democratic
Forum (FDA) demonstration in Luanda; in September UNITA militants attacked
FDA marchers in Benguela, kidnaping 10 people. In another serious incident in Au-
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^st, UNTTA soldiers fired on MPLA vehicles leaving a rally in the southern prov-
ince of Huambo. In that incident, the GRA accusea UNTTA of deliberately trying
to assassinate MPLA campaign director Kundi Paihama. After investigating, how-
ever, the JPMC concluded there was no assassination attempt.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Religion plays an important role in Angolan society

—

some 85 percent of the population is either Roman Catholic or F^testant; most of
the rest is animist. The GRA has tried to improve its relations with the churches
over the past few years and has returned dozens of properties previously confiscated
from the churches. In Uige Province, for example, the GRA returned a building,
then used as an army barracks, taken from an evangelical sect. Foreign and Ango-
lan religious workers now carry out normal activities, and Pope John Paul II visited
Angola for the first time in June. The GRA also lifted the ban on smaller religious
sects it previously considered subversive, such as Jehovah's Witnesses ana the
Tocoist Cnurch, which combines Christian and indigenous beliefs. The latter's activi-

ties were frequentlycovered by the press during the year.
For its part, UMTA has respected freedom of relirion in areas under its control

and provided modest administrative support to Catholic and Protestant churches.
d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—^The Angola Peace Accords called for free circulation of people and goods
throughout the national territory. The GRA by most accounts respected this stipula-

tion, but numerous observers, including the GRA, political parties, and international
agencies, accused UNTTA of impeding fi-eedom of movement. For example, UNTTA
required residents of areas under its control to obtain formal permission to leave
their villages. Ib particular, critics charged UNITA did not allow the population of
Jamba to return to their home areas. By year's end, UNTTA had established check-
points around several provincial capitals and was restricting movement in and out
of those areas.

The GRA places no restrictions on Angolans' international travel; upperand mid-
dle-class urban residents in particular frequently travel to Europe and neighboring
countries. The ending of the war led, at least through early September, to a signifi-

cant increase in overland travel, most of it commercial, to neighboring countries,
particularly Namibia.

In early November, the GRA briefly imposed restrictions on travel abroad by
males over age 16. However, this policy, which the GRA claimed was never official,

was halted on November 12.

Approximately 9,000 Zairians were still refugees in Angola at year's end. The
U.N. Hi^ Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) continues to assist them, but plans
for voluntary repatriation were forestalled by unrest in Zaire.

According to UNHCR estimates, more than 400,000 Angolans fled to Zaire and
Zambia during the extended civil war. Up to 100,000 of them spontaneously repatri-

ated between the May 1991 signing of the Peace Accords and the November 1992
postelection violence, but many are reported to have again sought asylum in neigh-
boring countries. In late 1992, some 6,000 Angolans also crossed the border into the
Republic of the Congo as a result of violence in Angola's Cabinda enclave. UNHCR
repatriation plans await resolution of the current cycle of violence in Angola.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The Peace Accords, the 1991 Constitution, and the 1992 Law on Constitutional
Reform paved the way for Angola's first-ever multiparty elections in 1992. To that
end, a National Electoral Council (CNE), consisting of GRA and political party rep-

resentatives, was created to administer both presidential and legislative elections.

In a remarkable effort, with U.N. logistical and technical assistance, the CNE reg-

istered 4.8 million voters—over 90 percent of the estimated eligible voters—and
managed a large turnout on election day.

Dos Santos failed by the narrowest of margins (49.6 percent instead of the mini-

mum of more than 50 percent) to gain the iT^sidenw on the first ballot. Savimbi
came in second with almost 40 percent of the vote. The electoral law provides for

a runoff between the two, but in the wake of UNITA's claims that the voting had
been "massively" fraudulent and renewed fighting, there was no progress by year's

end toward setting an election date for the presidential runoff. In the legislative

contest, the MPLA won 129 of the 220 seats in the National Assembly, while
UNTTA won 70 seats, and smaller parties won the remaining 21 seats. The National
Assembly convened on November 26 without UNITA representation. On December
4, UNITA declared its intention to send its representatives to the National Assem-
bly and to a newly-named multiparty Cabinet but requested guarantees on security

before doing so.



All citizens may participate in the political process, but the number of women ac-
tive in political roles is small. One of the candidates for President, AnaUa Vitoria
de Pereira, is head of the Liberal Democratic Party. Two out of 27 GRA ministries,
those of Fisheries and Women's Promotion, are headed by women.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

One local human rights group, the Angolan Human Rights Nucleus was active in
1992 and appeared to operate without GRA interference. A second private organiza-
tion, the Angolan Human Rights Association, was launched in December without in-
terference, although it was heavily dominated by GRA employees.
The GRA allowed Amnesty International to visit Angola for the first time in

March 1992. AI representatives met officials from the GRA, UNITA, third political

parties, and nongovernmental organizations. The delegation also visited Cabinda
province, site of continuing tension between the GRA and Cabinda separatist move-
ments. AI was unable to visit UNITA areas, despite that oi;ganization's assertions
that authorization would be given. AI's report was allowed to circulate freely.

As part of the Peace Accords, the GRA allowed the ICRC to inspect prisons and
provided access to its records to verify release of UNITA prisoners. It also allowed
the ICRC to visit UNITA personnel detained in the wake of the Luanda violence.
ICRC personnel also worked in UNITA areas, but many observers, ranging from
freed prisoners to Amnesty International, accused UNITA of deliberately witholding
prisoners from the ICRC.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Angolan law stipulates that all citizens are eqpal regardless of race, ethnic origin,
sex, religion, or social status. Angola is a multiracial society, and in practice there
was little evidence of official discrimination. However, the long civil conflict has
deep ethnic and urban/rural roots. The MPLA is heavily supported by the Mbundu
ethnic group, which makes up an estimated 25 percent of tne population, and by
many city d!wellers, notably in Luanda. It also has strong backing among the statis-

tically small number of mixed-blood Angolans who occupy many technical and gov-
ernmental positions. Election results indicated a high level of support among omer
ethnic group apart from the Ovimbundu. UNITA has the backing of the country's
largest single ethnic group, the Ovimbundu, who make up an estimated 37 percent
of the population and are concentrated in the central and southern parts of the
country. The GRA claimed that UNITA's inflammatory rhetoric exacerbated ethnic
tensions by dwelling on the perceived colonial ties of white and mixed-race Ango-
lans.

Angola's population includes a relatively small number of pre-Bantu stock indige-
nous peoples, perhaps 1 to 2 percent of tne population. Mostly hunters and gather-
ers, these members of Khoisan and other liguistic groups are scattered throughout
the southern provinces of Namibe, Cunene, and Cuando Cubango. There is no evi-
dence of official discrimination or harassment of these peoples.
There is little information available on the extent of violence against women, but

it is believed to be widespread. The number of assault cases brought by women to
courts appeared to be increasing. In addition, women clearly play a subordinate role
in governmental and economic decisionmaking. At present, there are some senior
women in the GRA military and civil service. The media have begun to address
women's issues occasionally.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Rijght ofAssociation.—Reversing earlier policy, the 1991 Constitution recog-
nizes the right of Angolans to form trade unions and to bargain collectively. The Na-
tional Union of Angolan Workers (UNTA), the official labor union of the MPLA, re-
mains the nrincipal workers' organization in the country. There are two other
groups, the National Confederation of Free Trade Unions of Angola and the Demo-
cratic Confederation of Angolan Workers, but there is little information available on
their activities. During 1992, at least one independent union was formed—the Union
of Angolan Journalists. Free labor activity increased in general as employees in in-
dividual factories or firms sometimes formed their own workers' committees.
The Constitution also provides for the right to strike. Specific legistation passed

in 1991 provides the legal framework—including prohibition on lockouts, protection
of nonstriking woriters, and prohibition of worker occupation of places of employ-
ment. Strikes by military and police personnel, prison workers, and firemen are pro-
hibited.

In 1992 there were numerous strikes, including those by Ministry of Finance
workers, hospital personnel, and teachers in Luanda. There was no GRA inter-
ference with the walkouts, and settlements were negotiated peacefiiUy. In August
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a dock workers' strike in Lobito threatened to get out of hand when several workers
were fired and others attacked the port administration officers; however, the tension
was diffiised and a settlement reached without violence.

Labor organizations may affiliate with international labor bodies. UNTA is affili-

ated with the Oivanization of African Trade Union Unity and the Communist-domi-
nated World Federation of Trade Unions. Two other trade union federations have
applications pending with the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Constitutional changes gave
Angolan workers the ri^t to oiganize and bargain collectivelv, although specific

laws were still being prepared in 1992. The draft laws reportedly prohibit discrimi-
nation against union members. In 1992 the Ministry of Labor and Social Security
still controlled the setting of wages and benefits. The Ministry granted significant

salary increases following several work stoppages and currency devaluations under
the GRA's economic reform program. Angola nas no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^New labor legislation (still not
published) prohibits forced labor, reversing previous laws and provisions whidi had
been cited oy the International Labor Organization (ILO) for violations of its Con-
vention 105. The previous legislation authorized forced labor for breaches of worker
discipline and participation in strikes. In 1992 the ILO Committee of Experts ex-
pressed "satisfaction" with Angola's repeal of these provisions.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—The legal minimum age for em-
ployment in Angola is 16. There was no information available about enforcement of
this law. Children at a much younger age work on family farms and in the informal
economy.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—In 1991 the GRA established a new minimum
monthly wage, but it is not sufficient to support a worker and family. Accordingly,
most workers must depend on the thriving informal sector, some subsistence farm-
ing, or remittances from abroad to maintain an acceptable standard of living. The
normal workweek is 44 hours. No information is available on adeqpiacy of woni con-
ditions or health standards, but in most cases it is assumed they do not approach
Western standards, given the extreme underdevelopment of the Angolan economy.

BENIN

In 1992 the Republic of Benin consolidated the democratic institutions of the new
Government chosen in multiparty, free and fair elections in 1991. The executive,

legislative, and judicial branches engaged in public sparring over matters of na-
tional interest, such as privatization oi state-owned enterprises, but by midyear a
presidential majority haa been formed within the National Assembly.

Benin's armed forces of approximately 8,000 personnel are under the direction of
a civilian Minister of Defense, while the 1,500-man police force is under the Min-
ister of the Interior. The once-dominant Beninese military forces continued to main-
tain a low profile in 1992, and an attempt by a disaffected army captain to lead
a mutiny failed to obtain significant civilian support and ended in failure. The ques-
tionable commitment of the military establishment to democratic change remains a
cause of concern, as many of the coup plotters have escaped with help and fled the
country. The Constitution provides for members of the Beninese armed forces, as
well as civilian officials, to disobey the orders of military superiors if obedience
would result in serious human ridits violations. The Government's goal is to keep
the armed forces professional anddepoliticized. All Cabinet members are civilians.

Total military expenditures for 1989, the last year for which the U.S. Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed analysis, were $33 million. The Gov-
ernment has implemented a voluntary release program to reduce the size of its

armed forces, which should lead to spending reductions.

Benin's underdeveloped economy is based largely on subsistence agriculture, cot-

ton production, regional trade, and small-scale onshore oil production. In accordance
with World Bank and International Monetary Fund agreements, Benin has under-
taken an austerity program for the purpose, among others, of privatizing many
state-owned enterprises, reducing fiscal expenditures, and deregulating trade. Benin
suffers from a bloated and inefficient bureaucracy, high debt-servicing charges, and
widespread unemployment.
The human rignts situation in Benin was good in 1992. The Government contin-

ued to respect the fundamental human rights provided for in the 1990 Constitution.
There were no political detainees or prisoners. Several well-known officials of the
previous regime were tried publicly and convicted of corruption and theft. Others
were convicted in public trials of common-law offenses in connection with election
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violence in 1991. The head of the now-disbanded Presidential Guard is still being
held on charges of torture but has yet to be tried. Others accused of torture and
murder under the old regime were arrested in 1992 and were awaiting trial at

year's end.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no reports of political or

other extrajudicial killing.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of disappearance.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Constitution forbids torture and cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment. Public
attention still focused on past incidents and on bringing to justice those who com-
mitted acts of torture under the old regime. There were no reports of torture in
1992. The former head of the Beninese intelligence apparatus, which carried out
acts of torture under the old regime, and a deputy were arrested in September on
charges of murder and at year's end were awaiting trial.

Prison conditions in Benin remained harsh and characterized by extensive over-
crowding as well as lack of sanitation and medical facilities. The prison diet is gross-

ly inadequate, and malnutrition and disease are common amoi^ prisoners.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—With the release of the remaining politi-

cal prisoners in 1990, arbitrary arrest and detention ceased to be practiced by the
Government. Procedural safeguards against arbitrary arrest include a constitutional
provision forbidding detention of more that 48 hours without a hearing by a mag-
istrate, whose order is required for continued detention. There were credible reports
that this limit was occasionally exceeded due to slowness of administrative process-
ing of arrest files. According to a local human rights group, when such cases come
to its attention and it lodges a protest, such detained individuals are promptly re-

leased. There were no reports of incommunicado detention.
The Constitution contains a provision prohibiting the Government from exiling

any Beninese citizen, and exiles have returned to Benin in large numbers since the
chan^ in government and a 1990 presidential amnesty.

e. Denicu of Fair Public Trial.—Benin's legal system is based on French civil law
and on local customary law. A civilian court system operates on the national and
provincial levels. Militaiy disciplinary councils deal wiui minor offenses by military
members but have no jurisdiction over civilians. Judges in civil courts are career
mag|istrates, appointed by the President, and administrativelv they come under the
Ministry of Justice. However, under the Constitution, officials are answerable only
to the law in carrying out their duties and may not be removed.

Serious crimes are first presented to an investigating magistrate who decides
whether there is sufficient evidence to warrant a trial. A defendant has the right
to be present at his or her trial and to be represented by an attorney, at public ex-
pense, if necessary. In February the President and the Minister of Justice com-
mented publicly about the timing of a particularly notorious criminal case involving
a former Minister of State. Despite some protests that such high-level comment
about a case under adjudication could prejudice the judicial process, it was generally
conceded that the subseqpient trial was a fair one.
Under the Constitution, the highest courts are the Constitutional Court and the

Supreme Court, which is the court of last resort in all administrative and judicial
matters. The role of the Constitutional Court, which has yet to be actually formed,
is to pass on the constitutionality of Beninese laws, and thus to act as the main
judicial counterweight to the legislative and executive branches of government.
Until the Constitutional Court is seated in late 1992 or early 1993, its functions are
assumed by the High Council of the Republic, a transitional body created by the
1990 National Reform Conference. The Constitutional Court has a mandate to deter-
mine the constitutionality of laws that may violate fundamental human rights. The
Constitution also provides for a High Court of Justice—which also remained un-
formed in 1992—to preside over cases of crimes committed against the nation by
the President or by members of the Government.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The
Constitution provides for the inviolability of private property and of the home. Police
are required to obtain a judicial warrant before entering a private home. In August
the Beninese Human Rights Commission publicly protested as an abuse of legal
process a police-assisted pretrial seizure of property and the consequent shutting
down of a Cotonou business firm in a civil dispute. The matter was referred to a
civil court, and the business later reopened, albeit after a 6-week delay. There were
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no other reported violations of this requirement. There were no reports of govern-
mental interference with private correspondence.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom ofSpeech and Press.—^The Constitution provides for freedom of expres-
sion and of the press and other media. These rights were respected in 1992.
Beninese freely discussed politics, both in public and private forums.

Id one case, President Soglo sued a private journalist for libel in a combined civil

and criminal action. A court found the journalist at fault, sentenced him to a 6-

month prison term, and ordered him to pay a symbolic fine. Although this case
might have constituted a warning to the media, strongly worded public debate con-
tinued. Observers described the trial as fair. Another journalist was given a sus-
pended sentence of 6 months in jail for 'hinauthorized publication" of details of the
allegations made in the original article.

The Government continued to own and operate the most influential media, the
local radio and television stations, and one daily newspaper, but ofiicial journalists
continued to cover sensitive matters and to criticize the Government. The press car-

ried extensive details on the abortive military mutiny in August. The press and tele-

vision carried widely diverging views on Benin's internal debate over privatization
of state enterprises. However, three government journalists were allegedly trans-
ferred to new positions for having written or broadcast information which displeased
the Government.
There was no censorship of foreign books or artistic works. Foreign periodicals

were widely available on newsstands, and much of the population listens to foreign
broadcasts on short wave radio. In general, academic freedom is enjoyed in schools
and in the sole university. University professors are permitted to lecture freely in
their subject areas, conduct research, and draw independent conclusions.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—The Constitution recognizes
the rights of peaceful assembly and association. These rights were generally re-

spected in 1992. Permits are required for use of public places for demonstrations,
and associations are required to register. Both permits and registrations are rou-
tinely granted. However, in March, in the wake of violence at the university cam-
pus, the Minister of Interior banned a pubUc meeting about the university situation
sponsored by the Benin Human Rights League. The Government's stated reasons for

its action were public safety and the fact that the required permit had not been
sought.
Multiple political parties as well as numerous religious and cultural associations

exist. The Government did not take any actions against nonregistered organizations
for failure or refiisal to register.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Christianity, Islam, and traditional religions coexist in

Benin, and adherence to a particular faith does not confer any special status or ben-
efit. Religious ceremonies and shrines of all faiths are protected by law. There are
no restrictions on religious ceremonies, teachings, foreign clergy, or conversion to

any religion.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, and Repatriation.—
Domestic movement is impeded somewhat by the presence of police, gendarmerie,
and customs roadblocks throughout the country. In 1991 the Government disman-
tled these roadblocks, but they reappeared in 1992. Ostensibly present for the pur-
pose of enforcing automotive safety and customs regulations, many of these check-
points serve as a means for officials who man them to exact bribes from travelers.

Travel outside Benin is not restricted for political reasons; those who travel abroad
may return without hindrance.
Benin welcomes refugees and helps to integrate them into Beninese society if they

choose not to return to their country of origin. Refugees who marry Beninese are
entitled to citizenship. Benin is host to a number of refugees from the political crisis

in Togo, but few register as such with authorities. Nearly all Chadian refugees have
returned voluntarily to their homeland.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Benin in 1992 consolidated its new democratic institutions following the 1991
elections in which President Nicephore Soglo was elected President and a new Na-
tional Assembly was installed. There was some tension throu^out the year between
President Soglo and the National Assembly. There are 22 parties represented in the
Assembly, many led by former presidential candidates, and no party holds a major-
ity. By midsummer, Soglo was able to form a coalition, effectively giving him a ma-
jority and thus calming the debate. The Constitution provides fdir a 5-year term of
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office for the President (who is limited to 2 terms) and a 4-year term of ofUce for

National Assembly members (who may serve an unlimited number of times).

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Several Beninese nongovernmental organizations monitor human ri^ts; they in-

clude the Human Rights Commission, the Study and Research Group on Democracy
and Economic and «)cial Development, the Association of Christians Against Tor-
ture, and the League for the Defense of Human Rights in Benin. In contrast to the
attitude of the former authoritarian government, which considered outside inves-

tigation into human ri^ts unwarranted interference in Benin's internal affairs, the
current (jovemment has welcomed international and nongovernmental scrutiny of

human rights in Benin.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Discrimination based on the above factors is prohibited in the Constitution and
by law, and in practice the Government generally respected these prohibitions. How-
ever, women continue to experience some societal discrimination and violence. (Jov-

emment efforts to combat these practices have not been wholly effective.

The Constitution specifically states that women are by law the equals of men in

the political, economic, and social spheres. The (jovemment officially encourages op-

portunities for women, and 2 of 20 cabinet ministers are wotnen. Beninese women
also play a major role in the commercial sector. In rural areas, however, they tradi-

tionally have occupied a subordinate role and are responsible for much of the labor
on subsistence farms. In particular, women have not enjoyed the same educational
opportunities as men. In some parts of the country, families are reluctant to have
their daughters educated at all.

WhUe no statistics are available, violence against women, including wife beating,
occurs even though it is prohibited by law. Cases are sometimes reported in the pri-

vate press. Police and courts are reluctant to intervene in cases of domestic violence,

considering such affairs to be family matters. Women's groups, as well as medical,
legal, and religious personnel are aware that female circumcision is carried out; one
reUable non-Beninese source estimates that up to 50 percent of Beninese women
have under;gone the procedure. Conventional wisdom has been that the practice ex-

isted primarily in the north, but it has recently become evident that it is more wide-
spread in the southern areas than previously believed. Efforts of a small Beninese
nongovernmental committee on women's and children's welfare to reduce the prac-

tice through educational measures have thus far met with only limited success.

Among women's groups, the Association of Women Jurists has taken an active role

in educating women about their legal rights. Some infants bom with deformities,

and therefore deemed to be sorcerers, reportedly are killed at birth in some rural
areas. Benin has a long history of regional rivalry. This led to violence during the
1991 elections, when northerners supporting ex-President Kerekou's candidacy
clashed with southerners. These clashes were most severe in northern cities and led
to at least one death. In January, a number of persons were convicted of acts of

violence in the north during the 1991 elections. In September there were demonstra-
tions in some areas of the north by persons seeking amnesty for those convicted of
election-related violence. Subsetjuent to President Soglo's election, southerners have
reasserted their traditional claim to power, and relatively few northerners have
been appointed to senior governmental positions. This fact, as well as the general
lack of economic development in the north, have led to increased dissatisfaction with
the Grovemment. The southern third of the country, which was favored during the
colonial period, has about two-thirds of Benin's population and is itself divided
among various ethnic and religious groups.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^The December 1990 Constitution gives workers the
freedom to organize, ioin unions, meet, and strike, and those rights are respected
in practice. Benin's labor force of about 2 million is primarily engaged in agriculture
(80 percent), with less than 2 percent of the population involved in the modem
(wage) sector. Approximately 75 percent of these modem sector wage earners belong
to organized labor unions.

In 1974 all preexisting unions were absorbed into a single trade union center
which for 17 years was the designated mass organization of a single-party Marxist
regime. This heretofore sole center, the NationaTWorkers' Union of Benin (UNSTB),
declared its independence from the former ruling party in 1990 and now claims 26
nationwide affiliated unions in Benin. The Confederation of Autonomous Unions, a
separate and larger federation formed in 1991, represents an additional 23 unions,
mostly in the piiblic sector. In February a new group, the National Federation of
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Public Administration Trade Unions was formed, drawing members from the other
two umbrella organizations.
There were a number of labor actions in 1992, including strikes of petroleum

workers, airline woricers, and civil servants. The Grovemment took no action to im-
pede either these strikes or labor union demonstrations. In general, unions and
their memberships are not targets of human rights abuses in Benin. However, the
Secretary General of UNACOB, a national driver's union, and four associates were
convicted in September of inciting violence and insulting police officers. They were
given suspended sentences of a year's imprisonment and a fine. The case arose
when the union officials challenged the actions of police officials at a nighttime
roadblock. They maintain their innocence of the charges, which have been appealed
to a hidier court.

Coniederations and individual unions have the right to affiliate with international
labor movements. In 1990 the UNSTB disafdUated from the Communist-dominated
World Federation of Trade Unions, and in March 1992 it affiliated with the Inter-

national Confederation of Free Trade Unions.
b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The Beninese Labor Code

provides for collective bai^aining, which occurred in 1992 on such issues as assist-

ance to laid-off workers and retirement benefits. The Code is basically copied from
the French colonial labor code. Individual labor unions are authorized to negotiate
with employers on labor matters and represent workers' grievances to both employ-
ers and the Government, with the latter often voluntarily acting as arbitrator. The
Labor Code prohibits employers from taking union membership or activity into ac-

count when making decisions on hiring, work distribution, professional or vocational

training, or dismissals. There are no export processing zones.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is pro-

hibited by the Labor Code and is not practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The Labor Code prohibits the em-
ployment or apprenticeship oi children under the age of 18 in any enterprise. How-
ever, enforcement by inspectors from the Ministry of Labor is limited, and child

labor does occur, particularly in rural areas, where children below the age of 14
often work on faniily farms. Some child labor occurs in urban areas, primarily in

the informal sector. For example, street vendors of newspapers, petroleum products,

and foodstuffs are frequently under the age of 16.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The Government administratively sets mini-
mum wage scales for a number of occupations. Most of those actually employed in

the wage sector earn a good deal more than the lowest minimum wage, which was
last set in 1984 and is sufficient only to provide rudimentary food and housing for

a fanoily. It must be supplemented by subsistence farming or small trade in the in-

formal sector if a family is to enjoy a decent living.

For the wage sector, the Labor Code establishes a workweek varying between 40
hours (nonagricultural employees) and 56 hours (security guards), depending on the
type of work.
The Government supports policies designed to improve the conditions of workers

in both the agricultural and industrial sectors. The Labor Code establishes health
and safety standards, but enforcement by inspectors from the Ministry of Labor and
Social Affairs is limited.

BOTSWANA

Botswana is a multiparty democracy. The Constitution vests legislative power in

the 38-seat National Assembly (Parliament), elected every 5 years, and executive
power in the President, currently Quett Masire, who was reelected in 1989 for a sec-

ond 5-year term. The President selects his Cabinet from members of the National
Assembly. While there are several active political parties in Botswana, in practice

the country's poUtics are dominated by the govermng Botswana Democratic Party
(BDP). Botswana's courts operate independently of both the legislative and execu-
tive branches. All citizens, regardless of race, are free to participate in the political

and economic life of the country.
The Botswana Defense Force (BDF) numbers about 7,000 soldiers, and the Bot-

swana National Police (BNP) has about 3,000 members. Both the BDF and BNP are
subordinate to civilian authority. Total military expenditures for 1989, the last year
for which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed

analysis, were $62 million. Defense spending has iocreased as a result of the ongo-
ing construction of a modem, military air base at Molepolole but is expected to ae-

cline once the base is completed in 1994.
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Botswana's economy is market oriented with strong encouragement for private en-
terprise. Spurred by diamond revenues, the country's economy has expanded rap-
idly, with growth in real gross domestic product (GDP) averaging about 9 percent
annually smce 1980. Since independence, per capita GDP has increased from $69
to the current figure of $2,500. However, more than 50 percent of the population
lives outside the formal sector, gaining its livelihood from subsistence farming and
animal husbandry. Furthermore, income distribution is heavily skewed, with the top
20 nercent of the population probably earning more than 60 percent of total income,
while the bottom 40 percent earns as little as 10 percent of the total.

Botswana's laws and le^al system provide for a broad range of individual rights
and freedoms which are widely observed in practice. However, women face legal and
traditional discrimination, and public consciousness of these problems and of vio-

lence against women has only recently been awakened. Remote area dwellers and
groups not numbered among the eight "principal tribes" identified in the Constitu-
tion do not enjoy full political rights or mil access to social services. There were a
few instances of game wardens beating suspects in their custody in 1992. Labor en-
joys the right to organize freely, although trade unions continue to face certain legal

restrictions. In 1992 the Government clashed with the independent press over ttie

publication of leaked government documents.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no reports of such
killings.

b. Disappearance.—^There have been no reports of politically motivated disappear-
ances.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
There were a few instances of game wardens heating suspects in 1992. Such inci-

dents are condemned by government officials, and officers found to have abused sus-
pects have been subjected to both internal discipUnaiy procedures and criminal
prosecution. In 1992 one warden was prosecuted but subsequently acquitted for lack
of sufficient evidence. The Government makes special efforts to protect women in
custody from rape and other abuse. Arrested women are immediately placed in the
charge of matrons, reducing the potential for mistreatment by male police officers.

Caning is allowed for certain offenses for men below age 40. Strict conditions reg-

ulate the size of the cane, require medical examinations of the prisoner before and
after punishment, and prescribe strokes only across the buttocks. Corporal punish-
ment for children below 14 is not allowed except under the rubric of 'traditional
punishment," meted out by parents or village headmen.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or ExiZc—Citizens are protected from arbitraiy ar-

rest under the Constitution. An arresting officer must explain the crime an arrestee
is accused of and advise that the arrestee has the right to remain silent. An accused
may contact anyone of his or her choosing. In most cases, a suspect must be charged
before a magistrate within 48 hours of arrest. Bail is allowed, and detainees have
the right to nire attorneys of their choice. Poor communications in rural villages,

however, make it difficult for detainees to obtain legal assistance.
Once a suspect has appeared before a magistrate, he or she may be detained only

if the magistrate issues a writ of detention, valid for 14 days and renewable every
14 days thereafter. There have been credible complaints, including in 1992, that po-
lice and rangers from the Department of Wildlife have used the difficulty of commu-
nications and transport as an excuse to hold suspects longer than the prescribed 48
hours. In past years, offending police officers have been administratively punished
or sued successfully in civil actions.

These restrictions on detention do not apply to illegal inmiigrants (mostly
Zimbabweans or Zambians). The number of such inmiigrants rose sharply in 1992
due to severe drought in neighboring countries. Hundre<k of such illegal immigrants
are found in periodic sweeps by the police and deported, although many are de-
tained for periods ranging from a few hours to over a year, pending deportation.

Botswana's Constitution allows the President to declare a person a "prohibited im-
migrant" and order deportation, but this provision was not used in 1992. No expla-
nation is required nor is any normally given, and the order is not subject to judicial

review. A prohibited immigrant may reenter Botswana only with presidential au-
thorization.
Persons chai^ged under the National Security Act (NSA) must be arraigned before

a magistrate within 96 hours and suspects may be held indefinitely. However, this
Act has rarely been invoked and was not used in 1992. Security cases are often tried
under ordinary criminal procedures after an initial hearing.
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e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Botswana's judiciary is independent of the execu-
tive and legislative branches of government in both law ana practice. There has
never been any evidence of attempts to intimidate or apply undue pressure on
courts or judges, nor have there ever been reports of the courts being used to intimi-

date or silence political dissent.

Botswana has two court systems, the regular courts and the customary (tradi-

tional) courts. In the regular courts, a defendant's right to due process is provided
for by law and largely honored in practice, although many defendants are not in-

formed of their rights in pretrial or trial proceedings. Most trials are held in public,

and court records are puolic. However, trials under the National Security Act may
be held in secret. As a rule, courts appoint public defenders only for those charged
with capital crimes (murder and treason); lawyers in these cases serve on a pro bono
basis. Thus, those charged with noncapital crimes are often tried without legal rep-
resentation if they cannot afford an attorney. However, defendants may in any case
confront witnesses, present evidence, ana are presumed innocent until proven
guilty. There are clearly defined appeal procedures, which are often employed.
Customary courts handle land, marital, and property disputes as well as minor

crimes, but are open only to members of the given tribe. The tribal chief presides
over the court, and there are no attorneys for either side. Maximum punishment for

various crimes is limited by the Penal Code. There is a functional appeals process
also for traditional courts, including the possibility of appeal all the way to the High
Court.
No political detainees or prisoners were reported in Botswana in 1992.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Privacy

in family matters and correspondence is respected, and there is no evidence of arbi-

trary surveillance of persons or their oonmiunications. These ri^ts are safeguarded
by law.

Court-issued search warrants are required, but police officers of the rank of ser-

geant and above may enter, search, and seize property provided they believe "on
reasonable grounds" that criminal activity is involved, that evidence would be lost

or compromised by waiting for a warrant, and that the evidence is later brought be-

fore a magistrate. In practice, this means that seizures of property are frequently
made without resort to search warrants. Evidence gained without a warrant is ad-
missible in court. Judges may and do disqualify such evidence if it can be shown
that it probably would not have been compromised by taking the time and trouble
to obtain a proper warrant.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech and press are provided for

in the Constitution and respected in practice. Opposition viewpoints and criticism

of the (jovemment are freeW expressea, including in Parliament.
Although the Botswana Press Agency (BOPA) is part of the government Depart-

ment of Information and Broadcasting, both the Daily News and Radio Botswana
are run with some degree of autonomy. The Daily News, made available free of

charge, consists lai^gely of reports of speeches of ministers and other high officials

and international wire service stories. In addition, there are four independent
weeklies which have become increasingly aggressive in criticizing senior officials.

These papers were responsible for breaWng the story of likely fraud and malfea-
sance in land allocation and in the National Housing Authority. While opposition
parties' activities receive press coverage, the (jovemment media tend to give more
space to ruling party viewpoints. The independent press gives far more space to op-
position viewpoints and puolishes a wide variety of features.

In the past, the (Jovemment has clashed witn the independent press over the re-

porting and interpretation of national security issues. In mid- 1992 the Government
ordered the publisher of an independent paper to remove an issue from the racks
because a front-page photo of the President carried an obviously (and humorously)
incorrect caption. Individual ministers and Members of Parliament have threatened
suit against another independent paper which had criticized them, and the most vo-

ciferous of the uidep>endent papers is being sued in the courts by the (Jovemment
for publishing what the (Jovemment insists is a secret document concerning policy

toward the grievances of workers then out on strike.

Books and publications are not censored. Academic freedom is fully respected, al-

though a recent law severely restricts the right of university students to conduct
certain kinds of protests on campus.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Botswana has a long history

of peaceful assembly which is integral to traditional village life and is exemplified
in the village meeting, the Kgotla, and in frequently held political rallies called

"freedom squares." During Kgotla meetings, men freely question leaders and voice
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opinions on local and national politics. Traditionally, women do not speak out at

Kgotlas, but that seems to be changing slowly. Permits are required for public meet-
ings and demonstrations and are usually granted as long as the police believe public
order will not be threatened.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Freedom of religion is guaranteed by law. There is no
state religion, and, wnile the majority of the population is Christian, Hindus, Mus-
lims, and Baha'is also practice their faiths freely. There are no restrictions on places

of worship, the training of members of clergy, religious publishing, religious edu-
cation, conversion, or participation in charitable activity. There are no restrictions

against missionary or foreign clergy.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Botswana has no restrictions on movement within the country, on for-

ei^ travel, emigration, or the right of a citizen to return. Pfissports are easily ob-
tamed by citizens and are valid for 10 years.

Refbgees documented by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR) are readily accepted in Botswana but are normally required to live in the
refugee settlement at Dukwe, in northeastern Botswana, adthough the Government
may authorize them to live elsewhere. After the large scale repatriation of South
Africans in early 1992, the number of refugees in Botswana is down to about 300.
South Africans continued to be processed as refiigees in 1992, but displaced persons
arriving from more distant east and central African countries are frequently de-

tained as illegal immigrants and are not referred to the UNHCR for possible refugee
status.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Botswana have the right to peacefiiUy change their government through demo-
cratic means, although in practice one pajty, the Botswana Democratic Party (BDP),
has dominated Parliament and held the Presidency since independence. Members of
Parliament are elected by secret ballot and universal suffrage of citizens 21 years
of age and older; the President is elected by the Parliament.

In the National Assembly, 34 of the 38 members are elected every 5 years; the
remaining 4 are appointed by the President. In the 1989 elections, the BDP won
31 of the 34 elective seats. Parliamentary debate is vigorous, and government poli-

cies are freely criticized as each proposed bill goes through three readings. Members
of Parliament frequently demand that ministers openly define and defend their de-
pfutments' policies and performance. New parties are freely formed. There are cur-
rently eight active political parties, but only two, the BDP and the Botswana Na-
tional Front (BNF), are represented in Parliament.

Opposition parties have intensified their calls for electoral reforms to reduce what
they see as built-in advantages of incumbency. Although the opposition won more
than 25 percent of the national vote in 1989, it received only 3 seats in Parliament.
Opposition parties complain that constituencies are gerrymandered, that parties
other than the BDP must be given a role in the organization and conduct of elec-

tions, and that the BDP uses appointed seats to district and town councils to undo
hard-won opposition victories in those local elections.

The political rights of women and minorities are not restricted by law, but tradi-
tional patriarchal society has discouraged women from taking part in politics. Yet,
women vote in greater numbers than men, and the number of^ positions, including
senior posts, held by women in various institutions is increasing. Women hold seats
in local and district councils and there are two women in Parliament, one of whom
is the Minister of External Affairs. There are several female senior lecturers atthe
university, but as yet few women holding professor's rank. Groups living nomadic
life-styles in remote areas have difficulty participating in the political process and
are poorly represented in politics (see Section 5).

Section 4. Government Attitude Toward International and Nongovernmental Inves-
tigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Local human rights groups operate openly and independently. The Botswana As-
sociation for Human Rights, organized in 1989, aims to focus national attention on
laws needing reform, to neighten public awareness about human rights, and to pres-
sure the Government to ratify more of the existing international human rights in-

struments. Independent organizations dealing with the rights of women, the handi-
capped, the well-being of homeless youths, and rural dwellers are also active.
The Government also permits international organizations involved in human

rights advocacy to operate in Botswana, including the International Committee of
the Red Cross, the UNHCR, and the Latemational Labor Organization. To date,
there have been no international investigations of human rights violations in Bot-
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swana, but government representatives have stated that they would cooperate if

there were such an investigation.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Tswana majority, made up of the eight "principal" tribes, has a tradition of
peacefully coexisting with "minor* tribes, chief among which are the Kalanga, who
may constitute 25 percent of the population. Each of the Tswana tribes is rep-
resented in the House of Chiefs while other groups are allowed onlv a subchief. ^-
thou^ ethnic rivalries are not entirely absent, no ethnic group suffers from serious
discrimination. The most prominent complaint concerns the Government's refusal to
allow school instruction in minority languages, especially Ikalanga.
Groups living in remote areas, including tne K^alagadi and the San (the

Bushmen), do not have full access to government services and legal redress, partly
because of their distance from settled areas and their nomadic ufestyle. They are
poorly represented in politics, but some have settled in villages and are gaining bet-
ter access to government services. Government policy on remote area dwellers was
under review at year's end.
The Constitution and Penal Code forbid discrimination based on color, race, na-

tionality, or creed but do not mention discrimination based on sex. Moreover, some
laws and customs have the effect of restricting social and economic opportunities for
women. For example, women married "in common property" become legal minors
and may not, without the husband's consent, purchfise or sell property or make
other legally binding agreements. While a woman mav enter a binding transaction
as a public trader, she may become a trader only with her husband's consent. Under
customary law a husband may have additional wives after consulting with his first

wife and the families, although this practice is dying out.

Marriage license applications are increasingly accompanied by explanations of
marriage "out of common property" under whiai a woman retains the property she
brings to a marriage as well as full adult legal standing after marriage.
A married woman is required to obtain her husband's permission for the use of

contraceptives or for operations to prevent conception. Abortion is tdlowed in cases
of rape, incest, when the physical or mental health of a mother is threatened, or
when the child is likely to suffer grave physical or mental abnormalities. If the
health of a married couple's child is at risk, or the mother is an unwed minor, abor-
tion is a family decision. Otherwise, the law does not require consent of the husband
or father for an abortion.
The Attorney General maintains that, in general, women have no legal recourse

in sex discrimination cases. However, a female attorney successfully chaUen^d the
Citizenship Act, arguing that the law discriminated against her by preventmg her
from transmitting Botswana citizenship to her children. The ruling, upheld by the
High Court in 19i92, means the citizenship law must now be rewritten, and many
other laws may be affected.

Inheritance laws and customs call for each child to receive a share of an estate
regardless of sex. The oldest male child receives a larger share because he is respon-
sible for his widowed mother and minor siblings.

Domestic violence against women, induing rape, is on the increase as Botswana
society becomes increasingly urbanized. Men have traditionally had the right to

"chastise" their wives physically, although many now disapprove of the practice. The
police are reluctant to intervene in marital problems because they are considered
the family's business. Such problems are still frequently settled by the extended
family, with the majority of the cases of domestic violence brought to police atten-
tion ultimately withdrawn at the family's request. While the maximum penalty for

a convicted rapist is life imprisonment with mandatoiy corporal punishment, the av-

erage sentence is 4 years with corporal punishment. Female genital mutilation (cir-

cumcision) is now rarely performed and only by a few traditional doctors.

Concerted government action to improve the status of women has been limited,

but there is no evidence of particular jobs being reserved for men. Women are in-

creasingly visible in the professions and commerce and as laborers. There is a grow-
ing number of women's oi^ganizations. The most active group is Emang Basadi,
which seeks to educate women about their rights, argues lor the enforcement of fa-

thers' obligations to support their children, and advocates day care in institutions

that employ large numbers of women, such as the national university and banks.
In addition, numerous local women's groups are organized for self-help.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Workers have the legal right to establish or join

trade unions with the exception of pensionable government employees. These gov-

ernment workers may form associations which function as quasi-unions but lack the
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right to negotiate wages. Unions are well developed in mining, railways, banking,
and among government blue-collar workers. There is one major confederation of
trade unions, the Botswana Federation of Trade Unions (BFTU). Trade unions in

Botswana are independent of government control or party aflUiation and actively

seek to represent their members' interests. Unions may employ administrative staff,

but Botswana law requires elected union officials to work full time in the industry
the union represents. This severely limits union leaders' effectiveness and has been
criticized by the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU), with
which the BFTU is afliliated.

In addition, the law severely restricts the right to strike. Legal strikes are theo-
retically possible after an exhaustive arbitration process, but, in practice, none of

the country's past strikes has been legal. There were no strikes in 1992. The Gov-
ernment Manual Workers Union, having unsuccessfully struck in late 1991 for a
large wage increase, is now claiming in a law suit that the Government reneged on
an agreement to grant the raise.

Unions freely join international organizations, and labor representatives regularly
attend international conferences. Aner extensive testimony from employers and
trade unions, the 1992 session of Parliament amended the Trade Union and Em-
ployers' Organizations Act, rescinding the right of the Minister of Labor to have a
representative attend meetings of union decisionmaking bodies. The Minister must
stul approve any affiliation with an outside labor movement, but unions may now
appeal to the courts if an application to join or form an amalgamation is refused.
Union officials and members can now receive foreign scholarships and travel ex-

penses without government permission.
b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Although employers are re-

quired under the Trade Union Act to bargain with any trade union that organizes
at least 25 percent of the woik force in a given industry, in practice, a union s abil-

ity to bring employers to the bargaining table depends on its overall strength. Col-
lective bargaining is common in the mining sector, where trade unions are strong,
but is virtually nonexistent in most others.

Public sector salary levels set under the Government's incomes policy used to

serve as a benchmark for private sector wages, but that policy was voided by Par-
liament in 1990. Since then, private sector pay raises and inflation indexing have
had to be ne^tiated directly with employers. Although the law prohibits employers
from dismissmg workers for union activities, enforcement is uneven. Dismissals may
be appealed to labor officers or civil courts, but labor officers rarely do much more
than prescribe 2 months' severance pay.

Labor law and practice in Botswana's only export processing zone, in Selebi-
Phikwe, is the same as in the rest of the countiy.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Neither forced nor compulsory
labor is practiced in Botswana, and both are specifically forbidden by the Constitu-
tion.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The employment of children under
age 13 by anyone except members of the child's immediate family is strictly prohib-
ited. No juvenile under the age of 15 may be employed in any industry, and only
those over 16 may be employed in night work. No person 16 or younger is permitted
to work in any hazardous job, inclumng mining, m addition, young people may not
be recruited for jobs outside the country. Scattered violations of age standards occur
in small family firms and in the informal sector as the Department of Labor is in-
sufficiently staffed to enforce strict compliance by small enterprises. Although edu-
cation is not compulsory, it is almost universally available, and most children attend
school at least through the seventh grade. The Government is rapidly making 9
years of free public education universally available.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Minimum monthly wages are established by
law for all but agricultural and domestic woikers. The levels vaiy by industiy and
the type of job and are enforced by the Ministry of Commerce and Industry. TTie

lowest minimum is barely adequate for one person to maintain a decent standard
of living in an urban environment. In most cases, workers must supplement this
with a second job or subsistence farming. Most families have more than one wage
earner.
The law mandates a maximum 48-hour workweek with provisions for overtime

pay (time and a half) after 48 hours. Most major employers use the standard work-
week, but some smaller firms do not pay overtime, and action is seldom taken
against them.
The Government establishes basic job health and safety standards to which most

industries adhere, although compliance by construction firms is sometimes lax. Nev-
ertheless, industrial accident rates are not high on the whole. Thou^ the Govern-
ment employs a corps of safety and health inspectors, enforcement of safety stand-
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ards, which is a shared responsibility of the Ministries of Labor, Mines, and Health,
is hampered by inadequate stafling. While woricers who complain about hazardous
conditions are legally protected from dismissal, enforcement of this protection has
been uneven.

BURKINA FASO

In 1992 Burkina Faso completed the carefiiUy controlled process of government
restructuring and reform initiated by President Blaise Compaore in 1990.
Multiparty legislative elections were held on May 24, 1992, resulting in a landslide
victory for President Compaore's Organization for Popular Democracy (ODP/MT).
Four weeks later, the first Government of Burkina Faso's Fourth Republic was in-

stalled. Opposition parties charged that widespread fraud rendered the May legisla-

tive balloting meanmgless. Independent observers agreed that abuses had occurred
but were reluctant to ascribe the ODP/MT victory solely to these irregularities.

The multiparty elections represented a return to pohtical dialog after an extended
period of confrontation between the Government and opposition parties. The opposi-
tion had refused to participate in December 1991 presidential elections following
Compaore's refusal to convoke a sovereign national conference. Only an estimated
25 percent of those registered voted in that balloting, thus denying Compaore the
mandate he sought. In the aftermath of the vote, one opposition activist was killed

and another wounded in separate attacks, for which many Burkinabe held the Gov-
ernment responsible. Compaore then convoked a national "forum of reconciliation"

as a substitute for a national conference. The National Forum failed when
progovemment forces refused to go along with opposition calls for live broadcast of
its proceedings. Thereafter, Compaore succeeded m splitting the opposition coalition,

enticing some parts of it into his third transition Government. The remainder of the
opposition thus felt compelled to participate in the legislative campaign rather than
be marginalized.
Burkina Faso's security apparatus consists of the armed forees and the para-

military gendarmerie (controlled by the Ministry of Defense) and the police (con-

trolled by the Ministry of Territorial Administration). Total military expenditures
for 1989, the last year for which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
conducted a detailed analysis, were roughly estimated to be between $52 million
and $58 million. The Government is discussing, but has not yet implemented, mili-

tary spending cuts. Althou^ the human rights situation improved, elements of the
security services used for police duties were responsible for abuses, including mis-
treatment of detainees, in 1992.
Burkina Faso is overwhelmingly dependent on subsistence agriculture which, in

turn, is highly vulnerable to rainiall variations. Freoruent droughit, a weak commu-
nications and transportation infrastructure, and a low literacy rate are all long-

standing problems. Per capita income is approximately $300 per year. In 1992 the
Government continued implementation of the 3-year structural adjustment program
agreed on with the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) in
1991. The program aims to limit government spending, open the economy to free-

market forces, promote the private sector, and attract foreign investment.
Although the transition irom Compaore's Popular Front to the Fourth Republic

brought improvements, human ri^ts remained circumscribed in 1992. There were
no political prisoners, and the Government generally tolerated the country's often
critical independent press. However, human rights problems included police torture
and other abuses of^ detainees (generally committed with impunity), weakness in

laws concerning arbitrary detention and fair trials (especially in security cases), and
continuing questions about citizens' ability to change their government peacefully

and democratically. Discrimination and violence against women, particularly in

rural areas, remain problems, but the Government has implemented a vigorous edu-
cation effort to discourage both violence against women and the practice of female
genital mutilation.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—In addition to the assassination of
Clement Ouedraogo and the attempt on the life of Moctar Tall in December 1991,
two other apparent, but unconfirmed, extrajudicial killings remained unresolved.
Professor Guillaume Sessouma, detained in December 1989 for allegedly participat-

ing in a coup plot, and medical student Dabo Boukary, detained following stuaent
demonstrations in May 1990, disappeared while in detention. Credible reports indi-
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cated that both were tortured and killed bv elements of the security services after

being taken into custody. TTie Burkinabe Movement for the Ri^ts of Man and Peo-
ples (MBDHP) continued to press the Government to account for both disappear-

ances, but the Government neither conceded that the deaths occurred nor pumshed
those responsible. A government-directed inquiry into the Ouedraogo assassination

yielded no tangible results.

There were recurrent and credible reports of extrajudicial killings by security

forces of suspected criminals throughout Burkina Faso. The MBDHP investigated

the allegations and pressed the Government to respect the rights of those accused
of criminal activity.

b. Disappearance.—There were no reported disappearances other than those of

GuUlaume Sessouma and Dabo Boukary (see Section l.a.).

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
While legally prohibited, torture and mistreatment of detainees have been docu-
mented lor a nunober of years in Burkina Faso. No known disciplinary action has
been taken against those responsible. The most recent manifestation of the problem
occurred in Bobo-Dioulasso where those taken into custody following an election day
riot in December 1991 were tortured by paramilitsury forces before being turned over
to the police. Afl«r Burkina's two local human rights groups (see Section 4) pro-

tested tnese actions, those detained were released, and no further allegations of mis-
treatment were made. The Government did take steps to punish military recruits

who went on a rampage in Fada N'Gourma in June, injuring 83 people. The incident
followed a period of tension between town residents and soldiers at a local military
camp. Thirty-two soldiers were sentenced by a civilian tribunal to varying prison
terms, and the Government assumed civil liability for property destroyed and looted.

Those detained for suspected criminal activity were beaten and tortured to obtain
confessions. There were reports that some detainees suffocated in cramped holding
cells.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Since the June 1991 adoption of the Con-
stitution, which guarantees the right to expeditious arraignment and access to legal

counsel, there have been no known cases of prolonged arbitrary arrest or detention.

The law permits detention for investigative purposes without cnarge for a maximum
of 72 hours, renewable for a single 72-hour period. Historically, however, these limi-

tations are rarely observed, particularly in sensitive cases. The military code takes
precedence over the civil code in national security cases.

Prior to the adoption of the Constitution, the Compaore regime held a large num-
ber of its opponents in custody, but there were no known political prisoners in
Burkina Faso in 1992.
Although some intellectuals, military officers, and former government officials re-

main in self-imposed exile abroad, a number have repatriated themselves since the
beginning of the country's reform process. None did so in 1992, however.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The Constitution provides the right to public trial,

access to counsel, and appeal. These rights are respected in the normal court system
but do not exist in the People's Revolutionary Courts (TPR's), the politicized tribu-

nals established following the 1983 revolution to judge former government officials

on corruption and other charges. The TPR's were inactive after the Constitution's
promulgation in 1991 but were not officially abolished.

In 1991 the Government restored the civil rights of those convicted of political of-

fenses. The July general anmesty, however, pardoned only those convicted of poUti-
cal crimes, not those convicted by the TPRs of other offenses. Those convictions
could be appealed through a separate process. In 1992 the Government also contin-
ued the aoministrative and financial rehabilitation of those dismissed from the civil

service for political reasons from 1960 to 1991.
Military courts exercise jurisdiction in security and political cases and are con-

vened on an ad hoc basis. They are subject to flexible procedures and executive in-

fluence but apparently were not active in 1992.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Govern-

ment authorities generaUy do not interfere in the daily lives of ordinary citizens,

but monitoring of private correspondence or telephones does occur in suspected na-
tional security cases. According to the law, homes may be searched only under the
authority of a warrant issued by the Minister of Justice. In national security cases,
however, a special law permits surveillance, searches, and monitoring of telephones
and correspondence without a warrant. Vestiges of Resident Compaore's old Popu-
lar Front Government and its infrastructure continued to play an active role on the
local scene in 1992, although usually under new names. In some cases, local prefects
appointed former Revolutionary Committee members as administrative delegates in
local villages. These organizations continued to exercise an intimidating role in local

communities.

61-307 0-93-2
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Section 2. Respect for Civil liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech and the press are guaran-
teed by the 1991 Ck)nstitution and the 1990 Information Code. Scattered attempts
at intimidation occurred, most notably targeting La Clef, a paper published and
edited by civil servants in their spare time. The paper's editor, also an employee
of a government paper, was reassigned to a remote provincial capital, and the pub-
lisher was told to choose between the paper and his civil service position. Generally,
the Government tolerated the often critical reporting of the country's private press.

Allpapers practiced some degree of self-censorship.

The Information Code of 1990 established the ri^t of private publication, but
legal observers found other aspects of the Code defective. It imposes extensive re-

strictions on journalists which, if fully enforced, would make publication of any in-

formation on controversial subjects legally punishable. The Code also forbids and es-

tablishes penalties for: the publication of details about crimes and civil suits; the
difiusion of erroneous or tendentious information about the State and its laws, pub-
lic order, state security, the Head of State or Head of Government; and attacks on
good morals. These Code provisions were enforced in only one case—when a former
minister brought suit for defamation against a weekly paper. A minimal line was
levied in that case. In March 1992, die preparatoiy committee of the National
Forum, which Compaore had asked to review the Code, proposed extensive modifica-

tions to guarantee fiieedom of the press more effectively. However, these rec-

ommendations had not been adopted by the National Assembly by year's end.
Burkina Paso's independent press includes eight regularly published newspapers

and a weekly newsmagazine. Two of the papers were published in the country's eco-

nomic capital, Bobo-Dioulasso. L'Observateur Paalga, one of the new independent
papers, established itself as the nation's most respected and popular daily. The
same pattern was true with Radio Horizon, which dominated the market despite es-

tablishment of a government FM music station. Although official media outlets, in-

cluding the daily newspaper Sidwaya and national radio, displayed a lingering

progovemment bias, the presence of independent competition led the ofiicial media
to give more coverage to the political opposition.

Foreign newspapers and magazines entered the country freely. Foreign journalists

traveled freely, filed stories without censorship, and enjoyed access to government
officials. There w{is no interference with international radio broadcasts.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Since early 1990 political par-
ties have been permitted to organize and hold meetings. Parties can hold ralUes and
meetings without seeking government permission, but poUtical marches remained
banned in accordance with a presidential decree issued following violent incidents

in late 1991. In contrast to the atmosphere in the 1991 presidential campaign, there

was little apparent intimidation of opposition parties in the period leading up to the
May legislative elections. PoUce did break up a student march called to press finan-

cial demands and for an inquiry into the disappearance of Dabo Boukary. The Gov-
ernment denied the Sankarist Front permission to organize either a meeting or a
march to commemorate the anniversary of the late President Thomas Sankara's as-

sassination in the coup that brought President Compaore to power. Sankara's fol-

lowers defied the ban, and the Government took no action to stop the ceremonies.

More than 50 political parties existed in Burkina Faso at the end of 1992; over half
competed in the legislative elections.

There are nonpolitical associations for business, religious, cultural, and other pur-

poses. They experience no difficulty obtaining permission to meet or associate with
international associations in their fields.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Burkina Faso is a secular state where Islam and Chris-

tianity exist side by side, with about 40 percent of the population Muslim and about
15 percent Christian. The remainder of the population practices traditional African
reUgions. Muslim and Christian holidays are recognized as national holidays. Social

mobility and access to modem sector jobs are neither linked to, nor restricted by,

religious affiliation.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Travelers within Burkina Faso are routinely stopped for identity checks

at poUce and ndUtary checkpoints. There is little restriction on foreign travel for

business and tourism. Exit permits are no longer required. Refiigees are accepted

freely in Burkina Faso, and attempts are made to provide for their care in coopera-

tion with the United Nations High Commissioner lor Refugees. At the end of 1992,

there were approximately 5,000 refugees and displaced persons in Burkina Faso,

mainly Tuareg refugees from Mali.
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Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Burkinabe citizens were able to participate in multiparty elections for the first

time in 14 years, but they stUl had not demonstrated the ri^t and ability to peace-
fully transfer power to a democratically elected opposition. The opposition boycotted
the December 1991 presidential vote following President Compaore's refusal to con-
vene a sovereign national conference, but 27 partiesparticipated in May 1992 legis-
lative balloting. In the vote, the President's ODP/MT profited from larger financial
resources, control of the Burkinabe administration, and opposition disunity to win
78 of 107 seats in the National Assembly. The opposition protested numerous irreg-
ularities in the conduct of the vote, most notably uie revision of electoral lists. Many
of those who boycotted the December presidential vote were removed from the elec-
toral rolls before May 1992. Independent observers agreed that there were many
problems but believed the ODP/MT would have taken the largest number of seats
in any case. The Supreme Court's decree promulgating the results of the legislative
elections noted numerous "irregularities" in the conduct of the vote but did not over-
turn any results.

With the election and subsequent installation of the first Government of the
Fourth Republic, Burkina Faso completed its carefully controlled transition from
Compaore's military regime to civilian rule. Power remqiined in the hands of Presi-
dent Compaore and his political party, the ODP,^T, but within a new framework.
That structure includes a strong presidency, a prime minister and council of min-
isters, a two-chamber national assembly, and an independent judiciary. The dis-

puted but overwhelming victory of President Compaore's ODP/MT and its alUes left

the Government with a majority sufficient to amend the Constitution, thus neutral-
izing the system's theoretical checks and balances. The imbalance, coupled with the
absence of a unified and effective opposition, prompted fears for tne future of
Burkina Ease's constitutional experiment.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The Government is rarely responsive to investigations by international non-
governmental organizations, and its response to demarches by local human ri^ts
groups has been mixed. The Grovemment has continued to tolerate the activities of
the Buikinabe Movement for the Rights of Man and Peoples (MBDHP), and, after
protests by the MBDHP and another local human ri^ts CToup, it released opposi-
tion supporters detained following election-day riots in December 1991 in Bobo-
Dioulasso. However, it studiously ignored MBDHP demands to account for the
deaths of Boukary Dabo and Guillaume Sessouma. The MBDHP is an independent
group, composed mostly of professionals and led by the president of the adimnistra-
tive chamber of the Supreme Court. The MBDHP took the lead in the creation of
a new Inter-African Human Rights Union (UIDH). The Government and state media
were well represented when human rights groups from 18 countries met in
Ouagadougou in July to found the UIDH.
Although most MBDHP members have not been targeted for reprisal, the group's

president, Alidou Ouedraogo was replaced as head of the administrative chamber
of the Supreme Court and named to a new post as counselor to the court in late
1992. Another magistrate member of the MBDHP was also reassigned. The Govern-
ment made no public statement about the moves, which were part of a larger per-
sonnel realignment in the justice system, but some observers interpreted the action
as the result of government disapproval of Ouedraogo's high-profue human rights
activities.

In April 1991, a second human rights organization, the Association for the Pro-
motion of a State of Law and Liberty (APED/L) was founded by a group of lawyers
and professionals. Claiming to defend the "everyda)^ rights of man, APED/L subtly
criticized the MBDHPs antigovemment stance. The association's close relations
with the Government and official media suggested that it was established to coun-
teract the MBDHPs human rights activities. In early 1992, however, the association
was buffeted by a wave of resignations and thereafter was relatively inactive.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status
Discrimination on the basis of race, religion, or ethnic origin is illegal under the

1991 Constitution. In practice, such discrimination does not occur on a large scale.
Minority ethnic groups are as likely to be represented in the inner circles of the
Government as are tne majority Mossi, and government decisions do not favor one
group over another. In the largely rural society of Burkina Faso, women continue
to occupy a subordinate position and face discrimination in such areas as education,
jobs, property, and family rights. In the modem sector, however, women are well
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represented, making up one-fourth of the government work force, althou^ usually
in lower paying positions. Women constitute approximately one-third of the total

student population in the primary, secondary, and higher educational systems.
Schools in rural areas have disproportionately fewer female students than schools

in urban areas.

Violence against women, especially wife beating, occurs fairly frequently in rural

areas, less often in cities. The Government is attempting to educate people on the
subject through the media. Such cases are sometimes mediated by a "popular concil-

iation tribunal' composed of community representatives.

The Government has made a particularly strong commitment to eradicating fe-

male genital mutilation through widespread educational efforts. Female circumci-

sion still occurs in many rural areas, although it is becoming less common in urban
centers. According to an independent expert in the field, the percentage of

Burkinabe women who have undergone this procedure may be as high as 70 per-

cent. Another form of mutilation, scarification of the faces of both boys and girls of
certain ethnic groups, is gradually disappearing.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Workers, including civil servants, traditionally have
enjoyed a legal right to association which is recognized in the Fourth Republic's

Constitution. There are a large number of trade unions and five trade union federa-

tions. Although unions are independent of the Government, in the past the Govern-
ment has limited their freedom of action to ensure compliance with government
labor policy. Once the most powerful political force in the country, organized labor

—

approximately 60,000 nonagricultural workers—lost much of its influence under the
Sankara and Compaore military regimes. The five trade union federations did par-

ticipate in the drafting of the 1991 Constitution.

Tlie new Constitution also guarantees oiganized labor the right to strike in ac-

cordemce with existing laws. Labor unrest has increased as the country has em-
barked on an austerity economic adjustment program. A number of unions staged
warning and other stnkes in 1992. Labor unions freely affiliate with international

trade union bodies.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Unions have the right to bar-

gain for wages and other benefits, both directly with employers and with industry

associations. These negotiations are governed by minimums on wages and other
benefits contained in the interprofessional collective convention and the commercial
sector collective convention. If no agreement is reached, employees may exercise

their right to strike. Either labor or management also may refer an impasse in nego-
tiations to the Govenunent for consideration at the level of the labor tribunals. Ap-
peals may be pursued through the Court of Appeal to the Supreme Court, a decision

of which is binding on both parties. Collective bargaining is extensive in the modem
sector, which encompasses only a small percentage of the population. The Labor
Code prohibits antiunion discrimination; complaints about such discrimination are

handled by Labor Ministry inspectors and may be appealed to a tribunal in the Min-
istry. Union ofQcials believe that this system functions adequately.

lliere are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Forced labor is prohibited by law
and is not practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The Labor Code, which was under
revision at year's end, sets the minimum age for employment at 14, the average age

for completion of basic secondary school. However, the Ministry of Employment,
Labor, and Social Security, which oversees labor standards, lacks the means to en-

force this provision adequately, even in the small wage sector. Most children actu-

ally begin work at an earlier age on small, family subsistence farms and in the tra-

ditional apprenticeship system and informal sector.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The Labor Code mandates a minimum monthly
wage, a standard workweek of 40 hours with at least one 24-hour rest period, and
establishes safety and health provisions. The current minimum wage rate, which
does not apply to the large subsistence agriculture sector, was last set by the Gov-
ernment in 1983 and is not adequate for an urban worker to support a faimily. Wage
earners usually supplement their income throu^ reliance on the extended family

and subsistence agriculture. A system of govenunent inspections under the Ministry
of Labor and labor courts ensures that health and safety standards are applied in

the small industrial and commercial sectors, but they are not applicable in the sub-

sistence agriculture sector, which employs more than 85 percent of the population.
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BURUNDI

In 1992 President Major Pierre Biiyoya, who came to power in a bloodless coup
d'etat in 1987, continuea to head the Uovemment and to carry out a controlled polit-

ical reform program. On March 9, Burundians voted by a nine to one margin in
favor of a new Constitution, which formally replaced the one-party State with a
multiparty political system headed by a president, prime minister, council of min-
isters, and the national assembly. Formal ties between the Government and the
former ruling party, UPRONA, were officially severed, and, by the end of 1992,
seven additional parties had been certified by the Government. Local, parliamen-
tary, and presidential elections were expected in 1993. The President appointed a
new Govermnent in April, again under Prime Minister Sibomana, but with a change
in some of the ministers. The President did not appoint any Ministers from opposi-

tion parties to this Government which will serve until elections are held. Until a
Parliament is elected, the President will continue to have the authority to issue de-
cree-laws, developed in consultation with the 24-member, ethnically balanced and
predominantly civilian Council of Ministers.
These changes were designed to help address political and social problems created

by ethnic tensions which plague Burundi as a result of the traditional social, politi-

cal, and economic dominance of Tutsis, a minority ethnic group representing roughly
14 percent of the population, over the Hutu (approximately 85 percent) and the
Batwa (FVgniies, 1 percent). Key Burundian institutions, including the educational
system, the judicial system, security forces, and particularly the leadership of the
military, continued to reflect Tutsi dominance despite efibrts by the present Govern-
ment to increase the participation of other ethnic groups.
Burundi's approximately 18,000-member security forces, consisting of the military

(the army and the gendarmerie), the police, and the Surete, continue to be domi-
nated by the Tutsi ethnic group. The Surete is directly accountable to the President.
While technically the army is responsible for protecting national borders and the
fendarmerie, police, and Surete are responsible for internal security, their roles are
lurred in periods of crisis, most recently during the ethnic violence in November

1991. Security forces committed serious human rights abuses, including
extrajudicial killings. Burundi's total military expenditures for 1989, the last year
for which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed
analysis, were $28 million. While the Government has been under international
pressure to reduce the defense share of the budget, it has not done so, in part due
to reductions in international military assistance. The Government has indicated its

willingness to confront the issue and in early 1993 will cohost a conference on the
military's role in a democracy.
Landlocked Burundi is extremely poor and densely populated. Over four-fifths of

the working population are engaged in subsistence agriculture, working small, pri-
vately owned plots. The small monetary economy is based largely on the export of
coffee, with few other cash crops. In cooperation with the World Bank and the Inter-
national Monetary Fund, the country has embarked on a structural adjustment pro-
gram supported by the donor community, which includes the privatization of a
range of industries.

Notwithstanding the new Constitution and other reform measures, there were sig-

nificant human rights abuses in 1992, many related to the outbreak of violence in
November 1991. Triggered by attacks against civilian and military targets by mem-
bers of the Party for the Liberation of the Hutu People (PALIPEHUTU), the vio-
lence caused between 500 and 1,000 deaths and over 800 detentions, ^^le some
deaths occurred during the original attacks, most resulted from reprisals against
Hutus by civilians and members of the security forces. In 1992 the Government con-
tinued to detain arbitrarily large numbers of Hutus and prosecute, in trials which
fell far short of international standards, approximately 300 Hutus for alleged par-
ticipation in the violence or for providing support to the PALIPEHUTU. Five were
sentenced to death. With very few exceptions, the Government failed to pursue seri-

ous criminal investigations of many of the military and civilian personnel accused
of human rights violations during the retaliatory attacks. Further, security forces
continued to practice torture, particularly at the time of detention or during interro-
gation.

At the same time, in 1992 the President continued his program of national unity
and political reform, despite continued insurgent attacks and a coup attempt in
March by forces that included some within the Government who were opposed to
his reform efforts. In contrast to 1991, the security forces responded to insurgent
attacks in Cibitoke province in early April in a disciplined manner designed to pro-
tect the population. The Government also promulgated decree-laws, expanding free-
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doms of speech and assembly. The new Constitutional Court criticized and returned
to the Government for revision the decree-law concerning the press. In 1992 women
continued to experience extensive societal and legal discrimination, and workers
faced a period of transition as the labor confederation attempted to establish a via-

ble base after gaining its independence from the ruling party.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^In late November and early Decem-
ber of 1991, there were at least 551 Burundians (the number acknowledged by the
Government) killed during the outbreak of violence triggered by attadcs by the
PALIPEHUTU on military and civilian targets. Other credible sources indicated
that as many as 1,000 persons died. While Hutu and Tutsi civilians as well as mem-
bers of the security forces died in the initial attacks, the majority of the deaths re-

sulted from retaliatory attacks against Hutus, often targeted at suspected
PALIPEHUTU members or ^mpathizers by civilians and members of the security
forces.

Human rights groups, including FTEKA, one of Burundi's two independent human
rights leagues oi^anized in 1991, issued reports documenting incidents in which in-

dividuals were summarily and extrajudicially executed by members of the security
forces. These included the case of 11 laborers killed by security forces at a Catholic
boarding school at Kanyosha, south of Bujumbura, and that of 6 members of a fam-
ily, including 4 children, executed in a private home at Muzinda. There were also

eyewitness accounts of persons having been summarily executed while in the cus-
tody of security forces, specifically at the Bubanza Brigade where detainees were re-

portedly bayoneted or clubbed to death.
The extent of official responsibility for these and other extrajudicial killings has

not been determined. The Government insists that the military high command did
not order or condone the abuses. Nevertheless, the November 1991 violence per-
sisted for several days until the Prime Minister, and ranking military and civilian

officials went to the area and gave direct orders which, for the most part, were then
respected. Moreover, despite many documented cases and direct appeals by human
rights organizations, by the end of the year the Government could report that only
three members of the military had been arrested for offenses conmiitted during the
violence. Its claims that civilian deaths were the result of their being caught in the
crossfire between terrorists and security forces were inconsistent with confirmed ac-

counts by eyewitnesses and survivors. Finally, while the Government had an-
nounced that it intended to establish a commission of inquiry to determine the
causes of the violence and deaths, no commission was formed, and no comprehensive
report was made public.

b. Disappearances.—^A significant number of persons disappeared during the No-
vember 1991 violence. Some may have been (as the Government claims) among the
40,000 Burundians who fled fiiom the countiy to Rwanda or Zaire as a result of the
violence. There were, however, documented cases where persons disappeared after

having been seen being detained by, or in the custody of, the security forces and
where there was no available record of their detention or release. One credible re-

port estimated several dozen disappearances occurred at the hands of the Burundi
security forces.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
While torture is forbidden by law and, along with cruel, inhuman, and degrading
treatment, is expressly forbidden under Burundi's new Constitution, it did occur in

1992 and, in previous years, reportedly resulted in death. Personal and eyewitness

accounts of treatment during and following detention include descriptions of persons
being bound so ti^tly as to cause temporary paralysis and scarring, beatings result-

ing in broken bones, and starvation. Detainees reported having been held in custody
without blankets or adequate clothing or food. According to a local human rights

league, detainees also reported having been forced to kneel while being interrogated.

They were also observed being transported bound, gagged, and blindfolded, l3ning on
the beds of military trucks.

Numerous instances of torture were documented in relation to the November 1991
incidents. Prison conditions are life threatening and characterized by severe over-

crowding and inadequate hygiene, clothing, medical care, food, and water. Former
detainees from November's violence reported that four or even five individuals were
forced to share a poorly ventilated cell 2 meters square, and larger, group cells were
observed to be very overcrowded. Prisoners had to rely on family members to ensure
an adequate diet, and officiids acknowledged that digestive Ulness was a major
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health problem in the prisons. The influx of detainees following the violence of No-
vember 1991 created an extra burden on the system.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Reg|ular police and gendarmerie with ar-

rest authority are permitted to make arrests without a warrant, but are legally obli-

gated to submit a written report to a magistrate within 48 hours of the detention.

The Public Prosecutor is then required to either order the detainee's release or issue

an arrest warrant valid for 5 days. After an arrest, the charges must be confirmed
by a magistrate in the presence of the detainee. The magistrate can order the sus-

pect released or confirm the charges and continued detention, initially for 15 days
and then subsequently for periods of 30 days as necessary to prepare the case for

trial. Burundi law allows unlimited pretrial detention. While allowable under the
law, bail is generally set only in cases involving crimes of financial wrongdoing. The
Surete, whiai is under the control of the Presidency, is obligated to follow the same
laws. However, some persons were detained by the Surete Tor a number of months
without having their cases certified and forwarded to the Ministiy of Justice as re-

quired.
In normal circumstances, prescribed procedures are generally followed in criminal

cases, though time limits prescribed by law are often exceeded. The quality and
timeliness of proceedings are constrained by the lack of a weU-trained and ade-
quately supported judiciary.

Durmg and following the violence of late 1991, member^ of the security forces (in-

cluding the regular army), civilian officials, political activists, and private citizens

arbitrarily detained hundreds of suspected PALIPEHUTU sympathizers. Some de-

tainees disappeared, some were released after a review by a mibtary or judicial offi-

cial (and in some cases rearrested one or more times), and others were imprisoned
for an extended period without any prosecutorial or judicial review. There are con-
firmed reports of persons being held in prison for months following the violence
without a dossier and without their names appearing on any list of detainees.

Tlie total number of persons detained in connection with the events of November
1991 exceeded 800 ana may have reached 1,000. By the end of 1992, according to

the Ministry of Justice, an estimated 250 people were held, either awaiting trial or
in the process of being tried, aU in civilian prisons. Another 131 had been tried,

found guilty and received sentences (ranging from the death penalty to 1 year in

prison). Nineteen had been acquitted. At least 400 others detained in connection
with tiie violence had been released, many after having spent months in prison
without being charged for any crime. Some of those released expressed fear about
their safety, and one stated that he felt he could never return to nis home province
to reclaim his home and belongings which had been seized by the security forces.

During the first months of 1992, activists from political organizations which had
not yet received certification as political parties were briefly detained by security
forces for conducting political activities, including distributing political literature

and campaigning against the proposed constitution. Those detained included rep-
resentatives of the IkODEBU Party and the Royalist Party (which later became the
Party for the Reconciliation of the People.) The detainees were released within days,
and the detentions ceased after the parties gained legal status.

Political exile is forbidden in the new Constitution, and, in general, the Govern-
ment has not used exile of its nationals as a means of political control. At the same
time, ex-President Bagaza and his wife have been denied permission to return to
Burundi since 1987, although the Buyoya Government had stated that it was will-

ing to negotiate the conditions of their return. Three Bagaza daughters, all minors,
who remained in Burundi with relatives, are free to leave, according to the (Sovem-
ment.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Burundi's legal system follows the Napoleonic
Code and incorporates elements of the Belgian and French systems. It is divided
into civil and criminal courts, with the Supreme Court at the apex, and military
courts that have jurisdiction over crimes committed by members of the military or
those involving actions against the military. Since 1991, when the State Security
Court was abolished, all political and security cases have been assigned to the ap-
propriate criminal or military court. The new Constitution provides for a High Court
to try the President, Prime Minister, or the President of me National Assembly in
the event of high-level crime while in office. It also established the Constitutional
Court to review all new laws (including decree-laws) and to preside over other con-
stitutional issues. By the end of the year, the Court had written a number of deci-

sions, including one which led the Government to rewrite the decree-law on the
press which had been promulgated in April.

Trials in civilian and military courts are technically public, though the public has
traditionally not had regular access to information about cases (incluoing court
dates). Burundi law and tne Constitution provide for accused persons (whether tried
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in a civilian or militaiy court) the right to a defense. In practice, only a small per-
centage of defendants have legal representation. Most defendants are not able to af-

ford the fees of any of Burundi's 17 private lawyers, and the pro bono woric of sev-
eral did not begin to meet the need for defense counsel.
The judicial system is constitutionally independent. In practice, however, the per-

spective and decisions of the system reflect its continued aominance by the country's
politically dominant ethnic group. The President has the authority to appoint judges
as weU as the power to pardon or reduce sentences. Most Burundians assume the
courts represent the interests of the dominant Tutsi minority.
During 1992 Burundi's judicial system was criticized by the Bar Association, the

independent human rights leagues, and the increasingly independent press. Major
shortcomings identified are: the frequent lack of any defense counsel for the ac-

cused; the lack of adecpiate resources to allow the system to function effectively; the
need for better training and improved awareness oi human right issues on the part
of iudicial and enforcement officials; and the need for revisions in the Legal Code
to bring it into conformity with the new Constitution and international standards.
For example, confessions made during torture were accepted as evidence in 1992
trials.

The many trials that took place in 1992 involving persons accused of crimes relat-

ed to the November 1991 unrest did not meet international standards. In most
cases, the authorities brought charges against the accused under the Criminal Code
for attacks against the security of the State or attacks against the security of the
public order. All defendants were Hutu, while the judges were, almost without ex-
ception, Tutsi. A number of defendants, including those who were subsequently sen-
tenced to death, were tried in proceedings which lasted less than a day. Most de-
fendants had very little education and had little understanding of either the charges
against them or their rights under the law. Most did not have benefit of a defense
attorney during their trials and were unaware of or unable to meet the legal re-

quirements for filing an appeal. Judges rejected arguments that defendants were
beingtried for their political beliefs or their membership in or support for the
PALIPEHUTU. Among those sentenced to death in July by the civil court were two
acknowledged leaders of the PALIPEHUTU, who had been in detention throughout
the violence.

In one trial several Hutu defendants, subsequently sentenced to death, refused
the services of Burundi lawyers in protest against the perceived bias of the justice
system. Their appeals, which were tiled with legal assistance, were pending at the
end of the year. A second group accepted legal assistance only after a Belgian law-
yer, supported by a local independent human rights league, joined the team of Bu-
rundian lawyers.
The total number of political prisoners held by the Government at the end of the

year was unknown, although estimated to be at least 80. The figure included many
of those who had received prison or death sentences in connection with the events
of November 1991, based on the conclusion that they had been targeted for prosecu-
tion because of their links to the PALIPEHUTU rather than demonstrated evidence
of specific criminal actions. In addition, two former ministers and several former
government officials from the previous government of Colonel Jean-Baptiste Bagaza
remained in prison at the end of the year. It was widely accepted that they had been
targeted for prosecution for wrongdoing as public ofncials to discredit the former
government. One other former minister who had been in prison since 1988 on simi-

lar charges was released during 1992.
f. Arbitrary Interference wim Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

right to privacy is provided for in the Constitution, and the law requiring search
warrants is generally respected by the authorities. However, persons suspected of
antigovemment activities, which is broadly interpreted by the Government and the
courts, are subject to surveillance by security forces. In addition, security forces con-

fiscated or destroyed personal property during the searches related to the 1991 inci-

dents.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The right to free opinion and expression is ex-

plicitly provided for in the new Constitution, as long as these rights are expressed
in a manner consistent with the public law and order." During 1992 Burundians
witnessed expansion in free speech and press, in part as a result of the activities

of new political parties and of discussion over decree-laws promulgated to embody
the rights granted in the new Constitution.
A new decree-law on the press promulgated in April proved controversial. It called

for freedom of the press but imposed significant restrictions that were determined
by the Constitutional Court to be unconstitutional. A new decree-law, promulgated
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in December and designed to reflect the Court's finding, retained restrictions on per-
missible criticisms of government policies, the person of the President and state-

ments whidi could be construed as contrary to national unity. The law also provided
for government review and possible censorship of all media prior to distribution.

Of four new private French-language newspapers which appeared during 1992 to

supplement the government-controlled daily, Le Renouveau, three survived at yeai^s
end. There were also four existing Kirundi-language papers, one of which was pro-
duced by the Government. One of the nongovernment papers was published by the
Catholic Church, while all the others were at least iniormally linked to one of the
political parties. Those newspapers independent of government control dem-
onstrated a willingness to report and comment on issues and stories that the gov-
ernment-controlled press had previously been hesitant to cover. In response, report-
ing in Le Renouveau became somewhat less restrained, though still devoted to con-
vincing the population of the correctness of the Government's policies.

Newspaper readership remained limited. Le Renouveau had a readership of only
3,000, concentrated almost exclusively in Bujumbura. Very few Burundians owned
a television set, and most received only the single government-controlled station

which produced French and Kirundi programming. T^e majority of the population
relied on the government-controlled radio programming in French and Kirundi for

information about domestic and international affairs. Repprting in both radio and
television reflects government policies.

The Grovemment promised all political parties equal access to the official media
and began to produce radio and television debates including representatives of the
various political parties. At the same time, journalists for the government-controlled
media continued to practice self-censorship, relative to both what stories they chose
to report and how they reported them. In addition, their editors continued to prac-
tice censorship. This included canceling programs or stories which the Government
found unacceptable and altering texts, including direct quotations, to correspond to
the Government's preferred language.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assemoly and Association.—^Burundians' freedom of assem-
bly and association expanded in 1992. On December 31, 1991, the Government pro-
mulgated a decree-law establishing clear, liberalized guidelines for granting permits
for public meetings or parades. Tne newly formed political parties regularly held
well-attended meetings in Bujumbura but reported facing harassment and bureau-
cratic obstacles when they applied for permits for meetings, particularly in rural
areas.
A decree-law on political parties was promulgated in June establishing the spe-

cific criteria that parties must satisfy to be certified by the Government. These in-
cluded a statement in support of the principle of national unity and core member-
ship drawn from each of the provinces and reflecting the country^ ethnic diversity.

By year's end, eight parties, including the former sole party, UPRONA, had been
certified, and all had begun preparing for national elections. In early December the
Minister of Interior rejected the application of the Movement for Peace and Democ-
racy on the grounds that the party s program was not supportive of national unity.
By the end of the year the Government had not acted on an incomplete application
submitted by the PALIPEHUTU.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^There is no state religion in Burundi. More than 60 per-
cent of the population is Catholic, and the Catholic Church plays an important role
in the lives ofhoth rural and urban dwellers. A number of Protestant churches have
a significant following. In contrast to the previous regime of Colonel Jean-Baptiste
Bagaza, President Buyoya has freed religious prisoners, reopened closed churches,
returned confiscated church properties, including houses and schools, allowed ex-
pelled foreign missionaries to return, authorized workday religious services,
reinstituted the activities of the catechists, and authorized church schools (including
seminaries and literary and catechism classes), publications, and broadcasts.

Religious oi^anizations are subject to the same rules and restrictions that apply
to secular organizations. They must obtain approval from the Government to oper-
ate in the country, and a Burundi citizen has to be designated as the legal rep-
resentative of each organization. During 1992 there were continuing incidents of
temporary detentions and harassment of Jehovah's Witnesses who refused to comply
with local and school officials' demands that they recognize secular authority and
participate in State-sanctioned practices, including singing the National Anthem.
Those detained were released without facing formal charges, but at least one stu-
dent was forced to withdraw permanently from school. The Government has still not
granted the group legal status.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^To control a meningitis epidemic in September and October, the Gov-
ernment restricted internal travel. In addition, checkpoints and roadblocks manned
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by security forces were common in areas affected by or suspected to be the source
of activities of the PALIPEHUTU.
Early in 1991, the Government begfm a program to encourage the voluntary repa-

triation of the approximately 200,000 Burundian refugees who remained outside the
country after fleeing ethnic violence in 1972 and 1988. Almost all were Hutus, and
most lived in Tanzania. Approximately 40,000 additional Burundians, again mostly
Hutus, fled the countiy during the ethnic violence in November 1991, and they were
also encouraged to return as the repatriation program continued in 1992. By late

1992, 50,000 long-term and recent refugees had returned and had been settled ei-

ther on their former property or on other lands made available by the Grovemment.
The Government did estabush a National Commission whose responsibilities in-

cluded settling claims dealing with ownership of property. In October the Govern-
ment issued a statement of its commitment to guarantee the dignity and security
of returning refugees, allowing the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR) to become actively involved in the repatriation program.
Approximately 270,000 refugees resided in Burundi at the end of 1992, mostly

Rwandan Tutsis who had fled their country in the 1960*8. These refugees, for the
most part, no longer required assistance of the UNHCR, even though they face for-

mal (£scrimination relative to access to education, employment opportunities, and
political rights. The Government suspended extending citizenship to these refugees
until the Government of Rwanda instituted a program of voluntary repatriation.

Newly arrived refugees were accorded refugee status by the Gk)vemment based on
the review and recommendation of the UNHCR. The Government occasionally repa-
triated Rwandans and Zairians who lacked appropriate documents or who were sus-
pected of criminal or other activities, such as supporting the Rwandan Patriotic
Front, which is involved in the armed conflict in Rwanda. In November gendarmes
and public security police conducted sweeps in Bujumbura and Cibitoke provinces
against undocumented persons that resulted in 250 detentions.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens To Change Their Gov-
ernment

Although in March Burundians voted overwhelmingly for the new Constitution
which formally provides their right to change their government through direct
multiparty elections every 5 years, the Buyoya Government remained firmly in

power, and constitutional provisions remained to be tested in free and fair elections.

Even under the new Constitution, the President will continue to appoint provincial
governors and other key officials. UPRONA, the former single party, while formally
separated from the Government early in 1992, continued to function as the de facto

ruling party at the end of the year.
Five of the seven newly certified political parties demanded that there be a formal

transition government leading up to elections. The President maintained that the
Constitution ruled out a formal transition government. However, he did establish

the National Commission on Dialog on Democracy, which included representatives

from all the parties as well as six Key GRB Ministers. The Commission was given
consultative powers only. An Electoral Commission with party representatives was
dissolved after opposition party representatives objected to the participation of one
member. The Government incUcated that a schedule for elections would be estab-

lished based on consultations with party representatives.

According to the new Constitution, all Burundi citizens at least 18 years old have
the ri^t to vote, and, except for members of the military and judges, have the ri^t
to be members of political parties. Women have traditionally not played a significant

role in public life m Burundi and remain seriously underrepresented in the Govern-
ment. However, there are two female ministers, one ambassador, two presidential

advisors, several judges, and two members of the National Commission in charge
of election preparations. The indigenous Pygmy groups living in remote areas have
difficulty participating in the political process (see Section 5).

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofsieged Violations ofHuman Rights

In April the Government established a human rights center under the control of

the Ministry of Justice which was given responsibility for educating Burundians re-

garding their ri^ts and responsibilities in the area of human rights. The Govern-
ment also designated officers with command and instructional responsibilities to

garticipate in two conferences sponsored by the International Committee of the Red
ross (ICRC) dealing with international humanitarian law and the responsibilities

of security forces.

The two independent human rights groups faced bureaucratic obstacles, such as
inordinate delays by Ministry of Justice officials in responding to requests for infor-
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mation on specilic cases or for permission to make visits to prisons, but they were
not actively impeded from carrying out their activities. TTiese activities included in-

vestigations and reports on individual human rights cases and civic education pro-
grams. The two organizations undertook a joint investigation of the violence of No-
vember 1991. The Government resisted recommendations made by Amnesty Inter-
national and ITEKA, one of the local human rights organizations, that there be an
independent, comprehensive investigation to determine responsibility.

International and local human rights groups were allowed to work in Burundi
throughout the year. Amnesty International visited the country after the violence
of November 1991 and in May issued a report documenting human rights abuses
during the violence, especially the extent of extrajudicial killings. A second report
issued in late November provided iiirther documentation of abuse and criticized the
Government for taking no action to discipline oflicials known to have been involved
or for tasking measures to prevent future abuse. The ICRC had a representative in
place during 1992, with access to detainees and prisoners held in connection with
the violence of 1991 in civilian prisons.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Burundi's new Constitution explicitly provides equal status and protection for all

citizens, without distinction based on sex, origin, ethnicity, religion, or opinion. In
practice, de facto discrimination against Hutus and Batwas is apparent in many
areas of society despite government efforts to discourage it by relying on entrance
requirements based on merit alone as well as positive recruitment programs. As a
result, Tutsis continued to dominate key institutions, including the military and the
judicial establishment, particularly at the leadership levels where recent efforts by
the Government to attract Hutus into the professions had not yet had a significant
impact. At the same time, Hutus have made significant Inroads into the civil serv-
ice, and the number of Hutus, who represent 85 percent of the population, exceeded
the number of Tutsis entering secondary school. On the other hand, the indigenous
Batwa (Pygmy) minority, which comprises perhaps 1 percent of the population, re-
mained almost completely marginalized, economically, socially, ana politically.

While the Government stated its commitment to serve all Burunc^ans, most Batwa
continued to live in isolation, without attending school or having access to govern-
ment services, including health care.

Despite constitutional guarantees and a commitment on the part of the current
Government to increased opportunities, women hold a secondary place in Burundi
society. Although assured of the same pay as men if they held the same job, women
were far less likely than men to hold midor high-level positions in either the public
or private sectors. The traditional distinction between men's and women's roles re-
mained institutionalized in rural areas, where women are responsible for most food-
crop production, and in the military services, from which they are completely ex-
cluded. In addition, the explicitly discriminatory elements of inheritance laws and
those dealing with obtaining credit have not yet been changed.

Violence against women, including wife beating and rape, is known to take place,
but there is no documentation of its extent. Police do not normally intervene in do-
mestic disputes, and the media do not cover incidents of violence against women,
including rape. There were no known court cases dealing with abuse of women. The
Government has not addressed the issue of violence against women, and, while
there were a number of women's organizations, they were involved primarily in eco-
nomic development activities for women.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—The new Constitution and the draft labor code pro-
tect the rights of Burundi workers to form unions; however, only about 10,000 work-
ers in the wage economy participate in the new system of voluntary checkoffs put
in place to help finance union activities. Most workers are from the ranks of urban
civU servants.
During 1992 Burundi's national umbrella organization of labor unions faced a pe-

riod of transition, after having been granted its independence from the ruling party
(and the Government) on December 30, 1991. While government subsidies continued
for several months in to order ease the transition, the Organization of Free Unions
of Burundi or CSB (formerly the Union of Burundi Workers or UTB) had to seek
new sources of financial and organizational support, largely through the new check-
off system. The CSB represented the interests of labor during negotiations to draft
a new labor code that is expected to be promulgated as a decree-law in early 1993.
The planned revisions in the new labor code are expected to reflect the Govern-
ment s commitment to structural adjustment including privatization, as encouraged
by donor organizations and countries.
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According to the 1988 Labor Code, workers other than those involved in activities

related to national security have the right to strike, but the strike must be called
by a recognized union and cannot take pl£u;e unless the sponsoring union has given
15 days' notice of intent to strike. Individuals participating in strikes or labor ac-

tions not in accordance with the law are subject to arrest. There were no strikes
during 1992. The draft labor code does not fundamentally alter Burundian workers'
right to strike.

The CSB was free to ailUiate internationally, and, in addition to membership in

re^onal and continentwide trade union bodies, it maintains cooperative relation-
ships with a number of trade union organizations outside Africa. It also woiked with
the Afro-American Labor Center to sponsor seminars for Burundi union leaders on
the questions of the role of women in the labor movement and the role of unions
in the democratization process.

b. Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Collective bargaining is not yet
protected by law, and labor negotiations are conducted largely between unions and
employers (mainly branches of the Government) under the supervision of the Na-
tional Labor Council, composed of representatives from labor, the Government, and
employers. Under the incumbent Code, employers and the State (which were often
one and the same) are obligated to provide relatively generous benefits, including
free health coverage, liberal maternity benefits, and extensive job protection.
Burundi law prohibits discrimination against union members and organizers, and

there were no documented cases of such discrimination in 1992. A three-step process
was available to resolve complaints regarding labor practices or policies toward a
union or union member: direct employer-employee negotiations under the auspices
of the CSB; an administrative hearing before a government labor inspector; and a
legal proceeding before the Labor Court (or an administrative court in the case of
a public employee).
There are no export processing zones in Burundi, though a decree-law making the

entire nation a free zone for many export-oriented industries was promulgated on
August 31. The decree-law recniires that salaries meet the minimum
interprofessional standards fixed by law, but employers are given more latitude in
negotiations with employees. In addition, the law has made it possible for employers
to chaise employees for a share of the cost of their health benefits. Finally, the law
contains provisions that make it easier for qualifying enterprises to hire foreign
workers and exonerate them from the 3-percent tax on the salaries of foreign work-
ers.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced and compulsory labor are
prohibited by law and not practiced. The International Labor Organization's Com-
mittee of Experts, however, in its 1992 report reiterated its concerns about various
decrees and orders still in effect: for example, one requiring obligatory community
development work and others which provide for prison labor sentences for working
journalists who violate press restrictions.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Burundi's 1988 Labor Code states

that children under the age of 16 are not allowed to be employed by "an entenprise,"

even as apprentices, though it also states that th^ can undertake occasional work
which does not damage their health or schooling. Young children are, in fact, often

seen doing heavy manual labor, including transporting bricks on their heads, in

rural areas in daytime during the school year. Cnildren are legally forbidden from
working at night, though many did so in the informal sector. As a practical matter,

children are obligated by custom and economic necessity to help support their family

by participating in activities related to subsistence agriculture, production in family

based enterprises, and the informal sector.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The nationally established formal minimum
wage for unskilled workers does not meet the daily needs for a family. Employees
wonting under contract, particularly in urban areas, generally earn significantly

more than the minimum wage. Actual salaries are determined based on complex
schedules applicable to the private and public sectors. All employees in the public

sector work under contract, while the CSB estimates that 70 percent of employees
working in the formal private sector are covered by a contract. The 1988 Labor Code
provides extensive protections regarding job security and maternity and sick leave.

Most families live outside urban areas and are involved in subsistence agricultural

production which allows them to supplement their income with homegrown food-

stuffs. Many urban households rely on more than one wage earner or supplements
earned from participation in petty commerce.

TTie 1988 Labor Code imposes a maximum 8-hour workday and 45-hour workweek
except in cases when workers are involved in activities related to national security.

Supplements must be paid for overtime in any case. The Labor Code establishes
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health and safety standards and assigns enforcement responsibility to the Ministry
of Labor. However, enforcement suffers from a shortage oi staff and resources.

CAMEROON
Although Cameroon implemented democratic reforms in 1992, political power re-

mained concentrated in tne Presidency and in the former single party, the Cam-
eroon People's Democratic Movement (CPDM). In March the Government organized
Cameroon s first multiparty legislative elections in 25 years. TTie vote was boycotted
by several major opposition groups, and some observers charged that the Govern-
ment resorted to fraud in a Tew areas of the country. The CPDM won fewer than
half the seats in the National Assembly, however, and was forced to form a coalition
with a smaller party to retain a woricing majority. Opposition presence in the legis-
lature has not significantly diminished the authority of the President, since the Con-
stitution imposes few legislative or judicial checks on executive power. The
multiparty presidential election in October was marred by widespread fraud and in-

timidation of voters. Although both the Government and opposition engaged in un-
fair electoral practices, the Government was responsible for the vast majority of
these irregularities. According to the Government, President Biya won with almost
40 percent of the vote and remained in power.

Internal security responsibilities are shared by the National Police, the National
Intelligence Service (CENER), the gendarmerie, the Ministry of Territorial Adminis-
tration (MENAT), military intelligence (SEMIL), the army, and to a lesser extent,
the presidential security service. The MINAT is in charge of prisons, and its local-

level officials (prefects) play a key role in ensuring order. The police and the gendar-
merie have the dominant role in enforcing internal security laws. In 1992, as in pre-
vious years, security forces conmiitted numerous human rights abuses. Cameroon's
military expenditures for 1989, the last year for which the U.S. Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed analysis, were $148 million. There are
no indications that efforts will be made to reduce these expenditures in the near
future.

Cameroon has a strong, diversified agricultural base and a small but important
petroleum sector, which produces 60 percent of export earnings. Cameroon's per cap-
ita gross domestic product (GDP) of about $900 in 1991/92 placed it among the
lower middle-income developing countries. National income has steadily declined
since 1986, mainly due to the decline in world oil prices. Cameroon's self-sufficiency
in food production helps mitigate the effects of declining export earnings and its for-

eiga debt burden.
The unfair presidential elections cast a huge shadow over the political and labor

reform efforts undertaken in 1992. While not on the same scale as 1991, civil unrest
continued, and with it a number of abuses committed by security forces in clashes
with opposition protesters. Following the October vote, there were incidents of
arson, looting, street protests, and destruction of property in which at least five peo-
ple died. On October 27, the President declared a state of emergency in Northwest
province, which had voted overwhelmingly for the opposition. More than 250 per-
sons, many of them opposition supporters, were detained without charge under the
state of emergency provisions, whicn were lifted December 29.
There also continued to be incidents of politically motivated extrajudicial killing

by the armed forces, including the summary execution of five persons, beatings, and
torture. On many occasions, security forces subjected civilians, including political
and media leaders, to sustained cruel and degrading treatment. In one instance the
residents of Ndu and Bali in Northwest province suffered beatings, sexual abuse,
and destruction of property by gendarmes over a period of nearly 1 week. After im-
provements in press freedom early in the year, censorship tightened in late spring
and continued through the rest of the year. Other continuing human rights abuses
included arbitrary arrest and detention, government inaction to redress abuses by
security forces, and discrimination against women.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—Several incidents of political and

extrajudicial killing occurred during the year. The most serious involved the sum-
maiy execution of five civilians by soldiers and gendarmes following a violent ethnic
clash between Kotokos and Choa Arabs in Kousseri, Far North province. According
to credible eyewitness accounts, a dispute between the groups over voter registra-
tion erupted in violence on January 29, with some 100 to 150 people killed, mostly
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poorly armed Kotokos. Soldiers and gendarmes were dispatched to Kousseri to re-
store order, but their efforts to disarm the combatants prompted renewed fitting
between the security forces and Choas, with approximately 350 Choas killed. While
the heavily armed Choas could only be subdued through military intervention, the
hi^h Choa death toll and few losses among the military (one dead and one wounded)
{>oint to disproportionate use of force by the soldiers and gendarmes. Moreover, fol-

owlng the disarmament of the Choas, there were credible reports that members of
the armed forces led five Choas into the bush where they were summarily executed.
There was no public inquiry into the incident. Senior military officials maintained
that internal cGsciplinary hearings were held in the case but had not concluded as
of year's end.

Police intervention between January 24-26 to forestall a demonstration by Mus-
lims in Yaounde left two police and four protestors dead. According to witnesses' ac-

counts, police panicked when one officer was speared in the eye during the con-
frontation and began firing into the crowd. Violence continued over a 2-day period
with at least 30 seriously wounded in addition to the dead. Police used live ammuni-
tion and antiriot equipment against the protestors. There was physical evidence
that some of the wounded demonstrators had been shot in the bade.

Six civilians were killed by gendarmes in Ndu, Northwest province, on June 6.

According to credible eyewitness accounts, the gendarmes mistook a weekly maiket
gathering for a banned opposition rally and fired warning shots to disperse the
crowd. Townspeople responded by throwing stones at the gendarmes, who then
opened fire on the crowd. Five Ndu residents were kiUed by the gunfire, one died
later in the hospital, and many more were injured. In retaliation, some townspeople
ransacked the homes of local gendarmes, burnt their belongings, and harassed their
families. Throu^out the week of June 7-12, gendarmes broke into Ndu residents*

houses, smashing windows and furniture and looting valuables. There were multiple
reports of rape, sexual abuse, and other violent acts against women, including gun-
shots to the pelvis. While officials in the security forces maintained that there would
be a formal inquiry into the Ndu killings, as of year's end, there were no reports
that those responsible had been brought to justice.

On July 9, nve people were killed near Touboro, in North province, after local citi-

zens installed a new chief against the wishes of the Lamido of Rey Bouba, a power-
ful traditional ruler. Members of the Lamido's team of bodyguards intercepted the
new chief and his entourage outside of Touboro and opened fire, killing two. The
chiefs supporters fou^t back, killing three of the Lamido's security guards. Gen-
darmes were sent to quell the violence. As of year's end, none of those responsible
had been brou^t to justice. Government tolerance of the Lamido's private security

force contributed to the outbreak of violence.

Following the controversial October 11 presidential election, there were isolated

disturbances in several provinces in which at least five persons died. On October
12 and 13 in South province, supporters of the ruling CPDM attacked and looted

the homes and businesses of Anglophones and members of the Bamileke and
Bamoun ethnic groups believed to have supported opposition candidates. Security
forces did not intervene to preserve order, and there were credible reports that some
soldiers participated in the looting. One looter was killed by an arrow during the
confrontation, and there were other unconfirmed reports of additional deaths.

Following announcement of the ofiicial election results on October 23, protests

erupted in the opposition strongholds of Littoral, Northwest, and Southwest prov-

inces. In Muyaka, Southwest province, an angry mob of opposition supporters
burned alive subprefect Gideon Ngum . According to credible eyewitness accounts,

the crowd surrounded Ngum's home after gendarmes accidentally shot a young boy
while tndng to control an unruly opposition demonstration. The mob dragged the

Erefect from his house, beat him senseless, and then doused him with gasoline and
umed him to death.
In Northwest province, home to the opposition Social Democratic Front (SDF)

leader John Fru Ndi, unknown groups burned or looted some 300 homes. This de-

struction occurred despite the reinforcement of security forces prior to October 23.

Government officials maintained that the extra forces were needed to protect public

buildings and hence could not intervene to protect private property. While some of

the destruction was politically motivated, other acts were the results of personal

score settling orpure oanditry.

A prominent CfPDM supporter, Tita Fomukong, was burned in his Bamenda home
after it was surrounded and torched by an angry crowd. While initial reports indi-

cated that the mob had murdered Fomukong, later accounts—including those of the
chairman of the presidentially appointed National Commission For Human Rights
and Freedoms—confirmed that Fomukong had reentered the burning home, perhaps
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in an attempt to retrieve some valuable or look for a family member, and was
trapped inside.

Two persons were killed in Bali, Northwest province, when they attacked a gen-
darme guardpost in an apparent attempt to free other persons who had been de-

tained in connection with looting and arson in the area.

b. Disappearance.—^There were credible but unproven reports of the disappearance
of four youths after they were allegedly taken into custody by gendarmes following
a demonstration by the Cameroon Anglophone Movement (CAM) on February 11
(see Section 2.b.). Witnesses reported seeing gendarmes detain Sule Paul Tataw,
Kasimo Lemamu, Ibrahim Pendap Tataw, and another boy known only as "Che."
Some human ri^ts monitors reported that gendarme records confirmed that the

Souths had been detained. An investigation by the National Commission for Human
lights and Freedoms was inconclusive, and, as of year's end, there had been no fur-

ther inquiiy into the tdleged disappearances.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Although the Penal Code proscribes torture, renders inadmissible in court evidence
obtained thereby, and prohibits public servants from using force against any person,
there were many credible reports of security forces inflictinjg severe beatings, sys-

tematic torture, and other inhuman treatment during 1992. These abuses worsened
in Northwest province following imposition of a 2-month-long state of emergency on
October 27. At least one person, (jmandi Che Ngwe, reportedly died as a result of
injuries during torture. Sanctions against those responsiole are almost unknown, al-

though government officials maintain that they face administrative punishments
which are not made public.

Investigations are rare because abused persons frequently fear reprisals against
themselves and their families if they lodge a complaint. Police and gendarmes rou-
tinely beat detainees to extract confessions and the names and whereabouts of other
alleged criminals. For example, an article in the September 11 issue of the English
language government newspaper, the Cameroon Tribune, reported that one detainee
"under torture at the police post, revealed the names of all members of the gang."
Security forces also often resort to physical harassment of citizens with whom they
come in contact.

The security forces display a pattern of beating detainees on the soles of their feet

with an iron bar or whipping them with a reimbrced rubber tube. On January 3,

Jean-Michel Nintcheu and Emmanuel Wato were detained and severely beaten by
gendarmes. The two were members of the banned opposition human rights group
Cap Liberte. According to credible reports, Nintcheu was unable to walk after his
release because the soles of his feet had been beaten raw. Although a doctor rec-
ommended that he be given medical attention, police refused to allow Nintcheu to

receive hospitfil treatment. Both detainees were subsequently released without for-

mal charges being made. Despite denials by the Government, investigations follow-

ing the mass arrests in the Northwest province after the election confirmed that
many persons were beaten at the time of detention.
There were several incidents of prolonged cruel and degrading treatment of civil-

ians by security forces, including shaving the heads of opposition members with
shards of glass. On May 5, female student leader Ange ToKam Guiadem was de-
tained by approximately 12 gendarmes at Yaounde University. They stripped
Guiadem and marched her across campus while punching and lacking her. Other
students who tried to intervene were beaten off by the gendarmes, (juiadem was
taken to a garage, where gendarmes continued to beat and taunt her for 2 days.
During this period, her tormentors shaved her head with shards of broken glass.
She was subsequently moved to the gendarme detention facility where she was kept
until her release, without charge, on May 11. While gendarme and university ofii-

cials maintained that an investigation of the incident would be conducted, none had
occurred by year's end, and none of those responsible had been brought to justice.

Treatment of prisoners in the penitentiary system is poor, especially outside of
major urban areas. Prisoners receive inadequate medical attention and food, al-

though family members often provide supplementary rations. Prisoners are rou-
tinely chained in their cells. Conditions are worst at Tchollire 11 prison, where re-

portedly inadequate food and medical attention caused at least 40 deaths between
1990 and 1992 among the inmates. TchoUire's isolation makes it difficult for fami-
lies to supplement the meager food rations, while even serious diseases, such as tu-
berculosis and meningitis, go untreated. Most prisoners were held in severely over-
crowded and unsanitary conditions, and some detainees faced fiirther beatings while
in custody, according to the National Commission For Human Rights and Liberties,
among other observers.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Arbitrary, prolonged detention remained
a serious problem in 1992. In particular, the intelligence services do not implement
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investigation of possible offenses and have held detainees incommunicado.
Under Cameroonian law, a person arrested for a nonpolitical oflense may be held

in custody up to 24 hours before being chained. That period may be renewed three
times. However, the law does not provide for habeas coipus, and hidicial authorities
are precluded from acting on a case until the administrative autnority who ordered
the detention turns the case over to the prosecutor. After a magistrate has issued
a warrant to bring the case to trial, the detainee may be held in pretrial detention"
indefinitely pending court action. Furthermore, a 19Q0 law permits detention with-
out charge for renewable periods of 15 days "in order to combat banditry." Persons
taken into detention are frequently denied access both to legal counsel and family
members. The law permits release on bail only in the Aiiglophone provinces, where
the legal svstem retains features of British conamon law. Even there, baU is granted
infrequently.

Police and gendarmes sometimes detain opposition activists on political grounds,
as in the cases of Jean-Michel Nintcheu and Emmanuel Wato in January, and Ange
Tekam Guiadem in May (see Section I.e.). Those detained on political grounds are

SeneraJly held without charge or charged with a common crime. For example, on
uly 22 armed plainclothes police interrupted a Douala political meeting attended

by members of the Rally for the Fatherland (RAP) and other small political parties.

Tiie police arrested about 20 opposition activists, among them Jean-Michel Nmtcheu
and Emmanuel Wato again.
Approximately half of the detainees were released after 1 week; the remaining

nine were held until August 6. Police ofiicials claimed that the activists would be
charged with smiiggling arms from Nigeria and plotting to assassinate senior gov-
ernment leaders. Only Nintcheu, Wato, and Martm Tafou finally were charged with
a crime. A court date was initially scheduled for October but postponed after the
Paris-based International Federation For Human Rights intervened to urge that the
accused be given more time to prepare their defense. As of year's end, none had
been brought to trial.

Following the October election, the Government detained numerous opposition po-
litical figures, including Victor Hameni Bieleu, campaign chairman of the Union for

Change, and several orominent legal advisors to the Social Democratic Front (SDF),
among them retired Supreme Court Justice Nyo Wakai and lawyers Ophelia Sendze
and Francis Sama. In some cases, including those of Justice Wakai and Mrs.
Sendze, detainees were beaten while being taken into custody. According to govern-
ment sources, a total of approximately 250 persons were detained lor up to 2
months under state of emei^ency provisions in the Northwest province. Other credi-

ble sources indicated that some 400-500 persons were detained. Under
Cameroonian law, persons may be held without charge during a state of emergency
for up to 2 months (renewable once), by order of the Minister of Territorial Adminis-
tration.

On December 14, 63 of the detainees, including Ophelia Sendze, were released
without charge. On December 23, the High Court of Mezam Division ordered the
release of an additional 176 detainees, either unconditionally or on bail. Hfuneni
Bieleu was ordered released unconditionally; Nyo Wakai on bail. On December 26,

all 176 detainees were instead transferred to two prisons in Yaounde; there, all were
released on their own recognizance December 31. The public prosecutor confirmed
reports that those detainees, if they are brought to trial, will be judged by the State

Security Court, established in December 1990 to try crimes against the "internal

and external security of the state."

In addition to those detained under state of emergency provisions, other political

activists, such as Joseph Tegeh, President of the Douala-oased Movement for the

Renewal of the African People (MORPA), were detained without charge and beaten
(see also Section 2.a.).

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The Cameroonian court system is subordinate to

the Ministry of Justice; it is part of the executive, not a separate or independent
branch of government. Magistrates in Cameroon are career civil servants respon-
sible to the Minister of Justice, and thus are subject, particularly in political cases,

to government direction. Following the October 11 presidential election, for example,
the Supreme Court rejected an appeal by the opposition National Union For Democ-
racy And Progress (UNDP) party to declare the results invalid due to numerous
irregularities. The Court ruled against the appeal on technical nounds, noting that
the UNDP had presented photocopies, rather than originals, of alleged fraudulent
vote tabulations.

Numerous magistrates have commented that rendering a decision that displeases

the Government may result in transfer to a less desirable position. However, mag-
istrates' decisions in nonpolitical cases are usually not subject to government inter-
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ference. There have been reported cases of the Government refusing to pay damages
when a court has found against it. Trials are public. There is no Tormal public de-

fender system, but some voluntary organizations and the Bar Association offer pro
bono legal assistance in some cases.

Traditional courts continue to play an important role, particularly in rural areas.

Their authority varies by region and ethnic group, but they are often the arbiters

of propertv and domestic disputes and may serve a probate function as well. Most
traditional courts permit appeal of decisions to traditional authorities of higher
rank.
There were no known political prisoners, as distinct from political detainees, in

Cameroon at the end of 1992.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—While
both invasions of the home and tampering with correspondence are violations of
Cameroonian law, there were numerous reports of police and gendarmes harassing
citizens and entering homes without warrants. This practice was particularly wide-
spread in Northwest province, as security forees entered private nomes under the
pretext of enforcing pavment of taxes. Sustained periods of harassment of civilians

and forced entry into their homes occurred in Bali between May 29-31, and in Ndu
between June &-12 (see also Section l.a.). In Bali, gendarmes used rubber bullets,

teai^as, and firearms to terrorize townspeople—including women and the aged—for

2 days after taxi drivers refused to pay customary bribes.

In Northwest province during the state of emergency, gendarmes sometimes sur-

rounded entire neighborhoods, then conducted house-to-house searches without war-
rants. Property for which the residents lacked receipts was confiscated, and persons
who could not produce a national identity card were sometimes detained. Two days
before the state of emergency was declared, a cordon of gendarmes sealed off entry
to and exit from the Bamenda home of opposition leader John Fru Ndi. An agree-
ment was subsequently concluded with the security forces to allow food and medical
supplies to reach the more than 140 family members and supporters who joined Fru
Noi on his compound. The gendarme cordon of the compound was lifted on Decem-
ber 29.

There were credible reports that the Government kept some opposition militants
under surveillance and used informer systems to track the activities of dissidents.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Although the Constitution of 1972 provides for

freedom of expression and the press, Cameroonian law and practice have long re-

stricted these ireedoms. In late 1990, a new law established more liberal regulations
for beginning publication of newspapers and magazines. That same law, however,
formafly authorized prepublication censorship and granted the MINAT the authority
to suspend the right to publish. Public servants face retribution for openly criticizing

the Government, as in the case of Celestin Monga, man^^er of a government-owned
bank and part-time journalist, whose May Jeune Afirique Economie interview
prompted an increase in censorship in 1992 (see below). Under pressure, Monga re-

signed his position at the bank when his supervisor initiated disciplinary proceed-
ings against him for publishing the article.

The (jovemment publishes two ofiicial newspapers—^the English and French edi-

tions of the Cameroon Tribune—and determines the content of all radio and tele-

vision broadcasts. Most official journalists are civil servants who may be transferred
to less desirable positions if they do not practice self-censorship. The government-
controlled broadcast media, although funded by all taxpayers, provided dispropor-
tionately high levels of coverage to even minor CPDM ninctions while giving little

air time to opposition events.

Some 40 private newspapers are published, about one-quarter weekly and the oth-
ers at irregular intervals. Censorship of these newspapers is erratic, with criticism
of the Government often tolerated. In January the Government lifted a 5-month ban
on the Douala weekly Le Messager, and during the first 3 months of the year the
private press operated with few restrictions. Beginning in April, however, censor-
ship was tightened. Editors of the weekly La Galaxie were tried and fined for pub-
lishing an article which charged the MINAT with abuse of government privileges.

Following publication in May of an interview which implicated the President's fam-
ily in a banking scandal, the (jovemment banned distrioution of the French month-
ly Jeune Afrique Economie and seized issues of Cameroonian weeklies La Nouvelle
Expression and Le Messager when they tried to repeat the story.

From May on, the private press was subject to heavy-handed censorship and har-
assment of journalists. Throughout the summer and fall, armed police were sta-

tioned at the Rotoprint Press, where most private weeklies are produced. Police fre-

quently subjected journalists who wrote stories critical of the Government to lengthy
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interrogations about their sources of information. Pblice sometimes routed up
newspaper vendors selling papers critical of the Government and confiscated the
publications. In July the MINAT suspended the Douala weekly Galaxie for publish-

ing a follow-up story on the banking scandal implicating the President's family. In
early September, the MINAT suspended three Doufda weeklies—La Nouvelle Ex-
pression, Le Messager, and Challenge Hebdo—for allegedlv failing to deposit the re-

Quired two copies oi each issue with the Attorney General s ofRce. The papers defied

uie MINAT suspension order by continuing to publish under different names until

late November, when the MINAT put an end to this practice by issuing definitive

suspension orders.

.^jter the October elections, the Government detained briefly without charge a
number of media figures, including, in November, Severin Tchounkeu, editor of
L'Expression who was severely beaten despite being partially crippled by polio. Sev-
eral of Tchounkeu's colleagues had to go into hiding after receiving threats to their

safety. As of the end of the year, no prominent media figures remained in detention.
There are no legal restrictions on academic freedom, though it is generally be-

lieved that there are CENER informants at the campus of the University of
Yaounde. Some university professors believe that their political viewpoints and ac-

tivism have had a negative impact on professional opportunities and advancement.
Free political discussion at the University mav be dampened by the presence of

armed menJbers of the security forces, on hand to quell political disturoances (see

Section l.b.).

b. Freedom ofPeaceful Assembly and Association.—Freedom of assembly and asso-

ciation are provided for in law but restricted in practice. The Penal Code prohibits

public meetings, demonstrations, or processions without prior government approval.

The 1990 law on freedom of association provided that Cameroonians may freely

form associations simply by notifying the responsible administrative authority ac-

cording to a set procedure.
While political parties and civic associations were generally permitted to hold

public assemblies, the Government at times harassed opposition groups by denying
them access to meeting facilities or refusing their permits on techmcalities. Prior
to the October 11 presidential election, both opposition and ruling party campaign
rallies were sometimes disrupted by their adversaries. Following the election, all

public meetings were prohibited in Northwest province under the state of emer-
gency.
On February 11, a rally in Bamenda by members of the Cameroon Anglophone

Movement to commemorate federalism in Cameroon was broken up by security

forces. The gendarmes claimed that CAM had not obtained the proper permit to

hold a political rally, but CAM leaders argued that, as members of a civic associa-

tion ramer than a political party, they were not bound by this requirement. More
than 100 people who attended the rally were detained. Tnere were numerous eye-

witness accounts of beatings by security forces, along with reports of the disappear-

ance of four detainees.
Some 70 political parties operated legally in 1992 along with numerous civic asso-

ciations. Unlike in 1991, the MINAT did not act to block registration of new groups
or to ban existing organizations. Associations that had been banned in 1991, how-
ever, were not rehabilitated. Leaders of some of these banned associations charged

they had been denied due process by the judiciary, which refused to schedule a court

date to hear appeals to overturn the baiming orders.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Freedom of religion is provided for in the Constitution,

and there is no established state religion. Roughly 25 percent of Cameroonians are

Muslims, 40 percent are Christians, and the rest follow traditional beliefs. Officials

of the Government and the CPDM include members of all three groups. There are

no restrictions on places of worship, the training of clergy, religious education, reli-

gious travel—such as the hajj—or participation in charitable activities.

However, a religious group must be approved and registered with the MINAT in

order to exist and function legally. Government officials maintain that Jehovah's

Witnesses, banned from 1970 until 1990, are now free to practice their religion. As
of year's end, however, the MINAT still had not approved the Witnesses' petition

for legal status that has been pending since 1990. There were no reports of Jeho-

vah's Witnesses' being imprisoned as a result of their beliefs in 1992.

Independent Christian and Muslim publications circulate in Cameroon, and there

is no evidence that they are more heavily censored than the secular press.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—^Freedom of movement within the country is not restricted by law. Po-

lice frequently stop travelers to check identification documents, vehicle registrations,

and tax receipts as a security and immigration control measure. In areas experienc-

ing civil unrest, and during the periods immediately preceding the legislative elec-
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tions and following the presidential election, the checks became pervasive and occa-

sionally oppressive. Personnel manning these roadblocks frequently solicit bribes to

speed passage. Authorities sometimes employed these roadblocks to limit the activi-

ties of political parties. In Adamaoua province prior to the presidential election,

there were reports that campaign vehicles of the opposition UNDP were sometimes
harassed when passing through the check points.

The Government has sometimes used its passport control function against those
it considers real or potential threats. One former government official, who left office

after a dispute with the ruling party hierarchy, suffered an unusually long delay
before being issued a new tourist passport to replace his diplomatic passport.
Cameroon has long served as a safe haven for displaced persons and refugees

from the region. At the end of 1992, 1,500 refugees from Chad, Liberia, Zaire, and
Sudan were receiving the assistance of the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees
in Cameroon. However, estimates of the total number of refiigees, mostly spontane-
ously settled Chadians, range from 8,000 to 50,000. Although Cameroon occasionally
returns illegal Chadian immigrants, there were no reports of forced repatriation of
recognized reftigees during the year.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The flawed October 11 presidential election represented a step backwards in Cam-
eroon's democratization process, which nonetheless made progress from 1990
through 1992. An international observer group sent by the National Democratic In-

stitute (NDI) concluded that the overwhelming wei^t of responsibility for this

failed process lay with the Government and President Biya. The ruling uPDM and
five opposition parties contested this first multiparty presidential election in Cam-
eroon's history. Biya was reelected with about 40 percent of the vote, according to

official figures. SDF candidate John Fru Ndi received about 36 percent, and UNDP
candidate Bella Bouba Maigari received 19 percent.

The vote was marred by irregularities during the campaign, on voting day, and
during the tabulation of results. News coverage of the campedgn on the government-
monopoly television and radio stations was heavily slanted in favor oi the CPDM.
Campaigning was restricted in some ruling party strongholds, such as the Lamidat
of Rey Bouba, which UNDP supporters were forbidden to enter, and South province,
where Progressive Movement (MP) candidate Jean-Jacques Ekindi was pnysicaUy
threatened by an angry mob when he attempted to travel to Ebolowa to deliver a
campaign speech.
On polling day, many voters in areas where the opposition was expected to do well

found that their names had been dropped from electoral registers and that polling
stations had been moved or renamed. While votiiig was generally peaceful, there
were isolated incidents of violence, particularly in Douala and the Southwest prov-
ince, where opposition supporters attacked the home of ruling party members they
believed were engaged in fraud. In CPDM stroncholds, voting was tightly controlled
to ensure a high vote total for the President. Public rather than secret ballot voting
was used to coerce support for President Biya in many rural areas of his home
South province. Opposition poU-watchers were not permitted in many polling sta-
tions in South province and other ruling party strongnolds.

Results of the vote were not announced until 12 days after the election. Although
this fell within the period established by the electoral code, the delay led to wi<fe-

spread suspicion that the vote count had been manipulated. Despite many requests
from opposition parties and the NDI delegation, the Government did not release the
results by polling station, which would have allowed opposition parties to check the
official tally against their own parallel vote counts.

In contrast to the presidential election, most observers concluded that, despite
some irregularities and oi^ganizational problems, the outcome of the Mareh 1 legisla-

tive elections was a fair reflection of the will of those who voted. However, one vio-

lent incident occurred at Balikumbat, Northwest province, on election day, when a
crowd sacked the home of a local traditional ruler believed to be harboring stuffed
ballot boxes. Fifty-two persons were detained in that incident and, according to cred-
ible reports, 32 remained in detention at year's end.

In those first multiparhr legislative elections in more than 25 years, the ruling
CPDM, which formerly held all 180 Assembly seats, won just 88 seats. It was forced
to form a coalition with the Movement for the Defense of the Republic (MDR), which
won 6 seats, to retain a working parliamentaiy majority. Two opposition parties also
won seats in the Assembly: The UNDP and the Union of Cameroonian Peoples. Sev-
eral major parties boycotted the election, demanding that the Government first con-
vene a sovereign national conference and expressing distrust of the Government's
ability emd intent to organize a free and fair election.
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Cameroon continues to be governed by the President and the CPDM, which came
to power during a period of single party authoritarian rule. The President and his
inner circle of advisors, many drawn from his own ethnic group, make all important
government decisions. While some opposition parties won minority representation in

the National Assembly during the year, their presence did not sigmiicantly dilute
the authority of the President. The Constitution favors the executive over the legis-

lature, giving the President the power to dissolve the Assembly and call new elec-

tions at any time; to return bills for a "second reading," requiring that they be
passed by a majority of the full Assembly; and to govern by decree when the Assem-
bly is not in session. With a working parliamentary majority, the ruling party and
its coalition partner set the legislative agenda, preventing many opposition initia-

tives from coming to a vote. Moreover, opposition parties in the Assembly lacked the
staff and expertise to challenge government proposals in technical subjects.

While underrepresented in senior leadership positions, a few women do serve in
prominent positions in the executive, legislative, and judicial branches of the Gov-
ernment. Two women sit in the 44-member Cabinet, and one woman sits on the 14-

meiriber Supreme Court. Seventeen women were elected to the 180-seat National
Assembly.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Some domestic and international human ri^ts organizations were permitted to

operate in Cameroon in 1992, but their findings appeared to have little influence
on the Government. In February the President named members of the National
Commission for Human Rights and Freedoms, which had been established by decree

in November 1990. Although the decree called for opposition deputies in the Na-
tional Assembly to be represented on the Commission, none had been named by
year's end. The Commission conducted several investigations and prison visits and
briefed government oflicials on its findings but issued no public reports during the
year. The Government did not permit the Commission to make unannounced visits

to detainees, and the Prime Minister's office was slow to disburse its budget. In one
instance, gendarmes briefly detained the Commission president and other members
at gunpoint during their investigation of the June events at Ndu (see Section l.a.).

During a November mission to South province to investigate postelection violence.

Commission members were subjected to surveillance by security forces.

Several nongovernmental civic associations concerned with human rights were ac-

tive in 1992, among them the National League for Human Rights, the Association

of Women Against Violence, and the Cameroonian Association for the Rights of Chil-

dren. For the most part, these groups sought primarily to heighten awareness of
human rights issues rather than investigate specific alleged violations. The groups
were permitted to operate freely during the year. Human rights groups banned in

1991 were not rehabilitated.

In January the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) reopened a dele-

gation office in Yaounde after a 15-year absence. Although the ICRC obtained agree-

ment in principle to visit security detainees, delegates had not yet been allowed ac-

cess to such prisoners at year's end. The Paris-based International Federation for

Human Rights (FIDH) visited Cameroon in March and October. The FIDH met free-

ly with a wide range of government officials, opposition groups, student leaders, and
journalists during its visits. Amnesty International and the Committee to Fhiotect

Journalists issued statements on Cameroon based on sources inside the country but
did not make site visits during the year.

Breaking the Government's long-standing policy of not responding to the com-
ments of either domestic or foreign human rights groups, several senior officials

sought to refiite such allegations during 1992. Government spokesman Augustin
Kontchou, Minister of Territorial Administration Gilbert Andze Tchoungui, and Sec-

retary of State for Internal Security Jean Fochive all reacted publicly to human
rights-related charges, including Amnesty International's report that more than 70
prisoners had died at Tchollire 11 since 1990 (see Section l.c.).

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex. Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Preamble to the 1972 Constitution specifically prohibits discrimination based
on sex, enshrines freedom of religion, and mandates that "everyone has equal rights

and obligations." However, discrimination based on race, language, religion, or social

status is not explicitly forbidden.
Access to the Government's social programs is open to all Cameroonian citizens

on a nondiscriminatory basis. President Biya has repeatedly stressed publicly the
dangers of tribalism, but there remains deep-seated suspicion among more than 200
ethnic groups, to which government officials are far from immune. Cameroon has
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two oflicial languages, but the Anglophone minority (20 percent) often charges that
the Francophone majority does not snare real power ana that the Government pro-
vides few economic benefits to English-speaking regions. The Banuleke, the coun-
try's largest single ethnic group (with at least 20 percent of the population), charge
that they have been systematically denied political power commensurate with their
numbers and economic importance. Throughout 1992 opposition newspapers fre-

quently attacked the Beti, President Biya's ethnic group, while those close to the
Government often criticized the Bamileke, Anglophones, and, to a lesser extent,
northerners. Ethnic violence in far North province between the Kotoko and Choa
Arab communities resulted in more than 450 deaths in January and 100-150 fatali-

ties in November. These clashes were fueled by long-standing ethnic rivalries be-
tween the Choas and Kotokos, which were exacerbated by their support for compet-
ing political parties in Cameroon's new multiparty environment.
Women are granted equal ri^ts under the Constitution, and some are active in

political parties and civic associations. However, significant cultural pressure is

brought to bear on women to remain subservient to men. Polygamy is permitted by
law and tradition, but polyandry is not. The extent to which a woman may inherit
from her husband is normally governed by traditional law in the absence of a will,

and customs vary from group to group. In many traditional societies, custom grants
greater authority and benefits to male than to female heirs. In cases of divorce, the
husband's wishes determine custody of children over the age of 6. A married woman
may not legally obtain contraceptives without her husband's consent; neither may
she be sterilized without his authorization. While a man may be convicted of adul-
tery only if the sexual act takes place in his home, a female may be convicted irre-

spective of venue.
Women's rights advocates report that violence against women has suited in re-

cent years, and that the law does not impose effective penalties against violators.

Wife beating is not, of itself, a legal ground for divorce. Most women regard having
been the victim of a sexual assault as so profoundly shameful that they cannot
confront the assailant. Frequently, a victim's family or village impose direct, sum-
mary punishment upon the suspected perpetrator through means ranging from de-
struction of property to lynching. While there are no reliable statistics on violence
against women, the number of newspaper articles indicate the frequency is high. Fe-
male genital mutilation (circumcision) is not common in Cameroon but is practiced
by a limited number of traditional Muslim families.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^In August Cameroon's National Assembly passed a
new Labor Code, allowing workers to lorm and join trade unions of their own choos-
ing. Under the new rules, groups of at least 20 woricers may organize a union but
must then register with the Ministry of Labor. Provisions of the Labor Code do not
apply to public servants, employees of the penitentiary system, or workers respon-
sible for national security. As of^the end of December, implementing decrees had not
been issued for the new Code, and no new unions had been registered with the Min-
istry of Labor. The Federation of National Educators (SYNES) applied in 1991 for
legal status as a public service association, since government workers are not per-
mitted to form trade unions. As of year's end, the Ministry of Public Service nad
not accorded legal status to SYNES.

Prior to 1992 the ruling CPDM party controlled the Organization of Cameroonian
Workers (OSTC), the only labor organization in Cameroon. At its convention in May,
however, OSTC members announced their intention to operate independently of the
ruling party, and renamed the oi^anization the Confederation of Cameroonitm
Workers (CSTC). At year's end, it remained unclear to what extent the CSTC had,
in fact, severed its ties to the ruling party. While CSTC Secretary General Louis
Sombes publicly rebuked some members who sought to endorse the CPDM, CSTC
President Emmanuel Etame-Ndedi continued to serve as an alternate member of
the CPDM's Central Committee.
The new Labor Code explicitly recognizes workers' right to strike but only after

mandatory arbitration. Administrative employees at the agricultural research insti-

tute engaged in a wildcat strike for several weeks in July and August, demanding
payment of salary arrears. Employees went back to work after the (Sovemment
made partial payment.
Although the new Labor Code permits unions to form or join federations or con-

federations and affiliate with international bodies, the CSTC remained in 1992 the
only labor confederation in Cameroon. The CSTC is a member of the Oi^ganization
of African Trade Union Unity and in December was accepted as a member of the
International Confederation of Free Trade Unions.
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b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The new Labor Code provides
for collective bargaining between workers and management in local work places, as
well as between labor federations and business associations in each sector of the
economy. As of year's end, sectoral collective bargaining negotiations had not been
undertaken. Prior to passage of the new Code, the Government was involved with
the CSTC and employers in setting wages through a complicated formula that took
into account the sector and region of emplojnorient and the woricer's education level.

The Labor Code prohibits antiunion discrimination, and employers guilty of such
discrimination are subject to fines ranging up to $6,000. The Ministry of Labor re-
ported no complaints of such discrimination in 1992. Seven firms obtained approval
to operate under Cameroon's industrial free zone regime, and two had begun oper-
ations by the end of the year. Free zone employers will be exempt from some provi-
sions of the Labor Code but must respect all internationally recognized worker
rights.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is pro-
hibited by the new Labor Code, although it specifically excludes "any work or serv-

ice extracted from any person as a consequence of a conviction in a court of law"
and "woik or service in the general interest forming part of the civic obligation of
citizens." In its 1992 report, the International Labor Organization's Committee of
Experts observed that Cameroon continues to allow prison labor to be contracted out
to private employers and uses communal labor for municipal public works.
There have been frequent reports that slavery continues to be practiced in some

traditional Cameroonian ethnic groups, notably the Lamidat of Rev Bouba.
d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The Labor Code establishes that

no child be employed before the age of 14. Ministry of Labor inspectors are respon-
sible for enforcing the minimum age but lack resources to conduct an effective in-

spection program. In rural areas many children begin woik at an early age on fam-
ily farms. Some rural youths, especially girls, are often employed by relatives as do-
mestics. Street vendors in the cities are sometimes under 14.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^Under the new Labor Code the Ministry of
Labor is responsible for setting a single minimum wage applicable nationwide in all

sectors of the economy. At year's end the minimum wage had not been set. The
Labor Code establishes a standard workweek of 40 hours in public and private non-
agricultural firms, and 48 hours in agricultural and related activities. The Code
makes compulsory at least 24 consecutive hours of weekly rest. Ministry of Labor
inspectors and occupational health doctors are responsible for monitoring safety and
health standards but lack the resources for a comprehensive inspection program.

CAPE VERDE

Cape Verde continued to become more democratic and to strengthen the protec-

tion of human rights in 1992. The country's first free legislative and presidential

elections took place in early 1991 and were followed in December by further demo-
cratic elections to choose local government officials. The new Constitution, adopted
by the National Assembly and signed into law by the President, was a major step
toward consolidating democracy.

Reorganization and democratization of the security forces, including disbanding
the secret police, continued with the creation of the Coast Guard as nucleus of a
reorganized military establishment. The police force was demilitarized and pat-

terned after such forces in Western democracies. Total military expenditures for

1989, the last year for which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency con-
ducted a detailed analysis, were roughly estimated to be between $11 million and
$18 million. There are plans to reduce the size of the military establishment, but
they wiU not be fiilly implemented until the Coast Guard is further developed.
Cape Verde has few exploitable naturfd resources except for an attractive climate,

a hardworking population (350,000), and a strategic geographic position. Cape
Verdeans have a long history of economically driven emigration, primarily to West-
em Europe and the IJnited States. Cape Verde can produce food for only 20 percent
of its population, even in years of optimum rainfall. Because of continuing severe
drought in 1992, Cape Verde needed more international food aid than usual. The
National Assembly adopted legislation to privatize Cape Verde's state-owned enter-

prises and to facilitate foreign investment by streamlining the process for approval
of investment proposals.

In 1992 the human rights climate was good. The Constitution provides strong
guarantees for human ri^ts, and it includes the principle of separation of powers,
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a political system based on individual rights and liberties, and a market-based econ-

omy.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no reported instances of

political or other extr^dicial killings.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of disappearances.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
There were no allegations or reported occurrences oi torture or other cruel, inhu-

man, or degrading treatment or punishment.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Cape Verdean law requires that an ac-

cused person be brou^t before a judge to be charged within 24 hours of arrest. A
person may not be arrested without court order unless caught in the act of commit-
ting a felony. In exceptional cases, and with the concurrence of a court official, the
formal charge process may be delayed up to 5 days after the arrest. These laws are

observed in practice.

For crimes against state security, the Justice Ministry has 40 days to prepare the

case for a trial, and the accused can be incarcerated until the trial or for a period

not to exceed 1 year. There is a functioning system of bail. Everyone is entitled to

representation by an attorney in civil or criminal cases.

lliere were no known instances of security detentions or forced exile for political

or other reasons.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The judicial system is composed of the Supreme
Court and the regional courts. There are 5 Supreme Court judges, including one
who is appointed by the President of the Republic, one appointed by the National
Assembly, and three appointed by the High Council of Magistrates. Defendants
enjoy a presumption of innocence. Trials are public; they are conducted by one judge
and without a juiy. Evidence suggests that the courts protect individual ri^ts in

criminal cases. The autonomous mstitute for Judicial Support, to which most pri-

vate lawyers belong, provides free counsel for indigent defendants. The defense can

Sresent witnesses and has access to government evidence. Verdicts can be appealed.
Regional courts adjudicate minor disputes on a local level in rural areas. The local

judges, appointees of the Ministiy of Justice and Labor, usually are prominent local

citizens. As older judges retire, the Government is appointing local judges with high-
er levels of education. Regional court decisions can be appealed to the Supreme
Court.

Despite changes in the courts system, it has been described as stiU 'liopelessly

overburdened". In May, when the Supreme Court was attacked in the press, all of

its judges resigned. The President declined to accept their resignations. It was wide-
ly believed that the press attack was linked to a dispute over the new Constitution
and that the Minister of Justice was responsible for the press article.

There are no known political prisoners.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The
Constitution recognizes citizens' rights to the inviolability of domicile, correspond-
ence, and other means of communication. These rights are respected. The law re-

quires that warrants be issued by a judge before homes may be searched.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The Constitution provides for freedom of the
press without censorship and for freedom of citizens to express ideas by words, im-
ages, or any other means. These freedoms are respected in practice. JoumaUsts are
independent of government, public administration, and other pubUc powers. While
journalists must be granted access to sources of information, they are not obliged

to reveal their sources. No authorization is needed to create newspapers, other pub-
lications, or electronic media.
Throughout 1992 the most widely read newspaper, the radio, and the television,

all government owned, gave balanced coverage to domestic and international events
and to opposition viewpoints. In November the Minister of Communication and Cul-
ture announced that the lai^st government-owned newspaper, Vozdipovo, was dis-

continuing publication for an unspecified period because of mismanagement, low
professional quality, and overstafling. Although rumors circulated that the news-
paper's suspension was politically motivated, it was known that the paper had fi-

nancial difficulties. Opposition newspapers also enjoyed full freedom of the press

without censorship. National Assembly sessions were broadcast live in their en-
tirety.
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b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The new Constitution provides

for freedom of peaceful assembly and association without authorization and without
harassment by authorities. The nation's first reported student demonstration took

place peacefully in January. No one is obliged to associate with or belong to any
organization.

c. Freedom of Religion.—The Constitution requires separation of church and state

and prohibits the imposition of religious beliefs and practices on others. It guaran-
tees freedom to exercise individual or group religion and to express faith. About 80
to 90 percent of the population is nominally Catholic, including much of the govern-

ment leadership. There are no restrictions on resident foreign clergy or on the nu-

merous and diverse religious groups represented in Cape Verde.

d. Freedom of Movement within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^There are no extraordinary legal or administrative restrictions on trav-

el or residence in Cape Verde. Historically, emigration has been an important and
recognized means to escape from harsh econonuc conditions, and the Government
maintains an office to serve intending emigrants. The Government maintains close

contact with emigre conununities and encourages Cape Verdeans living abroad, in-

cluding dual nationals, to maintain ties with their homeland. Repatriation is a con-

stitutional right and not discouraged by the Government. The Constitution grants

unlimited right to dual nationality. The law does not allow for revocation of citizen-

ship.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-

ment

In January 1991, after 15 years of one-party rule, power was transferred peace-

fully through democratic elections to an opposition party. Promulgation of the new
Constitution was the major political event during 1992. The major issue was presi-

dential powers, although there were also accusations that supporters of the Prime
Minister sought to politicize the Supreme Court. Compromises were reached and the

new Constitution provides strong protection for individual rights. Despite the gen-

erally open atmosphere, there were accusations of petty harassment of supporters

of the former ruling party.

There are no restrictions in law or practice regarding the rights of women or mi-

norities to vote or to participate in politics. The Constitution protects the principle

of separation of powers. Members of the Government are not required to be mem-
bers of the National Assembly, but they are subject individually to parliamentary

overview; collectively, they must retain the support of a parliamentary majority. The
Government may be dismissed by the President of the Republic, with the approval

of the Presidential Council. This Council is composed of the President of the Na-
tional Assembly, the Prime Minister, the President of the Supreme Court, the Attor-

ney General, the President of the Council of Regional Affairs, and four private mem-
bers. Two of the private members are appointed by the President of the Republic,

and two are appointed by the National Assembly.

Referendum^ may be held under specified circumstances; they may not challenge

the basic principles upon which the Republic rests, as set out in the first section

of the Constitution. They may not question individual political rights and liberties

or the right of opposition parties to exist and function freely. Referendums may not

be held on financial or buogetary questions.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation of Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Cape Verde's Government traditionally has cooperated fully with private human
rights organization representatives who visit periodically to investigate alleged vio-

lations, hi late 1991 the Government established a human rights commission with

the objective of raising popular consciousness about human rights and the need for

respect for them at the institutional level. The commission was largely inactive in

1992.
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Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Racial discrimination is not a problem in Cape Verde where the vast majority of

the population shares mixed Portuguese and Alrican ancestry. The Constitution pro-

hibits sex discrimination and guarantees full equality of men and women, incluaing
equal pay for equal work. However, traditional male-oriented Portuguese and Afri-

can values predominate; women are, in fact, excluded from certain types of employ-
ment and are often paid less than men. In 1992 there were slight signs that such
attitudes and practices are changing. For example, for the first time two women
were named to Cabinet posts, and the Nautical School (a male bastion of higher
education) admitted women.
Domestic violence against women, including wife beating, remains common, par-

ticularly in the rural areas. Crimes such as rape and spouse abuse are rarely
brought to the attention of the police or tried in the courts. WhUe neither the Gov-
ernment nor the women's organizations have addressed directly the issue of violence
against women, the Ministry of Health and Social Affairs has undertaken, with U.S.
financial assistance, to publicize civil and human rights of both women and children.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^All workers are free to form and to join unions of
their own choosing without authorization. In 1992 seven new trade unions were
formed, including unions of professors, fishermen and pubUp administrators. The
new unions, nonpartisan and independent of Government, joined the Coordinated
Council of Free Labor Unions (CCLS). The National Union of Cape Verde Workers
(UNTC-CS), formed and controlled by the former government, continued as an inde-
pendent labor movement. However, it suffered serious financial problems and a de-
cline in membership as Cape Verde continued to privatize the economy; in particu-
lar, there was a loss of patronage jobs in the heavily staffed public sector of the
economy.
The new Constitution provides union members the right to strike; there are no

restrictions on this ri^t. There were periodic strikes throughout 1992, most fre-

quently in state-ownecTenterprises. Unions are free to affiliate internationally.
b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The Constitution provides to

unions the ri^t to organize and operate without hindrance. Workers and manage-
ment in the small private sector, as well as in the public sector, reach agreement
through collective bargaining. The Constitution specifically gives unions the right to
sign collective work contracts. As the country's largest employer, the Government
continues to play a dominant role in setting wages. It does not, however, fix wages
in any other way, except to set minimum wages for civil servants.
A Legislative Decree of November 1991 bans antiunion discrimination by employ-

ers ancfprovides that fines may be levied on offenders. There were no reported cases
of such oiscrimination in 1992.
Cape Verde has no export processing zones.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced labor is forbidden by law

and is not practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum age for employment
is 14. Children under 16 are prohibited from working at night, for more than 7
hours per day, or in establishments where toxic products are produced. The Director
Greneral of Labor of the Ministry of Justice and Labor is responsible for enforcing
minimum age laws. In practice, however, minimum age laws are enforced only in
the mainly urban formal sectors of the economy. Efforts are made to enforce this
requirement with only limited success.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^There are no established minimum wage rates
in the private sector. In practice, large uri)an private employers link their minimum
wage rates to those paid to civil servants. TTie majority of jobs pay insufficient
wages to provide a woricer and his family a decent standardf of living; therefore,
most workers must rely on a combination which includes second jobs, eidended fam-
ily help, and subsistence agriculture.
The maximum legal worcweek for adults is 44 hours. While large employers gen-

erally respect these regulations, many employed in domestic service or by smaU em-
ployers in rural areas do not enjoy legally mandated work conditions.
Rural laborers are largely uninformed of workers' rights, and these rights fre-

quently are not respected. In 1992 the Director General of Labor established a small
department in the Ministry of Justice and Labor dedicated to protection of rural la-
borers.

All enterprises must submit a yearly report to the Director General of Labor with
information on the wages and vacation of each employee. The reports provide the
Government with current information on emplojmaent practices only; they are not
used as a control mechanism. Nevertheless, the Dirertor General does carry out
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Seriodic inspections to assure that employers adhere to correct labor practices and
id impose fines on private enterprises which were not in conformity with the laws.

There does not appear to be an overall safety and health code, although some regu-
lations exist in this area. The Director General of Labor is responsible for enforcing
labor regulations. However, Cape Verde has few industries which employ heavy or
dangerous eq[uipment, and woric related accidents are uncommon. Consequently,
there is no systematic government enforcement of labor laws.

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC

General Andre Dieudonne Kolingba took power in the Central African Republic
(CAJl.) in a bloodless 1981 coup. He has since exercised virtuaUy full political con-
trol under the 1986 Constitution, which provides for the Central African Democratic
Assembly party (RDC) to be the sole legal party. During 1992 the F*resident contin-
ued his attempt to control political reform by calling a Grand National Debate con-
ference to draft a new constitution and by holding early presidential and legislative

elections. Of the 19 new parties, 15 refused to participate in the Grand Debate, ad-
vocating instead a national coiiference and a transitional democratic government.
However, the opposition did participate in the October 25 elections, which resulted
in a high turnout and an apparent reiection of Kolingba. The Government, acting
through the Supreme Court, had the elections annulled on the basis of fraud, most
of which appeared to have been sponsored by the Government. President Kolingba
continued to rule, largely by decree, under a controversial interpretation of the Con-
stitution and named a new caretaker government headed by Prime Minister
Timothee Malendoma, with 9 of 20 cabinet members drawn from opposition political

groups. Presidential and legislative elections were scheduled for February 1993.
The Ministiy of Defense has 4,000 military and 1,200 national gendarmerie per-

sonnel under its control. These forces share internal security responsibilities with
the civilian police force, which operates under the Ministry of Public Security. Presi-
dent Kolingba controls a 1,200-man presidential security force led by 50 French ad-
visers. The CA.R.'s total military expenditures for 1989, the last year for which the
U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed analysis, were
approximately $18 million. There are no announced plans concerning future military
expenditure levels, but, given the lack of government revenues, it is likely that ex-

penditures could decrease. The military and the police were responsible for human
ridtits abuses in 1992 (see Section l.a. and I.e.).

The CA.R. is a landlocked and sparsely populated country, and most of its inhab-
itants practice subsistence agriculture. The principal agricultural exports are coffee,

cotton, timber, and tobacco. Diamonds comprise the most important mineral export.

Economic structural reforms begun in 1992 in cooperation with international donors
have had little success because of unfavorable world economic trends and govern-
ment corruption and mismanagement. Sweeping public strikes that lasted 8 months
ended in December 1991, but sporadic strikes oi varjing size, protesting salary ar-

rears and the slow pace of political liberalization, continued in 1992.
Although the political dialog was extended in 1992 to opposition parties, the ef-

forts of the Kolingba regime to control the democratic reform process resulted in a
series of human rights abuses throughout the year, including arbitraiy arrest and
detention of political opponents and workers, interference in the judicial process,

and abridgements of freedoms of speech, assembly, and worker rights. The Govern-
ment jailed for 6 to 8 months two political activists and a journalist for "insulting

the President." Security forces killed one person and injured several others while
breaking up a demonstration of opposition and labor union organi2ations on August
1. The annulment of the October 25 presidential and legislative elections prevented
the installation of a new government democratically elected by the Central African

people, thus negating much of the promise of the previous year.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—On August 1, security forces killed

opposition political activist Dr. Jean-Claude Conjugo-Batoma during a demonstra-
tion protesting the opening of the Grand National Debate. The opposition claimed
he was personally targeted by his attackers because of an article and cartoon he
published that were critical of President Kolincba. The Government stated that it

had ordered a special inquest into the incident, out no report on the affair had been
released by years end.
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A government-promised inquest into the 1990 killing bv security forces of Pierre

Wanga, who had been arrested and accused of the murder of presidential advisor
Bernard Kowada, was not carried out in 1992. In addition, as far as was known,
no disciplinary action was taken against those responsible for the death or the beat-

ings of tnree others associated with Wanga.
Security forces reportedly shot to death two persons in the Western city of

Berberati on October 25 during disturbances provoked by the sabotage of the elec-

tions. The Government did not publicize this incident and released no public ac-

counting of what occurred or who was responsible for the shooting.

There were credible but unsubstantiated reports of summary execution of highway
bandits in the north central and northwest parts of the country. The Government
denied it had implemented or supported a policy of summarily executing bandits,

claiming that a recently created onice to combat banditry respects human rights

norms. As in past years, at least two prisoners in Bangui neld on charges of witch-

craft were burned to death by an angry mob when authorities were unwilling or un-
able to provide for their security.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no confirmed reports of politically motivated dis-

appearance.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

The Penal Code prohibits torture and specifies sanctions for those found guilty of

physical abuse. Nevertheless, credible reports of routine police beatings of criminal
and political suspects continued to surface. Clement Belibanga, an opposition party
activist arrested for antiregime activity, was beaten by members of the Autonomous
Armored Squadron, the President's personal military unit. No sanctions were meted
out to those responsible.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Central African law stipulates that per-

sons detained in nonpolitical cases must be brought before a magistrate within 96
hours. In practice, this deadline is often not respected, in part due to inefficient judi-

cial procedures. Political detainees may be held legally without charge for up to 2
months. In the C.A.R. judicial system, bail does not exist, but sometimes persons
are released on their own recognizance.

In 1992 the Government held teachers, labor leaders, and opposition supporters
for varying periods on charges of being a threat to state security. The authorities

arrested four teachers for antigovemment political activity in the President's home
region in April; they were subsequently released. The authorities also arrested brief-

ly four opposition figures for participating in an Au^st 1 demonstration against the
Grand National Debate, including Aristide Sokambi, President of the Association for

Democracy and Development. Sunilarly, on August 20 the Government detained
briefly Clement Belibanga, an opposition party activist.

Three Sudanese nationals, Haiiz Abdel Galil, EL Rayh Ahmed and Mohammed
Zein Hassan, have been held in Ngaragba Prison without charge or trial since

March 1990, reportedly for refusing to pay a bribe to a local oflicial, in spite of their
attorneys' attempts to bring the case to trial.

Because of govermnent secrecy, the number of political detainees held at any one
time was not known. It was believed that most political detainees had been released
by the end of the year.

Exile is not permitted by law and does not occur in practice. A number of political

opponents have left the country to avoid government sanctions, but the Government
has repeatedly stated that any person in self-exile for strictly political reasons, rath-

er than criminal, may return without fear of persecution. Ange Patasse, who had
been in self-exile since 1982, returned October 15 and participated in the elections

as a presidential candidate. The best known remaining self-exiles are Rodolph Iddi-

Lala, currently believed to be in Togo, and student leader Cyrus Sandy, presently
in Cameroon.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The judiciary consists of regular and military
courts, with the Supreme Court at the apex. La common criminal cases, the accused
have the right to legal counsel, trials are public, and defendants have the right to

be present at their trials. These safeguards are respected in practice except in those
cases where the Government believes that a suspect threatens state security.

The judiciary suffers from executive interference, institutional neglect, inefficient

administration of the law, and a shortage of trained personnel and material re-

sources. The authorities did not allow Mamadou Sail or Walidou Bachir legal coun-
sel during their trials (see below). There are also often delays in political cases. For
example, opposition leader Joseph Bendounga's appeal before the Hi^ Court of Jus-
tice in September was apparently delayed a week to ensure that he would not be
able to benefit from preelectoral media access for opposition political parties.

The number of political prisoners, as distinguished from political detainees, held
at the end of the year was not known. The Government released a number of politi-
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cal prisoners during the year, including: Joseph Bendounga, who had served 5
months of a 6 month sentence for insulting the President in an antiregime state-
ment; WaUdou Bachir, a Muslim who had oeen sentenced to 8 months in jail for
accusing the Grovemment of summarily executing Central African Muslims for hi^-
way banditry; and Ben Mamadou SaU, a Senegalese journalist who had been sen-
tenced to 6 months in jail for writing articles accusing high-level officials of corrup-
tion.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The
Government rarely abused legal prohibitions on invasion of the home without a war-
rant in civil and criminal cases. However, in suspected political and security cases,
police are statutorily permitted to search private property without written author-
ization and do so in practice. The Government maintains a close watch on citizens
suspected of opposition activity, including by telephone monitoring. The RDC vigi-

lance committees, which operated in 1991 to combat local crime, were not active in
1992.

Civil servants are not required to join the ruling RDC, but there were reportedly
some pressures in 1992 to join the party for those holding or desiring high-level gov-
ernment positions.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—The right of private citizens to speak publicly
about political developments or to criticize the Government was less circumscribed
than in the past, and opposition leaders commented on government policy at public
rallies, in political broadsheets, and eventually on the government-controlled na-
tional radio and television.

The C.A.R.'s tiny media establishment—newspapers, radio, and television—are aU
government owned and controlled. During the year, ioumalists were physically
threatened, and one was reportedly beaten because of nis critical reporting about
the Government. For the most part, the media supported President Kolingba and
the RDC and did not provide objective coverage of important national political devel-
opments. In 1992 the media ignored or glossed over negotiations between the Gov-
ernment and the opposition on democratization, opposition political rallies, the trial

of Joseph Bendounga, labor strikes, and charges of corruption and abuse of power
in high places.

For much of the year, the Government did not give opposition parties access to

the national media. After unsuccessful negotiations in July between the Government
and the opposition, a government-dominated commission drafted a code granting ac-

cess to the media by opposition parties. It declared that all parties should nave
equal access to the electronic media. From September 22 to 29, the authorities
alioted representatives of opposition poUtical parties 15 minutes of free radio and
television air time to deliver unedited and uncensored commentary. In the 2-week
campaign period before the elections, the political parties freely expressed their
views on both radio and television, including views critical of the Government. The
opposition expressed satisfaction over increased access to the media but complained
that it was temporary and limited in scope. And in fact, following the annulled elec-

tions, the Ministry of Communications reinstated the Government's monopoly over
news broadcasts.

Opposition parties and groups published and distributed manifestos, policy state-

ments, and analyses of events, usually in stenciled and photocopied form without
government restriction.

Academic freedom is limited. The Ministry of Higher Education expelled 14 politi-

cally active student leaders from the university and teacher's college, reinstated
them after the end of the strikes in February, then prevented several of them from
taking the yearly examinations. The Ministry of Fundamental Education fired five

teachers from their positions in the town of Bangassou for their labor and opposition
party affiliations; however, the head of this Ministry later resigned, stating he had
not been consulted before this occurred.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—The right of assembly is con-
stitutionally guaranteed but is restricted by regulations. The media access code re-

quires the organizers of all demonstrations and public meetings to register with the
Government 48 hours before they occur. The Ministry of Public Security has refused
to sanction several demonstrations, and police have broken up others. In July the
{>olice arrested three men and confiscated their loudspeaker-equipped car for pub-
icizing an opposition political rally. Several opposition demonstrations were broken
up by police, mcluding the national prayer day demonstration on June 30. The com-
portment of government security forces during the preelectoral period was profes-

sional. They did not interfere with political campaign rallies and permitted can-
didates and their supporters to circulate freely throughout the countiy.
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The Government used a 1961 law that requires all associations to register annu-
ally as a way to influence the activities and policies of organizations that the Gov-
ernment perceives as a threat to its interests. A 1991 law compelled all parties to

register with the Ministry of Public Security in order to participate legally in the
political process. Almost all parties successfully registered, including the KDC. How-
ever, the Ministry refused to register a branch of the Movement for the Social Evo-
lution of Black Africa (MESAN) headed by Joseph Potolot after an administrative
court refused to rule in its favor.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^A variety of religious communities are active in the coun-
try, including traditional African faiths. Christian denominations, and Muslims.
Most religious organizations and missionary groups are free to proselytize and wor-
ship. However, religious groups must register with the Government, and any group
whose behavior is considered political in nature remains subject to sanctions.

TTie Government's 1986 ban on the activities of the Jehovah's Witnesses commu-
nity remained in effect on the grounds that this group's refusal to serve in the arm^
or salute the flag constituted deflance of government authority. In practice, this

meant that the Jehovah's Witnesses could not broadcast programs or announce-
ments on radio or television. However, adherents to this faith continue to worship
and proselytize, reportedly without interference. The Government rescinded the
1989 ban on the activities of the Union of Evangelical Pentecostal churches.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel; Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^People were generally free to move within the country, but police and
other offlcials sometimes harassed travelers unwilling or unable to pay bribes at

checkpoints along major intercity roads and at major Bangui intersections. The Gov-
ernment has taken no effective measures to end these practices. The Government
recognizes the right of voluntary travel abroad and repatriation. Financial and edu-
cational constraints, rather than government controls, restrict much foreign travel
and emigration. There were no known cases of revocation of citizenship during the
year.

By the end of 1992, more than 17,000 Sudanese had fled civil strife in Sudan to

seek safe haven in the remote southeastern comer of the CA.R. In collaboration
with U.N. agencies and private relief groups, the C.A.R. National Commission for

Refugees provided assistance to this group. The C.A.R. also continued to host 1,000
Chadian refugees, who at year's ena were no longer under the supervision of the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees because they had become self-sufH-
cient.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Despite constitutional guarantees, citizens were denied the right to change their
government by democratic means in 1992. Multiparty elections held in October were
annulled by action of the government-controlled Supreme Court on the basis of elec-

toral fraud. The blatant fraud or electoral sabotage that did occur in a few districts
appeared to have been sponsored by the Government as a pretext to annul a vote
it was not sure of winning and subsequently lost. Observers generally agreed that
the electoral process was free and fair in most areas they visited outside of Bangui
and Berberati.

In response to public pressure to democratize Central African politics, the Govern-
ment convened a Grand National Debate in August with the stated aim of establish-
ing democracy in an orderly fashion. Much of the opposition refused to participate
in the Grand National Debate on the grounds that it was packed with government
supporters and thus was incapable of creating a fully representative political system
that did not favor the incumoent regime. Besides 15 of the 19 opposition parties,
the labor unions and the Catholic Church refused to participate in the Debate. The
opposition called repeatedly for a sovereign national conference that would produce
a transitional government leading to a new constitution and democratic elections.

In September the Government published an Electoral Code with provisions inhib-
iting the ability of citizens to change their government. Among other things, the
Code restricted the length of the campaign to 2 weeks, although the RDC had been
campaigning for months; it also imposed large flling fees for legislative and presi-
dential candidates. The new Electoral Code also changed the legislative constitu-
encies, skewing proportional urban/rural representation for the National Assembly
to dilute the influence of voters in Bangui, where the opposition enjoys its strongest
support.
There are no legal impediments to the participation of citizens in the political

process. In practice, women have generally not been appointed to high level ministe-
rial positions in the Government. Of 102 ministers in Kolin^a Governments during
a 11-year period, only 3 have been women.
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Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The Central African Human Rights League (LCDH) is a nongovernmental organi-
zation with multiple goals, incluarng the pubUcizing of human rights violations in
the CA.R. and pleading individual cases of human rights abuses Before the courts.
In 1992 the LCDH had some success in calling attention to official abuses (see Sec-
tion l.a.). The authorities delayed but eventually renewed the LCDH's legal status
under the 1961 registration law.
The National Commission on Human Rights created by the National Assembly in

1991 finally settled on its membership in May, after many of the first round nomi-
nees refused to serve. The Commission has been largely inactive, although it did
participate in the Grand National Debate. It has not criticized the Government.

In 1992 there were no known requests from, or visits to the C.A.R by, representa-
tives of international human rights organizations.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion. Language, or Social Status
The Constitution mandates that all persons are equal before the law without re-

gard to wealth, race, or religion. In practice, however, some minorities received un-
equal treatment. The indigenous forest-dwelling Ba'aka, commonly known as Pyg-
mies, are subject to traditional forms of discrimination and exploitation which the
Government has done little to correct. Pygmies are often hired by villagers to work
for wages lower than those received by other groups. Muslims, particularly Mbororo
(Peuhl) herders, claim to have been singled out for harassment in 1992, such as po-
lice shakedowns, due to popular resentment of their affluence. Muslims are
underrepresented in senior executive posts in government.
There are about 80 ethnic groups in the C.A.R., and in the past President

Kolingba has made statements about the desirability of an ethnic oalance in his
Cabinet. In practice, however, preference for high government and military positions
has been given to members orhis minority Yakoma ethnic group. In 1992 the per-
centage oiYakomas in the Cabinet remained disproportionately large. Yakomas also
retained key financial and security positions, headed a number of state-owned enter-
prises, dominated university admmistration, and constituted much of the inner cir-

cle of presidential advisers.
Although the Constitution affirms the equality of all citizens, women are not, in

fact, treated as equal to men economically, socially, or politically. Gaps exist not
only between men and women, but between urban and rural women as well. From
60 to 70 percent of urban women go to primary school while only 10 to 20 percent
of their rural counterparts do so. At the primary level, females and males have
equal access to education, but a majority of females drop out at age 14 to 15 due
to social pressure to marry and bear children. At the University of Bangui, the sole
university in the CA.R., only 20 percent of the students are female.

Traditional socioeconomic patterns persist to a considerable degree. In rural com-
munities, where farming is the chieilivelihood, women continue traditional child-
raising duties and perform most farming tasks while men seek hard-to-find salaried
work. Women not engaged in traditional agricultural activities often work in com-
merce as market vendors. Customs forbidcung women and children to eat certain
classes of food, including some meats, persist in some areas of the country.
There are no precise data on the percentage of women in the labor force in the

wage economy, but in cities many educated women find work outside the traditional
patterns. Some hold clerical positions, and a small but growing number are estab-
lishing private businesses or moving into the upper ranks of the Government.
Women are in the police force and have been gendarmes since 1991.
Polygamy is legal, although fewer women accept the practice than in the past. No

legal limit exists on the number of wives a man can take, but a prospective husband
must indicate at the time of the marriage contract whether he intends to take fur-

ther wives. Women who are educated and financially independent tend to seek a
monogamous relationship. Divorce is legal and may be initiated by either partner,
but in practice many Central Africans never marry officially because men cannot
afford the traditional bride payment.

Violence against women, including wife beating, occurs, but it is impossible to

quantify its extent as data are lacking, and cases are seldom officially reported. The
Ministry of Justice hears very few cases of spouse abuse, although the issue does
come up during divorce trials or in civil suits for damages. Some women reportedly
tolerate abuse in order to retain a measure of financial security for themselves and
their children. Neither the Government nor the women's division of the RDC pub-
licly addressed this issue in 1992.

Article 187 of the Penal Code forbids blows or injuries to children under the age
of 15. Current interpretation of the Article includes prohibition of female genital
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mutilation (circumcision), but this traditional tribal practice is common in some
rural areas and, to a lesser degree, in Bangui. A 1966 law forbidding female mutila-

tion has never been enforced. In March an International Women's Day conference

on female mutilation and food taboos publicized this widespread practice, and the

Association of Female Jurists and the State Secretary of Social Affairs have pub-
licized women's rights on this subject.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Since May 1, 1989, when a new Labor Code went
into effect, all workers have been free to form or join unions of their own choosing
without prior authorization. The right of association has been widely exercised by
the relatively small part of the population holding wage-earning jobs, notably per-

sons in the large public sector, including teachers, civil servants, and postal work-
ers. The Ministry of the Interior had recognized four union federations.

The Government continued in 1992 to narass and inhibit labor activity, although
not on the scale of 1991, when it suspended four public service unions for 4 months.
In March the International Labor Organization (ILO) issued a report that expressed
concern over the authorities' actions against union leaders, union members, and
union premises in 1991 and termed the suspension of trade union activities in the

public sector a "blatant violation of Article 4 of Convention 87." In April five teach-

ers in the town of Bangassou were arrested and detained for engaging in union ac-

tivity. In another case, security forces violently broke up an otherwise peaceful

march on August 1, resulting in injuries to some unionists (as well as the death of

a political opposition leader). The Government also used soldiers to occupy the lead-

ing federation of the Labor Union of Central African Workers (USTC) from August
17 to 19, preventing meetings of union members during that time.

Tlie Labor Code refers to a single trade union federation, and, in fact, most unions
belong to the USTC The USTC and its member unions continued to assert and
main&in their independence from the Government and political parties during
1992. At the same time, the Government continued to encourage the formation of

three new federations.

Of the three new federations, however, labor sources reported that two, the Con-
federated Syndicate of Central African Workers (CSTC) and the Christian Confed-
eration of Central African Workers (CCTC), are directly subsidized by the Govern-
ment. Neither actually was formed from constituent unions; rather they were cre-

ated as federations for which members and member unions were then recruited,

without much success. The third, the National Confederation of Central African
Workers (CNfTC), was the reinstitution of a federation suppressed in 1981, and it

attracted a few independent unionists disaffected with the USTC.
The ILO has requested that the Labor Code be amended to delete any reference

to a single trade union federation. Irrespective of the Code, the Government's advo-
cacy of permitting unions to affiliate or not affiliate with the federation of their

choice has the effect of producing trade union pluralism, but this is reportedly
aimed at weakening the USTC. Imring 1992 the USTC's six public sector unions
did consider brewing off brom the USTC, although this was the result more of in-

ternal policy differences than of any government action. At year's end, four of the
six had suspended their activity within the USTC.
Unions have the right to strike and exercised it in both the private and public

sectors in 1992. To be legal, strikes must be preceded by union presentation of de-
mands, employer response, a conciliation meeting, and a finding by an arbitration
council that the union and employer have failed to reach agreement on valid de-
mands. Strikes held in 1992 did not always meet these requirements, although
whenever the Government sought to enforce them, the unions acceded to them.
The federations are fi-ee to affiliate internationally. Both the USTC and the CNTC

maintain international labor contacts, although neither has formally affiliated with
any international bodies.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The Labor Code accords trade
unions full legal status, including me ri^t to sue in court. However, by requiring
a union official to be employed fiiU time in the occupation as wage-earner, the Labor
Code serves to restrict union organizing activities to afterhours. The ILO in 1992
reiterated its view that the provisions of the Labor Code that require workers to
be fuU-time wage-earners in order to become union members and stand for union
office contravene ILO Convention 87.
The Labor Code does not specifically state that unions may bargain collectively.

Collective bargaining has nonetheless taken place in periods when unions have been
allowed to function, as, for example, in the settlement of the cotton buying agents'
strike in February 1992. An ILO report in March discussed a cornjplamt that the
CA.R. Government had hindered direct bargaining between the USTC and the Na-
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tional Employers Federation over private sector wage rates and requested that the
CA.R. Government inform it about the outcome of collective bargaining in the pri-

vate sector.

Wage scales in the CA.R. are set by the Ministry of Labor and Civil Service, but
have been only a tangential issue in CA.R. labor negotiations; the outright
nonpayment of salaries has been the major complaint of tne unions during 1^2.
While the law expressly forbids discrimination against employees on the basis of

union membership or union activity, the Government itself suspended the five

teachers noted above on the basis of their union activity, reinstating them only after

teachers went on strike to demand their rehiring.

Leaders of public sector unions, particularly teachers, continue to complain of gov-

ernment discrimination against themselves and their members, most often through
arbitrary reasssignment to provincial posts. Some union leaders also complain of
personal harassment, such as threats by government employers to fire them if they
maintained their union activity.

There are no export processing zones in the CA.R.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced labor is specificaUyprohib-

ited by the Labor Code, and there were no reports of such labor in 1992. The ILO
in 1992 repeated its longstanding concern that the CA.R. Government amend or re-

place a number of laws that stipulate imprisonment involving compulsory labor for

persons engaged in independent activities of a political nature.
d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Employment of children under 14

years of age is forbidden by law, but this provision is only loosely enforced by the
Ministry of Labor and Civil Service. In practice, the role of children in the labor

force is generally limited to helping the family in traditional subsistence farming or
in retailing.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Minimum wages are established by the Gov-
ernment and in September 1991 were raised for the first time since 1980 by be-

tween 10 and 50 percent, depending on the category of employee. The lowest paid
workers received the largest percentage increases in the minimum wage, which
assures a family the basic necessities but is barely adequate to maintain a decent
standard of living. StiU more serious for public sector employees has been the out-

right nonpayment of wages due to the Government's chronic revenue shortfalls.

A^^st labor is performed outside the wage and social security system, especially by
fanners in the large subsistence agricultural sector.

The law sets a standard workweek of 42 hours for government employees and
most private sector employees. Domestic employees may work up to 55 hours per
week. There are also general laws on health and safety standards in the work place,

but they are neither precisely defined nor actively enforced by the Ministry of Labor
and Civil Service.

CHAD

Chad is a republic with a transitional government headed by President Idriss

Deby. President Deby and the Patriotic Salvation Movement (MPS) took power from
Hissein Habre on December 1, 1990, and immediately declared human rights and
democratization to be the primary objectives of the new Government. On March 1,

1991, the MPS enacted a National Charter, which set up a 30-month transition pe-

riod of government and concentrated power in the Presidency. The Charter also ab-

rogated the 1989 constitution. In 1992 the National Charter was amended to des-

ignate the Prime Minister as Chief of Government, and 26 political parties were au-

thorized to operate. Plans for holding a national conference to set the course of de-

mocratization were postponed from May to January 15, 1993.

The Deby Government operates a large security and military apparatus that in-

cludes an army of about 42,000 personnel (Republican Guard, Army, Gendarmerie,
and Air Force), the National Police, and the Center for Research and Coordination

of Information (CRCR). Chad's total military expenditures for 1989, the last year
for which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed

analysis, were between $30 million and $33 million. The size of the security forces

{>osed a serious drain on Chadian resources in 1992, and the Government had dif-

iculty in supporting them financially and in maintaining discipline. Army units, in

particular, committed serious human rights abuses. The Government has under-
taken an ambitious program to restructure and reduce its military forces over the
next 18 months. However, short-term cost savings may well be onset by severance
and resettlement payments to personnel released from service.
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Chad is one of the poorest countries in the world, with an estimated per capita

income of $170 per annum. The national literacy rate is estimated at 25 percent,

and 80 percent of the population is engaged in subsistence agriculture, fishmg, and
stock raising. Cotton is Chad's most impjortant export. The Government relies neav-

ily on external financial support, especially from France, to meet recurring budg-

etary costs and almost all government investment. Extensive corruption contributed

to a worsened financial profile in 1992. In an effort to reduce expenditures, the Gov-

ernment reduced government salaries and increased taxes, and in the process

touched off a series of general strikes which further weakened the economy.

The Deby Government made little progress in controlling human rights abuses in

1992, which included extrajudicial killings, arbitrary arrest and detention, and tor-

ture. Abuses were primarily attributed to Zaghawa and Bideyat ethnic group mem-
bers of security units under the authority of the Presidency. There was no discern-

ible government effort to control, investigate, or punish those responsible. Govern-

ment actions in the last quarter of the year, limitmg public gatherings of opposition

political party members and suppressing union activity, contributed to public dis-

content and placed in doubt the Deby regime's intention to move forward with its

reform agenda. Several rebel groups continued to operate within Chad's borders.

The Government's lack of commitment to human rights in the areas noted above

served to overshadow substantive improvements in other areas. Freedom of speech

and the press was relatively unfettered. The Government authorized 26 political

parties, along with a large number of civic oriented associations. For most of the

year, the right of assembly and the right to strike were exercised freely. Serious

planning for a January 15, 1993, national conference began late in the year. The
Government consulted with a broad stratum of the public, including those in the

opposition, in an effort to build consensus on key issues.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—During the first months of 1992,

there were credible reports of extrajudicial killings by military and security person-

nel, some taidng place with the full knowledge of senior government officials. In

mid-January, several members of an opposition political party, the Rallv for Democ-
racy and Pix)gress (RDP), were killed in the course of what appeared to be politically

motivated arrests. In February Joseph Behidi, the Vice President of the Chadian
League of Human Rights (LTDH), was murdered. His death aroused widespread
local and international indignation. There was speculation that the motive for his

murder may have been related to private business activities rather than his work
as a human rights monitor, but at year's end the circumstances behind the murder
remained unclear. There were allegations of government interference in the oper-

ations of human rights groups, but little evidence existed to support these claims.

Also in February, subsequent to an attempted coup, uncontrolled Chadian Na-
tional Army units engaged in reprisals against civilians in the villages of Wallia and
Boudouloum; credible sources report that at least 62 persons uninvolved in the coup
attempt were killed. Hie victims were allegedly all of southern origin and included

both military personnel and civilians. The Government did not conduct an investiga-

tion, nor were trials held.

In April Chadian rebels involved in fighting at Lake Chad were arrested in Nige-

ria and transferred as prisoners from Nigeria to Chad. Credible information indi-

cates at least 52 of 289 known prisoners were summarily executed. In August rebels

in southern Chad attacked a government garrison near the town of Doha, Credible

reports indicate that government forces killed at least 30 and possibly as many as

100 unarmed civilians in Doha following the attack. The Government has not pub-

licly investigated either of these incidents.

Also in August, nine people were killed when police opened fire in an attempt to

evict a religious leader and his followers living illegally on government property in

the Diguel quarter of NDjamena. Three Government Ministers resigned in protest

over the Government's handling of this incident.

Throughout 1992 there were allegations of random killing, thievery, banditry, and
extortion by armed soldiers, mostly members of the Zaghawa ethnic group who had
accompanied the Deby forces into N'Djamena in 1990. The Government condemned
these acts by uncontrolled soldiers, but it did not attempt to discipline them. The
Government established courts-martial in March 1991 to try military offenders, but

in 1992 there was evidence that this judicial process was not effectively utilized.

b. Disappearance.—There were allegations in 1992 of politicalhr motivated dis-

appearances. Many of those reported as having disappeared surfaced when large

numbers of prisoners, including former Minister of the Interior Maldoum and others

61-307 0-93-3
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arrested in October 1991 for coup plotting, were released in January and June.
There were credible allegations that political and security prisoners were being held
incommunicado. No access was edlowed to other prisoners returned from Nigeria to
Chad. There were unconfirmed reports that they were released in August.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
In 1992 there were persistent reports that military and other security organizations
engaged in torture and other cruel mistreatment, which included whippings, beat-
ings, and other forms of physical abuse. These units also reportedly denied medical
treatment to torture victims. The number of allegations diminished in the latter
part of 1992. While the Government ofiicially condemns the use of torture and the
mistreatment of prisoners, it did not comment on these reports in 1992, nor, as far
as is known, did it conduct any investigation of such reports. The Government did
complete an investigation into abuses committed under the Habre regime and pub-
lished a comprehensive and impartial report.

Prison conditions under the Deby regime continued to be harsh, characterized by
overcrowding, poor sanitation, lack of medical facilities, inadequate food, and mixing
of male and female prisoners. Some of the worst prisons were closed in 1992, how-
ever, and unlike in previous years, no allegations were received concerning deten-
tion of children, deaths from malnutrition in common cells, or failure to remove bod-
ies rapidly after death. Prisoners are dependent on their famiUes for food, medi-
cines, and other necessities. Nonpolitical prisoners are allowed daily access by visi-

tors.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Shortly after taking power the Deby Gov-
ernment abrogated the 1989 constitution which provided certain formal safeguards
against arbitrary arrest and gave detainees specific rights, such as the right to
counsel and to be presented with chai;ges. The Chadian Penal Code, which is still

considered in effect, specifies these rights, but its provisions were not uniformly and
consistently enforced. Most individual military or security organizations were able
to arrest or detain citizens without legal warrant, without presenting charges, or
without remanding a detainee to an eany trial.

In January a group of 15 senior members of opposition parties were arbitrarily
arrested without legal warrant. They were detained at various nonofiidal prisons
for 2 weeks, but were not physically mistreated. MUitaiy and civilians were de-
tained without charge as a result of an alleged coup attempt in October 1991 and
subsequent to fighting at Lake Chad in December 1991 and January 1992. Two
journalists were allegedly arrested without warrant during the general strike in
September. In contrast, there were numerous allegations that military and civilians

of the Zaghawa ethnic group who were guilty of crimes were not incarcerated (see

Section I.e.).

Despite two well-publicized releases of prisoners, there were reports that the Gov-
ernment still held political prisoners and detainees. Due to the sensitivity of the
Government on political issues and the lack of detailed public reporting on political

detentions, the number was not known. High level Chadian ofiiaals contend no po-
litical detainees or prisoners were held in 1992, attributing aiiy arrests cited above
to coup plotting and other crimes relating to national security. The Government con-
sidered some 01 those arrested prisoners of war.
The Deby Government actively engaged in a program for the return of Chadian

exiles and refugees in 1992. There were no reports of voluntarily returning exiles
being detained or mistreated. Significant numbers of Chadians have chosen not to

return to Chad and remain in Europe, Niger, Libya, and other African countries.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Chad's judicial system, modeled on the French

legal system, is at best rudimentary, in part due to decades of civil war creating
serious stafiing and training deficiencies. Three forms of courts existed in Chad in
1992: the regular judiciary, a traditional system presided over by village chiefs and
sheiks, and the newly established special military courts. The latter was charged
with trying soldiers accused of criminal activitv and civilians who, while conmiitting
a crime, impersonated a soldier, accompanied soldiers, or used a military weapon
(see Section l.a.). A court-martial conviction may be appealed to a higher tribunal
within the militsuy system. Executive clemency or pardon is possible. Defendants
appearing before the court-martial have the legal right to be represented by an at-

torney, and this right was exercised without interference.

The highest court in Chad is the Appellate Court in N'Djamena. It reviews deci-

sions of lower courts and iudges all cases calling for more than a 20-year penalty.
Due to the shortage of judges in the provinces, legal matters were often dealt with
by traditional or other government authorities, including military commanders. The
traditional or customary system of justice, common in the rural areas and used for
civil matters, is not comfied, but its judgments are generally respected by the popu-
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lation. Decisions rendered by a traditional court may be appealed to the regular ci-

vilian courts.

There were no efforts at systemic overfiaul of the judiciary in 1992. The judiciary
remained subordinate to executive authority. The Government did make an effort

to staff rural courts which had not functioned under the previous Government. In
separate cases, two opposition political parties sued the Government for denjdng
their requests to operate, contending that the Government did not respect the rules
established for registration of new political parties. One party won its suit, and the
Government respected the ruling, p-anting the party authorization. The second case
was still under deliberation at years end.

In 1992, as in 1991, there were credible reports that the civilian court system and
the new court-martial system were unable to bring members of the Zaghawa ethnic
group to trial. Other allegations state that citizens bringing charges against
Zaghawa were threatened with reprisal by other Zaghawa in the military. The Gov-
ernment has not acted effectively to ensure equal administration of the law.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Under
the Chadian Penal Code, homes may be searched only during daylight hours and
only under the authority of a warrant. In practice, security personnel of various
agencies searched homes and arrested occupants without a warrant from Judicial
authorities. In February several deaths occurred as a result of searches of homes
by the army in Wallia and Boudouloum after a coup attempt. There were numerous
reports that thievery by soldiers occurred frequently during house and street

searches. In sharp contrast to these incidents were professional, well controlled
searches conducted by the Gendarmerie under legal warrants issued as part of a
disarmament effort.

Membership in the Patriotic Salvation Movement (MPS) is not required for em-
{)lo3rment or appointment to high position. MPS membership reportedly has been so-

icited by coercive means in the rural areas.

It was widely assumed Inr Chadians that surveillance of persons, monitoring of
telephones, and checking of*^ domestic and intemationcQ correspondence occurred in

1992.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Considerable freedom of speech and press was
enjoyed in 1992. Individual views and beliefs were expressed openly. Four private
newspapers were published in 1992, sold openly, and often carried stories highly
critical of the Government. The private newspaper N'Djamena Hebdo was particu-
larly noted both for its wide circulation and for its critical articles on the Govern-
ment.
Chadian television, radio, and the Chadian Press Agency continued to be govern-

ment controlled in 1992. In these state-owned media, journalists were allowed some
latitude in publishing and broadcasting and frequently covered antigovemment
statements of the opposition. However, the Government stepped in during periods
of high political tension to control the content of broadcasts. On several occasions,

the Union of Chadian Journalists, independent of other labor groups, called strikes

to protest censorship. No adverse government reactions against the Union were re-

ported.

In the wake of rebel attacks at Lake Chad in early 1992, some pressure was put
on the press, and self-censorship became more noticeable. A Radio Chad journalist
was held overnight; he claimed that he was questioned about his political contacts.

A reporter for N'Djamena Hebdo, who is also a stringer for Radio France Inter-

national, received a suspended sentence and fine in April after the Government
charged that his reporting on the January events had led to abandonment of an
area by Chadian troops.
Two journalists employed by the Government were arrested in September for

broadcasting a radio appeal to other journalists to observe the general strike by lim-
iting hours of air time at the radio station and by restricting publication of the gov-
ernment paper. These journalists were released aft«r 3 days of detention. The MPS,
which serves as President Deb/s state party, put pressure on the Government to

place restraints on government and private media. The Government rejected these
moves to limit press freedom. The homicides of three journalists in 1992 caused con-
cern that a conspiracy exists to intimidate journalists. The Government has de-

plored such acts, and premeditated murder has not been proven in any of the cases.

Foreign publications were available in Chad, and there were no reports that for-

eign publications were censored or withdrawn from circulation during 1992.
The academic system is state supported, but the Government does not control the

curriculum or course content. Class discussions of academic topics were unrestricted
and uninhibited, but political commentary in and out of class tended to be re-
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strained, unless discussions took place amon^ close, trusted friends. Fear of govern-
ment informants is pervasive at institutes of higher education.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—These freedoms increased dra-
matically in the first half of 1992. The Government permitted assemblies and meet-
ings with political objectives, and authorized political activity and political party or-

ganizations outside the MPS. A large number of organizational meetings of political

parties took place in public auditoriums, including in government-owned buildings.

Several large political rallies, one of which attracted 15,000 people, took place with-

out incident and were given press coverage in the government media.
Antigovemment speeches by opposition leaders at these rallies were transmitted
verbatim in the government-controlled media. In February tens of thousands of peo-

ple in N'Djamena conducted a march to protest the murder of human rights activist

Joseph Benidi.
However, a series of general strikes gradually led to a tightening of restrictions

on assembly, starting in July, when a women's march during the general strike was
broken up by gendarmes (see Section 6.a.). In late September and early October, the
Government withdrew authorization on three separate occasions for political parties

to use a government conference room, one of few indoor spaces large enough for

such gatherings in N'Djamena.
In 1992 the Government required all public organizations, political or civic, to

have official authorization prior to beginning operations. Authorization to function

was granted Uberally, and at year's end, 26 political parties and approximately the
same number of civic, advocacy, special interest, and social groups were legalized.

Many of these parties and associations maintained offices and staff, published and
disseminated position statements, and soUcited financing.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Chad is officially and in practice a secular state in which
Islam, Christianity, and other reUgions are practiced without official constraint.

Both Islamic and Christian holidays are given ofiicial status. More than 50 percent

of Chad's population is Muslim, and Chad is a member of the Islamic Conference.
Christian and other missionaries may enter the country to proselytize and perform
public assistance work. Christian missionaries are most active in uie south. In 1991
there were no reports of harassment for religious views, and religious publications

are disseminated without government restriction.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Chadians and foreigners enjoy freedom to move around the country, ex-

cept within military zones. However, many travelers complained of roadblocks
manned by government forces who extort money before granting passage. Some
roadblocks were also set up by criminals to steal money from travelers. Clearance
by internal security services is required for international travel and is sometimes
denied (see Section 6.a,). Chadians are free to emigrate and have the right to re-

turn.
From 1979 to 1982, as many as 185,000 Chadians fled civil war and drought to

seek refuge in neighboring countries. Some 10,000 left following the December 1990
overthrow of the Habre government. Many of Chad's refugees have since returned
and resettled with the help of government organizations. In 1992, 3,000 of the esti-

mated 20,000 Chadian refugees remaining in Sudan were repatriated by the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). There were no reports in 1992
of mistreatment of returnees. In addition to these older refugee populations, several

thousand Chadians fled to Niger in mid-1992 following fighting between government
and rebel troops in the Lake Chad area.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

In 1992 Chadians did not have the right to change their government by demo-
cratic means. President Deby rules under a 30-month mandate estabUshed by the
March 1991 National Charter. He governs through a Prime Minister, who is the
Head of Government designated in the National Charter, and a Council of Min-
isters. The Prime Minister and other members of the Cabinet are appointed by the
President. The Provisional Council of the Republic, a consultative body comprised
of regional representatives and political notables appointed by the President, serves

some of the fiinctions of a legislature but without authority to draft or approve laws.

The President's appointment power extends to all levels of key officials, including

governors and canton chiefs, in charge of administering each of Chad's 14 prefec-

tures and their subdivisions. Mayors of major towns also are appointed by the Presi-

dent.

Upon coming to power, Deb/s provisional Government, through the National
Charter, abolished tne 1989 constitution and the National Assembly but promised
to install a multiparty system. A Charter of Political Parties was adopted on Octo-
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ber 4, 1991. The first party was legalized in early 1992 and was followed by 25 oth-

ers. The Government postponed a national conference, scheduled for May 1992, until

January 15, 1993. Among other objectives, the national conference is expected to

draft a new constitution. President Deby promised municipal, legislative, and presi-

dential elections in 1993, but at year's end no electoral timetable had been set.

Chadian women have full poutical equality and protection under the law. How-
ever, despite recent increases in the number of women active in politics and in civil

organizations, social biases exist which limit opportunities. Very few women hold
high-level positions in the Government, the MPS, or the opposition parties.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The Deby Government encouraged investigation into human rights abuses com-
mitted hy the Habre regime and commissioned a major investigation into the latter's

8 years m power. The results of this commission were widely disseminated and fa-

vorably commented on by international human rights organizations as an impartial
and comprehensive work. In contrast, the Grovemment did not investigate or failed

to publicize the results of investigations into various serious incidents, including the
deaths of prisoners returned from Nigeria, the circumstances surrounding the arrest

of former Minister of Interior Maldoum in October 1991, the two attacks at Doba
or other incidents in which civilians were killed, allegedly in the aftermath of coup
attempts. Nor were those responsible for these abuses Drought to trial.

Four Chadian human rights organizations operated legally in 1992: the Chadian
League of Human Rights (LTDH), the Convention for the Defense of Human and
Citizens Rights, the Chadian Association for the Promotion and Defense of Human
Rights, and the Chadian Association for the Struggle Against Human Rights Viola-

tions. These organizations have conducted investigations and published findings
critical of the Government. Members of human rights organizations have met with
senior officials to discuss prison conditions, the national conference, and social crises

such as the public reaction following the Behidi murder. The LTDH and the Chad-
ian Red Cross also conducted an investigation of civilian deaths and injuries in

Doba in August. In May the Government established a ministerial position respon-
sible for human rights and humanitarian affairs.

An Amnesty International team visited Chad in September to follow up on a 1991
visit and met with senior Chadian officials as well as human rights organizations.
The Government provided written replies to inquiries by the international commu-
nity into human rights abuses. During 1992 the International Committee of the Red
Cross (ICRC) negotiated access to detainees in Chad; at year's end, however, the vis-

its had not yet begun.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

There are approximately 200 ethnic groups in Chad. They are rou^ly divided
among Saharan and Arab Muslims in tne northern, central, and eastern regions,
and Sudanian zone ethnic groups, who practice Christianity or animist religions, in

the south. Sustained civil war since 1965, revolving around ethnic disputes, has
badly fractured any sense of national identity. Ethnic divisions continued to be a
major problem in Chad despite efforts to forge national reconciliation and unity.

While regional and ethnic representation in government was diverse, real power re-

mained in the hands of a few minority etmiic groups from northern and eastern
Chad, principally the Zaghawa, Bideyat, and Gorane.

Officially the Deby Government opposes gender discrimination.
In 1992 the Government began work on a family code which it said would embody

some legislation to protect ri^ts of women; the code was in a final draft at year^
end. However, culture and tradition among many of Chad's various ethnic groups
perpetuate the de facto subordinate status of women. Much of the agricultural work
on subsistence farms is done by women. Neither traditional law nor the Penal Code
specifically protects women's rights. The literaCT^ rate for women is significantly
lower than for men, and a 1991 United Nations Development Program study stated
that on average females receive one-third of the education of males.
A few women are found in higher positions in the Government as well as in com-

merce, the professions, and the military. The Ministry of Public Health and Social
Affairs actively promoted women's rights by conducting a series of seminars on
women's rights and health issues. One of the independent human rights organiza-
tions, the ATPDH, is headed by a woman. One private women's advocacy group is

authorized, the Association of Women in Distress in Chad.
Household violence directed against women, including wife beating, is believed to

be common, and women have only limited legal recourse against abusive spouses.
Female genital mutilation (circumcision) is widespread in Chad. According to an
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independent expert, the percentage of Chadian women who have undergone this

procedure may be as high as 60 percent. This practice is deeply rooted in tradition,

both in the north and the south, and is strongly advocated by many Chadians, in-

cluding women, despite its severe consequences for women's physical and mental

health. The Deby Government took no action to prohibit the practice.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Over 80 percent of all Chadian woricers are involved

in subsistence agriculture, animal husbandry, or fishing. Involvement in labor orga-

nizations centers mostly on the public sector and the small, private commercial sec-

tor.

The National Charter of March 1991 specifically recognized the right of labor to

organize, and workers are free to join or form unions of their own choosing. How-
ever, government authorization is required before unions can commence operations,

and relations between the Government and Chad's principal union federation, the

Federation of Chadian Trade Unions (UST), were seriously strained by frequent

strikes (see below). A second, very small federation of unions formed in 1991, the

Free Federation of Chadian Workers (CLTT), continued to operate in 1992. Neither

union federation has organizational, financial, or procedural ties to the Government.
Labor's right to strike was initially respected in 1992, notably in February, when

labor protested the murder of a human ri^ts activist (see Section l.a.). However,

a series of general strikes called by the UST to protest late salary payments to gov-

ernment workers and, subsequently, to combat govenunent austerity measures
aimed at lowering salaries and raising taxes of civil servants, led to increasing gov-

ernment intervention. On October 11, the Deby Government announced the suspen-

sion for an indefinite period of the UST's authority to fiinction and banned all union

activity to ensure a "social truce." The UST called for another strike to begin No-

vember 5. On November 4, the police arrested, without legal warrant, the president

and the deputy secretary general of the UST and held them overnight for question-

ing. No charges were brought. On November 16, the Government lifted the suspen-

sion of the ireT and permitted labor to resume activities. The UST agreed to rescind

the strike call but continued to discuss with the Government both the reinstatement

of 1,000 civil servants, who were suspended for earlier participation in the strikes,

and payment of their wages.
Shortly after the Government's suspension of the UST, members of an Inter-

national Confederation of Free Trade tfnions (ICFTU) delegation, formed to conduct

a firsthand inquiry into the suspension of the UST, were denied visas in Brussels

and Paris by the Chadian authorities. While the International Labor Organization

(ILO) has not yet taken a stand on the UST suspension, the ILO Committee on

Freedom of Association held earlier in the year that the Government's administra-

tive dissolution of UNST, the predecessor organization of the UST, in May 1991 con-

stitutes a clear violation of ILO Convention 87 on freedom of association.

There was no government restriction on labor union participation in international

labor conferences before the suspension of the UST. In early November, however,

the Government prevented the UST deputy secretary general from attending the

ICFTU's regional meeting for Africa held in Morocco.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Chadian law does not specifi-

cally protect collective bargaining; both the National Charter and the Labor Code

contain only generalized provisions for the rights of labor. The Government sets

wages in the public sector, and employers set wages in the private sector. However,

unions active^ negotiated with government and private employers on such issues

as pay scales, benefits, taxes, strikes and a new labor code. Chadian law does not

specifically prohibit antiunion discrimination, and there is no formal mechanism for

resolving complaints of such discrimination. There are no export processing zones

in Chad.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Lafeor.—While there is no specific prohibi-

tion on forced or compulsory labor in Chadian law, such labor did not occur in 1992.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—The minimum age for employment
of childiren is 14 in the wage sector, but there is only limited enforcement of this

law by the Ministry of Civil Service and Labor. In practice, employment of children

was almost nonexistent, except on family farms.

Approximately 6(X) minors between the ages of 14 and 17 were reported to be in

the army. One objective of the Deby Government was to reorganize the army and
release minors from the ranks. This process was to have begun in 1992 with the

Government coordinating closely with the United Nations International Children's

Education Fund to provide reintegration of the children into civilian society. No evi-

dence exists that children were released as of the end of 1992.
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e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The draft labor and social welfare code that

was prepared in 1988 with ILO assistance continued to be reviewed in 1992 but was
not approved for issuance due to government/labor disagreement on terms for a new
minimum wage scale. Meanwhile, minimum wages established administratively

under the Habre regime remained unchanged under the Deby Government. Nation-
wide minimum wage levels exist for separate categories of work. Minimum wages
are insufficient to support subsistence much less maintain an adequate standard of

living. Some workers rely on second jobs, subsistence agriculture, and assistance

from the extended family. In an efTort to control serious budget deficits, in 1992 the
Government lowered wages of public employees and raised tax rates. Because of a
severe fiscal crisis, due in part to a serious corruption problem, the pay of both civil

servants and the military was in arrears by several months, with the problem worse
in the provinces.
Most nonagricultural work is limited by law to 48 hours per week with overtime

paid for supplementary hours. Agricultural workers are statutorily limited to 2,400
work hours per year. All workers are entitled to 24 consecutive hours of rest per
week. The Labor Code recognizes the necessity for occupational health and safety

standards, including labor inspectors with the authority to enforce them. There is

no indication that such health and safety standards exist in practice, nor that in-

spectors have been appointed.

COMOROS

Located in the Mozambique Channel between East Africa and Madagascar, the

Federal and Islamic Republic of the Comoros comprises three islands and claims a
fourth, Mayotte, which is stUl governed by France. Until the assassination of Presi-

dent Abdallah in November 1989, the Comoros was a de facto one-party state. There
followed a brief rule by European mercenaries, who had served as officers in the
presidential guard, and then French troops arrived to stabilize the situation. Early
in 1990, opposition politicians returned from exile, and a wide spectrum of poUticed

leaders and eight political parties contested presidential elections in two stages. The
acting President, Said Mohamed Djohar, emereed the winner in the second round.
FoUowing the President's inauguration on March 20, 1991, the Djohar coalition

Government went through a number of reorganizations and survived three coup at-

tempts, the most recent one on September 26 involving two sons of the late Presi-

dent Abdallah. While there are several opposition groups, the main opposition to the
Djohar coalition comes from the Udzima party, formerly the sole legal party. Post-

poned legislative elections finally took place in November and December and re-

sulted in a truly representative National Assembly. Although Udzima refused to

participate, about h^f of the 42 seats went to parties opposed to President Djohar.

The Union for Democracy and Decentralization, a new, pro-Djohar party from
Anjouan island, received the most seats, with seven, and was expected to furnish

the Prime Minister. Most of the 15 other victorious parties won only 1 or 2 seats

each.
French military advisers assisted the Djohar Government in restructuring and re-

ducing the regular military and police forces to about 1,700 persons. In 1991 the
security forces came under effective civilian control, and in 1992 the small profes-

sional officer corps supported the Government in thwarting the September coup at-

tempt. There were no data available from the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency on Comoros* total military expenditures. While no actual reductions in mili-

tary spending have been implemented yet, public debate to reduce aU government
salaries—^both civilian and military—^by 25 percent has taken place.

Agriculture dominates the economy, but the Comoros is running out of arable

lana, and soil erosion on the steep volcanic slopes is exacerbating the problem. Reve-
nues from the main crops—vanilla, essence of ylang ylang, and cloves—continue to

fall as the population increases at one of the fastest rates in the world. Comoros
is part of the French franc monetary zone and depends heavily on France for budg-
etary support and technical and security assistance.

Despite the coup attempt and the poor economic conditions, the human rights sit-

uation improved in 1992. Following a year of Uttle progress, 22 political parties

signed a pact of national reconciliation in December 1991, and the Government held
a national conference in early 1992 to draft a new constitution, which was adopted
by a popular referendum in June. The new Constitution provides for a number of

basic political and civil rights, including freedoms of speech, press, assembly, asso-

ciation, and political choice. The legislative elections in November and December
were generally regarded as free and fair. Notwithstanding the progress, the Govern-
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ment has continued to hold alleged opponents in detention rather than bring them
to trial and has banned pubUc demonstrations on several occasions.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no confirmed reports of
such killings.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of disappearance.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

There were no substantiated reports of torture or other cruel, inhuman, or degrad-

ing treatment or punishment in 1992. However, prison conditions can be
umiealthful, with overcrowding and inadequate diet common. Civilians suspected of

involvement in the September coup attempt were confined with up to 15 people per
cell, with inadequate ventilation and broken toilets. They were lorced to sleep on
the floor and were given a diet of mostly rice, with meat twice a week. The pris-

oners' families were not allowed to visit them, and items such as soap and medicine,
which were given to prison authorities for the prisoners, were never passed on to

them.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—The new Constitution does not specify a

time limit between arrest and ajjpearance before a magistrate; however, according
to usual Comorian procedure, this must occur within 48 days. There is no official

law that allows for indefinite detention of prisoners for security reasons. Following
the September coup attempt, the Government arrested a number of opposition lead-

ers ana soldiers, including former Minister of Interior Omar Tamou, who heads the

Udzima party, and two sons of former President AbdaUah, Lieutenant Abderemane
Ahmed Abdmlah and Lieutenant Cheick Ahmed Abdallah. Tamou remains in pris-

on, along with MTara Maecha and four other civilians accused of involvement in

the September coup. Military prisoners Abderemane and Cheikh Abdallah, Captain
Combo, and at least five others remain jailed in a military prison.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The 1992 Constitution provides for the equality

of all citizens before the law and the right of all accused persons to defense counsel.

The Comorian legal system applies Islamic law and an inherited French legal code.

Most disputes are settled by village elders or by a civilian court of first instance.

In regular civil and criming cases, the judiciary is largely independent, and trials

are public. The Supreme Court has the power to review the decisions of lower
courts, including the Court of Appeals.
National security cases—involving attempts to destabilize the country or over-

throw the Government by violent means—are handled in the regular court system.
However, in national security cases observed since 1990, suspects have never been
brought to trial. Most have eventually been freed, but only after periods of detention

of up to 1 year. For example, the five Supreme Court judges, who attempted to de-

pose President Djohar in 1991, were released in December 1991 without being
charged. Similarly, Ahmed Bacar Boina and Ali Soilihi, who spent over 7 months
in detention in connection with the 1990 coup attempt, were also released in Decem-
ber 1991.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

1992 Constitution provides for the inviolability of home and property. There were
no known cases of aibitrary interference with privacy, inclucung with correspond-

ence. The Paris-based Indian Ocean Newsletter and Lettre de Comores, which are

often highly critical of the Government, arrive unhindered through the international

mail.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—The Constitution provides for freedom of expres-

sion, thought, and conscience, and Comorians discussed and criticized the Govern-
ment and its leading personalities openly. A wide spectrum of political views was
aired throughout the year. Although heightened security measures were taken for

a short time after the coup to protect the radio station, all of the political parties,

including Udzima, were allowed air time throughout the campaign for the legislative

elections. The private station, Radio Tropiques, was ordered to stop broadcasting
news on September 16, but it refused to comply and the Government did not press

the issue.

Comorians can receive radio broadcasts from Mayotte and two French television

stations without interference. Satellite antennas are popular, and amateur radio li-

censes are granted without hindrance. Several small independent newspapers are

now published, and they operate without restrictions or interference and freely criti-

cize me Government. The weekly semiofficial newspaper sometimes also publishes
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articles critical of some government policies. Lack of funds and illiteracy are the big-

gest obstacles to a wide press audience. Foreign journals and newspapers are avail-

able, as are books from aoroad.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Constitution provides for

freedom of assembly and association. Under the late President Abdallah, Comorians
were circumspect about organizing public political gatherings, and political

groupings were careful not to antagonize the Grovenunent. Since 1990, as new politi-

cal parties formed and old ones resumed activity, there have been numerous rallies

and assemblies with a minimum of governmental interference. However, following

coup attempts, the Government banned public demonstrations for 1 month in Sep-
tenaber 1991 and again briefly in September 1992. At the end of the year, there

were approximately 24 political parties.

c. Freedom of neligion.—^An overwhelming majority of the population is Sunni
Muslim. The Constitution holds Islam to be the "wellspring of tne principles and
rules which guide the state and its institutions." The State upholds the right of non-

Muslims to practice their faith, and there are churches for the small Catholic and
Protestant populations. Christian missions work in local hospitals and schools, but
by local custom they are not allowed to proselytize.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^There are no restrictions on travel within the country or abroad, and
exit visas are freely granted.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Citizens now have the right to change their government through peaceful means.
In 1992 President Diohar dissolved his Cabinet twice, and by late September the
Government included members of eight parties. The new Constitution, which was
ratified by popular referendum on June 7, gives legal status to a multiparty system
and provides for other fundamental rights. The Constitution called for legislative

and gubernatorial elections to be held on July 20, but they were postponed until No-
vember 20 due to lack of organization and resources. While there were irregularities

in six districts, where the voting had to be repeated (with the last round on Decem-
ber 20), overall the elections were judged free and fair by international observers.

They resulted in the election of candidates from 16 parties to the National Assem-
bly, with no parties heeding the call for a boycott by Udzima. As the previous legis-

lators' terms nad expired in March, there was no legislature for most of 1992.

Although the nature of Islamic society makes it more difficult for Comorian
women to get involved in politics, they have the right to vote and participate in the
political process. TTiere were 11 women candidates in the legislative elections, none
of whom was victorious. In August 1991, the first Comorian woman was appointed
to a high government position: Sittou Raghadat Mohamed was named Secretary of

State for R)pulation and the Condition of Women.
Traditional social, religious, and economic institutions also importantly influence

the country's political life. Interisland rivalries have been a persistent and growing
factor. Village notables and Muslim religious leaders tend to dominate local politics.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

In May 1990, a group of private citizens established the Comoros Human Rights
Association (CHRA—also know as the Comorian Association for the Rights of Man).
The CHRA received praise for its report on prison conditions from the Minister of

Justice, along with promises to change the conditions, but nothing was ever done.
In the months since the coup attempt, the CHRA has been very outspoken in its

condemnation of human rights abuses. The Government did not respond, to Anmesty
International's 1991 appeal that those arrested in 1990 in connection with the al-

leged coup attempt be released or given a fair trial.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution formally provides for the equality of citizens regardless of race,

sex, or religion. Nevertheless, within Comorian society, men have the dominant role.

Change in the status of women is most evident in the major towns. Women are find-

ing increasing employment opportunities in the small paid labor force and generally

receive wages comparable to those of men in similar work. However, school enroll-

ments for lemales are well below those for males. A Comorian Women's Federation,
formed in late 1989, has the goal of developing a family bill of rights. Women are

not required to wear a veU. Property rights do not disfavor women; for example, the
house the father of the bride traditionaUy provides to the couple at the time of their
marriage remains her property, even in liie case of divorce.
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Violence against women, including wife beating, occurs. However, medical au-

thorities, the Women's Federation, and the police believe that violence against

women is rare, in part because of the nonviolent nature of Comorian society. The
Government has not addressed this issue specifically, and there are no studies or
statistics indicating the extent of the problem. In principle, a woman can seek pro-

tection through the courts in the case of violence, but in reality the issue would
most likely be addressed within the extended family or at the village level.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—The Constitution allows workers, including most
public sector workers, to form unions and to strike, but these rights only became
a reality in 1990 with the association of some workers into small unions. Farming
on small land holdings, subsistence fishing, and petty commerce make up the daily

activity of most of the population. Hence, the wage labor force is small (less than
9,500 with government employees, and less than 2,000 excluding government em-
ployees). Since 1990 groups oi teachers, civil servants, and dock woricers—which in

previous years formed temporary associations to press their demands—^have created

unions for purposes of collective action.

In 1992 there again were work stoppages of teachers, hospital workers, and the

courts. As in the previous year, there was no interference by the Government, but

eayments of salaries were delayed because of the countiys financial problems.
Anions are free to join in confederations and to associate in international bodies,

although given the nascent state of trade union development these ri^ts have not

yet been exercised.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—There are no laws that pro-

hibit antiunion discrimination or protect collective bargaining, which is still in its

infancy in the Comoros. Labor legislation, to the extent that it exists, is found main-
ly in the Labor Code, which is not rigidly enforced. The Labor Code does not address

the issue of collective bargaining. In the private sector, wages are set by informal
employee/employer negotiations. PubUc woricers' wages are set by government policy

through the Ministries of Finance and Labor. It is economic rather than political

impediments which stand in the way of a more active role by labor organizations.

Unofficial unemployment figures exceed 70 percent. There are no export processing

zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is for-

bidden by the Constitution and is not practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The Labor Code defines 15 years

as the minimum age for the employrnent of children. The Ministry of Labor is lax

about enforcing this provision, but child labor is not an issue due to the lack of em-
plojrment opportunities for adolescents and young adults. Children generally help

with the work of their families in the large subsistence farming and fishing sector.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—There is a legislated minimum wage, which is

barely aoequate to cover basic human needs. However, most workers also have ac-

cess to some subsistence agriculture or fishing and receive support from the ex-

tended family. The hours of work in any one job rarely exceed 35 hours per week.

The Government periodically reminds employers to respect the Labor Code, which
guarantees a day off per week, plus a month of paid vacation per year, but does

not set a standard woniweek. Overall, there are very few standards set by the Min-
istry of Labor. As there is virtually no manufacturing, little attention has been
given to health and safety standards in this sector.

CONGO

In 1992 Congo completed a peaceful transition to multiparty democracy, ending
decades of one-party Marxist rule. A specific agenda for this transition was laid out

during Congo's National Conference of 1991 and culminated in August 1992 with

multiparty presidential elections. Congo's new President, Professor Pascal Lissouba,

was inaugurated on August 31. In November, confrontations between the Presidency

and the National AssenJbly resulted in a motion of censure after which President

Lissouba dissolved the Assembly. (The new Constitution gives the President the

right to dissolve Parliament in the face of persistent and serious disagreements.)

Elections to form a new Parliament are expected in early 1993.

During 1992 the transitional Government, headed by Prime Minister Andre
MUongo, succeeded in its mandates to hold a constitutional referendum as well as

local, legislative, and presidential elections. Approved by national referendum in

February, Congo's new Constitution includes a list of fundamental rights and lib-
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erties similar to those adopted a year before by the National Conference. Although
often fraught with oreanizationed and practical hurdles, the year's series of elections

were generally described as free and fair b^ impartial election observers from many
diiTerent countries and international orgamzations. During the transition in the first

half of the year, former President Sassou-Nguesso remained in office in a ceremonial
role and, as head of the former ruling Congolese Workers Party (PCT), was a major
presidential contender.

Congo's armed forces played a pivotal role in the country's democratic trans-

formation. The army supported the concept of a national conference and provided

security for the delegates throudiout its sessions. A concerted effort was made dur-

ing the transition to reform ana depoUticize Congolese military forces. Initially, the
armed forces resisted the transitional government's efforts to restructure the mili-

tary hi^ command, and on three occasions military units occupied Congolese tele-

vision and radio studios to impose broadcast censorship. The Government acceded
to the main demands of the military leadership, and once the lines between civilian

and military authority were reestablished without bloodshed, the armed forces went
on to play a generally constructive, neutral role during the elections. Many former
military officers pui^ged in previous years for refusing to support the PCT were rein-

stated. At the end of 1992, military leaders again played a constructive role by
bringing opposing coalitions together in a neutral setting to negotiate a way out of

a poUtical impasse tiiat might otherwise have led to violent confrontations and even
civil war. Congo military expenditures for 1989, the last year for which the U.S.

Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed analysis, were esti-

mated at between $76 and $90 million. While there is criticism that the army is

top-heavy, anticipated reductions in the near future will occur more as a response

to tight financial constraints rather than to a new policy designed to downsize the

forces.

In recent years, Congo's economy has been heavily dependent on petroleum earn-

ings and external borrowing. Faced with the coUapse of world oil prices after 1985
and saddled with a very large foreign debt, Congo has been under pressure from
international lending institutions to implement structural adjustment measures and
free market econonuc policies. Congo's economic difficulties nave continued to serve

as a driving force behind political reforms.

Despite short-lived tensions with the armed forces early in the year and con-

frontations between the Government and the opposition late in the year, the human
rights situation in Congo saw significant improvements in 1992 under determined
civilian leadership. The new Constitution provides citizens with a broad range of

legal protections and extensive civil liberties, including freedom of speech, press, as-

sembly, association, and political choice. It also establishes a number of new courts

(not yet functioning) as a check on arbitrary executive power. While in 1992 many
of these new freedoms were exercised fiilly, some persistent human rights problems
continued, including credible reports of police and military brutality and harsh pris-

on conditions. There was also continuing societal discrimination against women and
against the indigenous Pygmy villagers in remote parts of the country.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no reports of such
killings authorized or condoned by the Government or by the Congo's military or

security forces.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of disappearance.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

The new Constitution forbids the use of torture. There were no reports of its use
in 1992 either by the transitional government or by the newly installed Lissouba
Government.
However, unacceptable interrogation methods remain a persistent problern among

military and security forces in the Congo. Army, police, and customs officials con-

tinue to beat detainees both to extract information and as punishment, particularly

for accused thieves and for those who resist arrest. This practice continues in part

because lower level officers do not receive adequate training in the rights and proper

treatment of suspects and because military and security force leaders seem to tacitly

condone such beatings.
Despite the fact that the transitional government publicly recognized the problem

and vowed to undertake improvements, Congolese prison conditions continued to be

harsh. Prison buildings are dilapidated; security is lax; there are no constructive ac-

tivities such as classes or exercises; and food and medical care are inadeqpiate. Most
prisons, built during French colonial rule when convicted felons were sent out of the
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country, were never designed for long-term prisoners. Nevertheless, dozens of pris-

oners are often kept in the same cell for long periods of time, sleeping on the floor

and subsisting on only one meal per day.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—The new Constitution forbids arbitrary

arrest, detention, or exile. There is no evidence that the new or transitional Govern-
ments deliberately engaged in any of these practices. Nevertheless, while the Con-
go's Code of Penal Procedure requires that all detainees be brought before a judge
within 3 days and be charged or released within 3 months, these limits are often
ignored in practice due to omcial indifference and limited resources to handle cases.

Delays in bringing cases to trial and arbitrary denial of bail continued to be prob-
lems in 1992.
There were no political detainees or prisoners held at year's end. The general am-

nesty declared by the National Conference for all those responsible for political

crimes, including human rights abuses, precluded official investigations and pros-
ecutions by the new Government. The amnesty was approved by all parties in the
name of national unity.

The new Government has not used forced exile as a means of political control.

During the transition, all voluntary exiles from the former regime were invited to

return, and many did. Some members of the previous govenunent, particularly

those suspected oi embezzlement or other wrongdoings, have gone into self-imposed
exile rather than face possible prosecution for past crimes.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Modeled on French institutions, the Congolese ju-

dicial system consists primarily of local courts, courts of appeal, and the Supreme
Court. All "special" courts and secret trials were abolished by the National Con-
ference. Defendants have the right to be represented by lawyers of their choice, and
the State will cover legal fees in cases of destitution.

The new Constitution established two new high courts, whose decisions cannot be
appealed or reversed by the Supreme Court or any other court. The Constitutional
Council, with its power to rule on the constitutionality of Congolese laws, is to act

as the primary judicial counterweight to legislative and executive authority. The
High Court of Justice wiU preside over cases of crimes committed against the State
by the President or members of the Government. However, pending the organization
01 other branches of government which play an active role in the naming of their

members, neither of these new high courts was actually formed or seated during
1992. Apart from constitutionality and impeachment issues, ultimate legal authority
will continue to be held by the Supreme Court.
Operating mainly in rural areas where justice is often still administered at the

village level, Congo's traditional courts continued to handle many local disputes, es-

pecially property cases and probate functions. Dispute resolution is by extended de-

bate, with no known instances of resort to physical punishment. Many domestic dis-

putes are also adjudicated under traditional law and within the context of the ex-

tended family.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

Constitution protects the privacy of homes as well as all forms of correspondence
and telecommunications. Under current law, all official searches of private property
require a warrant. The transitional government publicly announced that the police

have limited powers and encouraged citizens to insist on their rights. It also prohib-

ited the maintenance of security files on citizens who have not been accused of vio-

lating the law.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Like the bill of rights that preceded it, Cong's
newly adopted Constitution guarantees complete freedom of expression. In addition,

the Constitution provides for the eventual establishment of a special court or "Supe-
rior Council of Information and Communication" meant to guarantee and protect

specific freedoms of speech, press, and expression. Even after this court is formed,
however, the Supreme Court will still serve as the highest judicial authority on such
matters. The Superior Council of Information and Communication is meant to act

as a specialized appellate court, screening cases before they are heard by the Su-
preme Court.

Congolese citizens spoke freely and openly throughout the year. Print media were
often critical of past and contemporary political leaders, and many private news-
papers flourished. The most important media in reaching the public—the govern-
ment-owned radio and television stations—became the center of controversy in 1992.

In May the authorities fired a television reporter for reading a series of letters criti-

cal of the interim legislature without prior clearance from his editors. This incident

was interpreted widely as a clear case of media censorship by forces hostile to the
transitional government. Even more dramatic was the presence of military troops
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broadcasts during two periods of heightened tensions, in January and again in May.

After the installation of President Lissouba, the new Government resorted to par-
tisan staffing and censorship of broadcast media toward the end of 1992. Outright
re^sal to air opposition views on several occasions late in the year did much to

erode public confidence in the newly acquired rights of free speech and press, hi ad-

dition to the protests of the opposition and neutral human rignts groups, several key
radio broadcasters and television journalists resigned to protest these
progovemment, antiopposition policies. Indeed, heavy press censorship served to in-

tensify the end-of-the-year politiced impasse.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—The Constitution also guaran-

tees freedom of assembly and association. Any group wishing to hold a public assem-
bly must inform the Minister of the Interior, who Has the right to forbid assemblies
which threaten public peace or welfare. There were no reports of government deni-

als of such requests in 1992. Indeed, the year saw numerous rallies organized by
many different groups and independent political parties without government inter-

ference. This freedom was widely exercised, particularly during the election period.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^There is no state religion; people are free to join any
church and practice any religion. Denominations not already established in Congo,
however, must register with the State, a sometimes cumbersome process. Congolese
of many different creeds were represented both in the transitional government and
in President Lissouba's administration.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^The Constitution declares the right of all citizens to circulate freely

within the country and specifically prohibits roadblocks and barricades, which were
commonly used by past regimes to restrict movement and extract illegal tolls. Dur-
ing a brief uprising in January, there were both mihtary and civilian barricades.

To combat fraud, all motorized travel was forbidden on election days, althou^ spe-

cial exemption permits were granted to the press and to certain diplomatic and gov-

ernment vehicles, particularly those carrying election observers. Barricades
reappeared in November at the hei^t of the confrontations between the Lissouba
Government «md a coalition of opposition parties. However, the army successfiiUy

intervened to restore order and dismantle these civihan roadblocks.

The Congo traditionally provided hospitality to reftigees and asylum seekers.

However, the influx of refugees from neighboring Zaire strained limited Congolese
resources, and in 1991 the Government forcibly deported some 40,000 to 50,000
Zairians, including many who had lived in Congo for years. There were no further

mass deportations in 1992, and, indeed, many exported Zairians returned to Congo
along with other political and economic refugees. In November more refugees

streamed in from Cabinda as tensions heightened in Angola. During 1992 some
5,000 Cabindans sought refuge in southern Congo, where most depended on ex-

tended families or tribal ties to provide for lodging and support. Because family and
tribal links are often found on ooth sides of tne Cabinda/Congo border, there was
little need for the State to provide refugee assistance for newly arrived Cabindans.
A government-provided camp in Pointe-Noire was virtually empty at the end of the

year.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

In 1992 after decades of authoritarian, one-party rule, the Congolese were able

to change their government peacefully and democratically. The 1991 National Con-
ference laid out a framework for this change and appointed a transitional govern-

ment to oversee a constitutional referendum as well as a series of local, legislative,

and presidential elections. The new Constitution was ratified by popular referendum
on March 15. The elections were finally completed by August, but they were still

marred by significant organizational problems, including a shortage of b£dlots.

TTiere were 17 candidates in the presidential elections, including former President

Yhombi-Opanga, incumbent Resident Denis Sassou-Nguesso, and head of the tran-

sitional government Andre MUongo. Several former political prisoners were also

among the presidential contenders or otherwise active in political campaigns. No
presi(fential candidate was able to win an absolute majority in the first round. Sec-

ond-round results showed a clear majority of votes for Pascal Lissouba, who was in-

augurated 2 weeks later. The Constitution provides for a 5-year term of office for

the President, who is limited to two terms, and for 5-year terms of office for Na-
tional Assembly members, who may serve an unlimited number of terms. The
Lissouba Government includes two women as part of its 28-member Cabinet. How-
ever, such female representation is sparse and normally the exception rather than
the rule. While not officially prohibited, the indigenous Pygmies, living in remote
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regions, are largely excluded from the political process (see Section 5). In the 1992
election campaign, there were several reports oi local efforts to keep Pygmies from
participating in the election process.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Several local human rights organizations remained active. These included the Na-
tional Committee on Human Rights, the Congolese Human Rights League, and a
committee of the Congolese Association of Women Lawyers. All ireely criticized past
government human n^ts violations as well as abusive and discriminatory aspects
of some traditional local customs. In addition, the Government actively encouraged
and even solicited the presence of international and nongovernmental observers for

the elections held during the year.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The new Constitution specifically forbids such discrimination, and there was no
evidence of any officially sanctioned discriminatory practices. Nevertheless, much
traditional discrimination persisted, particularly against Pygmies and against
women.
The two primary sets of indigenous people in the Congo are those tribes de-

scended from Bantu peoples and Pygmies. The two groups are unrelated in terms
of language, culture, morphological type, and lifestyle. Bantu Congolese predominate
in all aspects of Congolese soaety and politics. The Pygmies, now numbering about
7,000 persons, live primarily in remote northern forest regions and continue to be
exploited as a cheap labor source. Pygmy workers are generally underpaid for their

work relative to others, with compensation often being in the form of clothing, food,

or other goods instead of wages. This practice is reinforced by an ancestral tradition

of Pygmy slavery by Bantus, and in 1992 there were still some unconfirmed reports
that Qiis practice continued in isolated locations. One human rights monitor reports

"incontrovertible evidence" that Bantus in the north exploit PVgmies in slave-like

conditions. In the past. Pygmies were denied access to public education, health, and
other basic services and to the right to own property. FVgmies have traditionally

been excluded from the political process, a practice which reportedly continued in

1992.
Although the new Constitution prohibits discrimination based on sex and specifi-

cally endorses the right of women to earn ec^ual pay for equal work, discrimination

against women is endemic in Congo. Inequities persist in salaries as well as in em-
ployment opportunities and access to education. According to one 1991 U.N. study,

females receive only 33 percent of the schooling provided to males. While traditional

inheritance customs favor maternal links, marriage and family laws overtly dis-

criminate against women; for example, adultery is considered illegal for women but
not for men, and male polygamy is accepted. Women in rural areas are especially

disadvantaged in terms of education and wage employment and are confined largely

to family farm labor and child-raising responsibilities.

Nonetheless, Congo has instituted some progressive policies with regard to gender
issues. Educated women are increasingly finding pay equity and promotion opportu-
nities more in line with their individual strengths ratner than reflective oi tradi-

tional gender disparities. White-collar and government jobs, in particular, seem to

treat Congolese women more fairly. As more wealthy or middle class women return
from extended stays in Europe and elsewhere, their expectations of equal treatment
have risen along with their qualifications, which are often enhanced by scholarships

and foreign-sponsored studies. They are also filling jobs such as magistrates and
customs inspectors once reserved only for their male colleagues.

Violence against women occurs frequently. In particular, wife beating is an accept-

ed practice and almost never prosecuted except within the context oi the extended
fanuly and in the most extreme cases. This issue is largely ignored by the general
Congolese population, including by the media. The police rarely intervene in domes-
tic msputes. The new Government has not addressed the issue of violence against
women. Local women's groups were more concerned with addressing economic and
social problems than in locusing on issues such as rape.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Both the new Constitution and the Congolese Labor
Code afiirm the right of workers to associate freely, allowing no restrictions on the
formation of trade unions.
Formerly the Congo's only recognized union, the Congolese Trade Union Confed-

eration (CSC) remains a powerful force and was still the only umbrella trade union
organization in 1992. After the 1991 National Conference revoked the CSC's monop-
oly status and abolished the check-off system which gave it much of its power ad-
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vantage, numerous small competing unions were established, including the General
Confederation of Supervisors and Instructors (CGCAM), the Congolese Free Union
of Teachers (SLEC), and the Free Union of Bank Workers (SLB).
Unions are free to strike, but must file a notice of intent with the Ministry of

Labor beforehand. In theory, a strike may not take place until after both parties
have submitted to a process of nonbinding arbitration under the auspices of a re-

gional labor inspector from the Ministry of Labor. In practice, this aspect of the Con-
golese Labor Code is seldom enforced, and many strikes occurred without prior at-

tempts to resolve disputes through arbitration. Often targeted were oil companies
or oil-related service firms, pubuc corporations employing railway and electrical

maintenance workers, and the Government. The public sector was particularly hard
hit by labor disputes which erupted into strikes at the Ministries of Agriculture,

Mines and Energy, Commerce, Culture, and Finance.
Strikers most often sought increases in pay or other monetary benefits or, in the

case of civil servants, wages overdue for a number of months.
Unions are now free to join federations or confederations and affiliate with inter-

national trade unions. Exercising this new freedom, some Congolese trade unions
signed cooperative accords with other African, European, and American trade union
organizations. Although the CSC has not formally disaffiliated from the Communist-
dominated World Federation of Trade Unions, the relationship has aU but dissolved
due to lack of interest and funding.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Still adapting to the new re-

ality of trade union pluralism, Congo has not yet reformed its old Labor Code, dat-
ing from 1975, or adopted new laws to create a legal framework for collective bar-
gaining. In the past, many benefits were legally mandated and industry-specific
wage scales or "conventions" were determined by negotiated agreement between rep-
resentatives of the CSC, the employer or employers' association, the Ministry of
Labor, and the ruling Congolese Woricers Party. Independent unions may now nego-
tiate freely on their own or in cooperation with other unions, federations, or confed-
erations.

Under the Constitution, employers are forbidden from discriminating against em-
ployees who exercise their constitutional right to organize or join a union. There are
no ejcport processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is pro-
hibited by law, and there is no evidence of its practice in the formal economy. (See
Section 5, however, for a discussion of allegations of the slave-like exploitation of
Pygmies.)

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The new Constitution specifically

forbids any children under the age of 16 from woricing. The Ministry oi Labor is

responsible for enforcing child labor laws but rarely eruorces them outside the for-

mal wage sector. Children often work at younger ages on small family subsistence
farms in rural areas and can be seen working in the informal economic sectors of
Congo's cities without government interference.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The Government administratively sets a mini-
mum wage at a level which in theory allows for "human dignity." In those trades
still subject to "conventions" (see Section 6.b.), the negotiated minimum wages are
without exception considerably higher than the legal minimum. Yet, even these
preferential salary scales often set minimum wages quite low relative to the exorbi-
tant cost of living in Congo. Many workers are obliged to hold second jobs, practice
subsistence agriculture, or receive help from the extended family. During 1992 this
was particularly true for government workers, who were forced to cope with salary
arrears of several months.
The Constitution guarantees paid holidays, periodic paid vacations, and limits on

allowable hours of work. Furthermore, the Labor Code stipulates that overtime
must be paid for aU work in excess of 40 hours per week and regular days of leisure

must be granted by employers. Although health and safety regulations require twice
yearly visits by enforcement officers from the Ministry of Labor, in practice such in-

spections occur on a much less regular basis.

COTE D'lVOIRE

Power in Cote d'lvoire is concentrated in President Felix Houphouet-Boigny, the
country's leader since independence, and in the political party he founded, the
Democratic Party of Cote d'lvoire (PDCI). Genuine reforms have resulted in multiple
political parties and opposition groups as well as a vigorous free press, but
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Houphouet-Boigny and the PDCI, winners of the 1990 elections, continue to domi-
nate all levels of government.

Cote dlvoire's security forces include the National Police (SURETE) and the Gen-
darmerie, a branch of tne armed forces with responsibility for general law enforce-

ment. The Gendarmerie is the primary poUce organization outside the cities and is

under the Ministry of Defense. The total of uniformed services, which includes the
military forces and the gendarmes (but not the police) is 16,000. Total mUitaiy ex-
penditures for 1989, the last year for which tne U.S. Arms Control and Disar-
mament Agency conducted a detailed analysis, were $130 million. However, as part
of major euorts to reduce public sector spending, the Government has tried system-
atically since 1990 to cut defense budgets. The armed forces traditionally have ac-

cepted the primacy of civilian authority. Security forces were responsible for a num-
ber of human rights abuses in 1992, including extrajudicial killings.

During the 1980's, Cote d'lvoire was squeezed by a heavy debt burden and falling

prices for its exports, principally cocoa, coffee, and tropical woods. Per capita annual
income slipped in recent years from well over $1,000 to below $800. After reaching
agreement with the International Monetary Fund and World Bank on a stabilization

program in 1991, the Government reduced its budget deficit, instituted changes in

the tax and labor codes, and launched an ambitious program of privatization and
administrative reform.

Despite some positive developments, there continued to be serious human rights

abuses. The presence of opposition groups and a vigorous and vigilant free press
continued to improve both awareness and observance of human rights on a day-to-

day basis. On tne other hand, the security forces carried out extrajudicial killings

of criminal suspects, beat and abused detainees, and arbitrarily arrested political

opponents of the Government. Police arrested at least 146 supporters of various op-
position parties, including Laurent Gbagbo, a major opposition figure, in the wake
of a riot on February 18 which coincided with an ofiicially sanctioned march. Al-
though some of those arrested were set free after several days, 52 were held for 52
days before being released. Fifty-nine persons (of whom only 20 admitted having
participated in the march), including several prominent opposition leaders, were
convicted of having been responsible for the damage that occurred as a result of the
riot and sentenced to prison for sentences of 1 to 2 years. The conduct of the trial

and subsequent appeal raised serious questions about the independence of the
Ivorian judiciary. Those convicted benefited from an amnesty announced by Presi-
dent Houphouet-Boigny in July.

Abidjan has one of the highest levels of crime in the world; in response, security
forces relaxed restrictions in 1992 on the use of deadly force against armed crimi-
nals. There were credible allegations that suspects were killed after being arrested.

Security forces sometimes use beatings to extract confessions or as punishment.
Further, five journalists (representing two newspapers) were sentenced to prison
terms of up to 3 years and had their newspapers shut down for insulting the Presi-

dent (see Section I.e.). They too were released as part of the July amnesty.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no known political

killings by government forces in 1992. Relaxed restrictions on the use of deadly force

against armed criminals have led to allegations that perpetrators have been killed

by security forces after being arrested.

b. Disappearance.—There were no reports of officially sanctioned abduction or dis-

appearance.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Detainees, whether political opponents or criminal suspects, are sometimes beaten
by the police in order to extract a confession or as punisnment. Simone Gbagbo, wife

of the Secretary General of the Ivorian Popular Front (FPI), and at least one other
person were hospitalized as a result of beatings received after their arrest on Feb-
ruary 18. Prisoners are often treated in a degrading or humiliating manner. Non-
Ivorian Africans residing in Cote d'lvoire (who represent a third of the total popu-
lation) are routinely treated more roughly by police on arrest than are Ivorians.

There were no instances in 1992 of officials being punished for mistreatment of de-

tainees or prisoners.
Sanitary conditions in prisons are abysmal and are responsible for a high death

rate. Common problems include overcrowding, malnutrition, infectious disease, and
infestation by vermin.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Under the Code of Penal Procedure, a
public prosecutor may order the detention of a suspect for up to 48 hours without
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bringing charges. The Code dictates that longer detention must be ordered by a
magistrate, who may authorize periods of up to 4 months, but who must also pro-

vide the Minister of Justice a written justification for continued detention on a
monthly basis. However, the law is often violated. Police have held persons for more
than 48 hours without bringing charges. Defendants are not guaranteed the right

to a judicial determination of the legality of their detention.

In addition to at least 146 people arrested after the February 18 riot (see above),

several hundred students were arrested after a series of demonstrations in early

February. Some were detained for extended periods without trial. Approximately
100 were tried, and many were given prison sentences ranging from 3 months to

3 years. All those still in prison were released under the terms of an amnesty de-

clared by the President in late July.

e. Denial of a Fair Public Tried.—^The modem judicial system is headed by a Su-
preme Court and includes a Court of Appeals and lower courts. The judiciary is

theoretically independent of the executive branch in ordinary criminal cases. In
practice, as well as under the Constitution's separation of powers provisions, the ju-

diciary follows the lead of the executive in cases concerning perceived national secu-

rity or political issues. Fifty-nine opposition supporters were convicted of having
been responsible for the property damage that occurred wh6n an opposition march
became a riot on February 18. The prosecution failed to prove that 39 of those con-

victed had taken part in the march. The lack of evidence linking the organizers of
the march to the damage made their conviction appear to be based on political

grounds.
There is not a clear separation between the judicial and executive branches of

government. The President of the Abidjan Court of Appeals was removed from the
Court after having been prevented from rendering a decision on the appeal of the
verdict which jailed opposition leaders after the February 18 march. There were also

credible reports that the courts gave lenient treatment to individuals with personal
connections to the Government.

Ivorian law establishes the right to a public trial, although key evidence is some-
times given ia camera. Defendants have the right to be present at their trials, and
their innocence is presumed. Those convicted have the right of appeal, though in

practice, verdicts are rarely overturned. Defendants accused of felonies or capital

crimes have the right to legal counsel, and the judicial system provides for court-

appointed attorneys for indigent defendants. In practice, many defendants cannot
afford private counsel, and court-appointed attorneys are not readily available.

In rural areas, justice is oft;en administered at the village level through traditional

institutions which handle domestic disputes, minor land questions, and family law.

Dispute resolution is by extended debate, with no known instances of resort to phys-
ical punishment. These traditional courts are being increasingly superseded by the
formal judicial system. Civilians are not tried by military courts. Althou^ there are

no appellate courts within the military justice system, persons convicted by a mili-

tary tribunal may petition the Supreme Court to set aside the tribunal's verdict and
order a retrial.

There were no credible reports of political prisoners being held after the Presi-

dent's July amnesty.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^In Cote

dTvoire's multiparty political system, citizens are free to join any political party or
none at all. However, public officials and employees of state-owned corporations are

subjected to pressure to become members of the PDCI. Party membership applica-

tions are sometimes passed to employees by their supervisors, and those who fail

to sign up are believed to suffer in terms of promotion.
The Code of Penal Procedure specifies that a police official or investigative mag-

istrate may conduct searches of homes without a judicial warrant if there is reason
to believe that there is evidence on the premises concerning a crime. The official

must have the prosecutor's agreement to retain any objects seized in the search and
is required to have witnesses to the search, which may not take place between the
hours of 9 p.m. and 4 a.m. The police sometimes use a general search warrant with-

out a name or address. In addition, the police have entered homes of non-Ivorian
Africans (or rounded them up on the streets), taken them to local police stations,

and extorted small amounts of money for alleged minor offenses.

There are credible reports that the police have used informers at the University
of Abidjan to provide data on dissident political activity. Security forces monitor
some private telephone conversations, but the extent of the practice is unknown.
There is no evidence that private correspondence is monitored.
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Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Free expression is provided for in the Constitu-
tion, but until 1990, this right was significantly limited in practice. In 1992 public
criticism of government policies and even of the President was common. However,
it is a crime, punishable by 3 months to 2 years in prison, to offend the President,
the Prime Minister, foreign chiefs of state or government or their diplomatic rep-
resentatives or to defame institutions of the state.

The Grovemment operates the radio and television networks and uses these media
to promote its policies. Much of the news programming is devoted to coverage of the
activities of the President, the Government, and the PDCI, but an increasing
amount of coverage has been given to the political opposition. The Grovemment an-
nounced a plan in October to aUow nongovernmental organizations to operate FM
radio stations and television channels.
The number of new^apers being published expanded significantly in 1991 to a

total of more than 20. There are now three daily newspapers. Those with the widest
circulation, Fratemite-Matin and Ivoire Soir, are government-run. In 1992 both
newspapers ran stories critical of government policies and increased significantly

their coverage of the political opposition. A third daily, La Voie, is an organ of the
FPI, Cote d'lvoire's principal opposition party. Most of the weekly newspapers are
either affiliated with opposition political parties or, even if unaffiliated, are critical

of the Government. Foreign publications circulated freely.

Although criticism of government policies is tolerated, insults or attacks on the
honor of the country's highest officials are not. A press law enacted in late 1991 cre-

ated a new commission to enforce laws against publishing defamatory material or
material "undermining the credit of the nation." The law imposes stiff penalties, in-

cluding the seizure of offending newspapers. Five Ivorian journalists served jail sen-
tences for offending the President, and the two newspapers for which they worked
had their activities suspended in 1992 under the terms of the law.
Many prominent Ivorian scholars are active in opposition politics and have not

suffered professionally. The Government insists, however, that teachers separate
their political activity from their work in the classroom. There has been almost con-
tinual turmoil on college campuses as a result of student demonstrations. Support-
ers of a banned student group were allegedly barred from taking their high school
final examination.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Constitution provides for

freedom of assembly, but in practice, that freedom is restricted when the Govern-
ment perceives a danger to public order. Although opposition parties believe that
the Constitution permits private associations of any sort, the Government disagrees,
and aU organizations must register before commencing activities. There were no re-

ports in 1992 of registration being denied, although uiis has occurred in the past.

Further, Ivorian law prohibits the formation of political parties along ethnic or reli-

fious lines. The Federation of Ivorian Students (FESCI) was banned m 1991. FESCI
as continued its activities in spite of the ban, and some of its members were de-

tained (see Section 1. d.) as well as expelled from educational institutions.

Permits are required for public meetings and are sometimes denied to the opposi-

tion but never to the PDCI. Gatherings occasionally are prohibited to prevent the
expression of controversial views in public forums. On February 19, the Government
banned all outdoor public meetings 'iintil further notice;" that ban remains in effect,

and the Government used force to break up demonstrations. The ban appeared to

be selectively enforced. For example, there was a Government-encouraged outdoor

Sublic gathering to greet the President on his return from Europe in June. However,
luslims were prevented from gathering in an Abidjan mosque in November when

they sought to form a national Islamic Council.
An "antivandal" law passed by the National Assembly holds organizers of a march

responsible if any of the participants engaged in violence. The law was condemned
by all major opposition parties and by the Ivoirian Human Rights League (LIDHO)
as being unduly vague and for imposing collective punishment for the crime of a
few.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^There are no known impediments to religious expression.

There is no dominant religion, and no faith is officially favored by the Government.
The open practice of religion is permitted, and there are no restrictions on religious

ceremonies or teaching.
d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—^The Government exercises minimal control over domestic travel. How-
ever, there are numerous internal roadblocks at which persons are frequently har-

assed, and small amounts of money are extorted for contrived or minor infractions.

During the period between February and April, there were credible reports that
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members of the bamied student organization, FESCI, were singled out at roadblocks
for harassment.

Ivorians normaUy can travel abroad and emigrate freely, and they have the right

of voluntary repatriation. There are no known cases of revocation of citizenship.

Cote dlvoire^ refugee and asylum practices are liberal. In 1990, 180,000 refugees

from the Liberian civil war entered the country; many voluntarily returned to Libe-

ria in 1992. While in Cote d'lvoire, refugees normally receive 1-year renewable resi-

dent visas for their first 5 years in the country, after which they may apply for per-

manent residence. The Liberians have been a special case; the Government expects

that they will go back to Liberia as soon as that country becomes normal. The Gov-
ernment was actively involved in managing Liberian refugee relief, though most re-

sources come from foreign and international donors. Out of concern that relief was
acting as a magnet, the Government established a committee to review the case of

each new arrival to determine whether the person should be accorded refugee sta-

tus. Although the Government was reluctant to implement self-sufficiency activities

that might encourage refugees to remain in Cote d'lvoire, several were started for

the benefit of refugees unlikely to leave the country.
The Government does not use exile as a means of political control. Political exiles

from a number of countries have found Cote d'lvoire a hospitable safe haven as long
as they do not engage in political activities directed against their home govern-
ments.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Citizens have this right, although many in the ruling PDCI continue to block
needed reforms and to engage in practices which do not encourage further democra-
tization. Multiple parties were permitted in the 1990 presidential, legislative, and
municipal elections whose results were generally accepted as legitimate, despite nu-
merous flaws and fraud. Although under the Constitution only Ivorian citizens are
entitled to vote, the electoral law, which is promulgated for each election, has in re-

cent years extended voting rights to non-Ivorian Africans living in Cote d'lvoire, who
constitute approximately one-third of the countr/s population and are presumed to

support the PDCL This anomaly persists because only the President of the Republic
and the President of the National Assembly have the standing to challenge the con-

stitutionality of the electoral law, and neither has chosen to do so. There is a secret

baUot.
President Houphouet-Boigny, who has governed since independence in 1960, is

both Head of State and President of the PDCL An appointed Prime Minister, who
serves at the pleasure of the President, controls day-to-day governmental affairs and
economic policy. The PDCI holds 165 of the 175 seats in the National Assembly,
which in practice is subordinate to the executive branch. Effectively, therefore,

President Houphouet-Boigny and his PDCI control all aspects of Ivorian political

life.

There were four municipal and legislative by-elections in 1992 in which the oppo-
sition Ivorian Popular Front (FPI) challenged the PDCI candidate. In one municipal-
ity, after the opposition candidate had won a clear victory, the Government canceled
the election claiming that opposition supporters had intimidated some resident for-

eigners desiring to vote.

The Government arrested four opposition members of the National Assembly fol-

lowing a demonstration on February 18 (see also Section I.e., d., and e.). One was
released after a few days; one was acquitted following a trial; the other two, includ-

ing opposition leader Laurent Gbagbo, were found guilty of being "cosponsors" of
acts of violence and served 5Vi months of a 2-year sentence before being released
under an amnesty law.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

An internal, independent human rights organization, the Ivorian League of
Human Rights (LIDHO), was formed in 1987 and was recognized by the Govern-
ment in July 1990. The League has actively investigated alleged violations of human
rights and issuedpress releases and reports, some of which were critical of the Gov-
ernment. The LIDHO and a major opposition party organized the February 18
march, which turned into a riot and was followed by the arrest and conviction of
the LIDHO president as well as several other prominent members. All were re-

leased as a result of the July amnesty. In 1991 the Ivorian Association for the Pro-
motion of Human Rights was estabUshed for the purpose of improving Ivorians'

awareness of their basic rights.
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The Government has been cooperative in the past towards international inquiries

into its human rights practices. Although the Government has not responded prub-

licly to appeals from Amnesty International and the International Labor Organiza-

tion (ILO), it has subsequently taken some action to correct abuses.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Discrimination based on race, ethnicity, national origin, sex or religion is against

the law. Although French is the ofiicial language and the language of instruction

in the schools, radio and television programs are broadcast in major national lan-

guages. Social and economic mobility are not limited by policy or custom on the
oasis of ethnicity or religion, but there are pronounced inequalities based on sex,

with males clearly playing the preponderant role.

Some Ivorian traditional societies accord women considerable political and eco-

nomic power. In rural areas, although tribal customs dictate that menial tasks are
performed mostly by women, farm work by men is also common. There is also a pa-
rental preference for educating boys rather than girls which is noticeable through-
out the country but more pronounced in rural areas. Sexual harassment of female
students by male teachers is commonplace. Government policy encourages full par-
ticipation by women in social and economic Ufe, but there is considerable informal
resistance among employers to hiring women, who may be considered undependable
by virtue of potential pregnancy.

Clitoral excision, wnich is illegal in Cote d'lvoire, is nevertheless practiced, par-

ticularly among the rural population in the north and west. The operation is usually

Serformed on young girls or at puberty as part of a rite of passage; it is generally
one outside modem medical facilities and can be extremely painful and dangerous

to health. The Government does not make strong efforts to prevent the practice, and
social pressures are sufficiently strong that it persists, particularly in small villages,

where the tribal chief is the primary decisionmaker. According to an independent
expert in the field, the percentage of Ivorian women who have undergone genital

mutilation (circumcision) may be as high as 60 percent. Excision is becoming less

common as the population becomes better educated.
Violence against women, especiaUy wife beating, is neither widely practiced nor

tacitly condoned. However, representatives of women's organizations state that wife
beating does occur and often leads to divorce. Doctors state that they rarely see the
victims of such violence. A severe social stigma is attached to such violence; neigh-
bors will often intervene in a domestic quarrel to protect a person who is the object

of physical abuse. The courts and police view such domestic violence as a family
proolem unless serious bodily harm is inflicted, in which case criminal proceedings
do take place. 'Hie Government has no clear-cut policy regarding spouse abuse be-

yond the obvious strictures against violence in the Civil Code.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. Tfie Right of Association.—^Woricers have the right to form unions under the
Labor Code of 1964, but union membership is not mandatory. For almost 30 years,

the government-sponsored labor confederation, the General Union of Workers of

Cote d'lvoire (UGTCI), dominated union activity, except for the independent univer-

sity teachers', secondary school teachers', and doctors' unions. In 1991 several for-

merly UGTCI-afliUated unions, including those representing transport, media, cus-

toms, and bank woricers, broke away and became independent. In 1992 a total of

11 formerly independent unions joined together to form the Federation of Autono-
mous Trade Unions of Cote d'lvoire (FESACI). A third labor federation, Dignite, has
attracted few members. The leader of the UGTCI occupies a senior position in the
PDCI hierarchy. The UGTCI is a relatively passive coordination memanism rather

than an active force for worker rights, although it has had some success in improv-
ing working conditions and safety standards. The UGTCI represents approximately
one-third to one-half of the organizable work force. Non-UGTCI unions tend to be
more activist than those within the UGTCI structure and to be identified with oppo-

sition causes.
In response to a complaint, the ILO's Committee on Freedom of Association in No-

vember criticized the arrest of trade union activists; repressive measures taken
against union members and leaders of Dignite; and government interference in in-

ternal union affairs. The ILO Governing Body called on the Government to take
"concrete" measures and proposed to consider setting up a Commission of Inquiry
during its next examination of the case.

The right to strike is provided by the Constitution and by statute. The ILO's Com-
mittee of Experts in 1991, however, reiterated earlier observations that the Labor
Code gives the President excessive power to submit an industrial dispute to compul-
sory arbitration in order to bring an end to a strike. The Constitution requires a
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protracted series of negotiations and a 6-day notiiication period before a strike may
be held, eflectively making legal strikes difficult to organize. Strikes are seldom au-
thorized by the UGTCI; however, non-UGTCI unions freely strike. In 1992 fisher-

men, transit workers, postal and telecommunications workers, and taxi drivers held
strikes.

The UGTCI, which is a member of the Organization of African Trade Union
Unity, formally prohibits its individual trade unions from forming or maintaining
affiliations with other international professional organizations in their fields. Inde-
pendent unions mav freely affiliate with international bodies. Dignite is a member
of the World Confederation of Labor.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The Labor Code grants all

Ivorians the right to join unions and to bargain collectively. Collective baivaining
agreements are in effect in many major business enterprises and sectors of the civu
service. In most cases in which wages are not established in negotiations between
unions and employers, salaries are set by job category in the Ministry of Employ-
ment and Civil Service. A law prohibiting antiunion discrimination is enforced by
labor Inspectors.

There are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^There have been no reports of
forced labor, which is prohibited by law. However, the ILO's Committee of Experts
in its annual report requested the Grovemment to take steps to bring its laws on
prison labor into conformity with the ILO conventions on forced labor.

d. Minimum Wage for Employment of Children.—^In most instances, the legal min-
imum working age is 16, and the Ministry of Employment and Civil Service enforces
this provision effectively in the civil service and in lai^pe multinational companies.
However, children often work on family farms, and in cities some children routinely
act as vendors in the informal sector. There are also reports of children working in
what could be described as sweatshop conditions in small workshops. Many chil£*en
leave the formal school sjrstem at an early age; primary education is mandatory but
far from universally enforced, particularly in rural areas.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Cote dlvoire has an administratively deter-
mined monthly wage rate which was last adjusted in January 1986. A sU^tly high-
er rate applies to construction workers. The minimum wage is enforced only with
respect to salaried workers employed by the Government or registered with Social
Security. Minimum wages vary according to occupation, with the lowest insufficient
to provide a decent standard of living for a worker and family. The majority of
Ivorians work in agriculture or the informal sector where the minimum wage does
not apply.
Through the Ministry of Employment and the Civil Service, the Government en-

forces a comprehensive Labor Code governing the terms and conditions of service
for wage earners £uid salaried workers and providing for occupational safety and
health standards. Those employed in the modem sector are reasonably protected
against unjust compensation, excessive hours, and capricious discharge Jtrom em-
ployment. The standard legal workweek is 40 hours. The law reqpiires overtime pay-
ment on a graduated scale for hours in excess of the standard.
Government labor inspectors are empowered to order employers to improve sub-

standard conditions an(^ if the employer fails to comply, fines can be levied by a
labor court. In the large informal sector of the economy, however, involving both
urban and rural workers, the Government's occupational health and safety regula-
tions are enforced erratically at best.

DJIBOUTI

In 1992 Djibouti remained a de facto one-party state ruled since independence in
1977 by President Hassan Gouled Aptidon and the People's Assembly lor Progress
(RPP). Djibouti is comprised of two main ethnic groups, the politically predominant
Issa (the Somali origin tribe of the President) and the Afar (who are also numerous
in Ethiopia). The Afars comprise the largest single tribe in Djibouti but are out-
numbered by the combination of the Issa and other Somali ethnic elements (Issak
and Gadaboursi). Starting in late 1991, a large-scale Afar insurgency began in the
northern part of the countiy, led by the Front for the Restoration of Unity and De-
mocracy (FRUD), which demands the formation of a transitional government and
regional autonomy for the Afar in Djibouti. In addition, the FRUD is demanding the
release of Ali Aref Bourhan, ex-president of Djibouti prior to independence, who re-

mains a political prisoner of the current regime. The fighting continued intermit-
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tently throughout 1992, despite a unilateral FRUD cease-fire announced February
28, which was later terminated.

Largely in response to the insurgency, the President announced on Djibouti's na-
tional day, June 27, a series of measures intended to institute 'Reasonable
multipartyism" and a new democratic constitution. In a national referendum on Sep-
tember 4, the proposed constitutional changes were accepted in the three lar:^ely So-
mali districts, but most Afar in Djibouti-ville and in the two northern districts did
not participate. By late December, the Government had legalized, in addition to the
ruling RPP, two opposition parties and carried out legislative elections in December,
again without Afar participation. Meaningful dialog between the Government and
the FRUD did not occur in 1992. French attempts to bring the two sides together
on November 20 failed when the FRUD refused to release its prisoners of war
(POWs), a government precondition for talks. At President Gouleas insistence, the
French army recalled its troops who were performing humanitarian assistance mis-
sions in territory controlled by the FRUD. The situation at year's end resulted in

the de facto partition of Djibouti.

Also in response to the insurgency, the size of the combined Djiboutian National
Army (AND) and police agencies tripled, totaling nearly 15,000 men (with 8,000 in

the AND alone.) The National Security Force (FNS) and the National Police are
both under the Ministry of the Interior; the Gendarmerie (military police) are under
the Ministry of Defense. There were no data available from the U.S. Anns Control
and Disarmament Agency on Djibouti's total annual military expenditures. How-
ever, defense spending is likely to increase in the near term as a result of the fight-

ing with the FRUD. Kou^ estimates of expenditures for militaiy salaries alone
amount to over $1 million a month. With the increased buildup of security forces,

there were numerous credible reports in 1992 of their mistreating civilians, includ-
ing gang-raping of women, often young girls brought in from neighboring Ethiopia.

Djibouti's arid soil is unproductive, and there is virtually no industry; farmers
who have not settled in Djibouti-viUe eke out a living from animal husbandry. Com-
merce and services for the 10,0(X) expatriate residents (mostly French, including
3,800 military) and operation of the seaport and airport account for most of the
gross domestic product. Although the State is the largest employer, people are free

to pursue private business interests and to hold personal and real property.
Human rights remained circumscribed in 1992, despite the introduction of the

new Constitution and a multiparty political system. Many of the new Constitution's
guarantees of personal liberties are conditioned on subsequent legislation that may
circumscribe the scope of such freedoms. The Government carefully orchestrated the
changes to preserve political power and, by forcing the constitutional referendum
and legislative elections with little Afar participation, further exacerbated ethnic di-

visions. Both government forces and the firmed opposition FRUD committed serious
human rights abuses during the sporadic fighting in 1992. In addition, the (Jovem-
ment used arbitrary detention ana unfair trials against political and labor officials,

while continuing tight restrictions on freedoms of speech and press. Women and
children are routinely neglected in Djiboutian society, where rape is a common oc-

currence, rarely punished and frequently pardoned. The Government's amnesty in
June released a number of political detainees and prisoners.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no reports of political or
extrajudicial killing in Djibouti. However, a grenade attack on the headquarters of
the United Opposition Front seriously wounded a party official and led to claims of
government targeting. Also, the fighting between the army and the FRUD produced
civilian casualties and other violations of humanitarian law (see Section l.g.).

The Government did not initiate an investigation in 1992 into the December 18,

1991, massacre of civilians in the AFAR quarter of Arhiba. A total of 47 civilians

were killed outright or later died from wounds infiicted during this encounter with
security forces.

b. Disappearance.—There were no known incidents of permanent disappearances
in Djibouti during 1992, although government security forces detached along the
Djibouti/Ethiopia border in the region of Ali Sabieh kidnaped Ethiopian women and
held them forcibly in their camps where most were raped. Accordijig to the AFAR
spokesman, 12 AFAR remain missing following the December 18, 1991, incident.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The new Constitution afiirms that "no one shall be subjected to torture, nor to other
inhuman, cruel, degrading, or humiliating punishments." However, security forces

continued to abuse detainees, mainly Afar and criminal suspects. In the past, inter-
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rogation techniques included use of "the swing," by whidi victims are tied by their

wrists and ankles to a horizonteil pole and beaten all over the body. No action has
been taken to pursue or prosecute those accused of torture in the past.

In Obock, according to a rejwrt by the Association for the Respect of Human
Rights and Liberties (ADDHL), the security forces first detained, then raped and
tortured a woman, Mrs. Hasna Mohamed Ali, who returned to her home in early

March in a state of "mental disorder," according to government military officers.

One or more members of the security forces sprayed her with gasoUne and set her
afire. She later died in Djibouti's public hospital where witnesses among medical
personnel affirmed the accusations of torture and immolation, noting in particular
marks on the hands and feet where she had been tied by her captors. Army Colonel
Omar Barreh denied the accusations but reported to the press that the sergeant
charged with monitoring Hasna during her incarceration in Obock was "sanctioned."
Political prisoners reported mistreatment in 1992. AU Aref Bourhan, a former prime
minister and Djibouti's most notable political prisoner, was moved from his remote
detention site in Ali Adde to the central prison in Djibouti-ville, but 3 months after

his July 5 trial, the authorities temporarily denied him family visits, and he accused
the Grovemment of inhuman treatment. Ali Aref and several others of the group of
12 political prisoners who remain incarcerated in Djibouti's central prison went on
a hunger strike in early December to protest cruel treatment. According to Ali Arefs
nephew, Aref Mohamed Aref, a human ri^ts lawyer who was acquitted in July,
prison guards fired a rifle in the direction of political prisoners while they were
standing in the prison grounds. Several of those implicated in the Aref affair were
taken to the hospital as a result of the hunger strike. In an apparent attempt to

intimidate them, the Government on more than one occasion confined for a period
FRUD spokesman Dr. Abbatte Ebo and another Afar political prisoner, Hassan Ali

Mohamed Dalga, either in the central prison's crowded cell for common criminals
or in cells for political prisoners.

The Government permitted representatives of the International Committee of the
Red Cross (ICRC) regular access to all security prisoners, whether civilian or mili-

tary.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—The Ministry of Interior regularly ignores
criminal procedures which stipulate that the State may not detain a person for more
than 48 hours without an examining magistrate's formal charge. In particular, peo-
ple who express views critical of the Government and the President of the Republic
are frequently subjected to arbitrary arrest and detention. Ultimately, political de-
tainees, such as in 1992 the President of ADDHL, Mohamed Houmed Souleh, are
almost always accused of "offending the President of the Republic," a general charge
used by government authorities to keep political opponents m detention.
The Government continued in 1992 to detain Afar opponents. Hassan Mohamed

Ali Dalga, an Afar Intellectual who published regular bulletins as head of a "support
committee for the civilian victims of the north," was arrested four times during
1992. On April 27, he was fined approximately $600 for "defaming the president.
Dalga was arrested on June 8 and detained until the end of the month in the "Bri-

gade Du Nord" for publishing a document on the army's pillaging of the northern
town of Obock. The tjovemment judged Dalga's tract on the incident to be offensive.

Meanwhile, Mohamed Houmed Souleh was arrested on June 15, along with Abdi
Moumin Ardeh, the editor of a political tract Le Marginale, following a demonstra-
tion during which they demanded the release of Hassan Dalga. Dalga was arrested
again in late July foUowing his release on July 13 at the conclusion of the Aref
Trial.

On December 20, the FNS dispersed a political rally organized by an opposition
party, the Democratic Renewal Party (PRD), led by Mohamed Djama Elabe. At least

10 civilians were wounded severely when the FNS fired tear gas cannisters directly

into the crowd. The FNS detained nearly 50 PRD supporters but released them on
December 23. At year's end, other than the Aref group, there were no known politi-

calprisoners.
The Government announced a general amnesty on June 23 for members of the

FRUD or those otherwise participating in the insurrection (see Section l.g.). On
July 9, the President pardoned five political opponents who had been exiled, includ-

ing Aden Robleh Awaleh, a former minister who left Djibouti in 1986. Aden Robleh
Awaleh returned to Djibouti in September and subsequently received permission to

form a political party, the National Democratic Party (PND).
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Djibouti's legal system is a mixture of Djiboutian

legislation and executive decrees, French codified law adopted at independence,
Shari'a (Islamic law), traditions of the native nomadic peoples, and the new Con-
stitution modeled on the French Constitution of the Fifth Republic. Crimes in urban
areas are dealt with according to French-inspired law and judicial practice in the
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regular courts. Civil actions may be brought in the regular courts, or in traditional
court according to tribal customs.
The new Constitution states that "all individuals have the right to life, liberty,

and the security and integrity of person." It also declares that the accused is inno-
cent until proven guilty, has the right to legal counsel, and the right to be examined
by a doctor if imprisoned. Imprisonment can occur only if an arrest decree is pre-
sented by a judicial magistrate. In practice, however, security forces tend to arrest
pMiple without warrants during demonstrations or other political events.
The judiciary is not independent of the executive. The State Security Court tries

those accused of crimes with political implications and whom the President of the
Republic judges to be a menace to the security of the State. On July 5, one of the
best known of Djibouti's political prisoners, Ali Aref Bourhan, and his 48
codefendents were tried in the Security Court. Only 15 of the accused were actually
present for the trial, however. The proceedings were open to the public, and all de-
fendants were represented by legal counsel. Indeed, Aref was accorded a postpone-
ment in order to better prepare his defense. There were troubling circumstances re-

lated to the trial, however. The defense claimed that most of the Grovemment's evi-

dence vias obtained through torture or other forms of coersion, including illegal de-
tention and nonstop interrogations without legal counsel. Defense attorneys were
denied access to government evidence and the presiding judge, who is a political ap-
pointee, ruled corroborating testimony about evidence being extracted under duress
to be inadmissable. Ali Aref Bourhan was convicted of conspiring to overthrow the
State and given a 10-year sentence. The Court acquitted Ali Ajrefs nephew, Aref
Mohamed Aref, a lawyer and member of the Djiboutian bar, but sentenced nine oth-
ers to 10 years' imprisonment. The Court's decisions may now be appealed to the
Supreme Court. In November Ali Arefs brother and a nephew were arrested on
charges of conspiring to overthrow the Government by force. They had not been
brought to trial by year's end.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^There

were no reported incidents of such interference outside areas of conflict. The new
Constitution provides for the inviolability of the family, home, correspondence, and
communications. Telephone service to opponents of the regime , including legal op-
position parties and Aiar leaders, is routinely cut without explanation.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.

—^The conflict between government armed forces and the Afar-led insurgency
began in the fall of 1991 when the FRUD attacked an army outpost in the northern
town of Randa. Fighting continued sporadically throughout 1992 despite a unilateral
cease-fire announced by the FRUD on February 28, 1992, and later retracted. In the
course of fighting for control of the northern towns of Tadjoura, Obock, and Yoboki,
the National Army maintained the offensive, but in the process killed several per-

sons and forced the civilian populations to flee from these towns.
In the conflict, the FRUD cut water supplies to the towns of Obock and Tadjoura

(where a sizable civilian population remains). The Grovemment, in turn, blockaded
the north by refusing to allow nomads from the interior to provision themselves
from coastal ports. Following the FRUD cease-fire, the Government opened Tadjoura
to camel traffic from the interior and welcomed the French military as cease-fire ob-

servers and liaison between the two sides. The French military also provided food
aid and medical assistance to the civilians in the north until December 1992.
In April the FRUD released some 60 civilians who were being held hostage in the

north. Later La June, the Government announced a general amnesty for those who
agreed to put down their arms. The Government freed FRUD spokesman Dr. Abatte
Ebo and 13 other POWs on June 29. Eight of the POWs were deported to the Ethio-

pian border on the grounds that they did not hold Djiboutian nationality documents.
The ICRC arranged a reciprocal release of 13 government soldiers held by the

FRUD on August 9. The FRUD released another 25 on November 15 but continued
to hold 31 others at year's end. French military officials, the ICRC, and family mem-
bers had regular access to the POWs in the north and reported no mistreatment
of those held by the FRUD; however, the FRUD's failure to release the remaining
POWs stalled French mediation eflbrts to resolve the conflict in Djibouti.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Pending implementation of Article 15 of the
newly adopted constitution, these freedoms are seriously restricted. Throughout
most of 1992, those who expressed public views critical of the Government or caus-
ing offense to the President routinely faced arrest and detention for substantial pe-

riods of time before being tried on charges of defamation. For example, the Govern-
ment convicted two labor leaders for issuing a bulletin critical of official policies (see

Section 6.a.). Despite the restrictions on free political expression, critics of the re-
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gime published clandestine tracts that circulate widely in Djibouti. When appre-
hended the authors of such tracts were routinely jailed. The newspapers of
Djibouti's two opposition parties circulated freely following the legalization of the
parties themselves in September.

Djibouti's radio and television stations and one newspaper, La Nation, a French-
language weekly, are all government owned and operated. While the ofiicied media
report on social and national development problems in Djibouti, such as AIDS and
female circumcision, they to not criticize the Government itself. The ofiicial press
is censored. The editor-m-chief of La Nation was reprimanded and reassigned to

lesser duties in December 1991, reportedly for spetiking with Afar oppositionleaders
and reporting on the Arhiba massacre to Agence France Presse.
The Government does not interfere with foreign broadcasts and as far as is

known, did not prevent in 1992 the distribution of publications from abroad in
Djibouti-ville nor detain those seen in possession of such publications.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Government effectively

bans political protest by selective enforcement of public assembly laws, in spite of
the freedom of assembly provisions of the new Constitution. Periodically, the Gov-
ernment closes public meeting places, such aa cafes in which political discussions
occur. The Goveroment legalized two opposition parties in 1992, the PND and the
PRD. It did not allow two other opposition parties to participate in the December
legislative election campaiga. Mohamed Moussa "Tour-Tour", whose Movement for

Unity and Democracy (MUD) was not legalized, reported that at least seven of his
supporters were arrested when they attempted to launch a public protest. The cri-

teria for legalization of political parties are not publicly known, but Article 6 of the
Constitution stipulates that political parties may not be based on race, ethnic group,
sex, religion, region, or language. In practice, the ruling party determines which op-
position parties can be legalizea.

On February 13, the Government notified the Association for the Respect of
Human Rights and Liberties that it would not be granted \eea\ status because the
Minister of Interior judged that its leadership "is not of the nigh caliber that such
a mission (defending human rights) demands." The President of ADDHL as weU as
the President of the Movement for Civilian Victims, Hassan Ali Mohamed Dalga,
were both imprisoned repeatedly in 1992 for criticizing the Government's human
rights record.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Islam is the state religion. Virtually the entire population
is Sunni Muslim, but the Grovemment imposes no sanctions on those who choose
to ignore Islamic teachings on such matters as diet, alcohol consumption, and reli-

S'ous fasting. The foreign community supports Roman Catholic, French Protestant,
reek Orthodox, and Euiiopian Orthodox churches. Forei^ clergy and missionaries

may perform charitable works, but proselytizing is a highly sensitive issue and,
while not illegal, is discouraged.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel. Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Internal travel in Djibouti has been disrupted by civil war, making
movement between the north and south of Djibouti nearly impossible. Djiboutians
may emigrate to foreign countries without restriction or interference, except for

travel to Israel. In 1992 Djibouti lifted restrictions on travel to South Africa. A sig-

nificeint number of Djiboutians have emigrated to Canada, often on the pretext of
being Somali refugees. In one notable case, the Government refused to accept entry
of a Djiboutian national deported by Canadian immigration authorities as an illegal

immigrant.
Djibouti hosts almost 100,000 refugees, according to government sources. This

amounts to approximately a fifth of the total population of Djibouti. The vast major-
ity of these remgees come from Somalia, although some are from Ethiopia. The rec-

ognized refugee camps house 20,(X)0 people, but the majority live in Diibouti-ville,

where they have no refiigee status. The Government regularly deports illegal immi-
grants and refugees from neighboring Somalia and Ethiopia.

In October the Government, instead of deporting refugees to Ethiopia and Somalia
or to refugee camps within Djibouti, forced a number of these refugees to work for

Djiboutian military forces in northern Djibouti. Delivery of adequate assistance to

refugee camps has been stymied by corruption. There is thus little incentive for ref-

ugees to go to the camps rather than eke out an existence in Djibouti-ville.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Citizens do not have the ability peacefully to change the government through
democratic means. The President and the RPP continued to dominate the political

process in 1992, forcing political changes which further alienated a large portion of
the citizenry. TTie referendum to adopt a new constitution permitting "reasonable
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multipartyism," and the December legislative elections took place largely without
Afar voter participation and with some fraud; for example, in the northern districts

of Obock, the Government claimed that 38 ercent of Obock's 9,800 registered voters

participated in the referendum when in fact the city was largely devoid of inhab-
itants.

Djibouti's Afar and Somali opposition groups boycotted the President's referendum
on a new constitution on the grounds that it was drafted without consulting those
outside the current regime. Nonetheless, two Somali opposition leaders formed legal

parties, but only the PRD contested the December 18 legislative elections. The PRD
was successful in attracting broad-based support—outside of clan afliliation—and
for the first time brought women into the leadership of the party. Two women were
among PRD's candidates in the legislative elections, which was also a first in

Djiboutian politics. The other opposition party, the PND, declined to participate on
the grounds that the regime had not created the conditions for a free and fair elec-

tion. The opposition parties did not have access to the lists of registered voters nor
access to information on the location and number of polling booths until the eve of
the election. The ofiicial results of the December 18 election gave the ruling party
75 percent of the popular vote and aU 65 parliamentary seats.

In general, the Afar refused to participate in the December election and held a
peaceful demonstration to protest the Government's choice of dates: the anniversary
of the 1991 massacre of Afar civilians in Arhiba.
The impetus for political change has been the armed insurgency led by the FRUD.

The FRUD boycotted the September referendum and the December elections on the
grounds that the Constitution and related laws were drafted by the ruling Somali
elites without the input of Afar opponents. The FRUD, however, in its continued re-

jection of President Gouled's amnesty and its refusal to participate in party politics,

has marginalized Afar politicians and committed them to further civil war. Neither
the current regime nor FRUD has demonstrated willingness to negotiate to resolve
political differences and assure adequate Afar representation in the, democratic proc-

ess. In addition to the FRUD, there is the United Opposition Front, which is com-
prised of Afar politicians and ex-parliamentarians as well as representatives of the
other fringe parties representing the Somali Issak and Gadaboursi minorities. The
leadership of^both the PRD and the PND used to belong to the United Opposition
Front but were dropped from the organization when they agreed to participate in

President Grouled's democratization process.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The Government is openly hostile to domestic human rights groups. As noted, it

refused to recognize the Association for the Respect of Human Rights and Liberties

and arrested its leaders who had been critical of government policies in the north.

Ministry of Interior officials view any human rights association as a political body
and hence treat it as an opposition group.
The Government has been cooperative with some international organizations and

nongovernmental organizations, notably the ICRC, which has access to the central

prison and intercedes on behalf of civilians and POWs in the conflict between the
Government and the FRUD. Through ICRC's good offices (accepted by both the Gov-
ernment and the FRUD), prisoners of war on both sides were released in 1992.

The most notable occasion for international human rights organizations to visit

Djibouti in 1992 was the July 5-12 trial of the preindependence leader of Djibouti,

Ali Aref Bouriian, an Afar accused of attempting a coup d'etat in January 1991. The
State Security Court trial was attended by representatives of international human
rights organizations and members of the diplomatic corps.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Djibouti is a nation of immigrants from neighboring Somalia and Ethiopia. Most
of its citizens flocked to this former French enclave in search of economic opportuni-

ties following independence in 1977. The new Constitution states in Article 2 that

the Republic of Djibouti does not discriminate based on "language, race, sex, or reli-

gion." Many government leaders, including the President, were bom outside the cur-

rent borders of the Republic.
The Government pursued discriminatory policies in 1992. The Issa (the dominant

Somali clan in Djibouti) control the ruling KPP, the civil service, and the military

as a result of the President's policy of assigning key positions of authority to mem-
bers of his tribal grouping and in particular to a powerful cohort of advisers in the
Presidency and his Cabinet. The President's subclan, the Mammasan, is particularly

strong, wielding disproportionate power in the affairs of the State. Perquisites and
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corruption have created a class of wealthy bureaucrats of all major tribes who live
far beyond the meeins of the ordinary Diiboutian.
Women in Djibouti legally possess full civil rights but traditionally play a second-

ary role in public life and do not have the same educational opportunities as men.
Women are active in small trade, as well as in the clerical and secretarial fields.

There are only a few women in the professions (civU service, judiciary, teaching, and
medicine) and security services.

According to medical personnel, violence against women including rape and
wife beating—occurs and appears to be on the increase in Djibouti. Most domestic
and conmiunity violence is considered a family or clan matter, however, the inci-

dence of gang rape indicates that violence against women is no longer controlled by
traditionsJ authorities. Very few crimes against women, including rape, are pun-
ished. Many times the perpetrators are pardoned or serve at most short sentences.
While the Government has begun to address the crime issue (primarily by deporting
illegal immigrants and refugees), it has not addressed violence against women or
children specifically. Child abuse also occurs in Djibouti and is lightly punished. In
instances in which children are raped or otherwise abused, the perpetrator is fined
for the cost of medical care given to the injured child.

The RPP-afliliated Djiboutian National Women's Union (]LJNFD) began an edu-
cational campaign against female genital mutilation (circumcision), particularly
iniibulation, the most dangerous form in 1988. The campaign has had only a mar-
ginal impact on this pervasive custom. According to an independent expert in the
field, the percentage of Djiboutian women who have undergone this procedure may
be as hi^ as 90 percent.

Judicial reforms enacted in 1991 stipulate that anyone found responsible for geni-
tal mutilation of young girls could face 5 years in prison and a heavy fine. To date,
no one has been convicted of such crimes.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Under the Constitution, workers are free to join
unions and to strike provided they comply with legally prescribed requirements.
Less than 20 percent of persons in the wage economy are union members. The orga-
nized labor movement is still in its infancy. Many unions represent employees of
only a single private or state-owned enterprise. The Government exerted control
over individual unions through the state-organized labor central, the General Union
of Djiboutian Workers (UGTD). In 1992, however, a new union confederation, the
Democratic Labor Union (UDT), came into being, initially to oppose a 10-percent
"patriotic tax" (war tax) imposed on all workers by the Government. Its success has
smce forced the UGTD into relative obscurity, but the Government retaliated
against Ahmed Djama Egueh "Obeley" and Mahamoud Ali Boulaleh, founders of the
UDT. They were detained and later tried and convicted for having issued a bulletin
critical of government policies on May 1, 1992.
A wildcat strike caUed by a bus drivers' union provoked a government clampdown

later in May, calling into question workers' freedom to strike.

The UGTD is affiliated with the pan-African trade union body, the Organization
of African Trade Union Unity. Unions are free to maintain relations and exchange
programs with unions and labor organizations in other countries. The UDT has ap-
plied for affiliation with the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions, but
the application is still pending.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Althou^ the law recognizes
labor's right to organize and bargain collectively, in practice, collective bargaining
virtually does not exist. Relations between employers and workers are informal and
paternalistic. Wages are in practice established unilaterally by employers on the
basis of Ministry of Labor sidelines. When disputes about wages or health and
safety issues anse, the Ministry of Labor encourages direct, ad noc resolution by
labor representatives and employers. Either workers or employers may initiate a
formal administrative hearing mediated by the labor inspection service of the Min-
istry of Labor.
There are no export processing zones.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^By law, there is neither forced nor

compulsory labor in Djibouti; however, Djiboutian security forces oblige illegal immi-
grants to work for them in lieu of deportation (see Section 2.d.).

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The legal minimum age of 14
years is generally respected; the paucity of inspectors from the Ministry of Labor
makes it unlikely that investigations are ever carried out, according to union
sources. Children may and do work in family owned businesses, such as restaurants
and small shops, including at night. Children are not employed under hazardous
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conditions. Many of the beggars in Djibouti are young children whose parents forced
them out onto the street to bee for a living.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^Minimum wage rates are specified by govern-
ment regulations according to occupational categories and are enforced by the Min-
istry of Labor. Last increased in 1980, minimum wages cover a broad range of jobs.

They do not provide adequate compensation necessary to maintain a minimum
standard of living, however. Many workers also receive housing and transportation
allowances in addition to mandatory seniority bonuses. Djibouti is one of the world's
poorest nations. Only a tiny minority are employed, and a fraction of those receive

a wage adequate to provide a faimly with a decent standard of living.

By law the standard workweek is 40 hours, often spread over 6 days. Overtime
pay regulations are in effect. Workers are guaranteed daily and weekly rest periods
and paid annual vacations. The Ministry of Labor is responsible for occupational
health and safety standards, wages, and work hours. Enforcement of these stand-
ards, however, is ineffective. Workers face hazardous working conditions, particu-

larly in the port, but rarely protest as they fear being replaced by others willing
to accept the risks.

EQUATORIAL GUINEA

Equatorial Guinea is ruled by President Obiang Nguema Mbasogo, who in 1979
as Vice Minister of Defense, overthrew his uncle Francisco Macias, the ruthless dic-

tator of the country from its independence in 1968. As the country's most senior
military officer. Brigadier General Obiang dominates both the military and civilian

branches of the State. Throughout the 1980's he strengthened his position, notably
by establishing in 1986 the sole legal political party, the Democratic Party of Equa-
torial Guinea (DPEG), and staging in 1989 the first presidential election since 1968,
in which, as the only candidate, he was elected to a 7-year term. Responding to

S
-owing international and domestic pressures. In a November 1991 referendum,
biang submitted to the electorate a new constitution, the text of which was not

made readily available to the public, but which, according to the Government, was
approved by 98.38 percent of those voting. While providing for a multiparty system,
the new Constitution was on balance probably a step backwards for individual lib-

erties because it did not provide protections against torture and arbitraiy arrest,

and it entrenched presidential powers and specifically granted Obiang lifetime im-
munity from any legal proceedings.
At the beginning of 1992, Obiang promulgated laws allowing opposition political

parties and providing amnesty for political ofienders. The DPEG was exempted from
the stringent registration requirements under the political parties law. Following
months of government manipulation of the registration process, only 6 of some 12
opposition parties operating m Equatorial Guinea were "provisionally" registered by
September.

Civilian and military security branches are responsible for public order, aug-
mented by a presidential guard of 400 to 600 men provided by Morocco. The Moroc-
can Guard, which has been deployed to Equatorial Guinea for 13 years to provide
protection to the President, continues to be the security cornerstone of the Obiang
regime. In the past, the Guard has been credibly reported to be engaged in the
abuse of detainees, although this practice seems to have stopped. Equatorial Guin-
ean security forces historically have committed the majority of human rights abuses,
reportedly often at the behest of senior government oflicials, who commonly have
led raids against the opposition and directed torture and interrogation sessions.

Equatorial Guinea's total military expenditures for 1989, the last year for which the
U.iS. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed analaysis, were
between $1 million and $5 million. Defense expenditures in 1992 were likely signifi-

cantly higher as new security formations were organized and more extensive inter-

nal security operations undertaken.
Equatorial Guineans live mainly by subsistence agriculture, hunting, and fishing.

The small wage economy is based mainly on cocoa, lumber, and coffee. A very smedl
elite class has emerged in recent years, largely employed by, or dependent on, the
Government. Its apparent wealth is far beyona government salaries and, according
to many reports, may be derived in large part from corruption. The country remains
heavily dependent on foreign aid.

Human rights continueato be tightly circumscribed in 1992. Despite the laws on
political parties and amnesty. President Chiang's Grovemment blocked many opposi-

tion parties from registering while repressing opponents of the regime. Security
forces arrested scores of political opponents in the course of the year, beating and
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torturing many of them—at least 250 persons—without judicial sanction, and raided
and sacked the oflices of several of the political parties. The amnesty law allowed
some exiles to return and freed most political prisoners, but it extended more pro-

tection to violators of human rights than to their victims.

RESPECT FDR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^While there were no known tai^eted
political or extrajudicial killings in 1992, two persons were killed in a summaiy
manner by members of the national security force. The first killing took place in
late Octolier in Bata and the second a month later in Malabo. No penalty was ap-
pju^ntly imposed on the perpetrator of the first killing; a security force member was
executed following a sunmiary trial by a militaiy tribunal for the second.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no known disappearances.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Police and other security forces continued routinely to administer torture suad other
cruel forms of mistreatment to prisoners. Authorities employed a wide variety of
techniques, including: severe beatings with sticks, rubber truncheons, and whips;
electric shocks; hanging victims by their feet or arms; the infamous "Ethiopian"
trussing and suspension from an iron bar; and "Chinese water torture." Physical as
well as psychological torture was used routinely as an aid in interrogation and to

intimidate and punish prisoners. Police often detained known or suspected opposi-

tion supporters only long enough to administer a beating. Punishments of 50 or 75
strokes with a wood or rubber ni^tstick on the soles of the feet, back, buttocks,

or other parts of the body were conmion.
In February the police rounded up approximately 40 members of the youth group

of the Social Liberal Christian Democratic Party for holding an alleged "illegal meet-
ing." Before being released the same day, police beat the members with nigiit sticks

at security headquarters in Malabo under the supervision of senior police officers.

Also in February, Captain Fausto Abeso Fuma (alias Tito Garriga), President
Obiang's son-in-law, and a squad of armed security agents under his command ar-

rested and publicly beat Placido Miko Alogo, a member of the Convergence for Social
Democracy. Police suspected Miko of printing and distributing an antigovemment
newspaper defaming the President. He was later severely tortured by security forces

on the orders of President Obiang's brother, Armengol Ondo Nguema, Director Gen-
eral of National Security. Although in severe pain from body and internal injuries,

Miko received no professional medical attention despite pleas by his family and the
international community.

In August police detained four members of the Party of Progress and beat them
with nigntsticks. In September security forces under the command of the Secretary
of State for National Security, Manuel Nguema Mba, and the Director of National
Security, Armengol Ondo Nguema, raided the headquarters of the Party of Progress
(PP) in Malabo, arrested 22 of its members, and seized the party's files and mem-
bership lists. The authorities subsequently detained at least another 10 party mem-
bers and beat them with nightsticKS at security headquarters and in Blackbeach
Prison in Malabo. Reliable sources reported that Armengol Ondo Nguema, Manuel
Nguema Mba, and police captain Francisco Edu Ngua supervised the beatings, and
that Minister-Secretary General Ricardo Mangue was present at security head-
quarters during these brutal punishments. Of those detained, Pablo Ndong Nsema,
a former commissioner of police, reportedly was additionally tortured oy being
burned by electric cables applied to his stomach area. Similarly, the police beat six

members of the Popular Union Party (UP) who were detained briefly in October.

Police beatings of approximately 100 persons—students, educators and priests

—

detained on December 17 included repeated torture sessions over several days with
punishment per session often exceeding 100 strokes with a meter-long rubber trun-

cheon. The torture was carried out under the immediate supervision of senior gov-

ernment authorities, including Secretary of State for National Security Manuel
Nguema Mba and Director of National S«nirity Armengol Ondo Nguema. Closely co-

ordinating the detentions and summary punishments were Secretanr of State in the
Presidency Ricardo Mangue Obama Nfube, Minister of Interio Julio Ndong Ela
Mangue, Minister of Mines and Petroleum Juan Olo Mba Nzeng, Secretary General
in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Luis Obiang Mangue and the Equatoguinean Di-

rector of the World Bank's major in-country program Guillermo Nguema Ela. In one
case, a torture victim received as many as 500-600 strokes during the course of the
night of December 17-18; he was given injections to revive him and numb the pain,

according to eyewitnesses. Cold water was thrown on other prisoners to revive those
who passed out during beatings. At least six detainees—Roman Catholic priest Luis
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Maria Ondo Mayie, UJ4. Development Program employee Arsenio Moro Malonga,
political activists Celestino Bacale Obiang and Santos Pascual Bikomo, and edu-
cational authorities Daniel Nguema and Julian Bibang Oye—received internal ii^u-

ries which competent medical sources reported could be hfe threatening as a result

of the beatings.
Rrison conditions continued to be extremely harsh. Basic amenities were rarely

provided, and prisoners' essential needs were largely supplied by their families or
mends. The Government is reported to provide omy a single loaf of bread per pris-

oner per day. There was almost no access to medical treatment for common ill-

nesses, such as endemic malaria, or following torture sessions. As of July family
menders canving food to political detainees at Blackbeach prison were required to

show proof of membership in the government party in order to enter the presi-

dential compound where the prison mcUity is located.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Despite the right of habeas corpus and
other constitutional protections, the authorities often make arrests without judicial

order and without regard to the individual's ri^ts to be charged or released within
a reasonable period of time, to have access to a lawyer, or to be released on bail.

Arbitrary arrests by security forces or police are commonplace and often based on
spurious chtu^es in order to extort money, harass political opponents, or gain per-
sonal revenge. Many detainees are held incommunicado.

Civilians are often detained in militery camps as was the case of the 31 persons
arrested following the attack on the Party of Progress oftices. Security autnorities
also detained an unknown number of militaiy personnel whose names were found
on PP membership lists at these militaiy camps in Malabo.

Security forces arrested Jose Antonio Dorronsoro Ekuta in February and Celestino
Bacale Obiang and Jose Luis Nvumba Manana in April. All are associates of Placido
Miko Alogo. Dorronsoro was released within a few days without being charged;
Bacale Obiang and Nvumba were detained for several weeks and, with Placido
Miko, were charged with slandering state authorities and institutions. Miko was
held nearly 4 months at Blackbeach Prison, without having been tried for "insulting

the Head of State." All were amnestied in June in honor oT President Obiang's 50th
birthdav celebrations. Two other dissidents, Fernando Abaga Edjang and Arsenio
Moro Malonga, avoided arrest by remaining in the oillces of an international organi-
zation where they are employed.

Security forces arrested approximately 42 members of the UP, a legally registered
political party, in Ebebijrin and Micomeseng in July and detained them for several
weeks at Bata without charge. At least 5 members of the UP were arrested in late

October.
The number of detainees, political as well as criminal, held at the end of 1992

was not known but likely was between 150 and 200. The Government refused to

provide figures and did not permit third parties to inspect prison conditions in 1992.

The regional delegate for the International Committee for the Red Cross (ICRC)
made tnree visits to the country during 1992; discussions are still under way for

a possible visitation program. Antonio Ebang Mbele Abang, former Vice President
of the ChanJber of People's Representation detained in 1991, was released in early
1992.
In 1992 the Government continued to use internal exile (banishment to home vil-

lages) as a technique to intimidate dissidents and keep the nx)wing opposition off

balance. In January political detainee Pedro Motu Mamiaga Oyana, a former army
lieutenant, was released after 13 months in solitary confinement in Blackbeach Pris-

on without chai-ge or judicial proceedings. A few weeks later, Motu was again de-

tained without warrant or charge and sent to internal exile in his home village near
Ebebiyin, Rio Muni.

Several prominent opposition figures returned to Equatorial Guinea in 1992, often

after years in exile, and^began poBticaJ activity. Among these was Severo Moto Nsa,
who had been denied a passport to return in 1991. Although he was not jailed, Moto
was harassed by security forces, and during 1992 at least 40 of his supporters were
arrested and the majority tortured. Another former exile, Benjamin BaUingha
Belinga, the leader of a legally recognized opposition party, spent several weeks in

Blackbeach Prison on a civil charge related to a commercial debt. Also returning
from 4 years in exile was Carmelo Modu Akuse Bindang, founder and Secretary
General of the Democratic Social Union. Two Brazilians who accompanied Modu on
his December 27 return as political advisors were refused entry into the country de-

spite having valid visas.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^There is a formal court structure, with the Su-
preme Court at the apex, and also military and customary (traditionsd) court sys-

tems. Traditional laws and customs are honored in the formal court system when
not in conflict with national law. The tribunal provided for in the Constitution to
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decide constitutional issues has never been established; in the meantime, the Coun-
cil of State appointed by the President and responsible to him is empowered to rule
on constitutional questions.

Tliere is no separation between the executive and the judiciary, and Supreme
Court justices serve at the pleasure of the President. The executive branch acts with
little respect or understanding for judicial independence. The nation's mixture of
traditional law, militaiy law, and Spanish rules and procedures combines to produce
an inconsistent system of justice. Judges and court officials are poorly trained.
There is little application of due process, and appellate proceedings are virtually
nonexistent. Defendants unable to aflbrd legal counsel stand little chance of acquit-
tal. Further, most of the few lawyers (approximately 30) in the country depend on
their connections to the Government for a livelihood, which raises questions about
the impartiality of the defense their clients midit receive.

The Government appears to use charges of "kong" (traditional witchcraft which
is believed to cause injury or death) to jail those suspected of engaging in proscribed
political activity as well as to gain personal revenge. Since the statutes of Equa-
torial Guinea do not refer to witchcraft, such cases are reportedly handled outside
the normal court system.
The number of political and security prisoners held at the end of 1992 was not

known, but througnout the year it ranged from a handful td as high as 100—a sig-
nificant number in a population of 350,000. In January the four persons remaining
in prison from an alleged 1988 coup plot, Joaquin Elema Borenque, Francisco
Bonifacio Mba Nguema, Caspar Manana Okiri, and Pedro Bakale Maye, were freed
under provisions of the amnesty law.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Al-

though required by the Constitution, search warrants are not normally used. The
Government sometimes places under surveillance persons it deems suspicious. Many
believe telephone conversations are routinely momtored. There seems to be no delib-

erate, routine interference with correspondence, but security forces try to prevent
distribution of printed materials unfavorable to the Government. Placido Mixo's ar-
rest in February was initiated after a sealed letter was taken from a traveler about
to board an aircraft for Spain. Security agents in May confiscated several boxes of
information consigned to the Party or Progress on their arrival in Malabo by air
from Spain and reportedly burned them wiQiout judicial process or indemnification.
Virtually all political parties reported confiscation of party material, including ofiice

supplies and equipment, at the time they were legally imported into the country.
Most were reportedly not returned, despite payment of import duties.
The government harassment of its political opponents also took the form of sum-

maiy dismissals from government employment and evictions from government-
owned housing. Juan Manene, leader of the Social Liberal Christian Democratic
Party, was evicted from government-owned housing in April and fired from his job
at the state telephone company in July. Manene and his wife fled the countiy. Mn-
istry of Foreign Affairs official Terencio Luis Ngundi Ebule was summarily dis-

missed from his iob in October after he was denounced by two colleagues for being
disrespectfiil of the Head of State, including not having a picture hanging in his of-

fice. He was beaten in police custody and in November tried and found guilty; he
paid a $200 fine in lieu of serving an additional 4 months in prison.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^It was still dangerous to criticize President
Obiang or his Government in 1992. Security forces arrested persons suspected of
distributing an opposition newspaper. At least one person, Maria de Pilar Manana,
was violently arrested by senior police officers in June for possession of an under-
ground newspaper; despite serious medical problems, she was held without chaive
at Blackbeach Prison for over 2 months. Those who criticized the Government could
be charged with slandering the Head of State, other officials, or institutions. The
Government has a monopoly on television and radio, and routinely denies its oppo-
nents access to the media, except in carefully controlled situations. The Government
and party did not publish editions of their newspapers in 1992, and the Government
has not issued an edition of the official gazette for over 2 years. No private news-
papers were registered, and no foreign newspapers or magazines were available for
sale. A press law promulgated in October, but still not publicly available at the end
of the year, institutionalized the Government's absolute control over all written
media and press agencies.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Despite constitutional provi-
sions guaranteeing these freedoms, the Government continued to require opposition
{>olitical organizations to obtain permission from security forces before holding pub-
ic meetings, and there were cases of opposition leaders arrested for participating
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in political meetings in private homes. For the first time in over 20 years, the Gov-
ernment allowed approximately 10 rallies by le^al opposition parties in 1992, at
which speakers criticized the Government. Despite requests from political parties,

there were no pubUc meetings permitted during the last 3 months of the year, with
the exception of those of the government party, whose rallies and meetings were
near daily fare in the media and on television broadcasts. Private nonpoliticfd

groups, such as professional organizations, churches, and sports groups, require gov-
ernment approval to hold meetings.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Christianity, mainly Roman Catholicism, is the predomi-
nant religion, often interspersed with traditional religious practices. Except for Je-
hovah's Witnesses, freedom of religion is generally tolerated, though ministers of re-

ligion are prohibited by law from criticizing government officials or institutions. Je-
hovah's Witnesses are ofiicially prohibited from practicing their religion, but do so
unofficially in a low-key manner. The Islamic and Baha'i faiths are also practiced
openly. In general, active proselytizing by Protestant denominations is discouraged,
but conversions are permitted. Government permission must be obtained to open
new places of worship. Foreign clergy and nussionaries continue to have an active
role m educational development. AU denominations are allowed to participate in
charitable as well as religious activities.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Citizens and residents of Equatorial Guinea are not free to travel freely

within the country. All persons traveling between the island of Bioko, where Malabo
is located, and the contmental portion of the country must pass through police con-
trol. Police, who are poorly paid and trained, often extort small payments for pas-
sage through trafiic checkpoints on major roads. There were instances in 1992 of
opposition party members being refused passage on the government-owned ship
Acacio Mane Ela. There are restrictions on travel abroad, including lengthy delays
in obtaining passports. To leave the country both citizens and residents of Equa-
torial Guinea must obtain exit permits, which are issued only with the approval of
the Secretary of State or Director for National Security. Several known dissidents
were refused exit permits in 1992; others had their passports held for months at
a time with no action taken on exit visas. In at least one case the pregnant wife
of an opposition member was delayed for several weeks from leaving the country
for medical attention abroad which could not be obtained in Equatorial Guinea.
Many Equatoguineans leave the country without formal documentation for both eco-

nomic and political reasons. The Government refused to consider a request from for-

eign embassies to permit air evacuation of several of the more seriously injured vic-

tims of police beatings following the December 17 mass detentions and torture, de-
spite the absence of modem diagnostic equipment in the country.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The people of Equatorial Guinea do not have the right to change their government
by democratic means. There have been no free elections since 1968, and President
Obiang's party, DPEG, stUl completely dominates the political system, although it

is no longer the sole legal party. Government and party are indistinguishable, with
the DPEG receiving dues from all government employees and full backing from tele-

vision and radio. All public and government meetings, including those of congress
and the courts, take place under the party as well as the national flag. The legisla-

ture is subordinate to the executive and has no independent authority; all governors
are appointed and removed by the President; all locally elected officials serve at the
pleasure of the President as well.

Although the Government introduced a multiparty political system in 1991 and
legally recognized six opposition parties in 1992, it avoided recognizing at least two
others which applied for legalization in October. During 1992 alTopposition political

groupings reported harassment, including detentions, by government officials.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The government-appointed Human Rights Commission continued to be an instru-

ment of the President. It only held two meetings in 1992, without seriously address-

ing human rights issues.

President Obiang rejected the report on human rights in Equatorial Guinea pre-

pared for the United Nations Human Ri^ts Commission by Special Rapporteur
Fernando Volio Jimenez, referring to Jimenez as a "known enemy of Equatorial

Guinea." The report detailed political detentions and torture in the counties pris-

ons, based on the Special Rapporteur's trip to Eauatorial Guinea late in 1991. After

publicly stating in November 1991 that he would welcome advice on a democratic
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transition from former Spanish Prime Minister Adolfo Suarez, Obiang did not issue
a letter of invitation until mid-April and had it delivered to the Spanish statesman
only in mid-May. Following Suarez' trip to Equatorial Guinea in late May, Obiang
sharpljr rejected Suarez' advice and twice refused to grant Suarez' plane landing
rights in Equatorial Guinea. In 1992 the Government did not respond to Anmesty
International reports that it continued to torture prisoners and to detain {wlitical

opponents outside the judicial process.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Although the law calls for equal treatment for all citizens, ethnic groups are not
granted uie same rights and privileges. The Fang comprise 75 to 80 percent of the
population, the Bubi 15 percent, and other groups the remainder. A small number
of Fang clans, especially those of the President and his relatives by marriage, domi-
nate virtually all aspects of government, military, commercial, and social life. Dis-
crimination against the Bubi and Femandino of Bioko Island, as well as the Ndowe
and associated coastal groups on the continent, is consistent, whether in the grant-
ing of political office and civil service positions, or in the approval of academic schol-
arships. Members of the Fang who are not from the President's clan or region also
widely contend that they are discriminated against as well. There are, however,
members of minority groups in positions of political prominence but with little real
authority. A Bubi was appointed Prime Minister in January, replacing another
Bubi; the President of the House of People's Representatives is a member of the
Benga ethnic group from the island of Corisco; and virtually all ethnic groups were
represented in the Cabinet.
Women are largely confined by custom to traditional roles, especially in agri-

culture. Polygyny, which is widespread among the Fang, contributes to the second-
ary status given to women in society. According to the Government, boys and girls,

once they gain admission to secondary school, are equally likely to complete that
schooling. However, according to recent U.N. data, females in Ecpiatorial Guinea re-

ceive onhr one-fifth as much schooling as males. Tlie Constitution and laws guaran-
tee equal rights for women, and there is no legal discrimination in employment. The
Ministry for the Promotion of Women focuses on agriculture, handicrafts, and pro-
fessional training. It is interested in developing women's agricultural cooperatives
and enrolling more women in the school of professional training in Malabo.
According to medical professionals, violence against women, particularly wife

beating, is common. Child abuse is uncommon. The Government has not addressed
violence as an issue and looks to the Ministry for the Promotion of Women to ad-
vance the interests of women in Equatorial Guinean society.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Workers do not have the right of free association,
although a law governing unions was under consideration in 1992. In the small
w^age economy, there are a few cooperatives with limited power, but there are no
labor organizations as such. The right to strike is guaranteed in the Constitution,
but there is no implementing legislation, and strikes are prohibited by law. An at-

tempt by teachers to strike m support of an incarcerated colleague who had been
detained for longer than the 72 hours permitted by law resulted in the widespread
arrest of at least 100 students, teachers, political activists, and priests on December
17.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—There is no legislation regard-
ing these rights or addressing antiunion discrimination and no evidence of collective
bargaining by any group. Wages are set by the Government and employers, with
little or no input by workers. The employer must meet the minimum wage set by
the Government, and most companies pay above the government-established mini-
mum.
There are no export processing or free trade zones.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Forced labor and slavery are pro-

hibited by law, and slavery does not exist in Equatorial Guinea. However, persons
serving sentences or detained without formal charges at Blackbeach Prison, security
headquarters in Malabo, and the police station in Luba were forced to do day labor
on the grounds of the presidential compound as well as on the farms, at residential
construction sites, and in businesses of senior government ofiicials, including the
President.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The legal minimum age for em-
plojrment is 16, but there is no enforcement of this law. Children younger than 16
commonly assist families with agricultural production and sales. They also comprise
a significant part of the sales force in the informal economy as street vendors and
in the public markets.

61-307 0-93-4
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e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—There is only a small industrial sector in the
country. Salaried employment is provided mainly by the Government, but also by
a few construction companies ana businesses furnishing retail goods and services

and by the plantation agricultural sector. The minimum wage law is not widely en-
forced by the Ministry of Labor, and government employees are exempted from its

provisions. The minimum wage by itself does not provide a woilcer and family with
a decent living, and most of those with regular salaried income must supplement
their earnings with income from other sources or by farming. The law limits the reg-

ular workweek to 48 hours and guarantees employees 1 rest day per week, plus reg-

ularly scheduled national holidays. The Labor Code offers comprehensive protection
for workers from occupational hazards, but it is not effectively enforced by the few
inspectors from the Ministry of Labor. Safety and health conunittees which are ex-

plicitly sanctioned by the Code do not mnction, and employees who protest

unhealthfiil or dangerous woiking conditions risk losing their jobs.

ETfflOPIA

The coalition of ethnic-based insurgencies that took power in Ethiopia in 1991 re-

mained committed to establishing a multiparty democracy by 1994. But tensions be-
tween the principal armed groups of the Transitional Government of Ethiopia (TG),

i.e., the Etniopian People's Revolutionary Democratic Front (EPRDF) and the Oromo
Liberation Front (OLF), erupted into violent clashes several times in 1992. This re-

sulted in an outbreak of low-level war between the two groups in June when the
OLF boycotted local elections, withdrew its soldiers from camps, and took up arms.
By year's end, the EPRDF forces had dominated the fighting, and negotiations to

bring the OLF back into the TG coalition and resolve the political crisis had stalled.

The EPRDF, which is officially a coalition of four parties but additionally controls

more than a dozen loosely affiliated parties, dominates the TG and the quasi-legisla-

tive Council of Representatives, especially since the departure of the OLF. The
Council is composed of 74 members representing 30 political and ethnic groups. The
TG held local and regional elections in June, the first attempt at internationally ob-

served multiparty elections in Ethiopian history. However, the results were flawed
by numerous irregularities, including fraud, harassment, intimidation, and political

.assassination. In the months leading up to the elections, numerous offices of opposi-

tion parties were closed, supporters of opposition parties were detained without
charge, and both the TG ana opposition parties were accused of political assassina-

tion.

In Eritrea the Eritrean People's Liberation Front (EPLF) administers the one-
party, provisional government of Eritrea tasked with governing the country until an
internationally supervised referendum on Eritrea's political future, scheduled for

April 1993, can be held.
When it came to power, the TG leadership dismantled the extensive military and

security apparatus of the Mengistu regime. Following the OLF decision to leave the
TG in June, the TG military/police force numbered about 100,000 and was composed
primarily of EPRDF regulars. Battles with the OLF resulted in a number of casual-

ties, including civilians, and the detention of 19,000 OLF fighters. Rural instability

was a problem for much of 1992, but by the end of the year the countryside was
largely free of major security problems. During 1992, the TG began efforts to recon-

stitute a professional police force and to downgrade the temporary police system of

thousands of local "peace and stability committees" which have had sweeping pow-
ers of investigation, arrest, and detention. All security forces, including the peace

and stability committees, were accused of committing human rights abuses. Total

military expenditures for 1989, the last year for which the U.S. Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency conducted a detaited analysis, were $763 million. Reduction
in military expenditures is a major goal of the TG, and current levels of military

expenditure are substantially lower tnan they were in 1989. These reductions are

linked to the Government's economic reform program.
In Eritrea approximately 110,000 Eritrean People's Liberation Front (EPLF)

regulars make up the provisional government's military/securily force. The provi-

sional government expelled all remaining Mengistu troops, including those accused

of "war crimes." The last renmants left in July 1992.

Ethiopia's largely agricultural economy struggled to make its way out of 17 years
of Marxist mismanagement and toward freer markets and competition. Nonetheless,

food and fuel shortages were chronic; over a million people remained displaced by
the war; the national treasury was depleted; foreign exchange was at a desperately

low level; and the inflation rate was high. While 1992 was the third good agricul-
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tural year in a row (largely due to favorable rains), little real impact of the TG's
"new economic policy" was felt by year's end.
The economic situation in Eritrea roughly paraUeled that of Ethiopia. Agricultural

crop performance in 1992 was expectea to be the best in many years, and the gov-
ernment continued to strive for a mixed economy with at least partial privatization.
While Ethiopia has shown considerable progress in extending and protecting

human rights, serious problems remain. In particular, over 2,000 former regime offi-

cials were still in detention without having been charged after almost 20 months;
members of the former Workers' Party of Euiiopia (WPE) were disenfranchised; eth-
nic and political violence continued with many extrajudicial killings, although at re-
duced levels; and the continued lack of a police force and a fuUy reconstituted judici-
ary resulted in increased use of force in dealing with criminal activity.

In Eritrea the one-party provisional government expelled numerous non-Eritreans
and was reluctant to repatriate its exiled or refugee citizens from neighboring coun-
tries.

In accordance with the 1991 National Chtirter, freedom of speech, assembly, asso-
ciation, religion, and travel were more widely respected than under the M^ngistu
regime. With the appointment of special prosecutors and the declared intention of
establishing an independent judiciary, the TG moved late in 1992 to bring its politi-

cal detainees to trial and to institute the rule of law.
The provisional government of Eritrea established a range of judicial safeguards,

which are being observed.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—In the tense atmosphere surround-

ing the encampment of armed troops in Aprfl and the run up to the June elections,
officials of EPRDF and non-EPRDF parties died in violent incidents. Charges
abounded that EPRDF soldiers assassinated opposition party leaders. The body-
Saard of the chairman of the Sidamo Liberation Movement died in a shooting ind-
ent with EPRDF soldiers at a checkpoint. The deputy chairman of the Islamic

Front for the Liberation of Oromia (IFLO) was killed at an EPRDF checkpoint, and
the head of the Oromo People's Liberation Front was also attacked at a checkpoint.
Representatives of the Oromo People's Democratic Organization disappeared in OLF
territory. OLF officials were gruesomely murdered—apparently by the IFLO—in
eastern Ethiopia in May. In July newspapers reported a number of deaths of ban-
dits in "mopping up" operations.

In many areas of the country the TG does not exert effective judicial or police con-
trol. This government weakness means that those responsible are seldom, if ever,
held legally accountable for human rights abuses. There were dozens of instances
of violent clashes in the countryside between local militaiy elements of political par-
ties within and outside the TG. In a number of instances, rival groups repeatedly
engaged in politically or ethnically motivated violence and killings.

In the campaign for the June local and regional elections, the Islamic Front for
the Liberation of Oromia was linked to numerous, gruesome, politically motivated
killings. Credible allegations spread in May and June that the Oromo People's
Democratic Organization, an affiliate of the EPRDF, was responsible for the mas-
sacre of Amhara nationals in Arbagugu and in other towns in May and June.

In Eritrea there were no reports of extrajudicial killings. The provisional govern-
ment of Eritrea has made no official accounting for a number of deaths that resulted
during the 1991 forced repatriation of Ethiopians, following the establishment of the
provisional government.

b. Disappearance.—Since the TG came to power in Addis Ababa, its constituent
political parties have traded charges and countercharges regarding politically moti-
vated violence in the countryside as well as in the cities, including some disappear-
ances of opposition party workers and supporters, some still missing at the end of
1992.
In Eritrea there have been reports of kidnapings of members of political opposi-

tion parties, including reports that those in opposition to the EPLF have been kid-
naped in nei^boring countries and returned to Eritrea mth the tacit approval of
the provisional government in Asmara. By year's end, those reported kidnaped had
not reappeared. It is assumed that they are in detention. While the provisional gov-
ernment denies involvement in such disappearances, it has not made sustained ef-

forts to investigate the allegations.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The National Charter of the TG abjures torture and other cruel, inhuman, or de-
grading treatment or punishment. There were many credible allegations that de-
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tainees were beaten while in detention, but there were no allegations of systematic
torture in Ethiopian jails, prisons, or detention centers since the TG came to power.
Three weeks after capturing Addis Ababa in May 1991, the interim EPRDF admin-
istration announced that all detained Mengistu Government officials would be treat-

ed humanely. In 1992 this continued to be the general pattern with a few excep-
tions, such as at one detention center where 20 hunger strikers (security personnel
in the former government) were detained in isolation from the rest of the detainees
in unsanitary, cramped quarters.

In Eritrea physical conditions in the prisons are acceptable. Families may send
food to detainees twice a week and visit once a week. Tnere were no allegations of
torture in jails, prisons, or detention centers.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^The TG's National Charter approved in

July 1991 prohibits arbitrary arrest and detention, as well as exile. However, at the
end!^ of the year there was still no criminal code or related laws implementing this

f;eneral concept, and steps to develop a professional police force began only in April,

n the absence of a police force and strict guidelines for military and quasi-security
forces, arrests were often arbitrary, and investigations were the responsibility of
many different groups, namely, EPRDF administrators, local peace and stabiUty
committees, complaints review committees, and personnel from the newly reconsti-

tuted Ministries of Internal Affairs and Defense. In addition, individuals, particu-

larly Oromos, were detained because of political affiliation, often without due proc-
ess of law. The TG set up "complaints review and grievance clearing committees"
to investigate allegations of corruption or abuse of power. These committees inter-

fered in business and government operations and detained managers. As of late

1992, they were slowly being disbanded. In the circumstances, citizens had little

protection under the law from arbitrary arrest and detention.
When the new authorities seized power in late May 1991, they detained thou-

sands of civilians without charge, the largest number being senior Mengistu govern-
ment or WPE officials arrested solely because of the positions they held. Also de-
tained were former Mengistu government officials accused of corruption or involve-

ment in violations of humanitarian law. While thousands—indeed the vast major-
ity—were subsequently released, additional suspects continued to be arrested on the
recommendation of local peace and stability committees throughout the country,
many in connection with the OLF-EPRDF conflict.

At the end of the year, the TG authorities acknowledged having over 2,000
Mengistu government civilians under detention who had still not been charged

—

they had been held for almost 20 months. TG officials said this was a consequence
of abolishing the Mengistu police force (formally charged with investigations) and
suspending Mengistu public prosecutors and judges. In August the TG announced
its intention of establishing an independent judiciary and in mid-September named
a special prosecutor to head up investigations and prosecution of the Mengistu and
WPE officials. In August the Ministry of Internal Afffdrs dispatched a seven-man
team to begin investigations of detainees at a former military training site outside
Addis Ababa. As of me end of 1992, over 800 investigative interviews of former
WPE and security personnel were completed at a former military training site out-

side Addis Ababa, m addition, the TG stated that all Mengistu Government detain-

ees must be charged by February 1993 or they can be released on writs of habeas
corpus. The federal judiciary for trials of Mengistu-era officials had not been nomi-
nated by the end of 1992.
The number of OLF fighters held in detention at the end of 1992 was approxi-

mately 19,000 including several hundred women and children. No charges were filed

against them. The TG was still conducting reeducation classes in the detention cen-

ters. At the end of 1992, there were no reports of any releases from the detention
centers, although one of the detention centers was closed and the detainees moved
to other centers. There were indications that some civilians were included in the
camps' detainee population. The TG has not announced how long these detainees
will be held or how their cases will be handled.
The TG authorized the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) to visit

all former Mengistu Government and WPE civilians remaining in detention. The
ICRC and foreign diplomats were also allowed to visit OLF military elements in de-

tention following the OLF's June withdrawal from the TG and the voluntary depar-
ture of its armed wing from encampment sites. There were credible reports that ci-

vilians associated with the OLF were among the Oromo detainees.

In June, 22 members of the Ethiopian People's Revolutionary Party, an opposition

group, were arrested by Sudanese security forces in Sudan and were moved to

northern Ethiopia without prior consultation with the TG. At the end of 1992, four

of them remained in detention and the others had been released.
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The provisional government of Eritrea published civil and criminal codes in 1991
which contain a fuD range of judicial safeguards, including habeas corpus and a 48-
hour limit on detention without charge (with the possibflity of no more than two
14-day extensions with judicial authorization). In general, these safeguards are in
place and working. There have been no reports of arbitrary arrests or searches with-
out warrants.
When the EPLF came to power in Eritrea in May 1991, it repatriated all but 900

of the 85,000 Mengistu military personnel captured (see Section l.a.). In July it re-
patriated the remaining 900 to Ethiopia for possible trial. The provisional govern-
ment admits to detaimng a "small number" of Eritreans, somewhat over 200, ac-
cused of collaboration and war crimes. None has been formaUy charged. Acconiing
to the provisional government, some, who were allegedly members of the former gov-
ernment with no evidence against them, will not be charged, but held in prison for
a total of 2 years and then released. The provisional government does not grant
ICRC access to these detainees.
As a government policy, neither the TG nor provisional government of Eritrea

uses exile as a means of political control. The EJPLF has, however, expelled thou-
sands of Ethiopians. The TG announced that aU citizens remaining in exile were
free to return, and many did so in 1992.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Since the new judiciary system was not yet in

f>lace during 1992, the TG in general continued to use the criminal court system
rom the former government, with the Supreme Court at the apex. Proceedings were
open, accused were permitted to present witnesses on their behalf, and decisions
were rendered by a judge. In August the Council of Representatives issued a procla-
mation on judicial independence which had not been tested in practice by years end.
No trials of former Mengistu government officials had begun.

In Eritrea the provisional government established a separate judiciary in Septem-
ber 1991 and appointed a new Secretary of Justice in 1992. Local elders tried many
lesser offenses. A three-judge bench tried more serious crimes, with arrest warrants
required, evidence taken under oath, and rules of evidence observed. Convicted per-
sons have the right of appeal to the Appeals Court, which also consists of three
judges, and finally to the Supreme Court.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The
1991 National Charter of the TG prohibits arbitrary interference in privacy, family,
home, or correspondence. Nevertheless, complaints remained common about intru-
sions into private premises by the EPRDF troops (who provided public security in
urban areas in the absence of a police force). Local peace and stability committees
often appeared to act arbitrarily in authorizing searches and arrests by the EPRDF.
There were many reports, too, of EPRDF troops entering the homes of supporters
of opposition political organizations and arresting people on the spot, both in cities

and in rural areas. Unlicensed possession of firearms continued to be a problem for
the TG, and private and commercial vehicles, as well as private homes were subject
to random searches for weapons.
The practice of former WPE members reporting to their local committee every

Sunday was suspended in August, and their right to travel abroad was restored.
The National Charter explicitly condemned tne Mengistu Government's policies of

resettlement and viUagization and promised priority attention to the rehabilitation
of persons who were uprooted under those programs and wished to return to their
home areas. Some 60 to 75 percent of those resettled under Mengistu had returned
to their home areas with some financial assistance from the TG. In May the TG also
instituted a program to provide some financial assistance to those choosing to re-
main in the areas in whicn they had resettled.

In Eritrea the authorities must obtain a warrant before undertaking searches of
home or other private property; this requirement was respected in practice.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—Low level conflicts between EPRDF and OLF forces continued throughout
the year. These clashes resulted in a number of civilian casualties. For example, in
April at Bedeno the OLF was responsible for a massacre of over 100 innocent civil-

ians whose bodies were found with their arms bound behind their backs. They were
allegedly thrown over a cliff.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^People spoke freely in 1992. While the media
were freer than at any time in Ethiopia's history, they were still muted in their
treatment of the TG. In 1992 the TG passed a press law which forbade official cen-
sorship, but the law may in fact promote self-censorship because of imprecise defini-
tions of what constitutes a threat to national security. The authorities may pros-
ecute journalists and other writers for articles deemed to threaten national security.
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In addition, very few political parties have been granted free access to the official

media, consisting of all broadcast and most print media. Five political parties—^three

in the coalitionGovemment, two in opposition—^have their own newspapers, which
offered some critical comment on the TG.

La Eritrea the EPLF put informal pressure—much of it by appeals to Eritrean pa-
triotism and unity—on persons to make their opinions conform to provisioned gov-

ernment positions. Nevertheless, the provisional government publicly guaranteed
the rights of all groups and individuals to air views on the April 1993 referendum,
inclumng those in opposition. In 1992 the provisional government allowed in state-

controlled newspapers and on radio broadcasts only limited opposition views to be
heard, but in port this was due to practical limitations such as a newsprint shortage
which affected all publications, including official provisional government publica-

tions. Views on the economy and criticism of the bureaucracy were expressed freely.

The provisional government abolished the Mengistu government's censorship
boards m 1991, and it imposed no formal restrictions on independent newspapers.
While small newspapers printed by Eritrean religious organizations circulated freehr

in 1992, no newspapers of opposition parties and movements had appeared by years
end.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—The July 1991 National Char-
ter endorsed peaceful assembly, freedom of association, and the right to engage in

unrestricted political activity, including the right to organize political parties. In
1992 popular demonstrations became routine around the country, including those
protesting TG policies.

The TG proclamation of August 15, 1991, requires organizers to inform authori-

ties of pubUc political meetings 48 hours in advance. The authorities also hold the
organizers responsible to ensure these meetings take place peacefully. However, in

Jmy the High Court acquitted the three executives of the United Democratic Na-
tionals Party, who were arrested in November 1991. They had been charged with
responsibihly for the outcome of their rally which turned violent.

Tliere was a proUferation of political organizations (over 130) from a wide spec-

trum of political opinion. The TG dissolved Mengistu's WPE and its various append-
ages after the EPKDF came to power, and the Council of Representatives continued
to ban WPE members from any political activity, including voting in the June re-

gional elections.

The TG also abolished the Mengistu government's Revolutionary Ethiopian Wom-
en's Association, an appendage ofthe banned WPE, and detained the former chair-

woman without charge. She remained in detention at year's end, and no successor

organization had been formed.
While not formally banned, certain expatriate Ethiopian groups which reject the

principles of the National Charter also were still not free to oinganize in the country,

although certain elements of such groups began returning to Ethiopia. These groups

included the Coalition of Ethiopian Democratic Forces, the Ethiopian People's Revo-
lutionary Party, and the All-Etniopian Socialist Movement.

In Eritrea there were no restrictions on the freedom of assembly, and no permits

for meetings were required. EPLF provisional government leaders declared that all

individuals and groups were entitled to express their views freely in the period lead-

ing up to the April 1993 referendum on mdependence. No opposition has formally

emerged.
c. Freedom of Religion.—^The National Charter gufirantees freedom of religion, in-

cluding the right of conversion, and since coming to power TG officials have advo-

cated complete freedom of worship. A new patriarch of the Ethiopian Orthodox
Church was elected in July following the TG's removal of his predecessor in 1991.

At year's end, the TG had not restored the Orthodox Church to its preeminent, pre-

1974 "state church" status and, instead, treated the Church as a powerful force sep-

arate from the Government. The TG continued to allow the reopening of Protestant

churches closed by the Mengistu government and returned their property.

The Ethiopian Orthodox Church protested the expansion of Protestant missions

into areas of its interests. On several occasions in 1992, these protests turned vio-

lent and led to the burning of churches and homes of Protestant parishioners. In

addition, the construction of mosques in traditional Christian enclaves led to violent

clashes often resulting in deaths in some northern cities. The attempted construc-

tion of a mosque in the traditionally Orthodox Christian area of Axum led to violent

clashes which resulted in some deaths and severe damage. Ultimately, no mosque
was constructed in Axum.
Most members of Ethiopia's small Jewish population, known as Beta Yisrael or

"Falasha" (a word meaning outsider), have left their traditional homelands in

Gondar and Tigray and emigrated to Israel. At year's end, under 1,000 Jews were
believed to remain in Ethiopia, and emigration processing was continuing for these
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few. There were no reports of discrimination against Jews or "Falash Mora" (Jewish
converts to Christianity also seeking to emigrate to Israel) by the TG.

In Eritrea the provisional government announced that it would be returning
church property confiscated by the Mengistu government. It also said that religious

schools would be allowed to open, although tnis policy had not been implemented
as of late December. All major religions are represented in the provisional govern-

ment.
d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—^The National Charter recomizes freedom of movement, including the
ri{^t to foreign travel and emigration. Ostensibly to dampen ethnic tensions, some
local government officials contmued to discourage migration between regions and
encouraged Ethiopians "resettled" under the draconian policies of the former govern-

ment to remain in or to return to those areas. Emigration of individual Jews contin-

ued throughout the year. The TG, continuing the practice of the former government,
required exit visas from all people, Ethiopian and foreign, wishing to leave the coun-
try.

Despite continuing economic and security problems in much of the southern half
of the country, Ethiopia maintained its open-door poli(y for refugees as well as re-

turning Ethiopians.
The United Nations High Commissioner for Reftigees (UNHCR) and other inter-

national and nongovernmental organizations have been permitted to continue their
activities in eight refugee/returnee camps, located primanly in the east near the So-

mali border. Conditions are harsh in these camps, exacerbated by banditry and civil

strife which interrupted supply rations during the early part of the year. Approxi-
mately 500,000 people were estimated to be in need oi food in the Ogaden region

at the end of 1992.
Similar problems of intertribal warfare (combined with " culmination of a severe

drought across the southernmost part of the country) created a new stream of ap-

proximately 80,000 Ethiopian refugees, most of whom migrated to Kenya. The TG
made efforts to bring reconciliation to the tribal disputes, and, working with human-
itarian organixations, assistance to the region. After a November peace treaty be-

tween Oromo subclans, some 50,(X)0 Ethiopian refugees in Kenya registered to repa-
triate. In the same manner, some 10,000 ethnic Uduks received assistance from the
TG when they returned from Sudan. Despite the continued presence of the Adminis-
tration for Refugee Affairs which actually runs the camps, refugee protection re-

mained problematic throughout the year.

In Eritrea the provisional government no longer pursued its policy of forced repa-
triation to Ethiopia of certain categories of Ethiopians. Since May 1991, approxi-
mately 50,0(X) Christian and Muslim refugees returned to Eritrea spontaneously but
were screened by the provisional government. Most non-Eritreans, particularly eth-

nic Amharas, left Eritrea or were expelled if they had close contacts with the
Mengistu regime. Many ethnic Tigrayans remained, as did some non-Eritreans mar-
ried to Eritreans. The approximately 50,000 non-Eritreans in and around Asmara
are engaged mainly in trade. A few thousand non-Eritreans also live in the other
major towns in Eritrea. Although the provisional government did organize some re-

patriation from Sudan, it maintained that it needed over $200 million to repatriate

Eritrean refugees from Sudan. The provisional government's demands were seen as
unrealistic by the international community, ana relations with the UNHCR deterio-

rated throughout the year, with the UNHCR reducing its staff. Observers believe

the provisional government prefers to maintain a restrictive policy towards return-
ing refugees.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Ethiopians were not free to change their govenmient peacefiilly in 1992. However,
the collapse of Mengistu's authoritarian rule in 1991 brought to power new political

forces proclaiming their intention of creating a democratic multiparty system, with
national elections scheduled to be held by January 1994.

In July 1991, the multiparty TG was established by means of a national con-
ference held in Addis Ababa. It was charged with administering the country until

a new constitution could be promulgated and national elections held. In 1992 the
TG named members of the Cfonstitutional Commission, and the Conmiission began
the process of preparing a new constitution. By the end of 1992, it had not yet held
?ubuc hearings to alldw for citizen contributions. According to the TG timetable, the
ionstitution will be ratified or rejected by a special body (elected solely for that pur-

pose) in 1993.
The EPRDF, which is actually a coalition of four parties, dominates the TG, and

its members hold the key positions of President, Prime Minister, and Ministers of
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Foreign Affairs, Defense, and Internal AfTairs. The TG quasi-legislative Council of
Representatives comprises 74 members representing 30 political and ethnic groups.
Prior to its departure from the TG in June (see below), the OLF had functioned as
a form of loyal opposition within the Council of Representatives. After the 12 OLF
representatives departed, the EPRDF more easilv dominated Council debate.

On June 21, the TG held elections for regional governments in 10 of the 14 newly
established regions of Ethiopia (logistical diCBculties prevented the elections from
being held in 4 of the regions at that time). In many areas, particularly in the
southern and western regions of the country, the elections were maiiced by serious

irregularities and allegations of fi-aud and intimidation, principally by the EPRDF
but also by the OLF. The final results of the elections showed the EPRDF or its

allies winning 96 percent of the seats. Shortly before the day of the vote, the OLF
Mdthdrew from the elections, claiming that it was being prevented from contesting

in a free and fair manner. Smaller political parties from central and southern Ethio-
pia also refused to recognize the elections.

The withdrawal of the OLF from the election and from the (Sovemment, plus the
subseqpient fighting, seriously threatened the prospects for democratic reform. The
withdrawal increased the probability of de facto one-party rule under the EPRDF.

In Eritrea the EPLF administers a one-party provisional government tasked with
governing the country until an internationally supervised referendum on Eritrea's

political niture, scheduled for April 1993, can be held. The provisional government
oflicially requested JJH. assistance in holding the Eritrean referendum. It an-
nounced that once it attains its goal of de jure mdependence, it wiU convene a con-
stituent assembly to draft a new constitution based on a multiparty political system
and then will hold democratic elections.

Since Eritrea's general popilation is about evenly divided between (Christians and
Muslims, the EPO^* en^hasized religious balance in leadership positions: five of the
nine members of the EPLF politburo are Muslim, and Muslims hold half of the port-

folios in the provisional government cabinet.

Women are not well represented in leadership positions of the TG, the EPRDF,
or any of the other newly formed parties, but the TG has made efforts to change
this. Three of the 20 Cabinet members are women. The situation is similar in Eri-

trea (see Section 5).

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Hoarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Ethiopia's first independent human li^ts monitoring body, the Ethiopian Human
Rights Council, was established in October 1991, as were two other private groups
formed to further political dialog and promote respect for democratic rights: the
Ethiopian Congress for Democracy and Porum-84. All three groups were allowed to

operate freely and at times voiced vociferous opposition to TG policies without reper-

cussions.
Reportedly, there is an independent human rights monitoring group in Eritrea,

but it has not published any findings.

The TG was generally willing to discuss human rights concerns with diplomatic
missions and international and nongovernmental oi^anizations. Amnesty Inter-

national and Africa Watch both visited Ethiopia early in the year to investigate al-

leged violations of human rights. They were received by government officials and
granted access to political prisoners.

In Eritrea the provisional government's relations with the ICRC and UNHCR de-

teriorated in 1992. ICRC requests to visitprisoners have not been well received by
the provisional government. The UNHCR recalled its senior representative in

Asmara in September. Also, in September a visiting European delegation was given

less than fuU cooperation when asking questions about human ri^ts, refugee repa-

triation, and other sensitive issues.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Ethiopia comprises more than 80 different ethnic groups. At various times in the

past, one or another of these groups has predominated in the political, cultural, and
economic life of the country. Some ethnic groups, such as Oromos and other south-

erners, claim that they have been dominated for hundreds of years by highlanders.

The declared aim of the TG is to promote the interests of all ethnic groujps through

a federal system of government. For example, elementary schools wiU offer instruc-

tion in the language of the local population; secondary education is in Enriish. In
Eritrea there were no reports of discrimination against individuals on the oasis of

ethnicity.

Despite protections afforded them in the 1987 constitution, women are accorded

low social status in many traditional cultures in the country. U.N. studies document
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that women are subject to marriage at very young ages, do more than their share
of hard and time-consuming labor, have unequal modem sector employment oppor-
tunities, and receive below average wages in urban areas. However, women in
urban areas enjoy certain economic and legal rights equal to men; they may inherit,

sell or buy property, vote and run for office, and engage freely in commerce.
The TG has established a national committee on traditional practices considered

harmful to women. These include: female genital mutilation (circumcision); tattooing
(a possible means of transmitting the acquired immunodeficiency syndrome virus);

insertion of lip and ear plates among some southwestern tribes; nutritional taboos;
and child marriage. According to an mdependent expert in the field, the percentage
of Ethiopian women who have undergone genital mutilation may be as nigh as 90
percent. Domestic violence remains common. WhUe women have recourse to police
{trotection and official prosecution in cases of domestic violence, societal norms and
ear of loss of the social security that marriage provides inhibit many women from
seeking legal redress. The TG established a new desk of women's rights in the Min-
istry of Justice and in the I*rime Minister's office, but at year's ena it was too soon
to know what, if anything, it would be able to do to ameliorate these problems.

In Eritrea the participation of women in the armed struggle in which one-third
of the EPLF fighters were women has worited to change this to a significant degree.
In the provisional government, four women hold Cabinet-level positions, and a num-
ber of women hold mid-level positions. The provisional government codified a broad
range of rights for Eritrean women in 1991, including guarantees of equal edu-
cational opportunity, land ownership, equal pay for equal work, legal sanctions
against domestic violence, and other economic and legal rights. Tne campaign
against dangerous traditional practices, including female circumcision, nutritional
taboos, and traditional birth methods, was taken up by the National Union of Eri-
trean Women. As in Ethiopia, it was too soon to know what specific improvements
might result.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Under the National Charter, workers are free to
form and join unions of their own choosing without authorization from the TG, and
this right was exercised extensively. Over 300 trade unions were established at the
plant level. Under the Mengistu government, the nonagricultural labor force was
forced to organize under a single trade union federation, the Ethiopian Trade Union
(ETU), under the control of the WPE. Agricultural workers were similarly organized
in the Ethiopian Peasant's Association (EPA), also under WPE control. The TG dis-

solved the ETU and EPA at the national level. Elections for new union officials were
held at the factoiy and national levels in industrial unions during 1991 and 1992.
Former members of the WPE and security jpersonnel were barrea from voting and
holding office. Similar elections were held m tiiose peasant associations surviving
the transition. No new national bodies for workers and peasants have been estab-
lished, but planning was under way in the TG for convening a national labor con-
gress to discuss the issue. In the interim, the existing 1975 Labor Code remains in
effect.

In the absence of official guidelines, TG officials have been tolerant of strikes and
protests in the workplace. Management frequently accuses the TG of being over-
indulgent with labor demands, notably in strikes by former employees of Ethiopian
AirUnes and employees of the Commercial Bank of Ethiopia.
Under the 1975 Code, the right of affiliation with international organizations was

reserved to the ETU. Despite its dissolution, the ETU technically remains an affili-

ate of the Communist-dominated World Federation of Trade Unions.
Upon taking power in Eritrea, the provisional government similarly dissolved the

ETU and EPA on the CTound that they were instruments of political control for the
Mengistu government. In September 1991, the provisional government promulgated
a Labor Code giving workers the right to form and join unions of their choice and
the right to strike. However, Eritrean courts are given the power to order woiters
to delay strikes for 50 days pending negotiations. Should negotiations fail, unions
are required to give the provisional government a further 7-aay notice before any
strike.

b. The Ri^ht to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The 1975 Labor Code in-
cludes the nght to oi^anize and bargain collectively. Under the 1975 Code, wages
are to be set in negotiations between unions and management. If no agreement can
be reached, a disputes committee is formed, composed of two representatives each
from the union and management and a committee chairman (usually a member of
paanagement). If an agreement still cannot be found, the dispute goes to the Min-
istry of Labor and Social Affairs for settlement. The TG's Prime Minister announced
in 1991 that all collective bargaining agreements negotiated by the Mengistu gov-
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emment, frozen since 1990, were valid. There were no known instances of collective

bai;gaininff in 1992. The 1975 Labor Code prohibits discrimination against union
members oy management, but union members claim that occasionally employers
favor their own ethnic group.

In Eritrea the provisional government's Labor Code explicitly recognizes collective

baivaining and outlined an 11-step program for reaching agreements.
There are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Slaveiy was officially abolished in

Ethiopia in 1942, but legal codes do not address the issue of forced or compulsorjr
labor. The TG's Charter proscribes slavery and involuntary servitude. Local TG offi-

cials outside of Addis Ababa continue to call on residents to 'Volunteer" for uncom-
pensated community woik projects, such as road building and emergency road re-

pair. Industries were operating at less than half capacity; in those state-owned fac-

tories still functioning, workers are stiU sometimes compelled by factoiy managers
to "volunteer" labor in order to meet quotas which may result in cash bonuses.

In Eritrea forced and compulsoiy labor was barred under the provisional govern-
ment's Labor Code. The provisional government acknowledges that Eritrean "fight-

ers" are often urged to "Volunteer" tneir services to rebuild the country's severely

damaged infrastructure for minimal compensation, although food and housing are
supplied.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^Under the 1975 Labor Code, con-
tract employment of children under the age of 14 is prohibited. The TG appears to

respect this restriction in factories, shops, and among domestic workers. The Min-
istry of Labor and Social Affairs was active in enforcing these provisions in state-

owned enterprises. Nevertheless, increasing numbers of young children are fre-

quently seen peddling and begging on city streets or working in fields in rural areas
uiroughout the year.

In Eritrea the EPLF's Labor Code raised the minimum age of employment to 18.

The provisional government also made education compulsory through age 18.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The statutory minimum wage, unchanged
since 1974, remains low and woefully insufficient to provide a decent standard of

living for an urban worker and family. On the other hand, only unskilled day labor-

ers usually receive such a low wage. In addition, although not required by law, most
employers provide some fringe benefits, most commonly transportation, which raise

the effective minimum wage. Low-paid workers often supplement their income by
holding multiple iobs, and with help from the extended family. The 1975 Labor Code
establishes an 8-hour workday and a 48-hour workweek. The maximum legal work-
week appears to be respected in practice, with the exception of previously noted un-
compensated "volunteer* labor to meet factory quotas. The 1975 Code also empowers
the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs "to aetennine protective devices" and to ad-

vise on the health and safety of woikers. Comp>ensation for occupational injuries and
disabilities is mandatory. Tne Ministry's effectiveness in enforcing health and safety

standards is severely hampered by lack of resources.

In Eritrea the provisional government's Labor Code retains many provisions of

the 1975 Code including: a very low minimum wage, an 8-hour workday and 48-

hour workweek, and stipulations that the health and safety of workers be safe-

guarded. The degree of enforcement, however, is low, as "lighters" are strongly

urged to "volunt^r'' services. Resources for enforcing health and safety standards
are severely limited.

GABON

Although President Omar Bongo has ruled Gabon since 1967, having been re-

elected three times in uncontested elections, internal pressures beginning in late

1989 forced him to acquiesce in sweeping political reforms. In 1991 a new Constitu-

tion was promulgated, which included provisions for basic freedoms of movement,
association, and religion, and explicitly abolished the old system of one-party rule.

In 1992 the multipartv National Assembly, which resulted from elections held dur-

ing the last months of 1990, grappled with the many legal ramifications of the new
order, including complex legislative initiatives on newly created constitutional bod-

ies. TTie National Assembly did not have real power in the past, but the current leg-

islature, which includes deputies from nine political parties, exhibited a growing de-

gree of independence by criticizing the Government and by amending legislation.

In keeping with the 1991 Constitution and the recommendations of the 1990 Na-
tional Conference, presidential elections are scheduled for December 1993, when the
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president's current 7-year term expires. The Constitution limits President Bongo, if

elected, to one more 5-year term.
The armed forces are composed of approximately 4,000 Army, Navy, and Air Foree

Eersonnel. Gabon's total military expenditures for 1989, the last year for which the
r.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed analysis, were

$140 milUon. There are no indications that efforts wUl be made to reduce these ex-
penditures in the near future. Responsibility for internal security is shared by the
gendarmerie—a paramilitary force of 2,700—and the national police, consisting of
2,000 troops, which together maintain law and order in Libreville, Port Gentil, and
other provincial capitals. Security forces generally showed professionalism and re-

straint in handling the many political demonstrations and strikes which occurred
in 1992. However, security forces are believed to use beatings as part of the interro-
gation process.

Since independence, Gabon's economic policy has followed a free market orienta-
tion in which individuals are permitted to associate with others to pursue private
interests and hold property. Gabon is open to foreign investment and has a stable
and convertible currency. Gabon's relatively high per capita income ($4,165 in 1991),
based largely on oil revenues, belies the underdeveloped nature of the country and
its economy. Although endowed with petroleum, manganese, uranium, and vast tim-
ber resources, Gabon has experienced limited agricultural and industrial develop-
ment and must import most of its food and manufactured goods. Rain forest covers
85 percent of the country, and approximately half the population lives in rural
areas. Due to the precipitous fall in revenue from oil exports in the late 1980's and
an increasing debt load, the Government imposed limited austerity measures to
meet International Monetary Fund program criteria.

Gabon took important steps to establish the institutional framework of a
multiparty democracy in 1992. In the spring, the National Assembly passed ena-
bling legislation creating a National Communications Council and adopted a new
electorm code. However, the Constitutional Court declared elements of the code un-
constitutional and returned the legislation to the National Assembly for revision.

Newly established freedoms of speech, press, and assembly were largely respected
during 1992 in a highly charged political atmosphere marked by frequent, and
sometimes violent, political demonstrations and disruptive public sector strikes.

These gains were marred by a 1-week suspension of the right of assembly in Feb-
ruary and the death of a striking schoolteacher at the hands of security forces in
March. Other human ri^ts problems were security forces' mistreatment of illegal

aliens, prisoners, and detainees, including the death of a suspect while in police cus-
tody in December.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no known political

killings or summary executions in 1992, although two deaths with political over-
tones resulted from incidents involving security forces. In the first, a striking school-
teacher died when a policeman fired a rubber bullet, striking her in the neck. The
results of the Government's investigation were never formally made public, although
thev reportedly blamed the policeman who exceeded his orders in a moment of panic
and used excessive force.

In the second incident, an infamous Libreville gangster known as "Fantomas"
(The Phantom) was arrested by police in December in northern Bitam and subse-
quently died in custody. 'Tantomas" allegedly had links with a gang said to be fiind-
ed and guided by elements of the former sole ruling party, the Democratic Party
of Gabon (PDG). This incident was still under investigation at year's end.

\i. Disappearance.—There were no known cases of abductions or disappearances
ascribed to government security forces or any other group.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Gabonese law and security enforcement officials use beatings as part of the interro-
gation process of detainees to obtain confessions. Prisoners are reportedly forced to
march on their knees over stones; in addition, lawyers who have visited prisons re-

port hearing the cries of those who are being beaten. The physical conditions of tJie

S>risons themselves are harsh. The main facility (Central Prison) has insufficient
bod, inadec[uate medical facilities, and poor sanitation. However, there were no
deaths reported as a result of these conditions. Violence among prisoners also con-
tinued to be a problem.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Although Gabonese law, based on French
jurisprudence, provides procedural protections against arbitrary detention, it does
allow pretrial detention for up to 48 hours. However, security forces frequently dis-
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regard the procedures concerning arbitrary detention, particularly in security cases,

by detaining persons indefinitely without charge. There is no way of accurately de-
termining the number of arbitrary detentions during the year, but it is thought to

be several dozen. No political detainees were known to be held at the end of 1992.
Exile is not used as a means of political control nor as a sentence for convicted

criminals. A number of opposition fibres, such as Father Mba Abessole, leader of
the Bucheron Party, have returned in recent years. The only remaining "exile" is

Pierre Mamboundou, who fled the countryr and was convicted in absentia for involve-

ment in one of the coup plots uncovered in late 1989 by Gabonese security forces.

He resides in Senegal.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The judicial system, modeled on that of the

French, has several levels. In addition to the normal court system, there is a mili-

tary tribunal to handle all offenses under military law; a state security court, which
is a civilian tribunal; and a special criminal court that deals with fraud and embez-
zlement of funds by public officials.

The regular civilian court is composed of three tiers. The trial court (tribunal de
premier instance) hears questions of fact and law in dvil, commercial, ordinary
criminal, and administrative cases. The succeeding appellate court is divided in two,
with a separate appeals court for criminal cases. The third and hirfiest tier, the Su-
preme Court, has three chambers. The 1991 Constitution transformed what had
been the fourth chamber into the Constitutional Court, an independent body which
is devoted to constitutional questions.

The new Constitutional Court, invested in February 1992, demonstrated early
that it could act independently of the Government. In its first decision, this new
body struck down a law passed by the PDG majority in the National Assembly that
would have diluted the political opposition's access to the public media. Instead, the
Court laid down rules which provide equal media access for all political parties. In
September the Constitutional Court set aside several provisions of the new electoral

code, including requirements for running for public office which went beyond the
provisions of the 1991 Constitution.
The right to a fair public trial is provided for in the Constitution and is generally

respected in criminal cases. Nevertheless, procedural safeguards are lacking, par-
ticularly in state security and political court trials, where the judiciary remains po-

tentially vulnerable to intervention by the executive. In these courts, trials are open
to the public and defendants are represented by counsel, but appeals to the Su-
preme Court are restricted to raising points of law. The State Security Court is not
a permanent body and is called into existence only as the Government determines
to hear political and security cases. It was last convoked in 1990 to hear the coup
plot cases of 1989/90.
Recognizing the judiciary's traditional vulnerability to political pressure, the Na-

tional Assembly in 1992 passed a law aiming at increasing the judiciary's independ-
ence. This law gives greater autonomy and an improvea career path to Gabonese
judges.

There are currently no known political prisoners being held in Gabon. The Gabo-
nese human rights community was active in advocating the pardon of those con-

victed in the 1985 and 1989/90 coup attempts. In 1991 in response to these clemency
appeals. President Bongo reduced the sentences of the convicted prisoners and even-

tually granted them complete pardons. The last of these prisoners was released in

the spring.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Search
warrants may legally be obtained after the fact; occasionally, as in the cases of sus-

pected illegal aliens, they are not obtained at all. There were credible reports during
1992 that in many cases the homes of those detained were ransacked by security

forces who confiscated personal effects. The Government also periodically monitors
both telephone conversations and private correspondence. There have been reports

of government officials being fired or transferred for membership in opposition par-

ties.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^With the establishment of a multiparty svstem,
most restrictions on freedom of speech and press have been eliminated. A half-dozen

newspapers, including the Government's daily LTJnion and a range of private

weeklies, circulate freely in Gabon. In 1991 the President encouraged ioumalists to

point out failures of individual government officials or ministries and to highlight

inefficiency and corruption. Since then, public criticism of the President and govern-

ment ministers has grown bolder, with leading opposition papers publishing exten-

sive allegations of financial malfeasance by the President and other government offi-

cials. The media carry wire service material, mostly Agence France Presse, which
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gives the public some coverage of world events. Gabon's two state-run television sta-

tions provide international news throu^ rebroadcasts of French television news.
There were no instances in 1992 when information from foreign sources was
banned.

Opposition leaders complained that the state-controlled media did not provide
adequate access to opposition parties. The activities of President Bongo, the Govern-
ment, and the majority PDG in the National Assembly continued to dominate politi-

cal reporting in the official media. Nonetheless, there was some increase in report-

ing on opposition political activities, including radio and television interview shows,
as well as a weekly summary of the independent press in LTJnion.
The constitutionally mandated National Communications Council (NCC) was es-

tablished in the spring. It is charged with ensuring freedom of speech, equal access
to the media, and equitable treatment in the press for all political parties and asso-
ciations. The NCC made a number of public declarations m favor of expanded cov-
erage of the National Assembly and has promised to defend the rights of journalists.
It remains to be seen, however, if this body will have a real impact on the exercise
of press freedoms in Gabon.
There are no restrictions on academic freedom, but university professors went on

strike again for a brief period in 1992 for higher salaries and improved working con-
ditions.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—The Government grants the
rights of freedom of assembly and association to recognized organizations, including
74 political associations. Permits and notification of police are required for all out-
door meetings. The Government generally permits such meetings if they are orga-
nized by recognized political groups or their ancillary units such as the women's,
youth, and labor movements, cultural and entertainment Impresarios, or recognized
church groups. By law, unauthorized demonstrations are not permitted but are often
tolerated in practice.

In February the Minister of Territorial Administration imposed a temporary ban
on all marches and public meetings. This ban occurred against a backdrop of in-

creasingly violent demonstrations fed by the opposition Bucheron Party in support
of striking primary and secondary schoolteachers. The Minister's decree, iUegal
under the Constitution, was rescinded the following week by President Bongo, who
urged the Government to maintain order in a way consistent with the principles of
democracy. During a demonstration held in March, a striking schoolteacher was
killed by a rubber Dullet fired by a member of the Gabonese security forces.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The primary faiths are Catholic and Protestant. Muslims
(including President Bongo) constitute less than 5 percent of the population. There
are also significant numbers of adherents to traditional religions, lliere is no state
religion, and the Constitution provides for religious freedom. Because their activities

were considered by the Government as fostering disunity, Jehovah's Witnesses and
several small syncretistic sects were banned in 1970 by a presidential decree, which
was renewed in 1985. As recently as 1987, the courts sentenced 24 Jehovah's Wit-
nesses to short or suspended terms for belonging to a banned organization. Foreign
missionaries engage actively in evangelical and social service activities.

d. Freedom ofMovement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Movement both of Gabonese citizens and expatriates within the country
is not formally restricted, but travelers occasionally encounter gendarmerie control
points where identity cards and other documents are examined. Gabonese citizens
may return freely to Gabon from abroad. The previous requirement that Gabonese
citizens must obtain exit permits from the police was rescinded in 1991.
There are approximately 200,000 non-Gabonese residents in Gabon, many of

whom are from Equatorial Guinea or Cameroon. Immigration laws and presidential
decrees promulgated in 1986 imposed requirements for heavy financial guarantees
on foreign nationals (except French and American) working in Gabon and levied exit
visa fees for each departure from the country. The gendarmerie periodically detain
undocumented aliens who are then placed in a holding camp under harsh condi-
tions. Most of the detainees are released after paying fines or oribes. An increasing
number of illegal immigrants are being deported to demonstrate the Government's
commitment to preserving employment preference for Gabonese.
The deportation of some 10,000 iUegal Nigerian immigrants in October, originally

intended to be conducted in an orderly manner with the cooperation of the Nigerian
Government, was hastily implemented without due process and with gendarmerie
forces engaging in a variety of abuses against the Nigerian commumty, some of
whom were legal residents. Credible reports indicate that in the process the Gabo-
nese security forces severely beat a number of Nigerians, shaved heads, separated
mothers from children, ana seized personal belongings. While some legal Nigerian
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immigrants who were wrongfully expelled have returned to Gabon, an estimated
15,000 Nigerians had departed by the end of the year.
The Government encourages but does not force "regroupment" (voluntary consoli-

dation of small rural communities into larger villages along a road) by enhancing
the delivery of public services such as water, electricity, ana schooling in the larger
villages.

Gabon issues its own form of refugee identification, not the standard document
issued by the UJ4. High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). However, the local

U.N. Development Projpram office and the Government are in the process of deter-
mining the number oi refugees in Gabon and are discussing introduction of the
UNHKC document. As of the end of 1992, these discussions had not concluded, and
the number of "refugees" in country was not known.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

ties and a functioning miiltiparty National Assembly. Under Gabon's nascent par-
liamenteiry system, the President names a Prime Minister as Head of Government,
subject to confirmation by the National Assembly. Since the 1990 National Con-
ference, there have been four governments, each under the Prime Ministership of
Casimir Oye-Mba, but with diflerent ministerial rosters.

The Democratic Party of Gabon (PDG) remains the country's principal political

party. The PDG's continuing dominance is due to its established strength in organi-
zation and infrastructure, its close ties with the President, and to the splintering
and inexperience of the other political parties. There were credible charges of ballot

rigging by the Government, the PDG, and some opposition parties in the 1990 elec-

tions. Some irregularities were also caused by the disorganized election process. In
the end, the PDG managed to retain a narrow working majority in the National As-
sembly, with 59 of the 120 seats going to PDG members and 3 seats going to politi-

cal pfuties allied to the PDG. Eight opposition parties hold the remaining 58 seats.

President Bongo has been reelected three times to 7-year terms in uncontested
elections, most recently in 1986. The 1991 Constitution provides for a limit of two
5-year presidential terms. The 1990 National Conference determined that for the

Eurposes of this new stipulation, the President's current term would be considered
is first; thus, he is eligible to stand in 1993 for a final term and is widely expected

to do so. In ^arp contrast to the past, however, several candidates have already
indicated that they plan to run against President Bongo.
The presidential elections are slated for December 1993. Local elections, which

were to have taken place in 1992, have been postponed until 1993 in response to

opposition demands that the Government hold a new census and redraw electoral

districts before any new elections are held. A new electoral code was narrowly ap-
proved in the National Assembly in July, provoking an opposition-sponsored motion
of no confidence in the Oye-Mba Government which failed. The Constitutional Court
set aside several provisions of the code in September and returned the legislation

to the National Assembly for amendment.
Some Gabonese women have risen to positions of prominence and authority. There

are five women in the National Assembly. Four government ministries are headed
by women, and the President of the new Constitutional Court is a distinguished
woman jurist.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Several local human rights groups operate freely in the country. While their ac-

tions have thus far been limited by inexperience and poor organization, they have
become increasingly assertive advocates of human and political rights. In 1992 a
number of these nxiups expressed concern over the October expulsion of Nigerian
immigrants from Gabon. They have also issued statements criticizing prison condi-

tions, treatment of iUe^al aliens, and the general increase in crime.
There have been no investigations by international human rights groups in recent

years, so the Government's attitude towards them is not known. Up to now, it has
conducted its own investigation of questionable incidents, such as the March death
of a striking schoolteacher, without outside participation.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The 1991 Constitution forbids discrimination based on national origin, race, gen-
der, or opinion. Gabon's relative prosperity has enabled the Government to extend
health and social security benefits to all its people, regardless of tribal affiliation

or region. There were no ethnic, racial, religious, or social groups that suffered dis-
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crimination in 1992, though many rural dwellers allege that the central Government
withholds resources from their portion of the country.

Also, several thousand Pygmies live according to their own traditions in isolated
conununities, primarily in the southeastern section of the country. TTiey take little

part in the political process and generally avoid contact with formal authorities.
There are no government programs speciflcally targeted to assist Pygmies, who have
never been reliably counted.
Government and party policies are supportive of expanding opportunities for

women. Urban women are moving increasingly into the professions because of im-
proved educational opportunities. Although Gabonese fanail^ law restricts the prop-
erty and other rights of women, there are no legal restrictions on the participation
of women in politics, and there are increasing numbers of Gabonese women active
in government, civic organizations, and the private sector.

Despite progress made in this area, women are still subject to greater societal con-
trol than are men. For example, married women are not allowed to leave the coun-
try without the written permission of their husbands. In rural Gabon, women still

fill largely traditional roles built around family and village (e.g., hauling water,
tending fields, and other manual labor). The gradual introduction of piped-in water
and 01 electricity continues to improve living standards for rural women. Legal
rights of women are largely governed by tribal tradition though in urban areas,
women's rights are patterned on French law.
According to memcal practitioners, violence against women, including wife beat-

ing, occurs. Media reports treat these incidents as contemptible vestiges of a brutal
past. Women's groups report that most of the incidents oi violence against women
stem from domestic disputes; these cases often end up in court where the husband
is charged with assault and battery.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—The 1991 Constitution recognizes the right of citi-

zens to form associations of all kinds, specifically including trade unions, "within the
conditions set by the law." These conditions are defined further in a 1992 law regu-
lating unions in the public sector, which aUows civil servants to form unions and
bai^ain collectively whUe limiting the right to strike of unions in the areas of public
safety. A revised labor code, still in the legislative process, wiU formally abolish the
single-union system now in existence and estabUsh the specific legal conditions for
the exercise of the constitutional right to form trade unions.

In 1992 the former monopoly of the Gabonese Labor Confederation (COSYGA)
was abolished and disassociated from the ruling PDG. At least two new labor fed-

erations have sprung up to compete with COSYGA and one, the Gabonese Confed-
eration of Free Trade Unions (CGSL), was approved as a member of the Inter-
national Federation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU) in December. Pending the revi-
sion of the Labor Code, the Government has extended de facto recognition to the
CGSL, which operates without restriction.

The brief detention of a visiting ICFTU staffer in 1991 is the subject of a com-
plaint to the International Labor Organization (ILO) whose Committee on Freedom
of Association was examining the charge in 1992.

Gabon's labor scene is characterized by a plethora of small, company-based
unions, formed in the wake of the 1990 National Conference, that have struck spo-
radically in pursuit of higher wages and benefits and improved woAing conditions.
A highly disruptive strike by teachers in the primary and secondary schools took
place in 1990 and resumed during the first months of 1992. Teachers returned to
their classrooms in time to avoid cancelation of the academic year, but their de-
mands remain partially unsatisfied, and the risk of a renewed strike remained for

the 1992/93 school year. Workers of the telecommunications monopoly struck in Sep-
tember, shutting down domestic and international phone service for several days.
Under Gabonese law, strikes are illegal if they occur before compulsory arbitra-

tion remedies prescribed under the 1978 Labor Code have been exhausted. The ILO
Committee of Experts again criticized these and other provisions of the existing
Labor Code in its 1992 report, while noting that revisions to the Code were under-
way. The Government has announced its intention to incorporate right-to-strike pro-
visions in the new labor code. In practice, strikers have oeen able to act without
fear of arrest or reprisal; the September telephone strike took place as negotiations
were under way, thus technically violating the law, but police did not intervene, and
there were no sanctions taken against struring workers.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—A 1992 law regulating unions
in the public sector specifically allows civil servants to form unions and bai^ain col-

lectivefy, thou^ it does limit the right to strike of unions in the areas of public safe-
ty. Unions in each sector of the economy negotiate with management over specific
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pay scales, working conditions, and benefits applicable to their industry. Agree-
ments reached between labor and management m each sector also apply to non-
union and foreign national labor.

According to the 1978 Labor Code, workers may individually or collectively take
complaints of Code violations to arbitration and may appeal to labor and national
courts. Among the chants in the labor law urged by the ILO is a provision protect-
ing workers against antiunion discrimination. There are no export processing zones
in Gabon.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced labor is prohibited by law
and is not practiced, althou^ the ILO continued to criticize technical violations of
the conventions on forced labor.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^No one below the age of 16 may
work without the authorization of the Ministries of Labor, Public Health, and Edu-
cation, all of which rigorously enforce this provision. Such permission is rarely
granted, and few employees in the modem wage sector are below the age of 18.

hildren at younger ages, however, are InvolvedTin traditional family farm labor in

rural areas.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The 1978 Labor Code and 1982 General Con-
vention of Labor govern working conditions and benefits for all sectors. Labor legis-

lation provides broad protection to workers. Representatives of labor, management,
and government meet annually to agree on minimum wage rates, which are deter-
mined within guidelines provided by the Government, /jticles 94 and 95 of the
Labor Code of 1978 designate an interagency group to study the status of the econ-
omy and recommend a minimum wage for the coming year to the President, who
then issues a decree setting the minimum wage, pursuant to Article 88 of the Code.
The current minimum wage for unskilled labor is sufficient to provide a decent liv-

ing for workers and their families. Work over 40 hours per week must be com-
pensated with overtime, and the workweek must include a minimum rest period of
48 consecutive hours.
The Labor Code provides for occupational health and safety standards to be esteb-

lished by decrees of the Minister of Health. Adherence to these standards, which
are generally adapted from the French model, varies greatly and usually reflects

company policy rather than governmental enforcement efforts. Article 134 of the
Labor Code assigns enforcement of its health and safety provisions to the Office of
the Inspector ofLabor within the Ministry of Labor, but its efforts are generally in-

effective.

THE GAMBIA

The Gambia is a parliamentary democracy with an elected president and le^sla-
ture. Except for a coup attempt m 1981, The Gambia has had a history of political

stability under the leadership of its only President since independence in 1965, Sir
Dawda Jawara. His ruling People's Progressive Party (PPP) has dominated the uni-
cameral Parliament, but several opposition parties, as well as independent politi-

cians, participate in the political process.
The Gfimbia has a 900-man army with an attached naval unit, commanded by a

Nigerian appointed in 1992, and supported by a Nigerian training team. The Gen-
darmerie and the National Police Force were merged and are firmly under civilian

control. Total military expenditures for 1989, the tkst year for which the U.S. Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed analysis, were $1 million.

Despite Gambian participation in the regional peacekeeping force in Liberia, the
Government has undertaken efforts to reduce defense spending.
The Gambia's estimated population of 870,000 consists largely of subsistence

farmers growing rice, millet, maize, and groundnuts (peanuts), the countr3r's pri-

mary export crop. The private sector, led by re-exporting, fisheries, horticulture, and
tourism, has begun to flourish.

The Gambia has made particular efforts to promote observance of human rights,

which are constitutionally protected and generally observed in practice. In 1991 the
death of a person in pouoe custody led to a swift investigation, arrests, and trial

of the police officers. This year, two of the three accused were convicted (see Section
l.a.).

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no reported political

killings. In 1991 Momodou Jardue, a Senegalese resident of The Gambia, died in
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police custody. The three officers involved were arrested and tried for murder and
assault. One was acquitted of all chaives; the other two were acquitted of murder
but convicted of assault and sentenced to 3 years at hard labor. In December the
Court of Appeal upheld the acquittal of the nrst defendant but unanimously found
the other two defendants guilty of murder and sentenced them to death. Both sides
have the right of appeal to the Privy Council in London.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of disappearance.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

The Constitution prohibits torture and other cruel, inhuman, and degrading punish-
ment. No systematic abuse of prisoners or detainees appears to occur in 'me Gam-
bia, but incidents have occurred in which prison or police officials have beaten pris-
oners or detainees. When they occur, government officials usually have responded
swiftly, investigating the incident, and, if warranted, pressing charges.
Prison conditions are severe, even after the Government implemented reforms fol-

lowing the death of several iimiates in 1988 bova. beri-beri. During 1992 a local
newspaper and other reports described conditions in local prisons in which inmates
receive inadequate medical care and nutrition. Prisoners at Mile Two Prison suffer
from leprosy, cancer, tuberculosis, and beri-beri. Because Mile Two IMson is located
next to the Bargul City Dump and a large mangrove swamp, inmates are exposed
to mosquitoes and therefore malaria. Elderly and handicapped inmates are required
to woris at arduous prison tasks, and prisoners are not allowed regular exercise out-
side their work assignments. Junior prison officers occasionally beat prisoners and
arbitrarily place inmates in solitary confinement; however, their superiors often re-
verse confinement orders. The Govenmient allows prison visits by local Red Cross
representatives and close family members.
Some Gambian police officers abuse citizens' ri^ts in the execution of their du-

ties. Many incidents are unreported, but some complaints reach the Ministry of the
Interior and, sometimes, the public. Investigations are carried out, and responsible
peraonnel have been formally charged. Most such incidents appear to involve junior
police and security officers acting independently. The Government, recognizing its

police force needs training, has secured the services of two British consultants to
train the force in appropriate police techniques.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Based on British legal practice, well-de-
veloped constitutional and legal procedures govern the arrest, detention, and trial

of persons accused of crimes. Under these procedures, an arrested person must not
be neld more than 24 hours unless presented to a magistrate or granted bail. A de-
tained person must be brou^t to trial within 1 week of arrest, but this waiting pe-
riod may be extended twice, making 21 days the maximum period of detention be-
fore trial. In practice, because of overcrowded court schedules, the detention period
can be much longer.

In April, 16 Gambians were arrested for involvement with an unlawful society,
the Movement for Justice in Afiica (MOJA). All claimed that they were held incom-
municado, without bail or hearing, for extended periods. Some claimed that they
were tortured, but one told a reporter that he was not harmed by the security serv-
ice. Twenty.four days after their arrest, they were granted bail. On May 26, in
Kanifing Municipal Court, the Director of Riblic Prosecution moved for the dis-
charge of the 16 detainees.
On May 11, President Jawara granted amnesty to all those accused of participat-

ing in the July 1981 abortive coup and invited all those living abroad to return.
However, the leader of the failed coup, Kukoi Sfimba Sanyang, was not included in
the amnesty; the Government obtained a warrant for his arrest on seven counts of
treason.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—There are three kinds of law in The Gambia: gen-
eral, customary, and Shari'a (Islamic). Shari'a law is observed in Muslim marriage
and divorce proceedings. Customary law covers marriage and divorce for non-Mus-
lims, inheritance, land tenure and utilization, local tribal government, and all other
traditional civil and social relations. General law, based on the English system and
modified to suit The Gambian context, governs criminal cases ana trials and most
organized business practices. If there were a conffict between general law and
Shari'a, general law would prevail.
The Constitution provides criminal defendants with the traditional rights of the

English legal system, such as the presumption of innocence, the right of the accused
to be informed promptly of the charges, and the right to a public trial. If released
on baU, an accused person may face charges indefimtely since there is no maximum
time limit for conmleting the investigation and bringing the case to trial. Appeals
normally proceed from the Supreme ftrial) Court to me Court of Appeals, the coun-
try's highest tribunal.
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Judges are appointed by the Government, but the judiciary operates independ-
ently and is free of government interference.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The
Constitution contains provisions (which are respected in practice) against arbitrary
search of person and property. It does permit a search to which a suspect submits
voluntarily or if the searcn is reasonably required in the interest of national defense
or public welfare. Under The Gtunbian Crumnal Code, search warrants based on
probable cause are issued by magistrates upon application by the police. The Code
also specifies that police may conduct a search oi a private residence while a crime
is in progress. There are a few checkpoints in the country where the police and mili-

tary periodically stop and search drivers and vehicles.

The rights oi family are of great importance in The Gambia's conservative Muslim
society. Marriage, the rearing of children, and religious instruction are regulated

Srimmily by personal preference and ethnic and religious tradition; the Government
oes not normally intrude in family matters. There is no effort to censor or control

personal correspondence or communications.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The Constitution provides for freedom of speech
and press. Ordinary citizens openly criticize government policies during public meet-
ings or in private conversations. During the 1992 election, opposition political par-
ties freely criticized the Government's record.

In 1992 two new newspapers, a weekly and a triweekly, were published. They
joined a group of biweekly and monthly mimeographed newssheets, as well as the
government and PPP newspapers. A degree of self-censorship does exist in the gov-
ernment press but at a lower level than in the past. The decrease in self-censorwiip

can be attributed to competition from independent newspapers.
There is no television in The Gambia, although Senegalese broadcasts can be re-

ceived. The Government dominates the media through Radio Gambia. Opposition
parties did have access to Radio Gambia during the electoral campaign, although
there were some complaints. There are two commercial radio stations. Foreign mag-
azines and newspapers are available in the capital. There is no university in The
Gambia.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^At present the Government
does not interfere with lawful freedom of assembly and association, for which the
Constitution provides. The Government almost always grants permits for peaceftil

assembly but requires that these meetings be open to the public. Permits for assem-
bly are issued by the police and are not denied for political reasons. On November
25, President Jawara announced the lifting of the ban against the MOJA, which had
been proscribed for suspected involvement in the unsuccessful 1981 coup attempt.
No organization is currently proscribed in The Gambia. The law on proscribed orga-

nizations has been amended so that future bans will require a judicial decision rath-

er than a presidential decree. The State must now apply to a court for a proscription

order, citing specific grounds for the request.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Constitutional provisions of freedom of conscience,

thought, and religion are observed in practice. The State is secular, although Mus-
lims constitute over 90 percent of the population. The schools provide instruction in

the Koran for Muslim students. Christians, both Catholic and Protestant, freely

practice their religion. There is a small Baha'i community in Banjul. Missionaries
are permitted to carry out their activities freely.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^The Constitution provides for freedom of movement, subject to condi-

tions protecting public safety, health, and morals. There is no restriction on freedom
of emigration or freedom of return. Because of historic and ethnic ties with the in-

habitants of Senegal, Guinea-Bissau, Mali, Sierra Leone, and Mauritania, people

tend to move freely across borders, which are poorly marked and difficult to police.

The number of Liberian refugees continued to increase through 1992. Through
most of the year the local United Nations Development Program (UNDP) office re-

ceived an average of three applications for refugee status per week. Approximately
300 Liberians residing in The Gambia are registered with the the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), and many more are not. The UNHCR
does not have an assistance program in The Gambia. However, it has provided in-

terested Liberians transportation to return to Liberia or to travel to other countries

where UNHCR relief programs exist.

In 1992 there were large influxes of refugees fleeing the Casamance region of Sen-
egal. The UNHCR estimates that there are 3,000 Senegalese refugees in The Gam-
bia. These refugees were supported by The Gambian Red Cross Society with some
assistance from the International Committee of the Red Cross and private groups.
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Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Citizens have the right to change their government through peaceful means. The
President and Members of ParUament are popularly elected, as are the district

councils and the chiefs who exercise traditional authority in the villages and com-
pounds. Presidential and parliamentary elections are held every 5 years. Citizens
must be at least 18 years of age to vote. Balloting is secret, and measures are em-
ployed to assure that illiterate voters understand the choices and voting procedure.
A functioning multiparty system exists, even though the Peoples' Progressive

Party under the leadership of President Jawara has been in power since independ-
ence. All opposition parties contest general elections, and some contest district elec-

tions. In the April 1992 presidential and parliamentary elections, candidates from
the five political parties as well as independent candidates campaigned vigorously.
Observers as well as most participants declared the election free and fair. President
Jawara was reelected President, but his PPP lost six seats in Parliament. The over-
all distribution of elected parliamentary seats was 25 for the PPP, 6 for the National
Convention Party (NCP), 2 for the Gambian People's Party (GPP), and 3 independ-
ents.

In accordance with election law, seven defeated parliamentary candidates filed pe-
titions at the Supreme Court challenging the results in their districts. The petitions
of two NCP candidates were dismissed, but all five petitions from PPP candidates
were sdieduled for hearing. In September the new Chief Justice dismissed one PPP
f)etition as spurious, but the petitions of the other PPP candidates are scheduled
or hearing in 1993.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Several international nongovernmental human rights organizations, including the
International Society for Human Rights, the African Society for International and
Comparative Law and the African Bar Association, operate freely in The Gambia.
International human ri^ts organizations may visit to observe the condition of de-
tainees and the trial process. The Government established an independent (non-
governmental) organization, the African Centre for Democracy and Human Rights
Studies, to promote greater respect for human rights in Africa through research into
and documentation of human ri^ts problems and through workshops and con-
ferences.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution states that all persons in The Gambia are entitled to "fun-
damental ri^ts and freedoms," regardless of "race, place of origin, political opin-
ions, colour, creed, or sex." There is no ofiicially sanctioned discrimination basea on
race, sex, religion, language, or social status. The Gambian population is over-
whelmingly rural with 85 percent living in villages, and there is considerable em-
phasis on the collective aspects of rights and privileges.

Traditional views, especially about the role of women in society, are changing but
very slowly. Marriages are usually "arranged," and Muslim tradition allows for po-
lygamy. Women are disadvantaged educationally, with females comprising one-third
of primary students and one-fourth of high school students. Hie Government has
encouraged parents to send their daughters to school.
Domestic violence occurs, and female genital mutilation (circumcision) is prac-

ticed. According to an independent expert in the field, the percentage of Gambian
women who have undergone this procedure may be as high as 60 percent. The Wom-
en's Bureau in the Office of the Vice President conducts an ongoing campaign in
both the rural and urban areas to make women aware of theirlegm rights in re-
spect to divorce and custody of children, property matters, and in cases of assault.
The Bureau holds workshops on female circumcision to inform women of its nega-
tive effects and to discuss the religious and traditional ties to the practice. It also
publishes a quarterly magazine on women's issues, which it distributes throughout
the country.

In addition to women, some young boys known as Abnudos experience severe
hardship, deprivation, and degradation. They are given by their parents to Koranic
scholars to learn the Islamic noly book, ana they frequently must resort to public
begging for food. Journalists and human rights activists have said that these boys
often sleep 20 or 30 to a small room, have hardly any clothing, and eat barely
enou^ to survive. Many are beaten by their teachers if they do not bring home
enoudi money. Some estimate that as many as 60 percent of them are not Gambian.
The Government has recognized the problem, and the Ministry of Health and Social
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Welfare, assisted by the United Nations Children's Fund, is conducting a study into
the plight of the Alinudos.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—The Labor Act of 1990 applies to all workers except
civil servants. The Act specifies that workers are free to form associations, including
trade unions, and provides for their registration with the Government. Police offi-

cers and military personnel, as well as other civil service employees, are specifically

prohibited from forming unions and going on strike.

Tlie Labor Act of 1990 authorizes strikes, but it specifies that a union must give
the Commissioner of Labor 14 days' written notice oefore beginning an industrial
action (21 days for essential services). Furthermore, upon application by an em-
ployer to the Supreme Court, that body may prohibit an industrial action which is

ruled to be in pursuit of a political objective. The Court may also forbid an action

which is in breach of a collectively agreed procedure for the settlement of industrial

disputes that has not been exhausted.
Because of these provisions, government conciliation efforts, and the weak bar-

gaining position of the unions, few strikes actually occur. However, in 1992 workers
in one notel stopped work for 3 hours, and sanitation woikers threatened to strike.

Hotel management convinced its employees to return to woric. However, eight em-
Sloyees were fired for their alleged use of violence during the walkout. The Labor
lepartment upheld their dismissal because the workers had not provided the Com-

missioner of Labor the legally mandated 14 days' notice prior to initiating a labor

action. In the case of sanitation workers, a strike was averted following a meeting
between the Vice President and union management.

Less than 20 percent of the work force is employed in the modem wage sector

of the economy, where unions are normedly active. The Gambian Workers' Confed-
eration (GWC) and The Gambian Workers' Union (GWU) are the two main inde-

pendent and competing umbrella organizations. Both are recognized by, and have
good working relationships with, the Government but are independent of the Gov-
ernment and political parties. Unions exercise the right to affiliate internationally,

and there are no restrictions on their members' ability to participate in inter-

national activities.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The Labor Act of 1990 pro-

vides workers the ri^t to organize and bargain collectively. Although trade unions
are small and fragmented, collective bargaining does take place. Prevailing wages
exceed minimum wages and are determined by collective bargaining, arbitration, or
market forces. The L^bor Department registers the collective bargaining agreements
reached between the unions and management, after ensuring that the agreements
do not violate the Labor Act. There are no reports of denial of registration. The Act
also sets minimum standards for contracts in the areas of hiring, training, terms
of employment, wages, and termination of employment. The Act states that "any
term of a contract of employment prohibiting an employee from becoming or remain-
ing a member of any trade union or other organization representing workers. ..shall

be null and void." Otherwise, the Government does not interfere in the bargaining
process.
There are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Criminal Code prohibits com-
pulsory labor, and it is not practiced in The Gambia.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The official minimum age for em-
ployment is 18. There is no compulsory education legislation, and, because of the
paucity of secondary school opportunities, most children complete their formal edu-

cation by age 14 and informally enter the work force. Employee labor cards, which
include a person's age, are registered with the Labor Commissioner, but enforce-

ment inspections rarely take place because of lack of funding and inspectors. Child

labor protection does not extend to youth performing customary chores on family

farms or engaged in street trading.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—By law, minimum wages and hours of work are

determined by six joint industrial councils (commerce, artisans, transport, the port

industry, agriculture, and fisheries), which have representation from employees, em-
ployers, and government. These minimum wages do not provide for a decent stand-

ara of living. Moreover, only 20 percent of the labor force is covered by minimum
wage legislation. The remainder are privately employed, chiefly in agriculture. Most
Gambians do not live on one worker's earnings and rely on the extended family sys-

tem, usually including some subsistence farming.
The standard legal workweek is 48 hours within a period not to exceed 6 consecu-

tive days. Allowance is made for half-hour lunch breaks. For the private sector, the

6-day 40-hour woikweek includes four 8-hour days with half days on Fridays and
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Saturdays. Government employees are entitled to 1 month's paid annual leave after

1 year of service; private sector employees receive between 14 and 30 days of paid
annual leave, depending on their length of service.

The Labor Act provides a list of occupational categories and specifies safety equip-

ment that an employer must supply to employees working in these categories. The
Factoiy Act gives the Minister of Labor authority to regulate factory health and
safety, accident prevention, and dangerous trades and to appoint inspectors to en-

sure compliance. However, enforcement is less than fully satisfactory because of a
need for more trained inspectors.

GHANA

Ghana was governed throu^out 1992 by the Provisional National Defense Coun-
cil (PNDC) under the chairmanship of Flight Lieutenant (Retired) Jerry John
Rawlings, who seized power from an elected government on December 31, 1981, and
suspended the Constitution. Under the Establishment Proclamation of January 11,

1982, the PNDC exercised "all powers of government." In addition to Chairman
Rawlings, the PNDC consisted of 7 members, of whom 1 was, a serving military offi-

cer and 6 were civilians. The executive branch consisted of ministries headed by sec-

retaries, who together constituted a conunittee of secretaries, chaired by a PNDC
member, that drafted laws for referral to the PNDC for final consideration and ap-
proval. All senior national, regional, and district officials were appointed by the
PNDC.
During 1992, the pace of a democratization process announced in 1991 accelerated

noticeably, culminating in a presidential election on November 3 and a parliamen-
tary election on December 29. International observers were present for the presi-

dential elections. The new Government was inaugurated on January 7, 1993. De-
spite serious irregularities, most international observers accepted the validity of the
results of the presidential election, although the opposition political parties did not.

The opposition parties boycotted the parliamentary elections in protest over what
they claimed was massive fraud in the presidenti^ election and because they said
the parliamentary elections would not be free and fair.

Ghana's military forces number about 8,000 to 10,000. The several security orga-
nizations report to various departments of Government, but all come under the con-
trol of the PNDC, Most security cases of a political nature are handled by the Bu-
reau of National Investigation (BNI). All security agencies report to the PNDC
Member for Foreign Affairs and National Security. Total military expenditures for

1989, the last year for which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency con-
ducted a detailed analysis, were $30 million. There is no indication that efforts will

be made in the near future to reduce these expenditures, which include the costs
of Ghana's participation in the regional peacekeeping force in Liberia and in the
United Nations' peacekeeping forces in Lebanon and Cambodia. There were occa-
sional credible reports of police brutality and mistreatment of prisoners.

Although Ghana is attempting to rebuild its industrial base after years of eco-

nomic mismanagement, more than 60 percent of the population still draws its liveli-

hood from agriculture. Gold, cocoa (and cocoa products), timber, and diamonds are
major sources of export revenues. Annual economic growth has averaged 5 percent
since the inception of an economic reooveiy program in 1983.
Although there clearly were still problems, such as the (Jovemment's replacement

of two repressive laws with one which allowed preventive detention, the human
rights situation in Ghana improved during 1992. The Newspaper Licensing Law was
repealed, and independent newspapers flourished, most of them outspokenly critical

of the PNDC. However, one newspaper editor was found guilty and sentenced to 18
months in prison under the Criminal Libel Law. The state-owned media began to

give objective coverage to opposition groups and to publish occEisional editorials criti-

cizing the Government. Government opponents voiced their opinions in seminars,
press conferences, speeches, and political rallies. Despite these improvements, the
maintenance of a preventive detention law, the continued holding of political detain-
ees and prisoners, the past human rights record of the PNDC Government, and the
(jovemment's refusal to consult with political parties until after they had protested
the results of the presidential election contributed to opposition distrust of the Gov-
ernment and cast a shadow over the democratization process.
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RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no reports of politically

motivated or other extrajudicial killings.

b. Disappearance.—^No politically motivated disappearances were reported.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

There were occasional credible reports of mistreatment of prisoners, including soli-

tary confinement for long periods and the incarceration of prisoners without clothes
in dark, small cells without proper beds. Prisons in Ghana are antiquated and seri-

ously overcrowded, and conoitions are harsh. From time to time, the PNDC com-
muted the sentences of ill or aged prisoners.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^The Criminal Code provides minimal
legal protection against arbitrary arrest and detention. Although accused persons
have the ri^ht to oe ch£a*ged formally within 48 hours of detention, the court has
unlimited discretion regarding the setting of bail. It may reiuse to release prisoners
on bail and instead remand them without charge for an indefinite perioa, subject
to weekly review by judicial authorities. The only crimes for which, by statute, there
is no bail are murder and subversion. PNDC Law 4 (Preventive Custody Law of
1982), which provided for indefinite detention without trial if the PNDC determined
it in the interest of national security, was repealed in October. Also repealed was
an amendment to 1984 PNDC Law 91 (the Habeas Corpus Act) which prevented
any judicial inquiry into the grounds for detention under PNDC Law 4.

These two laws were replaced by Public Order Law No. 2, which allows the Sec-
retary of Interior to order any person detained for up to 14 days in order to prevent
armed robbery, ethnic conflict, or disruption of public order. The detention may be
renewed up to a total of 28 days unless a special review court of three superior court
justices appointed by the Chief Justice orders a longer detention. There is no other
judicial review of cases under this law. Persons held under provisions of Public
Order Law No. 2 must be informed of the grounds on which they are being held,
next of kin must be notified, and access to the detainees must be granted within
48 hours of the detention.
Ghanaian security forces occasionally take persons into custody without warrants

and hold them incommunicado for extended periods of time, with no legal recourse
available to the detainee. The threat of such treatment is a deterrent to political

or other opposition activities. Afl«r a series of bombings in Accra, several people
were detained, not because they were suspected of direct involvement, but because
they had contact with the accused author of the bombings. Those detained included
two of the accused's wives, as well as opposition figures Johnny Hansen and Kwesi
Pratt, and defeated presidential candidate Albert Adu Boahen. While most were re-

leased within hours, Hansen was held without charge a number of days in excess
of the time permitted by Public Order Law No. 2.

Following the disputed presidential election, opposition figures claimed that party
supporters were arbitrarily arrested, primarily in the Kumasi area. A government-
owned newspaper reported that 50 people were arrested by security agents in the
Kumasi area.

The exact number of long-term political prisoners and detainees at the end of
1992 was unknown; the best estimates indicate 50 to 70. It is difficult to determine
how many of the 50 to 70 long-term detainees are political detainees. The Govern-
ment claims that 26 are held on criminal charges and 16 in connection with coup
attempts. The Movement for Freedom and Justice (MFJ) and several international
humim rights groups published lists of detainees during 1991. In March 1992, the
PNDC released 17 political detainees and prisoners. However, other individuals

were often detained for a few days to a few weeks for a variety of reasons and then
released. The PNDC announced that all persons currently being held in prison had
either been convicted or were awaiting trial on criminal or national security

charges. Thus, many are still being denied a speedy, fair, and public trial.

The Grovemment does not practice forced exile. In recent years the PNDC has
quietly encouraged Ghanaians, including dissidents with valuable skills who are liv-

ing abroad, to return; in some cases the Government has offered amnesty. Some
former government and PNDC officials have returned and resumed careers outside

politics, apparently without difficulties.

e. Denied of Fair Public Trial.—^Three court systems exist in Ghana. In the
"prerevolutionaiy" court system, traditional legal safeguards are based on British

legal procedures. Trials are public, and defendants have a ri^t to be present, to

be represented by an attorney, to present evidence, and to cross-examine witnesses.

This system includes high courts, api)eals courts, and the Supreme Court headed
by a Chief Justice. There are limitations, however, in the independence of these
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courts. In the past the PNDC summarily dismissed judges, thereby reminding them
that they served at the PNDC's sufferance. In 1989 the Government reconstituted
the Judicial Council but confined it to an advisory role for judicial appointments and
disciplinary matters. The judiciary is still not independent.
A separate public tribunal system at the national and regional levels was set up

by the FNDC in 1982 to bypass the regular court system and speed up the judicial

process by restricting the procedural ri^ts of defendants. The public tribunals de-
pend largely on judges with little or no legal experience, and they shortcut legal

safe^ards and due process to provide "rough and ready" decisions, particularly in
criminal cases. This system includes the Omce of Revenue Commissioners, the Na-
tional Investigations Committee (established by PNDC Law 2 with the power to in-

vestigate virtually any allegation referred to it by the PNDC), the Special Military
Tribunal, and the Public Tribunals Board. Kwesi Pratt and Albert Adu Boahen were
charged with obstruction of justice for refusing to testify before a public tribunal in
the trial of those charged with planting four bombs in Accra (see Section l.d.). They
contended that public tribunals do not provide adequate safeguards for human
rights.

In the past, the PNDC normally avoided bringing political and security cases to

trial, preferring to keep suspected opponents in indefinite detention. Under the
terms of the Habeas Corpus Act (PNDC Law 91), repealed in October, the PNDC
maintained and exercised the right to detain indefinitely any citizen without divulg-
ing the grounds for the detention or initiating criminal proceedings. PNDC Law 24:

empowers public tribunals to impose the death penalty for any crime specified a
capital offense by the PNDC or if the tribunal determines that it is merited by a
{)articular case, even if the crime is not punishable by the death penalty under regu-
ar statutes. There are no known instances of this law being used. No appeals were
germitted until 1985, when the National Appeals Tribunal was created. The Ghana
ar Association has elected not to practice before the public tribunals.
The Chieftaincy Act of 1971 gives village and other traditional chiefs powers in

local matters, including authority to enforce customary tribal laws dealing with such
subjects as divorce, child-custody, and property disputes.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Citizens
engaged in activity deemed objectionable by the Government are subject to surveil-
lance, including monitoring of telephones and mail. There is no recourse if a govern-
ment agency wiretaps or interferes with private correspondence. In past years,
forced entry into homes has been reported in connection with security investiga-
tions.

Despite efibrts to redefine the role of the local Committees for the Defense of the
Revolution (CDR's), which previously functioned as neighborhood watch committees
reporting political activity to the (Jovemment, there continue to be credible reports
of CDR interference in private and tribal matters. TTiere also are credible reports
of CDR interference in the free and fair conduct of the November presidential elec-

tion.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—The Newspaper Licensing Law, which pro-
scribed criminal or so-called intentional libel ana placed a limit on freedom of
speech and the press, was repealed in 1992. Scores of independent newspapers ap-
peared, and these, plus some established independent papers, have been outspoken
in their criticism of the PNDC. Also, the opposition parties and organizations such
as the Ghana Bar Association, the Movement for Freedom and Justice, the Trades
Union Congress (TUC), the National Union of Ghanaian Students (NUGS), and oth-
ers have been outspoken in their criticism of the Government.
The Government owns the radio and television stations and the two principal

daily newspapers. Reporting in the official media accentuates the positive aspects
of government policies but also covers selected instances of corruption and mis-
management in government ministries and state-owned enterprises. In general, the
government-owned media did not carry criticism of government policies or of Chair-
man Rawlings and PNDC members. In 1992 the state-owned media began more ob-
jective efforts at coverage of opposition activities. However, journalists are occasion-
ally subject to discipline or dismissal by the Government for publishing articles

deemed unacceptable. As a result, self-censorship is a pattern in the official media,
and writers, editors, and commentators rarely cross the boundary of acceptable re-
porting and commentary.
Foreign periodicals are sold in Accra and other major cities. Issues containing ar-

ticles critical of the Government circulate freely. Western journalists can more rou-
tinely secure visas and press credentials than was the case a few years ago.
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In general, the PNDC has not suppressed freedom of speech, press, or academic
freedom on university campuses. The NUGS, one of the more vocal critics of the
PNDC, is tolerated and allowed to organize and hold meetings. There have been sev-
eral student demonstrations criticaT of the PNDC, but the Government has not
taken any action against the student groups.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly ana Association.—Freedom of assembly and asso-
ciation is restricted. People generally are free to organize indoor gatherings, wheth-
er formal or informal, but permits are re<juired for public meetings or c&monstra-
tions held outdoors. Since the ban on political parties was lifted on Mav 18, the op-
position parties have had little difficulty getting permits. They must, however, no-
tify the police 48 hours in advance of a rally. Before the ban was Ufted, a permit
for an anti-PNDC rally was denied, and a massive police presence prevented the il-

legal march. There was no violence. Other rallies were allowed.
c. Freedom of Religion.—^There is no state-favored religion. Ghanaians are pre-

dominantly Christian, and Christians of all sects as well as Muslims are well rep-
resented at all levels of Government. There are no apparent advantages or dis-

advantages attached to membership in any particular sect or religion.

Foreign missionary groups have generally operated throughout the country with
a minimum of formal restrictions, although some churches nave had difficulty ob-
taining visas and residence permits for some of their expatriate missionaries.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Ghanaians and foreigners are free to move throu^out the country
without special permission. Police checkpoints exist countrywide for the prevention
of smuggling. However, in 1992 the PNDC ordered most checkpoints to be left un-
manned during daylight hours. Roadblocks and car searches are a normal part of
nighttime travel in Accra.
As members of the Economic Community of West African States, Ghanaians may

travel without visas for up to 90 days in member states. Ghanaians are generally
free to exercise this right, and nationals of other member states are free to travel
to Ghana. Ghanaians are also free to emigrate or to be repatriated from other coun-
tries.

Since the last half of 1990, Ghana has had a growing refugee population. Libe-
rians fleeing civil war began to arrive in August 1990. By November 1990, Ghana
was host to some 8,000 Liberian refugees. Most of the new refugees, as well as
many transiting third-country nationals also fleeing Liberia, were housed by the
Government with assistance from the United Nations High Commissioner for Refu-
gees (UNHCR) in a camp 20 kilometers from Accra. An undetermined number of
refugees have voluntarily returned to Liberia. The estimated camp population is

currently 6,000 to 7,000 inhabitants. In addition, over 15,000 Ghanaians who re-

sided in Liberia returned to their home villages in Ghana, often imposing great

strain on government social services.

During times of increased tension in Togo, as many as several thousand Togolese
flee their own country to seek refuge in Ghana. They generally are received by rel-

atives and return to their country voluntarily when the tension eases.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Chairman Rawlings and the PNDC exercised total executive, legislative, and ad-
ministrative authority. However, the process of transition to constitutional rule

which was begun in January 1991 accelerated in 1992; Rawlings was elected Presi-

dent on November 3; and parliamentary elections were held on December 29. The
new Government was inaugurated on January 7, 1993. The Commonwealth Sec-
retariat, the Carter Center, the Organization of African Unity, Canada, and mem-
bers of the European Community sent observers to the presidential elections. Ob-
servers noted significant problems with the electoral process (involving especially

the voter registration list) out felt that the irregularities did not change the outcome
of the election. Claiming that the presidential elections had been unfair and that
any election conducted under the same conditions would be unfair, the opposition

parties boycotted the parliamentary elections.

Many of the constitutional and legal means to enable Ghanaians to change their

government through democratic means were in place in 1992. Nonetheless, given
9ie failure of the Government and the opposition parties to reach agreement on the

implementation of electoral procedures, the election irregularities, and the opposi-

tion boycott of the parliamentary elections, it remained to be demonstrated conclu-

sively that Ghanaians would have the ability to exercise this right.

The elections were supervised by an mterim National Electoral Commission
(INEC) of three full-time and six part-time Commissioners which the PNDC ap-

pointed in February to supervise the constitutional referendum, the registration of
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parties, and the elections. The Consultative Assembly finished drafting the Con-
stitution in March. It was overwhelmingly approved by a referendum in April, de-

spite widespread criticism of the transition provisions; these provisions provide
sweeping indemnity for the PNDC and its appointees. In May the PNDC published
the Political Parties Law and lifted the ban on politics. Although the law was based
largely on the new Constitution (in effect as of January 7, 1993) and on previous
election laws, the opposition parties sought an inunction to keep the INEC from op-
erating under this law. They particular^ objected to the speciiic limit on individual
campaign contributions, to the prohibition against companies' contributing to cam-
paigns, and to the proMbition against adopting party names used in previous elec-

tions. The court ruled against the opposition parties. However, the PNDC then said
that the INEC could raise the limit on individual contributions if it so desired. After
meetingB with the opposition parties, the INEC raised the limit significantly.

The time schedule and many of the laws governing election procedures were es-

tablished before the INEC Commissioners were appointed. The INEC believed that
it could not change these procedures, although it was willing to suggest change to

the PNDC. For instance, when it became clear that there were serious problems
with the voters' register, the INEC suggested a reregistration, an option rejected by
the PNDC. Instead, the INEC launched a cleanup of the register, despite which an
excess of 1 million names may remain, stemmmg from tne duplication of some
names and the inclusion of some persons recently deceased. In the wake of their
loss in the presidential elections, the opposition parties contended that the excess
names provided ample opportunity for manipulation of election results.

The opposition had few specific criticisms of the INEC members. However, be-
cause the members were appointed without consultation with the opposition and be-
cause of mutual suspicion and animosity prevalent in the preelectoral period, the
independence and neutrality of the INEC remains a question mark in the minds of
many.
During 1992 the opposition, the TUC, the bar association, the students' union,

and the major religious groups were highly critical of the PNDC's refusal to consult
with the opposition. The PNDC's efforts to urge the major religious communities to

support its economic and social policies have created tensions. Chairman Rawlings
publicly criticized the Roman Catholic Church for prohibiting its priests from par-
ticipating in the district assemblies.
The PNDCs unwillingness to consult prior to making decisions regarding the

transition lessened the credibility of the process, even if the decisions themselves
mi^t have been reasonable. For example, there was considerable criticism of the
PNDC's method of selecting members for the Consultative Assembly. However, the
Assembly operated as an independent body, and the PNDC made little effort to in-

fluence its deliberations, except over the indemnity provisions. Indeed, except for the
indemnity provisions, the Consultative Assembly seemed to oppose the PNDC on
most issues.

here are no de facto obstacles to women participating in Government. There was
one woman on the PNDC and several women deputy secretaries.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Hoarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation (^Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

At least four human ri^ts oi^anizations were established in Ghana in the past
18 months, including the Committee on Human and People's Rights and the Bar
Association Human Ki^ts Committee. The Government has not reacted to this de-
velopment. The PNDC frequently has shown aimoyance at criticism of its human
rights record from Ghanaian religious organizations and international human rights

advocates. In 1991 the PNDC invited Amnesty International (AI) to visit Ghana to

discuss alleged inaccuracies in an AI report. The Government permits prison visits

by the International Committee of the Red Cross.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Although ethnic differences are intentionally played down by the Government, op-
ponents of the PNDC occasionally complain that the PNDC and the political leader-
ship are dominated by the Ewe ethnic group from eastern Ghana. Chairman
Rawlings and a number of his close advisors are Ewe, but many PNDC members
and secretaries have other ethnic origins. Land disputes led to some ethnic violence.

The Government has made concerted efforts to improve the status of women, but
Ghanaian women remain subject to some forms of societal discrimination. In 1985
the PNDC promu^ated four laws that overturned many of the customary, tradi-

tional, or colonial laws that discriminated against women. These concerned family
accountability, intestate succession, customary divorce registration, and the admin-
istration of estates. Women in urban centers and those with skills and training en-
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counter little overt bias, but resistance to women in nontraditional roles persists.

Women in the rural agricultural sector remain subject to traditional male domi-
nance and diflicult labor conditions. Statistics show an equal male/female ratio in
school enrollments in grade 1, dropping to 2 to 1 by grade 6, 4 to 1 at the secondary
level, and 9 to 1 at umversity level.

Violence against women (including wife beating) occurs, but since there are no
statistics or studies available, the e^rtent of the problem is uncertain. Police do not
normally intervene in domestic disputes, and such cases seldom come before the
courts. The Government has not addressed the issue of violence against women. The
practice of female genital mutilation (circumcision) is discouragea but not outlawed.
According to an independent expert in the field, the percentage of Ghanaian women
who have undergone this procedure may be as high as 30 percent. Such mutilation
is practiced only in the far northeastern and northwestern parts of the country.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^This right is restricted, as the Trades Union Ordi-
nance confers broad powers on the Government to refuse to register a trade union.
However, the PNDC has not interfered with the right of workers to associate in
trade unions. Civil servants are prohibited by law from joining or organizing a trade
union.
Trade unions in Ghana and their activities are still governed by the Industrial

Relations Act (IRA) of 1965. The Trades Union Congress (TUC) has in recent years
been led by experienced union leaders who, aided by a revised union constitution

and bylaws, continued to define an autonomous role for the TUC within the PNDC
regune.
The rig^t to strike is recognized in law. Under the IRA, the Government estab-

lished a system of settling disputes, first through conciliation, then arbitration. The
Government must approve any strike but does so rarely, and only in cases where
conciliation and arbitration fail to produce an agreement. There has been no
progress in implementing the Government's declared intention to replace this sys-

tem with labor tribunals to arbitrate industrial disputes certified as deadlocked.
The TUC is afiiliated with the Organization of African Trade Union Unity

(OATUU), headonaartered in Accra. In December 1992, the TUC broke with OATUU
policy barring amliations outside the African continent and was accepted as a mem-
ber of the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The IRA provides a frame-
work for collective bargaining and some protection against antiumon discrimination
as well. Ghana's trade unions engage in collective bargaining for wages and benefits

with both private and state-owned enterprises, though in the latter category the
threat of detention (a common practice in the early 1980's) hangs over union leaders

to force agreement on issues. No union leaders were detained in recent years for

union or other activities.

There are no functioning export processing zones in Ghana.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Ghanaian law prohibits forced

labor, and it is not known to be practiced. The International Labor Organization
(ILO) continues to urge the Government to revise various legal provisions that per-

mit imprisonment with an obligation to perform labor for offenses that are not coun-
tenanced under ILO Convention 105, ratified by Ghana in 1958.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Labor legislation in Ghana sets

a minimum employment age of 15 and prohibits night work and certain types of

hazardous labor for those under 18. In practice, child labor is prevalent, and young
children of school age can often be found during the day periorming menial tasks
in the market or collecting fares on local buses. Observance of minimum age laws
is eroded by local custom and economic circumstances that encourage children to

work to help their families. Violators of reflations prohibiting heavy labor and
night work for diUdren are occasionally pumshed. Inspectors from the Ministry of
Mobilization and Social Welfare are responsible for enforcement of child labor regu-
lations.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—In 1991 minimum standards for wages and
working conditions were established through a tripartite commission composed of
representatives of government, labor, and employers. The minimum wage rate com-
bines wages with customary benefits such as transportation allowances, and other
salaries are adjusted accordingly, but the existing minimum yiaae is insufficient for

a single wage earner to support a family. In most cases households are supported
by multiple wage earners, some family farming, and other family based commercial
activities.

The basic workweek in Ghana is 40 hours. Occupational safety and health regula-

tions are in effect, and sanctions are occasionally applied through the Labor Depart-
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ment of the Ministry of Social Welfare. However, safety inspectors are few in num-
ber and poorly trained. They will take action if matters are called to their attention,
but lack the resources to seek out violations.

GUINEA

While Guinea has moved in the past year from a military to an essentially civilian
regime, the pace of reform and the Government are still laroely controlled by Presi-
dent Lansana Conte. In 1991 the Ruling Military Council (CMkN) was replaced hy
an appointed Transitional Conmiittee for National Recovery (CTRN)—two-thirds ci-

vilian, one-third military—which was assigned lawmaking tasks. During 1991 the
CTRN drafted the "organic" laws necessary to implement the Constitution approved
by referendum in December 1990. These organic laws, promulgated in December
1991, govern political parties, elections, and the media, as well as the composition
and operations of the National Assembly, the Supreme Court, and the National
Communications Council. An almost entirely civilian cabinet was formed in Feb-
ruary, when most military members of the CTRN, which was reduced in size, were
also dropped. Political parties were legalized in April; by June the Government had
recognized 40 of them. Multiparty National Assembly elections were scheduled for
December 1992 but were postponed to early 1993 because of delays in fUnding and
implementation of necessary preparations. Before the postponement, questions had
been raised about the inherent fairness of the process.

Military and paramilitary forces number around 17,000. Responsibility for inter-
nal security is shared by a Gendarmerie, the Republican Guard, the National Police,
and the well-armed Presidential Guard. Guinea contributes to peacekeeping forces
in Liberia and maintains a detachment of troops in Sierra Leone. Total military ex-
penditures for 1989, the last year for which the U.S. Arms Control and Disar-
mament Agency conducted a detailed analysis, were roughly estimated to be $29
million. There is no indication that efforts will be made to reduce these expenditures
in the near future. Both militaiy personnel and police conmiitted human rights
abuses in 1992. Lawyers were still not allowed in police stations to help prevent
such abuses.
Over 80 percent of Guinea's 7 million people are engaged in subsistence agri-

culture, and per capita gross domestic product is about $430. Guinea's major exports
are bauxite, gold, and diamonds. In 1992 the World Bank and the International
Monetary Fund continued to oversee Guinea's major economic restructuring pro-
gram, which involves, among other things, a sharp reduction in the size of the pub-
lic service. This austerity program created a pool of unemployed civil servants who
continued to be a source ofcivil unrest.
Human rights in Guinea remained circumscribed in 1992, despite expectations of

change. Major problems were serious abuses (including unlawfiif killings) by poorly
disciplined security forces, failure of the Government to try and punish those who
committed such abuses, the use of arbitrary arrest and detention to harass alleged
opponents of the Government, restrictions on the right of assembly, and violence
and discrimination against women.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political And Extrajudicial Killings.—^There were no reports of political killings.

However, a number of extrajudicial killings took place in 1992, mainly associated
with clashes between civilians and security forces, in which the latter used excessive
force. In separate incidents in the towns of Labe and Kamsar, soldiers used hand
grenades during civil unrest, causing deaths and injuries. In March soldiers outside
a soccer stadium in Labe sought to prevent some youths from climbing a fence. The
youths threw rocks, and one of the soldiers threw a hand grenade into the group,
killing one youth and critically injuring another. Tliree soldiers implicated m the
use ofthe grenade were restricted to the army camp and transferred to another post
in June.
On July 9, afl«r political party rallies in the town of Kamsar, local youths clashed

with mainly Peuhl shopkeepers. A local army unit intervened, and one soldier threw
a hand grenade killing two civilians, Ibrahuna Diallo and Thiemo Mouctar Diallo.
At a local hospital, 40 others were treated for injuries, a majority of which were
linked to the grenade explosion. When relatives of the victims filed a criminal com-
plaint in Kamsar, the judge responsible for investigating cases and pressing charges
sent a request to the Justice Ministry for its opinion rather than launching a pre-
liminaiy investigation as required by the Criminal Procedure Code. No arrests were
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made. In March two civilians died in clashes with gendarmes in Kankan when citi-

zens marched on the Gendannerie after a gendarme allegedly stole from a shop.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of disappearance. A total of 63 people
arrested in the wake of the April 1984 seizure of power and the July 1985 coup at-

tempt remain unaccounted for. In 1992 the Association of Victims of Repression
(AVR) filed suit against present and former government officials involved in the ar-

rests, but no additional information about the 63 came to light.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The 1965 Penal Code and the Constitution prohibit torture and cruel, inhuman, and
degrading treatment. However, the Guinean police are often responsible for brutal-

ity against suspects. On August 27, Conakry police beat several dozen women who
were seeking to participate in an unauthorized march. During university unrest in

Conakry in January and February, police beat students before and after taking
them into custody. On January 27, for instance, four students were taken into cus-

tody by riot police, beaten with clubs during 2 days of detention, and released with-

out being charged on February 5.

Prison conditions, including those in the women's prison, are primitive and
unhealthy. Deaths due to malnutrition and disease are frequent.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Ineffective administrative controls and
limited legal resources make arbitrary arrest a persistent threat to Guineans. In
July, when two members of the unemployed civil servants' movement, Pepe Lama
and David KoUe, visited the Civil Service Ministry to inquire about their case, their

inquiry was interpreted as intention to harm the Minister. The two were taken into

custody and held for 2 months before they could get the preliminary proceedings dis-

missed by a judge. On October 27, Amadou Bah, head of the Union of Democratic
Forces (UDF), was arrested and questioned about an alleged assassination attempt
against FVesident Conte. He was released on October 30.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The Guinean Penal Code provides for the pre-

sumption of innocence of accused persons, the independence of iudges, the equality
of citizens before the law, the right of the accused to counsel, and the right to appeal
a judicial decision. Although the Government in principle provides funds for legal

defense in serious criminal cases, in practice these funds are rarely dispensed; so

the lawyer frequently either receives no payment or provides no services to defend
the accused. The new Constitution affirms the judiciary's independence. However,
magistrates are susceptible to influence by the executive branch because they are
civu servants with no guarantee of tenure. As the Kamsar case illustrates (Section

l.a.), judicial authorities often defer to central authorities in politically sensitive

cases.

The judiciary includes the Courts of First Instance (or justice of the peace at the
local level) and two Courts of Appeal (one in Kankan and one in Conakry). The Su-
preme Court, created in 1992, is the court of final appeal. Guinean law provides for

a Court of State Security under certain circumstances, but one has not met since

the trial of those allegedly involved in the coup attempt of 1985. A military tribunal
prepares and adiudicates charges against accused military personnel. However,
since 1988 all judgments regarding violations under the Penal Code have been ren-
dered by civilian courts. There is a traditional system of justice at the village or
urban neighborhood level where litigants present their civil cases for judgment be-
fore a village chief, neighborhood chief, or council of wise men. The dividing line be-
tween the lormal and informal justice systems is vague, and a case may be referred
from the formal to the traditional system to ensure compliance by all parties with
the judicial ruling. Conversely, if a case cannot be resolved to the satisfaction of all

parties in the traditional system, it may be referred to the formal system for adju-
dication.

Suspected criminals, notably thieves, are sometimes beaten to death by victims
and others with the tacit approval of police authorities. On a few occasions, this

practice was directed against law enforcement officials. On March 30, when a cus-

toms agent, Seydouba Soumah, shot and killed Mamadou Cello Diallo, a truck driv-

er whom he suspected of smuggling cigarettes, citizens in the vicinity beat the agent
and left him for dead. When family and friends of the driver found the agent in a
hospital, they threw him out a fourth-story window, killing him. The Interior Min-
istry publicly denounced this resort to summary justice, but no one was tried or
punished for such practices in 1992.
The administration of justice is plagued by numerous problems, including: a

shortage of magistrates (who generally are poorly trained) and lawyers (39 in all),

an out-dated and over-restrictive le^al code, and corruption. There are also allega-
tions of nepotism in the administration of justice, with relatives of influential mem-
bers of the Government being virtually above the law.
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f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—In pub-
lic statements the Government stresses the inviolability of the home. However, in-

terference in citizens' lives continues, primarily through police harassment. It is

widelv believed that security officials monitor mail and telephone calls. Judicial
search warrants are required by law, but these procedures are frequently ignored
or not strictly followed.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom ofSpeech and Press.—^The Government has stated publicly that it sup-
ports free speech and a free press, and the new Constitution promises an unspec-
ified degree of fi^edom of expression, subject to limitation by law and regulation.
The new press law, while proclaiming freedom of the press and communications, is

narrow and restrictive, prohibiting communications which offend the President, in-
cite to violence, result in discrimination or hatred, or disturb the public peace. Sedi-
tious cries or chants uttered in public are also prohibited. The law permits the ar-
rest of publishers, authors, printers, and vendors in all of the above cases. Defama-
tion and slander are also criminal offenses under the press law. Only one journalist
was charged with violations of this law in 1992. Foday Sadiku Fofana, correspond-
ent for the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) and Reuters, was detained on
October 21 in connection with an October 3 BBC report he had filed on the depar-
ture of Laberians who, he indicated, had received militant training in Guinea. On
November 18, he was chaived before the Court of First Instance in Conakry with
working as a journalist without credentials and with calumnious defamation of the
Government. On November 25, the Court found him innocent of both charges, and
he was released. Captain Panival Bangoura initiated a criminal defamation case
against Jean Soumaoro, publisher of the independent newspaper, L'Union. The de-
fendant has not been detained, but under the press law, could be sentenced to up
to six months in jail and/or fined up to $1,100.
The Government owns and operates the electronic news media, as well as the offi-

cial newspaper, Horoya. Reporters, who tire government employees, practice self-

censorship in order to protect their jobs. The Ministry of Communication continues
to act as overseer of the state-owned media, but censorship appears to have dimin-
ished in 1992 with the emei^gence of independent newspapers. A National Commu-
nications Council (CNC) was created in October to regulate the journalism profes-
sion and assure impartiality in the media, including allocation of equal time to elec-
toral candidates. Tne CNC includes representatives of the President, the Supreme
Court, journalists, librarians, and printers.
A number of new independent journals—one weekly and the rest monthlies—were

launched in 1992, despite continuing technical and financial difficulties. Some are
linked with opposition parties while others offer news and criticism of both the Gov-
ernment and the opposition.

Several political tracts, both signed and unsigned, that included specific criticisms
of the President and other officials, were distributed widely in Conakry and other
regions. Foreign publications, some of which include criticism of the Government,
circulated freely in Guinea. There was no known attempt to interfere with foreign
radio broadcasts.

b. Freedom of Peacefid Assembly and Association.—Public gatherings may take
place only with prior notification to the Government. The Penal Code bans any
meeting that has an ethnic or racial character or any gathering "whose nature
threatens national unity." On July 29, the Interior Ministry suspended all marches
and demonstrations until the law on demonstrations was promulgated on September
17. Several dozen would-be participants in a planned opposition march on Aiigust
27 were taken into police custody, questioned, and subsequently released. The mte-
rior Minister, whose Ministry registers both political parties and civic organizations,
said that oivanizations other than political parties should not engage in political ac-
tivity. The Interior Ministry suspended three civic organizations for participating in
an unauthorized Julv 25 March in Conakry (see Section 4).
Under the September 17 law, local administrative authorities may cancel a march

or meeting if they have grounds to believe that public order will be threatened be-
cause of a recent political or social event, or because an opposing organization is
planning a simultaneous event nearby. Organizers of the event may be held crimi-
nally liable if there is violence or destruction of property. Since the law went into
effect, political parties have held many rallies but no marches.

Political parties must provide infonnation on their founding members and produce
internal statutes and political platforms which are consistent with the Constitution
before the Government will recognize them. All 42 parties applying for official rec-
ognition received it. Many held rallies throughout tne countryside without govern-
ment interference.
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The Grovemment encourages the formation of nonpolitical professional oi^aniza-

tions, whose numbers continue to increase.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Religious groups enjoy religious freedom and tolerance.

An estimated 85 percent of the population is Muslim. There is no official state reli-

gion, and the preamble of the new Constitution declares Guinea to be a secular

state. The Government observes major Christian and Muslim holid^s. Foreign mis-

sionaries, both Catholic and Protestant, operate freely in Guinea. The state-owned

radio and television stations provide regular air time for both Christian and Muslim
broadcasts.
The Government and the quasi-governmental National Islamic League (LIN) have

spoken out against the proliieration of "pseudo-sects generating confusion and devi-

ation" (within Guinean Islam) but have not restricted these groups. The new Con-
stitution provides religious communities the &«edom to administer themselves with-

out state interference.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Guineans are free to travel within the country and to change their

f>lace of residence and work; in practice, however, travelers face harassment by po-

ice and military roadblocks, particularly late at night. It is common for citizens to

pay bribes to avoid police harassment. Foreign travel is permitted, although the
Government retains tne ability to limit it for political reasons. Moreover, except for

women of independent means, women must have written permission from their hus-
bands in order to obtain a passport.

According to a November census, about 485,000 Liberians and Sierra Leoneans
have sought refuge in Guinea, mostly in the forest region. An additional 80,000 peo-

ple previously counted as refugees were determined to be Guinean nationals who
had been living in Liberia and Sierra Leone and who were displaced by the conflicts

there. The (Government continues to work closely with the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and many other international and nongovern-
mental organizations to provide food and shelter.

Following several criminal incidents in Conakry, allegedly involving refugees, the

Government ordered the relocation of approximately 1,(X)0 refugees from Conakry
to the forest region. However, the UNHCfR was already in the nrocess of transfer-

ring these refugees, because adequate assistance was not available in Conakiy.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

In 1992 Guinean citizens did not have the right and ability to change their gov-

ernment through democratic procedures. The President, his Cabinet and the presi-

dentially appointed Legislature (CTRN) wielded full powers of government. Com-
petitive National Assembly elections were to be held Tor the first time since inde-

pendence on December 27 but were postponed to early 1993 because of delays in

the financing and implementation of necessary preparations, notably the completion
of a national census upon which voter rolls could be based. There were reports that

the preliminary census results showed wide discrepancies between population and
registered voters in a number of areas. The Constitution provides that assembly and
presidential elections be held at least every 5 years.

There are no legal restrictions on women or minorities in voting. One jpolitical

party is headed by a woman. Three of the 18 members of the Cabinet, 3 oi the 16

members of the Supreme Court, and 2 of the 11 members of the CTRN are women.
There were accusations throughout the year that the progovemment Unity and

Progress Party (PUP) received state resources to support its campaigns, and that

the (jovemment pressured civil servants to support—or not openly oppose—the

PUP. Opposition party members were harassed by both the PUP and military per-

sonnel. Violence in Kamsar (see Section l.a.) was said to have been started by PUP
youth who went on a rampage in the market. Opposition leaders complained
throughout the year that, although government officials would generally hear out
opposition concerns in formal settings, there was no flexibility or openness to signifi-

cant modifications in preelection procedures.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are four local nongovernmental organizations in Guinea that are primarily

interested in human rights issues: the Guinean Organization for Human Rights
(OGDH), the Guinean Association for the Defense of Human Rights (AGDH), the
Children of the Victims of Camp Boiro, and the Association of Victims of Repression
(AVR). The OGDH is interested in legal and civil rights as well as such social and
economic rights as education and employment. The OGDH is best known for its

president's feadership role in the opposition National Democratic Forum. The OGDH
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was not officially registered with the Interior Ministry; that Ministry suspended the
OGDH from operation after its members participated in an unauthorized but peace-
ful m£urch on July 25. The Children of the Victmis of Camp Boiro, the main deten-
tion center for political prisoners during the Sekou Toure presidency, became an of-

ficially recognized civic organization in 1991. In addition to seeking restitution of

losses for the families of those who died at Camp Boiro, this organization began
planning a center to collect and disseminate information about human ri^ts viola-

tions committed in Guinea, with a view to preventing future violations. In 1992 the
organization filed suit in court for restitution against the Democratic Party of Guin-
ea (PDG), previously led by the late President Sekou Toure, after the PDG
reemerged as a legally recognized entity.

The AVR is concerned primarily with investigating and obtaining restitution for

those who were imprisoned, tortured or killed in the wake of the July 4, 1985 coup
attempt. The AVR filed suit with the Supreme Court against President Conte and
others who were government oflicials at tnat time. This officially registered organi-
zation also was suspended after some of its members participated in the July 25
march. The AGDH was created and officially recognized in 1992; it publicized infor-

mation on cases of human rights violations and sought to call international atten-

tion to the suspension of the right to demonstrate.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

While racial or ethnic discrimination is prohibited by the Constitution and the
Penal Code, ethnic identification is strong in Guinea, and mutual suspicion affects

relations across ethnic lines, in and out of Government. The Cabinet includes rep-
resentatives of all major ethnic groups. A disproportionate number of police are
Malinke, former President Toure's ethnic group, while a disproportionate number of
senior militaiy officers are Soussou, the ethnic group of President Conte. There were
some incidents of interethnic violence; the case of the customs agent (see Section
I.e.) had strong ethnic tones. In N'25erekore in November, violence erupted after an
ethnic Peuhl was killed, allegedly by a police officer. There were reports that other
Peuhl had been murdered in recent weeks. Citizens of Burkina Faso allegedly were
detained without charge as a result of fears about their invovlement in the Liberian
conflict.

Although the Constitution provides for the equality of sexes, women face discrimi-
nation in Guinea. Particularly in rural areas, opportunities for women are limited
by custom and the demands of subsistence farming, much of which is performed by
women. The Government has affirmed the principle of equal pay for equal work, but
in practice women receive less pay than men in most jobs. In education, according
to a United Nations Development Program report for 1991, females receive only 20
percent as much schooling as males. Women also faced discrimination in certain of-

ficial matters, such as the requirement for a male relative's permission to travel.

Many women were attacked and dozens of them were raped during several days of
violence in Conakry in April. The violence began after rumors circulated that a for-

eigner had paid Guinean women to engage in oestiaUty. Police detained over 40 sus-
pects, but none were formally charged.

Violence against women, mainly wife beating, is a criminal offense and constitutes
grounds for divorce under civil law; however, police rarely intervene in domestic dis-

putes. Socied workers in Guinea say that wife beating occurs, but they differ as to
the extent of the problem. The issue received some exposure in locally produced tele-

vision dramas but is not mentioned in the press or given governmental attention.
Female genital mutilation (circumcision) is widespread and practiced among the
three main religious groups in Guinea: Muslims, Christians, and animists. Accord-
ing to an independent expert in the field, the percentage of Guinean women who
have undergone this procedure mav be as high as 60 percent. The current genera-
tion of parents is less supportive of this custom, but grandmothers frequently insist

on the circumcision of a granddaughter, even when the parents are opposed. The
most dangerous form of circumcision, infibulation, is not practiced.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Guinea's Labor Code, drafted with the assistance of
the International Labor Organization (ILO) and promulgated in January 1988,
states that all woricers (except military and paramilitary) nave the right to create
and participate in organizations that defend and develop their individual and collec-
tive rights as workers. At least two independent unions, the General Workers Union
of Guinea (UGTG) and the Free Union of Teachers and Researchers of Guinea
(SLECG), have emerged since the new Labor Code ended the previously existing
trade union monopol;^ system. The Labor Code requires elected worker representa-
tives for any enterprise employing 25 or more salaried workers. In practice, most
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workers stUl belong to the post-Marxist National Confederation of Guinean Woricers
(CNTG), which is funded by the State. In 1992 the union leadership began to imple-
ment a check-off system of dues collection designed to increase the Confederation's
freedom from government control.

The Labor Code grants salaried workers, including public sector civilian employ-
ees, the right to strike 10 days after their representative union makes known their

intention to strike. In sectors affecting "essential services" (e.g., hospitals, schools,

media, and bakeries) some provisions for a minimal level of service may be required,

though it is not clear how this principle is to be applied. Bank workers went on
strike for one week in March. The seven workers arrested in Kamsar in October
1991 for illegally striking at the Compagnie de Bauxite de Guinee (CBG) were con-
victed but released pending an appeal.

Unions may freely associate with international labor groups, but the only notable
afdliations are those the CNTG maintains in African regional trade union organiza-
tions. Tlie UGTG has applied for membership in the International Confederation of
Free Trade Unions.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Under the Labor Code, rep-

resentative workers' unions or union groups may organize the workplace and nego-

tiate with employers or employer organizations. Collective bargaining for wages and
salaries is protected by law, and antiunion discrimination is prohibited. Work rules

and work hours established by the employer are to be developed in consultation

with union delegates. Union delegates are to represent individual and collective

claims and grievances before the employer. Individual workers threatened with dis-

missal or ouier sanctions have the right to a hearing before the employer with a
union representative present. The Conakry Labor Court convenes weekly to hear
such cases; in the interior, civil courts hear the cases.

There are no export processing zones in Guinea.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Labor Code specifically for-

bids forced or compulsory labor, and there is no evidence of its practice.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum age for employment
under the new Code is 16 years. However, apprentices may start at 14. Workers and
apprentices under the age of 18 are not permitted to work at ni^t, for more than
12 consecutive hours, or on Sundays. The Labor Code states that the Minister of
Labor and Social Affairs must maintain a list of occupations in which women and
youth under 18 may not be employed. Enforcement, however, by Ministry inspectors

is limited to laree firms in the modem sector of the economy; children of all ages
work on family farms and in small trades. In practice, no minimum years of school-

ing are required; fewer than one-third of school-age chUdren attend school.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The Government has not yet enacted minimum
wage legislation, but the Labor Code provides for the eventual establishment by de-

cree of a guaranteed minimum hourly wage. There are also provisions for overtime
and night wages which are fixed percentages of the regular wage. According to the
Labor Code, regular work is not to exceed 10-hour days or 48-hour weeks, with a
40-hour workweek being the norm. The minimum weekly day of rest must be 24
consecutive hours, usuafly on Sunday. Every salaried worker has the right to an an-
nual paid vacation accumulated at the rate of at least 2.5 workdays per month of
service.

The Labor Code contains provisions of a general nature respecting occupational
safety and health, but the Government has not yet elaborated a set of practicable
workplace health and safety standards. Neither has it as yet issued any of the min-
isterial orders laying out the specific requirement for certain occupations and for

certain methods of work that are called for in the Labor Code. The Ministry of
Labor and Social Affairs is responsible for enforcing labor standards, and its inspec-
tors are empowered to suspend work immediately in situations hazardous to health.

However, enforcement remained more of a goal than a reality. Labor inspectors ac-

knowledge that they cannot even cover Conakry, much less the entire country, with
their small staffs and meager budgets.

GUINEA-BISSAU

The Republic of Guinea-Bissau is led by Greneral Joao Bernardo Vieira, who
serves as Head of State, President of the Council of State, Commander-in-Chief, and
General Secretary of Guinea-Bissau's previously sole legal political party, the Afri-

can Party for the Independence of Guinea-Bissau and Cape Verde (PAIGC). In elec-

tions held in June 1989, Vieira, the only candidate, was elected for a second 5-year
term as President. Effective power and day-to-day decisions rest in the hands of the
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President and the Council of State. Growing pressures for political reform resulted

in the legalization of eight new opposition parties during 1992, bringing the total

number of parties to 11. A Transitional Multiparty Commission was also established

to organize presidential and legislative elections for 1993.

The armed forces (FARP) are responsible for state security, both external and in-

ternal. Persons accused of political crimes and members of the armed forces are

tried in military tribunals. Total military expenditures for 1989, the last year for

which the U.S. Anns Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed analy-

sis, were roughly estimated to be between $1 million and $5 million. There are no
indications that efforts will be made to reduce these expenditures in the near future.

The police and internal security forces were responsible for human rights abuses in

1992.
Guinea-Bissau's population of 1 million is engaged largely in subsistence agri-

culture. There are some exports of cashews, lumber, and fish. Following the Govern-

ment's failed postindependence efforts to exercise central control over the economy,
the PAIGC started liberalizing in 1986. The International Monetary Fund and
World Bank restructuring agreements led to some improvement in the economic sit-

uation. However, in 1992 the economy remained weak, as a lack of monetary and
fiscal control fiieled inflationary pressures and eroded purchasing power.

Although some progress was made, human rights remained circumscribed in 1992.

Implementation of legislation providing for the formation of opposition parties, free-

dom of expression, and labor reforms moved forward. The Government, however,

continued its practice of arbitrary detentions, physical mistreatment, and other

forms of harassment, targeting particularly supporters of opposition political parties.

Police and security forces are rarely tried and punished for abuses.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—In September Usumane Quade, a
military officer, was beaten to death after police detained him on charges of arms
trafficking. Seven police and security officers were arrested for involvement in

Quade's death and in October were brought before a military court. The trial had
not concluded by year's end.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no known cases of disappearance.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Constitution prohibits cruel and inhuman punishment, and evidence obtained

through torture or other coercion is invalid. However, these constitutional provisions

are rarely enforced. Security authorities sometimes employ abusive interrogation

methods, usually in the form of severe beatings, and are rarely punished (see Sec-

tion l.a.). Prison conditions are poor.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—The Guinea-Bissau legal system provides

for procedural rights, such as the right to counsel, the right to be released ifcharges

are not brought within a short period of time, and the right to a speedy trial. How-
ever, the judicial system generally fails to provide adequate protection for these

rights. Arrests are frequently arbitrary, and the use of arrest warrants is the excep-

tion rather than the rule. Bail procedures are observed erratically.

The Government frequently holds persons without charge or trial, sometimes for

extended periods of time, and occasionally incommunicado. The security services

continue to have the administrative power to detain suspects without reference to

judicial authority, often through the device of house arrest. In September the Grov-

emment detained without charge and interrogated four soldiers for their role in

writing a letter to the Minister of Defense protesting poor salaries and living condi-

tions.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Traditional law still prevails in most rural areas,

and many urban dwellers bring judicial disputes to traditional counselors to avoid

the costs and hassles associated with the official legal system. With some excep-

tions, the official judicial system is based on the Portuguese model. Because of low
salaries and a lack of training, judges are sometimes subject to political pressures.

Defendants have the right to private counsel or may choose to be represented by
a court-appointed attorney who generally receives no pay. Judges' determination as

to who is given axxess to accusatory material and witnesses is frequently arbitrary.

Trials involving state security are conducted by military tribunals and are usually

not open to outside observers. Members of the armed forces are tried by militaiy

courts for all offenses. The Supreme Court is the final court of appeal for both civil-

ian and militaiy cases, except those involving national security matters. In this in-

stance the Council of State reviews all decisions.

61-307 0-93-5
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There appear to be no political detainees or prisoners in Guinea-Bissau. Rumors
have circulated that five persons are or were being kept under house arrest in the

Bijagos Islands for political reasons, but there is no substantiating evidence.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Con-

stitutional guarantees of the inviolability of domicile, person, and correspondence

are not always respected.

International and domestic mail may be subject to surveillance, and police some-

times enter homes without proper warrants. Membership in the PAIGC, while not

required, plays a role in government appointments and promotion opportunities.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Restrictions remain on freedom of speech and
press. Freedom of the press was enhanced with the emergence of two private news-

papers and increased access to television and radio air time. A wide range of public

opinion was reflected in the media. However, journalists continued to practice some
setcensorship, at times criticizing only persons who were already known to have
lost the President's support. On two occasions, citizens' access to radio call-in shows
discussing political themes was limited by government interference.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Although the Constitution

guarantees freedom of assembly and association, governmental approval is required

for all assemblies and demonstrations. Several opposition parties held legal political

rallies in 1992, but in at least one case the Government refused to give a permit

for a demonstration. In February five members of an opposition party were beaten

and then refiised hospital treatment. They had been detained while publicizing a

planned opposition rally.

With some difficulty eidit new political parties and several professional associa-

tions with no ties to the PAIGC were legalized. Several of these conducted effective

nationwide membership campaigns. Police and security forces harassed and intimi-

dated opposition forces with detentions and physical mistreatment.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Religious freedom is provided for in the Constitution and
respected in practice. Christians, Muslims, and animists worship freely, and pros-

el3rtizing is permitted. Religious groups must be licensed by the Government, but

there were no reports of groups being refused licenses in 1992.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—Citizens are allowed to move freely throughout Guinea-Bissau, al-

though 1992 saw a sli^t increase in the number of informal police checkpoints

along major roads in the capital. Foreign travel is not restricted, nor is citizenship

revoked for political reasons. Over the past three decades a considerable number of

persons have emigrated for economic reasons.

Approximately 5,000 Senegalese refugees who fled into northern Guinea-Bissau in

1990 and 1991 remain in the area. The Government continued to work with various

international donors to provide for the basic health and nutritional needs of the ref-

ugees. No pressure is placed on refugees to return to Senegal; most indicate that

they intend to remain in Guinea-Bissau indefinitely.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Although citizens were not yet free to change the Government, some progress was
made toward elections planned for 1993. Meanwhile, increasing expectations of po-

liticed liberalization outpaced actual reforms during much of 1992; opposition parties

vied with the PAIGC to determine who would control the pace of reform, and citi-

zens openly debated the attributes of various presidential candidates.

In August a multiparty commission was appointed, thus providing some hope that
work could begin on a new electoral code and on plans for a census as precursors

to voter registration. The first decision of the commission was to postpone elections

until the first cpiarter of 1993; the President had previously suggested that the first

round of legislative elections could be held in November 1992. Opposition leaders
were harassed (see Section 2.b.), and continued to complain that decisions were
being made without consultation.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The Guinea-Bissau Human Rights League, formed in 1991, continued its criti-

cisms of the Government, calling for an end to torture and for an improvement of
prison conditions. The Government neither openly discouraged the league's activities

nor responded to charges leveled by the group.
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Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

While officially prohibited by law, including the Constitution, discrimination

against women persists. Within certain ethnic groups, especially the Fulas and
ftfandinkas, female genital mutilation (circumcision) is still a widespread practice

despite official prohibition and educational campaigns. Women are responsible for

much of the work on subsistence farms, and they have Umited access to education,

especially in rural areas. While there are some high-ranking women in the Gkivem-
ment, and a Ministry for the Advancement of Women exists, governmental authority

remains overwhelmingly in the hands of men.
Physical violence, including wife beating, is an accepted means of settling domes-

tic disputes in all ethnic groups. While police will intervene in domestic disputes if

requested, the Government has not undertaken specific measures to raise the public

consciousness of women or to reduce violence against them.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—^The Constitution grants workers the freedom to form
and join independent trade unions, and legislation approved in late 1991 enumer-
ates the rights and obligations of new unions. In 1992 two unions disassociated

themselves from the National Trade Union Confederation (UNTG) and negotiated
directly with government employers. The UNTG, previously the onlv labor entity in
Guinea-Bissau and more of a mass party organization than an independent union,
made initial steps in late 1992 to reorganize and more effectively represent workers'
interests through its member unions.
For most of 1992, as in past years, the UNTG was neither aggressive nor effective

in promoting woAer rights. However, the UNTG did officially support legal strikes

initiated by teachers and employees of the Port Authority, the municipality of

Bissau, and the television station. Manv groups took advantage of the right to

strike, including sanitation workers, teachers, and gravediggers. In September sev-

eral city workers demonstrating for better salaries were beaten by local police. Pub-
lic employees' complaints over low salaries and poor working conditions led to sev-

eral cases of arbitrary detention and harassment.
The UNTG is affiliated with the Communist-dominated World Federation of

Trade Unions. Unions legally have and do exercise the right to affiliate freely with
national confederations and international labor organizations of their choice. Guin-
ea-Bissau unions cultivate contacts with a wide range of labor organizations world-
wide.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The Constitution does not
provide for nor protect the right to bargain collectively, and in practice there were
no instances of genuine collective bargaining in 1992. In the small private sector,

the scarcity of salaried jobs forces employees to focus on obtaining and keeping em-
ployment and allows employers to set wages. In the public sector, the newness of

several independent labor unions and internal problems in the UNTG allowed the
Government to dominate discussions on public workers' salaries. The UNTG and
two independent unions did, however, successfully engage in several direct salary

negotiations with government employers in 1992.
The Government's provision for the protection of workers against antiunion dis-

crimination has very little effect in Guinea-Bissau, where membership in labor

unions is very low. Despite pressure from the International Labor Organization, no
laws were adopted in 1992 to establish penal sanctions against employers practicing

such discrimination.

There are no export processing zones in Guinea-Bissau.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is not

permitted by law and was not known to exist in 1992.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The General Labor Act of 1986 es-

tablished a minimum age of 14 for general factory labor and 18 for heavy or dan-
gerous labor, including all labor in mines. These minimum age requirements are

generally followed in the small wage sector, but there is minimal enforcement by
uie Ministry of Administrative Reiorm, Civil Service and Labor in other sectors.

Children in rural communities do domestic and field work for no pay. The Govern-
ment does not attempt to discourage this practice and, in fact, delays the opening
of schools until the rice harvesting season ends.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Legal standards for workers established

through the cooperation of the Ministry of Administrative Reform, Civil Service, and
Labor and the UNTG are adopted into law by the National Assembly. However,
these standards are not enforced in a uniform and comprehensive manner. The max-
imum number of hours permitted in a normal workweek is 45. Regulations which
provide the right to compensation for job-related disabilities are not regularly en-

forced. Although not consistently enforced, a minimum wage is mandated by the
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Ministry of Civil Service for government employees. The wage is inadequate to

maintain even a minimum standard of living, and workers must supplement their

income through other business, reliance on the extended family, and subsistence ag-

riculture.

KENYA

After 10 years as a de jure one-party state, Kenya reintroduced multiparty democ-
racy in December 1991. However, Kenyan President Daniel T. arap Moi continued

to control a governing system in which power was centered in the OfRce of the

President. The unicameraJ legislature is empowered constitutionally to pass all laws

but in practice is controlled through the ruling Kenya African National Union
(KANU) party and the President and wields virtually no independent power. Be-
cause the President has authority over judicial tenure, the court system too has
been beholden to the Office of the President.

Kenya held general elections on December 29 for the Presidency, Members of Par-
liament (MP.'s), and local government officials; however, the conduct of these elec-

tions left unclear the abUity of the Kenyan people to change their government by
democratic means. International monitoring groups reported serious procedural
faults in the preelection period and vote-coUnting operation. For example, the Gov-
ernment delayed in responding to issues concerning domestic monitors, ballots, and
boxes and the registration of some parties. It showed an intolerance of the political

opposition inconsistent with political pluralism. A statement issued by one observer

mission called the electoral process "seriously flawed" and indicated that these flaws
"raised questions about the validity of the election." Nevertheless, large numbers of

Kenyans voted in what was the first multiparty balloting in recent Kenyan history

which resulted in the election of many opposition candidates.
Kenya has a large internal security apparatus that includes the police Criminal

Investigation Department (CID), the paramilitary General Services Unit (GSU), and
the Directorate of Security and Intelligence (DSI or Special Branch). The CID and
Special Branch investigate criminal activity and also monitor persons the State con-

siders subversive. The internal security apparatus has been used to intimidate and
harass politicians, opponents of the Goveroment, and dissidents, sometimes employ-
ing torture or other mistreatment. Kenya's total military expenditures for 1989, the
last year for which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a
detailed analysis, were $210 million. Due to economic problems, the Government
has been initiating efforts to reduce these expenditures.
Kenya's economy, despite the dominance of public and state-owned enterprises, in-

cludes a well-developed private sector for trade and light manufacturing as well as
an agricultural sector that provides food for local consumption and substantial ex-

ports of coffee, tea, and other commodities. Kenya's tourism industry surpasses cof-

fee and tea exports as the top foreign exchange earner but suffered reduced growth
in 1992, in part because of concerns over political violence and an upsurge in crime.
The rate of economic growth declined in 1992, and a persistently high population
growth rate contributed to a serious and growing problem of unemployment.
Kenyans are free to engage in private economic activity and own property, with lim-

ited government interference.

Although basic freedoms were more widely exercised in Kenya than in the recent

past, the Government continued seriously to abridge human rights in 1992. Follow-
ing mass protests within the country and pressure from foreign donors, the Govern-
ment acquiesced in the reestablishment of a multiparty political system (after 29
years of one-party rule). As a result, political opposition parties were legally able
to form, to put forth candidates, and to present their views; further, the Goverment
permitted greater latitude in freedoms of speech and press, assembly, and fair trial.

However, these same freedoms were undercut by the Government's unwillingness
to implement reform measures uniformly and its repeated eflbrts to inhibit legiti-

mate opposition activities. Among the most egregious abuses was government-in-
spired or -assisted violence which was directed both at political opponents and at
certain ethnic groups and which resulted in hundreds oi casualties and thousands
of displaced persons. While freedoms of speech and press are protected by the Con-
stitution, in practice the Government used the assets of the State, including the ju-
dicial system, to clamp down on dissent. There were many incidents of arrest on
grounds of rumormongering, sedition, incitement to violence, and the like, which
were political in nature.
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RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^The most serious human rights

issue in 1992 was that of the so-called tribal clashes in several regions in which 800
people were killed and thousands made homeless. In September 1991, a group of

Rift Valley KANU politicians attended a political rally at which they purported to

"ban" members of tne opposition from entering the Rift Valley and threatened re-

prisals against Kikuyus, Luos, and Luhyas resident in those areas because they
were presumed to support opposition parties. Without any rebuke from President

Moi or other high level government ofncials, KANU M.P.'s continued in 1992 to en-

courage the heightening of tribal tensions by making threats and issuing ulti-

matums.
For example, in June Minister of Local Government William Ole Ntimama de-

clared at a public meeting that non-Maasais in Narok (a traditionallv Maasai area
southwest of Nairobi with a growing non-Maasai population) who did not own land
or property there would not oe allowed to vote. The next week Maasai "warriors"

attacked mkuyus at a voting registration center in Narok, killing three and injuring

four more. Although many opposition members were arrested lor inciting violence,

no action was taken against Ntimama. Tribal fighting, which began with sporadic

incidents as early as &ptember 1991, reached a peak in April and later continued
on a smaller scale. In sections of the Rift Valley and the West, so-called Kalenjin
warriors tai^eted residents of other ethnic groups, especially Kikuyus, Luos, and
Luhyas, burning homes and farms and terrorizing people into fleeing the area.

Many observers charged that the Government instigated the clashes to prove its

oft-repeated assertion mat political pluralism would inevitably lead to tribal vio-

lence and political instability. A consequence of the clashes was the displacement
of thousanas of voters from tribally mixed, key electoral districts. Residency require-

ments for voter registration were enforced during the June/July registration period,

thus disenfranchising the displaced.
According to a report by the nation's largest religious body, the National Council

of Churches of Kenya (NCCK), a report of the Catholic bishops, and the findings

of the parliamentary Kiliku Commission, high-level government officials organized
and carried out a systematic campaign of ethnic terror in parts of Rift valley,

Nyanza, Western, and Central provinces. The reports charge that government offi-

cials provided financing for armed groups, government vehicles were used to trans-

port niters, and coim)atants were hidden on private farms. The Kiliku report,

which names former minister Nicholas Biwott, Vice President George Saitoti, and
a number of government and KANU officials (thourfi not Moi, who nas denied in-

volvement) as the chief culprits, was rejected by Parliament on October 14. The vote

was far from unanimous, a highly unusual occurrence, but further official investiga-

tion or indictments seemed unlikely.

The Government made little progress in the case against the killer (or killers) of

former Minister of Foreign Affairs Robert Ouko. Jonah Anguka, held without bail

since late 1991, stands solely accused of the killing. President Moi terminated a spe-

cial investigation, and the Government suddenly dropped charges against two
former senior-level officials, minister Nicholas Biwott and internal security chief

Hezekiah Ovugi, shortly after they had been identified as chief suspects. Anguka
was finally brou^t to trial in October, but an agreement between the prosecution
and defense resulted in an adjournment until January 18. Opposition politicians

charged that the Grovemment had delayed bringing the case against Anguka be-

cause it feared evidence would be introduced implicating hij^-level government fig-

ures in the killing.

In March, while tribal clashes were occurring in western Kenya, police in Kisumu
responded to rock throwing by jeering crowds by shooting at least a dozen unarmed
Kenyans, killing two, and beating bystanders at random. Police violence in response

to civil disturbances continued to be a problem, as in Mombasa in May, when police

killed four bystanders and injured dozens of others in demonstrations surrounding
the arrest of Muslim religious figures, including sheik Khalid SaUm Balala.

On May 10, Rosemary Nyaniura died in police custody at the Kasarani police

station. TTie Kenya Federation of Women Lawyers (FIDA/K) released a postmortem
report charging that Ms. Nyamura had bled to death after suffering a ruptured
spleen and ki£ieys. TTie Government failed to investigate adequately charges that
she was beaten to death in detention.
During 1992 there was an increase in the already alarming number of public exe-

cutions by civilians. Mob justice in the form of community revenge on local bandits,

apprehension of street criminals, or the burning of those accused of sorcery, claimed
almost 500 lives. The conduct of security forces was mixed, as some police officers
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braved violence themselves to rescue would-be victims, while in other incidents

there were reports of police turning a blind eye to such activity.

b. Disappearance.—There were no reports of disappearances.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Torture is proscribed under the Constitution, but police brutality and abuse of pris-

oners continued in 1992, including credible evidence of torture presented before the

courts.
Former political prisoners consistently and credibly reported abuses in prison.

Methods of torture used in past years, including flooded cells and beatings, contin-

ued to be employed. There were credible reports that police tortured at least one
of the four prisoners in the Koigi wa Wamwere treason case; methods included

bums and inserting pins under his fingernails.

International human rights and opposition groups protested the treatment of

Rumba Kinuthia, one of the treason suspects along witn Wamwere. Kinuthia, who
suffers from high blood pressure, was chained to his hospit£il bed 23 hours a day.

He was also denied medical treatment prescribed bv his doctors but unavailable in

Kenyatta National Hospital. His condition reportedly resulted from numerous beat-

ings he received while in custody. In light of his condition, his attorneys made re-

peated but unsuccessful requests for bail. Kinuthia has been awaiting trial since

1990.
Conditions in prison are harsh. Standards of food and health care fall short of the

basic provisions in the Prisons Act, especially for nursing mothers, who have their

infants with them. Bedding is often in short supply and toilet facilities are often in-

adequate. Torture in prison is rare, though beating of suspects in police custody con-

tinues, often to coerce confessions. Sexual abuse is common in Kenyan prisons and
rarely punished. Prisoners have been incarcerated in cells reserved for the crimi-

nally insane, especially as punishment for political offenses. Women prisoners are

subject to the same harsh prison conditions as men but are subject to even greater

sexual abuse.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—The Constitution provides that most ar-

rested or detained persons (other than those detained under the Preservation of

Public Security Act or PPSA) shall be brought before a court "as soon as is reason-

ably practicable," which would be within 24 hours of the arrest or from the start

of detention.
The Constitution was amended in 1988 to allow the police to hold people sus-

pected of capital offenses for 14 days before being brougnt before a court. Capital
offenses include such crimes as murder and treason. In practice, suspects of all

tjrpes are often held incommunicado for 2 to 3 weeks before being brought before
a court. Often, family members bring law suits to compel authorities to produce
"missing" prisoners.

Kenya's PPSA allows the State to detain a j>erson indefinitely without charges or

trial upon a determination "that it is necessary for the preservation of public secu-

rity." "Preservation of public security" includes "prevention and suppression of rebel-

lion, mutiny, violence, intimidation, disorder and crime, unlawful attempts and con-

spiracies to overthrow the Government or the constitution," and several other
grounds. No persons were detained under the PPSA in 1992. Furthermore, the
courts evidenced an increased willingness to grant bail in political cases.

In June the Court of Appeals reversed the convictions of George Anyona and his

three codefendants for sedition in a 1991 trial that depended heavily on question-
able evidence. They had been released on bail 4 montns earlier by Justice Oguk,
who said the offense for which they were convicted was politically motivated and
that he was convinced their pending appeal had an overwhelming cnance of success.

Also in June, the Attorney Gfeneral withdrew charges against four of the seven men
arrested in October 1990 along with Koigi wa Wamwere on sedition charges. The
trial of wa Wamwere and his remaining tnree codefendants began on December 23.

But the Government continued to use arrest and detention, particularly on sedi-

tion and rumormongering chaises, to harass opposition figures or those critical of
government policies. No convictions resulted from those cases. In some instances, no
charges were brought; in others, the accused were released on bail. The most promi-
nent incident took place at a January 10 Nairobi press conference, in which a num-
ber of members of^ the Forum for the Restoration of Democracy (FORD) accused
President Moi of planning to turn over the Government to the military (see Section
2.a.). They were arrested on charges of rumormongering—charges that are still

pending before the court.

Njenga Mungai, the M.P. for Molo district until his resignation to join the Demo-
cratic Party (E)P), was brought in for questioning after he accused the Government
of conniving with Kalenjins to attack Kikuyus during the tribal clashes, a charge
later made Dy the reports compiled by the NCCK, the Catholic bishops, and the par-
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liamentary Kiliku Committee itself. Mungai was subsequently charged with "incite-
ment" (charges which are still pending) and iailed. He was subsequently released
on bond and was therefore able to continue nis successful campaign for the Molo
parliamentary seat. The opposition pointed out that the Government was far from
evenhanded in bringing charges of incitement to violence, and many government fig-

ures made blatantly inflammatory statements without being charged (see Section 3).

Less influential opposition fibres were also harassed. There were numerous cases
of members of opposition parties being picked up, interrogated by police, held for
several days, and then released without charges. In one case, a witness at the Ouku
inquiry, James Matthew Onyango K'yoo, was held by the police for 6 days. He was
not charged with any offense.

There are currently no detainees held in Kenyan jails under the PPSA or other
legislation. However, there are a number of prisoners convicted in criminal cases
which seem to have been politically motivated. The Government used charges of se-
dition, incitement of violence, and rumormongering to jail political opponents and
members of the press. Though no evidence has been presented yet by the prosecu-
tion or defense, opposition and human rights groups charged that the treason trial

of former M.P. Koigi wa Wamwere and his three codefendants has no legal merit
and is politically motivated.
A number of Kenyans who went into self-exile out of fear of prosecution have re-

turned safely to Kenya, including Kiraitu Murungi, a Mem attorney now on the
FORD executive committee, and human rirfits attorney Gibson Kuria. The most fa-

mous returnee was Oginga Odinga's son Raila Odinga, who returned in January
from self-exile in Norway. He fled in October 1991 after a number of physical at-
tacks, one of which resulted in his hospitalization, and all perpetrated, according to
Odinga, by Kenyan security forces. He had been detained three separate times total-

ing almost 10 years under the PPSA.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Kenya's legal system, as defined in the Judicature

Act of 1967, is based on the Kenyan Constitution, laws passed by Parliament, and
common law or court precedent. Customary law is used as a guide in civil matters
affecting people of the same ethnic group so long as it does not conflict with statu-
tory law. Kenya does not have a jury system. The court system consists of a Court
of Appeals, a High Court, and two levels of magistrates' courts where most criminal
and civil cases originate. In 1989 High Court Justice Norbury Dugdale ruled that
the courts have no power to enforce the Kenyan Bill of Rights. In spite of numerous
legal challenges that the ruling effectively subsumes the judicial branch of govern-
ment under tne executive, his decision has not been overruled.

Civilians are tried in civilian courts, and verdicts mav be appealed to the Kenyan
High Court and ultimately to the Court of Appeals. Kenyans do not have a nght
to government-provided legal counsel except in certain capital cases. Most persons
tried for capital oflenses are provided counsel free of charge if they cannot afford
it. Military personnel are tried by courts-martial, and verdicts may be appealed. At-
torneys for military personnel are appointed on a case-by-case basis by the Chief
Justice.

The President has extensive powers over the judiciary. He appoints the Chief Jus-
tice and the Attorney General and appoints High Court judges with the advice of
the Judicial Service (Commission. His power was significantly increased through con-
stitutional amendments adopted in 1986 and 1988 which gave him discretionary au-
thority to dismiss judges, the Attorney (General, and certain other officials. In late
1990, this power of dismissal was restricted, when Parliament adopted a constitu-
tional amendment specifying that the President may only dismiss those officials

upon the recommendation of a special presidentially appointed tribunal. Some
hailed this as a restoration of the security of judicial tenure, but many lawyers criti-

cized it as inadequate to restore judicial independence and have objected to a gov-
ernment bias on the part of some justices. The amendments have not yet been test-
ed as there has been no government effort to date to remove an officer affected. Ad-
ditionally, the practice of using judges on short-term contracts is a serious threat
to their independence.
For noncapital charges, free legal aid is not generally available outside of Nairobi,

where only one overstretched organization dedicates itself solely to this service. In
the absence of legal advice from Kituo cha Sheria ('The Law Center" in Swahili),
poor people sometimes plead guilty to a variety of offenses, including political of-

fenses. Still, free legal aid is sometimes given by a number of legal organizations,
including the International Commission of Jurists (ICJ), Federation of Women Law-
yers (FIDA/K), and by private lawyers, in addition to Kituo cha Sheria.

In some cases, legislation precludes a fair trial. A relic of the colonial period, the
Chiefs Authority Act, gives low-level administration officials, called chiefs, wide-
ranging powers, including the power to arrest and hold individuals and to restrict
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a person's movement without trial. The Kenya Law Reform Commission has rec-

ommended that the law be abolished.

Defendants have occasionally been denied the right to employ legal counsel of

their choice. Kenya theoretically permits all Commonwealth lawyers to practice and
also employs British judges, including the Chief Justice. Yet in 1991, two defend-

ants, Miurgi Kariuki and Paul Muite, were denied the right to employ British bar-

risters in their defense. As of December 31, 1992, the Attorney Greneral still had not

complied with a court order of November 25, 1992, to allow Queen's Counsel Mr.
Michael Manfield to represent Kariuki (who is charged with treason along with

Koigi wa Wamwere).
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Gen-

erally, judicially issued search warrants are required and obtained, but searches

without warremts are allowed under the Constitution in certain instances "to pro-

mote the public benefit," including in security cases. Security officials also conduct
searches without warrants to apprehend suspected criminals or to seize property
suspected of having been stolen. Homes of suspected dissidents have been searched
without warrants, and evidence so obtained has been admitted to support convic-

tions. When an issue of Society magazine was impounded in January, it was con-

fiscated from the offices of the publisher before the issuance of a warrant by the

court (see Section 2.a.). Security forces reportedly employ a variety of surveillance

techniques, including electronic surveillance and a network of informers. Political

opponents have been subject to police surveillance, as have some of their visitors.

Opposition leaders and human rights monitors also charge the Government with
staging or promoting physical attacks on those critical of the Government. In April

labor leader Dennis Alcumu and FORD member James Orengo experienced similar

physical attacks which appear to have had a political motivation. Former Vice Presi-

dent Oginga Odinga alleges that his farm was burnt by government agents in Janu-
ary. The authorities have not yet identified the culprits.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—The Constitution provides for freedom of speech
and press and outlaws discrimination against any Kenyan on the grounds of politi-

cal opinion. However, there are numerous de jure and de facto restrictions and inhi-

bitions on the exercise of free speech.
The (jovemment continues to try to stifle freedom of speech by arbitrary arrest.

It brought charges of rumormongering to threaten critics but repeatedly failed to

prosecute. In January, 10 members oi FORD called a press conference to issue a
warning that President Moi planned to turn the Government over to the military.

The GJovemment arrested eight of the participants, including former Vice President
Josephat Karanja, on charges of rumormongering. Similarly, it arrested KANTJ M.P.
Njenga Mungai (who has since defected to the Democratic Party) in March and
charged him with rumormongering, following his accusations that the CJovemment
connived with Kaleniins to attack Kikuyus in Molo district, an accusation later lent

credence by the Kiliku parliamentary report. Charges were dropped soon after.

When MP Abdi Ogle tabled a report that most heads of state-owned companies were
from the President's own ethnic group, he was prevented from bringing the matter
to the floor for debate.

Kenyan church leaders are generally free to comment on religious and political

topics and are often vocal in their criticism of the Government. However, the Presi-

dent and other government figures have denounced church leaders who take stands
on public issues. For example, after the release of the National Council of Churches
of Kenya (NCCK) report on the tribal clashes, President Moi threatened the NCCK
with deregistration.

The Government introduced a sweeping new libel law, which would mandate crip-

pling minimum penalties for offenders. It would impose a minimum penalty of

$30,000 on anyone convicted in a case where the defamation or libel concerns an
offense punishable by death. Other minimum penalties are assessed for different

categories of libel. Because of the precarious financial situation of most private press
organs in Kenya, the likely effect would be to dampen press criticism of^ the (jovem-
ment and the ruling party and to restrict the overall quantity of public information
in the media.
Although there was no systematic censorship of the press during the year, the

Government attempted to set limits on public discourse and to intimidate editors
into self-censorship. After the advent of a multiparty system in late 1991, the press
began to cover political events in a more vigorous and critical spirit. National news-
papers criticized the President and his associates in terms that would have con-
stituted sedition a year earlier. Several new publications were launched. They
voiced often extreme criticism of government policies. Yet the Government continued
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to harass and intimidate the press through threats of physical violence, arbitrary

arrests, impoundment of printed material, and pressure on those making editorial

decisions.
TTie Government owns and controls the single radio station and its affiliate tele-

vision station, the Kenya Broadcasting Corporation. They typically avoid stories crit-

ical of the Government, give a large share of news time to government or ruling

party functions, and have consistentljy failed to mve equal and accurate coverage to

opposition activities. A second television station, Kenya Television Network, adheres
to self-imposed guidelines. Government influence on editorial content, both directly

and through the chairman of the board, increased markedly in 1992. Most blatantly,

on Christmas day, 1991, a Kenya Television Network (KTN) news editor was sacked
for airing a news item embarrassing to the Government, ostensibly for failing to

clear it with "authorities." The Government has not issued a license for a private

radio station, though there has been at least one application. Radio is the medium
through which most Kenyans get their news.
The KANU-owned televison outlet carries Cable News Network programs, gen-

erally without restriction, though at times stories about Kenya have been deleted.

Nairobi's extensive international press corps has not been restricted in its move-
ments or reporting. However, foreign journals containing unflattering accounts of
Kenya have been seized at the airport. A number of books remain banned, including
a Kiswahili edition of George Orwell's "Animal Farm."

TTiat said, the independent printed press, in particular the Nation and the Stand-
ard newspaper, gave extensive coverage to charges of government involvement in

tribal elates, government failure to respond to the drought conditions in the North,
allegations of linancial mismanagement or malfeasance by senior government offi-

cials, police brutality at opposition political rallies, and other stories critical of the
Government. Overall, the extension of multiparty politics gave the newspapers
much freer rein to report news items and express opinions critical of the Govern-
ment. However, the Government oilen took an adversarial stance towards the inde-

{>endent press and continued to use official intimidation to temper news content. Po-
ice held senior editors and local reporters of the Nation and the Standard for ques-
tioning, one overnight, after the two papers carried graphic reports of the ethnic
fighting in Western and Nyanza provinces. None were cnarged, but the Standard
bowed to government pressure by suspending two editors. Provincial officials and
M.P.'8 issued death threats against reporters from the Nation for writing stories

without seeking government clearance. Police have physically assaulted or otherwise
harassed reportiers covering events embarrassing to the Government.
Weekly magazines, whiwi were more strident in their criticism of the Govern-

ment, bore the brunt of the government backlash. In January police impounded an
entire issue of Society magazine, even before an injunction was obtained through
the court. 'They impounded later issues of the weekly magazine in March and again
in June, and the authorities arrested and arrai^ed the editors and the publisher
for sedition. In July the police arrested the publisher of Finance magazine on simi-

lar chaives. All were released on exorbitant bond soon after the arrest, but the At-

torney General has still not signed the prosecution orders in either case. Further,
two consecutive issues of Finance magazine were impounded by the Government in

November, the second before it had been released by the printer.

A number of academics voiced public criticism of government policies despite a
continuing government effort to control dissent among both faculty and students at

the countrjrs major universities. College students in Nairobi fougnt a losing battle

to get their Students of Nairobi University (SONU) organization recognized by the
school administration. Althou^ the organization is called for under university

rules, the Government has banned the organization off and on for years, in conjunc-

tion with variations in the level of antigovemment agitation at the school.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Freedom of assembly, while
provided for in the Constitution, is seriously limited by the Public Order and Police

Act, which gives authorities power to control public gatherings. The Act makes it

illegal to hold an unlicensed meeting of three or more persons but does not apply
to persons meeting on church property for religious purposes.

iTiough the beginning of 1992 was notable for large and peaceful opposition rallies

around the country, the Government denied official permission for many opposition
rallies, often at the last moment. For example, the authorities revoked oflicial per-

mits for DP and Kenya National Democratic Party (KENDA) rallies on May 30 at

the last minute for "security reasons." Opposition candidates were oflen barred from
speaking at public meetings in strategic electoral areas, even at meetings which had
previously received administrative approval from the Government. Opposition par-

ties were almost completely denied access to Northeast Province, for example. Local
government officers, who are responsible for the regulation of public meetings, did
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not perform impartially. The International Republican Institute elections observa-
tion team said, "The discretion and selectivity with which local administrative offi-

cials have granted licenses (for public rallies) has severely hampered the ability of
opposition parties to communicate their message to the people of Kenya." At a DP
raUy in Western Province in December, police msobeyed an order by the District Of-

ficer to shoot attendants who had assembled for an unauthorized meeting.
TTie Government and the security forces were generally hostile to demonstrations,

and police often broke up unapproved (and some approved) rallies brutally. On
Marcn 2, baton-wielding not police forcibly dispersed a 2,000-person rally to free po-

litical prisoners. The Nairobi police commissioner justified the clubbing of unarmed,
f>eaceful demonstrators on the grounds that the participants had failed to obtain a
icense. The next day, citing a threat to public order and security, the police and
the paramilitary General Services Unit descended on a gathering at Uhuru Park,
where the "Mothers of Political Prisoners" group was stagmg a hunger strike. Secu-
rity forces beat the hunger strikers, supporters, and bystanders, and iiyured many,
including Professor Wangari Maathai and British Broadcasting Corporation cor-

respondent Lucy Hannah. The Government then announced a 20-day moratorium
on all political meetings.
The Societies Act governs freedom of association; it states that every association

must be registered or exempted from registration by the Registrar of Societies. Non-
governmental organizations have protested requirements that they register every 5
years, as an attempt by the Government to control human rij^ts and charitable ac-

tivities. Since the repeal of Section 2(a) of the Constitution in November 1991,
Kenyans have been free to join the political party of their choice, and 10 parties

have been registered.

Nine registered parties in Kenya participated in the December elections: KANU,
FORD Kenya, FORD Asili the DP, the Social Democratic Party (SDP) Kenya Na-
tional Democratic Party (KENDA), Kenya National Congress (KNC), Labor Party
Democraqr (LPD), Kenya Social Congress, and Party of uidependent Candidates of
Kenya (PICK). The Government refused to register at least tnree, including the Is-

lamic Party of Kenya (IPK), the Democratic Movement (DEMO), and the Socialist

Alliance of Peasants and the Proletariats (sic) of Kenya (SOPPOK). At least 14 other
{>arties applied but did not receive a response from the Government, including at

east 2 environmental parties, which were refused registration by the Attorney Gen-
eral as threats "to the security of the State.

The registration of party branches did not proceed without government harass-
ment. (Without branches open, parties are unable to hold grassroots elections or
conduct local meetings.) Both F(JRD and DP publicly complained that the Govern-
ment was stalling the registration of branch oflices. After a meeting between the
Attorney General and opposition leaders, the process went more smoothly.
More serious was the inflammatory rhetoric of some KANU leaders and senior

government officials which appeared to spark violence at the opening of opposition
{)arty branch offices and at political rallies. For example, on Feoruary 23, MP Wil-
iam Ole Ntimama declared Narok a "KANU zone, and Vice President George
Saitoti openly boasted that no FORD office would be opened there. Within a week
an attacK on a FORD convoy seeking to open an office in Ngong sent some FORD
officials to the hospital, including Ms. Wambui Otieno with a broken wrist. Violent
attacks by KANU partisans were repeated when FORD went to open oflices in

Nakuru, Garissa, and Kiambu.
Senior Government and KANU officials consistently betrayed an animosity toward

opposition political activities, calling for constituents to "slap" FORD adherents,
warning opposition members to stay out of "KANU zones," and ordering FORD to

close its ofnce in Amagoro within ten days or it would be burned down. Ethnic fight-

ing closely followed such statements in Nandi district, Uasin Gishu, Narok, and
Mount Elgon.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Kenya has no state religion. Freedom of worship is ac-
knowledged in the Constitution and generally allowed, but churches new to Kenya
must obtain government approval to be registered.
Muslims were incensed by the insensitivity of police who, in May, broke into a

Mombasa mosque to arrest preachers who had made speeches denouncing the Gov-
ernment's refusal to register the Islamic Party of Kenya. Church figures remain con-
cerned about last year's new law to regulate nongovernmental organizations in
Kenya, which might in some cases impose government controls over church projects.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Kenyan law gives all Kenyans tne right to travel freefy, to settle, and
to conduct business, which includes obtaining land titles, in any area of the country.
Kenya does not generally prohibit emigration of its citizens but has in the past pre-
vented travel abroad, usually by critics of the Government. In 1992 the Government
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relaxed its restrictive travel policies, even allowing vocal government critic Wangari
Maathai to travel to the Rio de Janeiro environmental conference in May, while out
on bail on charges of rumormongering (see Section 2.a.). It is highly unlikely she
would have been allowed to travel before the political reforms of late 1991.
The Government does not regard issuance of passports to its citizens as a right

and reserves the authority to issue or deny passports at its discretion. The Govern-
ment restored the citizenship of Kenyan citizen Salim Lone by formally publishing
notice in the Kenya Gazette. It had revoked his citizenship in 1986 on grounds of
"disloyal speech."

In 1991 Kenya was inundated by a flood of Somali, Ethiopian, and Sudanese refu-
gees, fleeing chaos and conflict in their home countries. Kenya has accepted most
asylum seekers, though sometimes entry is delayed, resulting in hardship and de-
nial of assistance. None of these refugees has been granted legal status, other than
that of asylum seeker. In 1990 there were only 14,000 refugees; at the end of 1992
there were about 400,000 refugees residing in camps, and the Government esti-

mated that 100,000 refugees were living outside the camps in cities and rural areas.
(The U.N. High Conmiissioner for Refugees puts the latter figure at about 20,000.)
Somalis account for about 75 percent of the total. Refugees outside of the camps are
extremely vulnerable to arrest. The (Jovemment organized a roundup of about 2,000
people in August. Refugees who purchase fake indentification documents and visas
put themselves even further at risk. There is increasing violence in the northeast,
where most of the camps are situated, and there were cross-border incursions by
armed Somalis.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Kenya held general elections on December 29 for the Presidency, Members of Par-
liament, and local government officials; however, the conduct of these elections in-

volved serious faults which at year's end left unclear the ability of the Kenyan peo-
ple to change their government by democratic means. One observer mission called
the electoral process "seriously flawed." Nevertheless, a large number of Kenyans
participated in a multiparty process which resulted in the election of many opposi-
tion candidates at both the local and national levels.

In late 1991 after mass street protests and pressure from foreign donors, Presi-
dent Moi agreed to permit multiparty democracy in Kenya. Opfwsition parties were
registered, and in April the National Assembly and Presidential Elections Act was
amended. In practice, Kenyans are generally free to take part in the political proc-
ess, to run for offlce, and to support candidates or parties, in spite of government
interference. The opposition was active, opening branch oflices, holding public ral-

lies, and fielding candidates, but did face attempts by the (jovemment to limit its

activities.

During the campaign, government oflicials at a number of levels were intolerant
of opposition activities. For example, President Moi announced on October 5 that
any public servant found supporting the opposition would be fired. In October Min-
ister of Agriculture Elijah Mwangale called on his fellow Luhyas to chase the oppo-
sition from Western province. And the press reported in September that local offi-

cials in Machakos were distributing famine aid to people based on party affiliation,

refusing it to those who did not support the ruling party (see also Section 2.b.).

The opposition ai^ed that the voter registration process was flawed and may
have prerigged the election. There were reports in the press that members of the
Government were handing out voter registration cards to KANU supporters, while
people in opposition groups were denied cards. There were also reports that officials

distributed registration cards after the end of the registration period. However, the
process registered a large number and a wide cross-section of Kenyans; the Govern-
ment estimated that 8 million of Kenya's 11 million eligible voters were registered.
The Government twice extended the registration deadline after the opposition called
off its boycott.

The opposition also charged that the Electoral Gommission, largely unchanged
from its composition during the previous, one-party election, could not be impartial.
A law suit by the opposition to replace the Commission Chairman, Justice Z.R.
Chesoni, was dismissed by the court. Although there was widespread criticism dur-
ing the registration and campaign periods, the Electoral Commission performed
moderately better as the election date approached and was able to correct the most
glaring instances of electoral irregularities. However, the Commission's unwilling-
ness to address the numerous claims of irregularities during the vote-counting proc-
ess on and after election day provoked fresh criticism from the opposition and
human rights groups and called into question its commitment to impartiality.
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Seeking to respond to the concerns of Kenyans and foreign donors that past elec-

tions had been rigged, President Moi invited international observers and asked

"nonpartisan" groups within Kenya to apply to the Electoral Commission in order

to witness the elections. Some international observers were denied visas, and some
potential election observer groups were denied registration by the Electoral Commis-
sion. Nevertheless, there was a large international observer presence, and the Na-

tional Elections Monitoring Unit (NEMU) fielded local election monitors in approxi-

mately 70 to 80 percent of the nation's polling places.

The elections took place without violence, voters remained patient in the face of

long lines and widespread administrative confusion, including a number of irreg-

ularities such as the absence of ballots and boxes at some polling stations 9 hours

after polls were to have opened. The vote-counting process was more gravely flawed.

Opposition parties and local monitors charged that ballot boxes were introduced into

some countmg halls with broken seals or without any seals at all, ballot papers were

found bound together by counting officers, party agents and election observers were

thrown out of counting halls during the counting process, and there were vote totals

in some constituencies exceeding the number of" registered voters. The Electoral

Commission decided that such irregularities could not be addressed by the Commis-
sion, but must go through the courts.

Women political figures made substantial gains in 1992. A record number of

women vied for Parliament in the general election, and six were elected (in the last

Parliament, there were only two women members). Women's issues were not central

to the campaign but did receive substantial press coverage.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Before 1992 there were no local organizations solely devoted to investigating

human rights abuses. Lawyers, church groups, and elements of the printed press

functioned as de facto human rights monitors, but they faced serious obstacles, in-

cluding harsh government criticism, restrictions on free speech and assembly, and
in the case of some attorneys, harassment by the police and the courts. In 1992

Makao wa Mutua, a former Kenyan human rights lawyer who now works at Har-
vard University, founded the Kenya Human Rights Commission. While the organi-

zation is new, in 1992 the Government allowed it to work free of harassment.
TTie Government reacts negatively to criticism of its human rights record, at home

and abroad. Through its accusations of association with "foreign masters," the Gov-
ernment discourages Kenyans from providing outside human rights groups with in-

formation. When the NCCK released a report on the ethnic clashes which harshly

criticised the Government's role in the troubles, President Moi threatened the

NCCK with deregistration. Other government officials have criticized "foreign med-
dling" from international human rights groups and the diplomatic community. Dur-
ing 1992 the Government denied the National Democratic Institute, a nonpartisan
elections observer group, permission to register as election monitors. A visit by a

delegation from the Robert F. Kennedy Memorial Center for Human Rights was also

not permitted.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Kenya is an ethnically diverse country; the Constitution and laws prohibit dis-

crimination on the basis of race, sex, religion, language, or social status.

Members of all ethnic groups may run for office, and ethnic representation at the

minister and assistant minister level is broad. The Asian community, numbering
about 65,000, accounts for a disproportionate share of the nation's economic wealth
and output, but very few Asians participate in electoral politics. The Kikuyu remain
the largest and richest indigenous ethnic group in Kenya. Ministers and other offi-

cials employed anti-Kikuyu language without official rebuke, particularly in connec-

tion with Kikuyu voter registration in areas of the country traditionally inhabited

by other tribes. (See Section l.a. on government involvement in tribal clashes.)

The Government singled out ethnic Somalis as the only ethnic group in Kenya re-

quired to carry an additional form of identification stating that they are Kenyan
citizens. In 1990 the Government required ethnic Somalis to have their claim to

Kenyan atizenship verified by a panel of Somali elders through a "screening" proc-

ess. This screening effort continued through the first 3 months of 1990 and then was
phased out, although its practical elTects remained. The screening has been widely
criticized as discriminatory, unconstitutional, and without a basis in law. Ethnic So-
malis must still produce u[X)n demand their Kenyan identification card and a second
identification verifying "screening." Both cards are also required in order to apply
for a passport, ana airlines have been required to submit passports held by Kenyan
Somalis for verification before issuing tickets to such persons.
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Some Muslim Kenyans argue that the Government's refusal to register the Is-

lanuc Party of Kenya is discriminatory, although the Attorney General maintains
that the ban is necessaiy to ensure peace and security. In a public speech on
Madaraka Day in June, President Moi linked Kenya's coastal Muslims to the slave

trade. Many Muslims interpreted those comments, as well as severe police violence

against poutical protesters in Mombasa and the arrest of religious leader sheik
Balala in July, as evidence of a policy of discrimination.

While there is no legal discrimination against women, and they may own property
and businesses, traditional culture and attitudes have long prescribed limited roles

for women. Women's roles are particularly restricted in rural areas where they ac-

count for 75 percent of the total agricultural work force. Rural families are more
reluctant to invest in educating girls than in educating boys, especially at the hi^er
levels. The nunaJber of girls and bovs in school are roughly equal at the primary and
secondary levels, but men outnumber women almost two to one in higher education.

According to 1990 estimates, only 58 percent of the women over 15 can read and
write, wmle 80 percent of the men are literate.

Tliough women are increasingly active in the modem economy, the number of
women in professional roles is still limited. The number of female unemployed is

double that of men. Women sometimes receive lower rates of pay than men perform-
ing the same job, and disparities in fringe benefits occur, e.g., some businesses give

housing allowances to men but not to married women. Women constitute about 60
percent of the work force.

Polygamy is not legal for people married under the Christian Marriage Act, but
it is permitted for those who many under African customary law. Kenya's law of
succession, which governs inheritance rights, provides for equal treatment of male
and female children.
The Government strongly condemns extreme violence towards women, specifically

murder, female genital mutilation (circumcision), rape, and incest. In many cases,

rapists, particularly of minors, are given sentences of^up to 14 years in prison. How-
ever, the ambivalence of many Kenvans to the abuse of women was demonstrated
by a case of multiple rape and manslaughter in 1991, when a group of 50 adolescent

boys attending St. Kizito boarding school broke into the crowded dormitory housing
their female contemporaries. In the panic that ensued, 19 girls were suffocated, and
medical evidence indicated that 71 girls were raped. On^ four of the defendants
were convicted, none for rape. Despite public expressions of horror at the event,

many Kenyans adcnowledge that rapes occur frequently in Kenyan schools.

Domestic violence, such as wife beating, occurs in Kenya, but little information
is available on the extent of the problem. Women's groups report that domestic vio-

lence is widespread and have launched education efforts to combat it. In practice,

most cases of oomestic violence are settled outside of the courts. The maximum legal

penalty is 5 years in prison. Women can also sue for civil damages.
Female genital mutilation is illegal but still practiced by some Kenyan ethnic

groups, usually performed on girls under the age of 16. The Government officially

discourages the practice but leaves it to women s groups to oppose such mutilation
through nealth education programs. Murder or manslaughter charges are brought
when the practice results in death. There are press reports of community-forced mu-
tilations, but charges are seldom brought in such cases.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Save for central government civil servants, all work-
ers are free to join unions of their own choosing. The law provides that as few as
seven workers may establish a union, provided that objectives of the union do not
contravene Kenyan law and another union is not already representative of the em-
ployees in qpiestion. The Government may deregister a union, but the Registrar of

Trade Unions must give the union 60 days to challenge the deregistration notice:

an appeal of the Registrar's final decision may be brought before the High Court.

President Moi deregistered the Kenya Civil Servants Union more than 10 years ago.

Since 1989 the Central Organization of Trade Unions (COTU) sought to reverse this

decision, and in 1991 President Moi reinstated the Civil Servants Union.
There are at least 33 unions in Kenya representing approximately 350,0000 to

385,000 workers, or about 25 percent of the country's industrialized work force. Ex-
cept for the 150,000 to 200,000 teachers believed to be members of the Kenya Na-
tional Union of Teachers and four other smaller unions, which the Government has
registered, all other unions are affiliated with one central body, the COTU. The Gov-
ernment created COTU in 1965 as the successor to both the Kenya Federation of
Labor and the Kenya African Workers Congress. This amalgamation was effected

allegedly to eliminate instability and rivalries within the nation's trade union move-
ment.
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Although it is claimed that COTU is independent of the Government and KANU,
the 1965 decree establishing COTU gives the President the authority to remove

from ofRce the central body's senior leaders. The COTU constitution accords

nonvoting membership on the executive board (COTU's managing body) to a rep-

resentative of the Labor Ministry as weU as of KANU. COTU Secretary General Jo-

seph Mugalla supports President Moi, and many who serve on COTU's board are

life members of KANU. Mugalla was reelected Secretary General in 1991, and a suit

brought by his opponents challenging his reelection was dismissed.

The Trade Disputes Act permits woricers to strike provided that 21 days have

elapsed following the submission to the Minister of Labor of a written report detail-

ing the nature of the dispute. During this 21-day period, the Minister may either

mediate the dispute himself, nominate a person to investigate and propose a solu-

tion, or refer the matter to the Industrial Court, a body of five judges appointed by

the President, for binding arbitration. Once a dispute is referred to either mediation,

fact-finding, or arbitration, any subsequent strike is illegal.

The military, police, prison guards, and members of the National Youth Service

are precluded by law from striking. Other civil servants, like their private sector

counterparts, may strike following the 21-day notice period (28 days if it is an essen-

tial service, e.g., water, health, education, air traffic control). However, the Labor

Minister may at any time preempt a strike involving civil servants by referring the

dispute to the Industrial Court for resolution. There were no significant strikes in

1992. A threatened strike by 200,000 teachers was averted when President Moi took

unilateral action to accede to their demands.
Internationally, COTU is affiliated with both the continentwide Organization of

African Trade Union Unity and the International Confederation of Free Trade

Unions. Its affiliates freely join international trade secretariats of their choosing.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—While not having the force

of law, the 1962 Industrial Relations Charter, executed by the Government, COTU,
and the Federation of Kenya Employers, gives workers the right to engage in legiti-

mate trade union organizational activities.

Both the Trade Disputes Act and the Charter authorize collective bargaining be-

tween unions and employers. Wages and conditions of employment are established

in the context of negotiations between unions and management. The Government
has promulgated wage policy guidelines limiting wage increases to 75 percent of the

annual rate of inflation. Collective bargaining agreements must be registered with

the Industrial Court for the purpose of guaranteeing adherence to these guidelines.

In 1992 there were 1,875 agreements registered with the Court. Some 1 million

workers (union and nonunioii) are covered oy these accords. The Trade Disputes Act

makes it illegal for employers to intimidate workers. Employees wrongfully dis-

missed for union activities are generally awarded damages in the form of lost wages

by the Industrial Court; reinstatement is not a common remedy. This is due in large

measure to the fact that most aggrieved workers have found alternative employment
in the lengthy period prior to the hearing of their cases.

Tlie International Labor Organization's (ILO) Committee of Experts (COE) ob-

served in its 1992 report that ttie Government of Kenya, in accordance with Article

10 of ILO Convention 143, should promote equality of opportunity and treatment

for migrant workers, including trade union rights.

Legislation authorizing the creation of export processingzones (EPZ) was passed

in November 1990; one has been established to date. The EPZ Authority has decided

that local labor laws will apply generally in the zones, including the right to orga-

nize and bargain collectively. In practice, it grants many exemptions. For example,

the Government is waiving aspects of the law that prevent women from working at

night because of the large number of women employed in a number of industries

in the zones (see also Section 6.e.).

c. Prohibition of Forced or Cornpulsory Labor.—^The Constitution proscribes slav-

ery, servitude, and forced labor. Under the Chiefs' Authority Act, a local authority

can require people to perform community services in an emergency, but there were
no known instances of this practice in 1992. People so employed must be paid the

prevailing wage for such employment. The ILO COE has found these and other pro-

visions of Kenyan law to contravene ILO Conventions 29 and 105 concerning forced

labor.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The Employment Act of 1976 pro-

scribes the employment in any industrial undertaking of children under the age of
16. "niis enactment applies neither to the agricultural sector, where about 70 per-

cent of the labor force is employed, nor to children serving as apprentices under the

terms of the Industrial Traming Act. Ministry of Labor officers nominally enforce

the minimum age statute. Given the high levels of adult unemployment and
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underemplojrment, the employment of children in the formal wage sector in violation

of the Emplojrment Act is not a significant problem.
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The legal minimum wage for blue-collar work-

ers in the wage sector varies by location, age, and skills. Violations of the minimum
wage guidlines are not a recurring problem in the modem wage sector. Despite
nominal wages increases, inflation on the order of 25 or 30 percent and a decline

in the value of the shilling eroded workers' living standards during 1992. Most
workers continued to lead a marginal existence and nad to rely on second jobs, some
subsistence farming, or the extended family.

The Regulation of Wages and Conditions of Employment Act limits the standard
workweek to 52 hours. Nighttime employees, however, may be employed up to 60
hours a week. As is the case with respect to minimum age limitations, the Act
specificially excludes agricultural workers from its purview. Aii employee in the non-
agricultural sector is entitled to 1 rest day in a week. There are silso provisions for

1 month of annual leave and sick leave. Cfonceming limits on overtime, Kenyan law
provides that the total hours worked (i.e., regular time plus overtime) in any 2-week
period for nightworkers may not exceed 144 hours; the limit is 120 hours for other
workers. The Labor Ministry is tasked with enforcing these regulations, and reports

of violations are few.
The Factories Act of 1951 sets forth detailed health and safety standards; the Act

was amended in 1990 to encompass the agriculture, service, and government sec-

tors. The 65 health and safety inspectors attached to the Ministry of Labor's Direc-

torate of Occupational Health and Safety Services have the authority to inspect fac-

tories and work sites if they have reason to believe that a violation of the Act has
occurred or upon receipt of a complaint from a worker. As a result of the 1990
amendments, the Directorate's inspectors may now issue notices enjoining employ-
ers from practices or activities which involve a risk of serious personal injuries. Pre-
viously, only magistrates were vested with this authority.

Such notices can be appealed to the Factories Appeals Court, a body of four mem-
bers, one of whom must be a High Court judge. In practice, inspectors, who conduct
2,000 to 3,000 inspections annually, generaUy resjpond only to worker complaints.
"Whistle blowers" are not protected by the Factories Act. Kenya's woricmens com-
pensation regulations do not yet comply with provisions of ILO Convention 17.

LESOTHO

Lesotho has been ruled since 1986 by a six-member Military Council, which over-
threw the civilian government of Prime Minister Leabua Jonathan in that year.

Major General Elias Ramaema, who took over in April 1991 as Chairman of both
the ruling Military Council and the 15-member civilian and military CouncU of Min-
isters, continued on the path laid out by his predecessor to return Lesotho to civilian

rule. Throughout 1992, as the Military Council's commitment to elections became
more apparent, political activity resumed, with 14 parties campaigning for elections

planned for early 1993.
Electoral preparations took place against a growing controversy over the future

of Lesotho's Monarchy. The exiled ex-king, Moshoeshoe II, returned from London in

Julv and attempted to regain the throne from his son, Letsie HI, who had been in-

stalled during his father's absence. The Military Council insisted that Moshoeshoe's
return not disrupt the electoral process, but political discourse in the country inten-
sified after his return to include consideration of modifying or abolishing the Monar-
chy and the subordinate traditional chieftainship structure. A new constitution,

under consideration by the government-appointed National Constituent Assembly
since 1990 but not yet enacted, would firmly limit the King's political prerogatives
and clearly establish a constitutional monarchy.
The Royal Lesotho Defense Force (RLDF) of about 2,000 troops is responsible for

internal and border security. The Royal Lesotho Mounted Police (RLMP) of about
1,600 men and women assists the RLDF. Members of both forces occasionally beat
or otherwise mistreat detainees. Total military expenditures for 1989, the last year
for which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed

analysis, were roughly estimated to be between $18 million and $22 million. There
are no indications that efforts will be made to reduce these expenditures in the near
future.

A landlocked country surrounded by South Africa, Lesotho is almost entirely de-

pendent on its sole neighbor for trade, finance, employment, and access to the out-

side world. Approximately one-third of the adult male work force is employed in

South African mines. Miners' remittauices play a large role in Lesotho's balance of
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ga}nments, accounting for over 40 percent of the gross national product in 1990.

tate-owned organizations dominate the agroindustrial and agribusiness sectors, but

Erivate sector activity dominates in manufacturing and construction. Under
esotho's tracUtional chieftainship structure, the chiefs control the land, precluding

private ownership of property.

Human rights in Lesotho in 1992 remained circumscribed under the military Gov-

ernment, but the imminent return to civilian rule by year's end resulted in greater

freedom of speech, press, association, and assembly. The revised, but not yet en-

acted, constitution includes a lengthy section on protection of fundamental human
rights and freedoms, based primtuily on the 1966 Constitution. However, the mili-

tary Government used its powers to restrict promonardiy activities. Police brutality

against detainees and trade unionists continued, as did excessive force against

criminal suspects. Provisions remain in force for lengthy detentions without trial,

and women's rights continue to be severely restricted.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no ^oorted political

killings, but some extrajudicial killings continued to occur. Excesses Tby law enforce-

ment agencies included the fatal shooting of suspects involved in a rash of armed
car thefts in early 1992. The authorities have not taken any convincing action to

punish those responsible for excesses, including torture. There were no investiga-

tions into the 1991 police shooting of Ngaka Sula, a trade union official, or into the

death in police custody of Mofokeng Makakola, a criminal suspect. Makakola appar-
ently died as a result of severe beatings and electric shocks. In recent years, a num-
ber of people have died while in government custody or reportedly at the hands of

progovemment forces; only one person was investigated and brought to trial.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of politically relatea disappearances in

1992, nor were there any fiirther instances of reported abductions by South African

authorities in Lesotho, as occurred in previous years.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Reports of police brutality, including beatings of detainees, continued during 1992.

There were also continued reports that police or military personnel randomly beat
civilians. No known investigations or other official measures were launched as a re-

sult of these practices.

Prison facilities in Lesotho are overcrowded and in need of repair. Credible re-

ports have spoken of prisoners being held in rooms ankle-deep in water for extended

Seriods; there are also reports indicating severe beatings of prisoners by police and
enial of proper medical treatment in cases of injury resulting from such abuses.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—In civil and criminal cases, persons ar-

rested or detained have the right to immediate consideration of habeas corpus pleas

as well as the right to legal counsel and medical attention. The 1981 Criminal Pro-

cedures and Evidence Ad,, as amended in 1984, makes provision for the granting
of bail. Under the Act, the High Court is the only iudicial body empowered to grant
bail in cases of armed robbery or suspected homiciae.
The Internal Security (general) Act (ISA) of 1984 provides for so-called investiga-

tive detention without charge or trial in political cases for up to 42 days (the first

14 days on order of the police; the second 14 days on order of the Police Commis-
sioner; and the final 14 days on order of the Minister of Defense and Internal Secu-
rity—a portfolio held by the head of the military government). During the second
stage 01 the detention, ministerially appointed advisers" (all of whom have been
government employees to date) are available to report on the health of the detainee,

investigate whether the detainee has been involved in subversive activities, and ad-
vise the Minister of Defense and Internal Security whether there is a need for con-
tinued detention. Detainees under the Act may make representation about their

own treatment only through the adviser. The Act also allows for detention of wit-

nesses in security cases. There were no known detentions under the Act or other
laws in 1992.

In addition, a 1986 amendment to the ISA allows the Minister of Defense and In-

ternal Security to "restrict" a person who, in the opinion of the Police Commissioner,
is conducting himself in a manner prejudicial to public order, security, administra-
tion of justice, or obedience to the law or lawful authority. After ex-king Moshoeshoe
II's return from exile in July, the Government made clear its expectation that he
would remain primarily at nis home village about 30 minutes from Maseru, al-

though it did not invoke the Internal Security Act to enforce this.

The continued existence of the Internal Security Act became a source of political

party criticism in 1992 of the Government's commitment to genuine democratiza-
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tion. Some parties argued that free and fair elections could not, in fact, be held so

long as the Act's broad powers remained available to the Government as a means
of intimidation. The Act was used in 1991 to charge three trade unionists with hold-

ing an illegal meeting at a local textile factory, but they were not brought to trial.

e. Denim of Fair Public Trial.—^The judiciary consists of the Court of Appeal
(which meets semiannually), the High Court, magistrate's courts, and customary or
traditional courts, which exist largely in rural areas to administer customary law.

Judges on the High Court are relatively independent; magistrates appear more sus-

ceptible to governmental or chieftainship influence. Court decisions and rulings are
respected by the authorities and are generally free of interference by the executive.

Accused persons have and use the right to counsel and public trials. The courts have
acted to limit infringements of law on numerous occasions in past years, e.g., the
April 1988 annulment on procedural grounds of the state of emergency which, how-
ever, the military Government quickly reinstituted.

Under the [^stem of Roman-Dutch law applied in Lesotho, there is no trial by
jury. A single High Court judge, presiding with two assessors who serve in an advi-

soiy capacity, normally adjudicate criminal trials.. In civil cases, judges normally
hear cases alone. The High Court also provides procedural and substantive advice

and guidance to military tribunals on matters oi legal procedure; however, it does
not participate in arriving at judgments. Military tribunals have jurisdiction only
over military cases.

The Attorney General may initiate a judicial inqruest on the authority of the Judi-

cial Inquest Proclamation Number 32 of 1954. In November 1989, he initiated such
an inquiry into the 1986 slayings of two former cabinet ministers and their wives.

The 1991 conviction by the Chief Justice of the High Court of two military officers

for the murder of these persons is under automatic appeal in li^t of the death sen-
tence imposed on one defendant. Due to the volume of testimony resulting from this

lengthy case, the appeal was not heard in 1992.

In late 1992, the authorities released 23 former members of the military, who
were arrested following the 1986 coup, after the High Court made clear it was pre-

pared to hear their cases on appeal. They had been convicted by a court-martial dur-
ing which they had been denied access to counsel.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Al-

though search warrants are usually required under normal circumstances, the ISA
provides police with wide powers to stop and search persons and vehicles and to

enter homes and other places for similar purposes without a warrant. Such searches
occurred generally in the context of police operations against criminal activity, pri-

marily theft. Grovemment officials occasionally monitor correspondence.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech and press were more widely
observed in 1992, as the Military Council made preparations to hand over authoritv
to a civilian government. After the 1991 lifting of the 1986 Order No. 4, which
banned partisan political activity, political parties expanded their activities through-
out 1992. In the months leading up to the general elections, criticism of military
government leaders and policies was widespread and generally unrestrained, attest-

ing to growing press freedom and declining inhibitions on the part of journalists.

In particular, events surrounding the return in July of ex-king Moshoeshoe pro-

voked strong editorial positions, both proand antigovemment, in the press and in
general political discourse.

The Government controls the official media (one radio station, a 1-hour daily

newscast on a local television channel, and two weekly newspapers) and ensures
that they faithfully reflect official views. Prior to the elections, however, the (Jovem-
ment made available free time on television and radio to each of the 14 political

parties contesting the elections. There were charges that government media gave fa-

vorable coverage to the political activities of the Basotho National Party (BNP), al-

though this perception was widely reported and debated within the independent
media. With the exception of editorial warnings in the government-controlled media
to royalists who criticized the electoral process and foreign donors, the Government
rarely used the official media to attack its partisan critics. Opposition viewpoints
were routinely expressed in 1992 in two Sesotho-language weekly newspapers pub-
lished by the Roman Catholic and Lesotho Evangelical Churches and in two inde-
pendent English-language weeklies.
Academic freedom is generally respected, although some professors and students

complained about restrictions on their ability to discuss academic and political is-

sues. Political meetings took place on the National University campus in the run-
up to elections.
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b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Government inhibited

lai^e public gatherings in support of ex-king Moshoeshoe's return and continued to

monitor closely the actions or his supporters throughout 1992. However, political

party meetings and rallies occurred regularly throughout Lesotho in preparation for

the elections, limited only by the recpiirement for prior police notification. Nonpoliti-

cal organizations and professional groups are freely formed and sire allowed to hold
public and regular meetings.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^There is no state reli^on in Lesotho. Free and open reli-

gious practice is permitted and encouraged. Christianity is nominally the dominant
faith of the majority of Basotho, and Roman Catholicism has the most adherents,

although less than half of the population.

There is a significant Protestant minority composed of the Lesotho Evangelical

Church, the Anglican Church, and a number of other smaller denominations. Con-
version is permitted, and there is no apparent social or political benefit or stigma
attached to belonging to any particular cnurch. There are no barriers to missionary
activity or woric by foreign clergy.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Citizens generally are allowed to move freely within the country and
across national boundaries. There were no instances in 1992 of the Government de-

njring passports to prominent critics, as occurred in 1991.
The Government distinguishes between "international" passports and "local" pass-

ports—the latter being more readily available, and for use only in traveling to South
Africa, as many Basotho do on a regular basis for work or shopping. A refundable
deposit of up to $875 is required to obtain an international passport, depending on
the destination, in theory to cover the cost of an eventual repatriation if^ necessary.
The Government does not obstruct its citizens who wish to emigrate.
There are currently about 220 refugees registered with the United Nations High

Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) who have been granted asylum in Lesotho,
the majority unaffiliated South Africans. The local office of the UNHCR also reports
over 4,000 South Africans in "refugee-like status," most of whom have lived in Leso-
tho for many years. There is no forced resettlement of refugees. At year's end, the
UNHCR planned to close its Lesotho office, owing to the lack of new refugee cases.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Citizens of Lesotho prepared in 1992 to exercise their right to choose their own
government for the first time in over 20 years. National elections, scheduled for No-
vember 28, were postponed at the last mmute for technical reasons until early 1993,
with the agreement of all political parties.

Under its new constitution, Lesotho wiU have a democratically elected Parliament
with universal suffrage for those over 21, an independent judiciary, and a constitu-

tional monarch. The new constitution is based largely on the independence constitu-

tion of 1966, updated by the National Constituent Assembly which met intermit-
tently from 1990 to 1992. A commission of the Assembly traveled around the coun-
tiy in 1991 and 1992, explaining major provisions of the new constitution and soUc-

itmg public comment.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

A new human rights umbrella, nongovernmental organization (NGO) was formed
in August, which aimed to bring under its leadersrap church groups and other
NGO's active in human rights issues. The official media gave coverage to this orga-
nization's founding, and the Government showed no sign of interfermg with its ac-

tivities. The independence of this organization and its ability to investigate human
ri^ts abuses within Lesotho remained untested at year's end.
The Government neither commented on, nor hindered the distribution within Le-

sotho of a May 1992 Amnesty International report on human rights violations. The
report cited torture, extrajudicial killings, and abuses against trade unionists, all of
which allegedly occurred in 1991 or earlier. There was scant comment on the report
in the local press, although persons within and without the Government did not dis-

pute the accuracy of its account of individual cases involving torture and
extrajudicial killings.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Most citizens of Lesotho speak a common language and share common historical
and cultural traditions. Small numbers of Asians (primarily ethnic Chinese and In-
dians) and South African whites are active in the countiy*s commercial life. Eco-
nomic and racial tension between the Chinese business community and the Basotho
remained an issue after the May 1991 riots which targeted Asian-owned shops. Al-
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though there was no repeat of generalized, ethnically based violence in 1992, foreign

shop owners remained subject to the 1987 Trading Enterprise Order, which calls on
foreign owners to enter into joint ventures with Basotho nationals. Although equity
transfers would entail compensation and the program has not been strongly en-
forced, it remains a concern to non-Basotho business people.

In Lesotho the rights of women are severely limited oy both law and custom in

areas such as property, inheritance, and contracts, but women have the legal and
customary right to make a will and sue for divorce. Under Lesotho's customary law,

a married woman is considered a minor during the lifetime of her husband; she can-
not enter into any legally binding contract, whether for employment, commerce, or
education, without her husband's consent. A woman married under customary law
heus no standing in court and may not sue or be sued without her husband's permis-
sion. Despite their second-class status, women in Lesotho traditionally have been
the stabilizing force in the home and in the agricultural sector, given the absence
of tens of thousands of Basotho men who work in South Africa. More female than
male children complete primary amd secondary schools. The Government has not se-

riously addressed the issue of women's rights but has made some attempts to im-
prove the economic prospects of women.

In August the Government announced that married female civil servants would
henceforth have the same pension eligibility as men; they had been ineligible pre-

viously.
Domestic violence, including wife beating, occurs frequently. While statistics are

not available, the e»tent of the problem is thought to be great. In Basotho tradition,

a wife may return to her "maiden home" if physically abused by her husband; under
conmion law, wife beating is a criminal offense and defined as assault. A 1976 High
Court case successfully reversed a Roman-Dutch legal tradition which recognized a
husband's right to chastise his wife at wiU.
Women's rights organizations have formed, including a partnership of women law-

yers. "Die locm chapter of the International Federation ofWomen Lawyers has taken
a leading role in educating Basotho women about their rights under customary and
common law and emphasized the importance of women fully participating in the de-

mocratization process.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Workers have the legal right to join or form unions
without prior government authorization. A large portion of Lesotho's tictive male
labor force between the ages of 20 and 44 seeks work in the Republic of South Afri-

ca, mainly in gold and coal mines. At least 70 percent of the remainder is engaged
in traditional agriculture. The rest are employed mainly by the Government and in

smadl industries and enterprises in Lesotho. A maiority of Basotho mineworkers are
members of the South African National Union of Mineworkers (NUM). Because the
NUM is a foreign organization, it is not permitted to engage in union activities in

Lesotho.
During the year, the Government withheld its recognition of the Lesotho Congress

of Democratic Unions (CDU>—formed in 1991 by four recognized independent
unions. The Government's action was an effort to require the CDU to join a rival

federation, the officially recognized Lesotho Labor Congress (LLC), composed of 24
affiliated trade unions, in order to attempt to bring organized labor within a single,

umbrella trade union federation. Overall, unionized workers represent only 10 per-

cent of the total work force, and the LLC now accounts for three-quarters of those
union members. However, important sectors remain outside its umbrella, leaving
the Lesotho Allied Clothing and Textile Workers as the only major industrial union
within the LLC. All major unions professed political neutrality in the elections, but
some independent unions charge the LLC remains subject to government con-
trol.WhUe a legal right to strike exists for woikers in nonessential services, in prac-

tice the procedure for calling a strike is so lengthy and cumbersome that it discour-

ages legal strike actions and accounts for the prevalence of wildcat strikes. The 1964
Trade Union and Trade Disputes Act enumerates lengthy procedures which must
be followed before a strike can be legally called. Although no legal strikes took place,

several wildcat strikes occurred in 1992 against both foreign and domestic compa-
nies, mostly over wages and conditions of woik. Most were resolved through compul-
sory government arbitration.

La 1992 the International Labor Organization's (ILO) Committee on Freedom of
Association (CFA) issued an interim report on a complaint brought before it on be-

half of the Construction and Allied Workers Union of Lesotho (CAWULE), one of
the founding unions of the Congress of Democratic Unions, over alleged antiunion
reprisal actions. These actions ranged from dismissals, detentions, and frequent
court actions to police shooting of union leaders and the slajdng of a shop steward
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after a strike at the construction site of the giant Lesotho Highlands Water Project

in 1990-91. The CFA faulted the Government for some of its actions as well as its

inaction in not setting up a judicial inquiry to ascertain the facts in full, determine

responsibilities, punish those responsible and prevent the repetition of such actions.

The complaint remains before the ILO while the Committee awaits further govern-

ment response to its questions.

The Lesotho Labor Congress and unaffiliated unions maintain a wide network of

international trade union links. In general, the Government imposes no obstacles

to international affiliations or foreign travel for labor union-related purposes. The
CAWULE General Secretary was detained under the Internal Security Act and de-

prived of his passport for 2 weeks in 1990 to prevent his attendance at an inter-

national labor meeting, but labor officials traveled freely in 1992.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^All legally recognized trade

unions in Lesotho in principle enjoy the right in law to organize and bargain collec-

tively, but these ri^ts are not always respected in practice. Bargaining between
unions and employers to set wage and benefit rates increased in 1992, although
wage rates continue to be set primarily through unilateral action by employers.

There were continuing credible reports of government acquiescence in private em-
ployer intimidation of union officials. An Unfair Labor Practices Tribunal has the
responsibility to investigate unfair labor practices and charges of antiunion discrimi-

nation. The Tribunal began to function effectively only in 1992, once all members
were officially named. In one case, it ordered the reinstatement of construction

workers who staged an unsanctioned strike and were dismissed. A government-ap-
pointed labor commission is charged with monitoring wages and working conditions

and accepting, reviewing, and investigating worker complaints. Both the LLC and
CDU-affiliated unions have accused the Grovemment of maintaining an antiunion
bias.

Lesotho has several industrial estates grouping together companies, mostly textile

and apparel firms, engaged in manufacturing for export. All national labor laws
apply in these industrial zones, but the textile workers' union charges that the Gov-
ernment colludes with textile industry employers to inhibit union organizational ac-

tivities in the workplace. In 1991 union officers were arrested, detained, or other-

wise intimidated by the police, but none was successfully charged. Similar incidents

did not occur in 1992.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is pro-

hibited by the 1987 Emplojrment Act, and there is no indication of its practice.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The legal minimum age for em-
ployment in commercial or industrial enterprises is 14. In practice, however, chil-

dren under 14 are commonly employed in family owned businesses. There are prohi-

bitions against the employment of minors in commercial, industrial, or nonfamily
enterprises involving hazardous or dangerous working conditions. Basotho minors
under 18 years of age may not be recruited for employment outside of Lesotho. En-
forcement of these laws by inspectors of the Ministry of Employment, Social Welfare
and Pensions is lax. In Lesotho's traditional society rigorous working conditions for

the countrys young "herdboys" is considered a prerequisite to manhood and a fun-

damental feature of Basotho culture beyond the reach of labor laws.
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Wages in Lesotho are extremely low. The Gov-

ernment, following the annual recommendation of a tripartite wages advisory board,
again raised the statutory minimum wage rates in 1992 for various specified types
of work. Wages at these rates still are barely sufficient for a minimum decent stand-
ard of living for a worker and family. Most wage earners supplement their monthly
income through subsistence agriculture or remittances from relatives employed in

South Africa. Many employers in Lesotho now pay more than minimum wages in
an effort to attract and retain motivated employees.

Lesotho's 1967 Employment Act spells out basic worker rights, including a 45-
hour workweek, a weekly rest period of at least 24 hours, 2 weeks' paid leave per
year, and pay for public holidays. Employers are required to provide adequate light,

ventilation, and sanitary facilities for employees and to install and maintain ma-
chinery to minimize the risk of injury. In practice, these regulations are generally
followed only within the wage economy and are enforced haphazardly by inspectors
from the Department of Labor of the Ministry of Employment, Social Welfare and
Pensions. Staff shortages in this Ministry limit effective enforcement to the major
urban areas.
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LIBERIA

Liberia remained a nation divided geographically and factionally as a result of the
1989-1990 civil war. Despite sustained efiorts, peace initiatives of the Economic
Community of West African States (ECOWAS) to break the complicated political

stalemate remained without success. In late August, renewed lighting between
Charles Taylor's National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL) and the United Libera-
tion Movement for Democracy in Liberia (ULIMO), a Sierra Leone-based group of
anti-NPFL Liberians and former civilian and military officials, broke a cease-fire

which had prevailed for over 20 months and led to a resumption of more generalized
violence. On October 15, the NPFL attacked the capital city of Monrovia, which was
defended by the ECOWAS Cease-fire Monitoring Group (ECOMOG) and adminis-
tered by the Interim Government of National Unity (IGfNU) under President Amos
Sawyer. The attack disrupted life in the city and its suburbs as filters of the war-
ring factions, especially the NPFL, committed many serious human rights viola-

tions, including killing innocent Liberians and foreign nationals. ECOMOG eventu-
alW was able to reestablish order in and around the city.

Presidential and national legislative elections could not be scheduled because of
continuing unsettled conditions. Consequently, as in 1991, Liberia was not ruled by
a constitutionally elected, unified government. The IGNU, a coalition of political

parties, headed by President Amos Sawyer, administered only Monrovia and its im-
mediate environs. Roughly half of the country's current population was believed to

reside in this area within the defensive perimeter of ECOMOG. Following the Au-
gust fighting in Cape Mount and Bomi Counties, approximately 20,000 additional
persons sought refiige in Monrovia. Most of the displaced, inclumng a large number
of Sierra Leoneans, remained in the city. The Charles Taylor-led National Patriotic
Reconstruction Assembly Government (NPRAG), based on and militarily supported
by the NPFL, initially controlled the remaining national territory. However, in Au-
gust ULIMO captured and occupied the countiys two southwestern counties. There
were two other warring factions, the Independent National Patriotic Front of Liberia
(INPFL), led by Prince Johnson, and the Armed Forces of Liberia (AFL), the rem-
nants of former President Samuel Doe's army. Both of these factions were encamped
in Monrovia where they retained arms within their respective camps. Many AFL
soldiers reportedlyJoined forces in September with ULIMO to fight the NPFL. Sev-
eral units of the AFL performed professionally in assisting ECOMOG defend Monro-
via when the NPFL attacked. However, renegade AFL elements committed serious
abuses. The INPFL was effectively dissolved as a result of the attack on Monrovia.
One INPFL faction returned to the NPFL while fighters loyal to Prince Johnson
joined him in surrendering to ECOMOG.
ECOMOG assumed a large portion of the police responsibility in Monrovia be-

cause the IGNU police force, reconstituted in 1991, remained mostly unarmed and
ineffective. However, the IGNU reactivated an armed special security unit in 1992.
NPFL military and police forces were responsible for security in territory under
NPFL control, and to a larce extent, both the INPFL and AFL carried out this func-
tion within their camps. Liberia's total military expenditures for 1989, the last year
for which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed
analysis, were $58 million.

The civil war-ravaged economy, which is based primarily on iron ore, rubber, tim-
ber, diamonds, and gold also reflects the political division between IGNU and NPFL
areas. There was sli^t economic recovery in 199 1 and incremental progress in 1992
unt;il widespread hostilities resumed. However, the year's gross domestic product
was estimated at only 40 percent of the prewar levels. The economic division was
further exacerbated in January, when the IGNU introduced new currency, which
the NPFL outlawed in its area. The IGNU also imposed an embargo, which lasted
for several months, on transport of nonessential goods into NPFL territory.

ECOWAS/ECOMOG imposed strict sanctions on NPFL territory during the last

Quarter of the year, effectively cutting off exports and foreigii exchange earnings to

the NPFL. Massive emergency operations by the United Nations, as well as by the
United States and other Western-based relief agencies and nongovernmental organi-
zations, brought food or other humanitarian assistance to a majority of Liberians.
These operations continued throughout 1992 but were periodically suspended in

areas outside of Monrovia because of intermittent ULIMO-NPFL fighting as well as
by harassment of relief workers, primarily by the NPFL.

Before the August hostilities, human rights, although widely circumscribed, were
not abused on the massive scale experienced during the heidit of the civU war.
However, the ULIMO-NPFL fighting in western Liberia and the October 15 attack

. on Monrovia rekindled memories of the brutal incidents witnessed during the war-
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torn period of 1989-1990. While all parties professed to honor the Constitution,

which is modeled on that of the United States, the document's human rights provi-

sions were often selectively igjnored and unevenly applied. Some IGNU security per-

sonnel, including members oT the Special Antiterronst Unit, and, to a much lesser

extent, individual ECOMOG soldiers, committed excesses while responding to the

wave of violent crimes which affected Monrovia during the year. All of the warring
factions—the NPFL being the most frequent and egregious ofiender—were impli-

cated in serious human rights violations, e.g., use of excessive force, arbitrary deten-

tions, forced conscription, torture, or summary executions.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—Numerous cases of extrajudicial kill-

ing were reported. While professing adherence to the rule of law, the NPFL leader-

ship permitted and even encouraged such acts. Credible reports indicated that

scores of IGNU ofllcials and employees were summarily executed because of their

affiliation with the Interim Government when the NPFL attacked Monrovia's outly-

ing suburbs in October. During this period, five American citizen nuns were killed

by NPFL troops in a Monrovia suburt). The NPFL was also accused of executing ci-

vilians who had been forcibly moved from the Monrovia suburbs to military camps
in NPFL territory. In August NPFL leader Charles Taylor was widely reported to

have ordered approximately 50 NPFL members to be sunmiarily executed following

an aborted coupattempt. There were frequent and credible reports throughout the
year that the NPFL summarily executed dozens of men alleged to be ULIMO infil-

trators. Several NPFL soldiers, including four or five hi^-ranking officers, were ex-

ecuted without trial in September for desertion or suspicion of collaborating with
ULIMO. At Buchanan in March, thousands protested tne execution of six men by
NPFL troops.

Few NPFL soldiers were arrested in 1992 for committing extrajudicial killings,

and reportedly most of those were released without trial or punishment. However,
one high-ranking NPFL officer, Sam Larto, was executed in Februaiy after being
convicted in a secret court martial for killing a captured INPFL soldier. INPFL lead-

er Prince Johnson admitted executing at least two soldiers of his own movement,
including INPFL Deputy Chief of Staff Gbomi Toma, for possessing IGNU five-dollar

notes which Johnson declared illegal on his Caldwell base. There were unconfirmed
reports that Johnson killed several other soldiers for relatively minor infractions of
"military law" or insubordination. However, the INPFL leader maintained that sol-

diers were executed only afl«r having been tried and found guilty under INPFL
military procedures. Nonetheless, details of the purported trials were never made
public.

The IGNU publicly condemned all forms of extrajudicial and political killings.

However, aft«r the NPFL attacked Monrovia in Octooer, renegade elements in the
AFL (which is under some degree of IGNU control), sometimes in cooperation with
ULIMO, formed vigilante squads which reportedly engaged in ethnic score-settling

by summarily executing several members of the Nimban community suspected oi

NPFL or INPFL affiliations. (Nimbans were believed to predominate in the NPFL
and INPFUL.) Two AFL soldiers faced courts-martial for killing civilians in Novem-
ber. One of the soldiers was executed aft«r being convicted in a 1-day trial, and the
trial of the other was delayed. When ULIMO captured Bomi County from the NPFL
in August, ULIMO irregulars summai^ executed several civilians for allegedly
being NPFL collaborators or housing NrFL soldiers. In many instances, the civil-

ians nad been intimidated into assisting or providing quarters to the NPFL fighters

when its fighters controlled the area.

b. Disappearance.—Disappearances were not believed to be common during the
first 9 months of 1992, but there were several reports (of varying degrees of credibil-

ity) of young men disappearing while in the custody of the NPFL or ULIMO, pos-
sibly victims of forced conscription or execution. Very little new information surfaced
about persons missing as a result of the war. Incidents of disappearance signifi-

cantly increased aft«r the October 15 NPFL attack on Monrovia. Hundreds of subur-
ban residents could not be located, and there are credible reports that numbers were
unwillingly moved to sites in NPFL territory. Others are feared to have been killed.

c. Torture and Other Cruel Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Liberian Constitution prohibits torture and degrading treatment. While not at-

taining the same level as tnat of the civil war period, serious incidents of inhuman
treatment persisted in 1992. NPFL troops, during the attack on Monrovia in Octo-
ber, were reported to have forcibly abducted scores of Monrovia area residents, in-

cluding several hundred orphaned children, relocating them in NPFL military
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camps. Human rights activists reported that escapees from these camps have al-

leged physical and psychological mistreatment ana squalid conditions—inadequate
food, shelter, and medical care. Credible reports indicated that several persons may
have died of starvation or lack of medical care at these locations.

NPFL soldiers were widely accused of severely beating and torturing persons sus-
pected of being ULIMO operatives. Civilian travelers were frequently the victims of
mistreatment and extortion at the hands of NPFL fighters at the numerous NPFL
check^ints along the country's major roadways. Civilians, even several high rank-
ing NPRAG oflicials, were harassed or physically abused at these checkpoints, often
by teenage or younger boys attempting to extort money or conflscate property. Some
civilians were beaten or forced to disrobe; many others suffered threats of violence

or other forms of intimidation.

There were credible reports that NPFL personnel operated involuntary labor
camps in Grand Gedeh County and subjected inmates to severe beatings for refusing
to work or for attempting to escape. NPFL leader Charles Taylor publicly con-

demned harassment of civilians, but there is evidence that many guilty NPFL sol-

diers were not disciplined for these abuses. The NPFL leadership seemed to have
the capacity to deter excesses but chose to discipline offending troops only when ex-

pedient. NPFL leaders, after a major conference of their supporters in late April at

which attendees complained of NPFL harassment of civilians, arrested two generals
and demoted other oflicers for mistreating inhabitants of Grand Gedeh County. It

is unclear whether the two generals were tried.

In January INPFL leader Prince Johnson detained Isaac Bantu, President of the
Press Union of Liberia, and another journalist for several days. The journalists were
held in a crude, unlit one-room cell without sanitary facilities. They were shackled
and subjected to physical and psychological abuse; Johnson reportedly aimed a pis-

tol at Bantu's head, threatening to kill him. The journalists were released only after

pressure from prominent Liberians and the international community. In another in-

cident, credible sources claim that Prince Johnson shot a young INPFL soldier for

wearing a red bandana, a color which Johnson associated with the rival NPFL.
Reli£u[)le sources claimed that, in several instances, IGNU police beat criminal sus-

pects in their custody. Credible sources also allege that ECOMOG soldiers weiie oc-

casionally seen mistreating criminal suspects as well as harassing individuals at
ECOMOG checkpoints in ftlonrovia. Methodist Bishop Arthur Kulah, a Nimban, was
beaten on at least two occasions, publicly humiliated, and harassed by AFL troops
who alleged he was collaborating with the NPFL.

Conditions in the nation's jails were hazardous to life and health prior to the civil

war and were even more dismal in the mostly makeshift jails of 1992. Prisoners
were often denied medical care or contact with family; cells or rooms were small,

crowded, and filthy. Detainees were often housed with convicted criminals. Inad-
equate diet and lack of time outside cells were widespread problems. The IGNU has
not given prison reform a high priority, and there has been little, if any, attempt
to discipline the guard force. However, prison conditions on the INPFL Caldwell
Base and in NPFL territory were more severe, according to credible sources. The
INPFL held its prisoners in makeshift, substandard cells; cell guards and senior
INPFL officials, including Prince Johnson, allegedly tortured them freqpiently. Some
prisoners were held incommunicado, and access to medical attention was often de-
nied. Similar allegations of inhuman treatment of prisoners have been leveled at the
NPFL. Reports indicate that detainees often were neld in crude, makeshift facilities

rather than in regular prisons or jails. Arbitrary beatings and torture were reported
to be common.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^The 1985 Constitution prohibits arbi-

trary arrests, but in the aftermath of the war, there were few functioning institu-

tional safeguards preventing the practice. The Constitution provides for the rights

of the accused, including warrants for arrests and the right of detainees either to

be charzed or to be released within 48 hours. These provisions were widely ignored.
IGNU President Sawyer repeatedly has affirmed that his administration would re-

spect the 1985 Constitution's procedural safeguards, and in practice he has at-

tempted to do so. However, administrative inefficiency, delays in appointing judges,
and poorly trained criminal justice personnel resulted in some detainees being held
for long periods without trial or chai;ges. In practice, police officers had wide discre-

tion to make arrests, and this authority was often abused. Arrests regularly took
place without probable cause. Some human rights monitors reported that police offi-

cers often disregarded the rights of detainees. At times they did not inform detain-

ees of the charges against them. Police occasionally coerced confessions from persons
illegally detained. Additionally, detentions by the ECOMOG peacekeepers did not
always satisfy constitutional standards.
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Liberian criminal procedure provides the right to bail, and the bail system func-

tioned relatively well in Monrovia. The law also allows for the writ of habeas corpus,

which at times was employed, as in March when a noted human rights attorney se-

cured the release of two clients implicated in, but not formally charged with, the

homicide of a former INPFL official.

Arbitrary arrests were commonplace in NPFL territory. NPFL soldiers and police

officers had almost unbridled power to make warrantless arrests, and they often ex-

ercised that power capriciously. Hundreds of persons reportedly were detained on
spurious grounds or without charge for periods ranging irom several hours to sev-

eral weeks. Throughout the year, the NPFL forcibly detained Liberian nationals,

several foreign national relief workers, and missionaries, often accusing them of

being spies.

Detainees in NPFL territory were most often not informed of their legal rights.

The right to habeas corpus remained suspended, and access to baU was basically

unavailable. A Monrovia-based attorney was detained for several days simply for

raising an objection in an NPFL court.

Credible sources indicated that the INPFL periodically detained persons on vague
or spurious charges. The detention of press union President Isaac Bantu gained the

most notoriety, but the INPFL also detained at least two IGNU police onicers who
had entered the INPFL base to investigate a crime committed in Monrovia. The
INPFL had no regular police force or court system. BaU and habeas corpus were
unavailable. Release depended primarily on the whim of INPFL leader Johnson,
who could at times be influenced by the intervention of important persons or organi-

zations.
Continuing a practice begun lastyear, undisciplined elements of the AFL periodi-

cally detained and beat former NPFL fighters who had deserted to Monrovia, as
well as civilians deemed to be "NPFL sympathizers." After the NPFL's attack on
Monrovia, the AFL and IGNU security forces detained well over 100 NPFL fighters.

Some detainees may have been killed or mistreated. Many detentions were without
probable cause and were based on ethnic discrimination. Several prisoners were de-

tained because of body scarification identifying them with certain ethnic groups. In
December the AFL announced that it had released 100 detainees.

During the year, there were no reported instances of any Liberians being sub-
jected to forced, exile.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Liberia's legal system is closely modeled on that
of the United States, with the Supreme Court at its apex. Before the civil war, the
system afforded little protection in practice for defendants, because of corruption
among court officials, lack of training, and executive interference. By mid-1990, the
system had completely collapsed along with the rest of civil authority, with justice

in the hands of military commanders of the warring factions.

In 1991 the IGNU slowly began to reconstitute the court system in the Monrovia
area. It reestablished several magistrate courts in Monrovia, and swore into office

new circuit court judges. In September 1992, the only court with jurisdiction to hear
theft cases was finally reestablished. The right to due process and a public trial was
respected in Monrovia, but corruption in the judiciary was a recurrent problem cited

by numan rights monitors, the press, and members of the bar. The AFL formed
boards of inquiry to investigate civilians suspected of collaborating with the NPFL.
Proceedings were not public, and adherance to due process could not be confirmed.
Under tne auspices of the ECOWAS peace process, the IGNU and the NPFL

agreed on the creation of a five-member ad hoc Supreme Court in September 1991.

In March 1992, the NPRAG and IGNU agreed that the Court should have the full

jurisdiction provided by the Constitution lor the Supreme Court, and it began hear-
ing cases.

Although the NPFL also partially reactivated the court system in areas under its

control, in practice legal and judicial protections were almost totally lacking. There
were reports that the NPFL authorities unilaterally imposed capital punishment for

alleged armed thefts. Those who were tried by the courts were not always guaran-
teed fundamental fairness. Human rights observers questioned the independence of
the judiciary in NPFL territory.

f. Arbitrary Interference With Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Serious
abuses of privacy by soldiers of all of'^the warring factions continued in 1992. AFL
soldiers committed many robberies in the Monrovia area. ULIMO and AFL soldiers
commandeered vehicles and engaged in widespread looting in suburban areas aban-
doned after the NPFL attacked Monrovia in October. They continued illegally to oc-

cupy some private homes. NPFL irregulars also engaged in looting in the Monrovia
suburbs which came under their temporary control during the attack.
The situation regarding interference with person or property in NPFL territory

was abysmal. Throughout NPFL territory, but particularly in the western counties,
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NPFL soldiers regularly demanded food and personal possessions from village resi-
dents and often robbed and physically abused citizens, particularly at checkpoints.
Confiscation of private homes and vehicles was common. To escape the harassment,
many Liberians moved their families to remote areas. INPFL soldiers guarding the
entrance to the Caldwell Base, where several thousand civiliaDS live, also extorted
money and abused people.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—Following the November 1990 cease-fire, fighting between the warring fac-
tions declined, but the ULIMO offensive and the NPFL response in western Liberia
in late August 1992 threatened a return to generalized, and possibly ethnically
based, hostilities. While the Krahn/Mandingo-i^uenced ULIMO and the Gio/Mano-
dominated NPFL skirmished in western Uberia, both groups caused more harm to
noncombatants than to each other as they indiscriminately ransacked villages,
abused populations, and confiscated scant food supplies. Although reports of NPFL
abuses were more numerous, credible sources claimed that both ULIMO and the
NPFL executed innocent civilians, usually young men, on the mere suspicion that
the victims belonged to the rival group. Because ULIMO was based in Sierra Leone,
the NPFL particularly mistreated the Sierra Leonean refugees living in western Li-
beria.

In August over 20,000 persons fled to Monrovia to escape thie ULEMO-NPFL fight-
ing and mistreatment from both sides. There were credible reports that the NPFL
killed scores of civilians during counterattacks in September against ULIMO posi-
tions in Bomi County. Several unconfirmed estimates placed the cumulative death
toll from these attacks at close to 400 persons. The depradations in August were
a prelude to the October 15 NPFL attack on Monrovia. There were credible reports
that the NPFL troops plundered several villages and engaged in other abuses.
IGNU claimed that in some areas NPFL troops went from house to house in a fren-
zy of violence, executing hundreds of civilians. Five American citizen nuns were
killed by NPFL troops during fighting on the outskirts of Monrovia. Human rights
activists report that the NPFL also took hundreds of civilian hostages, and scores
of persons were missing and feared dead.
The NPFL was not the only faction guilty of abuses. Both ULIMO and AFL troops

executed civilians. There were also credible reports of AFL and ULIMO squads
targeting former NPFL and INPFL members living in Monrovia. Nighttime bands
of AFL and ULIMO fighters also went from house to house in search of persons
from Nimba County who became objects of harassment and mistreatment. One
human rights group, citing credible sources, alleged that AFL troops summarily exe-
cuted captured or surrendering NPFL fighters. After fighting broke out on October
15, ECOMOG Alpha jets struck NPFL targets in several cities upcountry, causing
collateral damage and an unknown number of civilian casualties.
Some of the worst humanitarian offenses occurred in Grand Gedeh County where

Gio and Mano filters in the NPFL continued to punish their ethnic rivals, the
Krahns. In January between 1,000 and 3,000 persons fled to Cote DTvoire for
safehaven, and thousands more fled into the bush as the NPFL plundered their vil-

lages.

Several credible sources accused high ranking NPFL officers of operating involun-
tary labor camps, resulting in the de facto imprisonment of scores of Grand
Gedeans. Acknowledging the abuses, Charles Taylor in May dispatched a trusted
NPFL ofiicial to enforee discipline among the NPFL soldiers in the area, and reports
of abuses diminished. However, credible sourees contended that after September the
NPFL initiated a program of involuntary conscription, including children, in Nimba
County and southeastern Liberia. According to these sources, persons who refused
to Join the NPFL were beaten and tortured, as were local government officials who
refused to implement the conscription program. Many of the young NPFL troops
sent to attack Monrovia in mid-October were given amphetamine (unigs by NPFL
commanders. NPFL soldiers also impeded the woric of the relief organizations pro-
viding emergency assistance in NPFL territory. In August a Libenan employee of
the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) was killed, and the luRC del-
egate to Liberia was seriously wounded in an ambush, reportedly by NPFL soldiers,
in Bomi County.
Throughout the year, dozens of Liberian employees of relief organizations, includ-

ing the United Nations, were detained; some were beaten or threatened. A few for-

eign relief workers also were detained, but mostly for short periods. Occasionally,
NPFL soldiers tried to confiscate relief supplies from relief^workers; more com-
monly, soldiers confiscated relief food after the humanitarian groups had distributed
it. In September the NPFL seized 10,000 pounds of rice from U.N. stocks in Grand
Gedeh County. Throughout the year, NPFL leader Charles Taylor publicly stated
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his desire to cooperate with the relief community, and in midyear, he took several
steps to improve NPFL relations with the organizations.
A skirmish between Senegalese ECOMOG troops and the NPFL in Lofa County

in late May ended in the deaths of six ECOMOG and an undetermined number of
NPFL soldiers. According to ECOMOG, autopsies of the killed Senegalese soldiers

revealed that two or more were perhaps tortured.

TTiroughout the year, the Revolutionary United Front (RUF), an organization of
Sierra Leonean dissidents, occupied or controlled areas along the Sierra Leonean
border. Credible sources reported that the RUF, backed by the NPFL, committed
many human rights infractions against Liberians and Sierra Leonean refugees.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—These freedoms are provided for in the Con-
stitution and, witn some limitations, were generally exercised in Monrovia, but
there were substantial limitations elsewhere. Monrovia had more than 12 privately

owned newspapers, 3 to 5 of which published regularly. The Interim Government
introduced its own paper, The Liberian Times, in June. There was no ofllcial press
censorship in Monrovia, nor were any newspapers closed during the year. However,
the Monrovia press tended to be pro-IGNU, and some journalists admitted practic-

ing self-censorship. Other journalists asserted that constant public calls by IGNU
omcials for a "more responsible" press had a chilling effect on journalistic freedom.
At times, journalists were requested to meet with IGNU officials who had been of-

fended by articles. Most of The Eye newspaper's editorial staff was arrested in Au-
gust and sued in connection with an article alleging that a high-ranking IGNU offi-

cial had threatened them. The case was settled out of court through the mtervention
of the Press Union of Liberia (PUL), a human rights organization, and the Informa-
tion Ministry. The Eye had experienced two arson attempts in June.

In November IGNU ordered that the Ministry of Information edit all news articles

regarding the fighting around Monrovia which contained information about
ECOMOG troop positions and numbers. While most journalists did not oppose the
measure, a reputable journalist said that the Information Ministry had occasionally
overstepped its authority by significantly editing articles. Until its disintegration,

the INPFL sponsored an occasional newspaper. The Scorpion. The record of INPFL
regarding freedom of the press was not good. It detained the PUL President and
a colleague for several days because Prince Johnson felt the press was treating him
unfairly (see Section I.e.). On several occasions, Johnson threatened reporters for

publishingunfavorable articles about him.
The NPFL printed a newspaper, The Patriot. During the year, several privately

owned newspapers appeared in Gbamga, capital of NPFL-controlled territory. Some
of these papers, however, were depenoent on the NPFL Information Ministry print-

ing presses and relied on the Ministry for newsprint. These papers were decidedly
pro-NPFL, and self-censorship was apparent. Some ioumalists voiced complaints
that the NPFL Information Ministry stifled press freedom. Criticism of Charles Tay-
lor and NPFL military efforts were not allowed. In July two journalists were tried

by a special tribunal for publishing reports of NPFL military setbacks at the hands
01 ULIMO, but the outcome of the proceedings was never publicized. Journalists
from Monrovia experienced difficulty in covermg events in NPFL areas and often
had to seek approval from the NPFL before traveling there. The NPFL impeded dis-

tribution of Monrovia-based newspapers in its territory, and the IGNU reciprocated
against some of the newspapers from NPFL territory.

Residents of Liberia had to exercise care in their criticism of the various factions.

Although NPFL leader Charles Taylor affirmed publicly on several occasions that
his government supported free speech and criticism, both Liberians and foreign na-
tionals were detained by his supporters for comments about the NPFL.
The IGNU, in addition to supporting a shortwave radio station (ELBC), inaugu-

rated FM broadcasts in early 1992. ELBC news reports were generally favorable to
the IGNU. A Christian-operated FM radio station also broadcast from the Monrovia
area. The NPFL operated three radio and two television stations in its area. NPFL
news programs supported Charles Taylor and the NPFL, while discussing economic
and social conditions in NPFL territory.

The University of Liberia, after a long hiatus, reopened in the first half of the
year but had to close because of the renewed firfiting. While it was open, academic
freedom was generally respected, although pro-NPFL expresssion was strongly criti-

cized by university authorities and most of the student body.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Constitution provides the

rights of peaceful assembly and association. In Monrovia, political parties and other
groups were able to organize and to hold public meetings. New political organiza-
tions such as the Labor Party and National Reformation Party appeared, but the
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National Patriotic Party, the political aflUiate of the NPFL, was prohibited from lo-

cating its headquarters in Monrovia. Severed civic groups held peaceful demonstra-
tions, some critical of IGNU. In July a group of taxi drivers bu)cked an important
Monrovia thoroughfare in protest over rising gasoline prices. Neither the IGNU nor
ECOMOG attempted forcibly to disband the demonstrators. However, in May
ECOMOG restricted a peaceful demonstration of 1,000 to 1,500 NPFL supporters
to the outskirts of Monrovia and refused to allow the demonstration into the central
city. In late June, ECOMOG also prevented Prince Johnson from exiting his base
to lead a demonstration calling for IGNU President Sawyer's removal. ECOMOG
said that it quashed the demonstration because of the high probability of violence.
In October ECOMOG, with IGNU concurrence, imposed a nignttime curfew in Mon-
rovia because of the insecure conditions caused by the fitting. ECOMOG soldiers
were ordered to enforce the measure strictly, and numerous persons were arrested
for noncompliance. AFL soldiers have reportedly wounded several citizens for break-
ingthe curfew.
The freedoms of assembly and association were generally more restricted in NPFL

areas than in Monrovia. None of the prewar political parties was known to have
held public meetings in NPFL areas. However, the NPFL did sponsor four con-
ferences of tribal leaders, political party ofUcials, and leaders of numerous civic or-

ganizations. Although the events were fashioned to be pro-NPFL, several influential
lonrovians attended some of the meetings, and some criticism of the NPFL was ex-

Kressed, particularly regarding the mistreatment of civilians by NPFL soldiers. In
larch several NPFL ofncials were assaulted in Buchanan by protesters (see Section

l.a.), who dispersed peacefully only after NPRAG/NPFL leader Charles Taylor vis-

ited the city and promised to restore discipline to the troops there.
c. Freedom of Religion.—^The 1985 Constitution recognizes freedom of religion as

a fundamental right, and Liberia has no established state religion. Christianity has
long been the religion of the political and economic eUte, while the majority of the
population has continued to follow traditional religions or to practice a mixture of
traditional religions and Christianity or Islam. There were no evident efforts by the
various warring factions to suppress religious freedom, although Mandingos, who
are predominantly Muslim, were targeted by the NPFL as sympathetic to President
Doe during the civil war and in 1992 were mistreated by the NPFL as suspected
supporters of ULIMO.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Immigration and Re-
patriation.—^The Constitution provides for freedom of movement throu^out Liberia
as well as the right to leave or enter the country at will. Freedom of movement in
and out of Monrovia was generally respected by IGNU in 1992. However, IGNU re-
portedly refused some NPKAG officials the right to depart Liberia throu^ the Mon-
rovia airport. Throu^out the year, freedom of movement, ranging from resettle-

ment of displaced persons to ordinary commerce and travel, was inhibited in NPFL
territory because of extortion and harassment by unruly soldiers.

ULIMO-NPFL clashes in western Liberia and arbitrary confiscation of private ve-
hicles also were strong deterrents to internal travel. While over 20,000 Liberians
fled to Monrovia in August and September to escape the ULIMO-NPFL fighting in
western Liberia, human rights groups and other credible sources stated that in Sep-
tember the NPFL jprohibited hundreds, perhaps thousands, of others from seeking
similar refuge in Monrovia. For several months during the year, the IGNU imposed
embargoes on shipment of goods into NPFL territory, and retaliatory actions by the
NPFL nad the practical effect of inhibiting the right to travel within the county.

In January between 1,000 and 3,000 Krahns fled to Cote d'lvoire to escape har-
assment from the Gio and Mano NPFL fighters. Roughly 600,000 Liberian refiigees

remained in nei^boring West African countries, many out of fear of ethnic discrimi-
nation. While accurate figures of refugee repatriation are difficult to confirm, up to
80,000 Liberians may have spontaneously returned since June 1991. Most of these
returnees went to Monrovia, where they were well received and were provided as-
sistance by a network consisting of the U.N. agencies, the IGNU, and international
and domestic nongovernmental relief groups.
There are approximately 100,000 Sierra Leonean refugees in Liberia. Althou^

many Sierra Leoneans were mistreated by the NPFL, there were no reports of such
refugees being forced to leave Liberia.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Despite constitutional and legal guarantees of free and fair elections, Liberians
could not exercise the right to change their government in 1992. Under the auspices
of ECOWAS, the NPFL and the IGNU estaolished an ad hoc elections commission
in 1991 with a mandate to organize presidential and national legislative elections
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in 1992. However, the elections commission made little progress toward holding
elections, primarily because of the failure of the warring factions to disarm.
There was some limited activity in the search for new political formulas to restore

unity under a popularly elected leadership. The NPRAG and IGNU exchanged pro-

{>osals aimed at forming joint executive branch commissions, but there was little fol-

owup. The legislatures of the NPRAG and the IGNU periodically considered merg-
ing, but no progress was achieved. The IGNU remained a coalition Government
comprised of the major prewar political parties. Power in the IGNU mainly resides
in the executive branch, led by President Amos Sawyer, and not in the legislature

or the judiciary. The NPRAG also had three separate branches of government. But
unlike the coalition-based IGNU, Charles Taylor is the NPRAG'S unquestioned lead-

er and decisionmaker.
Neither the legislature in Monrovia nor that in Gbamga was truly representative.

However, the Interim Legislature in Monrovia at times asserted its role as a sepa-
rate branch of government, both confirming and rejecting important IGNU ap-

pointees following public confirmation hearings. It also subpoenaed members of the
executive branch to explain actions of the Interim Government. While the NPRAG
legislature was generally subservient to its party leadership views, it too rejected

a few NPRAG appointments. The NPRAG held legislative and county elections in

NPFL territoiy, and although some incumbents were not returned to office, few de-

tails were available on the fairness of the exercise.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigations ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The few human rights organizations in Liberia are relatively new, underfunded,
and inexperienced. These groups conducted some public meetings and other activi-

ties but engaged in very Rttle human rights monitoring. Two groups occasionally
published newspapers dedicated to human rights. None of the organizations re-

ported any IGNU interference with their activities. The attitude of the NPRAG to-

ward the human ri^ts orgeinizations was less clearly enunciated, and its conduct
to date has not been encouraging. Some Monrovia-based activists feared for their

personal safety, claiming that the NPFL had accused them of being IGNU agents.
They also alleged that the NPFL placed significant restrictions on their travel in

NPFL territory. There was one human rights organization based in NPFL territory,

but it did not appear to be active or effective.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The roots of the civil conflict can be found in the historical division between, on
the one hand, the Americo-Liberians, who for over 150 years dominated the politi-

cal, economic, and cultural life of the country, and on the other hand, the indigenous
ethnic groups. The latter frequently complained of government discrimination in

many areas, such as access to education and civil service jobs and to infrastructure
development. The coup mounted by Sergeant Doe and other noncommissioned offi-

cers in 1980 was seen as a revolution, with indigenous groups taking power from
the Americo-Liberian elite. However, Doe's authoritarian military-based regime pro-

fressively exacerbated ethnic tensions while subverting the democratic reforms em-
odied in the 1985 Constitution.
During the Doe regime, resentment grew over domination by, and government fa-

voritism toward, his tribe, the Krahns. At the height of the civil war, an individual's
language was used to identify that person's ethnicgroup. ITiose from groups consid-
ered hostile freauently were summarily executed. The cease-fire in late 1990 stopped
most of these aouses. However, NPFL reprisals against the Krahn, particularly in

Grand Gedeh, and against Mandingos tnroughout NPFL territory, continued to

occur, and harassment of rival ethnic groups by Krahn AFL troops in Monrovia re-

sumed when fighting broke out in mid-OctoTber (see Section l.g.).

The 1985 Constitution prohibited discrimination based on ethnic background,
race, sex, creed, place of origin, or political opinion. However, it also provided that
only "persons who are Negroes or of Negro aescent" may be citizens or own land,
thus denying full rights to many who have lived all their lives in Liberia. Neither
Monrovia's Interim Government nor Gbamga's NPRAG have considered repealing
this racial test.

The status of women in Liberian society varies by region, ethnic group, and reli-

fion. Some women currently hold skilled jobs, including cabinet-level positions in
oth the IGNU and NPFL governments. In 1991 and 1992, several women's organi-

zations were established in Monrovia and Gbamga to advance family welfare issues,

to help promote political reconciliation, and to assist in rehabilitating former com-
batants as well as civilian victims of war. In urban areas and along the coast,
women can inherit land and property. In rural areas, where traditional customs are
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stronger, a woman is normalljyr considered the property of her husband and his clan
and is not usually entitled to inherit from her husband.
Women in most rural areas are responsible for much of the farm labor emd have

had only limited access to education. According to a recent U.N. study, females in
Liberia receive only about 28 percent of the schooling given to males. In the massive
violence inflicted on civilians during the conflict, women suffered the gamut of
abuses, and especially rape. Even prior to the war, domestic violence against women
was extensive but never was seriously addressed as an issue by the Government or
women's groups. Female genital mutilation (circumcision) was, and almost certainlv
still is, widely practiced, particularly in some rural areas. According to an independ-
ent expert in the field, the percentage of Liberian women who have undergone this
procedure may be as hi^h as 60 percent. Young children are sometimes compelled
to perform military service (see Section 6.d.).

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—The Constitution states that workers have the ri^^t
to associate in trade unions. Unions are constitutionally prohibited from partisan
political activity, and the restriction has been observed in practice. Government in-

terference in union activities, especially elections and leadership conflicts, was cus-
tomary before the war. Over 20 trade unions, representing about 15 percent of the
wage-earning work force, were registered with the Ministiy bf Labor before 1989.
More than ten national unions were members of the Libenan Federation of Labor
Unions (LFLU). However, the actual power the unions exercised was always slight.

Like virtually all other organized activity in the country, unions disappeared dur-
ing the height of the war. As some lar^e-scale operations involving rubber and other
esttractive industries began operating in NPFL areas in 1991 ana 1992, some union
activity associated with these industries also resumed. In at least one instance, an
incumbent union withstood a challenge from another group seeking to represent the
workers at a major extractive operation in NPFL territory. Union activity also re-

sumed in Monrovia, with much of it focusing on resolving prewar internal leader-
ship questions. Labor unions traditionally were aflUiated with international labor
groups before the war, and many of these ties were resumed in 1992.

Liberia's status as a beneficiary of trade preferences under the United States'
Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) program was suspended in 1990 as a re-

sult of the Doe Government's failure to take steps to provide internationally recog-
nized worker rights. For example, the Doe regime did not recognize the right of civil

servants or employees of pubhc corporations to unionize or strike. During 1992 the
IGNU legislature worked toward, but did not enact, an amended labor code remov-
ing the prohibition against unionization of government workers.
Neither the IGNIJ nor the NPRAG officiallv repealed or afiirmed the 1980 Doe

Government decree prohibiting strikes, but tnere were no major strikes in 1992.
However, there were several work slowdowns (some by IGNU civil servants) because
of late or partial wage pajrments. Workers in the extractive industries conducted
slowdowns and also threatened work stoppages in protest over some companies'
slowness or failure to comply with the NPKAG's requirement for wage payments in
United States currency instead of Liberian dollars. During the year, neither IGNU
nor NPRAG took any discriminatory actions against organized labor.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—-With the important exception
of civil servants and employees of public coiterations, workers eiyoy the right to or-

ganize and bargain collectively. However, m 1992 these rights were significantly
constrained by the institutional breakdown of unions caused by the war and the low
level of economic activity. With high unemployment and lay-offs being fundamental
concerns, several unions negotiated with employers severance payments for union
members who had become redundant. Generally, the wage and severance pay agree-
ments are negotiated freely between labor and their employers, with occasional
input from the IGNU or NPRAG Labor Ministry.
Although the Interim Legislature deliberated the merits of a revised labor code,

neither the Interim Government nor the NPRAG took steps to correct flaws high-
lighted by the 1990 report of the International Labor Organization (ILO). That re-

port stated that existing labor laws failed to provide workers adequate protection
against discrimination and reprisals for union activity, failed to protect workers' or-

ganizations against outside interference, and did not give eligiole workers in the
public sector uie opportunity to bargain collectively.

Labor laws have the same force in Liberia's one export processing zone as in the
rest of the country.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Constitution prohibits forced
labor, but even before the civil war this prohibition was widely ignored in rural
areas, where farmers were pressured into providing free labor on "community
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projects" which often benefited only local leaders. Forced labor was used by some
or all of the warring factions during the civil war, especially for moving equipment
and supplies. Vestiges of this practice persisted in 1992. NPFL oflicers established

forced mbor camps and farms m Grand Gedeh County. According to several sources,

the NPFL reportedly used forced labor in western Liberia to move suppUes in the
wake of clashes with ULIMO. When it captured Bomi County in August, ULIMO
reportedly forced inhabitants to carry property that had been confiscated as spoils

of war.
d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^Under the Doe Government, the

law prohibited employment of children under age 16 during school hours in the
wage sector. Enforcement by the Ministry of Labor, however, was limited. Even be-

fore the civil war, small diildren continued to assist their parents as vendors in

local markets and on family subsistence farms. This practice persisted in 1992, par-

ticularly in those areas where schools had been closed because of the war. During
the conflict, the NPFL and the DJPFL recruited young children as soldiers; many
of them had been orphaned, and some were less than 12 years of age. Many of these
children, especially in the NPFL, remained under arms in 1992, (Indeed, the NPFL
had a unit named the "Small Boys Unit.") To help counter the ULIMO offensive in

western Liberia, the NPFL was believed to have recruited additional soldiers, in-

cluding children, in the latter half of 1992. Many of the young NPFL troops sent
to attack Monrovia in mid-October were given mood-altering drugs.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The labor law provides for a minimum wage,
paid leave, severance benefits, and safety standards. Before the economy collapsed,

the legal minimum wage varied according to profession but did not generally pro-

vide a decent standard of living for a worker and family. Often workers were forced

to supplement their incomes through other activities to maintain a minimal stand-
ard of living. Most turned to subsistence farming. The wage limit has not always
been enforced adequately by the Labor Ministry. In mid-1992, the NPRAG ordered
that all extractive mdustries pay workers at least partly in U.S. dollars. The meas-
ure effectively increased the woikers' salaries due to the variance between the offi-

cial and black market exchange rates. I*rior to 1990, there had also been health and
safety standards, in theonr enforced by the Ministry of Labor. In view of the low
level of economic activity during 1992, these various regulations were not obeyed by
many employers, and there was very little attempt at enforcement in Monrovia or
in NPFL territory.

MADAGASCAR

Throughout 1992 Madagascar was ruled by transitional governmental institutions

established in late 1991 following mass protests against the rule of President Didier
Ratsiraka by the populist "Forces Vives (Active Forces) movement. The transitional

Ciovemment, headed by Prime Minister Guy Razanamasy, ruled by decree with the
advice and consent of the 31-member High Authority of State (HAJE) headed by Al-

bert Zafy, the 130-seat Council for Economic and Social Recovery (CRES), and the
heads of the Council of CJhurches. President Ratsiraka remained in office but with
much reduced powers, and the National Assembly remained suspended. In August
Malagasy voters approved a new constitution wnich provides for an elected par-
liamentary form of^ government headed by a prime minister but with provision for

a popularly elected president as head of state. Presidential elections, considered by
international observers to have been generally free and democratic, were held on
November 25. A runoff election between the top two contenders, Albert Zafy and
Didier Ratsiraka, will be held in January 1993.
The gendarmerie and the national police were responsible for internal security

during this transitional year. They and the Directorate General of Internal and Ex-
ternal Investigations an4 Documentation (DGIDIE) reported to the Prime Minister,
although most of their persormel remained appointees of President Ratsiraka. The
Presidential Security Guard, a unit of 1,800 men, remained under the direct com-
mand of the President. Some elements of this and another elite, pro-Ratsiraka army
unit were involved in a partly successful intimidation campaign to keep voters away
from the polls during tne August constitutional referendum and to disrupt early
preparations for the presidential election. Violence during and after the referendum
resulted in at least eight deaths. However, according to credible reports, physical
mistreatment of detainees, associated particularly witn the DGIDIE in the past, did
not recur in 1992. Madagascar's total military expenditures for 1989, the last year
for which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed
analysis, were $35 million. These expenditures have not decreased. In the years
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ahead, the Government may reserve a greater percentage of these expenditures for

civic action projects.

Agriculture, especially production of rice, vanilla, and coffee, dominates the Mala-
gasy economy, employing 80 percent of the work force and creating 35 percent of

gross domestic product (GDP). Madagascar also has a small industrial base which
generates about 15 percent of GDP. Per capita GDP is very low, about $230 per
annum. GDP growth for 1992 was expected to be approximately 1 percent, but living

standards continued to erode given Madagascar's relatively high rate of population
growrth. Unemployment was high, particularly among youth (60 percent oi the popu-
lation is under age 25). In 1992 the transitional Government had to contend with
the negative effects of the general strikes in 1991 and was not able to implement
strong macroeconomic stabilization and reform measures.
Human rights are more fully protected under the Constitution adopted in August,

but political confrontation and violence occurred throughout much of the year. In
March government troops used excessive force against unarmed pro-Ratsiraka dem-
onstrators, killing six people. In a number of instances, pro-Ratsiraka (so-called

"federalist") supporters initiated violence in protesting efforts within the transitional

Government to exclude President Ratsiraka from future elections. In July members
of a Forces Vives splinter group temporarily seized the national radio and television

building in Antananarivo, claiming to have overthrown the transitional Govern-
ment. Federalist supporters seriously disrupted the transitional Government's con-

trol, notably in coastal Diego Suarez (Antsiranana), Tamatave (Toamasina), and
Tulear (Toliara). Notwithstanding this pattern of confrontation and violence, free-

dom of speech, press, and assembly were widely exercised during 1992. There were,
however, occasional complaints that national television was being pressured into

providing coverage favorable to the transitional Government.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—One incident involving excessive

crowd control measures took a toll in human lives. On March 31, pro-Ratsiraka sup-
porters marched on the National Forum (the body drafting legislation for the Third
Republic) to protest efforts inspired by Forces Vives to exclude Ratsiraka from fu-

ture office. After repeated warnings to turn back, soldiers fired on the demonstra-
tors as they approached the security zone of the Forum site, killing six and wound-
ing several others. As was the case with a similar incident on August 10, 1991

—

when RatsireJca forces used excessive force in putting down a crowd marching on
the palace—^the Government's investigation was inconclusive and did not result in

any arrests or convictions.

Beginning 10 days before the August 19 referendum on the new Constitution,

there were a number of politically motivated incidents between Ratsiraka federalist

supporters and the transitional government forces, resulting in a number of deaths.
Pro-^atsiraka provocateurs destroyed ballots in Mahajanga and Maroantsetra and
in other coastal cities, including Toliara and Antisiranana (Diego Suarez), where
"federated states" were declared. Many polling stations, especially in Antsiranana
Srovince but also in Toliara, could not open during the referendum due to the pro-

latsiraka intimidation campaign. In Toamasina, immediately after the referendum,
the attempted killing of a local Forces Vives leader by federalists touched off vio-

lence whicn took the lives of at least 6 people.

Recurring political violence was especially marked in Antsiranana. The day before
the referendum, army troops assisted civilian federalists in taking over the provin-
cial palace, air field, and radio station, and navy commandoes engineered a prison

break, adding to the insecurity. At least one local Forces Vives leader was killed.

Occupation of the provincial palace, along with the holding of Forces Vives hostages,
continued for more than 2 months. In October federalists assaulted the airport, and
the ensuing clash with loyalist soldiers and gendarmes resulted in eight deaths
among the federalist attackers.

In 1992 large increases in crime throu^out the country, coupled with inadequate
police response, resulted in a few instances of civilian vigilantes taking summary
retribution against alleged thieves. There was no official action taken to investigate

the killings.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no permanent disappearances in 1992. However,
there were short-term disappearances of Forces Vives militants and journalists due
to abductions by federalist agitators in Diego Suarez during and after the constitu-

tional referendum.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

There were no reports of such abuses in 1992.
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Conditions in Malagasy prisons, however, are life threatening. The diet provided

is inadequate, and family members or charities must augment inmates' daily food

rations. Those prisoners without relatives in the prison vicinity sometimes go for

days without food. Single prison cells house up to eight iimiates, and each prisoner

has on average less than 1 square meter of space. Prisoners suffer a wide range of

medical problems that are not routinely treated, including malnourishment, infec-

tions, malaria, and tuberculosis, which are exacerbated during the winter months.

A number of children live in the prisons with their mothers, suffering the same dep-

rivations, and guards conspire with female inmates to promote prostitution.

On August 24, the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) visited 14

detainees (13 of them Malagasy) arrested on July 29, 1992, for an attempted take-

over of the national radio and television station in Antananarivo. This was the first

such visit of political detainees in Madagascar by the ICRC.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Legal safeguards against arbitrary arrest

and detention are not always followed. According to the law, in a normal criminal

case the detainee must be charged or released within 3 days after arrest. An arrest

warrant may be obtained but is not always required. Grenerally, defendants in ordi-

nary criminal cases are charged formally within the specified time frame and, upon
being charged, are allowed to obtain an attorney. Counsel is readily available, and
court-appointed counsel is provided for indigents. Bail may be requested by the ac-

cused or by his attorney immediately after arrest, after being formally charged, or
during the appeal process. Denial of bail iftay be appealed.

Despite these legal provisions, average pretrial detention time exceeds 1 year, and
3 or 4 years of detention is common, even for crimes for which the maximum pen-
alty may be 2 years or less. Prisoners may spend years in prison only to be found
not guilty, with no recourse. According to reliable estimates, around 60 percent of
Madagascar's prisoners are in pretrial detention. The judicial process remained slow
in 1992. Under Malagasy law, anyone suspected of activity against the State may
be detained incommunicado for 15 days, subject to indefinite extension if considered
necessary by the Government. Two people initially arrested under this provision
were eventually formally charged with banditry and were awaiting trial at the end
of the year.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The 1975 Constitution and the new Constitution
adopted in 1992 provide for an independent judiciary and, in practice, the judiciary
seems to function without undue influence from the executive. However, the judici-

ary, unKke the executive and legislative branches, is not a separate branch of gov-
ernment.
Malagasy trials are public, and defendants have the right to be present, to

confront witnesses, and to present evidence. Defendants enjoy a presumption of in-

nocence under the Malagasy Penal Code.
The judiciary has three levels of courts: lower courts for civil and criminal cases

carrying limited fines and sentences; the Court of Appeals, which includes a crimi-
nal court for cases carrying sentences of 5 years or more; and the Supreme Court.
The judiciary also has a number of special courts designed to handle specific kinds
of cases under the jurisdiction of the higher courts.

A constitutional High Court, with a separate and autonomous status, is the body
for review of laws, decrees, and ordinances and for overseeing elections and certify-

ing their results. It is clearly separated from the judicial hierarchy.
Extralegal institutions known as "dina" also exist as a means of conflict resolu-

tion. Dina are special bodies established under specific agreements between villages.

Technically, dina handle only civil matters between villages; criminal cases are to

be turned over to the court system. In practice, the dina have been used to settle

cattle rustling cases, prevalent in the south. Decisions by dina are not subject to

procedural protection of due process or to judicial review. Dina are tramtional
means of conflict resolution whose weight of authority depends upon customary con-
sensus to abide by their rulings.
A military court has jurisdiction over all cases involving national security. The

definition of national security is largely a matter of interpretation by the authori-
ties, but includes acts constituting a threat to the nation and its political leaders,
invasion by foreign forces, and riots that could lead to overthrow of the Government.
In exceptional cases, civilians may be tried in the military court if charged with
breaking military laws. Military courts, like civilian courts, provide for an appeal
process and are presided over by civilian magistrates.
There were no political prisoners tried ana sentenced in 1992.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—The

home is inviolable under Malagasy tradition and law, and the State does not inter-

vene in the private aspects of the lives of the people. There is no known monitoring
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of telephones or correspondence, and there is no pattern of abuse of authority by
the police.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—The new Constitution provides for freedom of
expression, communication, and press and forbids press censorship; these provisions
were lai^ely respected in 1992. Since 1989, when press censorship was suspended
(to be formally abolished in 1990), the print media have openly criticized both the
Grovemment and the opposition. Opposition parties, independent trade unions, pro-
fessional associations, and others have regular access to the newspapers and onen
have their statements and declarations published.
By mid-1991, the state-owned Malagasy Radio-TV (RTM) featured weekly discus-

sion programs, often including prominent opposition figures. The political content of
its newscasts was largely factual throughout 1992, and Malagasy television contin-
ued to broadcast French network news Eve each evening. However, there were occa-
sional complaints that national television was being pressured into providing favor-
able coverage of the transitional Government.

State radio faced competition from four pirate stations, one of which was financed
by President Ratsiraka and another by the Forces Vives. In addition, there are other
private groups ready to begin operation as soon as a new law authorizing private
broadcasting is passed.

b. Freedom ofPeaceful Assembly and Association.—Some legal restrictions remain
on the ri^t of assembly and association. Municipal permits are required before
holding public meetings and may be denied by the Government if ofQcials believe
that the meeting poses a threat to the State or endangers national security. Ofii-

cially established security zones are ofi" limits to demonstrators. The proliferation of
political and nongovernmental organizations (NGO's) is indicative of recent relax-
ations on free association. There are more than 60 political parties in Madagascar,
25 of them formed in 1992, and some 900 NGCs.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The old and new Constitutions provide for freedom of re-
ligion. The Government is secular, and there is no discrimination on the basis of
religious afiiliation. Between 40 and 50 percent of the population adheres to Chris-
tian beliefs, with the remainder following traditional Malagasy beliefs, Islam, and
other faiths. Missionaries and clergy are permitted to operate freely.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^There is no restriction on travel within uie countiy. AllMalagasy must
obtain official approval for trips outside the country.- All residents of l^dagascar
(Malagasy and foreign) require exit visas issued by the Ministry of Interior. There
is no refiigee population in Madagascar.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Most citizens exercised this right in 1992, although the political violence sur-
rounding the constitutional referendum in August limited voting in some areas. The
unelected transitional institutions that governed Madagascar in 1992 were largely
the results of a popular mass opposition movement which in 1991
extraconstitutionally forced the government of Fh^sident Ratsiiaka to abdicate most
of its power. The key problem throughout the year revolved around the fiiture par-
ticipation of President Ratsiraka in the democratic process, with transitional gov-
ernment leaders divided on whether he should be excluded. Attempts by the pro-
Zafy c^p in late September and October to disqualify tiie presidential candidacy
of Ratsiraka orovokea renewed federalist violence in coastal provinces. On several
occasions in October, the rail link between Tamatave and Antananarivo was cut by
saboteurs, which, inter alia, deprived the capital of regular petroleum supplies. The
transitional Government struck agreements with federalist leaders in late October
and early November which ensure their cooperation during the presidential election
campaim in exchange for prompt consideration of federalist grievances. In the end,
the Hi^ Constitutional Court ruled in favor of the transitional Government's elec-
toral code allowing President Ratsiraka to run for President again; he did in Novem-
ber, winning a berth in a runoff election in January against Albert Zafy, the top
vote-getter m round one. Legislative elections are scheduled to foUow 2 months
later. The elected legislature will then select a Prime Minister, who will form a gov-
ernment.

Suffrage is universal, with no discrimination based upon sex or minority status,
but in government women hold less than 5 percent of cabinet-level or parliamentary
posts; in the judiciary they have a somewhat higher representation. In 1992, for the
first time, a woman participated in a presidential election, finishing fifth with 3.5
percent of the vote. Balloting, in theoiy, is secret. Separate ballots are printed for

61-307 0-93-6
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each candidate and distributed to voting sites by the national Government. Costs
associated with ballots are borne in part by the candidates, and only those can-
didates garnering a minimum 10 percent of the vote are reimbursed their required
contribution.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigations (^Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Human ri^ts groups are considered to be political groups under Malagasy law
and must register witn the Government. The new Constitution provides for the es-

tablishment of an independent organization charged with promoting and protecting

human rights, but it had not been established by year's end.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex. Religion, Language, or Social Status

Madagascar is inhabited by approximateljr 12 milUon people. The Malagasy are

of mixed Malayo-Polynesian ana African ori^ns and are divided into 18 distinct

groups based on regional and ancestral afliliation. These ethnic groups fully and
freely express their cultural heritages. The Electoral Code of October 1992 includes
legislation whidi prohibits traditional leaders from using their cultural authority to

influence voting. However, as in 1991, some militant supporters of President
Ratsiraka attempted to exploit ethnic tensions, particularly pitting coastal Malagasy
"Africans" against the Malayo-Indonesian highlanders, generally identified with the
President's opposition. Ethnic or regional solidarity can also be a determining factor

in hiring practices.

An Indo-Pakistani community of about 20,000, primarily engaged in commerce,
has been in Madagascar since the early part of this centuiy. Few, however, have
been able to obtain Malagasy citizenship, since it is customarily bestowed matrilin-

eaUy through native Malagasy women. TTieir shops have often been targets for vio-

lent attack during civil disturbances. There were few such incidents in 1992, but
the Indo-Pakistanis remained a frequent target of mistrust and criticism.

Women have an important, if secondary, role in the business and economic life

of the countiy, with many of them managing or owning business concerns or filling

management positions in state industries. Women in rural areas and among the
urban poor face greater hardship, bearing the responsibilities of raising a family
while also engaging in farm labor or other subsistence activities. In education wom-
en's participation in secondary and higher studies is lower than that of men.
Under the law, wives have an equal say in choosing where a married couple will

reside, and they receive a more or less equitable distribution of marital property in

divorce cases, m the case of the death of a husband, a wife inherits one-half of'^the

joint marital wealth. A widow receives a pension; however, a widower does not.

According to various sources, including magistrates, journalists, and women doc-

tors, violence against women, such as wiie beating, is not widespread. Malagasy so-

ciety tends to resolve conflict through a combination of patience and negotiation,

and marital confiontation is not considered acceptable. In the rare cases where
physical abuse is detected, police and legal authorities do intervene, although there
IS no law dealing specifically with violence against women.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.
—

^The Malagasy in both the public and private sectors

have the right in law—the 1975 Labor Code and the 1992 Constitution—and in

practice to establish and join labor unions of their own choosing without prior au-
thorization. Unions are required to register with the Government, and registration

is routinely granted. However, the labor force of 4.9 million is mostly agrarian (80
percent), ana unionized labor accounts for less than 5 percent of the total. Many
trade union federations are affiliated with political parties. Because the Grovemment
was transitional during 1992, it exercised very limited control over organized labor.

The Labor Code and the new Constitution provide for the right to strike. Those
providing essential services—police, fire fighters, hospital workers—have only a lim-

ited right to strike. In 1992 there were strikes by the railway workers union, by
Antananarivo bus drivers, at the state-owned power, petroleum, and air transport
companies, at two ministries, and at the state fishing company. In practice, formal
public and private sector unions have notplayed an active role politically or eco-

nomically in recent years in Madagascar. They have been overshadowed instead by
ad hoc strike committees which dominated labor agitation to support Forces Vives
political objectives, particularly in 1991.
Unions may and do freely affiliate with and participate in international bodies

and may form federations or confederations.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Both the 1975 Labor Code,
and the 1992 Constitution provide for the ri^t to bargain collectively. The Code
states that collective baigaining may be undertaken between management and labor
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at either party's behest. Collective bargaining agreements exist but are not common.
The minimum wage is set by the Government. Other wages are set by employers
with individual employees. When there is failure to reach agreement, the Aftnistiy
of Labor convenes a committee of employment inspectors who attempt to resolve the
matter. If this process fails, the committee refers the matter to the Chairman of the
Court of Appeals for final arbitration. There were no such cases in 1992.
The Labor Code formally prohibits antiunion discrimination by employers against

union members and organizers. In the case of antiunion activity, the union or its

members may file a petition in civil court challenging the employer.
Labor laws are applied uniformly throughout uie country, including in free trade

zones. Labor inspectors visit industrial won sites with some regularity.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced labor is explicitly prohib-

ited by the Labor Code and is not practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The Labor Code describes a chUd
as any person under the age of 18. The minimum age for employment is 14, and
the use of child labor is prohibited in those areas where there is apparent and immi-
nent danger. The Government enforces these child labor laws relatively effectively
in the small wage sector through iaspectors from the Ministries of Civil Service, and
Labor and Social Security. However, in the large subsistence sector, many young
children work with their parents on family farms at much earlier ages. Smularly,
in the urban areas many children earn a living as parking attendants and news-
paper vendors or through other street trading.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The Labor Code and its enforcing legislation
prescribe the woriting conditions and wage scales for employees, which are enforced
by the Ministry of Labor and Social Security. The law distinguishes between agricul-
tural and nonagricultural work. There is a 44-hour workweek in nonagriciutural
and service industries. There are also provisions for holiday pay, sick and maternity
leave, and insurance. There are several administratively determined minimum-wage
rates in Madagascar, depending upon employment skills. The lowest (for unskilled
workers) is inadequate to ensure a decent standard of living. Such workers must
supplement their incomes through subsistence agriculture, petty trade, or reliance
on the extended family structure. Given insufficient enforcement measures, official

wage rates are sometimes ignored as high unemployment leads workers to accept
salaries below the legal wage.
The Labor Code has rules concerning building and operational safety, machinery

and moving engines, lifting weight limits, ana sanitation standards. Ministry of
Labor and Social Security inspectors regularly visit industrial work sites, and viola-
tions of labor code rules are subject to inspection reports. If cited violations are not
remedied within the specified time frame, the violators may be legally charged and
subject to {>enalties. Nevertheless, in several sectors protective measures are lacking
due to the expense of even minimal protective clothing and other protective devices.
To date, there have been no published reports on occupational health hazards, al-

though there is clear evidence that these hazards exist.

\

MALAWI

Malawi's political, economic, and social development continues to be dominated by
Life President Dr. H. Kamuzu Banda, as it has since he led the country to independr
ence in 1964. Dr. Banda is also Life President of Malawi's sole legal political party,
the Malawi Congress Party (MCP). In practice, the Cabinet and Parliament are sub-
ordinate to the MCP Central Committee. Only candidates selected by the party and
approved by the President may contest parliamentary elections. Constitutional
amendments and laws passed by the Parliament mirror decisions already taken by
President Banda. In October President Banda called for a national referendum
under international observation to determine whether Malawi should continue as a
one-party state or allow multiple parties to operate and compete for political power
within the country. A U.N. electoral assistance team invited to Malawi to provide
guidance on the referendum recommended that it be held in mid-June 19i93. On
New Year's eve, President Banda announced that the referendum would be held on
March 15, 1993.

Police and party security organs—notably the Security and Intelligence Service
(SIS), the MCP Youth League, and the Malawi Young Pioneers (MYP)-—closely mon-
itor a wide range of the population's activities. The police and party security organs
continue to commit serious human rights abuses. In contrast, the army has es-
chewed internal politics. Malawi's total military expenditures for 1989, the last year
for which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed
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analysis, were $35 million. The Government has ordered, due to severe fiscal con-

straints imposed by the economy, a 10 percent across-the-board cut in the operating
budgets for all government agencies.

Small, dense^^ populated, and landlocked, Malawi is a predominantly agricultural

economy operating in a relatively free enterprise environment. Nearly 90 percent of
the population engages in subsistence farming. The main cash crops, grown mostly
on estates, are tobacco, tea, coffee, and sugar. Since independence, with good man-
agement the economy has grown steadily, with a major portion of that growth in

the agricultural sector. In 1992, however, a serious drought, declining agricultural

commodity prices, devaluation of the Malawi currency, and other factors led to eco-

nomic decUne and threatened government insolvency. Donor nations, meeting in

Paris in May, decided to reduce aid to Malawi and tie future economic assistance

levels to human r^hts reforms.
Malawi's poor human rights record stands in sharp contrast to its economic

achievements and humanitarian handling of Africa's largest refugee population. In

1992, though challenged by citizens to permit greater political freedom, the Govern-
ment and tne MCP kept strict control on all aspects of political life, with continued
restrictions on speech, press, assembly, association, and the right of citizens to

change their government through democratic means. Nevertheless, an independent
press began to emerge in the latter half of 1992, religious leaders became mcreas-
mgly bold as they spoke out for human rights reforms, and the first internal inde-

pendent politicalgroups—the Alliance for Democracy (AFORD), the United Demo-
cratic Front (UDJj, and the Public Affairs Committee (PAC)—publicly called for po-

litical pluralism. TTie Government reacted to these challenges with more restraint

than would have been the case in previous years, and President Banda surprised
domestic and international audiences when he announced the national referendum
on one-party vs. multiparty politics. A report issued by the U.N. electoral assistance

team, which visited Malawi November 14—21, made recommendations in such areas
as freedom of assembly, association and speech, access to public media, and voter
education activities.

Police abuse of prisoners and detainees persisted, including credible reports of tor-

ture. The Government continued also to use arbitrary detention, especially under
the Preservation of Fhiblic Security Act, to counter alleged opponents, although such
detentions were leas frequent and of shorter duration than in the past. After student
demonstrations in March and April, labor riots in May, and a pervasive
antigovemment letter writing campaign in May and June, 100 to 200 Malawians
were arrested and held in prison, most without charge or trial. Almost all of these
short-term detainees were released by early August. However, in October and No-
vember the Grovemment arbitrarily arrested several persons in Blantyre who gath-
ered outside the courthouse for the trial of trade union official Chakufwa Chihana,
It arrested others throughout the country who were selling AFORD membership
cards. The Government also released more than a dozen other political detainees,

long held without charee or trial, although it did not release Orton and Vera
Chirwa, who have long been the focal point of international concerns about human
rights abuses in Malawi. In October Orton Chirwa died in prison; the ofiicial post
mortem report showed that he died of natural causes. His widow was denied per-

mission to attend his funeral.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no political killings in

1992. However, Orton Chirwa died while imprisoned; he had been subjected in past
years to torture and to inadequate medical, sanitary, and nutritional care. In addi-

tion, Frackson Zgambo, an airport official detained in 1989, died in April in police

custody. Sylvester Phiri, detained in 1987 for distributing antigovemment lit-

erature, died in prison in December 1991. Although foul play was suspected in these
two cases, there were no official investigations into the causes of these deaths.

Police and auxiliary security forces (MYP) used excessive force in responding to

the labor riots in May; they shot and killed approximately 20 persons.
b. Disappearance.—There were no reportea cases of disappearance for political

reasons in 1992.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Allegations of institutionalized torture persist. Beatings during arrest and detention
are illegal but common. Guilty officers are rarely disciplined. Human rights organi-
zations have reported that some criminal prisoners have been subjected to '^ard
core" punishment in which the person is chained naked to the floor of a cell and
deniea adequate food for 30 days.
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There are credible reports of at least one woman prisoner confined naked, tor-

tured with a cattle prod, beaten by male wardens, and deprived of adequate food,

water, and sanitation. Prison terms and conditions are harsh, crowded, and fre-

quently degrading, particularly in Nsanje prison on the Shire river marshes in
southern Malawi, where malana is also a constant danger.

In August the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) began com-
prehensive visits of Malawi's prisons, the first time the ICRC had been permitted
m Malawi since 1969.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Under the Preservation of PubUc Secu-
rity Act (PPSA), President Banda may order the arrest, search, and detention of
persons considered a threat to public order. Police officers may silso arrest persons
on their own authority before a formal detention order is issued. Historically, per-
sons often have been held for months before being served detention papers. In Au-
gust Parliament passed, on President Banda's directive, revisions to the preventive
detention portion of the PPSA. Persons held under a detention order must now be
charged with a crime and brought to trial in an open court within a "reasonable"
time and permitted to consult with a lawyer.
The Government may, for reasons of national security, prohibit a detainee's public

appearance before a court. In that case, however, the authorities must permit the
gerson to appeal his detention to a newly created Review Tribunal headed by a High
!ourt justice. The Tribunal is tasked to review periodically all detention orders. Its

recommendations are sent to President Banda, who ultimately decides to continue
or revoke any detention order.
Government secrecy precludes an accurate estimate of the number of political de-

tainees and prisoners m Malawi. By mid-1992 there were more than 200 political

detainees, including clergy, in Malawi's prisons, most of whom had been arrested
for possessing antigovemment literature or speaking out about the need for political

change. However, almost all were released just prior to the arrival of the KRC in
August. The Government also released more than a dozen political detainees long
held without charge, including Aleke Banda, Dany Mhango, and Machipisa
MunthaU. Banda had been held without charge since 1980, and Munthali had been
held since 1974 despite having completed his sentence. By the end of 1992, experi-
enced observers put the number oi political detainees at fewer than 10, including
Vera Chirwa. The police were, however, detaining and charging individuals selling
or possessing AFORD or UDF membership cards. Such detentions nunJbered at
least 30 and were generally of a few hours to a few days' duration. In December
in Blantyre, police arrested and detained for 4 dajrs as many as 150-200 persons
who had gathered to protest the conviction and sentence of multiparty advocate
Chakufwa Chihana.
While forced exile has not been used as a means of political control, there is a

small but constant exodus ofpersons who leave for political reasons.
e. Denied of Fair Public Trial.—^Malawi has both traditional and modem court

systems. The latter consists of the magistrate courts, the High Court, and the Su-
preme Court of Appeal. The President appoints the Chief Justice of the High Court
and, after consultation with the Judicial Service Commission, other court justices.

President Banda is constitutionally empowered to dismiss any judge of any court at
any time.

In most cases, legal counsel is permitted only in the modem courts. The right of
appeal exists in both systems. Botn are empowered to try capital offenses, including
treason. In practice the modem courts hear mostly civil cases, though in recent
years criminal caseloads in the magistrate's courts have increased. Although judicial
independence is constitutionally mandated, neither judiciary has been trufy inde-
pendent. However, 1992 saw unprecedented independence on the part of the modem
courts, both the High Court and the magistrate's courts, when deciding politically

sensitive cases. By law, defendants and their attorneys are guaranteed access to
government-held evidence. In practice, however, defendants and their attorneys usu-
ally do not see the evidence against them until they are in court.

The courts are open to the public, and defendants are charged publicly. Crowded
dockets, however, nave delayed serious cases from being heard for up to 5 years.
In one homicide case, the suspect was held 7 years without being charged. In most
criminal cases, the defendant remains imprisoned during the interval. In July and
August, in advance of the ICRC visit to prisons, teams o? magistrate judges worked
full-time to clear a large backlog of cases, permitting the release of hundreds of de-
tainees from overcrowded and poorly maintained facflities. However, a large backlog
of capital cases in the traditional court system remained.
The traditional courts, which try the majority of criminal cases, are the most ac-

cessible to the average Malawian. Over 300 traditional courts, dispersed among
Malawi's 24 districts and 3 regions, hear several hundred thousand civil and crimi-
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nal cases each year. Traditional court justices, including justices of the National
Traditional Appeal Court, are appointed directly by the President. A typical Tradi-

tional Court panel wUl include three village chiefs and one magistrate judge. Police

ofiicials handle the prosecution, and defendants conduct their own defense. The bur-

den is usually on the defendants to prove their innocence.

The executive branch seldom interferes in traditional court cases involving cus-

tomary (tribal) law, but has done so in political and security cases. The most cele-

brated, occurrence was in 1983, when the President directed that Orton and Vera
Chirwa be tried by the traditional court, where few, if any, procedural safeguards
are available. In a trial widely criticized by international human rights monitors as

unfair and politically motivated, the Chirwas were convicted and sentenced to

death. Banda subsequently commuted the Chirwas' death sentences to life imprison-
ment. Despite appeals from many human rights oi^anizations, the Government re-

fused to release the Chirwas. Orton Chirwa died in prison in October; Vera Chirwa
remains in jprison.

The Forfeiture Act permits the Government to revoke the property rights of those
suspected of economic crimes such as illegal currency transactions. TTnese revoca-

tions sometimes have political overtones and have been heavily weighted against
the Asian community. The Act has not been invoked in recent years. In August Par-
liament amended the Act in order to permit those accused the opportunity to estab-

lish their innocence in open court. However, the amendment onered no redress to

existing victims of the Forfeiture Act and continues to give President Banda, and
not the judicial branch, the final say on guilt or innocence.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Police

may enter nouses of suspects at will under special entry authority to conduct
searches for incriminating evidence or suspects. Telephones are routinely tapped,
and an extensive network of informers reports private statements and actions to the
Government. Authorities open domestic and international mail.

Membership in the ruUnp Malawi Congress Party is not legally mandatory, but
citizens feel pressure to jom. In 1992 President Banda advised MCP members to

stop requiring that citizens present their party cards before being granted access to

maikets, hospitals, or public transportation, as had been common practice in the
past.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Free speech and free press are circumscribed
in Malawi. It is an offense, punishable by 5 years' imprisonment, to publish any-
thing likely "to undermine the authority of, or public confidence in, the Govern-
ment." In 1992 Parliament changed the penalty, from life to 5 years' imprisonment,
for sending out of the country "false information" which may be "harmfiil to the in-

terests or good name of Malawi." In practice, giving any critical information to for-

eign journalists can result in arrest, though by late in the year, opposition figures

grew increasingly bold in granting interviews to foreign radio correspondents about
the political climate in Malawi without government reprisals.

In April Chakufwa Chihana, the Malawian labor leader who headed the office of

the Southern African Trade Union Coordination Council headquartered in Lilongwe,
was arrested immediately upon his return to Malawi after visiting Zambia and
South Africa, where he spoke in support of democratic change in Malawi. He was
eventually charged with sedition for criticizing the Government and advocating
multiparty democracy. He spent 5 months in detention. Chihana's trial began in Oc-
tober. On December 14 he wtis found guilty on two of three counts, importing a sedi-

tious document and possession of a seditious document, and sentenced to concurrent
terms of 18 and 24 months at hard labor. The international community, including
the United States Government, objected to the original criminal charges, the verdict,

and the penalty handed down in the Chihana verdict. Soon after his arrest in April,

Chihana s wife was fired from her job as Dean of Malawi's School of Nursing. In
September the Hi^ Court ruled that she had been dismissed illegally and awarded
her compensation.

Malawi's two government-controlled newspapers and one radio network exist pri-

marily to catalog the President's words and deeds and to chronicle government pro-

grams and business developments from the MCP perspective. In mid-1992 the gov-
ernment-controlled press began to cover objectively clomestic political events and
other sensitive issues (e.g., crime, riots, donor reductions in aid) to a far greater ex-
tent than ever before. Two main independent newspapers, founded in 1992, led the
way in this objective coverage and met with little government interference. Never-
theless, all outlets, independent and government-controlled, continued to practice
self-censorship and refrained from direct criticism of President Banda or his Govern-
ment. Criticism of government efficiency does appear in the newspapers. Govern-
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ment radio and press freq[uently advise citizens of the alleged dangers of multiparty
democracy and remind citizens to report to the police all "conftisionists" and sub-
versives" they find, that is, anyone advocating political pluralism or change from the
status quo.

In December the editor responsible for the increasing objectivity of the govern-
ment-controlled daily newspaper was suspended with pay and subsequently dis-
missed from his job. The ostensible reason for these actions was allowing two arti-
cles to go to print which leveled accusations at nonpolitical institutions without suf-
ficient facts. The opinion among local observers, however, was that the editor had
reached the limits of the Government's tolerance for press freedom in a paper that
it controls.

Foreign journalists seeking visas to enter Malawi must specify in advance the top-
ics they intend to cover. In 1992 the Government permitted a few Western journal-
ists to visit Malawi, mostly to cover the effects of the drought, but also to ask gov-
ernment officials questions concerning political issues. Other foreign joumausts
were denied entry.
Academic freedom is limited by the general restrictions on speech and press. Sev-

eral university students were arrested, and more than 15 were expelled from school
as a result of student demonstrations in March and April in support of the Catholic
bishops' pastoral letter. However, later in theyear these students won a court case
against tne University and were reinstated. The long detections of professors Jack
Mapanje and Blaise Machila, who were finally released in 1991, and the 1992 depor-
tations of Catholic Monsignor Roche and Fathers O'Malley and Leahy, reminded
university students and professors of the narrow bounds to academic inquiry and
political dissent, as did the closing of the Polytechnic College in Blantyre following
student protests in December 1992.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Political meetings are not per-
mitted outside the framework of the Malawi Congress Party. Persons may be im-
prisoned if they further the aims of an "unlawful society," defined as "any group
considered to be dangerous to the good government of the republic." A gathering of
three or more persons can be construed as an unlawful assembly under Malawian
law.

In August a consortium of Christian groups (Catholic, Presbjrterian, and Anglican)
was prevented from holding a mass rally in Mzuzu because authorities believed it

had political overtones. More than 10 clergy members were arrested and questioned,
detamed for a few days, and eventually released. In October, however, thousands
of people gathered in Mzuzu and Nkhata Bay for the funeral of Orton Chirwa with-
out incident or arrest. In September AFORD, a political organization that describes
itself as a "pressure group, attempted to register with the Government. In late
1992, police arrested between 30 and 40 people, allegedly for attempting to sell
AFORD and UDF membership cards. Most were released within 1 day of their de-
tention. In December police in Blantyre arrested as many as 150-200 peacefill dem-
onstrators who had gathered to protest the verdict in the Chakufwa Chihana trial.

They were released 4 days later.

Individuals and organizations can and do associate freely concerning nonpolitical
matters.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^There is no state or preferred religion, and religious
groups may establish places of worship and train clergy. However, religious groups
are required to register with the Government, and an informal presidential decree
that no new religious groups should be registered in Malawi has taken on the force
of law. The ban has served to prevent legitimate religious groups from establishing
a registered presence in Malawi.
Jenovah's Witnesses, whose religious convictions prevent them from joining the

MCP or any other political party, have been banned since 1967. Relations between
the Government and the Witnesses remain tense and regularly elicit hostile out-
bursts from senior officials. Jehovah's Witnesses continue to be arrested and impris-
oned for their religious beliefs. Jehovah's Witnesses who entered Malawi as
Mozambican refugees were not allowed to proselytize within refiigee camps, and
many eventually were expelled or returned voluntarily to Mozamoique. Many of
these were originally from Malawi but had previously been expelled to Mozambique.

Religious publications, like others, may not criticize the Government or the MCP.
In March the annual Catholic bishops' pastoral letter, released during Sunday wor-
ship services throughout the country, was boldly critical of many government prac-
tices. Over 16,000 copies of the small publication were distributed in a day. The
Government declared the document seaitious. In addition, three Catholic clergy

—

Monsignor Roche and fathers O'Malley and Leahy—were deported because of their
alleged participation in activities the Government considered overtly political and
critical of the status quo.
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Most religious groups are free to establish and maintain links with corelicionists

in other countries, and members are free to travel abroad. Malawi's sizable Muslim
minority (estimated at 20 percent of the population) conducts its religion and buUds
mosques freely. Foreign Islamic oi;ganizations have funded the latter with no gov-
ernmental interference.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Legal provisions exist for restricting the movement of those convicted
of political or criminal offenses. Denial of passports on political grounds is common.
Credible evidence suggested that SIS agents followed persons suspected of opposi-

tion to the Government out of Malawi in 1992. Civil servants and employees of
state-owned enterprises must obtain written permission to travel abroad, even on
vacation, although such clearance now appears to be routine.

Formal emigration is neither restricted nor encouraged. However, Asian residents

and citizens, while free to travel within the countnr, must nominally reside and
work in one of four urban areas (Lilongwe, Zomba, Mzuzu, and Blantyre/Limbe). In
Lilongwe, a planned capital, they must also live within certain neighborhoods. Dur-
ing 1992 the Government did not strictly enforce those restrictions.

Malawi hosts the largest refugee population in Africa. Over 1 million

Mozambicans—more than 10 percent of Malawi's population—are now located in

rural areas in nearly half of Malawi's 24 districts. Most refugees live in camp-like
situations, while others live within or adjacent to existing villages. In both cases,

their presence has brought improved medical care and economic stimuli to the re-

gion. Although international and voluntary organizations supported by donors pro-

vide most of the assistance for refugees, they clearly strain Malawi's transportation
network, contribute to deforestation, and occupy scarce arable land. Public dis-

content over this burden has been rising, and in 1992 officials indicated publicly for

the first time the Government's growing discontent through newspaper articles and
editorials that admonished refugees for being ungrateful troublemakers.
Voluntary repatriation has been limited, and thousands of additional refugees

have continued to arrive in Malawi each month. The Government has cooperated
with the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees and other international

relief efforts. The ICRC, throudi its regional delegation in Harare, Zimbabwe, has
been offering aid to refugees in Malawi since the early 1980's.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

During 1992 citizens of Malawi could not change their national Government
through democratic means. Major and many minor political decisions are made by
the President or his closest associates. Opposition political parties were prohibited.

However, in late 1992 an emerging multiparty movement gathered support, and un-
derground parties and associations began to take shape. In October President
Banda called for a national referendum on a one-party versus a multiparty political

system. The U.N. electoral assistance team's report recommended that an umbrella
organization for those groups advocating multipartyism be allowed to "campaign" as
a ^al association in the national referendum.
The MCP structure provides for some choice among candidates for party (every

3 years), parliamentary (every 5 years), and other offices—all by secret ballot. Nomi-
nees for political seats, however, are carefully selected by the MCP and approved
by the President. The National Assembly, consisting of both elected and a few ap-

pointed members, is mainly concerned with ratifying preordained policy. Its inde-

pendence and powers are broadly based in law but highly circumscnbed in practice.

Parliamentary elections held in June cannot be described as free or fair. It was
illegal for candidates to canapaign. Complete election results were not reported, only
the winners' vote totals. Many candidates nominated on the primary level were
summarily disqualified by party election oflicials before the general election. For the
141 National Assembly seats, 50 candidates ran unopposed, including most leading
MCP oflicials. Eight candidates who lost in the general election were later selected

as members-at-lai^e by President Banda.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Local nongovernmental human rights organizations are not permitted. At best,

human rights issues can be touched on tangentially by the Malawi Law Society
which, in recent years, has been able to debate in public aspects of existing law with
increasing candor, as it did during a 1992 Symposium on the Rule of Law. The Law
Society represents both government and private lawyers.
The Government does not j>ermit Amnesty International to conduct human rights

investigations in Malawi. However, in June the Government signed an agreement
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with the ICRC to permit ongoing visits to Malawi's prisons. Those visits began in
August.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Membership in the ruling MCP or its organs is not c^en to Malawians of Asian
or European descent. In addition, there are regional diiterences between the north
and the rest of Malawi. Northerners have experienced considerable discrimination
by the Government in the past, most recently in 1989, when President Banda lent
his weight to a campaign which resulted in many northerners losing jobs in the
south and being forced to return to their region or go into exile abroad. Historically,

several of the most important political prisoners, including Orton and Vera Chirwa,
have come from the northern region. Since 1990 the Government has made a con-
certed effort to downplay or deny regionalism in an effort to maintain a facade be-
hind which all renons and all tribes appear unified and content under the leader-
ship of President Banda. Asian residents, whether Malawian citizens or not, have
been compelled to transfer ownership of rural shops and trucking businesses to eth-
nic Africans. Strict rules govern where Asians may own property, although these
have been relaxed considerabhr in recent years. In 1992 an amendment to the citi-

zenship law made it possible for non-Africans bom inside or outside Malawi to gain
Malawi citizenship as long as one of their parents is a citizen.,

Malawi's ofiicial government hostess, C. Tamanda Kadzamira, has gone to consid-
erable lengths to draw Asian women into her National Women's Development Orga-
nization (CCAM). Despite these informal changes, many persons in the small but
prosperous Asian community of about 5,000 persons question their long-term future
in Malawi.

In Malawi women are equal under the law, and tribal leadership structures re-
main primarily matrilineal in the central and southern regions of the country. How-
ever, m preictice women do not have opportunities equal to those of men. Histori-
cally, most females have been unable to complete even a primary education and are
at a serious disadvantage in the job market. The Government presently reserves for
girls 33 percent of the places in the secondary school system, though the actual
number of attendees is less. It has also cooperated closely with international donors
seeking to enhance educational opportunities for females at all levels.

In practice, women are disadvantaged under the law through ignorance. In 1992
the Ministry of Women and Children and Community Services, working with CCAM
and the Malawi Law Society, published a bilingual handbook on women's legal
ri^ts.
The Government is slowly giving recognition to the importance of women as agri-

cultural producers, as approximately 70 percent of all smallholder farms and over
50 percent of subsistence holdings are headed by women. When buying and selling
"saleable" property, men and women have equal rights. However, with "customarjr
property (land in transition), succession in the northern region reverts to male fam-
ily members, whereas succession in the southern region reverts to female family
members. The Ministry of Agriculture now has a separate women's extension pro-
gram specifically designed to accommodate their needs. Women enioy access to ma-
ternal health services and to extension programs, but infant and cnild mortality re-
main extremely high.
Malawi continues to maintain a strict dress code for women. Pants and shorts are

not permitted in public, and dress length must be below the knees. No known ar-
rests for dress code violations occurred in 1992.
A few small ethnic groups continue to practice female genital mutilation (cir-

cumcision).

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Woricers have the legal ri^t to form and join trade
unions. For government workers, this right is limited to unions whose memberi^ip
consists solely of government workers. Unions represent 10 to 20 percent of
Malawi's small wage-earning labor force, and most organized wage woricers are un-
skilled laborers on large agricultural estates. Unions are required by law to afllliate

with the Trade Union Congress of Malawi (TUCM). The TUCM, like both the Em-
ployers Consultative Group and the Associated Chambers of Commerce, is a private
organization ostensibly independent of the Malawi Congress Party, but in practice
its activities are highly circumscribed by the Grovemment. Restrictive colonial labor
legislation has been subsumed largely intact into Malawian law.
While technically legal, strikes are not tolerated in Malawi. Ministry of Labor offi-

cers are quick to intervene at the first hint of labor unrest. In May workers from
a variety of businesses who were dissatisfied over low wages and! rapidly rising
prices spontaneously walked off the job. Tlie TUCM, however, did not support the
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strikes. In a few hours, large, aimless crowds roamed the streets of Blantyre, even-
tually confronting police. Over a 2-day period, reports suggest that 22 people died
in the ensuing violence, though some sources contend that the death toll was some-
what higher. Over the next several days other strikes and threats of strikes

throughout the country caused employers to give workers 25- to 100-percent wage
increases.

The TUCM associates with international labor oi^anizations and is a member of

the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions and the Organization of Afri-

can Trade Union Unity. It also belongs to the Southern African Trade Union Coordi-

nation Council (SATUCC), which is headquartered in Lilongwe, though the Govern-
ment closed this office indefinitely in April for reasons rising out of SATUCC Sec-

retary General Chakufwa Chihana's arrest on sedition charges. Chihana, whose
trial concluded in December, was convicted of two counts of sedition and sentenced
to 2 years' imprisonment at "hard labor^ (see Section 2.a.).

b. TTie Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Workers have the legal right

to organize, but the law does little to restrict antiunion discrimination by employers.
Complaints are resolved by the Ministry of Labor. When employees and employers
cannot reach agreement on a labor issue, a labor officer from the Ministry of Labor
meets with the two sides in an attempt to reach a consensus. This is usually suc-

cessful. These ministry officials do not decide the outcome themselves.
Collective bargaining is protected by law, but its use is limited by stark market

realities. SkUled workers are in demand in Malawi and have enjoyed relative suc-

cess when individually negotiating contracts. Unskilled workers are in oversupply,

and this holds down their wages. Management-labor councils (called "work commit-
tees"), which arose in direct response to the May disturbances, mediate labor issues

in the workplace. Standing management-labor councils exist for lar^e industries and
businesses. The composition of the councils is generally half labor and half manage-
ment, but there are no set procedures on how labor representatives are chosen or

what relationship the conunittees have with existing unions. Grievances of all kinds
(including wage issues) may be handled by these committees as long as they relate

to work at that particular place of employment. When wage negotiations concern an
entire industry nationwide, the Government involves itself in the discussions, and
all parties work until a consensus is reached. However, the Government does not

intervene overtly in the collective bargaining process.

There are no export processing or free trade zones in Malawi.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced labor, which was widely

practiced during colonial times, has never been formally outlawed, but it is opposed
by the Govenunent and is not practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The legal minimum working age
is 14. Enforcement by labor inspectors from the Ministry of Labor is not effective.

Because there is no law providing compulsory education for children, many children

are available for daily employment. In the large subsistence agriculture sector,

where most Malawians work, children help on family farms at a much younger age.

Many also work on plantations, where they are paid substantially less than the
legal minimum wage.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Less than 15 percent of the work force is em-
ployed in the formal wage sector. In May 1989, the Minimum Wage and Conditions

of Employment Act nearly doubled the minimum daily wages in Malawi's three

cities, but perhaps a quarter of the work force receives less than the legal minimum
wage because of poor enforcement and because many workers are unaware they are

entitled to a minimum wage. In 1992 the (jovemment created a Wages Advisory
Board to follow economic trends and make recommendations to President Banda
concerning periodic changes in the minimum wage levels.

The legal minimum wage is not adequate for a decent living and is often supple-

mented by additional employment. Minimum wages vary from urban to rural areas.

For those fortunate enough to hold paying jobs, wages and working conditions are

generally adequate to maintain slightly better than a subsistence standard of living.

Many subsistence farmers supplement their earnings by also working as tenants on
nearby estates. Labor laws address normal employment practices but do not cover
tenancy agreements, and abuses are widespread.
The standard legal workweek in Malawi is 48 hours with 1 day of rest, usually

Sunday. Workers obliged to work on Sundays and official holidays must be paid
overtime. Occupational safety standards aiie also set by law. However, their enforce-

ment by Ministry of Labor inspectors is erratic.
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MALI

Mali became one of Africa's newest democracies in 1992; President Alpha Oumar
Konare took office after a 14-month transition period which began with the March
1991 overthrow of the Moussa Traore regime. In a series of six direct elections be-
tween January and April 1992, Malians ratified a new Constitution and then elected
municipal councilors, National Assembly Deputies, and, finally, a President. The
voting was conducted under an electoral code drawn up by the August 1991 Na-
tional Conference, which also drafted the new Constitution. Twenty-one political

Ftarties participated in elections that were judged by international observers to be
ree and fair. The new President was inaugurated on June 8, and the new
multiparty National Assembly opened its first session in July.

The country continued to be affected by insurgency in the north, which varied
from politically motivated rebels seeking an autonomous Tuareg state to simple ban-
ditry. Rebel activity which started in nud-1990 continued throu^out early 1992, de-
spite negotiations between the Government and rebel movements. After the signing
of the National Pact on the North in April 1992, the violence abated until dissidents
resumed attacks in June. There were credible reports of civilians killed by rebels,

of extrajudicial killings committed by government forces, and of the theft by rebels
of vehicles belonging to private voluntary organizations involved in food distribu-

tion. The Government's efforts to resolve the problems politically by implementing
the National Pact led to a reduction of hostilities by the end of July, but the peace
remained uneasy.

Mali's armed forces number some 7,000 and are under the control of a civilian

Minister of Defense. The President is Commander in Chief of these forces. The gen-
darmerie (paramilitary police) and local police forces (which in 1992 were trans-
ferred to the Ministry of Territorial Administration and demilitarized) have primary
responsibility for maintaining internal security. The military establishment s credi-
bility was badly damaged in the aftermath of the March 1991 riots in which lethal
force was used to quell demonstrators seeking the overthrow of then-President
Moussa Traore. Military participation in and support for the transition to democracy
helped restore some of that credibility. Total military expenditures for 1989, the last
year for which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a de-
tailed analysis, were $41 million. The end to massive Soviet assistance, coupled with
security demands related to the rebellion in the north, may increase expenditures
in the near fiiture, but streamlining and redefining the military's role and mission
should lead to long-term reductions.

Military forces remained deployed throughout the northern regions of the country
to deal with insurgency and banditry. Both rebel actions and military reprisals took
many lives. While the (Jovemment remains committed to establishing civilian con-
trol of the military, problems remain, particularly in the north.
With an annual per capita gross national product of approximately $300, Mali is

one of the world's poorest countries. The economy is based primarily on subsistence
farming and animal husbandry, making it highly dependent on good rainfalls for its

well-being. The Government continued to modernize the economy through fiscal re-

form, made determined efforts to end government corruption, and in August signed
agreements for an enhanced structural adjustment facility with the World Bank and
International Monetary Fund. Nonetheless, Mali remained heavily dependent on ex-
ternal aid. Private enterprise was encouraged as part of economic reform and liber-

alization programs.
Although tnere

,
were violations of human rights in 1992, including extrajudicial

killings and detentions without charge, especially in connection with the conflict in
the north, the improvements in human rights begun under the transitional govern-
ment continued. The Government expanded political rights and fully respected free-

dom of speech, press, assembly, and association. Because of extensive media cov-
erage of the new Constitution, more Malians became aware of their rights and were
less afraid to file complaints when these ri^ts were violated. In addition, independ-
ent associations and the Government took many steps toward consolidating Mali's
new multiparty democracy based on the rule of law. Violence against women re-
mained a problem.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no reports of targeted

political killings. There were, nowever, several instances of extrajudicial killing by
security forces in reprisal for rebel attacks in the north, (see Section l.g.).
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b. Disappearance.—Rebels frequently abducted civilians, including government of-

ficials, during raids on villages. While most were released, and abductions became
less frequent after the signing of the National Pact on the North in April, at least

one individual wtis taken hostage in a raid in July. Four persons kidnaped in raids

during 1990 remained unaccounted for. There were no reported incidents of dis-

appearance, abduction, or hostage-taking attributable to the Government.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

The new Constitution prohibits torture and inhuman, cruel, degrading, or
humiliating treatment, and the new Government made strides through training and
disciplinary measures toward ending the physical abuse of suspected persons, which
sometimes occurred during police interrogation. However, no chai^ges were filed or
prosecutions pursued for any alleged abuses. Widespread publicity given to human
rights issues made citizens more willing to complain; this constrained individual po-

lice oflicers in their treatment of detainees, even in rural areas. Investigations oy
two human rights associations into the March 1992 riot at the Bamako central pris-

on, which left 29 dead, confirmed government reports that most died in fighting

with other prisoners or from overdoses of drugs stolen from the prison infirmary.
When the Government heard about Tuareg allegations of mistreatment of prisoners
in Gao, it sent a high-level team to investigate. Many of those held were released;

the others were transferred to Bamako, where prison facilities are more adequate.
The Government improved conditions in prisons by repairing the Bamako prison
and numerous regional prisons and by releasing many prisoners to reduce over-

crowding. However, conditions are still harsh, and there are inadequate medical fa-

cilities and food supplies.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—The new Constitution has expanded the
rights of arrested persons. Persons arrested must be charged or released within 48
hours. Greater awareness of this law resulted in increased adherence to it. Detain-
ees are accorded the right to a judicial determination of the legality of their deten-
tion within 48 hours. Malian law does not provide for release on bail, but detainees
are sometimes released on their own recognizance. Administrative backlogs often
cause delays in bringing people to trial. Those charged with petty crimes are gen-
erally released; others often languish in prison for a long time awaiting trial. The
new Constitution gives arrested persons the right to have a lawyer of their choice
present at all questioning; even before the Constitution was promulgated, such per-

sons began to demand that this right be accorded them.
Lawyers are quite active in making sure detainees have representation. Many

provide pro bono service. A number of Tuaregs detained by military authorities in

the wake of rebel attacks in the northern regions were released after the signing
of the National Pact in April. The resurgence of attacks in June, however, led to

new arrests. Those arrested were to be charged and tried under regular criminal
law, but there were complaints that Tuaregs were being held without charge.
Three of the former president's children and his grandson, who were detained

without charge (ostensibly for their own protection) were released in June 1992 and
allowed to leave the country. Another adult son previously detained was formally
charged with misuse of public funds and remained under arrest. There are no politi-

cal detainees.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The new Constitution basically retained the exist-

ing court structure, with two notable changes: It declared the judiciary independent
of the legislative and executive branches, and it abolished the special court of state

security, which operated outside the regular judicial system.
The new Constitution provides for the independence of the judiciary. Although the

Ministry of Justice and the Superior Judicial Council (headed by the President) su-

Kervise judicial activity administratively, they do not intervene in specific cases. In
lay mac^strates went on strike to protest executive branch membership on the

Council. The Supreme Court has both judicial and administrative powers. The new
Constitution established a separate Constitutional Court as well as a High Court
of Justice with the power to try senior government ofiicials in cases of treason.

Except in the case of minors, trials are public and defendants have the right to

be present and to have an attorney of their choice. Defendants are presumed inno-
cent and have the right to appeal decisions to the Supreme Court. Many members
of the former government, including the former president and his wife, were chained
by the regular criminal court with corruption and embezzlement and with violations

of law in connection with the shooting of demonstrators during the 1991 riots. All

former government members have access to legal representation. Trials in connec-
tion with the shootings, postponed in June because of insecurity arising from the
intense popular reaction, began in earnest in late November. The trials were not
completed oy year's end.
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f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Invio-

lability of the home is provided for in the new Constitution and is generally re-

spected in practice. Police searches are infrequent, and warrants are issued by a
judge and recorded, though sometimes after tne fact. Local authorities sometimes
seize and open mail extralegally, and postal employees have publicly condemned
this practice.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—The Tuareg rebellion in the north continued to result in the deaths of many
civilians, rebels, military personnel, and government ofTicials. The number of dead
in the conflict is uncertain, but as many as 100 civilians were killed by Tuaregs in

at least 50 attacks in 1992, including many which took place after the signing of
the Pact. There are credible reports that in more than one case Tuaregs singled out
members of southern ethnic groups during their attacks.

Military responses to these attacks included reprisals against unarmed Tuaregs
and Nfaurs. There were numerous reports of excessive use of force by military per-

sonnel in responding to rebel attacks. Credible reports put total civilian Tuareg
deaths at the nands of military personnel at over 100. Aft«r a May 14 bandit attack
in the town of Gossi, security forces arrested and subsequently executed 10 Tuareg
residents of the town. There were credible reports that on May 19 at least 24 Maurs
and Tuaregs returning from Mauritania to Mali, including some women and chil-

dren, were killed by Malian security forces. There were also credible reports that
on June 7 near the town of Goundam security forces executed seven Tuaregs.
The Government attempted to end such practices and took action to improve dis-

cipline and control in the security forces. President Konare explicitly denounced re-

prisals by military personnel and promised to punish those involved. However, while
the Government reportedly transferred and disciplined the soldiers involved, no one
was arrested or tried for these acts. There were no further reports of reprisals after

the inauguration of the new Government. There were also reports of many others
being killed by local self-defense groups armed by the Government.
By the end of 1992, the Government had still not released the results of the inves-

tigations that were promised after the killing of Tuareg notable Mohamadoum Ag
Hamani and members of his household in December 1991. While internal investiga-

tions were conducted in the wake of this and other incidents, no reports were issued
or charges pressed. Under the terms of the National Pact on the North signed in

April, a commission of inquiry is to be established to investigate all deaths on both
sides in the conflict. However, by the end of the year, the commission had not yet
been established due to lack of consensus on the selection of foreign members.

In addition to those who died or were wounded in rebel attacks and army repris-

als, many nomads lost cattle, and commercial enterprises were destroyed. On nu-
merous occasions, rebels stole vehicles from private voluntary organizations, includ-

ing the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), making food distribution
in the region extremely difficult.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Since the overthrow of the previous regime in
March 1991, Malians have enjoyed virtually complete freedom of speech and press.
The new Constitution contains strong affirmations for these freedoms. During the
election campaigns, individuals openly voiced their opinions. Independent journals
and radios, and even the state-owned press frequently carried vigorous criticism of
the new President, his Government, and other politicians. The Malian people view
the press as an important brake on official abuse and corruption, and tney fre-

quently use the press to expose petty malfeasance.
There are nearly 30 independent newspapers and journals. The government-

owned newspaper, radio, and television system are open and give coverage to a wide
range of views. The Government undertook measures to convert the state media into

semi-independent entities. At the end of 1992, there were three independent radio
stations in Bamako and others planned for Segou and Sikeisso. A group of private
investors is planning an independent subscription television station, which is sched-
uled to begin broadcasting in 1993.
The political pressures which previously inhibited academic freedom have all but

disappeared.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—One of the first acts of the

transitional government was to allow the free formation of political parties and
other associations. The new Constitution aflirms this right. Some 46 political parties
and hundreds of professional and special interest associations operate freely. While
no political parties have established formal ties with parties in other countries,
there are no restrictions on their doing so. Permits required for mass demonstra-
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tions are routinely granted, and political meetings take place openly and without
interference.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Mali's status as a secular state is reconiinned in the new
Constitution. The Government generally does not discriminate on religious grounds.
Ninety percent of Malians are Muslim; members of other religions practice their

faiths freely and are permitted to establish houses of worship and schools. Christian
missionaries of various faiths, including foreign missionaries, operate freely. Pros-
elytizing and conversion are permitted. The Government prohibits publications in

which one religious group defames another; the Minister of Territorial Administra-
tion determines whether such publications are defamatory. This law is rarely ap-
plied, however.
Administrative orders promulgated in 1977 prohibiting members of the Baha'i

faith from meeting in groups of more than three people are not enforced, and Baha'i
practice their faith witnout interference.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country. Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Freedom of movement in Mali is genersuly unimpeded, although poUce
stop Malians and foreigners alike at checkpouits, particularly at night. These checks
ostensibly are used to restrict the movement of contraband goods and to check vehi-

cle registrations, but in practice some police supplement their salaries by assessing
ad hoc fines or confiscating goods. As part of its anticorruption campaign, the Gov-
ernment attempted to end these abuses. An exit visa is no longer required.

La recent years Mali has both accepted and generated refugees. Some 13,000
Mauritanian Peulh, whose normal transnumance patterns were interrupted by strife

in their country in 1989, settled in Medi and were generally absorbed into the local

economy. In 1992 the continuing insecurity in Mali's nortnem regions led Malian
Tuaregs and Maurs to take refuge in neighboring countries. During 1992 approxi-
mately 15,000 additionfil Malian refugees went to Mauritania, joining the 15,000
who had arrived in 1991. In addition, some 5,500 fled across the border to Burkina
Faso. Several thousand additional refugees crossed into Algeria in 1992. In June the
ICRC estimated that there were 33,500 Malian Tuaregs in Algeria, most of whom
had been in the countiy since the 1984-85 droughts. The Government worked with
the ICRC and U.N. High Commissioner for Remgees (UNHCR) to prepare for the
return of these refugees once peace returns to the north.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

In 1992 Malians for the first time exercised their right to diange their govern-
ment through peaceful means, electing a new President (who took office on June 8)

and members of a new multiparty National Assembly (which met for the first time
on July 12). Mali's Third Republic is a multiparty democracy based on the Constitu-
tion drawn up at the August 1991 National Conference and ratified in the January
1992 referendum. Under the Constitution, the President is Chief of State and Com-
mander in (Dhief of the Armed Forces. He is elected for a term of 5 years with a
limit of two terms. He appoints a Prime Minister, who is Head of Government. The
National Assembly consists of 116 members. Representation is apportioned accord-

ing to the population of administrative districts. Election is direct and by party list.

The Constitution provides for separation of executive, legislative, and judicial pow-
ers.

The Third Republic succeeded a transitional government which had taken power
following the fall of the Moussa Traore regime in March 1991. The Transitional
Committee for the People's Salvation (CTSP), led by Lieutenant Colonel Amadou
Toumani Toure and consisting of representatives of prodemocracy groups and mili-

tary officers, adhered to its pledge to organize multiparty elections and to turn
power over to an elected civilian government.
Twenty-one political parties participated in the municipal, le^slative, and presi-

dential elections held between February and April 1992. Parties were allowed to

campaign freely and were given broad access to the state-owned media. The prohibi-
tion on transitional leaders running for office helped to promote a more open atmos-
phere. Participation in the elections, while relatively low, was fairly even across
most regions and ethnic groups, as well as among men and women. Balloting was
secret. Although there were complaints about some irregularities, all parties accept-
ed the outcome. On June 8, Toure turned power over to Alpha Chimar Konare, wno
won sixty percent of the vote in the second round of presidential balloting in April.
Konare's party, the Association.—for Democracy in Mali (ADEMA-Pasj), also won
the majority of seats in the National Assembly. Ten other parties, aggregated into
four parliamentaiy groups, are also represented. During its first session, the Assem-
bly approved all Wislation proposed oy the Government after considerable debate
on all Key issues. Minority parties operate freely and are considered an important
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part of Mali's new political system. Women and members of all ethnic groups, in-

cluding Tuaregs and Maurs, are able to participate freely in government and poli-

tics. However, social factors tend to limit their representation in leadership posi-

tions.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation of Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are two independent domestic human ri^ts organizations. The Malian As-
sociation.—for Human Rights (AMDH), established in 1989, was prominent in the
prodemocracy movement. AMDH lawyers represent defendants in cases of human
rights violations before courts and work to iniorm people of their rights. The Malian
League of Human Rights, a smaller organization, conducts similar activities. Both
organizations have had a lower profile since the installation of democracy in Mali.
While both have investigated problems in the north, neither has made public state-

ments about human rights violations there.

The new Government and the transitional government addressed human rights
Questions much more forthrightly than did the previous government. The new Presi-

aent condemned reprisals by the army against Tuaregs and welcomed any inter-

national human rights organization to Mali to investigate problems. The new Gov-
ernment has continued to work with the ICRC in the North. ICRC representatives
are stationed in several northern towns and are permitted to travel widely. The
ICRC was involved in the exchange of prisoners alter the signing of the National
Pact and in the release of the children of the former President. At the request of
the transitional government, the ICRC organized a conference on international hu-
manitarian law which emphasized treatment of prisoners of war and noncombatants
under the Geneva Conventions. The Government also allowed the ICRC and the
local human rights associations access to members of the former government who
were under arrest or detention. The new Minister of Justice and Human Ri^ts ac-

tively promoted wider public awareness of human rights guarantees.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Virtually all of Mali's ethnic and language groups are represented at all levels of
government and society. Not being completely integrated into the economic and po-
litical mainstream, the nomad populations resent being politically dominated by
other, more numerous, ethnic groups. In June 1992, Tuareg and Maur groups be-
came the tarcet of ethnic rioting in Gao, Niono, and Niara and were threatened with
violence in Bamako in the wake of an upsurge of rebel attacks. The Government
worked vigorously to reduce tensions by having government ministers visit affected
towns and neighborhoods. By mid-Julv the situation had calmed considerably, but
at the end of 1992 tension and racial polarization remained high throughout the
north. Fifty-one people were later charged and convicted for their part in the June
anti-Tuareg violence.

Although the new Constitution reaffirms that there shall be no discrimination, so-

cial and cultural factors give men a dominant role in Mali. Women voted in large
numbers in the elections, and there are many women in the professions and in im-
portant government posts. However, economic and educational opportunities for
women are limited. Women Uve under harsh conditions, especially in the rural
areas. According to a 1991 U.N. report, females in Mali receive only 29 percent as
much schooling as males. Traditional practice and existing Malian laws place
women at a disadvantage with regard to family and property ri^ts. However, many
newly formed women's organizations began actively seeking the improvement of
women's rights, and the 1991 National Conference addressed ways to improve the
condition oi women.

Violence against women, including wife beating, is accepted in Malian society,
though there are no statistics to indicate how widespread it may be. The society
generally does not tolerate spousal abuse that results in physical injury and deals
with the problem informally at the village level. For example, a village chief may
intervene to stop such abuse and punish the perpetrator. Legal action for redress
of injury in such cases is not normally available, although severe physical injury is

grounds for divorce. The issue of spousal abuse was not addressed by the Govern-
ment. Especially in rural areas, it is extremely difficult for women and girls to es-
cape the practice of genital mutilation (circumcision). Excision or infibulation are
fiarticularly dangerous to life and health. According to an independent expert in the
ield, the percentage of Malian women who have undergone such mutilation may be
as high as 75 percent. Many of the new women's organizations and some independ-
ent journals campaign against female circumcision; the Government continued radio
and television broadcasts intended to discourage it. Legislation in effect for 30 years
prohibiting such practices has never been enforced.
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Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—The new Constitution speciflcally provides for the
freedom of workers to form or join unions and, unlike the old Constitution, does not
limit woricers' union options to the National Union of Malian Workers (UNTM).
While most unions are stillpart of the UNTM, higher education teachers left the
teachers' branch of the UNTftf and created an independent union, which has been
officially recognized by the Ministry of Education. The UNTM was a leading force

in the movement which led to the overthrow of the Mcussa Traore regime in 1991.

Three of its members, including its president, sat on the CTSP. The UNTM has
maintained its autonomy from the new Government and political parties and was
accepted as a member of the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions in

December.
The new Constitution provides for the right to strike. In 1992 there were several

strikes, some for higher wages and some for improved woiicing conditions. These
strikes were generally resolved by negotiations between the labor unions, the new
Government, and the economic entity involved.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The fall of the previous gov-

ernment and the promulgation of the new Constitution reduced some of the con-

straints on workers' rights to organize and bai^ain collectively, notably by ending
the UNTM's legd^ status as the sole union. Wages and salaries for those workers
belonging to UNTM unions are still set by tripartite negotiations between the Min-
istry of Labor, the labor unions, and representatives of the federation of employers
of the sector for which the wages are being set. Workers in some industries have
created associations which are starting to function like unions, making demands
and operating outside the tripartite system. There is no specific language in the
Labor Code prohibiting antiunion discrimination. There have been no complaints of
antiunion discrimination. The labor union considers the new Labor Code to be
prounion.
No export processing zones exist in Mali.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The new Constitution prohibits

forced or compulsory labor. Although not sanctioned or upheld by law, debt slavery
exists in the salt mining communities north of Timbuktu. Since the change of gov-
ernment in 1991, however, many of those treated as slaves have refused to continue
working under such conditions. The Government does not force those who flee condi-

tions 01 slavery to return and, in the past, has helped some former slaves to settle

in villages.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.
—^The minimum age for employment

is 14, but with parents' permission, children may be apprenticed at age 12. In prac-

tice, many employers ignore the limitation. In addition, children in rural areas and
in the informal sector are not protected by laws against unjust compensation, exces-

sive hours, and capricious discharge. The Labor Inspection Service of the Ministry
of Labor is responsible for enforcement of child labor laws. The law is reasonably
effective in the modem sector but has no effect on the vast number of children who
work in the informal sector.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Mali has a detailed Labor Code specifying con-

ditions of employment, including hours, wages, and social security benefits. The
legal workweek is 40 hours, with a requirement for at least one 24-hour rest period,

^^rkers must be paid overtime for additional hours. There are legal minimum wage
scales, most recently adjusted in 1991, which are supplemented by a required pack-
age of benefits, including social security and health care benefits. While this could
provide a minimum standard for one person, most wage earners support extended
families. In addition, most people work in the informal sector outside the realm of

these rules and conventions.
TTie Social Security Code provides a broad range of legal protection against haz-

ards in the workplace, and workers' groups have put pressure on employers to re-

spect certain parts of the regulations, particularly those affecting personal hygiene.
With unemployment levels high, however, workers are sometimes reluctant to re-

Rort violations of occupational safety. In theory, the Labor Inspection Service of the
linistry of Labor oversees these standards; in practice, enforcement is limited due

to the lack of Inspectors.

MAURITANIA

The Islamic Republic of Mauritania continued to be governed by Colonel Maaouya
Ould Sid'Ahmed Taya, who had ruled since 1984 as chairman of a military junta,

the Military Committee for National Salvation (CMSN). As a result of flawea elec-
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tions held in January (the first in more than 14 years). Colonel Taya was elected

President and continued to wield executive power, assisted by his Uouncil of Min-
isters and a group of close advisers. The principal change in the regime was the dis-

mantling in April of tiie Military Comnuttee, which had functioned since 1978 as

the country's legislative body, and its replacement by a newly elected civilian Par-
liament. A new Constitution, which delegates most powers to the executive, was
adopted in 1991. The new regime's first Irime Minister was appointed by President
Taya and serves at the latters pleasure. This quasi-transformation of the Taya Gov-
ernment from a military regime to one with a more civilian cast failed to satisfy

the political opposition's demands for a truly democratic system. Although the new
Constitution and attendant ordinances permitted political parties and an independ-
ent press to operate, for example, both of these freedoms were limited. Tava's party

totaUy dominated Parliament, the newspapers were subject to a strict libel law, and
the Giovemment continued to monopolize radio and television.

Mauritanian security forces nunaber between 16,000 and 18,000 and include the
regular armed forces, the National Guard, the Gendarmerie (a specialized corps of
paramilitary police), and tiie police. The Gendarmerie is directed by the Ministry
of Defense, wnile the National Guard and police come under the Ministry of Inte-

rior. Total military expenditures for 1989, the last year for which the U.S. Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed analysis, were $40 million.

There is no indication that any efforts will be made to reduce these expenditures
in the near future. As in previous years, the security forces continued to be respon-
sible for significant human ri^ts violations. However, the incidence and severity of
violations dropped significant^ from the massive scale of abuses perpetrated by the
security forces during 1989—1991.
Most of Mauritania's 2.1 million inhabitants, either nomadic herders or settled

farmers, Uve within a maiket-oriented subsistence economy. Mauritania is burdened
with numerous long-term economic and social problems: drou^t, desertification, in-

sect infestation, extensive unemployment, rapid inflation, one of the hi^est per cap-
ita foreign debts in Africa, tniniTnal infrastructure, inadeiquate health and education
systems, and growing urbanization. Low rainfall levels over the past years have
forced lai^ge numbers of nomads into towns, with a consequent weakening of tradi-

tional Maur culture and a severe strain on government resources.

While human rights practices in Mauritania improved somewhat in 1992, serious

abuses continued, and major problems frvm the unresolved abuses of previous years
remained. More than 55,000 Afro-Mauritanians expelled in the 1989-1990 period re-

mained in camps in Senegal waiting to be repatriated and reimbursed for their lost

belongings and property. Ethnic tensions remained strained because of the Govern-
ment^ refusal to acknowledge publicly, to investigate, or otherwise to resolve prior

documented human ri^ts violations by the security forces, particularly the bloody
purge conducted by the armed forces within their own ranks frt>m September 1990
through March 1991. Approximately 500 persons, almost entirely frota Mauritania's
black African minority, are believed to have died in the puiige, and many hundreds
more were tortured and maimed. In 1992 restrictions on certain ri^ts, such as free-

dom of speech, press, and association, were reduced, althou^ not eliminated. Other
freedoms, such as worker rights, the ri^t to a fair trial, and the right of citizens

to change their government, remained significantly restricted. Slavery continued to

be practiced, and violence against women remained a problem. Furthermore, respect
for the Integrity of the person continued to be seriously abused, with extrajudicial
killing, illegal detentions, and torture continuing.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^As in previous years, there were a
number of extrajudicial killings; by year's end approximately a half-dozen such cases
had been documented. Most such killings took place along the Senegal river, where
the majority of the country's non-Arabic-speaking black African population Uves. It

was not alwajrs clear whether security forces carrying out the killings were acting
under orders or whether individual military elements were acting as armed vigilan-

tes carrying out vendettas.
As in previous years, there were no reports of government inquiries into the inci-

dents, efforts to punish those responsible, or promulgation of guidelines to avoid se-

curity forces' excesses. In February two brothers, Oumar and Ibrahima Diop, report-
edly were picked up by an army unit as they attempted to land their boat at Boghe,
in the BreQcna region. Both men, thou^ Mauritanian by birth, had been living in
Dakar since their expulsion to Sen^al in 1989. Accordmg to Ibrahima Diop, who
survived the episode, he and his brother were tied up and tortured, then thrown
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into the river. Oumar Diop drowned. The Government did not respond to press and
opposition party demands for an investigation. Indeed, the Government's only re-

sponse was publicly to challenge the brothers' citizenship.

In January Djiby Diallo was killed while crossing the river to Senegal. A Senegal-
ese autopsy inmcated he had been shot in the mouth; Mauritanian authorities cer-

tiiied that the victim had drowned. Neither the victim's lawyer nor his family was
permitted to see the body before burial. There were reports that a police brigadier
stationed at Kaedi may have been involved in the death, but no investigation was
undertaken. In March the body of military orderly NTDiaye Oumar was pulled from
the river. After first claiming that Oumar was not Mauritanian, government au-
thorities later admitted his citizenship and said he had drowned. However, no au-
topsy was performed and an alleged eyewitness claimed that Oumar was killed by
members of the armed forces.

In August in the Guidimaka region a group of five Peuhl (Halpulaar-speakrng
nomad) herders disappeared, reportedly after being taken into custody by persons
in military uniforms. The body of one Peuhl was found soon after, and those of the
four others were found later in a well near the Maur village of Tourroulla. All had
been strangled. Several civilians and soldiers suspected in the case were arrested
but were then freed by the regional governor. No charges have been brought in con-
nection with these deaths, wWch may have been revenge killings. Only a few days
earlier, Peuhl cattle rustlers from Mali had attacked a Maur from Tourroulla.
Furthermore, extrajudicial killings from past years remained uninvestigated and

unresolved. The principal example of unresolved extrajudicial killing dates from
1990-1991, when approximately 500 largely Halpulaar and Soninke militaiy and ci-

vilian personnel died while in miUtary custody. Many of these persons were sum-
marily executed after being tortured. No accounting has ever been made of those

who died. They were part of a large group of as many as 3,000 who were rounded
up, detained, and tortured, allegedly for coup plotting. The results of an internal

military investigation into this matter have never been made public, and no one has
been charged with or faced trial for the tortures and deaths. Several high-placed
military officials who reportedly were involved remain in their posts and in some
cases were promoted.

b. Disappearance.—^There were occasional credible reports of black Africans dis-

appearing after being t^en into military custody. Also in 1992, black Africans Uv-
ing along the river discovered in the Brakna Region two common graves containing
the remains of persons who had disappeared in early 1990. One of these graves,

near the village of Sory Male, contained three bodies; the other, located near
Wothie, contained five bodies. The Government appears to have made no effort to

investigate these incidents, and there is evidence that the victims in some cases

were last seen in the company of security forces.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Despite the Government's stated opposition to torture and the legal prohibition

against its use, the security forces routinely mistreated persons in custody, particu-

larly political dissidents and black Africans. Torture and other degrading treatment
continued to be regularly employed to extract self-incriminating statements of in-

volvement in criminal or political activities. Many instances of such mistreatment
were reported in 1992, although fewer than in previous years. Some members of the

UFD (Union Des Forces Democratiques, the major opposition party) were tortured

in Nouadhibou following street fighting on January 26 in protest of the election re-

sults. Three persons were killed in that incident, which appears to have been insti-

gated by the police.

A roundup of Taya's political opponents followed on January 27, and the security

forces apparently used confessions forced from persons they initially detained to ar-

rest stin more. Althou^ a majority of the Nouadhibou detainees were released

within a day or two, approximately 30 were held for a week, and some of them were
badly mistreated while in detention. Ali Ould Vill, an auto mechanic, claimed to

have been tortured at the police station in El Mouteverjirat at Nouadhibou. Two
newspapers printed testimony by Vill in which he claimed that police officers forced

him to disrobe and to lie on the ground. He was then kicked and beaten while his

captors insisted that he sign a statement incriminating certain UFD leaders in the

January 26 violence. When he refused, claiming that he was not a UFD member
and did not know the leadership, police forced hot peppers into his eyes and body
openings. Vill signed a statement which later was used as a justification for a wave
of arrests that took place the following day. Another post-election round-up of UFD
members took place in Kaedi, in the Gorgol region. Some of those arrested claimed
to have been tortured. The types of torture most frequently reported in 1992 in-

cluded beatings, forced feeding of sand, electric shock, burning of^ genitals, denial of
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water and food, and the so-called jaguar, in which victims are bound and suspended
upside down while the soles of their feet are beaten.
Degrading treatment was also common. Prisoners were often stripped of their

clothes and denied blankets, food, or access to toilets. Prison conditions in Mauri-
tania are harsh and do not meet minimum sanitary or humanitarian standards.

In late August, many residents of the village of Teykane, in the Trarza region,
were taken into custody and confined in close quarters with no access to food, water,
or toilet facilities for up to 24 hours. According to eyewitnesses, the mass roundup
began after the police broke up a late-ni^t sports competition. When angry villag-

ers descended on the police station, the police commissioner called for assistance
from a nearby Gendarme unit. Subsequently approximately 60 persons, including
pregnant women and small children, were arrested and confined, both at police

headquarters and in a sdioolhouse. One woman reportedly was prevented from
nursing her infant. The male detainees were forced to sit with their hands over
their heads. Some persons apparently were severely beaten with rifle butts. No one
died, but many persons fainted and suffered dehydration.

In August residents of the village of Sory Male (where in March a common grave
was discovered, see Section l.b.) were subjected to harassment, degrading treat-

ment, and possible torture by a elements of a navy infantry unit. The roundup and
guestioning of villagers occurred following the murder of Beydane shop owner. Dia
[amath Atoumane, an elderly man with a history of health problems, died in the

course of the security forces' interrogation of witnesses. He reportedly was forced to

stand outside in a thunderstorm all nidit, without access to nis medication. There
was no investigation despite the fact that the naval unit had no legal jurisdiction
to act.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Although Mauritanian law requires expe-
ditious arraignment and trial, access to legal counsel, and the right of appeal, these
rights frequently are not observed, particularly in cases of political dissidents or per-
sons suspected on national security grounds. They are somewhat more often ob-
served in ordinary criminal cases. Yet even ordinary crimes tend to be handled out-
side the parameters of judicial process, as offenders make informal arrangements
with the persons they have wronged. IVaditional concepts of "Ghissas" (retributory
justice, i.e., an eye for an eye) and "blood-money" compensation are applied more
often than Western principles of due process.
By law, the courts are required to review the legality of a person's detention no

more than 72 hours after his or her arrest. There is no provision, in theory or in
practice, for access to a lawyer duriiig this detention period. Nor is there any guar-
antee of access to family members. Unly after the prosecutor submits the charges
is the suspect permitted to contact an attorney. It is common practice to detain pris-
oners incommunicado for prolonged periods without charging them with any crime
and without judicial review. Sometimes prisoners who have been charged find them-
selves released before trial without explanation. Such releases usually can be attrib-

uted to the prisoner's familial, tribal, or political connections. There is no system
of bail.

Many of the UFD members arrested in Nouadhibou in January were held in in-

communicado detention for 5 days or more. Althou^ charges were brought against
27 of the Nouadhibou detainees, the charges in the end were neither upheld nor
dropped. Instead, the detainees were eventually released upon President Taya's di-

rect intervention.
In late June Nouakchott-based security forces began a roundup of about 40 Tua-

regs and Maurs said to be linked to an internal rebellion in neighboring Mali. Some
of the detainees were arrested in private homes, even though flie Mauritanian au-
thorities carried no search warrants. Many of the detainees spent up to a week in
incommunicado detention, and were released only after foreign diplomats protested
to a high-ranking Mauritanian official. With the exception of a handful who were
indicted for stealing a vehicle, most of these persons were not charged with any
crime.

In 1992 there continued to be credible reports of arrests, intimidation, prolonged
detention, and expulsion committed by security forces in communities along the
Senegal River. In many cases, the homes and property of deportees were subse-
quently expropriated by the Government.
There is no evidence that anyone is presently being held for political reasons.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Mauritania has a three tier court system: the

Shari'a courts, the Special Courts, and the State Security Court. The Gfovemment
in June announced it was taking steps to abolish the Security Court, a chamber re-

served for cases involving national security. This announcement came iirunediately
after the widows of those killed in the 1990-1991 military purge filed a class-action
suit charging 166 members of the armed services with engaging in torture and other
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inhuman acts. The Attorney General refused to hear the case, saving that the plain-

tiffs needed an order to prosecute signed by the Chief of Staff oi the Armed Forces.
At year's end, the Parliament was considering, as part of a full-scale reorganization
of the judiciary, legislation that would eliminate the Security Court.
The legal system continued to function primarily under Shari'a (Islamic Law). The

Ministry of Justice administers Shari'a and, based on reconunendations of the Chief
Executive, selects judicial personnel. While the judiciary is nominally independent,
judges often appear to take their cues from the Government when sentencing oppo-
nents of the regime. Furthermore, as in other realms of Mauritanian life, tribal and
familial relations play an important part in the trial process. The use by Islamic
judges of extreme physical punishments, such as amputations, is no longer practiced

in Mauritania. The Government today is slowly eliimnating a number of unqualified
Shari'a judges.
Commercial and banking offenses, traffic violations that cause bodily harm, and

offenses against the security of the State fall under the jurisdiction of the special

courts, which supposedly render judgments on the basis of laws modeled after the
French example. The eflective implementation of justice in these courts is particu-

larly problematic because the majority of Mauritanian judges have been trained nei-

ther at the university level nor in the French juridical tradition.

In theory, aU defendants, regardless of the court or their ability to pay, have the
right to be present with legal counsel during the proceedings. The law also states

that defendants may confront witnesses, present evidence, and appeal their sen-

tences. However, in practice these rights are regularly violated. The typical defend-
ant, for example, has no access to the evidence against him, and meets his attorney
for the first time on the day of his trial. This situation is due in part to the lack

of trained public defenders.
Mauritanian law specifies that all persons, including foreigners, have the right to

property and possessions and may be deprived of them only by a court decision. In
1992, as in previous years, the practice of justice in Mauritania continued to differ

substantially from its theory, particularly as a result of the wide discretionary pow-
ers allowed to the security forces in rural jurisdictions. The right to a fair public

trial was greatly circumscribed, particularly in the riverine area. Access to the
courts for the purpose of resolving property disputes was practically nonexistent.

In the context of the reestabUsnment of relations with Senegal, approximately
5,000 expellees had returned by late 1992. Some of them were able to reclaim lost

land and property by making informal arrangements with the persons in possession
of them. In September, at tne instigation oi the governor of tne Trarza region, 63
families who had been in Senegal since 1989 returned to their old village near
Rosso. The families reoccupied their former homes, displacing Maurs who had
moved in after the crisis. The governor offered compensation to uie displaced Maur
families.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Under
Mauritanian law, judicial warrants are required to perform home searches. This re-

quirement is often ignored in practice, particularly in national security cases. De-
spite the official policy of relaxation of previous strictures on the freedom of speech
and assembly, there were in 1992 repeated reports of Government surveillance of

suspected dissidents. The Government also continued to rely on a wide network of

informants.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—The 1991 Constitution provides for freedom of

speech and press, and by comparison with prior years, Mauritanians enjoyed some
limited freeoom in this area in 1992. Antigovemment tracts, newsletters, and peti-

tions circulated freely in Nouakchott and other major cities. Several of the new po-

litical parties held large rallies, primarily in association with the electoral cam-
paign.

Several new independent newspapers were launched, benefitting from the liberal-

ized press law of mid-1991. Many of the papers criticized the Government, particu-

larly for its perceived insensitivity to, and condoning of, human rights abuses. Some
of them undertook investigations of human rights violations, unresolved crimes, and
government corruption. The papers were overseen by an independent press associa-

tion, which was somewhat successful at defending the rights of journalists vis-a-vis

the Government. However, both the press and the parties continued to operate with-

in strict limits. The regime's definition of libel is particularly severe, and in the

summer of 1992 two of tnree journalists facing libel charges were found guilty. They
were given suspended sentences after human rights monitors and foreign observers

complained to the Government about the seventy of the libel law. All newspapers
and political parties must register with the Ministry of Information, and newspapers
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must submit their copy to the Ministry prior to publication. The Ministry of Infor-

mation publishes and controls the only daily paper. The independent weeklies reach
only a hmited audience, not only due to financial constraints but also because the
majority of Mauritanians cannot read. Radio, to which large numbers of the popu-
lation have access, remains the unique preserve of the Ministry of Information, as
does television.

In practice, freedom of expression also continued to be restricted. Government offi-

cials Tound it necessary to be circumspect in criticizing oflicial policies; military per-
sonnel in particular were under tight surveillance, as views expressed to military
colleagues in private which could be construed as even mildly critical of the Govern-
ment often caused intense interrogation by security officers.

The one university in Mauritania is government operated and the authorities re-

portedly occasionally prevent professors from pursuing certain research and publica-
tion interests. In 1992 a group of university professors attempting to organize a
union separate from the National Teachers' Union were prevented from doing so
through official jpressure (see Section 6.a.).

b. Freedom of Peacefid Assembly and Association.—^Until late 1991, all political

movements and activities were prohibited, and such groups operated clandestinely
or from outside the country. By comparison, 16 political parties were openly recog-
nized and active to vaiying degrees in 1992. The largest opposition party, in con-
junction with Mauritanian Human Rights League, held a human rights symposium
and display in March.
Although the new Constitution provides for the rights of assembly and associa-

tion, political activity continued to be restricted in practice. The Government's treat-

ment of political parties was inconsistent; some parties were allowed to call rallies

freely while others were not. Furthermore, the law governing political parties re-

?[uires that all groups register with the Minister of Interior ana obtain permission
or large meetings or assemblies. Such permits were occasionally denied, particu-
larly in the latter half of 1992. In July an opposition rally was broken up violently
by police. The Government continued to be criticized for witholding a party permit
from a group of self-proclaimed radical Islamists. The regime justified its action by
citing the new Constitution, which forbids the establishment of parties based on re-

ligion.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Freedom of religion does not exist. Islam is the official

religion of Mauritania, and all citizens are by law Sunni Muslim. Apostasy is illegal

and punishable under Shari'a law. Mauritanian citizens also are prohibited from en-
tering non-Islamic houses of worship and from possessing sacred texts of other reli-

S'ons. Proselytizing by non-Muslims is prohibited, as is the construction by
auritanian citizens of Christian churches or other non-Islamic houses of worship.

The small Lebanese Shi'a community is not prohibited from privately practicing its

relig[ion. Likewise, the expatriate Christian community is allowed to hold worship
services that are restricted to resident foreigners.

d. Freedom ofMovement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Historically, there were few restrictions on movement within Mauri-
tania, where nomadism has long been a way of life. However, following the rupture
of relations with Senegal in 1989 and the attendant violence in the riverine area,
local authorities imposed and enforced at their own initiative dusk-to-dawn curfews
in some villages. Travelers also were regularly subjected to roadside and airport po-
lice checks. These practices continued in 1992, though on a much-diminished level.

The Government imposed curfews during two periods: in the aftermath of January's
presidential election, and in October following a devaluation of the national cur-
rency. During both periods opposition leaders reported being surveilled and har-
assed by security forces. Unlike previous years, no cases were reported of persons
being denied passports for political reasons.
The approximately 200,000 Mauritanian Maurs expelled by the Governments of

Senegal and Mali in 1989-1990 have now been largely absorbed into Mauritania
through government and private means. Some of them have settled on land belong-
ing to black Africans who were expelled from Mauritania during the crisis. Approxi-
mately 55,000 expelled Mauritanians remain in camps in Senegal, awaiting repatri-
ation and indemnification. Some who crossed legally into Mauritania have report-
edly been re-expelled; the Government denies these charges. The 1989 crisis also led
approximately 13,000 Mauritanian Peuhl to take refiige in MaU. Although the over-
whelming majority apparently continue to remain there, some reportemy returned
to Mauritania in 1992. During 1991 and 1992, Mauritania became the refuge of
some 30,000 Tuareg and Maur refugees fleeing the ethnic strife in Mali's northern
regions. Most of these refugees are in camps in southeastern Mauritania and are
largely supported by an international effort led by the United Nations High Com-
missioner for Reguees.
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The Government also established a Consulate in Dakar, Senegal, for the purpose
of documenting expellees who could prove their Mauritanian citizenship. This
proved problematic, however, as the Mauritanian security forces had destroyed or
conilscated many of the deportees' identity documents during the 1989-1990 expul-
sions. In 1992 tne Government failed to set up transparent administrative, much
less judicial, procedures for expellees who wished to obtain confirmation of their citi-

zensnip and the right to return to Mauritania. The Tava regime has always main-
tained that many of the persons who fled or were expelled in the wake of the 1989
crisis were in fact Senegalese nationals, and that their Mauritanian identity docu-
ments were fraudulent.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

In 1992 Mauritanians had this right only in theory. The first multiparty presi-
dential election in Mauritanian history was held in January with four persons com-
peting and more than a dozen political parties participating in the campaign. How-
ever, President Taya was returned to office based on results that were widely re-

garded as fraudulent. As most political parties consequently boycotted the legisla-

tive elections held in March, the new Parliament was a one-party body.
Although the ruling Military Committee was subsequently dissolved and its pow-

ers transferred to the Parliament, many military personalities remained in positions
of power. The President of the National Assembly, the Lower House of the Par-
liament, was an army colonel, for example.
Furthermore, the representation of black Maurs and black Africans remained

minimal at the hi^est levels of Taya's Beydane-dominated Government. The new
civilian regime in 1992 announced an end to the Structure for the Education of the
Masses (SEM), a quasi-political organization that in recent years had increasingly
become an instrument of Government for propaganda, patronage and election fraud.
Indeed, Taya enjoyed an automatic advantage during tne presidential campaign be-
cause of his party^ ability to manipulate the SEM machinery, from the prefect down
to the neirfiDorhood level. By the end of the year, the Government was no longer
using the SEM for official purposes.
Women may vote and indeed were active campaign managers during the 1992

presidential and legislative election period. No women were elected to office, how-
ever. In general, women are significantly underrepresented in leadership positions.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The only officially recognized human rights organization within the country is the
Mauritaman Human Rights League. In 1992 the League, which had been practically
moribund since 1989, began to show signs ofrebirth.lt openly criticized the Govern-
ment, helped organize a public human rights forum, and released occasional press
declarations. Meanwhile, the Government continued to withhold recognition from
another oi^ganization, the Mauritanian Human Rights Association, which had ap-
plied for an operating permit in 1991. As the President of the League is a white
Maur, and the founder of the unrecognized association is a Halpulaar, some black
Africans asserted that the Government's recognition of the former but not the latter
was racially motivated.
Two women's rights groups were active in 1992 desnite a lack of official recogni-

tion by the Government. Tney were the "Comite de Soutien," a support group for

the wives and orphans of victims of the 1990-1991 military purge, and the Collec-
tive of Families Separated by Dejxjrtation. The Collective represented the spouses
(mainly female) and children of persons who were deported to Senegal during the
1989 crisis. The two groups worked together to put pressure on the Taya regime
and to educate the public about human rights abuses in Mauritania.

In 1992 the regime permitted a visit by the International Labor Organization
(ILO), whose agenda included human rights abuses, particularly the persistence of
slaveiy (see Section 6.c.). The Government also said that it would allow visits by
Amnesty International and Africa Watch; these did not take place because of restric-

tions placed by the Government on freedom of movement by the monitors.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Mauritania is situated geographically and culturally on the divide between tradi-
tionally Nomadic Arabic (Hassaniya)-speaking Maurs of the north and sedentary
black African cultivators who historically liveaalon^ the Senegal River. Though cul-
turally homogeneous, the Maurs can be racially distinguished as white (Beydane)
or black (Haratine, literally "one who has been freed"). The black Africans comprise
three main ethnic groups: the Halpulaar, the Wolof, and the Soninke. The inter-
action of these groups produces cultural diversity as well as complex ethnic tensions
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in Mauritanian society. During the colonial period, the black Africans dominated the
local economy and civil service. This situation dramatically shifted following inde-
pendence, however, when successive regimes, both civil and military, vigorously pur-
sued a policy of "Arabization" of the schools and the work force. Ine new politico-

economic reality is one of white Maur, or Beydane, domination. White Maurs hold
the dominant positions in government, state enterprises, business, and religious in-
stitutions, and man^ black Africans contend that this situation is a result of ethnic
and linguistic discrimination. Taken together, the black Maurs and the black Afri-

cans considerably outnumber the white Maurs. This racial maiority is by no means
cohesive, however, because many black Maurs identify more closely with the white
Maurs, whose Arabic culture and tribal affiliations they share.
The Government's longstanding policy of promoting Arabic at the expense of

French has led to a decline in the use of the latter. Although French is still widely
spoken, particularly by black Mauritanians, the new Constitution adopted in July
1991 eliminated French as an official language. Many black Africans charge that the
Arabization policy is thus racially motivated.

Black Africans also charge that the Government's 1983 Land Reform Law is in-

creasingly being misused to allow Maurs to encroach on fertile land in the Senegal
River valley that had been traditionally the preserve of black Africans. Mauritania's
dry and inhospitable climate has contributed to the hostile feelings between live-

stock-raising Maurs and farming blacks. Twenty years of drought have increased
the traditional flow of nomads from the north into the more ferti^ southern regions,
further exacerbating tensions.
The longstanding ethnic divisions within Mauritanian society that exploded so

violently in April 1989 have left bitter scars that will take many years to neal. The
events of that period resulted more from an eruption of underlying ethnic hostilities

than from officially sanctioned government policy. However, the subsequent
extrajudicial expulsions and reprisals by the security forces were clearly based on
ethnicity.

Theoretically, women have legal rights to property, divorce, and child custody. In
f)ractice, both marriage and divorce can take place without the woman's consent. Po-
ygyny exists and is sanctioned by the teachings of Islam; a woman does not have
trie right to refuse her husband's wish to be polygjmous.
Although a somewhat lower percentage oi women than men are educated at the

university level, there are no le^al restrictions on education for women. Women are
particularly active and influential in the informal sector of the economy. TTie Gov-
ernment is encouraging the entry of women into the professions, government, and
business, and a number of women have moved into senior or midlevel government
positions in recent years. The Government has been instrumental in opening up new
employment opportunities for women in areas traditionally reserved for men, such
as hospital work. According to Mauritanian law, men and women must receive equal
pay for equal worit; Mauritania's two largest employers, the civil service and the
state mining company, SNIM, respect this Taw.

Violence against women occurs, but no data exist to indicate its extent. The police
and judiciary occasionally intervene in domestic disputes, a fact which has become
known only recently through the efforts of the independent press. The Government
has taken no position nor issued any statements on violence against women or on
female genital mutilation (circumcision), a tradition that is widely observed in Mau-
ritania. Of the country's four ethnic groups, Maurs, Halpulaars, Soninkes and
Wolofs, all except the Wolofs practice such female mutilation. Some practice
infibulation, the most severe form. Some evidence indicates that the incidence of fe-

male circumcision is diminishing in the modem, urbanized sector.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—^Notwithstanding the Government's liberalized policy
of respect for freedom of association, that right was severely circumscribed in prac-
tice for Mauritanian workers in 1992. Theoretically, all workers except members of
the military and police are free to establish unions at the local and national levels.
The country currently has 36 trade unions. All, however, are legally required to be
affiliates of the Union of Mauritanian Workers (UTM), by law the country's only le-

gally recognized central labor body. In 1992 the UTiVTs effectiveness in defending
workers' intei^ests was almost nil due to government interference.
The current moribund state of the UTM can be traced to June 1991, when the

Government intervened to stop a planned general strike. Through a combination of
strong-arm tactics, coopting of individual union leaders, and successful backstage
maneuvering, the Government unseated the union leadership, discredited the strik-
ers, and installed a docile new replacement leadership team. In the course of 1992,
the Nouakchott branch of the UTM continued attempting to defy the Government's
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stranglehold on the union to no avail. In September local police forcefully broke up
a group of Nouakchott workers who were attempting to hold a meeting at the UTM
workers' training center, which had been closed by the Government following the
failed 1991 strike. In November the International Labor Organization's Committee
on Freedom of Association continued its investigation of a complaint by the Organi-
zation of African Trade Union Unity against the Government of Mauritania for vio-

lation of worker rights even thoudfi the new UTM leadership succeeded in getting
the original complamt withdrawn. In theory, unions are free to form and join federa-
tions and confederations and to affiliate with and participate in international bodies.
This right was not exercised in 1992, however, as only the government-installed
UTM leadership interacted with other labor organizations.
Although Mauritanian law grants workers the right to strike, in practice strikes

rarely occur because of government pressure. Furthermore, Mauritanian law stipu-
lates that tripartite arbitration committees composed of union, business, and gov-
ernment representatives may impose binding aroitration that automatically termi-
nates any strike.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—By law, unions are free to or-

ganize workers without government or employer interference. According to the
UTM, close to 90 percent of industrial and commercial workers in Mauritania are
union members. The laws providing protection against antiunion discrimination are
regularly enforced. Genuine collective bargaining does not exist, however, because
of the Grovemment's heavy-handed role in shaping labor relations. Wages and other
benefits are decided informally between inojvidual unions, employers, the
ovemment, and the UTM. In addition, employees or employers may bring labor
grievances and disputes to three-person labor courts that are overseen jointly by the
Ministries of Justice and Labor.
There are no expwrt processing zones in Mauritania.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Although slavery has been offi-

cially abolished in Mauritania several times, most recently in 1980, it remains per-
vasive, particularly in its economic and psychological manifestations. Several tens
of thousands of persons whose ancestors were slaves still occupied positions of ser-

vitude and near-servitude in 1992. Many of these persons were freed slaves who be-
cause of economic necessity have either stayed with, or returned to, their former
masters. Some of them, however, were held against their will and were forced to

perform unpaid labor. Meanwhile, the Government has taken a passive role in en-
lorcing abolition. Reports indicate that some commerce in slaves continues, both
through barter and inheritance of traditional slaveholder rights. Most enslaved
Mauritanians live in nomadic communities in isolated areas where contact with out-
siders is minimal. Their remote location makes their numbers difficult to quantify.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Mauritanian law specifies that no
child may be employed before the age of 13 in the agricultural sector without the
permission of the Minister of Labor, nor before the age of 15 in the nonagricultural
sector. The law provides that employed children aged 14 to 16 should receive 70 per-

cent of the minimum wage, and those from 17 to 18 should receive 90 percent of

the minimum wage. In practice, the Labor Ministry's few inspectors can provide
only limited enforcement of child labor laws, which are seen as irrelevant by a large

majority of the country's tradition-bound society. Education is not compulsory in

Mauritania, and only a small percentage of Mauritanian children regularly attend
the government schools. Young children in the countryside commonly pursue
herding, cultivation, fishing, ana other significant labor in support of their families'

activities. In keeping with longstanding tradition, many children serve apprentice-
ships in small industries and in the informal sector. In Nouakchott and other large

towns, youths in their early teens typically work as mechanics, blacksmiths, fur-

niture makers, plumbers, and electricians. They can also be found in shops, gas sta-

tions, and laundiy establishments, in private homes as domestics, and on the streets

as petty vendors.
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The guaranteed minimum wage for adults

working m the private sector was last raised at the end of 1991. It barely enabled
the average family to meet its minimum needs, particularly after a devaluation of

the national currency in October 1992. The standard, legal nonagricultural work-
week in Mauritania is set at 40 hours (or 6 days) after wnich workers are entitled

to overtime compensation, which is paid at rates that are graduated according to

the number of supplemental hours worked. Reliable data on actual wage levels are

scarce. Enforcement of the labor laws is the responsibility of the Labor Inspectorate
of the Ministry of Labor but in practice is limited by too few inspectors. Further-
more it is not uncommon for employers to circumvent regulations by bribing the reg-

ulators. Although the Government sets health and safety standards which are theo-

retically enforced by the Ministry of Labor, in practice enforcement seldom occurs.
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MAURITIUS

Mauritius is a parliamentary democracy governed by a Prime Minister, a Council

of Ministers, and a National Assembly. On March 12, Mauritius became a Republic
within the Commonwealth of Nations, following a vote by the Parliament to amend
the Constitution. Under the amended Constitution, a Mauritian-bom President,

nominated by the Prime Minister and confirmed by the Assembly, replaced the Brit-

ish Monarch as Head of State. Like the Governor General under the previous sys-

tem, the President's powers are largely ceremonial. Fair and orderly elections, su-

pervised by an independent conunission, at national and local levels take place at

regular intervals. There are four major political parties and several smaller parties,

reflecting a range of ideological views. Prime Minister Anerood Jugnauth's current
coalition received a broad mandate in general elections in September 1991.

A paramilitary Special Mobile Force of some 1,200 men and a 240-man Special

Support Unit are responsible for internal security. These forces, under the command
of the Commissioner of Police, are largely apolitical and well trained and are backed
by a general duty police force numbering over 6,000. Mauritius' total military ex-

penditures for 1989, the last vear for which the U.S. Arms Control and Disar-

mament Agency conducted a dietailed analysis, were $5 million. While there has
been no puolic debate on defense spending reductions, the Government has ordered
a 10 percent across-the-board cut in the operating budgets for all government agen-
cies due to the severe fiscal constraints imposed by the economy. Due to their mod-
est size, neither police nor militaiy expenditures are an issue in the Mauritian polit-

ical context.

The economy is based on export-oriented manufacturing (mainlv textiles), sugar,

and tourism. The rapid economic growth of the mid-198(rs has slowed as a result

of labor shortages, 'me Government, with the help of international donors, is at-

tempting to diversify the incfaistrial base to favor hi^ technology, capital-intensive

production, and new sectors, such as financial services.

Political and civil rights, including freedom of speech and press, are protected
under the Constitution and resnected in practice. The work of the Garrioch Commit-
tee, established by the Prime Minister in 1990 to conduct an independent review
of several controversial laws, has led to significant reforms. These include expand-
ing the freedom of assembly and abolishing the repressive Fhiblic Order Act, which
permitted detention without charge or trial. In May the Garrioch Committee sub-
mitted to the Government its report on the Industrial Relations Act, which limits

the right to strike. The Cabinet established a ministerial committee, headed by the
Prime Minister, to study these recommendations. Discrimination and violence

agaihst women continued to be ongoing social problems.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial KiUing.—^There were no reports of political or
extrajudicial killings.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of politically motivated disappearance.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Torture and inhuman punishment are prohibited b^ law and generally are not prac-

ticed. However, there were increased press allegations, confirmed by attorneys nan-
dling civil rights cases, of police mistreatment oi suspects. The mistreatment ranges
from excessive force during arrests to beatings of suspects in custody. Some victims
have sued and been compensated for personal injury with financial rewards. While
police ofiicials are rarely prosecuted, in December the authorities formally charged
an officer with assault; court proceedings were scheduled for early 1993.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or ExUe.—^Under the Constitution, detained persons
have the right to a judicial determination of the legality of their detention. Although
the time limit for making this determination is not specified in law, in practice it

is usually made within 24 hours. Bail is commonly granted. The Public Gathering
Act, which replaced the Public Order Act on the basis of recommendations from the
Garrioch Committee, no longer allows for indefinite detention without charge or
trial.

Exile is legally prohibited and not practiced.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Mauritius' judicial system, modeled on that of

Great Britain, consists of the Supreme Court, which has appellate powers, and a
series of lower courts. Pinal appeal may be made to the Juoicial Committee in the
United Kingdom and is routinely made in the cases of death sentences. About 50
percent of Supreme Court rulings referred to the F*rivy Council, the Judicial Com-
mittee's precursor, were reversecL There are no political or military courts.

\
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The President, in consultation with the Prime Minister, nominates the Chief Jus-
tice and, in consultation with the Chief Justice, nominates the senior puisne (associ-

ate) judges. The President nominates other judges on the advice of the Judicial and
Legal Service Commissions. The legal system has consistently provided fair, public

trials for those charged with crimes. Defendants have the ri^t to private or court-

appointed counsel. 'Die judiciary is also charged under the Constitution with ensur-
ing that new laws are consistent with democratic practice.

While a number of recent legal decisions have gone against the Government, legal

specialists and opfmsition politicians have warned against undue influence by the
executive over the judiciary.

There were no political prisoners in Mauritius in 1992.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

sanctity of the home is guaranteed by law and generally respected in practice. The
search of personal property or premises is allowed only under clearly specified condi-

tions by court order or by police decision if an illegal act has been committed. There
have been credible reports that the Government's intelligence apparatus occasion-

ally opens mail and carries out surveillance of local opposition leaders and other
major figures. In September, after a staff member of the Mauritius Broadcasting
Corporation alleged that a letter addressed to him had been opened, the Supreme
Court ruled that the Corporation, a government organization, cannot open the per-

sonal mail of its employees.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Freedom of speech and press is protected by the
Constitution and local tradition and is respected in practice. Debate in the National
Assembly is lively and open. Over a dozen privately owned daily, weekly, and
monthly newspapers present varying political viewpoints and freely express par-

tisan views. However, newspapers are subject to the constraints of strict libel laws,

which, under the 1984 Newspaper and Periodicals (Amendment) Act, inhibits the

ability of the press to criticize the Government. In 1991 two journalists were
charged with giving out false information concerning a sea captain accused of fish-

ing in Mauritian waters. The charges against the journalists were dismissed in Feb-
ruary, but in March an appeal was filed by the Director of Public Prosecutions,
which was pending at the end of the year.

The Government owns the two television and three radio stations which broadcast
in 12 languages and dialects. Television and radio tend to reflect government edi-

torial and programming policies, and opposition politicians frequently accuse the

broadcasting corporation of political bias in its local news coverage. The political op-

position successfully challenged the television stations to permit its candidates pro-

gramming time on the eve of general elections in September 1991.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Mauritians enjoy the ri^t to

form associations, including political parties, trade unions, and religious organiza-

tions, although in practice all such organizations need government approval in order
to operate omcially. Mauritius has a multitude of such private organizations. Politi-

cal, cultural, and religious assemblies are commonplace.
Although police permission is required for holding demonstrations and mass meet-

ings, such permission is rarely refiised. The adoption of the Public Gathering Act
in July 1991 further extended the right of assembly. Under the Act, political

groupings have successfully challenged police denials of permits for public assem-
blies.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^There is no state religion in Mauritius. Hindus are a ma-
jority, but Christians, Muslims, Buddhists, and others openly practice, teach, and
proselytize without prejudice. All religious institutions receive state subsidies in pro-

portion to their memberships. There is no state-sponsored discrimination against

any ethnic or religious community. The Government facilitates the travel of

Mauritians who make the hajj. Foreign missionaries are not allowed to enter the
country without a prior request from a local religious organization.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^There are no restrictions on freedom of movement within the country.

Foreign travel and emigration are also unrestricted. However, there is no blanket
guarantee of repatriation, and there are no general criteria for processing repatri-

ation applications. Applications from Mauritians abroad who lost their citizenship

after acquiring a second nationality (estimated to be several thousand) are handled
on a case-by-case and sometimes arbitrary basis. This remains an issue of political

debate as more Mauritians abroad seek to reclaim their Mauritian citizenship.
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Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Citizens have the right and ability to change their government through demo-
cratic means. Mauritius is governed by a freely elected, unicameral National Assem-
bly, with executive direction coming from the Council of Ministers, currently headed
by Prime Minister Sir Anerood Jugnauth, whose Alliance coalitions won elections

in 1983, 1987, and 1991. The President, in accordance with the advice of the Prime
Minister, has the right to designate the person charged with forming a new govern-
ment following parliamentary elections or in a parliamentary crisis. Parliamentary,
municipal, and village council elections are held at regular intervals. All citizens 18
years of age and over have the right to vote and run for office.

In the National Assembly, up to 8 members are appointed through a complex
"best loser" system designed in part to ensure that all ethnic groups are adequately
represented. The governing (three-party) Alliance coaUtion now controls 59 of the
66 seats. The four major political parties and the smaller parties often match the
ethnicity or religion of their candidates to the composition of particular electoral
constituencies.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Local human rights groups monitor developments without governmental restric-

tion. There have been no known requests by international organizations to inves-
tigate human rights violations in Mauritius.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Although Mauritius has a Hindu majority, the country's active press and strongly
egalitarian traditions mitigate against discrimination in all forms. However, ten-
sions based on ethnicity and caste do exist.

Traditionally, women in Mauritius have occupied a subordinate role in society, but
the Government has tried to promote equality by eliminating various legal restric-

tions, e.g., in laws dealing with emigration and inheritance and, in 1990, by remov-
ing a legal bar to women serving on juries. Also, in 1989 the Government appointed
"equal employment opportunity officers" in the major ministries to ensure tne pro-
motion of women's interests. Nonetheless, women still cannot transmit citizenship
to their foreign-bom children, and foreign husbands of Mauritian women cannot
automatically obtain residency and work permits (as can foreign wives of Mauritian
men). While societal pressures toward women pursuing professional careers are di-

minishing, less than one-third of the students at the University of Mauritius in 1991
were women, with even a smaller percentage in traditionally male-dominated dis-

ciplines.

According to the Ministry of Women's Rights and Family Welfare, physicians, at-

torneys, and religious and charitable organizations, violence against women is prev-
alent, although no reliable statistics have been gathered. There are no special provi-

sions in Mauritian law concerning family violence. Police are generally reluctant to

become involved in cases of wife beating. In June 1989, the Ministry of Women's
Rights and Family Welfare established a family counseling service, managed by the
National Council of Women, one of whose principal tasks is to provide counseling
and legal advice in cases of spousal abuse. Also, a Mauritian nongovernmental orga-
nization, S.O.S. Women, provides assistance to abused women and works to sen-
sitize the Mauritian population on issues concerning spouse abuse. In 1992 the
founders of S.O.S. Women launched a separate organization. Rape and Incest Aid,
to confront these related issues.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Mauritius has an active trade union movement. Al-
most 300 unions represent about 110,000 workers, more than one-fourth of the work
force. Of the 300 unions, 110 have less than 50 members. Workers are free to form
and join unions and to organize in all sectors, including in the Export Processing
Zone (EPZ) which employs about 90,000 workers. However, in practice there are a
variety of constraints under the 1973 Industrial Relations Act (IRA), such as the
need to obtain government approval to register new unions. Unions have also been
deregistered in the EPZ in recent years. Less than 10 percent of EPZ workers are
believed to be unionized. Unions can and do press wage demands, establish ties to

domestic political parties and international organizations, and address political is-

sues.

In theory unions have the right to strike. However, in labor disputes the IRA re-

quires a prestrike 21-day cooling-olT period followed by binding arbitration, which
has the eflect of making most strikes illegal. Participation in a strike not approved
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by a court is sufficient grounds for dismissal. Refusal to follow IRA procedures dur-
ing a mid-1988 textile plant strike led to the imprisonment of three union leaders
for several days and in 1990 to the firing of 14 strike leaders of the Central Elec-
tricity Board Staff Association and the calling in of the Special Mobile Force to oper-
ate the power stations. In July, 800 contract employees of the Public Development
Works Corporation went on strike to protest employment terms and conditions and
lost their jobs as a result. The Government contended that the strike was illegal;

at the end of 1992 the Government's action had not been challenged in the courts.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—While the right of association

is guaranteed by law, the collective bargaining process has been distorted in Mauri-
tius.

The IRA addresses collective bargaining and allows it in theory, but in practice

its provisions for establishing wages bear little resemblance to the traditional collec-

tive bargaining process, and the Government's restraints on that process render it

ineffective.

The Government has established a National Remuneration Board (NRB) whose
chairman is appointed by the Minister of Labor. The NRB establishes minimum
wages for 26 categories of private sector woricers (sugar, tea, transport, etc.) which
apply equally to workers in the EPZ. Although originally established to set mini-
mum wages for nonunion workers, the NRB has broadened its powers and now is-

sues remuneration orders that establish minimum wages, bonuses, housing, and
transportation allowances, and other benefits for almost all private sector workers.
About 85 percent of all private sector workers (including unionized workers) are cov-

ered by NRB orders. Employers and unions are free to negotiate wages and benefits

above the minimums established by the NRB, but this is rare.

NRB remuneration orders set minimum wages by sector but also establish a wage
structure based on length of service and job classification. NRB orders thus set

wages for skilled and experienced workers whose earnings are well above the mini-
mum wage. Wages and Tbenefits for civil servants are established by the Pay Re-
search Bureau (PRB) which prepares a wage scale for the civil service on the basis

of the Chesworth Report recommendations. The Prime Minister promised publica-

tion of the latest PRB report during the electoral campaign in September 1991, but
it remained unpublished in 1992. A coalition of labor federations calling itself the
PRB Front has demanded publication of the report and threatened slowdowns or
strikes. Thus far, aside from press conferences and public marches attracting small
crowds, no action has been taken.
The Government has also established a tripartite committee, including employer

and trade union representatives, which meets once a year and is chaired by the
Minister of Finance. It can reconmiend only wage increases based on inflation. Its

recommendations are not always unanimous, however, and the Government makes
the final decision based on all the information it receives. The highest increase rec-

ommended and adopted in 1992 was 5 percent.

The International Labor Ot^ganization (ILO) noted again in 1991 that the IRA
does not give woricers' organizations sufficient protection against acts of interference

as provided for by ILO Convention 98 on the right to organize and collective bar-

gaining. The Garrioch Committee submitted its review oT the IRA to the (jovem-
ment in May 1992. At the end of 1992, the Government had not published the re-

port or amended the IRA, although in September the Prime Minister promised that

the IRA would be amended based on the recommendations of the report.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Forced or compulsory labor is pro-

hibited by law and not practiced. However, under the IRA the Minister of Labour
can refer industrial disputes to compulsory arbitration, enforceable by penalties in-

volving compulsory labor provisions. The ILO continues to criticize this as being in

conflict with ILO Convention 105 on forced labor.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—The minimum work age for em-
fdoyment of chiloren is 15. The Ministry of Labor is responsible for enforcing child

abor laws. In practice, there is minimal enforcement of these laws. While there are

cases of children under the age of 15 working illegally in the EPZ, the large, estab-

lished Era factories do not hire children under 15. In fact, it is unusual to see em-
ployees much younger than 18.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Minimum wages are legislated, differing along
employment sector and gender lines. Women are paid less in the agricultural sector

on the assumption that their productivity is lower in this labor-intensive work. In

the EPZ, the minimum wage is equal for men and women. Conditions of employ-
ment, including wage and leave conditions, are generally sufficient to afford an ac-

ceptable standard of living for workers in the agricultural, service, and manufactur-
ing sectors. However, the current statutory rate paid for unskilled labor is barely
sufficient to provide a worker with a minimum standard of living, and much de-
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pends on the additional benefits oflered. The Government mandates minimum wage
increases each year based on inflation.

The standard leg^ woricweek is 45 hours, but excessive overtime continues to be
a problem in the E!PZ. Following complaints that EPZ employers imposed long hours
orovertime on employees—about 10 to 20 hours per wedc, making for a 55- to 65-
hour workweek—^the Government established a conmiittee to address these issues,
but by the end of 1992 it still had not issued a report. In addition, some EPZ em-
ployers still require women to work at ni^t.
The Government sets health and safeW standards, and woiking conditions are in-

spected by Ministry of Labor oflicials. Enforcement is minimal and ineffective due
to the small number of inspectors.

MOZAMBIQUE

In 1992 Mozambique continued to be governed by President Joaquim Chissano
and the ruling National Front for the Liberation of Mozambique (FRELIMO). The
multiparty elections called for in the 1990 Constitution were postponed pending the
outcome of peace talks between the Government and the insurgent Mozambicjue Na-
tional Resistance (RENAMO). On October 4, the Government and RENAMO signed
a peace agreement formally ending the 16^ear civil war and committing the coun-
try to democratic elections within 1 year, m addition to the cease-fire, ttie October
4 agreement addressed political party registration, organization of the electoral sys-
tem, the size of the mflitary, political amnesty, and oversight of the state intel-
ligence service. Approximately 14 political parties were active in 1992. Only
FRELIMO and the Mozambican National Union (UNAMO) met official registration
requirements; however, four other parties submitted the required documentation in
December and were awaiting ofiicial certification. RENAMO acquired status as a jx)-

litical party as a result of the peace accord.
Estimates of the size of the government security forces vary from 60,000 to

92,000. These figures include the Armed Forces of Mozambique (FAM), a territorial
force, and a people's militia. RENAMO claims a force of 21,000. The State Informa-
tion and Security Service (SISE) replaced the Mozambican National Security Service
(SNASP) in 1991. Unlike its predecessor, which was often charged with serious
human rights abuses, SLSE does not have the power to arrest and detain suspects,
and there were no reported incidents of abuses by the new security service in 1992.
Under the terms of the peace agreement, the Government and RENAMO wiU merge
their armies into a new nationid force of 30,000 soldiers to be known as the Mozam-
bique Armed Defense Force (FADM). Those soldiers on both sides not chosen for the
new force are to be demobilized. SISE is to be placed under the supervision of a
21-member monitoring committee made up of representatives of the Government,
RENAMO, and independent citizens. Mozambique's total military expenditures in
1989, the last year for which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency con-
ducted a detailed analvsis, were $107 million. Significant reductions in these ex-
penditures are expected over the next few years as tiie armed forces are reorganized
and streamlined.
Approximately 80 percent of the population is employed in agriculture, mostly on

a small-scale, subsistence level. Major sources of foreign exchange are seafood and
agricultural products, especially cashews, tea, sugar, and cotton. The Government
continued its efibrts to move to a market-oriented economy, but growth was ex-
tremely poor for the second year in a row. The worst drought on record crippled ag-
ricultural production and probably doubled the number of Mozambicans dependent
on relief assistance for their survival. Continued attacks by RENAMO on economic
targets severely hampered production and internal trade.
Human rights abuses continued in 1992, with the most blatant arising out of the

continuing civil conflict. Widesm«ad reports detailed killings of civilians,

kidnapings, torture, and looting. Thou^ RENAMO was responsible for manv of
these atrocities, government forces were guilty of serious abuses as well. Both
RENAMO and, to a lesser extent, elements within the Government impeded and at-
tempted to manipulate international humanitarian relief efibrts for political and
military advantage. Other major human rights problems included harsh prison con-
ditions; incidents of military looting, extortion, and harassment of civilians; forced
recruitment; and citizens' inability to change their government.

In some aspects, however, the country's human rights record improved. Press.

—

freedom expanded with the launching of a new, privately owned news bulletin which
has published articles critical of of&cial corruption and government policies. Under
new labor legislation, several unions officially registered and declared their inde-
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pendence from the FRELIMO-dominated labor federation. Though lacking financial
resources and claiming government harassment, emerging political parties held con-
gresses, issued press releases, and recruited members.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no known or suspected

cases of the Government targeting persons lor political killings in 1992. Both sides
were responsible for the deaths of civilians in the course of the civil war, with tiie

great majority of the killings attributed to RENAMO forces (see Section l.g.).

Outside the context of the war, there were also examples of government security
forces using excessive force against arrested criminals. In August the authorities ar-
rested members of the security forces for allegedly beating to death a man in cus-
tody on charges of murder.
m April President Chissano admitted publicly for the first time that several oppo-

sition political leaders, missing since the late 1970's, had long since been executed
by the Government on charges of treason. He did not specify the names of these
persons nor the dates of their executions. It is assumed, however, that he was refer-

ring to ex-FRELIMO leaders such as Uria Simango and Lazero Nkavandame, who
were arrested by the Government in the 1970's. Several opposition parties, including
one founded by Simango's son, have demanded that the Government explain what
happened to these people and accept responsibility.

b. Disappearance.—There were no reports of government-perpetrated disappear-
ances. However, thousands are missing due to the conflict, often as a result of
kidnapings in areas EifTected by the war. There were frequent reports of RENAMO
holding civilians, including children, against their will and often employing them as
porters or forcibly impressmg them into RENAMO's military.

c. Torture ana Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Constitution expressly prohibits torture. During the prosecution of the war,
however, both government and RENAMO forces tortured prisoners and civilians. Ac-
cording to many reports, RENAMO beat and mutilatea people and forced family
members to witness or participate in the torture of their relatives.

Prison conditions throughout the country remained very poor, and there were
again reports of assaults on prisoners by soldiers, police, and prison staff. Prisoners
in Machava prison rioted in August after going 3 days without food. One prisoner
was killed by police during the protest. In Quelimane prison a group of prisoners
threatened violent action if reported incidents of sexual misconduct and corruption
among prison personnel were not addressed. Overcrowding remained a serious prob-
lem.

Since 1988 the Government has allowed international human rights groups access

to prisons where national security prisoners (mainly RENAMO soldiers and ^m-
pathizers) have been held, both those already convicted and those awaiting triaL In
1992 the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) was also given access

to prisoners held in military prisons.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^The law requires that most detainees be
charged or released within 30 days. However, persons accused of the most serious
crimes, i.e., security offenses or those requiring a sentence of more than 8 years,
may be detained for up to 84 days without being formally charged. With court ap-
proval, such detainees may be held for two additional periods of 84 days while the
police complete their investigation. The detainee's constitutional right to counsel
and to contact relatives or friends is often not respected.

In some cases, detainees may be released from prison while the investigation pro-

ceeds, but the bail system in Mozambique remains ill defined. The law provides that
if the prescribed period for investigation has been completed and no charges have
been brought, the detainee must be released. In practice, however, this law is often
ignored, in part because of the severe lack of administrative personnel and trained
lawyers to monitor the judicial system. It is also ignored because citizens are often

unaware of their rights, particularly those granted under the 1990 Constitution, and
do not demand them. As a result, throughout much of 1992 there continued to be
a large backlog of prisoners awaiting trial, despite reported government efforts to

speedup pretrial investigations. Detainees often spend many months, even years,

in pretrial status.

The new Constitution expressly prohibits exile or the expulsion of any
Mozambican citizen.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Mozambique has two complementary formal jus-
tice systems: the civil/criminal, which includes customary courts; and the military
justice system. Both are under the administration of the Ministry of Justice. At the

J
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apex of both systems is the Supreme Court. Militaiy courts are administered jointly

with the Ministry of Defense. Appeals, including military cases, may be made to the
Supreme Court. Local customary courts handle matters such as estate and divorce

cases, and usually proceedings are conducted in pubUc by a trained representative

of the Ministry oi Justice, assisted by two to four popularly elected lay judges.
Although all accused persons are in theory presumed innocent and have the ridit

to legal counsel and the ri^t of appeal, these rights are not always applied. The
entire judicial process suffers severely from a shortage of trained personnel and the
Government's mabUity to reduce a large backlog of cases. In 1992 the Government,
with international assistance, began to develop a comprehensive plan for improving
the professional level and efficiency of the judiciary.

The 1990 Constitution formally established an independent judiciary and provides

for the selection ofjudges by other jurists, replacing tne prior system of administra-
tively appointed justices. However, the President still appoints the members of the
most important court, the Supreme Court; the FRELEMO-controUed Assembly also

appoints a number of 'lay judges" to that court. While in practice the executive

often influences the judicial process, especially in political and security cases, there
were few complaints in 1992 of overt government interference. In fact, in the highly
publicized treason trial of Colonel General Sebastiao Mabote (see below), the Su-
preme Court found the defendant innocent of the State's charges.

Since the establishment of the Supreme Court in 1988 and the abolition of the
revolutionary militaiy tribunal, persons accused of crimes against the State are
tried in common civilian courts under standard criminal judicial procedures. A judge
may order a trial closed because of national security interests or to protect the pri-

vacy of the plaintiff in cases concerning rape.
According to credible sources, there were an estimated 400 to 550 security pris-

oners held at the beginning of 1992. With the exception of those in detention for

the 1991 conspiracy, all oithese prisoners were accused of sjnmpathizing with or
committing crimes on behalf ofRENAMO. However, the October 4 accords provided
for the rekase of all such prisoners except those being held on common criminal
charges, and on October 13 the Assembly of the Republic passed an act granting
amnesty to persons charged with, or convicted of, committing security crimes
against the State. As of the end of 1992, an estimated 300 political prisoners were
reported released under this act.

The most important security trials in 1992 involved General Mabote and 13 other
civilian and militaiy codefendants charged with conspiring to overthrow the Govern-
ment in 1991. The public trials were held in civilian courts with legal counsel
present. General Mabote, the most senior of the alleged coup plotters, was tried by
three members of the Supreme Court due to his status as a senior military officer

and deputy in the Assembly of the Republic. The others were tried in lesser courts.

The Government presented little evidence to substantiate the charges, and General
Mabote was ultimately found innocent of all charges. Charges were later dropped
against the other defendants under the terms of the amnesty act cited above, and
tn^ were released.

'niere have been reports that RENAMO has established some rudimentary civil

administration in some areas under its control. The rebel group claims to use tradi-

tional courts in these areas, with military commanders sometimes acting as judges.
No independent information was available to confinn the existence of such courts
or to shed furtJier light on administration ofjustice in RENAMO areas.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Despite

constitutional provisions for privacy, police and security forces entered homes at will

in areas of active insurgency. The authorities also often force civilians to move to

government-protected villages. In the "secure villages," the displaced live in harsh,
overcrowded conditions and suffer fiiom malnutrition, disease, and hi^ mortality
rates. Both RENAMO and the Government have forced citizens to resettle during
the course of the war. Much of the resettlement that occurred in the country in

1992, however, was self-initiated and driven by the severe drou^t and the search
for food and water.

It is widely assumed that surveillance devices are employed to monitor local and
international telecommunications systems and that maU is periodically inspected,

even though the new Constitution expressly prohibits such surveillance.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—Both government and RENAMO forces were again responsible for violations

of humanitarian law in 1992. Since it began in the late 1970 s, the conflict is esti-

mated to have cost as many as 1 million lives and left millions more homeless and
living on the edge of starvation.

The failure of the Government to pay soldiers' salaries regularlv led to a decline

in discipline in the FAM. Demanding back pay, soldiers in several cities rioted, at-
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tacking and sometimes killing citizens and destroying public property. There were
numerous reports that government troops and security personnel beat and extorted

money from civilians. Several soldiers were convicted of such crimes in 1992 and
sentenced to prison terms, fines, and expulsion from the armed services (see Section

2.a.).

RENAMO attacks against civilians were reported frequently, and, given the re-

moteness of much of the countiyside, many more undoubtedly occurred but went un-
reported. The rebel group continued to execute or kidnap noncombatants after at-

tacks on villages. One respected international human rights group found that at-

tacks on Mozambican citizens were a "central part of RENAMO's strategy of adver-

tising its presence and its strength and of terrorizing the local population." Shortly
after the signing of the peace accord, RENAMO attacked and captured four district

capitals, killing several civilians. There are also reliable reports of attacks on civil-

ian targets by the FAM and the progovemment "Naparama militia.

Though forced recruitment diminished in 1992, there were still examples of young
men being impressed into the armed forces. RENAMO also continued to impress ci-

vilians, inclu<£ng children, and to attack relief convoys, health workers, and clinics.

(Jovemment forces conducting an operation near the Mozambique-South Africa

border on January 16 claimed to have been attacked by unidentified elements who,
they alleged, used a chemical agent which resulted in the deaths of at least 4 FAM
soldiers. A U.N.-appointed team of experts which investigated the incident found no
conclusive evidence of chemical weapons use. The team's report stated that the med-
ical effect on the troops was consistent both with the use of an atropine-like agent
and also with severe heat stress.

Both RENAMO and (to a lesser extent) the Grovemment blocked humanitarian re-

lief deliveries to some drought-stricken regions of the country by refusing road ac-

cess to contested areas, placing land mines, and, in the case of RENAMO, attacking

relief convoys. As a result, tens of thousands of Mozambicans faced with starvation

were forced to flee their homes. Following the signing of the peace accord in Octo-
ber, both sides began to cooperate somewhat more readily with relief agencies.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties. Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—The Constitution and new press laws in connec-
tion with the peace accord provide for freedom of expression and of the press, but
with restrictions in cases involving national defense considerations. Legally, criti-

cism of the F*resident is not prohibited, but in practice no articles or reports critical

of him appeared in 1992. Tlie 1991 press law holds that in cases of defamation
against the President truth is not a sufficient defense against libel. Through the end
of 1992, this law had not yet been tested in court.

On balance, freedom of the press continued to improve in 1992. The media, par-

ticularly television and radio, reported more objectively on a range of controversial

topics, including corruption, government conspiracy trials, military indiscipline, and
political opposition viewpoints. Several journalists aggressively pushed the bound-
aries of press freedom, and the National Oi^anization of Journalists was vocal in

support of an independent media.
Eu)wever, even though there is no formal prior press censorship in Mozambique,

journalists are held to unwritten and vague guidelines by their media directors, who
are, in turn, appointed by the Government. After a series of hard-hitting reports

critical of the regime in Maputo's major newspaper, the government-owned Noticias,

the Government imposed in mid-1992 stricter controls over that newspaper's report-

ing, directing that tne editorial line be more supportive of the Government.
Opposition political parties received wide and consistent coverage on radio and

television but complained that they were often ignored by Noticias. Carlos Reis,

President of the Mozambican National Union (UNAMO), blamed the Government
for "sabotaging one of his political party's press conferences when no media rep-

resentatives attended, although journalists claimed they never received an invita-

tion.

The media reported extensively on the arrest of a military attorney who launched
a widely publicized investigation into military corruption early in 1992. The attor-

ney was briefly detained by the Minister of Defense when it was learned he was
planning to give a speech to journalists on military corruption. Local television

showed the attorney being taken away by military police moments before his talk
was to begin. He was quickly released after the intervention of the Attorney Gen-
eral, but his investigation later foundered, in part due to lack of ftinds.

In the months leading up to the signing of the general peace accord, the official

media gave greater and more objective coverage to RENAMO, including their first-

ever interview with RENAMO president Afonso Dhlakama. New laws mandated by
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the peace accords guarantee equal access for all political parties to all media outlets.

How this will work in practice, however, remains to be seen.

The Higher Council of Social Communication (a self-governing media organization
mandated by the 1991 press law and designated to arbitrate, hear complaints, and
set media guidelines) did not begin operations in 1992, thereby preventing journal-
ists from arbitrating cases in 1992. However, one journalist, dismissed from Noticias
for a commentary critical of FRELIMO leaders, received indemnity in an unprece-
dented out-of-court settlement.

Until 1992 almost aU media were government owned. In 1992 the first independ-
ent daily bulletin, Mediafax, was launched. The bulletin, which is faxed to subscrib-
ers, ran a series of ground-breaking reports on corruption, the Mabote trial, and the
Rome peace talks. Its reports were often picked up by the government-owned radio
and television. Several other groups announced plans to launch private radio and
television stations, though they were unable to proceed in 1992 aue to the lack of
enabling legislation. Foreign journalists are welcome, and foreign radio broadcasts
and television are received without interference.

No formal restrictions on academic freedom exist, but in practice teachers rou-
tinely adhere to a self-censorship similar to that of the media. In 1992 there were
credible reports that the Ministry of Education, in retaliation against striking sec-

ondary school teachers, reassigned some teachers to other schools or withheld their
salaries.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Constitution provides for
freedom of assembly and association. No groups were known to have been denied
permission to hold public marches in 1992. Most marches, however, were govern-
ment sponsored or condoned, often in support of the peace process. One unauthor-
ized march was led by a group of disabled war veterans who blocked a national
highway for 2 days in August to protest the Government's failure to pay pensions.
Though the protest remained generally peaceful, one veteran was kified by police
called to the scene to restore omer and open the highway.

Legislation enacted in 1991 set up guidelines for registering as a political party,
as well as for holding public demonstrations. In general, political groups during the
year held congresses and press conferences, traveled freely around the country, and
recruited supporters with little interference. However, there were incidents of offi-

cial harassment. In August, for example, Zambezia province judicial authorities or-
dered the arrest of Carlos Reis, head of UNAMO, on a 1985 conviction in absentia
for "speculation." Court officials maintained that the decision to arrest Reis was
made oy the Zambezia courts and was legally justifiable. However, many domestic
and international groups criticized the arrest, and after 10 days the court released
Reis. He and other opposition parties blamed FRELIMO for the arrest and insisted
it was another example of official harassment of the new political parties.
Under new legislation approved in October, a legally recognized political party

must demonstrate that it has no racial, ethnic, or religious excTusiveness and secure
at least 2,000 signatures of support from within the country. During the year, six
political parties submitted the necessary documentation to register officially. At
year's end, the Government had officially certified two of these—^FRELIMO and
UNAMO—and was reviewing the applications of the others. Under the provisions
of the October peace agreement, RENAMO received political party status without
having to meet registration requirements in advance.

c. Freedom of Religion.—The Constitution mandates strict separation of church
and state and provides for the freedom to "practice or not practice a religion." The
Government does not require religious organizations or missionaries to register, and
foreign missionaries are readily granted visas. The 1990 Constitution gives religious
institutions the right to own property and allows them to operate schools. Relations
between the Government and religious organizations, tense in the early years after
independence, continued to improve in 1992. The Government continued to return
properties expropriated from religious organizations in the postindependence period,
maintaining that only logistical problems prevented it from having returned all
church property by year's end,

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^The Constitution provides for freedom to travel within the country and
abroad. 'Hie Government no longer requires citizens to obtain permits from local au-
thorities in order to travel within the country. Along with the civil conffict, the con-
tinuing drought caused mass internal migrations in search of food, water, and safe-
ty.

There are an estimated 3.6 million internally displaced people, living mainly in
camps scattered throughout the country or in sprawling slums on the outskirts of
the larger cities. In these camps, they receive emergency aid from the Government
and from the international community. From 1.5 to 2 milUon Mozambicans have left

61-307 0-93-7
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their homes for refuge in neighboring countries. Over half have gone to Malawi,
while others have resettled in South Africa, Zimbabwe, Tanzania, Zambia, and Swa-
ziland.
The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) continued to work

with Mozambican and neighboring government officials to plan for repatriation of
reftigees. Because of the £t)ught and the ongoing conflict, voluntary repatriation

was minimal throu^out most of 1992. However, after the signing oi the peace ac-

cord and the subseouent return of rains, an estimated 70,000 remgees returned to

Mozambique in the last 3 months of the year, according to the UNHCR. Involuntary
repatriation of Mozambicans from South Africa continued unabated in 1992. The
Government readily accepts and aids repatriates.

There are few refiigees from other countries in Mozambique. At the end of 1992,
only 269 refiigees were registered with the UNHCR. There were no reported cases
in which refugees were forced to return to countries where they mi^t nave a well-

founded fear of persecution.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

In 1992 citizens still did not have the ability to change their government by demo-
cratic means. The President, the FRELIMO political commission, and the Council
of Ministers continued to control policymaking and implementation smd will remain
in office pending future elections. However, the new Constitution officially ended the
leading role of the FRELIMO party, and the Rome peace agreement established a
timetable for the country's first democratic elections as well as an independent mon-
itoring system to ensure their fairness. Under the Rome accord, nationwide elections

for President and for the Assembly are to be held simultaneously within 1 year of
the October 4, 1992, signing of the general peace accord, with balloting guaranteed
to be secret. An electoral commission made up of members of FRELIMO, KENAMO,
and other political parties will oi;ganize and direct the election process. The agree-

ment also allows for international election observers to be supervised by the United
Nations.
Under the general peace accord, RENAMO will be an equal partner in supervising

and monitoring the electoral process, the cease-fire, and demobilization of tne armed
forces. The Rome peace agreement accorded RENAMO the right to participate in the
civil administration of areas it nominallv controlled at the time of^the peace agree-
ment. At year's end, though, it remained unclear how this arrangement would woric

in practice.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

A local human rights monitoring group was formed in Maputo in 1992, though
it remained in the embryonic stage at year's end. There are no legal obstacles to

the formation of such groups. The Government is also receptive to some inter-

national human rights monitoring groups, including the ICRC, which maintains of-

fices in six cities. Tne Government allowed Africa Watch to visit and interview jpris-

oners, leading Africa Watch to write in its annual report that the cooperation oi the
Mozambican Government was unprecedented in Africa. The government-owned
media gave prominent coverage to the Africa Watch report.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution prohibits discrimination based on race, sex, or religion, and, in

practice, there does not appear to be any systematic persecution on the basis of

these factors. Nonetheless, the FRELIMO Government has tended to include at all

levels a disproportionate number of southerners, mostly from the Shangana ethnic

group. The Grovemment also includes white, Asian, and mixed-race Mozambicans.
This is not the case, however, in the military where no whites and few mixed-race
Mozambicans and Asians serve. Some observers, both Mozambican and foreipi, be-

lieve that the high percentage of southerners and persons who are not black m gov-

ernmental positions results from the greater educational opportunities available to

these groups under the former colonial administration, and not from deliberate, dis-

criminatory government policies.

The leadership of the RENAMO insurgents is predominantly from the Shona-
speaking ethnic groups concentrated in the center of the country. There is no indica-

tion that the conflict oetween the Government and RENAMO is primarily motivated
by ethnicity, although ethnic and regional factors may play some role, and tribal fac-

tors may explain some of the violence. Historical accident appears to be responsible

for the ethnic composition of the RENAMO leadership; the Snona was the group cul-

turally and geographically most accessible to the Southern Rhodesian intelligence

organization, wmdi established the forerunner to RENAMO in the late 1970's. Since
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then RENAMO has recruited from all ethnic groups and has not significantly em-
ehasized ethnic issues in its communiques or in its negotiating positions. It has,
owever, criticized FRELIMO for being aominated by souuiemers.
The Constitution forbids discrimination on the basis of sex and mandates equal

rights and responsibilities for women. Family law requires that women have equal
property rights and rights over the children in any marriage. In practice, women
are underrepresented in the professions and in educational institutions at ^1 levels.

Over 80 percent of Mozambican women are peasant farmers, and most have had lit-

tle education or access to good health care. Mozambique has one of the highest ma-
ternal mortality rates in the world.
According to medical and other sources, violence against women, especially wife

beating, is fairly widespread in Mozambique, especially in rural areas. The police
do not normally intervene in domestic disputes, and cases are rarelv brought before
the courts. The Gk)vemment has not addressed the issue specifically, ana its influ-
ence is weak, especially in many rural areas affected by the war. Female genital
mutilation (circumcision) exists and is found most frequently in coastal areas, par-
ticularly among Muslim groups.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^The 1990 Constitution specifies that all workers are
free to join or not join a trade union. A new labor law passed in December 1991
further protects woriters' rights to organize and to engage in union activity at their
place 01 employment. The new legislation, which gave existing unions—^those cre-
ated as appendages of the FRELIMO-dominated Organization of Mozambican Work-
ers (OTM)—the rijght to register independently, set the stage for the development
of a more dynamic and democratic labor movement. Despite OTM resistance, by
year's end nine unions had ofiiciallyregistered, three of which had announced they
would no longer affiliate with the OTM.
The Constitution explicitly provides for the right to strike, with the exception of

government employees, police, military personnel, and employees of other essential
services. Nonetheless, tnere were several incidents in 1992 of soldiers striking,
blocking highways, and looting stores to protest the Government's failure to pay
them. WUdcat strikes occurred in almost every sector during 1992 and were particu-
larly widespread among teachers. Due to the unsettled state of labor unions
throughout 1992, most labor disputes were arbitrated through ad hoc workers com-
mittees, formally recognized by the Government.
The unions have been constrained in the past from asserting themselves on labor-

management problems due to a lack of resources, as well as Uie conservative influ-
ence of the Government and FRELIMO. It is too early to tell whether their new
legal status will increase their effectiveness.

The Constitution and labor legislation guarantee unions the right to join and par-
ticipate in international bodies. The OTM is a member of the Organization of Afri-
can Trade Union Unity and the Southern African Trade Union Coordinating Coun-
cil. By year's end, the newly independent unions were actively trying to expand
their contacts with international trade union organizations.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The labor law protects work-
ers* rights to organize and to engage in collective bargaining. It expressly prohibits
discrimination against organized labor. In late 1991, the Government decreed that
it would no longer set allsalarv levels. Negotiating wage increases was left in the
hands of the existing unions. During most of 1992, woncers chose to bargain with
employers throu^ legally recognized ad hoc committees, with mixed results. The
law requires government arbitration if labor and management fail to reach agree-
ment. The majority of labor disputes dealt with management's failure to meet salary
and other contractual obligations. Several strikes were aimed at removing company
officials thought to be incompetent or corrupt.
There are currently no export processing zones in Mozambique.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is pro-

hibited by law, and there have been no reports of such labor practices by the Gov-
ernment. There were continued reports of forced conscription by the FAM.
RENAMO reportedly kidnaped civilians to perform various support functions, in-
cluding portering arms and supplies and growing food for combatants.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Child labor is regulated by the
Ministry of Labor. In the wage economy the minimum working age is 16. Because
of high adult unemployment, there are few children in regular wage positions. How-
ever, children commonly work on family farms or in the urban informal sector,

where they perform such tasks as watehing cars or collecting scrap metal. In addi-
tion, many children are kidnaped by RENAMO and forced to serve as soldiers or
laborers.
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e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The Government sets minimum wage rates ad-

ministratively. The Ministry of Labor is responsible for enforcing them in the pri-

vate sector, the Ministry of Finance in the public sector. Violations of minimum
wage rates are usually investigated only after workers register a complaint. It is

customary for workers to receive benefits such as transportation and food. The mini-

mum wage is not adeqruate to sustain an average urban worker's family. Workers
must turn to second jobs, if available, as well as work garden plots to survive. An
estimated 80 percent of the work force is engaged in subsistence agriculture, which
is not covered by minimum wage legislation. The standard legal workweek is 44
hours.

In the smaU, modem sector, the Government has enacted health and environ-

mental laws to protect workers. On occasion, the Government has closed firms for

noncompliance with these laws, but enforcement by the Ministry of Labor is irregu-

lar, particularly under current, poor economic conditions.

NAMIBIA

Namibia achieved its independence under United Nations supervision on March
21, 1990, following 74 years of South African rule. The new nation is a functioning

multiparty, multiracial democracy, whose Constitution contains an entrenched bifl

of rights, providing for freedom of speech, press, assembly, association, and reUmon.
The Government is headed by Dr. Sam Nujoma, leader of the South West Africa

People's Organization (SWAPO), which won Namibia's first free election in Novem-
ber 1989. The Democratic Tumhalle Alliance (DTA), SWAPO's major opposition, and
five other smaller parties enjoy representation in the first house of Parliament, the

National Assembly. Members of the second house, the National Council plus local

and regional officials, were chosen in the country's first postindependence elections,

held between November 30 and December 3, 1992. The elections were widely viewed
as generally free and fair, although some opposition parties complained of pro-

SWAPO bias within the electoral directorate staff.

The main security force is the Namibian Defense Force (NDF), comprising former

troops of the People's Liberation Army of Namibia (PLAN—SWAPO's military wing)
and the South West African Territorial Force (SWATF)—forces that battled each
other in the years prior to independence. Security force members were convicted of

a number of crimes against civilians during the year. There were no data available

from the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency on Namibia's total military

expenditures. However, the military budget is modest at some 5 percent of govern-

ment spending and has been dropping in real terms. It will probably continue to

do so for the near future. Since independence defense spending has not been a high
budget priority.

The Namibian economy has two major components—a modem market sector that

produces most of its wealth and a traditional subsistence agricultural sector (mainly

in the north) that supports most of its labor force. Mining, ranching, and fishing,

the mainstays of the market sector, are still largely controlled by white Namibian
businessmen. Throughout 1992 the Government stressed the leading role of the pri-

vate sector and encouraged new investments by indigenous and foreign entre-

preneurs on the basis of a new investment code adopted in December 1990.

Namibians enjoy a wide range of civil and political liberties with much public dis-

cussion of civic rights and obligations. Controversy continued, however, over ac-

counting for missing detainees formerly held by SWAPO in Angola and Zambia and
by Soutn African authorities in Namibia during the preindependence period. The
dovemment did not respond to public pressures to establish a "truth commission"

to account for the missing and to withdraw government appointments of those

credibly associated with prior abuses. The Government's refugee policy also encoun-

tered criticism. Problems of racial discrimination and disparities—especially in edu-

cation, health, employment, working conditions—and discrimination and violence

against women continued in 1992. A number of police and defense force members
were suspended and, in some cases, convicted and dismissed from service for off-

duty offenses against civilians, including theft, assault, and rape.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no reports of political or

other extrajudicial killings during 1992. However, several cases of political killings

which occurred prior to independence remained unresolved.
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b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of disappearances occurring during
1992, but public attention and controversy centered on the Government's handling
of preindependence disappearances. Most, if not all, earlier disappearance cases in-
volved persons detained and unaccounted for by SWAPO and the fonner South Afri-
can autnorities prior to independence. Estimates of the number of SWAPO detainees
still unaccounted for range from the 256 listed in 1989 by the special ad hoc com-
mittee of the U.N. Transitional Assistance Group to over 1,800, as reported by fam-
ily members to the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) in 1992. Ac-
cording to a 1990 report by the Namibian National Society for Human Rights
(NSHR), the whereabouts and fate of 59 people detained by the former South Afri-
can administration in Namibia also remained unclear. The disparity in numbers will

continue until a full investigation by the Government is completed.
Because of the sensitivity of the issue, the Government has i^ored efforts, includ-

ing those by human rights groups, to set up a Namibian commission to examine and
resolve these cases. Instead, it has relied largely on ICRC assistance in determining
the identities and whereabouts of Namibians who may have died or disappeared
while in detention. In 1991 SWAPO appointed a liaison officer to improve coopera-
tion between SWAPO and the ICRC. At the request of the Government of Namibia,
the Governments of Angola and Botswana and the U.N. High Commissioner for Ref-
ugees (UNHCR) appointed similar liaison officers, whUe the Governments of South
Africa and Zambia failed to do so. Based on an initial ICRC request for information
on 110 missing SWAPO detainees, SWAPO's liaison officer confirmed 28 of those
listed were dead. The causes given for death, however, were mostly vague and did
not conform to standard medical reporting. In some cases, eyewitness reports con-
tradicted the places of death reported by SWAPO. The SWAI*0 notifications pro-
vided insufficient evidence to issue formal death certificates, which complicated ef-

forts to resolve legal matters for surviving family members.
Despite these problems, the ICRC launched a new appeal for families to submit

tracing requests for missing relatives, and some 2,100 new reauests were received.
SWAPO responded that 300 of these missing persons were confirmed as dead, leav-
ing some 1,800 still unaccounted for. However, the ICRC reduced its presence in Na-
mibia to one employee in July. This, along with decreased activity by the Parents'
Committee, raised public concern that interest in pursuing these investigations was
waning. One important issue is whether persons responsible for past human rights
abuses will be held legally accountable; a second is whether current government offi-

cials credibly linked to serious human rights abuses during the preindependence pe-
riod will be permitted to remain in office.

In early 1992, the Angolan Government released nearlv a dozen Namibians held
in Bentiaba prison in southwestern Angola, some of whom may previously have
been reported as missing. Some human rights officials, however, contended that a
number of Namibians remain under detention by UNTTA forces in southeastern An-
gola. In 1992 some two dozen Namibians reportedly escaped UNITA custody and re-
turned to Namibia.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Namibia Constitution states that "no persons shall be subject to torture or to
cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment." Although greatly reduced
from the preindependence period, there were reports of torture or other inhuman
treatment by police forces during 1992. In January a person arrested for possession
of illegal ivory and uranium alleged he was subiected to electric shocks and beatings
while being questioned by police officers in Windhoek. In another incident, police
used buU^ips against a group of demonstrators (see Section 2.b.). As the year
ended, several police officials -were suspended from duty, and others faced charges
for excessive use of force, including the shooting of suspects during arrests.
Members of the NDF were charged in several cases of mistreatine civilians or

damaging private property during 1992. Eight such cases were tried by military
courts; punishments ranged from suspension from the force to small fines for those
found guilty. Several NDF members were tried by civilian courts in 1992 for shoot-
ing or otherwise injuring civilians in 1990 and 1991.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—The Constitution forbids arbitrary arrest
or detention. According to the Constitution, persons who are arrested must be in-
formed of the reason for their arrest "promptly in a language they understand," and
they must be brought before a magistrate within 48 hours of their detention. A trial

must take place within "a reasonable time," or the accused must be released. The
accused are entitled to defense by a legal counsel of their choice; the State provides
a lawyer for the indigent.

Since independence, the Government has generally respected these rights and
protections. However, in April the head of the NSHR allegea that he was arbitrarily
arrested, detained, and interrogated for several hours in connection with his inves-
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tigations into allesed human rights abuses. There were also several reports that tra-

ditional village elders and one rural expatriate shopkeeper detained and imprisoned
persons accused of minor offenses without recourse to police or judicial review. The
Government decried these actions and called upon the public to report such prac-
tices.

There were no reports of Namibians being exiled for political reasons in 1992 (but
see Section 2.d.).

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Namibia has an independent iudiciary, and under
the Constitution all citizens have the right to a fair trial. Namibia has retained the
Roman-Dutch court system it inherited from South Africa, while also maintaining
a traditional court system. The formal system has three levels: magistrate's court,

the High Court, and the Supreme Court. The latter also serves as the court of ap-

eeals and as a constitutional review court. The Supreme Court is also charged with
earing cases of persons who claim to have been tortured by former South African

authorities.

The tenure of sitting judges was unaffected by the 1990 change in government.
Traditional courts have dealt with minor criminal offenses, such as petty theft and
infractions of local customs. A special presidential commission was established in

1991 to make recommendations on the prospective jurisdiction of traditional courts,

which have functioned at the village level tor members of the same ethnic group,
but the commission had not reported by year's end.

In the postindependence period, the ri^t to a fair trial has been afforded in prac-

tice. The Constitution guarantees that persons claiming that their fundamental
rights have been violated may seek redress in court ana request free legal advice

from the ombudsman. The lack of qualified magistrates, however, continued to exac-
erbate the backlog of cases awaiting trial. A number ofjudgments rendered by inad-
equately trained magistrates were overturned upon review by the prosecutor gen-
eral. Other delays resulted from the paucity of legal counsel—fewer than 100 law-
yers are currently engaged in private practice in the country; fewer than 10 of these
are black.

In a 1990 landmaric case, the Namibian courts ruled that the Government of Na-
mibia—as successor to the South African Government and its Ministry of Defense

—

was liable for redress for abuses by the South African security forces prior to inde-
pendence. In September compensation pajnoients totalling $35,000 were made to 28
claimants. These ranged from $9,000 to a person who lost his leg in a shooting inci-

dent, to $35 to a person whose clothing was torn during harassment by security

forces.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family. Home, or Correspondence.—^The

legal requirement that arresting officers must have a warrant and the constitu-

tionally safeguarded right to privacy were respected in practice in 1992. There was
no evidence of unlawful electronic surveillance or interference with correspondence.
Such practices were reportedly common prior to independence; senior government
ofUcials, however, have given public assurances that these practices have been dis-

continued.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties. Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—The Constitution provides for these fundamen-
tal freedoms, including academic freedom in institutions of higher learning, and it

states these rights may not be suspended in time of war or during a state of emer-
gency. In practice, these freedoms have been respected since independence. Officials

conducting a government investigation were required to obtain a warrant to obtain
television tapes of demonstrators oeing beaten by police (see Section 2.b.).

The government-owned Namibian Broadcasting Corporation (NBC) operates all

radio and television services. A broadly representative government-appointed board
sets policy for the NBC. Although the NBC routinely gives prominent coverage to

the activities of government officials, it also provides significant coverage to opposi-

tion spokespersons and issues.

Print journalism in Namibia is free and vigorous. At present there are four daily

and two weekly newspapers of general interest. One (a weekly) is published by the
Government, and several others are affiliated to political parties. Several news-
papers frequently criticized government officials and policies. There was no appar-
ent self-censorship by journalists, aside from the constraints of libel laws. Within
the local media council, however, one newspaper can charge another with erroneous
reporting, which has resulted in editorial retractions. There are no restrictions on
academic freedom.

b. Freedom of Assembly and Association.—The Constitution provides for freedom
of assembly and association. During 1992 various organizations, including political

parties and religious groups, held large meetings and public gatherings witnout in-
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terference. In March, however, police in Windhoek forcibly dispersed a demonstra-
tion by fired employees, who were blocking access to the premises of their former
employer. Several senior police officials were suspended from duty as a result of the
incident, in which demonstrators were beaten with bullwhips. The incident and sub-
sequent demonstrations against police brutality received prominent press coverage.
Other public gatherings includea protests to local governments over poor housing
and sanitary conditions.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^There is no state religion, and Namibians have enjoyed
freedom of religion smce well before independence. There are no restrictions on the
activities of particular religious groups or on foreign clergy members, and, in con-
trast to the preindependence period, tnere were no restrictions on internal or foreign
travel of church leaders. Although there was significant public controversy over
plans to erect a mosque in Windhoek, the Government reaffirmed the constitutional
guarantee of religious freedom to all.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—The Constitution guarantees the rights to move freely throughout Na-
mibia, to reside and settle in any part of Namibia, and to leave and return to Na-
mibia. These rights are respected in practice. During and after the transition to

independence, a total of 42,736 Namibian exiles returned to the country as part of
the tJNHCR repatriation program, which ended in June 1990.
Throughout 1992, the local press, local nongovernmental organizations (NGO's)

and opposition political parties repeatedly criticized the Government's handling of

citizenship and refugee issues. According to the NSHR and the press, a number of
Namibian citizens unable to prove their citizenship were arbitrarily deported to An-
gola or Zambia as illegal aliens. The Government has not acted to correct these de-

portation actions.

Although it drafted implementing guidelines in Au^st, by year's end the Govern-
ment had not passed legislation to implement a consistent refugee or asylum policy

and had not yet acceded to international conventions on the status of renigees. Spo-
radic incidents occurred in which persons seeking refugee status were deported or
jailed under ordinary immigration law upon their arrival in the country. An
interministerial government committee was established to review refugee and asy-
lum claims on a case-by-case basis. As of August, this committee had reviewed 70
cases, and 14 candidates had been accepted as refugees. The 56 cases refused in-

cluded 20 persons whom the UNHCR believed had valid claims to refugee status;

their cases were appealed and were still pending at the end of 1992.
Asylum seekers and those recognized as refugees are officially reqpiired to remain

at a remote settlement camp some 120 miles northeast of Windhoek. It was not
clear whether the Government would eventually allow bona fide refugees to live,

work, or study elsewhere in the country. Several persons who defied a government
order in July to report to the camp were imprisoned and denied contact with the
UNHCR representative. In its order, the Government threatened to deport all those
who refused to report to the camp without regard to their claims to refugee status,

equating them with criminals. One asylum seeker alleged he was beaten by police

during his arrest and detention for having publicly criticized the Gtovemment's refu-
gee policy.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The right of citizens to change their government is enjoyed in the Constitution
and in practice. The Constitution establishes a bicameral Parliament and calls for

free general elections by secret ballot every 5 years and regional elections every 2
years. In 1989, for the first time, Namibian citizens freely exercised their right to

change their government in nonracial, multiparty elections for a constituent assem-
bly, which later became the National Assembly. Elections for the second chamber,
the constituent-based National Council, and regional authorities were held from No-
vember 30 to December 3, 1992, the first exercise of the democratic franchise oi^a-
nized by Namibians themselves. With the exception of a few administrative prob-
lems in the more remote areas, most parties were basically satisfied that the elec-

tions were free and fair. No substantial incidents of intimidation or violence were
reported during the voting.

In a major victory, SWAPO carried 68 percent of the popular vote, winning control

of most of the local councils, including most of the major urban centers, while also

garnering control of 9 of the 13 regional councils. The DTA will control 3 regional
councils, while the DTA and the Lmited Democratic Front (UDF) will share power
with SWAPO in a fourth.

SWAPO is expected to enjoy a 19 to 7 majority in the soon-to-be created National
Council made up of nominees from the regional councils. The Constitution gives the
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National Council power to initiate legislation on local and regional matters and to

veto bills passed by the National Assembly. As such, it will provide a crucial check
on the Assembly's powers.
Seven political parties are currently represented in the National Assembly. The

SWAPO-led Government has 45 of the 78 seats in the Assembly, and the DTA, the
major opposition party, holds 21 seats. Five small parties are also represented. The
DTA, together with the other non-SWAPO parties in Parliament, can block constitu-

tional changes, which require a two-thirds majority of all members.
Since in^pendence, the Government has aflbraed equal civil and political rights

to all Namibians. All Namibians, including the indigenous majority, are able to par-
ticipate in the political process.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

During 1992 local organizations, such as the NSHR, the Parents' Committee, and
the Legal Assistance Center (LAC), operated freely, criticizing the Government's
handling of the SWAPO detainee issue, the treatment of refugees, misconduct by
members of the police and defense forces, and other matters. Two new local organi-
zations, the Namibia Institute for Democracy (NID) and the Africa Human Rights
and Justice Protection Network (AHRJP), were founded in 1992.
The AHRJP has stated that it will focus on the rights and protections offered by

the African Charter on Human and People's Rights, to which the Government ac-

ceded in September. The LAC, highly regarded for its assistance to indigent defend-
ants, follows the detainee issue. During 1992 the LAC succeeded in obtaining finan-

cial redress for Namibians detained and tortured by the previous South African au-
thorities (see Section l.e.). The LAC, whose current primary focus is on legal edu-
cation, hfis worked with the Ministry of Education to develop a constitutional cur-

riculum for schools and continued to offer lectures on human ri^ts issues for police

cadets and defense force trainees.

International human ri^ts organizations are free to travel to Namibia and dis-

cuss human rights issues with governmental and nongovernmental representatives.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution prohibits discrimination based on race, creed, sex, or religion

and specifically prohibits "the practice and ideology of apartheid." In December
1991, the National Assembly enacted a bill to outlaw racial discrimination and to

punish its perpetrators with severe fines or prison sentences. Racial discrimination
continues to be a very sensitive political issue. As a result of many years of South
African administration, racial and ethnic discrimination were institutionalized in

Namibian society to the same extent as in South Africa itself. Many such statutes

which predate ^Iamibia's independence remain valid unless repealed or replaced by
the National Assembly. Nonwhites complain the Government is not taking adequate
steps to mitigate the continuing and serious inequalities in education, health, hous-
ing, employment, and use of public accommodations. In a highly publicized 1992
court decision, a white hotel manager in the northern town of Outjo was found

failty of contravening the Discrimination Act of 1979 and fined the equivalent of
107 for refusing service to two black Namibians (one of whom was a deputy min-

ister and Member of Parliament). (See Section 6.e. regarding white/ black wage dis-

parities.) Women's rights are guaranteed by the Constitution, but in practice dis-

crimination against women, stemming from pervasive cultural and traditional prac-

tices of all races, persists. There are also inequalities in the law and in education
and employment opportunities. For instance, under existing conmiunity property
laws, married women of all groups are defined as legal minors and may not legally

acquire or purchase property or enter into a legal contract without the signature
and consent of the husband. At present, any proj>erty brought into a marriage by
a woman is transferred to the ownership of her husband, who has the authority to

decide its disposition without her consent. A woman is considered a ward of her fa-

ther until she marries, at which time she becomes a ward of her husband. The cur-

rent law also does not compel men to provide economic support for their children
in case of divorce, resulting in many indigent single mothers. Women are not barred
from pursuing higher education but tend to be directed to certain educational fields

and areas of employment, such as clerical and secretarial work, teaching, and do-

mestic service.

Several women's groups are working to change these inequalities and ensure that
constitutional guarantees for women are put into practice. In mid-1992, the Na-
tional Assembly enacted legislation outlawing the traditional practice of family
members confiscating property and other assets of deceased men from their widows
and children.
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Violence against women is widespread, particularly wife beating and rape. The

courts have generally treated cases of wife beating as assaults, but because of tra(U-

tional attitudes regarding the subordination of women, many such cases are not re-

ported to the authorities. Women's groups and other women's rights advocates con-

tend that rape and wife beating are not taken seriously by police, claiming that po-

lice prefer not to interfere in domestic disputes and that prosecutions of and convic-

tions for rape are the exception. In October 1991, however, the High Court deemed
unconstitutional the application of the "cautionary rule," which held that single wit-

ness evidence, when tnat witness was also the victim of a crime such as rape, was
insufficient in itself for con\iction. In AprU a man was sentenced to 8 years' impris-
onment for beating his common-law wile to death with a stick in 1990, and in Sep-
tember a man was sentenced to 6 years' imprisonment for rape.

Children's rights are addressed in the chapter on fundamental human rights and
freedoms of Namibia's Constitution. Cases involving crimes against chUdren (par-

ticularly rape and incest) have been vigorously prosecuted by the police and courts.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. Ttie Right of Association.—Namibia's Constitution provides for freedom of asso-

ciation, incmding freedom to form and ioin trade unions, a right that was extended
to pubUc servants, farm workers, and domestic employees under the new Labor Act
passed in March and implemented in November. Aithou^ perhaps half of the wage
sector is organized to some degree, less than 20 percent of those employed fiill time
are organized, and few rural laborers are organized. The Ministry of Labor and
Manpower Development encourages broad cooperation within the labor movement
and trade union pluralism, while maintaining a strict policy of noninterference with
internal union matters. Trade unions have no difiicuity registering, and there are
no government restrictions on who serves as a union official. No union has been dis-

solved by government action since independence.
Unions are independent of government and can form federations and confed-

erations, of which there are two of significance. The principal trade union organiza-
tion is the National Union of Namibian Workers (NUNW), a SWAPO-ali^ed federa-
tion of 7 industrial unions with 70,000 members. Most workers in the mining indus-
try, the country's key e^mort sector, are members of the NUNW-affihated
Mineworkers Union of Namibia (MUN). The principal public service and construc-
tion unions are affiliates of the Namibia People's Soaal Movement (NPSM), for-

merly known as the Namibian Christian Social Trade Unions confederation. There
are also several independent trade unions. The bulk of the trade union movement
backed SWAPO in the November 1989 elections, and the NUNW reaffirmed its af-

filiation to the rulingparty during its March 1991 Congress. In December 1991, sev-
eral prominent NUNW ouicials were elected to SWAPO's Central Committee, and
union leaders have served in the National Assembly. The NPSM and other inde-

ftendent unions claim to be nonpartisan and in practice confine their activities to

abor-management relations.

Namibian workers, except for those providing essential services, enjoy the right

to strike once conciliation procedures have been exhausted. The new Labor Act ex-
tended the rig^t to strike to public servants, farm workers, and domestics. Under
the Act, strike action can only be used in disputes involving worker interests, such
as pay raises. Disputes over worker rights, including dismissals, must be referred

to the Labor Court for arbitration. LegaUy striking workers also gained protection

from unfair dismissal under the Labor Act. An "unfair dismissal" is defined as one
in which a "valid or fair reason" for termination or dismissal is "not in compliance
with fair procedure." Because no one has yet challenged a dismissal as unfair under
the new Labor Act, it is unclear what Unfair" means in practice.

Since independence, work stoppages over pay, dismissal, and pension issues have
been relatively common, with most actions lasting 1 day or less. In September the
MUN carried out Namibia's first legal strike to demand a wage increase. In all

other cases, however, strikers failed to exhaust existing procedures for settling dis-

putes. In most instances, union officials acted as mediators after the fact rather
than as walk-out leaders.

Trade unions are free to exchange visits with foreign trade unions and to affiliate

with international trade union orranizations. The unions have exercised this free-

dom without interference. The NUNW disavowed its ties to the now defunct Com-
munist-dominated World Federation of Trade Unions in 1991 but remains affiliated

with the Organization of African Trade Union Unity and increased its ties to the
International Confederation of Free Trade Unions. The NPSM is affiliated with the
World Confederation of Labor.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The new Labor Act guaran-
tees employees the ri^t to bargain individually or collectively. At present, collective
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bargaining is not widely practiced outside the mining and construction industries;
wages are usually set by employers. As unions become more active, however, infor-

mal collective bargaining is becoming more common.
When a dispute cannot be resolved directly, the first recourse is to a conciliation

board, with a mediator and representatives from both sides. Conciliation boards
have mostly been used in wage disputes and to a lesser extent to negotiate working
conditions, overtime hours, and reinstatements of dismissed employees. In almost
all cases in which conciliation boards have been convened, the disputes were settled.

Unlike the previous law, the new Labor Act provides a process for employer rec-

ognition of trade unions and protection for members and organizers. The law also
empowers the Labor Court to remedy unfair labor practices and explicitly forbids
uniair dismissals, which can also be brought on appeal to the Labor Court. There
was only one formal complaint of discrimination filed in 1992 with the Ministry of
Labor. Another case involving the dismissal of a union shop steward was referred
to arbitration.

Despite the new labor law, labor-management relations have generally been
strained, as the unions appear to have little effective control over the mass of
semiorganized, mostly black, and bitterly frustrated urban unskilled workers. This
frustration manifested itself most tragically when a group of unionized furniture
workers attacked and killed a factory manager in September. A few months earlier,

350 workers from that factory were dismissed for staging an illegal strike. With
union intervention, the factory reinstated the strikers only after they agreed to a
30 percent pay cut.

Special tax incentives are available for export-oriented industrial investments in
Arandis, but there are no export or ofTshore processing zones or facilities in Na-
mibia. There are no plans to suspend the provisions of the Labor Act as a means
of attracting foreign investment.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced labor is prohibited by law,
but there were continuing reports that farm workers sometimes receive little or no
compensation for labor and are subject to strict control by farm owners. Although
there were no formal complaints filed with the Ministry of Labor in 1992, there
were reports of farm workers being subjected to physical punishment by their em-
ployers m the past. Due to the isolation of many rural areas and the resulting obsta-
cles to oi^anizmg trade unions, farm workers experienced great difficulties m gain-
ing recognition of their working rights.

d. Minimum Age of Employment for Children.—^Under the new Labor Act, the ab-
solute minimum age for employment is 14 years, with higher requirements for cer-

tain sectors, such as 16 years for mining, manufacturing, and construction, 17 for
underground woric, and 18 for night work. Age regulations under previous legisla-

tion were generally enforced. However, children below the age of 14 often wore on
family and commercial farms and in the informal sector. Boys in the rural areas
traditionally start herding livestock at age 7. The Labor Act empowers Ministry of
Labor inspectors to enforce the prohibitions on child labor. Once they become estab-
lished, the labor courts will be aole to hear criminal charges against violators.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—There is no statutory minimum wage law in

Namibia. The Labor Act provides for wage commissions to consider proposals for

sectoral or geographical minimum wages. Unskilled workers in the relatively well-

Baid mining sector earn about twice the amount earned by urban unskilled laborers,

•omestic workers earn much less. In Windhoek's nonwhite townships, workers and
their families have difficulty maintaining a minimally decent standard of living.

White Namibians earn significantly more on average than their black compatriots,
in large part because whites own most of the oountiy s productive resources and had
E)referential access to education that enabled them to take advantage of the skilled

abor shortage. Moreover, under the preindependence apartheid system even quali-

fied nonwhites were often barred from skilled jobs or did not receive equal pay for

equal work. The legacy of apartheid persists in the current wage structure, althou£^
the Government is attempting to address the problem through affirmative action
hiring policies.

The standard legal workweek since independence was reduced from 46 to 45
hours, including at least one 24-hour rest period per week. No more than 10 hours
per week of overtime mav be required by an employer. The law mandates 24 con-
secutive days of annual leave, at least 30 workdays of sick leave per year, and 3
months of unpaid maternity leave. In practice, these provisions are not yet rigor-
ously observea or enforced.
Government-mandated occupational hesdth and safety standards are set by law,

and the Labor Act empowers the President to strengthen these standards by issuing
applicable regulations and enforce them through inspections and criminal penalties,

liie Government has carried out a national survey of health and safety stemdards,
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but has yet to release any report or upgrade standards. The law requires employers
to ensure the health, safety, and welfare of their employees and provides for the
right to remove oneself from dangerous work situations. According to the Chamber
oiMines, safety campaigns by the mining companies have reducea the combined re-

portable injury and fatality rate per 1,000 employees from 6.3 in 1980 to 3.5 in

1991. Although the NfUN criticized Rossing Uranium's safety record, the company
received high ratings from the British Safety Council and the International Atomic
Enei^ Agency. Overall, working conditions remained poor for employees in agri-

culture.

NIGER

In 1992 Niger was ruled by a transition government, headed by Prime Minister
Amadou Cheinou, who was elected at the 1991 National Conference. The Conference
also put in place a quasi-legislative body, the Hi^ Council of the Republic (HCR),
and kept Ali Saibou as ceremonial President. The transition Government and the
HCR prepared for a democratic "Third Republic," holding a referendum on the
newly drafted constitution on December 26, 1992, and organizing for nationeil elec-

tions in early 1993. The Government also made some progress on the political, eco-

nomic, and social action plan elaborated by the National Conference. At the same
time, the transition Government faced an armed rebellion by Tuareg militants and
increasing indiscipline by military troops.

During the year, the civilian transition Government gradually lost control over
the security services, some of whose members became increasingly dissatisfied with
government policies, especially toward the Tuareg rebellion. Soldiers mutinied twice
in 1992, ana at year's end neither the transition leadership nor the senior military
leadership exercised effective command over the troops. In February elements of the
military rank and file, known as "La Troupe," protesting unpaid salaries and other
issues, abducted senior government officials and intimidated civilians by firing

weapons into the air. In March the Government decreed a security precaution zone
in the Agadez, Tahoua, and Tillaberi Departments, invoking state security as a rea-
son to broaden the powers of the armed forces. In August members of Niger's other
security services (gendarmerie, police, and customs) joined elements of the military
forces in staging a series of extrajudicial arrests of over 180 persons (mostly Tuareg)
allegedly connected with the rebellion. Among other things, the troops demanded
the release of the several dozen hostages hela by the rebels. Although some of the
troops' detainees were released, including 29 in late December, most were still being
hem by "La Troupe" at the end of 1992. The Government did not condenm the
troops' actions, and it did not take credible action to gain control of those arrested.

Nonetheless, the Government announced in late December, presumably with "La
Troupe's" consent, that 28 more detainees would be released, 64 cases would go to

trial, and investigations would continue regarding other detainees. The armed forces

did not otherwise involve themselves in government affairs. Total military expendi-
tures for 1989, the last year for which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency conducted a detailed analysis, were $27 million. Falling revenues barely cov-

ered military salaries and prevented the Government from meeting defense spend-
ing required to counter instability and the rebellion.

Niger is an extremely poor country with an economy based largely on cultivating
subsistence crops, raising livestock, and exploiting some of the world's largest ura-
nium deposits. Drought cycles, desertification, a 3.3-percent population growth rate,

and the declining world demand for uranium have undercut an already marginal
economy. The transition Government failed to implement an effective economic re-

form program. Donor contributions remained low due to the Government's inability

to reach an agreement with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World
Bank over a structural adjustment program.
Progress in respecting and safeguarding human rights was mixed. Some of the ad-

vances of 1991 were maintained: numan rights groups continued to operate without
hindrance, and the independent press remained autonomous. Political parties pro-
liferated, and a new Constitution was adopted by popular vote. However, human
rights abuses occurred as well. In attempting to put down a rebellion by Tuareg
reoels, the security forces sometimes resorted to extrajudicial killings and physical
abuse of civilians and persons suspected of being part of or sympathetic to the rebel-

lion. The Government failed to condemn, much less try, to convict and punish mem-
bers of the security forces who committed such abuses. The rebels also attacked,
maimed, and killed innocent civilians and committed other abuses, including armed
attacks on food shipments to the civilian population. For a 3-day period the Govern-
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ment tightened controls over media reporting of the rebellion. The HCR passed laws
of questionable constitutionality, such as a vaguely defined illicit enricnment law.
The Government stretched legal arguments to fill gaps in the judicial bases for some
transition actions. Justice was dispensed slowly; miportant trials never took place.

Many laws were published behind schedule due to lack of funds. Proposed improve-
ments in protection of women's rights were not realized. Despite the campaign to

popularize the Constitution, ignorance of individual rights remained widespread.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—The civilian transition Government

did not engage in political or other extrajudicial killings in 1992. However, the con-
flict between military forces and Tuareg rebels in northern Niger led to deaths of
some noncombatant civilians.

In January the military killed three civilian Tuaregs in a noncombat situation.

There were credible reports of similar killings throughout the year, including a re-

¥ort by the government-controlled media that military personnel had killed two
uareg civilians. In another instance, soldiers wounded European tourists mistaken

for rebels. The August 26 rebel assassination of an Agadez police inspector moti-
vated a wave of extrajudicial military arrests, mainly of Tuaregs.
Tuareg rebels were responsible for a series of extrajudicial killings of noncombat-

ants, including two traditional leaders (one a Tuareg) and four other Nigeriens.
These killings sometimes entailed brutalities such as dismemberment.
Neither civilian nor military authorities' investigations of extrajudicial killings by

the military resulted in any charges or trials. The transition Government failed to

complete an investigation into, or begin adjudication of, two 1990 incidents of
extrajudicial killings by the armed forces raised at the 1991 National Conference.
The primary suspect in one case, a military officer who confessed to executing a
Tuareg (a confession he later retracted), was released due to pressure by soldiers
during the February mutiny.

b. Disappearance.—Some of those held by La Troupe must be considered as hav-
ing disappeared, since no list officially was made available of those held after the
August arrests, and no numbers are available. Tuareg rebels abducted an estimated
50 individuals (soldiers and civil servants) whose fate remains unknown.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Both army units involved in the northern conflict and rebels inflicted cruel and in-

human treatment by beating civilians. There were credible reports that military
units committed abusive acts against innocent civilians, including beating elderly
detainees and children in Arlit during search operations for Tuareg rebels in May.
There were also reports that the armed forces subjected some of those persons ar-

rested for complicity with the Tuareg rebellion to whippings in August and Septem-
ber. Other reports indicated the army buried prisoners up to their necks in sand
and left them in the sun. Others were said to have been forced to run in a circle

while keeping two fingers on the ground. Afterwards, if they lost their balance while
squatting in an awkward position, the prisoners allegedly were beaten. The Nigerien
Government televised interviews in September with hospitalized civilian victims of
rebel beatings. Random instances of abuse by individual law enforcement or prison
officers continued to occur.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Constitutional prohibitions against arbi-

trary detention have been in effect for several years in Niger but have not been fully

respected. The law requires that an arrested person be either charged or released
within 48 hours. In special cases, the public prosecutor, who is also the head of the

judicial police, may authorize one renewal of the 48-hour detention period. In prac-

tice, unauthorized delays beyond the established 48-hour period frequently occurred,

and prisoners often spent months in jail awaiting trial. The failure of the police or

public prosecutor to respect the 48-hour rule does not result in the dismissal of the
case against a suspect.

Once charged, a suspect may be further detained by order of the examining mag-
istrate. In practice, charged susj>ect3 were often held beyond the legal time limits

prescribed. Human ri^ts groups protested this practice to Niamey police and re-

ported that the frequency oi violations had decreased. Defendants are allowed a law-

yer of their choice, and bail is available for crimes carrying a penalty of less than
10 years' imprisonment. In practice, widespread ignorance and lack of financial

means prevented these rights from being exercised fully.

As far as known, the civilian Government did not arrest persons for their views
or opinions in 1992. Acting independently from the Government, however, elements
of the security forces (gendarmerie, police, and customs) detained at length and
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without formal charge at least 180 citizens, including senior government officials

and children. Most of the detentions occurred in August and September and contin-

ued in small numbers thereafter. Persons detained, mostly Tuareg, were suspected
of complicity with the Tuareg rebellion and held for months in military camps. Ap-
proximately 69 of these detamees reportedly were released, but most were still de-

tained by "Ta Troupe" at year's end.
The uovemment announced in late December, presumably with the security

forces' consent, that an additional 28 would be released and that most of the re-

maining detainees would be tried while investigations of others would continue. The
civilian authorities did not provide an official list of detainees. The military units

usually permitted family visits to the detainees, though these were occasionally de-

layed or denied. In the early days of the August/September arrests, there were alle-

gations of physical abuse (see Section l.c.). Eruring the February mutiny, army units
illegally dettdned overnight several senior-level government officials, who stated

that they were treated well.

The new Constitution forbids the use of exile as a means of political control, and
no instances of exile occurred in Niger in 1992. Several Tuareg leaders fled Niger
to avoid arrest; ^ups of Nigerien Tuaregs fled to Algeria in 1992 as the Tuareg
rebelhon led to violent clashes with the Nigerien army.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Nigers civil legal system is an amalgam of

French, Islamic, and customary law. Traditional courts often handle village property
disputes, which are brought to the civil courts when not resolved. Civil and criminal
cases not involving security-related acts are tried pubUcly. Defendants have the
right to be present at their trials, to confront witnesses, and to present evidence.

Niger's new Constitution afiirms the judicial principle of presumption of innocence.
However, in 1992 the Government adopted an ordinance against illicit enrichment,"
which, among other defects, presumed guilt. The ordinance, which many jurists con-
sidered unconstitutional, was not invoked. All defendsmts who are minors or those
charged with a crime carrying a sentence of 10 years or more have the right to coun-
sel at public expense. In practice, lawyers comply with government orders to provide
counsel in these cases but generally are not paid for their services. Both the defend-
ant and the prosecutor may appeal the verdict, first to the Court of Appeals and
then to the highest court, the Supreme Court. Both courts are obligated to hear ap-

geals. The Court of Appeals reviews Questions of fact and law wmle the Supreme
lourt reviews only the application of the law. Nigerien law prevents executions

from occurring until the executive privilege of pardon is explicitly rejected.

Both the new and former constitutions stipulate judicial independence, but in

practice, government oflicials and others commonly use political pressure and family
influence to affect iudicial proceedings.
The Crimes and Abuses Commission, created by the 1991 National Conference,

continued its investigations into political, economic, and social crimes committed
during previous regimes. The Commission passed its findings to the HCR, which,
in turn, was to transfer cases to the High Court of Justice (HCJ) for trial, as estab-

lished by the National Conference. However, by year's end, the HCJ had tried only
one of these cases, in which two former hi^h-ranking military defendants were sen-
tenced to 10 years' imprisonment for committing an assassination under orders from
former president Kountche. The Prime Minister subsequently pardoned them. Two
important human rights cases investigated by the Commission (see Section l.a.)

were not tried. The HCR released without charge one person suspected of crimes
against the State after several months of house arrest.

The HCR expanded the powers of the Crimes and Abuses Commission in July,

strengthening its police powers and granting it the power to seize property, which
it has done. Seizures may be appealed.
Applying a 1975 law which established the State Security Court, the Prime Min-

ister reinstated the Court early in the year and appointed members, whose names
had not been revealed publicly by years end. The Court, having jurisdiction over

crimes affecting the security of the State (e.g., treason), will tiy several persons ar-

rested by the Government for complicity with the Tuareg rebellion. In principle, its

powers do not exceed those of other Nigerien Courts, and defendants have the same
right to due process. Nevertheless, the Court does have the right to decide whether
proceedings are to be open or closed.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^By law,

the police are required to have a search warrant to enter homes, and then may do
so only between the hours of 6 a.m. and 9 p.m. When police are in hot pursuit of
a suspected criminal, these limits on searches are often lifted. In practice, however,
routine searches are frequently conducted without warrants and at all hours. In ad-

dition, the military reportedly conducted illegal searches on numerous occasions,

particularly during the February mutiny and the August and September wave of ar-
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rests. There were no reports in 1992 of other violations of privacy, such as inter-

ference with correspondence.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—^As noted above, the security forces committed various abuses against Tuareg
civilians in dealing witii the Tuar^ rebellion. Tuar^ rebels attacked innocent civil-

ian vehicles randomly on the major road arteries in the north, cutting ofT northern
trade routes and strsmgling the regional population's access to basic necessities such
as food and fuel. At times, the rebels specifically tainted food shipments. The secu-

rity forces were imable to provide sufncient protection to allow the safe passage of
vehicles and persons until October, when aimed convoy escorts were established

along major routes in the north. A special fund was announced to compensate vic-

tims of rebel attacks; liiere was no equivalent fund for victims of military reprisal.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Freedom of speech was enhanced in 1992, al-

though there were setbacks. The media provided a lorum for wider debate, for exam-
ple, tnrough television and radio phone-in debates on important issues. The Supe-
rior Council of Communication (CSC), created by the 1991 National Conference to

protect media freedoms and r^ulate access to the media, was made a permanent
institution by the new Constitution. During 1992 the CSC held a conference to com-
plete new media laws and organized a series of seminars on the role of the media
in a democracy. The CSC persuaded the Justice Ministry to drop its defamation of
character suit against a television journalist.

"Die independent press criticized the Government freely. Two new newspapers,
The Democrat and The Paon, were created, making five French-language papers
and one Hausa-language paper. La addition, by years end, one political party nad
begun publishing its own paper. An association of editors of the private press and
an association oi women communications professionals were formed.
The Government did, however, impose some restrictions on press and media free-

doms because of the rebellion. Vfhen tiie August wave of military arrests of Tuaregs
and others first began, the Government prombited its media services from reporting
on the actions of La Troupe. Journalists protested, and the interdiction was lifted

after 3 days. Nevertheless, the Government ti^tened controls on its own media,
which led to slanted reporting. Academic fiieedom was respected.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^By law, Nigeriens may form
groups of any kind, except those that are ethnically or regionally based. In 1992
freedom of asseidbly and association was exercised without hindrance, but the Gov-
ernment retains the authority to deny permission for demonstrations under tense
social conditions or if notices are submitted late. The Government authorized most
protests and demonstrations but denied permission for a few marches that were to

take place during periods of social tension. Riot police used force to break up a
peaceful student march on October 1. A number of new civic and religious associa-

tions and unions were formed. Ei^teen political parties formally registered with
the Interior Ministiy to participate in elections. The new Constitution prohibits po-

litical parties based on religious, ethnic, or regional affiliations.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Niger's population is over 90 percent Muslim. Islam is

freely and widely practiced, and several new Islamic associations were formed in

1992. The practice of other religious beliefs is permitted. Foreign missionaries may
live, work, and travel in Niger but must obtfun authorization, which is routinely

granted, ^though delegates to the 1991 National Conference affirmed Niger's status

as a secular state, during the campaign to popularize the draft constitution certain

Islamic groups objected to Article 4, which specifically established Niger's secular

status. Nevertheless, a majority of the population approved a modified constitution

that effectively establishes Niger as a secular state and prohibits religiously based
politicsJ parties. Religiously inspired violence occurred in 1992, especially between
mainstream Tidjaniya Muslims and a more purist sect known as Izala. ReUgious-
based violence mso occurred against women and women's organizations.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Security personnel at checkpoints continued to monitor travel of per-

sons and the circulation of goods within Niger, particularly in and around major
cities. Attacks by Tuar^ rebels on vehicles traveling on major access routes to and
from Agadez put severe restrictions on movement m northern Niger. In addition,

the Government closed the border with Algeria to tourists as a security measure.
In August the military imposed curfews in Agadez, Tahoua, and Zinder, althou^
at the time, a military security zone was not decreed for Zinder.

Cloistering still exists among Hausa and Fulani in eastern Niger, where some
women can leave their homes only if escorted by a male, and usually only after

dark. Neither emigration nor repatriation is restricted. Niger is a party to the Proto-
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col Relating to the Status of Refugees and has cooperated with the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees (who does not maintain a presence in Niger) in

providing emergency relief to Chadian refugees. There are about 3,600 Chadian ref-

ugees in Niger. Approximately 3,000 Malian Tuaregs fled strife in Mali to seek ref-

uge in Niger and Burkina Faso.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Although the ability of citizens to change their government Iw democratic means
has not yet been tested, the transition Government largely fulfilled its mandate to

establish the basis for a democratically elected, semipresidential system of govern-
ment, with an independent parliament and ju(Uciary. The Government organized a
campaign to popularize the Constitution, revised the proposed draft based on cri-

tiques received, and after several postponements, conducted a referendum by which
the new Constitution was approved on December 26. However, only 2 percent of

Niger's women possessed the identification documents required to vote in the ref-

erendum. Tlie Constitution lists some 30 public liberties, including the right to civil

disobedience and the right of government employees to refuse an order that violates

human rights. It also lowereathe voting age from 21 to 18. By year's end, munici-
pal, legislative, and presidential elections had been postponed three times.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Nongovernmental, independent human rights groups, as well as several civic asso-

ciations, addressed human rights concerns without hindrance. Human ri^ts organi-

zations acted primarily through public declarations and private demarches to au-
thorities, both of which were effective means of raising public awareness of, and
sometimes reducing, human ri^ts abuses.
Amnesty International met with government officials in Niger in April 1992. The

International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), present in Niger for almost half
of 1992, for the most part freely investigated abuses resulting from the rebellion.

It failed, however, to obtain access to detainees held by the security services, despite
government support (announced at year's end) for such visits. The ICRC was also

unable to obtain access to rebel-held hostages. The ICRC held training programs on
international human rights conventions for military personnel in February and Sep-
tember. The Ouagadougou-based Inter-African Union of Human Rights also con-
ducted investigations freely during its September visit.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

In 1992 the process of democratization ended the traditional domination by the
Djerma ethnic group (21 percent of the population) in government and military serv-

ice. The Hausa (over 50 percent of the population) as well as the Fulani (PeuUi) and
Tuareg (together forming 21 percent of tne population) were given eaual consider-

ation in forming the transition (Jovemment. However, the Fulani and Tuareg con-
tinued to have less access to government services, and some Tuareg militants were
in armed revolt against the central government. In December the HCR voted to es-

tablish eight additional electoral districts, allowing a seat in the National Assembly
for each of a number of minority ethnic groups (Arabs, Toubou, Fulani and slave-

caste Tuareg), which would otherwise be outvoted in their departments.
Deep-seated social and religious beliefs continued to result in discrimination

against females. Males have considerable advantages in terms of education, employ-
ment, and property rights. Male attendance heavily outweighs female attendance at
all educational levels. Only 25 percent of Nigerien children of primary school age
actuaUv attend schools, with progressively smaller percentages continuing into, or
through, elementary and secondary school. Approximately 60 percent of the chil(fren

finishing primary school are male; consequently, male literacy (18 percent) far ex-

ceeds female literacy (7 percent). Child labor practices outside the formal sector also

inhibit education for young girls. Niger's traditions incline employers to favor men
as employees. Prevailing Islamic laws of inheritance, marriage, and divorce discrimi-

nate against women.
Certain discriminatory social practices persist. For example, girls as young as age

10 may be contracted into marriage despite legal prohibitions against marriage wr
girls younger than 14. (The minimum legal marrying age for men is 18.) Domestic
violence occurs against women and chilcfren and incmdes wife beating, but the ex-
tent of this problem is unknown. While in principle women have recourse to tradi-

tional and modem judicial authorities, women are reluctant to make any formal al-

legations because of the stigma attached to domestic violence. Female genital muti-
lation (circumcision) occurs out is limited to a few small ethnic groups. The Govern-
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ment has participated in an international conference on tiiis subject but does not
regard it as a major domestic problem and has not addressed the issue publicly.
A small numl>er of women participate in the professions. About one-tmrd of

Nigerien doctors and less than one-tenth of Niger's magistrates are women. Women
constitute only 24 percent of the civil service, the largest form^ sector employer,
and are underrepresented at senior levels. Thou^ tew in number, professional
women receive wages e<iuivalent to those earned by males.
Two new nonprofessional organizations for women, the Democratic Assembly of

Nigerien Women (RDFN) and Uie Union for the Promotion of the Nigerien Woman
(UPFN), were created in 1992 as alternatives to the goyemment-supported Nigerien
Women's Association (AFN) created in 1975. The RDPN took the lead in promoting
women's rights. Ni^r also has several active women's associations of traders, edu-
cators, baiters, jurists, and media professionals.

In November over 100 women staged a sit-in at the Hi^ Council of the Republic
to protest their lack of representation in the process of democratization, and in par-
ticular, to press the transition sovemment to accept both a rural code and a familv
code which had been mandated oy the National Conference, lliese codes, if adopted,
would establish inheritance ri^te to land for women in rural areas, raise the legal
marriage age for women finom 14 to 16, improve the child custody rights of divorced
women, and end the practice of repudiation by which a man could divorce his wife
free of anv subsequent responsibility. The Government did adopt a population policy
which called for improved juridical and social status for women, setting such objec-
tives as increased access to education and reduced ntiatemal mortality.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Approximately 90 percent of Niger's work force is

employed in the largely subsistence rural sector, which is not unionized. The right
of workers to estabush and join trade unions has been practiced since the 1940's
and is guaranteed by the new Constitution, which also guarantees the right to
strike. The only existing labor federation, the National Union of Nigerien Workers
(USTN), comprises over 30 unions, or about 30 percent of the approximately 60,000
salary and wage earners in Niger. Civil servants and enmloyees m state-owned cor-

porations make upthe vast majority of its membership. There are several other un-
affiliated unions. The USTN and the Primary and Secondary Schoolteachers' Union
(SNEN) have stated policies of autonomy vis-a-vis Nigei^s political parties, but infor-

mal ties to parties are believed to exist in all unions. Labor challenges the Govern-
ment on a wide range of issues.
The USTN in Februaiy organized a nationwide work stoppage which ended the

military mutiny. Until the end of the year when it hardened its opposition to future
salary freezes and dvil servant dismissals, the USTN did not take a public position
with respect to frequent wildcat strikes by individual member and nonmember
unions. For the most part, these unions protested without much success the Govern-
ment's inability to pay salaries, address personnel matters, and take action on Na-
tional Conference decisions regarding their professions. The Government did not try
to suppress or act against the strikers.

The USTN is a member of the Organization of African Trade Union Unity and
abides by that organization's policy ofhaving no formal affiliations outside the Afri-

can continent. However, it enjoys assistance from some international unions. Indi-
vidual unions, such as the Teamers' Union, are affiliated with international trade
secretariats.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Collective bargaining is le-

gally authorized, but in practice it is circumscribed by ^vemment p^icipation in
tne negotiating process. A Government representative is present at most negotia-
tions and acts as binding arbitrator in certain circumstances defined by law, such
as reductions in force ana firing of a union delegate. A basic framework agreement,
negotiated by the USTN's predecessor, the employers, and the Government, has
been in force since 1972. The agreement covers basic work conditions, work contract
elements, and union activities but not wages. Individual unions may bargain for

more favorable woric conditions. There is freedom to bargain over wages and hours
in both the private and public sectors.

The Labor Code, which is based on International Labor Organization principles,
mt)tects the right to organize, and prohibits antiunion discrimmation by employers.
The USTN reported no such discrimination in 1992.
There are no export processing zones.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Labor Code prohibits forced

or compulsory labor. Some fair-skinned Tuaregs continue to employ "black" Tuaregs
as slaves. In 1992 one economic development and humanitarian association exposed
a few such cases in the media, forcing termination of the practice in those cases.
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d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Child labor laws are enforced by
the Labor Inspection Bureau of the Miniatiy of Labor. Child labor in nonindustrial
enterprises is permitted by law under certain conditions. Children under 14 must
obtain special authorization to woik from local labor inspectors. Those aged 14 to
18 are subject to limitations on hours (4.5 hours maximum per day) and types of
employment (no industrial woii^). Employers are required by law to ensure mini-
mum sanitary conditions for woiting diildren (and women). However, child labor
is practically nonexistent in the formal sector. Children of all ages woiic under
Niger's harsn environmental conditions in the unr^ulated agricultural, commercial,
and artisanal sectors, often for inunediate relatives or more distant kin. Economic
necessity often obliges children to beg in the streets or turn to prostitution.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—lliere is a legal minimum wage for salaried
workers. According to union officials, this wage is not sufficient to provide a decent
living for workers and their families. Hie legal workweek is 40 hours. However, cer-
tain occupations requiring irrecular hours are authorized longer workweeks, with
a maximum of 72 hoiirs. The Labor C!ode also prescribes occupational safety and
health regulations that are enforced by the labor inspectors in the Ministry of Civil
Service, Labor, and Professional Traimng. Because of staff shortages, however, the
office focuses mainly on safety violations in the mining, building, and industrial sec-
tors. Although generally satisfied with the safety equipment provided by employers,
citing in particular adequate protection from radiation in the uranium mines, the
unions concede that more could be done to inform workers of the safety risks posed
by their jobs and to encourage workers to take precautions, especially in mining and
construction.

NIGERIA

Nigeria continued to be ruled by the Federal Military Government of General
Ibramm Babangida, who came to nower in a 1985 coup. For almost all of 1992, a
19-member Armed Forces Ruling (^undl (AFRC) was Nigeria's main decisionmak-
ing oi^^an. The AFRC ruled by decree. The executive branch consisted of a 20-mem-
ber mixed military-civilian Cabinet, the Council of Ministers. On November 17,
Babangida announced the extension of the transition from January to August 27,
1993. He also dissolved the AFRC and the C!ouncil of Afinisters and created a Na-
tional Defense and Security Council (NDSC) to replace the AFRC, and a Civilian
Transition Council to manage the day-to-day affairs of govenmient ministries. The
NDSC and the Transition Council assumed office in the first week of 1993.

Nigeria's firmly controlled progress towwtl an elected civilian government was
dealt a setback in 1992. In response to substantial electoral malpractices in the Au-
gust presidential primaries, tke AFRC scheduled new primaries for September.
These primaries were also marred by widespread electoral abuses, including vote-
buying and tampering with official returns. As a result, in October the Government
nullified all results ofthe September primaries. The local, state, and national execu-
tive bodies of the two political parties were disbanded and replaced with govern-
ment-appointed caretaxer committees. In November P'resident Babangida an-
nounced the banning of all 23 aspirants involved in the failed September primaries
from further participation in the transition program and delayed the presidential
election from December 5, 1992, to June 12, 1993. The inauguration scneduled for
January 2, 1993, is now to be held on August 27, 1993, the eighth anniversaiy of
President Babangida's accession.

Elections were held in July for members of the Senate and House of Representa-
tives. Members-elect were sworn in on December 5, 1992, and will be seated on Jan-
uary 2, 1993. However, AFRC Decree 53 excludes the legislators from power in fill

significant areas of national life until the inauguration of a civilian president. The
legislative and failed presidential primaiy elections were conducted by the con-
troversial open-ballot system, which requires voters to stand behind the pictures of
their candidates. Many private citizens, government officials and employees, mem-
bers of the clergy, and others who are unwilling to be seen openly supporting a
P'ven candidate or parly are effective^ disenfiranchised by the open-ballot system,
resident Babangida announced in November that this system would be modified

into an open-secret system for the presidential elections, whereby voters could cast
their ballots privately while the actual vote tabulation would continue to be con-
ducted in public.

The Government enforces its authority throu^ the federal security system (the
military, the State Security Service, and the national police) and through the courts.
Plans to create a new internal security force, the National Guard, were realized in
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1992, when personnel were recruited from existing services, and training programs
were initiated. No National Guard units have yet been deployed. The Guard is in-

tended to relieve the armed forces of the internal security role in situations where
local police are incapable of maintaining public order. Total military expenditures
for 1989, the last year for which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
conducted a detailed analysis, were $130 million. Despite participation in the re-

gional peacekeeping force m Liberia and humanitarian relief operations in Somalia,
ttie Grovemment continued its drastic force-level reduction inititated in 1991. How-
ever, any associated savings wUl be negated by the establishment of the National
Guard.
Most of Nigeria's 90 million population is rural, engaging in small scale agri-

culture. Nigeria depends on oil exports for over 90 percent of its foreign exchange
earnings and 80 percent of its budget revenues. In order to cope with reduced oil

revenues, Nigeria adopted an indigenous Structural Adjustment Program (SAP) in

1986. The SAP was a success in many respects, but economic conditions for the av-
erage Nigerian remain difficult. Large budget deficits financed by money creation
have pushed inflation into the 60-percent range. While Nigerian elites continue to

prosper, there is widespread unemployment, underemplojmient, and inflation. The
majority of the Ni^rian population is in poverty. Economic distress has fiieled epi-

sodic civil unrest m urban areas and probably heightened interethnic violence in

some rural areas.

Human rights in Nigeria remained circumscribed; human ri^ts problems in-

cluded extrajudicial killings, police brutality, dangerous and unsanitaiy prison con-
ditions, arbitrary arrests, violence and discrimination against women, and infringe-

ments on freedoms of speech, press, travel, and politicm and labor affiliation. Mili-

tary decrees regularly circumvent judicial review and key provisions of the 1989
Constitution. Decree Two of 1984, carrying broad powers of detention, remained in

force and in use, though several persons held under the decree were released in
1992. Human rights monitors stiU faced harassment in the form of arrests and re-

strictions on travel. Various political associations and a labor union were proscribed
during the year, and several candidates were banned from seeking office. Communal
violence and rioting resulted in thousands of deaths in several major disturbances,
and unhealthfiil prison conditions led to hundreds of deaths by disease and
malnourishment. There were also reports of forced repatriation of Qiadians, many
of whom were allegedly executed upon their return.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—Extrajudicial killings and excessive
use of force by police and security services were again common occurrences in Nige-
ria in 1992. Perhaps the most highly publicized instance was the September shoot-
ing death at a Lagos police checkpoint of an army colonel, Domven Kindam. Within
3 days of the incident, three policemen were arraigned for murder, police and mili-

tary panels of inquiry were established, and police checkpoints throughout the coun-
try were (Ussolved. Earlier, in February mobile police checkpoints had been tempo-
rarily removed after a police sergeant shot and killed a bus driver in a Lagos sub-

urb, touching ofi" a minor riot. The sergeant was reportedly dismissed from the force

and is in detention awaiting trial. The police mobile force, nicknamed "kill-and-go,"

was manning checkpoints again before the end of the month. In June and July, two
gasoline tank truck drivers were shot and killed at police checkpoints, sparicing

strikes by sympathizing drivers which resulted in temporary fuel shortages in

Lagos. TTiat same month, mobile policemen were again removed from the streets.

Some checkpoints have since been restored, peiiiaps partly in response to public

calls for their return.
Human rights groups and the press reported other instances of police killings, in-

cluding a commercial motorcyclist beaten to death on May 7 in Imo State, a student
shot during an otherwise peaceful student protest at Lagos State University, a col-

lege student shot in the back during a secondary school soccer match in Port Har-
court, a suspect arrested during May riots in Lagos who died in custody at Dcojri

Prison in July, and a Taraba State House of Assembly legislator murdered in June.
In the latter case, two policemen were arrested and are believed to be in detention

awaiting trial.

The Civil Liberties Oi^ganization (CLO) reported that nearly 400 bodies had been
delivered by police to the Dceja General Hospital mortuary in the first 9 months of

1992. While tne CLO contends that the majority of the victims were killed at check-
points or in detention facilities, this remains unsubstantiated, since the cause and
place of death of the victims were not included in the information provided. The po-
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lice claim that the bodies were primarily those of accident and murder victims. Nev-
ertheless, the high number of reported extrajudicial killings by security agents have
led many, including President Paschal Bafyau of the Nigeria Labour Congress, to

allege that more persons are killed in Nigeria by the police thaui by armed robbers.
Police use of deadly force has been amply illustrated. Between January and July,
the Delta state Commissioner of Police announced a total of 53 armed robbery sus-
pects had been killed by police, while over the same period only 41 had been ar-

rested. Similarly, police in Benin City announced they had killed 17 robbery sus-
pects over a 2-weeK period in April.

There have been some efforts to make police officials more accountable. A High
Court judge in Delta State ordered five policemen to appear in June to answer ques-
tions concerning the deaths of two students in police custodv in November 1991. The
National Association of Democratic Lawyers pursued a civil action against police of-

ficials implicated in the alleged torture death of Segun Fakayode in December 1991
(see Section I.e.). A Lagos Ifigh Court justice ordered the arrest of two police officers

in August for questioning in the death of Bassey Ekong, who had been held without
trial lOT 2 years. A police corporal, found guilty of killing a middle-aged man in Imo
state in 1987, was sentenced to death by a court in Jiily, but the sentence, which
may be appealed and must be confirmed by the Governor, had not been carried out
by year's end. Two policemen were dismissed from the force and arraigned in the
November beating death of the wife of a businessman whose home they were
searching without a valid warrant. The two men have been remanded to prison.

Nevertheless, many policemen guilty of extrajudicial killings go unpunished and
unquestioned. Despite the 1990 recommendation by a judicial commission of inquiry
(into the massacre of approximately 25 villagers in Umuechem, Rivers state) that
122 policemen be prosecuted for their involvement in the incident, there is no evi-

dence that any of the accused policemen have been arrested or tried. In fact, the
report listing the names of the policemen involved has never been released. There
is no evidence of legal action being taken against the officers involved in the murder
of a family of seven at a police checkpoint at Oka-Oba in March 1991, or against
officers implicated in the 1991 deaths of Nwogu Okere, Anthony Nnaemeka, Larry
Igwe, or Segun Fakayode. While senior police officials occasionally remind officers

of the stiff penalties they may face for excessive force, murder, illegal discharge of
weapons, or extortion, few police are ever arrested or even disciplined for such of-

fenses.

b. Disappearance.—^No politically motivated disappearances were reported. Sev-
eral policemen were reported missing after the September murder of Colonel
Rindam. Government detention practices have the effect of causing many detainees
to be "missing" for extended periods (see Section l.d).

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Nigerian law prohibits torture and mistreatment of prisoners, and provides criminal
sanctions for such excesses. Nevertheless, detainees fi«quently die while in police
custody (see Section l.a.), and there are credible reports that suspects are regularly
beaten and tortured by police seeking to extract confessions. For example, Segun
Fakayode was arrested in good health in Ondo on December 5, 1991, and held by
police until December 11, when they delivered him to a state hospital, where he
died. His body purportedly showed evidence of severe torture, including numerous
bruises and a swollen head. In another case, Anthony Nnaemeka was arrested on
January 23, 1992, in Lagos for alleged theft. He died the same day, reportedly after
being beaten while hanging naked from an iron rod. Mistreatment of both male and
female prisoners by guards and fellow inmates, at the behest or with the consent
of guards, reportemy occurs often. Citizens are oft«n beaten and harassed at police
checkpoints, usually in connection with a demand for a bribe by the police, who re-

main poorly paid and poorly disciplined.
Conditions in Nigeria's prisons remain life-threatening. Lack of potable water and

sewage facilities, medical supplies, and transportation contribute to deplorable sani-
tary conditions. Disease runs rampant in the cramped, poorly ventilated, and filthy
facilities. There were various reports of epidemics in prisons. In the fourth quarter
of 1991, approximately 30 prisoners died of diseases in Niger State prisons alone.
A shortage of drugs and equipment was cited as contributing to the problem. The
diseases mcluded typhoid ana kwashiokor (malnutrition). The CLO documented 20
deaths from tuberculosis and diarrhea between July 1991 and February 1992 in
Makurdi. Overcrowding is still a serious problem despite ongoing projects to expand
or rehabilitate prisons. The 40-year-old prison in Enugu (with a recommended ca-
pacity of 500) currently houses 3,000 prisoners, one-third of whom are still awaiting
trial. Despite the CLO's estimate in 1991 that some 2,000 inmates die yearly in the
nation's prisons, the Minister of the Interior told a news conference that the 1991
figure was closer to 5,000—about 8 percent of the prison population.
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In other efforts to deal with the problem, the Government released over 500 pris-
oners from custody and agreed to separate children living in prison with their moth-
ers from serious offenders; others are calling on the Government to remove the chil-

dren from prison completely and put them in foster care. A national committee on
prison reform continues its study of ways to improve prison conditions.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Nigerian criminal justice procedures call

for trial Mdthin 3 months of arraignment for most categories of criminals. Ineflicient

administrative procedures, petty extortion, bureaucratic inertia, poor communication
between police and prison officials, and inadequate transportation result La consid-
erable delays, often stretching several years, in bringing suspects to trial. The Min-
ister of the Interior estimated that approximately 20,000 of Nigeria's 60,000 pris-

oners were awaiting trial; credible estimates from nongovernmental organizations
put the figure much higher.

Police (rfiicers are empowered to make arrests without weirrants if there is reason-
able suspicion of an oftense, or if they witness the commission of an offense. These
provisions ^ve police wide and often abused powers to arrest. Under the law, the
arresting ofiicer must inform the accused of charges at the time of arrest and take
the person to the station for processing within a reasonable time. The suspect must
be given the opportunity to engage counsel and obtain bail. Credible reports indicate
that the police do not general^' adhere to these safeguards. Suspects are often held
incommunicado under narsh conditions for extended periods without charge. Arbi-
trary detention, particularly at police checkpoints, occurs frecjuently. Relatives and
friends of wanted suspects are also commonly put in detention without charge in
an effort to induce an accused to present himseli or herself to the police.

Tlie State Security (Detention of Persons) Decree of 1984 (Decree Two) provides
that the Government may detain without chai^ge persons suspected of acts preju-
dicial to state security or harmful to the economic well-being of the country. When
invoked by the Vice Aesident, the Decree suspends the detainee's civU liberties and
forbids judicial review of actions taken within its provisions. The high courts have
nevertheless attempted to extend their jurisdiction in Decree Two cases by deter-

mining whether procedures outlined under Decree Two were properly observed.
The Grovemment established a review panel which periodically would submit rec-

ommendations to the Vice President on the continuea incarceration of Decree Two
detainees. Detentions under this Decree are supposed to be reviewed every 6 weeks,
though this provision is believed to be regularly ignored. Neither meetings of the
review panel nor its membership are publicly reported, though the Federal Attorney
General is known to sit on the panel. The panel reportedly met at least 3 times in
1992. Many Nigerians still consider Decree Two the main threat to their basic free-

doms because the judicial ouster clause encourages arbitrary detention by allowing
officers to make arrests with impunity. Also the definition of what constitutes acts

prejudicial to state security or the nation's economic well-being can be very broadly
interpreted. Human rights groups continue to charge that detentions are regularly
renewed without review. They also contend that persons are sometimes detained
under Decree Two without a prior order signed by the Vice President. In July a
Lagos High Court declared illegal the arrest of human rights monitor Beko
Ransome-Kuti under Decree Two because the detention order was made after his
arrest.

Decree Two was used in 1992 to detain and silence persons for antigovemment
activities or statements. In the aftermath of riots in several Nigerian cities in May,
four human rirfits monitors and a student union leader were arrested and detained
under Decree Two. Beko Ransome-Kuti, Femi Falana, and Baba Omojola, all lead-

ing members of "Campaign for Democracy" (CD), an umbrella human rights organi-
zation which is openly critical of the Government's closely directed political transi-

tion program, were arrested in Lagos on May 19. Yet another prominent human
rights monitor and legal counsel to two of the detainees, Gani Fawehinmi, was ar-

rested on May 30. Still another human rights monitor. Dr. Osagie Obayuwana, was
arrested at a police checkpoint in Lagos on May 24, reportedly for being in posses-

sion of CD literature. He was released after a few days and was never charged be-

fore a court. The president of the proscribed National Association of Nigerian Stu-

dents (NANS) ana fellow CD member, Olusegun Maiyegun, was arrested on June
11. The Government disobeyed several Lagos High Cfourt orders in June that the
detainees be presented in court to verify their health and whereabouts and to re-

solve issues concerning their arrests and continued detentions. A court order to re-

lease Femi Falana on June 8 also went unheeded. The five detainees, who were
being held incommunicado at Kuje Prison, near Abuja, were subsequently arraigned
before a magistrate court there on June 15 on charges of "treasonable felony" and
released on bail on June 29. In October the trial of the five was adjourned to March
1993. The men remain free on bond.
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Although the CLO estimates that 26 people remain in custody under Decree Two,
Vice President Aikhomu announced in March that there were no longer any detain-
ees under that Decree. He made the announcement shortly after the release from
custody of 11 relatives of persons suspected of involvement in a coup attempt in
April 1990. All had been held without charge, some for nearly 2 years. Among those
released was Gloria Mowarin, whose detention was reoorted last year. Aiother
prominent Decree Two detainee, Jennifer Madike, who nad been implicated in a
government corruption scandal in 1991, was released in August.
There were no known instances of forced exile as a means of political control.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Decree One of 1984, the Basic Constitution (Modi-
iication and Suspension) Decree, was the first decree promulgated by the military
ofiicers who overthrew the civilian regime of former President Shehu Shagari on De-
cember 31, 1983. It left the institutional framework of the judicial^ branch relatively
intact, but established a parallel system of militaiy tribunals which were given sole

jurisdiction over certain offenses, such as coup plotting, corruption, armed robbery,
illegal sale of petroleum, or tramcking in narcotics. A decree m 1991 subsequently
amended Decree One by providing that only sitting or retired civilian judges be al-

lowed to preside over tribunals hearing nonmilitary cases. The special tribunals and
the promulgation of decrees that prohibit judicial intervention have weakened judi-
cial independence in Nigeria.

In most cases before the tribunals, the accused have the ri^t to legal counsel,
bail (in many cases), and appeal, though some tribunals substitute a presumption
of guilt for the presumption of innocence, and conviction rates in the tribunal re-
portedJv exceed conviction rates in the regular courts. Sentences are generally se-
vere. Free legal counsel is available through the Legal Aid Council for jpersons
charged with capital crimes, but the Council is inadequately funded to provi^ coun-
sel for all persons charged with lesser offenses.

Convictions for armed robbeiy by the Special Robbery and Firearms Tribunals, as
well as convictions under the Treason ana Other Offenses Tribunal, carry the death
penalty with no right of judicial appeal. In the case of armed robbery, death sen-
tences were confirmed by the state governor, while treason convictions had to be
confirmed by the NDSC. Convictions before the Miscellaneous Offenses Tribuned
and the Recoveiy of Public Property Tribunal may not be appealed in the regular
courts, though there is provision for appeal before the Special Appeals Tribunal.
The regular court system is composed of both federal and state trial courts, state

appeals courts, the Federal Court of Appeal, and the Federal Supreme Court. Courts
of first instance under the 1989 Constitution include magistrate or district courts,
customary or area courts, religious or Shari'a (Islamic) courts, and, for some speci-
fied cases, the state hi^ courts. The nature of the case usually determines wnich
court has jurisdiction. In principle, customary and Shari'a courts have jurisdiction
only if both plaintiff and defendant agree to it, though in practice fear of legal costs,
delay, and distance to alternative courts encourage many litigants to choose these
courts. Under the 1989 Constitution, the effective date of which has once again been
postponed, this time to August 1993, Shari'a courts are limited to followers of Islam
and to only those states that estabUsh them.

Trials in the regular court system are public and generally respect constitu-
tionally guaranteed individual rights. These include a presumption of innocence, the
right to be present, to confix>nt witnesses, to present evidence, and to be represented
by legal counsel. There is legal provision for bail, but the Nigerian Bar Association
and human rights groups charge that bail is underutilized. As a result, many ac-
cused persons remain in jail while awaiting trial for petty offenses. Bail is denied
to those charged with murder, armed robbery, and drug offenses.

Nigeria's courts have estabUshed legal traditions which a number of judges have
sought to observe and uphold despite encroachments on their legal powers by suc-
cessive military regimes, the existence of numerous military decrees bearing judicial
ouster clauses and establishing parallel tribunals, and perennial underfiinding. All
of these cut to the heart of the judiciary's independence. Noted jurists have decried
the poor funding of the judiciary as a leading factor in judicial corruption, which
continued to be an area of public criticism in 1992. Human rights groups claim that
the Government exerts implicit pressure in certain cases.
Judges nevertheless demonstrated independence during the detention of the five

human rights monitors in May and June, demanding that the Government produce
the detainees in person and guarantee visitation rights by family, legal counsel, and
doctors. Damages were also awarded to some of uie detainees when judges ruled
that their detentions had been illegal, null, and void. TTiree justices of the Lagos
Court of Appeal described as contemptuous the Government's failure to release Glo-
ria Mowarm in February in accordance with a hi^ court ruling and refused to con-
sider the Government's appeal of the decision until it had first complied with the
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high court order and released the detainee (see Section l.d.)- An Dceja hi^ court
ordered pohce and security agents to leave the premises of the Concord F*ress.—Lim-
ited on April 16 after it had been shut down and surrounded by government security

agents 8 days earlier. The Government did not, however, comply with that order,

nor with any of the other court orders mentioned above.

It is diflicult to disting^iish political prisoners from political detainees being held
without charge, for which there are no firm statistics. The detentions of the five

human rights monitors in May and June were political in nature. The exact number
of political prisoners and detainees cannot be determined. The Government claims
no one is held under Decree Two, while the CLO maintains that 25 persons are de-

tained under that decree.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Nige-

rian law stipulates that a search warrant be issued by a magistrate or senior police

official before law enforcement agents may search private premises. Human rights

groups report that security officers routinely ignore this reqrairement. Shortly after

the May and June arrests of human rights monitors, the omces of the Committee
for the Defense of Human Rights (CDHR) and the CLO in Lagos, and that of the
CLO in Kaduna, were reportedly searched and ransacked by security agents. The
organizations state that no warrant was presented before the search. Omce equip-
ment and files were seized during the operations and never returned. Nigerian soci-

ety otherwise is largely free of arbitrary interference by the State in the conduct
of their private lives. Provisions of the 1989 Constitution guarantee the rights of pri-

vacy in the home, in correspondence, and in oral electronic communications. The
State does not carry out general surveillance of the population.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Although the 1989 Constitution provides for

freedom of speech and the press, serious constraints remain. There are no restric-

tions on ownership of print media; newspapers and journals remain very lively and
often outspoken, despite considerable fear of government retribution for articles

deemed too offensive or inflammatory. Private daily newspapers compete with the
various state and federally owned newspapers. Officials regularly caution journalists

fmbUcly and privately on their responsibilities and the limits of press freedom. In
ate 1992, the Government licensed nine commercial television broadcasters, some
of whom are expected to begin operations in early 1993. It is not known whether
religious and poutical oi-ganizations will be issued broadcast licenses.

^though there are no constitutional or other published guidelines or decrees di-

rectly limiting freedom of speech and the press. Decree Two prohibitions against

acts prejudicial to state security or to economic stability cast an ominous shadow
over journalists considering wmch stories they may safely investigate and write.

Among the issues considered most sensitive by the Government are: identifying top

government officials with criminal activity and corruption; writing on subjects the
Government claims to be incitement to riot or ethnoreligious disturbances; and
touching on subjects the Government sees as "disrupting the transition to civilian

rule program." These well-known sensitivities and the Government's proven willing-

ness to t^e action against offending journalists and journals commonly result in

self-censorship.

There were various instances of government censorship in 1992. On April 9, police

and security agents closed down the Concord Group of newspapers, tne publisher

of a daily national newspaper, a weekly national magazine, and other publications.

Decree 14 of 1992 proscribed the publishing firm but was repealed 15 days later.

The Government cnarged the newspaper with undermining the national interest

and security and reopened it only after the chairman oi the company, M.K.O.
Abiola, publicly apologized to the President. Several senior members of the staff" of

the company refused to apologize and resigned in protest.

The editor of the Nigerian Tribune, Folu Olamiti, and his deputy were arrested

in March and arraigned for alleged incitement, defamation, and publication of false

news for an article entitled "Ibadan under Police Siege." Two journalists were ar-

rested in Kaduna on September 9 for writing articles offensive to the Government,
and two human rights monitors were arrested in Osogbo in February for carrying
a pamphlet critical of the Government. A printer was reportedly arrested in Novem-
ber for printing pamphlets critical of the militauy Government's delay of the transi-

tion to civilian rule.

The Government also announced measures which will limit certain press and ar-

tistic freedoms. The Nigerian Film Corporation in May announced its intention to

implement new policies restricting foreigners' access to make movies in Nigeria and
to set standards for the type and content of films which may be exported. The Min-
istry of Information and Cfulture accredits foreign journalists (both permanent resi-
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dents and visiting journalists) and acts as a clearing house for all information
meant for publication in foreign media. Those seeking licenses to operate private tel-

evision and radio stations are required to promote the national interest, unity, and
cohesion; they may not offend religious sensibilities or promote ethnicity, sectional-
ism, hatred, or disaffection among the nation's many ethnic groups.
Academic freedom is generally respected, although some groups allege that gov-

ernment security agencies maintain an active undercover presence on the campuses,
and that university authorities sometimes act at the behest of the Government to
suspend or expel student activists. Furthermore, the Academic StafF of Universities
Union (ASUU) was banned on Julv 22 after striking over wage and autonomy is-

sues. Althou^ the strike was settled in September, the Government has not lifted

the ban on ASUU. The National Association of Nigerian Students (NANS) remained
ofiiciallv banned in 1992. Its president and a former ofilcer were arrested and held
for a short period in June after the May student protests which sparked riots in
several cities and campuses throughout the countiy (see Section l.d.). The Govern-
ment banned or limited student union activities as a result of numerous student
protests and campus closures during the year, and all college campuses were closed
between July ana September during the ASUU strike. Student activists continued
to face harassment from university and security officials, while school officials also
sought to control the activities of violent criminal gangs popylarly known as "secret
cults." "Anticult" boards and other disciplinary homes continued to fiinction in 1992,
though civil courts overturned some oi their expulsion decisions upon appeal. The
universities generally complied with reinstatement orders. Human rights groups
had complained that innocent students were sometimes denounced by informants
out to settle a grudge.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Nigeria's 1989 Constitution
provides all citizens the right to assemble freely and to associate with other persons
in political parties, trade unions, or other special interest associations. Permits are
not normally required for public meetings indoors, and permit requirements for out-
door public functions are often ignored. However, on the authority of Decree Five
the Grovemment has banned gatherings whose political, ethnic, or religious over-
tones it feared might lead to unrest. Decree Five was used to prohibit the CLO's
November 27 "Vigil for Democracy." The CLO ignored the ban, however, and the
vigil was broken up by police and security service agents. Open air religious services
away from places of worship remain prohibited in most states due to religious ten-
sions in various parts of the country.
Nigerians form and participate in a wide variety of special interest organizations,

including religious groups, trade groups, women's organizations, and proiessional as-
sociations. Organizations need not register with the Government and are generally
permitted free association with other national and foreign bodies. Religious groups
must nevertheless be sanctioned by either the Christian Association of Nigeria or
the Supreme Council for Islamic Affairs. The Government still permits only two po-
litical parties, which it oiganized and founded in 1989. In May the Government
banned several political oi^anizations which it contends were founded primarily
along ethnic, tribal, religious, or other parochial lines for the purpose of sponsoring
various political candidates. In May pohce and security agents in Jos unsuccessfully
attempted to prevent a summit meeting of CD members, and in June sought to pre-
vent a meeting of the Nigerian Bar Association, which was considering responses
to the Government's arrest of two prominent human rights lawyers.

After 5 human rights monitors were released from detention in June, security
agents attempted to prevent them from holding a press conference in offices belong-
ing to the Nigerian Union of Journalists. In July police used tear gas to disperse
a gathering oi former residents of a shantytown known as Moroko, which was de-
stroyed by the Lagos State Government in 1990. In the same month, security per-
sonnel arrested the organizers of the National Seminar for Women Politicians. Fol-
lowing postponement of the transition to civilian rule, the police prevented the CLO
from convening a conference on taxation and women's legal rights in Lagos and also
banned the convening of a conference in Benin City on Human Rights and the Third
Republic.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The 1989 Constitution prohibits federtd and state govern-
ments from adopting an official state religion. Constitutional provisions guarantee-
ing freedom of belief, practice, and education in regard to religion are generally re-
spected. Ethnoreligious violence, particularly in northern Nigeria, often includes the
razing of churches and mosques by rival factions, as occurred during the bloody Feb-
ruary and May disturbances in Kaduna State.

Distribution of religious publications is generally unrestricted, but these are sub-
ject to the same censorship considerations as the regular press. There were allega-
tions in 1992, by both Christian and Muslim organizations, that the Ministry of For-
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eign Affairs and the Immigration Department were restricting the entry into the
country of certain reUgious practitioners, particularly persons suspected of pros-

elytizing. Religious practitioners operating schools, institutions, or medical facilities

generalfy were not affected, nor were those seeking a renewal of existing residence
permits.

In February and May there were outbreaks of violence between largely Christian
and Muslim ethnic groups in Kaduna State, originally around the town of Zangon-
Kataf, and later spreading to Kaduna and other cities. Casualty estimates range
from several hundred to a few thousand. Dozens of churches and mosques were de-

stroved before security forces could reimpose order.

The Government instituted a ban in 1987 (which is still in effect) on religious or-

tanizations on campuses of schools above the primary level, though individual stu-

ents retain the right to practice their religion in recognized places of worship.
There is a lightly enforced ban on published religious advertisements, and religious

Programming on television and radio remains closely controlled by the Government,
he ban on uie Maitatsine Muslim "sect" has not been repealed, but there were no

efforts during 1992 to enforce it.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Nigeria's Constitution entitles its citizens to move freely throughout the
country and to reside where they wish. The Constitution also prohibits expulsion or
the denial of exit or entry to any Nigerian citizen. Nigerians travel abroad in large
numbers, and thousands are engaged overseas in work and study. Exit visas are not
required. The Government occasionally prevents travel for political reasons. It

seized the passports of two prominent members of the CLO in January and April.

In March tne Government released the passport seized in January, along with the
?assports of three other human rights monitors seized at various times since 1990.
he Government retains custody of the passport seized in April, and legal proceed-

ings are underway to secure its release.

Under Nigerian law, wives—including foreigners—must have their husband's per-

mission to take their children out of Nigeria. Security officials in the past have pre-

vented some wives from leaving with children, but there were no known instances

of such interference in 1992. Citizens leaving Nigeria have the right to reenter, and
citizenship may not be revoked for any reason.
Nigerian law and practice permit temporary refuge and asylum in Nigeria for po-

litical refugees from other countries. Nigeria supports and cooperates with the Lagos
ofdce of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). A Liberian
refiigee camp continued to operate in Ogun State. Its population varied between 700
and 1,500 persons, depending on the level of conflict in Liberia. There is also an
undetermined number of Chadian refugees residing primarily in the northern bor-

der region. Human rights groups in Chad and Nigeria have alleged that up to 300
Chadian refugees were arrested by Bomo State police authorities in March and forc-

ibly repatriated to Chad, where they were allegedly executed by forces of the Gov-
ernment of Chad. The National Commission for Refugees investigated these allega-

tions in May and reported they could find no substantiation. The UNHCR in Lagos
reported that no Chadian refugees registered with it had been forcibly repatriated.

Many of the Chadian refugees who fled into northern Nigeria during the heavy
fighting in the Lake Chad region in January, however, were not registered with the
UNHCR, and no refugee camps were established for them. Some of the Chadians
residing in northern Nigeria were alleged by the Chadian Government to be mem-
bers of rebellious armed factions.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Citizens did not have this right at the national level during 1992. In 1992 the
19-member AFRC headed by President Babangida was the highest political author-

ity in the land. Until late 1992, the Government continued its closely controlled pro-

gram of political transition to civilian government. Elected civilians were inaugu-
rated as state governors, members of state houses of assembly, and members of the
national legislature. The Government conducted elections for the Senate and House
of Representatives, and oversaw presidential primaries bv the two official political

parties. After dictating the creation of the only two legal parties, the Government
provided their constitutions, manifestos, platforms and the majority of their financ-

ing, and gave them the exclusive right to contest for public office. The two parties

are the National Republic Convention (NRC), which is "slightly to the right," and
the Social Democratic Party (SDP), which is "slightly to the left." The two parties

conducted primaries in June for the national legislative elections held on July 4.

The National Electoral Commission (NEC), a governmental body, in late June
disqualifed 19 House and Senate SDP candidates and 13 NRC candidates from con-
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testing the July 4 elections. While the candidates were reportedly banned for secu-
rity reasons or for offenses conunitted during previous government service, no ofli-i,

citd explanation was provided to the public, and the banned candidates had no re-

course for appeal.

The Government initially planned for the two parties to hold their presidential

primaries in six rounds of five states each, on six successive Saturdays in August
and September. The first round, conducted August 1, was marred by widespread
fraud and electoral malpractices and, at the behest of both parties, the NEC an-
nulled the announced results and rescheduled the primaries for 3 rounds of 10
states each, to be held on successive Saturdays in September. The primaries were
again marred by widespread allegations of voter accreditation fraud, vote buying,
and fraudulent election returns. Numerous candidates called for the cancelation of
results in various states, and 10 of the 12 SDP presidential aspirants conducted a
boycott of the third and final round of primaries on September 26.

On October 16, President Babangida announced that the AFRC had canceled the
remaining round of presidential primaries, dissolved the executive committees of
both parties at the national, state, and local level, named caretaker conunittees to

run the parties, and said that the NEC would propose to the AFRC a new selection

process for presidential candidates. On November 17, President Babangida an-
nounced the banning of all 23 presidential aspirants who participated in the an-
nulled September primaries and laid out a new schedule for completing the transi-
tion to civilian rule by August 27, 1993. The presidential election is now scheduled
for June 12, 1993. The President also announced that the open bidlot, which effec-

tively disenfranchised those persons not willing to be seen openly supporting a can-
didate or party, would be replaced by the open-secret ballot (see Introduction).
AFRC Decree 53 of December 2, 1992, precludes the National Assembly from legis-

lating in any significant area of national life until the inauguration of a civilian

president.

Nigerian politics continue to be male-dominated. However, there are no legal im-
pediments to political participation or voting by women, and the Government ac-

tively encouraged their involvement. Several women contested national office in

1992, though only 1 woman won a seat in the 91-member Senate, and 6 women ob-
tained places in the 589-member House of Representatives.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation (^Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Human rights groups across a broad spectrum are engaged in the vocal and public
campaign for the promotion of human rights in Nigeria, and their number increases
yearly. Among the most active Nigerian human rights organizations are: the Civil

Liberties Organization (CLO); the Committee for the Defense of Human Rights
(CDHR); the Constitutional Rights Project (CRP); the National Association of Demo-
cratic Lawyers (NADL); Human Ri^ts Africa (HRA); the Legal Research and Re-
source Development Centre (LRRDC); the National Association of University
Women (NAUW); the International Federation of Women Lawyers (FIDA); and the
Human Rights Committees of the Nigerian Bar Association (NBA) and its state and
local chapters. A number of prominent authors, artists, educators, and jurists, in ad-
dition to professional and labor organizations, have spoken out frequently on human
rifi^ts issues as well.

There were several incidents of government interference and harassment of
human rights monitors throughout the year. These increased following the post-
ponement of national elections. For instance, the police and security agents dis-

banded a prodemocracy vigil and prevented other events from taking place (see Sec-
tion 2.b.), raided CLO offices in Kaduna, arrested CLO members, searched the home
of Dr. Beko Ransome-Kuti, and confiscated prodemocracy literature. High-level gov-
ernment officials denounced the activities of some members of the human ri^ts
community during the year as being politically motivated, dishonest, destabilizing,

and treasonous. In a December 28 statement, the Inspector (Jeneral of Police an-
nounced that "security agencies (were) monitoring the activities of the human rights
activists." On January 1, 1993, President Babangida warned that the Government
would deal forcefiilly with individuals and organizations seen to be destabilizing Ni-
geria. The same day. Dr. Ransome-Kuti was taken into custody; he was released on
January 4. Both events seem to have been linked to opposition calls for mass pro-
tests on January 2, the date the transition to civilian government was originally to
have taken place.

Foreign human rights groups are permitted to visit Nigeria. The Government has
upon occasion responded to domestic human rights groups' charges.
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Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

There is no oflicial policy of discrimination against any of Nigeria's 250 ethnic
groups, and laws do not favor one group over another, fhe 1989 Constitution re-

auires that government employment ana the provision of government services re-

iect "federalcharacter," i.e., apportioning public employment and ^vemment serv-
ices to reflect the ethnic and regional distribution of the population. The Govern-
ment generally makes a conscious effort to strike a balance {imong different groups
in its decisionmaking and in appointments to key government positions. Ethnic and
regional hiring quotas are observed in most public sector employment. However, Ni-
geria has a long history of tension among its diverse ethnic groups. Bloodshed be-
tween rival ethnic groups in Kaduna, Benue, Taraba, Enugu and Akwa-Ibom States
in 1992 were responsible for thousands of deaths and tens of thousands of displaced
persons. Tradition continues to impose considerable pressure on individual govern-
ment officials to favor their own etnnic or religious group, and religious an<fethnic
favoritism or harassment persists. Persons not indigenous to their state of residence
frequently experience difiiculty, e.g., in flnding employment and enrolling their chil-

dren in the schools of their choice.

Women have always had some economic power and have exerted influence in Ni-
gerian society through women's councils, family connections, and to a much lesser
extent, mainstream social, economic, or political organizations. As primary school
enrollment increases, rirls and young women are gaining greater access to edu-
cation. However, females receive less than a third of the education that males re-

ceive, according to U.N. estimates.
There has been a dramatic increase in the number of women obtaining university

degrees and becoming professionals, including teachers, lawyers, doctors, judges,
senior government officials, media figures, and business executives. Women never-
theless suffer discrimination in employment as well as social prejudice. The pattern
of discrimination against women varies according to the ethmc and religious diver-

sity of Nigeria's large and heterogeneous population. As noted in Section 2.d., in

some states, husbanas can prevent their wives from obtaining employment or pass-
ports. In many states a woman cannot own property in her own right and, as a
widow, cannot inherit her husband's property, which in the absence of children, usu-
ally reverts to the husband's family. Women do not receive equal pay for equal work
in many instances, and male professionals receive fringe benefits not extended to

their female counterparts.
Women often find it extremely difficult to acquire commercial credit or obtaia tax

deductions or rebates as the heads of households. Single mothers face added dis-

crimination. The sale of young girls for marriage is still fairly common. While vio-

lence against women exists, there are no statistical data to help determine the ex-
tent of the problem. Police do not normally intervene in domestic disputes. Wife
beating is common, particularly in rural areas where women are poorly educated
and ignorant of the law. In the more traditional areas, it is questionable whether
the courts and police actively intervene to protect women who formally accuse their

husbands if the level of alleged abuse does not exceed customary norms.
The Government publicly opposes female genital mutilation (circumcision). Ac-

cording to an independent expert in the field, the percentage of Nigerian women
who have undergone this procedure may be as high as 50 percent. The most dan-
gerous form, infioulation, is still practiced in some areas. Nongovernmental oi^ani-
zations and the Federal Ministry of Health sponsored public awareness and edu-
cation projects to inform communities of the health hazards associated with female
genital mutilation, but the practice has not been criminalized.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Nigerian workers, except members of the armed
forces and employees designated essential by the Government, may join trade
unions. While firefighters and police were always considered essential services, since
1990 employees of the central bank, the security printers, and the customs and ex-
cise staff have been added to that category and their union dissolved. Utilities, the
national airline, public sector enterprises, and the post office, however, are not con-
sidered essential services and are unionized. The Nigeria Labour Congress (NLC),
Nigeria's umbrella labor federation, has repeatedly called on the Government to re-

instate unions in all sectors of the economy except for the armed forces, firefighters,

and police. Although the Government promised to examine this issue, it did not do
so until late in the transition, leaving the issue for the incoming civilian govern-
ment.
Under Nigerian labor law, any nonagricultural enterprise which employs more

than 50 employees is obliged to recognize trade unions and must pay or deduct a
dues checkoff for the employees who are members. The Government works closely
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with the NLC to enforce this provision. Most of the agricultural sector, the informal
sector, and practically all small industries and businesses remain nonunionized,
however. The NLC has complained that some employers deliberately break up their
industries into multiple units employing less than 50 workers to avoid unionization.
The right to strike is recognized by law, except in the case of essential services

as deflned by the Government. During 1992 strikes were relatively few and of short
duration and focused primarily on pay and benefits. The Labor Ministry, as a mat-
ter of policy, effectively exerts pressure to prevent or force settlement of most dis-

putes.
The NLC claims 3 million members out of a total worit force of 30 million, but

this figure is diflicult to verify. Although the available work force has increased as
the population has grown, trade union membership has probably declined somewhat
due to low economic growth. With unemployment at high levels, many workers re-

main more interested in securing employment than in lahor union activity.

While the trade union movement has had, within limits, considerable latitude for

action, it remains subject to government oversight. Despite provisions in the 1989
Constitution and Nigeria's ratification of 29 International Labor Organization (ILO)
conventions, government decrees and policy continue to restrict labor freedoms. A
1978 decree established the NLC as a single central labor body, created 42 (now 41)
industrial unions through forced mergers, and deregistered all other unions.

In recent vears the Government and the NLC have agreed that further consolida-
tion of the labor movement would increase its effectiveness. The Government pre-
sented a plan that would merge the present 41 unions into 19, while the NLC has
its own merger plan, which would reportedly result in 21 unions. Both the Govern-
ment and the NLC have become deeply involved with the transition and economic
restructuring, however, and the merger schemes have been set aside until the tran-
sition is complete and a new government is in place.
The ILO continues to criticize the Nigerian Labor Code, which it asserts is not

fuUy in compliance with ILO conventions. Held up for criticism is the single trade
union system, the ban on organizing for certain categories of workers, the broad
powers of the Government to supervise union accounts at any time, and restrictions
on the right to strike through compulsory arbitration.

In August 1991, Decree 35 amended a policy in force since 1975 which permitted
international labor affiliation only with the Organization of African Trade Union
Unity and affiliated pan-African labor federations. The old policy provided for crimi-
nal fines and imprisonment of individuals and proscription of unions for violating
the ban. Decree 35 of 1991 partially repealed the ban by allowing affiliation with
non-African international labor organizations, but only for training and educational
assistance. In 1992 the ILO praised Nigeria for issuing Decree 35.
NLC president Paschal Baiyau has publicly endorsed the Social Democratic Party

(SDP). Although the Government warned Bafyau that under the transition to civil

rule program it is illegal for organized bodies, such as the NLC, to engage in par-
tisan politics, neither Bafyau nor the NLC have been sanctioned.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The labor laws of Nigeria per-
mit both the right to organize and the ri^t to bargain collectively between manage-
ment and trade unions. Collective bargaining is, in fact, common in many sectors
of the economy.
Nigerian law further protects workers against retaliation by employers for labor

activity through an independent arm of the judiciary, the Nigerian Industrial Court,
which handles complaints of antiunion discrimination.
The Government, however, retains broad authority over labor matters. In many

areas of contention, the unions often take their demands directly to the Government
rather than to the employers. At the same time, the Government can intervene
forcefully to end debate on issues which it feels contravene its essential political or
economic programs.

In January 1991, the Government abolished the uniform wage structure for all

government entities. Now each tier of government—federal, state, local, and state-
owned firms—is free to negotiate its own level of wages, benefits and conditions of
employment. As a result, negotiations previously conducted on a nationwide basis
under the direct supervision of the Labor Ministry are now conducted on a local,

often plantwide, basis with less government involvement. The Labor Ministry has
tried to restrict its role to enforcement of minimum wage and freedom of association
laws.

President Babangida laid the cornerstone for an export processing zone on Novem-
ber 8, 1991, but there has been little action since, and a date for commencement
of operations has not been announced. The Government has thus yet to address the
shape of labor law and regulations within the zone.
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c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Nigeria's 1989 Constitution pro-
hibits forced or compulsory labor, and no violations were reported in 1992.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Nigeria's 1974 Labor Decree pro-
hibits employment of children under 15 years of age in commerce and industry and
restricts other child labor to home-based agricultural or domestic work. The Labor
Decree does allow the apprenticeship of youths aged 13 to 15, but only under spe-
cific conditions. Apprenticeship exists in a wide range of crafts, trades, and state

enterprises. With respect to apprentices over the age of 15, their activity is not spe-
cifically regulated by the Government. According to the NLC, child labor is not a
serious problem in Nigeria and is largely confined to the informal sector, where it

is often difficult to enforce the law. However, casual observation reveals many chil-

dren employed in the informal sector in urban areas.
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Nigeria's 1974 Labor Decree also establishes

a 40-hour workweek, prescribes 2 to 4 weeks of annual leave, and sets a minimum
wage for commerce and industry. While this wage may be adequate for some, it is

insufllcient to support a family in major urban areas. The wages of many workers
have not kept pace with inflation, and this has led to calls for large wage increases
and increasingly frequent strikes. The 1974 Decree also contains general health and
safety rovisions, some aimed specifically at youth and female workers, and all en-
forceable by the Ministry of Labor.
Employers must compensate injured workers and dependent survivors of those

killed in industrial accidents. The ineffectiveness of the Ministry in enforcing these
laws in the workplace is regularly criticized by labor unions.

In 1991 Nigeria invited an ILO tripartite team to evaluate the country's labor in-

spection system. The team determined that Nigeria is not yet fully in compliance
with the relevant ILO conventions, as it does not maintain adequate statistics on
its inspection program.

RWANDA
While Rwanda continued its transition towards multiparty democracy. Major Gen-

eral Juvenal Habyarimana remained in power during 1992. President Habyarimana,
who took power in a nonviolent coup in 1973, initiated political change in 1990, smd
in 1991 the country adopted an amended Constitution providing for multiple par-
ties. In April Habyarimana named an opposition Prime Minister, Dismas
Nsengiyaremye, who formed a five-parW transition Government. In accordance with
a protocol signed by all five parties, Habyarimana remained as President and the
legislature, controlled by the former single party, the National Revolutionary Move-
ment for Development (MRND), remained in place. Nevertheless, the transition
Government exercised considerable authority over day-to-day government affairs.

The transition Government began negotiations in June with the Rwandan Patri-

otic Front (RPF), a group of mostly minority Tutsi exiles who invaded the country
in October 1990 from Uganda and has waged an intense war near the border ever
since. The Rwandan conflict has deep historical roots in an ethnic rivalry between
Hutus and Tutsis, who comprise about 85 and 14 percent of the population, respec-
tively. In July, in Arusha, Tanzania, the two sides agreed to a cease-fire which took
effect on August 1 and has largely held since. In August a protocol on the rule of
law was signed. Negotiations began in September on sharing power, but stalled at

year's end over the distribution of cabinet portfolios and the composition of an in-

terim legislature.

The Rwandan Armed Forces (FAR) include two branches, the army and the gen-
darmerie. In response to intensive RPF attacks, the army grew to over 30,000 sol-

diers but currently numbers less than 27,000. In late spring, after the Government
discussed eventual demobilization, units of soldiers rampaged in several towns,
causing considerable property damage and a few civilian casualties. In 1992 the
Government, seeking titter control over the multiple security units, strengthened
the gendarmerie, which is responsible for internal security and investigations of se-

curity breaches. It also divided the responsibilities of the Central Intelligence Serv-
ice (SCR), which had been implicated in human ri^ts abuses, among the Ministries
of Defense (external intelligence) and Interior (immigration) and tne Prime Min-
ister's office (internal intelligence). Rwanda's total military expenditures for 1989,
the last year for which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted
a detailed analysis, were roughly estimated to be between $36 million and $39 mil-
lion. Reduction of these expenditures is a high priority with the Government as part
of its structural adjustment program and postwar demobilization plans.
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The overwhelming majority of Rwandans are subsistence farmers. There is little

industry, and food production has barely managed to keep pace with the high popu-
lation growth rate. Rwanda's economy depends heavily on exports of coffee and tea
and on foreign aid. Rwanda has an agreement with the World Bank and the Inter-
national Monetaiy Fund for a structural adjustment program, but economic growth
remains dependent on ending the war.

In 1992 there were significant human ri^ts abuses, many related to the conflict

with the RFF. All sides to the conflict were responsible for injuries to civilians from
artillery shelling and land mines; by July intense RPF attacks had increased the
number of displaced persons to 350,000.

Outside the area of RPF conflict, ethnic violence, political strife, bomb explosions,
and armed assaults created a climate of increasing mtemal insecurity. Credible re-

ports allege that local officials were involved in widespread ethnic violence in March
in which 300 died and 15,000 were displaced. Observers have accused party leaders
of not taking steps to curb interparty violence and government security forces of not
responding promptly to maintain public order. FoUowing the establishment of the
transition Government in April, however, reports of extrajudicial killings, torture,
and beatings of detainees virtually ceased.
During 1992 the application of two amnesty laws and the advent of a multiparty

government led to the release of virtually all persons, approximately 60, convicted
or detained for war-related or other political oflenses as well' as tiiat of thousands
of common criminals. While freedoms of speech, assembly, association, and move-
ment also were more widely respected, political partisans, including the youth wings
of the MRND and other parties, attempted to control the political process by attack-
ing opponents and by intimidating human rights monitors. By year's end, the rig^t
of citizens to change their government, embodied in the amended Constitution, had
not been tested in free and fair elections.

RESPECT FOR HXJMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were unsubstantiated allega-

tions in 1992 of the existence of Rwandan death sqpiads, with possible links to Presi-
dent Habyarimana. Human ri^ts watchers cite as examples of sauad activities un-
timely deaths in mjrsterious circumstances, cases of suspectea poisonings, and
deaths seemingly camouflaged by crime. In September Rwanda's oldest private
(Catholic) newspaper reported flnding human skeletons in a field in the southwest
of the countiy. Local witnesses told journalists that more than 100 people had been
brought to the field in militaiy trucks between July and September 1991 and then
tortured and killed. An investigation of these allegations, ordered by the President's
ofllce, reportedly assigned blame to the RPF, but neither the investigation nor its

results have been made public.
In 1992 hundreds of Rwandans lost their lives in ethnic violence, interparty clash-

es, random terrorist incidents involving land mine and bomb explosions, and inci-

dents of armed robbeiy, often involving grenades. These events occurred sporadi-
cally during the year in widely separated areas of the country, creating a ^neral
climate of msecurity. The Government increased foot patrols in Ki^m neighbor-
hoods, reportedly in an effort to stem armed robberies. However, many observers,
including memmrs of human ri^ts organizations, alleged that many of the so-
caUed robberies were actually efforts at political ratimidation.
The most widespread etlmic violence erupted in Bugesera, south of Kigali, in

March, causing more than 300 deaths and temporarily (Usplacing about 15,000 per-
sons, mostly Tutsi, many of whose homes were destroyed. While local oflicials ac-
cused opposition political parties and RPF sympathizers of sparking the trouble,
credible reports from many sources stressed the responsibility of local authorities for
inciting the violence. At the same time, as violence of a lesser magnitude spread
to nearby regions, human rights groups credited some local authorities and commu-
nity watch groups in some areas with containing the violence. The Government ar-
rested more than 500 persons in connection with events in Bugesera, but later re-
leased nearly all without trial because of irregularities in the arrest procedures.
Youth groups of several political parties, including that of the President as well

as those of the opposition, engaged in violent clashes that left several persons dead.
All sides accusea party leaders of condoning the violence. Many human rights
groups, opposition parties, and independent observers claimed to have seen military
participants, including members of the presidentifd guard, among the youth of the
President's party. They also claimed that government security forces are much slow-
er in responding to violence caused by MRND supporters.
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Government investigations into land mine explosions in areas of the country well
outside the war zone and taxi bombings in mgali turned up no viable suspects.

Sources close to the investigations claimed the explosives were similar to those used
by the RPF. Opposition observers continued to suspect Rwandan military of involve-

ment in these incidents.

Oflicial investigations into other ethnic violence that occurred since the war began
in October 1990 continued in 1992, although criminal penalties are precluded by the
December 1991 general amnesty for crimes committed before that date. These in-

clude alleged massacres of the Bagogwe and of people in Kibilira, Nasho, Muramhi,
Bugesera, Mbogo, Gishyita, and Rwamatatu. The findings are to be turned over to

an independent international human rights commission scheduled to begin its work
in January 1993 (see Section 4).

b. Disappearance.—^Reports of disappearances are rare; however, government offi-

cials generally attribute the disappearance of Tutsi youth as departures to join rebel
forces.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Reports of torture by security forces, including police, either during interrogations
or at the time of arrest, decreased in early 1992 and virtually ceased alwr the
multiparty Government took office. The two services previously accused of using tor-

ture and other abusive interrogation methods on detainees—^the SCR and the gen-
darmerie investigation unit—have been divided and reorganized to improve their ac-

countability. French consultants trained a new gendarmerie investigation unit in
nonabusive interrogation techniques. The Minister of Justice lodged charges against
several former members of the unit for allegedly enj^aging in torture during interro-

gation. Delegates of the International Committee ofthe Red Cross (ICRC) have reg-

ular access to persons held in Rwanda's prisons and gendarme brigades.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Except for suspects caught in the act of

committing crimes, arrests are required by law to be made with a warrant following
an investigation. Under the law, persons may be detained for no more than 48 hours
without a warrant. Within 5 davs of arrest, either charges must be stated formally
in the defendant's presence or the Court of Appeals must approve a public prosecu-
tor's request for a 30-day preventive detention order. Preventive detention is per-

mitted if public safety is believed to be threatened, if the accused might flee, or if

the penalty carries a minimum sentence of 6 months. Detention may oe prolonged
indefinitely, but judicial review is mandatory every 30 days. Detainees may appeal
their incarceration, and the appeal must be heard within 24 hours by a competent
judicial authority. These procedures apply to all persons suspected of crimes. Failure
to meet any of these requirements constitutes grounds for release of the arrested
person and dismissal of the case. So far about 400 persons have been released under
these circumstances.

Especially after the expanded multiparty Government took over in April, Rwanda
made progress in curbing arbitrary arrest and detention by applying procedures
more strictly. The Government handled journalists arrested early m the year, alleg-

edly for insulting the Head of State, in accordance with normal judicial procedures
rather than by indefinite detention and beatings in military camps as was the case
in late 1991. In early April, the authorities released all journalists, one appealing
a conviction and two held pending investigation, as a result of intervention by
human rights groups and the outgoing Prime Minister. The Minister of Justice in
the new multiparty Government announced that journalists would no longer be ar-

rested or detaiaea until they had been tried and convicted. In two instances, the
Government released on technical grounds Tutsi detained on security chaises. One,
a Bagogwe, was granted provisional release in April as a result of intervention by
the outgoing Prime Minister. However, the Minister of Justice complained publicly

that police and local officials refused to take action on warrants of arrest issued by
his Ministry. In December he offered his resignation in protest, but it was not ac-

cepted by tne President. The Ministers of Defense and Interior publicly denied the
allegations.

Nevertheless, illegal detentions in criminal cases continue to be common due to

delays in processing and unfanuliarity of untrained magistrates with judicial proce-

dures. In September the authorities found that 80 percent of the persons held in
the Kigali prison were irregularly detained. The Government began centralizing and
computerizing arrest data in an effort to correct this situation.

The Government detained thousands of persons, mainly Tutsi, in 1990 and 1991
following the RPF invasion. It released thousands of these detainees in 1991, and
in accordance with two amnesty laws (December 1991 and July 1992) released an-
other 6,000 persons in 1992. Most security cases benefited from one of the two am-
nesties. At the end of 1992, two political prisoners were being held in Rwandan
jails, both Tutsi youth caught in possession of a land mine. Security charges at the
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end of the year were pending against three journalists, all provisionally released

from detention.
Exile is not practiced as a form of punishment. However, thousands of Rwandans,

mainly Tutsi, nave been in exile for over 30 years in Uganda and other neighboring
countries. Between 2,000 and 4,000 such exiles or their children comprised the RPF
invasion force in October 1990. The December 1991 law granted blanket amnesty
to refugees and exiles who choose to repatriate.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Rwanda has three separate court systems, one for

criminal/civil cases, one for military cases, and one for state security cases. Deci-

sions in criminal, civil and military cases may be appealed to the appropriate re-

gional court of appeals. There is no provision for appeal of decisions in security

cases. At the request of counsel or of defendants, the Cour de Cassation, will review
civil, criminal, and security cases for errors in procedure or in the application of the
law. Errors in civil or criminal cases result in dismissal of the case. Errors in state

security cases result in retrial by a different panel ofjudges. The current multiparty
Government prepared, but at year's end the legislature had not passed, draft legis-

lation to abolish the State Security Court.
The Rwandan judicial system is susceptible to government influence and manipu-

lation. Although the Constitution provides for an independent judiciary, it also

m£d(es the jumcifd system dependent on the executive branch. It authorizes the
President to appoint and dismiss judges, albeit upon the reconunendation of the
Minister of Justice and the Superior Council of Magistrates. Also, the judicial sys-

tem depends entirely on the Ministry of Justice for its operating budget and is ham-
pered by the low educational level of the vast majority of judicial officials, the lack

of material and equipment for the courts, and the absence of compiled jurispru-
dence. Pending enabling legislation to revitalize the Superior Council of Mag-
istrates, the Minister of Justice was not able to hire or fire judges and resorted to

rotating key magistrates to improve judicial administration. A new Magistrature
Council Law was passed in December, paving the way for changes in judiciary staff.

All defendants are constitutionally entitled to counsel but often are not rep-

resented at trial by professional counsel because of a shortage of lawyers. There are

only about 30 private lawyers in Rwanda, most are resident in Kigau, and approxi-

mately 100 officially recognized "legal agents" who may represent defendants in

court. Family smd other nonprofessional advisers are permitted. Trials are public.

Bail is not available under Rwandan law, but suspects are often released on their

own recognizance pending trial.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—
Rwanda's Constitution provides for the respect of privacy of individuals, correspond-
ence, and communications and declares that the home is inviolable. These provi-

sions are generally respected, but occasionally Rwandans are subject to interference

in their private lives. While police are legally required to have warrants before en-
tering a private residence, in practice authorities gain entry into homes without
warrants, often using the pretext of checking required documentation.
With the introduction of a multiparty system in 1991, Rwandans are no longer

obliged to belong to a particular political party (see Section 2.b.).

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—Intensive RPF attacks continued along the Rwanda/Uganda border until a
cease-fire took effect August 1. An undetermined number of deaths and injuries, to

both combatants and civilians, resulted from the fighting in northern Rwanda be-

tween the FAR and RPF guerrillas. The numbers of war-displaced, estimated at
about 100,000 in January, increased dramatically in June and stabilized at about
350,000, when RPF attacks forced the entire civilian population out of a strip along
much of the length of Rwanda's border with Uganda.

Until the Arusha cease-fire took effect August 1, the two sides used artillery and
land mines in the clashes, resulting in hundreds of civilian ceisualties. Credible re-

ports indicated that the RPF kidnaped a number of local citizens to serve as guides,

porters, cooks, and field hands to harvest crops under RPF control. The Govern-
ment, the ICRC, the local Red Cross, international organizations, and bilateral do-

nors continue to provide humanitarian assistance for the displaced.

In accordance with a provision of the July accord, both the Government and the
rebels released prisoners of war (POW's). In July the Government released 23
POWs who were returned to the RPF in northern Rwanda in August through the
good offices of the ICRC and the Organization of African Unity (OAIJ) neutral cease-
fire observer group. Subsequently, the RPF released 11 POW's into the custody of
the ICRC who returned them to their families in Rwanda. In October the Govern-
ment returned four more prisoners to the RPF. Both sides claim to hold no more
POWs.
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Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Rwanda's Constitution provides for freedom of
speech and press. Freedom of speech remained restricted but was more widely exer-
cised in 1992, including by political parties, human rights associations, the private
press, and, to some extent, even the government media. These groups became vehi-
cles for criticizing public policies and practices and expressing competing and often
conflicting viewpoints. Dominating the print media are three newspapers with the
widest circulation: a government-owned weekly, an independent Catholic biweekly,
and a rural-oriented monthly. The number of private newspapers, which reached
over 60 in 1991, stabilized at about 30 in 1992.
The Government passed a new press law in December 1991 which provides for

stifl" penalties for insulting the President and requires editors to file copies of each
edition of their papers with specified authorities, including the public prosecutor,
prior to distribution. Despite the Minister of Justice's pledges that no journalists
would be taken into custody unless tried and convicted, journalist Theoneste
Muberantwali was jailed temporarily for publishing unsubstantiated allegations
about the President's origins and ethnic background. Earlier in February, under the
press law, one ioumalist, Jean-Pierre Mugabe, was convicted of insulting the Presi-
dent, sentenced to 4 years in jail, and subsequently released pending his appeal. He
fled Rwanda in late April after an issue of his biweekly was seized, reportedly over
allegations linking the President to arms trafficking. At year's end, security charges
were pending against Tutsi journalist, Andre Kameya, who alleged Rwanda was
providing training for Burunou dissidents; Hutu journalist, Hassan Ngeze, for his ar-

ticles insulting Burundi President Buyoya; and Muberantwali, all of whom were
conditionally released from detention. Another journalist, also charged with insult-
ing the President for publicly supporting Muberantwali's allegations, remained in
detention. The govemment-ownea and operated radio station, the most important
media outlet for reaching the public, became the focus of a political struggle within
the Government after an opposition Minister was named to head the Ministry of In-
formation in April and after the Cabinet fired the head of the Office of Information
(ORINFOR). A struggle for political control then became a key issue. At year's end,
the Government was unable to agree on a replacement for the head of ORINFOR,
and the President instructed the Prime Minister to develop a law to clarify the re-
spective roles of the Ministry and ORINFOR.

In academia, the country's political, ethnic, and regional tensions have affected
professorial appointments and are alleged to affect students' examination results.

There is no apparent ideological pressure on teaching, research, or curriculum is-

sues.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Constitution provides for

freedom of peaceful assembly. Permits for outdoor rallies, demonstrations, and meet-
ings require 6-day advance notice, but political party rallies are routinely held
throughout the country, except in combat zones, without official interference or ob-
struction. Protest demonstrations occurred peacefully on several occasions during
the year; one held in early January drew an estimated 80,000 people. However, un-
authorized demonstrations and clashes of opposing party youth following political

rallies resulted in material damage, deaths, and numerous injuries (see Section
l.a.).

Since the introduction of multiple parties in 1991, people have been free to join
the party of their choice. About 25 percent of the National Assembly deputies, elect-

ed under the former one-party system, have declared themselves for other parties.

Nevertheless, members oiseveral parties have used intimidation and violence to en-
courage party affiliation or dissuade defections. Youths suspected of affiliation with
the former ruling party, the MRND, attacked a female minister and a female dep-
uty, members of different opposition parties, in their homes.

Political parties, now numbering 16, and special interest associations, which have
Broliferatea since 1991, must register with tne Department of the Interior and the
lepartment of Justice, respectively. There were no instances of parties or associa-

tions being denied registration in 1992. A challenge to one party, accused of being
ethnically oased in contravention of the party law. Tailed upon review of its statutes.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Freedom of religion is provided for in the Constitution
and is generally accorded to religious communities. However, the Government still

does not recognize the Jehovah's Witnesses, which it considers a subversive associa-

tion rather than a religious organization.
Christianity predominates in Rwanda, with the largest segment of the population

adhering to Catholicism. Muslims constitute a small minority but freely practice
their religion throughout the country. Foreign clergy are able to practice their reli-

gions and to organize missionary activities. There are no restrictions on construction
of places of worship, training of clergy, religious publishing, or religious education.
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d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Freedom of movement and residence within Rwanda is restricted by
laws and regulations which reouire all residents to hold national identity cards and
residence and work permits. Police conduct periodic checks, especially in urban
areas, and return all those not registered in the locality to their own conunune.
Property owners who do not require tenants to show vahd documentation are sub-
ject to fines and even imprisonment. Undocumented tenants are subject to expul-
sion.

Measures introduced following the October 1990 invasion, which lurther restricted
freedom of movement within the countiy for Rwandans and foreigners alike, were
relaxed by the post-April multiparty Government. A laissez-passer is no longer re-

quired to move between communes. Military checkpoints stul exist on main roads
and outside most towns, however, and a nidittime curfew, albeit reduced, remains
in effect throughout the country. Passports Tor foreign travel are normally obtained
by Rwandans who seek them, and emigration is not restricted.

An estimated 500,000 Rwandan reftigees live in neighboring countries, of which
200,000 receive assistance from the United Nations Hirfi Commissioner for Refii-

gees (UNHCR). Most are ethnic Tutsi who fled Rwanda during the revolution of
1959, which overthrew the Tutsi monarchy, and during subsequent ethnic violence
associated with independence in 1962. Although repatriation has always been per-
mitted on a case-by-case basis, the Government cited lack of land and heavy popu-
lation density as reasons precluding large-scale return. After the October 1990 RPF
invasion. President Habyarimana publicly recognized the refugees' right of return,
one of the principal demands of the invaders. In December 1991, the legislature
passed a law granting amnesty to refugees for crimes they may have committed
prior to the law entering into effect. While none returned in 1992, repatriation and
reintegration of those refugees desiring to return was expected to be a prominent
feature of the peace settlement. In December the Government launched a campaign
to sensitize Rwandans to the potential return of refugees.
Rwanda hosts approximately 24,000 refugees, mainly Hutu, from Burundi. Ap-

proximately 22,000 of these arrived in 1972, fleeing massacres in Burundi. Most re-

tain Burundi citizenship and refugee status but have been integrated into Rwandan
society. However, some sou^t voluntary repatriation in 1992; and those who lived
in renigee settlements in northern Rwanda became displaced persons in 1992 be-
cause of the war. Most of the refiigees who entered Rwanda following 1988 ethnic
disturbances in Burundi were denied permanent asylum and have repatriated, with
the exception of about 700 who live in a camp in central Rwanda and about 150
granted permission to attend secondary school and remain in Rwanda. Most of the
10,000 Burundi who fled to Rwanda in late 1991 and early 1992 have repatriated
voluntarily, either spontaneously or under UNHCR auspices; those remaining, about
1,000, live in a camp in northeastern Rwanda.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Citizens did not have this right in 1992 as multiparty elections, provided for

under the 1991 Constitution, did not take place, due in part to the transition proc-
ess and to the negotiations with the RPF which were continuing at year's end. The
President and the MRND continued to exercise paramount power in 1992 and con-
trolled the pace of political reform. In April the country entered a transition phase
with the appointment of the multiparty Government, headed by Prime Minister
Dismas Nsengiyaremye, a member of a former opposition party.
The transition Government draws its authority from a protocol agreement among

the five parties comprising the Government and from a program approved by the
President. Under the protocol, the Constitution remains in effect and the President
and the MRND-controlled legislature, both elected in 1988 under the one-party sys-
tem, remain in office untU elections end the transition period. The protocol caUs for
elections to be held before April 1993. The 1991 Constitution calls for 5-year terms
for the President and legislators, universal adult suffrage, and a secret ballot.
Within the framewon of negotiating peace, the transition Government and the

rebel RPF concluded a cease-fire in Jufy and agreed in August on the principles for
establishing the rule of law in Rwanda. Negotiations began on power-sharing ar-

rangements in September but stalled at year's end over the distribution of cabinet
portfolios and the composition of an interim legislature. The outcome of the talks
may significantly alter the shape of Rwanda's transition period and could delay elec-

tions beyond next April. The RPF and opposition parties are wary of holding elec-
tions before local civil servants and officials loyal to the MRNT) and President
Habyarimana have been replaced.

61-307 0-93-8
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Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Rwanda has five human rights organizations, all formed since 1990, that inves-

tigate allegations of human n^ts aouses, make representations to public ofiicials,

publish press releases and reports of investigations, and generally seek redress on
behalf of victims. These organizations have been instrumental in alerting officials

to abuses of authority and in prompting early interventions to redress or contain

situations, such as ethnic violence (see Section l.a.). Their effective collaboration

with authorities increased after the multiparty Government took office in April. In-

dividual human ri{^ts monitors, however, reported incidents throu^out the year of

intimidation and harassment from unidentified sources, including attacks on their

families and anonymous death threats. Grovemment authorities arrested on vague
security charges a Bagogwe Tutsi, a human rights activist, and seized his docu-

mentation from witnesses concerning the Bagogwe massacre. Subsequently, his pa-

pers were returned, and the investigation dropped.
Rwanda cooperates with outside governmental and nongovernmental human

rights groups, including the ICRC, which has had continuing access to Rwandan
prisons and gendarmeries during 1992, and Africa Watch, which published in Feb-
ruary a report of its November 1991 visit to Rwanda. Representatives of human
rights groups from Belgium, France, Canada, and the Netherlands visited Rwanda
during 1992. Rwandan human rights monitors are in frequent contact with inter-

national human ri^ts groups about human rights violations.

hi May the Government decided to invite an independent international commis-
sion to investigate human rights abuses since the war began in October 1990. In

August the Arusha protocol on the rule of law mandated creation of such a commis-
sion. With the active support of the Minister of Justice, the work was scheduled to

begin in January 1993. Although the Arusha protocol also called for creation of a
national human ri^ts commission with investigative authority, none has yet been
established.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution provides that all citizens are equal before the law, without any
discrimination because of race, color, origin, ethnicity, clan, sex, opinion, religion, or

social standing. Rwanda's political parties' law bans parties based on ethnic origin

or reUgious affiliation. Ethnicity, however, is a sensitive issue as a result of

Rwanda's ethnic imbalance and its historical legacy. About 85 percent of the popu-
lation is Hutu, 14 percent Tutsi, and 1 percent Twa. Citizens cany identity docu-

ments that clearly identify reference to ethnic origin despite a government decision

in 1990 to end this practice.

An ethnic quota system, which allocates positions to ethnic group members in pro-

portion to their numbers, has in practice hmited access of Tutsi to education, train-

ing, and government employment. (No provision is made for the Twa.) Tutsis are,

however, well represented in private business and the clergy. The transition Gov-

ernment introduced new procedures for primary school examination that reduced
the impact of the quota system on access to secondary school.

Less than 1 percent of the Rwandan population comes from the Twa, or Batwa
ethnic group, Tney are indigenous people, the survivors of the FVgmy tribes of the

mountainous areas bordering Zaire. They continue to be treated as second-class citi-

zens by both Hutus and Tutsis and to exist on the mai;gin of society. There are no
legal restraints to their participation in the political process. Nevertheless, few are

able to take advantage of the educational system ana are, therefore, unable to re-

ceive sought-after positions or influence in the Government, resulting in their inabil-

ity to protect their interests.

Despite constitutional provisions, women continue to face serious de facto dis-

crimination, deriving both from Rwandan culture and from Rwandan law and play

only a minor role in the political and economic life in the modem sector of the coun-

try. Traditionally, women perform most of the subsistence agriculture and have Um-
ited opportunities for education, employment, and promotion. According to a 1991

U.N. studv, females receive only 33 percent of the schooling of males. In support

of women^ rights. President Habyarimana encouraged family planning, appointed
women to positions of responsibility in the Government, and in March signed into

law a new family code passed by the legislature in 1988 which generally improves
the legal position of women in marriage, divorce, and child custody. However, the

law is still inconsistent with Rwanda s international and constitutional commit-
ments to gender equality: it makes the man head of the household, places extra

legal burdens on women who survive their spouses, and limits rights to property
and inheritance.
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Violence against women, including wife beating, occurs, but the extent of the prob-
lem is unknown. Cases involving domestic violence rarely come before the courts.

Instead, wife beating and domestic violence are normally handled within the context
of the extended familv. However, a woman who complains of being beaten is re-

garded as not having been a dutiftil wife. A woman seeking family help is generfdly
regarded as asking for advice about how to improve her conduct. Only if family
counseling fails is the matter likely to be taken to outside resources, and divorce
is usually the next step.

With the opening to democracy and a multiple party system, the number of
groups aimed at promoting women's interests in development, business, the legal

profession, and the legislature have proliferated. None directly addresses issues
such as violence against women. A National Women's Association, URAMA, failed

in February in its bid for independence from the former ruling party which founded
it in 1989. URAMA has documented upward of 3,000 women's groups in rural areas.

A women's political party, the Movement of Women and Working Class People, has
attracted little support smce it was formed in mid-1992.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^The economy consists predominately of smaU-scale
subsistence farming. There is very little industry and hence few workers in the
wage economy, which accounts for perhaps 7 percent of the work force in both pri-

vate and public sectors. The amended Constitution explicitly provides citizens the
right of association and freedom to create professional associations and labor unions.
However, labor organizations have only recently begun to develop. Union member-
ship (open to all sfuaried workers) is optional.

Tjie Central Union of Rwandan workers (CESTRAR), Rwanda's largest and pre-

viously sole authorized trade union organization, separated from the Government
and the MRND in 1991 as part of political reforms under the new Constitution.
The Government recognized four new independent unions in 1991 and 1992: the

Union Association of Health Personnel in Rwanda (ASPESAR); the Interprofessional
Union of Workers of Rwanda (SITR); the Union of Secondary School Teachers; and
UMURIMO, the Association of Christian Unions (representing public and private
sector woikers, small businessmen and subsistence farmers). These new unions
compete directly with CESTRAR for members.
Union members have the right to strike with the approval of their executive com-

mittee, provided that workers first go through a set of steps prescribed by the Min-
istry of Labor and Social Affairs to try to resolve their differences with management.
Six strikes against public and private sector firms were reported between November
1991 and March 1992; none was directly organized by either CESTRAR or the other
unions, and the striking workers did not adhere to required procedures. Private sec-

tor workers' demands focused on wage and benefits issues, while in the public sec-

tor, workers attempted to obtain the removal of directors and supervisors perceived
as being unfair or arbitrary. Although the strikes were wildcat in nature, the Gov-
ernment treated them as legitimate and acted as a facilitator in the workers' nego-
tiations with their management, in most cases with CESTRAR playing a supporting
role.

CESTRAR is affiliated with the Organization of African Trade Union Unity and
The Organization of Central African Workers and was admitted to membership in
the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions in December.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The Constitution grants
workers the right to defend their rights through collective action. The Labor Code
grants workers the right to engage m collective bargaining with employers within
the framework of the CESTRAR. There are no legal bars to antiunion discrimina-
tion, but such discrimination has not occurred in practice. Approximately 75 percent
of the small industrial work force is unionized, but few of these workers are covered
by genuine collective bargaining agreements. The Government is the chief employer
and is the mainforce in setting wages.
There are no export processing zones.
c. Prohibition ofForced and Compulsory Labor.—^Forced labor is prohibited by law

and is not known to occur in practice.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^Except in the subsistence agri-

culture sector, which involves most Rwandans, children under 18 are not permitted
to work without their parents' or guardian's authorization, and they may work at
ni^ht only under exceptional circumstances on a temporary basis. Labor laws set the
minimum age for fiiU employment at 18 years and for apprenticeships at 14 years,

providing the child has completed primary school. The Minister of Labor, who is re-

sponsible for enforcement, has the right to permit a chUd under the ^e of 14 to

work, but this has probably never been tested in practice. Enforcement oi child labor
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laws is lax, but, apart from children working in family-owned businesses whose par-
ents have never bothered to seek official approval, child labor outside the agricul-

tural sector is uncommon.
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^Minimum wage rates in the small modem eco-

nomic section are set administratively by the Ministry of Labor. The minimum wage
is inadequate to provide a decent standard of living for urban families and is often
supplemented by work in small business or subsistence agriculture. Government of-

fices and most private sector companies have a 45-hour workweek, as fixed by min-
isterial decree. Hours of work and occupational health and safety in the modem
wage sector are controlled by law but onfy loosely enforced by labor inspectors from
the Ministry of Labor.

SAO TOME AND PRINCIPE*

Sao Tome and Principe held its first multiparty elections in early 1991, resulting
in the defeat of the former Socialist ruling party and its president. The new Presi-

dent, Miguel Trovoada, is a former Prime Minister who returned to Sao Tome after

10 years exUe. The multiparty National Assembly is now dominated by the former
opposition, with the former sole party now in a minority role.

Police power is administered by a 300-member paramilitaiy security pohce force

which reports to the chief of security police in the Ministnr of Defense. Total mili-

tary expenditures for 1989, the last year for which the U.S. Arms Control and Dis-
armament Agency conducted a detailed analysis, were roughly estimated to be
$500,000. The Government has announced its desire to cut its military force by half,

transferring a portion of its military personnel to civilian law enforcement. However,
there is as yet no schedule for implementation of this force reduction. The Angolan,
Cuban, and Soviet military advisers, in residence in Sao Tome for over a decade,
all left the island in 1991.

'nie Sao Tomean economy is characterized by heavy dependence on one crop,

cocoa, and by large state-owned plantations. Only one state-owned cocoa plantation
is currently privately managed, but there are plans to subdivide several more plan-
tations into individual plots to be farmed by the workers on site. Despite these
steps, the Sao Tomean economy remains virtually prostrate due to the downturn in
the world cocoa maricet and years of mismanagement. In order to reduce its $200
miUion foreign debt, the Government, at the behest of the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), adopted a structural adjustment plan. The im-
plementation of this austerity plan, combmed with strong inflationary pressures and
static wages, has contributed to a decline in the Government's popularity.

The human ri^ts situation improved markedly following the peaceful transfer of
power in 1991. However, continuing rancor between the country's President, who
ran as an independent candidate, and some ruling party legislators provoked in

1992 a constitutional crisis over the roles of these two branches of government. Al-
though the conflict was resolved peacefiilly, the underlying disagreement over the
interpretation of tibe Constitution remains, vfith no agreed-upon method for settling

constitutional disputes.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extraiudicial Killing.—There were no reports of political or

other extrajudicial killing by tne Government in 1992.
b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of disappearances.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

There were no reports of such abuses in 1992. The Sao Tomean Constitution, pro-
mulgated in 1990, states explicitly that no one shall be subjected to torture or cruel

and inhuman punishment. Prison conditions are known to be harsh and unpleasant
but did not result in any known deaths in 1992.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^There was no evidence of arbitrary arrest
or detention in 1992, but there was very little information available on the laws reg-
ulating these practices or the manner m which the authorities carry them out. The
Constitution provides for the right to challenge the legality of detention throu£^ ha-
beas corpus procedures.

* There is no American Embas^ in Sao Tome and Prinripe. Information on the human rights
situation is therefore limited.
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Political exile is no longer forced on oppositionists in Sao Tome. However, some
opponents of the former govenmient remain outside the country of their own voli-

tion.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The Constitution states that all citizens, regard-

less of economic means, have the right of access to the courts for any action that
violates rights recognized by the Constitution.

The right to a fair public trial and appeal is explicitly provided for in the Con-
stitution and is protected in practice. In most criminal cases, the accused are given
a hearing and are sentenced by a judge, but there is no tradition of independent
defense counsel for indigent defendants. These rights are exercised within the con-

text of an overburdened judicial system, marked oy a shortage of judges, lawyers,

and operating fundus, all of which result in long delays in judicial proceedings. As
of years end, there were no known political detainees or prisoners and no recent
cases of charges being brought for political offenses.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

Constitution states that personal identity and the right to privacy are inviolable; it

provides for privacy of the home, correspondence, and private communication. For-
eign advisers in the security services have left the country, and the new Govern-
ment has ended the intrusive practices of the past.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of expression and freedom of the press

are provided for in the Constitution. The legislative and presidential campaigns of
1991 were conducted openly, with full opposition access to government-controlled
print and broadcast media, which include a television station, a radio station, and
an intermittently published newspaper. Broadsides and pamphlets critical of the
Government continue to appear and circulate freely.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Under the Constitution, citi-

zens have the right to associate freely and to demonstrate within the provisions of
the law, which requires 48-hours' advance notice of any planned demonstration, and
to associate freely. The authorities usually grant permission for demonstrations if

requested within the required time frame. In the spring, Sao Tomeans demonstrated
in the capital city in protest against the Government s stringent economic policies.

Some 1,000 to 2,000 people garnered in front of the presidential palace to demand
the resignation of the Prime Minister and his Government. Although the Govern-
ment the week before had denied the demonstration a permit, citing the 48-hour no-
tification reouirement, the permit was ultimately granted, and the rally concluded
without incident.

During the presidential campaign of 1991, Sao Tomeans exercised the rights of
assembly and association freely, organizing meetings and forming political confed-

erations, many of them in opposition to the then ruling party. No one may be forced
to belong to an organization. In addition to the political parties, including the
former sole party, professional and social organizations operate without apparent
hindrance from authorities.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Religious freedom is provided for in the Constitution, and
the three major rehgious communities—^Roman Catholic, Protestant, and Seventh-
Day Adventist—are allowed to practice freely. There are no restrictions on the ac-

tivities of foreign clergy.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Citizens move freely around the island of Sao Tome, as well as between
it and the smaller island of Principe, 90 miles away. Because interisland transport
is only by slow ferry or twice-weekly flights by propeller airplane, such travel is dif-

ficult. Under the Constitution, citizens have the specific right to move freely to any
part of the national territory and are free to emigrate and to return. However, the
Government continues to require exit visas for Sao Tomeans wishing to travel

abroad.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

In 1991 Sao Tomeans exercised their right to change their oovemment; the former
sole party, the Movement For The Liberation Of Sao Tome (MLSTP) garnered only
30 percent of the vote in the January 1991 elections and was reduced to a minority
role in the multiparty National Assembly. In the March 1991 presidential election,

Miguel Trovoada, who had returned only 9 months before from 10 years of exile in
Prance, received 81 percent of the vote afler then-president Pinto da Costa with-
drew and his peirty decided not to run a candidate.
The MLSTP accepted these defeats with some difficulty but over time has accept-

ed its role as the loyal opposition. President Trovoada was elected independently of
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any partv affiliation, thou^ it was understood throughout the electoral process that
he and the PCD (Democratic Convergence Party), headed by Daniel Daio, were com-
mitted to working together should they be elected.

Political power is exercised both by the directly elected President and by his
Prime Minister and Cabinet, appointed from the majority party in the National As-
sembly. The Constitution gives the President authority in foreign affairs and de-

fense, but economic and social policy are formulated by the Prime Minister and his
Cabinet.

In 1992 differing views on implementing World Bank-mandated economic reforms,
combined with divergent interpretations of the Constitution, caused the newlv
democratic republic's first serious governmental crisis. In April the opposition, with
at least the tacit support of the President, organized a massive demonstration call-

ing for Prime Minister Daio's recall, further widening the gap separating the legisla-

ture from the President. The President and the National Assembly also clasheaover
which branch of government was authorized to negotiate agreements with foreign

governments.
In an attemjit to resolve this problem, PortugueseJurists were brought in to inter-

pret the Constitution. This panel decided in favor oi the Presidency, ruling that the
Constitution granted the President the leading role in foreign affairs and national
defense, the power to veto the appointments of nominees for those portfolios, and
the right to dissolve the National Assembly and call for new elections. The National
Assembly, however, refused to accept the panel's findings. In May 1992, President
Trovoada dismissed Prime Minister Daio. The PCD Government subsequently
named as the new Prime Minister the fonner Minister of Finance, Norberto Costa
AUegre. While he did not favor this appointment, the President accepted the new
Prime Minister rather than call for new legislative elections. On December 6, 1992,
Sao Tome conducted its first multiparty municipal elections, with the former ruling
party, the MLSTP, winning a landslide victoiy.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding Intemationcd and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Since the elections of 1991, a few small domestic groups have formed with various
objectives, including the protection of human ana civil rights. Traditionally, Sao
Tome and Principe has had limited contact with international human rights groups,
mainly due to its small population and the absence of allegations of human rights

abuses. Such contact may become more frequent as the country relies more heavily
on the United Nations, World Bank, and International Monetaiy Fund for financial
support and advice.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Sao Tomean population (94,000 on Sao Tome, 20,000 on Principe) is relatively

homogeneous within a common Luso-African culture. However, the inhabitants of
Principe ofi«n feel neglected by the central Government, an attitude exacerbated by
the current economic crisis. The Constitution states that all citizens are equal before
the law regardless of sex, race, social origin, political tendency, creed, or philosophic
conviction. It also specifies that women are equal to men in ri^ts and outies, with
the right to full participation in political, economic, social, and cultural Ufe.

Notwithstandiiig this constitutional provision, women encounter substantial dis-

crimination. Even more than men, women face ctudgery and low wages on the large

cocoa plantations. Although a few women have access to the professions or to official

positions of prominence, most notably the Minister of Health and the former Min-
ister of Foreign Affairs, these are the exception rather than the rule. Violence
against women in Sao Tome and Principe is believed to be infrequent and is not
part of the traditional social pattern. There is no specific information available, how-
ever, on the frequency of beatings or other forms of domestic violence. Police rarelv

intervene in domestic disputes, and as far as is known, the Government has not ad-
dressed publicly the issue of violence against women.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—The Constitution guarantees freedom of association
and the right to strike, and a newly formed union federation began to take advan-
tage of these provisions during 1992. Unrelated to the former sole union and unaf-
filiated with any political party, the nascent Independent Union Federation (lUF)
is still in its organizational stages and hobbled by the country's general poverty.
Nevertheless, it seeks to represent workers in all sectors, including the large state-

owned "empresas* (plantation-like agricultural enterprises) which employ a majority
of the working population. The lUF is specifically attempting to organize plantation
workers. Workers do not often leave the estates, which generally provide all commu-
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nity facilities. Several of these plantations are in the process of being privatized or
transferred to private management.
The sporadic strikes In the government sector—the central bank and the water

and electric monopoly—that maiked 1991 continued in 1992 as privatization and
layoffs proceeded. Though these strikes were outside a formal union structure and
technically illegal, the strikers were not the target of police action. There are no
legal barriers to the ability of trade unions to federate and to afllliate intemation-
ally.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Workers may organize and
bargain collectively under the Constitution. While growing privatization reduced the
relative role of the Government as employer, the Government nonetheless remains
the key interlocutor for labor. As far as is known, there are no laws prohibiting
antiunion discrimination, though jurisprudence is in flux and information scarce.
There are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition o* Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is pro-
hibited by law and is not practiced. "-^

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The legally mandated minimum
employment age of 18 years in the modem wage economy is generally respected in
practice. The Ministry of Justice, Labor, and Public Administration is responsible
for enforcing this law. However, in the subsistence agricultural sector, children work
on family plots from an early age.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—There is no legally mandated minimum wage,
though it is set as an administrative requirement. The beginning salary for an
empresa worker is not sufficient to provide a decent living for a worker and family.
Empresa woikers survive by running up debts at the company store, which are de-
ducted from their "paper" wages. Workers are provided free (but poor) housing, rudi-
mentary medical care, and access to the subsidized company store. The standard
workweek is 40 hours. The implementation of a World Bank and IMF structural ad-
justment program continues to affect workers, both on the empresas and off, as sub-
sidies are reduced, civil service ranks are thinned, and the currency is devalued.
Basic occupational health and safety standards are contained in the Social Security
Law of 1979. These are ostensibly enforced by inspectors from the Ministry of Jus-
tice, Labor, and Public Administration, but how effectively is not known.

SENEGAL

Senegal is a republic with an elected president and a unicameral legislature.

There are 20 legal political parties, although the Socialist Party (PS) has dominated
golitics and controlled the Government since independence from France in 1960.
enegal's elected National Assembly generally does not act on its own and almost

always follows instructions dictated to it by the President. Of the National Assem-
bly's 120 seats, the governing PS holds 107. Abdou Diouf, who has been President
since 1981, was declared reelected with 73 percent of the vote in the hotly contested
elections of 1988 (the results of which have been disputed continually by the main
opposition party). In April 1991, two opposition parties joined the Government to

form the "enlarged presidential majority. This (Jovemment remained in place until
August 1992. Frcsidential elections are scheduled for February 1993, and legislative

elections for May 1993. The 1993 elections will be the first test of Senegal's new
electoral code wmch was revised in 1991.
The Senegalese armed forces (about 19,000 men) is a professional, disciplined or-

ganization which traditionally remains aloof from politics and is respected by the
population. The paramilitary gendarmerie, included in the 19,000, is less profes-

sional and less disciplined. In early 1992, Senegal sent 1,500 troops to Liberia as
gart of a combined peacekeeping force of the Economic Community of West African
tates (ECOWAS). In August the army and gendarmeries were redeployed in the

Casamance region in an attempt to end the violence attributed to bandits and the
two factions of a proindependence rebel movement known as the Democratic Forces
of the Casamance (MFDC). Total military expenditures for 1989, the last year for

which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed analy-
sis, were $90 million. There is no indication that efforts will be made to reduce
these expenditures in the near future. In over 77 incidents reportedly involving the
MFDC, at least 174 people have been killed, and an unknown number of people in-

jured. Additionally, the banditry and violence caused roughly 12,000 people to take
refuge in Guinea-Bissau and 3,000 in The Gambia. In general, civilian security
forces are considered fairly well trained and usually respect the laws they enforce.
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Senegal has a mixed economy; it is overwhelmingly a^cultural, with more than
70 percent of the labor force engaged in farming, largely in peanut production. Since
1983 Senegal has pursued a structural adjustment program, supported by the Inter-

national Nlonetary Fund, the World Bank, and major bilateral donors, and intended
to reduce the role of government, encourage the private sector, and stimulate eco-

nomic growth. The economy remains fragile.

For fear of breaking the May 1991 cease-fire agreement, the Government made
no attempt to stop the lawlessness reportedhr caused by N^DC elements and ban-
dits in the Casamance during the first half of 1992. The MFDC and marauding ban-
dits reportedly were responsible for torture, beatings, and extrajudicial killing of vil-

lagers in the Casamance. In many instances, it was impossible to determine wheth-
er factions of the MFDC or bandits committed acts of violence. In some cases, ban-
dits claimed they were acting on behalf of the MFDC. When gendarme and army
elements finally were redeployed in August, they were unable to stop rebel attacks

on civilians. The army and gendarmerie killed civilians through indiscriminate

shelling and burning of villages thought to harbor MFDC rebels. Other human
rights problems include certain restrictions on freedom of the press and domestic
violence against women.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—See Section l.g. for details on
killings coimected with separatist-related violence in the Casamance. At least five

people were killed in interparty violence between different factions of the ruling So-

cialist Party. To date, no chains have been brought in the December 1991 killing

of two Socialist Party figures in the Casamance in what appeared to be assassina-

tions.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of politically motivated disappearances.
However, one independent newspaper on September 18 carried an account of the
aftermath of the battle between the army and MFDC rebels at Kaguite which said

that two men, Ibou Sagna (^e 50) and Famara Bodian (age 24), cusappeared after

being detained by the army. There has been no further information on this incident.

The press also reported that Djamil Sane, a local religious leader, was kidnaped
by rebels on Decen^er 23 and has not been heard from since.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or De^ading Treatment or Punishment.—
The authorities generally respect the legal prohibition on physical abuse, but detain-

ees reportedly are sometimes subjected to mistreatment, often during the "garde a
vue" (detention) period between arrest and appearance before a magistrate. This
abuse often consists of beatings and denial of food, water, and clothing to prisoners.

Senegalese army forces in the Casamance abducted a Gambian gendarme, brou^t
him into Senegal, and beat him. This was in retaliation for a similar action bv Gam-
bians in the Casamance area. The Senegalese army headquarters admitted that the
action took place and that it was sanctioned by the southern zone commander. No
disciplinary action was taken.
There were at least 14 credible reports of torture by factions of the MFDC. These

usually consisted of beatings with sticks, gun butts, and bicycle chains and resulted

in several deaths. Some of the MFDC violence was aimed at those carrying out elec-

toral activities. In one incident, members of a faction of the MFDC rebel group alleg-

edly cut off an ear of the president of a rural community. Torture was a regular

feature of village raids conducted by rebels to obtain supplies, recruits, women, and
allegiance for uieir cause. In the first half of the year, women reportedly were fre-

quently raped in MFDC attacks on villages. According to government officials, it

was the widespread rebel practice of rape that led villagers to retaliate violently

against factions of the MFDC in May and June 1992 (see Section l.g.).

Some violence in the Casamance was attributable to interethnic conflicts designed

to frighten non-Diola ethnic groups out of the region. On one occasion in August
which received wide publicity, three members of a minority ethnic pxjup had both
hands cut off, allegealy by the MFDC, and one man died when nails were driven

into his head. In the northern Casamance, interethnic torture was usually under-
taken to frighten people off arable land and resulted in hundreds of refugees fleeing

to The Gambia.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—The Constitution prohibits arbitrary ar-

rest and detention, and in practice, this generally is respectea. Warrants, issued by
judges, are required for arrests. A person suspected of a crime may legsdly be held
without charge for 48 hours after arrest and may be held up to 72 hours if ordered
by a pubUc prosecutor; this period may be doubled legally in the case of crimes
against the security of the State.
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During temporary detention, the prisoner has no access to family or attorney; but
after a cnai^e is lodged, both family and attorney may visit. Extended "temporary"
detention or custody is permitted when civil authorities determine that there is a
threat of civil unrest or that a person is a threat to himself or others. Courts may
review decisions of extended detention or custody. Temporary custody is valid for

a maximum period of 6 months, but it may be renewed for additional 6-month peri-

ods if the investigating magistrate certifies that more time is required to complete
the investigation. There is no limit to the number of times temporary detention can
be extended. Arrest and detention laws generally are respected by enforcement offi-

cials in ordinary cases.

Exile is not used as a means of political control.

e. Denial of Fair Public TVta/.—-Senegal has an active and well-trained judiciary,
which is constitutionally independent of the executive, the legislature, and the
armed forces. Court officials are lawyers who have completed several years of re-

quired apprenticeship. Defendants are presumed innocent until proven guilty. Trials
are public, and defendants have the right to a defense attorney from the time the
case is presented before an examining magistrate. Despite a provision for defend-
ants to have a lawyer at public expense, lack of government funds causes defend-
ants without means to go to court unrepresented. Defendants have the ri^t to be
present in court, to confront witnesses, and to present evidence.
Ordinary courts are presided over by a panel of judges which in criminal cases

includes citizen members. Magistrates are appointed by decree and in principle are
not subject to government or political intervention; however, low pay, poor working
conditions, and family and political ties make magistrates vulnerable to outside
pressures. In May 1992, the National Assembly, in accordance with Senegal's new
election code, abolished the Supreme Court and replaced it with three separate
courts: the Council of State for Administrative Questions, a Constitutional Council
for matters relating to the Constitution, and a Court of Appeals. The judicial re-

forms also eliminated the State Security Court, which had jurisdiction over politi-

cally motivated crimes, including those of Casamance separatists.

lliere are three other categories of special courts: the High Court of Justice, the
Court for the Repression of the Unlawful Accumulation of Wealth, and the military
court system. The High Court of Justice, created for the sole purpose of trying sen-
ior government officials for treason or malfeasance, has never met. The "illegal en-
richment" Court, which has judged only three cases since it was created in 1981,
is not currently active. The nulitary court system has jurisdiction over offenses com-
mitted by members of the armed forces during peace time. Civilians may not be
tried by military courts. The right of appeal exists in all courts except military
courts and that concerned with "illegal enrichment." There were no political pris-

oners at the end of 1992.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

Constitution prohibits arbitrary invasion of the home, and there is relatively little

government interference in the private lives of Senegalese citizens, particularly in

rural areas. Search warrants normally are required and may be issued only by
judges and in accordance with procedures established by law. In practice, however,
searches without warrants occasionally take place.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—In October and November, the army and gendarmerie shelled several south-
em Casamance villages suspected of harboring MFDC rebels. Several credible re-

ports said that children and civilian adults were killed and injured in these attacks.
A school near Oussouye in the Southeast was destroyed by the shelling. Other re-

ports said that the army killed civilians in its assault on Kaguite on September 1.

There were several reports in 1992 of extrajudicial killings by factions of the
MFDC of villagers who refused to provide food and supplies. Although it was dif-

ficult to verify the reports, MFDC rebels allegedly killed 68 civilians in 1992. At-
tacks on the Casamance villages of Tambacounda, Counbanaou, Tankoro, Kaur, Cap
Skirring and Pointe Saint G^rge were almost certainly carried out by the MFDC.
In May, Casamance villagers began retaliating against the attacks, and in incidents
at Kabadio, Kangoudi, Tankoro, and Kaur, at least 42 rebels or bandits were killed.

No one has been charged in any of the above killings. The biggest attack came on
October 26, when men presumed to belong to one faction of the MFDC attacked and
burned the fishing village of Cap Skirriiig, killing 31 people singled out as not being
from the Diola ethnic group. Most MFDC supporters are Diola, the major ethnic
£nx)up in the Casamance. In a similar attack on November 11 on the village of
Pointe Saint George, presumed MFDC rebels killed ei^t people identified as not
being Diola.
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Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech and press are protected in

the Constitution, although journalists' activities are circumscribed by legal restric-

tions against expressing views which discredit the State, incite the population to

disorder, or disseminate "false news." While Senegal's only daily newspaper is con-
trolled by the ruling Socialist Party, its coverage of the activities of opposition par-
ties expanded considerably in 1991 and has developed into almost daily news cov-

erage in 1992. A broad spectrum of thought and opinion from conservatism to Marx-
ism is widely available through regularly published magazines and weekly news-
papers. The wide variety of political views expressed in the independent press is

often critical of the Government and its programs; government ofHcials, politicians,

and the political parties participating in the Government are not immune. Publish-
ers are required to register with the Central Court prior to starting publication, but
such registrations are routinely approved. Publications, including foreign publica-

tions critical of the Government, are rarely censored or banned in Senegal.
More equitable access to the electronic media emerged as a principal opposition

demand during and after the 1988 elections. In April 1991, a National Advisory
Commission for Broadcasting was established to oversee radio and television cov-

erage of poUtical party activities. At the same time, two opposition political parties
formally joined the Government. Since then, news coverage of political parties both
within and outside of the "enlarged" Government has continued to expand; however,
the only direct access given in the electronic media to political parties has been brief

periods divided among aU parties once a week in ofl-peak hours. Liberalization of
the state-controUed broadcast media included changes in the statutes governing tel-

evision, altering television's status as a government entity and providmg somewhat
greater managerial independence. Direct competition with the government-con-
trolled Senegalese broadcast media continues to grow. Both Radio France Inter-

national and Africa Number One started retransmitting their shortwave broadcasts
on FM frequencies in Dakar in 1992.
While the independent press reports fully on events in Casamance, there is a de

facto blackout of such news in the Government press.

Schools and universities enjoy academic freedom.
b. Freedom of Peouxful Assembly and Association.—In general, Senegalese freely

exercise their constitutional rights of assembly and association, although demonstra-
tions or protest meetings against government policies are monitored closelv by secu-
rity services. Prior authorization Tor public demonstrations is required. There were
three attempted political demonstrations in 1992, and all were denied permission
to be held: the And-Jef Party wanted to demonstrate against creating a vice presi-

dential position and against changes in the Supreme Court, and a group of opposi-
tion parties wanted to demonstrate in solidarity with striking students.

Senegalese wishing to form associations must register with the Ministry of Inte-

rior (except for business-related associations, which are registered with the Ministry
of Commerce). By law and in practice, the Interior Ministry is obliged to register

such groups, so long as the objectives of association are clearly stated and are not
in violation of the law.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Constitutionally, Senegal is a secular state, and freedom
of religion is a legal right which exists in practice. Islam is the reli^on of 94 percent
of the population, but the Government has made no attempt to mtroduce Shari'a
law. Other religions are practiced freely; Catholicism attracts the second largest

number of worshipers. Missionary activity is permitted, and foreign Protestant mis-
sionaries are active in several regions of'^the country. Conversion is permitted, and
there is no discrimination against minority religions. In theory, adherence to a par-

ticular religion confers no omcial advantage or disadvantage in civil, political, eco-

nomic, military, or other sectors. However, some believe that, in practice, member-
ship in an Islamic sect affords certain political and economic privileges. Both Islamic
and Christian organizations publish periodicals. Koranic and Catholic schools exist

alongside the public school system, and the Mouride brotheihood, an Islamic sect,

is constructing an Islamic university in its headquarters city of Touba.
d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—The Constitution provides all citizens the right to travel and establish
themselves freely anywhere in Senegal, a right respectea in practice. Exit visas are
not required for travel outside the country. There is no restriction on emigration,
and repatriates are not disadvantaged on their return to Senegal. A Senegalese citi-

zen by birth may not have his citizenship annulled for any reason. A naturalized
citizen may have his citizenship revoked if it is proved in a court of law that he
obtained his citizenship fraudulently or if he has been convicted of a crime and has
been a citizen less than 15 years.
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In 1989 ethnic violence between Senegal and Mauritania resulted in a flood of ref-

ugees entering Senegal. In November the United Nations High Commissioner for

Refugees (UNHCR) recorded 54,230 registered refugees in 275 Senegalese sites

along the river border with Mauritania. The refugees have freedom ol movement
and are not subject to forced repatriation. Diplomatic relations between Senegal and
Mauritania were renewed in April, and several border crossings between me two
countries were established. Monetary problems and identification requirements pre-
vented many Mauritanian refugees from returning. The Governments of Senegal
and Mauritania are continuing quiet discussions on indemnification. The two coun-
tries still have not discussed the return of the refugees to Mauritania. The
Mauritanian Government reportedly refuses to recognize the previously documented
citizenship of those refugees who belong primarily to the Peulh ethnic group.
Because of violence and instability in the Casamance, approximately 12,000 Sen-

egalese refugees were in Guinea-Bissau and 3,000 in The Gambia at the end of
1992. Also, several thousand villagers have been displaced because of MFDC rebel
activity and interethnic violence.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Senegalese have the constitutional right to change their government through peri-
odic multiparty elections. However, the domination of Senegalese political life by the
Socialist Party, which has held power since independence, has called into question
the extent to which citizens have been able to exercise that ri^t. President Abdou
Diouf was declared reelected in 1988 with 73 percent of the votes in an election
which many people in Senegal still believe was fraudulent.
With the 1991 revision of the Electoral Code the voting age was reduced to 18

years, and the secret ballot, which had previously been optional, was made manda-
tory. Presidential elections, which had been held every 5 years, will take place every
7 years, following the scheduled February 1993 elections. There are 20 political par-
ties in Senegal, and 7 declared candidates for the presidency. The Government is

committed to reform of the political process, but some elements of the ruling Social-
ist Party have been less enthusiastic.

Opposition parties and others criticized the Government's implementation of the
1991 electoral code. Issuance of national identity cards, which are required in order
to register to vote, was slow, and many people did not receive their cards. The Gov-
ernment cited financial and human resources shortages to explain the difficulties.

Critics accused the Government of manipulating the process in an attempt to give
the cards only to government supporters.

Tensions within the Socialist Party have led to interparty violence (see Section
l.a.). The security situation in the Casamance is a cause for concern in planning
the February 1993 elections; one faction of the rebel MFDC, which clings to the idea
of independence for the region, opposes elections and has resorted to violence
against those attempting to take part in the registration process.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are at least eight Senegalese human rights associations, including the Asso-
ciation of African Jurists and the Association oT Young Senegalese Lawyers. All are
free to criticize the Government publicly, although none has done so directly. None
of these organizations is extremely active.

The Government allows human ri^ts groups, such as Amnesty International, to
investigate allegations concerning human rights abuses in Senegal and responds to
requests for iniormation about those allegations. The International Committee of
the Red Cross maintains an office in Dakar. Senegal actively promotes international
standards for human ri^ts practices; it sponsored the Organization of African Uni-
ty's (OAU) Charter on Human and People s Rights and was a founder of the OAU's
African Human Rights Commission in 1987.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution states that "men and women shall be equal in law." Officially

there is no discrimination in Senegal based on race, religion, or language. The donu-
nant religion in Senegal is Islam, and Islamic customs, including polygamy and Is-

lamic rules of inheritance, are practiced, especially in the rural areas. Despite gov-
ernment encouragement and increased educational opportunities, females still get
less than one-third of the schooling received by males. Modifications of the Family
Code adopted by the National Assembly in 1988 reinforced women's rights to di-

vorce, alimony, child support, and employment. However, Islamic and Senegalese
customs persist, and women are still confined largely to traditional roles, notably
engaging in subsistence farming. Traditional inheritance and land tenure practices
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make it difficult for women to own land and to acquire sufficient collateral to obtain
bank credit. Women usually marry young (the majority by age 16 in rural areas),

average about seven live births, and die relatively young. About 67 percent of
women between the ages of 40 and 45 live in polygamous umons.

Violence against women, usually wife beating, is not uncommon, particularly in

rural areas; however, there are no accurate statistics. Police do not normally inter-

vene in domestic disputes, and women are reluctant to go outside the family for re-

dress. Persons convicted of rape may be sentenced for up to 10 years in prison, and
more if the victim is a minor.

In mid-1992, there were numerous reports of women being kidnaped and raped
in the Casamance in connection with MFDC or bandit-related violence. Female geni-

tal mutilation (circumcision) is not practiced by Senegal's largest ethnic group, the

Wolofs, but it is performed on girls belonging to other ethnic groups. According to

an independent expert in the field, the percentage of Senegalese women who have
undergone this procedure may be as high as 50 percent. Genital mutilation gen-

erally occurs at the age of 9. Infibulation, the most extreme and dangerous form of

fenital mutilation, is practiced only by the Toucouleur and Peulh ethnic groups,

'erhaps 6 percent of &negalese women have undergone this procedure. There are

no laws or regulations prohibiting female genital mutilation. However, in 1990
President Dioui established a new ministerial-level office responsible for the welfare

of women and children. The incumbent, one of three women ministers, has promoted
programs to educate village women to the dangers of genital mutilation.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—The rights of workers in the formal sector are pro-

tected by a rigorous Labor Code. All workers have the right of association and are

free to form or join unions. A minimum of seven persons, each having worked within
the profession for at least 1 year, may form a trade union by submitting a list of

members and a charter to the Ministry of Interior. A union can be disbanded by
the Ministry if the union's activities deviate from the charter. Although unions
sometimes fail to obtain initial recognition, once received, recognition is virtually

never withdrawn. Even though they represent a small percentage of the working
population, unions wield significantpolitical influence because of their ability to dis-

rupt vital sectors of the economy. The industrial component of the total work force

of 3.9 million is almost totally unionized; more than 70 percent of the labor force

is engaged in agriculture. There are no unions in the agrarian sector except for the
CSS sugar monopoly; CSS is the only plantation in Senegal, and it offers its employ-
ees about the same standard of living as those in industry.

The National Confederation of Senegalese Workers (CNTS), the largest union or-

ganization, has close ties to the ruling Socialist Party (PS) and has a considerable

number of government positions. Whife ostensibly an independent organization, the

umbrella CNTS has supported government policies. The CNTS Secretary-CJeneral is

a National Assembly Vice President, a member of the PS Politburo, and one of

President Dioufs key advisers. The rival to CNTS is the National Union of Autono-
mous Syndicates of Senegal (UNSAS). UNSAS is a growing federation of strategi-

cally important unions, such as those of electricians, telephone and telegraph work-
ers, teaaiers, hospital and railroad workers, and sugar producers. UNSAS has no
political orientation, and its increasing membership is challenging CNTS. There also

are two smaller organizations: the Democratic Union of Senegalese Workers, which
is composed mostly of manual laborers in the private sector, and the Coordination
of Autonomous Trade Unions composed of teachers, urban transit workers, and two
smaller organizations.
The right to strike is provided in the Constitution. In 1992 a strike by bus drivers

was quickly broken when the army replaced the drivers. UNSAS-affiliated hospital

employees were on strike 3 days a week from August to October, leaving rural and
urban hospitals with limited services. In solidarity with the hospital workers, the

UNSAS electricity workers union went on strike for 3 days in October, leaving

Dakar and most of the country without power and water. The Government said the
electrical woricers sabotaged the generators, but the union denied it. UNSAS threat-

ened a general strike, but called it off when the Government agreed to negotiate

with them.
The CNTS is active in regional and international labor organizations and is the

dominant Senegalese member of the Organization of African Trade Union Unity.
UNSAS is not amliated with any regional or international labor organization.

b. Tfie Right to Organize ana Bargain Collectively.—Senegalese unions have the

right by law to organize and to bargain collectively, and these ri^ts are protected

in practice. There are also legal prohibitions governing discrimination by employers
against union members ana organizers. During 1992, there were no known in-
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stances of workers being forcibly discouraged from exercising the right to organize
and bai^ain collectively. The Ministry of Labor will intervene in disputes between
labor and management when requested, and it plays a mediation and arbitration
role in the private and state-enterjprise sectors.

Senegalese labor laws apply in principle to aU industrial firms, including those
in the export free zone in Dakar. However, firms operating in the free zone and
those elinble for benefits under the Investment Code enjoy certain exceptions to the
1989 Labor Code. These firms do not need prior government authorization to dis-

miss employees, which all other businesses in the formal sector do, and may hire
workers on the basis of temporary contracts for a period of up to 5 years.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^There were no reports of forced
labor in Senegal, and it is prohibited by law.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum age for employment
is 16 years for apprenticeships and 18 for all other types of work. Inspectors from
the Ministry of Labor closely monitor and enforce these restrictions within the for-

mal wage sector, which includes state-owned corporations, large private enterprises,

and cooperatives. On the other hand, children under 16 are frequently employed in

the much larger traditional or informal sector, and minimum age and other woik-
place regulations are not seriously enforced on family farms in rural areas and in
small, privately owned businesses.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Legislation mandating a monthly minimum
wage has been in force since independence in 1960. The actual rate is determined
by the Ministers of Labor and Finance after negotiating with the union and man-
agement councils. Recent CNTS efforts have concentrated on raising the minimum
wage for unskilled laborers, which, according to the unions, is not suiucient to main-
tain a decent standard of living. Workers must frequently supplement incomes
through second jobs and reliance on the extended family.

Within the formal economic sector, Senegalese law mandates: a standard work-
week of 40 to 48 hours for most professions; 1 month per year of annual leave; and
a variety of health benefits and safety standards. These regulations are incorporated
into the 1989 Labor Code approved by the National Assembly and are supervised
by inspectors from the Ministry of Labor. Enforcement, however, appears to be un-
even, especially outside the formal wage sector. In March Senegal suffered its worst
industrial accident ever when a tank truck of liquid ammonia exploded at Dakar's
SONACOS peanut oil factory, killing over 100 and injuring hundreds more. News-
papers and the CNTS reported that the tank had been overfilled by an untrained
person. The disaster initially prompted outcries for the enforcement of safety regula-
tions already on the books and the enactment of others, but since then uttle has
happened.
The Labor Code does not apply to the informal and a^cultural sectors. There are

no explicit legal protections for workers who file complaints about unsafe conditions.

There was an initial move to tighten enforcement oi regulations on working condi-

tions following the SONACOS explosion, but it has lost momentum. While there are
regulations on the books concerning workplace safety, they are often not enforced.

SEYCHELLES

In 1992 Seychelles continued to be ruled by President France Albert Rene, who
took power in June 1977 in a military coup d'etat. In July and November the first

multiparty elections were held since the 1977 coup. In the Julv elections, Rene's
party, the Seychelles People's Progressive Front (SPPF), benefited significantly from
various forms of governmental assistance and pressure, including reports of strong
economic leverage over voters. The July vote—which the SPPF won by 58.4 percent
to the Democratic Party's 33.7 percent—determined the delegate composition of the
electoral commission charged with drafting a new constitution.

In the November 15 referendum on the proposed constitution, the vote was 53.7
percent in favor, well short of the 60 percent required for acceptance. The voting
procedures were free and fair, but the draft constitution had been finalized in the
electoral commission after the opposition walked out, claiming the Government was
pushing through an undemocratic document which reinforced the wide powers of the
current President. At year's end, the commission was scheduled to reconvene in Jan-
uary 1993 to begin discussions with the opposition on a new draft document. In the
meantime, the Constitution based on a one-party government remained in force.

The Government retains fiill control of the Seychelles security apparatus, which
includes about 800 anny personnel and a people s militia of about 2,000. The secu-

rity forces' close ties to the ruling party, the SPPF, serve to intimidate the opposi-
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tion and weaken the democratic process. This was particularly true before and after

the July elections, when the security forces harassed opposition campainiers, tore

down opposition posters, and assaulted members of opposition parties. Both military

and ponce personnel were responsible for instances oi Tbrutality during and after the
July elections, including an assault on a Roman Catholic seminarian. There were
no data available from the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency on
Seychelles' total annual military expenditures. However, military and police expend-
itures, whidi are relatively high for Seychelles' small population, are included in the
same budget item and are expected to remain at current levels.

Althou^ private enterprise and private property are permitted, the public and
quasi-public sectors drive the economy. The Government, through the Seychelles
Marketing Board, other state organizations, and banking regulations, controls the
importation, licensing, and distribution of virtually all goods and services and exer-

cises significant control over all phases of the economy. Tourism is the most impor-
tant sector, directly accounting for over 10 percent of the gross domestic product.

Human rights remained circumscribed in 1992, although the Government made
Progress toward political reforms in holding multiparty elections. The continued
omination by the SPPF Giovemment of all sectors of the country's political and eco-

nomic life and, in particular, the Government's use of excessive force and harass-
ment tactics against opposition political forces in the electoral process detracted
from reform measures, mcluding constitutional reform. Reform steps in 1992 in-

cluded permitting increased freedom of speech and press, rescinding the Public Se-
curity Act, which allowed the President to order indefinite detention in security
cases, and permitting the return of many of the most prominent dissidents and ex-

iles, including former president James Mancham.
In 1992 the Government started a process of "delinking" the armed forces from

their intimate association with the SPPF, as recommended by the Commonwealth
group which observed the July elections. In December the Deputy Secretaiy-General
of the SPPF, James Michel, was removed as chief of staff of the defense forces.

There was as yet no indication, however, that the SPPF had actually relinquished
control over the armed forces.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no such killings in 1992.
However, the security forces used excessive force on several occasions during the
electoral process. In particular, a violent clash between government and opposition

forces on the island of Praslin led to the death of one opposition supporter in a
melee following the Julv elections. No one was punished in this incident.

b. Disappearance.—^Tiiere were no reports of disappearance.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

The Constitution expressly forbids torture. Nonetheless, in 1992 security forces used
brutal and abusive practices against members of opposition political parties as well

as against independent Seychellois observers who were attempting to record their

actions. For example, on the day following the elections, soloiers beat opposition
journalist Roger Mancieime with gun butts; he was attempting to photograph them
beating up Democratic Party supporters in front of the Democratic Party office.

Similarly, on the same day security forces severely beat Roman Catholic seminarian
Eric Leon when he tried to photograph them tearing down opposition posters on the
island of IVaslin. The security forces involved were not puni^ed.

Living conditions at Police Bay prison are Spartan and have not improved since

church leaders were allowed to visit the prison in 1990. Access to the facility is se-

verely limited, and inmates cannot receive printed or broadcast news from the out-

side world.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—The Penal Code provides that persons ar-

rested must be brought before a magistrate within 48 hours. In nonpoUtical cases,

this provision is applied in practice, and the detainee can effectively seek judicial

review of the legality of detention (habeas corpus). Bail is available in most cases,

as is free legal counsel for indigents.
Police sometimes hold persons for 24 hours for "questioning" regarding alleged

antigovemment activities. In late 1989, the Attorney General determined that the
period of initial detention could be extended to 48 or 72 hours, provided that an ac-

tive investigation was being conducted "with reasonable dispatch." Defense attor-

neys have excellent access to detainees and can readily ascertain whether there is

an active investigation.

Following the July elections, numerous Democratic Party and other opposition
supporters were rounded up and briefly detained by the police. For example, an op-
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position journalist not aflUiated with the Democratic Party was briefly arrested for

taking pictures of the police as they beat Democratic Party supporters on the day
after the elections.

In the past, the Government also used the Public Security Act (PSA), which al-

lowed in(&finite detention in security cases, to intimidate human rights monitors
and other critics. Arrests and detentions under this Act were considered administra-
tive rather than criminal in nature, and the procedural protections applicable in

criminal cases generally did not apply. Responding to domestic and international
criticism, the Government rescinded the Act in September.

In 1992 most prominent dissidents, including former president James Mancham,
returned from ejcile. The dissidents' prospects upon return have been limited, how-
ever, by continued control by SPPF sympathizers of employment and housing oppor-
tunities in the largely state-dominated economic sector. In addition, opposition fig-

ures' properties confiscated by the Rene regime without just compensation in past
years nave been retained by the Government, and at years end some of these prop-
erties were being permanently distributed to SPPF supporters. The Government has
refused to allow politically hostile foreigners to visit Seychelles, most notably the
former Seychelles honorary consul in Germany.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The judicial system is patterned on English com-
mon law (e.g., public trial by jury) but influenced by the Napoleonic Code, particu-

larly in civil matters (e.g., torts and contracts). The judijciary includes the mag-
istrate's (or small claims) court, the Supreme (or trial) Court, and the Court of Ap-
peals. Criminal cases are heard bv a magistrate or bjr the Supreme Court, depend-
ing on the gravity of the offense. A jury is called only in cases of murder or treason.
Trials are public, and the State bears the burden of proving the defendant's guilt.

The defendant has the right to be present at the trial, to confront witnesses, and
to appeal. Indigent defendants are provided free legal counsel.

Judges, primarily from African and Asian countries, are provided under arrange-
ments with the Commonwealth of Nations. In ordinary cases, they have exhibited
some independence from the Government, although they are sometimes subject to

government pressure. Most political and security cases never come to trial and are
handled outside the court system. There are few procedural safeguards in such
cases, of which there were none in 1992. Participants in President Rene's 1977 coup
d'etat and high government officials are generally shielded from prosecution by the
judicial system.
The President exercises quasi-judicial powers. He not only has appointment au-

thority but also broad detention authority when public security is deemed to be in-

volved, notwithstanding repeal of the PSA. Seychelles law requires that a member
of the armed forces be tried by court-martial unless the President decrees otherwise.
In the past, this has allowed criminals with military ties to protect themselves from
prosecution for offenses committed against civilians. In 1992 there were no known
political detainees or prisoners.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The au-
thorities have broad powers for search and seizure without a warrant and have used
this authority in the past to suppress dissenting opinion. The Grovemment may le-

gally open domestic and international mail, but this practice may be declining. Key
positions in the Government are reserved for SPPF members and sympathizers, es-

pecially in politically important sectors such as the office that distributes low-cost
government housing and land.

The Government requires all students applving to the Polytechnic, Seychelles'

most prestigious learning institution, to attend the National Youth Service (NYS),
a year-long, paramilitary, political, and social training program run by SPPF par-

tisans which promotes the political program of the Rene regime. The Government's
requirement serves to force partisan political indoctrination upon Seychellois who
seek to continue their education in their own country.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech is theoretically protected
under the 1979 Constitution. Since Rene's announcement of democratization in late

1991, limited freedom of speech has been tolerated. Certain subjects—such as high-
level corruption—remain taboo. Legislation provides up to 3 years' imprisonment for

anyone who, with intent to bring the President into natred, ridicule, or contempt,
disseminate any defamatoiy or insulting matter, whether in writing, print, word of
mouth, or any other manner. This same legislation authorizes a 2-year sentence for

anyone who prints, supplies, distributes, reproduces, or has in his possession or con-

trol any publication banned by the Government for security reasons. Despite such
attempts at censorship, the Seychelles independent press took increasing liberties

with tne President's reputation.
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The Government controls the principal newspaper and all local radio and tele-

vision broadcasting. The Ministry of Information publishes the only local daily

newspaper, the Nation, which presents the news with a government bias and does
not publish independent viewpoints on political matters. Nevertheless, throughout
the heated referendum campaign, radio and television broadcast long critiques of
the proposed constitution by opposition figures and religious leaders.

In 1992 Seychelles made progress in respecting freedom of speech and press, with
many new newspapers and journals published, generally by rival political parties.

Criticism of the nnesident (including innuendio r^ardmg corruption) was widely
seen in political posters and carried m the opposition press, including in Regar and
the Seychelles Weekly (former President Manchams newspaper). The Catholic

Church publishes a Uvely monthly magazine, Ek:ho des lies, which often runs edi-

torials and letters criticizing the Government. The S^cheUes Island Journal—

a

paper published abroad by exiles until 1992—^resumed publication in Seychelles
without government harassment. In general, international publications are imported
and sold without hindrance.

In 1992 state-owned radio and television stations continued their pro-SPPF'cov-
erage but also regularly broadcast items critical of the Government in news pro-

grams. The local clergy broadcast independent views during weekly religious pro-

grams. The country's two largest denominations, the Roman Catholic and the Angli-
can Churches, took advantage of free air time to conmient on social and political

issues.

Foreign broadcasts are widely heard and are unhindered. However, the Govern-
ment has increased its range of available controls over broadcasts and telecommuni-
cations originating in Seychelles throu^ the Broadcasting Telecommunications Act
of 1988. This Act authorizes the Government to restrict the transmission of mes-
sages and to prohibit the broadcast of any material deemed objectionable. The Act
also allows government ofKcials to enter any premises and examine any apparatus.
There are no universities in Seychelles, and hi^er education is generally limited

to practical training and vocational sdiool. The local faculty is largely apolitical, and
consequently academic fi%edom has not been an issue. However, the Director of the
prestigious Polytechnic was fired, presumably because of her links to an opposition

party.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—In the past, the Grovemment

has been quick to move against unauthorized demonstrations and has made arrests

under an old British colonial law whidi prohibits unlawful assembly without a gov-

ernment permit. In 1992 the Government permitted regular political demonstrations
and meetings but did not set clear policies regarding assembly, and it occasionally

intervened without reasonable cause to arrest opposition supporters. For example,
in July it arrested a number of people peacefully gathering in front of an opposition

Karty headquarters for no apparent purpose otiier than intimidation. Earlier, in

[arch SPPF supporters broke up an opposition rally with violence. Police refused
to intervene until their station came under attack. Following the violence, the Gov-
ernment suspended all party rallies for 2 weeks.
T^e Grovemment increasingly tolerated opposition parties and organizations, but

all associations, clubs, and ouier organizations still require government permission
to organize. In accordance with President Rene's December 1991 commitment, the
Government allowed opposition political parties to form, and there were eight par-
ties by year's end. However, the SPPF Government used a variety of tactics, includ-

ing detention powers, to ensure the primacy of the SPPF.
c. Freedom of Religion.—^There is no religious persecution in Seychelles, and

church services are widely attended. The Roman Catholic, Anglican, and other
Christian denominations worship finely, and Muslims and Hindus are not restricted

in their religious practices. In general, the Government routinely approves local

church requests to bring in foreign missionaries. Roman Catholics maxe up about
90 percent of the population, and Anglicans account for another 5 percent. There
are also active and growing Pentacostal, Seventh-Day Adventist, and other evan-
gelical Protestant churches.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^There are no restrictions on internal travel. Historically, Seychellois
nave been free to travel abroad as well, although the 1991 Passport Act, allows the
Government to deny passport services to any Seychellois citizen if the Minister of
Defense (currently the President) finds this in "the national interest." The new law
was proposed after the Supreme Court ruled in 1990 that the Government had no
basis for refusing to renew the passport of exiled dissident Katherine Pillay. Under
the Act, there is no recourse to ju(ucial review. There were no known asylum re-

quests in 1992.
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Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

In 1992 citizens still did not have this ri^t, and President Rene and the
Seychelles People's Pnwressive Front (SPPF) continued to dominate the political

process. The failure of the SPPF-dominated constitutional commission's draft to win
the reauired 60 percent approval of the electorate leaves the timing of the
Seychelles democratization program uncertain. The defeat of the proposed new con-
stitution was widely seen as a victory for the opposition. The churches, particularly
the Catholic Church, played a m^jor role in defeating the proposed document. The
SPPF must now work with the opposition to prepare a new constitution acceptable
to 60 percent of the electorate.

The 1979 Constitution provides that the SPPF mav nominate only one candidate
for President of the Republic. President Rene was the only candidate in the June
1989 presidential election, receiving over 96 percent of the vote. The present Peo-
ple's Assembly is largely subordinate to the President and the party and routinely
approves all bills proposed by the Government. President Rene's commitment to de-
mocracy remains ambiguous; in speeches in 1992 he promised a more open poUtical
process but then condemned his opposition opponents.
There are no leiral restrictions against the participation of women or minority

groups in politics. The Ministers of Foreign Affairs and Education are women, and
uiere are other prominent women in high positions. Still, women are
underrepresented in the Government.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation (fAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are no private groups devoted exclusively to investigating human rights
practices in Seydielles, and, notwithstanding the reform program, it is uncertain
whether the Government would permit such independent groups to form. However,
the churdies have been strong voices for human ri^ts and democratization, and
other organizations critical of the Government have suffered no apparent repercus-
sions. For example, following clear government abuses of human rights that oc-
curred after the July elections, the Seychelles Bar Association boycotted court pro-
ceedings in protest. The protest lasted several weeks but eventual]^ collapsed in the
face of governmental indifference. Requests for information from foreign organiza-
tions are sent to the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, who acts as an intenocutor
between human ri^ts groups and the Government. There were no known inter-
national requests for investigations in 1992.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

There is no discrimination in housing, employment, education, or other social
services based on sex or racial, ethnic, national, or religious identification. Women
enioy hi^ status in this essentially matriarchal society. They have the same legal,

political, economic, and social rights as men. A 1991 uN. study indicates that fe-

males receive the same years of schooling as males.
Violence against women, particularly wife beating, does occur in Seychelles, but,

according to medical personnel, is not widespread and not tolerated by the Govern-
ment or the courts. Women have frequently used a procedure providing for a bond
"to keep the peace" of up to approximately $200 on someone using or threatening
violence. Married women may easily obtain exclusion orders against abusive hus-
bands and fiiequently do. Violence against women, whether domestic or otherwise,
is considered assault and is subject to criminal prosecution. Police have no hesi-
tation in intervening in domestic disputes in which violence has occurred or is

threatened.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right (^Association.—Workers do not have the ri^t to form or join unions
of their own choosing, nor are the unions independent of the Government or the rul-
ing party, even thou^ the Government is a member of the International Labor Or-
fanization (ILO) and has ratified ILO Convention 87 on Freedom of Association. The
LO's Committee of Experts 1992 report stated that Seychelles has established a
system of trade union monopoly, which is contraiy to Convention 87. AU workers
(except for some temporary workers) must belong to the National Workers Union
(NWU), and a percentage of their social security contributions finances the NWU.
The SPPF oonfaols the NWlTs funds and appoints its leaders. Workers are per-
mitted to vote for their shop stewards (also called works committee members), but
all candidates are screened in advance by the NWU executive secretariat, which has
the power to dismiss any elected shop steward.
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Althou^ a draft trade union industrial act would legalize other workers' organi-

zations, as of late December the law remained unchanged. The NWU aggressively

sought to coerce Seychelles employers to sign closed shop agreements prior to the
change in the law.

Workers and their leaders have no legal right to strike or initiate any industrial

action except with the prior permission of the SPPF Central Committee. Workers
at the public utility commission struck briefly in 1992, and port workers practiced

"slow downs" to seek higher wages.
The NWlTs only international afliliation is with the Organization of African

Trade Union Unity, but it maintains close relations with the Communist-dominated
World Federation of Trade Unions.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^With only one party-domi-
nated union confederation permitted, there are serious limitations on workers' right

to organize. The NWU constitution calls for union members to be protected "from
victimization in the carrying out of legitimate trade union activity" and requires its

executive board to investigate shop steward dismissals to ensure that the dismissals

are not based on union-related activities. In the event of a disagreement between
the NWU and a company over a shop steward's dismissal, the party would make
the final determination.
Free collective bargaining is not practiced in Seychelles. The Government has the

right to review and approve all collective bai;gaining agreements from the public and
private sectors. There is little flexibility in the setting of wages. The Government
and state-owned companies, which employ about 70 percent of the labor force, have
mandatory wage scales for their employees, based on job classification. Most private

employers run very small establishments, and wages in the private sector are gen-
erally set by individual agreements between employer and employee; however, in

the few larger businesses where collective bargaining is used, wage scales are sub-

ject to the Government's right of review amd approval.

In practice, private employers ofl;en follow public sector wage scales when setting

salary levels, although they frequentty pajyr somewhat more than the Government
in order to attract qualified workers. The Employment Act of 1985, Seychelles' basic

labor law, vests the Ministry of Employment and Social Affairs with authority to

establish and enforce employment terms, conditions, and benefits. Workers have fre-

quently obtained recourse against their employers through the Ministry. Although
amendments passed in 1990 resulted in a modest simplification and liberalization

of the basic labor law, the amendments did not significantly modify the Govern-
ment's dominant role in setting terms and conditions of employment.
There are no export processing zones in Seychelles.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is pro-

hibited by law and does not exist in practice.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum age for employment
is 15, and children are required to attend school until the lOth grade or the age of

17, whichever occurs first. The Government strongly encourages children to ralfill

a year of National Youth Service (NYS) before entering the work force at the age
of 18 or going to the Polytechnic School for Vocational Training, and it discourages

public or private sector employment of workers under 18 years of age. The Govern-
ment offers voluntary short-term (up to 6 months) work programs for school leavers

not participating in the NYS. Children in these programs receive a training stipend

whidi is below the minimum wage. The Government effectively enforces its child

labor laws through regular inspections by the Ministry of Employment and Social

Aff"airs.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Seychelles has a complicated minimum wage
scale, administratively regulated by the Government, which covers the public and
garastatal (state-owned) sectors and differentiates among various job classifications,

iven the free public services that are available, primarily in the areas of health

and education, a single salary at the low end of the pay scale provides a family with
a decent, if Spartan, standard of living. Many families deal with Seychelles' hi^h
cost of living by earning two or more incomes. The Ministry of Employment and So-

cial Affairs enforces minimum wage regulations. Due to a labor shortage, the pre-

vailing wage rates in the private sector are considerably higher than the legally re-

quired puDlic sector minimum, and workers have little reason to accept lower than
minimum wage.
The legal maximum workweek varies from 35 to 40 hours, depending on the eco-

nomic sector. Each full-time worker is entitled to a half-hour break per day and a
minimum of 21 days of paid annual leave. Workers are permitted to work overtime
up to 60 additional hours per month. The Government enforces these ceilings,

though it is possible that some occasional abuses do occur.
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The Govenunent issued comprehensive revised occupational health and safety
regulations in October 1991. The Ministry of Employment and Social Affairs is re-

sponsible for enforcing these regulations. Inspectors enforce safety standards
through regular workplace visits, and the Government protects the identity of worit-

ers who complain of hazardous conditions. Occupational injuries are most common
in the construction and marine and port industries.

I

SIERRA LEONE

On April 29, 1992, a military coup led by Captain Valentine Strasser and a small
cadre of soldiers from the Sierra Leone-Liberia war front ended the government of

President Joseph Momoh. President Momoh's All Peoples' Congress (APC) party had
held power since 1978. Under the decrees of the new National Provisional Ruling
Council (NPRC), government policy is directed by the Supreme CouncU of State
(SCS) which consists of Captain Strasser and his immediate NPRC military sup-
porters. Captain Strasser serves as Chairman of the NPRC and Chief of State.

There is only one civilian member of the SCS. All government functions, including
the military and police, are under the direction of the SCS and NPRC. Although the
NPRC declared itself in favor of free, multiparty elections, none were scheduled, nor
were political parties allowed to form.
The Republic of Sierra Leone Military Forces (RSLMF) are engaged in the Sierra

Leone-Liberia border war against the National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL)
and, increasingly, with rebel Sierra Leonean forces. Althou^ the April 29 coup was
in part motivated by dissatisfaction among frontline troops (including Strasser), and
the NPRC set as its primary objective bringing the war to an end, only limited

progress was made toward achieving that goal. Total military expenditures for 1989,
the last year for which the U.S. Arais Control and Disarmament Agency conducted
a detailed analysis, were roughly estimated to be $5.5 million. As a result of the
March 1991 NPFL incursion, the ongoing conflict with dissident rebel forces, and
Sierra Leonean participation in the regional peacekeeping force in Liberia, there is

no indication that efforts will be made to reduce military expenditures in the near
future. While official information was sparse both preceding and following the April
29 coup, and few observers were allowed to journey to the front, there continued
to be reports of human ri^ts abuses on all sides, including summary executions
and torture.

Over 70 percent of Sierra Leone's 4.3 million population is involved in some aspect
of agriculture, mainly subsistence farming. Although the country is rich in minerals,
including titanium-bearing rutile, gold, and diamonds, official receipts from legal ex-

ports of gold and diamonds have decreased over recent years; significant portions
of these resources depart the country outside legal and authorized channels. The po-
tentially lucrative fishing industry brought few public benefits, and tourism de-

clined. Under both the APC and the NPRC, the Government has adhered to a struc-

tural adjustment program which was backed by the International Monetary Fund
and which has raised revenue from diamond exports and customs duties levied on
imports.
Although the 1991 Constitution contained provisions for basic human rights and

held a promise for democratic government, little real progress was made under
Momoh's one-party government. In preparation for multiparty elections promised for

late 1992, more than half a dozen political parties attempted to oi^anize; all of them
complained of harassment and threats from the APC government. The APC at-

tempted to stifle criticism, and little progress was made in freedom of speech and
press. The same 1991 Constitution technically remains in force under the NPRC,
but its status has been further clouded by a series of decrees and public notices.

These undermined such basic rights as freedom of speech, freedom of assembly, free-

dom of the press, freedom from arrest without charge, and the right to a speedy
trial. Political parties have been banned. At the end of the year, 29 people accused
of coup plotting were executed.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—During the last week of 1992, an es-

timated 29 persons, both civilian and military, were summarily executed by military

firing squads. They were accused of participating in a failed coup. While some were
triea in secret by a military tribunal, all were executed without right of appeal and
probably without due process of law.
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In the aftermath of the April coup, there were reports of summaiy executions of
alleged looters. Eyewitnesses have reported at least one case of a motorist being
beaten, possibly to death, by traffic police. Army personnel stood by while the motor-
ist was being beaten. Thirty-seven people were killed in the aftermath of the April
coup, mostly through random violence. (See Section l.g. for reports of otner
extrajudicial killings.)

b. Disappearance.—^Reports of the disappearance of captured suspected NPFL
rebels continued. The NFRC government denies these and insists that it is imple-
menting an amnesty program for civilians and rebels returning from disputed terri-

tories. Although several hundred "rebels" were reported to have surrendered shortly
after the NPRC takeover, there have been few reports of additional surrenders. Mi-
chael O'Neill, a relief worker, was kidnaped by rebel forces in Koidu on October 24
and released on November 29.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Although the 1991 Constitution prohibits torture, there were reports of police mis-
treatment of suspects during interrogation and arrest. Military personnel sometimes
physically abused civilians, including clergy. Officials responsible for such abuse
were not punished by the Government, although one official was removed from his
post, (See Section l.g. for reports of mistreatment of civilians by the RSLMF and
WFL.)

Prison conditions remained poor. Detainee cells often lack beds or toilet facilities.

Overcrowding is the norm, and Freetown's Pademba Road Prison, which was built
to accommodate several hundred, holds more than 600 inmates. Deaths in prison
due to malnutrition and inadequate medical attention are common. The NPRC is-

sued instructions for humane treatment, including medical care, of the detainees
from the April coup. These instructions have been followed.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—The 1991 Constitution sets 10 days as
the maximum period of permissible detention without charge to investigate com-
plaints in cases of capital offenses, offenses carrying life imprisonment, or economic
or environmental offenses. Other offenses carry a maximum detention period of 72
hours. This has seldom been observed in practice. Foreigners are often released but
may not depart the country. The laws provide that detainees must have access to
legal counsel, families, and medical care, but authorities do not always respect these
provisions unless detainees can afford legal counsel to demand compliance.
The NPRC has held 50 former senior APC government officials in jail without

charge since the coup. Some other civilians. Including relatives of former APC offi-

cials, remain In detention without charge or trial. In November and December, 27
people were detained for alleged subversion. Press reports indicate that they were
arrested for suspected activities "not in the interests of the State." Some In each
group were among those executed on December 29 (see Section l.a.).

Fifteen survivors out of 60 Llberians detained since 1989 for rebel activity were
released by the NPRC immediately aft,er the April 29 coup. The others died in de-
tention. Soldiers commonly arrest or detain civilians without charge. Relatives are
not formally notified, but the authorities generally respond to inquiries. Two foreign
diamond dealers were detained and beaten on suspicion of diamond smuggling.
The Government provides legal representation for the Indigent only in cases of

capital offenses. Lack of counsel in other cases frequently leads to abuse. Many indi-

f[ent detainees are ignorant of their rights and assume, sometimes correctly, that
aw enforcement or judicial authorities will be paid by the accuser to rule against
them. The Society for the Protection of Human Rights provides free legal counsel
to some indigent detainees.

Police and security agencies may recommend to the President or Chief of State
that a person be detained Indefinitely on suspicion of threatening national security.

Under NPRC decree, any police officer or any member of the armed forces, with ap-
proval of the Council, may arrest without warrant any person whom he suspects has
acted or is about to act in a manner prejudicial to public safety or to public order.

After an initial 24-hour detention, the person may remain in detention based on
written permission from the NPRC. By decree, the NPRC may direct that any per-
son be detained without judicial review where it considers such detention in the in-

terest of public safety or public order. Thus, there are inadequate safeguards
against arbitrary or unjust detentions and no provisions for their formal review.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Sierra Leone has two judicial systems: the regular
courts and the local or traditional courts. The regular court system reflects British
influence and consists of the Supreme Court, an intermediate Court of Appeals, a
High Court of Magistrates, and Magistrates' Courts. There are criminal and civil

courts. Defendants are allowed to choose counsel, but many persons cannot afford
legal representation. Decisions by lower courts may be appealed. Indigenous ethnic
leaders preside over the local courts and administer tribal law, particularly in many
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family matters. The local courts are often the only legal institution in rural areas.
In December the NPRC issued Decree No. 12, establishing a military tribunal which
may try both militaiy and civilians for serious crimes (including treason, murder,
manslaughter, and aggravated robbery). The tribunal's decision may not be ap-
pealed, and punishment may include the death penalty. The Government claims
that this tribunal tried and sentenced those executed on December 29.
The courts frequently grant attorneys' requests for adjournment or postponement;

there are delays of up to 2 years in bringing cases to trial. The NPRC nas appointed
commissions of inquiiy to mvestigate corruption. Tlie commissions have been slow
and generally inefficient. They have not so lar led to any civilian chaises. Hearings
of the commissions are public.

While the 1991 Constitution included provisions to strengthen the judiciary's
independence from political manipulation, under both the Momoh Government and
the NPRC the judiciary remained responsive to political influence and manipulation.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, FamUy, Home, or Correspondence.—^The
1991 Constitution prohibits arbitrary invasion of the home; however, in security
cases, authorities are empowered to enter homes without a search warrant. NPRC
decrees which prohibit persons from orally or otherwise attempting to influence pub-
lic opinion in a manner deemed prejudicial to public safety or tranquility could
apply also to actions or conversation within homes. To prevent a person from acting
in a manner prejudicial to public safety, there are NPRC decrees which state that
the Council may issue an order prohibiting or restricting the possession or use by
the person of any speciiic articles. The Council also may impose on a person deten-
tion or restrictions regarding his employment or business, his association or commu-
nication with other persons, and his activities relating to the dissemination of news
or the propagation of opinion.
Persons are prohibited from hoarding essential commodities. The NPRC can req-

uisition from individuals foodstuffs, vehicles, and goods with compensation deter-
mined by the NPRC. Similarly, the NPRC may require persons or businesses to
store and transport goods and may also estabH^ the prices charged. Senior police
and military officers may enter and search (without a warrant) any premises, or
stop and search any vehicle, and stop and question any person.
Under NPRC decrees the Government has the right to interfere with correspond-

ence and may censor letters and telegrams. There are reports of censorship of pri-
vate mail.
There have been numerous occasions of abusive treatment of ordinary citizens by

soldiers, including forced entry into homes, robberies, and assaults. The NPRC
formed a military tribunal to deal with such crimes, but actual punishment of of-

fending soldiers has been sporadic. Several, however, are under death sentences for
the most serious crimes. In addition, immediately after the coup, Freetown citizens
were forcibly impressed into service to clean city streets.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—Conflict in Sierra Leone's Eastern and Southern Provinces along the Libe-
rian border continued as RSLMF forces fought Liberian (NPFL) incursions as well
as rebel forces. This resulted in human rights violations on all sides, and an un-
known number of deaths. Civilians in the areas of conflict were forced to flee.

Youths aged 12 to 15 are believed to be impressed into fighting by the rebels.
(jovemment forces took severe action against suspected rebels and their support-

ers; there are several credible reports of summary executions of prisoners. Public
humiliation of captives, including disfigurement, beating, or parading them naked
are not uncommon actions. Display of human skulls on military vehicles in the inte-
rior is not uncommon; religious leaders have called on the Government to stop the
display of rebel heads (and other body parts) and to halt executions of rebels with-
out trial.

Rebel troops too have targeted civilians. One report indicates that rebel forces be-
headed two traditional chiefs. A credible source reported that rebels burned the
town of Tawahun and may have killed up to 200 civilians.

Government and rebel forces have harassed relief workers and stolen their vehi-
cles, making food distribution efforts to displaced persons very difficult.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech is provided by the Constitu-
tion, but the Giovemment legally may abridge freedom of expression if it deems na-
tional security to be endangered. The NPRC, like the APC, severely restricted this
freedom. By decree, the NPRC prohibits attempts to influence public opinion in a
manner likely to be prejudicial to public safety, public tranquility, public order, or
the maintenance of supplies and services essential to the community. Criticizing
government leaders or offending the dignity of tiie state are criminal offenses.
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The NPRC also may prevent or restrict the publication of material which it be-

lieves to be prejudicial, including newspapers, documents, and photographs. Publish-
ing a report or statement which is likely to cause alarm or despondency or to be
prejudicial to public safety, public tranquility, and public order is also an offense

and subject to fine and/or imprisonment. The Government describes this and similar

measures as "emergency powers" necessitated by the war in the eastern part of the
country. The Government has not used this authority but regularly calls for "respon-
sible journalism" (i.e., journalism which does not undermine the NPRC). Editors
have been detained for one or more nights because of perceived offensive reporting.

There are more than a dozen active newspapers, only one of which is controlled

directly by the Government. The APC and former president Momoh were intolerant

of criticism and subjected nonsupportive publications and journalists to harassment
concerning licensing as well as occasional charges of libel. Four papers were banned
by the APC for being improperly registered. A foreign journalist was detained brief-

ly while attempting to cover the war. As a result, journalists practiced self-censor-

ship.

The NPRC practices restrictions similar to those of the previous government. One
paper was banned for 2 weeks for publishing an article about the arrival of Russian
war materiel. Two editors were imprisoned; one was subsequently released, and the
second has remained in prison (with a 1-week break) since April. In both cases they
were accused of "seditious libel." Under the NPRC, editors who published articles

displeasing to the NPRC were summoned to State House to receive veiled warnings
and some were publicly castigated. In September a lieutenant at a checkpoint 38
miles from Freetown detained a schoolboy for 2 days because the adolescent had
been carrying an article the lieutenant deemed "seditious." Given these cir-

cumstances, editors under the NPRC continued to exercise self-censorship.

The more functional of the country's two radio stations is government controlled

and only reflects the views of the Government. There is no television.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The 1991 Constitution pro-

vides for freedom of assembly as well as the right to form economic, social, and pro-

fessional organizations. Before the coup, a number of political parties had been
formed but were harassed by the Government. The APC banned rallies. All political

parties were banned by the NPRC. Gatherings in support of the NPRC continue;
there have been no attempts to demonstrate against the NPRC. Under
antidisturbance legislation, the NPRC may grant broad powers of arrest to public,

military, or other authorized persons in any area or situation in which, in its opin-

ion, there is or is likely to be difficulty in preserving "public safety" and "order" (see

Section l.d.).

c. Freedom of Religion.—Freedom of religion is guaranteed by the 1991 Constitu-

tion, and historically Sierra Leoneans have displayed religious tolerance. Muslims
(the largest religious group). Christians, animists, and adherents of other faiths

practice their beliefs freely; they can publish and distribute religious materials and
conduct religious education without government interference. Sierra Leoneans are
free to choose their religious affiliation, and conversions are not restricted except by
family or community pressure. Althou^ most clergy are indigenous, foreign mis-
sionaries are active.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^There are no legal restrictions on travel within the country; however,
military and paramilitaiy checkpoints can delay travel and requests from soldiers

for money, transport, or goods are not unusual. Sierra Leoneans seeking to travel

outside the country must present an NPRC exit authorization which includes proof

of payment of taxes. There are no restrictions on emigration or repatriation. The
former government expelled, without due process, two foreigners who were long-

term residents of Sierra Leone. One was accused of diamond smuggling; the other

had made public statements which angered the Government.
Sierra Leone continues to be host to about 7,600 Liberian refugees. Continuing

conflict in the primarily agricultural eastern and southern provinces displaced an
estimated 200,000 Sierra Leoneans, placed a severe strain on the local economy, and
in particular, reduced food production. The United Nations High Commissioner for

Refugees (UNHCR) provides relief aid to 5,600 refugees at the Waterloo Refugee
Camp near Freetown. Refugees are not forced by the Government to return to coun-
tries in which they fear persecution. However, many leave Sierra Leone either be-

cause of fighting along the Sierra Leone-Liberia border or because they fear being
considered rebel sympathizers. Many refugees relocate to areas in Guinea or Libe-

ria, where their own ethnic groups traditionally have lived.
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Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

While the 1991 Constitution provides for the right to change the Government
through direct elections of the President and Parliament by secret ballot, citizens

were not able to exercise this right. President Momoh and the APC had promised
elections by the autumn of 1992 but did not hold them before the April 29 coup.

Momoh and the APC allowed political parties to form but banned all political rallies

and harassed opponents, making effective organization almost impossible. In one
case, a government worker who publicly supported an opposition party was lired

from his job.

The NPRC has stated that the country will be returned to civilian rule and ap-

pointed a committee for this purpose on December 8. However, no time frame has
been specified, parties are banned, and the Government says it must end the border
flghting before holding elections. Senior government officials are appointed by the

NPRC.
A traditional system of local government operates in provincial areas but has been

severely restricted by both the APC and the NPRC. Paramount chiefs are elected

for life by members of the local chiefdom councils; some paramount chiefs wield con-

siderable authority in local issues. Several women have been elected paramount
chief. There are no women in senior government positions.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The Government allows visits by intemationeil human rights organizations. The
International Committee of the Red Cross has visited former APC government offi-

cials detained in prison.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Discrimination occurs, although it is not officially sanctioned. Tribal loyalties re-

main important factors in government, military, and business actions. The Momoh
government was accused of special consideration for persons of Limba descent
(Momoh's ethnic group). The NPRC is heavily Mende, and a majority of appointees

are colleagues from the same ethnic group. Complaints of favoritism in government
appointments and contracts, military conmiissions, and promotions based on ethnic

background, poUtical affiliation, nepotism, and graft were common during the

Momoh Government.
There have been similar complaints about the ethnic character of NPRC appoint-

ments.
Citizens of non-African descent face political restrictions; for example, citizens of

Lebanese origin may hold Sierra Leonean passports but may not run for Parliament
(presently disbanded). Lebanese Christian residents of one city accused NPRC offi-

cials and RSLMF officers of supporting efforts to drive them from their homes and
businesses in favor of the Lebanese Shi'a community. Citizens of non-African de-

scent often are scapegoats for the country's economic difficulties, and the resident

Indian and Lebanese communities experience harassment (see Section l.d.).

Women in Sierra Leone are provided equal rights by the Constitution and are rep-

resented in many occupations. Laws on inheritance and marriage, however, are dis-

criminatory. The status of women varies widely in different parts of the country and
depends heavily on the traditions of their ethnic group. In practice, women do not

have equal access to education, economic opportunities, health facilities, or social

freedoms. The average schooling level for women is maikedly below that of males
(a 1991 U.N. study showed that they receive one-fourth the schooling of males, and
only 6 percent of women are literate). At the university level, men predominate.
There is at least one recently formed women's rights group.

Violence against women, especially wife beating, is common. The police are un-
likely to intervene in domestic disputes except in cases of severe injury or death.

Few cases of violence against women come to court. The issue receives no govern-

ment attention. In a mid-year incident, a prominent non-NPRC government em-
ployee was abducted, beaten, and raped. She claimed the attackers were prominent
members of the armed forces and civilian government officials. The (jovemment has
not taken meaningful judicial action nor made arrests. Female genital mutilation

(circumcision) is legal and widely practiced, especially in traditional tribal groups
and among the less educated. According to an independent expert in the field, the

percentage of Sierra Leonean women who have undei;gone this procedure may be
as high as 80 percent. Ritual murders ofyoung girls have been reported.
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Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.
—^The 1991 Constitution provides for the right of asso-

ciation, ana all workers, including civil servants, have the right to join trade unions
of their choice. Unions are independent of the Government. Individual labor unions
have by custom joined the Sierra Leone Labor Congress (SLLC), and all unions are

members of SLLC. Membership is, however, voluntary. There is no legal prohibition

against the SLLC leadership holding political ofiice, and leaders have also held
ouier government appointed positions. Under the Trade Union Act, any five persons
may form a trade union by applying to the Registrar of Trade Unions, who has stat-

utory powers under the Act to approve the creation of trade unions. Applications
for approval by the Registrar may be rejected for several reasons including an insuf-

ficient number of members, proposed representation in an industry already served
by an existing union, or incomplete documentation. K the Registrar rejects an appli-

cation, his decision may be appealed in the ordinary courts, but such action is sel-

dom taken. In March, the International Labor Organization's (ILO) Committee on
Freedom of Association regretted that the APC government had not responded to

charges that it had interfered in the union elections in the Sierra Leone Teachers'

Union in 1990. The Committee asked the Government to reinstate the union's exec-

utive committee, which had been ousted by the Government's actions.

Approximately 60 percent of workers in urban areas, including government em-
ployees, are unionized, but unions have had little success in organizing workers in

the large agricultural and mining sectors.

Unions have the right to strike without exception, but the Government can re-

3uire 21 days notice. In early 1992, both school teachers and nurses staged strikes

emanding payment of back wages and salary increases. The role of unions and the
right to strike have not been tested under the NPRC. NPRC decrees which prohibit

disruption of public tranquility or disruption of supplies raise doubts whether seri-

ous union activity or a stnke would be tolerated.

Unions are free to form federations and confederations and affiliate internation-

ally. iTie SLLC is a member of the International Confederation of Free Trade
Unions, and there are no restrictions on the international travel or contacts of trade

unionists.
b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The legal framework for col-

lective bargaining is the Regulation of Wages and Industrial Relations Act. Collec-

tive bargaining must take place in trade group negotiating councils, each of which
is comprised oT an eaual number of employer and worker representatives. Most en-
terprises are coverea by collective bargaining agreements on wages and working
conditions. The SLLC provides assistance to unions in preparing for negotiations.

In case of a deadlock, the Government may intervene.

The law prohibits any discrimination against union members. Complaints of dis-

crimination against unions are made to the Industrial Court for Arbitration. Indi-

vidual trade unions investigate alleged violations of work conditions and ensure that
employers take the necessary steps to correct abuses.

There are no export processing zones in Sierra Leone.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Under the Chiefdom's Council Act,

compulsory labor may be imposed by individual chiefs, requiring members of their

villages to contribute to the improvement of common areas. There is no penalty for

noncompliance. This practice exists only in the rural areas. The ILO's Committee
of Experts' annual report repeated its earlier request to the Government that it

amend provisions of this Act which violate ILO Convention 29 on Forced Labor.

Although the NPRC does not reauire compulsory labor, a decree requires that
homeowners, businessmen, and vendors clean and maintain their premises. Failure

to comply is punishable by fine and/or imprisonment. Determinations of such clean-

ing and maintenance mav be made by any health ofiicer, police officer, or member
of the armed forces. The last Saturday of every month is declared a National Clean-
ing Day throughout Sierra Leone. Military personnel have been zealous in their en-

forcement of National Cleaning Day, and there were incidents of public humiliation,

beating, and forced labor to ensure compliance.
d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum age for employment

is officially 18 years, but in practice there is no enforcement, because there is no
government entity specifically charged with this task. Children routinely assist in

small family businesses, especially those of vendors and petty traders. In rural

areas children work at early ages seasonally on family subsistence farms. Because
the adult unemployment rate is high (60 percent in some areas), few children are

involved in the industrial sector. There have been reports that young Sierra

Leonean children have been hired by foreign employers to woric as domestics over-

seas at extremely low wages and in appalling conditions. Although the Government
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indicated it would investigate the situation, there have been no fiirther reports or
findings.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^There is no legislated minimum wage. Pur-
chasing power continued to decline in 1992, and most workers have to pool mcomes
with their extended families and engage in subsistence food production in order to

maintain a minimum standard of living. The Government s suggested standard
workweek is 38 hours, but this is not mandated, and most workweeks exceed 38
hours.
Within the Department of Labor, there is an inactive Health and Safety Division.

Health and safety regulations are included in collective bargaining agreements ne-
gotiated by trade unions, but there is no evidence of ^stematic enforcement of these
safety standards. TVade unions provide the onlv protection for workers who file com-
plaints about working conditions. Initially, the unions make a formal complaint
about a hazardous woik condition. If this is rejected, the unions can issue a 21-day
strike notice.

SOMALIA*

The 21-year dictatorship of Mohamed Siad Barre ended in January 1991, and
throughout 1992 Somalia was in a state of anarchy. There is no national govern-
ment, warring clans have ripped the countiys social fabric to shreds, and the econ-
omy has been destroyed. The effects of clan warfare and banditry, which prevented
international relief supplies from being delivered, and severe drou^t have induced
a famine that has placed 1.5 million Somalis at risk of death by starvation. More
than 250,000 Somalis have already died from famine, and over 5 million out of a
total 6.5 million population have been displaced. In late 1992, the Center for Dis-
ease Control estimated that 3,000 people, most of them women and children, were
dying every day in Somalia from starvation and hunger-related diseases.

Clan rivalries have long been a factor in Somali histoiy and continued after the
counties creation in 1960, even thou^ almost all of the population are members
of one ethnic family with a homogeneous culture. Following the fall of Said Barre,
clan allegiances and conflicts have dominated the countiy. In the northwest, in an
area roughly comprising the territory of the former British SomaUland protectorate,
the Issaq-dominated Somali National Movement (SNM), althou^ sometimes in-

volved in subclan fighting, controls the self-declared but unrecognized "Somaliland
Republic." In the northeast, the Somali Salvation Democratic Front (SSDF) controls
the traditionally Majertain homelands. In the southern and central regions, which
include Mogadishu, the United Somali Congress (USC) dominates. The USC is split

into two warring Hawiye factions, one led oy Ali Malidi Mohammed and the other
by General Mohamed Farah Aideed. In the south, where Darod clans are strong,

remnants of Siad Barre's Somali National Front (SNF) have been engaged in combat
with otJier groups, including the Ogadeni Somali Patriotic Movement (SPM) headed
by Omar Jess.

On January 23, 1992, responding to world opinion, the United Nations adopted
the first of a series of Security Council resolutions seeking to provide humsuiitarian
assistance to the people of Somalia and to assist them in the process of national
reconciliation and reconstruction. In this connection, the Security Council approved
a plan to send a U.N. peacekeeping force of 3,500 troops to Somalia to protect relief

operations there, but only 500 members of the force (a Pakistani contingent) were
actually deployed. The United States airlifted these troops into Mogadishu in late

September, but they became virtual hostages, pinned down at the airport by vastly
superior forces loyal to Ali Mahdi and General Aideed.
On December 3, the Security Council adopted Resolution 794, authorizing a multi-

lateral, humanitarian, military enforcement action led by the United States to cre-

ate a "secure environment" for humanitarian relief operations in Somalia. By year's

end, the U.S.-led United Task Force (UNITAF) had succeeded in bringing about a
tenuous truce between the main USC factions and in securing safe routes to major
feeding sites in central and southern Somalia. The clans remained heavily armed;
at year's end, there were reportedly up to 180,000 Somalis under arms, with good
ammunition reserves. The problem of clan disarmament remained a central obstacle

to achieving, in UJ^^. Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali words, "a lasting

peace."

^There was no U.S. Embassy stafTln Somalia for almost all of 1991 and 1992. In addition,

many sections of the countiy were involved in factional fighting. Accordingly, access to informa-
tion on the human rights situation was limited during the reporting period.
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The acute human crisis in Somalia has been exacerbated by the destruction of
much of the country's physical infrastructure, including housing, water, communica-
tions systems, schools, and health care facilities. Drougjht and war severely reduced
agricultural production and the livestock trade, ordinarily the twin pillars of the So-
mali economy. Grave damage was done to irrigated banana plantations which were
important foreign exchange sources. However, good rains in late 1992 held the
promise of a partial agricultural revival if political stability could be restored.

Ilie unprecedented suffering and wanton violation of human rights in Somalia re-

flect the iractiousness of Somalia political culture, Siad Barre's legacy of misrule,
and his would-be successors total disregard for the sanctity of human life. The lead-

ers of the warring clans violated the most basic tenets of humanitarian law. Their
indiscriminate shelling of Mogadishu between November 1991 and March 1992
killed or injured more than 30,000 persons, mostly civilians. In all areas of the coun-
try, there were summary executions of many combatants and civilians who belonged
to rival clans. Warring clans and bandit activity forced mass migrations of millions

of innocent Somalis and, by blocking humanitarian relief operations, condemned
hundreds of thousands, especially women and children, to death by starvation.

Many factional leaders permitted their forces to loot humanitarian supplies and
medicines and prevented the assertion of local authority which might have curbed
the roving armed bandits who further terrorized local populations and their leaders.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political or Other Extrajudicial Killing.—International human rights organiza-
tions characterized Somalia in 1992 as a place of random violence and unpredictable
death. There was no national government to enforce basic laws or to prosecute viola-

tors of human rights. The country's contending clans summarily executed hundreds
of their foes without even the pretense ofjudicial proceedings (see Section l.g.).

b. Disappearances.—Amid the chaos gripping Somalia in 1992, it was impossible
to identify people who were the victims of calculated disappearances because of their

fiolitical or clan affiliations. Some people were reported missing when they were in

act displaced from their homes because of fighting or had joined migrations in

search of food.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
There were numerous instances of torture and inhuman punishment inflicted on
people solely because of their membership in a rival clan. One human rights organi-

zation noted that Hawye and Rahanwein clansmen had their noses and ears muti-
lated or their genitals burned with acid when loyalists of Siad Barre's SNF attacked
communities around Baidoa and Afgoi. In turn. General Aideed's Hawiye forces

were accused of systematic roundups of members of Siad Barre's Darod clan-family

in which the victims were reportedly tortured and then executed. (See also Section

I.K.)

Many credible sources reported that clan militiamen frequently raped the women
of opposing clans.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^All factions reportedly held prisoners be-
longing to rival clans. Some were held as hostages to be exchanged in swaps of pris-

oners, while others were detained as insurance against attacks by rival clans. There
were reports from various sources that General Aideed's Somali National AlUance,
which includes Aideed's wing of the USC, held the leirgest number of military pris-

oners in 1992.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—There was no functioning modem judicial system

in Somalia in 1992. In the northwest, the SNM reportedly adopted Shari'a law, but
it was unknown how this law was applied in practice. According to all reports, clan-

administered "justice" was both arbitrary and summary and lacked the most basic

elements of fair process. In many instances, the only evidence required to establish

guilt was a person's clan affiliation. Given the intense clan hostilities, it is doubtful
that traditional, local-level dispute resolution mechanisms, i.e., a meeting of the el-

ders of the clans to set and collect compensation for lost lives and property, operated
effectively in 1992.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^These
rights were constantly violated by the warring factions in Somalia. The civil conflict

resulted in the destruction of most urban homes, caused the forced displacement of
nearly 80 percent of the countiys population, and reduced communications infra-

structure to rubble.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—The leaders of the warring clans, particularly in southern Somalia, violated
the most basic tenets of humanitarian law. There were reports of summary execu-
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tions of women and their children because they were members of a rival clan. Ac-
cording to a French nongovernmental oi^anization, famine caused largely by war-
fare has killed one in four children under the age of 5. In the camps lor displaced
persons in Baidoa, experienced relief workers estmiated that as many as 70 percent
of the children under 5 had died between May and December.
The rival factions of the United SomaH Congress (USC), one led by Ali Mahdi Mo-

hammed and the other by General Mohamed Farah Aideed, engaged in brutal war-
fare in Mogadishu from November 1991 until March 1992, when the United Nations
brokered a tenuous cease-fire. The factions shelled areas of the city inhabited by ci-

vilians belonging to the rival's subclan, despite the fact that they were all members
of the larger Hawriye clan family. An estimated 30,000 people, mostly civilians, were
killed or wounded by indiscriminate violence. Mogadishu's population was reduced
from an estimated 1.25 million to approximately 750,000, as inhabitants fled to tra-

ditional homelands or to refugee camps in neighboring countries.
Warfare, death, and destruction were not confined to Mogadishu in 1992. In the

southwest, remnants of Siad Barre's army, under the leadership of the Somali Na-
tional Front (SNF), launched attacks that at one point broudit the SNF within 30
miles of Mogadishu. In the process, the SNF slaughtered USC supporters belonging
to Hawiye and Rahanwein communities in the vicinity of Baidoa. The victims were
reportedly singled out for no reason other than their clan afliliation. Aideed rallied
his forces and counterattacked, committing atrocities against Darod populations in
the (Jedo region in southern Somalia. Siad's forces were finally routed, and the
former President forced to flee Somalia in April 1992. In October Siad's son-in-law.
General Mohamed Said Hersi Morgan, reportedly with support from Kenya despite
the U.N. Security Council's declaration of an arms end)argo, rallied SNF remnants
and recaptured Bardera, disrupting reUef efforts.

In the north, the Somali National Movement (SNM), which had waged war
against Siad Barre's regime since 1981 and declared the independence of
Somaliland in May 1991, became engaged in subclan conflict from late 1991 to early
1992. Hundreds of rival Issaq militiamen were killed in clashes around the town
of Burao in January 1992. In the relatively peaceful northeast, fighting erupted in
the spring of 1992 between forces loyal to the ruUng Somali Salvation Democratic
Front (SSDF) and firfiters belonging to an Islamic fundamentalist organization. De-
spite this violence, the situation in the north was relatively stable in comparison
with the rest of the country, and food supply conditions were less acute.
U.N. Secretary General Boutros Boutros GhaU's first Special Representative for

Somalia, Ambassador Mohamed Sahnoun, attempted to arrange a negotiated settle-

ment of the conflict that would permit the establishment of regional governmental
structures. Ambassador Sahnoun's efforts were lai^gely unsuccessful. Widespread
looting and fighting between the competing groups prevented food from reaching at

least half the population threatened with starvation, thus undercutting a massive
international relief effort under U.N. leadership.
The clan-induced crisis also produced bands of armed "security guards," as well

as other outlaws, largely youths, without any pretext of legitimacy, who robbed and
pUlaged with impunity. 'The "security guards disrupted relief operations by using
the threat of violence to reinforce demands for increased cash payments or larger
percentages of relief supplies. Throughout the year, these groups engaged in sum-
mary executions and e^dorted payments from relief agencies attempting to bring in
humanitarian cai^goes through Mogadishu's port and aiiport and operating distnlbu-
tion sites in the Somali interior.

In what could be one of the most blatant violations of humanitarian law in Sonaa-
lia in 1992, the international press and other sources allege that troops loyal to So-
mali Patriotic Movement (SPM) leader Omar Jess conducted systematic roundups
of members of the Ogadeni Harti community in Kismayo in early December and
summarily executed their captives. The killings reported occurred 3 days prior to

the arrival of UJ^. coalition lorces in Kismayo. UJS. military forensic teams sent to

investigate the reports discovered 15 bodies in a mass grave near Kismayo's airport
in early January. Militaiy investigators were still conducting an inquiry into this
case at year's end.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Violent anarchy made civil liberties, including
freedom of speech and press, moot in Somalia. Althou^ at least a dozen "news-
papers" operated in Mogadishu in 1992, they were predominately twoor three-page
photocopy pamphlets with limited circulation. Most Somalis who had access to a
radio kept informed about developments in their country and elsewhere through
broadcasts of the British Broadcasting Corporation's Somali-language service. Mos-
cow Radio's Somali service was also an important source of iniormation. The Na-

I
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tional Somali University remained closed; its buildings were destroyed in the vio-

lence.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—There were sjporadic dem-
onstrations in support of peace and reconciliation in Mogadishu durmg 1992, but
laree-scale rallies for these causes were not possible in a cRmate of intimidation and
violence. There were no political oi^anizations independent of the armed factional

militias.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Somalis are overwhelmingly Sunni Muslim, but the vio-

lence and chaos in 1992 made it difficult for them to practice their religion in a
mosque or other formal setting. Christian churches and graveyards were desecrated
by religious extremists.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Movement within Somalia itself was dangerous, particularly in the
south and to a lesser extent the northwest, given the likelihood of encountering
armed bandits or clan militias. In the south especially, roadblocks were manned by
armed gangs which extorted bribes or fees to permit travel. According to the Amer-
ican Red Gross, approximately 75 percent of Somalia's population of 6.5 million has
been displaced internally. Displaced persons clustered near feeding stations in

Baidoa, Oddur, Belet Weyne, and Bardera. More than 950,000 Somalis fled the
country, most ending up in refugee camps located over the borders in Kenya and
Ethiopia. There are 320,000 Somali refugees in Kenya and 375,000 in Euiiopia.
Other countries with significant numbers of SomaU refugees include Djibouti,

90,000; Yemen, 62,000; and Saudi Arabia, 150,000.
Tens of thousands of Ethiopians who had been longtime refugees in Somalia also

fled back into Ethiopia in 1992. By year's end, small numbers of Somalis began to

return to Somalia as "Operation Restore Hope" secured towns and food convoy
routes in the interior to permit the safe delivery of humanitarian assistance. Thou-
sands more signed up with the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR) in Kenya for voluntary repatriation. In the northwest, Isaak refugees con-
tinued to return from Ethiopia as conditions generally improved. However, the
UNHCR was unable to undertake an organized repatriation program due to continu-
ing insecurity and intraclan fighting.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The fall of Siad Barre's government in January 1991 ended all semblance of a
functioning national government. Conferences of Somalis in Djibouti in June and
July 19911ed to the announcement of an interim government. However, it was not
accepted by several factional militia commanders, and throughout 1992 the country
was under the marginal control of clan-based factional leaders to the extent it was
not in a state of anarchy. Because of the prevailing anarchy, it was not possible to

hold elections during 1992.
In the northwest, members of the Somali National Movement who earlier declared

a "Somaliland Republic," comprising the territory of the former British Somaliland
Protectorate, fought among themselves. The northeast is controlled by the Somali
alvation Democratic Front (SSDF) in traditionally Majertain homelands. Both

groups have attempted to establish local governmental structures based upon popu-
larly recognized traditional leaders and clan councils but both continue to face re-

sistance from groups contesting their authority. There was progress, nevertheless,

in northwest &)malia toward restoring a lai^e measure of the authority of clan el-

ders. This resulted from the "peace conference" in Sheikh at which the Isse Musa
and Habr Yunis subclans of the Isaaq agreed to terms to end their 6-month "civil

war" in October. The peace conference at Sheikh established a "Constitutional Com-
mittee of Elders," which was given the authority to enforce the peace agreement and
arbitrate any future disputes between the Issa Musa and Habr Yunis. Moreover, it

was also agreed that a "Traditional court ofjustice" would be empowered to look into

the causes of the war and set the amount of damages to be paid by both sides. Pun-
ishment, if anv, would be determined by the Committee of Elders.

Following the arrival of UNTTAF forces in early December 1992, U.N. Special

Envoy Ismat Kittani launched intensive discussions with Somali factional leaders

to give new impetus to initiatives on national reconciliation. With the support of

U.S. Special Envoy for Somalia, Ambassador Robert Oakley, Kittani succeeded in

convincing Ali Mahdi and Aideed to meet to discuss their diflerences. Following a
2-hour private session on December 1 1, Ali Mahdi and Aideed issued a ioint state-

ment that included a call for an immediate end to hostilities between tneir forces,

the removal of their heavy weapons from Mogadishu, and the merging of their re-

spective wings of the USu. The actual implementation of the agreement took place

in fits and starts, but by the end of December there was significant progress toward
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compliance with its terms. Ali Mahdi and General Aideed later a^ed to participate
in a UJI.'Sponsored preliminary conference on reconciliation m Addis Ababa in
early January. The UH. also succeeded in attracting broad participation of other
Somali factions and leaders. This conference would mark the first time that Somalis
would be brou^t together to discuss the terms of negotiations on national reconcili-

ation after more than a year of violent conflict.

The role of women in political events during 1992 was minimal (see Section 5).

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

National civil authority totally collapsed in Somalia in 1991. Nevertheless, amid
the chaos and anarchy, a number of international nongovernmental organizations,
such as CARE, the ICRC, Save the Children, Doctors Without Borders, and the
U.N.'8 Department of Humanitarian Affairs did outstanding woric in bringing hu-
manitarian assistance to the people of Somalia. International human rights organi-
zations, such as Amnest^r International and Africa Watch, visited Somalia in 1992
and reported the gross violations of human rights by generally eveiy party to the
conflict.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

More than 80 percent of Somalia's people share a common ethnic heritage, reli-

gion (Sunni Muslim), and nomadic-influenced culture. However, clan aflUiation has
always been more important than Somali political and cultural unity. Like other
successful national leaders, Siad Barre manipulated clan rivalries to maintain
power. In the conflict and anarchy following his faU, clan discrimination and loyalty
provided the only semblance of oraer or structure beyond brute force.

Somali women, who have been victimized because of traditional discrimination in
work and family matters, ironically saw some improvement in their circumstances
in 1992 despite the anarchy in Somalia. Of ptirticular note was the important role
Somali women played in organizing and largely controlling the barest of economic
activity in Somalia. Loose networks of Somali women gained a virtual monopoly
over the barter trade, setting the prices on commodities ranging from food to gold
and the traditional drug khat. Women ran relief agencies and hospitals and, in the
capital of Mogadishu, they were the most powerful landlords and moneychangers.
Female genital mutilation (circumcision) is practiced in Somalia and, according to

an independent expert in the field, the percentage of Somali women who have un-
dergone female circumcision may be as high as 90 percent. In 1992 the last vestiges
of protection for Somali women under the traditional system largely disintegrated
in the spiraling violence. By all authoritative accounts, rape became commonplace
in the villages and towns that changed hands in factional fighting.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—^In 1992 worker rights were totally nonexistent amid
Somalia's turmoil and chaos. So far as is known, the General Federation of Somali
Trade Unions, which had been run by the Siad Barre regime as well as its member
unions, ceased to function with the coUapse of the Government. Moreover, the clan
warfare which caused Somalia's economy to disintegrate made the development of
a genuinely free trade union movement an impossibiuty.

b. The night to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Wages and work require-
ments in traditional Somali culture are largely established by ad hoc bartering,
based on supply and demand. There are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^There were reports that rival
clans forced some of their captives to perform hard labor, usually associated with
building defensive bulwaiks around villages and towns captured during fighting.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Somalia s warring clans reportedly
recruited children as young as 8 years of age to join their militias in 1992. It was
commonplace to see 10-, 11-, and 12-year-ola children armed with AK-47 assault ri-

fles in Mogadishu. Children under the age of 15 were also used to load and unload
relief supplies. The desperate conditions resulting from the civil conflict led many
children into thievery.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—There was no organized effort to monitor ac-
ceptable conditions of work in Somalia during 1992.

SOUTH AFRICA
In 1992 South Africa continued to be ruled by a parliamentary-style government

characterized by the domination by the white minority (13 percent of the popu-
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lation), the partial parliamentary participation of the "coloured," i.e., mixed race (8
percent) and Asian (2.6 percent) minorities, and exclusion of the black majority (75.5
percent) from the formal political process. However, the multiparty Convention for
a Democratic South Africa (CODEJSA), which met from December 1991 to June 1992
to lay the groundwork for an interim government and the drafting of a new con-
stitution, set South Africa on a new poutical course. The National Party, presently
led by State President de Klerk, has formed every national (jovenunent since 1948.

In May CODESA deadlocked because participants could not reach consensus on
a package of agreements that would have allowed the installation of an interim gov-
ernment. The African National Congress (ANC) suspended its participation in
CODESA following the June 17 Boipatong massacre, demanding, among other
things, that the (government take steps to curb violence, secure hostels, release re-

maining "political prisoners," and agree to a democratically elected constitution-
making body. Pendmg implementation of these demands, the ANC limited discus-
sions with the Government to a dialog between a senior ANC official and a govern-
ment minister.

After several months of this limited communication, coupled with domestic and
international pressure, the Government and ANC signed a September 26 "Record
of Understanmng," which the ANC accepted as sufficient progress on its demands
to justify a return to constitutional ne^tiations. At year's end, senior (jovemment
and ANC negotiators met in wide-rangmg, substantive bilateral discussions to clear
obstacles to the resumption of multilateral talks. Follow-on bUaterals were sched-
uled for January 1993; no date had been set for the resumption of more inclusive
multiparty negotiations.
According to 1990 census information, 33 percent of South Africa's black popu-

lation resides in the 10 ethnic homelands, which comprise 13 percent of South Airi-

ca's area. The (lovemment mainttdns that 4 of the 10 homelands are independent.
The homelands, heavily subsidized by the Government, are mostly fragmented par-
cels of territory in impoverished rural areas. No other government besides South Af-
rica recognizes the sovereignty of the four supposedly independent homelands.
Transkei, Ciskei, and Venda are ruled by military governments which gained power
by coup d'etat; Bophuthatswana is governed as a one-party state. Authorities in
Bophuthatswana and Ciskei, in particular, continued in 1992 to suppress free politi-

cal activity, particularly by the ANC.
White control of the Government is backed by a powerful defense and police estab-

lishment. The South African Defense Force (SADF) has about 85,000 active duty
personnel, approximately 50 percent of whom are black, Asian or "coloured," and
291jOOO reservists, aU of whom are white. The multiracial South African Police
(SAP) numbers 112,(X)0 and is 40 percent white. The SADF assisted the police in

Satrolling unrest areas and continued to be active in responding to the violence in
fatal and the Trsmsvaal during 1992. New security laws in 1992 aimed at stem-

ming political violence, drug trafficking, and other crimes gave the police and attor-

neys general significantly widened powers of detention and infringement of privacy;
these laws were widely criticized as excessive.

The Goldstone Commission and other official investigations uncovered misconduct
by the state security forces in 1992. The most publicized wrongdoings included evi-

dence that the SADF had hired Ferdi Barnard, a convicted murderer and former
member of the SADF's Civil Cooperation Bureau (CCB), to recruit or criminally
compromise members of the ANC's military wing, Umkhonto We Sizwe (MK), dur-
ing 1991. In a separate incident, two SADF militaiy intelligence agents in London
attempted to discredit the ANC by gathering and feeding information to journalists
about alleged links between MK and the Irish Republican Army and the Palestine
Liberation Organization. One of those agents was implicated in an attempt to mur-
der Dirk Coelzee, an exiled, former captain of the South African Police (see Section
l.a.).

Opposition groups continued to allege in 1992 that security force members, oper-
ating with or without orders from superior officers, engaged in various forms of vio-

lence (e.g., train massacres, assassinations) aimed at weakening the ANC and its

allies. The revelations uncovered by the Goldstone Commission in 1992, along with
past findings of misconduct, such as those revealed by the 1990 Harms Commission
inquiry of the CCB and the 1991 findings of covert government funding to the
Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP), further undermined public confidence in the neutral-
ity of the security forces.

President de Klerk has reduced military spending and, in strengthening civilian

control, reduced the security establishment's role in domestic and foreign policy-

making. In 1992 he took a number of steps in an attempt to restore confidence in

the neutrality of the security forces, which included disbanding the CCB and two
other security units. His most publicized move came in December, when he an-
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nounced the compulsory retirement of 16 SADF officers, including 2 generals and
4 brigadiers, and suspended 7 others. He revealed that an internal SADF investiga-
tion, prompted by findings of the Goldstone Commission, had uncovered evidence
that these officers were engaged in activities aimed at preventing a successful nego-
tiations process. In August ne also took some steps to reform the police by establish-
ing a nominally independent body to investigate criminal allegations against the po-
lice, decentrahzing some law enforcement functions, implementing new training
methods, and retiring 18 high police officials. In addition. President de Klerk had
legislation enacted granting amnesty to persons committing political crimes.
A number of nongovernmental, paramilitary oi^^anizations within South Africa

continued to influence considerably the human n^ts and political environment.
These included: MK, which has suspended armed struggle but continued to recruit
members and train them outside South Africa; the banian People's Liberation
Army (APIA), the armed wing of the Pan-Africanist Congress (PAC), which has
claimed responsibility for attacks on police and civilian targets; and the Afrikaner
Resistance Movement (AWB), the only rightwing paramilitary organization known
to have a sizable following which claims to be preparing for the day when it will
defend Afrikaners against^lack domination."
On the economic side, South Africa has a well-developed formal sector based on

mining and manufacturing and a smaller, but important, sector based on agri-
culture and services. Despite its free market ideology, South Africa has a mixed
economy, with substantial government intervention existing jointly with a strong
private sector. Suffering from a lengthy recession, the economy has created no new
jobs in the productive sectors in the past 10 years, and real per capita income
among all races has declined. Unemployment among blacks is estimated at 40 per-
cent nationwide; 350,000 new jobseekers of all races entered the maiket this year.
Although the Government has increased spending on blades in recent years, major
economic and social reform will be required to reduce continuing income disparities
and to redress the socioeconomic legacies of apartheid in such areas as education,
housing, and health care. Human rights groups estimate that 7.5 million black
South Africans have no permanent shelter and contravene the Illegal Squatting Act.

Despite the National Peace Accord, signed in Septenober 1991 by State FVesident
de Klerk, ANC President Mandela, and IFP Chief Minister Buthelezi and 23 others,
crime and political violence remained at a high level in 1992. Most observers a^'eed
that all parties—including the ^vemment security forces, the ANC, and the WP—
bear some measure of responsibility for the continuing pattern of violence. According
to the Human Rights Commission (HRC), 3,324 people had died from political vio-
lence by the end of November.
Although the Government has repealed the broad legal pillars of apartheid, the

majority of South Africans remain disenfranchised, ^uth Africans who are not
white continue to face de facto discrimination, restrictions on due process rights,
and deprivation caused by generations of social, economic, and other legally enforced
inequalities. Positive developments in the area of worker rights continued in 1992,
but little, if any, effort was made to address legal and societal discrimination
against women.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—South Africa continued to experience

high levels of political violence in 1992, which resulted in an estimated 2,924
deaths, according to the South African Institute of Race Relations and 3,324 accord-
ing to the HRC, both by the end of November. These figures represent an increase
from 1991 and are part of a marked escalation of violence that has occurred since
June 1990. According to police statistics, 226 police died in unrest incidents in 1992,
some of them in ambushes while responding to calls for help from township resi-

dents.
The Goldstone Commission recently concluded that the largest single cause of po-

litical killings was the confrontation between groups claiming afliliation with me
ANC and IFP. Another major cause of deaths was random attacks by unknown ter-
rorists. Evidence of acts of political violence by individuals attached to the militaiy,
police, and homelands police also continued to emerge in 1992. Other groups which
contributed to the high level of violence and extrajudicial killings included APIA,
rightwing groups, local self-defense units (SDLTs), criminal gangs loosely affiliated

with political parties, and undisciplined labor strike enforcers.
The ANC and various human rights oi^ganizations have charged high officials in

the military, the police, and the homelands police with involvement in covert "desta-
bilization" activities. In December President de Kleik compulsorily retired 16 SADF
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officers, including 2 generals and 4 brigadiers, and suspended 7 others. His decision
came after an internal SADF investigation, prompted oy findings of the Goldstone
Commission, revealed that these officers were engaged in activities aimed at pre-
venting a successful negotiations process. The extent of these activities is not yet
known.
The Goldstone Commission cited significant failures on the part of the miUtary

and police in responding to violence, as well as "well-documented criminEd conduct
by individual members of the South African Police and the KwaZulu Police."

For example, following an April incident at the Phola Park squatter camp near
Johannesburg, the Goldstone Commission found uncontested evidence that members
of SADF's 32 Battalion returned to the camp and committed "unspecified acts of vio-

lence" after some SDU members fired on SADF personnel. The Commission rec-

ommended that the Attorney General investigate alleged acts of assault, rape, and
murder by the security officials. The Commission also found that the 32 Battalion
was an inappropriate force for internal policing. State President de Klerk announced
on July 15 that the Government would begin to disband the 32 BattaUon. At the
end of 1992, however, individual members had yet to be charged with any crimes
stemming from the Phola Park incident.

President de Klerk also announced he would reopen the inquest into the deaths
of several eastern Cape activists. In May Transkei homeland leader Bantu Holomisa
leaked to the press a 1985 top secret military intelligence document in which the
current chief of miUtary intelligence requested the "immediate removal from society"

of several eastern Cape activists, who were murdered 2 weeks later. Although offi-

cials confirmed the document's authenticity, the Government denied further allega-

tions that the State Security Council had approved the murders. State President de
Klerk was a member of the Council at the time of the alleged incident. At year's

end, the government-run inquest had released no findings, and the chief of miUtary
intelligence remained in his position.

The 1990 Harms Conunission implicated the CCB in at least two murders of
antiapartheid activists. Former police captain Dirk Coetzee testified before the Com-
mission that police forensic chief Lieutenant General Lothar Neethling furnished
poison to police operatives targeting antiapartheid activists. Coetzee's testimony ap-
parently precipitated the March 1991 killing of Bheki Mlangeni, who was killed by
a bomb intenaed for Coetzee. In April 1992, British officials arrested two SADF
agents in London on suspicion of setting up another assassination plot against
Coetzee. The SADF, denying the agents were acting under orders, fired one of the
agents for acting "outside the instructions given by the SADF," but only after the
incident became public 3 months later. The two agents were to be subpoenaed to

appear in the Mlangeni inquest.

The lack of convictions in the many cases of unsolved, political murders prompted
accusations that the police were unwilling to pursue those responsible. The
Goldstone Commission called attention to the deaths of two people associated with
witnesses to the Commission. Evidence arose of targeted deaths of other "jpeace-

makers"—mostly members of local dispute resolution committees in strife-torn

areas. In addition, Jan Shoba, a PAC and APLA organizer, was murdered in the
otherwise peaceftil Pretoria township of AtteridgeviDe in June. In another suspicious
set of murders, returned exile Rangwani Lifiedi was murdered in March, and 3
months later 8 members of his famify were murdered. No one has been charged in
any of these deaths.
After signing of the National Peace Accord in September 1991, the police formed

a special investigating unit to look into violence-related crimes and allegations of
police wrongdoing. The Accord called on the police to be more responsive in inves-

tigating allegations of misconduct. A British poUcing expert working under
Goldstone Commission auspices found that the police had little public accountability
and generally inadequate skills to investigate unrest-related incidents. In his other-

wise very negative report, the official did find that the unit's inquiry into allegations

of police involvement in the Boipatong massacre had been "thorou^, well-manned
* * * well-led, and properly structured." The unit had not made its findings on
Boipatong public at year's end.
Homeland police have been involved in a number of violent incidents. According

to Black Sash, Democratic Party members who monitor violence, and others in

Natal, the KwaZulu police (KZP) have been actively involved in campaigns against
residents they perceive to be ANC-affiliated. According to the HRC's Natal regional
office, in August uniformed KZP members fired on residents and torched homes in

Malukazi, kuUng 5 people and destroying 40 homes. There were also allegations of
KZP involvement in attacks in Folweni, Adams Mission, Esihaweni, and
Umzinyathi in Natal. The Legal Resources Centre requested the Goldstone Commis-
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sion investigate the alleged role of the KZP in the political violence; at year's end
it had not done so.

In Ciskei, the Ciskei Defense Force (CDF) on September 7 fired on ANC marchers
near Bisho, killing 29 and iniuring hundreds. The uoldstone Commission found that

the CDF's conduct was "deliberately aimed at causing as many deaths and iiyuries

as possible." The CDF fired a total of 425 rounds of ammunition and 4 grenades
at uje retreating crowd. Some of those shot were on the South Africam side of the

"border." Goldstone termed the CDFs claim that it was fired upon first by dem-
onstrators, "false or...highly exaggerated." Of the 29 people killea, 15 were shot in

the back, according to an independent pathologist (see also Section 2.b.). The Com-
mission also criticized ANC leaders for poor organization, for inadequate use of the
Peace Accord monitors present at the march, and for leading the marchers into un-
necessary danger.

In 1992 a number of court cases revealed evidence of police involvement in fo-

black constables were each sentenced to 15 years' imprisonment. The court found
evidence that the captain worked closely with local Inkatha leaders to plan the at-

tack. A judge also found evidence of a mgh-level police coverup in the investigation

of the massacre. The police will conduct an inquiry of the initial police investiga-

tions into the massacre.
The continued deaths of people in detention further undermined police-community

relations. In 1992 more than 100 people died while in police custody, according to

the HRC. This issue came to public attention in July, when Dr. Jonathan
Gluckman, a leading independent pathologist, called the police "out of control," and
asserted that 90 percent of the 200 cell death cases he investigated were due either

to police negligence or misconduct. In December Law and Order Minister Kriel pub-
licly repudiated Gluckman's broad allegations of police misconduct, claiming that a
police investigation found Gluckman's statistics erroneous. Gluckman has affirmed

his chai;ges regarding police misconduct.
Following (^uckman's allegations, deaths in detention continued at a slightly

higher rate than before, although one law enforcement expert noted that reporting

had increased and previously ignored cases were being featured in the press. In re-

sponse. Law and Order Minister Kriel promised in August to appoint retired mag-
istrates to inspect prison conditions. In October the Government gave permission to

the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) to make unannounced visits

to detainees in police stations throughout South Africa, including those in the home-
lands, which have ostensibly separate police forces. The agreement allows ICRC del-

egates to meet detainees and prisoners alone, make repeat visits unannounced, and
pass their findings on police cell conditions to higher government officials. Investiga-

tions of previous years' deaths continued.
In some instances police have been prosecuted for abuses. For example, in 1992

two police officers were found guilty in the August 1990 cell death of suspected car

thief Johannes Theme. At year's end, an investigation into deaths in Welverdiend
police custody found two policemen criminally responsible in one case. The case had
been forwarded to the Transvaal Attorney General for a decision. In December a

Natal court found a police warrant officer guilty of murdering an ANC member and
attempting to murder another, sentencing nun to 18 years' imprisonment. The pre-

siding judge sharply criticized the police investigating officer for "neglecting his hon-
esty, due to "misplaced loyalty" to another officer.

m other instances the security forces have been cleared of charges. For example,

an inquest cleared the security forces of allegations of an assassmation operation

against head chief Mhlabunzima Maphumulo of the Congress of Traditional Lead-
ers, his stepfather, and his driver. In another instance, the Supreme Court rejected

an individual's claims that he was a member of a security forces hit squad. Overall,

the number of prosecutions of police for unlawful killings and other abuses com-
pared to the suspected incidence of such offenses was very low.

A major factor in the countiVs high death toll from political violence in 1992 was
the ongoing rivaliy between affiliates of the ANC and the IFF. This sometimes took

the form of fighting between hostel residents, usually but not always affiliated with
the IFP, and squatter camp/township residents, seen to be ANC supporters. Most
of the violence occurred in the Natal region and the greater Johannesburg area. Ac-

cording to the HRC, internecine fighting in the Natal region claimed the lives of

1,279 people by the end of Novem&r. In the Johannesburg area, two of the dead-

liest examples of internecine fighting were the hostel massacre in Boipatong and the

"war" between hostel and township residents of Alexandra. In Natal cycles of re-

venge killings and targeting of IFP and ANC officials continued.

61-307 0-93-9
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The worst single attack on civUians occurred on June 17 in Boipatong township
(an area ofANC support). In less than an hour at least 100 men roamed from house
to house, indiscrinunatelv killing 49 residents. Police said the attackers came fiiom

the nearby Kwamadala hostel, home to IFP members who had been driven out of

another local hostel. At the end of 1992, the Goldstone Commission had made no
findings on allegations of security force involvement in the massacre.

Over 500 IFP members were killed in 1992, according to the Inkatha Institute.

The ANC reported nearly 400 of its followers were killed bv the end of November.
In some cases a chain reaction of retaliatory attacks in which political leaders of

comparative importance were tai^geted for death seemed to occur. In March a cycle

of violence between Alexandra hostel and township residents resulted in the deaths

of dozens of people and made homeless hundreds more.
Similar cycles of violence, in which local or personal grievances are enlarged to

include political and socioeconomic rivalries, have been especially deadly in Soweto,

Sharpeville, Sebokeng, Thokoza, and parts of Natal. Murder bv necklacing" contin-

ued to be an element of the ongoing factional violence. (Necklacing is setting fire

to a gasoline-soaked tire wedged around a person.) In some cases ANC-afBliated
youths carried out summary murders by nedclacing or battery against alleged IFP
supporters or government informants.
Tnere have oeen allegations that South African and homelands police played a

role in inciting the continuing cycle of black-on-black violence. Witnesses claimed
they saw merdiers of the KZP at the killing of nine ANC members in September
ana that a KZP van blocked an injured resident's way to the hospital. On the south

coast the following day, gunmen in military uniforms attacked a van of IFP support-

ers on their way to work, setting fire to tne van and killing 8 people. According to

the Inkatha Institute, the van's driver was a well-known IFP supporter. The mas-
sacres seem to be a well-coordinated effort by unknown forces to stoke violence in

the area.

Former ANC-held detainees, accused by the ANC of spying and treason, claim the

ANC has instructed assassins to eliminate members of tne Returned Exiles Commit-
tee (REC). The group claims an ANC "hit squad" killed Bongani Ntshangase, a
former detainee in Natal in June.

In 1992 a number of deaths resulted from labor unrest and labor-led political

demonstrations, some of which were aimed at curtailing the violence. The largest

trade union in South Africa, the ANC-allied Congress of South African Trade
Unions (COSATU), was a leading organizer of many of the demonstrations. Accord-

ing to the police, in a nationwide health workers' strike from June to September,
30 people died in 16 different attacks, probably due to failures on the part of the
miUtary and police in preventing violence by strikers against perceived strike-

breakers. Workers afidUated with Qie "IFP" umon, the United Woikers of South Af-

rica (UWUSA), were used as strikebreakers during the COSATU-sponsored strike.

Attacks on nonstrikers and their families, in the form of petrol bombs and
shootings, resulted in the deaths of nurses, shop stewards, unionists, and a 4-year-

old child.

Many additional groups and organizations were accused of or implicated in fo-

menting violence in 1992. For example, in November and December, APLA claimed
responsibility for a series of attacks on white civilians that left five people dead.

APLA sdso publicly "ordered" the killings of police as "political tar^ts. Of the 226
police killea in 1992, it was not known how many deaths could oe attributed to

APLA.
Two rightwing politicians allegedly committed terrorist acts during 1992. Former

Conservative Party Member of Parliament Koos Botha and four members of the
rightwing AWB admitted to the January bombing of two post offices and to the July
1991 bombing of a school that returning ANC exile children were to attend. In a
separate incident, a Conservative Party local official was among those charged with
detonating a limpet mine injuring nine people on April 9 at a Johannesbui^ fair.

A fringe rightwing organization known as the Order of White Wolves claimed re-

sponsibility for the explosion.
Terrorist-style attacks by unknown persons on train commuters in the Johannes-

burg area, which began in August 1990, continued to claim lives and property in

1992. The police reported 363 train attacks and 173 related arrests through the end
of October. According to the independent board of inquiry, 231 people had died in

train violence by the end of October. The report by the independent board of inquiiy
on train violence found that victims were not targeted by political affiliation or eth-

nicity but instead covered the "entire spectrum of olack commuters."
Many township youths, especially in the Transvaal, have formed well-armed self-

defense units (SDtTs), allegedly to protect residents from outside attack. SDU's have
been accused of acts of intimidation, such as demands for "protection money" from
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local shopkeepers, common crimes, such as car theft, and vigilante-style murders of

suspected "inwrmers" or Inkatha sympathizers. The MK created many SDlTs, while
others are loosely aflUiated with the South African Communist Psu-ty (SACP).
Former MK chief Chris Hani said the ANC has tried but is unable to control certain

SDU's that have branched into crimintd activities.

A former KwaZulu official testified to the Goldstone Commission that the KZP
fave weapons training to a youth gang in the eastern Transvaal town of Ermelo in

990. The gang later bombed the oflice of an ANC-linked attorney and fired on the
funeral of an ANC member, killing one person, allegedly on orders of a man who
carried both SAP and KZP identity documents. The official charged that the same
policeman who had given the gang its instructions also investigated the bombing,
and the gang leader was the Inkatha Youth Brigade chairman in the town.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no known cases of antigovemment activists dis-

appearing in 1992. The Goldstone Commission found prima facie evidence to inves-

tigate two policemen in the western Transvaal on char:^es of kidnaping a local ANC
leader in December 1991. The ANC leader, Jerry Mame, was returned unharmed
and later gave statements to the media and the Goldstone Commission. Onlv after

6 months, and following a public statement by Justice Goldstone expressing nis im-
patience, did the Attorney General recommend the case for trial. However, by De-
cember 1992 the trial had yet to convene.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Court testimony and sworn affidavits support claims oy lawyers and human rights

activists that torture of detainees occurred in 1992. Alleged perpetrators include

members of the South African police and homelands police. Allegations of torture

in ANC prison camps in Angola, Tanzania, and Uganda during the 1980's were de-

tailed in a 1992 report by Amnesty International and have been acknowledged by
ANC President Nelson Mandela. For the most part, leaders of these organizations
failed to identify individuals responsible and did not pursue legal actions to the end.

There are no constitutional or statutory provisions against torture, in part be-

cause the current Constitution has no biU of^ rights. The Government, however, has
stated that torture is not its policy and that, in cases where it has occurred, it was
in contravention of official guidelines and regulations.

In cases involving the police, a white South African alleged that the South African
police beat him and gave him electric shocks while interrogating him on a murder
charge. A 19-year-ola detainee in Pinetown was hospitalized for severe bums after

police officers allegedly "necklaced" him. The officers were standing trial at year's

end. In one case involving the homelands police, a Malawian woman claimed that
a Bophuthatswana police constable raped her while she was imprisoned in a police

station. Bophuthatswana human rights lawyer Patrick Huma suffered a broken arm
while allegedly being beaten in detention. Huma has reportedly received death
threats from the Bophuthatswana police.

In October upon release of the findings of an ANC-sponsored investigation, the

ANC acknowledged that detainees in its military camps had been tortured during
the 1980's but did not identify or recommend action against the individuals respon-

sible. In November the ANC appointed three persons to an independent panel to

recommend punishment for the individuals responsible. The commission is to begin
work in January.
A December 1992 Amnesty International report found that 70 prisoners died of

abuse and hundreds more were executed in ANC camps over the course of a dozen
years. ANC detainees have claimed they were put in solitaiy confinement for long

periods of time, beaten, and interrogated. Despite 1991 assurances by the ANC that

it held no more prisoners, Anmesty International said it was aware of the continued
detention of six prisoners at Dakawa camp in Tanzania. Amnesty also said it inter-

viewed former prisoners released during 1992 from other camps in Tanzania.
Prison officials occasionally use court-ordered whipping and deprivation of meals

to punish minor offenders. Prisoners with certain political affiliations alleged har-

assment and denial of medical attention. Since July 1991, the ICRC has had access

to all inmates in South African and homeland prisons and can report substandard
prison conditions.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Several laws provide for detention with-

out charge if; in the opinion of a designated official, the person may commit an un-
lawful act. The Public Safety Act authorizes detentions for up to 30 days "if nec-

essary for combatting or preventing public disturbance, disorder, riot, or public vio-

lence or the maintenance or restoration of public order." The Internal Security Act,

as amended, allows senior police officers to detain and interrogate persons suspected

of terrorism or subversion or who withhold such information. After 10 days' deten-

tion, continued incarceration requires judicial approval. According to Lawyers for

Human Rights (LHR), the police generally do not mock access to detainees.
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According to HRC statistics, in 1992 the number of detentions in South Africa in-
creased, desmte a significant decrease in detentions in the so-called independent
homelands. The HRC reported that, as of November 30, the Government nad de-
tained 227 people at one time or another under regulations applicable to unrest
areas as detailed in the Public Safety Act. During the first 7 months of the year,
an additional 48 persons suspected of terrorism were detained under the Internal
Security Act.
The Criminal Law Second Amendment Act (CLSAA) of 1992, described by the

Ministry of Justice as a "declaration of war against violence," along with other laws
aimed at stemming political violence, drug trafficking, and other crime, gives the
police and attorneys general significantly widened powers. Many observers criticized

these extraordinary powers as running counter to a rule of law culture and being
susceptible to abuse. The CLSAA shifted the customary burden of proof from the
State to the accused and criminalized the vague offense of "indirect intimidation,
while increasing sentences up to 25 years for certain intimidating acts. The CLSAA
also allowed special, shortened procedures for offenses involving violence and intimi-
dation and granted wide powers to the attorneys general to deny bail in such cases,
with no judicial review.
At the end of 1992, the HRC believed no persons were being detained under secu-

rity legislation in the homelands. The HRC reported the following total numbers of
detainees during 1992 for the homelands: Transkei (5), Bophuthatswana (26), Venda
(0), and Ciskei (120). In December the Bophuthatswana authorities announced a
general amnesty for prisoners with remaining sentences of between 6 and 18
months. In December the Transkei authorities announced they would reduce the
sentences of all their prisoners by 6 months.

In many cities, street children are arrested and sent to adult prisons while they
await trial. While some children are arrested on criminal charges, many are ar-
rested on petty charges, such as loitering. These children are often hela in over-
crowded cells and suffer physical and sexual abuse. Most prisons have no edu-
cational or counseling facilities. The prison service reported in late 1992 that 2,656
children under 18 awaited trial in adult prisons countr3rwide.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The South Africanjudiciary is headed by the ap-
pellate division (Court of Appeals) of the Supreme Court in Bloemfontein and six
regional supreme courts. The appointment of the countrjr's first judge not from the
white minority occurred in 1991. Judges, appointed by the State President, serve
until age 70 and may only be removed through impeachment by Parliament. By tra-
dition judges of the appellate division and the supreme courts are chosen from the
senior ranks of the elite corps of South African Supreme Court practitioners ("advo-
cates"). A March survey found about 50 black advocates, 3 of whom were "senior"
advocates. The power of the judiciary at all levels continues to be circumscribed by
the principle of parliamentary sovereignty, under which judges possess no authority
to alter, strike down, or refuse to enforce laws of Parliament.
South Africa has an adversarial system of criminal justice drawn from a mixed

heritage of Roman-Dutch and English jurisprudence. Lesser offenses are heard by
magistrates, career employees of the executive branch civil service. More serious of-

fenses, including capital crimes, are tried in the supreme courts. TTie presiding
judge or magistrate determines guilt or innocence. Juries were abolished in 1969.
Judges in capital and other serious cases may appoint two assessors, who serve as
fact finders and have the power to overrule the judge on questions of fact but not
on questions of law.
Persons chai^ged with common crimes are presumed innocent until proven guilty,

although Parliament has modified the general presumption of innocence for many
security offenses (as reflected in the new Criminal Law Second Amendment bill dis-

cussed above). Both security-related and common criminal cases are tried in civilian

courts.

Although defendants in criminal cases may retain legal counsel, a 1990 study
found that 85 percent of those convicted in ormnary criminal cases had no represen-
tation. The concept of public defense was significantly boosted when a widely rep-
resentative group, comprising members of the government-supported legal aid board
and all major legal organizations, met to develop such a system. A pilot public de-
fender's program began in Johannesburg in 1991 and has been highly successful.
Plans are underway for similar demonstration projects. As a matter of practice,

courts usually appoint counsel for capital cases when the defendant cannot afibrd
a lawyer.

Prospects for law school graduates to receive "articles of clerkship," which qualify
them for admittance to the bar, were enhanced in 1992. Currently, the only way
to receive articles is through a 2-year apprenticeship with a law firm. This sjrstem
has minimized opportunities for blacks to advance in the profession, thus contribut-
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ing to perceptions that South Africa has a "white" system of justice. In 1992 the
Association of Law Societies proposed new routes of entry into the profession, in-

cluding credit for work at offices of public defenders, university law clinics, and
similar community-based entities which offer legal assistance to indigent clients.

The Govemment-ANC Pretoria Minute of August 1990 included an ag^ement to
release political prisoners and grant indemnity for nonprisoners convicted or sus-
pected 01 political ofTenses (mostly exiles). A continuing dispute over the interpreta-
tion and implementation of that arrangement contributed to a September 1992 Gov-
emment-ANC agreement that political motivation would be the sole criterion in as-
sessing a prisoner's eligibUihr tor release. This led to the immediate release of 153
prisoners endorsed by tne ANC—including some who had been responsible for mul-
tiple civilian deaths—and the establishment of Govemment-ANC case-by-case re-

view procedures for the purpose of further releases after November 15. m a move
from which the ANC disassociated itself, the Government also released a white pris-

oner who had been convicted of randomly killing eight blacks on the streets of Pre-
toria.

In October the Government submitted to Parliament the Further Indemnity BUI,
allowing persons to apply without public disclosure for indemnity from prosecution
for politically motivated crimes. After Parliament rejected the proposal, tne Govern-
ment referred the provision to the President's Council, an infrequently used mecha-
nism with questioned legitimacy, for final passage (see also Section 3). Since most
ANC members have already gone throusdi an indemnity process—during which their
ofTenses were publicly disclosed—the bill was widely seen as protecting the security
forces.

So-called people's courts, which emerged in part due to the black community's dis-

trust of the existing court system, continued to operate but at a reduced level. A
human rights lawyer said that these tribunals pass judgment on criminal charges,
such as rape (for which the punishment is often whipping), or political charges, such
as acting as a police informer (which may result in a death sentence, carried out
by the community). The courts are headed by mostly self-appointed community lead-
ers. The system is very vulnerable to false rumors oased on political or person^ ri-

valries. Women, in particulfir, have been tried for witehcraft.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family. Home, or Correspondence.—^At the
end of its 1992 ordinary session, South Africa's Parliament adopted the Interception
and Monitoring Prohibition biU, whereby an attorney general or judge may author-
ize the security forces to tap telephones, bug rooms, and intercept maU. Permission
to use these methods may be sought verbally by police, defense force, and national
intelligence service officers, who must demonstrate that an offense has been or is

being committed and cannot be investigated in any other way.
The new law gives the State significantly widened powers to interfere with cor-

respondence ana privacy. It empowers agents to enter premises at any time to in-

stall, medntain, or remove a monitoring device. Surveillance is supposed to be used
only for serious crimes, such as treason, sedition, public violence, murder, kidnap-
ing, and theft. Opposition parties objected to the legislation, claiming it was rushed
through Parliament without proper debate and noting the absence of a requirement
forjudicial scrutiny over such intrusive surveillance.

Pblice are free to make searches, seizures, and arrests without warrants in all

"unrest areas," as designated by the Minister of Law and Order. In fact, according
to human rights lawyers, warrants are unusual for any search and seizure in black
homes, whether in designated "unrest areas" or not.

Insufficient housing nas resulted in an increased squatter population. Despite
government efforts to develop a more realistic policy toward illegal settlements,
many provincial and local authorities continued to pressure squatters to move. The
Prevention of Illegal Squatting Act requires all landowners—whether public or pri-

vate—to remove unauthorized structures from their property. As a result, even
when private landowners raise no objection, police have the option of prosecuting
the landowner, fining the squatters or evicting them. The police usually disperse the
squatters.
Although the repeal of the Land Acts largely failed to provide for either resettle-

ment or compensation of the estimated 3.5 million persons who had been previously
removed forcibly from their land, in late 1992 the Advisory Commission on Land
Allocation honored the historical land claims of two commumties and allocated them
state-owned land. Also, in 1992 human rights groups began to challenge evictions
in court with a measure of success. A community of^TOO people which had lived on
the Welverdiend farm in the western Transvaal since 1926 was threatened with
eviction after the land was allocated for residential purposes in 1989. The commu-
nity has obtained a succession of interdicts to prevent tne owner from evicting the
community. As a result, the landowner is now willing to sell the land to its occu-
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pants. The community, however, has neither the money nor the desire to purchase
the land, arguing that after 65 years it is not a squatter camp.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—In 1992 freedoms of speech and press were less

restricted in South Africa. Both the mainstream and alternate press have vigorouslv
informed the public and criticized both the Government and the opposition. Consid-
erable legislation permitting the Government to restrict and penahze the press re-

mained on the books, but it was used infreqpjently by the Government, wnile con-
cern over official harassment, both overt and covert, declined.

On the other hand, overt action by extreme right and left opposition groups has
become a growing concern to journalists, reporters, and photographers in the field.

At the beginning of the year. Parliament repealed section 27b oi the Police Act of

1958, which provided for a fine of up to $3,500 or a prison sentence of up to 5 years,

or both, for a journalist who published untrue information about the police without
having "reasonable grounds" for its accuracy. Section 205 of the Criminal IVocedure
Act, in which authorities can subpoena journalists to disclose confidential informa-
tion regarding the identity of sources under threat of imprisonment, remains in

force.

Other laws limit press freedom by restricting, inter alia, the publication of infor-

mation about the South African police, the South African Defense Force, petroleum
products, prisons, and mental institutions. Under the Publications Act any news-
paper or magazine which is not a member of the newspaper press union can be de-

clared "undesirable" and banned. The Internal Security Act allows the Minister of
Law and Order to ban organizations and their publications.

Opposition groups, and especially black militant youths, continued to harass the
press. For example, in April journalists from The Natal Witness who were covering
an IFP rally were charged by a group of youths, verbally abused, and attacked with
stones. In another incident in June, a group of PAC youths assaulted reporters and
photographers who were covering a funeral for some of the victims of the Boipatong
massacre. In August the ANC regional office in Port Elizabeth, apparently angered
by anti-ANC editorials by The Eastern F*rovince Herald, targeted the paper for a
boycott, demonstrations, and the public burning of newspapers. Black poumalists re-

port they have resorted to self-censorship out of fear of retribution m the form of
necklacing, shooting, and torching of homes.
The South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) was criticized from all sides,

including the Government. While the SABC has succeeded in delivering programs
containing a more balanced exposure of the various players on the South African
political scene than previously, opposition elements have called for its restructuring
and creation of an independent oroadcasting authority. The Government criticized

SABC for its extensive coverage of opposition political parties. Radio news reporting,

in particular that of privately-owned Radio 702, is both independent and balanced.
There are no official restrictions on academic freedom in South Africa. Some cen-

sorship of publications and films exists, and in some cases these restrictions might
cause academic research to be limited.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Relaxation of security restric-

tions on antiapartheid organizations resulted in increased freedoms of assembly and
association in South Africa, except in the homelands. These organizations have
taken advantage of the changed political climate to participate openly in the debate
for a new political order in South Africa.

Although the Government lifted its 15-year blanket ban on all outdoor political

gatherings in March 1991, specific assemblies are occasionally banned by district

magistrates or by the Minister of Law and Order. Also, under the current Internal

Security Act, the Minister has the power to reinvoke the blanket ban at a future
date. Lmrest area designation imposes curfew hours (usually 9 p.m. to 4 a.m.), al-

lows police to search homes without warrant, restricts gatherings, allows the use
of force to disperse gatherings, and grants security forces indemnity from prosecu-
tion. The Government declared 40 localities unrest areas in 1992, according to the
HRC.
At midyear the Goldstone Commission issued a set of guidelines on mass dem-

onstrations that enshrined the right to peaceful assembly and proposed procedures
for planning and approval, with tne cooperation of the police and local authorities.

In a number of cases, the Government denied permission to groups wishing to

hold demonstrations or, in some instances, dispersed or arrested some engaging in
geaceful protest. For example, the Government dispersed and arrested groups on
larch 25 in Alexandra, on May 5 in Pietermaritzburg (Natal), on June 22 in

Cradock (eastern Cape), on July 4 in East London (eastern Cape), in July in

Rustenburg (western Transvaal), and on October 18 in the northern Transvaal.
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In the so-called independent homelands, notably Bophuthatswana and Ciskei, po-
litical organizing is subject to more stringent limits. In October the Bophuthatswana
legislature passed a bill making all marches or gatherings illegal unless permitted
by the minister for law and order. In violation of the Goldstone Commission's guide-
lines, Bophuthatswana police are instructed to disperse illegal marches with force
if necessary. In August the Bophuthatswana Supreme Court overturned legislation

that prohibited "noncitizens" from speaking at public meetings. Internal security
regulations in Bophuthatswana restricted the political activities of the ANC and
other organizations, like the Black Sash.
On July 22, a Ciskei magistrate refused permission for the ANC to hold a meeting

in Keiskammahoek. Despite the ban, ANC supporters gathered at the arranged
venue. Ciskei police dispersed them with tear gas, injuring about 50 people. Over
100 Bophuthatswana police forcibly dispersed a peaceful protest march by 40 clei^gy-

men in Bophuthatswana on Novennber 27.

The freedom to assemble peacelully was most flagrantly violated at an ANC alli-

ance march on the Ciskei "capital" Bisho on SeptenAer 7. Although the Ciskei court
granted a permit for the march, Ciskei Defense Force soldiers opened fire on un-
armed ANC marchers who had diverted from the approved march route in order to

"occupy" Bisho. Soldiers shot and killed 29 marchers and wounded approximately
200 more (see Section l.a.).

These incidents notwithstanding, various groups were able to hold legal peaceful
protests in cities throughout the country. In some cases, police cooperated with pro-
test organizers to try to ensure the safety of participants and nonparticipants. Nota-
ble national protests include ANC and PAC demonstrations at the opening sessions
of Parliament in January and October in Cape Town.

c. Freedom of Religion.—South Africa is religiously plural, and religious groups
are allowed to worship freely.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—In so far as is known, no passports were denied in 1992 to white or
olack antiapartheid activists, including trade union leaders. Although foreign gov-
ernments do not recognize homeland travel documents, blacks assigned to a so-

called independent homeland can easily obtain South African passports. The Min-
ister of Home Affairs continues to have absolute discretion to revoke or refuse to

issue a passport without giving reason for action.

Although South Africa is not a party to international conventions on refugees and
does not formally recognize any form of refugee status, the Grovemment did sign a
memorandum of understanding (MOU) with the United Nations Hi^ Commissioner
on Refugees (UNHCR) in 1991. The agreement allows the UNHCR to manage the
repatriation of South African exiles, most of whom were affiliated in some way with
antiapartheid organizations while in exile. The Government has extended the
UNHCR's mandate for operations until September 1993.

Since the 1990 Govemment-ANC agreement on procedures for indemnifying and
repatriating political exiles, 7,026 people have received indemnity, while 91 have
not. An estimated 7,000 exiles returned before the MOU, and 9,000 to 12,000 more
will return under UNHCR auspices.
The Government and monitoring groups estimate that 500,000 Mozambicans dis-

glaced by civil strife and economic hardships due to war and drought have entered
outh Africa, many of them considered illegal aliens by Pretoria. Approximately

250,000 of these refugees live in the homelands of Kangwane and Gazankulu, where
they have a legal temporary resident status based on their ethnic ties to homeland
residents.

The approximately 250,000 Mozambicans who live outside the two homelands of

Kangwane and Gazankulu are considered illegal aliens. According to the Ministry
for Home Affairs, every month about 3,000 are caught and forcibly repatriated,
without determining whether they can safely return. Many of these refugees imme-
diately return to South Africa. The 1991 Aliens Control Act gave immigration offi-

cers greater internal control over aliens, allowing inunigration officers to enter pri-

vate premises without warning.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Although Parliament repealed the remaining "pillars of apartheid" in 1991, under
the present Constitution the extent to which South African citizens have the right
to change their government still depends on their race. The black majority still lacks
the right to vote in national elections or otherwise to participate meaningfully in

the political system. While the Government has repeatedly stated that citizens of

all races will be able to participate equally in future elections, necessary constitu-
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tional changes have not yet been made; they will depend on the outcome of
multiparty negotiations, wmch were in abeyance at the ena of 1992.

The current political order is based on the 1983 Constitution, which created a
tricameral Parliament with separate chambers for whites, "coloureds," and Asians.
Membership of the three houses is such that Asians have only one-fourth the num-
ber of white representatives, and "coloured" representatives are one-half the number
of whites. Members of each house are elected in multiparty elections on a constitu-

ency basis from separate racially based voter rolls. Each house has primary respon-
sibility for its "own affairs," i.e., lenslation affecting racially segregated services

such as education, housing, and welfare. In October Parliament gave authority to

the President to abolish the "own tiffairs" administrative system, but he has not yet
done so.

Such matters as foreign policy, defense, national security, and black affairs are
classified as "general aiiairs" and are debated in all three chambers. In the event
that the three Cambers cannot agree on a piece of "general affairs" legislation, the
biU may be referred to the President's Council for fmal determination. A majority
of the seats on this Council are automatically fiUed by the majority party in the
white chamber. Thus, while the 1983 Constitution allows for the representation of
"coloureds" and Asians, power over almost all important matters is kept in white
hands.

Similarly, the 1983 Constitution grants members of the "coloured" and Asian
chambers representation in the electoral college that elects the State President, but
again a majority of the college members are chosen by the majority party in the
white House of Assembly.
With the repeal of the Population Registration Act in 1991, South Africans are

no longer assigned ethnicity at birth. Blacks bom before repeal of the law remain
assigned to homelands, however. The legislation to repeal the Act stated that the
population register "as it exists at the commencement of this Act" shall remain in

effect until the current Constitution is repealed. Thus, blacks' rights to vote and
hold office remain limited to their respective homelands or, in the case of more than
10 million urban blacks, to their township councils. Blacks residing in supposed
independent homelands lost their South African citizenship upon receiving the "citi-

zensnip" of the homeland. An estimated 8 million blacks have been assigned citizen-

ship ofTranskei, Bophuthatswana, Venda, or Ciskei homelands.
Political rights vary within South Africa's 10 black homelands. During the period

1976-1981, the Government declared four homelands "independent" nations
(Transkei, Bophuthatswana, Venda, Ciskei). South Africa is the only country that
recognizes their "independence." Rampant corruption and other factors inspired suc-

cessml military coups in Transkei, Ciskei, and Venda. As of late 1992, all three were
controlled by military regimes. Bophuthatswana continues to be ruled as a one-

party state.

Multiparty negotiations to create a new, nonracial and democratic constitutional

order for South Africa began on December 20, 1991, when the Convention for a
Democratic South Africa (CODESA) began deliberations. By May 1992, CODESA
working groups had made substantial progress on many fronts, including: designing
the structure of a transitional government; determining some of the ground rules

for free political debate and for the first nonracial election; designing a constitution-

making body; and laying out mechanisms for reincorporating the "independent"
homelands.
On Mareh 17, South African whites, in a special referendum, gave FVesident de

Klerk a mandate to negotiate an end to white minority rule. At a plenary session

in mid-May, however, CODESA deadlocked on issues relating to tne composition
and functioning of the constitution-making body. One month later, the ANC with-
drew from CODESA deliberations following the Boipatong massacre, bringing the
constitutional negotiating process to a halt. As of the end of the year, the multiparty
negotiations had yet to resume, though there was considerable bilateral discussion
among some of the parties that had attended CODESA.

Section 4. Govemmentcd Attitudes Regarding International and Nongovernmental
Investigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Many local organizations are involved in a wide range of human rights questions,
contributing to the public debate on human rights issues and providing a mecha-
nism for puolic accountability for the Government and opposition groups. With some
exceptions, the Government did not interfere with the activities of numan rights

groups in 1992 and allowed them greater freedom than in the past to organize, in-

vestigate, and publish reports. In December pathologist Dr. Jonathan Gluckman al-

leged that his ofllce had been extensively bugged following his disclosures to the
press of deaths in police detention.
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In July the Government dropped criminal chea*ge8 against human rights activist

Sally Sealey, who had been arrested in September 1991 on charges of intimidating

a police officer whom she alleged had detained a person who had accused the officer

of torture. Sealey claims her arrest and the legal case against her were instances

of intimidation and harassment. Sealey has been active in persuading Khutsong
township residents who were allegedly assaulted by the police during interrogations

to press charges against the police. Tnis has led to the suspension of 19 policemen.

Assaults and reported death threats by the Bophuthatswana police on Patrick

Huma, a human rights lawyer, were related to his human rights activity.

International human rights oi^ganizations became increasingly active during 1992.

The Government has become more cooperative with the United Nations. It allowed

various UJ^. representatives to make extended visits to South Africa, including the
official missions to South Africa on behalf of the U.N. Secretary General by Special

Envoy Cyrus Vance and Special Representatives Virendra Dayal and Tom Vraalsen.

The Government also allowed the visits of 10 U.N. observers in August and a longer

term 50-person U.N. observer team that arrived in September, along with observer
teams from the European Community, the Commonwealth, and the Organization of

African Unity. At year's end, approximately 90 international observers were in

South Africa in an effort to reduce the violence and strengthen the National Peace
Accords structures.

As noted earlier (see Section l.a and l.c.), the ICRC has now received permission
from all relevant authorities to visit prisons and police stations in South Africa and
the 10 homelands, with the exception of Venda (for which permission was not
asked). ICRC delegates have made numerous visits to both prisons and police sta-

tions and have made confidential recommendations to the authorities on wajrs to im-
prove those facilities and the treatment of detainees and prisoners.

The International Commission of Jurists, Amnesty International, and British

criminologist Dr. Peter Waddington produced reports critical of South African polic-

ing methods in 1992. The Government rejected the conclusions of the first two re-

ports but made no attempt to block their publication. The Ministry of Law and
Order has implemented some procedural changes in line with the Waddington re-

port recommendations.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Race discrimination dominated social and legal institutions, despite the repeal of

major apartheid legislation in 1990 and 1991. Under the present Constitution,

blacks remain unable to participate in national elections or in most local elections,

except in segregated townships or homelands. President de Klerk announced in late

1992 that no rarther national elections or by-elections would take place until aU
South Africans become eligible to vote. De facto racial discrimination is prevalent

in many areas of life. As noted above, despite repeal of the Population Registration

Act, persons bom before 1991 remain classified in the race group to which they were
assigned at birth. The Government continues to discriminate in the payment of old

age pensions, with whites receiving the highest annuity, "coloureds" and Indians

somewhat less, and blacks the least. In recent years, however, rates have ap-

proached parity.

Education is, perhaps, the most crucial area of continuing race discrimination; per
pupil spending on whites is roughly four times that spent on blacks. The Govern-
ment has admitted that the inequity is unacceptable and is moving progressively

to eliminate this bias, but maintains that it cannot allot more than the present 20
percent of the national budget for education. It also notes that to cut white spending
to the current level for blacks would generate insufficient savings to upgrade edu-

cation for the vast black majority significantly. In 1992 the Government
semiprivatized most white schools, requiring parents to assume a significant share

of the costs through payment of school fees.

White public sdiools formerly were prohibited from enrolling blacks. Effective in

1991, parents at each school were allowed to vote to determine the racial admittance

policy of the school, provided that at least 50 percent of the student body remained
white. Bowing to public pressure, the Government also began allowing white schools

that had closed due to shrinking enrollments to reopen as fully nonracial schools.

Legislation enacted in June 1991 following repeal of the Group Areas Act enables

local nei^borhoods to establish their own "norms and standards" regarding local

living conditions. This measure may serve to perpetuate discriminatory housing pat-

terns. In 1991 Parliament repealed the Land!^Acts of 1913 and 1936, which limited

land ownership in rural areas to whites. Blacks deemed to be citizens of one of the

supposedly independent homelands no longer face legal restrictions on where they
can live, according to the Department for Home Affairs.
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South Africa's Defense Act requires all citizens to serve in the military except "fe-

males or persons who are not white." In 1992 the Pretoria Supreme Court; upheld
this statute against arguments that such race-based conscription could not be en-

forced because of the repeal of the Population Registration Act. The Court ruled that
for the purpose of the Defense Act, the definition of "whites" still had legal effect.

Sex discrimination remains a serious problem in South Africa, particularly against

black women. In many, if not most cases, women of all races do not receive equal
pay for equal woik. Benefits in the workplace, including higher pensions and pref-

erential home loans, are often restricted to men on the grounds that they are most
likely to be heads of households. Black women teachers who marry lose their home
loans, and in KwaZulu women teachers who become pregnant must resign imme-
diately.

Women in all racial groups—particularly blacks—still sufler from legal, cultural,

and economic discrimination. Traditional African customs discriminate against

women in South AMca's blade homelands. In many areas a woman is legally and
traditionally a minor and cannot sign contracts or own property. She is under the
authority of her father before marriage, and her husband afterward. However, some
reforms are under way. La the homelands of KwaZulu and the Ciskei, a woman's
right to own some forms of property is now recognized. Violence against women of

all races is a serious problem, particularly because very little legal redress exists.

South Africa's rape incidence is oelieved to be among the highest in the world, more
than double that of the United States. A South African sociologist estimates, based
on police figures, that 750,000 women are raped each year, with only 1 rape in 20
reported. Marital rape is not considered a crime. A husband may be charged for as-

sault accompanying a rape, but courts will not convict upon the evidence of the
woman alone. There are no government-subsidized programs or counseling centers

for abused women, except for overextended welfare and social workers.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—South Africa's Labor Relations Act entitles all work-
ers in the private sector to join trade unions of their choosing. In 1979 legislation

granted blacks full status as employees with the right to form free and independent
trade unions. Membership in South Africa's 200 registered trade unions was ap-

proximately 2.75 million in 1992. An additional 300,000 workers are members of the
47 unregistered unions, bringing union membership to over 3 million workers or 45
percent of the employed, economically active population. Probably more than half of

all union members are black. The Labor Relations Act does not cover domestic serv-

ants, farmworicers, or public servants, thus hindering trade union organizing in

those sectors. However, the Ministry of Manpower agreed, in an agreement reached
in November with the Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU), South
Africa's largest trade union confederation, to extend the Labor Relations Act to do-

mestic servants and farmworkers during the 1993 parliamentary session.

While South AMca's unions are formally independent of direct government con-

trol, the legacy of apartheid continues to aflect all aspects of industrial relations.

Union suspicion of employer and government intent, management's often uncompro-
mising attitude during negotiations, and the rapid politicization of major strikes cre-

ate a tense and sometimes violent atmosphere which exacerbates industrial conflict.

COSATU continues to accuse the Government of attempting to undermine trade

union activity and organization through intimidation and violence. Specifically,

COSATU alleges that the United Workers Union of South Africa (UWUSA), linked
to the Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP) and until 1991 secretly financed by the Govern-
ment, has sent scabs to break strikes and led violent and sometimes deadly attacks

against COSATU members. COSATU claims that at least 45 of its members were
killed during 1992 in violence directed against legitimate union activities.

As a result of South Africa's pre-1990 ban on black political parties, trade unions
played an important political role during the midto late-1980's struggle against
apartheid, and they continue to exercise important political influence. COSATU is

formally alimed with the African National Congress (ANC) and the South African
Communist Party (SACP). South Africa's second lai^st trade union federation, the
National Council of Trade Unions (NACTU), while omcially independent from politi-

cal groups, has considerable contact with the Pan-Africanist Congress (PAC) and the
Azanian Peoples' Organization (AZAPO). Both federations have supported general
strikes and boycotts as useful tools to pressure the Government.

Since 1979 all private sector workers, regardless of race, have had the right under
law to strike. Industrial action during the first 9 months of 1992 was up nearly 50
percent over the comparable 1991 period, with strikes accounting for more than 3
million lost man-days. Nearly 75 percent of strike activity in 1992 was provoked by
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wage disputes. Grievances, dismissals, and discipline accounted for the remaining
25 percent.
South African law prohibits all public employees from striking, a prohibition

COSATU alleges is too broad and not in keeping with internationally recognized

Sractice. Each minister, in consultation with appropriate oflices and advisory bodies,

etermines annual wage increases for his or her ministry, and legislation governing

each public service sector establishes machinery for collective bargaining with stall

assoaations. The cumbersome nature of this process and a lack of effective dispute

resolution mechanisms make public sector bargaining contentious and a potential

industrial relations flash point. The Government sought to introduce new public sec-

tor labor legislation during the 1992 special parliamentary session. Opposition to

the legislation by COSATU and other trade unions delayed submission of the legis-

lation. The Ministiy of Manpower has since agreed to consult with COSATU on this

lenslation.

South Africa does not restrict union affiliation with regional or international labor

organizations. The countr/s two largest confederations, COSATU and NACTU, are

amliated internationally only with tne Organization of African Trade Union Unity.

Many of their affiliates, as well as independent unions, are members of inter-

national trade secretariats and have developed contacts with their counterparts in

North America and Western Europe.
Although a member of the International Labor Organization (ILO) from its incep-

tion in 1919, South Africa withdrew from the Oreanization in 1964 but remains
bound by the 12 ILO conventions it has ratified. In 1988 COSATU lodged a com-
plaint through ECOSOC with the ILO against the Government, clamiing that
amendments made that year to South Africa's Labor Relations Act give prelerence

to rticiaUy constituted unions and abridge the right to strike. The Government de-

clined to accept ILO jurisdiction over the complaint until February 1991, when it

invited the organization to send a fact-finding mission to South Africa. Even though
the immediate cause of COSATUs petition to the ILO had been resolved by 1991,

the designated ILO fact-finding and conciliation commission on freedom of associa-

tion visited South Africa. In June 1992 it made a number of recommendations re-

garding how South Africa could bring its labor laws into line with internationally

accepted standards. In a November agreement with COSATU, the Ministry of Man-
gower agreed to establish a consultative process with COSATU to determine how
outh Africa could implement the ILO recommendations.
b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—South African labor law now

provides a statutory structure for collective bargaining, including the establishment

of industrial councils, the registration and regulation of trade unions, trade union
federations, and employer organizations, as well as mediation, conciliation, and arbi-

tration procedures to resolve industrial disputes. This structure has effectively

eliminated direct government interference in private sector union organizing and
collective bargaining. South African law prohibits discrimination by private sector

employers against union members and organizers. Disputes over recognition in the

private sector are few.

Historically, black unions were excluded from the statutory system of industrial

councils. Nevertheless, black unions developed a plant-level collective-bargaining

tradition of their own. Typically, many employers established poUective bargaining

relations with shop unions on the basis of majority representation. The 1979 Labor
Relations Act, ana its subsequent amendments, included black unions within the

statutory structure of industrial councils and formalized black union participation

in collective bargaining, both at plant and industry levels.

COSATU will reenter the National Manpower Commission (NMC), a tripartite ad-

visory body to the Ministry of Manpower, in January 1993. This follows the Novem-
ber 1992 COSATU-Ministiy of Manpower agreement in which the Ministry prom-
ised to submit to the 1993 Parliament the legislation necessaiy to extend basic labor

law to farm and domestic workers. Should the Government comply with its agree-

ment, labor law regarding collective bargaining wiU be extended to farm and domes-

tic workers, a significant portion of the working population.

South Africa's labor law does not apply to the so-called homelands, where labor

legislation has not matdied South Africa's and union organizing is often actively

discouraged. Nevertheless, trade union oivanizing and activity is on the increase in

almost ^1 of South Africa's homelands. Some, such as Transkei and Ciskei, have

responded to pressure by slowly brinnng their labor legislation closer to inter-

national stanoards. Others, sucn as Bopnuthatswana, have tirfitened limits on
trade union activity. South African trade union confederations such as COSATU see

free trade union activity in the homelands as an important priority. In the Novem-
ber 1992 agreement, the Ministry of Manpower agreed to establish a consultative

process to explore harmonization of South African and homeland labor law.
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Private mediation services are available and have been voluntarily resorted to by
management and black trade unions to resolve industrial disputes. The Labor Rela-
tions Act establishes the Industrial Court to rule in labor-management disputes,

and its decisions appear to be balanced. The most common complaints filed with the
Court concern disnussals, followed by unfair labor practices. A Labor Court of Ap-
peals oversees the Industrial Court and can overturn its decisions.

South Africa has no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—South Africa does not constitu-

tionally prohibit forced labor, however, the countr^s system of Roman-Dutch com-
mon law does not permit it, and it is not practiced. Relief workers in the
Mozambican refugee areas allege that refugees who work on South African farms
are paid significantly less than minimum wtige and that farmers sometimes turn
in such workers to the authorities immediately oefore payday to be deported.

d. Minimum A^e for Employment of Children.—^The Basic Conditions of Employ-
ment Act prohibits the employment of minors under age 15 in most industries,

shops, and offices. The Mines and Works Act prohibits minors under 16 from work-
ing underground. There is no restriction, however, on the age at which a person
may work in agriculture. Legislation is only partially enforced by the Ministry of

Manpower and the Mineral and Energy Affairs Ministry. One of the best known and
documented instances of underaged employment is young boys employed in black
township coalyards.

Education is compulsory for all white and "coloured" children until they reach the
age of 16 or pass uie 10th grade and for Asian children until age 15. There is no
compulsory education for black children. The Department of Education and Culture
effectively enforces compulsory education for white children. It is less diligent in en-
forcing it for "coloured" and Asian children.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^There is no legal minimum wage in South Afri-

ca. The Labor Relations Act instead provides a mechanism for negotiations between
labor and management to set minimum wage standards industry by industry. At
present over 100 industries covering most nonagricultural workers come under the

provisions of the Act.
Establishing a "living wage," or a subsistence-level minimum wage has been an-

other priority goal of most industrywide unions. A survey by the Labour Research
Service found that of 17 sectors surveyed, only one paid a minimum wage above
what was estimated to be a "living wage." Further, the average minimum wage was
some 30 percent below the living wage. Wages paid unskilled workers, especially do-

mestic servants and agricultural woreers, are often significantly less.

Most industries have a standard workweek of 46 hours (which is also the well-

enforced legal maximum), as well as vacation and sick leave. Overtime is voluntary
and limited to 10 hours a week. The law does not mandate a 24-hour rest break.

The Basic Conditions of Employment Act which legislates minimum workplace
standards does not yet apply to agricultural workers and domestic servants. Their
work conditions and those of workers in the homelands depend on the good wUl of

their employers and range from acceptable to deplorable.

TTie state-fiinded National Occupational and Safety Association claims that the

Ministry of Manpower effectively enforces government-legislated minimum stand-

ards ibr workplace environment; nevertheless, in some industries, injury or even
death at the workplace is still common. For example, the National Union of

Mineworkers reports that an average of two workers are killed eveiy day in mine
accidents.
South African occupational safety and health laws, while requiring employers not

to place their workers at unreasonable risk, do not give workers the right to remove
themselves from a hazardous job. An employee's decision to leave a hazardous work-
site could possibly lead to dismissal, but more probably would result in disciplinary

action. The occupational safety and health laws do provide protection for workers
who report or file complaints against unsafe working conditions. Such workers may
not be dismissed or reauced in rank or salary because of their actions.

SUDAN

Sudan is nominally ruled by Lt. General Omar Hassan al-Bashir and a group of

officers in the Sudanese People's Armed Forces (SPAF) who overthrew Sudan's
democratically elected government in 1989. The coup leaders formed the National
Salvation Revolution Command Council (RCC) of 15 military officers (reduced to 10
in 1992), imposed a strict curfew, suspended Sudan's 1985 transitional constitution,

abrogated press licenses, and dissolved all political parties and trade unions. The
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RCC Government is inspired bv and closely identified with the National Islamic
Front (NIF), one of the parties banned in 1989. NIF members and supporters hold
important positions throughout the Government, police, security services, judiciary,

academia, media, commerce, and banking. They form a government within the Gov-
ernment. The regime controls most of Sudan, excluding some tireas of the south
which are controlled by the increasingly fragmented Sudanese People's Liberation
Army (SPLA), its most prominent faction led by Colonel John Garang.
Numbering about 100,000, the SPAF is responsible for Sudan's internal said exter-

nal security. Sudan's total military expenditures for 1989, the last year for which
the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed analysis,

were $339 million. In view of the ongoing civil war, it is doubtful that any effort

will be made to reduce these expenditures in the near future. The armed forces are
augmented by formations of lightly armed, poorly trained but ideologically moti-
vated militia, the Popular Defense Force (PDF). Martial law remained in effect in

1992, as did a state of emei^enqr, permitting various arbitrary government actions,

including indefinite detention of suspected opponents. The Sudanese civil war sig-

nificantly intensified in 1992, with government forces increasingly successful and
with many attendant human rights aouses by all sides. Military operations by both
the Government and rebels have left areas of Sudan largely depopulated and devoid
of effective government, especially along the borders with Uganda, Chad, Kenya,
and Zaire. Trie SPAF was identified with numerous humah rights abuses, includmg
many civilian deaths, deaths of relief workers, extrajudicial executions, forced con-
scription, rape, and pillage. Government security services operated with no re-

straint, often mistreating and harassing both citizens and foreigners and torturing
civilians suspected of opposing the regime.
Sudan's primarily £^ncultural economy has been devastated by the long and cost-

ly civil war, hyperinflation, high unemployment, some 4.5 million internally dis-

elaced persons, and an influx of refugees from nei^boring countries. There is a long
istory of pervasive government control of the economy. Recent government eco-

nomic reforms to privatize inefficient state-owned firms and stimulate private sector

investment have had little effect in energizing a moribund economy saddled with
lai;ge and growing military expenditures which consume an estimated one-third of

the country s budget.
The human rights situation in Sudan deteriorated further in 1992, marked par-

ticularly by the Grovemment's inhuman treatment of displaced Sudanese; its con-
tinuing ef!orts, driven by religious extremism, to impose total authority over Suda-
nese institutions and society; and its frequent use of arbitrary detention and torture.

Many of the civil war violations took place in the fighting around the southern city

of Juba which involved abuses by all sides. There, government troops, including the

PDF, killed, tortured, and detained incommunicado a large number of civilians. The
Sudanese authorities summarily executed at least two U.S. Government local em-
ployees, one European Community local worker, and probably one U.N. local em-
gloyee, on wholly unsubstantiated charges of allegedly spying for the SPLA. The
PLA shelling of Juba killed over 200 civilians. Further south, SPLA elements

killed three international relief woikers and a journalist. There were also significant

violations in the Nuba mountains in Kordofan state connected with the forced relo-

cation of the population.
Throughout the year, outri^t hostility by the Government and by the SPLA to-

wards relief operations continued, threatening large segments of the southern and
western Sudanese populations with starvation. In its Arabization and Islamization

drive, the RCC continued to repress freedoms of speech, press, assembly, associa-

tion, and political choice, and it accelerated religious persecution of non-Muslims.
In 1992 numerous Sudanese were arbitrarily detained, although for shorter periods

than in past years. Many were subject to torture and incommunicado detention. The
regime continued forcibly to relocate hundreds of thousands of persons displaced by
war and famine to distant, inhospitable sites lacking basic services and far from em-
ployment opportunities. The Criminal Act of 1991 instituted harsh Islamic (hudood)
punishments nationwide, such as amputation and stoning, but only two notable
nudood sentences were carried out in 1992. Fear of the imposition of the Shari'a (Is-

lamic law) and the Arabization and Islamization of society are among the major
causes of southern disaffection.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—Ofilcial and unofficial government
forces were involved or implicated in civil war-related extrajudicial killing and other

abuses of civilians, which resulted in hundreds of deaths. Following the June and
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July SPLA infiltrations into the covemment-controUed town of Juba in southern
Sudan, there were numerous credible reports that government forces, including the

PDF, killed lai;ge numbers of civilians—over 300—suspected of cooperating with the
SPLA. The SPL\ forces were also involved in extrajudicial killings (see Section l.g.).

In Juba, in early August, Sudanese authorities seized the U.S. Agenw for Inter-

national Development (USAID) compound, arresting the entire U.S. Government
staff and summarily executing at least two U.S. local employees. The whereabouts
of two other U.S. Government local employees were unknown at year's end. The Su-
danese Government admitted executing one of the U.S. employees and also a local

employee of the European Communitjrs office. Reports indicated that a U.N. local

employee was executed and that another employee was missing. The U.S. Govern-
ment strongly protested these executions.

b. Disappearance.—^Approximately 40 civilian residents in the Jebel Tabaq region

in southern Kordofan, mostly Nubans, disappeared in 1992 following operations by
PDF forces. They are believed to have been executed by these forces on suspicion

of collaborating with the SPLA. Routine disappearances of persons suspected of col-

laborating or supporting the SPLA occurred in other war zones as well.

The case of Father David Tombe, a parish priest arretted in Juba in August, ex-

emplified the regime's disrespect for fundamental human ri^ts. He subsequently
disappeared into the prison system. Only in November, after repeated church en-

treaties, did the Government permit the Vatican envoy to see him. Father Tombe
had been tortured and confined first in Juba, then in Khartoum, where at the end
of the year he remained in prison without charge. Other cases of arrest and dis-

appearance involved the employees of the USAED office in Juba, Dominic Morris and
Chaplain Lako, and ^(Qdiael Mutto of the U.N.'s Juba office. All these men dis-

appeared without a trace after their arrest.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Formerly uncommon in Sudan under the civilian al-Mahdi administration (at least

outside the war zone), torture and other forms of physical mistreatment by ofiicial

and unofficial security forces were widespread in 1992. Various security organiza-

tions continued to use commandeered safe houses (known as "ghost houses") in

which to hold inconununicado persons suspected of activity against the Government,
including trade unionists, politicians, and students. Persons released from ghost
houses reported harsh conaitions and treatment at the hands of Sudan security.

One ex-joumalist, for example, reported being confined for several days in a box-

like cage in a ghost house in downtown Khartoum.
Security forces subjected detainees in ghost houses to varying forms of torture and

mistreatment. These included: whipping and clubbing; shackling and suspension by
the wrists; electric shocks; the kicking of ribs or kidneys; rapid rotation in chairs;

blindfolding for days at a time; deprivation of food, water, sleep, and access to toilet

facilities; confinement in overcrowded and unsanitary quarters; deprivation of medi-
cal care; and psychological torture, such as mock executions.

Prison conaitions were also harsh, especially in Shalla prison in Darfur, where,
according to prisoners released during 1992, political detainees and suspected SPLA
sympathizers were subjected to inhuman treatment, including deprivation of water
under conditions of extreme heat and denial of access to family and friends.

Sudan's 1991 Criminal Act based on the Shari'a prescribes specific hudood pun-
ishments for certain offenses. These punishments include amputation, stoning, and
lashing. While sentences of amputation were handed down during the year, none
had been carried out by year's end. Two convicted criminals, both convicted of

armed robbery and murder, were hanged and crucified in Darfur, according to local

news reports. Lashings were routinely carried out in the north, especially for con-

sumption of alcohol.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—The 1991 Criminal Code does not deal

with periods of detention and security arrests. Several other laws give the Govern-
ment a free hand in detaining persons without charge and without reference to the
judiciary. In particular, the state of emergency permits the Government to detain
opponents indefinitely mthout charge or trial. Under the National Security Act, de-

tentions are permitted for up to 72 hours, extendable for 1 month with "justifica-

tion," which is not defined.
Additionally, precautionary detention "to preserve the general security" may be

authorized by the RCC for 3 months. A person thus detained should be notified "in

suitable time"—which is interpreted as within these 3 months—of the reasons for

detention. The RCC may extend this precautionary detention for another 3 months
with proper notification, but the judge or the prosecutor may reject the extension
and release the detainee. Bail is permitted except in cases of murder. Indigent de-

fendants are provided with legal counsel by the Government.
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Despite these formal protections, an arrested Sudanese citizen, particularly in the
hands of one of the security organs, faces essentially arbitrary treatment, including,
in many cases, incommunicado detention.
Because of the regime's secrecy and arbitrary detention practices, it was diflicult

to know the precise number of political detainees and prisoners held at the end of
1992. At the beginning of the year, there were hundreds of persons held without
charge or trial, m July the Government released 54 political detainees, mostly mem-
bers of the military. But the regime continued to arrest others. At year's end, one
credible report said there were 30 to 40 political detainees and prisoners in Sudan.
Other outside observers would set a signiiicantly higher figure, as high as several
hundred. The best estimate would be at least 100.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The present Government has made the judiciary
increasingly subservient. An RCC decree of June 30, 1989, transferred all power
over Sudan's constitution and laws to the RCC. Control of the judiciary was trans-
ferred to the Ministry of Justice. The position of Chief Justice, formerly elected by
sitting judges, is now an appointed omce. According to credible reports, more than
300 judges considered ideologically unacceptable were replaced, many with ap-
pointees aHUiated with the National Islamic Front. The new judges favor a strict

application of the Shari'a, and many have little or no legal training.

Under the November 1989 Special Courts Act, a special security court may try
persons accused of a wide range of violations, e.g., of constitutional decrees, emer-
gency regulations, some sections of the Penal Code, and drug and currency viola-

tions. The special security courts may be composed of three military officers or any
three competent persons; those created thus far have had both military and civilian

{'udges. Attorneys may sit with defendants as "friends of the court" and advise them
>ut may not normally address the court. Sentences are usually severe and imple-
mented immediately, except that death sentences must be referred to the Chief Jus-
tice and the Head of State.
Defendants may file appeal briefs with the Chief Justice. Most security-related

cases continue to be tried in these courts.

Sudan's present judicial system involves the regular courts, both criminal and
civil, the parallel special security courts, military courts intended mainly for mili-

tary personnel, and tribal courts which continue to be important in rural areas
where disputes often involve land and water rights and family matters. The 1991
Criminal Act governs criminal cases; civil cases continue to be handled lai^ely ac-

cording to the Civil Transactions Act of 1983. Testimony by women in court cases,
while not discounted in theory, still suffers from the tramtional interpretation of the
Shari'a, whereby a woman's testimony is worth half that of a man.

Military trials in particular do not meet international standards. Human rights
observers note that, as in the case of 53 officers tried in 1991 for alleged participa-
tion in a coup attempt, the proceedings are in secret and brief; the 1991 trial lasting

only a few minutes. None of the 53 had legal representation.
The southern states are currently exempted irom parts of the 1991 Criminal Act.

But the Act permits the possible mture application of the Shari'a in the South, if

the local legislative bodies, envisioned in the RCC's projected political system, so de-
cide. There were no reports in 1992 that hudood punishments were being carried
out by the courts in government-controlled areas of the South. The Shari'a, however,
continues to be one of the key issues in the rebellion.

Portions of the South are outside effective judicial procedures, as well as govern-
mental functions in general. Credible reports indicate that army units summarily
try and punish those accused of crimes, especially offenses against civil order. In
SPLA-controUed areas of the South, there appeared to be some reliance on tradi-

tional justice by village elders, but the SPLA ultimately ruled by summary methods
that included beatings, torture, and arbitrary execution.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Arbi-
trary interference with citizen privacy by government authorities outside the combat
zones was rare in the previous al-Mah(U administration. However, in 1992 searches
without warrants continued, often in nighttime raids, particularly in cases of per-
sons suspected of political or economic crimes. Surveillance was pervasive and con-
strained only by resources and manpower. Former Prime Minister Sadiq al-Mahdi
and former Communist Party chief Mohammad Ibrahim Nugud, as well as other

Prominent former political figures, remained under nearly constant surveillance,

he University of Khartoum, with its history of student political activism, became
a special target for surveillance.

Mail, including that delivered by courier service, is sometimes opened and read,
and registered mail is examined by government officials before being sent.

The Government instituted neijpiborhood "popular committees as a means of
monitoring households. These committees, tasked with reporting neighborhood ac-
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tivities, comprise an informer system. They induce fear in Sudanese citizens of their

neighbors wno, for whatever reasons, may report them for "suspicious" activities,

suai as speaking with foreimers. Security officers have investigated Sudanese citi-

zens suspected of "excessive^ contact with foreigners. The committees also furnish

or withhold documents essential for obtaining an exit visa from Sudan. They have
harassed and questioned Sudanese employees of foreign embassies, as well as for-

eign citizens working in Sudan. Some roreign NGO staff in the field were forced to

report daily to security to give their "movement schedules." Other local NGKD staff

members were threatened with arrest and beaten.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-

flicts.—The civil war intensified in 1992 as the SPAF won important victories, in-

cluding the capture of the SPLA headouarters town, Torit. Government forces,_gov-

emment-affiliated tribal militias, the PDF, and the several factions of the SPLA,
which also fought each other, frequently used excessive force and constantly violated

humanitarian norms by attacking civilian targets. Neither side in the civil war
made any attempt to mvestigate or punish those responsible. The Sudanese Air

Force (SAF) contmued to bonS) indiscriminately, killing civilians. The SAF, having

no capability for close air support of ground forces, resorted to crude tactics of

dumpmg bombs from transport aircraft on targets in the SPLA-held areas.

Much of the fighting was centered around Juba, the principal city in the South.

During the height of the fighting at Juba in the summer months, SPAF soldiers pre-

vented civilians from leaving the besieged town. Land mines planted indiscrimi-

nately by both government and rebel forces caused civilian deaths and limited agri-

cultural cultivation. Some houses were summarily destroyed to clear fields of fire

for Sudanese army units. The population was concentrated into the center of the

town, severely straining sanitation facilities. The SPLA's continued indiscriminate

shelling of the town over many months caused deaths and injuries among the civil-

ianpopulation.
The Popular Defense Forces (PDF) Act of 1989 placed tribal militias under gov-

ernment control through incorporation into the PDF. While tribal militias are small

in number in comparison with the main PDF core of Islamic Front supporters, they

have been responsible for human rights abuses in attadung their longstanding trib-

al opponents, particularly the Dinka, who have been the most important source of

support for the SPLA.
The Nubans, a tribal population of hill-dwellers in an isolated region bordering

on the rebellious South, were displaced in sizable numbers during 1992. For numer-
ous reasons, including pressure from government militias and the SPLA, as well as

an increased level of fighting, the Nubans left their native hills in southern
Kordofan state. Using harsh methods, the Government uprooted thousands of

Nubans without their consent, and it was reliably reported that serious human
rights abuses occurred. Many of the Nuban people were resettled as farm laborers

in northern Kordofan, but others were left essentially homeless, ending up in camps
for the displaced after being moved around for months. During the summer, the

Government relocated at least 25,000 Nubans, some sick and malnourished, from

relatively well-run camps in Kadugli to unsatisfactory sites in northern Kordofan.

This cruel and unnecessary action led to speculation that a systematic attempt was
underway to eradicate the identity of the Nuban people. The Government's news
blackout and refusal to grant access to the area lent credence to this view.

The SPLA shelling of Juba in the spring and summer resulted in an unknown
number of civilian deaths. This violence and SPLA attempts to forcibly conscript

southern males caused a continuing heavy exodus of refugees, numbering in the

thousands, to neighboring countries. Many southerners also fled to the north of

Sudan to escape the fightmg. There were persistent reports that the SPLA forcibly

conscripted male minors.
The treatment of prisoners of war (POW's) remained unclear in 1992, and there

were no reliable estimates of the number of POW's. According to human rights crit-

ics, the Government rarely took POWs in the civil conflict, instead executing SPLA
members or suspected sjrmpathizers. There were credible reports of the SPLA maim-
ing POWs captured in the flghting at Juba. No progress was made by humanitarian

organizations, including the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), in

seeking access to detainees held by the various factions.

The intensification of the war in the South in 1992 greatly interfered with the

delivery of relief supplies. Both the Government and the SPLA withheld their ap-

proval for international donor relief flights in the war zones, putting the flights at

risk. In MalfJcal in June, the Government arbitrarily confiscated a World Food Pro-

gram (WFP) barge carrying food to displacees. In August the SPLA warned that all

aircraft flying into Juba, including U.N. planes bringing critically needed food,

risked being shot down. The Government had, in fact, used an aircraft with U.N.
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markings to cany military caivo. After the U^. protested, the authorities admitted
their error and stopped. In August the U.N. temporarihr suspended these relief

flidits after the SPIA fired shells near a WFP plane off-loading at Juba airport.

Mming on some southern roads by government forces and the rebels also obstructed
movement of relief convoys.
Both the Government and the SPLA remained suspicious of relief efforts, each be-

lieving that relief supnlies benefited the other side, and continued to interfere with
them. International NGCs were consistently denied access to towns where large

numbers of displaced persons had fled to avoid the fidbting. Movement of food sup-

Slies by land to Juba continued to be blocked by the SPLA, forcing the 300,000 resi-

ents to rely on the uncertainties of an extremely expensive and at times dangerous
donor-fiinded airlift. NOG'S engaged in relief enorts suffered mistreatment by the
Government far more than in the past. At year's end, agreements between the SPLA
factions, the Govemnoent, and the UN. to reopen Operation Lifeline Sudan, a food

supply line from Kenya/Uganda into southern Sudan, offered some hope that the
people in the southern war zone could again enjoy a reasonably secure supply of

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom ofSpeech and Press.—Since the 1989 coup, freedom of speech has been
severely restricted, and a climate of intimidation and surveillance mhibited open,
public discussion of political issues. All private publications were banned. Three gov-
ernment-controlled Arabic language daily newspapers. Modem Sudan, The Armed
Forces, and National Salvation, as well as the weekly English-language newspaper
New Horizon and the English monthly Sudanow, strongly advocatea government
policies. They occasionally went beyond stated government positions in their anti-

Western attitudes.

Radio, television, and the Sudanese News Agency (SUNA) were under government
control and reflected govenunent policies. Opposition figures were rarely mentioned
in the media.

Chief editors of t^e print media are appointed by the Government, alleviatii^ the
need for formal daily censorship. Sudan television news has a permanent military

censor to ensure that onfy government-approved news is aired. The Minister of In-

formation in late 1992 was an army brigadier.

The regime complained of an anti-Sudan bias among the international, especially

Western, media. While foreign journalists visited and reported on Sudan, their ac-

cess to areas outside Khartoum was extremely limited. One American journalist was
forcibly detained and had his notes confiscated before diplomatic intervention se-

cured his release. AnoUier was prevented bom entering the home of an opposition

leader.

Foreign publications entering Sudan were routinely confiscated by the Govern-
ment before they reached newsstands if they contained any material judged
antiregime. Time and Newsweek magazines were banned during 1992 fpr stories

deemed offensive by the Government. Many respected Sudanese journalists who
worked in the media before 1989 have taken up nonmedia ^obs or left the country.
Academic freedom has declined. The Islamic-mndamentalist orientation of the re-

gime made many professors, students and intellectuals reluctant to expound their

views freely. Appointments of teaching staff are based on political and ideological

criteria, not just professional qualifications. The Government viewed with particular
suspicion the faculty at the Lmiversity of Khartoum, undertaking recurring purges
of professors.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—These freedoms were severely
restricted. The declaration of the state of emergency and of martial law on June 30,

1989 effectively eliminated the ri^t to protest. The police and, at times, security

forces routinely broke up nongovernment-sponsored demonstrations.
On June 30, 1989, the RCCTdissolved all political parties and effectively disbanded

all politically active groups. Blamed by the Government for most of Sudan's prob-
lems, political parties remained banned in 1992, and RCC officials vowed Sudan
would never return to a multiparty system.
The Grovemment of Sudan favors members and supporters of the National Islamic

Front (NIF), a party ostensibly banned in 1989 with all other political parties but
increasinglv identified with the Government. NIF members and supporters were
well placed throughout government, the security forces, academia, the media, busi-

ness, and commerce. They formed the core of a new ruling elite.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Sudan is a multireligious country and so recognized in

law, but officii tolerance of non-Muslims sharply deteriorated in 1991—1992. Islam
and Christianity are formally recognized as religions of Sudfm, and adherents of
other beliefs are not legalfy prevented finom worshiping. Muslims are a majority in
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the North, although there are at least 1 to 2 million displaced persons from the
South now in Khartoum and other northern towns. The displaced southerners are
mostly Christians and Animists, not Muslims.

I*roselytizing by Muslims is allowed, but proselytizing of Muslims is not allowed.
Apostasy for Muslims under the 1991 Criminal Act is punishable by death. In 1992
government harassment and suppression, such as the increased attempts to exert
control over curriculum and stan in the religious schools, indicated growing official

interest in preventing proselytizing by Christians of non-Muslims.
The Foreign Missionary Society Act of 1962 subjected public Christian religious

activity to close government supervision. Among other provisions, the Act forbade
the construction of churches without government permits, and none was issued for

more than 10 years. The Sudan Catholic Bishops' Conference (SCBC) and the Sudan
Council of Churches (SCO as well as the Coptic Church regularly encountered re-

strictions based on the Act, which was often capriciously interpreted by local offi-

cials. It was also used against individuals in religious vocations.

As religious tolerance deteriorated steadily in 1991-1992, non-Muslim religious

leaders of several denominations charged "open persecution." In 1992 the authori-
ties expelled without explanation four missionary nuns of Mother Teresa's Sisters
of Charity in Khartoum and one expatriate priest. In En Nahud, the authorities
closed the locfd Catholic school and convent and evicted the priests and nuns from
the town. Increasingly, Christians were anxious about government interference with
church-based schools. In particular, the Government oegan suppressing schooling
sponsored by non-Muslim religious bodies for the many displaced persons in reloca-

tion camps around Khartoum.
d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—^Freedom of movement in Sudan continued to be hampered by the civil

war, a poor transportation infrastructure, and government restrictions. Authorities

maintained lists of political figures and other Sudanese citizens not permitted to

travel, and security officials sometimes made arbitrary decisions on issuance or
cancelation of exit visas. After the 1989 coup, the RCC Government imposed a cur-

few in much of Sudan, and suspected curfew violators were subject to detention and
the payment of fines.

For internal travel, foreigners are required to obtain permits well in advance for

all travel outside Khartoum (except diplomats for whom travel in much of the coun-
try is now allowed on a 3-day notice, not a permission basis). These were difficult

to obtain and frequently refused in 1992. Foreigners had to register with the police

on entering the country, obtain permission to move from one location to another,
and register again at each new location within 3 days of arrival. In particular, per-

sonnel of foreign NGO's faced numerous instances of bureaucratic harassment, e.g.,

in trying to obtain work or travel permits. Entry visas for new or replacement NGO
staff also became increasingly difficult to obtain. Some NGO workers hesitated to

leave the country for fear that the Government would not grant them reentry visas.

Most Sudanese with money to travel experienced little difficulty in leaving the
country during 1992, but numerous individual citizens and some categories of per-

sons (such as ioumalists or security suspects) were often refused exit visas. Some
former political detainees were also forbiaden to travel outside Khartoum. Sudanese
not in this category were able to move about the country, although they were re-

quired to cany identity cards, and those found without them at one of the numerous
cneckpoints risked being beaten. This regulation appeared to be applied especially

rigorously to southerners in northern urban areas.

A new conscription law prevented young men of applicable age from obtaining
permits to leave the country without first obtaining an exemption from authorities.

A married Sudanese woman had to have the permission of her husband or another
male relative to travel abroad, and regulations specified that unmarried Sudanese
women must travel with a family member or other sponsor. The travel restrictions

for women, generally ignored before the June 1989 coup, have since been increas-

ingly enforced.
Almost 2 million persons, largely southerners and westerners displaced by famine

and civil war, have been living in squalid sauatter camps in the Khartoum area.

In 1992 the Government continued to forcibly resettle more than 400,000 people
from several sites in IQiartoum to desolate and barren locations far outside the city

and devoid of water and other basic necessities. Some of these people had lived in

Khartoum for years and in some cases occupied government or privately owned
lands.
Government plans to move more displaced persons to desolate expanses of desert

are premised, according to the statement of one official directly involved, on a fear

of large numbers of disafiected non-Muslim citizens crowding into the capital.
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NGO's attempting to distribute food or establish clinics in the remote camps fre-
quently experienced difilculty with the Government in gaining access.

In contrast, Sudan has accorded refugees good treatment. At the end of the year,
the refugee population (largely composed of Ethiopians and Eritreans) was about
700,000, of whom about half were assisted by the United Nations High Commis-
sioner for Refugees (UNHCR). There were reports of two instances of forcible repa-
triation of refugees from Sudan: 2 Eritreans and 22 Ethiopians. Resettlement of ref-
ugees by the UNHCR to third countries proceeded smoothly except for a 2-month
delay in the flow of Ethiopians for resettlement in the United States. (The U.S. Gov-
ernment suspended registrations of Ethiopians for resettlement in the U.S. after No-
vember 21, 1991.) Refiigees may not become resident aliens or citizens of Sudan, re-
gardless of the length of their stay. However, large numbers of refiigees have been
tolerated in the cities, especially in the capital area.
There are about 2.25 million Sudanese in refugee status in neighboring countries.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The people of Sudan had neither the right nor the ability to change their govern-
ment peacefiiUy. In September 1989, the RCC's "Third Constitutional Decree estab-
lished a new governmental system for Sudan, giving the Head of State sovereign
powers. The all-military RCC continued as the legislative and ultimate authority,
although the regime in early 1992 instituted an appointed "Transitional National
Assembly" (TNA) with no independent powers. The RCC entrusts day-to-day super-
vision to a Cabinet headed bv a Prime Minister. The courts are specifically forbid-
den to review acts of the RCC! or the Head of State.
Claiming sectarian bickering was harmful to Sudan, the regime in 1989 abolished

all political parties, seized (and later distributed) the parties' assets, and detained
(albeit in relatively mild conditions) the leaders of the major precoup parties. They
have since been released.

In October 1990, the RCC concluded a national dialog conference which rejected
both multiparty and one-party systems in favor of a political structure based on as-
cending levels of nonpartisan consultative assemblies. The recommendations par-
alleled ideas of the National Islamic Front. The establishment of the new political
system was said to have begun in 1992 with the installation of the TNA.
The Government publicly assigned a high priority to ending the civil war. How-

ever, by the end of 1992, despite Nigerian mediation and a meeting at Abuja to dis-
cuss peace terms, there had oeen little movement on the issues. Government mili-
tary initiatives in 1992 appeared to represent an RCC determination to resolve the
long-standing dispute on the battlefield. The challenge to Colonel John Garang's
leadership of the SPLA by two groups of his commanders weakened the southerners.
The two commanders controlled sizable areas in the South and called for an interim
geriod of separation of the South from the North. This represented a break from
rarang's prior consistent advocacy of a united Sudan. Major differences between the
SPLA and the Government also revolved around the extent to which the Shari'a will
be enforced. Late in the year, another of Garang's lieutenants broke away from what
had been the major faction of the SPLA. With the organization so fragmented, pros-
pects for negotiation were dim at year's end.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The (jrovemment acted decisively to stamp out any domestic criticism on human
rights issues. It frequently and vehemently denied any human rights abuses in
Sudan. Almost all of the relatively few local human rights monitors have been ar-
rested and detained, often under very harsh conditions.

Before the coup, several organizations monitored human rirfits in the country, in-

cluding the Sudan Human Rights Organization (SHRO), the Sudan Bar Association
(SBA), the Sudan Catholic Bishops Conference (SCBC), and the Sudan Council of
Churches (SCC). The SHRO and SBA were dissolved by the Government afler the
coup, and the Bar Association was brought under the control of a government steer-
ing committee. In 1991 the Government created a new organization, also called the
Sudan Human Rights Organization, with the goal of defending the Government
from attacks. It has issued no statements critical of the Government. The SCBC and
the SCC still existed in 1992 and continued, when possible, to monitor and pub-
licized human rights violations, especially those involving religious discrimination.
The Government has also been defensive about foreign criticism of its human

rights performance. It permitted no international human rights groups to enter the
country in 1992. However, an expert of the U.N. Human Rights Commission, which
is investigating Sudan's human rights situation, was allowed to travel to Sudan and
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make his inquiries. The U.N General Assembly passed a resolution in December ex-
pressing serious concern about the human rights situation in Sudan.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Sudan's population of 24.5 million (1989 estimate) is a multiethnic mix of over 500
Arab and African tribes, with scores of languages and dialects. Sudan is composed
primarily of two cultures—^Arab in the North and central areas and black African
in the South. The West has a relatively smaller population composed of black Afri-

can but Muslim people. Sudanese governments have historically been dominated by
northern MusUms who form a majority of about 16 million. Some southern tribal

groups, especially non-Arabs and non-Muslims, have demanded greater economic
and political power and greater recognition of Sudan's cultural diversity.

The present military Government, influenced heavily by the National Islamic
Front, has pursued religiously extremist policies, much more so than in the past.

As a result it has hei^tened reli^ous, etnnic, and ideological discrimination in al-

most every aspect of society. Discrimination in the north by the Muslim Arab major-
ity against several million displaced non-Arabs from the South is common and grow-
ing. Residents of Arabic-speaking areas who do not themselves speak Arabic are dis-

criminated against in education, jobs, and other opportunities.

Arabization of instruction in higher education (including at the University of
Juba, currently located in Khartoum) continued to discriminate against non-Arabs.
In order to be considered for higher education, students had to pass examinations
in four subjects—English, mathematics, Arabic, and religious studies. Widespread
popular attitudes in northern areas also stereotyped darker skinned non-Araos as
interior and lazy.

In government-controlled areas of the South, there was convincing evidence of a
policy of Islamization; civil servants and other officials were replaced by supporters
of the National Islamic Front. Forced retirement of non-Muslims and non-NIF sup-
porters became widespread. In the North, some non-Muslims lost their jobs in the
civil service, the judiciary, banking, and other professions. Recurring "thinning out"
of police and army ranks purged professionals to make room for NIF supporters.
Businesses owned and operated by non-Muslims experienced overt discrimination,

such as denial of trading licenses or petty harassment.
Sudanese laws and traditions continued to favor men over women, and women

traditionally have had segregated roles. Islamic laws of inheritance award addi-

tional property to men, while concurrently assigning them the duty of caring for

their extended families. Under traditional Shari'a family law, a woman receivea half
of what a man with the same degree of kinship received in an inheritance. Discrimi-
nation against women in professional positions also reportedly increased in 1992.
Although there are no women in the highest ranks of government (e.g., the Cabi-

net), women in lesser positions do play important roles in day-to-day government
operations. The appointed Transitional National Assembly includes some women
members, but the NIF has not encouraged women's involvement in politics, viewing
this as opposed to their traditional role.

Education has been open to both sexes, and many women obtained university
training, but women traditionally receive less education and have fewer opportuni-
ties than men. Although not numerous, women can be found in the professions and
in both the police and the military. They were also increasingly visible in the PDF,
in sexually segregated formations.

In inveighing against Western fashion and behavior, the Government in 1991 is-

sued directives to prevent dancing between the sexes and to require women working
in government offices and female students and teachers to conform to Islamic dress.

Islamic or Shari'a dress was defined as nondecorative, "modest" clothing covering

the entire body except for the face, hands, and feet. The (jovemment strictly en-
forced the new regulations, most notably in the schools and other public institutions.

Female genital mutilation (circumcision) remained prevalent m Sudan. Reports
indicated that this practice, although illegal, was widespread, especially in the
North. Some reports suggested that over 90 percent of northern Sudanese women
have undergone this mutilation, with consequences that included severe urinary
problems, infections, and even death.
The so-called pharaonic (infibulation) mutilation, the severest of the three types,

was the most common and was usually performed on girls between the ages of 4
and 7 years. Because few physicians will perform the operation, it was most often

done by paramedical personnel in improvised, unsanitary conditions, with severe
pain and trauma to the child. The operation was expensive, costing approximately
$100 for the 10-minute procedure. Southern women displaced to the North report-

edly were increasingly imposing circumcision upon their daughters, even if they
themselves had not been subjected to it.
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Among certain southern tribes, forcible sexual intercourse was common. No blame
attached to the practice, although the man involved had to pay a price (often in live-

stock) to the woman's family if she became pregnant. Among some tribes, wives are
received on a trial basis lasting up to 4 years. Ilie husband may dissolve the mar-
riage during this time by returning the wife to her family, although he must pay
a price for each child bom during this time. Such wives were reportedly able to con-
tract iurther marriages and were not stigmatized by having been returned.
Except for genital mutilation, the extent to which violence against women, espe-

cially wife beating, occurs is difficult to document. Wife beating reportedly is com-
mon in Sudan, especially in polygamous families, and the Government has not ad-
dressed the issue of violence against women. Nor was it discussed publicly. The po-
lice do not normally intervene in domestic disputes, and there were no reports of
court cases involving either genital mutilation or other violence against women in
1992. For a variety of cultural reasons, many women are reluctant to file a formal
complaint of such abuse. Women refugees were particularly vulnerable to harass-
ment and sexual abuse.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—^Although Sudan had a strong labor union movement
during the government of Sadiq al-Ms^di, the RCC's constitutional decree of June
30, 1989, abolished labor unions and forbade strikes. Stiff punishments, including
the death penalty, were prescribed for violations of labor decrees. Union offices were
closed, and union assets frozen. Government officials condemned union activists as
"Communists," althou^ most Sudanese unions were resolutely anti-Communist.
Many labor leaders were dismissed from their jobs or detained. Most unionists were
later freed. No labor officials were known to have been detained in 1992.

In September 1989, the Government announced the establishment of preliminary
steering committees to manage union affairs, pending the drafting of new laws on
union oi^ganization. Under this rubric, the Sudan Wooers Trade Unions Federation
(SWTUF), the leading blue-collar labor organization, with about 800,000 members,
was restored with its leadership unchanged and its assets returned, but under tight
government control through the steering committee. Apart from SWTUF, there is

a professional and employees' trade union federation, which has replaced four pre-
viously existing white-collar labor organizations.

Other steering committees were established in 1990, often including many of the
precoup leaders. These committees remained under control of the Government,
which could and did dismiss their members from time to time. For unknown rea-
sons, a proposed new labor law did not go into effect in 1992, and unions continued
to operate solely on government sufferance. Union elections at the local level finally
took place in 1992, but only afler a delay to permit the steering committees to ar-
range the outcomes. The elections resulted in government-approved slates of can-
didates voted into office by prearranged acclamation.
The Government continued to forbid strikes, and there were none in 1992. Unions

remained free to form federations and affiliate with international bodies. The U.S.
Grovemment in 1991 suspended Sudan's eligibility for trade benefits under the gen-
eralized system of preferences because of its violations of worker rights. In Novem-
ber the International Labor Organization (ILO) expressed its deep concern regard-
ing "very serious" violations of freedom of association which persisted in Sudan in
1992.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The constitutional decree of
June 30, 1989, also suspended the right to organize and bargain collectively. These
rights were restored to organizing committees in September 1989. Government con-
trol of the steering committees and continued absence of labor legislation allowing
union meetings, fiUng of grievances, and other union activity, however, reduced the
value of these rights. Althoudi local union officials raised some grievances with em-
ployers, few earned them to the CJovemment.
There are no export processing zones currently functioning in Sudan.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Sudanese law prohibits forced or

compulsory labor, and there was no evidence of organized or ofiidaUy sanctioned
slaveiy. However, slavery has persisted into modem Sudan, notably in those remote
areas where government control is weak and where displaced persons fleeing the
war zones came into contact with armed groups. Informed sources indicated that
there are unknown numbers of people in Sudan, largely women and children, who
are forced to do agricultural and domestic work. Some women are made to serve
as concubines. The ILO Conference in June criticized Sudan in a "special para-
graph*^ of its report, its highest form of condemnation, for failing to take action to
investigate and end the reported capture and trade in slaves, including the forced
use of children as domestic servants.
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The SPLA often forced southern men to woric as laborers or porters or forcibly

conscripted them into SPLA ranks. In disputed territories this practice was imple-
mented through raids, while in areas firmly under SPLA control it was done
through the SPLA-appointed village leaders.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The legal minimum age for work-
ers is 16, but this law is loosely enforced by inspectors from the Ministry of Labor
in the ofTicial or wage economy. In addition, gross poverty in Sudan has produced
widespread child labor in the informal, unregulated economy. In rural areas, chil-

dren traditionally assist their families with agricultural work from a very young
age.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The legislated minimum wage, enforced by the
Ministry of Labor, is barely sufilcient for subsistence in urban areas. The minimum
wage is respected by employers. While most workers are given allowances for trans-

portation, and some receive housing allowances, workers usually have to rely on
farming, second jobs, or help from the extended family. In particular, public service

employees often must rely on these means to feed their families. Salaries in private

industry are generally higher than those in the public sector.

The workweek is currently limited by law to 6 days and 48 hours, with a day of

rest on Friday. Although Sudanese laws prescribe health and safety standards,
working conditions are generally poor, and enforcement by the Ministry of Labor
minimal.

SWAZILAND

Swaziland is governed as a modified traditional monarchy with all executive, leg-

islative, and judicial powers ultimately vested in the King. Advised by the Queen
Mother, traditional figures, and Cabinet ministers, the King rules according to

Swazi law and custom, never codified but ultimately determined by himself and his
advisors. The King appoints the Cabinet from among Members of Parliament. King
Sobhuza LI in 1973 repealed the Westminster-type constitution containing a bill of
rights on the grounds that it was incompatible with the Swazi tradition of decision-

making. Ln 1978 the King established the Tinkhundla system, which allowed limited

popular participation at the district level whUe giving the King and a small electoral

committee the power to determine parlitunentary representation. In 1992 a modified
system, allowing for direct elections by secret ballot to the House of Assembly and
elimination of the electoral college, was being implemented. Elections are expected
during the first half of 1993.

National defense is provided by the Umbutfo Swaziland Defense Force, consisting
of 3,000 troops. The Royal Swaziland Police is the primary internal security organi-

zation. Civilian authorities control both the police and the defense force. Swaziland's
total military expenditures for 1989, the last year for which the U.S. Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed analysis, were $11 million. The de-

fense budget is approximately 5 percent of the Swazi budget. There are no indica-

tions that efforts will be made to reduce these expenditures in the near future.

Swaziland has a free market economy, with relatively little government interven-
tion. The majority of Swazis are engaged in subsistence agriculture, though a rel-

atively diversified industrial sector now accounts for the lai-gest component of the
formal economy. The economy relies heavily on the export sector, composed pri-

marily of large, foreign-owned firms.

In 1992 political rights remained circumscribed. Restrictive decrees, including one
which permits the Government to hold any person in administrative detention with-
out charge or trial for successive 60-day periods, remained in effect but were not
enforced. Instead, the Government continued to respond to public pressures for po-

litical reform by permitting greater freedom of speech and press and by the King's
appointment of a commission "to promote and sustain the democratic process in

Swaziland." The Commission's report, released in October, recommended changes in

the Tinkhundla administrative system, the adoption of a written constitution estab-
lishing the King's position and detailing a bill of rights, direct elections by secret

ballot, recision of the administrative detention decree, and codification of Swazi law
and custom. By year's end, the Electoral Education Committee had begun to educate
Swazis in the process of holding direct elections by secret ballot. Swazi law and cus-
tom discriminate against women, according them a legally and economically subor-
dinate status.
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RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no allegations of such
killings.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of disappearance.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Torture is not generally practiced, but there have been occasional reports by pris-

oners of police threats and beatings. In January and June, defendants testifled in
court about police beatings during interrogations. Such complaints generally come
from crimintu, not political, prisoners. There were no instances oi police officers

being tried, punished, or otherwise disciplined for such abuses in 1992.
Caning or whipping is often administered to youths involved in either petty or vio-

lent crimes. Approximately 42 percent of convicted juveniles received sentences of

whipping.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Although Swazi law requires warrants

for arrests in most circumstances, the exceptions are poorlv defined, and police who
have strong suspicions about a suspect do not normally seek a warrant.

Arrestees are allowed to consult with a lawyer of their choice, and provision for

bail exists. Police occasionally fail to charge suspects within the 48 hours required
under uncodified regulations.

TTie Swazi authorities have extensive powers of "administrative detention." A
1973 decree permits the Grovemment to hold any person without charge or trial for

a renewable period of 60 days. Detention under this decree may in tneory be ap-

pealed to the High Court under that Court's general power to review the constitu-

tionality of governmental action, but to date no such appeal has been heard, and
the decree itself specifically prohibits any appeal of a detention order. In practice,

the only appeal available under the 1973 detention order is one made directly to

the King. No persons have been held in administrative detention since March 1991.
Existence of me decree, however, may inhibit political activity and has been the
focus of extensive international and domestic criticism.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Judicial powers are vested in a dual system, one
independent and based on Western law, the other based on a system of national
courts which follows Swazi law and custom. In treason and sedition cases, the King
has power to circumvent the regular judiciary by appointing a special tribunal,

which may adopt rules and procedures different from those applied in the High
Court. This power was last used in 1987.
The modem judiciary consists of the Court of Appeals, the High Court, and mag-

istrates' courts, which are independent of executive and military control and free

from intimidation from outside forces. In magistrates' courts, the defendant is enti-

tled to counsel at his or her own expense. Court-appointed counsel is provided in

capital cases or when diflicult points of law are at issue. There are well-defined ap-
peal procedures up to the Court of Appeals, the highest judicial body. Some mem-
bers of the regular judiciary are appomted from tne bars of other countries with
compatible legal systems.

In traditional courts, to which ethnic Swazis may be brought for relatively minor
offenses and violations of traditional Swazi law and custom, formal legal counsel is

not allowed, but defendants may speak on their own behalf and may be assisted by
informal advisors. Sentences are subject to review and to appeal to the High Court
and the Court of Appeals. Accused p>ersons who desire counsel can insist that their

cases be transferred from the traditional courts. There is occasionally confusion over
which court should hear a case. By law, the public prosecutor has the authority to

determine which court should hear a case, but, in practice the police usually make
the determination.

In 1992 there was a growing public frustration and outcry at what is perceived
as gross inefficiency in the legal system, personified by the modem judiciary. This
feeUng is shared by the police, public prosecutors, and the courts. Inefficiency (mani-
festea by poorly investigated and prepared cases and a shortage of magistrates and
judges) led to a series of unpopular acquittals which damaged public confidence in

the system and which threatens the rule of law.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—The law
generally requires a warrant from a magistrate before police may search homes or

other premises. However, police officers with the rank of subinspector or higher
have tne right to search without a warrant if they believe evidence might be lost

through delay in obtaining a warrant. While searches without warrants occur occa-

sionauy, the issue of legality of evidence rarely arises in court.

There is no evidence that the Government systematically monitors private cor-

respondence or conversations. However, a political party alleged that the telephones
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of its leaders have been tapped. The Swazi police have been known to apprehend
and interrogate persons reported to have made objectionable statements about the
King during the course of private conversations or in telegraphic correspondence.
There were no known apprehensions or interrogations of this type in 1992.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech, especially on politic£il mat-
ters, is limited. Public criticism of the immediate royal family and of national secu-

rity policy is generally forbidden. On several occasions during 1992, the authorities
permitted leaders of groups seeking greater democratization to speak out publicly
at rallies and meetings. In some cases, however, persons were arrested and charged
with various violations such as organizing an illegal political meeting or disturbing
the peace. Usually, on ftirther investigation or trial, the charges were dismissed or
the defendants acquitted.
Swazis have a number of traditional forums through which they can express dis-

content, including direct dialog with their chiefs, community meetings, Tinkhundla
meetings, and National Libandlas (special councils, nicknamed "People's Par-
liaments," in which all Swazis are permitted to participate). Manv Swazis, however,
view all these forums as ineffective means for expressing their poutical views.

The media, both government-controlled and private, practice self-censorship, re-

fraining from criticism of the royal family and from reporting in advance the move-
ments of the King or Prime Minister. The two daily newspapers, especially the pri-

vately owned paper, and the government-controlled television station furthered a
process begun in mid-1991 of expanding the range of sensitive topics they are will-

ing to address and their role as forums for the expression of popular opinion. The
fovemment-controlled Swazi radio station has not exhibited the freedom exercised

y the other media. Private companies and church groups publish several news-
papers and magazines. One church group owns and operates a radio station.

Academic freedom is limited by the practice of self-censorship and the prohibition
of overtly political gatherings.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—King Sobhuza's 1973 decree
prohibits political parties and meetings of a political nature and demonstrations in
any public place without the consent of the Commissioner of Police. During 1992
the Government used the powers sparingly. On February 25, the People's United
Democratic Movement (PUDEMO) declared at a public meeting that they would not
respect the ban. Two officers of the organization were arrested but were quickly re-

leased after the Government declined to file formal charges. Similar gatherings by
a youth organization and another political party have taken place without incident.

Nevertheless, some members of political groups and the Human Rights Associa-

tion of Swaziland (HUMARAS) are believed to be kept under surveillance and occa-

sionally harassed by police. While the level of such harassment decreased during
1992, credible reports persist that political activists are charged with criminal of-

fenses or put under pressure by their employers for their political activities. The ju-

dicial commission of inquiry into the NovenJber 1990 incident in which Swazi police

and defense forces brutally broke up a student sit-in at the University of Swaziland
presented its report late in the summer to the Ministry of Education. The report
was returned to the commission because it was allegedly incomplete. The print

media and organizations concerned with human rights have periodically called for

its release.

Except for the King's 1973 decree, there are no formal legal barriers to freedom
of association. Trade associations and professional bodies exist and maintain rela-

tions with recognized international bodies in their fields.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Swaziland is hospitable to all religious believers. Orga-
nized religions are free to establish places of worship and train clergy, to publish
religious texts, and to undertake religious travel outside the country.

d. Freedom of Movement Within thi Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Swazis may travel and work freely within Swaziland. However, for

travel abroad, under traditional law, married women requirethe husband's permis-
sion to apply for a passport. Further ambiguities in citizenship laws made it oiflicult

for nonethnic Swazis to obtain passports and hence denied some of them the right

to travel abroad. Those persons who have left the country legally may freely return.

The King, in his 1992 New Year's message to the nation, invited all Swazis in

exile to return and resume their lives and activities. One person returned and was
immediately arrested. He was released on bond within days, and the charge of ille-

fally being in the countiy was later dismissed. Subsequently, he filed lawsuits to

ave his Swazi citizenship restored and to seek compensation for damages to his

property as a result of being detained and ultimately deported 12 years earlier. At
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year's end, no decisions had been rendered in either lawsuit. Others in exile have
returned for short visits but not permanently.
Swaziland treats refugees from nei^boring states well. About 7^000 ethnic

Swazis from the South African 'liomeland' of KwaZulu reside in Swaziland (6,000
as renstered refuses). Recent years have seen a large influx of Mozambican refu-
gees. While the Government reports a refugee population of approximately 42,000,
only 18,000 are registered with the United Nations Hi^ Comimssioner for Refugees
(UNHCR) and are receiving assistance in camps. Efforts to locate refugees not living
in camps have not been successful, making accurate estimates of the total re^gee
population diflicult. Some 30,000 Mozambicans may be in Swaziland as illegal im-
migrants. Swaziland permits the UNHCR to interview those who seek refugee sta-
tus and grants a^lum if the person can establi^ a well-founded fear of persecution
or physical danger if repatriated. Illegal aliens who cannot establish dieir refugee
status, however, are usually deported.
Small {p:t)ups of young South Africans claiming to be fleeing violence in South Af-

rica contmued to arrive in Swaziland in earlv 1992. TTie Government and the
UNHCR refused to facilitate their onward travel to refugee facilities in other south-
em African countries as they had previously. Donors who provided transportation
to Zambia and Tanzania in the past similaiiy ceased such activities. As a result,
the flow of South Africans merely seeking onward transit ended during the year.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right cf Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Swazi citizens do not have the ridit to change their government throu^^ demo-
cratic means. Political parties are ul^al, but some organized political opposition
does exist. The King rules in conjunction with the Queen Mother. Traditionally, de-
cisionmaking has been by consensus, with the King soliciting advice from the royal
family, the senior chiefs, the Cabinet, Members of Parliament, and other interested
parties. Still, the Kin^ can legally accept or dismiss advice as he sees fit. Legislation
IS passed bv the Parliament and is then submitted to the Monarch for assent, which
may be withheld. The King can also le^slate bv decree.
With the dissolution of Parliament in October and the naming of the Electoral

Education Committee, Swaziland began the process of electoral^ange. Under the
new system, 50 members of the House of Assendbly will be directly elected by the
people in a secret ballot. The other 10 members will be appointed by the King. Ten
members of the upper house, the Senate, vdll be appointea by the House of Assem-
bly. The King will appoint the other 20 members of^the Senate and choose Cabinet
ministers from among the members of Parliament. The electoral college has been
dissolved, and the number of the traditional districts will be increased to 50.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The Human Rights Association of Swaziland (HUMARAS) was established in
1991. Although stul not officially registered by the Government, it operated freely
in 1992. It sponsored a human ii^ts conference, held educational meetings, formed
local chapters in the major cities and towns throughout the countiy, and took force-
ful positions on human and political ri^ts issues.
While the Government does not encourage activities by international nongovern-

mental human rights organizations, it hosted a UJ^I^.-sponsored seminar on numan
rights in May. Participants included representatives from the various ministries, the
police, the military, and civic organizations. HUMARAS was notably omitted from
the list of organizations invited to attend.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status
Swazi law and social traditions give rise to subtle forms of discrimination against

nonethnic Swazis. For example, ambiguities in the citizenship law often make it

more difficult for nonethnic owazis to obtain travel documents and other privileges
accorded more readily to ethnic Swazis.
Women have traditionally occupied a subordinate role in Swazi society, and the

dualistic nature of the legal system compUcates the issue of women's rights. Because
traditional marriage is governed by uncodified Swazi law and custom, women's
rights are often unclear and change according to where and by whom they are inter-
preted (e.g., parents, village elders, police, government officials). In both traditional
and civil marriages, wives are legally treated as minors. Although many women who
marry under civil law mistakenly believe they will be accorded the legal status of
adults, this is possible only if stipulated in a signed prenuptial agreement.

In practice, changing socioeconomic conditions and urbanization are slowly break-
ing down these barriers to equality, and wives now routinely and successfully exe-
cute contracts and enter into a variety of transactions in their own names. However,
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the husband's permission is still often required for a woman to borrow money, open
a checking account, leave the country, and, in some cases, take a job. Divorce is dis-

couraged by families, but is now common. In traditional marriages, children are con-
sidered to belong to the father and to his family if the couple divorces. In cases in

which children are bom out of wedlock, which is common, they are considered to

belong to the mother. In traditional marriages, a man may take more than one wife.

A man who marries a woman under civil law legally may not have more than one
wife, although in practice this restriction is sometimes ignored.
Marriage is further complicated because couples often marry in both civil and tra-

ditional ceremonies, creating problems in determining which set of rules applies to

the marriage and to subsequent questions of child custody and inheritance in the
event of its termination. This is a less common problem than in the past, however.
The Swaziland Council of Churches Legal Aid Center provides free information on
issues such as marriage and maintenance laws.

Physical abuse of women, particularly wife beating, is common, despite traditional

strictures against this practice. Women have the right to charge their husbands
with assault under both the traditional and modem legal systems and freqruently

do so in extreme cases when the intervention of extencfed family members tails to

end such violence. The traditional courts, however, can be unsympathetic to "un-
ruly" or "disobedient" women and are less likely than the modem courts to convict

men for wife beating. Still, even in the modem courts, sentences frequently amount
to no more than several months in jail or a fine, or both.

The Employment Act of 1980 forbids employers to discriminate on the basis of
race, religion, sex, or political affiliation. It requires equal pay for equal work. How-
ever, men's averse wage rates by skill category are in some sectors three times
those of women. Tne Swaziland Federation ofTrade Unions' Special Women's Wing
is focusing on the issues of wage discrimination and maternity benefits, as weU as
other gender-based discrimination. Legal protection from sexual harassment is ad-
dressed in the Swazi legal code, but its provisions are vague and largely ineffective

in halting this type of discrimination.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^The Industrial Relations Act (IRA) of 1980 aflirms
the right of trade unions to exist, oivanize, and associate freely. Persons in aU sec-

tors of the economy, including the public sector, are permitted to join unions. Unions
operate independently of government or political control, provided they act as eco-

nomic, rather than political, organizations.
Unions are free to draw up their own constitutions within the framework of the

IRA. The Act specifies a number of provisions which must be addressed in a con-
stitution. These include the election of officers by secret ballot, annual meetings
open to all members, fees, grounds for suspension of members, and expenditure of

union funds. The union constitution must be approved by the Labor Commissioner,
who can strike out or amend provisions which violate the law. Unions may not be
dissolved as long as they adhere to the regulations of the IRA. Unions which fail

to maintain proper registration with the Labor Commissioner may be dissolved
without recourse to iudicial review, but this authority has never been exercised.

The International Labor Organization (ILO) Committee of Experts (COE) has
noted discrepancies between the IRA and ILO Convention 87 on freedom of associa-

tion and ILO Convention 98 on the right to organize and bargain collectively, both
ratified by Swaziland in 1978. The concerns of the COE include the broad powers
accorded government officials to control union activity and the strictures on the abil-

ity of workers to form unions and associate with other unions at home and abroad.
The IRA details the steps to be followed when disputes arise, including what de-

termines a legal or illegal strike. The Act empowers the Industrial Court to settle

employment disputes and grievances and to ei^join a union from striking. While
strikes have been rare in Swaziland, and Swazi tradition is to avoid confrontation,
consciousness of workers' rights is growing rapidly. When disputes arise, the Gov-
ernment often intervenes to try to reduce the chances of a strike, which may not
be legally called until all avenues of negotiation have been exhausted. The Labor
Commissioner may then issue a 14-day postponement, which may be extended upon
presentation of further documentation. A number of strikes or threatened strikes in

1992 highlighted the growing consciousness of workers and the continued reluctance
of some employers to accept organized labor unions. Disputes centered on the issue
of pay. In July and August, a oitter pay dispute involving two financial orgemiza-
tions escalated into a secondary strike against the banks before being settled.

Despite the IRA requirement for the Minister of Labor's approval of unions' inter-

national affiliations, the Swaziland Federation of Trade Unions (SFTU), the coun-
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try^s major union federation, is a member of the International Confederation of Free
Trade Unions and represents Swazi woricers in regional trade union organizations.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The IRA provides for the
right to oi*ganize and bargain collectively and outlaws antiunion discrimination. Em-
ployers are obliged to recognize a union when it achieves 40-percent membership
among employees. Disputes are referred to the Labor Commissioner and the Indus-
trial Court, if necessary. The Court is limited by the law in several respects, how-
ever. It may not, for example, order reinstatement in cases of unfair dismissed and
is limited in the compensation it can order in such cases to an amount equivalent
to 6 months salary. Employers can prohibit employees from attending union meet-
ings on company time if the union has not adiieved the 40-percent membership
level required for recognition. However, members of legally recognized unions must
be allowed to attend union activities. Although many employers habitually resist
recognition and force the issue into the Industricd Court, the Court has generally
ruled in favor of the unions on this issue.

While collective bai^aining occurs, it is not widespread. The Government issues
directives on wage levels and thus restricts the bargaining process. The Industrial
Court may refuse to register agreements in the event of nonobservance of these gov-
ernment directives. The COE has criticized this as a violation of ILO Convention
98.

There are no export processing zones.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Forced labor is legally prohibited

and not known to exist.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The Employment Act of 1980 pro-
hibits the hiring of a child below the age of 15 in an industrial undertaking, except
in cases where only family members are employed in the firm or in technical schools
where children are working under the supervision of a teacher or other authorized
person. Legislation limits the number of ni^t hours which can be worked on school
days and limits children's work hours overall to 6 per day or 33 per week. Employ-
ment of children in the formal sector is not customaiy. However, children are fre-
quently employed below the minimum age in the agricultural sector, particularly in
the countiVs eastern cotton growing region. The Ministry of Labor has enforcement
responsibility, but its effectiveness is limited by personnel shortages.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^There is no overall minimum wage, but rather
a legally mandated sliding scale of minimum wages depending on the t3rpe of work.
These minimum wages generally provide a woraer and family with an adequate
standard of living within the context of Swazi society. Most workers receive a mini-
mum of 14 days' annual leave. The Labor Commissioner enforces standards in the
formal sector.

There is a labor/management/govemment-negotiated maximum 48-hour workweek
in the modem sector, except for security guards, who work up to six 12-hour shifts
per week. All workers are entitled to 1 day of rest per week under the Employment
Act and the Wages Act. Extensive legislation protects worker health and saiety in
Swaziland. The Government sets safety standards for industrial operations and en-
courages private companies to develop accident prevention programs. Recent growth
in industrial production has necessitated more government action on safety issues.
In 1991 only 15 safety inspections by the Labor Commissioner's oflice took place,
2 in manufacturing industries. These totals remain low because of stafling defi-
ciencies in the Labor Commissioner's ofiQce.

TANZANIA

The United Republic of Tanzania amended its Constitution in 1992 to formally
become a multiparty state; however, in practice the ruling Chama Cha Mapinduzi
party (CCM) continued to control the Government. A party-chosen elite headed by
Ali Hassan Mwinjri, who became President in 1985 and party chairman in August
1990, following the retirement of former party chairman and president Julius K.
Nyerere, provides political direction for the party and the Government. Mwinyi was
reelected to a second 5-year term as President of the Republic in October 1990. The
CCM lays down fundamental political and economic policies and monitors their im-
plementation, including steps toward national multiparty elections now scheduled
for 1995. The islands of Zanzibar and Pemba are integrated into the United Repub-
lic's governmental and party structure, but the Zanzibar government exercises a
considerable degree of autonomy. The political transition has raised questions about
the future viability of the union (see Section 3).
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The police have primary responsibility for maintaining internal security. They are
supported by the Tanzanian People's Defense Force (TCPF), with some 30,000 per-
sonnel, by paramilitary forces, and by a large citizens' militia. While the armed
forces traditionally have not been a source of human rights abuses, police routinely
beat and on occasion torture suspects during interrogations. The Giovemment has
granted quasi-legal status to citizens' patrols to counter lawlessness, especially
crime in the urban areas and cattle rustling in the rural areas, and these groups
also committed abuses in 1992. Tanzania's total military expenditures for 1989, the
last year for which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a
detailed analysis, were $110 million. The Government has started to implement a
comprehensive plan to restructure the military and reduce it by one-third over the
next 2 years.

One of the world's poorest countries, Tanzania also has one of the highest rates
of population growth. Its overwhelmingly agricultural economy has long suffered
from inefficient economic policies. However, reforms undertaken since 1986, includ-

ing liberalization of agricultural policy, rescheduling of foreign debt payments, and
sharp devaluations of the currency, have stimulated economic growth, estimated at

4 percent in 1992. During 1992 the Government began to allow farmers in certain

sectors to sell their crops directly to private buyers. Nevertheless, continuing state

support for a bloated bureaucracy and wasteful and inefficient state-owned organi-
zations have diverted scarce resources from health and education programs, with a
disproportionate impact on children's welfare. A new Ministry of Women, Children,
ana Social Welfare, created in late 1991, addresses these and related concerns.
Human rights in Tanzania remained restricted, despite recent CCM-controlled po-

litical reforms legalizing opposition parties and despite the incorporation of a bill

of rights in the Constitution in the mid-1980's, providing, among other things, for

freecwm of movement, speech, religion, and association. Of particular concern were
reports of torture, extrajudicial killings, arbitrary detention, and corruption of the
legal system. The Government continued to restrict the right of assembly and
speech by leaders of unregistered political parties and detained and prosecuted
members of the Democratic Party. Nevertheless, more than 20 new political parties

qualified for provisional registration during 1992, gaining the right to hold public

meetings and recruit members. The CCM Government also permitted open criticism

in independent newspapers and public meetings on official corruption and political

mismanagement.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—The degree of the Government's
complicity in the May 1991 death of Musa Membar, a Tanzanian dissident, and the
August 1990 death of Burundi exile leader Remy Gahutu remained unclear at the
close of 1992. TTiere were no investigations into these incidents during the year.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reported cases of disappearance.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Constitution prohibits the use of torture and inhuman or degrading treatment,
and government officials condemn these practices whenever cases are made public.

Police, however, routinely threaten and beat suspected criminals immediately after

their apprehension in order to obtain quick confessions. Further beatings and tor-

ture continue if the suspect does not confess. Officials are seldom if ever tried and
punished for such abuses.
The people's militia laws, as amended by Parliament in 1989, bestow quasi-legal

status on traditional village and neighborhood anticrime groups, called Sungusungu
and Wasalama. The press in 1992 reported numerous cases of beatings and theft

by Sungusungu patrols. The widespread belief in witchcraft has also led to the kill-

ing of alleged witches by mobs or aggrieved relatives of witchcraft "victims." Pros-
ecution of such cases is rare. Mob violence also remains a problem. In September
Dar es Salaam residents, outraged by a series of robberies and muggings, beat to

death five young men believed to be members of street gangs. No one was arrested

in the killings.

Prison conditions are substantially worse than Tanzania's depressed economic
conditions warrant. Many prisoners are forced to do hard labor with inadequate food

and no medical care. Twice during 1992, overcrowded and unsanitary facilities were
swept by epidemics of cholera ana meningitis, resulting in a number of deaths.

In previous years, African National Congress (ANC) security personnel tortured

and mistreated detainees who had defected from the ANC or who were alleged to

be South African government spies at refugee camps maintained in Tanzania with
the approval of the Tanzanian Government. In 1992. most of the South African ex-
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iles and refueees were repatriated, and several ANC camps were closed. Neverthe-
less, former oetainees who returned to South Africa claimed that the ANC continued
to hold prisoners at its remaining facilities in Tanzania. Thus far, there have been
no free and independent inspection of ANC camps in Tanzania or at other ANC
camps in Africa.

d. Arbitrary Arrest. Detention, or Exile.—^The Criminal Procedure Code, amended
in 1985, requires that a person arrested for a crime, other than a national security

charge under the pSneventive Detention Act, be chai^ged before a magistrate within
24 hours and be permitted the ri^t to defense counsel. These aniendments, how-
ever, also restricted the ri^t to nail, reduced the number of bailable offenses, lim-

ited judges' discretion in granting bail, and imposed strict conditions on freedom of
movement and association when oail is granted. Despite a landmark ruling by the
Court of Appeal in 1991 that under the Constitution the Preventive Detention Act
could not be used to deny bail to persons not considered dangerous to society, the
Government did not introduce corrective le^slation in 1992.
Under the F^ventive Detention Act, thelPresident of Tanzania, may order the ar-

rest and indefinite detention without bail of any person considered dangerous to the
public order or national security. The Act was amended in 1985 to require the Gov-
ernment to release detainees within 15 days of detention or inform them of the rea-
son for their detention. The detainee was also allowed to challenge the grounds for

detention at 90-day intervals.

Arbitrary arrest in criminal cases is also common. For example, police routinely
arrest innocent relatives of criminal suspects, holding them in custodv without
chai^ for as long as several years in efforts to force the suspects to turn themselves
in. i&ch relatives who manage to get their case before a judge are usually set free,

only to be immediately rearrestea when they leave the courtroom. Judges appear
helpless to correct these abuses. Local lawyers estimate the number of such cases
at several hundred.
The Government has additional broad detention powers under the Regions and

Regional Commissioners Act and the Area Commissioners Act of 1962. Inese Acts
permit regional and district commissioners to arrest and detain for 48 hours persons
who may "disturb public tranquillity." These powers are frequently abusea, being
used to detain political "troublemakers," citizens who question authority, or those
who resist forced contributions to the ruling party.

In 1992 the Government used its legal powers to harass and intimidate political

opponents, notably members of the unregistered Democratic Party. Its leader,

human rights activist Christopher Mtikila, was first detained in February, allegedly

for distributing a false statement regarding student deaths at the University of Dar
Es S£daam in 1990. In August Mtikila and three of his followers were found guilty

of holding an illegal meeting, disobejdng a police order, and using abusive language.
They were sentenced to jail terms of 9 months. The convictions and sentences were
overturned on appeal by the Hi^ Court, whicl^ in a landmark ruling, found that
the sirrests had been uncalled for, the trial unfair, and the sentences disproportion-

ate. The High Court Justice observed that current laws regarding speech and as-

sembly must be interpreted in light of the political reforms now taking place. While
opposition members nave been narassed by security officials, none nad been de-

tained under the Preventive Detention Act.

There were no known cases of political detainees or prisoners held at year's end.
e. Denial of Fair Public TVia/.—Justice in Tanzania is widely criticized as ineffi-

cient, corrupt, and subject to political interference, thus bringing into question the
defendant's ability to receive a fair public trial. The legal system is based on the
British model, with modifications to accommodate customary and Islamic law in
civil cases. Criminal trials are open to the public and the press; courts must give

reasons on the record for holding secret proceedings. Criminal defendants have the
right of appeal. Militanr courts <fo not try civilians, and there are no security courts.

Defendants in civil ana military courts may appeal decisions to the High Court and
the Court of Appeal. Zanzibar's court svstem generally parallels the mainland's legal

system, but retains Islamic courts to handle Muslim launily cases such as divorce,

cnUd custody, and inheritance. Cases concerning Zanzibar constitutional issues are
heard only in Zanzibar's courts. Ail other cases may be appealed to the Court of Ap-
peal of the United Republic of Tanzania.
While the judiciary is constitutionally mandated to operate independently fix)m

the executive branch, the Government exerts influence in many cases. For example,
judges who render decisions unpopular with senior police or government officials are
subject to pressure or may be transferred and reassigned. Government officials also

routinely ignore judicial rulings.

According to members of the legal community, including judicial officers, the legal

system is corrupted throu^ bribeiy, and political interference is common. There are
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reports of priaoners who could not pay bribes to police and lower court oflicials wait-
ing 10 years for trial. Despite the 1985 amendments to the Criminal Procedure
Code, an average case still takes 2 to 3 years or longer to come to trial, with the
defendant remaining incarcerated under abysmal conditions. The Government and
Parliament have not made serious efibrts to eliminate judicial corruption, although
in 1991 High Court Justice Moses Mwakibete was dismissed for corrupt practices.

In 1992 the most celebrated case remained that of former Zanzibar Chief Minister
Seif Sharif Hamad. Released from detention on November 20, 1991, Hamad, accord-
ing to bail restrictions, was forbidden to hold or attend meetings or to leave Zanzi-
bar without permission. These restrictions were lifted in October as the result of an
appeal, freeing Hamad to travel abroad and engage in political activities. Numerous
hearings held on this case in 1992 questioned the competency of the presiding court
and the legality of the charges, but no verdict had been rendered by year's end.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Al-

though CCM party membership has been voluntary (an estimated 3 million Tanza-
nians are CCM members), the party structure impacts on the private lives of aU citi-

zens. The CCM has party cadres at all levels of society. Individual cells vary in size

from single-family homes to large apartment buildings and may contain from 10 to
200 persons. Unpaid "lO-cell" leaders are the party omcials responsible for resolving
problems at the grassroots level and reporting to authorities any suspicious behav-
ior, event, or noncompliance with compulsory night patrol service within their
neighborhoods. Tentatively, steps to disassociate the lO-ceU function from the party
began late in the year.
The Criminal F^cedure Act of 1985 authorizes police officials (including members

of the people's militia) to issue search warrants; however, the Act also authorizes
searches of persons and premises without a warrant if necessary to prevent the loss

or destruction of evidence connected with an offense or if circumstances are serious
and urgent. In practice, warrants are rarely requested, and police and other security

services search private homes and business establishments at wUl. Security services

monitor the telephones of many citizens, such as journalists and academics, and
scrutinize correspondence. The security services also attempt to monitor closely the
activities of foreign residents.

Compulsory service of urban men in traditional defense groups known as
Sungusungu and Wasalama continued in 1992; previously, these groups operated
only in rural areas as associations of local villagers formed to combat cattle rustlers

and other criminals. In the countryside, peasant farmers are still required to join
agricultural cooperative societies controUea by the ruling party.

Various ordinances allow the removal of "undesirable or destitute persons from
one area to their prior place of residence or origin if no woik is found for them (see

Sections 2.d. and 6.c.).

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Freedom of speech and press is provided for

under the Constitution, and there was increased exercise of these rights in 1992
with the establishment of new political parties. However, these rights are still re-

stricted in practice with substantial government and party control of the media, in-

cluding in Zanzibar. The Swahili-language daily newspaper, Uhuru, which has a
daily circulation of 100,000, is owned by the CC!M party. The Newspaper Act allows
government seizure without a warrant of any pubBcation and withdrawal of the li-

cense to publish at any time. However, the Cxovemment has not used this power
in the 4 years since it began licensing independent newspapers. In addition, the
Ministry of Information has thus far not approved two applications for private news-
papers to begin daily publication; one of these applications has been pending for 2
years.
The single most important medium, radio, remained firmly under government

control, with access for the nascent political parties restricted. The Government had
not formulated a public policy on access to government-controlled media by political

parties or nongovernmental organizations by the end of the year.

With the introduction of opposition political parties in mid-1992, criticisms of the
(jrovemment and ruling CCM party began to appear in the government-owned
media as well as in press conferences and statements by opposition leaders.

Private newspapers contained political articles severely critical of the Government
and party and provided coverage of statements by the new political party leaders
and other outspoken dissidents.

The official media reflect the CCM's ideological stance, publicizing and defending
the Government's programs based upon extensive guidance from the Ministry of In-

formation. Editorials are often written by senior government officials. There is no
formal censorship, but journalists, even m the new, more liberal atmosphere, still
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exercise considerable self-censorship in criticizing government policies or officials. In
August a prominent announcer with radio Tanzania, Ben Kixo, was banned from
covering sessions of Parliament, allegedly for questioning the conduct of parliamen-
tary proceeding in the frequent absence of a quorum. Earlier plans to form a press
council, ostensibly to handle complaints against the press and to uphold stanaards
of professionalism in journalism, were dormant in 1992.

Visiting foreign journalists must register with and obtain a permit from the Gov-
ernment, which can be a time-consuming process. The importation of foreign publi-

cations is permitted.
Academic freedom exists in theory, but is restricted in practice. Most academics

are employed in government-run institutions and have hesitated to broach sensitive

subjects in their classrooms and publications. In April the Hi^ Court ruled that
248 students at Uie Institute of Development Manfigement at Morogoro were ex-

pelled illegally in September 1991 for boycotting classes and ordered that they be
given a fair hearing and reinstatement if round innocent.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Although Tanzanians enjoyed
an unprecedented opportunity in 1992 to discuss freely political alternatives, the
Government continued to restrict freedom of assembly and association. Permits
must be obtained from the Government for any public meeting. While the authori-
ties generally approved requests by legal opposition parties for permits to hold
meetings, there were enough exceptions to draw complamts from opposition leaders,
several of which appeared to be well founded. The Government arrested Reverend
Christopher Mtikila, leader of the unregistered Democratic Party, in July on various
charaes, including for allegedly holding an illegal noeeting (see Section l.d.). In 1992
the Government did not pursue the prosecution of cases involving illegal assembly
by government opponents in 1991.
The re^strar of political parties has sole authority for approving or denying the

registration of any political party and is responsible for eniorcing strict regulations
on registered or provisionally registered parties. Electoral amendments approved in

May prohibit independent candidates, require standing Members of Parliament to

resign if they join another political party, require all political parties to support the
union with Zanzibar, and forbid parties based on ethnic, regional, or religious affili-

ation. Parties granted provisional registration are allowed 6 months to submit lists

of at least 200 members from 10 of the country's 25 regions, including 2 regions of
the islands, in order to secure full registration and to be eligible to field candidates
for election. Nonregistered parties are prohibited from holding meetings, recruiting
members, or fielding candidates.

In November the Government dismissed, suspended, or forced to resign more than
70 school teachers on the island of Pemba because of their afBliation with opposition
political parties. Government oflicials claimed that the teachers had used their of-

fices for partisan political purposes contrary to revised civil service regulations, but
those affected received no due process or opportunity to rebut the accusations.
Under the Societies Ordinance, the Ministry of Home Affairs must approve any

new association. A number of professional, business, legal, and medical associations

exist but have only begun to address political topics. Several nongovernmental orga-
nizations formed within the last 2 years to address the concerns of families, women,
and children. Candidates for office in major sports clubs and cooperatives are
screened by the appropriate ministiy, whi(^ tdso supervises their elections.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Freedom of religion is provided for in the Constitution
and is respected in practice. Missionaries are allowed to enter the country freely to

proselytize, and Tanzanians are allowed to go abroad for pilgrimages and other reli-

gious purposes. Since 1988 the Government has aUowed the Jehovah's Witnesses,
who were banned in Tanzania for many years, to hold services, to register as an
organization, and to proselytize.

In May the union Government banned religious preaching outside of buildings of
worship in response to public denunciations of otner faiths by certain preachers.
While the ban was lifted in June, the Zanzibar government reinstituted it in Decem-
ber because of concerns that reUgious meetings were being used for political pur-
poses. The ban did not taiget any specific religious group, but in mid-December a
public demonstration by Muslims on Zanzibar was dispersed by police vdth tear gas,

and a number of protesters were arrested.
d. Freedom of movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—^Apart from the Zanzibari requirement for documentation for travel be-
tween Zanzibar and the mainland, short-term travel generally is not restricted with-
in Tanzania, but citizens must follow national employment directives stipulating the
nature of employment and location of residence. For years city dwellers unable to

show proof of employment during police checks have been forced to return to rural
areas as the Government has sou^t to control increasing pressure on urban re-
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sources. Despite official policy (and constitutional guarantees) of freedom of move-
ment and settlement, in some rural areas party ofiicials stUl force small farmers to

live and work in collective (ujamaa) villages. The Human Resources Deployment Act
of 1983 requires local governments to ensure that every resident within their areas
of jurisdiction engages in productive and lawful employment. Those not so employed
are subject to transfer to another area where employment is available. In November
police oflicials in Dar es Salaam and Mwanza rounded up over 1,000 jobless persons
and returned them to their home villages.

Passports for foreini travel can be difficult to obtain. Exiled opposition figure

Oscar Kambona was denied a passport to return to Tanzania based on the Govern-
ment's claim that his parents were not bom in Tanzania. The British Government
issued him a travel document in September to facilitate his return to Tanzania. The
authorities require citizens to obtain central bank and tax office clearances in order
to buy airline tickets and subject those planning to travel or emigrate to intense

scrutiny. Tanzanians who leave the country without authorization are subject to

prosecution on their return. The Extraterritorial Jurisdiction Act empowers the
courts to try Tanzanians who commit offenses outside the country. Altnough it is

legally possible for citizenship to be revoked, there have been no reports that this

has Iseen done in recent years. Parliament passed a biU in 1986 whicn required the
registration and identification of everyone over the age of 10 who resides m Tanza-
nia, apparently in an effort to control foreign businessmen.
With some exceptions, Tanzania generallv has a liberal policy towards refugees

and displaced persons. At the end 0x1992, there were over 215,000 refugees in Tan-
zania, with a majority from Burundi and large groups from Rwanda and Mozam-
bique. The Minister of Home Affairs orderea the arrest of Joseph Karumba and
other Burundi refugees for involvement in political activity, but local police officials

allowed them to return to their homes in the refugee settlements after q[iiestioning.

Press.—reports also indicate that some refugees were told they must either adopt
Tanzanian citizenship or face involuntary repatriation. Beginning in 1991 and con-

tinuing through 1992, as many as 20,000 Burundian refugees voluntarily repatri-

ated from Tanzania. Kenyans are denied access to asylum procedures in Tanzania.
Most of the South African refugees in Tanzania under the auspices of the African
National Congress and the Pan African Congress were voluntarily repatriated in

1992 (see Section I.e.).

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

A multiparty political system was officially introduced in 1992 after 28 years of
one-party rule. Nevertheless, pending local elections scheduled for 1993 and na-
tional elections in 1995, the Chama (Jna Mapinduzi parW effectively retains control

of all government and parliamentary functions. The UCM is carefully controlling the
pace of change. Late m the year, the Government introduced amendments to the
Constitution that allow for the impeachment of the President and votes of no con-

fidence in the Prime Minister.
By the end of the year, there were over 20 provisionally registered political par-

ties, with the mainpotential opposition to the (JCM found in James Mapalala's (Jivic

United Front (CUF), Chief AbauUah Fundikira's Union for Multipirty Democracy
(UMD), Edwin Mtei's Party for Democracy and Development (CHADEMA), and
Mabere Marando's National Conference for Construction and Reform (NCCR-
MAGEUZI). Tlie growing political discussion has brought into the open strong
antiunion sentiment in Zanzibar and Pemba. In October the government of Zanzibar
stated that it would closely regulate the activities of provisionally registered parties

and ordered the closure of'^the CUF offices on Pemba, an end to the display of party
flags, and the distribution of CUF membership cards.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and NongovemmentcU In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are no local groups devoted solely to monitoring human rights abuses, but
several local legal associations have expressed interest in forming one. The Govern-
ment continues to resent outside inquiries into alleged violations of human rights.

The Government did permit representatives of Amnesty International and the New
York-based Lawyers (Committee for Human Rights to visit Tanzania in 1991 for dis-

cussions, including the case of former Zanzibar Chief Minister Seif Sharif Hamad.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution does not permit discrimination based on nationality, tribe, ori-

gin, political affiliation, color, religion, or lifestyle. However, the Barabaig people of

central Tanzania have been subject for many years to government discrimination.

The Barabaig and their attorneys maintain that the Government has illegally dis-
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possessed them of their traditional lands in order to implement a government-run
agricultural project. The court case contesting ownership of the land continued in
the High Court in 1992. The Barabaig have also accused project employees of beat-
ing them, killing their cattle, and despoiling tribal graves and religious sites. Ap-
proximately 100 Barabaig were arrested in 1992 on charges of trespassing while
taking their cattle to watering holes via narrowly defined authorized routes.

As a consequence of colonial administration, which reftised to recognize the tradi-

tional mosque schools, there are significant disadvantages for the Muslim commu-
nity in educational achievement, prominence in civil service and government, and
in business success, with resulting wddespread Muslim resentment of the perceived
unfair advantages enjoyed by Christians. Christians, in turn, have been critical of
what they perceive as undue favoritism accorded to Muslims in appointments, jobs,

and scholarships by the President, who is a Muslim. Some leaders in both camps
appear to be playing up imbalances, which reflect past historical circumstances
rauier then deliberate discrimination. In fact, there does not at present appear to
be any serious problem of discrimination on account of religion in access to employ-
ment or educational opportunities. Muslim parents, however, especially in rural
areas, often do not send their daughters to school because of a traditional belief that
education is unnecessary or even detrimental for women.
The Asian communis has declined by 50 percent in the past decade to about

40,000 (plus 4,000 in Zanzibar). A business-oriented minority in a society histori-

caUy committed to socialist policies and remaining both culturally and economically
exclusive, the Asians are regarded with considerable antipathy by many African
Tanzanians, in part because of the Asian community's disproportionate influence in
key sectors of the economy. Despite this, there are no laws or official policies dis-

criminating against them. As the Government places greater emphasis on market-
oriented economic policies and privatization, concerns regarding Asian economic
dominance have increased. This has led to demands for policies of "indigenization"
to ensure that privatization does not increase Asian economic predominance at the
expense of the African population.
Both party and government constitutions endorse equality in the woikplace. Nev-

ertheless, strong traditional norms stUl divide labor along sexual lines and place
women in a subordinate position. For example, women face widespread discrimina-
tion in access to educational opportunities, and in the countryside tney are relegated
largely to farming and raising children. Female students who become pregnant are
dismissed from smool. Under Zanzibari law, unmarried women under the age of 21
who become pregnant are subject to 2 years' imprisonment.

Progress on women's rights has been more noticeable in urban areas, where tradi-
tional values are weaker, but even there and in the public sector, which employs
80 percent of the salaried labor force, certain statutes restrict their access to some
jobs or their hours of emplojrment. According to a 1986 estimate, women constituted
less than 14 percent of the wage employment sector, and in 1992 most women were
still concentrated in lower salaried civil service positions such as clerks, secretaries,
and telephone operators. A mempower survey showed that women occupied only 20.1
{lercent of the small percentage of available high and midlevel positions and have
ittle access to decisionmaking positions.

The overall situation for women is even less favorable in heavily Muslim Zanzi-
bar. Women there and in many parts of the country face discriminatory restrictions

on inheritance and ownership of property because of concessions by the Government
and courts to customary and Islamic law. While provisions of the Marriage Act pro-
vide for certain inheritance and property rights for women, application of cus-
tomary, Islamic, or statutory law depends on the lifestyle and stated intentions of
the male head of household. The courts have thus upheld discriminatory inheritance
claims, primarily in rural areas.

Violence against women is widespread. Legal remedies exist, but in practice are
diflicult to obtain. Credible allegations were raised early in the year of widespread
rape and sexual abuse of females in national service training camps; however, gov-
ernment officials claimed these reports were exaggerated. Traditional customs sub-
ordinating women remain strong in both urban and rural areas and often local mag-
istrates uphold them. The husband has a free hand to treat his wife as he wishes,
and wife oeating occurs at all levels of society. In 1992 Minister of Home Affairs
Augustine Mrema ordered police officers to arrest wifebeaters, but the number of
such arrests was negligible.

Although officially discouraged by the Government, female genital mutilation (cir-

cumcision) is still performed in approximately 20 of the country's 130 mainland eth-
nic groups. Government officials have called for changes in customs which adversely
affect women, but no legislation has been introduced which would specifically re-

strict the practice of female circumcision. Seminars sponsored by various govem-
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mental and nongovernmental organizations are regularly held in an attempt to edu-
cate the public on the dangers of these and other traditional practices. Health au-

thorities state the practice is declining, but nongovernmental sources maintain it is

on the rise, especially in central Tanzania.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—^Workers do not have the richt to form or ioin organi-

zations of meir own choice. The right of association is still limited to one labor union
organization, the Organization of Tanzania Trade Unions (OTTU), to which all

unionized woriters belong. A subgrouping of teachers (Chakiwata) began in 1992 to

demand the ri^t to form their own trade union apart from the OTTU. The OTTU
is midway through a projected 3-year restructuring period which will culminate in

union general elections in 1994. Tne purpose of the restructuring is to enable union
workers to elect new leaders who have not been "prequalified" oy the ruling partjr

and to reshape the organization as an umbrella organization presiding over a fed-

eration of independent unions. The initial steps taken thus far have been to make
the OTTU legally separate from the ruling party. However, the new labor law which
accomplished this fdso mandated that all union labor must be under the OTTU and
permits the President to disband any member union of the OTTU at his discretion.

While the OTTU is no longer considered to be a mass organization of the CCM
party, it has pledged continued afiiliation to the CCM, and most of its officials are

current or former CCM officers. The OTTU, like its predecessor, JUWATA, rep-

resents approximately 60 percent of the workers in industry and government, but
it has little influence on labor policy.

Workers have the legal right to strike only after complicated and protracted medi-
ation and conciliation procedures leading ultimately to the Industrial Court. The In-

dustrial Court receives direction from the Minister of Labor and Youth Develop-
ment. If the OTTU is not satisfied with the decision of the Industrial Court, it can
then conduct a legal strike. These procedures can prolong a dispute for months
without resolving it. Pending a resolution, frustrated workers often stage im-
promptu wildcat strikes and walkouts.
Although most strikes are in effect illegal (there were no legal strikes in 1992),

there were several wildcat strikes, notably in the health and textile sectors. The
only report of government action against striking workers occurred in February,
when 76 doctors and 8 pharmacists at the Muhimbili Medical Center were fired over

a week-long strike. They were reinstated a few days later.

The OTTU continued JUWATA's policy of limiting its international affiliations to

regional and pan-African trade union organizations.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Collective bai^gaining is pro-

tected by law but limited to the private sector. Wages for employees of the govern-

ment and state-owned organizations, which account for the bulk of the salaried

labor force, are set by the Government; the OTTU does not bargain collectively on
behalf of government employees.
Althou^ the OTTU may negotiate on behalf of most private sector employees

with the Association of Tanzania Employers, collective agreements must be submit-

ted to the Industrial Court for approval. The International Labor Organization (ILO)
has observed that these provisions are not in conformity with ILO Convention 98
on collective bargaining and the right to organize.

There are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition c/ Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Article 25 of the Constitution pro-

hibits forced labor. However, again in 1992 the ILO observed that provisions of var-

ious Tanzanian laws are incoinpatible with ILO Conventions 29 and 105 on forced

labor. Specifically, the Human Resources Deployment Act (1983) requires eveiy local

government authority to ensure that able-bodied persons over 15 years of age not

in school engage in productive or other lawful employment. In November police offi-

cials in Dar es Salaam and Mwanza rounded up over 1,000 beggars and street peo-

ple and returned them to their home villages. Nlany regional and district authorities

pass laws requiring farmers to plant specified cash and food crops and to keep mini-

mum acreages uncfer cultivation. Penalties for violating these requirements mclude
fines and imprisonment. In September the authorities arrested 378 persons in

Kisarawe district for failing to clear their cashewnut farms.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—By law, children under the age of

15 are prohibited from working, but this provision applies onlv to the formal wage
sector in both urban and rural areas and not to children working on family farms
or herding domestic livestock. Persons between the ages of 15 and 18 may be em-
{)loyed, provided the woric is safe and not injurious to health, but they are not al-

owed to work between 6 p.m. and 6 a.m. Enforcement by the Ministry of Labor and
Youth Development in the formal wage sector is good, but sporadic to nonexistent
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in the rapidly growing informal sector. Children are often kept out of school to help
on the farm or to assist overburdened mothers with younger siblings, or because
their parents cannot afford the school fees.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—There is a legal minimum wage foremploy-
ment in the formal sector which was increased in July. However, the OTTU often

negotiates higher minimum wages with individual employers, depending on the fi-

nancial status of the business. A worker paid at the nunimum rate, even when sup-
plemented with various benefits such as housing and transport allowances and food
subsidies, cannot provide an adequate standard of living for a family.

There is no standard legal workweek. However, a 5-day, 40-hour workweek is in

effect for government employees. Most private employers retain a 6-day, 40-hour
workweek. In general, women may not be employed between 10 p.m. and 6 a.m.
Several laws regulate safety in the workplace. An occupational health and safety

factory inspection system, set up with the assistance oi the ILO, is now managed
by the Ministry of Labor and Youth Development. Its effectiveness, however, is

minimal. OTTU officials have claimed that enforcement of labor standards is fairly

effective in the formal sector, but no verification studies have been performed. En-
forcement of labor standards is nonexistent in the informal sector.

TOGO

A transition government headed by Prime Minister Joseph Koffigoh and charged
with holding national elections remained in office during most of 1992. However,
President Gmassingbe Eyadema retained effective control over the security forces.

Scheduled elections were postponed because of political violence and squabbling
among various factions. This resulted in month-long negotiations between tne Presi-

dent and the major political parties in August 1992 to prolong the transition period

to December 31, 1992, by which time a new, democratically elected government was
to be installed. Although the agreement explicitly retained the Prime Minister and
the High Council of the Republic (HCR) or interim legislature, it also enhanced
President Eyadema's powers, putting him in charge of security issues, giving his po-

litical party greater representation in the Government, and requiring ms agreement
to a new ministerial cabinet. As agreed in August, the President now presides over
the Council of Ministers when the subject matter is in his domain, e.g., security,

although in fact he chose to preside over all the Cabinet meetings. The August
agreement also contained changes to the draft constitution; in particular, it deleted

a requirement that active-duty military personnel resign in order to become can-
didates for the FVesidency. Tms deletion permits President Eyadema to be a can-
didate again if he chooses. A draft constitutional provision requiring presidential

candidates to be 45 years old was retained, effectively excluding 44-year-old interim
Prime Minister Koffigoh from running for the Presidency in 1992.

While a constitutional referendum did take place on September 27, other sched-

uled elections were repeatedly postponed. The Constitution was passed overwhelm-
ingly. In the wake of the hostage-taking at the HCR in October 1992, a major inde-

pendent labor union and the Collective of Major Opposition Political Parties (COD
II) declared an indefinite general strike which was still in effect at year's end. The
political demands made by the coalition were resisted by President Eyadema, and
the continuing stalemate made it impossible to carry out the elections originally

scheduled for 1992.
The Togolese security forces, numbering approximately 13,000, consist primarily

of the Army, Navy, Air Force, National Police (Surete), and Gendarmerie. The Inte-

rior Minister is responsible for the National Police. The Defense Minister nominally
supervises the other Togolese security forces, but, in fact, they report through the
General Staff to President Eyadema. Total military expenditures for 1989, the last

year for which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a de-

tailed analysis, were $43 million. While military expenditures have been the subject

of public debate, the transition Government has left the decision to implement any
such reductions to the next, elected government. Members of the security forces, and
especially elements of the Army, were credibly cited in 1992 for various human
ri^ts abuses.
Togo has an annual per capita gross domestic product of less than $500. More

than 70 percent of its 3.6 million people are engaged in subsistence agriculture, but
the country also has an active commercial sector. The economy continued to stag-

nate in 1992 due to political uncertainty, inadequate rainfall, and declining terms
of trade for principal exports: phosphates, coffee, cocoa, and cotton. While the Gov-
ernment of Prime Minister Koffigoh remained committed to respect for human
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rights, political polarization and subsequent violence, much of it committed by mem-
bers of die security forces, seriously affected the human rights situation. Political

parties were active, and a free press functioned, but elements of the military en-
gaged in harassment of both political figures and journalists. There were no reports

of long-term political prisoners in Togo in 1992, although there were brief detentions
under questionable circumstances byr members of the security forces. This included
an incident in which the entire HCR was effectively taken hostage for a day, and
members of the HCR were beaten.

Assassinations and attempted assassinations of political figures and members of
President Kofligoh's Government were part of a larger climate of insecurity in which
prominent figures were threatened, and many bombings and attacks by gunmen
were carried out throughout the country. Several political figures were killed. Some
of these incidents were credibhr attributed by human rights organizations to ele-

ments of the security forces. The climate of insecurity and attendant fears of vio-

lence had a very negative effect on political expression. One credible instance of tor-

ture by members of the security forces was reported.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—Several politically motivated killings

occurred in Togo in 1992, and no effective action was taken to apprehend and pun-
ish the perpetrators. On May 5, unidentified persons ambushed GUchrist Olympio,
likely presidential candidate and chairman of the Union of Forces of Change (UFC)
Kolitical party. Olympio was seriously wounded, and two of his associates. Dr.
lessan Atidepe, a Member of the HCR, and Elliot Ohin, Chairman of the Togolese

Movement for Democracy, were killed. After an investigation in Togo, the Paris-
based International Federation of Human Rights (FIDH) attributed these killings to

security forces associated with the President. On July 23, Tavio Amorin, a member
of the HCR and first National Secretary of the Pan-African Socialist Party, was shot
by unidentified persons in civilian dress. He later died of his wounds. His death was
credibly attributed to elements of the security forces. In May a member of President
Eyadema's political party was killed in a clash with UFC supporters. Another mem-
ber and his family were killed in a September explosion oi uncertain origin at his

home. In retaliation for the bombing, the homes of 37 members of the opposition

reportedly were burned, and many opposition supporters fled the area. The Govern-
ment subsequently sent in troops to restore order.

There were scattered incidents of violence associated with the November and De-
cember general strike in which both police and civilians were killed and injured. Ex-
amples of individuals affected during the period include several prefects who failed

to appear at a meeting called by President Eyadema. They were subsequently
threatened by members of the security forces; at least two were beaten, and a num-
ber went into hiding, fearing for their safety. On December 4, several policemen and
civilians were shot and wounded in Lome in a clash between an opposition figure

and the poUoe. On December 6 in Kpalime, an opposition stronghold, a gendarme
in civilian clothes was discovered carrying a weapon and was kUled by a crowd. An-
other gendarme was injured in the same incident, and security forces responded
with force, shooting to death several civilians. Additional incidents were recorded in
Badou and other regional cities.

b. Disappearance.—^No disappearances were reported.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
There was one credible report of torture in 1992. Captain Esso Pelo, a military offi-

cer, was reported by the press to have been severely tortured by members of the

security forces for allegedly providing information on President Eyadema and his as-

sociates to members of the opposition. No action to punish this reported crime or
those of a similar nature reported in earlier years had been taken by the end of

1992.
Two journalists were beaten and briefly detained by security forces on November

16. The journalists, members of the Union of Government-Employed Journalists

(SYNJOPE), had gone to Radio Lome, the government radio network, to urge the
station managers to go to a minimum service broadcast format during the general
strike. It was credibfy reported that the Minister of Culture and Communications
was present and witnessed the beating.

Prison conditions remained very harsh in 1992 with serious overcrowding and in-

adequate food and medical care for prisoners.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Under long-standing Togolese law, per-

sons arrested may be held incommunicado without charge for 48 hours, with an ad-
ditional 48-hour extension in cases deemed serious or complex. In practice, most de-
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tentions conform to this provision. On October 22, elements of the military forces,

induing members of the Presidential Guard, surrounded the meeting place of the
HCR, effectivelv taking hostage the members of the HCR and other persons in the
building. The nostagetakers were seeking rebates of dues they had paid to the
former sole political party. They were seen to beat some of the hostages before free-

ing them. Passersby in the street were severely beaten by soldiers as well. On sev-

eral occasions, journalists were detained briefly for publishing materials oflensive to

the President or military forces. It is questionable whether these detentions met
legal requirements.
A shortage of qualified judicial personnel has produced a backlog of prisoners who

are held for long periods of time—in some cases 6 months or more—^before being
brought to trial.

In 1992 there were no persons formally exiled from Togo, since a general amnesty
had been promulgated in 1991. However, some critics of President Eyadema re-

mained abroad for all or part of 1992 because of threats against them.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The judicial system, wnile officially independent

of the Government, frequently has been subject to intervention by President
Eyadema in the past, but no such incidents were noted in 1992. The jucucial system
employs both traditional law and the Napoleonic code in tr3ring criminal and civil

cases. The Supreme Court is at the apex of the system. The criminal process begins
with pretrial investigation by a special judge who examines the adequacy of the evi-

dence and decides on bail. The number of judges is inadequate, and training is in-

sufficient. The result is a serious impediment to the delivery of justice. Trials are
open to the public, and judicial procedures are respected. Defendants have the right
to counsel, and lower court decisions may be appealed to two higher courts. In rural
areas, the village chief or council of elders may try minor criminal and civil cases.

Those who reject a traditional ruling may take their case to the regular court sys-
tem, which is the starting point for cases in urban areas. Special courts handle
cases related to public security (State Security Court), embezzlement of public funds
(Tribunal for Recovery of Pubuc Funds), and violent crimes (Court of Assizes). There
are procedural safeguards and a right of appeal in the special courts.

The State Security Court has not convened in recent years. There have been no
political or security cases tried under the transition Government.
There were no Imown political prisoners in Togo in 1992.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—In

criminal cases, searches of private residences may be authorized by a judge or sen-
ior police oflicial. In political and national security cases, the security forces do not
require such authorization. The new Government has ended the practice of opening
mail and monitoring telephones. The police and gendarmerie continue to maintain
domestic intelligence services. The transition Government's efforts to eliminate the
domestic activities of military intelligence have not been conapletely successful.

During 1992 there were many bombings or armed attacks against private resi-

dences. In many of these cases, the victims were members of opposition groups, and
the attacks were credibly believed by the opposition and loctd human rights groups
to have been conducted by elements of the security forces. In some cases, attacks
were carried out against the homes of persons closely associated with President
Eyadema, his political party, or the security forces, presumably by unidentified op-
ponents. In many instances, motivation was not clear. No arrests or trials of sus-
pects in the cases of bombings or house attacks were reported in 1992.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech and press was exercised in

1992 in Togo, but those freedoms were sometimes constrained by episodes of harass-
ment, damage to property, threats of violence, arrests, and personal injury, particu-
larly inflicted by tne security forces.

Approximatefy 15 independent weekly or biweekly newspapers were published in
1992. While opposition newspapers are widely available in Lome, some have re-

ported difficulties in distribution in interior regions because of harassment from
supporters of President Eyadema. On January 22, 1992, uniformed men, apparently
from the army, wrecked the offices of the opposition newspaper, Courrier du Golfe.

The presumed reason for the attack was the publication of stories considered to be
defamatory to military personnel. In early September, the military and gendarmerie
increased their harassment of opposition newspapers, briefly taking into custody the
directors or editors of four of the leading weeklies (La Parole, Ibanou Express,
Forum Hebdo, and Courrier du Golfe). Formal charges for defamation of IVesident
Eyadema were brou^t against the director of La Parole in September. Court pro-
ceedings in the La Parole case had not been concluded by year's end. The news-
papers continued critical coverage despite these incidents of'^harassment.
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Until September the oflicial media (two radio stations, one television station, and
one daily newspaper) covered the views of the various government organs and the

opposition factually and in some detail. However, since the September government
reshuffle, the state media have tended toward favorable coverage of President

Eyadema and his political party, to the disadvantage of the Prime Minister and the
opposition. During and after the October 22-23 seizure of the HCR, the state media
often failed to carry domestic and foreign statements critical of the military's ac-

tions.

On September 4, Mrs. Madeleine Aduayom, an opposition figure and member of

the HCR, was beaten by gendarmes after she left a television station where she had
participated in a discussion program dealing with political topics. The national tele-

vision station suspended its weekly political broadcasts in protest against Mrs.
Aduajrom's mistreatment. Also in response, SYNJOPE called a strike to protest "the

precarious treatment and insecurity" they face in their woris. In November an unof-

ficial radio station, Radio Liberte, began clandestine broadcasting of opposition

views. The unregistered station was denounced by the Communications Minister,

who ordered the station located and closed down. Security force efforts to do so were
unsuccessful.
On September 13, following reluctance of the HCR to approve a new Eyadema-

dominated Cabinet, a group of military personnel entered the premises of the na-

tional radio and demanded the station broadcast a communique attributed to the

Togolese armed forces demanding the immediate acceptance of the new Cabinet.

The communique was rebroadcast repeatedly until withdrawn by a military officer,

reportedly acting on the orders of President Eyadema. The HCR acted positively on
the new Cabinet appointments less than 24 hours later. On October 22, during the

seizure of the HCR, soldiers again occupied the radio station briefly and forced the

station to broadcast army communiques.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Under the transition Govern-

ment, Togolese were free to organize in associations and political parties, and many
did so. Political activities were subject on occasion to harassment and interference

from menJjers of the security forces or opposing political groups. Death threats and
attacks against opposition leaders and members of Prime Minister Koffigoh's Gov-
ernment, following assassinations and attempted assassinations, led to curtailment

of public political activities. Some prominent figures avoided living at home because

of the threat to their safety.

Political groups from southern Togo hesitated to campaign in the north central

part of the country, the President's home area, where they were sometimes harassed
or attacked by supporters of the President. Similarly, members of the President's

party were on occasion beaten when attempting to engage in political activities in

parts of the south, where opposition to the President is concentrated. While some
public gatherings were held without interference, in other instances, the security

forces dispersea them with force. On July 30, at least 23 persons were reported in-

jured as police and gendarmes fired tear gas, and, in at least one case, live ammuni-
tion at crowds which were blocking streets and burning tires in protest against the

death of political leader Tavio Amorin. On August 4, security force members fired

in the air and beat members of a women's group preparing to hold a demonstration
for democracy. During the general strike in November and December, security forces

forcibly dispersed an opposition march, beating some participants, when marchers
attempted to move through an area of Lome in which demonstrations had been
banned.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The Constitution adopted on September 27, like the pre-

ceding interim constitution, provides for religious freedom. Jehovah's Witnesses and
several small apostolic/celestial groups in the past were denied official approval to

practice their beliefs. Formerly aole to worship only in private, they may now prac-

tice openly. Non-Togolese clergy may proselytize and engage in otner religious ac-

tivities.

Local religious groups may maintain contacts with coreligionists in other coun-
tries. ITiere are no restrictions on travel for religious purposes. All oflicial religious

observances are ecumenical in nature, and the Government does not favor anv spe-

cific religion. Membership in particular religious groups has no bearing on civil serv-

ice promotions.
d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—^Free movement (including domestic and foreign travel, emigration, the
right to change residence or workplace, and the right to return to the country) is

generally enjoyed by all. With the rise in tensions between the northern and south-

em regions, some residents of minority ethnic groups were harassed by members
of majority populations and therefore were obliged to return to their home regions.
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Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Throughout 1992 Togolese citizens did not enjoy the right and ability to change
their government throu^ democratic means. The struggle toward democracy was
dealt serious blows during the year. In the biggest success, a referendum on the new
Constitution was held on September 27, ana the Constitution was overwhelmingly
approved. The referendum was marked by a large turnout and was essentially free
and fair.

The political parties reached agreement in August on modifying and extending the
transitional regime until Deceniber 31, 1992. The original date of August 28 had
been set by the National Conference in 1991. The agreement provided more author-
ity to President Eyadema, including returning the military and security services to

his formal control.

Scheduled municipal, legislative, and presidential elections were repeatedly post-
poned either by political wrangling or by technical difficulties. Even after the agree-
ment in August on dates for Qie elections, they had to be postponed, first because
of technical problems which became evident during the constitutional referendum,
but also because of a dispute over what kind of voting system would be used. The
October 22-23 HCR seizure led the opposition to demand additional guarantees of
army neutrality and security for the electoral period.

The climate of fear which prevailed throughout most of the year had a negative
impact on the ability of people to campaign or speak freely. For example, on Decem-
ber 4, uniformed members of the security forces fired at the headquarters of the
U.T.D. opposition party with no casualties. The repeated instances oi military inter-

ference in the political process rendered the transition even more difficult and prob-
lematic.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

In 1987 the Government established and funded the National Human Rights
Commission (CNDH) to investigate reports of human richts abuses. The CNDH,
which functions independently of the Government, issued several reports in 1992
critical of abuses by the Togolese military. There are several private human rights^
groups in Togo, including the Togolese Human Rights League and the Association
for FVomotion of Rule of Law. The Togolese Human Rights league prepared a report
on the state of human ri^ts in Togo and intervened on behalf of victims of human
rights abuses during the year. The transition Government also established a Min-
istry of Human Rights, which was later combined with the Ministry of Social Wel-
fare. Human rights monitors were subject to threats of violence, credibly attributed
to elements of the security forces, and were obliged to take special security pre-
cautions, sometimes absenting themselves from Togo. The Government received vis-

its from representatives of international human rights organizations. The armed
forces denounced as false a report from the Paris-based International Federation of
Human Rights accusing members of the security forces of complicity in the assas-
sination attempt against Gilchrist Olympio.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

In Togo the security forces are dominated by northern ethnic groups, while com-
merce and the professions tend to be the preserve of southerners. Most political par-
ties are dominated by southerners, except for the President's own party. Ethnic ri-

valries, dating from precolonial times, have been exacerbated by the civil unrest of
recent years and inadequate law enforcement. On May 2-3, a clash occurred be-
tween the Kabye and Kotokoli communities in Central Togo in a land dispute com-
plicated by ethnic and political animosities.
Togolese women have equality with men under the law, and women's economic

and social rights are set forth in the Family Code adopted in early 1980. While this
Code guarantees various women's rights, including maternity leave benefits, in
practice, women continue to be subjected to discrimination, especially in education,
pension benefits, and traditional law. Far fewer women than men receive university
education, and the number of women graduates from secondary schools is low. In
the urban economic sphere, women dominate both local market activities and com-
merce with Togo's neighbors, often amassing considerable wealth in the process.
However, harsh economic conditions in rural areas leave women with little time for

anything other than taxing domestic and agricultural work. Unlike civil law, cus-
tomary or traditional law—which affects the vast majority of women—discriminates
against women, e.g., giving all property to the male in the event of separation or
divorce. Women participated in the recent political changes through membership in
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associations and political parties, teachers' unions, and protest groups. Five women
are in the 79-member legislature, and 1 is a Minister in the transition Government.

Violence against women, including wife beating, occurs in Togo. Mechanisms exist

within both the traditional extended family and formal judicial structures for re-

dress, but the police rarely intervene in domestic violence cases. Femsde genital mu-
tilation (circumcision) is practiced by some northern ethnic groups but is reportedly

diminishing gradually. However, according to an independent expert in the field, the

percentage of T(^lese women who have undergone this procedure may be as high
as 50 percent. While the Government has undertaken a campaign to make women
throughout Togo aware of their expanded oppxjrtunities under the new Family Code,

it has not specifically addressed the issue of violence against women or female geni-

tal mutilation. A government-sponsored national women's organization publicizes

women's health, education, and welfare issues, and private groups have formed to

address similar concerns.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right (^Association.—^Togolese workers have the right to ioin labor unions
and to strike. Prior to 1991, the right of association was effectively limited by the

requirement that all workers pay dues to the National Confederation of Togolese

Workers (CNTT), which was formerly associated with the ruling party, a practice

that had been criticized for years by the International Labor Organization. This

gave the CNTT a de facto monopoly on the labor movement, althourfi trade unions
could and did exist outside the CT4TT. In August 1991, the National Conference sus-

pended the automatic withholding of CNTT dues for all workers, and it froze

CNTTs assets. A number of trade unions left the CNTT, some of which then afiili-

ated with two new federations: the Labor Federation of Togolese Workers (CSTT)
and the National Union of Independent Syndicates (UNSIT). The CSTT and the

UNSIT are supplanting the CNTT in importance.
In response to various political events, labor unions called for general strikes

which were generally observed. Such strikes followed the assassination atternpt

against Gilcluist Olympio, the murder of Tavio Amorin, and the takeover of HCR
headquarters by military personnel. Four strikes were called in 1992. Striker de-

mands were primarily political, particularly in the case of the HCR takeover, calling

for cabinet changes, assured neutrality of the armed forces, and punishment of mili-

tary members responsible for the October 22 HCR takeover. In the case of this

strike, begun in November, the demands had not been met, and the strike was con-

tinuing at year's end.
A police strike in March was marked by violence as elements of the police erected

roadblocks, commandeered private vehicles, and shot randomly, killing at least one

person. The strike had political overtones, as one issue was what to do with 500

recruits—former soldiers mainly from President Eyadema's ethnic group—who did

not meet police standards.
The various federations and unions are free to associate with international labor

groups. The CNTT and the UNSIT were approved as affiliates of the ICFTU in De-

cember 1992.
b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The Labor Code guarantees

workers the right to organize and bargain collectively. All formal sector employees

are nominally covered by a collective bargaining agreement. There is one tripartite

collective bai^gaining agreement signed by the unions, management, and the Gov-

ernment. It sets wage standards for all formal sector employees. Individual groups

of the formal sector can attempt to negotiate a more favorable package, and some
do, though it is not a common practice. The CNTT had a role in collective bargain-

ing when it was the de facto monopoly labor federation, but it acted more as a

spokesman for labor interests within the Government and ruling party than as an
independent labor federation. Since 1991 the CNTT, as well as the newer labor fed-

erations, have taken a more active role in independent collective bargaining.

While the interim Constitution is silent on worker rights, the 1974 Labor Code
prohibits antiunion discrimination.

A law allowing the establishment of Export Processing Zones (EPZ's) was enacted

in late 1989. A number of companies have received EPZ status, and about a dozen

have begun operations. The EPZ law provides exemptions from some provisions of

Togolese labor law, notably the regulations on hiring and firing workers. Employees

of EPZ firms do not enjoy the same protection against antiunion discrimination as

do other workers.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Although the law is silent on the

question, forced or compulsory labor does not exist.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—The Labor Code prohibits the em-
ployment of diil£«n under the age of 14 in any enterprise. Some types of industrial
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and technical emplojrment require a minimum age of 18. These age requirements
are generally enforced in the formal sector in uroan areas by inspectors from the
Ministry of Labor. In both urban and rural areas, particularly m farming, very
young cnildren traditionally assist in their families' woric.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Minimum wages are set by the Government
for different categories, but less than the official minimum wage is often paid in

practice. Workers sometimes cannot maintain a decent standard of living even at

the oflicial minimum wages, and many must supplement their incomes through sec-

ond jobs or subsistence farming.
Labor practices are regulated by the Labor Code. The Code stipulates that there

should be equal pay for equal wore, regardless of sex, and this provision is generaUy
observed in the formal sector. Working hours of all employees in any enterprise, ex-
cept for agricultural enterprises, normally must not exceed 40 hours per week; at

least one 24-hour rest per week is compulsory; and workers must receive 30 days
of paid leave each year. Enforcement is weak, and these provisions are not univer-
sallv respected.
Health and safety standards in the workplace are determined by a technical con-

sulting committee in the Ministry of Labor, which may levy penalties on employers
who do not meet the conditions. In practice, the Ministry's enforcement of the var-
ious provisions of the Labor Code is limited. Larger enterprises are required to pro-
vide medical services for their employees and usually attempt to respect occupa-
tional health and safety rules, but smaller firms often do not.

UGANDA

President Yoweri Museveni and his National Resistance Movement (NRM) took
power in Januanr 1986 after a 5-year guerrilla struggle against the regimes of Mil-
ton Obote and Tito Okello. Museveni replaced parliamentary structures with an
unelected interim government headed by the National Resistance Council (NRC).
Competitive nonpairty elections in 1989 expanded the NRC and brought in rep-

resentatives from all parts of the country. Later that year the transition to civilian

government promised for 1990 was postponed 5 years on the grounds that the time
was needed for consultations on a new constitution. The Constitutional Commission
had not released the draft constitution by the end of 1992. A Constituent Assembly
is to be elected in 1993 to debate and adopt the constitution, leading to general elec-

tions in 1994. During the spring and summer of 1992, increasing activity by the
Democratic Party (DP) and the Uganda Peoples Congress (UPC) led the NRC to con-
sider legislation specifying limits on party activities. President Museveni continues
to dominate the Government, exercising authority through the NRC, an appointed
Cabinet, and the National Resistance Army.
The National Resistance Army (NRA) is the key security apparatus in Uganda

and remains a significant political force The army was expanded tenfold between
1986 and 1991, eroding discipline within the rarucs. It was again responsible for

many human rights violations, though these diminished in 1992. Human ririits ob-

servers have been critical of Museveni for his unwillingness to hold the NRA ac-

countable for human ri^ts violations. In the spring, plans to demobilize up to

50,000 troops were announced, and the first contmgent was discharged during the
fall. The anny, along with home guards and local defense units, performs police

functions in rural areas. The professionalism of the Ugandan police grew in 1992,
but much of the force remains corrupt, ill-trained, and poorly equipped. The Internal
Security Organization (ISO) is responsible for intelligence and security. It was not
implicated in human rights violations in 1992. Total military expenditures for 1989,
the last year for which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament AGenw conducted
a detailed analysis, were roughly estimated to be $61.5 million. The Uovemment
has been substantially reducing its military spending.
Uganda's economic growth rate slowed to about 4 percent in 1992, as the price

of coffee (its principal export) remained depressed and government spending was cut
severely to check inflation which rose to an annualized rate of over 50 percent dur-

ing the spring. Foreign aid contributed 60 percent of government spending in 1992.

In accordance with reforms supported by the International Monetary Fund, the civil

service began a retrenchment which cut the government payroll by some 8,000 out
of an eventual reduction of 60,000. Despite programs aimed at alleviating rural pov-

erty, little progress has been made.
Overall, the human rights situation in Uganda improved over previous years with

progress towards ratifying a new constitution, with reduced insurgencies in north-

em and northeastern Uganda, and with the beginning of reductions in the size of
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the NRA. Although not on the scale of 1991, the army and the rebels continued to

commit human rights abuses, including abduction, killing, and rape of civilians. The
Government continued to control the pace of political chance. During the year, the
Government undertook a major reduction in the number oT politicEiTand other de-

tainees and prisoners.

About 80 prisoners were thought to be awaiting trial in civilian courts for treason
at the end oi 1992; this was a sharp decrease from the previous year. Approximately
50 soldiers were awaiting court-martial on treason charges. The NRA turned over
most of its prisoners to civil authorities for prosecution, but about 600 "military"

prisoners continued to be held by the army at the end of the year, and the army
continued to arrest and detain civilians, who were denied legal protections and were
subject to abuse.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There is no evidence that the Ugan-
dan Government sanctioned political killings in 1992. However, there were cremble
reports that the NRA was again responsible for extrajudicial killings. According to

the Government, in past years some soldiers have been arrested, tried, and even ex-

ecuted for such killings. As military trials fire not open to public scrutiny, it is im-
possible to evaluate government claims that incidents of extrajudicial executions are

properly investigated or that those responsible have been held accountable (see Sec-

tion l.g.).

b. Disappearance.—No government-sponsored disappearances are known to have
occurred.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
In recent years, most instances of torture have occurred during detention by the
NRA. During 1992 the NRA often beat suspected rebels when apprehending them
but seldom maimed or disabled them as it nad sometimes done in previous years.

In at least one case, however, a person arrested by the NRA died as a result of tor-

ture. In isolated cases, the army practiced "kandoya," immobilizing prisoners by sus-

pending them by their wrists and ankles behind their back. Beatings are also ad-

ministered at police stations.

Conditions of detention are harsh. Uganda's prisons reportedly have one of the
highest morttdity rates in the world, the result of diseases spread by unsanitary
conditions, malnutrition, and AIDS. Overpopulation was reduced in some prisons.

Luzira prison, Uganda's largest, with an intended capacity of 600, held about 1,500

at the end of 1992, down from more than 2,000 at the beginning of the year. The
population of Jinja prison fell from 1,000 to only 200 during the same period, due
to President Museveni's pardon of over 1,500 prisoners nationwide. However,
unhygienic conditions and shortages of water have led to epidemics of dysentery.

Water supplies to the prison in Jinja were restored in September after being cut

off for failure to pay utility bills. Food shortages were exacerbated by drought in

1992, particularly in the east. In Soroti, the International Conunittee of the Red
Cross (ICRC) intervened to forestall the threat of starvation, and prisoners' families

were permitted to deliver food to prisons. Some supplies intended for detainees were
diverted for sale. Prisoners do not have access to proper medical care, partially be-

cause there is a lack of transport and facilities.

The ICRC visited 60 to 80 prisons, police stations, military barracks and NRA de-

tachments throughout Uganda during 1992. Visits to every militanr barracks and
most detachments in the country were planned during the year, but some visits

were held up by administrative difQculties within the NRA. In general, ICRC access

to civilian and military places of detention is excellent.

The Inspector General of Government (IGG) visited Luzira prison and most bar-

racks and police stations in and near Kampala and found no evidence of torture.

Overerowding and poor diet were the chief problems identifled by the IGG. Planned
visits to other police stations, prisons, ana barreicks were not carried out for lack

of logistical support. TTie visits appeared to be a genuine effort to ensure proper
treatment of prisoners, but their value was compromised by the fact that they were
arranged with police and military authorities at least a day in advance.

In previous years, the African National Congress (ANC) maintained detention

camps in various countries with the permission of host governments. At these
camps, ANC security personnel tortured, mistreated, and in some cases
extrajudicially executed ANC defectors, detainees, and alleged South African gov-

ernment spies. A 1992 report issued by the ANC Commission of Inouiry includes

a discussion of Bukoloto, Uganda. The report mentions abuses which occurred in

previous years at this camp, including "acts of gratutious and random violence per-
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petrated on the detainees by the camp guards" and "a savage assault inflicted by
the guards on Brandon X Khotso," which left him partially crippled. The ANC main-
tains that all detention camps outside South Airica have been closed. Thus far,

there have been no independent inspections of ANC camps. There is no evidence

that those responsible for these abuses have been held accountable. The training of

ANC combatants reportedly continued in Uganda at year's end.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Under Ugandan law a suspect must be
charged within 24 hours of arrest and be brought to trial or released on bail within

240 days (480 days for a capital oflense). Neither requirement was enforced in 1992.

In August Chief Justice Wako Wambuzi directed magistrate judges to advise pris-

oners of their right to apply for bail after they had been held for the stipulated re-

mand period and to favorably consider their applications. The Uganda LJaw Society

operated legal aid clinics in Kampala, Jinja, and Masaka for members of the public

who cannot afford to pay for legal services, assisting over 100 people in 1992.

The Government has a variety of legal means of detaining indefinitely suspected
opponents. The Public Order and Security Act of 1967 (the "detention order^) per-

mits unlimited detention without charge, but the Act has not been invoked by the

NRM. However, the Government continued to use treason, broadly interpreted, as

a holding charge while investigations were undertaken. The charge of treason allows

the Government to detain a suspect for 480 days before bringing nim to trial or con-

sidering an application for bail.

In the early months of 1992, the NRA continued to arrest suspected rebels in

northern and eastern Uganda, most of them in January in the eastern districts of

Soroti, Kumi, and Mbale. Although most were turned over to civil authorities within

10 days of their capture, the NKA continued to use incommunicado detention in

some cases. Reports of people being taken into custody by the army in Gulu and
Kitgum districts during armv operations in March could not be confirmed.

About 2,700 persons had oeen arrested by the army over the previous 5 years as

suspected rebels, rebel sympathizers, and ''deserters." During 1992 the army took

200 additional prisoners (far fewer than in previous years) and released 2,600. Act-

ing on the reconmiendations of a special investigations branch set up by the army
to expedite the large backlog of cases, President Museveni pardoned more than
1,500 prisoners in August, including 1,000 soldiers who were sentenced to prison en
masse as "deserters" in 1991. About 1,100 other prisoners arrested by the army
were released gradually throughout the year. At the end of 1992, about 300 pris-

oners arrested by the army for security reasons remained in civil or military deten-

tion. During 1992 the total number of prisoners held by the Government declined

from approximately 12,500 to 10,000.
With the releases in August, the Ministry of Justice reported that the last of the

"lodgers"—suspected rebels apprehended by the army and held without charge

—

were released. Credible reports, however, indicated that half a dozen prisoners who
fit into that category were still being held at Luzira prison.

Among the persons held by the Government are a number of political detainees

and prisoners, most of them on a charge of treason. In January the Government
dropped charges against 14 of 18 northern politicians who had been arrested and
charged with treason in 1991. Two Democratic Party ofiicials were arrested and
charged with treason in January. In addition, 16 members of the Uganda Peoples

Congress party were detained for a few hours on January 21 but were released

without charge. The six politicians who were still being held on treason charges at

the end of January were acquitted or released for lack of evidence during the first

half of 1992. Another politican (Moses Ali) was tried for treason in a separate case

and acquitted. In other treason cases, charges against 20 elderly Buganda monar-
chists, known as the "Kirimuttu," were dropped in July, and 59 suspected rebels

charged with treason in October 1991 were released in September afl«r the char;ges

were withdrawn for lack of evidence. (Four others died of apparently natural causes

while on remand in Gulu prison.) Three more were released in late October. At
year's end, about 130 Ugandans arrested between 1986 and 1992 were believed to

be awaiting trial or court-martial for treason; this was a sharp decrease from the

beginning of the year. One human rights oi-ganization estimatea the number at 125.

In 1992 a number of journalists and party activists were detained on various

charges (see Sections 2.a. and 2.b.).

Exile is not used as a means of political control. A presidential anmesty for former
rebels is in effect and applies to opponents in exile, liiose who return, however, may
be prosecuted for criminal acts they are alleged to have committed. At least two seli-

exiled political dissidents returned to Uganda in 1992 and were not prosecuted.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The Ugandan court system consists of magistrates

courts, the Hi^ Court, and the Supreme Court. The judicial system contains proce-

dural safeguards modeled after British law, including the granting of bail and ap-
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peals to higher courts. The right to a fair trial in Uganda has been circumscribed

in recent years by: the reluctance of military authorities to respect civilian court or-

ders; the use of military field tribunals in remote areas; an inadequate system of

judicial administration; and the apparent lack of official commitment to ensuring an
independent judicial system. Additionally, a serious backlog of cases denies most de-

fendants a speedy trial. About half of those imprisoned in Uganda have not been
brought to trial. Accused persons, once brought to trial, are normally accorded a fair

public hearing.
The judiciary is generally independent; the Government usually complies with

court decisions. However, in May the Uganda Law Society issued a memorandum
complaining of executive interference in the judiciary, citing the case of a ma^strate

'

who was suspended in February after defying a directive from the Attorney General/

Minister of Justice to consider certain applications for bail.

The President has significant influence over judges, including appointment of the

four members of the Judicial Service Commission, which makes recommendations
on High Court and Supreme Court appointments. The Commission must concur in

the dismissal of a magistrate. A judge may be removed only after a tribunal com-
prised of three other judges finds that he is "unable to perform the functions of his

office." No judges were removed in 1992, but in September the Commission advised

that an acting judge, whose appointment to the Hi^ Court it had recommended a

year earlier, should be suspended.
Village Resistance Councils (RC's) have the authority to settle civil disputes, in-

cluding disputes over land ownership and pajrment of debts. Occasionally the RC
courts have exceeded their authority and heard criminal cases, including murder
and rape cases. The RC decisions may be appealed in manstrates courts, and in

1992 trained magistrates were assigned to the RC courts. In September Attorney
General Abubaker Mayanja advised RC officials that at least five panelists should

be present throughout the proceedings in a case before an RC court.

Suspected thieves and other offenoers caught committing a crime are often subject

to mob justice. Some individuals were prosecuted in 1992 lor administering mob jus-

tice.

Military tribunals hear chaises against soldiers; anv soldier accused of a capital

offense is supposed to be assigned counsel. An NRA legal aid program was estab-

lished in 1991 to defend soldiers in civil and criminal cases, but figures on the num-
ber of beneficiaries were not available. Military punishment is strict, and in pre-

vious years NRA soldiers have been executed aftier being convicted by military tribu-

nals in summary trials which failed to meet international standards. No executions

are known to have occurred in 1992, althoudi some soldiers were sentenced to death
for murder (including a senior officer and 11 soldiers who killed 7 dvilians in

Kitgum whom they suspected to be "rebel sympathizers"). Those found g^iUty of less-

er offenses serve time in civilian prisons. The NRA code of conduct provides for field

tribunals to dispense summary justice in remote areas; however, no field tribunals

were held in 1992.
A 1989 law permitting the establishment of special magistrates courts in areas

of insurgency has never been implemented. Commissions charged with reforming

and updating the laws have not functioned for years.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Outside

of insui^ency areas, the Government does not generally intrude into the privacy,

family, or home of citizens, and there is no indication that the Government inter-

fered with private correspondence in 1992. Search warrants are required before po-

lice may enter private homes or offices. This requirement was violated in a few in-

stances in 1992.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-

flicts.—Counterinsurgency operations by the NRA diminished greatly during the

second half of 1991; consequently, the number of abuses in 1992 was much Tower

than in previous years. Moreover, President Museveni went to the north to oversee

the military effort, in part to help prevent a repetition of the massive human ri^ts
violations committed by the NRA during operations the previous year. There were

instances of rape by NRA soldiers, althoupi many fewer than in 1991 (see Section

5). In a cordon-and-search operation in Scroti durinc the winter and spring, the

NRA detained about 200 suspected rebels and killed about 70. In some areas, Local

Defense Units (LDU's) were responsible for abuses against civilians, beating sus-

pects and stealing food. In Gulu, Kitffum, Kumi, and Soroti districts, LDU's were

reorganized in 1992 and put under the authority of resistance councils and local

chiefs.

There were reports of abductions and killings of civilians by remnants of the Unit-

ed Democratic Christian Army (UDCA) in northern Uganda, the Uganda People's

Army (UPA) in the northeast, and the National Army lor the Liberation of Uganda
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(NALU) in the western Ruwenzori Mountain area. Most rebel ambushes in the first

half of 1992 reportedly occurred in Gulu and Kitgum districts, and the NRA under-
took small-scale operations in those areas in March. NALU was responsible for the
few attacks reported in the summer and fall.

The Uganda Government has been accused of supporting the rebel Rwandan Pa-
triotic Front (RPF) in fighting against the Rwamdan armed forces from base areas
in Uganda. Many of the rebels are former NRA members. The ongoing conflict fol-

lowing rebel attacks has resulted in civilian casualties and has disrupted the democ-
ratization of Rwanda. This conflict continued to affect Uganda's southwestern bor-
der area. Prior to a cease-fire in July, Ugandan civilians suffered from shelling near
the border, and thousands remained displaced by the conflict. At the end of the
year, Uganda was playing a constructive role as an observer at peace talks between
the Rwandan Government and the RPF.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech is restricted by the Govern-
ment's limitations on political party activities and by periodic arrest of journalists
and others on spurious charges. Nevertheless, despite de facto and proposed de iure
restrictions on party rallies, mobilization, and other public activities, open debate
occurs in the NRG, in the press, and in many public forums. Public figures^priticize

government policies, corruption, and human rignts abuses.
Over a dozen newspapers publish a wide range of viewpoints covering the political

spectrum. Despite the restrictions on partisan activity, several parties publisn news-
papers to promote their views. The Democratic Party (DP) publication, The Citizen,
IS often critical of government policy, as is the pro-DP magazine Exposure. In Sep-
tember the Uganda Peoples Congress-affiliated weekly paper People resumed pubu-
cation. The Government owns the New Vision, which has accurately reported on cor-

ruption in government and human rights abuses by the NRA.
Although the press enjoys considerable freedom, the Government has arrested

some journalists on sedition, defamation, and other charges. Lt. Matthew Akuta-
Too, arrested in 1991 for violating the NRA code of conduct by revealing "military
secrets" in a New Vision article, was held by the army without charge tnroughout
much of 1992. He was detained in Makindye barracks although he was seriously
ill. Akuta died in Mulago Hospital of apparently natural causes in November. Three
other journalists arrested in 1991 remained out on bail awaiting trial. John Baptist
Kyejrune, editor of The Citizen was arrested for sedition after criticizing an NRA
plan to disburse cash to soldiers in lieu of food rations. Saul Katabarwa, editor of
the weekly Guide, faced defamation charges for statements printed about the Min-
ister of Justice. Captain Roland Kakooza, publisher of Economy, and Mulengera, an
employee of the NRM secretariat, were awaiting trial for sedition. In September the
High Court awarded approximately $2,000 to Attorney General, Minister of Justice,
and Third Deputy F*rime Minister Abubaker Mayanja in settlement of a defamation
suit against Teddy Seezi Cheeye, editor of Uganda Confidential. Cheeye faced addi-
tional charges of defamation for stories published in the Confidential.
Uganda Television (UTV) and Radio Uganda are controlled by tiie Government.

They disseminate NRM views but also broadcast discussions oi public poUcy that
reflect a variety of opinion. Political party spokespersons have appeared on UlV and
Radio Uganda, usually to face critical interviewers.
Unlike the regimes that preceded it, the NRM has not instituted formal censor-

ship. However, the legal provisions for doing so remain. Some journalists say that
they exercise self-censorship to avoid trouble. A "journalism bUr proposed in 1991
called for the creation of a media council to monitor and discipline journalists. The
bill was strongly criticized by members of the press and has not been tabled before
the NRG.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Permits for public gatherings
must be obtained from police authorities, who have the ri^t to deny the permit in
the interest of public safety. Although political parties are not banned, political ac-
tivity is restricted, and pohtical rallies are not allowed. At midyear the Government
proposed legislation that would have imposed specific limits on party activities, but
the legislation was never brought before the NRC. Two Democratic Party officitds

were arrested in Januaiy and charged with treason; one was released for lack of
evidence on April 28, and the other was acquitted on May 29. Sixteen members of
the Uganda Peoples Congress party were detained for a few hours on January 21
and then released without charge. All associations in Uganda must register with the
Government. Professional associations operate without hindrance, as do inter-
national service associations.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^There is no state religion in Uganda. Christianity, Islam,
Hinduism, and African traditional religions are freely practiced. Conversion between
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religions is not obstructed. Foreign missionaries and other religious figures are gen-
erafly welcome in Uganda. There is no government control of religious publications,
even those with an antigovemment bias. Religious leaders frequently speak out pub-
liclv on topics relating to their followers' welfare, addressing in particular human
rights, security, and political issues.

While it has not oeen uniformly enforced, the Government requires religious

groups to register as nongovernmental organizations (NGO). The Church of Uganda
and the Catholic Church have been active for over a century, although it was mscov-
ered in August that neither is registered as a NGO. The Clhurches may be required
to register, out their activities are not likely to be curtailed.

The International Bible Students Association (Jehovah's Witnesses) was reg-
istered as a NGO in June, allowing it to carry out evangelical work in Uganda. TTie

registration was granted on the condition that the Witnesses "participate m national
politics, army, police, and prisons (sic)." The Witnesses were denied registration in
1991 for failmg to agree to similar conditions; in 1992 they were registered without
being consulted about the conditions.

In July, 10 Muslim youths of the Tabliq sect were acqpiitted of the murder of four
policemen during protests following a decision by the Supreme Court concerning the
authority of a rival Muslim leader. The 10 were rearrested on charges of rioting,

unlawful assembly, and malicious damage to property during the same incident and
then freed on bail. Charges of rioting and maliciously damaging property against
224 other Tabliqs were dropped.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^As security conditions improved, freedom of movement in Uganda ex-

panded greatly. Access to some areas, however, continued to be slights restricted.

The NRA required vehicles to travel in convoys on the route between Karuma and
Pakwach in the northwest. Travel in the east, and particularly in Karamoja, re-

mained difficult due to sporadic attacks by smoied bandits. The requirement that for-

eign diplomats obtain approval to travel more than 25 kilometers from Kampala re-

mained in effect but was not enforced. Ugandans are free to emigrate and to travel

abroad.
Uganda accommodates refugees from Sudan, Rwanda, Kenya, Zaire, and other

countries. There were approximately 150,000 registered and an equal number of un-
registered refiigees in Uganda in 1992. Most of the latter are Rwandans who have
lived in Uganda since the early 1960's. A July cease-fire between the RPF and the
Rwandan Armed Forces revived hopes that some of these refugees might be repatri-

ated. The number of Sudanese refugees in Uganda increased from about 76,000 at

the beginning of the year to about 90,000 at year's end. They fled an intensifying
civil war between the Sudanese armed forces and the Sudanese People's Liberation
Army.
Some 1,000 Zairian refugees who crossed into Uganda in 1992 were resettled in

camps away from the border, but 14,000 opted to return to Zaire rather than be re-

located. An additional 3,000 Zarian refugees entered the Uganda border area in De-
cember. There were no instances of expulsion or forced repatriation of refugees in

1992.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Ugandan citizens could not change their national government by democratic
means in 1992. Efforts to propose legislative restrictions on party activities drew se-

rious national and international criticism and were not acted upon.
President Museveni serves as chief executive, Minister of Defense, and Chairman

of the National Executive Committee. Although he was not elected and has never
faced a vote of confidence, Museveni maintains a great deal of authority by virtue

of his personality, local tradition, Uganda's history, and his position as the head of

the army. He has avoided serious confrontations with major institutions and inter-

est groups (including the parties), but there are no meaningful checks and balances
on his presidential power. Museveni has publicly stated his opposition to multiparty
politics but has saia that he wiU accept such a system if it emerges from the delib-

erations on a new constitution.

In February and March, scheduled elections to Resistance Councils up to the dis-

trict level were held throughout the country; candidates were not permitted to cam-
paign or advertise their party affiliation, and voting was by queuing. Elections to

the NRC were neither scheduled nor carried out and are not expected to be held
prior to the national elections scheduled for 1994.
The Ministers of State for Justice and Constitutional AfTturs released a draft Con-

stituent Assembly Bill in October outlining the composition and duties of the body
which is to debate, amend, and promulgate the Constitution. It calls for 180 mem-
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bers to be elected to the Constituent Assembly by direct, secret ballot and the ap-
pointment of 45 other members representing special interests such as parties,

women, youth, and the army. The bill was expected to be brought before the NRC
at its next session, probably in January 1993. At the end of the year, the Constitu-

tional Commission had not released a draft of the new constitution, a requisite step

towards national elections in 1994.

There are no restrictions in law on the participation of women inpolitics. Women
hold positions of responsibility at all levels of government. In the NRC, women hold
38 of the 264 positions, and 5 of the 39 government ministers, deputy ministers, and
ministers of state are women.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Although the NRM Government has promised human rights reforms and has cre-

ated several bodies to address human rights abuses in Uganda, no oflicial findings

have ever been issued. The Uganda Human Rights Commission, created to inves-

tigate abuses perpetrated before 1986, is stalled by a lack of resources. In May the
Commission requested assistance from donor groups.

In November the Ministry of Justice estabhshea a "human n^ts desk" to receive

complaints and follow up on alleged human rights violations. The office of the In-

spector General of Government (IGG) has overall responsibility for investigating cor-

ruption and human rights abuses. In August President Museveni replaced the Dep-
uty IGG, who had been the most outspoken proponent of human rights within the
Government. The ad hoc committee established m 1991 to investigate the status of
persons held on remand and in military barracks was not given resources to carry
out its task. The IGG visited Lubiri and Makindye barracks and Luzira prison in

1992, but planned visits to barracks in the north and east of Uganda were not car-

ried out.

On May 21, Attorney General and Minister of Justice Abubaker Mayanja held a
press conference to issue a progress report on five investigations undertaken by the
Government into post-1986 numan rights abuses. They concerned the army's activi-

ties in the north in 1988-89; incidents at Mukura in 1989 and at Burcoro and Atiak
in 1991; and the arrest of "the 18" northern politicians in the spring of 1991. Accord-
ing to the Attorney General, those responsible for abuses have been arrested in most
of the cases investigated. However, few details were released by the Attorney Gen-
eral, and no reports were published. Neither the IGG's office nor the Ministiy of
Justice providea further information on the investigations.

Two local nongovernmental organizations deal with human rights: the Uganda
Human Rights Activists and the Uganda Law Society. The Activists publish a quar-
terly review of the human rights situation in the country and were granted access

to Lubiri barracks and Basiima house, although the authorities at the barracks had
advance notice of the visits. In April the Activists held a seminar on human rights
in Kampala, and they have conducted a number of "workshops" in towns throughout
Uganda. The Law Society focuses on defending political figures indicted by the Gov-
ernment and on defending the independence of tne judiciary.

The DP-affUiated Foundation for African Development (FAD) held a series of sem-
inars on political and constitutional issues but canceled at least one scheduled pro-
gram in August after the NRC called for legislation limiting party activities.

Grovemment officials criticized the Activists and FAD during the August NRC de-

bate on the role of parties. The Government allows access to international human
rights monitoring groups, but few such groups visited Uganda in 1992. Ministers,
parhamentaiy delegations, and journalists from a wide variety of countries did visit

Uganda to investigate the human rights situation, however.
The release of Amnesty International's report on Uganda in September (covering

the period from 1986 through July 1992) was given wide publiaty in the private

and official media. Although the Government objected to the report's findings, it

made no effort to suppress distribution. The report, "Uganda: The Failure to Safe-
guard Human Rights, criticized the Government for failing to respond to repeated
violations, particularly those committed by the NRA, and for failing to provide ade-
quate protection against extrajudicial execution, torture, and arbitrary detention.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Africans of three ethnic groups—Bantu (south), Nilotic (north), and Nilo-Hamitic
(east)—constitute most of the population. The Bantu are the largest groiip and in-

clude the lai^est tribe, the Baganda, with more than 1 million members. Ethnic di-

visions have been aggravated by civil conflict in the past. The Acholi and Langi of
northern Uganda feel oppressed by the Bantu peoples of the south. They point to

NRA operations in the north, low investment in the region, and Bantu overrepre-
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sentation in the Cabinet, ministries, and the military command as evidence of dis-

crimination. The Banyankole, Baganda, and other southern tribes, in turn, fear and
distrust the northerners who have traditionally dominated the military. Many
Ugandans disdain the Karamojong as violent and underdeveloped, an attitude en-
couraged by the group's penchant for raiding cattle. The NRNTs broad-based cabi-

nets were intended to knit these groups together, but ethnic problems persist.

The Government has made some effort to redress discrimmation based on sex. A
Ministry of Women's Affairs was established in 1988. In addition to prominent gov-
ernment positions, women have been appointed judges and are represented on the
Uganda Human Rights Commission, the Education Policy Review Commission, and
the Uganda Constitutional Commission. Discussions between the National Organi-
zation of Trade Unions, the Federation of Uganda Employers, and government min-
istries on amending labor laws relating to women dia not result in any legislation

in 1992.
Traditional discrimination against women continues, especially in rural areas.

Customary laws disadvantageous to women are still recognized in the areas of adop-
tion, marriage, divorce, burial, and devolution of property on death. Women may not
own or inherit property or have custody of their children under customary law.

Adultery by men is treated more leniently than adultery by women. Women jeopard-
ize their itgandan citizenship by marrying a foreipier, whereas foreign women who
marry Ugandans automatically receive Ugandan citizenship. The Ugandan Women
Lawyers Association (FIDA) estimates that 50 percent of marriages in Uganda are

polygamous. Women do most of the agricultural work.
FIDA opened a legal aid clinic in Kampala earlv in 1992 and provided free legal

advice to nearly 1,0W) women during the year. FIDA lawyers also provided informa-
tion on Ugandan law to women in rural areas and began a will-writing project to

strengthen women's inheritance rights. There are increasing numbers of public edu-
cation projects which emphasize a woman's right to be free of sexual exploitation

and the rights of minors to be protected from sexual abuse.
Violence against women, including rape and wife beating, is a pervasive problem.

Public attention, including by human rights groups, has been heavily focused on the
high incidence of rape, especially by soldiers operating in the north. President
Museveni and other government officials have spoken out against such violence, and
in 1990 the NRC passed a law which allows the death penalty for rape. No death
sentences were handed down for rape in 1992, however. With the decline in rebel

activity in the north and the withdrawal of many troops, the incidence of rape and
assault by soldiers against women declined in 1992, although precise information

is lacking. Some women continue to view wife beating as a customary practice and
are not aware that it is against the law. The police rarely intervene in domestic dis-

putes. The Uganda Women's Association and FIDA have been active in publishing

materials aimed at publicizing the "endemic" issue of violence against women. Sev-
eral Ugandan ethnic groups engage in female genital mutilation (circumcision). The
Government actively discourages the practice where it does occur, mainly among
tribes in eastern Uganda.

Child abuse has recently become a social issue in Uganda. Observers attribute in-

creasing reports of child beating and molestation to the breakdown of the traditional

village family structure and to stresses induced bv economic problems, alcohol

abuse, and social dislocations. A large number of children have lost at least one par-

ent to war or disease; the number of orphans is thought to exceed 1 million by 1995.

These children migrate to towns and trading centers and may be treated roughly
by police or employers. Corporal punishment is not condoned by the Government
but is common m some schools. The conscription of children into the army is no
longer a common problem. Although many boys fought with the NRA in the bush,
most were subsequently sent to school, discharged, or they have reached the age of

18.

Many of Uganda's youth are sexually active, and girls may traditionally be mar-
ried at age 14-16. Fear of AIDS has led men to seek younger girls for sexual con-

tact, and prostitution has increased in response to economic difliculties. (Over 30
percent of girls aged 15-19 who requested testing by the AIDS Information Center
in 1992 were HIV-positive.)

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—^Ugandan law recognizes the right of workers to form
unions, but in practice that right applies only to private sector workers. The Na-
tional Organization of Trade Unions (NOTU) is a national labor federation which
all unions in Uganda are required to join. NOTU is independent of the Government.
It has long demanded that teachers, nurses, lecturers, professors, and other public

workers should be permitted to form unions. In November 1990, the Deputy Min-
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ister of Labor announced that the law would be amended to allow civil servants to

unionize, but no legislation had been enacted by the end of 1992.
NOTLTs influence on the overall economy remains marginal since about 90 per-

cent of the Ugandan woric force consists of peasant farmers. Even among industrial

workers, high inflation and lack of transportation have made it diflicult for individ-

ual unions to organize, especiaUy outside the major commercial centers of Kampala
and Jiqja.

The right to strike is also recognized by law, but the Government expects all ef-

forts at reconciling labor disputes to be exhausted before workers resort to strikes.

They must first submit their grievances and notice of strike to the Minister of
Labor. Under the Trades Disputes Arbitration and Settlement Act, the Industrial

Court hears trade disputes referred to it either by the Minister of Labor or the par-
ties to the dispute. NOTU has proposed that the right to strike be recognized in the
future constitution.

At least 10 strikes occurred in 1992, witii mixed results. Industrial workers
(Kakira Sugar Worics, Marine Workers, Uganda Railways) generally received the
pay and benefits they demanded. Informally oi^anized stnkes by nonunionized pub-
lic sector woikers were less successful. In some cases, workers abandoned stnkes
after a short period without results.

A tripartite committee composed of NOTU, the Federation of Uganda Employers
(FUE), and government ministries submitted a new employment act to the attorney
general in mid-1991, but it was not debated or enacted in 1992. An 'implementation
and monitoring board" was formed by the Ministry of Public Service to supervise
layoffs in the civil service.

NOTU freely exercises the ri^t to affiliate with and participate in regional and
international labor organizations.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The ri^t to oi^anize and
bai^ain collectively is recognized by law and established in practice. Unionization
and collective bargaining are common in the industrial wage sector but are much
less significant in the agricultural sector. Althou^ a National Union of Plantation
and Agricultural Workers exists, the vast majority of small cultivators organize
themselves on the basis of cooperatives for the purpose of selling their crops. Union
ofiicials are not harassed, and unions have access to the Industrial Court.
There are no export processing zones in Uganda.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Compulsory labor is prohibited by

law. No inspections or sanctions are in place to enforce the law, but there is no evi-

dence of forced labor in Uganda. The International Labor Organization (ILO) Com-
mittee of Experts, however, in its 1992 report again criticized statutes which give
the Government power to restrict fiieedom of association subject to penalties involv-

ing an obligation to perform labor.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Children under 16 are prohibited
from working at nig^t in industrial jobs or underground unless they are under ap-
prenticeship training. Any employer of children under 16 is required to keep a sepa-
rate register of their ages and the nature of their emplojrment. The minimum age
is expected to be raised by the proposed employment act, but the change will prob-
ably have little effect in practice. The Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs is respon-
sible for ensuring compliance with the law, but it has not moved against the em-
ployment of children, which occurs chiefly in informal sectors.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^No explicit minimum wage policy exists in

Uganda. Wages are set by negotiation between unions and employers or by the
boards of directors of state-owned industries. This results in glaring wage discrep-
ancies between the public sector, where most workers are employed, and the small
private sector. Many woikers, including those on government salaries, do not earn
enou^ to provide a decent living for a family. Thus, many find second jobs, grow
their own food, or engage in pilferage or corruption in order to feed their families
and pay school fees. Although there is no legal standard workweek, the normal
workweek is 48 hours, and time and a half is paid for each additional hour worked.
The only occupational health and safety legislation in place is contained in the

outdated Factories Act of 1954, which concentrates on engineering aspects of work
and does not address many present-day working hazards. It is enforced by the Min-
istry of Labor's Department of Occupational Health, but, in practice, little inspection
takes place due to lack of resources.
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ZAIRE

For over 27 years, President Mobutu Sese Seko has been the dominant force in
Zairian politics. However, in 1990 his grip on a highly personalized authoritarian
governmental system began to loosen. In 1992 his power was challenged by the ac-

tivities of a "sovereign" National Conference comprising 2,800 delegates and chaired
by the Archbishop oi Kisangani, Laurent Monsengwo Pasinya. Mobutu succeeded for

a time in cooptins a faction of the Conference opposition by appointing as Prime
Minister Nguz a Karl-i-Bond (November 1991-August 1992), the leader of the Union
of Independent Republicans (UFERI), who sou^t to reshape the Conference's ethnic
and regional configuration. This led to an unresolved dispute between the competing
forces and the suspension of the Conference between January and April. The Con-
ference then resumed against the background of a prostrate economy and ethnic and
military violence, and a compromise was reached by which the Conference extended
Mobutu's mandate as Presiaent for 2 years (his term as President had expired on
December 4, 1991) and elected the longtime Mobutu opponent, Etienne Tshisekedi
wa Mulumba, Prime Minister. Tshisekedi is a cohead of the Union for Democracy
and Social Progress (UDPS).
In a transitional act, which took account of the compromise, the National Con-

ference also proposed the election of a High Council of the Republic as Zaire's in-

terim legislative assembly and paramount political institution. The act provides for

institutional checks and balances during the transition to a democracy, which Con-
ference delegates expect will last 2 years. In early December, the National Con-
ference established tne High Council and elected .^ichbishop Monsengwo its Presi-
dent shortly before its formal closing. The National Conference scheduled a constitu-

tional referendum for April 1993 and presidential elections for August 1994. Mean-
while, President Mobutu contested Prime Minister Tshisekedi's authority by taking
action which challenged the authority and the accomplishments of the National
Conference.
The allegiance of the security forces remained crucial in the evolving political

struggle. In late July, a restructuring of the chain of command of the national police

force, the Gendarmerie, and the Civil Guard, brought the last two organizations,

which are tasked with maintaining law and order, under the titular responsibility

of the Minister of the Interior instead of the Minister of Defense. Advocated by re-

form groups, this transfer of responsibility was seen as a step toward greater civil-

ian control over the security forces. Nevertheless, General Baramoto Kpama Kpata,
President Mobutu's brother-in-law, continued to be commander of the Civil Guard,
which remains loyal to the President. Moreover, President Mobutu's ethnic kins-

man, General Nzimbi Ngbale, still commands the Special Presidential Division

(DSP). Both the Civil Guard and the DSP were directly implicated in many human
rights abuses during the year yet neither commander was ever sanctioned by the
President, nor were other commanders of the military units which were involved in

human rights abuses. Zaire's total military expenditures for 1989, the last year for

which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed analy-
sis, were between $210 million and $223 million. Military expenditures fell in 1992
for economic reasons rather than any voluntary reduction initiated by the Govern-
ment. There is no indication that any voluntary effort will be made to reduce miU-
tary spending in the near future, although economic decline will continue to take
its toll on the defense budget.

Subsistence agriculture has long been the base of Zaire's economy, but its min-
erals and mining output—especially copper—has generated the hard currency reve-

nue. Throughout 1992, however, Zaire's economy was in deep depression. The Nguz
Government's mismanagement of public affairs during the first 8 months of 1992

—

with President Mobutu's tacit acceptance—^hastened the crumbling of the country's

infrastructure and capital depletion of the state-owned corporations. At the same
time, corruption, blackmail, extortion, and embezzlement were as endemic as ever.

Inflation in 1992 attained unprecedented four-digit levels. In this environment the

wage or modem sector of the economy could not recover dynamism to offset the

losses from the looting and pillaging which occurred nationwide in the fall of 1991.

About 70 percent of the population is rural, mainly engaged in subsistence farming;

this has permitted people to survive the current economic crisis. Few if any of the

100,000 Zairian wage-earners who had lost their Jobs in the wake of the 1991 pillag-

ing of foreign investment projects and evacuation of foreigners have been reem-
ployed.

There were massive human rights violations in Zaire in 1992. In particular, the
Mobutu-Nguz administration used excessive force in suppressing peaceful marches
protesting the suspension of the National Conference, notably on February 16 when
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as many as 50 unarmed demonstrators were brutally slain. It also incited extensive
ethnic violence in Shaba province in which numerous civilians, mainly Kasaians,
died. Throughout the year, despite the ongoing dialog between contending political

forces, politically inspuned violenoe continued, including the bombing of UDPS of-

fices.

Other major abuses in 1992 included the use of arbitrary detention andphysical
mistreatment of detainees, including torture. No senior law enforcement oflicer was
prosecuted for such crimes in 1992. Prime Minister Tshisekedi's Government has
pledged a commitment to the rule of law and democracy and respect for human
rights. However, the reality of divided government in a period of economic crisis

means that the transition to democracy in Zaire is far from assured, in part because
the new Government has not been able to take effective control of security and po-

lice forces.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killings.—^Many deaths in 1992 resulted from
the Mobutu-Nguz government s efforts to suppress political dissent and to fan ethnic
tensions (see Section l.g.). There were also several instances of targeted political or
extrajudicial killings. For example, early in the year uniformed personnel (assumed
to be military) killed an employee of the Commercial Bank of Zaire, reportedly be-
cause of his UDPS sympatnies. In March "security forces" tortured and shot four
persons, who died at Mama Yemo Hospital. They had been arrested for participating
in the March 1 demonstrations in response to tne Nguz government's closing of the
National Conference.
There were credible reports that the Government may have summari]^ executed

19 soldiers arrested in connection with an attempted takeover of the official radio
station, the Voice of Zaire, in January. The Government said the 19 had escaped
from prison, but there was no foUowup investigation to determine the facts, and re-
ports indicate they were killed shortly after their arrest.

b. Disappearance.—Credible reports of disappearances or attempted kidnapings in
Zaire were numerous in 1992, particularly during the first half of the year. The
Srint media, human rights observers, and private citizens attributed many of the
isappearances to a secret special intervention force composed of elements of the se-

curity services, whose mission it was to carry out abductions and other forms of in-

timiaation against people supporting the opposition parties.

In early March, uniformed assailants attempted to detain three members of the
Layman's Coordinating Committee, the group which sponsored the Marches of Hope
on Februanr 16 and March 1. The three escaped arrest, but their experience lent
wei^t to charges about the existence of a special intervention group. Armed Forces
Chief of Staff General Mahele has acknowledged the existence of such a group,
which is popularly called "Les Hiboux" (The Owls).
At the end of 1992, there was concern about the whereabouts of 62 Zairian Air

Force personnel. They had been transferred in mid-February to a reform camp at
Irebu, Haut Zaire, allegedly for engaging in pillaeing, but, according to some
sources, for sjrmpathizing with the opposition. Before their move, they had been held
in degrading circumstances and had not been brou^t before a judge with jurisdic-
tion over such cases.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Torture is forbidden by Zairian law, and its use is proscribed by ofdcial policy. The
Penal Code provides that persons who have committed torture can be sentenced to

5 to 20 years in prison. S«nirity personnel nonetheless beat and otherwise mistreat
suspects during criminal interrogations. Human rights organizations have recorded
many instances of torture or cruel treatment. For example, during the March-April
trial of the soldiers accused of the attempted takeover of the government radio sta-

tion, several of the defendants affirmed they had been tortured in underground cells

at Camp Tshatshi. They testified they were stripped naked, beaten with rifle butts,
cut with bayonets, brou^t before faked firing squads, and raped or otherwise sexu-
ally abused.
During the first half of 1992, Lieutenant Colonel Luc Mayolo Mokakoso and a

Captain Mbumb—2 of 11 army officers arrested in July 1991 on grounds of plotting
against the Government and sympathizing with opposition parties—were held at
Ndolo military prison and subjected to degrading treatment. Prisoners at Ndolo
sleep two to a straw mat in unventilated and badfy lighted rooms. Medications are
rarely available. Colonel Mayolo was released in late October; however, he still has
to report to Ndolo prison on a daily basis, is under occasional surveillance, and is

not allowed to take up any private activity.
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Appalling prison conditions are a cause of prisoner morbidity. Prisoners die of ex-

haustion ana assault in addition to disease, often brought on by malnutrition. Mi-
nors are generally held in the same quarters as adults, sometimes of either sex, a
practice which encourages sexual abuse. The Zairian Prison Fellowship (ZPF) vis-

ited six prisons in Kinshasa in 1992 although it knew of 217 throughout the coun-
try. Conditions are particularly bad at Makala Prison, Kinshasa s penitentiary,

where the ZPF recorded seven deaths from cholera in less than a week in May. It

calculated that each inmate at Makala in May was given on average no more than
70 grams ofpoor quality food each day. Prisoners slept on bare floors without cov-

ers. The ZPF also reported that at the Ngaba jail in the capital, men, women, and
young offenders were held together in communal cells. Another well-informed source
noted in a report that the Kalamu iail in the capital "is worse than hell. The in-

mates eat, sleep, and relieve themselves in a single room in which they are asphyx-
iated by ammonia gas." d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Under Zairian law
a warrant is not required for the arrest of a suspect of a crime punishable by more
than 6 months' imprisonment. Any law enforcement officer having the status of "ju-

dicial police officer^ is empowered to authorize arrest. This status is vested in senior

officers of each of the security services. The law provides that detainees be brought
before a magistrate for a hearing within the first 48 hours of arrest. If grounds for

arrest are presented, the magistrate may order detention for an initial period of 15
days followed by renewable 30-day periods.

In practice, especially during the first 8 months of 1992, many people were ar-

rested arbitrarily and held in detention for varying periods without recourse to due
process or judicial review. Although the Code of Military Justice provides for legal

safeguards, its provisions were regularly disregarded. The Government has never
implemented the National Security Council guidelines issued in 1990 to end unlaw-
ful incommunicado detentions and the practice of internal exile. The law mandates
judicial oversight of detention centers, but such oversight rarely occurs, due to offi-

cial indifference and to a lack of personnel, materiel, and transport.

The Zairian Prison Fellowship noted in May that nearly 85 percent of the 843 in-

mates then at Makala Prison were suspects who had not been tried and convicted.

Some of them had been there without charge for 10 years. About two-thirds of the
300 persons held at Ndolo military prison nave not been chaived. At year's end,
there were some signs of improvement in the situation at Makala prison following

visits by the Justice Minister and a representative of the United Nations Secretary
General charged with investigating the human ridits situation. There were reports

that judicial proceedings were being expedited at Makala, and as many as 30 pris-

oners were released in November and early December.
Persons detained in Zaire for political reasons have traditionally been held under

administrative detention, house arrest, or internal exile. Many of them are held in

clandestine or military prisons. Such cases rarely come to trial. The National Secu-

rity Council has acknowledged the existence of political detainees, but the Govern-
ment has never disclosed the number. The Zainan League for Human Rights esti-

mates the figure to be about 90, but this may be an unaerestimate. It is impossible

to determine accurately the number of political detainees at any given moment.
On January 23, the Nguz government linked the opposition to the aborted take-

over that morning of the radio station, the Voice of Zaire. While warrants were ru-

mored to have been handed out for the arrest of opposition party leaders Etienne
Tshisekedi and Marcel Lihau, the only party figures detained for a short time were
Femand Tala-Ngai and Kiro Kimathe; the latter was charged with distributing

antigovemment tracts, i.e., U.S. Embassy press releases condemning the suspension
of the National Conference. At least nine people were detained for political reasons

at Makala Prison following the suppression of the March of Hope on March 1. In

early summer, some 50 prisoners held at Makala Prison wrote to the President of

the National Conference that they were being detained on trumped-up political

charges. They claimed that the charges had been sustained by corrupt magistrates.

In the past, the Government had frequently used internal exile to intimidate civil-

ian opponents, such as Prime Minister Tshisekedi. There were no known cases of

civilians being sentenced to internal exile in 1992, but 62 Zairian Air Force person-

nel were transferred as a disciplinary measure to a reform camp at Irebu, Haut
Zaire, in mid-February (see Section l.b.).

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The judiciary is not independent of the executive

branch and has consistently been responsive to priorities and objectives set by the

Government and the Presidency. Zaire's civil and criminal codes are based on Bel-

gian and customary law. Its legal system includes lower courts, appellate courts, the

Supreme Court, and the Court of State Security. Most cases are initiated at the

local level, and many disputes are adjudicated by local administrative officials or

traditional authorities. A<merence to acceptable legal procedures varies in most in-
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stances. Charges of misconduct against senior government officials are filed directly

with the Supreme Court.
"Rie Constitution provides defendants with the right to a public trial and counsel.

The ri^t of appeal is provided in all cases except national security, armed robbery,

and smuggling, which are adjudicated by the Court of State Security. When a de-

fendant is unable to afford a lawyer, the law provides for court-appointed counsel
at state expense in capital cases, all proceedings before the Supreme Court, and
other cases when requested by the court. In practice, these guarantees are applied
unevenly. Many defendants never meet their counsel or do so only after months of
detention and interrogation.

Hiere were a number of irregularities in the March-April trial of the soldiers con-

victed in the attempted takeover of the Voice of Zaire. Before the trial some of the
suspects had been tortured; these chaises were never investigated. Of the approxi-

mately 30 soldiers who were arrested, only 12 were brought to trial. During the
tried, some defendents alleged that they had been tortured in the presence of^high
government officials. The whereabouts of the remaining soldiers is unknown. The
defense attorneys were given access to the case files only on the fourth day of the
trial. French was the predominemt language used, yet some of the soldiers knew lit-

tle or no French.
The Transitional Government has vowed to improve Zaire's judicial system and

deliver fair and impartial justice. However, the system is compromised by corruption
and intimidation ofjudiciary personnel by central government authorities, especially

in politically sensitive cases and those involving property and labor disputes. The
judicial system is also hobbled by a continuing shortage of trained and motivated
personnel, a scarcity of essential supplies, and other constraints. In particular, mag-
istrates, like many other Zairians, suffer from inflation-ravaged wages and poor
working conditions, a situation that gives rise to corrupt practices. In September the
Zairian Le^ue oi Human Ri^ts made a number of recommendations to the
Tshisekedi Government to improve judicial administration. By year's end, the Gov-
ernment implemented some oi the recommendations, particularly those relating to

exp>editing trials. Human rights groups reported better access to prisons. The Gov-
ernment allowed the Intemationsu Committee of the Red Cross to provide assistance
in some prisons.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Security
forces routinely ignored legal provisions that require a warrant before searching a
home, and entered and searched residences at will. Also, Zairians continued to be
beaten and robbed in their homes. One of many instances of a search without war-
rant was that conducted at the home of opposition political leader Kiro Kimathe,
Vice President of the Christian Federalist Democrats.
Evidence suggests that the Zairian security services open private mail and tap

telephone conversations. On March 25, Umpja, an opposition newspaper, published
a transcript of a purported telephonic intercept of a conversation between Prime
Minister Nguz and Defense Minister Ngbanda. Umoja said it had been given the
transcript by a disenchanted employee ofthe relevant security service.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Interned Con-
flicts.—There were a number of instances of security forces using excessive force and
violating humanitarian law in 1992. The Zairian security forces have not been
trained properly to perform effective crowd control. The severity with which the au-
thorities suppressea demonstrations in 1992 as well as the frequency of the inci-

dents and tne rarity of disciplinary action indicate that the autnorities condoned,
if not explicitly encouraged, the use of excessive lethal force, especially during the
first 3 months of 1992.
The most flagrant show of excessive force took place in Kinshasa on February 16.

Security forces suppressed thousands of demonstrators who had peacefully gathered
under the leadersmp of Christian laymen in support of the resumption of^the Na-
tional Conference. Troops used nightsticks, metal-tipped whips, tear gas, live gun-
flre, and water cannons to attack the demonstrators, who posed no apparent threat
to public safety. Although the Government claimed that 17 persons had been killed,

at least 24 persons died, and some credible sources claim as many as 50 deaths.

More than 200 persons were injured. The Government claimed that the marches
were illegal and that the troops lost control when one of their number and his son
were killed by demonstrators.
On March 1, troops fired on participants in a smaller demonstration—a "March

of Hope" in support of the National Conference. The demonstrators posed no threat
to public order, but at least 5 persons were killed including a gendarme, and 10
were wounded. The authorities arrested over 10 persons, including 5 priests.

In both marches the oi^anizers had sought the Government's authorization sev-

eral days in advance. Havmg previously issued a generalized prohibition on all dem-
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onstrations during the National Conference, the Nguz government either ignored
the requests or denied them. The demonstrators, holding aloft candles, bibles, cruci-

fixes, and palm branches, had intended the marches to be peaceful. Despite calls

by foreign governments including the United States, the Nguz government refused
to undertake an independent inquiry into the events to identity the perpetrators.

Tlie authorities also provoked ethnic violence for political purposes. In Shaba
province, Prime Minister Nguz and Shaba Governor Kyungu directly abetted strife

with incendiary caUs to drive out Kasaians. In January at Fungurume, near Likasi,

militant members of Nguz's UFERI party helped fan ethnic conflict, which resulted
in the deaths of 4 Balubas of Kasai origin; another 53 were injured, 11 seriously,

and 50 homes destroyed. During the following months UFERI militant members
perpetrated other politically motivated violence against Kasai Baluba in Shaba
Erovince, razed Baluba dwellings in Kapalowe, Kasumbalesa, Kasenga, Kipushi,
lukufti, and Musoshi, and displaced thousands of people in the process.
Uniformed personnel (presumed to be military) massacred some 20 persons in-

cluding children at Katanda/Tshilenge on June 27 in a tribal dispute over the use
of land. In August UFERI militants killed about a dozen Baluba and destroyed
many homes. In some instances the security forces intervened, however, to protect
ethnic Balubas, and killed at least seven UFERI members. In mid-September in

Likasi, there was further ethnic violence in which 30 Kasaians and a gendarme
were killed and 60 houses set afire.

President Mobutu traveled to Shaba in late August, ostensibly to dampen ethnic
tensions, yet failed to dismiss the people responsible for encouraging the violence
and initiated no oflicial investigation. Shaba Governor Kyungu and former Prime
Minister Nguz therefore continued to encourage anti-Baluba sentiment throughout
the year.

In Equateur and Haut Zaire provinces in the north and in Kivu province in the
east, there were incidents of violence involving apparently ill-disciplined military

units. In April and May, about 40 uniformed personnel and park guards razed sev-

eral villages in the Salonga National Park in Equateur (on the pretext of conducting
an antipoaching campaign), killed several villagers, raj>ed many women, stole per-

sonal possessions, and burned many huts. Some 155 persons lodged grievances with
the national human ri^ts organizations. There has not been an official investiga-

tion.

Similarly, in North Kivu, more than 30,000 Zairians sought temporary refuge in

Uganda and Rwanda because of the depredations of the Zairian armed forces. In
one incident, the military razed some 80 dwellings, leaving 315 people homeless.
Disgruntled troops also sacked the cities of Kindu, in South Kivu, in late July;
Mbandaka, in Equateur, in mid-October; and Goma and Rutshuru, in North Kivu,
in late December. An especially serious incident of looting and killing in Kisangani,
Haut Zaire, December 21-22 left at least 50 persons dead and more seriously in-

jured. Lack of pay, poor living conditions, or conflict with local merchants appar-
ently triggered this action. Although there is no evidence these acts were sanctioned
ofllcially, the Government's response was slow. There was no investigation, follow-

up, or criminal charges.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—The Constitution provides citizens the right to

express their opinions freely. Freedom of speech and press expanded in 1992, espe-
cially after the Tshisekedi (jovemment was formed in August. However, Prime Min-
ister Nguz's government continually sought to subordinate this right to "public order
and good conduct."
The Zairian Radio and Television Office (OZRT), the only media organ capable of

reaching audiences nationwide, remains under government control. In January the
Minister of Information prohibited the broadcast of a briefing on the December 1991
visit to Washington of an opposition delegation. Shortly thereafter the Nguz govern-
ment tried unsuccessfully to limit cover^e of opposition political parties by firing

independent-minded public newscasters. Later in the year, reflecting the liberaliza-

tion under way, some broadcast journalists were presenting a more nearly balanced
treatment of the news. Later in the year, reflecting the liberalization underway,
some broadcast ioumalists were presenting a more nearly balanced reatment of the
news, but the ofncial broadcast media as a whole remained neither independent nor
objective. The OZRT usually provided regular live televised coverage of the National
Conference whenever it was in session.

The print media are subject to an ordinance on press freedom promulgated on
April 20, 1981. The ordinance does not define "freedom of the press." A member of

the bar has stated that the law more properly relates to "control of the press," e.g.,

through publication approval and copyri^t registration, rather than to freedom of
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the press. The Nguz government attempted, without much success, to keep the
press in line by warning Zairian publishers in February that those not conforming
to the 1981 decree "would risk severe punishment" and by detaining in July for 4
days Zongia Mbali, the editor of Le Manager Grognon, at Makala Prison on cnarges
that his paper was not approved for distribution. The Government also tried to re-

strict private press access to newsprint and other supplies. On November 7, armed
men wearing military uniforms firebombed Terra Nova, a printing plant in

Kinshasa that published a dozen opposition newspapers. Similarly, on December 26
armed men in uniforms destroyed tiie printing equipment of the newspaper group
Le Potentiel, which has supported Prime Minister Tshisekedi. No one nad been
charged in either incident hy year's end.
An energetic, if at times irresponsible, free press that occasionally reports rumors

and speculation as fact has emerged in Kinshasa. Nearly a dozen private news-
papers reported regularly on national and international events in 1992. Foreign
journalists were permitted in Zaire and reported on various developments through-
out the year. The impact of the free press was largely confined to Kinshasa, how-
ever. Distribution of private newspapers to rural areas was limited by lack of trans-
port and other obstacles, including apparently the Government's alleged purchase
of surplus newspapers to prevent their distribution outside Kinshasa and
Lubumoashi. This practice was especially prevalent in Shaba province, Prime Min-
ister Nguz's native region.

The public universities and most other institutions of higher learning were closed
during 1992, in part to forestall student unrest, but also because of massive finan-
cial and administrative problems and as a result of the damage to facilities caused
by the looting in September 1991. The University of Kinshasa was expected to re-

open in January 1993.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—The right of the people to as-

semble peacefiilly has never been firmly established in Zaire. TTie Nguz government
prohibited all demonstrations during the period of the National Conference and en-
couraged the security forces to intimidate the political opponents of the status quo;
hence, an atmosphere of uncertainty prevailed concerning the security of public and
private gatherings. Especially during the first 8 months of the year, there continued
to be incidents of harassment and violence perpetrated against opposition political

groupings. Twice during this period, the omces of the UDPS party in Kinshasa,
whose de facto leader is Prime Minister Tshisekedi, were ransacked. Although oppo-
sition political parties were not allowed to hold rallies, Nguz's UFERI party did so
in Shaoa Julv 17 without government interference.

On the other hand, the Shaba provincial authorities prevented UDPS political

leader Kibassa Maliba from being met by supporters in Lubumbashi in early March
and brutally dispersed the people who had gathered at his residence to welcome
him. One of his sympathizers was killed. Not long thereafter, Shaba ofiicials pre-
vented the supporters of Charles Mwando Nsimba, the leader of a dissident UFERI
faction, from holding a meeting. His supporters were violently dispersed, and their
fields were set afire.

Sympathizers of opposition political parties also at times tried to suppress free as-
sembly and association. For example, they stoned the cortege of the late head of the
Kimbanguist church as his remains were being taken to their final resting place.

(The Kimbanguists are considered pro-Mobutu by many people.) Similarly, during
the campaign for the election of a prime minister by the National Conference, UDPS
sympathizers threatened the opponents of party leader Tshisekedi with bodily harm
and property damage if they voted for someone else.

Since the election of Etienne Tshisekedi as Prime Minister, private organizations
have been free to organize and conduct their affairs peacefully without constraints
being imposed upon them by the Government.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^About 50 percent of the population is Catholic, 40 percent
Protestant and Kimhanguist (a Zairian Christian church), and 5 percent Muslim.
The remainder profess indigenous or other religious beliefs. There is no legally fa-

vored church or religion in Zaire, but the Constitution limits religious freedom by
authorizing the Government to regulate religious sects by law.
The 1971 law regulating religious organizations grants to civil servants the power

to establish or dissolve religious groups. Under this law the process for becoming
recognized is restrictive; however, officially recognized religions are free to establish
places of worship and to train clergy. Most recognized churches have external ties,

and foreign nationals are allowed to proselytize.

The Jenovah Witnesses and some other religious sects were banned on charges
of subversive activities or fraud on March 12, 1986. Before and after the issuance
of that presidential ordinance, the Jehovah Witnesses were hounded, detained, tor-

tured, and at times murdered because of their religious beliefs. They also lost assets
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in Kinshasa valued in excess of $25 million. During the first half of 1992, they con-
tinued to be persecuted by government oflicials, especially in South Kivu province
(Maniema). Human rights organizations have condemned their persecution. In the
wake of the suppression of the March of Hope in Kinshasa on February 16, the
churches and rectories of St. Michael at Banaalunga, St. Joseph at Matonge, and
St. Dominic at Limete were broken into and pillaged. Two Belgian priests were ex-

pelled for their involvement in the Marches of Hope.
d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—^All citizens, refugees, and permanent residents must carry identity

cards. Police and soldiers erect checkpoints on major roads to inspect papers. Pass-

Eorts and exit permits are available, in principle, to all citizens, but the Government
as occasionally prevented individual travel by withholding such documents. Cor-

rupt officials may provide them at exorbitant cost.

Ethnic strife among indigenous Katangans and Balubas of Kasai origin residing
in Shaba province provoked the displacement of thousands of Balubas to East and
West Kasai throughout the year. Even within Kasai, life was made difficult for them
because Shaba CK)vemor Kyungu prohibited the transshipment of foodstuffs and
other supplies from Shaba to Kasai, as well as expropriated the prepaid goods of

Kasai merchants in transit.

Government treatment of refugees has been benign and asylum has been liberally

granted. Most refugees in Zaire do not live in camps. Two indigenous nongovern-
mental organizations, the Christian Church of Zaire and the recently formed Com-
mittee for Intervention and Assistance to Refugees, provide assistance in conjunc-
tion with the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, which maintains an
office in Kinshasa. Doctors without Borders of Belgium serves Angolan refugees in

western Shaba province. At the end of 1992, some 512,000 refugees and other dis-

placed persons were in Zaire, including about 280,000 Angolans. The Sudanese refu-

gees in northeastern Zaire numbered about 120,000. The other refugees were mainly
Burundians, Rwandans, and Ugandans. There were no known instances of forced

repatriation in 1992.

Some 60,000 Zairians have sought asylum in neighboring countries. Prospective
returnees are dealt with individually, and there is no evidence of discrimination
against them.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The President and the opposition were unable to reach consensus to hold free and
fair elections in 1992. However, in August the National Conference elected Etienne
Tshisekedi Prime Minister. The election, which many people welcomed, reflected the
desire for change. President Mobutu has withheld nis support and has continually

sought to control the pace and extent of political reform, in part by attempting to

split the opposition. President Mobutu has said he will be a candidate in the presi-

dential election, but he is relying on units of the military and elements of the politi-

cal organizations he built up during 27 years to stand by him in his attempts to

retain power as long as he can.

The National Conference closed on December 5 under pressure from the Presi-

dent. The Conference, a diverse group of 2,800 participants, set out the outlines of
a 2-year transition process, formed tne new institution of the High Council of the
Republic, established an elections calendar, and drafted a new constitution and elec-

toral code. However, the Conference did not consider the reports of two sensitive

commissions, which had been established to review cases of ill-gotten gains and po-

litical killings. Although several women participated in the Conference, there are

few in the Government.
The indigenous Pygmies living in remote areas take little part in the political

process. The Pygmies did not participate in the National Conference, but their inter-

ests were represented and their plight was debated in plenary sessions in August.
The Conference voted that all Pygmies should be considered Zairian citizens with
full citizenship.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation of Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Several nongovernmental Zairian human rights organizations have been active in

the country since 1990. These comprise the Zairian League of Human Rights, the

Voice of the Voiceless, the Zairian Association for the Defense of Human Rights, and
the Zairian Prison Fellowship. All have reported and documented human rights

abuses, as well as issued reports on the Government's attitude regarding its respon-
sibility to protect these rights and to meet the basic human needs of the population.

Because of their consistent criticism of the Government during the first 8 months
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of the year, the Nguz administration frequently harassed these organizations. For
exampte, one leader of a human rights jgroup was arrested, his house and office

searched, and his documents seized oy olucials loyal to President Mobutu and the
Nguz government. Several employees of the same organization were prevented from
delivering a press statement to the local broadcast media. On December 13, two
human rights group leaders were arrested by military personnel at the Kinshasa
airport, wnere they had gone to receive a visiting French delegation. They were
beaten and held for several days in military custo^. The delegation was sent back
to France.
During the first 8 months of 1992, the Nguz government often rejected efforts by

national and international private human rights oi^anizations to investigate alleged
human rights abuses. It refused to permit an independent inquiry concerning the
February 16 massacre despite demands by the United States and members of the
European community.
The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) maintains a regional oflioe

in Kinshasa. The ICRC makes regular prison visits in Zaire.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Zaire's population of about 40 million includes over 200 separate ethnic groups.
Four indigenous languages have national status. French is the language of govern-
ment, commerce, and education. Political offices have generally been proportionally
allocated among the various ethnic groups, but President Mobutu's Ngbandi tribes-

men are disproportionately represented at the hi^est levels of the security and in-

telligence services. Ngbandi predominate at all levels within the Special Presidential
Division, the best equipped and trained unit of the armed forces.

In 1992 the National Conference proposed a census for the diminishing F^gmy
population with the idea of establishing administrative territorial reserves for Pyg-
mies. No one has an accurate count of them since they often resist contact with out-
siders. They may number between 6,000 and 10,000.
Women are relegated to a secondanr role in Zaire's traditional society. They are

the primary farm laborers and small traders and are exclusively responsible for

child-rearing. In the nontraditional sector, women commonly receive less pay for
equal work. Women in Zaire tend to be less educated than men; a recent U.N. study
indicates that females in Zaire receive only one-third of the schooling given males.
Although women are represented in the professions and the civil service, only rarely
do women occupy positions which permit them to exercise authority over male pro-
fessionals. A few have attained positions of high responsibility.

Women are required by law to obtain their spouse's permission before engaging
in routine legal transactions, such as selling or renting real estate, opening a bank
account, accepting employment, or applying for a passport. A 1987 revision of the
Family Code permits a widow to inherit her husband's property. The Code also pro-
tects a married woman's right to control her property and to receive a property set-

tlement in the event of divorce.

Although the Government has not addressed the issues of discrimination, role as-
cription, and domestic violence, these issues were raised by a commission of the Na-
tional Conference. The commission did not provide any particular insights into vio-

lence against women, including rape. In general, the Conference was very conserv-
ative about women's rights, line question of domestic violence has generally been
ignored by the press and human ri^ts groups despite acknowledgment that it oc-

curs and may indeed be common. Female genital mutilation (circumcision) is not
widespread in Zaire, but it is practiced among isolated groups in northern Zaire.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^The right of workers to form and join trade unions
is provided for in the Constitution and in le^slation, but there are two exceptions.
Magistrates and other employees of the judicial system are governed by a statute
which stipulates that they may not create their own union. In addition, all military
personnel (including gendarmes or the national police) are subject to a statute which
states that they, too, ceinnot establish a union. Before April 1990, all trade unions
were required by statute to affiliate with the National Union of Zairian Workers
(UNTZA), the single legally recognized labor umbrella organization which was an
integral part of the only political party then allowed, the Popular Movement for the
Revolution (MPR). After April 24, 1990, when political pluralism was permitted, the
UNTZA disaffiliated itself from the MPR and reoi^anized under new leadership cho-
sen through elections deemed fair by outside observers. Other independent labor
unions and nascent confederations emerged in the ensuing months, most of which
organized along occupational lines. Some of these have antecedents which existed
in the early years of Zaire's independence. The situation is still in flux. There is a
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loose confederation of government worker unions which has not selected its leader-
slup.
The right to strike is recognized in Zairian law; however, "legal" strikes rarely

occur since the law requires prior resort to lengthy mandatory arbitration and ap-
peal procedures. Labor unions have not effectively defended the rights of workers
in the deteriorating economic environment. Although the UNTZA and the other
unions employed various means (including wildcat strikes) in 1992 in attempts to
improve pay and working conditions, their impact was minimal. The most important
work stoppage was a general strike at Mataoi early in the year in support of a re-
sumption of the National Conference; it ended after 3 weeks when troops of the Slst
Airborne Brigade replaced longshoremen and other striking workers. Teachers and
other civil servants also went on strike during the year for wage increases or to pro-
test nonpayment of salaries.

Several instances of arbitrary dismissal of employees by government employers
(various ministerial departments and state enterprises) were recorded during the
first 8 months of 1992. A well-informed source noted that 90 employees at the Office
of the Prime Minister were arbitrarily fired between February and July. Two senior
civil service union representatives were also dismissed on spurious grounds. The
reason given was unauthorized participation in political activities, i.e., active sup-

Sort of opposition parties. Credible sources have asserted that (jeneral Kikunda
imbala, the chief executive officer of Air Zaire, a government-owned airline, dis-

missed personnel solelv because of their political activity.

In 1992 the UNTZA participated actively in the Organization of African Trade
Union Unity and maintained ties with a number of foreign trade union organiza-
tions.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Legislation provides for the
right to bargain collectively. The UNTZA has negotiated about 1,000 collective bar-
gaining agreements during the past several years. An agreement between the
UNTZA and the employers association (ANEZA) provided for wages and prices to

be fixed jointly each year under minimal government sujjervision. This system,
which functioned until 1991, broke down as a result of the rapid depreciation of
Zaire's national currency and has not been replaced by an alternative system. Con-
tinuing hyperinflation has encouraged a return to pay rates individually arranged
between employers and employees, a decline in the influence of unions (at least in
the formal economic sector), a tendency to ignore existing labor regulations, and a
buyer's market for labor.

The Government has not promulgated the revisions to the Labor Code promised
in 1990. These would strengthen the provisions of the law safeguarding the right
to form unions and to bargain collectively. The revisions would also protect workers
against antiunion discrimination.
There are no export processing zones in Zaire.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Forced labor is prohibited by law
in Zaire. However, the Zairian Prison Fellowship reported to the National Con-
ference that inmates at the Lugumu and Angenga prisons were forced to work for

the personal benefit of the wardens in 1992. The International Labor Organization
Committee of Experts in its 1992 report reiterated its concern about the Zairian
laws of 1971 and 1976 that provide lor compulsory labor by Zairian nationals who
are delinquent taxpayers or who fail to contribute to national development efforts.

d. Minimum Age and Employment of Children.—The legal minimum age for em-
ployment is 18 years. Minors 14 years and older may be employed legally with the
consent of a parent or guardian. Employment of children of all ages is common in

the informal economic sector and in subsistence agriculture. Neitner the Ministry
of Labor nor the labor unions make an eflbrt to enforce child labor laws. Larger en-
terprises do not commonly exploit child labor. There were credible reports that pro-

Mobutu forces were drafting 13- to 17-year-old youths into the Special Presidential
Division.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Most Zairians are engaged in subsistence a^-
culture or commerce outside the formal wage sector. Because of spiraling inflation

in 1992, the minimum legal monthly wage was far too low for employees and their

families to have anything approximating a decent standard of living. Most workers
relied on the extendied family and informal economic activity to survive.

In particular, public sector salaries remained far below the minimum subsistence
wage except at the highest levels of government service; public sector employees
generally held a second job and some enga^d in corruption. Since the law requires
employers to provide medical benefits, this was often the only reason employees
wanted to retain their jobs in the formal sector.

The maximum legal workweek (excluding voluntary^ overtime) is 48 hours. One
24-hour rest period is required every 7 days. The Labor Code specifies health and
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safety standards. The Ministry of Labor is officially chaiT^ed with the enforcement
of these standards, but there is little enforcement in practice. Minimum wages, safe-

ty, and health standards do not apply to employees engaged in subsistence agri-

culture.

ZAMBIA

President Frederick Chiluba's victory over Kenneth Kaunda in the multiparty
election of October 1991 ended the long era of one-party politics in Zambia. The new
President and the Movement for Multiparty Democracy (MMD) dominated the polit-

ical scene in 1992, including in Parliament, where the MMD holds 125 out of 150

seats. In addition to the MMD and the former sole party, the United National Inde-

pendence Party (UNIP), a number of small parties operated freely throughout the
year and participated in the local elections. Although voter turnout was very low,

these elections were free and fair and resulted in the MMD winning 80 percent of

1,190 local government councillor seats. The Constitution of Zambia's Third Repub-
lic, negotiated in the twili^t of the Kaunda regime, provides for a strong presidency

and for extensive human and civil rights, including the right to the full protection

of the law and freedoms of speech, press, assembly, association, and political choice.

The Zambian police, divided into regular and paramilitary units and operating
under the Ministry of Home Affairs, nave primary responsibility for maintaining
law and order. The volunteer vigilante force, which was under police supervision

and was widely viewed as an arm of UNIP, the former ruling party, was disbanded.
The police often ignore procedural requirements and engage in abusive and brutal

behavior, including beating and at times killing criminal suspects and detainees.

However, victims occasionally seek redress throu^ the courts, and abusers found
guilty are punished. Zambia's total military expenditures for 1989, the last year for

which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed analy-

sis, were $65 million. The Government has undertaken public discussions on reduc-

ing military spending, but it has not yet implemented any plan to do so.

The Zambian economy has declined steadily for over a aec^ade. President Chiluba
has committed his Government to free-market policies, but agricultural reforms im-
plemented during 1992 failed to produce all of the expected benefits because of the

massive Southern African drought. The price of maize, a basic food commodity, has
risen 900 percent in nominal terms since the Government removed controls to stim-

ulate proouction. Inflation remained high in 1992, on the order of the previous

year's 118 percent, due principally to rising commodity prices and large salary in-

creases for the military and civil service, 'ftie copper industry, which is critical to

the economy, remained under the control of a state-owned mining conglomerate
(ZCCM) but improved its production markedly during the year.

Following the historic gains of 1991, most fundamental human rights were re-

spected in law and in practice in 1992. Public discussion of issues involving police

excesses, corruption, and political change typified the public discourse. While the

press still practiced self-censorship, the media was active in the political dialog and
{)rovided broad coverage of the local elections in November. The Government pub-
icly acknowledged that the judicial and prison systems needed urgent policy and
resource attention, but there was little indication of reform action by the end of the

year. In 1992 police brutality remained the most serious human rights problem.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no known political

killings during the year. Seven UNIP members accused of killing four MMD officials

during the 1991 election campaign were on trial in the Ndola High Court at year's

end.
Extrajudicial killings by regular and paramilitary police remained a serious prob-

lem during 1992. According to reports in the Zambian press, 23 persons were killed

by police under various circumstances between April 1 and September 30. During
the same period 3 persons died while in police custody. According to police, in most
cases suspects are shot during the conunission of a crime or while allegedly fleeing

a crime scene. Such incidents appear to be investigated rarely, but in some in-

stances police are arrested and tried, as in the cases of a paramilitary officer who
shot a 19-year-old street vendor to death during a demonstration in July and a po-

lice officer who shot and killed a 14-year-old student in September. Also, in Septem-
ber police opened fire on a crowd of students gathered in front of the Lusaka Mag-
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istrate Court, killing one person. Eight policemen were detained for questioning in

connection with this killing, but all were subsequently released (see Section 2.b.).

Reacting to a wave of violent crime throughout the country. Home Affairs Min-
ister Newstead Zimba instructed police on August 19 to shoot criminals on sight.

This statement was immediately condemned oy the Law Association of Zambia
(LAZ) and disavowed by Attorney General AH Hamir, who stressed that police must
only resort to the use of firearms in extraordinary cases to protect their own lives.

b. Disappearance.—There were no known cases of government-inspired disappear-
ance.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The 1991 Constitution prohibits torture. Nevertheless, members of the police and
security forces regularly use excessive force when apprehending, interrogating, and
holding criminal suspects or illegal aliens. The press highlighted a number oi such
occurrences, including the case of a former Zambia National Broadcasting Corpora-
tion (ZNBC) announcer, who is suing police for false imprisonment and alleges that
oflicers beat him repeatedly during 3 aays in detention. The press also reported that
a Lusaka trader suspected of illegal currency dealing was wnipped with an electric

cable while in police custody and that a man charged with robbery reported in the
Ndola Hi^ Court that he had been forced to confess in exchange for medical treat-

ment for injuries he had received in police custody. An April 27 letter to the Zambia
Daily Mail alleged that police had arbitrarily "rounded up" 20 to 30 people, beating
those who resisted and extorting fines for 'loitering." Inaependent sources reported
similar examples of police brutality, including the rape oi a 12-year-old ^rl while
in police custody. Threats of force were also common practice in police investiga-

tions. Judges sometimes allow forced or pressured statements or confessions in legal

proceedings, but a clear legal precedent has yet to be established.

The problem of police orutality came under increasing public scrutiny during
1992. Victims of police brutality may and do sue the Government for redress, and
judgments in favor of plaintiffs do occur. In June Attorney General Hamir acknowl-
edged publicly that the beating of suspects by police was widespread. He said that
the Government had dispatched lawyers to the Lilayi Police Training School to lec-

ture policemen on human rights and procedural requirements. As the year ended,
however, cruel treatment by police continued to be a problem, and most violations

continued to go unpublicized and the violators unpunished.
Conditions in Zambian prisons are harsh and life threatening. Tuberculosis, ane-

mia, and chest infections are rampant due to low protein diets, lack of clean water,
substandard food, severe overcrowding, and poor sanitation and medical facilities.

According to a press report, 17 prisoners died at Kamfinsa Prison, near Kitwe, in

a 2-montn period. The victims had succumbed to a variety of diseases, including
cholera, dysentery, pneumonia, tuberculosis, and malaria. In May Home Affairs

Deputy Minister Chanda Sosala admitted that conditions in Zambia's prisons were
appalling, and a Sunday Times article, citing prison sources, said that jails designed
to hold 3,000 inmates now hold over 18,000. In September a Prisons Headquarters
public relations ofiicial said that to relieve overcrowding inmates serving short sen-

tences would be transferred to "open air" prisons in the countryside. However, con-

ditions at these lightly guarded prisons, wnere inmates are sometimes employed in

farming, are reported to be poor. Vice President Levy Mwanawasa on two occasions

underscored the Government's commitment to improve prison conditions, but by
year's end no new funds had been allocated.

In previous years, the African National Congress (ANC) maintained detention

camps in various countries, including Zambia, with the permission of host govern-
ments. At these camps, ANC security personnel tortured, mistreated, and in some
cases extrajudicially executed ANC-defector detainees and alleged South African

government spies. Keports issued in 1992 by the ANC commission of inquiry and
Amnesty International document extensive pnysical abuse by the ANC's security de-

partment while the organization's headquarters were in Zambia, near Lusaka. The
ANC maintains that all detention camps outside South Africa have been closed.

Thus far there has not been a free and mdependent inspection of ANC camps. Fur-
ther, there is no evidence that those responsible for these abuses have been held
accountable.
The Zambian authorities detained a South African national, Katiza Cebekhulu, in

1991 at Lusaka Central Prison. Reportedly, he had been accused of murder and kid-

naping in the trial of Winnie Mandela and others in South Africa. He claimed that

he had been taken from South Africa by members of the ANC to prevent him from
testifying in the trial. Cebekhulu remains in protective custody in Zambia, which
has been unsuccessful in finding another country willing to grant him refuge.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Following the July 1990 release of politi-

cal prisoners and detainees, no political detentions or imprisonments have occurred.
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President Chiluba has vowed that no one will be detained for political reasons dur-
ing his term of oflice.

various security laws provide broad powers of detention, and in practice adminis-
trative detentions are widespread. Foreigners, principally from neighboring coun-
tries, are regularlv apprehended as illegal aliens and detained until mey can be de-
ported. At times these detentions last months or years.

In regular criminal cases, a detainee must be chained and brought before a mag-
istrate within 24 hours, but there are delays at eadi step of the process, and dead-
lines are frequentW missed due to police inefliciency or lack of transportation to
bring a suspect before a magistrate. The transport shortage is particularly acute in
Copperbelt Province, accordmg to the LAZ. Magistrates there regularly criticize the
police for failing to bring suspects to court on schedule, but no legal action was
taken against the police in 1992. Further, according to LAZ, police hold suspects on
extremely flimsy evidence for extended periods on grounds tnat an investigation of
the crime is continuing.

Street children charged with 'loitering" or disorderly conduct often find them-
selves detained with unruly adults and, unable to raise bail or pay fines, are fre-

quently held for a week or more.
e. Denial of Fair Public Tried.—^The judicial system consists of the Supreme

Court, with appellate powers, and a series of lower courts, of which the Hi^ Court
is the most important. In ordinary criminal cases, the law provides a number of pro-
tections for defendants, including protection during interrogations. Members of the
legal community maintain that if a lawyer can be obtainecC defendants can expect
to receive a fair trial. However, many defendants are either too poor to retain a law-
yer or unaware of the few nongovernmental citizen advocacy groups that might help
them. The Government's Legal Aid Department is severely understaffed, and
Zambians entitled to legal aid often appeared in court during the year only to find
themselves without representation. This resulted in numerous court adjournments,
prolonging the time suspects remain in custody until their cases are heard.
Delayea processing of appeals has also continued to plague the judicial process.

In one case in 1992, two men who won an appeal against an aggravated robbery
conviction were released from custody but only after having spent 12 years in prison
before their appeal was heard. In another case, a prisoner under a death sentence
has been waiting since 1984 for the Supreme Court to hear his appeal.
Thus far, the MMD Government has respected judicial independence.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Respect

for privacy and the inviolability of the home is provided for in the Constitution and
is generally respected in practice. Exceptions continue to be police round-ups of sus-
gected illegal aliens and black marketeers. On two occasions during the year, former
resident Kaunda was the target of what government critics labeled as harassment,

but which the Government defended as legitimate law enforcement exercises. In
March police searched a warehouse where Kaunda's books were stored, purportedly
seeking government property unlawfiiUy removed from State House during
Kaunda's tenure aspresident. The search produced only five books of questionable
ownership, and UNIP parliamentarians argued that the search warrant used by the
Eolice was not valid. In June police conducted an early morning seardi oi the
usaka homes of Kaunda's two sons, purportedly looking for weapons. None was

found. The chairman of LAZ, Isaac Chali, publicly criticized the 4 a.m. search as
smacking of intimidation.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^For the first time in 27 years there exists a de-
bate, much of it in the public arena, on the role of the media in Zambian society.

But despite liberalization of former restrictive practices, regulations that limit press
freedom stiU exist. For example, all working journalists must be accredited through
tha Zambia Information Services rather than the publication they represent, "me
Government has also retained l^slation restricting freedom of speedi and press,

including the President's power to ban any publication, which Pl^sident Chiluba
used in November to overrule his Legal Affairs Minister and declare that no pomo-
graphic publication would be printed in Zambia.
Tne two government-owned dailies regularly run editorials and articles critical of

the Government, and the government-owned broadcast media produce news stories
and current affairs programs with reasonably balanced viewpoints, reflecting the
Government's commitment to a hands-o£f editorial policy. Despite these positive de-
velopments, editors and reporters continued to practice self-censorship, and the
media took its cue on which issues to cover from government pronouncements.
Moreover, media criticism was selectively directed at certain ministers, notably
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those who were formerly in the UNIP government. As in the past, the newspapers
avoided criticizing the President on any poHcy he personally endorsed.
This cautious approach by the oflicial media was due in part to residual attitudes

from the past, when the press was more tightly controlled by the Government, to

continuing legal restrictions, and to the Government's coolness towards the inde-
pendent press. Of the several independent newspapers launched in 1991, only two,
both weeklies, remained at year's end. (The disappearance of the others was due to

economic factors.) Althou^ the Government has publicly committed itself to remov-
ing legal barriers to the establishment of independent newspapers and broadcasting
stations, government oflicials reiused to talk with the independent press and regu-
larly excluded the two independent weeklies from invitations to press events. A po-
litical columnist for one of the independent weeklies was detained by the police for

questioning after he wrote a satirical column about President ChUuba. The reporter
was criticized in public by several ministers and warned in the government-owned
newspapers that criticizing the President is still a crime."

In an example of self-censorship, the media did not cover the sit-down strike by
28 journalists at the Zambia National Broadcasting Coiporation (ZNBC). The jour-
nalists were suspended after protesting a managerial appointment at the station.

They were not reinstated untU they apologized and accepted the appointment in
writing. Although the story was seen as newsworthy by a number of journalists

from ml media, it was never reported because of the fear of reprisals.

In 1992 the Government's hand was also seen in personnel decisions at the ZNBC.
Of the three newsreaders who supported UNIP before the 1991 elections, two have
been shifted to covering minor cultural programming since January.
Academic freedom is respected in Zambian society, and educators are outspoken

in their opposition to political influence on the educational system. The University
of Zambia Lusaka campus, closed by President Kaunda in 1991, reopened early in
1992. While there was no reported government interference in university affairs, the
academic year was severely disrupted by a variety of protests (see below), job ac-
tions, and boycotts by both students and teachers, principally over salaries and sti-

pends.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Freedom of peaceful assembly

and association are provided for in the Constitution and were generally respected
by the Government during 1992. Under the Public Order Act of 1955, persons or
organizations wishing to hold an assembly, public meeting, or procession must first

apply for a permit. Government use of the Public Order Act to regulate demonstra-
tions and protests generated considerable controversy during the year. In Februairy,

32 University of Zambia students were arrested for allegedly participating in an un-
lawful procession. The students eventually pleaded guUty to the charge, but were
later released by a Lusaka magistrate. In March students attending Evelyn Hone
College were refused a permit to conduct a march to the Vice President's office to

highlight campus grievances. The students elected to proceed with the march, and
eight were arrested and charged with "riotous behavior." In September the Univer-
sity of Zambia Student Union (UNZASU) appUed for and was granted a permit to

conduct a rally in downtown Lusaka. Police subsequently withdrew the permit, how-
ever, announcing that the official who had granted it did not have the requisite au-
thority. UNZASU elected to proceed with the rally, and some 140 students were ar-

rested by police.

The leading opposition party, UNIP, alleged throughout the year that it was a vic-

tim of harassment by government and MMD officials. The party was unable to hold
its national congress at its traditional site in Kabwe because the Government de-

manded rental payments, and the party had to hold the congress at an isolated farm
outside of Lusaka. In addition, government officials have threatened punitive ac-

tions against UNIP supporters. While addressing an MMD rally in May, for exam-
ple, Minister of Local (lovemment and Housing Michael Sata tKreatened to evict all

UNIP members from their market stalls and revoke their trading licenses. At about
the same time, the Deputy Minister of Copperbelt province issued an order—never
implemented—banning UNIP from obtaining permits to hold public meetings in the
province.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Freedom of religion is provided for in the Constitution
and is generally respected in practice. Although President ChUuba in December
1991 aroused controversy when ne declared at a State House ceremony that Zambia
was a Christian nation, the Government took no action on the issue. The Jehovah's
Witnesses are prohibited by law from proselytizing, but they functioned openly dur-
ing 1992, and their freedom to refrain from participating in various secular activi-

ties such as voting, singing the national anthem, and saluting the flag was re-

spected.
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d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^The Constitution guarantees citizens the right to move freely throu^-
out Zambia, to reside in any part of the country, and to depart from and return to

the country without restriction. After its October 1991 election victory the MMD
Government abolished police road blocks. They were reintroduced in 1992, however,
as a measure to combat increasing criminal activity. As in the past, some police

manning the road blocks abused their authority by extorting money from motorists
or stealing goods.
On November 26, 1991, the Supreme Court ruled that a passport is not a privilege

but a right to which eveiy Zambian citizen is entitled. In January 1992, a Lusaka
High Court judge ordered the Director of FHiblic Prosecutions to return the passport
of the former governor of the Bank of Zambia, which had been confiscated the pre-
vious year when the governor was charged with corruption. In March the Deputy
Minister of Foreign Ailairs threatened to press for the seizure of former President
Kaunda's passport in retaliation for Kaunda's personal involvement in international
affairs. The passport was not confiscated, however.
The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) estimated that

there were approximately 140,000 refugees in Zambia in 1992, the majority Ango-
lans, Mozambicans, Zairians, and South Africans. The repatriation of Angolans fi-

nally started in the summer of 1992, but only 1,291 refugees were flown home be-
cause of questions about the safety at transit centers inside Angola. Later in the
year, renewed fighting and uncertainty in the wake of the disputed Angolan presi-
dential election resulted in a halt to repatriation. The number of South Mrican refii-

gees has declined considerably since repatriation began in 1991, and UNHCR esti-

mates there are only about 800 still living in Zambia.
In 1992 there were increased efforts to round op and deport illegal aliens. Police

sweeps netted hundreds of persons, principally West Africans and Zairians, who
were arrested and deported, usually without screening by UNHCR. In January the
UNHCR Resident Commissioner protested the detention of refugees who were under
UNHCR care and protection. Various refugees have been detained, including five

who were held early in the year for 3 weeks despite being in possession of UNHCR
permits.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

With the introduction of a multiparty system in 1990, the adoption of a new Con-
stitution in 1991, and the defeat of the long-ruling UNIP party by the MMD in free
and fair elections in October 1991, Zambians in 1992 enjoyed the right and ability
peacefully to change their government. Under the Constitution the President wieldb
broad authority, but Parliament ratifies major appointments and must approve the
establishment of government ministries or departments. Despite its constitutional
powers, Parlisunent during 1992 passed few laws and remained generally subser-
vient to the Executive. There was an important exception in June when Parliament
passed a bill authorizing the privatization of state-owned companies and setting up
an agency to run the program.
The ruling MMD controls the executive branch and 125 of 150 seats in Par-

liament. President Chiluba affirmed his administration is committed to a durable
multiparty democracy. Numerous opposition political parties, although extremely
small and weak in comparison with the ruling MMD, operated freely throughout the
year in nreparation for often delayed elections to select local government councils.
Held on November 30, the elections involved universal adult sunrage and secret-bal-
lot voting procedures. In generally free and fair elections, the MMD swept most
areas of the country while winning 80 percent of the 1,190 councillor seats. Voter
turnout, however, averaged only 5 to 10 percent of those registered. Of the opposi-
tion parties, UNIP and tne United Democratic Party (UDP) won seats. In addition,
22 candidates running as independents were elected.
Government and opposition leaders, including President Chiluba, have encouraged

women to become involved in the political process. In April, however, Chiluba sharp-
ly criticized demands by the Women's Lobby Group for a greater role for women in
the Government and for a constitutional amendment guaranteeing equal rights. At
year's end there were four women in President ChUuba's Cabinet-none Minister and
three Deputy Ministers. Of the 150 elected Members of Parliament, 7 are women,
and about 50 of the 1,190 local government councillors are women.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

A number of human ri^ts and civic organizations operate without hindrance.
These include the LAZ; the Women's Lobby Group, which seeks to safeguard the
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legal and societal rights of women; and the Foundation for Democratic Process
(FODEP), the successor to the Zambia Elections Monitoring Coordinating Commit-
tee. In late 1992, FODEP organized a nationwide campaign to monitor the Novem-
ber 30 local government elections. In July the LAZ established a special committee,
chaired by Supreme Court justice Ernest Sakala, with a mandate to examine judi-

cial procedures in order to recommend ways to reduce delays in rendering judg-

ments. The Government is receptive to inquiries or visits by international human
rights organizations.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Zambian population of about 8 million comprises more than 70 Bantu-speak-
ing tribal groupings. Economic and social needs are met on a generally nondiscrim-

inatory basis. The Constitution prohibits discrimination based on race, tribe, sex,

place of origin, marital status, political opinion, color, or creed. Members of the

Asian conmiunity, which includes many snopowners, have complained of harass-
ment by government oflicials and of hostility from other Zambians.Under civil and
constitutional law, women are entitled to full equality with men in most areas. In

practice, Zambian women remain subordinate to men in many ways. Government
statistics show that women are severely disadvantaged compared to men in formal
employment and education. According to a leading women's right advocate, women
who are single or pregnant experience particular <£f(iculty in obtaining employment.
Married women who are employed often suffer from discriminatory conditions of

service; allowances for housing and children and tax rebates to which they as em-
ployees are entitled often accrue to their husbands. Similarly, women have little

independent access to credit facilities; in most cases they remain dependent on hus-
bands, who are required to sign for loans. As a result, few women own their own
homes.

In March a member of the Women's Lobby Group filed suit in Lusaka High Court
against a major hotel that refused to allow her entry to the hotel bar because she
was unaccompanied by a man. The Women's Lobby Group asserted that the hotel

policy violated constitutional provisions guaranteeing freedom of movement and pro-

tection from discrimination. A decision had not been rendered by year's end.

Customary law and practice also place women in subordinate status with respect

to property, inheritance, and marriage despite various constitutional and legislated

provisions. Under traditional customs, all rights to inherit property rested with the
deceased man's family. The Intestate Succession Act, passed in 1989, guarantees
widows a 20-percent share and children a 50-percent share in the inheritance of a
deceased man's property. Despite this legal provision, ignorance, apathy, and fear

render the enforcement of the law generally ineffective. Most divorced women re-

main unaware that under the maintenance law, ex-husbands can be compelled by
magistrate's courts to provide for their families.

Tliere are no reliable statistics on the extent of violence against women, including

wife beating. Domestic assault is a criminal offense, but in practice police are often

reluctant to pursue reports of wife beating or other forms of abuse. In addition,

women are often ignorant of their ridits, and there is substantial societal pressure

on women not to prosecute cases of domestic violence. In June Attorney General
Hamir publicly condemned husbands who assault their wives and ui^ed women to

seek assistance from the LAZ, which has a section handling cases of domestic vio-

lence. In February the police oflicer-in-charge at the University Teaching Hospital

in Lusaka reported that cases of rape in the capital had increased dramatically. Ac-

cording to the officer, mtmy of the victims are under the age of 15. The law provides

that, in crimes against women where rape, serious injury, or death occurs, men

—

including husbands—may receive sentences up to, and including, the death penalty.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—Zambia has a history of strong labor union organiza-

tions, dating from the establishment of the copper mines in the 1930's. Approxi-
mately 60 percent of Zambia's 300,000 formal sector workers are unionized. The
country's 19 large national unions are organized by industry or profession. Until the

passage in January 1991 of the amended Industrial Relations Act (IRA), only one
union per industry was legal and all unions were members of the Zambia Congress
of Trade Unions (ZCTU). The ZCTU is democratic and regularly conducts open elec-

tions to select its leadership. It is independent of any political party and the Govern-

ment, and the ZCTU and other union leaders frequently criticize MMD government
policies on such issues as wages, economic policy, and conditions of service. Aft«r

the elections, the ZCTU was accepted as a member of the International Confed-
eration of Free Trade Unions.
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The 1991 IRA allowed for the formation of competing unions in already unionized
industries or professions and required existing unions to disaffiliate from the um-
brella ZCTU. In March a tripartite meeting of the Government, ZCTU, and the
Zambian Federation of Employers (ZFE) agreed that the IRA would be revised to

endorse the "one industry, one union" principle that had been abolished under the
1991 law. These revisions have not been completed, but in the metmtime a number
of groups wishing to organize new or breakaway unions applied for recognition
under the provisions of the existing IRA. The new organizations requesting recogni-
tion included organizations representing miners, bankers, secondary school teachers,

technical college staff, and civil servants. The Government, while not denying the
new unions' right to organize, has yet to recognize them as legal entities. The ZCTU
and the existing unions, for their part, see the new unions as threats to their own
standing. By year's end, work on the revised IRA continued, and the controversy re-

mained unresolved.
Under both the old IRA, passed in 1971, and the 1991 law, all workers have the

right to strike except those m the Zambia defense force, judicial service, police force,

prison service, and security intelligence service. Strikes were commonplace through-
out the year as the workers' salaries and conditions of service were undercut by
harsh economic conditions and sharp increases in the cost of living. Under existing
legislation, strikes are permitted omy after all other recourse has been exhausted.
In practice, virtually all strikes are illegal, since they almost always commence be-
fore the mandatory process of mediation has run its course. In June, however, work-
ers at the Kaiue Textiles of Zambia miU went out on a strike that was acknowl-
edged by the Minister of Labor as legal. In the case of far more common illegal

stnkes, the Government normally has relied on persuasion and continued medi-
ation, and most strikes end with increased wage settlements without government
action against the unions. However, in a number of cases in 1992 striking workers
were dismissed.
Labor unions are permitted to affiliate with international labor groups. The ZCTU

is affiliated with the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions.
b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The right of workers to orga-

nize and bargain coflectively with employers is codified in law. The 1991 IRA was
condemned by both workers and employers, however, as being designed to cripple
trade unions and employer organizations. The legislation gave the Government more
power to control the creation and dissolution of unions, collection of dues, and oper-
ation of workers councils. The law also reduced the ZCTU's jurisdiction over the in-

ternal affairs of a union and perpetuated the role of works councils in dealing with
such issues as conditions of service, recruitment, salary assessments, transfers, bo-
nuses, and safety issues. These provisions are likely to be reviewed as the Govern-
ment, workers, and employers consider how best to revise the controversial law.

In June Vice President Mwanawasa told Parliament that the Salaries and Condi-
tions of Service Act, passed under the previous UNIP government, inhibited the
right of employees to bargain collectively with employers. By year's end. Parliament
was still considering repeal of the Act, which arbitrarily tied salary and wage in-

creases in the private sector to those of civil servants. Both the ZCTU and ZFE have
condemned the Act because it allegedly undermined the spirit of collective bargain-
ing. There are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Slavery and involuntary servitude
are prohibited by the Constitution. Forced labor is prohibited, except as a con-
sequence of a judicial sentence or court order, by members of the military, by con-
scientious objectors in lieu of military service, during wartime or other national
emergency, or in the conduct of communal or civic obligations.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum age for emplojrment
of children is 16. This and other age restrictions apply to the industrial sector,

where, because of adult unemployment, there are few employees under age 16. The
Labor Commissioner effectively enforces the law in industry. There is, however, lit-

tle enforcement for the vast majority of Zambians who work in the subsistence agri-

cultural and domestic service sectors, where persons under age 14 are often em-
ployed. In urban areas children commonly enge^^e in street trading.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—In 1991 the Government established a mini-
mum monthly wage rate for all employees, except professionals, plus housing and
transportation allowances. However, each industry may also set its own minimum
wage rates above the legal floor through collective bargaining. In industries where
collective bargaining is not effective, the Minister of Labor and Social Security sets

the minimum wage rate for employees in positions such as delivery assistants, gen-
eral workers, and office orderlies. These "minimums" are insufficient to provide an
adequate standard of living. Most Zambian woikers must supplement their incomes
through second jobs, subsistence farming, or reliance on the extended family. The

61-307 0-93-11
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normal workweek is 40 hours, but it is not a legal maximum. The legal maximum
for nonunionized workers is 48 hours. The minimum for full-time employment is 40
hours. Maximum limits for unionized workers vary. For example, the legal maxi-
mum for unionized guards is 72 hours per week. There are legal requirements for

annual leave (2 days per month of service).

Zambian law regulates minimum health and safety standards in £my industrial
undertaking. Enforcement of industrial safety in the mines is the responsibility of
the Department of Mines. Factory safety is handled by the Inspector of Factories
under the Minister of Labor, but stafiing problems chronically limit enforcement ef-

fectiveness, and in April the Chief Inspector described safety conditions in many fac-

tories as poor.

ZIMBABWE

Zimbabwe is governed by President Robert G. Mugabe and his Zimbabwe African
National Union-Patriotic Front (ZANU-PF) party, which has dominated the legisla-

tive and executive branches of government since independence in 1980. The Con-
stitution allows for multiple parties, and several small parties exist—for the most
part, weak and poorly financed and subject to periodic intimidation by the Govern-
ment. These parties pose little serious challenge to ZANU-PF's control of govern-
ment.
The Zimbabwe Repubhc Police (ZRP) is responsible for maintaining law and order.

The Central Intelligence Organization (CIO) and the Police Internal Security and
Intelligence (PISI) units are attached to the President's office. In 1991 the President
relieved the CIO and PISI of their powers to arrest, detain, and interrogate suspects
in internal security cases. In some cases the CIO and the PISI violated the restric-

tions on their powers. The PISI was disbanded in November 1992. The CIO has
been credibly accused of human rights abuses, including the use of torture in pre-
vious years. In recent years there have been a number of suspicious deaths involv-

ing military or police and complaints of oflicial complicity or a failure to investigate
these incidents. Zimbabwe's total military expenditures for 1989, the last year for
which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed analy-
sis, were $386 million. Members of Parliament (MP.) have called on the CJovem-
ment to reduce military spending now that Zimbabwe is prepared to withdraw its

forces from Mozambique. Over the past few years, the armed forces have declined
from 51,000 to perhaps 48,(X)0 men and women.
Zimbabwe's economy has strong agricultural and mining sectors and a diversified

industrial base. Since independence economic growth haa generally matched the
rate of population growth, but new investment has been inadequate to generate jobs
for the large number of secondary school graduates. Unemployment in 1992 was
over 30 percent and growing, and millions of people became dependent on food sdd
as a result of the worst drought in living memory.
The year 1992 witnessed some progress with the appearance of the first independ-

ent daily newspaper in October, the founding of a political think tank focused on
democratic reform and several new political parties, and the launching of a multira-
cial, multiethnic human rights watch group. However, a number of numan rights
violations continued, including deaths in police custody, police mistreatment of inno-
cent people and detainees, the Government's failure to investigate, convict, and ap-
propriately punish those who commit human rights abuses, postponement of nomi-
nations for elections, and efforts to weaken the labor confederation. There were re-

strictions on freedom of assembly and association, and government domination of
the electronic media continued to impede the free flow of information. Traditional,
often illegal, discrimination against women continued.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no confirmed political

killings or summary executions by government security forces in 1992. Since 1988
at least 13 people have been killed by the security forces or have died while in their
custody. There were unconfirmed reports that Forum for Democratic Reform oflicial

Mthandazo Ndema Ngwenya and another man died after an army vehicle forced
their car off the road in October 1992. The other deaths include: Mrs. Namombo,
who was reportedly beaten to death by three special constables in September, Ms.
Miria (Dhizhengeya, who died in June under unexplained circumstances after alleg-

edly being beaten by two ZRP officers while in pobce custody; and at least nine oth-
ers who died in previous years. In addition, Edwin Nieya, a captain in the
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Zimbabwe National Army (ZNA), died in 1988, and Shepard Chisango, a lieutenant
in the ZNA died following a June 1991 traflic accident in which he was probably
pushed ofl* an Army vehicle while in custody. In both cases, their deaths occurred
shortly after they had implicated the Army in wildlife poaching and smuggling.
As a result of the outcry over these deaths, the Ministry of Home Affairs

reinstituted a policy of mandatory postmortems and inauests after any deaths to

clarify and facilitate future investigations. In April a policeman was charged wi^
culpable homicide in the 1991 death of Clever Magwera. Two CIO officers were
charged with the March 1990 shooting of candidate for Parliament Patrick Kombayi,
and flight lieutenant Michael Banana was chai^ged with the 1988 murder of Donald
Kalinda. However, in the cases of Nleya and Chisango, Attorney General
Chinamasa announced that there was insufficient evidence that either had been
murdered; both cases were therefore closed in spite of widespread concern that nei-
ther had been thoroughly nor independently investigated.

On September 30, human remains were found near the CIO headquarters in
Harare; some reportedly had been at the site less than 5 years. The Grovemment
vigorously denied any indication of wrongdoing, but at yearns end no official inves-
tigation had been completed. During 1992 human remains were also found near
Suobela, Kezi, Nkayi, and Tsholotsho, which residents said were the remains of peo-
ple killed by the Zimbabwe National Arm/s 5th Brigade between 1982 and 1986.
An investigation of alleged atrocities in the Tsholotsho area north of Bulawayo was
undertaken by an independent magazine. Horizon, which carried interviews with
villagers who gave detailed accounts of killings by 5th Brigade troops. Grovemment
officials said further investigation of the disappearances was unnecessary, given the
general amnesty declared by IVesident Mugabe. Some suggested ad(h*essing the
public anger by acknowledging the dead as victims of war, which would entitle the
survivors to death benefits and financial help with relocation and burial of remains,
and a certain dignity, but President Mugabe ruled this out.

The summary shooting of poachers by park rangers became a human rights issue
in 1992. One authoritative report indicated that at least 163 suspected poachers had
been summarily executed between 1984 and 1991. In fact, the Department of Na-
tional Parks and Wildlife Management adopted a "shoot-to-kill" policy to stop poach-
ing in 1981. In September the High Court held that the Protection of Wildlife (In-

demnity) Act No. 21 of 1980 was not in violation of the Constitution in the case of
a National Parks officer who shot and killed two unarmed men who apparently
walked into a trap set for a gang of armed poachers in Gonarezhou. Two poachers
were killed at the same site but at a different time.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no disappearances in 1992. However, the July de-
cision to drop all charges against the three suspects in the Rashiwe Guzha kidbaap-
ing and possible murder case aroused considerable criticism of the Government.
Guzha disappeared in May 1990. Among the suspects were her former boyfriend,
a senior member of the Central Intelligence Organization (CIO), another CIO em-
Eloyee, and a former CIO employee. The Attorney General's office dropped charges
ecause of insufficient evidence. The Guzha fainily, the Catholic Commission for

Justice and Peace (CCJP), and the Zimbabwe Human Rights Association
(ZIMRIGHTS) all called for fiirther investigation, and the Minister of Home Affairs
asked the Zimbabwe RepubUc Police (ZRP) to launch a new probe.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Torture and police brutality have long been problems in Zimbabwe. Under the State
of Emergency (SOE), detainees were often held incommunicado and tortured by CIO
officials. While the SOE was lifted in 1990, firsthand reports in 1991 indicated that
torture continued to be employed in some security cases, especially cases involving
suspected South African agents. Senior government officials strongly deny that tor-

ture is condoned but admit that isolated, unauthorized instances have occurred in

recent years. No CIO officials were prosecuted for such abuses in 1992. Police bru-
tality in political and ordinary cases is also a problem. A 16-year-old boy was killed
and another wounded in November, when police officers opened fire to disperse a
disorderly crowd in Seke. At the end of 1992, at least nine police officers were facing
prosecution stemming from two cases of brutality and two cases of murder.
Zimbabwean prisons are overcrowded, and the treatment of prisoners is dehuman-

izing. Due to prison procedures and the physical structure of the prisons, even mini-
mal respect for individual privacy is often lacking. The normal rate of prison popu-
lation increase is 8 percent, but in the first half of 1992, prison populations rose
25 percent. Officials attributed this to the huge jump in robberies due to unemploy-
ment caused by the drought and the economic structural adjustment program
(ESAP).
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In 1992 the Legal Resources Foundation (LRF) continued conducting seminars for

police officers that were intended to help the ZRP to learn to act within the frame-
work of the law; it was denied permission to provide similar training for the CIO.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—No warrant is required for arrest. How-
ever, the pohoe must by law inform an arrested person of the charges against him
before he is taken into custody and must arrange a prelimineiry hearing before a
magistrate within 48 hours. The law is often disregarded in practice if a person is

not legally represented. At the hearing, the magistrate decides whether the arrested
person should be released on bail or held in custody until trial. Pretrial rights are
generally respected, but magistrates and police officers do not always inform defend-
ants of their rights. Remands and requests for bail are often dealt with in a cursoiy
manner.

It is still possible for the Government to anply a wide ran^ of legal powers under
the Law and Order (Maintenance) Act (LOMA) or the Official Secrets Act (OSA).
Originally promulgated 30 years ago and widely used to prosecute political oppo-
nents, the LOMA nas extremely wide and vague sections on political and security
crimes and gives extensive powers to the police and to the Minister of Home Affairs

and the President.
The Government does not invoke the LOMA frequently, fearing that its oppressive

8revisions might be declared unconstitutional. People may be prosecuted under the
ISA if they are suspected of spying or of passing classified material or information

about military matters. In recent years, at least seven people have been arrested
on suspicion of being South African agents, and in 1991 two were prosecuted and
sentenced under the OSA. No one was prosecuted under the OSA in 1992.
The Criminal Procedure and Evidence Amendment Bill became law in September.

It empowered courts to order criminals to compensate their victims in a larger range
of cases; restricted magistrates from granting oail for certain offenses, such as rape,
robbery, housebreaking, theft, car theft, and murder; incorporated Saturday as a
"court day," excluding only Sundays and public holidays from the calculation of the
48 hours in which an unchained person may be held; and reinstated the imposition
of "moderate " corporal punishment not exceeding six lashes to males under the age
of 18.

Exile is not used as a means of political control.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Zimbabwe's legal system is based on a mixture
of Roman-Dutch law, English common law, and customary law. Every defendant has
the right to select a lawyer of his or her choosing. In civil cases an indigent may
apply to have the Government supply an attorney, while in capital cases the Gov-
ernment will provide an attorney for all defendants unable to afford one. In practice,

however, approximately 90 percent of defendants are not represented by counsel.

The right to appeal exists in all cases and is automatic in cases where the death
penalty is imposed. Trials are open to the public except in certain security cases,

e.g^ those involving alleged South African agents.
llie Customary Law and Local Courts Act of 1990 expanded the court system by

adding Headmen's and Chiefs' courts, which have yet to become operational, to the
system of Magistrates' courts, the High Court, and the Supreme Court. With the
restructuring of the courts, customary law cases can be heard at all levels of the
judiciary, including the Supreme Court, but all important cases begin in the Mag-
istrates courts or the High Court. The village and community courts were replaced
by Assistant Magistrates^ courts. Chiefs' courts, and Headmen's courts. Headmen
and chiefs can hear limited categories of customary law cases in disputes not ex-

ceeding $100 and $200, respectively.

The judiciary is generally independent, although the judicial system lacks struc-

tures to guarantee its independence, such as life terms for judges. Judges are not
fired or transferred for political reasons, and the Government generally abides by
court decisions even when it is strongly opposed to the rulings.

Zimbabwe's judicial system is hara pressed to cope with ordinary criminal cases.

Although there are at present over 500 lawyers in Zimbabwe, there is a severe
shortage of experienced magistrates. To address this problem, the Legal Resources
Foundation (LRF) conducted magistrates' training seminars in September and Octo-

ber. The previous lag in case and law reporting ended in 1990 as the Legal Re-
sources Foundation (LRF) received, a government contract and brou^t the cases up
to date. However the production of records for review and appeal remains a prob-

lem.
No political prisoners remained in 1992. However, in 1991 the CCJP expressed

concern about the continued imprisonment of 36 alleged former dissidents. Most of

them are former guerrillas from current Vice President and former PF-ZAPU leader
Joshua Nkomo's ZIPRA (Zimbabwe People's Revolutionary Army). Another is the
former chauffeur for Reverend Ndabaningi Sithole, the leader of the ZANU-Ndonga
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party who returned to Zimbabwe in January. The CCJP has argued that if these
36 men were dissidents, they should have been released under the amnesty; In Oc-
tober 1991, one was released, and three were released in March 1992. The cases of
the remaining 32 were still being reviewed at year's end.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The
Constitution fonnally protects citizens from arbitrary search or entry, and since the
lifting of the SOE these protections generally have been respected, tiie Government
monitors private correspondence and telephones, particularly international commu-
nications. In Mfirch Parliament unanimously passed the controversial Land Acquisi-
tion Bill, setting the stage for ^vemment acquisition of up to 5 million hectares
of land for resettlement. Approximately 11 million hectares are currently owned by
the country's 4,300 commercial farmers, most of them white. Government critics are
concerned that these acquisitions will be arbitrary and that landowners will not
have adequate legal protection or compensation.
Hard economic times focused government attention on squatters and illegal

aliens. During 1992 almost 3,000 squatters were forcibly evicted by police around
Zimbabwe, including over 500 in Masvingo, 200 families from a farm in
Mashonaland Central, over 1,200 squatters and destitutes in Harare, and over 1,000
from a squatter camp in Victoria Falls. No provision was made for many of these
squatters, and human rights groups protested the evictions and the destruction of
people's shelters and belongings.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—The Constitution provides for freedom of expres-
sion but allows for legislation to limit this freedom in the "interest of defense, public
safety, public order, state economic interests, public morality, and public healtn." In
practice, the Government interprets broadly its power to discourage free speech. At
public events it is generally assumed that speakers are under surveillance and may
be subject to foUowup ouestioning by the CIO if their remarks are judged too critical

of the Government. Although the LOMA provides for the prosecution of persons who
make racially inflammatory remarks, no one was prosecuted for such an ofTense in
1992.
In 1992 government domination of the mass media tended to restrict the free flow

of information and to impede the emergence of an informed public. The Government
controls mainstream prmt media throu^ indirect ownership, editorial appoint-
ments, directives to editors, and removal of wayward editors. Progovemment media
officials generally hew to the Government and party line. Seven EngUsh-language
newspapers and one vernacular broadsheet belong to the Mass Media Trust, a hold-
ing company heavily influenced by the Government and ruling party. The govern-
ment-influenced press in 1992 carried more critical articles and editorials tnan in
previous years.

There is no opposition press per se, but a modest independent press, consisting
of an economic weekly, a political daily, a Sunday tabloid, and three monthly maga-
zines, carefully monitors government policies ana opens its pages to opposition crit-

ics. The political weekly became a daily newspaper in October. Despite its displeas-
ure with these publications, including public condemnation of them as a threat by
the Minister of State for National Security, the Government took no punitive meas-
ures against them. However, all are piqued by chronic financial woes and the
shortage of government-controlled newsprint. In September editor of the Financial
Gazette Trevor Ncube divulged the source of an article on alleged corruption after
a parliamentary committee threatened him with a fine of up to $800, 2 years' im-
prisonment, or both. Radio and television, the most influential of the media in
reaching the public, are entirely government owned.
Academic freedom has been affected by the University of Zimbabwe Amendment

Act and the National University of Science and Technology Act, both passed in 1990.
Together they greatly restrict the independence of these Universities and extend the
disciplinary powers of the university authorities against staff and students. In May
thousands of^ students boycotted classes at the University of Zimbabwe (UZ) and the
National University of Science and Technology in Bulawayo. Riot police were called
out twice to quell student disturbances in Harare; in one case the police sealed the
UZ campus and used tear gas to disperse students. Later, riot police broke up a
demonstration in the city center when students began overturning parked cars. In
the first use of the controversial University Amendment Act, the government-backed
University Council expelled all students, required them to sign a loyalty oath and
to reapply for admission for the second trimester, and banned the Student Rep-
resentative Council (SRC). After the legality of the actions was challenged in the
High Court, the University of Zimbabwe proceeded to suspend three oi the SRC
leaders in September.
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b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Constitution formally pro-

vides for the right of assembly and association for political and nonpolitical organi-

zations, includmg a broad spectrum of economic, social, professional, and rec-

reational activities. In law and in practice, however, there are serious obstacles to

the fiill exercise of this right, particularW in the case of political associations. The
broadest authority for restricting these freedoms is contained in the LOMA. Since

the lifting of the SOE, the Government has relied on the LOMA to limit freedom
of association or assembly.
The SOE's expiration means that organizations, including political parties, are no

longer required to request police approval to hold political meetings or stage rallies.

The police need only be given 7 days' notice of public meetings; private meetings
do not require notification. Nevertheless, in May police prevented a student protest

march on Parliament and the Ministry of Finance, Economic Planning, and Develop-

ment, confined all Zimbabwean students to the campus, and later broke up a violent

student demonstration in downtown Harare (see Section 2.a.). In June the

Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions (ZCTU) defied a government ban and at-

tempted to demonstrate against the Labor Relations Amendment Bill and the

ESAP. Police arrested suspected marchers as they began to assemble in Harare.
Demonstrations called for Bulawayo, Mutare, and Masvingo failed to take place as

heavily armed riot police prevented trade unionists and their supporters from
marching. The ZCTIJ has used the arrests and the bans to challenge the constitu-

tionality of the LOMA in court, and the case is still pending.
Nonpolitical organizations are generally free of governmental interference.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Freem)m of religion is respected in Zimbabwe. There is

no state religion. Denominations are permitted to worship openly, pursue social and
charitable activities, and maintain ties with affiliates and coreligionists abroad. Re-
ligious belief is neither a handicap nor an advantage in terms of professional or po-

litical advancement.
d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—^Travel at home and abroad is not generally subject to official restric-

tions.

People who leave Zimbabwe, including those bom in Zimbabwe before independ-

ence, are not guaranteed the ri^t to return. At the end of the year a case was pend-
ing before the Supreme Court in which the court had been asked to rule on this

issue. Some repatriates from South Africa have been suspected of being in the em-
ployment of the South African intelligence services. The Government, generally

makes it difiicult to immigrate or to repatriate to Zimbabwe.
In December the registered refugee population was estimated at 135,000; 134,000

were Mozambicans located in rural camps along the northern and eastern borders.

The remainder, mainly South Africans, were located in Harare and Bulawayo. The
Government permitted officials of the International Committee of the Red Cross

(ICRC) and the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees unrestricted access

to Mozambican refugee camps. Another 130,000 Mozambicans, many of them mi-

grant farmers, settled themselves in rural areas in the east. At the end of the year,

Mozambicans fleeing famine were entering Zimbabwe at the rate of 100 per week.

In July more than 800 Mozambicans were rounded up in Mutare and Chipinge

and screened, and 500 were sent to refugee camps. The remaining 300 were either

jailed or deported. In August nearly 100 foreigners, mostly Nigerians, Pakistanis,

and Indians, were detained in a search for narcotics and stolen passports in the

Harare area, and 70 were deported. The Government subsequently decided to re-

quire Nigerians and Indians to obtain entry visas.

The Government abandoned the practice of returning Mozambican males of mili-

tary age to their country of origin and worked with the ICRC to identify RENAMO
deserters; approximately 100 such deserters were confined to the Chambuta refugee

camp inside Zimbabwe during the year. In 1992 Zimbabwe refused to grant refugee

status to one RENAMO leader, who was repatriated to Mozambique. His family

was, however, allowed to stay in Zimbabwe.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-

ment

Citizens have the legal right to change their government through democratic

means, but the March 1990 elections—with intimidation by the security forces, lop-

sided media coverage, inaccuracies in the voters rolls, and irre^larities in some
constituencies—called into question their ability to exercise that n^t. In those elec-

tions, 274 candidates from 5 parties and 11 independent candidates were duly nomi-

nated for the 120 contestable seats. As a consequence of the ruling party's capture

of 117 of these seats, there is still no effective parliiimentary opposition (see below).
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President Mucabe and his Cabinet are the preeminent political forces, and the
ruling party^—ZANU-PF—is the dominant political organization in the country. Fol-
lowing the amendment of the Constitution m 1987 to create a strong executive pres-
idency, Robert G. Mugabe, who previously served as Prime Minister, became in 1988
both Head of State and Head of Government, and in 1990 the executive President
was selected by popular election to a term of 6 years. The F*resident appoints both
vice presidents and the rest of the Cabinet, who serve at his pleasure.
The net result of several constitutional amendments has been the concentration

of power in the executive branch of government. M.P.'s who "cross the floor," e.g.,

change party allegiance or are declared to have ceased to represent party interests,
immediately lose uieir seats, and by-elections must be held.
However, 1992 saw increasingly frequent challenges to the Government by ZANU-

PF backbenchers, creation of a think-tank dedicated to democratic reform, launching
of several new political parties—bringing the total number to at least 18—and more
critical media coverage of public issues and government leadership.
The Political Parties (Finance) Bill passed in September will provide government

funds to any registered political party with at least 15 seats in Parliament (instead
of providing money as heretofore, for the ruling party through the defunct Ministry
of Political Affairs). With 117 of the 120 seats, the ruling party thus voted not only
to continue to fund itself from the national treasury, but also to make it difficult

for public funds to go to opposition parties.

In rural areas, only homeowners may vote in council elections. Farmworkers, who
predominate in the areas, do not have the right to vote in these local elections, en-
suring that commercial farmers, overwhelmingly white, are elected to represent
them in rural councils. In metropolitan areas, save Bulawayo, a similar situation
exists. In the wealthy suburbs, only homeowners may vote, but in the high density
areas renters are accorded the right to vote in municipal elections. Wealthy areas
are accorded 1 council representative per 3,000 voters, while high density districts

have 1 council person per 8,000 voters. Although the Zimbabwean Constitution pro-
vides for one jHsrson, one vote and althou^ tne Senior Minister of Local Govern-
ment, Rural and Urban Development has the right to change the regulations con-
cerning voting rights in council elections, he has not chosen to exercise his power,
and no one has challenged these discriminatory voting regulations.
There are no restrictions in law on women in politics and government. Of the 152

M.P.'s, 13 are women; women occupy 6 of the 36 posts in the Cabinet; of the 18
High Court justices, 2 are women; and over 32 percent of assistant secretaries in
the civil service are women.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The Government permits private local human rights groups to operate in

Zimbabwe. However, the Minister of State for National Security in an address to

police recruits condemned "individuals masquerading as human rights activists,"

among others, as posing the greatest threat to Zimbabwe's security. The Govern-
ment monitors their activities, in particular those of the Catholic Commission for

Justice and Peace (CCJP) and the Zimbabwe Human Rights Association (Zimrights)
which investigate complaints from private persons about human rights abuses in
Zimbabwe and convey their findings to the Government. Other groups which pro-
mote human rights include the Central and Southern African Legal Assistance
Foundation, the Southern African Human Rights Foundation, and the Harare-based
Legal Resources Foundation. The latter oversees the operation of the Bulawayo,
Gweru, and Masvingo Legal Projects Centers with their libraries and information
centers, legal aid clinics, and paralegal programs. Zimrights, a multiracial,
multiethnic human rights watch group, was launched in August. Its primary goal
will be education in the rural areas.
The Government has been critical of nongovernmental organizations but does tol-

erate them. An Amnesty International, CCJP, and Zimri^ts investigation of 13
deaths in police and army custody resulted in the Government reinstituting a policy
of mandatory postmortems.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

In theory, government services are provided on a non-discriminatory basis, includ-

ing in urban areas where there had previously been a "whites only" infrastructure.
Zimbabwe remains racially stratified despite legal prohibitions against official dis-

crimination with limited but increasing social interaction among racial groups. The
mixed-race community has complained of discrimination in the allocation of civil

service jobs and in the purchase of government-controlled housing, which are exclu-

sively reserved for blacks by the Harare City Council. There were, however, two
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mixed-race ministerial-level appointees in 1992. The ethnic cleavage between the
Shona and the Ndebele appears to influence govenunent appointments and services,
as does subgroup origin within the Shona-speaking majority and political affiliation.

In many rural areas, the neglect of the preindependence period still leaves the Gov-
ernment struggling to provide minimal care. Blacks on most commercial farms are
still mainly dependent on white farmers to meet basic health care and educational
needs.
Zimbabwe is host to at least six minority ethnic groups—^the Dema, Kalanga,

Shfingan, Sotho, Tonga, and Venda peoples—who make up less than 10 percent of
Zimbabwe's population. Their civil and political rights are protected by the Constitu-
tion, and these rights are respected, as are their lands, cultures, traditions and re-

sources. The Kalanga, Sotho, Tonga, and Venda have complained about the Govern-
ment's failure to teach their languages in schools in spite of a government policy
requiring "minority languages" to oe taught in grades one through three.
The actual status of women in Zimbabwe contrasts with their legal status. Since

independence the Government has enacted major laws aimed at enhancing women's
rights and countering certain traditional practices, some of which are based on the
view of women as dependents or minors. For example, the Legal Age of Majority
Act and the Matrimonial Causes Act recognize the capacity of women to act inde-
pendently of their husbands or fathers to own property. High Court judges have ad-
judicated cases upholding women's rights, including the right of women to inherit
property as mandated in the Deceased Persons Family A^ntenance Act of 1987.
The Minister of State for National Affairs, Employment Creation and Cooperatives
Fay Chung announced that more than 60 percent of the projects to be undertaken
by her Ministry would be for women.

Nevertheless, many women, especially in rural areas, remain disadvantaged by ig-

norance of reforms, illiteracy, economic dependency, and prevailing social norms.
Women are still vulnerable to entrenched customaiy practices such as: "kuzvarira,"
the practice of pledging a young woman to marriage with a partner not of her choos-
ing; "lobola," the customary obUgation of a groom to pay a bride price to the parents
of a would-be wife; and "ngozi, the customary practice of oflering a young girl as
compensatory pajrment in interfamily disputes. In December ngozi became a crime.
The Zimbabwean Marriage Guidance Society has described lobola as the biggest ob-
stacle to the establishment of equality between men and women. Lobola has become
a commercial venture as many parents, mostly fathers, charge huge sums of money
for their daughters. In 1991 the Child Protection Society issued a report which stat-

ed that the prevalence of ngozi beliefs among Zimbabweans remains high and that
women are deliberately exploited and regaroed as currency that can be a medium
as circumstances demand. The vernacular newspaper in July reported cases of par-
ents selling dau^ters to husbands who could feed them (and the brides' families).

Although a considerable expansion of the nation's education system has resulted
in an increase in the number of females being educated, males dominate the higher
levels of education. Legislation prohibits discrimination in emplojrment on the basis
of gender, but women are concentrated in the lower edielons of the work force and
face sexual harassment in the workplace. Fear of losing employment prevents
women from reporting sexual harassment at work. Nongovernmental organizations
have spoken out against the public harassment of women, especially the police cam-
paigns against prostitution which affect innocent women as well.

Domestic violence against women, especially wife beating, is conmion and crosses
all racial and economic lines in Zimbabwe. Consequently, several social welfare or-

ganizations, including the Harare-based Musasa Project, have organized counseling
and research programs aimed at stemming violence against women. In Harare
alone, reported cases of wife beating increased from 418 in 1988 to 5,000 in 1990.
Harare hospitals reported 1,763 cases of women being beaten during the first 10
months of 1991. At the end of 1992, the Musasa project was handling an average
of 15 cases of wife beating each day. Women's rights monitors have noted that every
police station in Zimbabwe has handled at least one case of a woman killed by her
husband. According to official figures, 76 women were beaten to death by their

spouses in 1991.
The number of reported rape cases is increasing. The latest figures show that

2,776 reports of rape were made to the police countrywide during 1991, with the
majority involving girls under 14. In 1991 a Bulawayo Magistrate disclosed he was
dealing with an average of five rape cases per week involving subteenage girls, and
the problem has apparently increased in 1992. When a well-known, blind musician
called Dr. Love was convicted of raping a woman and then pardoned by the Presi-
dent after serving only 4 months of his sentence, public awareness and debate on
the crime (and punishment) of rape increased. The Government has assigned com-
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munity relations liaison oflicers to police precincts to counsel victims of sexual as-
sault.

Police statistics indicated a steady increase in the number of women appearing
before the courts charged with killing their babies over the past 4 years. Pouce vig-

orously enforce the infanticide law. In 1991 women were prosecuted in 618 cases
of infanticide, up from 472 in 1990 and from 176 in 1989. At the end of September,
192 cases of infanticide had been reported for 1992, but the number of prosecutions
during the year was not available. A court oflicial in Bulawayo said nearly three-
quarters of the cases heard in courts involved married women whose husbands are
working in South Africa, a mariced difference from the teenagers and single mothers
convicted in the past. Deteriorating social and economic conditions were seen as the
primary factors; families were separated as men left to find work, and those at
home were financially unable to maintain more children. Under the Infanticide Act
of 1990, the crime carries a sentence of up to 5 years' imprisonment.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—The Labor Relations Act provides workers freedom
of association, the right to elect their own representatives, publish newsletters, and
set programs and policies which reflect the political and economic interests of labor.
Workers are free to form or join unions witnout prior authorization, subject to gov-
ernment registration.

The system of industrial relations in Zimbabwe is in a state of flux as the Govern-
ment restructures the economy. In late September, the President signed into law
the Labor Relations Amendment Act. The woiker ri^ts content of this Act appears
mixed, probably eis part of an effort to attract foreign investment. While fewer sec-

tors are deemed "essential services," strikes in a number of sectors remain illegal.

The Minister of Public Service, Labor and Social Welfare also retained the power
to set maximum as well as minimum wage levels and to decide union dues. How-
ever, the Amendment Act relaxed a previous restriction which only permitted collec-

tive bai^aining during a specific period of the year and removed the previous re-

striction of only one union per industrv, bringing the law into line with the
Zimbabwean Constitution. Labor leaders oelieve that the Amendment Act was en-
acted by the Government to weaken the power of the unions and minimize the
threat of a labor-led political opposition.
The Labor Relations Act specifies that woikers may establish woricer committees,

which exist side by side with unions, in each plant. Worker committees and trade
unions must be registered with the Ministry of Public Service, Labor, and Social
Welfare (MPSLSW), which is free to refuse registration. The Zimbabwe High Court
ruled in 1991 that this Act does not give the Minister the power to suspend or
deregister the national umbrella labor confederation, the Zimbabwe Congress of
Trade Unions (ZCTU). The Government may, however, deregister individual unions,
as it did in Januaiy, when the Zimbabwe Amalgamated Railwaymen's Union
(ZARU) engaged in an illegal strike.

About 21 percent of the salaried work force are members of the 35 unions which
form the ZCTU. While trade union centrals other than the ZCTU have been prohib-
ited in practice, some employee associations, the Public Service Association (PSA)
for one, are not affiliated with the ZCTU. Public servants and their association are
not protected by the provisions of the 1985 Labor Relations Act since their condi-
tions of employment are provided for under the Constitution. They are thus con-
stitutionally barred from forming unions and their association is, likewise, forbidden
from affiliating with the ZCTU.
ZCTU officers are elected by the delegates of affiliated trade unions at congresses

held every 5 years. Althou^ the ZCTlfs formation was encouraged by the Govern-
ment to be the labor arm of ZANU-PF, the Government does not have a preponder-
ant influence in the trade union movement today. La fact, the ZCTU ana the Gov-
ernment have increasingly clashed over economic and political issues. In June the
Government refused to permit the ZCTU to hold demonstrations to protest the
Amendment Bill and the removal of subsidies on basic commodities. Six unionists
were arrested. Workers in sectors deemed "nonessential" have the right to strike

provided the union advises the Government 2 weeks in advance of its intention to
do so.

Two strikes at the National Railways of Zimbabwe (NRZ) in Januaiy 1992 re-

sulted in significantly different settlements for artisans, who gained a 13.5-percent
salaiy increase, and semiskilled workers, who received only a 7 percent wage hike.
The NRZ also promptly fired 5,400 semiskilled workers who staged a wildcat strike.

Labor leaders claim that in its inconsistent response to these job actions, the Gov-
ernment was intentionally attempting to drive a wedge between the semiskilled and
skilled NRZ employees.
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The ZCTU and its ofllcials are free to associate with international labor organiza-
tions and do so actively. In 1992 the ZCTU afiiliated itself with the International
Confederation of Free Trade Unions. However, the Government revised to renew a
work permit for the Harare-based African Ajnerican Labor Center regional rep-
resentative for southern Africa, leaving the position vacant as of year's end.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The 1985 Labor Relations Act
provides workers with the ri^t to organize and, miplicitly, to bargain collectively.
Worker committees, which are by law not organically part of the unions or the
ZCTU, are empowered to negotiate with the management of a particular plant the
conditions of labor in the wontplace, except for wages. Wage negotiations take place
on an industrywide basis between the relevant ZCTU union ana employer organiza-
tion sitting in joint boards or councUs. These bodies submit their agreements to the
registrar in the MPSLSW. Under the Labor Relations Amendment Act, the Govern-
ment retains the power to veto agreements that it believes would harm the econ-
omy. When there is no trade union representing a specific industry, representatives
of the organized workers, i.e., the professional associations, meet with the employ-
ers' association under the mediation of labor ofiicers from the MPSLSW. Public sec-
tor wages are determined by the salary service department of the MPSLSW, subject
to the approval of the Public Service Commission (FSC). As part of its economic re-
coveiy program, the Government announced in 1990 the commencement of free col-

lective bargaining between workers and employers. The Government has largely im-
plemented this policy.

Under the provisions of the 1992 Labor Relations Amendment Act relating to col-

lective bargaining, labor relations officers, now called 'Managerial employees," were
excluded from the collective bargaining process, and the presence ofthe ZCTU or
specific national unions in individual snop-floor negotiations was no longer man-
dated. As the economy contracted under the ESAP and the drought, workers argued
for shorter days, job rotation and sharing, and other schemes to avoid mass layoffs,

with little success. Instead, individual concession packages were agreed to as the
unions' collective bargaining power and financial base were eroded. As the financial
position of employers has progressively worsened, severance packages given to re-

trenched workers in some sectors have become less generous. The Labor Relations
Amendment Act also streamlines the procedure for acpudicating disputes by abolish-
ingthe hearing officer level and the Labor Relations Board.
The Government is stiU studying the possibility of introducing export processing

zones.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Compulsory labor is prohibited by

law and is not practiced. To minimize abuse of food handout programs, some district

councils introduced food-for-work plans, which were loudly criticized as throwbacks
to indentured labor.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The labor regulations stipulate the
minimum age for employment in the formal sector at 18 years, but it is possible
to begin an apprenticesmp at age 16. In this sector, minimum age regulations are
generally enforced by the Ministry of Labor. However, the Government does not at-

tempt to enforce these regulations for children employed in household enterprises,
such as family farms. Minister John Nkomo, at an ILO-sponsored workshop m No-
vember, and President Robert Mugabe, at an economic summit in Senegal in the
same month, both acknowledged and decried the problem of child labor in
Zimbabwe.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Conditions of labor are regulated by the Gov-
ernment according to industry. The Constitution empowers the PSC to set condi-
tions of employment in the public sector. Government regulations for each of the 22
industrial sectors specify minimum wages, hours, holidays, and required safety
measures. In 1992, as part of its effort to opt out of the wage bargaining system,
the Government did not mandate wage parameters and specified minimum wage in-

creases only for domestics and gardeners, but due to an ineflective monitoring sys-

tem many sudi workers are remunerated below the minimum wage. The maximum
legal workweek is 54 hours, and the law prescribes a minimum oi one 24-hour rest

Seriod per week. The employer also usually provides housing and food to workers,
'n commercial farms, the em^oyer may provide schooling for the workers' children.

The minimum wage is not sufficient to sustain a decent standard of living, and the
lowest paid workers received a 1992 wage increase which covers less than one qutu*-

ter ofthe 45 percent inflation rate.

Labor Relations Officers from the MPSLSW are assigned to monitor developments
in each plant to assure that government minimum wage policy and occupational
health and safety regulations are observed. Safety in the workplace is a major prob-
lem, however, due primarily to too few inspectors; furthermore, many of the oasic
legal protections do not apply to the vast majority of the farm, mine, and domestic
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workers. Panning for alluvial gold was legalized in 1991, but there was no regulated
mariceting system for the panners, and working conditions were dangerous. Numer-
ous gold panners died in 1992, when their pits collapsed on them. Unpredictable
electricity cuts also introduced an inflated level of risk of injury to workers in the
mining sector. Unions chaise that there are no general standarcb for the work envi-
ronment, such as threshold limits for manually lifted weights or conditions for preg-
nant workers.





LATIN AMEMCA AND THE CARIBBEAN

ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA

Antigua and Barbuda, a small two-island state, is a parliamentary democracy and
a meiiu>er of the Commonwealth of Nations. It is governed by a Prime Minister, a
Cabinet, and a bicameral Legislative Assembly. The Governor General, with Itirgely

ceremonial duties, is the titular Head of State and serves as the representative of
the British monarch. The Constitution requires general elections at least every 5
years. Prime Minister V.C. Bird, St., and his Antigua Labour Party hold 15 of the
17 seats in the House of Representatives. The Governor General appoints the 17-

menJber Senate with the advice of the Prime Minister and opposition leader.

Security forces consist of a police force and the Antigua and Barbuda Defense
Force, a SO-person infantry unit. No estimates are available from the U.S. Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency for total military expenditures. Historically, mili-

tary spending has accounted for a very small percentage of the annual budget; the
Government did not authorize any increases in force levels during 1992. The police

are organized, trained, and supervised according to British law enforcement prac-
tices. The security forces have a reputation for respecting individual rights in the
performance of their duties.

Antigua and Barbuda has a mixed economy with a strong private sector. A slow-
down in the tourism sector, Antigua and Barbuda's major industry, was blamed for

a decline in economic growth during 1992. The large and growing external debt,

combined with the fmemcial pressures of meeting payroll demands of an oversized
public sector work force, also contributed to the economic slowdown.
The Constitution provides for political and civil rights, which are generally re-

spected in practice. Despite government announcements during 1992 that opposition
political leaders would have access to the government-controlled electromc media,
there was still evidence of news censorship and veiy little exposure of opposition
parties or persons presenting opinions opposed to government policies.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no reports of political or
other extrajudicial killings.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of disappearance or politically moti-
vated abductions.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Constitution prohibits torture and other cruel or inhuman treatment of pris-

oners or detainees, and these prohibitions are generally respected in practice. In

1990 Parliament amended the law to permit flogging as a penalty for rape. While
there were no reported floggings of convicted rapists, several people were flogged for

conviction on child molestation charges.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or blxile.—The Constitution prohibits arbitrary ar-

rest and detention, which do not occur in practice. Criminal defendants have the

right of iudicial determination of the legality of their detention. Detainees must be
brought before a court within 48 hours of arrest or detention. There were no reports

of involuntary exile.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The judicial system is modeled on that of the

United Kingdom and is part of the Eastern Caribbean legal system. Final appeal

may be made to the Queen's Privy Council in the United ifingdom and is invariably

made in the case of death sentences. There are no military or political courts. Crimi-

nal defendants are assured a fair, open, and public trial. In capital cases, the Gov-
ernment provides legal assistance at public expense to persons without the means
to retain a private attorney.
There are no political prisoners in Antigua and Barbuda.

(319)
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f, Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—There
were no reports of arbitrary interference with privacy, family, home, or correspond-

ence in 1992. The police must obtain a warrant before searching private premises.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.— The Constitution provides for freedom of
speech, the press, and other forms of communication. These provisions are generally

respected. However, the Government dominates the electronic media, the only daily

source of news. The Government owns one of the two radio stations and the single

television station. A son of the Prime Minister owns the second radio station, while

another son is the principal owner of the sole cable television company. The cable

service also operates a channel that occasionally features local programming. The
government-controlled media report regularly on the Government's activities but
rarely on those of the opposition political parties.

The Ministry of Information announced a policy of open access to and non-censor-

ship of the electronic media. However, there was clear evidence of censorship and
manipulation of news reports which were potentially damaging to the Government
during opposition-led demonstrations against alleged corruption by senior govern-
ment officials. The Government also refused to permit selected reports filed by re-

gional Caribbean news a^ncies to be aired on local stations when reporting on dem-
onstrations against political corruption, or the tear gas and suspected fire bombing
incidents associated with the demonstrations.
The political opposition publishes one weekly newspaper. Several private sector

organizations, such as tiie Chcunber of Commerce, publish newsletters with a vari-

ety of opinions.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Constitution provides for

the right of peacefiil assembly. Required permits for public meeting are issued by
the police and are normally granted. Permits for political ralhes and protest

marches were granted during 1992, although march routes were usually altered and
controlled by ttie police. Public meetings and oi^anized demonstrations were gen-

erally held witiiout police interference. However, in Mareh the police used tear gas
to clear a crowd of demonstrators who were protesting political corruption and call-

ing for the resignation of the Prime Minister. The police claimed that the crowd,
which had legtu permits to march, had become disruptive and that force was nec-

essaiy to clear at least a V<i-mile radius around the Parliament building. There were
several injuries, and the gas affected schools and business interests in the nearby
commercial sector.

c. Freedom of Religion.— There is unrestricted exercise of religious freedom. The
population is overwhelmingly Ptotestant, but adherents of other religious denomina-
tions practice their religion and proselytize openly without government interference.

All groups are free to maintain links with coreligionists in other countries.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel. Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Neither law nor practice restricts the right of citizens to move about

witMn ^e country, to travel abroad, or to emigrate.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right (^Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Antigua and Barbuda has a multiparty political system accommodating a wide
spectrum of political viewpoints. All atizens 18 years of age and older may register

and vote hy secret ballot. The Constitution requires general elections at least every

5 years. The Government is obligated by law to hold voter registration during a
fixed period each year, and parties conduct their own registration drives free of gov-

ernment interference. The last general elections were held in March 1989 and were
won by the Antigua Labour Party (ALP). With 15 of the 17 seats in the House of

Representatives, the ALP retains the power that it has held since 1951, except for

a period of opposition from 1971 to 1976. One seat is held by United Progressive

Party (UPP) feader Baldwin Spencer, who is also the designated leader of the oppo-

sition. The remaining seat represents the Barbuda constituency and is held by a po-

litical independent who leads the Barbuda faction advocating secession from Anti-

gua.
The opposition has charged that the ALP'S longstanding monopoly on patronage

and its influence on the economic life of the country make it extremely difficult for

opposition parties to attract membership and financial support. During 1992, dis-

sent over government policyand leadership came more from competing AlP factions

than from the opposition itPP.
However, growing public concern over corruption in the Government spawned the

merger of the three political opposition parties into the UPP and gave rise to an
unprecedented coalition of religious, private sector, and opposition parties.
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Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

While there are no gDvermnental restrictions, no local human ri^ts groups have
formed to date. There were no requests for human ri^ts investigations or inquiries
during 1992.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Socitd Status

The law prohibits discrimination based on race, sex, creed, language, or social sta-

tus, and it is generally observed. However, while the role of women in society is not
legally restricted, tradition tends to limit women to home and family, particularly
in rural areas, and to restrict their career options. These traditional roles are chang-
ing, however. The Government has begun programs to provide enhanced educational
opportunities for both sexes as well as family planning services. The Directorate of
Women's Affairs (previously the Women's Desk) has worked energetically, with
some success, to help women advance in government and the professions, but
progress is slower in the private sector. The Women's Desk W£is founded a decade
ago with one director and a secretary; the Directorate now employs, in addition to

the Executive Director, three professionals and clerical and support staff. In 1992
the Directorate continued educational programs for women in such areas as health,
crafts, and improving business skills.

Most violence against women in Antigua probably goes unreported. Gauging the
extent of the problem is difficult due to the lack of accurate data and is compounded
by the reluctance of women in many cases to testify against their abusers. Police
may be reluctant to interfere in cases of domestic violence, and some women charge
that the courts are too lenient.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Workers have the right to associate freely and to
form labor unions. Although fewer than 50 percent of Antigua and Barbuda's work-
ers belong to unions, the important hotel industry is heavily unionized. Unions are
free to afliliate with international labor organizations and do so in practice.

Antigua and Barbuda has two major trade unions: the Antigua Trades and
Labour Union (ATLU) and the Antigua Workers' Union (AWU). The ATLU is associ-

ated with the ruling ALP, while the AWU is somewhat more loosely allied with the
opposition. The AWU is the larger and more active of the two major unions.
The right to strike is recognized by the Labour Code. This right may be limited

in a given dispute by the Court of Industrial Relations. Once either party to the dis-

pute requests the court to mediate, there can be no strike, a provision of law that
the International Labor Organization's Committee of Experts again criticized in
1992. Because of the delays associated with this process, in practice labor disputes
are often resolved before a strike is called. There were no strikes in 1992.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Labor organizations are free
to organize and bargain collectively. Antiunion discrimination is prohibited by law,
and there have been no reports of its practice. There are no areas of the country
where union organization or collective bargaining is discouraged or impeded. There
are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Constitution forbids slaveiy
or forced labor, and they do not exist in practice.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The law provides a minimum
working age of 13, which is respected in practice. Responsibility for enforcement
rests with the Ministry of Labour, which is required by law to conduct periodic in-

spections of woricplaces. While there have been no reports of minimum age employ-
ment violations, the political strength of the two major unions and the powerful in-

fluence that the Government has on the private sector, combine to make the Min-
istry of Labour veiy effective in enforcement of this area.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The law permits a maximum 48-hour, 6-day
workweek, but in practice the standard workweek is 40 hours in 5 days. Workers
are guaranteed a minimum of 3 weeks of aimual leave and up to 13 weeks of mater-
nity leave. Different minimum wages for different work categories were established
by law in 1981. Most minimum wages would not provide a decent standard of living

for workers and their families, but in practice the great majority of workers earn
substantially more than the minimum wage. Increases in the minimum wage were
recommended in 1989, but there was no action to implement the recommendation
in 1992. There are no occupational health and safety laws or regulations.
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ARGENTINA

Aiwentina is a federal, constitutional democracy with a President, elected throu^
an electoral college for a single 6-year term, a bicameral legislature, and an inde-

pendent judiciary. The executive traditionally is the dominant branch at the Federal
level. Since the end of militaiy rule in 1983 there have been two national elections

and numerous midterm elections for Congress and provincial governments. Justi-

cialist (Peronist) President Carlos Saul Menem marked the halfway point in his

term in 1992.
The President is the constitutional Commander-in-Chief, while a civilian Defense

Minister oversees the armed forces, which underwent significant reduction and or-

ganizational reform in 1992. According to fibres fivm the UjS. Arms Control and
lisarmament Agency, total militaiy expenditures in 1989 were about $1.8 billion.

Government plans call for reduced numbers of armed forces personnel and no real

increases in me current military budget level. There were no instances of militaiy

insubordination against constitutional authority in 1992. The Federal Police report

to the Interior Minister, the Border Police and the Coast Guard to the Defense Min-
ister; and provincial police are responsible to provincial governors. Police were re-

sponsible for a number ofhuman rights abuses during the year.

Argentina has a mixed agricultural, industrial, and service economy that is strug-

fling to overcome low levels of investment in recent years, high production and mar-
eting costs, tlie failure to seek foreign markets, and a lade of international competi-

tiveness. The Menem Government undertook an aggressive reform program to re-

duce and rationalize the public sector, deregulate many sectors of the economv, and
open the economv to international competition. Ai^gentina's external public oebt of

$62 billion is stiU significant, but in 1992 the Government reached an agreement
with its official creditors in the Paris Club and completed negotiation of^a Brady
Plan restructuring of its debt with its international commercial creditors.

The Aiventine Constitution provides a wide range of freedoms and guarantees.
Neverthekss, institutional weaknesses and the legacy of prior authoritarian govern-
ments sometimes result in the Government's failure both to protect individual ri^ts
strictly and to condemn those who violate them. The number of reported human
rights abuses has declined in recent years. However, during 1992 there continued
to be credible charges of torture and extrajudicial killing by the police, governmental
attempts to infringe on freedom of expression, and the failure of some courts to act

impartially and exi>editiously. There were also incidents of discrimination against

the Jewish community.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no credible reports of po-

litically motivated killings carried out by government forces in 1992.

However, all^tions arose in 1992 mat two 1991 killings may have been politi-

cally motivated. Family members and colleagues of Radical Party Provincial Deputv
Regino Maders diarged that his death was the result of his investigation into al-

leged corruption in privatizing a public utility. The killing of a utility company em-
ployee 1 month after Mader's death was also alleged to be connected. Maders' family

members and otiiers involved in the corruption investigation claimed to have re-

ceived telephone threats in relation to the reopening of the Maders case. The federal

judge in charge of the new investigation that followed the allegations had not an-

nounced the results of his inquiry by year's end.
The investigation into the cover-up charges arising from the September 1990 rape

and murder of Maria Soledad Morales continued. The original suspect, Guillermo
Luque, was fi«ed by a federal court on January 6, 1993. At the same time, the court

ordered the arrest of another suspect, Luis Tula.

Tliere continued to be credible reports of extrajudicial killings as a result of the

frequent use of excessive force, torture or weapons by the police. Respected human
rights organizations report that police often used deadly force without sufficient

cause. For example, Luis Ernesto Guevosoli was detained by the police in Januaiy
for illegal gambhng. Four days later his body was delivered to his family with the

explanation that he had died, of acquired immunodeficiency sjmdrome (AIDS). The
family opened the coffin and found he had been mutilated: one eye was cut, an ear

slicea ofl, and his fingers amputated. A local judge ordered tm investigation. At
year's end there were no reports of a resolution to tms inquiry.

In another instance, Oscar Roberto Valez was detained by police on suspicion of

rape. The family reported that when they went to visit him in lail he had been badly

beaten. The police later delivered his body to the famUy; a leading human rights
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oi^anization rejported that his skull was crushed, three fin^ra were broken, his
knees destroyed and his testicles burned. The loctd criminal judge listed the cause
of death as suicide. At year's end no action had yet been taken by the authorities
in this case. There were numerous other instances of extrtyudicial killings during
the year.

b. Disappearance.—^There was one unresolved disappearance which may have
been directly attributable to the police or armed forces in 1992. Pablo Cristian
Guardati was aUegedly abducted by four {wlicemen in Mendoza province in May. On
December 22, Guardati's body was found in a group of five other bodies which were
about to be cremated. Guardati's mother identified her son's body despite its ad-
vanced state of deterioration. A Judge cancell^ the cremation and genetic tests will
be run on the body to confirm the mother's identification. A forensic examination
will also be conducted to tiy and determine the cause of death. A witness in the
case testified that she was also kidnaped in August by two policemen and that she
had seen Guardati, alive and wounded, 73 days after his disappearance. A Mendoza
I'udge ordered the arrest of the four suspects in September, chai^ng them with the
udnaping and disappearance. At year's end they were in detention pending the out-
come of the judge's investigation.
There was significant progress in 1992 on disappeared persons, with the partial

resolution of the situation of the children of persons who disappeared during the
1976-83 military dictatorship and who were adopted by other mmilies. This was
made possible by the patient work of The Grandmothers of the Plaza de Mayo"
group and the technique of cross-generational genetic analysis. In July 1992 Presi-
dent Menem received the group for the first time and agreed to create a special com-
mission to deal with the problem of the children of disappeared persons.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degradiim Treatment or Punishment.—
The Constitution prohibits torture and the Criminal Code provides penalties for tor-
ture which are similar to those for homicide, 8 to 15 years in prison. Nevertheless,
police brutality—sometimes ending in death or disappearance as noted above, other
times limited to physical abuse—^is a continuing ana serious problem, particularly
with regard to younjj men and teena^ boys. As noted in Section l.a., impunity of
the police and intimidation of the judiciary continued to be a problem. Prosecutions,
however, are becoming more common. In September a judge in San Juan province
sentenced three policemen to life imprisonment for torturing and killing a witness
in a homicide case in 1990. Similar^, in August a federal prosecuting attorney re-
quested life imprisonment for three Cordoba province police officers who aUegedly
tortured and killed Oscar Mario Sargiotti in September 1990.
The excessive use of police force, especiaUy against voung people in ^ater Bue-

nos Aires, prompted the formation of a 'Commission ofRelatives of Victims of Insti-
tutional Violence." The group, which monitors and denounces cases of police vio-
lence, especially against young people and including abuse, torture, murder and rob-
beiy, met with members of the Chamber of Deputies in July to present their case.
Then-Interior Minister Manzano also received the group, and promised to inves-
tigate the 40 or more concrete cases of police abuse documented by the Commission.
He also agreed to upgrade the office in the ministiy that deals with denunciations
of official abuse to that of subsecretariat.

In the wake of these growing protests against police violence in greater Buenos
Aires, in September the government of Buenos Aires province announced the firing
of 800 police officers diaraed with various crimes or omcial misconduct. The provin-
cial Security Secretary told the press that the measure was justified by the low level
of public confidence in the integrity of the provincial police. At the same time he
announced a 10 to 15 percent salaiy increase for those remaining on the force.

Prisons are overcrowded, with poor medical facilities and a reported inadequacy
of food.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Althoudi Araentina's Penal Code con-
tains explicit protections of individual rights and places Emits on police arrest and
investigatory powers, these are not always observed nor are meaningful sanctions
imposed upon those who violate them. Most instances of abuse or torture continue
to occur during the early period of detention.

Involuntary exile for poUtical reasons is not permitted by law nor is it practiced
in fact.

e. Denial of a Fair Public Trial.—Ai^gentina's judicial system, while independent
and impartial, is slow and cumbersome in practice. President Menem's appointment
of four additional members to the Supreme Court in 1989 and his subsequent ap-
pointment of another justice to replace a retiree prompted chaives of potential exec-
utive branch influence in court decisions. The Constitution and Penal Code call for

trials before panels of judges and for appellate review of all judicial rulings. Judges
render verdicts on the basis of written evidence. Many of those who are eventually
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convicted serve veiy short sentences, basically time served. In contrast, those even-
tually declared innocent who have not been allowed provisional liberty often need-
lessly suffer long periods of incarceration prior to acquittal. The ri^t to bail is pro-
vided by law and recognized in practice.

In September the (x)n^ress passed legislation implementing trials at the Federal
level based on oral testimony for penal offenses. iSome provmces already have in
place oral trial procedures for penal cases. The Government has begun training and
infrastructure aevelopment for this new system of federal justice, but budj^taiy
problems and longstanding institutional interests must be overcome before the sys-

tem of trials based on oral testimony takes root.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home or Correspondence.—^The

Government does not normally intrude into the private lives of uuuviduals, in ac-

cordance with constitutional provisions. There continued to be credible reports about
the tapping of telephone lines by state security personnel, but these complaints di-

minished somewhat in 1992.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—The vigor and oj)enness of the Argentine press
increased in 1992, particularly the medial denunciation of oHicial corruption. In
late September, the International Press Society gave Argentina "good marks" for

freedom of expression. The National Editors and Publishers Association (ADEPA),
however, is more critical and continues to play an effective watch-dog role. The Con-
gress has taken signiiicant steps toward implementing measures that will enhance
established press freedoms.
Problem areas remain, nevertheless, particularly the use of a statute penalizing

offenses against the dignity of a public onicial. The Government invoked this statute

on several occasions against its critics. In June Congress began consideration of a
law to eliminate the crime of offending the dignity of a public official, and in mid-
July President Menem submitted a draft law tifiat would eliminate the offense, call-

ing it contradictor to the principles of a democratic society. ADEPA seconded the
imtiative, and on September 4 it was approved by a unanimous voice vote, without
debate, by the Chamber of Deputies. At the end of the year Senate consideration
was pending.

Prior censorship also became an issue in 1992. A portion of political humorist Tato
Bores' May 10 television program criticizing Federal Judge Maria Servini de Cubria
was censored by a court prior to airing as iryurious to the judge's honor. Judge
Servini de Cubria, who initiated the legaJ action, was accused of covering up charges
of narcotics-related money laundering by the family of President Menem's estranged
wife. Bores and the television station appealed to the court to lift the ban, arguing
that prior censorship violated the Constitution and the American Convention on
Human Rights. ADEPA called for revocation of the measure; Congress held hearings
to determine if chains should be brought against the judges who ordered the cen-
sorship. In September the Supreme Court revoked the censorship order and allowed
the station to broadcast the deleted portion of the program.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—The Constitution and laws of

Ai^entina provide for the freedom of groups and political parties to assemble and
demonstrate. Labor unions, retirees, public school teachers, and others held large

public rallies, often to protest government policies, without interference.

c. Freedom of Religion.—The Constitution provides for free exercise of religion but
gives the Roman Catholic Church a privileged position in society. Only a Roman
Catholic may be elected President and many institutions are in practice closed to

persons of other religions. Missionaries are free to proselytize in Argentina, and the

number of Protestant sects has grown. The influx of Protestant sects and their suc-

cess at proselytizing has given rise to efforts to control their activities. To date some
3,000 different sects have been registered in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
Worship, or, as educational or civic foundations, in other ministries. As a result, in

August the Catholic Church proposed tightening the current laws governing reg-

istration of sects. A bill incorporating many of the Church's proposals went to Con-
gress in August.
Various manifestations of anti-Semitism continue to be a serious problem in Ar-

gentina. Anonymous anti-Semitic pamphlets appear from time to time. In August
a local television station in Misiones province aired a program which seemed to

apologize for the Holocaust and vindicate the Hitler regime. A Jewish student in a
technical training school in La Plata, the capital of Buenos Aires province, was bru-

tally beaten by other students in May. He was forced by his tormenters to recite

the Lord's Prayer whUe swastikas and anti-Semitic slogans were pcdnted on the

school walls. Certain institutions such as the armed Forces, the courts, and the For-
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eign Ministry, as well as mai^ private organizations, have few if any Jewish mem-
bers.

In late 1991, police arrested a m^n trying to smuggle four bombs into the Jewish
cemetery in Ciudadela, in greater Buenos Aires. In April a group of people fired on
the ^tes of the Jewish cemetery in Bereaste^i, which in 1991 was tne scene of
anti&mitic destruction of tombs. Also in April, 15 tombs in the Jewish cemetery
in Mar del Plata were sacked. The Mar del Plata cemetery was again desecrated
in July, when three tombs were drstroved, and again in September, when a dozen
or so tombs were destroyed and swastikas were painted on them. The Government
is swift to condenm sactx actions and to order appropriate investigations, but by
yeai's end none of the perpetrators had been apprenenaed.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^International and internal travel as well as emigration remain unre-
stricted. Eight Cubans, several of whom were members of a visiting dance troop,

were granted political asylum in 1992. In June the Government granted amnesty
to some 300,000 illegal residents, mostly Chileans, Paraguayans, and Bolivians. It

also announced its willingness to accept immigrants from Eastern Europe and the
former U.S.SJI., but conditioned that offer on assurances of financing irom inter-

national organizations for resettlement costs.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

' Since September 1983, Argentina has held several national elections to choose
federal, provincial, and local ofBcials. These elections were generally free, fair, and
democratic, with universal obligatoiy sufira^. Although the TuU spectrum of politics

from left to ri^t is represented in the pohtical system, the Justicialist Party (PJ)
and the Radical Civic Union (UCR) hold the great maiority of seats in the national
Congress. A number of smaller provincial parties hold sway in several provinces,
also sending representatives to Congress.
A 1991 law passed by the Congress mandates that 30 percent of the candidates

on national, provincial, and municipal ballots be women.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude R^arding International and NongovemmenUd In-
vestigation (^Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Domestic human ri^ts organizations operate openly, although financing their ac-

tivities has become difficult for some, and the scope of their activities has begun to

change with the diminution of some kinds of human rights problems. The Govern-
ment has cooperated with requests for human rights information from all areas and
individuals.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Sex, Race, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The law prohibits discrimination based on the above criteria. Overt manifesta-
tions of such discrimination are relatively infrequent.

Nevertheless, Argentine women and some minorities, particularly Jews and recent

immigrants from Korea and other Asian countries, sometimes face manifestations
of discrimination rooted in historical and sociocultural patterns. However, the Presi-

dent of the Justicialist bloc of Deputies in the Chamber of Deputies is Jewish, as

is the newlv appointed mayor of me federal capital of Buenos Aires. Jews are well

represented in industrial, business, and professional circles. Violence against women
and sexual harassment received less media attention than in the recent past, but
remain serious problems in Argentina. However, the Grovemment undertook no ini-

tiatives to deal with the problem beyond the appointment by President Menem of

a group of women advisors to the Cabinet in September.
Argentina's indigenous peoples, believed to number well below 100,000, are

grouped into several local and national confederations that have little political

power or influence.

The Constitution and laws allow for full participation in the nation's political

process, regardless of ethnic background or origin. There is no evidence of any sys-

tematic attempt to abridge these ri^ts by the national or local governments, nor
by private groups or individuals.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—The labor movement, now concentrated in a single

General Labor Confederation (CGT), represents about one-third of the work force

and remains an important politiod and economic force. The CGTs power, however,
has waned considerably. In the 3-plu8 years of the Menem Government through De-
cember 1992 the CGT staged only one general woric stoppage, despite considerable

unhappiness over concrete issues such as wages, and social security reform. This
forbearance was due in part to the ideological affinity of the CGT for the ruling
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Justicialist party, and in part to labor's recognition that the Government's economic
reform program is producing tangible, positive results.

Unions have the ri^t to strike, subject to compulsory conciliation and arbitration

by the Labor Ministry. Some unions, particularly the metallurgical workers, teach-

ers and bank woikers, exercised that right frequently in 1992 with little or no offi-

cial interference.

Trade unions are free to associate internationally, and many Argentine worker or-

ganizations are active in international trade union groups.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Federal labor law and regula-
tions apply uniform^ throughout the country. Antiunion discrimination is prohib-
ited by law, and well-developed mechanisms are in place and functioning to resolve

complaints. Some provinces provide rights and obligations that go beyond those pro-

vided by federal law. Labor and mana^ment are legally subject to a binding coUec-
tive bargaining process which sets basic wage levels on an industry-wide basis. The
State's role in this process is now limited to ratifying these agreements to give them
legal status.

On another front, the Government proposed, but at year's end had not sent to

Congress, legislation centralizing government control over payroll deductions for

union social welfare fiinds and allowing union members free choice in selecting

health care programs from among existing welfare funds and private health care
maintenance plans. The authors of the proposal justify it in the light of the inability

of many union-controlled funds to provide adequate health care to their members
for a complex set of reasons dating back to the period during which the unions and
the welfare liinds were quashed by the military government of 1976-83. They also

defend the proposal in terms of providing free choice to union members, part of the
philosophy of deregulation and privatization of the economy. The CGT, reflecting al-

most universal union repudiation of the proposal, managed to force the Government
to retract many of the points contemplated in the reform, but the issue is still the
object of intense debate.
There are no officially designated export processing zones in Argentina.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is ille-

gal and is not known to be practiced.

d. Minimum Age for the Employment of Children.—^Emplojrment of children under
14 years of age, except within the family, is prohibited. Minors aged 14 and 15 may
work in restricted types of employment, but not more than 6 hours a day or 35
hours a week. The same law applies to minors 16 to 18 years of age, althou^ excep-
tions are allowed. Violators are tried before appropriate courts, but due to the reduc-

tion in most families' earning power, these restrictions are probably honored more
in the breach than in the observance.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The ofiicial minimum ws^e falls well below the
amount required to support a family of four, which recent official estimates put at

about $12,000 a year. Tne maximum work day is eight hours; the work week is 48
hours. Premiums are paid for work beyond those limits, which is increasingly the
case as workers seek to augment inadequate basic salaries by undertaking overtime
work. Rules governing vacations and maternity and sick leave are comparable to or

better than those that prevail in western industrialized nations, and are generally

observed.
Federally-legislated occupational health and safety standards are also comparable

to those of inmistrialized nations, but the federal Government and many provincial

governments lack the human and economic resources to enforce these standards, de-

spite union vigilance against violations. As a result industrial pollution has become
an increasingly serious problem and worker lawsuits provoked by on the job ii^uries

and job-related disability have become a major industry. A large number of people,

including children, are employed in small, owner-operated enterprises where it is

difilcult Tor the Government to enforce workers' rights and health and safety stand-

ards.

THE BAHAMAS

The Bahamas is a constitutional, parliamentary democracy and a member of the
Commonwealth of Nations. The Queen is the nominal Head of State and is rep-

resented in TTie Bahamas by an appointed Governor General. On August 19, 1992,

the opposition Free National Movement (FNM) defeated the Progressive Liberal

Party O'LP), which had governed The Bahamas since 1967. Two days later, FNM
leader Hubert A. Ingraham took the oath of office as the new Prime Minister.
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The police and a small defense force are answerable to civilian authority and gen-
erally respect laws protecting human ri^ts. However, there are continuing cremble
reports that police occasionfuly abuse suspects under arrest, both Bahamian citizens
and foreigners. No figures are available fix>m the VS. Arms Control and Disar-
mament Agency on military spending. Indications are that these expenditures have
been declining and are likefy to continue to do so for the near future.

Tlie economy depends primarily on tourism, whidi accounts for nearly half of The
Bahamas' gross national product. The second most important economic sector is fi-

nancial services, particularly offshore banking.
Bahamians ei^oy a wide range of democratic fi«edoms and human rights. The

principal human n^ts problems are harsh and overcrowded conditions at the na-
tion's sole prison facility, occasional antagonism toward the Haitian migrant com-
munity, and the slow pace of the judicial systenL

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^Politically motivated killings are not
known to occur. There continue to be instances of kilUngs of detainees in omcial cus-
tody. In Januaiy the police shot and killed a suspect who attempted to flee custody
at Freeport's central police station. The Grand Bahama Human Ri^ts Organiza-
tion, noting that police should use no more force than necessary, called upon the
police to investigate the shooting and report its findings. In December a coroner's

inquest exonerated the policeman involved in the shooting, concluding that the po-
liceman had accidentally shot and killed the suspect during a struggle with him. In
another incident in September, the police shot and killed a suspect in Nassau while
trying to apprehend him. Police said that the policeman's revolver discharged during
a struggle with the suspect. An opposition Senator called upon the Government to

appoint an independent panel to investigate the shooting.

b. Disappearance.—There were no reports of abductions, secret arrests, or govern-
ment-sanctioned clandestine detentions duriiig 1992.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Constitution prohibits torture and other cruel or degrading treatment or pun-
ishment. The police generally respect the constitutional safeguards against mistreat-
ment, but there were credible charges in some cases that police investigators and
prison guards intimidated and physically abused detainees, as well as allegations
that police used excessive force in apprehending suspects. The Police Crimintd In-
vestigation Department investigates credible aUegations of abuse and disciplines

those ofdcers determined to be guilty.

Conditions at Fox Hill, The Bahamas' only prison facility, remain harsh and over-
crowded. The prison building is old and decrepit. Originally built to house 800 in-

mates, it often holds 1,300 or more criminals, not including the hundreds of illegal

Haitian immigrants sometimes detained there. The men's maximum security faciuty
is particularly overcrowded. Up to four male prisoners may be housed in 6- by 8-

foot cells designed to hold no more than two. Most prisoners lack beds and many
sleep on concrete floors. The cells have no running water, and drinking water is

often not supplied unless the prisoner has paid a trustee. Sanitation facilities usu-
ally consist of a plastic bucket in each cell. Prisoners allege that requests for medi-
cal attention are sometimes denied. Prison authorities often decline to forward pris-

oners' letters, including letters to the courts by prisoners defending themselves.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—The Constitution prohibits arbitrary ar-

rests and detention. Authorities conduct arrests openly and, when required, obtain
judicially issued warrants. Cases of suspected narcotics or firearms possession, how-
ever, do not require warrants. Suspects under arrest appear before a magistrate
within 48 hours to hear t^e charges against them and generally gain access to an
attorney of their choice. The Government respects the right to aJudicial determina-
tion of the legality of arrests. A system of bail exists, mostly for Bahamian suspects,
as most foreign offenders are termed likely to flee if granted bail. Judges sometimes
authorize cash bail for foreigners arrested on minor oiarges. The Government is ob-
ligated to provide legal representation only to destitute suspects in cases involving
capital crimes. Illegm migrants, mostly Haitians, have the right to retain legal rep-
resentation but are generally held at Fox Hill prison pendLig deportation unless
they can arrange private means for their repatriation. As a result, illegal migrants
may be held at Fox Hill for weeks or months while awaiting repatriation. Some
Cuban "raft people" have been allowed to live in the community if sponsors pay for

their housing and food, but many remain in a legal limbo with no status as resi-

dents or workers.
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e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The justice system in The Bahamas derives from
English common law, but shares some features of the U.S. legal system. The judici-
ary is independent, appointed by the executive branch on the advice of the Judicial
and Legal Services Commission, and conducts fair and public trials. Defendants
enjoy a presumption of innocence and the right to appeal. The Constitution entitles
defendants to counsel, and lawyers have access to their clients. The overburdened
judicial system must administer a rapidly increasing caseload, most of it related to
narcotics, which often results in excessive pretrial detention and prison overcrowd-
ing; trials can often take as long as 2 years from time of arrest to eventual convic-
tion or acquittal.

The Bahamas has no political prisoners.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^As a
rule, the Government does not interfere in the private lives of its citizens. The Con-
stitution prohibits arbitrary entry, search, or seizure and usually requires a court
order for the entry into and search of a private residence. A police inspector or more
senior police official may authorize the search of a residence without a court order
when probable cause exists for a weapons violation. Such an oflicial may also au-
thorize the search of a person (which extends to the vehicle in which the person is

traveling) without a court order should probable cause exist for drug possession.
Aside from restrictions on prison mail, the Government neither censors mail nor re-

stricts receipt of foreign correspondence or publications.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The Constitution provides for the right of free

expression, a right that is usually respected in practice. The political opposition free-

ly criticizes the Government. Three daily and two weekly newspapers are privately
owned and express a variety of views on matters of public interest, including criti-

cisms of the government and its policies. The threat of libel suits under laws un-
changed since the 19th centuiy sometimes causes cautious treatment of stories

about fraud, corruption, or morfJ turpitude.

A controversial parliamentary election law makes it an offense to use "foreign
radio or television stations to broadcast any material having reference to an election

in The Bahamas, with the aim of influencing an election, other than pursuant to

arrangements made with the Broadcasting Corporation of The Bahamas for the
broadcast to be received and retransmitted by the corporation." Violators of this law
face a fine of $2,000 and/or 2 years in jail, after which they would be ineligible to

register or vote for 7 years. The law also includes penalties against persons accused
of "heckling" at political rallies and required that all 1)ill8, posters and placards
bear the name and address of the publisher." The statute establishes an Electoral
Broadcast Council to monitor campaign coverage by the Broadcasting Corporation
of The Bahamas for fairness. The former government defended the law by saying
that the new law would allow the opposition freer access to national television and
radio. No one was prosecuted under this law following the 1992 elections.

For many years, the Government maintained a monopoly on local radio and tele-

vision broadcasting, and the government majority in Parliament thwarted initiatives

to secure private ownership of radio stations. The radio and television network cov-

ered the views of the Government and the activities of government ministers ex-

haustively and generally provided less coverage of opposition views and activities.

Opposing viewpoints and opposition activities, nowever, received increased coverage
in 1992, particularly during the election campaign. In September the new adminis-
tration of Prime Minister Ingraham introduced legislation to permit private radio
and television stations to operate in The Bahamas. The Parliament approved the
bill after lively debate.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Constitution provides for

the rights to free assembly and association. These rights are respected in practice.

Private associations are permitted, but groups must obtain permits to hold public
demonstrations. Such permits are freely granted.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Full freedom of religion exists in The Bahamas, which
has no favored or oflicial state religion.

d. Freedom of Movement within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Bahamians and residents of The Bahamas enjoy free movement within
the country, and Bahamians face no impediments to foreign travel or emigration.
The Government liberally grants passports to its citizens. The Bahamas is not a
party to the 1967 United Nations Frotocol Relating to the Status of Refugees. Cuban
asylum seekers were treated as illegal immigrants, and in the past some were held
in prison until a third country, usually the United States, arranged to admit them.
During 1992, however, treatment of Cuban asylum seekers improved as the Baha-
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mian Government worked with private groups to arrange temporary housing for Cu-
bans.
The presence of an estimated 30 to 40,000 Haitian migrants in The Bahamas re-

mainea a volatile socisd, economic, and political issue in 1992. During 1992, the Gov-
ernment repatriated hundreds of Haitians to their homeland under the auspices of

the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). According to

UNHCR ofllcials, who interview the refugees to determine their status, relatively

few qualified as legitimate refugees. There were 265 Haitians in custody as illegal

immigrants at the end of the year. Like others held at the prison, the Haitians oom-

flain of overcrowding and poor food; occasional reports of aouse of Haitians and Cu-
ans by prison guanu are difficult to oonfinxL

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The Bahamas is a constitutional democracy with a multiparty political system,
governed by an elected Prime Minister and Parliament. The political process is open
Co all elements of society, and citizens 18 years of age and older are eligible to reg-

ister and vote. In the 1992 elections, slightly over 92 percent of registered voters

cast valid ballots. Reristration is on a nonparty basis. The two principal politiced

parties are the Free National Movement (FNM) and the Progressive liberal Party
(PLP). The PLP led the country for 6V4 years of internal self-government from Janu-
ary 1967 until independence in July 1973, and held power under Prime Minister
Sir Lynden 0. PindUng until August 1992.

The Bahamian people exercised their ri^ht to change their government in 1992.

As a result of the August 19 general elections, the opposition Free National Move-
ment won control of the Government from the Progressive Liberal Party. The transi-

tion occurred smoothly and rapidly, as new Prime Minister Hubert A. Ingraham
took the oath of oflioe 2 days after the elections. The new Parliament formally
opened on September 2.

As a result of the general elections, the FNM now holds 32 of 49 seats in the Par-
liament's House of Assembly, while the PLP holds 17. The outcome of one of two
House of Assembly races, won narrowly by candidates of the FNM and the PLP re-

spectively, was reviewed by an election court in late 1992. After 3 weeks of testi-

mony from witnesses concerning voter qualification and ballot counting in one of the
disputed races, the election court disallowed several ballots and, as a result of a sub-
sequent recount, reversed the original outcome of the contest. No hearings have yet
been held concerning the second disputed contest. Under the parliamentary system,
general elections must occur every 5 years, but can be called sooner.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Four local human rights groups operate in The Bahamas: the Grand Bahama
Human Rights Organization, the New Providence Human Rights Oi^anization, the
Abaco Human Rights Organization, and the National Association for the Protection

of Human Rights. TTiese organizations operate freely and report without govern-

ment restriction on alleged human rights violations.

No international human ri^ts organization sought to visit The Bahamas to inves-

tigate human n.'^hts conditions during 1992.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution provides for individual rights and freedoms regardless of race,

place of origin, political opinion, creed, or sex of the individual. However, the Con-
stitution does distinguish between the sexes in that it does not provide Bahamian
women equal ability to bestow citizenediip upon their foreign-born spouses. Addition-

ally, nationality laws confer citizenship more easily on the children of Bahamian
men than on those of Bahamian women in marriages involving two nationalities.

The FNM pledged in its party platform to "accord non-Bahamian spouses of Baha-
mian women the same privileges as those afforded the spouses of Bahamian men."
Women participate fully in BcQiamian society and are well represented in the busi-

ness ana professional sectors, as well as in the judiciary and in government. The
new Prime Minister, for example, appointed three women to his Cabinet. Baha-
mians elected 4 women to the 49-member House of Assembly, including a par-

liamentarian later elected as Deputy Speaker of the House. The parties also ap-

pointed 3 women to the 16-member Senate, including one appointed as the govern-

ment leader in the Senate.
Domestic violence against women continued to be an issue of concern, with inde-

«endent women's support noups reporting that many women sought shelter at the

Omen's Crisis Center in Nassau. Women may have their cases heard in a closed

domestic court and may seek a restraining order against an abusive spouse or male
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companion. Women's rights groups speak freely on ways to improve the condition
of women and children, including safeguarding their physical safety.

According to the Women's Crisis Centre of uie public Princess Margaret Hospital,
child abuse and neglect rose in the Bahamtis during 1992. The hospital reportea
that, during the first 10 months of 1992, it receivea reports of 195 cases of rape,
sexual molestation, and incest involving victims, both male and female, between the
ages of 1 and 19. Actual figures could be much hi^er than the reported cases. Dur-
ing the first 9 months of 1992, the hospital's accident and emergency department
treated 90 minors, ranging in age from oirth to 14 years, with a history of sexual
abuse. In November the Bahamian Government and the Women's Crisis Centre em-
phasized the need to combat child abuse through a public awareness program with
the theme "it shouldn't hurt to be a chUd."
Many Haitians in the Bahamas are iUe^al immigrants and face economic and so-

cial deprivation. A major campaign issue in 1992 involved how to contend with the
growing Haitian population. Many Bahamians view the Haitians as unwelcome
guests who are a drain on the economy, contribute to the moral decline of the coun-
try, and have no constitutional rights. The previous government asserted that it

could no longer allocate scarce resources to care for Haitian migrants, and that na-
tive Bahamians were demanding "immediate action" to reduce the number of mi-
grants significantly. The new Government announced plans to build a 'transit cen-
ter" for Haitian migrants in the Bahamas, in which they would be held pending re-

patriation.

The original inhabitants of the Bahamas, the Lucuyan Indians, perished during
the late 15th and early 16th centuries. Therefore, The Bahamas has no indigenous
peoples. The Bahamian population consists primarily of descendants of subsequent
European, African, and U.S. (Loyalist) settlers.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—^The Constitution specifically grants labor unions the
rights of free assembly and association. Workers may form or join unions without
prior authorization, except for members of the police force, defense force, fire bri-

gade, and prison guards, all of whom are forbidaen by the Constitution to organize.

This right is exercised extensively, particularly in the hotel industry where approxi-

mately 80 percent of the employees are unionized.
'Rie two major labor oreanizations in The Bahamas, the 8,000-member Bahamas

Hotel Catering and Allied Workers Union and the 12,000-member Trade Union Con-
gress, function independently of actual government or political party control. All Ba-
hamian labor unions are guaranteed the ri^t to maintain affiliations with inter-

national trade union organizations. The TUC, which groups 10 of the country's 44
registered unions, is a member of the International Confederation of Free Trade
Unions and the Caribbean Congress of Labor.
The right to strike is limited under the Industrial Relations Act, which requires

that union members must vote to strike and that the motion must be passed by a
simple majority before a strike can commence. The Ministry of Labour oversees the

vote. The Ministry may also refer a dispute involving employees of an "essential

service" to the Industrial Relations Board for settlement if the Ministry determines
public interest requires such action. The Industrial Relations Act also states that

a strike which has an object "other than or in addition to the furtherance of a trade

dispute within the trade or industry in which the strikers are engaged" or "'s de-

signed or calculated to coerce the Gfovemment either directly or by inflicting hard-
ship upon the community" is illegal.

Various labor unions engaged in protests and sick-outs, especially during the
weeks before the general elections, to press for wage demands and resolution of

grievances.
b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Workers are free to organize,

and collective bargaining is extensive for the 30,000 workers (25 percent of the woric

force) who are unionized. Collective bargaining is protected in law and freely prac-

ticed, and the Ministry of Labour is responsible for mediating disputes. Wages are
set in free negotiations between unions and employers without government involve-

ment.
Both the Constitution and the Industrial Relations Act prohibit antiunion dis-

crimination by employers. The Industrial Relations Act requires employers to recog-

nize trade unions. The Industrial Relations Board within the Ministry of Labour
mediates and conciliates disputes between individual employees or unions and their

employers. Mechanisms exist to resolve complaints: filing a trade dispute with the

Ministry of Labour, or bringing a civil suit against the employer in a court of law.

The Industrial Relations Act requires the reinstatement of workers fired for union
activities. Employers may dismiss workers in accordance with applicable contracts,
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which generally require some severance pay. The Bahamian Government uniformly
enforces labor laws and regulations throu^out the country; however, inspections

only occur infrequently.

Two small, but not particularly active, free trade zones exist in The Bahamas.
Labor law and practice in these zones do not differ from those in the rest of the
country.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—The Constitution prohibits forced

or compulsory labor, and such labor does not exist in practice.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^While no laws prohibit the em-
ployment of children below a certain age, compulsory education for children up to

the age of 14 years and high unemployment rates among adult workers tend to dis-

courage child employment. Nonetheless, some children sell newspapers along major
thoroughfares and work at grocery stores and gasoline stations.

e. Acceptable Conditions c^ Wior*.—The Fair Labor Standards Act limits the regu-

lar workweek to 48 hours and provides for at least one 24-hour rest period. The Act
requires overtime payment (time and a halO for hours in excess of the standard.
The Fair Labor Standards Act permits the creation of a wages council to recommend
the establishment of a minimum wage; to date, no such council has been estab-

lished.

The Ministry of Labour, which is responsible for enforcing labor laws, has a team
of several inspectors who make on-site visits to enforce occupational health and
safety standards and investigate employee concerns and complaints. The Ministry
normally announces these inspection visits ahead of time. Employers generally co-

operate with inspections in implementing safety standards. The Bahamian economy
is service-oriented, especially in tourism and offshore banking, and therefore does
not have significant industrial and occupational health hazards. The national insur-
ance program provides for compensation for wroric-related injuries. The Act also re-

quires an employer to find suitable alternative emploment for an employee who is

ii^ured on the job but is still able to work.

BARBADOS

Barbados, a member of the Conunonwealth of Nations, is a constitutional democ-
racy with a multiparty, parliamentary form of Government. Barbadians recognize
the Queen of England as Head of State; she is represented locally by an appointed
Governor General. The Prime Minister is the Head of Government and governs with
an appointed Cabinet. Barbados has a bicameral Pariiament, consisting of an upper
house (Senate) and a lower House of Assembly. National elections, which were last

held in January 1991, were contested by two major political parties, an offshoot of
the government party, and several independent candidates. Prime Minister
Sandiford, leader of the Democratic Labour Party (DLP), was reelected at that time
for a maximum 5-year term.
The Royal Barbados Police Force is charged with maintaining public order, on the

whole, it respects constitutional and legal guarantees of human rights. However, the
police force has faced difiicult challenges in recent years due to rising unemploy-
ment and accompanying crime, violence and increased activity by youth gangs. Po-
lice morale and public respect for the security forces have suffered. In mid-1992, in

response to widespread charges of police brutality, the Commissioner of Police initi-

ated new rules to govern the behavior of all policemen toward the public. The small
volunteer Barbados Defense Force is responsible for national security, but is used
to maintain public order in times of crisis, emergency, or other specific need. Accord-
ing to the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, total military expenditures
for 1989 were $10 million. There are no plans to reduce these expenditures in the
near future.

The country's economy, based on agriculture, tourism, light manufacturing, and
services, is highly susceptible to external economic developments. The full impact
of measures instituted to meet an International Monetary Fund (IMF) stabilization

program hit in late 1991. The measures increased tensions and social unrest and
led to widespread acts of petty as well as serious, violent crimes which continued
throughout 1992.
Barbados has a long record of generally respecting human rights; the apparent

growing use of force by police in questioning criminal suspects is a significant excep-
tion.
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RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no reports of such

killings.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of disappearance.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

The Constitution speciflcaUy prohibits torture and cruel, inhuman, or degrading
treatment or punishment. However, the local press has reported that a very hi^
percentage of convictions is based on confessions in Barbados. There have been cred-
ible reports that harsh treatment by law enforcement officials during incarceration
may be used to extract confessions. One case rejwrted in the media in April con-
cerned a 17-year-old horse groom who died of iiguries allegedly sustained while in
police custody. Some reports say he was a drug dealer who was badly beaten after
his arrest, then died in the hospital.

After several publicized reports of police extracting forced confessions and beating
suspects, the Commissioner of Police condenmed "the use of unauthorized force" by
police officers and admitted that "serious allegations of the persistent use of unau-
thorized force and other excesses are being made against the police force." The Com-
missioner directed that suspects and other persons held by the police can only be
questioned at a police station, except when expressly permitted bv a senior divi-

sional officer. An officer must visit a detainee at least once every 3 hours to inquire
about the detainee's condition. After 24 hours, a written report of the detainee must
be submitted to the Deputy Commissioner. All movements of a detainee between
stations must be approved and recorded.
The punishment by flogging with a cat-o'-nine-tails was reintroduced for heinous

crimes in a controversial 1990 court decision. It drew immediate protests from
human rights advocates. In September 1992, the Barbados Court of Appeals found
the use of the "cat" unconstitutional and banned it. Although several criminals were
sentenced to be flogged between the 1990 and 1992 decisions, these sentences were
not carried out.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—The Constitution prohibits arbitrary ar-

rest and imprisonment, and requires detainees to be brought before a court oi law
within 72 hours of arrest. These provisions are generally respected in practice, and
guidelines set forth in mid-1992 by the Police Commissioner specify methods of de-
tention, set down procedures for reporting such arrests, and require disclosure of the
condition of the detainee to senior police officers. Criminal defendants have the right
to counsel, and attorneys have ready access to their clients.

Exile is not used as a punishment or means of political control.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The Constitution provides that persons charged
with criminal offenses be given a fair, public hearing within a reasonable time by
an independent and impartial court. The judicial system provides for rights to due
process at each level. Defendants are presumed innocent until proven guilty. The
Government provides free legal aid to the indigent. The judiciary acts independently
and is free of intervention from other branches of Government. It is not an offense
to criticize the Government, nor are there any political prisoners.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The
Government does not routinely interfere in the private lives of its citizens. The Con-
stitution prohibits arbitrary entry, search, or seizure, and the law requires warrants
to be issued before privately owned property may be entered and searched. There
are credible reports, however, that in response to increased drug-related crime, the
police have resorted to searches of homes in certain neighborhoods in Barbados,
sometimes without a warrant.

In January police searched the home and office of the president of a newly formed
trade union, apparently with a search warrant based on mformation alleging the "il-

legal handling of flrearms," although none was found. The search gave rise to

charges of poutical harassment and led to calls for an investigation of^govemment
involvement. No investigation took place, and the union president took the case to

court, where it awaited a hearing set at year's end.
The Government neither censors mail nor restricts the receipt of foreign cor-

respondence or publications.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties. Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The Constitution provides for freedom of speech
and press, and these rights are respected in practice. There are five radio stations,

two of which are owned by the Government. The Caribbean Broadcasting Corpora-
tion (CBC) television service (the only television source, excluding direct satellite re-

ception) is government-owned. Though CBC is a state enterprise, views opposing
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government policies are re^larly reported, akhou^ opposition political figures oc-

casionally claim their positions are given little attention. There are two independent
daily newspapers, both of which present opposition political views. The Government
regularly comes under attack in the newspapers and on daily call-in radio programs.
Barbados is the site of the Cave Hill campus of the University of the West Indies;

academicians across the political spectrum express their views freely.

b. Freedom, of PeacefulAssembly and Association.—^The Government observes the
constitutional guarantees of peaceful assemblv and private association. Permits re-

quired for public demonstrations continue to be routinely granted. Political parties,

trade unions, and private organizations function and hold meetings and rallies with-
out government hindrance.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^There is full freedom of religion. While the AngUcan and
Methodist faiths have traditionaUy predominated, there are numerous other active
religious denominations and organizations throughout the country, including
Rastafarians. Foreign missionaries of various faiths proselytize freely.

d. Freedom, of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Citizens and legal residents move freely within Barbados and leave and
enter the country without restriction.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Citizens have this right in law and exercise it in practice: Political parties freely
compete in fair elections by secret ballot at least every 5 years. There are no impe^-
ments to participation in the political process, and all Barbadians over a^e 18 may
vote. The present Democratic Labor Party (DLP) Government, in power smce 1986,
won the January 1991 election with a rechiced majority of 18 out of the 28 seats
in the House of"^Assembly. The main opposition party, the Barbados Labor Party
(BLP), won 10 seats. A Cabinet of ministers appomted by the Prime Minister exer-
cises executive power, balanced by the bicamerBl Parliament and judiciary system.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Local groups involved with human rights matters operate freely, without govern-
ment hindrance. No international or local human ri^ts groups have requested any
human rights investigations. The Caribbean-wide human ri^ts organization, Carib-
bean Rights, has its Headquarters and a small stafT in Barbados, and investigates
and reports on allegations of human ri^ts violations throu^out the region when
warranted.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution provides for equal treatment under the law, regardless of race,
religion, or sex. These provisions are generally respected in practice. Women ac-

tively participate in all aspects of national life and are well represented at all except
the uppermost levels of both the public and private sectors. Women form a large
percentage of heads of household and are not discriminated against in public hous-
ing or other social welfare programs. There is some evidence, however, that women
are not paid equally vnth men Tor woric of eaual value (see Section 6.e.). Compulsory
education through the secondary level is eniorced uniformly. Women's rights groups
exist; they are devoted primarily to promoting women's participation in the profes-
sions ana, to a lesser extent, to safe^arding l^al rights of illegitimate children.
Women's rights groups, supported in principle by appropriate jgovemnaent min-

istries, singled out violence against women and children as a signiUcant social prob-
lem in Barbados during 1992. According to press reports and women's and childrens'
rights groups, domestic violence, incest, and rape among family members is increas-
ing. In November a father was convicted of manslau^ter in the beating death of
his 2-year-old daughter. The courts sentenced some men from 3 years to life for
crimes such as incest and aggravated rape with sodomy, while acquitting others.
Human ri^ts monitors criticized this inconsistent^ in sentencing which is often
left to the discretion of the judge. The courts tended to sentence criminals to longer
prison terms for petty theft than for rape, assault, or incest charges.
There are public and private counseling services available for domestic violence,

rape, suicide, and child abuse. A domestic violence and sexual assault bill became
law on January 28. The biU, which specifies the appropriate police response to do-
mestic violence, aims to protect all members of the fanoily, including men and diil-

dren, and applies to common law relationships as well as marriage.
Criminal penalties for violent crimes are the same regardless of sex of offender

or victim. In cases of domestic violence, courts typically issue restraining orders if

requested by the victim, the breach of whidi is punishable by a jail sentence. In
1992 local courts heard a number of cases of domestic violence against women in-
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volving assault or injury, although women's rights groups point out that there is

stUl some reluctance on the part of victims to report such incidents.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Workers in Barbados have the right to form and be-
long to trade unions and to strike and freely exercise these rignts. There are two
major unions and several smaller ones, representing various sectors of labor. The
lai^gest union, the Barbados Workers' Union (BWU), has historically been closely as-

sociated with the governing DLP, with BWU oflicers holding elected parliamentary
seats and an appointed Senate seat. However, in 1991 and 1992 the union distanced
itself from the party and the Government due to austerity measures which reduced
BWU membership and increased unemployment and hardship among workers. The
civil service union, the National Union of Public Workers (NUPW), is independent
of any political party or the Government.
Trade unionists' personal and property rights are given full protection under law.

Strikes are prohibited only in the water and electric utilities and among the security
forces; all other private and public sector employees are permitted to strike. There
was more industrial action in 1991 and 1992 than in most other postindependence
years, largely due to the severe cutbacks in personnel in the private sector, the
planned privatization of state-run enterprises, and wage cuts and layoffs within the
public sector. During this period of economic crisis, an informal coalition of trade
unions and staff associations was formed to bargain collectively with the Govern-
ment on issues affecting them all. This coalition is expected to be formally des-

ignated as the Barbados Labor Federation.
Barbadian trade unions are free to form federations and are in fact affiliated with

a variety of regional and international labor organizations. The main regional labor
organization, the Caribbean Congress of Labor, has its headquarters in Bridgetown
and conducts many of its seminars in Barbados.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The ri^ts to organize and
to bargain collectively are provided by law and respected in practice. Over 25 per-
cent of the working population is organized, and wages and working conditions are
negotiated through the collective bargaining process. Employers have no legal obli-

gation to recognize unions under the Trade Union Act of 1964, but most do when
a majority of their employees signify a desire to be represented by a registered
union. While there is no specific law prohibiting antiunion discrimination, the regu-
lar courts provide a method of redress for employees alleging unfair dismissal. The
courts commonly award monetary compensation but rarely order reemployment.
There are no manufacturing or other special areas where collective baivaining
rights are legally or administratively impaired. Barbados has no specially des-
ignated export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is pro-

hibited by the Constitution and does not exist.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The legal minimum woiking age
of 16 in Barbados is generally observed. Minimum age limitations are reinforced by
compulsory primaiy and secondary education policies, which require attendance
until age 16. Occasionally, especially among migrant worker families, children assist

in agricultural production during the peak season. The Labor Department has a

small cadre of labor inspectors who conduct spot investigations of enterprises and
check records to verify compliance with the law. These inspectors are authorized to

take legal action against an employer who is found to have underage workers.
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Minimum wages for certain specified cat-

egories of workers are administratively established and enforced by law. The mini-

mum wage for entry-level commercial workers is marginally sufficient to meet mini-

mum living standards; most employees earn more. The International Labor Organi-
zation's (ILO) Committee of Experts (COE) cited Barbados in its 1992 report for not

adhering to ILO Convention 100 on Equal Remuneration in its wage differentials

in the sugar industry. The Barbadian Government did not respond, and the COE
admonished it to ensure the application of the principle of equal remuneration for

work of equal value to male and female workers in the sugar industry, or to provide

further information on job descriptions which might justify such wage distinctions.

The standard legal workweek is 40 hours in 5 days, and the law requires overtime

payment for hours worked in excess of 40. Workers are guaranteed a minimum of

3 weeks of annual leave. All workers are covered by unemployment benefits legisla-

tion and by national insurance (Social Security). A comprehensive government-spon-
sored health program offers subsidized treatment and medication.
Under the Factories Act of 1983, which sets out the officially recognized occupa-

tional stdiety and health standards, there is effective enforcement of health and safe-
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ty standards by the Department of Labor, including followup to ensure that prob-

lems cited are corrected oy management.

BELIZE

Belize is a parliamentary democracy organized under a Constitution enacted in

1981 upon independence from the United Kingdom. It is governed by a Prime Min-
ister, a Cabinet of Ministers, and a Legislative Assembly. A Governor General rep-

resents Queen Elizabeth 11 in the largely ceremonial role of Head of State. Both
local and national elections are scheduled on a constitutionally prescribed basis.

The Belize Defence Force (BDF) consists of regular and reserve infantry and small
air and maritime wings. Defense spending has remained fairly constant over the
?a8t several years at about $5 million annually; there are no plans to reduce it. The
50-member Police Department is responsible for law enforcement and maintenance

of order. It is responsible to and controlled by civilian authorities.

Belize is a developing nation with an economy dependent primarily on agriculture.

The Government favors free enterprise and actively encourages increased invest-

ment, both foreign and domestic. In 1991 the gross domestic product grew by 4.3

percent in real terms, and the per capita gross domestic product was $2,051.
Constitutional protections for the fundamental rights and freedoms of the individ-

ual, including women and all ethnic groups, are upheld by the judiciary. An active

press and, increasingly, independent radio and television stations buttress the peo-

ple's civil and political rights. However, there were a number of credible reports of

police abuse and mistreatment during the year. In response, the Government an-
nounced the establishment of a Police Complaints Board in May. In addition, there
continued to be credible reports of employer mistreatment of undocumented inmii-

grant workers in the banana industry.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no reports of politically

motivated or other extrajudicial killings.

b. Disappearance.—There were no reports of politically motivated disappearances.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Torture or other cruel, inhuman, or den'ading treatment or punishment are ex-

pressly forbidden by the Constitution. This prohibition is generally respected in

}>ractice, but there are occasional credible reports of mistreatment and abuse by po-

ice. Allegations of police abuse are investigated by the police department, the new
Police Complaints Board, and on occasion, Dy special independent commissions ap-
pointed by the Prime Minister. No police officer was chained for alleged human
rights violations in 1992.

In December 1990 the Government announced the formation of a Commission of
Inquiry to investigate charges that the police had tortured a Guatemalan, Luis
Arevalo, before deporting him in late Octooer. The Commission held pubUc and pri-

vate hearings on the case and concluded in October 1992 that there was no evidence
that Arevalo had been tortured or that the police had done anything improper. The
Human Rights Commission of Belize (HRCB) was dissatisfied with the Arevalo re-

port, alleging that the Commission's inquiry was not thorough.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or ExUe.—The Constitution prohibits arbitrary ar-

rest or detention, and these provisions are respected in practice. A detainee must
be informed of the cause of detention within 48 hours of arrest and must be brought
before a court within 72 hours. In practice, detainees are normally informed imme-
diately of the charges against them. Bail is granted in all but the most serious

cases. However, many detainees cannot make bail, and backlogs in the judicial sys-

tem often result in considerable delays and postponements of hearings, resulting in

overcrowded prisons and prolonged incarceration without trial.

Exile is forbidden by the Constitution and does not occur.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Persons accused of civil or criniinal offenses have
constitutional rights to presumption of innocence, protection against self-incrimina-

tion, defense by counsel, public trial, and appeal. Trial by juiy is mandatory in cap-

ital cases. Those convicted by either a manstrate's court or the Supreme Court of

Belize may appeal to the Court of Appeal. In some cases, including those resulting

in a capital sentence, the convicted party may make a final appeal to the Queen's

Privy Council in the United Kingdom.
These constitutional guarantees are respected in practice, although the judiciary's

independence of the executive branch has been questioned by observers who note
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that judges must negotiate their contracts with the Government and may thus be
vulnerable to political interference. The Supreme Court and magistrate courts suffer
backlogs aggravated by the inability to maintain a full complement ofjudges.
There are no political prisoners.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Con-
stitutional provisions for the protection of personal property, privacy of home and
person, and recognition of human dignity are generally honored by the Government.
Police are required to obtain warrants before searching private property except
when they have a reasonable suspicion that a crime is being committed and do not
have time to obtain a warrant. This requirement is obeyed in practice. Customs ofiQ-

cers do not require a warrant to search private property.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech and the press are protected
under the Constitution and by local custom. In practice, aU viewpoints are publicly
presented without government interference. Five privately owned weekly news-
papers, two of them fiercely partisan, engage in lively debate of the issues. The op-
position press is a frequent critic of government ouicials and policies. All news-
papers are subject to the constraints of libel laws.

With the introduction in 1990 of Radio KREM, Belize's first privately owned com-
mercial radio station, the government monopoly of radio ended. The Belize Broad-
casting Network was removed from direct government control, restructured as an
autonomous corporation, and renamed the Broadcasting Corporation of Belize (BCB)
in September 1990. Since then, broadcast media have become considerably more
open. The popular call-in programs on the private radio station are lively and fea-

ture open criticism of and comment on government and political matters. Continu-
ing indirect government influence over the BCB, which depends on government fi-

nancial support, sometimes affects editorial decisions regarding news and feature
reporting.

Fifteen privately owned television broadcasting stations, including several cable
networks, operate in Belize. Of these, only the fiCB's Channel 3 and the recently
inaugurated independent Channel 5 produce local news and feature programs.
Broadcasting in Belize is regulated by the Belize Broadcasting Authority (BBA),
which asserts its right to authorize certain broadcasts, such as those with political

content, and to delete any defamatory or personally libelous material from the polit-

ical broadcasts of both parties before these are aired. As far as is known, the BBA
did not exercise this authority during 1992.
Academic freedom is provided for by law and respected in practice.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Freedom of assembly is con-
stitutionally assured and honored m practice. Political parties and other groups witih

political objectives freely hold rallies and mass meetings. The organizers oi public
meetings must obtain a permit 36 hours in advance of the meetings; such permits
are not denied for political reasons. Under the Constitution Belizeans are free to

form and join associations of their choice, both political and nonpolitical.

c. Freedom of Religion.—There is no state religion in Belize. All groups may wor-
ship as they choose, and all groups and churches may establish places of worship,
tram clergy, and maintain contact with coreligionists abroad. There is an active mis-
sionary presence. In church publications and from the pulpit, church leaders com-
ment on government and political policies as these affect the social welfare of the
country.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Fore^n Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^There are no restrictions on freedom ofmovement within the country.
Foreign travel, emigration, and repatriation are unrestricted.

As many as 40,000 Central Americans from nei^boring countries have taken up
residence in Belize since 1980, many of them entering illegally and living in Belize
without documentation. The Government of Belize has been generous in conferring
refugee status on many of the new arrivals and providing them with assistance.

However, the sheer number of refugees and other irmnigrants strained government
social services, while the hi^ly visible presence of recent immigrants in the labor

force and the marketplace provoked widespread resentment among native-bom
Belizeans.
The Government continues to address these problems. Working with the United

Nations High Conmiissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), Belize has undertaken a vari-

ety of proj^s aimed at defusing resentment of the refugees. In 1991 the Govern-
ment enacted legislation implementing the provisions of^the 1951 United Nations
Convention on Refugees, which Belize ratified in 1990. The refugee law clarified the
distinction between refugees and illegal immigrants and established an Office on
Refugee Affairs within the Foreign Ministry. The HRCB complained that law en-
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forcement authorities sometimes arrested and deported as ill^al aliens refugees
who were not in possession of their refugee identihcation cards, and who were not
given the opportunity to prove their legal status.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right cf Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Belize is a functioning democracy governed by a Legislative Assembly, with execu-
tive direction coming from a Cabinet of Ministers headed by Prime Mmister Geoi*ge
Price. By constitutional mandate, the Governor General instructs the leader of the
majority party of the Lenslative Assembly to form a government following national
elections, which must be neld at least once every 5 years. Municipal and town board
officials are elected in local contests at 3-year intervals.

All elections are by secret ballot, and suffrage is universal for Belizean citizens
18 years and older. National political parties include the People's United Party
(PUP), the United Democratic Party (UDP), and the National Allianoe for Belizean
Rights (NABR). The Government changed hands, for the second time since inde-
pendence, when the PUP won a majority of parliamentary seats on September 4,
1989. The UDP and PUP dominate Belizean political life, and each partys member-
ship includes all segments of Belize's diverse ethnic groupings. Women hold appoint-
ive offices—^the Governor General and the President of the Senate—as well as other
important positions in the public sector, but women in elected office are rare.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation (rf"Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Local and international human rights groups operate freely, and the Government
cooperates with independent investigations ofnuman ri^ts conditions in Belize.
The Human Rights Commission of Belize (HRCB), a nongovernmental organiza-

tion that opened offices in late 1987, cooperates with Amnesty IntemationaJ and is

affiliated with regional human ris^ts organizations. The HRCB was active in 1992
on a ran^ of issues, including renigee and agricultural workers' ri^ts, cases of al-

leged police abuse, and cases of alleged illegal deportations of Central American na-
tionals.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Belize is a multiracial, multiethnic country, and the Government actively pro-
motes tolerance and cross-cultural understanding. Discrimination on ethnic or reli-

gious grounds is illegal and is not common, although ethnic tension, particularly re-
sentment of Central American immigrants, continues to be a problem.
Despite constitutional provisions of equality, Belizean women face some social and

economic prejudices. For example, women can find it more difficult tixan men to ob-
tain business and agricultural financing and other resources. Most employed women
are concentrated in female-dominated occupations with traditionally low status and
wages. The Government woriced to ameliorate this problem by funding a Women's
Bureau, charged ¥dth developing programs to improve the status of women in
Belize. Founded in 1981, the Women's Bureau was upgraded in 1986 to a depart-
ment within the Ministry of Labor and Social Services. A number of officially reg-
istered women's groups work closely with various government ministries in promot-
ing social awareness programs. Women have access to education and are active in
all spheres of national lile, but relatively few are found in top managerial positions.
While the law mandates that women receive equal pay for equal wonc, women wage
earners often earn less than men in similar jobs. Women are not impeded firom own-
ing or managing land or other real property.
Domestic violence against women is a chronic problem. In 1985 a group of Belize

City residents formed the Belize Women Against Violence Movement (WAV), which
now has branches elsewhere in the country. The group runs a sJbelter for battered
wives and a hotline for rape victims and has obtained cooperation from the Min-
istries of Home Affairs and Education. The Government's commitment to increasing
protection for women is affirmed in its Policy Statement on Women, the effective
policy guidance for the work of the Women's Bureau. Landmaik legislation on do-
mestic violence was passed by the National Assembly in November 1992.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—^By statute and in practice Belizean workers are fi^e
to establish and join trade unions. Thirteen independent unions, with an estimated
9.8 percent of the labor force, represent a cross-section of white-collar, blue-collar,
and professional workers, including most civil service employees. The unions are
recognized by the Ministry of Labor after they file vdth the Office of Registry. Mem-
bers are empowered to draft the by-laws and constitutions of their unions, and they
are fiiee to elect officers from among the membership at large. Unions which choose
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not to hold elections may act as representatives for their membership, but the Na-
tional Trade Union Congress of Belize (NTUC) only permits unions which hold free

and annufd elections of officers to join its ranks. By both law and precedent, unions
are effectively protected against dissolution or suspension by administrative author-
ity.

Although no unions are ofiicially aHUiated with political parties, several are clear-

ly allied with one or the other of the two main parties. Unions freely exercise the
right to form federations and confederations and affiliate with international organi-

zations. Unions are legally permitted to strike, but unions representing essential

services mav strike on^ alter giving 21 days' notice to the Ministry concerned. In

July the Public Service Union (PSU) and several independent obseivers charged the
Government with interference in the internal affairs of the union during a salary
dispute. The union claimed that the Government encouraged an "ad hoc committee
wiuiin the union to urge acceptance of a government wage offer, thereby undercut-
ting the union leader^ip's efforts to negotiate pay raises. Following a vote in favor
of accepting the offer by PSU members who attended the ad hoc committee meeting,
the Government instituted the wage increase.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Collective bai^gaining is pro-

tected in law and freely practiced throughout the countiy. Wages are set in free ne-
gotiations between employers and unions or, more commonly, simply offered by em-
{>loyer8. In practice, the Labor Commissioner acts as a conciliator in deadlocked col-

ective bargaining negotiations between labor and management, offering nonbinding
counsel to both sides. Historically, the Commissioner's guidance has been volun-
tarily accepted. However, should either union or management choose not to accept
the conciliator's decision, both are entitled to a legal hearing of the case, provided
that it is linked to some valid provision of civil or criminal law.

The Constitution prohibits antiunion discrimination both before and after the
union is registered. Theoretically, unions may freely organize. In practice, however,
employers are not legally required to recogmze a union as a bargaining agent, and
some employers have been known to block union organization by terminating the
employment of key union sympathizers, usually on grounds purportedly unrelated
to union activities. Effective redress is extremely dimcult in such situations. Tech-
nically, a worker may file a complaint with the Labor Department, but it has been
virtually impossible to prove that a termination was due to union activity.

Belize's two export processing zones are not exempt from the Labor Code. There
are no unions in the export processing zones, however, reflecting the general weak-
ness of organized labor in the country, as noted above.

c. Prohwition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced labor is forbidden by the
Constitution and is not known to occur.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum age of employment
in Belize is 14 years, or 17 years for employment near hazardous machinery. Inspec-

tors from the Ministries of Labor and Education enforce this regulation, although
in recent years school truancy officers, who have historically borne the brunt of the
enforcement burden, have been less active. Children between 5 and 14 are required

to attend school. In practice, there are many truants and dropouts.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—In 1992 the Government established new mini-
mum wages for manual workers and for agricultural workers. Domestic woikers,

shop assistants and workers paid on a piece-work basis are not covered by the mini-
mum wage law. The Ministry of Labor is charged with enforcing the legal minimum
wage, wmch is generally respected in practice. The minimum wage as a sole source

of income is inadequate to provide a decent standard of living for a worker and his

family. Most salaried workers receive more than the minimum wage.
No worker is obliged to work more than 6 dajrs or 45 hours per week. Payment

for overtime woric is obligatory, as is an annual paid vacation oi 2 weeks. A pateh-
work of health and safety regulations covers numerous industries, and these regula-

tions are enforced in varying degrees by the Ministries of Labor and Public Health.

Enforcement is not universal countrywide, and in 1992 the limited inspection and
investigative resources were committed principally to urban and more accessible

rural areas where labor, health, and safety complaints had been registered.

There continued to be reports of employers who routinely fail to pay workers. Un-
documented foreign workers, especially in the banana industry, are particularly vul-

nerable to this practice. The working conditions of undocumented Central American
banana workers in Stann Creek District are a cause of major concern to labor and
human rights ofiicials. Workers have complained to the Human Rights Conimission
of Belize about impure drinking water, lack of electricity, inadequate schooling, and
poor medical care, in addition to nonpayment of wages. La 1992 a government labor

inspector was assigned to the area to promote improved living conditions and to re-

solve wage disputes.
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BOLIVIA

Bolivia is a multiparty democracy with an elected President and bicameral legisla-

ture. Because no presiaential candidate received a majority of the popular vote in

the elections of May 1989, the Congress, in a procedure mandated by the Constitu-

tion, selected Jaime Paz Zamora as President. The executive, legislative, and iudi-

cial powers are separate. Municipal elections held in December 1991 were perhaps
the most open in Bolivian history, in part due to electoral and judicial reforms in-

cluding the establishment of an imptirtial electoral court in 1991.

The police and the armed forces are generally responsible to and controlled by the
civilian Government, but there continued to be incidents of human rights abuses by
the security forces in 1992. According to the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency, total military expenditures for 1989 were $182 million. While the Govern-
ment is not making a conscious effort to reduce military spending through legisla-

tion, the defense budget has steadily eroded as a percentage of the gross domestic
product and of the total budget and will probably continue to do so.

Bolivia is rich in minerafe and hydrocarbons (petroleum), which account for the
bulk of its export earnings, but is still one of the poorest countries in the Western
Hemisphere. Its economy only began to show consistent growth in 1987-88 after

years of severe contraction. The Government has emphasized debt reduction, export

development, foreign investment, privatization, and a freer banking system to

strengthen Bolivia's economic base and accelerate development. The economy grew
4.1 percent in 1991 and an estimated 3.3 percent in 1992.

Respect for human rights is mandated by the Constitution and generally prac-

ticed. Human rights abuses in 1992 included instances of mistreatment of detainees

and prisoners (generally with impunity or leniency for the perpetrators), sub-

standard prison conditions, an overourdened and often corrupt judicial system, pro-

longed incarceration of detainees, and discrimination and violence against women
and indigenous people. Bolivia is involved in an extensive countemarcotics effort

against well-entrencned and increasingly violent foreign and domestic ding traffick-

ers. Government attempts to stem the flow of narcotics (principally cocaine-related)

have resulted in allegations of police abuses. While some of these allegations, such
as invasion of privacy and illegal confiscation of private property, seem credible,

more serious allegations have not been substantiated.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no cases of political

killings in 1992 by the Government, but several prisoners die each year as a result

of malnutrition or inadequate medical care. A bomb left at a gas pipeline near Sucre
by the Tupac Katari Guerrilla Army (EGTK) terrorist group killed two children. In
addition, Colombian narcotraffickers carried out several killings. Five members of

the Pirmed. Forces of Liberation—Zarate Willka (FALZW) were sentenced in August
to terms ranging from 3 to 30 years in prison for the 1989 murder of two American
Mormon missionaries.
Two Bolivian police officers, charged with the execution of an alleged Peruvian

terrorist, Evaristo Salazar, were dismissed in 1991 and charged with negligent

homicide and coercion (the use of undue force in interrogation). Tney were sentenced
to 4 years in prison, but the Government appealed, asking only 2-yefir sentences.

A senior police official claimed that "extenuating circumstances" justified the appeal,

adding that the (Jovemment did not want to demoralize the antiterrorist police.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no known politically motivated disappearances
during 1992.
Jumcial proceedings in the case of former dictator General Garcia Meza, being

tried in absentia for involvement in disappearances during his rule in 1981-82, are

now in their sixth year. The prosecution rested its case, but the court did not render
a decision before the end of 1992. Amnesty International representatives observed
the final stages of the case. Human rights groups and other individuals accused the

Government of protecting Garcia Meza; the (Jovemment denied the allegations and
pledged to capture Garcia Meza before it leaves office in August 1993.

c/Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Constitution prohibits torture, but there continue to be occasional allegations

of torture and credible charges of cruel and degrading treatment of detainees and
prisoners by police officers and prison personnel. Security personnel are rarely tried

and punished for such acts due to lack of evidence.

Between January and April, the Government captured 16 leading members of the

EGTK terrorist group. Some of the detainees claimed they were tortured; represent-

61-307 0-93-12
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atives of the Bolivian Permanent Assembly on Human Ri^ts (APDHB) who visited

them endorsed the claims. Government officials denied that the prisoners had been
tortured, but tibe police admitted to depriving them of sleep during the interrogation

process.
Conditions in most Bolivian jails remain very poor, as they have been for years.

Overcrowding, corruption, malnutrition, unsanitary conditions, and drug and alcohol

abuse are common. For example, the San Pedro jail in La Paz, which was con-

structed to hold no more than 200 inmates, has a population of more than 1,300.

Overcrowding is so severe that 5 persons may be confined to a small cell with the
result that me occupants sleep sitting up because there is not enou^ space to lie

down. The new Qionchocoro prison mat opened in the spring is a model prison,

with modem facilities and efficient management, but its capacity is only 300, and
will offer little relief to overcrowding at San Pedro.
Under Bolivian law, children up to 6 years old may live in prison if the incarcer-

ated parent so desires. Currently, approximately 750 children are in jails throu^-
out Bolivia. In Santa Cruz, several family members (up to 17 in one case) live in

jail with the inmate because they have nowhere else to go.

There were allegations by human rights groups of sexual abuses within the wom-
en's prison; prison administrators denied these allegations.

There are several prison deaths every year related to malnutrition and poor medi-
cal care. For example, in August inmate Dolly Romero died as a result of inadequate
medical care in the Obrajes women's prison. According to family members, she had
asked for medical care several times during an 8-month period but was refused by
the judge assigned to her case. Her death spurred a hunger strike by 71 of the 240
inmates and ^mands for prison reform. There was a similar hunger strike in the
San Pedro jail after a 60-year-old man died of malnutrition and untreated asthma.
The Minister of the Interior formally testified on prison problems before the Human
Rights Commission in the Chamber of Deputies.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^The Constitution requires a court order
for an arrest; detainees must be charged or released within 48 hours. In practice,

many detainees remain incarcerated for months, or even years, before coming to

trial. The Constitution also provides for a judicial determination of the legality of
detention, and prisoners are usually released if a judge rules that they have been
detained illegally. After the initial detention, prisoners may consult a lawyer of their

choice. Provisions for bail exist, except in certain narcotics cases, and bail is gen-
erally granted.
E»le is not used as a punishment.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The constitutional right to a fair public trial is

adhered to in most respects, with one important exception: delays commonly result

in protracted judicial procedures lasting 3 to 4 years without sentencing. As a re-

sult, about 80 percent of the prison population is unsentenced. Investigation, trial,

and appeal procedures are so protrad«d that some prisoners eventually serve more
time tnan the maximum sentence for the crime for wnich they were charged.

Defendants have the right to an attorney, to confront witnesses, to present evi-

dence, and to appeal a judicial decision. These rights generally are upheld in prac-

tice. Although the law provides for a court-appointed defense attorney at public ex-

pense if necessary, one may not always be available due to shortages of mnds and
qualified personnel. In June a pubUc defenders' office was established in La Paz to

provide counsel in criminal cases for people who cannot afford a lawyer. The office

currently has 10 lawyers who handle an average of 20 cases at a time. It hopes to

increase the case load to 80 per lawyer.
Corruption and intimidation in the judicial system remain serious problems.

Judges and prosecutors are poorly paid, making them susceptible to bribery. Cor-

ruption is also endemic in the national police system, marked oy a hi^ly publicized

police corruption scandal in September. Senior police and government oflicials

lurged some corrupt police and improved oversight mechanisms, but appeared to

lave only limited success in combatting corruption. With the average police officer

earning only $50-60 per month, police oflicials acknowledge that preventing corrup-

tion is a daunting challenge.
Narcotics traffickers often bribe judicial and other officials to release suspected

traffickers and their aircraft, return captured drugs, and purge incriminating files.

Surrendered narcotraffickers received extremely low sentences ranging from 3 to 7
{rears, and most were not even charged with narcotics offenses. The sentences were
ikely a result of poor prosecution and possibly of bribing judges. Three judges from
the special narcotics court were prosecuted for corruption. The Government has
taken steps to try to discipline Bolivia's judicial system; the Supreme Court formed
a commission to investigate charges of corruption in district courts. In August a spe-

/
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cial council on judicial reform and modernization presented a draft law of judicial
organization which aims to reform the judicial system.

I. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The
sanctity of the home and the privacy of citizens' lives are protected by the Constitu-
tion and usuaUy respected in practice. However, there were credible allegations of
abuses by the rural countemarcotics police (UMOPAR) operating in the Chapare re-

gion where most of Bolivia's illegal coca is grov/n. Camiiesino leaders claimed there
were several incidents of UMOPAR police entering homes in the middle of the night
under the pretext of searching for money or goods related to narcotraflicking. The
Interior Mmistry formed a human rights oonunission with government and non-
governmental representatives to investigate the allegations. At least six police were
dismissed from tne special countemarcotics force as a result of the commission's in-

vestigations. The commission declared there was no evidence to coniirm many al-

leged abuses, and that there had been a lai;ge decline in allegations of abuses since

its investigation began.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^There are no legal or institutional barriers to
freedom of speech and press in Bolivia. Both state-owned and private radio and tele-

vision stations operate in Bolivia. AU newspapers are privately owned, and most of
them generally adopt antigovemment positions. There continue to be numerous
credible charges of politicians and drug traffickers bribing journalists for greater
and more favorable coverage; the professional and union organizations deny such
charges.
The Government respects academic freedom. Public universities ei\joy autonomous

status by law, and that status is respected. However, various university-based
Marxist-oriented groups continue efforts to deny academic freedom and to impose
their political agenda on the education process.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The rights of peacefiil assem-
bly and association are provided for by law and are respected in practice. The year
was marked by almost daily demonstrations and rallies carried out by a wide vari-
ety of labor, political, and student organizations.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Roman Catholicism predominates in Bolivia; the Con-
stitution recognizes it as the oflicial religion. Catholic bishops receive a nominal sti-

pend from the State, and the Government has designated the Catholic Church as
the coordinator of all official public ceremonies. However, citizens are free to prac-
tice the reli^on of their choice. An estimated 400 religious groups, mostly Protes-
tant, are active. Missionary groups—^usually evangelical Christians—are required to

register with the Foreign Ministry as nongovernmental organizations (NGO's).
There is no indication that missionary groups have been treated differently from
other NGO's, and no registrations have been disapproved.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^There are no restrictions on travel witlun Bolivia or abroad. The Gov-
ernment does not impede emigration and guarantees departing citizens the right to

return. Citizenship is not revoked for political reasons.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Bolivia is a multiparty democracy with an elected president and a functioning,
independent, bicameral legislature. Opposition groups ranging from the far left to
the ri^ht function freely. The December 1991 municipal elections were free and fair,

resulting in a peaceful, constitutional change of local governments.
Suffrage is universal and obligatory. There are no legal impediments to women

or members of indigenous groups voting, holding political office, or rising to leader-

ship in the Government. Nevertheless, the number of women who have attained
prominent positions in politics is still small, and indigenous groups have little rep-

resentation in the Government.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding Intemationcd and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The Government is sensitive to the opinions of domestic and international human
rights organizations and is willing to discuss human rights concerns with them.
Both chambers of Congress have committees responsible for monitoring the observ-
ance of human rights. The Catholic Church, APDHB, labor organizations, and the
press have been aggressive monitors of human rights and comment frequently on
relevant issues and developments. International groups such as Amnest^^ Inter-

national and the Washington Office on Latin America also observe human rights in

Bolivia and have visited uie country.
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Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Although the law contains an advanced family code passed in the 1970's, Bolivian
women generally do not enjoy a social status equal to that of men. Many rural and
poor women are unaware of their rights under the law, and traditional prejudices,

social conditions, and limited political influence remain major obstacles to advance-
ment for women. In rural families, women contribute significantly to economic activ-

ity and often control the family finances but nonetheless are considered socially and
politically subordinate. In urban settings, women are slowly achieving a greater role

in business and professional life, as their participation in cooperatives, community
affairs, and education increases. In both rural and urban settings, women are more
likely than men to be illiterate and employed in low-level or domestic jobs.

There are no reliable or complete statistics indicating the extent of violence

against women in Bolivia. However, many women and some women's rights groups
have made credible charges that this is a serious problem. Violence against women
is a criminal offense in Bolivia, and legal sanctions are regularly applied when cases
come to the attention of the authorities. There is no penalty, however, for domestic
violence that results in "mild wounds" if the family members involved live together.

Women are reluctant to bring charges in cases of domestic violence, and abuse such
as wife beating is underreported. Legal counseling is available for women on a lim-

ited basis through private organizations. The Center for Investigation and Develop-
ment of Women, along with other oi^anizations such as the Tlatform for Women,"
is working through Congress to change the Penal Code in order to extend better pro-

tection for women from violence.

Although prohibited by the Constitution, discrimination against people of indige-

nous background continues. The Aymaraand Quechua-speaking Indian majority of

the population remains at the lower end of the country's socioeconomic scale and
is disadvantaged in terms of health, life expectancy, education, income, literacy, and
employment. Government programs, including infrastructure projects sponsored by
the social investment fiind such as schools, health clinics, and water systems, di-

rectly beneflt some of the disadvantaged.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Bolivian workers may establish and join organiza-
tions of their own choosing. The Labor Code requires previous authorization for the
establishment of a trade union, restricts more than one union from establishing it-

self at a given enterprise, and allows the Government to dissolve trade unions by
administrative act. However, the Government does not enforce these provisions of

the law and has used none of these powers in recent history. The Labor Code also

denies civU servants the right to organize and prohibits strikes in all public services,

including banks and public markets. Nevertheless, virtually all government workers
are unionized.
Workers in the private sector possess and frequently exercise the ridit to strike.

The International Labor Organization's (ILO) Committee of Experts has criticized

the requirement in the Labor Code that strike votes require the approval of three-
fourths of employees actually in service instead of a simple majority. Solidarity

strikes are illegal, but the Government has never prosecuted those responsible for

such strikes. The only significant strike in 1992 was a public schoolteadiers' strike

which had wide civic support and resulted in a pay raise for teachers.

Unions are not truly independent of the Government and political parties. All

unions are underfinanced and depend on outside support. The political parties all

have labor committees that attempt to influence union activity, but they nave been
only partially successful in recent years. The Government places no restrictions on
a union's rirfit to join international labor organizations. The Bolivian Labor Confed-
eration (COB) became an affiliate of the Communist-dominated World Federation of
Trade Unions in 1988.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Bolivian workers have the
legal right to organize and bargain collectively. The law does not extend this right

to government workers, but the distinction is largely ignored in practice, as virtually

all government workers are organized. Consultations between government rep-

resentatives and labor leaders are common but there are no collective bargaining
agreements as the term is normally used. In state industries, the union issues a list

of demands, and the Government concedes some points. Private sector employers
normally use public sector settlements as guidelines for their own adjustments, and
some private sector employers even exceed what the Government grants. However,
the Government, conscious of International Monetary Fund guidelines, rarely grants
wage increases that exceed the rate of inflation. As in the public sector, there is no
real collective bargaining and no signed agreements.
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The law prohibits discrimination by employers against union members and orga-

nizers. Complaints are referred to the National Labor Court, which often takes a
year or more to rule on a question. Labor activists say that a problem is often moot
Dy the time the court rules.

In July the Minister of Labor rescinded the "trade union leave" of two union lead-

ers. This leave guarantees the right of workers to function as labor leaders and still

receive their s^uaries. Apparently, one of the reasons for rescinding this leave was
that the two leaders worlced with the American Institute of Free Labor Develop-

ment. After the U.S. Ambassador protested the Labor Minister's act, the two leaders

were fired from their iobs at the petroleum workers' social security clinic. The Labor
Minister then ordered, them reinstated in their jobs, but the employer refused to let

tjiem return to work, despite a provision in the Bolivian Constitution that guaran-
tees freedom of association. To date, neither the jobs nor union positions have been
restored.
There are seven special commercial or industrial duty-free zones in Bolivia, and

labor law and practice are the same in these zones as in the rest of the country.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The law prohibits forced or com-
{mlsoiy labor and the law is generally complied with ana enforced. No cases of

breed or compulsory labor were reported during 1992.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The law prohibits the employment
of persons under 18 years of age in dangerous, unhealthy, or immoral work. Boliv-

ia's labor code is ambiguous on the conditions of emplojnment for minors from age
14 through 17 years of^age, and it permits apprenticeship for children between the

ages of 12 and 14. This practice has been repeatedly criticized by ILO committees,

to which the Government resnonded that it would present legislation reforming this

and other provisions of the Labor Code by the end of the year. Responsibility for

enforcing cnild labor provisions lies with the National Office of Minors which is part

of the &)vemment's Social Action Group for the Presidency. Existing legal provi-

sions concerning employment of children are generally not enforced; young children

can be found on the streets hawking goods, shining shoes, and assisting transport

operators. They are not usually employed in factories or businesses. Bolivia has
compulsory education throu^ the elementary level. In practice, all urban children

receive elementary education while only a half of rural children do. Less than 30
percent of Bolivian children advance beyond elementary school.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The Government, both by statute and presi-

dential decree, has established a minimum wage and system of bonuses and fringe

benefits. A worker earning only the minimum wage would not be able to sustain

a decent standard of living, let alone support a family. However, woricers in most
occupations earn more than the minimum wage. Though the minimum wage is well

below the prevailing wage in most occupations, it is significant because certain

fringe benefits are pegged to it. Approximately 20 percent of the urban work force

—

street vendors, shoe polishers, and lottery ticket sellers, for example—are not cov-

ered by the minimum wage.
In urban areas, only half the labor force enjoys an 8-hour workday and a work-

week of 5 or SVz days. Like many other labor laws, the maximum legal workweek
of 44 hours is not enforced. Responsibility for the protection of workers health and
safety lies with the Labor Ministry's Bureau of Occupational Safety. Labor laws that

provide for the protection of workers' health and safety are not adeqpiately enforced.

Although the state-owned mining corporation Comibol has a special office charged
with mine safety, the mines, often old and operated with antiquated equipment, are

particularly dangerous and unhealthy.

BRAZIL

Brazil is a constitutional federal republic with a directly elected president, a bi-

cameral legislature, and an independent judiciary. Brazil's population of 145 million

represents over half the population of South America. Fernando Collor, who took of-

fice in 1990 as the first directly elected President in 29 years, was impeached on
corruption charges on September 29. On December 29, Collor resigned, and Vice

President Franco assumed the presidency as provided for under the Constitution.

The Senate convicted Collor on impeachment charges, and deprived him of the right

to hold public office for 8 years. Possible indictment on common criminal charges

is pending. Politicians and military leaders maintained policies of strict adherence

to constitutional processes during this period of political turbulence. Municu)al elec-

tions held in October and second-round elections held in November were fully free

and fair.
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Public security responsibility is shared bv federal, state, and local police, with the

state police bearing the greatest responsibility for most law enforcement activity.

The armed forces have a constitutional mission to preserve internal order, but au-
thority to engage the military in domestic security matters is restricted to the Presi-

dent. Accordmg to the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, total military

expenditures tor 1989 were approximately $6.2 billion. Efforts to reduce military

spending have been implemented over the past several years and are likely to con-

tinue. Numerous local and state police ofiicers were implicated in human rights

abuses, including extrajudicial killings and serious physical abuse of detainees. A
few such police ofiicers were charged and punishe<C but most officers accused of

these abuses acted with impunity,
Brazil's economy has a strong agricultural base, extensive mineral resources and

a relatively high degree of incmstrialization. Economic and administrative reform
initiatives designed to move Brazil toward a market economy have had little effect

in alleviating tne extremes of wealth and poverty or bringing about social change.

Income distribution remains marked by wide disparities, with the poorest 50 per-

cent of the population sharing only 11 percent of national income.

liie principal human rights problems in Brazil continued to be the high incidence

of extrajudicial killings and death threats against rural activists by lanobwuera and
their agents, and extrajudicial kilUngs of cnminal suspects and minors by vigilante

groups including police. In urban areas, widespread violence, most notably against

women and groups suffering racial discrimination, is fostered by an in^ained cli-

mate of impunity. Reports of killings of peasants and union organizers involved in

land disputes continued, as did reports of confrontations involving the landless.

Cases of egregious human rights violations generally are not effectively investigated

or prosecuted, and a widespread climate of impunity remained the single largest ob-

stacle to effecting improvement in human ri^ts in Brazil.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^Extrajudicial killings have become
commonplace and are one of Brazil's most serious human rights problems. Several

hundred Brazilians die annually at the hands of landowners, hired thugs, vigilante

S'oups, and policemen in urban gang wars, police actions, and in rural conflicts,

razilian and international human rights organizations make credible chaises that

state and local policemen and hired gunmen kill persons suspected of common
crimes, including street youths and children. There have been credible reports that

some judges and prosecutors obstructed cases against persons accused in killings of

urban street children. Federal, state, and local authorities generally fail to take

legal action against those responsible for such killings. Police often lail to conduct

complete investigations; human rights groups charge that this is because they co-

operated with the hired gunmen or their employers to carry out the crimes.

Conflicts between rural landholders and the landless continued in 1992, in part

because of the failure of the Government to settle conflicting land tenure claims. Ap-
proximately 25 to 30 persons died in rural conflicts during the year. This compares
with 49 such killings registered in 1991. The victims included labor leaders and
other activists helping to organize agricultural unions. According to human rights

groups and legislators, killings and death threats against rural figures in many
parts of Brazil remain common as a result of the virtual impunity provided by the

justice system. Out of more than 1,000 killings related to land disputes during the

1980's, only a handful of persons had come to trial by the end of 1992.

Justice in the state of Para and in other parts of Brazil is generally slow and fre-

quently fails completely to punish perpetrators of violence against rural workere and
landless people. On Februaiy 28, an appals court in Acre overturned the conviction

of Darli Alves, convicted of conspiracy in the 1988 murder of rubber-tapper leader

Chico Mendes. The court found the conviction to be unjustified by the evidence pre-

sented. The case was remanded to the court of first instance for retrial, but no date

has been set. Alves' son Darci, who confessed to and was convicted of shooting and
killing Mendes, remains in prison. A number of cases of rural murders in southern

Para nave been transferred to Belem, the state capital, at least partly in response

to human rights concerns that local law enforcement and judicial officials would not

properly investigate and punish human rights offenders.

In January two rural laborers disappeared near Maraba, in Para state, and rural

union leaders pursuing the case received death threats soon afterwards. The Sec-

retary of Public Safety for Para later signed an open letter denouncing human
rights leaders for makmg charges without presentingevidence; the Para chapter of

the Catholic Church's Pastoral Land Commission (CPT) made credible chai^ges that
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Eolice and prosecutors did not fulfill their responsibility to seek such evidence,

leath threats were levelled in August against Nivaldo Vieira do Nascimento of the

CPT in Conceicao do Araguaia, Para. As of December, the local prosecutor had not

acted on the case. On December 3, Francisco Geronimo da Silva of the Rural Work-
ers Union (STR) was shot and killed in an ambush near Imperatriz, Maranhao, and
his colleague, Valdemar Pereira Barros, President of the union, was wounded. A fed-

eral and state police investigation had yielded no findings as of mid-December. On
April 10, Mariano Domingos Freire, leader of the small farmers association of

Ilt&tapagipe, Pemambuco, was shot and wounded. Suspects were indicted in July,

but for the crime of causing bodily harm, not attempted murder, a trial date has
not been set. Also on April 10, Jose Alves da Souza of the STR in Sitio Novo,
Tocantins, was shot and wounded in the third attempt on his life since 1985. liuiz

Francisco Farias Moura, an STR activist in Buriti, Tocantins, received repeated
death threats in September.

Vigilante actions to control rising urban crime continued to be a major human
rights problem during the year. Brazilian and international human rights groups
made credible charges that policemen, oflen acting off-duty as members of vigilante

groups, killed persons suspected of common crimes, including street youths. A 1991
poll showed that, out of 31,000 uniformed policemen in Rio de Janeiro state, 27 per-

cent, or 8,000, had at some point been invited to join vigilante hit squads. Human
rights groups also criticized the excessive use of force by the police in Sao Paulo
state. In the first 9 months of 1992, the police in Sao Paulo state had already killed

over 1,200 criminal suspects in the course of arrest, the large majority of them in

the city of Sao Paulo.
Violence against minors is widespread; 167 were killed in Rio de Janeiro from

January to April, according to police records, while 306 were killed in Sao Paulo be-

tween January and July. Studies and spot surveys indicate that most minors kUled
in large cities were between the ages of 16 and 18 and were oflen suspected of

criminal activity. Most were black and poor. A February 1992 report by a Par-

liamentary Commission of Enquiry stated that the participation of police in the kill-

ing of minors is "far from exceptional" and that police killings are the third largest

cause of homicides of children and adolescents. Authorities often fail to act against

those responsible for such kUUngs, and police often fail to conduct complete inves-

tigations Decause they either cooperate or sympathize with the killers. Some pros-

ecutors and judges are also accused of obstructmg cases against persons accused of

killing minors.
On July 17, the body of a 14-year-old street youth known as Paulo Henrique was

found in Kio de Janeiro, a few miles from the tourist section of Copacabana, where
he was reportedly a known nuisance. Bystanders said they saw uniformed poUoe-

men force nim into a car and drive off the night before the boy's body was ibund.

On May 5 in Lagarto, in the state of Sergipe, Erivan Jose da Silva, 14, and Jose

Femandes de Almeida, 15, were forced into a car and driven away; their bodies

were discovered the following evening. Of two police officers arrested for the

killings, one escaped from police custody while under heavy guard.

In May the Brazilian Center for Children and Adolescents (CBIA), the Social Wel-
fare Ministry's agency charged with ameliorating children's living conditions, spon-

sored a 5-day conference of all state governors in Brasilia. The event culminated in

the May 20 signing by the governors of a compact, committing them to achieve spe-

cific goals to promote child welfare and specific targets in the reduction of violence

against children, within specified time frames. Past government actions to deal with

this problem focused largely on statements of intent or on legislation but fell short

of taking systematic, effective measures to protect human rights and punish abuses.

Human rights monitors also became targets of death threats. Workers at a dioce-

san human rights center in Caceres, Mato Grosso state, received telephone threats

in April, and one woman was threatened with rape as a warning. In June Carlos

Ivanrr dos Santos, executive secretary of a Rio de Janeiro human ri^ts group, re-

ceived repeated death threats. Sao Paulo journalist Caco BarceUos, who wrote a

book accusing specific policemen of participating in killings of minors, received

death threats in early September. On November 11, Jesuziris da Almeida Silva, an
attorney who represents prisoners in Carandiru prison, claimed she was beaten by
Sao Paulo police.

An October 2 riot in Sao Paulo's Carandiru Prison was put down so violently that

111 prisoners were killed. The events were investigated by several Brazilian com-

missions of inquiry, as well as representatives of local and intemationtd human
rights groups. Police officials initially charged that the prisoners were armed and
shooting at the police, although this has not been substantiated. Some investigators

have stated that prisoners were indiscriminately fired on, chased down, and shot in

their cells after surrendering. Eighty percent were victims of firearms, with an aver-
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age of iive shots in each body; 20 percent were killed by bayonets and knives. Pris-

oners were reportedly forcea to run a police gauntlet after the shootings. Govern-
mental authorities were criticized for withholding news of the death toll until late

the following afternoon, just minutes before polls closed in the municipal elections.

Six police otncials were suspended from their jobs, and the State Secretary of Secu-
rity was fired.

On December 3, the state legislative assembly released a report largely exonerat-
ing the police. On December 14, the Human Rights Commission of the Federal Min-
istry of Justice, which includes tunong its members the Attorney General of Brazil

and the President of the Brazilian Bar Association, reletised a nine-volume report
on the incident which placed full blame on the Sao Paulo state government and
military police for carrying out '^e largest slaughter in prison history." It rec-

ommended the expulsion from duty of the 350 policemen who participated in the
attack on the prison. The military police investigation, conducted bv the state attor-

ney general's office, is not yet complete. Its findings are legally the most relevant
for (tetermining who was responsible for the massacre and Tor instituting criminal
proceedings against them.

Obstruction of justice by local elites and widespread public apathy aggravated the
problem of extrajudicial killings. Rural landowners intimidate local populations and
law enforcement authorities in order to impede investigations into killings of rural
laborers and landless peoples' advocates. The high crime rate, the failure to appre-
hend most criminals, the slowness and reputea corruption of the criminal justice

system, and the legal requirement to release those charged pending trial contribute
to public acquiescence in police brutality and killings of criminal suspects. Investiga-
tions into these incidents are hampered because witnesses hesitate to cooperate
with authorities for fear of retribution or because they and the general public often
sympathize with the actions of vigilantes.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of politically motivated abductions in

1992. There were, however, numerous reports of disappearances of persons purport-
edly involved in common crimes, which appeared to be the result of vigilante action
(see Section l.a.). For example, two robbery suspects, 18-year-old Roberto de Costa
and 16-year-old Natalino Batista, alleged to the public prosecutor that they were
beaten and subjected to electric shocks in police custody. Shortly after a police in-

ouiry was opened, de Castro was shot at, and later both were missing on the same
aay.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Torture is prohibited by the Constitution, whicn contains severe legal penalties for

torture and acquiescence in torture. However, there continued to be many credible

reports of widespread police beatings and torture of criminal suspects and landless

Eeasants to extract information, confessions, or money, and sometimes to punish,
[uman rights groups estimate that as few as 10 percent of police brutality cases

are reported in some areas as the victims are generally poor, afraid, and unaware
of their legal rights.

Most prison lacilities are severely overcrowded. The Carandiru facility, site of the
October 2 massacre, held over 7,000 inmates, though it was designed for only 3,000.
Conditions are often primitive; inmates threatened to riot in September when meal
service broke down in Sao Paulo prisons. Vigilante "justice" is frequently meted out
by prisoners. A prisoner convicted of rape was electrocuted by his cellmate on March
8 in Franco da Rocha prison in Sao Paulo state. On September 12 and 13, a prisoner
in a police holding facility arrested for rape was himself subjected to sexual assault

by fellow inmates. Victims of torture and beatings by prison guards often have little

effective recourse. Eight prison guards charged in the 1989 suffocation of 18 inmates
in a Sao Paulo prison have not been trieo. Three guards charged with starting a
fire that killed 26 prisoners at a Rio de Janeiro prison also have yet to face trial.

Detention facilities for minors are particularly lacking, despite Brazil's advanced
code for treatment of underage infractors. Federal government sources admit to the

overcrowding but have not yet solved the problem. Sao Paulo's major juvenile deten-

tion facility experienced 2 days of riots in April in protest over mistreatment and
poor conditions. On October 23, minors burned down the facility when one detainee

claimed to have been bitten by a detention facility guard. One minor died in the
incident and 40 were injured. Military police observing the incident refused to inter-

vene.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^The Constitution limits arrests to those

caught committing a crime or those arrested by order of a judicial authority, except
in cases of soldiers charged with violating military rules and regulations or with
military crimes as defined by law. TTie constitutional provision for judicial deter-

mination of the legality of detention is respected, although some convicted inmates
are kept after the expiration of their sentences due to poor record keeping. The law
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{>ermits provisional detention for up to 5 days in certain circumstances during a po-

ice investigation or during the prosecution phase of a case. This period may oe ex-

tended untu the case comes to trial or until a judge rules that reasons for the deten-

tion no longer exist. Provisional detention is used infrequently.

niegal and incommunicado detention without a judicial order, particularly of
street youths and children, remained a problem. In preparation for the June 1992
world environmental conference in Rio de Janeiro, police threatened and pressured
several hundred street youths to leave Rio de Janeiro city limits. Those who re-

mained were ultimately held in makeshift facilities in the city of Niteroi, across

Guanabara Bay.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The judiciary is an independent branch of Govern-

ment. The judicial system, with the federal Supreme Court at its apex, includes

courts of first instance and appeals courts. The states organize their own judicial

systems but must adhere to the basic principles in the federal Constitution. Brazil

also has a system of specialized courts dealing with military, labor, electoral, juve-

nile, family, and narcotics matters, among others. Separate police courts manned by
police officials rule on charges of police brutality. Police courts are generally reluc-

tant to punish their colleagues for numan rights abuses.

The right to a fair public trial is provided for by law and is generally respected

in practice, although human rights observers charge that local judges are sometimes
biased in favor of landowners in ordering evictions in cases involving squatters'

claims and in murder cases involving rural activists. There were also credible re-

ports of instances where judges and prosecutors impeded investigations into killings

of street children. Defendants are entitled to counsel and must be made fully aware
of the chaises against them. In cases in which a defendant cannot afford an attor-

ney, one must be provided at public expense; private attorneys are appointed by
courts to represent poor defendants when public defenders are unavailable. Defend-
ants and their attorneys have the right to be informed of the evidence on which
charges are based. Only cases of willful crimes against life are tried by jury; all oth-

ers are tried by a judge.
The judicial system is inefficient and continues to have a serious backlog; many

cases are not tried for years. The need for court reform is widely recognized in the

legal and judicial community. Some judges have acknowledged that the judicial sys-

tem is so inefficient and outdated that it is incapable of playing an effective role

in controlling crime.
Killing of suspected criminals by irate citizens, arising out of public rage at crime

levels and a perceived failure of the judicial system to render justice, is a significant

problem in Brazil. Dozens of cases are reported annually, in all regions of the coun-
try. A robber was beaten to death on the spot by patrons of a restaurant in

Campinas, Sao Paulo state, which he tried to rob on New Year's Eve. An alleged

murderer was killed, and his and his relatives' houses were burned down, by neigh-
bors of the murder victim in the Sao Paulo neighborhood of Jardim Rosemary on
March 12.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

Constitution provides for freedom from arbitrary intrusion into the home. There
were no reports of illegal entry for political reasons, but illegal entry into homes
without a warrant occurs in searches for criminal suspects. Wiretaps are unconstitu-
tional except for purposes of criminal investigation and prosecution and then only
when authorized by a judicial authority in circumstances defined by law. Charges
that armed forces units had tapped then-Economy Minister Zelia Cardoso de Mello's

telephone were denied by the Ministers of Justice and the Army and the Secretary
of Strategic Affairs. The inviolability of private correspondence is respected.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—The right to free speech and to a free press is

provided for in the Constitution and is broadly exercised. The press and broadcast
media routinely discuss controversial social and political issues, and opposition

viewpoints are aired freely. Most radio and television stations are privately owned;
the Government, through Congress, controls licensing authority. Newspapers are

privately owned and vigorously report and comment on government policies and per-

formance. The 1988 Constitution abolished all forms of censorship. Prior review of

films, plays, and radio and television programming is practiced only to determine
a suitaole viewing age.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Constitution provides for

the right to assemble peaceftilly, and this right is respected in practice. Permits are
not required for outdoor political or labor meetings, and they occur throu^iout
Brazil with frequency. Protests calling for the resignation or impeachment of Presi-
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dent Collor, involving hundreds of thousands of demonstrators in several cities on
various days in August and September, occurred without incident.

c. Freedom of Retmon.—^There is no favored or state religion. Most Brazilians be-
long to the Roman Catholic Church, but spiritualism has many adherents, and Prot-
estantism has been expanding in recent years. AU faiths are free to establish places
of worship, train cleigy, and proselytize, although the Government reserves the
right to control entry into Indian lands. Various missionary groups continued to

complain that visas for missionaries and other foreign religious personnel are sys-

tematically delayed by imimigration authorities. Church sources ascribe the delays
to mistrust on the part of some Brazilian authorities of the foreign missionary pres-
ence.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country. Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^There are no restrictions on movement within Brazil, except for the
Srotected Indian areas, nor are there any restrictions on emigration or return.
razU admits few immigrants, does not formally accept refugees for resettlement,

and is selective in granting asylum.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The Constitution provides for the right of citizens to change their government
through free elections, a right exercised in October municipal elections and in run-
offs for some cities which occurred in November. Executive and legislative offices

throughout the country at local, state, and national levels are filled through demo-
cratic direct elections among candidates representing many political parties. Presi-

dent Collor was impeached on September 29 and suspended from office on October
2 pending his trial by the Senate under the constitutional process for impeachment.
He resigned on December 29 and Vice (^resident Franco assumed the presidency as
provided for in the Constitution. Collor was convicted by the Senate on December
30 and deprived of his right to hold public oflice for 8 years.
Voting is secret and mandatory for all literate Brazilian citizens aged 18 to 70,

except military conscripts who may not vote. It is voluntary for minors aged 16 to

18, for the illiterate, and for those aged 70 and over. Women have full political

rights under the Constitution, and they are increasingly active in politics andgov-
emment. Women participate widely in political life and hold numerous high ofioces,

including ministries and national secretariats. Very few members of the laige black
population hold senior positions in government or the political parties. In tne 1992
elections, however, Benedita da Silva, the only black female Federal Deputy, was
narrowly defeated for Mayor of Rio de Janeiro after running a strong campaign.

Indians were nven the franchise under the 1988 Constitution, but continuing
legal tutelage ana the remoteness of many groups impede their full participation in

the civic life of mainstream Brazil. In 1992 Congress took under consideration legis-

lation to implement indigenous rights granted under the 1988 Constitution (see Sec-

tion 5). Several nongovernmental organizations and the National Indian Foundation
(FUNAI), the Indian affairs agency of the Justice Ministry, submitted proposals em-
phasizing the protection of Indian interests and welfare. Congresssional representa-
tives of landed interests fiom states with large Indian reserves inserted clauses call-

ing for a continuation of the practice of "tutelage" for Indians, by which full civic

rights are accorded only to Indians who demonstrate the ability to understand mod-
em civil society.

Ostensibly paternalistic, tutelage is generally criticised by Indian rights advocates
as a tool to prevent Indians from exercising their rights, pulicularly as they conflict

with landed and developmental interests. The proposed bill also contains provisions

that would require local legislative approval of Indian land demarcations in addition

to tiie executive branch measure by which the Yanomami and other reserves were
demarcated in 1991. Progress in reporting the bill to the Chamber was slowed by
legislative preoccupation with the impeachment of President Collor and by local

elections.

A provision in the 1988 Constitution calling for a 1993 plebiscite to review the
Constitution was moved from September to April 1993 through due legislative proc-

ess. Tlie plebiscite will consider the Question of changing from a presidential to a
parliamentaiy form of government and from a republic to a monarchy.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernment^ In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Brazilian nongovernmental organizations (NGO's) actively investigate allegations

of human rights violations and often initiate legal proceedings. Several international

NGO's either maintain offices in Brazil or visit periodically. There were several in-

stances in which human rights monitors were the subject of death threato (see Sec-
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tion l.a.). However, both Brazilian and foreigpa human rights organizations report

that the Federal Government under the Collor administration and some state gov-

ernments were more responsive than previous administrations to inquiries about
human rights problems.
The Foreign Ministry accepts international approaches on human rights cpiestions

and transmits human rights inquiries to relevant federal and local authorities.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Discrimination on the basis of sex, race, religion, and nationality is unconstitu-

tional, and racial discrimination, illegal since 1951, is a crime for which bail is not
allowed. Nonetheless, poor, uneducated, and darker-skinned Brazilians encounter
substantial de facto discrimination. The black population is disproportionately con-

centrated in the lowest economic stratum. Surveys of murders of minors in major
cities show that the victims are disproportionately black. While 40 to 60 percent of

Brazil's population is of African or other non-European ancestry, few senior officials

in government and the armed forces are black. There are relatively few blacks in

semor private sector management positions. Black consciousness oi^anizations have
challenged the view that Brazil is a racial democracy and denounced discrimination

in housing, education, the workplace, and society at large. These organizations com-
plain that blacks are more likely to be stopped by police and deprived of their civil

rights and that they bear the brunt of police brutality.

In September, self-s^led neo-Nazi gangs emerged in Sao Paulo state, advocating
white supremacy. Graffiti calling for death to northeastemers," in reference to the

generally poor, often black immigrants from the rural northeast of Brazil, was
spray-painted on various public buildings. Neo-Nazi gangs also desecrated Jewish
cemeteries in Porto Alegre on September 26 and painted swastikas on the Israelite

Society building in Pelotas, Rio Grande do Sul, on September 30. Comprehensive
data detailing uie nature and patterns of racial discrimination are few, m part be-

cause discrimination against blacks does not receive great attention by the Govern-
ment, the media, or the general public. Discrimination becomes an issue when a
well-known person is involved, such as in the September 26 complaint of a retired

soccer star that he was barred from a Sao Paulo mghtclub because he is black.

Tlie Constitution prohibits discrimination based on sex in employment and sala-

ries, and provides for 120 days of paid maternity leave. The provision against wage
discrimination is rarely enforced, however, and, as a reaction against the maternity
leave law, some employers seek sterilization certificates from prospective employees
or try to fire or avoid Wring women in their childbearing years.

There is a high incidence of physical abuse of women in Brazil. Major cities annu-
ally report several thousand cases of violence against women, including wife-beat-

ing, murder, and rape. A study by the international human rights group Americas
Watch concluded that over 70 percent of reported cases of violence against women
takes place in the home. It also concluded that rape is seldom investigated and is

rarely prosecuted,
Tliere is still a strong cultural bias against the filing of complaints by victims of

abuse or their families, although officials claim that women are now more willing

to make oflicial complaints. However, effective Government action on such com-
plaints remains the exception. Although the archaic concept of "defense of honor"
was struck down by the Supreme Court in March 1991, local courts still acquit men
who kill their unfaithful wives and prosecution of such cases is often slow. In fact,

the trial court concerned in the Supreme Court ruling in March 1991, on remand,
defied the higher court's ruling and on August 29, 1991, again acquitted the defend-

ant, on the grounds of honor, for killing his wife and her lover. Recife professor Jose
Fernando Gomes shot and paralyzed ms wife Katia Camarotti and killed her sister

in January 1991, in anger over lus wife's plans to divorce him. Before being brou^t
to trial, he was murdered by an unknown assailant.

There were allegations that the "defense of honor" is also applied to violence

against and murders of homosexuals. One group, Grupo Gav da bahia, claims that

a Homosexual is murdered every five days in Brazil, most often by hustlers who kiU
and rob their victims, and that in the few cases where chaises are filed, the accused
generally are acquitted or receive very light sentences. The group also claims to

ave documented the existence of 12 paramilitary groups dedicated to killing homo-
sexuals and transvestites, one of which (Commando da Caca aos Gays) publicly

claimed responsibility for killing and mutilating several transvestites in Rio de Ja-

neiro.

In March a book published by a leading newspaper company detailed dozens of

cases of child prostitution, largely in the more remote northern regions of Brazil.

Girls as young as 10 years of age reportedly work as prostitutes in cities and in

towns supported by prospecting activity. In many cases, adolescent girls are lured
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to the region with promises of employment, onlv to be told that they owe the costs
of their upkeep and transportation to their employers and must serve as prostitutes
to pay off those "debts."
Women's organizations have been active in promoting women's ri^ts and lobby-

ing the Government in such areas as combatting violence against women, respecting
the constitutional ru^ts of women, and promoting sensitivity to women's issues
through courses and seminars, including courses lor local police. Such eflbrts to

date, however, have resulted in very little effective government action.

Iliere are approximately 250,000 Indians in Brazil. The Constitution gives Indi-

ans the exclusive use of the riches in the soil, rivers, and lakes located on their
lands. The Federal Government has the responsibility to demarcate and protect In-

dian lands. It also has the authority to develop Indian lands, but the Indians must
receive a share of the proceeds from any such exploitation. Brazilian Indians may
bring suits in court to defend their rights and interests, and in such suits the Con-
stitution stipulates Uiat they are to be provided the assistance of a public prosecu-
tor.

Land and property rights disputes between Indians and non-Indians continued to

lead to violence in 1992. One lanomami and two prospectors were killed in a clash
on February 19. Naimbiquara Indians attempting to evict illegal prospectors from
their reserve were met with armed resistance in January. In May Guajajara Indians
clashed with federal poUce who entered a village on Guajajara lands in search of
evidence of marijuana trafficking by village residents. In early November,
Guajajaras protested an alleged lack of police action in investigating the murder of
a Guajajara by blockading a nearby highway and detaining passing motorists. Nego-
tiation and the promise of a police investigation led to the release of the detainees.
The threat of violent confrontation between police and indigenous people was avert-

ed in June when Kaiapo chief Paulinho Paiakan surrendered to authorities peace-
fully on rape charges, after refusing to answer court summonses in connection with
the case.

Dlegal prospectingon Indian lands continues. Prospectors evicted from Yanomami
lands by Operation Free Jungle have begun to return, and large numbers migrated
to other indigenous areas in Roraima. On September 17, Mtikuxi Indians blodkaded
a road over which supplies to illegal prospectors are transported. They had sought
eviction of the prospectors for months, but FUNAI indicated that it ladced the re-

sources to carry out an eviction operation. While the Government has demarcated
many new indigenous lands in the past year, enforcement of Indian rights is ham-
pered by a lack of resources for effective policing of the extensive borders of re-

serves, and by powerful local interest groups.
The Yanomami Reserve demarcated in 1991 by the CoUor Administration was the

target of promilitary, nationalist legislators, who seek to exclude a 150-mile-wide
strip of land adjacent to the border from the reserve as a matter of national secu-
rity. Indian affairs experts oppose such exclusion, as the natural territory of the
Yanomami extends over the border into Venezuela, which has established a
Yanomami reserve there.

Effective health care for Indians, a federal government responsibility, is also im-
peded by lack of funds. Illegal prospectors bring new diseases, particularly malaria,
into IncHan populations which nave no immunity against such diseases. Private do-

nations support some health care costs in the Yanomami territories, but many Indi-

ans still must travel long distances to find health care facilities.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Brazil's Labor Code has long provided for union rep-
resentation of all Brazilian workers (excepting militaiy and militarized" police and
firemen), but imposed a hierarchical, unitary system^ funded by a mandatory "union
tax" on workers and employers. Under a restriction known as "unicidade," the Code
prohibits multiple unions of the same professional category in a given geographical
area. It also stipulates that no union's geographic base can be smaller than a mu-
nicipality. Workers in a union whose numbers increased (as when an industry grew)
could petition the state to split a preexisting union into two or more unions. The
1988 Constitution freed workers to organize new unions out of old ones without
prior authorization from the Government, but retained other provisions of the old

code. The retention of unicidade and of the "union tax" continues to draw criticism

both from elements of Brazil's labor movement and from the International Confed-
eration of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU).

In practice, however, unicidade has proven less restrictive in recent years, as
more libercd interpretations of its restrictions permitted new unions to form and
compete, in many cases, with unions and federations that had already enjoyed ofli-

cial recognition. The sole bureaucratic requirement for new unions is to register
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with the Ministry of Labor which, by judicial decision, is bound to receive and record
their registration. The primary source of continuing restriction is the system of
labor courts, which retains the right to review the registration of new unions and
abjudicate conflicts over their formation. Approximately 20 percent of the Brazilian
work force is organized, with just over half oi that number amliated to an independ-
ent labor central. Attacks on rural labor leaders continued (see Section l.a.).

The Constitution provides for the right to strike (excepting, again, military and
"militarized" {Mlice and firemen, but including other civil servants). Enabling le^s-
lation passed in 1989 stipulates that essential services remain in operation durmg
a strike and that workers notify employers at least 48 hours before beginning a
walkout. The Constitution prohibits government interference in labor unions but
provides that "abuse" of the right to strike (such as not maintaining essential serv-
ices, or failure to end a strike after a labor court decision) will be punishable by
law.
Port workers and stevedores, airport workers, public and private bus drivers and

fare collectors, public and private teachers, and federal and state government em-
ployees went on strike in 1992. Formerly the ruling of abusiveness was virtually
automatic; over the last several years the courts have applied the law with more
discretion. However, in 1992, several regional labor courts, after ruling strikes abu-
sive, acted to make unions responsible for "damages" claimed by businesses eis a re-

sult of strikes. The amount of financial liability was to be determined subsequently
by civil courts. The first unions to be afTected were public transportation workers
in Sao Paulo, Campinas, and the Federal District, and port woreer and stevedore
unions nationwide.
Although Brazilian laws make no provision for a central labor organization, three

major groups have emerged—the Sole Workers Central (CUT), the General Workers
Confederation (CGT), and Forca Sindical. The centrals do not have legal standing
to represent professional categories of workers; however, all three centrals can effec-

tively acquire such standing by affiliating with existing state-wide federations or na-
tion-wide confederations, tmions and centrals are free to affiliate internationally. In
1992 Forca Sindical and CUT affiliated with the ICFTU, as the CGT had done pre-
viously.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The right to organize is pro-
vided for by the Constitution, and unions are legally mandated to represent work-
ers. With some government assistance, businesses and unions are working to ex-
pand and improve mechanisms of collective bargaining. Nevertheless, the labor
court system exercises normative powers with regard to the settlement of labor dis-

putes, thereby discouraging direct negotiation. Existing law charges these same
courts, as well as the Labor Ministry, with responsibility for mediation in the pre-
liminary stages of dispute settlement. Wages are set by free negotiation in many
cases, and in others by labor court decision. Beginning in 1990, the Federal Govern-
ment attempted to control salary increases in order to limit infiation, but the at-

tempts appeared to have little efiect on wage settlements.
The Constitution incorporates a provision from the Labor Code that prohibits the

dismissal of employees who are candidates for or holders of union leadership posi-
tions. Nonetheless, dismissals take place, with those dismissed required to resort to
a usually lengthy court process for relief. In general, enforcement of laws protecting
union members from discrimination lacks effectiveness. Union officials estimate that
some 5 percent of such cases reaching the labor court system are resolved within
days through a preliminary judicial order. The other 95 percent generally take 5 to

10 years (and sometimes more) to resolve.

Labor law applies uniformly throughout BrazU, including the free trade zones.
However, the unions in the Manaus Free Trade Zone, like rural unions and many
unions in smaller cities, are relatively weaker vis-a-vis industry as compared to

unions in the major industrial cities in the Southeast.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^While the Constitution prohibits

forced labor, there have been repeated credible charges that it exists in Brazil, de-
spite federal government assertions that it is taking steps to halt the practice and
firosecute perpetrators. In 1992, on the basis of "amply documented reports," the
ntemational Labor Organization (ILO) noted "serious deficiencies" in the applica-

tion in Brazil of the international conventions on the abolition of forced labor.

The ILO cited reports of "thousands of workers, including children and young per-
sons, who are subjected to forced labor in various sectors of the rural economy and
in mining." In rural areas in particular, reports of forced labor are commonplace and
include forced prostitution oi children. In 1992 the Pastoral Land Comnussion de-

nounced a notable increase of instances of persons confined to farms and forced to

work without pay (from 1,599 cases in 1990 to 4,883 cases in 1991), and protected
a continuation oi the problem into 1992. A 1992 estimate put the total numoer of
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persons woiking under coercion at 70,000. State and federal authorities often do not

mvestigate reports of compulsory labor, claiming lade of resources. Local police

admit that overseers or owners of many farms withhold pay from migrant laborers

and use force to retain and intimidate them. Jurisdiction for such violations falls

to the Ministry of Labor, which has allocated insufiicient resources for enforcement.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum working age under
the Constitution is 14, except for apprentices, and legal restrictions are also set in

the Constitution to protect working minors under age 18. Legal restrictions on child

labor are often not enforced, however, and the problem is widespread. (The ILO
noted in 1992 that the constitutional provision for apprenticeships under age 14 is

not in accordance with ILO Convention 5 on minimum i^ in industiy.) By law, the

permission of the parents or guardians is required for minors to work, and provision

must be made for them to attend school throu^ the primary grades. All minors are

barred from night work and from work that constitutes a physical strain. Minors
are also prohibited from employment in unhealthfiil, dangerous, or morally harmiiil

conditions.

Despite these legal restrictions, however, official figures state that 17.2 percent

of all children between the ages of 10 and 14 are working. The actual percentage

is probably somewhat higher, perhaps as high as 25 percent countrywide, with the

hi^est regional percentage in the northeast. Many, perhaps most, of these working
minors are working in violation of the law. Accurate statistics on illegal child labor

are not available, tconomic conditions often compel children to contribute income

to their families (or their own upkeep if they have left home). Enforcement of child

labor laws is severely limited because the Ministry of Labor, the responsible agency,

deploys too few inspectors and accepts a widely held view that it is better for these

minors to work than to be involved in street crime. Further, in 1992 the ILO noted

reports of a decrease in the number of labor inspections since 1990.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—As of January 1993, the national minimum
wage will be acyusted every 2 months in accordance with a law on salary policy

passed in December 1992. The Interunion Department for Socioeconomic Studies

and Statistics estimates, however, that the mimmum wage is a little less than one-

third of the minimum necessary (based on the standard set by the Constitution) to

support a family of four. The most recent available national survey (for 1990) shows
that 35 percent of economically active individuals, including minors of 10 to 14

years of age, earn no more than the minimum wage. The 1988 Constitution limits

the standard workweek to 44 hours, and the Labor Code mandates at least one con-

secutive 24-hour rest period per week. It expanded pay and fringe benefits and es-

tablished new protections for agricultural and domestic workers; however, not all of

its provisions have been enforced.

Many Brazilian workers suffer from unsafe working environments. Occupatioiial

health and safety stancUirds are set by the Fundacentro, which is under the Min-
istry of Labor. Enforcement of these standards is inconsistent because the Ministry

deploys insufiicient resources for adequate inspection and enforcement. There are

also credible allegations of corruption within the enforcement system. If a worker
has a problem in the workplace and has trouble getting relief directly fiwm his ein-

ployer, he or his union may file a claim vdth the regional labor court, although in

practice this is frequently a cumbersome, protracted process.

Brazilian law requires the establishment in work places of Internal Cormnissions

for Accident Prevention (CIPA). Employee members of these commissions are pro-

tected under law from being fired for commission activities. Such firings, however,

do occur, and legal recourse usually requires years for resolution. The 1991 figures

for workplace accidents and fatalities snowed a decline from 1990, but the 677,404

reported accidents, of which 4,523 were fatal and 19,972 caused permanent disabil-

ities, undoubtedly understate the problem, because they measure only the some 23.7

million covered workers in a work force of approximately 56 million.

CHILE

Chile reestablished democratic government after more than 16 years of military

rule with the inauguration of President Patricio Aylwin on Mareh 11, 1990. Under
the Aylwin Govenmient, Chile held nationwide municipal elections on June 28,

1992—the first in more than 20 years. The Congress is an active and independent

legislative body, comprising 120 Deputies and 38 Senators elected in December
1989. An additional mne Senators were appointed by the out^ing military govern-

ment, depriving the Aylwin Government of a majority in the Senate. There is a sep-
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arate, constitutionally independent judicial branch, which is largely dominated by
appointees of the former military regime.

Civilian control of the military is increasing but not complete; the armed forces

remain largely autonomous institutions, and the civilian Grovemment lacks the au-

thority to remove military personnel from duty. The Minister of Defense is a civilian

appointed by the President and responsible for oversight of the military. General
Augusto Pinochet, leader and the only member of the 1973 Junta still on active

duty, remained as Commander-in-Chief of the Army after the transition to civilian

government, a position he may hold until March 1998 under a constitutional provi-

sion approved during the military regime. According to the U.S. Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency, total military expenditures for 1989 were $790 million. There
are no plans to reduce these expenditures in the near future.

The Carabineros, Chile's uniformed national police, have primary responsibility

for public order and safety, crime control, and border security. The Investigations

Police are responsible for controlling and investigating serious crime. Both police or-

ganizations, althou^ formally under the administrative jurisdiction of the Ministry

of Defense, which c^termines their budget, fall under the operational control of the

Ministry of the Interior. Elements of the police again were responsible for human
rights abuses, including torture and other mistreatment of detainees, and were often

unwilling to cooperate in investigations of past abuses by the military and the po-

lice. The Investigations Police did much to advance the investigations in a number
of high-profile human rights cases.

Chile's free market economy, well into its ninth consecutive year of expansion, re-

flected boom conditions. Growth in 1992, projected at 8 percent, was lea by exports

and investments. Unemployment rates hovered near 20-year lows, whUe inflation

continued to decline, at least through the first half of 1992. Copper is Chile's most
important source of foreign exchange, followed by fresh fruit and nsh meal.

Chile's over^l humtin rights record has improved sipiificantlv in recent years.

The most pressing human rights problems in 1992 contmued to be the need to ad-

dress past human rights violations committed (largely with impunity) during the

military regime; terrorist violence; and incidents of torture by the police, who are

seldom tried and punished for such acts. Intimidation of the press through law
suits, particularly in military tribunals, threatened freedom of the press in 1992.

Other areas of human ri^ts abuse included arbitrary arrest and detention, contin-

ued strong partiality towards the military by the courts, and discrimination and vio-

lence against women.
A January law provided reparations for more than 2,000 families of those who dis-

appeared or were Killed during the Pinochet regime. The law established a new gov-

ernment office to administer the compensation program and investigate the fate of

those still missing. Arrests were made in a few high-profile human rights cases dat-

ing back to the time of the military government.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^Political and other extrajudicial

killings in 1992 were largely the result of terrorist action. Two terrorist organiza-

tions, the dissident wing of the Manuel Rodriguez Patriotic Front (FPMR/D) and the

Lautaro Youth Movement (NOL), were responsible for most of the political violence.

For example, on April 29, the MJL murdered Domingo Sarmiento, an active member
of the Party for Democracy (PPD) who had abandoned armed resistance and entered

mainstream politics. The police arrested suspects in the murder.
Chilean terrorists killed six police in confrontations during the year; in a carefully

{tlanned assault on September 10, the MJL ambushed three Investigations Police of-

icers whUe they were guarding the residence of a public official. By year's end the

police had conducted an extensive investigation into these killings and had detained

a number of suspects. The police killed a total of six suspected terrorists in armed
clashes as of September 15. In an effort to better coordinate the nation's effort

against crime and terrorism, the Government sent legislation to Congress, which is

expected to be approved in early 1993, to create a new Office for Public Security

and Information.
In January the Congress approved a new law to compensate the families of vic-

tims of politically motivated disappearances and murders during the 1973 to 1990

period of military rule. TTie Congress based this legislation on recommendations
made in 1991 by the presidentially appointed National Commission on Truth and
Reconciliation, or "Rettig Commission. The compensation package included fiaian-

cial reparation and health care services for the victims' unmeaiate families and
schooling for the victims' children. The law also established the National Coipora-
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tion for Reparation and Reconciliation to determine the fate and location of more
than 1,000 missing Chileans, to complete investigations of more than 600 cases on
which the RettigCommission did not reach a conclusion, and to review new cases

not previously presented to the Commission.
The 1978 Amnesly Law impedes the prosecution of those responsible for human

rights abuses committed during the military government between 1973 and 1978.

The Government's inteipretation of the Amnesty Law would have the courts deter-

mine guUt before appWing the amnesty. In practice, however, military tribunals and
the Supreme Court frequently used the Amnesty Law to close investigations of

human rights abuses allegedly committed by members of the security forces before

the facts and criminal responsibility had been established. The security forces were
also uncooperative in furmdiing iniormation to resolve disappearance cases or locate

remains oi the missing. Moreover, even when the Amnesty Law does not apply and
is not used to close investigations before trial, military personnel rarely have been
convicted for human ri^ts abuses. To prevent further investigation, military tribu-

nals seek jurisdiction m cases in which active duty military ofiRcialB are charged
with committing crimes against civilians, including instances when human rights

abuses are alleged. Vfhen there is a conflict concerning jurisdiction, the Supreme
Court has sideamore often with military tribunals than with civilian courts. These
decisions produced considerable criticism and charges that Chile's hi^est Court, be-

cause of its perceived lade of impartiality, impedes justice for victims of human
rights abuses committed by the security forces.

A number of arrests were made in 1992 in a few hi^-profile human rights viola-

tions committed by members of the security forces during the military regime. These
included the 1982 murder of labor leader Tucapel Jimenez and the 1985 throat

slashing of three Communist Party members. A former military officer indicted in

the Tucapel Jimenez murder was arrested in Argentina and awaits extradition.

Alvaro Coibalan was arrested for a murder connected Mrith the assassination of Ji-

menez. Corbalan, a former head of operations for a now disbanded unit of the na-

tional intelligence apparatus ctdled tne Center for National Information (CNI), is

wanted for questioning regarding a series of other human rights violations commit-
ted during his tenure at CNI. Special investigating Judge Milton Juica, who re-

ceived several death threats, oroered the detention of nearly two dozen former
Carabineros, including former Junta member and Carabinero Director General
Cesar Men^za, for the kidnaping and murder of the three Communists. In Novem-
ber the Supreme Court hancfed down a controversial decision in which it unani-
mously overturned an indictment which charged Mendoza with withholding evi-

dence. The Court absolved him of any wrongdoing.
The new reparations office, which does not have subpoena or prosecutory powers,

provided a special investigating judge with evidence regarding more than 70 dis-

appearances allegedly involving a former Secret Police (DINA) interrogator, Osvaldo
Romo Mena. He fled to Brazil using falsified documents in 1975. In November the
Brazilian government expelled him to Chile. He was compelled to testify about
human rights violations committed during the early years of the military govern-

ment. The Supreme Court granted the militaiy courts jurisdiction over the inves-

tigation of the 1974 disappearance case of Movement of the Revolutionary Left

(MIR) leader Alfonso Chanfreau, in whose apprehension Romo allegedly partici-

pated. The decision was widely criticized as eft^rtively ending serious investigation

of the case and as a potentially damaging precedent for other unresolved disappear-

ances.

The Chilean Government continued to show a strong commitment to bringing to

justice retired General Manuel Contreras and Colonel Pedro Espinoza—^respectively

former Director and Operations Chief of DINA—in connection with the 1976 mur-
ders in Washington, D.C., of former Chilean oflicial Orlando Letelier and his U.S.

associate, Ronni Moffitt. The special judge closed the investigative phase of the case

in November, formally accusing the suspected "intellectual authors" of the assas-

sinations, who had been released on bail in December 1991, of ordering the mur-
ders. In a related action, in April the Chilean Government paid $2.6 million dollars

in ex gratia compensation to the Letelier and Moffitt families as determined by a

special commission established by the U.S. and Chilean Governments.
The Supreme Court has not yet ruled on a 1991 appeal by Carmen Gloria Quin-

tana, who was seriously burned in a confrontation with a military patrol in 1986,

and by the family of Rodrigo Rojas, who died of bums resulting from the same con-

frontation. A mmtary appeals court had overturned a serious injury finding by a

lower military tribunal, disregarding considerable evidence available to it that dem-
onstrated military personnel were responsible.

In a rare decision involving human rights abuses against members of Chile's in-

digenous population during tne military regime, the Appeals Court of Temuco or-
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dered the detention in December 1991 of two former Carabineroa and one civilian

suspected in the abduction of two Mapuche indians in 1974. As of October 30, the
Supreme Court was considering an appeal by the accused.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no cases of disappearances or kidnapings during
1992, ana police resolved one earlier politically motivated abduction. In ^ptember
1991, the FPMR/D kidnaped Cristian Edwards, son of the owner of El Mercurio
newspaper, and released him in February 1992 following receipt of a larae ransom
payment. Investigations PoUce detectives arrested five of his captors in March but
have yet to capture the intellectual authors of the abduction. The five in custody
were found guilty and sentenced to Ufe imprisonment; one was killed while partia-

pating in an October jail break. Another oi the arrested kidnapers is also suspected
of involvement in the 1991 assassination of rightist Senator Jaime Guzman and
other high-profile terrorist murders.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Although the Constitution forbids '^he use of illegal pressure,* human rights groups
continued to receive credible reports of mistreatment and torture by some
Carabinero and Investigations Police units in 1992. The Defense Committee of the
Peoples' Ri^ts (CODEPU) reported 48 instances of torture or cruel treatment as
of October 30, most committed by the Carabineros' Third Command in Santiago,
which includes the Counterterrorism and Intelligence units known jointly as
DIPOLXUAR. Many of these cases included credible complaints of mistreatment and
torture, including sleep, food, and water deprivation, threats, beatings, and forced
standing for long periods of time. Two complaints against Investigations Police in-

volved the use ofelectric shock.
Judicial investigations of torture have seldom been concluded, due in large part

to t^e refusal of some state security organizations to compW with court orders to

make security agents available to the courts for questioning. The reluctance of mem-
bers of the judiciary, many of them appointed by the military regime, to take an
interest in the issue has contributed, at least in part, to the failure of police to in-

vestigate and prosecute cases of torture and other mistreatment. The government,
which has denounced the use of torture and encouraged Chileans to report such in-

cidents, has not been effective in eradicating the practice.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or £xi/e.—-Under Article 19 of the Constitution, ci-

vilian and military courts may order a suspect's arrest and detention for up to 5
days without arraignment and extend the detention for up to 10 days for suspected
terrorist acts. By law, detainees are to be provided 30 minutes of immediate and
daily access to a lawyer (although not in private) and to a doctor to verify their

physical condition. The law does not permit a judge to deny such access. With few
exceptions, this practice appears to have been observed by the Investigations Police,

but to a lesser extent by the Carabineros. La politically motivated crimes or cases

of suspected terrorism, some judges have denied detainees access to lawyers and
doctors. There were also instances when detainees were held incommunicado for pe-
riods beyond the 10 days, particularly when more than one charge was pending
against them.
The Chilean Human Rights Commission reported 44 arbitrary arrests through

September 1992. Many olthose detained were never charged and were released

after several days. Thou^ most cases related to the anti-terrorist law were trans-

ferred to civilian courts m 1991, military prosecutors continue to hold open inves-

tigations of two cases: the discovery of arms caches in 1986 and the 1986 assault

on a bakery in which a Carabinero officer was killed.

There were no cases of forced exile in 1992, but some Chileans convicted of politi-

cally motivated crimes during the military regime opted to go abroad as a condition

of their release from jail in 1992.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Although the judiciary is legally independent, 12

of (he 17 Supreme Court Judges were appointed by the former military regime, and
the Court is often partial in decisions involving military personnel (see Section l.a.).

Trial in criminal cases is not by jury. Reliance is on the written record rather than
oral testimony, and the judge renders a verdict after directing the investigation. The
investigation phase is considered secret, with limited access for the accused or his

attorney to evidence or testimony which has been accumulated by the judge. There
is a well-developed, multistage appeal process leading ultimately to the Supreme
Court. This lengthy process is criticized for the slowness with which decisions are

rendered; it is not uncommon for cases to linger in the court system for several

years.
Under the military government a broad interpretation of state security laws

greatly expanded the jurisdiction of military courts over the prosecution of pro-

scribed political activities. A 1991 legal reform package limited the jurisdiction of
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military tribunals and transferred most cases to the civilian courts. There still re-

mains a badcloff of such cases in the civilian judicial svstem.
As of November 20, President Aylwin n-anted pardons in 1992 to 19 individuals

who had been convicted of politically motivated crimes committed during the mili-

tary regime. As of that date, the Social Aid Foundation of the Christian Churches
(FASIQ reported that 23 i>ersons chai^d with violating state security laws before
March 11, 1990, remained in jail. Most of the remaining prisoners were involved in
some of Chile's more notorious terrorist incidents, some of which caused fatalities,

as in the death of five bodyguards in the 1986 assassination attempt against then
President Pinochet. The jailed individuals were charged with multiple offenses; most
of them were subjected to years of incarceration and torture during the militaiy re-

gime- and will most likely remain in prison until their cases are resolved by the ju-
dicial system. When such cases were resolved in the past. President Aylwin fre-

quently pardoned those involved.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—
Searches of the home and interception ofprivate communications are prohibited by
the Constitution unless either a civilian or a military court issues a search warrant
for specific locations. Congress passed a law in 1991 that allows the police to enter
a location without a warrant il they have ^od reason to believe perpetrators of a
crime are hiding there. The 1984 anti-terronst law provides for surveillance of those
suspected of terrorist crimes, and for the interception, opening, or recording of pri-

vate communications and documents in such cases. Political espionage—induing
the interception and recording of private telephone conversations attributed to ei-

ther the Investigations Police or Army Intelligence—produced three separate scan-
dals, one of which led to the resignation of the Investigations Police Director Gen-
eral in March.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The Constitution recognizes freedom of speech
and press and these rights generally are respected in practice. A threat to freedom
of expression during 1992 was what the media interpreted as excessive use of the
judicial prerogative, in either civil or criminal cases, to prohibit publication of any
aspects surrounding a lawsuit in process. Once a judge orders such a prohibition,

the media practice is to observe it. The Inter-American Press Association (lAPA),
at its March 1992 meeting, expressed concern that the habitual use of this practice

in Chile would constitute an impediment to freedom of the press.

During 1992 military courts heard several new cases of espionage and sedition

brought against joumeQists. Most of these cases are stiU in the investigation stage;

however, in one instance the Director and the Information Chief of the weekly El
Siglo were jailed overnight before being released on bail. In November the lAPA
president visited Chile to express concern that such suits could threaten freedom
of the press. The judiciary has fdso shown itself extremely sensitive to media criti-

cism. In November the Supreme Court brought charges against the conservative and
influential daily El Mercurio for an editorial criticizing corruption in the judiciary,

an editorial considered defamatry by the Supreme Court.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Citizens have the right to

peaceful assembly and association. Althou^ official permission to hold rallies is not
technicalhr required, authorities must be notified in writing of planned public
events, miman rights groups charged that the police often used excessive force to

break up demonstrations, including tear gas and water csuinons, particularly

against leftist protesters. For example, during a September march, Carabineros
fired tear gas into a peaceful crowd oi men, women, and children gathered on a nar-
row street, potentially creating a dangerous stampede. Organizers had notified the
authorities as required by law. The Carabineros were reacting to an attempt by
some individuals, several blocks away from the crowd, to extmguish the "lioerty

flame," which commemorates servicemen who died during the 1973 coup d'etat. The
Government acknowledged that the police acted hastily.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The Constitution provides for freedom of religion. Chile
is predominantly Roman Catholic. Other denominations practicetheir faiths without
restrictions. The Mormon Church continued to be a target of leftwing terrorist

groups, primarily the MJL, apparently for political rather than religious reasons.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign TYavel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Chileans by law are free to move within and to enter and leave their

country. The National Office of Returnees—established by the Congress in 1990 to

facilitate the reincorporation into Chilean society of the approximately 25,000 Chil-

eans who have returned from exile—^has assisted more than 13,000 exiles and their

families by provicUng specitd access to health care, housing, and information on job
opportunities.
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Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right o/* Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Citizens have the right to change their government throu^ periodic elections.

There is universal sufnrage for citizens 18 years of age or over, and more than 95
percent of those eligible are registered to vote. In June, for the first time in more
than 20 years, Chile held municipal elections. Voter turnout was the hi^est ever
for local elections. Women are active in Chilean political life, especially at the grass-
roots political party level, but there are few women in leadership positions; women
comprise less than 6 percent of the members of Congress.
The military regime designed certain provisions of the 1980 Constitution to pro-

tect its interests and those of its conservative backers during the transition to civil-

ian rule. For example, nine Senators were appointed by the outgoing government
to take office with the 38 elected Senators, effectively depriving the eled«d Aylwin
Government of a majority in the Senate; this in turn stymied euorts by the Govern-
ment to pass certain constitutional reforms. One appointed Senator died in Decem-
ber 1990, and the Government chose not to fill his vacant seat.

Chile's indigenous people are able to participate freely in the political process. Al-
though relatively few members of Chile's Indian population are politically active,

their participation has increased since the 1990 democratic transition. Of the esti-

mated half million Mapuche Indians in Chile, there is one representative of Indian
descent in the Congress.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The Catholic Church's Vicariate of Solidarity closed its offices on November 27.

The Vicariate had taken the lead in defending human rights during the Pinochet
regime and provided legal counsel to families of victims who were killed or dis-

appeared between 1973 and 1990. FASIC hired many of the Vicariate's lawyers and
assumed the bulk of the Vicariate's caseload. The Defense Committee of the Peoples'
Rights (CODEPU) provides legal counsel to those currently accused of politically re-

lated crimes and to victims of human ri^ts abuses. The Chilean Government per-
mits visits and investigations by private mtemational human rights groups.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Government seeks to integrate the indigenous population, but the lai^gest ra-

cial minority, the Mapuche Indians in southern Chile, remains separated from the
rest of society, largely because of historical, cultural, educational, and geographical
factors.

Human rights groups praised the resolution of a land dispute in early 1992 by
the Government, whioi agreed to pay $6.15 million to buy from a private organiza-

tion territory claimed by indigenous families in the Quinquen Valley. In June, how-
ever, the Government was criticized for insensitivity tind for overreacting to land
seizures by more than 60 Mapuche Indians near Temuco. The Government began
legal proceedings, detained the group's leader—later released on bail—and inves-

tigated his organization's legal status and affiliations. The other participants remain
under criminal investigation.

Legal distinctions between the sexes still exist, despite a 1989 law which reduced
restrictions on women. Inheritance laws provide strong protection for wives and pro-
tect female offspring, and a 1992 law accords children bom out of wedlock the same
civil rights as ofispring bom in wedlock. The changes in law, however, have not
been matched by a diange in attitude by society, police, or the courts. In many
cases, abuses such as wife beating continue to be tolerated or ignored.

The National Women's Service (SERNAM), whose Director became the first

woman with cabinet rank, estimates that one in four Chilean women has been sub-
jected to physical violence by her husband or partner, and only 16 percent of women
report such violence to the police. From a 1992 survey in metropolitan Santiago,
SERNAM learned that the level of violence was highest in the lower economic stra-

ta, where 34 percent of women reported that they had experienced physical abuse.

SERNAM conducts courses on the legal, medical, and psychological aspects of do-

mestic violence for Carabineros, who are most often the first public ofiicials to inter-

vene in such incidents. SERNAM also provides legal and medical information to

abused women.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Private sector workers and employees of state-run

enterprises have the right to join unions, and approximately 12 percent of the work
force is organized. The Labor Code does not allow government employees to form
trade unions, but their associations have legal status, and they participate in labor
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confederations. These associations do not participate in collective bargaining. The
police and military are not allowed to form employee associations.

The Labor Code was amended in 1991 to allow for the formation of nationwide
labor "centrals," but the requirements are so onerous that odW one central has ob-
tained legal recognition the Unified Workers Central (CUT), which was the
most broadly based. The Democratic Workers Central and the conservative Chilean
Workers Central have not legalized their status and appear headed for extinction.
Unions are independent of the Government, but they maintain ties to political par-
ties. Only the Democratic Workers Central is politically independent, but it has suf-
fered a decline in membership and power. Labor unions freely maintain relations
with international labor bodies.

The 1991 Labor Code reforms removed several significant restrictions to the right
to strike, but required that a majority of employees must reject an employer's final
offer in the presence of a labor inspector and vote by secret ballot for a strike. Em-
ployers may no longer fire striking workers after 60 days without pajring them sev-
erance benefits (which have increased from a maximum of 5 to 11 montns' salary).
The reforms do not bring Chile into compliance with International Labor Organiza-
tion (ILO) Conventions on freedom of association or the right to organize and bar-
gain collectively, neither of which the Government has ratified. Even before passing
me labor reforms, the Government restored the right to strike at copper mines and
other entities which had previously been included on a list of strategic enterprises.
In 1992, for example, the telephone company had a 2-week legal strike, and port
workers held illegal work stoppages without suffering reprisals. See Section l.a. for
details on the progress made m determining responsibility for the 1982 murder of
labor leader Tucapel Jimenez.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The climate for collective bar-
gaining improved with the passage of the new labor reforms, but the process is

strictly regulated and employees in small firms face serious problems of antiunion
discrimination. The entire collective bargaining process may be nullified if any of
a series of legally imposed deadlines are missea by either the union or management.
The Government unilaterally sets the wages of public employees without formal

bargaining. The reformed Labor Code permits bargaining in the private sector and
state enterprises and provides for inter company and sector wide negotiations, but
only bakers have negotiated in this manner. Terms negotiated by temporary work-
ers—defined as the merchant marine, port workers, construction workers, and art-
ists
—

"do not have the legal status of labor contracts," according to the revised Labor
Code.
Employers may no longer dismiss workers without cause, but they use technical-

ities in the Labor Code to fire union leaders even when they enjoy legal protections.
Reforms to the Labor Code provide that the employer must pay a 20-percent penalty
to the woricer if courts rule that he was fired without due cause, but they do not
require that the worker be rehired. Employers are allowed to negotiate witn ad hoc
worker groups, whidi undermines the bargaining ability of the union.
There are no export processing zones in Chile or other special districts where dif-

ferent labor laws apply.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is pro-

hibited in the Constitution and Labor Code, and there is no evidence that it is cur-
rently practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Child labor is regulated by law.
Children under 14 years old may be employed only with permission of parents or
guardians, only after completing their compulsory elementary schooling, and only in
restricted types of labor. Those aged 15 to 18 may be employed in a larger variety
ofjobs and at expanded hours, but only with their parents or guardians' permission.
Labor inspectors enforce these regulations, and compliance is good in the formal sec-

tor. Economic factors have forced many children to seek employment in the informal
economy which, by definition, is more difiicult to regulate. The Carabineros have in-

stituted mobUe police stations to counsel parents who force their children to work
and have proposed creating a Public Defender for Children's Rights.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^Minimum wages, hours of work, and occupa-
tional safety and health standards are regulated by law. The standard workweek
is 48 hours. There is a minimum wage, and lower paid workers also receive a family
subsidy which is designed to raise their earnings to an acceptable level. When a tri-

partite committee comprising government, management, and labor representatives
set the minimum wage in 1992, they based it on future projected inflation and in-

creases in productivity. The Ministry of Labor has inspectors to enforce laws cover-
ing wages and hours of work, but despite recent increases in resources, enforcement
is difficult, especially in small enterprises and the informal sector. Workers who re-

move themselves from situations that endanger their health and safety have their
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employment protected, provided they have asked the workers' delegate to bring the
problem to the attention of labor inspectors.

COLOMBIA

Colombia is a constitutional, multiparty democracy in which the Liberal and Con-
servative parties have long dominated the political scene. M-19, the former guerrilla
movement that signed a peace accord with the Government and became a legal po-

litical party in 1990, has gained some support as an alternative to the tramtional
parties. Peace negotiations between the Government and the Simon Bolivar Na-
tional Guerrilla Coordinating Board broke ofT in early May. Despite government at-

tempts to restart the peace taUcs, they remained suspended at year's end. President
Cesar Gaviria assumed emergency powers under a state of emergency declared on
November 8, following escalatmg narcotics trafficker and guerrilla violence.

According to the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, total military ex-
penditures for 1989 were $758 million. There are no plans to reduce these expendi-
tures in the near fixture. Lntemal security is the primary responsibility of the Min-
istry of Defense, which includes the national police. The Department of Administra-
tive Security (DAS), which is responsible for national security intelligence, reports
directly to the President. Security forces are known to be responsible for human
rights abuses.
Colombia has a mixed economy, with private enterprise having a dominant role.

While coffee production continues to be a major component of the Colombian econ-
omy, its overall importance has declined as the country has diversified its export
base and expanded private investment. State enterprises have joint ventures with
private forei^ investors in the oil and coal industries and play an important role

in the electrical and telecommunication utilities. Privatization of certain public in-

dustries is continuing. Narcotraffickers control extensive illicit enterprises.
Colombia's long democratic tradition has withstood extraordinary levels of vio-

lence for over 40 years. The main perpetrators of human rights violations are
narcotraffickers, leftist guerrilla groups, and rightwing paramilitary groups, the last

of which at times operate with tne support or acquiescence of the local or regional
armed forces and police. The poUce and the armed forces are also responsible for

significant numbers of abuses, particularly in areas with hi^ levels of
narcotranicking and political violence. Violations attributed to members of the police

and military are usually in the context of efforts to quell guerrilla or narcotics-relat-

ed violence.

Narcotraffickers were responsible for widespread human rights abuses and contin-

ued to use terror in attempts to intimidate the Government and judiciary. They con-
tinued to disseminate false information about official human rights abuses to under-
mine domestic and international support for the Government. It is standard operat-

ing procedure for guerrilla or bandit groups to murder or kidnap local government
oflicials and civilians as part of their continuing effort to destabilize the Govern-
ment and finance the insurgency. In some areas, the guerrillas cooperated with
narcotraffickers. Although there was violent conflict between narcotraffickers and
guerrillas in a few areas in the past, there was no evidence of such conflict in 1992.

Individual members and unite of the army and the police were responsible for

many human rights violations. In urban areas, the national police committed
human rights violations including disappearances, arbitrary detentions, arbitraiy

killings, and threats of violence. They also participated in extrajudicial "cleanup"
killings (see Section l.a.). Particularly in areas of nigh guerrilla activity and little

government presence, such as the Magdalena Medio, members of the armed forces

were responsible for violations including murders, disappearances, and torture. Tar-
gets of abuse by the security forces mclude leftist politicians, labor organizers,

human rights workers, and peasants. Both officers and enlisted men and, in some
cases, entire units have participated in rightwing paramilitary activity, which tar-

gets guerrillas and others commonly sought by the military. Military finks to these
groups declined recently, in part because of President Gaviria's commitment to end
support by officials for such groups. Some partunilitary groups have been linked to

narcotraffickers.

Several institutional reforms were implemented in an eflbrt to improve respect for

human rights, including judicial reforms aimed at ending the historical ineffective-

ness of the judiciary. In its first 6 months of operation, the new system investigated

and tried cases involving narcotrafficker and guerrilla violence more efficiently.

Some of the judicial reforms, however, raised questions about whether defendants'

rights were adequately protected (see Section I.e.). The Office of the Defender of the
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People, a national level ombudsman, became fully operational. The Procuraduria, an
independent government administrative watchdog agency, conducted investigations
and imposed sanctions on police and military personnel implicated in human ri^^ts
abuses.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—Colombia is historically one of the
most violent societies in the world, with perhaps the world's highest per capita mur-
der rate. Due to insuflicient police and judicial resources and expertise to inves-
tigate and prosecute most killings, it is diilicult to separate political from nonpoliti-

cal murders. Opinions differ regarding the 1992 levels of politically motivated assas-
sinations. While the homicide rate itself increased in 1992, there were conflicting

opinions from respected sources on whether politictd murders increased. The Center
for Investigations and Popular Education (CINEP), Bogota's Jesuit-afiiUated human
rights and social research institute, reported 873 politically motivated murders and
855 presumably politically motivated murders for the period January throu^ Sep-
tember 1992. For 1991, CINEP reported 560 and 1,269, respectively. Information
from the Office of the Presidential Counselor for Human Rights indicates a de-

crease, with 124 homicides reported through September 1992.
The armed forces were responsible for extrajudicial killings particularly during

counterinsurgency operations, but unlike previous years, there were no reports oi

military involvement in massacres. Police abuses, which occured mainly in the
urban areas, included extrajudicial killings, arbitrary detention, and torture. Na-
tionwide, poUcemen continue to be murdered by narcoterrorists, guerrillas, and com-
mon criminals at the alarming rate of more than 1.6 per day. According to official

statistics, 620 police were killed in the line of duty in 1992.
The recent phenomenon of killing of persons deemed to be social undesirables,

such as street children, indigents, prostitutes, and homosexuals, appeared to be
more widespread. CINEP cited 420 such killings through September 1992 compared
to a total of 389 in all of 1991. The killings were most common in Medellin, Barran-
quiUa, CaU, Bogota, Cucuta, Pereira, and Manizales. Members of the police, appar-
ently hired by local merchants, were often implicated in such killings. In other in-

stances they were performed by urban vigilante nx)ups, known as popular militias,

and by criminal elements. In response to identified police involvement in Bogota,
the Rrosecutor General's office, in conjunction with the Procuraduria, established in

late September a special team of investigators and prosecutors to prosecute "social

cleanup" cases.

In 1992 the Government in several instances took action against police and mili-

tary personnel involved in human rights violations. In April a police court-martial

sentenced two policemen to the maximum penalty allowable under Colombian law,
30 years in prison, for the January murder and robbery of a Japanese business exec-

utive. In June a militaiy court sentenced a captain and two sergeants to 16-year
grison terms for torturing and killing six campesino laborers in Antioquia in 1988.
ecause official involvement was proved, the Government was ordered to pay 5,000

grams of gold to the victims' families. Two further examples include the April dis-

missal of 33 police—of whom 28 were low level agents—for inappropriate conduct,

including abuse of authority, and suspension of 13 police officials suspected of in-

volvement in murders of persons whose bodies were found in eight mass graves near
Cucuta. The trial and conviction of police and military personnel responsible for

killings and other abuses improved but remains infrequent.
Narcoterrorism, while declining through the first half of 1992, increased sharply

in June and continued at high levels through the end of the year. A kidnaping and
murder spree instigated by Medellin narcotics kingpin Pablo Escobar from nis pris-

on cell precipitated the Gfovemment's thwarted attempt to transfer him, resulting

in his escape on July 22. Since then more than 70 police and DAS officials have
lost their lives at the hands of narcoterrorists in Medellin alone. In September 1992,
Judge Myriam Rocio Velez was gunned down along with her three DAS bodyguards
in a brutal attack as she left her Medellin home. Rocio Velez was the first of the
so-called faceless judges and prosecutors to be assassinated since the inception of

the special jurisdiction in January 1991 (see Section I.e.). The late 1991 massacre
of 20 Paez Indians in an opium-growing area of Valle de Cauca Department was
determined to be a result of a drug-related land dispute. The allegea paramilitary
operational leader of the massacre, who had links to narcotraffickers, has been ar-

rested and remains in custody.
Despite current governmental policy and legislation outlawing their existence,

rightwing paramilitaiy groups, sometimes with the cooperation or acquiescence of
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corrupt local military and police ofilcers, continued to operate in rural areas. The
(Government's continuing pressure on the trafficking operations that finance some
paramilitary groups, and continued efforts to sever the connections between these
groups and individual military units and oflicers, had—at least in earlv 1992—

a

suppressing effect on paramilitary activity. However, since March CINEP statistics

indicated a resumption of such activity.

Only one of the 140 identifled paramilitary groups, the Magdalena Medio Peasant
Self-Defense Movement, took advantage of the Government s surrender decrees in
late 1991. In January unknown persons brutally murdered the leader of that group,
Ariel Otero, in Puerto Boyaca. Found on his body was a note saying "Ariel Otero:
for being a traitor, thief, and murderer." In April two military ofncers, a lieutenant
colonel and a major, were dismissed from military service pending an investigation

into army involvement in illegal paramilitary organizations. Reportedly the two offi-

cers were negligent in the performance of their duties against paramilitary groups
in the Magdalena Medio region.

A ftirther blow to paramilitary activity was the death of aspiring paramilitary
leader Jaime Rueda Rocha during a poUce raid. Rueda, a known Nleaellin cartel-

hired assassin, was responsible for a long list of criminal acts. His most notorious
alleged crime was the 1989 assassination of Liberal Party presidential candidate
Luis Carlos Galan.
The nongovernmental Permanent Committee for the Defense of Human Rights is-

sued a report on the incidence of massacres in Colombia from January through Au-
gust. Colombia's official sources define a massacre as the murder of five or more
persons in the same incident with a requirement of some measure of subjective in-

tent. The Permanent Committee defines masseicre as two or more deaths in the
same incident. The report details a total of 118 massacres for the first 8 months
of 1992. The perpetrators of the majority of these cases remain unknown. However,
in cases where some information on the perpetrators was available, most were at-

tributed to illegal paramilitary groups or popular militias.

Leftist guerrillas were responsible for numerous extrajudicial killings. Their vic-

tims included those who refused to submit to extortion, those believed to have
helped the Government, tmd those (including some former guerrillas) who were de-
clared guilty of "crimes against the people." In September eight peasants were mur-
dered on their farm near Chalan, Sucre department. According to reports, Revolu-
tionaiy Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) guerrillas were responsible for the mas-
sacre. The apparent motive was retaliation against the family tor refusal to pay pro-
tection money to the FARC.

b. Disappearance.—CINEP statistics for 1992 reflect a decrease in both disappear-
ances and kidnapings. For the period January-November 1992, 94 disappearances
and 104 kidnapings were recorded by CINEP, as compared to 180 and 375 respec-

tively, in all 01 1991. PreUminaiy statistics from the Procuraduria further corrobo-

rate this trend. Despite this decrease, disappearances continue, and the
Procuraduria noted in its last report that disappearances caused by the security

forces are a disturbing and chronic problem in Colombia. In early May, four

campesinos disappeared over several days in La Uribe, Meta Department. CINEP
alleged that two mobile army units were responsible. La Uribe is tne site of the ma-
jority of cases of political violence recorded by CINEP in the extremely violent Meta
region of Colombia. Althou^ guerrillas ana paramilitary groups are known to be
active in the area, the police and military are presumed responsible in one-half of
the cases reported.

CINEP reports that guerrillas are responsible for 90 percent of reported
kidnapings. Kidnamng the wealthy for ransom is an important source of revenue
for the guerrillas. They also kidnap for political reasons, sometimes executing vic-

tims after mock trials. In December Congress passed legislation prepared by a non-

fovemmental social action group. Pais Libre, designed to stiffen penalties against
idnapers and prevent families of victims from paying ransom demands. This un-

precedented citizens' initiative, made possible under the 1991 Constitution, reflects

the profound extent to which the general population has been affected by
kidnapings. At year's end, three kidnaped U.S. citizens remained in the hands of

guerrillas.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Although torture is prohibited by law, the police and security forces reportedly beat
and torture detainees, especially in the period immediately following detention.

However, the nund>er of reported cases is down this year. The 31 cases reported by
CINEP through November contrasted with 158 cases from 1991. The Procuraduria
had a total of 302 cases on file (91 new cases were filed between May 1991 and
April 1992) involving allegations of torture by members of the security forces; the

national police were implicated in 55 cases. The victims were t3rpically peasants.
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workers and prisoners. During this period, administrative sanctions were levied
agednst 12 policemen, 3 military personnel, and 4 prison employees.

Illegal rightwing paramilitary groups operating in the countryside frequently tor-
tured victims before killing them. Torture is also a common guerrlDa and
narcoterrorist practice. The bodies of Puerto Boyaca Mayor Gustavo Londono and
an associate were found showing signs of extreme torture and mutilation. A known
paramilitary member himself, tne mayor was most likely killed by a rival para-
military fproup.
According to the Procuraduria, physical assault continues to be the most common

human rights violation committea by the security forces; of the 1,071 cases under
investigation, 596 were filed between May 1991 and April 1992; after preliminary
investigation 166 national police personnel were implicated in physical assault vio-

lations. Victims primarily included workers, students, peasants, and the unem-
ployed. The Procuraduria levied administrative sanctions against 150 of the per-
petrators during the above period.
An agreement reached in 1991 between the police and the armed forces with the

International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) granting access to all persons de-
tained on security charges continued in force. The military is centralizing informa-
tion on those detained and notifying the ICRC upon detention in an attempt to fa-

cilitate visits by ICRC representatives.
The Procuraduria has stated that some abuse of prisoners in long-term detention

facilities does occur. Prison conditions are poor, due to lack of adequate resources
and overcrowding. Colombian prison officials are both unwilling and lack resources
to treat prisoners infected with the human immnodeficiency virus humanely.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—The 1991 Constitution includes several
mechanisms desired to prevent illegal detentions. A detainee must be brought be-
fore a judge within 36 hours and has the right to seek, before any judge, a petition
of habeas corpus which must be acted upon within 36 hours. These rights were often
i^ored in practice, however, and numerous instances of arbitrary arrest or deten-
tion continued in 1992. The Procuraduria investigated 836 files involving 1,039 al-

leged victims of arbitrary arrest and detention; the national police were implicated
in 74 percent of these cases. The Procuraduria levied administrative sanctions
against 106 members of the security forces between May 1991 and April 1992.
Persons are not subject to exile.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The ri^t to due process is specifically provided
for in the Constitution. The accused have the ri^t to representation by counsel, but
in practice representation for indigents is grosslv inadequate. An overburdened judi-
ciary and a traditional reluctance to grant bail means that many detainees never
come to trial; they simply serve the minimum sentence applicable to the crimes
which they are alleged to have committed. According to one study, a majority of the
prisoners in Colombia have never been convicted of a crime and may not have been
formally indicted.

The judiciary is independent of the executive and le^slative branches in theory
and largely in practice, although some politically sensitive cases are usurped by ex-
ecutive decree. In addition, the judiciary has long been subject to intimidation when
dealing with serious narcotramcking or paramilitary group cases. Many mag-
istrates, judges, and attorneys have been suborned, threatened with death, killed,

or had family members killed because they were investigating or trying such cases.

In January 1991, the Government took some steps to try to afleviate these problems
by establishing a special jurisdiction for serious narcotics, terrorism, and public cor-

ruption cases. These special courts (now referred to as "regional jurisdiction") were
designed to improve security for judges (and prosecutors since July 1) working on
narcotics and terrorism cases, to speed processing of such cases, ana to improve the
conviction rate, which has risen dramatically. The protection afibrded the judges
stems primarily from their anonymity. Trials in these courts are closed to the pub-
lic, although representatives of the Procuraduria must be present during most pro-

ceedings.
The powers of the law enforcement agencies to conduct investigations under the

direction of the new public prosecutors were also reformed and strengthened. De-
fendants before the regional jurisdiction enjoy many of the procedural rights guar-
anteed by the Constitution. However, several due process issues are raised by the
structure of "faceless" judges and prosecutors and anonymous witnesses of the re-

gional jurisdiction. A defense attorney may not impeach an anonymous witness; nor
may a defendant make copies of documents to be used as evidence against him; nor
can a defense attorney bring charges of malfeasance or incompetence against the
judge. Some human ri^ts organizations have alleged that the regional jurisdiction

is being misused to target disproportionately low-level coca producers, student
protestors, and peasant leaders. The regional jurisdiction system was endorsed by
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a special congressional session in late 1991 after full and open debate on the issues
surrounding its existence.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^A judi-
cial order is generally required for authorities to enter a private home, except in
cases of hot pursuit. There are widespread violations of legal norms regarding
searches in remote regions, but in urban areas the sanctity of the home is generally
respected. Peasants frequently are forced to leave their farms due to military
counterinsurgen<y operations, guerrilla conscription and confiscations, and illegal
right-wing paranulitary groups. The Procuraduria studied 355 cases of illegal

searches, and 26 agents ofthe State were administratively sanctioned between May
1991 and April 1992. The study implicated 31 national police in the reported cases;
victims are usually peasants and workers.
Telephone taps and the interception of mail must be authorized by a judge.
g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-

flicts.—Unlike previous years, there were no reports in 1992 that military aircraft
or helicopter gunships had bombed and strafed villages. Some local human ri^ts
groups, however, continued to charge that civilians were deliberately targeted dur-
ing military operations. The military continued to respond that noncombatant civil-

ians are not deliberately fired on and that any resulting injuries or damage are inci-

dental to combating guerrillas and narcotraflickers. Few casualties were reported,
although clashes between the guerrillas and military have produced significant
numbers of temporarily displaced persons fleeing the conflict zones and seeking ref-

uge in urban centers.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^These constitutionally protected rights are re-
spected. The press often and vigorously criticizes the Government and its leaders,
and the privately owned print media publish a wide spectrum of political views. Tel-
evision frequencies and facilities are owned by the State, which leases air time to
private production companies. The Government imposes some restrictions on the
coverage of terrorism, and during a crisis it reserves the right to prohibit broadcast
media from covering certain news events.
During 1992 violence directed against journalists declined slightly. According to

CINEP statistics through September, 14 journalists were victims of human rights
violations from all sources, 1 of which was an assassination for political reasons.
This contrasts with 23 violations in 1991.

b. Freedom o/" Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Freedom of peaceful assembly
and association is respected. Public meetings and demonstrations are normally held
without interference. Permission is required for demonstrations and is usually
granted except when the Government concludes that there is imminent danger to

fiublic order. Any organization is free to associate with international bodies in its

ield.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The Constitution provides for religious freedom, and
there is little religious discrimination in practice. The overwhelming majority of Co-
lombians are Roman Catholic, and the predominant position of the Catholic Church
is established by a 1973 treaty with the Vatican which was renegotiated in 1992.
The Government permits proselytizing among Indians, so long as the Indians wel-
come it and are not induced to adopt changes that endanger their survival on tradi-
tional lands.

d. Freedom ofMovement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Citizens are constitutionally guaranteed the right to travel domestically
and abroad. In areas where military operations against guerrillas are under way,
civilians may be required to obtain safe-conduct passes from the military; guerrillas
reportedly use similar means to limit travel in areas under their control. Emigration
is unrestricted and expatriates may, by law, repatriate. The Government uses ac-
cepted United Nations standards to determine the status of refiigees and asylum
seekers.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Since independence in 1824, citizens have exercised this right, except for short
lapses, in elections that have gener«dly been conducted fairly and openly. Presi-
dential elections are held eveiy 4 years. The Liberal and Conservative parties are
the most competitive, with one or the other usually gaining the presidency. Persons
are enfranchised at age 18. Public employees are forbidden to participate in political

campaigns, but, except for military personnel, may vote. All parties operate freely
without government interference. There are no restrictions on the participation of
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women or minorities in politics. Women hold many mid-level and some hi^-level
positions in government, including the two top slots at the Foreign Ministry.
There are about 80 distinct ethnic groups among the approximately 500,000 indig-

enous inhabitants of Colombia. The 1991 Constitution gives specitd recognition to
the fundamental rights of indigenous people. Rights regarding territory, govern-
ment, education, and preservation of cultural integrity are specifically outlined. The
Government is sponsoring programs to facilitate the exercise of in^genous ri^ts;
these programs are coordinated by the Presidential Counselor for I&man Rights.
Although somewhat limited in scope due to lack of resources, the programs empha-
size civic education while maintaining and preserving cultural integrity. There is

growing political activism among the indigenous people of Colombia.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The Procuraduria is charged with protecting citizens from abuses ofhuman ri^ts
from all sources. The Government cooperates with investigations by local and inter-

national human rights groups. CINEP is one of the most respected domestic human
rights organizations, and information compiled by it has been used by international
human rights organizations. Local human rights groups, universities, and the Gov-
ernment itself regularly sponsor conferences to analyze violence and human rights
violations. One function of the presidential human rights advisor and of the newly
created Defender of the People is to assist human ri^ts groups. It is the constitu-
tional duty of the Defender of the People to ensure the promotion and exercise of
human rights and to educate the population concerning such rights. These and other
government officials maintain close contact with prominent local human rights
groups.
Members of these groups are sometimes the target of violence by illegal rightwing

paramilitary groups or members of the police or military forces, llie B^gional Com-
mittee for the Defense of Human Rights (CREDHOS), headquartered in
Barrancabermeja, was particularly hard hit with the assassination of two
CREDHOS enwloyees and an attack against its president, Jorge Gomez Lizarazo.
In January CREDHOS secretary Blanca Valera de Duran was gunned down in
broad daylight by unknown assailants as she left the CREDHOS omce. Julio Cesar
Berrio, a security guard employed by CREDHOS, was killed during a Sunday after-

noon visit to an ice cream parlor. Criminal investigations are still under way in
these cases. Although the Goverment promised to undertake a meaningful investiga-

tion, no results were reported as of year's end.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Article 43 of the new Constitution declares that "men and women have equal
rights and opportunities. Women may not be subjected to any form of discrimina-
tion." Article 40 specifically requires the authorities to 'guarantee adequate and ef-

fective participation by women at the decision making levels of public administra-
tion." Long before implementation of the new Constitution, however, Colombian leg-

islation had guaranteed women extensive rights.

Despite these constitutional guarantees, discrimination against women still exists.

Women are entitled to remuneration equal to that of men, but this law is more re-

spected by the Government than the private sector. Reliable statistics indicate that
women in metropolitan areas earn approximately 66 percent of what men with com-
parable educational backgrounds earn. Estimates indicate that while women com-
prise about 41 percent oT the country's economically active population, men still

dominate top positions in government and industry. Nevertheless, approximately 40
percent of the university population is female, and over the past several years
women have increased their participation in a variety of professions. There are ac-

tive private associations working to advance women's rignts in the woricplace and
in public life.

Violence directed against women appears to be common, but a lack of reliable sta-

tistics makes it difficult to gauge its full extent. A social welfare organization in Bo-
gota estimates that only 20 percent of sexual assaults are reported by women to au-
thorities. According to Pro Mujer, an organization that assists female victims, at

least five rapes a day are reported in Colombia. Victims of domestic violence are

usually reluctant to file reports or press chaises. The Government, through the Co-
lombian Institute of Family Welfare, provides education in domestic relations and
personal behavior, primarily to lower income families. Domestic violence has not
historically been treated as a serious crime in Colombia.
However, with recent governmental and social attention directed at domestic vio-

lence, there is a growing trend toward recognizing the seriousness of the crime. This
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has yet to result, however, in significantly increased numbers of convictions or stiiT-

er penalties for uiose convicted of such abuse.
Colombia's constitutional and legislative conunitment to the protection of the fun-

damental rights of children is significant. A Children's Code was enacted in 1989
to specify the fundamental rights of children, define the principles for the protection
of minors, determine the sources of problems and the methods to be adopted to over-
come the problems, and to establish and restructure the services responsible for the
protection of minors. The fundamental rights of children are constitutionally guar-
anteed in Article 44. The Constitution also provides that the family, society, and the
State are obligated to assist and protect children, to foster their development, and
to assure the mil exercise of their rights.

Several odllion blacks form a racial minority in Colombia. They ei^ov all the legal
rights of other citizens, but they suffer some discrimination. Although constitutmg
4 percent of the population, there were no black representatives m Congress in
1992. Indians legally ei^oy all the rights and privileges of fiill citizenship but also
experience discrimination. Both blacks and Indians are significantly
underrepresented among government and business leaders. Indians form 1 percent
of Colombia's population. The new Constitution mandates 2 seats for Indians in the
102-seat Congress and, in fact, a third Indian was elected to an at-large seat in the
Congress.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—The right of workers to organize unions and strike

is recognized by law. The Labor Code provides for automatic legal recognition of
unions which have obtained 25 signatures from a workplace, and strengthens the
penalties for interfering with workers' freedom of association. The Labor Code also

assures the independence of labor oi;^anizations in determining internal rules, elect-

ing officials, and administering activities, and forbids the dissolution of trade unions
by administrative flat. Colombian workers are organized into 2,265 unions, 101 fed-

erations, and 3 confederations, and are free to establish international aflUiations
without government restrictions.

The Constitution extends the right to strike to nonessential public employees and
authorizes the Congress to enact implementing legislation. Before carrying out a
legal strike, unions must negotiate directly with management and engage in concil-

iation procedures if no agreement results. By law, pubhc employees must go to bind-
ing arbitration if conciliation talks fail; in practice, public service unions decide by
membership vote whether or not to seek arbitration.

In early 1992, there were strikes and protests against government austerity meas-
ures and plans to privatize key public enterprises. Ten thousand trade unionists
demonstrated in Februaiy in a national day oi protest in support of striking utility,

bank, telephone, and dock workers. A 1-week telecommunications strike m April
failed in its intent to force the Government to withdraw its telecommunications pri-

vatization bill from Congress. Port workers also went on strike against a govern-
ment decree modifying their collective bargaining agreement.
Organized labor suffers from a disproportionately high rate of violence from a va-

riety of sources including guerrillas, illegal paramilitanr groups, and common crinM-
nals, and also as a result of internal union struggles. Members of organized peasant
groups are frequently caught in the middle oi struggles between insurgents and
paramilitary forces, particularly in areas of high guerrilla activity. 'Tne Inter-
national Labor Organization's (ILO) Committee of Experts (COE), referring to re-

ports that governmental investigations into the murder and disappearance of trade
unionists rarely lead to convictions, observed that the climate of violence and inse-
curity has an extremely damaging effect on the exercise of trade union ri^ts.

In its 1992 report, the COE pointed to the need to amend the Labor Code to en-
sure that all agricultural workers benefit from compensation for industrial acci-

dents. The Committee praised the repeal of legal provisions restricting trade union
rights, but stated that various provisions of the Labor Code stiU conflict with the
ILO Convention. In addition, the COE suggested that the prohibition of strikes of
public woikers engaged in essential services be more clearly defined, and reiterated
its previous requests that the Government amend the Labor Code to conform with
the Convention on the issue of weekly rest.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The ri^t of workers to orga-
nize and engage in collective bargaining enjoys constitutional protection. Unions
have been successful in oi^anizing larger firms and public services, which include
less than 8 percent of Colombia's economically active population. Hi^ unemploy-
ment and weak union organization have limited workers bai^aining power in the
private sector. Antiunion discrimination or the obstruction of union association is il-

legal; this prohibition is enforced by administrative labor inspections. The new
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Labor Code increased the fines for restricting freedom of association. The use of
strikebreakers is prohibited by law.

The revised Labor Code eliminates mandatory mediation in private labor-manage-
ment disputes, and extends the grace period before the Government can intervene
in an effort to resolve conflicts. Confederations and federations are empowered to

assist their affiliates in collective bargaining.
Colon^ian labor law is applied in the country's seven free trade zones (FTZ).

There is no restriction against union organization in the FTZ's. Several public em-
gloyee unions have collective baivaining agreements in the FTZ's of BarranquiUa,
uenaventura, Cartagena, and Santa Marta. Some FTZ unions incorporate both

government and contract workers.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is le-

gally prohibited, and this prohibition is respected in practice. The Constitution spe-

cifically forbids slavery or any treatment of numan bemgs resembling servitude.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.
—^The Constitution prohibits the em-

ployment of children in most jobs before the age of 14, and the Labor Code prohibits

youths under the age of 18 from requesting employment permits. This provision is

respected in larger enterprises and major cities. However, the extensive informal
economy is effectively outside government control. A recent Ministry of Labor study
reveals that about 800,000 children between ages 12 and 17 are working. There are
also many younger children who work in the informal sector as street vendors, as
well as children who work in subhuman conditions in some small coal mines.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The Grovemment annually sets a national min-
imum wage which serves as an important henchmark for wage bargaining. The cur-

rent level, set by the Government after the National Labor Council, a tripartite ad-
visory board, failed to reach an agreement between administration, labor, and pri-

vate sector representatives in December 1992, is consistent with the Government's
anti-inflation policies but falls short of providing an adequate standard of living for

a worker and family. Over one-quarter of the population earns less than the mini-
mum wage. Lax enforcement of^ labor laws is partly due to the small number of

Labor Ministry inspectors and to fear on the part of*^unorganized workers of losing

their jobs. The law provides for a standard workday of 8 hours and a 48-hour work-
week. These laws are supposed to be enforced by Ministry of Labor inspectors and
judicial labor courts.

Workers' occupational safety and health are extensively regulated, but many such
regulations are difficult to enforce for workers in the informal sector who are not
covered by social insurance systems. Employees have the right to ask for Ministry
of Labor inspections in cases of suspected occupational hazards. However, Colom-
bian workers suffered many industrial accidents during the year, many of them in-

capacitating, owing to a combination of low levels of public safety awareness, scant
involvement by organized labor, and lax enforcement by the Labor Ministry.

COSTARICA

Costa Rica is a well-established, stable democracy with separate executive, legisla-

tive, and judicial branches. A Supreme Electoral Tribunal is considered a fourth

branch of Government. Elections for President, two Vice Presidents and 57 Deputies
to a unicameral Legislative Assembly are held every 4 years; they have been free

and fair. Rafael Angel Calderon won the February 1990 presidential election, in

which approximately 80 percent of eligible voters participated. The President is con-
stitutionally barred from reelection for life. Members of the Legislative Assembly
may be reelected but only after at least one term out of office.

the 1949 Constitution abolished Costa Rica's army. Several government min-
istries share responsibilities for law enforcement and national security: the Ministiy
of Public Security includes the Civil Guard, the Crime Prevention Unit, and the

Antidrug Police; the Ministry of Government includes the Rural Guard and the Di-

rectorate of Narcotics and Intelligence; and the Ministry of the Presidency has the
Directorate of Intelligence and Security. The Judicial Police under the Supreme
Court is an investigative force, while the San Jose Metropolitan Police and the
Transit Police within the Ministry of Public Works and Transportation also have
limited police functions. Public security forces generally observe procedural safe-

Suards established by law and the Constitution, but there have been occasional inci-

ents of the use of excessive force by the police.

Export-oriented businesses, both in agriculture and light industry, lead the Costa
Rican economy. Steady economic growth of recent years slowed in 1991 to around
1.5 percent, but improved modestly in 1992 (projections were for over 2 percent).
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The right to own private property is protected by the Constitution; however, foreign
and Costa Rican property owners who have had land expropriated for nature or In-
dian reserves have experienced considerable delay and difficulty receiving com-
pensation. Squatter invasions of private property sometimes occur, especially in the
southern border area, and sometimes turn violent.

Costa Ricans enioy a wide range of individual rights and freedoms. Complaints
of human ri^^ta abuse, when they arise, tend to cite delays in the judicial process
(many prisoners are subjected to excessive periods of pretrial custody) or de facto
discrimination against blacks, Indians, ana women. The police, particularly the
Rural Guard, have sometimes used excessive force. There were crediole diarges that
in February, a 13-man rural guard unit tortured and killed two suspected drug-traf-
fickers (see Section l.c.). Overall Costa Rica has an excellent humem rights record.
Reflecting a society-wide consensus, the Government is committed to extending ef-

fective basic protections and privileges to all Costa Ricans.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—The Government does not practice,
abet, or condone political kUling, and none was reported.

b. Disappearance.—There were no known or reported incidents of politically moti-
vated abductions or secret arrests.

c. Torture and Other Cruel. Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Constitution prohibits cruel or degrading treatment and holds invalid &ny state-
ment obtained through violence. These prohu)itions are generally respected m prac-
tice, but incidents of jwlice mistreatment are sometimes reported. The most serious
credible charges arose in February when residents of the Talamanca region testified
that members of a 13-man countemarcotics rural guard unit beat and snot two sus-
pected drug traffickers. These Rural Guards, known as the "Cobra Command," were
also accused of mistreating local residents, forcing some to serve as supply-bearers,
and assaulting two women. The entire squad was taken into custody when the Judi-
cial Police began an immediate investigation. All but the two commanding officers

(charged with committing the murders) were subsequently released. As of the end
of 1992, the investigation continued.
While an ongoing debate over the suitability and adequacy of the current law en-

forcement system received considerable attention, efforts to professionalize the var-
ious police agencies and standardize training have had little success. A bill to grant
career status to the police and set minimum entry requirements was pending in the
Legislative Assemblv for more than a year and a half.

Prisoners generafiy receive humane treatment in Costa Rica. While physical
abuse by prison guards is uncommon, a limited number of guards have been impli-
cated in swindles, robberies, and drug trafficking. Prisoners may bring complaints
before the special defense counsel for prison inmates, which will investigate them.
Especially serious cases are handled by the Office of the Chief Prosecutor. Public
concern about crowded penitentiaries and the availability of weapons in prisons is

growing. Occasional rioting is a problem in several large prisons. The Government
continues to earmark funds to repair or improve the more rundown facilities, and
carried out several projects in 1992.

d. Arbitrary Arrest. Detention, or Exile.—Judicial warrants are required for ar-
rests and an arraignment before an officer of the court must take place within 24
hours of arrest. Article 48 of the Constitution entitles detained persons to a judicial
determination of the legality of the detention. These rights are generally respected,
although persons charged with serious offenses often remain in pretrial custody for

long periods due to judicial backlog. The past year brought some improvement in
this regard. The number of prisoners awaiting trial stooaat 776 at the end of Au-
gust 1991; by the end of June 1992, it had dropped to 688.
The right to bail is provided for in law and observed in practice. Bail is sometimes

denied to repeat offenders, however, and is usually denied to foreigners and major
drug offenders on the assumption they would leave the country before coming to

trial. Generally, detainees are not held incommunicado. With judicial authorization,
however, suspects may be held for 48 hours after arrest or, under special cir-

cumstances, for up to 10 days. The judiciary has proven effective at ensuring that
legal and constitutional safeguards are observed.
The Constitution bars exile as punishment.
e. Denial of Fair Public TYial.—^The judiciary is independent and assures a fair

public trial.

The Supreme Court supervises the work of the lower courts, known as tribunals.
Its 24 magistrates are elected by the Legislative Assembly to 8-year terms. Accused
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persons may select an attorney of their choice. Access to legal counsel is guaranteed
and honored in practice. The State provides counsel to those who cannot afibrd to

hire tiieir own.
There are no political prisoners.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^There

were no reported instances during 1992 of extralegal invasions of privacy conducted
by, or with the knowledge of, the Government. Judicial warrants are required to

search private homes andpolice seldom fail to comply.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—The Constitution specifically provides for free-

dom of speech ana press, 8md these freedoms are respected in practice. Nine major
private newspapers, several periodicals, 6 private television stations and over 70
private radio stations pursue independent editorial policies. The media freely criti-

cize the Government, and there is no evidence of self-censorship or governmental
intimidation.

A 1969 law requires journalists to be accredited bv the government-sponsored
Journalists' Guild. After the Supreme Court upheld tne conviction of a
nonaccredited U.S. journalist in 1983, a 1985 advisory opinion bv the Inter-Amer-
ican Court of Human Rights declared the law incompatible with the Inter-American
Human Rights Convention. The Arias Govenmient (1986-1990) publicly supported
the 1969 law, though, and there were two additional convictions in 1989, resulting

in suspended prison sentences and fines. The current Calderon administration pub-
licly supported the licensing requirement on the grounds that it ensures profes-

sionalism.
An Office of Censorship rates films and has the authority to restrict or prohibit

their showing; it has similar powers over television shows and plays. A Censorship
Tribunal reviews appeals of the Office's actions. In 1989 the Censor's office banned
the film The Last Temptation of Christ," drawing charges of violating freedom of
expression. An association of law students brought the case to the Attorney Gen-
eral's Ombudsman for Human Ri^^ts, which overturned the ban in November 1989.

The acting Attorney General rescinded that decision in January 1990, and, as of the
end of 1992, the case was still pending before the Constitutional Chamber of the
Supreme Court.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Constitutional provisions for

freedom of assembly and association are fully respected. Permits required for pa-
rades or similar large-scale gatherings are granted routinely; they are not required
for other public meetings.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Freedom of religion is protected by the Constitution and
generally observed in practice. Romem Catholicism, however, is the official state reli-

g'on. Foreign missionaries and clergy of all denominations work and proselytize

eely. Costa Ricans aHlliated with non-CathoUc groups note, though, that non-
Catholic churches are required, by law, to comply with building codes from which
Catholic churches are exempt. These groups seek remedial legislation. The current
law on career educators stipulates that all teachers of religion, including non-Catho-
lic teachers, must be approved by the Catholic Church's episcopal conference. In
July 1991, a number of teachers of religion (most of them Catholic) fUed suit before

the Supreme Court asking that the law be overturned. As of the end of 1992, their

plea was stUl pending.
d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—^Though there are no restrictions on travel within the country, all citi-

zens and residents are required to obtain an exit visa before traveling abroad. Emi-
gration and right of return are not restricted, however. Costa Rica supports multi-

national refugee programs and has accepted many refugees from Central and South
America. The Constitution specifically prohibits repatriation of anyone subject to po-

litical persecution. Political asylum traditionally has been granted to exiled ois-

sidents of various political orientations.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Costa Ricans choose their government through free, open, and competitive elec-

tions (by secret ballot) every 4 years. The integrity of elections is ensured by the
independent Supreme Electoral Tribunal, and election results are respected. The
Legislative Assembly can and does reject executive branch initiatives. Citizens can
and do petition their elected representatives for legislative redress and assistance

with government bureaucracies. The ruling Social Christian Unity Party and the op-

position National Liberation Party control 29 and 25 seats, respectively, in the 57-
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member legislative assembly. A leftist coalition party holds one seat, and two inde-
pendent provincial parties each hold one seat.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

A 1984 executive order created the ofiice of Ombudsman for Human Ri^ts, now
housed in the Ministry of Justice. The Ombudsman's ofiice hears complamts from
individuals about human rights abuses. As noted above, a similar ofiice considers
complaints within the penitentiary system. Three nongovernmental groups monitor
and report on human rights in Costa Rica: the Costa Kican Commission for Human
Rights, the Commission for the Defense of Human Rights in Central America, and
the Family and Friends of Political Prisoners of Costa Rica. There are also several
private groups dedicated to assisting refugees.

Costa Kica has traditionally been a strong supporter of international and private
human rights organizations. Both the Inter-American Institute of Human Ri^ts
and the Inter-American Court of Human Ri^ts maintain their headquarters in San
Jose. The Government has invited the Inter-American Human Rights Commission
to visit the countiy whenever it wishes.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Costa Rica's population includes some 24,000 indigenous people. Most live in tra-

ditional communities on 21 reserves which, in part because of tneir remote location,

often lack access to sdiools, health care, electricity, and potable water. Although
hampered by budgetary restraints, the Government is attempting to improve the
ouahty of basic services in the indigenous areas. Indigenous people participate in
me management of their own affairs throu^ the National Indian Commission
(CONAI), and indigenous leaders continue to urge the Government to devote more
resources to helping their communities. Until quite recently about 20 percent of in-

digenous people were undocumented and so lacked proof of citizenship. That prob-
lem has been all but eliminated by legislation that helped nearly 7,000 indigenous
people obtain identification papers, allowing them to vote and making it easier for

them to obtain credit.

The role of women, although still primarily domestic, is legally unrestricted. Ac-
cording to the latest census bureau statistics, 30 percent of working-age women earn
wages, as opposed to 79 percent of working-age men. The number oi female profes-
sionals and technical woricers (while still low in comparison with men) is growing.
Women and men are generally paid eq[ually for equal work. In 1990 the Legislative
Assembly passed si^iificant legislation designed to supplement existing laws
against sex discrimination. The new law reinforces women's property rights, forbids
employers fit>m firing a woman for becoming pregnant or adopting cnildren, and re-

affirms the neoessily for institutional safeguards to prevent ana punish violence
against women. Two relatively new government agencies, the Justice Ministry's
Women's Defense Counsel and the Government Mimstr^s Women's Delegation, act
as advisors and legal advocates for women who have suffered abuse, harrassment,
or discrimination.
According to the Women's Delegation, the number of reported sex crimes against

women in Costa Rica more than doubled during the last year. This may partly re-

flect the fact it has become easier for women to file charges and take advantage of
social services, but many concerned observers feel that more women are becoming
victims of violent crime. Physical abuse of women, including domestic violence, is

prosecuted and often results in stringent punishment. Still, man^^ proponents of
women's ri^ts want an oveihaul of the Penal Code to stiffen penalties and broaden
the definition of rape (currentlv various forms of sexued assault are overlooked).
Abuse of female minors is considered aggravated assault. There are a number of pri-

vate organizations, including the Arias Foundation, that monitor abuse of women,
provide counseling, and work to inform women of their legal rights.

Costa Rica's population of 30,000 blacks (approximately 1 percent of the total pop-
ulation), who reside laigely on the Caribbean coast, enjoy full ri^ts of citizenship,

including the protection of laws against racial discrimination. The 1990-1994 Legis-
lative Assembly includes one black member, as did the last Assembly. The Govern-
ment treats all matters of racial discrimination as human ri^ts issues and estab-
lished the Office of the Ombudsman for Human Rights to deal with these issues.

Section 6. Worker Kghts
a. The Right of Association.—^Workers are free to join unions of their choosing

without prior autfauorization. Approximately 15 percent of the work force is orga-

nized. Unions are independent of government control and are generally free to form
federations and confe<ferations (tm«e social democratic labor tederations merged in

1991), and to affiliate internationally. However, the American Federation of Labor
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and Congress of Industrial Org^izations (AFL-CIO), the International Confed-
eration ofFree Trade Unions (ICFTU), and other trade union organizations contend
that trade unionism's right of association has been hurt by Costa Rica's

"solidarismo" (solidarity) movement. This movement espouses cooperation between
employers and workers, offering workers such benefits as credit unions and savings
plans in return for their renunciation of the ri^t to strike and to bargain collec-

tively. Solidarity associations are financed in part by employers and are allowed
under Costa Rican law to offer a wide range of services and engage in profit-making
activities, which unions are not permitted to do.

'Permanent Workers' Committees" made up of members of solidarity associations
have entered into "direct agreements" wdth tneir employers, sometimes in order to

sink attempts by an estabhshed union to negotiate a collective bargaining pact. In
June 1991, the International Labor Oi^anization's (ILO) Committee on Freedom of
Association (CFA) concluded a 2-vear investigation and ruled that management use
of solidarity and the associations involvement in trade union activities (such as col-

lective bargaining) are violations of freedom of association. Since then, the Calderon
administration initiated efforts to comply with the letter of the ILO ruling, notably
by instructing the Labor Ministry not to recognize any "direct agreements" con-
cluded between management and solidarity associations (which are implicitly ex-

cluded from engaging m collective baivaining under the 1984 Solidarista Act) where
unions are negotiating as well. Hie administration also introduced a bill—^but with
low priority on the legislative Assembly agenda—which would explicitly prohibit

solidarity associations from engaging "directly or indirectly" in collective bargaining.
The bill was still "binder study^ in the Assemlbly's Social Affairs Committee at years
end.

Costa Rican law restricts the right of public sector workers to strike and imposes
penalties on those who do. Nevertheless, public sector workers do strike on occasion,
and fines imposed or pay suspensions are often rescinded as part of a settlement.

In 1992 an executive decree suspended two articles of the Penal Code which man-
date tough punishment for striking government workers. A bill to repeal these arti-

cles permanently has been before me Assembly since 1991.
As in recent years, strikes and labor uiu^st were at low levels in 1992. There are

no restrictions on the rights of private workers to strike, but the Labor Code con-
tains clauses which employers can use as a license to fire employees who try to or-

ganize or strike. Very few private sector workers are union members and there were
no notable private sector strikes in 1992. Public sector labor disputes produced a
scattering of demonstrations and brief strikes, particularly in the latter naif of the
year.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The right to oi;ganize is pro-

tected by the Constitution; much of the 1943 Costa Rican Labor Code, however, is

outdated. One clause permits workers to be discharged "at the will of the employer,"
provided the woiker is paid severance pay. Currently mandated severance pay
equals 1 month's salary for every year woiked, up to a total of 8 years. This clause
has often been used to fire labor organizers. Puolic sector workers caimot engage
in collective bargaining because the Public Administration Act of 1978 makes labor

law inapplicable in relations between the government and its employees. In mid-
1991, the (Jovemment told the ILO it would draft remedial legislation to protect

union organizers. Several proposals to modernize the Labor Code were under consid-

eration in both the Assernbly and the tripartite labor council (which is made up of
representatives of labor, goveroment, and business), but at year's end no major re-

form appeared likely to pass in the near fiiture.

Collective bargtuning is allowed in the private sector but, due to the dearth of
unions, is not a widespread practice. All normal Costa Rican labor regulations apply
to the country's nine export processing zones (EPZ's). Labor regulations, both within
and outside the EPZ's, are often not enforced, mainly because the Labor Ministry
lacks expertise and resources.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Constitution prohibits forced

or compulsory labor, and there are no known instances of either.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The Constitution provides special

employment protection for women and minors and establishes the minimum work-
ing age at 12 years, with special regulations in force for workers under 15. A child

welfare agency, in cooperation with the Labor Ministry, is responsible for enforce-

ment. Although data are lacking, child labor appears to be an integral part of the
lai^e informal economy. Enforcement in the formal sector is reasonably effective.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The Constitution provides the right to a mini-

mum wage. A National Wage Board, composed of three members each from govern-

ment, business, and labor, sets minimum wage and salary levels for all sectors that

are legally enforceable. The wages set are minimum and are legally enforceable. Pay
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can and does exceed the set amounts. The Board usually meets at the beginning
and middle of each year. While violations sometimes occur, the wage and salary lev-

els are generally respected. The minimum wage was last set in June and July 1992
for the private and public sectors. Workers at the low end of the wage scale often

find it mflicult to maintain an acceptable standard of living whether they have a
family to support or not, and must spend an inordinate percentage of their pay on
food.

The Constitution sets the workday hours, remuneration for overtime, days of rest,

and annual vacation rights. It requires compensation for discharge without due
cause. Maximum work hours are 8 during the day and 6 at night, up to weekly to-

tals of 48 and 36 hours, respectively. Ten-nour days are permitted for work not con-

sidered unhealthfiil or dangerous, but weekly totals may not exceed 48 hours. Non-
agricultural workers receive an overtime premium of 50 percent of regular wages
for woric in excess of the daily work shift. Agricultural workers are not paid over-

time, however, if they work beyond their normal hours voluntarily. There is little

evidence that employers coerce such overtime from employees.
A 1967 law governs health and safety at the workplace. This law requires indus-

trial, agricultural and commercial firms with 10 or more workers to establish a
management-labor committee, and allows the Grovemment to inspect workplaces
and to fine employers for violations. Most firms required to set up such committees
have followed the letter of the law, but often little effort is,made to utilize the com-
mittees or turn them into effective instruments for improving the workplace. There
are too few labor inspectors, especially outside of San Jose, to ensure that minimum
conditions of safety and sanitation are maintained.

CUBA

Cuba is a totalitarian state dominated by President Fidel Castro, who is Chief of

State, Head of Government, First Secretary of the Communist Party, and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the armed forces. President Castro seeks to control all aspects

of Cuban life through a broad network of directorates ultimately answerable to him
through the Communist Party, as well as through the bureaucracy and the state

security apparatus. The party is the only legal political entity and is headed by an
elite group whose membership is ultimately determined by Fidel Castro. All govern-
ment positions, rncluddng judicial ofiices, are controlled by the party. Though not a
formal requirement, party membership is a de facto prerequisite for high-level offi-

cial positions and professional advancement.
The Ministry of Interior (MININT) is the principal organ of state security and to-

talitarian control. It operates border and police forces, orchestrates public dem-
onstrations, determines whether to recognize nongovernmental associations, inves-

tigates nonconformity, regulates migration, and maintains pervasive vigilance

through a series of mass organizations and informants. It also is charged with the
suppression of dissent and opposition of any kind. The Ministry is under the de
facto control of the Revolutionaiy Armed Forces (FAR). The mass organizations at-

tempt to extend government and Communist Party control over each citizen's daUy
activities at home, work, and school. Neighborhood Committees for the Defense of
the Revolution (CDR's) mobilize citizens, impose ideological conformity, and report

suspicious behavior.
Tiie economy is highly centralized and managed by President Castro and a group

of close advisors. The Gfovemment controls the means of production and is virtually

the country's sole employer. In 1992 the economy continued to decline dramatically,

reflecting the collapse in Cuba's economic relationship with the former Soviet Union.
An annual $4 billion in Soviet aid in 1989 has been reduced to zero. Total foreign

trade in 1992 was one-third of the 1989 level. The Government has not taken any
economic reforms which could arrest the downward spiral in Cuba's tightly con-

trolled economy. The Government continues its stringent austerity measures Known
as 'i.he special period in peacetime," which calls for draconian efforts to establish

economic self-sufdciency.

The Government sharply restricts all basic human rights, including freedom of ex-

pression, association, assembly, and movement, as well as the right to privacy, the
ri^t of citizens to change their government, and worker rights. Authorities oft«n
neutralize dissent through a variety of tactics designed to keep activists off balance,

divided, and discredited by labeling them as mentally disturbed social misfits or
hostile agents of foreign countries. It continues widespread use of "acts of repudi-

ation," which are attacks by mobs organized by the Government but portrayed as

being spontaneous public rebukes of dissident activity. Crowds of people are

61-307 0-93-13
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amassed outside homes of activists to harass and ridicule them, yell insults, and
vandalize properly. At times, the tareeted activist is forced throu{^ the crowd by
Eolice and beaten and spat upon. The Government also metes out exceptionally
arsh prison sentences to activists who are considered a threat to its control. Ameri-

cas Watch accurately reported that The human ri^ts situation in Cuba, where
civU and politiral n^ts are systematically violated in law and in practice, was
punctuated in 1992 by reprisals against dissidents, particularly human rights mon-
itors and peaceful prodemocracy activists.*

In February, the JJH. HumooKi^ts Commission (UNHRC) passed a resolution

endorsing the report of the UNHRCTs Special Representative, wnich cited over 150
cases of systematic human ri^ts abuses. The resolution notes with "deep regret"

Cuba's failure to cooperate wim liie UNHRC, and 'profound concera" over "numer-
ous uncontradicted reports" of human rights violations. The resolution also man-
dated estabUshment oi a Special Rapporteur—a step reserved for the world's most
serious human ri^^ts violators—to report on human ri^ts in Cuba. Althou^ Cuba
did not allow the new Special Rapporteur, like his predecessor, to visit, his interim
report to the UJ^. General Assembly (UNGA) in November contained strong and de-

taued criticism of Cuba's gross violations of human ri^^ts. It concluded with six

steps Cuba must take to bring its human risiits practices up to minimum inter-

national standards. This report resulted in tne Elecember 4 passage of the first

UNGA resolution ever on human rights in Cuba, which expressed profound con-

cern" at Cuba's human ri^ts record. Six days later, on U.N. Human Rights Day,
the Government unleashea a massive wave of repression against human rights ac-

tivists, arresting, beating, threatening, placing under house arrest, or otherwise

harassing virtually eveiy leading activist. For most of the year, Cuba's human
rights record remained as poor as in 1991. However, the sudden crackdown on De-
cember 10 signaled a significant worsening in the Government's human rights

record.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Induing Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—Government agents were responsible

for several extrajudicial killings. On May 10, policemsui Juan Corrales Rego shot

and killed Jose Francisco Gonzalez Campo in Arroyo Naranjo as he was lying de-

fenseless on the ground, after Gonzalez was picked up for questioning relating to

a bicycle accident. Joive Guillen Linares, 13-year-old son of a numan rights activist,

and Maximo Fagundo Martinez were shot and killed by police late in 1991.

People were dso killed or injured after the Government organized vigilance bri-

fades to prevent people from stealing food. For example, a 12-year-oia boy was
iUed ana another nine boys wounded by a guard at a plantation in Guira de

Melena while taking bananas, and an 11-year-old boy was seriously wounded by a
guard at the Aranguito plantation also while tiying to steal bananas. Several per-

sons were shot ana killed while tiying to steal sugar.

Felipe Timoneda, detained by police in a Havana suburb, died May 17 after an
epileptic seizure, according to pohce. When family members examined the body they
discovered that Timoneda's wrists had b^n handcuffed, his arms and thi^s had
deep bruises, his back was injured, and his face appeared to have been severely

beaten. T^e autopsy stated that he died ofunknown causes.
b. Disappearance.—^There were no credible or verifiable reports of politically moti-

vated disappearance in 1992.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

The Constitution prohibits abusive treatment of detamees and prisoners. However,
beatings, neglect, isolation, and other abuse by police and prison officials were often

directed at detainees and prisoners convicted of political crimes (including human
rights advocates) or who persist in expressing tiieir views. The UNHRC Special

Rapporteur found prison conditions, especially habitual beatings and the lack of food

ana medical care, to violate Cuban law. The Government claims that prisoners have
guaranteed ri^t^ such as family visitation, adequate nutrition, pay for woric, the

ri^t to request parole, and the ri^^t to petition the prison director. However, ac-

cording to human ri^^ts woikers, tnese purported rights are frequently and capri-

ciously withdrawn, especially from politiosd prisoners. There has been no indication

that authorities investigated reports of abuse or took disciplinary action against se-

curity agents responsible for sum abuse.
Among the many reported cases of brutality by prison guards and police were

those of Mario Lopez R^es, who suffered disfigurement after police sprayed a Mace-
like substance in his face during questioning; Humberto Amengual Martinez, a
former prisoner at Combinado delSur penitentiary in Matanzas, who lost vision in
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one eye after a beating in April by MININT oflicers; and Sei^o Diaz Alvarez, an
inmate at Aguica prison in Matanzas province, who was severely beaten by prison
guards in Alay after complaining about conditions. The beating resulted in three
Fractured ribs and a hematoma in one eye and the jaw. For weeks, he was refused
medical attention.

Human rights activists and political dissidents are systematically harassed, beat-

en, and otherwise abused in public and private as a means of intimidation and con-

trol. Those sufTering such abuse included Juan Betancourt Morejon, former head of
the Pro-Human Ri^ts Party (PPDH); Jorge Amores, also of the PPDH; and activist

and former university professor Rolando Prats, who was attacked May 29 by five

men, who knocked him off his bicycle, beat him, and took documents from him con-
cerning his human rights work. When nassers-by tried to help Prats, the men told

them to leave because they were dealing with a "counterrevolutionary carrying
enemy propaganda."

Authorities continued to use acts of repudiation to intimidate activists and as a
pretext for their arrest. Activists are roughed up and, in some cases, suffer serious

iqjuiy by government-organized mobs who chant slogans and vandalize their homes
(see Section 2.b.). During such acts, activists are often arrested "for their own pro-

tection," then later chaiged with counterrevolutionary activity and sentencea to

prison terms.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Article 245 of the Law of Penal Proce-

dures requires police to file formal charges and either release a detainee or place
him before a prosecutor within 96 hours of arrest. Authorities are also legalfy re-

quired to provide suspects with access to a lawyer within 10 days of arrest. Iliese

grocedures are routinely denied to those detained on state security grounds. The
onstitution states that all legally recognized civil liberties can be denied anyone

actively opposing the "decision of the Ciiban people to build socialism." Authorities
invoke this open-ended article to justify lengthy detentions of activists on the
g-ounds that they constitute "counterrevolutionary elements." The UNHRC Special
apporteur found that the legal system lacks the laws and institutions needed to

protect due process.
The Penal Code contains several articles prohibiting "counterrevolutionary" activ-

ity. Activists are often imprisoned for "enemy propaganda," "illicit association," "con-
tempt for authoritjr" (usually for criticizing Fidel (Jastro), "clandestine printing" or
the Droad charge of "rebellion." Rebellion has been used against those people advo-
catingpeaceful democratic change, as occurred with Yndamiro Restano (see Section
I.e.). Tne Penal Code also includes the concept of "dangerousness," defined as "the
special proclivity of a person to commit crimes, demonstrated by his conduct in
manifest contradiction of socialist norms." There were reliable reports that authori-

ties intimidate activists by threatening prosecution under this article. If the police

decide that a person exhibits such behavior, the offender may be brought beiore a
court or subjected to "therapy" or "political reeducation" for 1 to 4 years.

Reports of arbitrary arrests of human rights monitors continued unabated. The
Government also preempts dissident activity by arbitrarily prolonging prison sen-

tences by sentencing detainees on new chai*ges for human rights activities allegedly
committed during imprisonment.
One index of the extent of repression is the high number of arrests for political

crimes in recent years. According to reliable sources, from 1986 to 1990, 4,568 peo-
ple were arrested and imprisoned at Department of State Security (DSE) head-
Suarters at ViUa Marista, an average of 95 per month. This grew to 160 a month
uring the April 1990-April 1992 period, a total of 3,989 arrests. Villa Marista han-

dles only those arrested for illegal depulure from the country and political crimes;
furthermore, it has jurisdiction only over greater Havana. Each provmce has its own
DSE facility, meaning that the number of arrests for political crimes is far higher
than the number cited.

Among the prominent cases of arbitrary arrest and long-term detention were
noted activists Sebastian and Gustavo Arcos and Jesus Yanes Pelletier, detained on
January 15 for alleged links to terrorists. Though Gustavo Arcos and Yanes were
released a few days later, the Government held Sebastian Arcos for 9 months before

charging him; the trial followed days later. Sebastian Arcos was a founder of the
Committee for Human Rights (CCPDH). Government oHicials told CCPDH members
in January that he would be tried for rebellion. Unable to implicate Arcos in the
activities of alleged terrorists captured in December, DSE subsequently tried to link

him with convicted hijacker Arturo Suarez. Suarez was taken from prison to a well-

appointed beach house near Havana, where his wife had been brougnt, and was told

by a DSE major that DSE wanted to help him. When Suarez refused to testify

against Arcos, tie was taken back to prison and warned not to tell anyone what had
happened. Arcos was then accused of enemy propaganda and tried October 5. Dur-
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ing the trial, the prosecutor badgered Aroos and defense witnesses, while prosecu-

tion witnesses were instructed on what to say by MININT oSicials in a nearby
chamber. Though no crwiible evidence was presented, Arcos was sentenced to 56
months in prison. In December he was moved to a prison 3 hours from Havana, thus
making it neariy impossible for his family to visit him, given fuel and transport

shortages.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Cuban law and trial practices do not meet inter-

national standards for fair and impartial public trials. Almost all cases are tried in

less than 1 day. Although tiie Constitution provides for independent courts, it ex-

plicitly subordinates them to the National Assembly and the Council of State, which
is headed by Fidel Castro. Judges are elected by the rubber-stamp National Assem-
bly and its lower level counterparts. The judiciary's independence is also com-
promised by the subordination of the courts to the Communist Party. Americas
Watch reported that 'i.rials staged in courts that lack independence ended in convic-

tions and prison sentences that racJc among the stiffest for thou^t crimes in the

last 10 years." There is no known case in which a court has ruled against the Gov-
ermnent on any political or security matter.

Civil courts exist at municipal, provincial, and Supreme Court levels. All are pre-

sided over by panels composed oi a mix of professionally qualified judges and lay

judges. There are also mHitaiy tribunals which assume jurisdiction for certain

"counterrevolutionaiy" cases. Most trials are public; however, trials are closed when
state security is allegedly involved. Testimony from a CDR member may be intro-

duced on behalf of a defendant and may contribute to either a shorter or a longer

sentence. The law recognizes tiie ri^t of appeal in municipal courts. In provincial

courts, some cases are appealable, such as tJiose involving maximum prison terms

or a death penalty. TTie law provides that an appeal must be filed within 5 days

of the verdict.

Criteria for presenting evidence, particularly in cases of human rights activists,

are arbitrary and discriminatory. Often, the sole evidence provided, particularly in

cases with political significance, is the defendant's confession. The confession is usu-

ally obtained under duress and without legal advice or the knowledge of the defense

lawyer. In Sebastian Arcos's case (see Section l.d.), the evidence consisted of an un-

signed letter that was lost in a fire in MININT files before the case could be tried.

A videotape of unsworn witnesses testifying against him was presented, and the

prosecutor failed to recuse herself aft«r revealing that she had been a childhood

friend of Arcos' dau^ter and had often been in his home. Defense lawyers often are

not allowed to meet with defendants until the day of the trial. Several activists who
have served prison terms say they were tried and sentenced without defense counsel

and were not allowed to speak on their own behalf.

Cuban law provides an accused the right to an attorney, but the latter's impartial-

ity and independence are compromised by the absence of a private bar association

and by ideological controls exerted over members of the state-controlled lawyers' col-

lectives, especially when defending persons accused of state security crimes. Observ-

ers report reluctance among attorneys to defend such persons. Lawyers are discour-

aged from tfjcing political cases because of the persecution suffered by those who
have done so.

One noted lawyer, Rene Gomez Manzano, staunchly defended several human
rights advocates in court. As a result, he came under increasing government pres-

sure to curtail his activities. In Mardi he was the tai^et of an act of repudiation

at the National Assemblv of Law Offices, in which the Assembhr's members, includ-

ing Justice Minister Carlos Amat, publicly denounced Gomez. There have been other

cases of lawyers who were removed from the Assembly, in effect disbarring them,

for defending activists too aggressively.

The Government continues to use the judicial system to discredit human rights

advocates by publicly associating them with foreign governments or violent activi-

ties or by portraying them as suDversive and dangerous. Harmony Movement presi-

dent Yndamiro Restano, an avowed pacifist, was tried in May on charges of rebel-

lion although his organization's stated goal is to advocate peaceful, democratic

change. At the trial, diplomats, activists, and journalists were turned away, even

though the law requires trials to be open to the public. Three of the Government's

key witnesses recanted on the stand, saying that they wanted to retract sworn
statements attacking Restano because they had been made under coercion from
MININT officials. The Government was unable to provide any evidence linking

Restano with violent activities; both defense and prosecution witnesses testified to

that effect. The prosecutor noted the "dangerous" effect Restano's group would have

if not stopped, comparing him disparagingly with Mtihatma Gandhi. Despite all this,

Restano was convicted of rebellion and sentenced to 10 years' imprisonment.
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Activist Omar del Pozo of the National Civic Union and two others were tried in

August for revealing state security secrets. A MUSTINT lieutenant had provided them
with names of informants posing as activists. Hector Castaneda. who had worked
as an activist, acknowledged at the trial that he was a MININT collaborator. The
tribunal sentenced the lieutenant to 19 years, del Pozo to 15 years, and the two oth-

ers to 13 and 9 years, respectively.

There were also several summaiy trials for "economic crimes," such as hoarding.

In February people were often stopped in the street and, if searches revealed sus-

picious items, subjected to a "people s trial," usually in a local hall. Defendants were
not given time to prepare, were not allowed counsel, and in general had no right

to due process. The vast majority were found guilty and fined or sentenced to jail.

In March activist Felix Fleitas, president of the Association for a Constitutiontd

Democracy (APDC), was arrested for traflicking in foreign currency, even though po-

lice could not find any currency after searching his home. His trial is pending. In

the December 10 crackdown, police threatened Fleitas with arrest if he continued
his human rights activities.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Despite

Articles 56 and 57 of the Constitution dictating the inviolability of one's residence

and correspondence, official intrusion into private and family affairs remain one of

the most repressive and pervasive features of Cuban life. Mass organizations con-

trolled by the Communist Party permeate society. The State has assumed a virtual

right of interference into the lives of citizens, even those who do not actively oppose
the Government and its practices. These intrusions aim ostensibly at "improving"
the citizenry, but are calculated to encourage ideological conformity.

Authorities possess a wide range of social controls. The educational system teach-

es that the State's interests have precedence over all other ties and commitments.
Teachers, selected in part for their ideological commitment, emphasize Communist
doctrine in the classroom and can penalize students whose families question ortho-

dox opinion. Teachers are required to evaluate student's ideological character, which
is noted in records carried by students throughout their education and which affect

their future prospects.
MININT employs an intricate system of informants and block committees (CDR's)

to monitor and control public opinion. Guardians of social conformity, CDR's are
neighborhood security committees tasked with closely monitoring the daily lives of

individual residents. Participation in the 80,000 CDR's is described as voluntary; in

cities, it is, in fact, obligatory. CDR's report suspicious activity, such as reception

of foreign radio or television broadcasts in the home, conspicuous consumption, un-
authorized meetings, or attitudes toward the Government and the revolution.

Cubans do not have the right to receive publications from abroad and expect that

their international correspondence will be read by state security. Overseas telephone
calls are difficult to make and are monitored; conversations with foreigners are re-

ported. Activists, foreign diplomats, and journalists report frequent surveillance by
security agents.

Authorities regularly search people's homes without probable cause for the pur-

Soses of intimidation and harassment. MININT oflicials warned Manuel Martinez
lodriguez. Secretary of the National Council for Civil Rights, to stop his human

rights activities. When he persisted, 10 MININT officials returned with a search
warrant and accused Martinez of being a drug trafficker. After searching the house
for hours and finding nothing, they took Martinez in for questioning.

As part of a massive crackdown on human rights activists December 10, police

broke down the doors and searched the offices of the Cuban Committee for Human
Rights and National Reconciliation without a search warrant, confiscating files deal-

ing with human rights violations in Cuba. The offices, located at the home of activ-

ist EUzardo Sanchez, were surrounded by a rock-throwing mob, and police cordoned
off the street. Police later found Sanchez, who was not home, at a friend's house,
broke down the door, and assaulted him. He suffered cracked ribs, severe bruises,

and a possible broken jaw. Police meanwhile sealed off his home for several days;

his elderly mother and relatives received food throudi the windows of an adjacent
building. His charges have been changed from "pubBc disorder," based on the dis-

turbance caused when police roped ofFhis street, to "disrespect," which could carry
a longer sentence. He was released December 28 aft«r being fined the equivalent
of almost a year's average salary.

As part 01 the December 10 crad^down, the homes of at least seven leading activ-

ists were cordoned off. No one could enter or leave these homes. At the homes of

Gustavo Arcos and Vladimiro Roca (son of the late Secretary General of the Cuban
Communist Party), gas, electricity, and water were also cut off. Arcos was told that

the cordoning woula last until he stopped his human rights activism. Despite the
threat, the cordoning stopped in late December.
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Govenunent interference also extends to deciding what is permissible entertain-
ment. On May 18, Frank Agrat was with friends in his apartment, where they
played "Ya Viene Ll^ando," a pop song critical of the regime. It is by WiUy Chirino,
a smger of Cuban descent living m the United States, whose songs the Government
has banned. An informant called police, who then broke up the party, confiscated
the cassette, and arrested Agrat. He was fined and released.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—These fi'«edoms do not exist. The Government
does not allow direct criticism of the revolution or its leaders. Laws are enforced
against antigovemment propaganda, grafiitl, and insults against ofiicials. The pen-
alty is 3 months to 1 year in prison. K Fidel Castro or members of the National
Assembly or Council of State are the object, the sentence is 1 to 3 years. Local
CDR's inhibit fiieedom of speech by momtoring and reporting dissent or criticism

(see Section l.f.).

The Constitution states that electronic and print media are state property and
"cannot become, in any case, private property. The media are controlled by the
Communist Party and operate under party guidelines. They faithfully reflect gov-
ernment views and are used to indoctrinate tne public. No ouier public forum exists

for airing views. Artistic, literary, and academic freedoms are also circumscribed by
the Government. Education is the exclusive prerogative of the State. The school sys-

tem follows Mandst-Leninist precepts as interpreted by the Government.
The Government continued to assert control over foreign media representatives in

Cuba, refusing visas to reporters fi:t)m several U.S. newspapers. Moreover, several
foreign joumausts were harassed or expelled because of articles they wrote. Spanish
reporter Joaquin Ibarz, of Barcelona's La Vanguardia, had his visa canceled without
explanation in October 1991. SpanishJournalist Santiago Aroca was expelled in Jan-
uary after writing an article on one of the men arrested in an attempted infiltration

the month before. Le llifonde correspondent Bertrand La Grange was attacked by
two men May 23 in fivnt of the home of activist Vladimiro Roca. Eco, the Mexican
TV information service, announced May 30 that it would close its Havana office be-
cause there was '^ot enoudi fireedom to carry out our journalistic assignment."
Beyond the Governments ti^t control over the media, other forms of expression

are ri^dly monitored. The Government frequently arrests and imprisons people for

the crimes of "enemy propaganda" and "clandestine printing." Marco Antonio Abad
and Jorge Antonio Crespo were arrested in late 1991 and charged with "enemy
propaganda" and "contempt" after making a film, smuggled out of Cuba and shown
in Costa Rica, called "Un Dia Cualquier ("A Day Like Any Other"). The Govern-
ment indictment asserts that the film "attacks the integrity of our Chief of State,"

even thou^ the film has never been shown in Cuba. Tne prosecution asked for 8
years' imprisonment for both. Sentencing is pending.
Academic publications and research may not conflict with government or Com-

munist Party policy. Thirteen professors at the "ISPJAE" Polytechnic Institute, in-

cluding Nestor Castellanos, Rafael Gonzalez, and Pedro Rubio, signed a "Declaration

of Principles" in December 1991, calling for a "genuine political space" in which in-

tellectuals could contribute fireely to society, respect for human rights as established

in the Universal Declaration on Human nights, amnesty for all prisoners of con-

science, and the "democratization of political life." All were subsequently fired from
the university because of their "association with a subversive and
counterrevolutionary group." More than 25 professors and stafT have so far been dis-

missed; most remain unemployed.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—The Constitution does not pro-

vide for freedom of assembly or association. Those freedoms are not permitted. Any
assembly of more than three persons, even in a private home, is punishable by up
to 3 months in prison and a fine. Though not universally enforced, it is often used
as a legal pretext to harass and imprison human rights advocates. The UNHRC
Special Rapporteur found that even thou{^ activists act "perfectly peacefully" and
respectfully towairds authority, they are "continuously the object of harassment and
persecution." According to the Penal Code's Article 240, organizers of "illicit or un-
recognized groups" may be sentenced to up to 9 months. There is no known instance

of authorities approving a public meeting of a human rights group.
The Penal Code's Article 208 forbids "iU^l or unrecognized groups." The Min-

isti^ of Justice, in consultation with MININT, decides whether to recognize organi-

zations. Apart from "recognized" churches and one or two carefully monitored
groups sucn as the Masonic Order, small human rights groups represent the only

associations outside the State and party. Authorities continued to ignore numerous
applications for legal recognition by various human rights groups. Because the Gov-
ernment has not recognized these groups, activists are ofton jailed for "illicit asso-
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riation." In addition, members of such groups and even their Sjpouses are often flred

from their jobs (see also Section 2.a.). Miguel Brito Capote, lor example, was dis-

missed in April from his position as a mechanic with the armed forces because he
was "unreUable." The Government cited his membership in the CCPDH and con-

cluded that his way of thinking was "not in accordance with revolutionary prin-

ciples." Mayra Gonzalez, girlfriend of Sebastian Arcos (see Section l.d.), was fired

April 23 from her job at the Sugar Cane Institute for "unreliability" for having
"close relations with a citizen who is hostile to socialism and who heralds capitalist

ideas about human rights in Cuba."
Another measure used to harass activists are acts of repudiation, officially spon-

sored mob gatherings staged outside the homes of suspected
"counterrevolutionaries." Though the Government contends that such "acts" are
spontaneous demonstrations oithe people's will, they are, in reality, well-orches-

trated events whose sole objective is to intimidate dissident elements and the gen-
eral public. Mobs, often in the hundreds and largelv comprised of MININT officials

and members of local CDR's and "Rapid Reaction Brigades," are often bussed in by
the Government to shout insults, throw rocks, and paint condemnatory slogans. The
acts can last hours or even da^s.
Several major acts of repudiation were staged against activists. From January 12-

15 alone, there were at least five separate acts against activists. One of the more
serious was against Elizardo Sanchez, head of the Commission for Human Rights
and National Reconciliation (CCDHRN), in which over 400 people shouted slogans
and insults and vandalized Sanchez's house, pouring paint on the walls and break-
ing windows. The incident lasted past midni^t. On UN. Human Rights Day, De-
cember 10, prominent activist Gustavo Arcos was the object of another act, during
which 75-year-old CCPDH activist Jesus Yanes Pelletier briefly lost consciousness
after being hit an was then kicked by crowd members, and activist Aida Valdez was
pushed and insulted. Arcos, formerly Chiba's ambassador to Belgium, was wounded
at Castro's side while fighting at Moncada in 1953, while Yanes, a former police-

man, saved Castro's life by disobeying an order to poison him in prison in 1953.

On March 4, Elizardo Sanchez and Jose Luis Pujol were sutjected to a violent

act when at least 200 people convei^ed on Pujol's home. DSE oflicials thoroughly
searched the house before arresting w)th men. Sanchez and Pujol were then slowly

taken through the crowd, which beat them and yelled insults. One of Sanchez' eyes
was severely bruised. During interrogation, the men were told they had "exceeded
the limits." Though Sanchez was released 2 days later, Pujol remained in custody
until he was sentenced to 2 years for "contempt" in September.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The (xovemment made a series of legal changes which
it claimed would enhance freedom of religion, following the October 1991 approval
by the Fourth Party Congress of the admission of religious adherents to the Com-
munist Party. In July the National Assembly amendea the Constitution to prohibit

discrimination based on religion. It also removed references to "scientific material-

ism," i.e., atheism, as the basis for the Cuban State, and deleted a section making
it "illegal and punishable" for a religious belief to oppose the revolution. This action

was praised by the Ecumenical Council, but the Catholic Clhurch stated its concern
over the gap between the Government's rhetoric and actions.

Despite tnese changes, religious persecution continues. The Government uses the
Penal Code to persecute Jehovah's Witnesses and Seventh Day Adventists system-
atically and overtly. Witnesses are ofi;en convicted of "clandestine printing if a
search of their home reveals religious materials or "illicit association" Tor havmg re-

ligious meetings. They have also been found guilty of contributing to the delin-

quency of a minor (Article 316), for "not complying with the duties related to respect
and love of country," and for "abuse of the freedom of religion" (Article 206) because,
out of religious conviction, they refiise to honor symbols of the Cuban State.

In addition, there have been several verified reports that Seventh Day Adventists
have begun to experience similar discrimination for their beliefs. For example, Wil-

liams Elias of Santiago was the subject of an act of repudiation at the hospital
where he works because he is an Adventist. The hospital administration had forbid-

den other workers from changing shifts with him, making it impossible for him to

attend church on Saturdays. It then made him see a psychiatrist for what it deter-

mined was "schizophrenic paranoia."
Members of these religions are watched by the CDR's and often harassed. The

CDR's are instructed to maintain surveillance over 18 different categories of people,

ranging from "counterrevolutionary ex-convict" and "common criminal" to "active re-

ligious enemies of the revolution and "spiritualists (santeros) who give consulta-

tions."

The Government and the Communist Party continue to maintain restrictions and
controls on church activities. (Churches and other religious groups must register
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with the Government and be ofiicially "recognized." Authorized religious organiza-
tions may hold activities only at designated places of worship. Manpr churches have
closed. Suioe 1961, when religious houdays were eliminated and political indoctrina-
tion classes introduced on Sundays, the Government has prohibited religious proces-
sions and only rarely allowed diurches access to mass meoia.

In July a groiu) of women, including Paula Valiente and Hilda Cabrera, marched
along Havana's Malecon carrying a statue of the Vii;gin of Regla. Stopped by police

and arrested, the statue was destroyed. Valiente was hit, dragged to a patrol car,

and taken in for questioning. The women were released after several hours. Valiente
and a larger group of women made another religious procession August 8. They
were again stopped and asked for their permit. When they noted recent constitu-

tional changes allowing relinous fiieedom, the police arrested them. After 5 hours,
the women were warned and released. In September the Catholic Churdi issued a
pastoral letter decrying arrests made by plainclothes police inside diurches during
services. Churchgoers who shouted "liberty" were hustled away by agents. On De-
cember 13, a mob of some 30 people pelted a Havana church with eggs, and then
assaulted and frisked a group of motners of political prisoners called "Mothers of
Dignity-Leonor Peres" as they left the diurch.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^There are no legal restrictions on domestic travel. The Government now
allows persons over 20 to apply for permission to travel abroad, but approval is by
no means automatic.
The Government permitted a few thousand people, including hundreds of ex-polit-

ical prisoners, to emigrate. Nevertheless, it. continues to delay or deny, without ex-

planation, exit permits to many persons or their relatives who have been accepted
by immigration or refugee programs. These often include professionals who once
tried to leave Cuba and who have since been banned from working in their occupa-
tional field.

Others are refused permission because the Government considers their cases sen-
sitive. The wives and children of Orestes Lorenzo and Joaquin Movrino Perez were
denied exit visas because their husbands were air force pilots who defected. Orestes
Lorenzo made a dramatic rescue of his wife and children from a Cuban hi^way
in a small plane on December 19. Several prominent human rights activists were
also denied exit visas, such as Mario Chanes de Armas, a former Castro comrade.
At the time of his release from 30 years in prison in 1991, he was the longest-serv-

ingpolitical prisoner in the Western Hemispnere.
There is no ri^t of repatriation. Exit permits for unoflicial, temporary travel

specify that the person must return to Cuba within 30 days, although extensions
are available. Cuban emigrants must apply for permission to return for visits. Those
who left prior to 1959 usually receive such permission. However, there is a yearly

limit of 10,000 visitor's visas for emigrants who left between 1959 and 1980. Those
leaving after 1980 are generally not permitted to return to visit.

The National Council for Civil Ri^ts, formerly the Council of Cuban Rafters, esti-

mates that, in the first 9 months of 1992, some 7,000-8,000 people were detained
on charges of illegal departure for trying to leave the country. Despite such difficul-

ties, over 2,000 Cubans made it to the United States in small boats and rafts in

1992. Government forces sometimes use lethal force to prevent them. In May the
Border Guard intercepted a group several miles off Matanzas, ordered their boat to

stop, and then began shooting. Orlando Fernandez was killed and Humberto Colon

seriously wounded. In April a filter aircraft shot down a small plane heading to-

ward the U.S., killing all seven passengers and the pilot, a decorated war veteran.

Cuba enlai^ed and modernized its minefield surrounding the U.S. Naval Base at

Guantanamo Bay. On January 12, a 15-year-old boy lost a leg while crossing the
minefield with his family. On July 5, two Cubans were killed by the mines.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Cuban citizens have no legal right to change their government or to advocate a

change. Tlie Constitution's Article 5 states that the only political organization al-

lowed is the Communist Party. A small group of leaders select members of its high-
est governing bodies—the Pohtburo and Central Committee.
When change is made, it is tightly controlled. The Government refused to hold

a plebiscite in 1992 when the National Assembly approved changes to nearly half

the Constitution in only 3 days, despite the fact that Article 137 mandates a plebi-

scite.

Article 131 was amended to permit direct elections to provincial and national leg-

islatures for the first time since those bodies were created in 1976. However, before

nomination, every candidate must be prescreened by a "candidacy commission" com-
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posed of representatives of party-controlled "mass organizations." Up to half of the
candidates will be nominated by the party behind closed doors. Only one candidate
per seat will be cdlowed. Furthermore, no more than half of all seats in the provin-

cial and national legislatures may be occupied by delegates to the city councils,

whose election, while carefully manipulated by the party and the "mass organiza-
tions" at the grassroots level, at least includes an element of competition. These new
procedures are designed to ensure that only those persons who follow the govern-
ment line will be placed on the ballot. The formation of political parties is outlawed;
campaigning is forbidden. The elections are set for February 24, 1993.

resident Castro repeatedly ignored calls for democratic reform and labeled activ-

ists who proposed them "worms and traitors working to undermine the revolution.

Any change judged not within the revolution is rejected, as are proposals by Cubans
who seek nonviolent political change or open debate about the political svstem. The
Government has retaliated against those who have sought to change the Govern-
ment or its policies. For example, the massive December 10 crackdown brought
about the arrest, beating, harassment, or house arrest of at least 20 human rights

activists.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

No domestic or international human rights groups are recognized by the Govern-
ment or permitted to function legally. As noted previously, domestic human rights

monitors are subject to intense intimidation and repression. The Government re-

fuses to consider, in violation of its own statutes, applications for legal recognition
submitted by several human rights groups. The four principal domestic human
rights monitoring groups are the Cuban Human Rights Committee (CCPDH), the
Cuban IVo-Human Rights Party (PPDH), the Council for Civil Rights, and the
Cuban Commission for Human Rights and National Reconciliation (CCDHRN). In

addition, there is the Cuban Democratic Convergence, an umbrella organization
which includes a number of smaller human rights groups.
The Government also rejects international numan rights criticism. In July 1991,

when, in response to a resolution adopted by the UNHRC, the Secretary General
named Rafael Rivas Posada as Special Representative, Cuba's U.N. representative
stated that Cuba did not recognize the UNHRC mandate on Cuba and would not
cooperate with the Special Representative, even though Cuba is a UNHRC member.
Cuba ignored repeated requests by the Special Representative to visit Cuba to meet
ofdcials and citizens.

After the UNHRC passed a further resolution in March 1992, mandating that the
position of Special Representative for Cuba be upgraded to Special Rapporteur, the
Government reiterated that it would not comply with "a single comma of the reso-

lution. Moreover, in a February 25 speech to the UNHRC, Vice Foreign Minister
Raul Roa stated that "we could not and cannot allow ourselves to have the appoint-
ment of a Special Representative imposed on us." He then criticized human rights

activists as "frustrated, mediocre, and socially uprooted individuals." The new Spe-
cial Rapporteur, Carl-Johan Groth, has also not been allowed to visit Cuba.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Cuba is a multiracial society with a majority of people of black and mixed racial

ancestnr. The Constitution forbids discrimination based on race, sex, or national ori-

gin, although evidence suggests that racial and sexual discrimination occurs.

The Family Code of 1975 states that women and men have equal rights and re-

sponsibilities regarding marriage, divorce, raising children, maintaining the home,
and pursuing a career. The Maternity Law of 1974 provides 18 weeks of maternity
leave and grants working women preferential access to ^oods and services. Some 39

J)ercent of all women work. They are well represented in the professions, although
iew are in positions with policy responsibility.

Cuban law establishes strict penalties, including the death penalty, for rape.

These statutes appear to be enforced. Information Trom human rights groups and
other sources indicates that domestic violence and sexual assaults occur, but no sta-

tistics are available. Violent crime is rarely reported in the press. Due to cultural

traditions, victims of mistreatment are reluctant to press charges.
Information about cases of rficial discrimination is not available. Blacks tend to

occupy low-status jobs; few are in senior government and military circles. Leader-
ship positions in Castro's Government have been dominated by whites from the
start. Nonwhites make up only 4 of the 25 Politburo members; only 15 percent of

the over 200 members of the Party Central Committee; only 1 of Cuba's 12 vice-

presidencies; and only 6 of the 29 seats on the Council of State. Also, many black

activists report being singled out for harassment. MININT officials have told them
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during interrogations that they are 'hingratefiir for not appreciating what the revo-
lution has done for them. Other black activists have been insulted with racial epi-
thets by MININT ofiBcials.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Ri^ht of AssocicUion.—^The Constitution pves priority to state or collective

needs over individual choices regarding free association or provision of employment.
Decisions and choices of workers are subordinate to the "demands of the economy
and society." The law does not pNermit strikes, nor are an^ known to have occurred
in 1992. Established labor organizations are not trade unions in any real sense and
do not act as a voice for worker rights, including the right to strike. Labor is oisa-
nized under the control of the State and Party through one umbrella group, tne
Confederation of Cuban Workers (CTC).
The CTC is affiliated with the Communist-dominated World Federation of Trade

Unions and plays a leading role in its re^onal organization, the Permanent Con-
gress of Trade Union Unity of Latin America. The CTC serves primarily as a state
instrument to enforce political and labor discipline, to encourage productivity and
extended hours of "voluntaiV' labor, to hold down labor costs, and to conserve raw
materials. However, some (J£C labor organizations have served as debating forums
for a limited range of labor issues, such as safety or working conditions.
Independent unions are explicitly prohibited. In June International Labor Organi-

zation (ILO) concluded that mdependent unions "do not appear to exist" and ruled
that Cuba violated ILO norms on freedom of association and the right to organize.

Those who attempt to engage in union eictivities face government persecution and
harassment. On tlanuary 11, Rafael Gutierrez Santos, president of a fledgling alter-

native trade union movement, was seized by a mob of government supporters and
later arrested by police. He was interrogated and warned to stop his independent
union activities before being released without diarges 2 days later. The Inter-

national Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTLf) issued a statement express-

ing its concern over a "widespread crackdown on union and human rights activists."

In September ei^t members of another fledgling independent organization, the
Confederation of Democratic Workers (CTD), were seriously beaten after they ap-
peared at the CTCs offices to protest its failure to defend worker interests.

The ILO Governing Body in November adopted interim conclusions in response
to an ICFTU oomplamt, reminding Cuba that arresting trade unionists without a
warrant or when no grounds for conviction exist is a violation of trade union rights.

It also asked Cuba to explain the attack against Gutierrez, his detention, and the
Justice Ministiys failure to reply to his group's request for registration and recogni-

tion.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Collective bai^gaining does not
exist. The State Committee for Work and Social Security sets wages and salaries

for the state sector. Because the CTC is a government instrument, antiunion dis-

crimination is only relevant as it applies to government repression of attempts to

form independent unions. There are no known export processing zones in Cuba.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Neither the Constitution nor the

Labor Code prohibito forced labor. The Government maintains "correctional centers"
where youth are sent for such crimes as illegal departure. They are forced to woik
in farming or on building sites, usually with no pay and little food. Internees who
do not cooperate are usually imprisoned.

Special groups of woricers, known as "microbrigcdes," on loan from other jobs, are

employed on special building projects. They have increased importance in the Gov-
ernment's eflbrts to complete tourist and otner facilities that have priority attention.

Workers who refuse to volunteer for these often become victims of discrimination

or risk losing their jobs. Microbrigade workers, however, are reportedly rewarded
with priority listing for apartments, a strong incentive for such work.
For years, various ILO bodies have concluded that governmental restrictions on

the freedom to choose or change employment are incompatible with ILO conventions
prohibiting forced labor.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The legal minimum working age

is 17. The Labor Code exempts 15- and 16-year-olds to allow them to obtain training

or to fill labor shortages. However, all students above age 11 are expected to devote

30 to 45 days of their summer holidays to farm work up to a maximum 8 hours
per day. "Voluntory labor" by Student Work Brigades continues to be used exten-
sively m the farming sector.

e. Acceptable Cortditions c/* Work.—^The minimum wage is supplemented by social

security consisting of free medical care and education and subsidized housing and
food. Efven with these subsidies, however, a worker must earn much more than min-
imum wage to support a family. This condition has worsened dramatically during
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the "special period in peacetime," which the Government declared in 1990 in the
face 01 deepening economic difficulties.

Tlie standard workweek is 44 hours, with shorter woikdays in hazardous occupa-
tions as mining. The Government has discontinued most routine work on alternate
Saturdays and has reduced workdays to 5 hours in many institutions in order to
save energy. Worker safety and pollution control provisions ap(>ear to be inadequate.
Effective control and enforcement mechanisms to ensure worker safety are lacking.
Industrial accidents apparently are frequent.

DOMINICA

Independent since 1978, Dominica is a parliamenttiry democracy and a member
of the Commonwealth of Nations. Prime Minister Eugenia Charles Dominica Free-
dom Party, in office since 1980, was reelected in 1985 and 1990 in free and fair elec-

tions.

The defense force was disbanded in 1981 following two violent coup attempts.
Since then the Commonwealth of Dominica Police have been the only security force.

The police, supervised bv the Commissioner of Police, includes a Coast Guard Unit
and a Special Services Unit (SSU)—a small paramilitary unit which was established
in 1983 as part of the Regional Security System of the Eastern Caribbean states.

The police are controlled by and responsive to the democratically elected Govern-
ment.
Dominica's primarily agrarian economy is heavily dependent on earnings from ba-

nana exports to the United Kingdom, although the Government is attempting to di-

versify agricultural production and is promoting exports of raw fruit, vegetables,
and coconut products both within and outside the region. In addition, Dominica has
begun to develop its tourist industry by advertising its unique natural attractions.

Several small industrial plants are operating, but unemployment and
underemployment are hi^. Per capita gross domestic product at current prices was
estimated at $2,492 in 1991.

Citizens of Dominica emoy a wide range of civil and political rights. However,
there continued to be credible chaises that police used harsh methods to extract
confessions.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no reports of political or
other extrajudicial killings.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of disappearances or politically moti-
vated abductions.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Constitution prohibits torture or other forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment, and there were no reports of such practices. However, in
recent years there have been recurring credible allegations of harsh treatment by
law eniorcement officials during incarceration, often to extract confessions from de-
tainees.
Overcrowding and unsanitary conditions continue to be problems in Dominica's

only prison facility.

a. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Dominican law requires that persons ar-
rested or detained be charged with a crime within 24 hours or be released from cus-
tody, and this is normally honored in practice.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Dominican law provides for public trial before an
independent, impartial court. Criminal defendants are presumed innocent until
proven guilty, are allowed legal counsel, and have the right to appeal. Indigents are
provided free legal counsel only in capital cases.
There are no political prisoners.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

Constitution prohibits arbitrary entry, search, and seizure. Search warrants are re-

quired by law. There were no reports in 1992 of arbitrary government intrusions
into the private lives of individuals.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The right of free expression is provided for by
the Constitution and adhered to in practice. The political opposition openly criticizes

the Government. Dominica's main radio station is state owned, and the other two
stations confine their broadcasts to religious programming. However, Dominicans
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enjoy ^ood access to independent news sources throu^ cable television and radio
reception from neighboring islands. The editorial stance of the sole newspaper re-

mains progovemment, but other views are prominently reported. Political parties

publish their own "journals," and the opposition United Workers' Party (UWP)
prints a weekly newsletter. The opposition Dominica Labour Party (DLP) continued
to complain that the discontinuance of live broadcasts of parliamentary sessions is

a form of censorship.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Government respects the
constitutionally mandated freedoms of association and assembly and does not hinder
opposition groups from holding political meetings or public demonstrations. Such
meetings and gatherings were held frequently throughout the year. In late 1991,
during debate over the new Public Service Act, the Civil Service Association staged
a demonstration outside government headquarters in Roseau, which disrupted a ses-

sion of Parliament. No attempt was made to prevent or interrupt the demonstration,
which remained peaceful.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Freedom of religion is not restricted. Roman Catholicism

is the predominant faith in Dominica, and there are various Protestant denomina-
tions. There are also small Muslim and Rastafarian communities. Outside religious

groups are not restricted in their activities in Dominica.
d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country. Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—^These rights are provided for by law and respected in practice. The
Government may revoke passports if subversion is suspected but has not done so

in recent times.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Dominica, independent since 1978, had a prior long historical tradition of democ-
racy and home rule. Power is exercised by a Cabinet appointed by the Prime Min-
ister. Elections are by secret ballot and held every 5 years or earlier, at the discre-

tion of the Prime Minister. Elections in 1980, 1985, and 1990 were free and fair,

and voter participation was high. The 1990 elections were contested bythe incum-
bent Dominica Freedom Party (DFP) and the opposition DLP and UWP. The DFP
won 11 of the 21 parliamentary seats, the UWP 6, and the DLP 4.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are no government restrictions on the formation of local human rights orga-

nizations, although no such groups exist at present. There were no requests for in-

vestigations of human rights abuses from international or regional human rights

groups during 1992.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

There are constitutional provisions, respected in practice, against racial or sexual
discrimination in Dominica. The Prime Minister is a woman. Religious practice is

not restricted, nor is it the basis for discrimination. Labor laws specify equal pay
for equal work.
There is a significant Carib Indian population in Dominica, estimated at 3,000 out

of a total of 71,000. Most live on a 3,700-acre reservation created in 1903. Sdiool,

water, and health facilities available on the Carib reservation are similar to those
available to other rural Dominicans. Caribs participate in national political Ufe and
enjoy the same civil ri^ts accorded other Dominican nationals. Worrell Sanford, a
Labour Member of ParUament, is a Carib, and Carib Chief O'Gustie is a nationally

respected leader.

According to oflicials of the Government's Ministry of Community Development,
general assault against women is not widespread. Both the police and the courts

prosecute cases of rape and sexual assault. Tnere are no specific laws dealing with
domestic violence, but the Government is investigating the effect of this problem on
society. The Ministry of Community Development began a series of seminars on do-

mestic violence in 1990, and in 1991 the Government conducted a survey on the sta-

tus of women in Dominica. The results of the survey have not been released yet.

Public awareness has been heightened concerning violence against women and cnU-
dren.

Under the law, victims may report sexual and other violent abuse to the Welfare
Department or to the police. While there is no shelter for battered women, the Wel-
fare Department often provides assistance to victims of abuse by finding them tem-
porary shelter, providing counseling to both parties, or recommending police action.

The Welfare Department reports all cases of abuse to the police, although the police

are often reluctant to interfere in domestic quarrels.
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Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Workers have the legal ri^t to organize, to choose
their representatives, tind to strike. Only slightly over 10 percent of the work force

is organized. There were few strikes in 1992, one of which was a 3-day work stop-

page by port woik:ers. The Civil Service Association continues to press for changes
in the Public Service Act of 1991. Among other provisions, the law seta a limit on
the period for wage negotiations. In the past, civil servants traditionally received
large back pay awards after meu-athon negotiations. There is no restriction on form-
ing a national labor federation. Several of the major trade unions form an umbrella
grouping called the Joint Unions Steering Committee. All unions are independent
of the Government and political parties and are aflUiated with various international
labor organizations.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Unions have legally defined
rights to or^nize workers emd to bargain with employers. Collective bargaining is

widespread m the nonagricultural sectors of the economy, including the government
service, and there is also recourse to mediation and arbitration by the Government.
Antiunion discrimination by employers is prohibited by law, and union rights are
enforced by judicial and police authority. Enforcement mechanisms are the respon-
sibility of the Department of Labour, whose inspectors operate under the super-
vision of the Labour Commissioner. However, the small Labour Inspection Omce
lacks qualified personnel to carry out its duties under existing labor legislation.

Labor regulations and practice governing Dominica's industrial estates and its other
export firms located outside the estates do not differ from that prevailing in the rest

of the economy. It is legally compulsory for employers to recognize unions as bar-
gaining agents once both parties have followed appropriate procedures.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is pro-
hibited and does not exist.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum legal age for em-
ployment is 15 years. Employers generally observe this law without government en-
forcement.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^Minimum wages for various categories of woric-

ers are set by statute and were last revised in November 1989. The minimum wage
for most categories of workers is not suflicient to provide a decent standard of living

for a household, but most workers earn more than the legislated minimum wage.
The legal workweek is 40 hours in 5 days. The law provides for a minimum of 2
weeks' paid vacation.
Although the Employment Safety Act, an occupational health and safety law, es-

tablished an Advisory Committee on Safety and Health, it has never met. The en-
forcement mechanism consists of inspections by the Department of Labour, which
can and does prescribe specific compliance measures, impose fines, and prosecute of-

fenders. In practice, however, inspections are rarely made because of insufficient re-

sources and personnel.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

The Dominican Republic is a constitutional democracy with a popularly elected
President and a bicameral Congress. In practice, the system heavily favors the exec-

utive branch. The Supreme Court heads a nominally independent judiciary whose
members are appointed by the Senate. Political parties representing the ideological

spectrum from left to right freely participate in elections. President Joaquin
Balaguer was inaugurated Tor a new 4-year term in August 1990.
The National Police (PN), the National Department of Investigations (DNI), the

National Drug Control Directorate (DNCD), and the military (Army, Air Force, and
Navy) form the security services. According to the U.S. Arms Control and Disar-
mament Agency, total military expenditures for 1989 were $52 million. There are
no plans to reduce these expenditures in the near future. The PN has general inves-

tigative and principal arrest authority. The military services have investigative and
general arrest authority for armed forces personnel and can arrest suspects aopre-
ended by military patrols. The armed forces may also intervene in cases involving

threats to public order or security. The DNI is the principal national investigative

body for national security concerns and does not have arrest authority. The EJNCD,
a narcotics law enforcement agency formed in 1988, brings under a single authority

elements of the PN and military services. All security services are under control of
the Government and are generally responsive to civiuan authority, but some mem-
bers of these oi-ganizations were responsible for human rights abuses.
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Once heavily dependent on su^ar, the Dominican economy has grown more di-

verse; tourism and export processmg zones (EP?s) are now major sources of income
and employment. In 1992 the economy showed the benefits of reforms initiated in
1990: inflation was reduced and a floating exchange rate system eliminated short-
ages. State-owned firms such as the State Sugar Council (CEA), the Consortium of
State Enterprises (CORDE), and the Dominican Electricity Corporation (CDE) con-
tinue to be neavUy involved in the economy, and inefliciencies in the CDE are a
major impediment to progress. The country has a $4.5 billion foreign debt, but a
significant portion of uiis debt has been rescheduled since November 1991, after a
successful multilateral negotiation with creditors.

Principal human ri^ts problems in 1992 included incidents of illegal detention
and beatings (sometimes fatal) of civilian suspects by the Dominican security serv-

ices, antiunion discrimination in the EPZ's, and abuses of Haitian migrant woricers.

The year 1992 saw no real change in problems with abuse of detainees. However,
there was noticeable improvement in the situation of Haitian migrant workers, and
a significant step forward in worker ri^ts with the passage of a new Labor Code.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no known cases of politi-

cal killings in 1992.
During 1992 there were several incidents of nonpolitical extrajudicial killings by

the police. National Police personnel were discharged and subjected to the civilian

justice system in connection with eidit separate mcidents of allegedly unjustified
Killings. Two notable cases involved the death of teacher Bienvenido Maquete Rami-
rez in Barahona in February and the death of attomey^ Rafael Ortiz in Santo Do-
mingo in September, both killed by indiscriminate pohce fire during protest dem-
onstrations. At least another eight persons may have been killed without provo-
cation by National Police personnel and a ninth killing may have resulted from ex-

cessive force. In all of these cases, the dischai;ged police personnel are reportedly
awaiting trial, a process hkely to take years.

In February, an ex-PN patrolman was sentenced to 10 years in prison for the
shooting death of a ni^t watchman in September 1989. Human rights groups have
charged the National Police with "death squad" killings of repeat offenders in ex-

changes of gunfire. These groups have not provided conclusive evidence to substan-
tiate the charges. In one March incident eyewitnesses reported that armed persons
(later identified as undercover police agents) executed a suspect as he lay wounded
on the ground. Police investigation of this incident concluded that an execution-style

killing aid not take place, but an inquiry into the case continues.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no known cases of politically motivated disappear-

ances in 1992.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Credible sources report that security services personnel habitually beat detainees

and prisoners from marginal or lower income backgrounds to extract leads or confes-

sions. During 1992 three detainees died from beatings suffered while in custody, and
several others were hospitalized. Although the National Police leadership has stated

its intent to change police behavior, the institution continues to be marked by low
salaries, inadequate training, a tradition of relying on confessions rather than sci-

entific methods to investigate cases, and an unwieldy organizational structure. Simi-

lar, ^beit less pubficizecC complaints have been made about DNCD treatment of

drug suspects. In March a National Police lieutenant colonel was relieved of his du-
ties and now faces charges in police court of torturing detainees. Other police per-

sonnel involved in the above-mentioned deaths and other instances of abuse have
been discharged and remanded to the civilian court system. To date, there have
been no reported convictions of security services personnel for physical abuse. After
complaints of abuse by two detainees in January, the entire DNCD detachment in

San Francisco de Macoris was transferred to posts in other parts of the country.
Prisons are overcrowded, and health and sanitary conditions are substandard.

There are reports of corruption in the provisioning of food for prisoners, and most
prisoners find it necessary to rely on relatives or their own finances in order to be
fed adequately. Medical care suffers from a lack of supplies. In some instances, mi-
nors have been incarcerated with adults in the general prison population.

d. Arbitrary /&rest, Detention, or Exile.—^The Constitution stipulates that suspects

may be detamed for a maximum of 48 hours for investigation before arraignment,
after which they must be charged or released. However, in special circumstances,

suspects may be detained for longer periods with the approval of the prosecutor's

office. In 1992 security services omcials continued to detain suspects routinely for
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"investigation" or "interrogation" beyond the prescribed 48-hour limit. Indiscrimi-
nate roundups of people in poorer nei^boihoods, aimed at fitting crime, contin-
ued. Althougn some progress occurred m obtaining the release from custody of pris-
oners and detainees who were the subjects of judicial release orders, the National
Police and DNCD continued to refuse to release some prisoners and detainees.
These included Luis Lizardo Cabrera, the subject of three separate judicial release
orders since his detention as a suspect in the 1989 bombing of a tj.S.-Dominican
Binational Center which killed a 1-year-old girl.

There were no reports of exile of citizens.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The court system includes a Supreme Court, ap-
pellate court, and courts of the first instance. Judges at all levels are appkointed by
the Senate. Their terms of office correspond roughly to those of the President and
other elected officials. A newly elected Senate can either replace the judges or recon-
firm them, and they are subject to removal or transfer by a majority vote in the
Senate. Although nominally mdependent of the executive branch, there is concern
about undue executive branch influence, and that underfiinding the courts is a
means of lessening their autonomy. There continued to be cremble charges that
some judges and prosecutors accepted bribes to manipulate the outcome of cases.
The Constitution provides for public trial, and court-appointed lawyers normally

are provided at public expense to indigents in felony cnminal cases, but rarelv in
criminal misdemeanor cases. There are chronic delays in the judicial process. Of the
approximately 11,000 persons detained in the penal system, only about 10 percent
have been convicted. Although the ri^t to judicial determination of the legality of
detention exists, preventive aetention of those awaiting trial is legal and commonly
employed, and many of those accused remain in prison for lengthy periods awaiting
trial. This practice, coupled with a lack of administrative and financial support for
the sjrstem, has created a major backlog of cases. Additionally, law enforcement au-
thorities criticize the judiciary for its allegedly widespread corruption, incompetence,
and leniency. In turn, members of the judiciary have criticized prosecutors and law
enforcement personnel for allegedly being corrupt and incompetent.
There are no special courts for political or national security cases, and civilians

may not be tried by a military court. Members of the armed forces and police are
under the jurisdiction of militaiy^ or police courts but are frequently remtmded to
the civilian court system after review by a military/police board.
There are no known political prisoners in the Dominican Republic.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^There

were no credible reports of arbitrary governmental interference with the private
lives of persons or families with one exception pertaining to surveillance noted
below. Constitutional safeguards against invasion of the home are observed. A resi-

dence may not be searched except in the presence of a prosecutor or an assistant
prosecutor, excluding cases of "hot pursuit" or instances where there is probable
cause to believe that a crime is in progress. A few leaders of groups which engage
in protest activities tmd strikes—sometimes violent—^have charged that they are
under surveillance by Dominican security services.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—These liberties are provided for by law and are
respected in practice. Dominicans of aU political persuasions enjoy freedom of speech
and regularly exercise it. The numerous privately owned radio and television sta-
tions air aU political points of view. The Government controls one television station
and no major newspapers. Dominican newspapers freely reflect independent and op-
position points of view. Although journalists operate in a relatively tolerant environ-
ment, reporting and editorializing by some journalists occasionally reflect a certain
amount of self-censorship. This self-censorship results from two factors: the first is

the small, closed nature of Dominican society where it is difficult to criticize promi-
nent persons because of the interpersonal relationships that develop; the second is

the legacy of dictator Rafael TrujUlo, whose brutal repression of society and absolute
control oi the media for 30 years rendered sectors of the media circumspect, if not
at times subservient to the power structure, whoever may be President.

In February, citing a law prohibiting broadcasts in languages other than Spanish,
the Dominican Government ordered the cessation of Creole broadcasts by a church-
run radio station on the Haitian border. The Government justified its action by cit-

ing fears that the station's activities could be considered an intervention into the
internal affairs of neighboring Haiti because the broadcasts were aimed at that
country.

Public and private universities enjoy broad academic freedom. The main public
university, the Autonomous University of Santo Domingo, with approximately
35,000 students, has no restrictions on enrollment and maintains a policy of non-
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intervention (other than curriculum development) in classroom afTairs. Private uni-
versities are also free from any government control except for the preservation of
standards, and teachers are free to espouse their own theories without government
oversi^t.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^These freedoms are provided
for bv the Constitution and are commonly respected in practice. Outdoor public
marches and meetings require government permits, which are usually granted.
However, during the 500th-anniversary celebrations of the discovery of America, tiie

Government, in the wake of violent protests and faced with the threat of more vio-

lence, deviated from its usual i>ractice of liberally granting permits and denied sev-
eral requests aimed at protesting the discovery as well as disturbing the govern-
ment commemorations of the event. Professional organizations of lawyers, doctors,
teachers, and others function freely and can maintain relations with counterpart
international bodies of diverse political philosophies.

c. Freedom ^ Religion.—Discrimination on religious grounds is prohibited by the
Constitution. There are no religious requirements to hold public office, no restric-

tions on the practice of religious faiths, and no social discrimination based on reli-

gion. The Dominican population is predominantly Roman Catholic; several non-
Catholic faiths have well established churches in the country. There have been no
reports of government interference with the free practice of religion.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^There are no unusual legal restrictions on travel within or outside the
countiy for Dominican citizens. In 1992 there were no orders for the forcible repatri-
ation or expulsion of Haitians, as had occurred in 1991. Charges of forced recruit-

ment and detention of Haitians to work on sugar plantations have diminished sig-

nificantly compared to earlier years (see Section 6.C.).

The Dominican Republic has a tradition of granting asylum to people who fear
Bolitical persecution if returned to their countries. Since the 1991 coup in Haiti, the
Tnited Nations Hi^ Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) has granted refuse sta-

tus to 242 Haitians who fled to the Dominican Republic after the coup. The Domini-
can Government cooperated with the UNHCR and respected the status of Haitians
recognized as refugees by the UNHCR. The Dominican Government is also process-
ing petitions for Dominican recognition of the refugee status of the UNHCR wards;
20 Haitians have gained Dominican recognition of their refugee status.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citisxns to Change Their Govern-
ment

The Dominican Republic is a constitutional democracy. The President, all 150
members of the Senate and Chamber of Deputies, and the mayors and city council-
men of over 100 municipalities are freely elected eveiy 4 years by secret ballot and
universal suffrage (except for active duty military and police, who may not vote).

The President appoints the governors of the 29 provinces. The nation enjoys a func-
tioning multiparty system. Opposition groups oi the left, right, and center operate
openly.

In practice, the President dominates public policy fonnulation and implementa-
tion, exercising his authority through use of the veto, discretion to act by decree,
and influence as the leader of his party. The Congress traditionally has had limited
powers and seldom disapproves actions by the executive branch, but it does provide
an open forum for the free exchange of views and debate. The governing party holds
a majority in the Senate (16 of ^ seats) and has a plurality (42 of 120 seats) in
the Chamber of Deputies. There are no legal or practical impediments to women
and minorities participating in politics.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Nongovernmental human ri^ts oi^anizations operate freely without government
interference. They include the Dominican Human nights Committee, the Dominican
Union for the Defense of Human Rights, the National Committee of Human and
Labor Ri^ts, various church and labor groups, and others. The Dominican Republic
has been slow to acknowledge requests and criticism from some international
human ri^ts organizations. Tne current Secretary of Labor has paid greater atten-

tion to relations with the International Labor Organization (ILO).

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Socicd Status

Discrimination based on race and sex is prohibited by law. For deeply felt histori-

cal reasons and because of sharp cultural difFerences, there exists in Dominican soci-

ety a strong prejudice against Haitians, many of whom are illegal immigrants, and
who constitute a significant percentage of the unskilled manual labor force in the
Dominican Republic. This often translates into de facto discrimination against those
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with darker skin (i.e., who appear Haitian). Dark-skinned Dominicans, including
some of Haitian descent, have, however, been successful in a variety of flelds, in-

cluding elected political office. Many Haitians bom in the Dominican Republic are
unable to ^ain recognition as Dominican citizens because of Uie undocumented sta-

tus of their parents. Lack of documentation also sometimes hinders the ability of
children of Haitian descent to attend school; some parents fail to seek documenta-
tion for fear of themselves being deported.
Women traditionally have not shared equal social and economic status or oppor-

tunity with men, and men hold the overwhelming majority of leadership positions
in aU sectors. Women have, however, begun to make visible inroads in employment
rolls and to hold hi^ and more public leadership {positions. Ei^t of the oountiys
29 governors and 15 of the 120 Congressional Deputies are female. Divorce is easily
obtainable by either spouse, and women can hold property in their own names apart
from their husbands. In February various women s organizations submitted propos-
als to be considered by the lower house of the Dominican Congress which would
modify the Civil and Penal Codes with the aim of strengthening women's rights. The
proposals remain under study by the Congress. A major regional women's rights
conference was held in Santo Domingo in October.
Women's groups continue efforts to publicize the problem of violence against

women although no statistics exist on this problem. Nor has there been a systematic
study of the extent of sexual harassment, an issue especially relevant to the EPZ's,
which have a predominantly female work force.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^The Constitution provides for the freedom to orga-
nize labor unions and also for the rights of workers to strike and private sector em-
ployers to lock out. All woricers, except military and police, are free to organize and
all sectors exercise this ri^t. A new Labor Code enad«d in May significantly
strengthened the ri^t of freedom of association. The new Code removes some re-
strictions on the ri^t to strike by narrowing the definition of essential services to
exclude transportation, food services, and fiiel services. Hie Code also eliminates
previous prohibitions against political and sjnmpathy strikes. The only reported
strikes in 1992 occurred in the public sector in which public employees, especifdly
doctors and nurses, staged periodic strikes and walkouts. The Labor Code specifies
in detail the steps legally required to establish a union, federation, and confed-
eration. The Code calls for automatic recognition of a union if the Government has
not acted on its application within a specific time. In practice, the Government has
readily facilitated recognition of labor oi;ganizations. Organized labor in the Domini-
can Republic represents about 12 percent of the work force and is divided among
three lai^ge confederations, three minor confederations, and a number of indepenf
ent unions. Unions are independent of the Government and political parties, al-

though sympathizers of various political parties are found in most union oiiganiza-
tions. Labor unions can and do fi:«ely affihate regionally and internationally.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain CoUectively.—CoWedLive bargaining is law-
ful and normally takes place in firms whidi have union representation. A union may
represent the workers in collective bargaining when it has received the support of
an absolute majority of the woriters of a firm.

The Labor Code expressly stipulates that workers cannot be dismissed because of
their trade union membership or activities. The new Labor Code modified previous
provisions allowing arbitrary termination of a worker so long as severance pay is

provided, by exempting fiiom dismissal specific numbers of union organizers and offi-

cials. The number of union oi^ganizers or officials given protection from layoffs can
total up to 20 members of a union in formation, and between 5 to 10 members of
a union executive council, depending on the size of the work force.

The Dominican Republic has 26 established export processing zones with over 400
companies and about 150,000 employees. Some EPZ companies nave a history of dis-

charging woikers who attempt to organize unions. This practice continued despite
the passage of the new Labor Code, and the Labor Secretariat filed complaints
against five EPZ companies for violating the Code by illegally firing workers. Union
groups chained that at least 12 EPZ companies violated uie new Labor Code, in ad-
dition to other instances of illegal firings which occurred before the new Code went
into effect in June. Unions exist in only a few EPZ companies, and no EPZ company
has concluded a collective bargaining agreement with a union.
On September 26, the six Dominican labor confederations and the Free Trade

Zone Industry Association (ADOZONA) signed a tentative pact in which the unions
renounced the right to seek economic adjustments for 6 months and the ri^t to
strike for 30 months, in return for a commitment by EPZ employers to respect the
Labor Code and the ri^t of freedom of association. ADOZONA members rejected
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ratification of the pact, and the association subsequently submitted a counter pro-
posal, which the labor confederations rejected; negotiations remained stalled at
year's end.

In May a UJ5. company fired the entire leadership of a union which had gained
legal recognition. The finn stated the woricers were fired for refusing to accept a
transfer to a new Dominican-incorporated company. The fired workers had askea for
24 hours to enable a union legal advisor to study the new contract. The Labor Sec-
retariat filed a legal action against the firm for violation of the Labor Code. In Octo-
ber the fired workers accepted a financial settlement in return for dropping all

claims against the company.
During a 1990 strike, tne administrator of the state-owned Dominican Electric

Corporation (CDE) charged the CDE union (SITRACODE) with sabotage, feather-
bedding, and corruption, and began massive firings of SITRACODE lea^rs and ac-
tivists which generated a complaint against the Dominican Republic in the ILO. In
December 1991, the Dominican Government agreed to a settlement calling for the
pensioning of 75 percent of the fired workers and the rehiring of 25 percent. How-
ever, the Government refiised to rehire SITRACODE leaders, an understanding
which the union thought had been part of the agreement. As of the end of 1992,
no agreement had been reached to resolve the dispute, and the case remained before
the ILO, which requested that the trade union leaders be reinstated.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or oompulsoiy labor is pro-
hibited by law. During previous years, the Government and the State Sugar Council
(CEA) forcibly recruited Haitian seasonal agricultural workers and then restricted
them to woik on specific sugar plantations. During the 1991-1992 harvest season,
these abuses continued, altnougn at a significantly reduced level. There was one
confirmed instance of the continued use ofmilitary and police to round up Haitians
residing in the Dominican Republic to compel them to work in the cane fields; a
CEA sugar mill administrator was fired when this incident was discovered. Human
rights groups reported instances of Haitians who crossed the border being detained
and transported to CEA plantations and, in some instances, compelled to work. CEA
denies the use of paid recruiters inside Haiti to obtain sugar cane workers; no credi-
ble evidence exists that this practice occurred to any significant degree in 1992.
Talks between the Haitian and Dominican Governments aimed at reaching a con-
tractual agreement covering such workers were suspended after the September 1991
overthrow of the constitutional Government in Haiti.

In 1992 restrictions on the freedom of movement for itinerant Haitian sugar cane
workers apparently continued to occur, but at a lower level than in the past. These
restrictions included the presence of armed guards in and around various sugar
plantations £uid the sequestering of workers' belongings in order to impede their
movement to other CEA plantations or other tjTpes oi employment.
To alleviate freedom of movement problems faced by itinerant Haitian workers,

CEA and the Dominican Office of Inrmigration initiated a program in late 1991 of
issuing 1-year temporary work permits to Haitian sugar cane workers. The Office

of Immigration reported that as of November 24, 32,211 temporary work permits
had been issued to Haitians under this program. Over half of recipients were em-
ployed in private cane plantations or noncane cutting fictivities; 12,717 permits were
issued to Haitians employed on CEA plantations. Dominican Immigration continues
to issue these permits to Haitian workers. (Estimates on the total number of Hai-
tian migrant workers in the Dominican sugar industry vary widely. In cooperation
with the U.N. Development Program, CEA was working to produce a census of
sugar workers. The results have not yet been published.)

3. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The Labor Code prohibits employ-
ment of youth under 14 years of age and places various restrictions on the employ-
ment of youth under age 16. These restrictions include a limitation of no more than
6 hours of daiW woik, no employment in dangerous occupations or jobs involving
the provision of intoxicating beverages, and limitations on nighttime work.
The high level of unemployment and the lack of a social safety net create pres-

sures on families to allow children to earn supplemental income. Young people, in-

cluding minors under 14 years of age and some that are abandoned, engage in a
variety of work which violates labor regulations, including selling newspapers,
washing car windows, and shining shoes. In practice, many of the child labor re-

strictions in the Labor Code are ignored. During the past few years, the Labor Sec-
retariat made some effort to enforce the law in cases where companies employed un-
derage woricers in violation of the law, but penalties were largely limited to small
fines. Some young workers obtained work permits and continued their employment;
those unable to obtain permits were dismissed.

Instances of child labor in CEA sugar plantations have diminished greatly, and
most observers concede that such practices are no longer a serious problem. Past
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abuses reportedly included the use of unaccompanied minors recruited from inside
Haiti without parental knowledge. CEA took steps to discourage child labor, and
during 1992 there were only isolated instances of children accompanying their fa-

thers into the fields.

e. Acceptable ConditioTis of Work.—^The Constitution gives the Government legal
authority to set minimum wage levels, and the Labor Code assigns this task to a
national salary committee. Congress may also enact minimum wage legislation. Real
wages, especially in the public sector, still suffered from serious erosion caused by
an unprecedented 1990 inflation rate of 101 percent. Minimum wage hikes since
1990 have not compensated for the loss of purchasing power. With the exception of
merit bonuses for teadiers and a delayed 1991 wage nike for EPZ and tourism sec-

tor workers, there were no wage hikes in 1992. The vast majority of workers receive
only the minimum wage. The current minimum wage is not sufficient to maintain
a small family at a minimally acceptable standard of living. As a result, many peo-
ple hold more than one job.

The Labor Code establishes a standard work period of 8 hours per day and 44
hours per week. The Code also states that all workers are entitled to 36 hours of
uninterrupted rest each week. In practice, a typical workweek is Monday through
Friday plus a half day on Saturday, but longer hours are not unusual. Workers are
entitled to a 35-percent wage differential for work over 44 and up to 68 hours per
week and a 100-percent difierential for any hours above 68 per week.
Workplace safety and health conditions do not always meet legal standards.

Health standards for woikers are set by the Dominican Social SecuriW Institute.

Non-health safety standards are covered by the Labor Code. Both the Social Secu-
rity Institute and the Labor Secretariat have small corps of inspectors chained with
enforcing standards. However, these posts are filled throudi political patronage, and
some inspectors have earned a reputation for corruption. Tne existing social security
system does not apply to all workers and is underfunded. As a result, benefits are
low, payments often delayed, and medical care is limited and available only in the
major cities. Laws on working conditions and their enforcement in the EPZ^s do not
differ significantly fi:t)m those in the country at large. Some companies in private
EPZ's practice much hi^er worker safety and health standards.

Conditions among agricultural workers are in general much worse, especially in
the sugar cane industry. Sugar cane cutters on CEA plantations are paid by weight
of cut cane rather than hours worked and thus are usually required to work signifi-

cantly longer than the standard 48 hour week in order to earn a wage approauiing
workers in other industries. Cane cutters have been paid in vouchers rather than
cash, a process open to manipulation by CEA employees. The new Labor Code pro-
hibits the payment of wages m vouchers and other noncash forms; CEA is studying
options that will permit compliance with the Code during the 1992/1993 harvest.
Cfane cutters also face widespread cheating problems during the weighing of their
cut cane. CEA and the Labor Secretariat signed an agreement with Idbor unions to
allow union officials to assist the Labor Secretariat in the inspection and monitoring
of CEA wei^ stations.
Problems found in many Haitian worker villages, such as disease and a lack of

schooling, medical facilities, running water, and sewage systems, also exist in other
parts of the country and are not suffered uniquely by Haitians. CEA has signed
agreements with international organizations, labor unions, and nongovernmental or-

ganizations to allow joint projects to improve living conditions on the plantations.

ECUADOR
Ecuador is a constitutional republic with a President and a 77-member unicam-

eral National Assembly chosen in free elections. In May and July 1992, national
elections saw the peaceful transfer of power from a center-left government to a cen-
ter-right government, vdth a realignment of power within the National Assembly as
well. Members of the Supreme Court, presently chosen by the Assembly, preside
over ajudiciaiy that is constitutionally independent but susceptible to political pres-
sure. Reform of the judicial system was proposed in the National Assembly soon
after the newly elected government of Sixto Duran-Ballen took ofilce in August
1992. In December Congress approved one aspect of this reform, a restructuring of
the Supreme Court to give it stronger powers as the final arbiter of legal questions.
The same law also mandates changes in the lower court system. The Assembly has
important powers to question and censure Cabinet ministers; such censure results
in automatic dismissal of the minister in question.
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The Ecuadorian military has significant autonomy, reinforced by guaranteed ac-

cess to revenues from the nation's oil exports, and m)m its civil aviation, shipping,

and other economic activities. According to the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency, total miHtaiy expenditures for 1989 were $163 million. A significant reduc-
tion in the 1992 defense budge^^^ was implemented during the last quarter of the
year, and the Government stated that the budget would not be increased in 1993.
The military has maintained a low profile in domestic politics since the return to

constitutional rule in 1979. The national police are responsible for domestic law en-
forcement and maintenance of internal order. They also have primary responsibility

for carrying out antinarcotics efforts, althou^ the military is increasing its role in

the war against drugs. The President controls the police through the minister of

Government. In response to numerous instances of police mistreatment of criminal

suspects, including the use of physical force against detainees, there were wide-
spread demands for reform of the national police to improve its human rights per-

formance.
The economy is based on private enterprise, although there continues to be heavy

Evemment involvement in key sectors such as petroleum, utilities, and aviation,

flation remained high at about a 50-percent annual rate throughout 1992. Overall

economic conditions remained difficult for the vast majority of Ecuadorians; rural

poverty is extensive and little improvement in this area in 1992 was evident. The
combined unemployment and underemployment rate was over 60 percent.

Ecuadorians eiyoy, both in law and in fact, a wide range of freedoms and individ-

ual rights, but human rights problems remain. Foremost among these are torture

and other mistreatment of prisoners and detainees, impunity for human rights

abusers, violence by paramilitary CToups in rural areas, brutal prison conditions,

lengthy detention before trial, a pouticized court system, and pervasive discrimina-

tion against women, blacks, ana Indians. The most fiindamental concern is over

shortcomings in the Ecuadorian legal and judicial system. Persons are subject to ar-

bitrary arrest; once incarcerated, they may wait years before coming to trial. Often,

the only way to avoid these problems is through the payment of bribes to a variety

of officials.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no known politically mo-
tivated killings in 1992, but there were cases of extrajudicial killing of criminal sus-

pects by the police, who usually act with impunity in such cases. For example,
Felipe Moreira Chavez was detained by police from the Office of Criminal Investiga-

tion on August 20, and his body was left at the morgue by police on August 22. Al-

though his relatives claimed he died as the result oT electric torture, there was no
investigation of these charges.

In aodition, indigenous people charge that they are the target of violent and lethal

reprisals by paramilitary groups during land invasions and other squatter dem-
onstrations. The paramiUtary groups are armed civilian bands and security guards
hired by private landowners to protect their property. These forces often use mili-

tary-style uniforms and weapons; some are reportedly operated or trained by former
military or police officials, but there is no evidence of complicity with active duty
forces or personnel. After several homosexual men were murdered in Quito in late

1991, concerns arose that there was a campaign to eliminate them. Although no
firm link was ever established, the murders stopped in January 1992 at the same
time that police arrested a band of teenagers who were also charged in a rash of

taxi driver murders in Quito.

b. Disappearance.—There were no known cases of politically motivated disappear-

ances during 1992.
Charges were finally brought in the 1988 disappearance and alleged murder of

two teenaged boys at the hands of police—^the case of the Restrepo brothers. An
international commission named to investigate their disappearance accused senior

police ofhcials, particularly those associated with the now defunct Criminal Inves-

tigative Service (SIC), of engaging in a coverup and of obstructing the investigation.

In October 1992, an assistant attorney general charged then Chief of Police General
Gilberto Molina and one of his senior assistants, Colonel Trajano Barrionuevo, as

intellectual authors of the murder of the boys. Several lower ranking police officers

were charged with actually carrying out the murders.
At the same time, the assistant attorney general called for formal charges of tor-

ture to be made against the then Minister of Government Luis Robles Plaza; how-
ever, no charges were actually filed. Soon after the charges were made public Gen-
eral Molina escaped from protective custody. On DecenJber 3, the Chief Justice of
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the Supreme Court ruled that the case was "in plenary," tantamount to the Su-
preme Court saying that it now has suflicient evidence to proceed with prosecution.
The Chief Justice's ruling accused Molina and one other individual oi a coverup
rather than of being the intellectual authors of the murders. The Chief Justice also
lifted the preventive detention order under which Molina had been held for almost
a year, but he remains at la^e.
During its existence, the SIC was accused by many credible human rights mon-

itors and organizations of involvement in torture, mistreatment, disappearances,
and deaths of criminal suspects. Althou^ the Borja administration announced the
abolition of the SIC in September 1991, many of its members were reassigned to
other police units, such as the OfHce of Criminal Investigation (OID).

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Although torture and similar forms of intimidation and punishment are prohibited
by law, there were continued reports in 1992 of physical mistreatment by police of
suspects and prisoners. The military were also accused of abuse. Indeed, there were
at least two incidents in 1992 in which police oflicers were beaten or otherwise
abused by the military. Beating a suspect to obtain a confession is the most common
method used by police to cany out criminal investigations; officials are almost never
Sunished for sucn abuses. Nearly every month the Ecuadorian Ecumenical Human
eights Commission (CEDHU) published detailed reports on suspects claiming to

have been tortured by the police. CEDHlTs reports frequently name police officials

alleged to be responsible for specific instances of torture and often include photo-
graphs of the victims with their wounds. By law, police officers may be tried only
efore police courts in closed sessions. The practical effect of this is immunity from

prosecution, thou^ in some high-profile cases, such as that of the Restrepo broth-
ers, there has been some progress.

Prison conditions in Elcuador's 20 overcrowded detention centers are very poor.
There are no separate facilities for hard-core or dangerous criminals. Prisoners with
economic resources are usually able to secure favorable treatment through payments
to prison officials, while the indigent suffer severe deprivation and have to make
do with the lowest quality of facilities and provisions.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^The Constitution and Penal Code provide
that no one may be deprived of liberty without a written order from a governmental
authority, but these legal protections against arbitrary arrest or detention are often
violated. Specific written orders must be signed within 24 hours of detention—even
in cases in which a suspect is cau^t in the act of committing a crime. The suspect
must be charged with a specific criminal offense within 48 hours of arrest. All pris-
oners have the right to a review of the legality of their detention within 48 hours
of arrest, a review which is supposed to be carried out by the senior elected official

(usually the mayor) of the locality in which the suspect is held. Incommunicado de-
tention is not uncommon although it is legally prohibited.

Despite provisions of the Penal Code, the police often detain suspects without the
required written order. Even when an order is obtained, those chaiged with review-
ing it to determine its validity often allow frivolous charges to be brought, either
because of overwork or because bribes are peiid by the accuser. In many instances
the system is used as a means of harassment in civU cases in which one party seeks
to have the other arrested on criminal charges. Suspects are frequently detained
longer than 24 hours before orders are signed, and few are charged within 48 hours
of arrest. Preventive detention up to and including trial is legal under certain cir-

cumstances.
Exile is not generally used as a tool of political control.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The vast majority of nonmilitaiy defendants are

tried by the regular court system, although some incUgenous groups try members
grivately for violations of tribal rules. Currently, the Congress elects a 16-member
upreme Court which chooses its president from within its ranks. The Supreme

Court names approximately 115 members to the provincial superior courts which
serve as appeals courts for criminal, civU, tax, and labor cases. Tne executive branch
names the other "first instance" judges. While the courts are supposed to be inde-
pendent by law, political party leaders exercise significant influence over the selec-
tion of judges at all levels. In December Congress approved a major reform of the
Supreme Court which will create several smaller chambers within the court to han-
dle specialized legal questions. The number of justices will increase from 16 to 31,
and the court wilT have the power of "casacion, similar to the U.S. Supreme Court
power of judicial review. The reform also aims to depoliticize the court oy lengthen-
ing and shifting the terms of office of justices so that they do not correspond entirely
with national elections. Finally, the reform law gives the new Supreme Court 90
days from the date it is installed to reorganize the entire lower court system.
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Minimum due process rights for criminal defendants are provided for by law but
are often not observed in practice. In theory, the accused is presumed innocent until

proven guilty. Defendants have the right to a public trial, defense attorneys, and
appeal. They may present evidence but have the privilege not to testily against
themselves, and they may confront and cross-examine witnesses. Although a public

defender system exists, in practice there are relatively few attorneys available to de-

fend the laive number of indigent suspects. Trial is supposed to begin within 15 to

60 days of uie initial arrest. In practice, however, initiation of the trial phase can
take years. Bail is not generally available in Ecuador. Families of detainees some-
times intervene in an attempt to secure the prisoner's freedom through Ulegal

means.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family. Home, or Correspondence.—^Police

are required to have a warrant to enter a private home or business, except in the

case of hot pursuit. The police generally respect the sanctity of private homes and
correspondence. Police surveillance is permitted, but wiretapping is prohibited by
the Constitution. Althou^ there is no evidence to suggest that wiretapping is being
carried out by the Government in violation of the law, there are numerous com-
plaints of private citizens engaged in eavesdropping against other private citizens

by various means.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and the Press.—^The Constitution provides for freedom of

speech. This provision is generally respected in practice. With the exception of two
government-owned radio stations, all of the major media organs—television, news-
papers, and radio—are in local private hands (foreign investment in the mass media
IS prohibited). Using a law promulgated by the last military regime that requires

the media to give the Government free space or air time, the Government frequently

requires television and radio to broadcast government-produced programs featuring

the President and other top administration officials. It also requires newspapers to

cany a minimum amount of news prepared by the National Secretariat of Social

Communications. The media and opposition political figures have criticized the Gov-
ernment's use of the media for its own political ends.

The media represent a wide range of political views and often criticize the Gov-
ernment. However, some degree of self-censorship in the print media occurs, par-

ticularly with respect to stories about the military or corruption at high levels of

national, provincial, or municipal government. Nevertheless, in 1992 the media con-

tinued to rive wide coverage to flie Restrepo disappearance case, in which high-

ranking police officials were charged (see Section l.b.). There are 2 major daily

newspapers in the capital, Quito, 5 in the principal commercial center, Guayaquil,

and more than 20 aaditional papers published daily in other regions and cities.

There are 4 national television networks, 4 local and provincial television networks,

and about 300 radio stations. All are free of government censorship. Journalists

working in the preparation and reporting of news (as opposed to opinion) must be

graduates of an accredited Ecuadorian university journalism school.

Ecuador has a large university system comprising both state-subsidized and pri-

vate universities. The state universities are active in politics, particularly on the left

of the political spectrum. The Government has scrupulously avoided interference in

issues involving academic freedom.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Constitution provides for

the rights of free assembly and association for peaceful purposes. These rights are

generally respected in practice. Public rallies require prior government permits,

which are generally granted. Numerous political demonstrations took place m 1992,

including a general strike on September 23, a variety of protests against govern-

ment economic measures, and widespread demonstrations by indigenous groups to

maik the 500th anniversary of the arrival of Columbus in the hemisphere. Gen-
erally, the security forces intervene in demonstrations only when there is violence

against persons or property. However, private paramilitary groups were used to

break up demonstrations and occupations of land in rural areas by indigenous orga-

nizations. The military also impeded access to the capital to limit an indigenous

demonstration there on October 12, 1992. In 1991-92, the Government announced
strengthened controls over private guard forces and other armed groups that were
not properly registered, but no charges were brought against such groups. In gen-

eral, police were restrained in the use of force during demonstrations.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Citizens are free to practice the religion of their choice.

There is no official state religion, although the population is nominally over 90 per-

cent Roman Catholic. There are active Protestant and Jewish communities in the

major cities, and evangelical movements continue to attract new adherents. The
Constitution prohibits cuscrimination for religious reasons, although members of the
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cler^ are barred by the Constitution from election to the Congress, the presidency,
or vice presidency. Numerous foreign-based religious orders and missionary groups
are axrtive in Ecuador.

d. Freedom ofMovement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^The Constitution assures the right oT all citizens to travel freely
throughout the country, to choose their place of residence, and to depart from and
return to Ecuador. These rights are respected in practice. Ecuadorian citizens who
return to the country after residing abroad are not harassed or discriminated
against by the Government. No cases of forced resettlement were reported in 1992,
but Colombian Oscar Amores was arrested on criminal charges while in refugee sta-

tus and faced possible deportation at year's end.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right o/* Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Since the return to civilian rule in 1979, Ekniadorian citizens have actively exer-
cised their right to change their national and local governments. Free elections for

the presidency and the Congress have taken place regularly since 1979, and power
has been transferred peacefully to parties of opposing ideologies in presidential elec-

tions every 4 years. In May and July 1992, national elections saw the peaceful
transfer of power from a center-left government to a center-right government, with
a realignment of power within the National Assembly as welL In 1992 there were
16 legmly registered political parties, spanning the ideological spectrum. Twelve of
the 16 parties, including 3 leftist parties, are represented in the Congress.

Voting is mandatory for literate citizens over the age of 18 and voluntary for illit-

erate citizens. There are no restrictions on voting by women or by minority groups.
Active-duty members of the military forces cannot vote, and there is no provision
for absentee voting. All citizens, regardless of sex, religion, socioeconomic status, or
ethnic orinn, have the right to form and join political parties and to run for local

or national office. Under current laws, however, candidates must belong to one of
the recognized parties and cannot run as independents. The white and mestizo
male-dominated eUte tends to be self-perpetuating, and blacks, Indians and women
continue to be underrepresented in high positions in Government.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation (^Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Domestic human ri^ts ^ups such as the Catholic Church-afliliated Ecumenical
Commission on Human Rights (CEDHU) and the Latin American Human Rights
Association (ALDHU) are independent, and actively monitor human rights issues in
Ecuador. These groups, particularly CEDHU, have been outspoken in uieir criticism
of the Government's record on specific cases, and CEDHU has taken a particular
interest in defending the human rights of the poor. International human rights or-

ganizations operate without hindrance in Ecuador.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution prohibits discrimination based on race, religion, sex, or social

status.

Nevertheless, discrimination against women, blacks, and Indians is pervasive in
Ecuadorian society, particularly with respect to educational and economic oppor-
tunity. The vast majority of the rural population of approximately 5 million (slightly

less than 50 percent of the population) are peasants of Indian or mestizo ancestry.
The population of the rural, northern coastal area of Ecuador includes large num-
bers of^ black citizens. Most peasants live in varying degrees of poverty. Land is

scarce in the more heavily populated hidiland areas. Infant mortality, malnutrition,
and epidemic disease are common, ana potable water and electricity are often un-
available. The rural education system is seriously deficient. Efforts to improve living
standards for Indian and black peasants were hampered in 1992, as in previous
years, by the Government's reluctance to change traditional spending patterns, es-

pecially those favoring the cities. The long-simmering frustration of Ecuador's larg-

est minority group, the Indians, over these socioeconomic issues exploded in nation-
wide protest demonstrations in 1990, and again in October 1992.
On December 2, the Confederation of Indigenous Nationalities of Ecuador

(CONABE) charged that a paramilitary group working for the agroindustrial com-
gany Yuracruz violently evicted several indigenous families from company land.
'ONAIE argued that the Yuracruz property had been turned over to the families

in a court case several months earlier, but the company refused to let them occupy
the land. CONAIE leader Luis Macas complained that the local authorities refused
to protect the legitimate owners. Land occupation cases can be very convoluted be-
cause of the vague and contradictory nature of the agrarian reform law and the
highly politicizeof and often corrupt judiciaiy.
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There was little improvement in the status of women in 1992. The Ecuadorian
women's movement considers culture and tradition as inhibiting achievement of full

equalitv for women. While no current data on salaries or occupation by sex are
available, anecdotal evidence suggests that there are substantially fewer women in
the professions or woricing as skilled laborers than men, and salary discrimination
is common. Although violence against women, including within marriage, is prohib-
ited by law, it is a common practice. Many rapes go unreported because of tne vic-

tims' reluctance to confront the pernetrator. To date, the Government has not ad-
dressed this question as a serious puolic policy issue.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Under the Constitution and Labor Code, most work-
ers enjoy the right to form trade unions. Workers not free to form trade unions in-

clude public security and military oflicials, and public sector employees in

nonrevenue earning entities. The 1991 Labor Code reforms raised the number of
workers reqruired for an establishment to be unionized from 15 to 30. The Inter-
national Labor Origanization's (ILO) Committee on Freedom of Association (CFA)
concluded in November that this was too stringent a limitation at the plant workers
council level and should be changed. WhUe employees of state-owned organizations
enjov full rights similar to those in the private sector, the majority of public sector
employees technically are prevented from joining unions and lack collective bargain-
ing rights. Nevertheless, most public employees maintain membership in some labor
organization, and the Clovemment is frequently hampered by "illegal" strikes. De-
spite official threats, action is virtually never taken against striking public workers.
Approximately 12 to 15 percent of the work force is organized. There are four

large labor centrals or confederations, three of which maintain international affili-

ations. Ecuador also has numerous labor federations unaffiliated with the four labor
centrals, such as the drivers' union, the teachers' organization, the National Arti-

sans and Mechanics Confederation, and numerous peasant groups. None of the main
labor centrals is firmly connected to any onepolitical party.

Workers have the legal ri^t to strike. There are few restrictions on this right,

except for public servants and workers in most state-owned enterprises. A 20-day
cooUng-off period is required before declaring a strike. The 1991 Labor Code revi-

sions, which the Government contends were adopted in light of the structural ad-
justment process made necessary by Andean Pact integration, limit solidarity

strikes or boycotts to 3 days, provided that they are approved by the Labor Ministry.
Many legal strikes occurred in 1992. In addition to the large number declared legal,

there were numerous illegal strikes, including the September 23 national strike. In

a legal strike, workers may take possession of the factoiy or workplace, thus ending
production at the site, and receive police protection during the takeover. All salaries

and benefits continue to be paid by the employer during a legal strike.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Ecuador has a hi^ly seg-

mented labor market with a minority of workers in skilled, usually unionized, posi-

tions in state-run enterprises or in medium to large industries. The vast majority

of the economicallv active population is either unemployed or underemployed in the
informal sector. Most rural labor is not organized. The Labor Code requires that all

f>rivate employers with 30 or more workers belonging to a union must negotiate col-

ectively when the union so requests. The new labor law has streamlined the bar-

faining process in state-owned enterprises by requiring woricers to be represented

y only one labor union, llie Labor Code prohibits discrimination against unions
and requires that employers provide space for union activities upon a union's re-

quest.
Despite the reforms promulgated in November 1991, employers consider the Labor

Code to be highly unfavorable to their interests and a disincentive to the hiring of
union members and to employment in general. Employers often try to avoid hiring
additional workers and unionization by substituting machinery for workers or by
"atomizing" their production processes to maintain plants employing fewer workers
than the number needed to form a union. Employers are not permitted to dismiss
a worker without the express permission of the Ministry of Labor. The Ministry's

rulings are not subject to judicial review.
Dismissals ruled as unjustified by the Ministry of Labor require payment to the

worker of large indemnities or separation payments by employers, although the re-

forms set a cap on such payments. The Labor Code provides for resolution of labor
conflicts through an arbitration and conciliation board comprised of one representa-
tive of the Ministry of Labor, two from the union, and two representatives of man-
agement. In November, in response to a complaint about the 1991 Labor Code revi-

sions, the CFA expressed concern that they provide for "compulsory arbitration" if

no agreement is reached, contrary to the principles of freedom of association.
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A maquila (in-bond) law passed in 1990 permits the hiring of temporary workers
for the maquila industries only. While there is no express prohibition of association
rights in the maquila law, oiganizing temporary contract workers will be diHicult
in practice, as many will be temporary employees writh short term contracts. Ilie

Government approved a law permitting free-trade zones, but none had been estab-
lished by year's end.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Compulsory labor is prohibited by
both the Constitution and the Labor Code and is not practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^Persons less than 14 years old are
prohibited by law from working except in special circumstances such as apprentice-
ships. Those between the ages of 14 and 18 are required to have the permission of
their parent or guardian to work. In practice, enforcement of diild labor laws is seri-

ously inadequate. In rural areas most children leave school at about 10 years of age
to contribute to household income as farm laborers. In the city many children under
14 work in family-owned businesses in the informal sector, shining shoes, collecting

and recycling garbage, or as street peddlers.

e. Acceptaote Conditions of Work.—^The Ministry of Labor has the principal role

in enforcmg labor laws and carries this out with a corps of labor inspectors who are
active in all 21 provinces. The Labor Code provides for a 40-hour workweek, a 15-

day annual vacation, a minimum wage, and other variable employer-provided bene-
fits such as uniforms and training opportunities. The minimum wage is set by the
Minister of Labor every six months in consultation with the commission on salaries.

It also may be adjusted by an act of Congress. It is enforced by the Ministry of
Labor. The basic minimum wage is very low and is not adequate to provide a decent
standard of living for a worker and family. The vast majority of organized workers
in state industries and formal sector private enterprises earn substantially more
than the minimum wage and also have significant other benefits. Because it is so
low, the minimum wage is the operative wage in many informal sector activities

where the majority of ine economicallv active population is employed. There is little

reason for employers to violate the Laoor Code by paying less.

The Labor Code also provides for general protection of workers' health and safety
on the job. In the formal sector, occupational health and safety is not a major prob-
lem. The Government enforces health and safety standards and regulations throu^
the Social Security Institute. There are no specific regulations governing health and
safety standards in the a^cultural sector anc^ in practice, there is no enforcement
of safety rules in small mmes and remote locations.

EL SALVADOR

On December 31, 1991, after 11 years of dvil war, the Government of EI Salvador
and the Frente Farabundo Marti para la Liberacion Nacional (FMLN) reached an
agreement ending hostilities and providing for the reintegration of FMLN ex-com-
batants into the national life of EI Salvador. On January 16, 1992, an accord was
signed to formalize the end of the conflict; a full ceasefire tciok effect on February
1 and held throughout the year. On December 15, in the presence of the UJ>I. Sec-
retary General and other international witnesses, the final FMLN demobilization
was celebrated, and by year's end the overall atmosphere countrywide reflected the
end of the civil war, which caused approximately 60,000 Salvadoran casualties. In
the Peace Accords the Government and FMLN also agreed to a series of constitu-
tional reforms; these human ri^ts, judicial, and electoral reforms were ratified by
the Legislative Assembly.
The Truth Commission agreed to by both parties in 1991 to investigate serious

human rights violations in the past decade began its assigned task in 1992 but will

not report its findings until February 11, 1993. The Ad Hoc Commission established
to evaluate the human rights record, professional competence, and commitment to

democracy of the Salvadoran Armed Forces (ESAF) officer corps presented its con-
fidential findings to President Cristiani and to \JN. Secretary General Boutros
Ghali on September 22; President Cristiani had until December 31 to implement its

findings, which included retiring many officers responsible for human rights viola-

tions. At the end of the year the Government was discussing implementation of the
Ad Hoc Commission recommendations with the FMLJ*J and the uIN.
The ESAF includes the army, air force and navy. Total military expenditures for

1989, a year of full-scale conflict with the FMLN and the last year for which the
U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed analysis, were
$252 million. Throughout 1992 the armed forces underwent a largescale reduction
in manpower, and four out of the ESAPs five elite rapid response battalions were
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dismantled; the final one is scheduled to be eliminated in February 1993. The Na-
tional Police (FN) is no longer part of the Defense Ministiy, and the Treasury Police,
National Guard, and Civil Defense Forces were abolished in 1992. Training courses
for the first members of the to-be-established National Civilian Police (Pm!!) began
in September, 20 percent of the trainees are from the old National Police and 20
percent from the FMLN, while 60 percent are individuals without involvement on
either side of the armed conflict. The PN wiU be abolished once the PNC is fiilly

deployed, which is expected to occur by mid-1994.
El Salvador has a mixed economy largely based upon agriculture and li^t manu-

facturing. The Government undertook a number or free market reforms, and real
economic growth in 1992 was estimated at 4.6 percent.
The end of the civil war brought an overall improvement in the human ri^ts sit-

uation. There were no confirmed cases of death squad killings in 1992. However,
human rights violations persist. Both the FMLN and the ESAF committed human
rights violations in 1992. There were allegations that the ESAF was responsible for

extrajudicial killings, torture of detainees and arbitrary arrests. The FMLN was al-

legemy responsible for extrajudicial killings and threats against government offi-

cials. The UJ^. observer mission in El Salvador (ONUSAL) continued its mission
begun in July 1991 to verify implementation of the human rights accord signed in
July 1990 by the Government and the FMLN. In its reporting ONUSAL stated that
the number of human rights violations continued to decline in 1992, while noting
that serious violations persisted. ONUSAL also criticized the Government for often
failing to investigate what appeared to be politically motivated crimes (Section l.a.).

Mihtary and police officials, people with influence, and FMLN members generally
enjoyed virtual immunity from prosecution for human rirfits abuses in 1992. Two
notable exceptions were the sentencing in January of an ESAF colonel and a lieu-

tenant for the 1989 murders of six Jesuit priests and their two employees, and the
FMLN's surrender to Salvadoran authorities of two FMLN combatants accused of
murdering two U.S. servicemen in 1991.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^The end of hostilities in El Salvador
led to a reduction in extrajudicial killings, but members of the military, police, and
FMLN allegedly committed murders that may have had political motives. On Janu-
ary 11, Francisca Chavez, a promoter for the San Roque Council of Communities
Affected by Disasters and a member of the Salvadoran Conununal Movement, was
shot and killed on a busy San Salvador street. Tutela Legal, the human rights office

of the archdiocese of San Salvador, and the nongovernmental Human Rights Com-
mission (CDHES) labeled the crime the work of death squads. On the morning of

March 2, a labor union's night watchman, Nazario de Jesus Gracias, was murdered
at the union's San Salvador office. Gracias—arrested in October 1991 by the ESAFs
First Brigade, then turned over to the National Police, who held Gracias for two
days before releasing him—^had charged that the military and police threatened his

life during and after his period in detention. This, and the brutal nature of the
Gracias slaying, led to credible chaises that official elements were responsible for

the murder. The case has not yet been resolved, despite Salvadoran and ONUSAL
investigations.

On the morning of May 19, in a street on the outskirts of San Salvador, FMLN
member Vladimir Flores was shot numerous times. The incident provoked initial ac-

cusations by the FMLN and others that the shooting had been a paramilitary death
squad-type attack. The Government's Special Investigative Unit (SIU) conducted the

investigation, which indicated that the attack had been criminally—not politically

—

motivated; suspects were arrested. In July, two members of the FENASTRAS Labor
Federation were killed in separate incidents which were initially characterized by
some as political. Subsequent investigation by the SIU indicated that both men were
killed in personal disputes and resulted in the arrest of the presumed murderer of

one of the men.
On July 31, assailants shot Eduardo Pineda Valenzuela, formerly the head of the

Srosecution team in the Jesuit case and a ranking official in the newly established
tffice of the Human Rights Ombudsman, leaving him paralyzed. On August 17,

Mrs. Pineda was robbed of her car at gunpoint, further contributing to speculation

that one or both incidents were politically motivated.
In another incident on October 11 in Usulutan, heavily armed men intercepted

a vehicle in which FMLN/FPL (Popular Forces of Liberation) field commander Pablo
Antonio Parada Andino was riding and shot Parada several times. Evidence indi-

cated that some of the attackers were ofT-duty ESAF members engaged in armed
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holdups. One ESAF soldier has been arrested, and he is being diarged with at-

tempted robbery and having inflicted serious injury; two other individuals are also
being sought by the police. On November 17, Juan Amulfo Garcia Gamez, a driver/

bodyguard of FMLN/FPL leader Alberto Enriquez was shot to death by unknown
men while riding a bus in San Salvador. Despite conflicting accounts of the events
surrounding the murder, reliable sources indicate that Garcia was killed when he
attempted to resist thieves as they robbed bus passengers at gunpoint.
There were no conflrmed cases of death squad killings nor cases where death

squads claimed responsibility for murders; nonetheless, human ririits oraanizations
continued to ascribe certain suspicious deaths to death squads. In earl^^ January,
a group calling itself the "Secret Army of National Salvation" (ESSN) issued threats
to the Christian Committee for the Displaced of El Salvador (CRIPDES) and to elev-
en members of the National Council of Churches of El Salvador (CNI). Nuria
Esmeralda de Grande, wife of CNI board member pastor Julio Cesar Grande, was
abducted, drugged, and held for nearly three days by captors who questioned her
about CNI members and their work. In late January, the so-called Salvadoran
Anticommunist Front (FAS) allegedly again sent written threats to Mirtala Lopez,
one of the directors of CRIPDES. Threats were also received by General Rene EmUio
Ponce for having signed the peace accords, ONUSAL Chief Iqbal Riza, National Rev-
olutionary Movement (MNR) secretary General Victor Valle, and Nationalist Demo-
cratic Union (UDN) leader Luis Galvez.
On August 24, Dr. Jose Mauricio Quintana Abrego, an ex-FMLN supporter who

became member of the ruling ARENA party and who had ties to ESAF intelligence,

was kidnaped and murdered by unknown persons. Quintana's murder, which has
not yet been resolved, and those of several other members of the ESAF led to
charges that the FMLN was responsible.
For much of 1992, the FMLN prevented the elected mayors in former conflict

areas from assuming oflice by threatening thenL Since mid-July, however, over two-
thirds of the mayors have returned to their towns, and ONUSAL hopes that the re-

mainder will rehim by early January. On September 26, Wilber Alexander Jimenez
Jaimes, the mayor of San Rafael Oriente and a member of the National Conciliation
Party (PCN), who had been threatened by the FMLN, was robbed and murdered by
unknown men. However, Jimenez reportedly was canying the equivalent of $4,600
at the time of his death and his murder may have been a conmion, rather than po-
litical, crime.

In late September, a national police patrol respondingto a call in Santa Tecla was
ambushed by a large, well-armed group—reportedly FMLN—wearing camouflage
uniforms and face paint. One policeman and two attackers were killed in the inci-

dent. On October 1 in Usulutan, four heavily armed men flring automatic weapons
ambushed a vehicle canning three employees of the government Conunission for the
Restoration of Areas (CONARA) who were making routine inspections of local
projects. Jose Salvador Alvarez was seriously injured. Juan Antonio Uina was
wounded slightly, while Luis Alonzo Lazo escaped injuiy. Robbery apparently was
not the motive, as the attackers made no attempt to stop the vehicle. AU three men
had received recent threats fivm the FMLN to cease their work in Usulutan.
There was some progress in resolving long-outstanding incidents of human ri^ts

abuse from earlier years. In 1992 FMLN supporter Cesar Ernesto Erazo Cruz was
acquitted by a jury on charges that he had murdered ex-Foreign Minister and Su-
preme Court P5re8ident Dr. Francisco "Chachi" Guerrero in 1989. One charge con-
ned^ed with Erazo's escape from prison remained; however, he was released on bail
on August 12. In March FMLN member Jorge Alberto Miranda, convicted in 1991
of the 1987 murder of CDHES coordinator Herbert Anaya, was sentenced to 30
years in prison.
Two conservative politicians were shot and killed in the summer of 1989; Adolfo

Aguilar Payes had been held for both murders since July 1989. Aguilar Payes'
brother appealed to the Human Ri^ts Ombudsman to investigate, saying the con-
fession the police obtained was elicited under torture, and chai^ging the Sixth Crimi-
nal Court with manipulating the setting of a trial date and the setection of the jury.
Aguilar Paves began a hunger strike on October 15; on November 19 the Human
Rights Ombudsman gave the judge 3 days to begin the trial process. A jury acquit-
ted Aguilar Payes on December 3, and he was then released.

In the investigation of the 1981 El Mozote massacre, the judge of the court of first

instance took testimony and inspected six sites where over 700 men, women, and
children were killed in 1981. Forensic experts from Argentina and the United States
collaborated on the exhumations, which began October 13. The Aiventine team sub-
mitted a 78-page report to the judge on December 17. The physicm evidence (skele-
tons of 119 people, 184 cartridge snells, and 245 bullets) comirms a mass murder,
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which now appears to have been perpetrated by ESAF units. The four U.S. forensic
experts are expected to submit their report in January 1993.
On March 17, the FMLN turned over FMLN combatants Ferman Hernandez and

Severiano Fuentes Fuentes to government authorities to be tried for the 1991 mur-
ders of two U.S. servicemen whose helicopter the FMLN had downed. The judge is

hearing testimony in the case, which is in the investigative phase.
On December 16, Jose Maria Tojeira, Central America Provincial Head of the Jes-

uit Order, jpresented a petition to the President of the National Assembly requesting
a pardon for the two military officers—Colonel Guillermo Alfredo Benavides and
Lieutenant Yuhsshi Rene Mendoza—convicted of the 1989 murders of six Jesuit
priests, their housekeeper and her daughter. Tojeira said that he remains commit-
ted to bringing the "intellectual authors of the murders to justice.

b. Disappearance.—^The Constitution forbids unacknowledged detention by the se-

curity forces or the military.

lliere continued to be charges that persons disappeared after being seized by the
ESAF during 1992, as well as allegations of abductions by the FMLN. There is no
evidence to verify these allegations, however.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Credible reports of torture and abuse of detainees by the public security forces con-
tinued in 1992, although torture is prohibited by the Constitution. Between Julv
and November 1992, the ONUSAL human rights division accepted four reports al-

leging the use of torture. Reliable human ri^ts monitors reported that detainees
were threatened, deprived of food, water, and sleep, and beaten. The most severe

Eroblems were beatings and psychological pressure. Most reports charged that
uman rights violations occurred during the 72-hour period of aoministrative deten-

tion, prior to the presentation of a prisoner before a judge. Despite some improve-
ment as a result of new orders issued by the High Conunand in July 1990 prohibit-

ing such mistreatment, abuses have continued.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Although prohibited by the Constitution,

arbitrary arrest and detention continued in 1992. ONUSAL received 428 complaints
of arbitrary or unlawful detention by the security forces during January-November
1992, a reduction from previous years. Frequentty, the police exceed their mandate
by arresting people without a warrant when they have only a suspicion of a crime.

In addition to illegal detentions by the police, ONUSAL reported that members of
the Civil Defense Forces and Territorial Service continued to detain people, even
though they were supposed to have been dissolved under the peace accords.

Almough the police can hold a person for 72 hours before presenting him to a
court, they frequently detained individuals longer than the legally sanctioned time
period. Serious human rights violations could occur during this period, including tor-

ture, forced confessions, and lack of access to counsel. As an initial move to correct

this problem, the Legislative Assembly passed in 1992 the Public Defense Law
which guarantees counsel to indigent defendants from the moment of detention;

however, an inadeouate number of public defenders makes enforcement of this pro-

vision difficult. ONUSAL reported that a large proportion of detainees, many of

whom had been incarcerated four or five years, nad never seen a lawyer.
When the detainee is delivered to the court, the judge may order detention for

an additional 72 hours to determine if the evidence warrants holding the accused
for further investigation. This time limit is normally respected. The Judge is then
allowed 120 days to investigate serious crimes, or 15 days for lesser offenses, before

bringing the accused to trial or dismissing the case. In practice, however, these time
limits are rarely observed.

Procedural time limits are essential for a "speedy trial," a fundamental constitu-

tional principle. The judicial system, however, remained inefficient, with 79,000
criminal cases, many of which were 5 years or older and inactive. Judges are fre-

quently criticized for the amount of time it takes to process a case, and for not ob-

serving terms and time periods for diflerent procedures. Most observers agree that

the major obstacles to speedy trials are insuincient criminal investigative capabili-

ties, inadequate preparation of le^al professionals, weaknesses in the criminal pro-

cedure code, and poor court administration.
Prisoners can remain in jail without a trial or official documentation against them

for years. While the law permits release pending trial for crimes where the maxi-
mum penalty does not exceed 3 years, many common crimes (against property,

homicide, murder, manslau^ter, and rape) carry penalties in excess of 3 years,

thereby precluding release pending trial. As the accused is imprisoned from the mo-
ment apprehended, and the process can take 2 years, the defendant may end up
being incarcerated longer than the actual minimum sentence, and at times the max-
imum sentence. Any detained person may request a review (habeas corpus) bv the

Supreme Court. Although this recourse is frequently used, the majority of such ap-
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teals are denied. However, in 1992 this appeal mechanism was used to obtain the
reedom of individuals in several prominent cases. The Ministry of Justice is review-
ing the habeas corpus mechanism, and reforms are expected to be proposed in 1993.
There are no provisions in the law for exile.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The court structure is divided into four levels: jus-

tices of the peace, courts of the first instance, courts of the second instance (appeals
courts), and the Supreme Court. Jury verdicts can be neither overruled by a judge
nor appealed to a higher court. Sentences, however, may be appealed up to the Su-
preme Court. In theory, defendants have the ri^t to the presumption of innocence;
protection from self incrimination; legal counsel; freedom fit>m coercion; to be
present in court; the opportunity to confront witnesses; and compensation for dam-
ages due to judicial error. In practice, almost all of these ri^ts are frequently ig-

nored.
Although nominally independent, the judiciary is severely weakened by political

pressures. Political aJliliation and family ties, rather than professional capabilities,

are the criteria used to appoint judges. Reappointment is often based more on a
judge's political loyalty than on integrity or professional qualifications. Civilian
courts have jurisdiction over military personnel who commit conmion (nonmilitary)
crimes, and judges have shown an increased willingness to investigate ESAF
abuses.
The Government made some progress in addressing problems in the judiciary, im-

proving the administrative fiind,ions of the courts, iipdating the legal codes, and im-
proving the overall professionalism of the system. On December 11, two important
judicial reform bills were approved by the National Assembly, one establishing a
new National Council of the Judiciary and the other regulating judicial careers; they
are expected to improve the screening and selection process for jud^s. The Ministry
of Justice has prepared a series of proposals to broaden protection of individual
rights in criminal proceedings.

According to the Supreme Court, the Government has released all political pris-

oners except those convicted by a jury and, as stipulated in the amnesty law, others
detained for possible study of their cases by the Truth Commission. A composite list

of persons considered to be political prisoners by the Committee of Mothers of Politi-

cal Prisoners, the Disappeared, and the Assassinated of El Salvador (COMADRES),
the Committee of Relatives for the Liberty of Political Prisoners and the Dis-
appeared of El Salvador (CODEFAM), the Supreme Court, and the statistics office

of the Headquarters for Penal and Rehabilitation Centers, would include approxi-
mately 39 individuals. Establishing the precise number of alleged political prisoners,
however, is difficult, as various groups use difierent criteria in identifying those to

whom they apply the label. Identification of political prisoners is also complicated
by the fact that some groups erroneously consider individuals jailed for crimes sudi
as murder—if committed for political purposes—to be prisoners of conscience. How-
ever, there are persons, against whom evidence is spurious (such as Payes—see Sec-
tion 1.a.), jailed for crimes such as homicide, subversive association, or robbery.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Accord-
ing to the Constitution, the police must have the resident's consent, a warrant, or
a reasonable belief that a crime is being or is about to be committed, before entering
a private dwelling. In practice, the National Police often used forced entry without
a warrant to carry out arrests and investigations. Wiretapping of telephone commu-
nications by the Government, the FMLN, private persons, and political parties is

illegal, but widespread.
Incidents of forced recruitment by ESAF and FMLN forces largely ended once im-

plementation of the Peace Accords began. FMLN-linked "public scrutiny" commit-
tees exereise a high degree of control over the residents of^ repatriate communities,
and the FMLN has used intimidation to enforce obedience.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom ofSpeech and Press.—Freedom of the press is provided for by the Con-
stitution, but sometimes it is inhibited by violence and threats of violence. Violence
and intimidation directed at the press affected foreign correspondents much more
than the national press. A Reuters correspondent was withdrawn suddenly when his
car was destroyed oy a bomb near midnight on New Year's Eve, 1991. This followed
by several weeks an attempt to kidnap him. Upon investigation, however, it was dis-

' covered that the motive for these attempts was personal, not political. In June the
Associated Press and the Interpress Service offices, next door to each other in the
same building, were victims of a fire. The cause of the fire remains uncertain, but
electrical problems may have been responsible. The FMLN-associated wire service,

Salpress, lost its archives on July 2 in a fire which appeared to have been set delib-

erately. Salpress claimed that it later received a telepnone call threatening a further
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fire and that its director, Ricardo Gomez, received a death threat. Journalists from
Time, Spanish National Radio, CBS ana UPI have been mugged, robbed at gun-
point, or had their homes burglarized; the UPI correspondent's car was stolen. &me
mtemational journalists maintain that the lai;ge number of miyor crimes striking
their small group is not coincidental.

El Salva<tor has 5 daily newspapers, 6 television stations, over 50 radio stations,

and two cable television systems. The Government operates one television station
and one radio station. Both the Catholic Church and the ESAF operate radio sta-

tions; the FMLN broadcasts on one new station and two formerly clandestine ones,
now fully licensed and operating from San Salvador ofUces. Print and broadcast
journalists from across a wide political spectrum regularly criticize the Government
and report opposition (including FMLN) views. The Government has eliminated the
wartime requirement that journalists carry a government issued identification card
in order to practice their profession.

Academic freedom is provided for by the Constitution and was generally respected
by the Government in 1992. University autonomy prohibits law enforcement omcials
from entering public campuses. The Government continues to express its concerns
that the University of El Salvador campus is controlled by groups linked to the
FMLN, but has refrained from any direct intervention in the university.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Any association not formed for
criminal purposes is legal and permitted in El Salvador. Numerous political, profes-
sional, religious, labor, and social oi^anizations, including those allied with the
FMLN, operate without legal restriction. Since the signing of the Peace Accords,
FMLN members and others on the left have regularly neld or participated in open
forums and political rallies without incident. Contentious political issues are now
regularly the subject of seminars, conferences, and media discussions.

c. Freedom of Reli^n.—^Freedom of religion is guaranteed by the Constitution
and is respected. Pohtical activity by some religious groups led in previous years to

incidents of intimidation. In 1992, there were two reported incidents against mem-
bers of the CNI. Roman Catholicism is El Salvador's predominant and official reli-

gion, but a fast-growing sector of the population now practices other faiths, mostly
evangelical Protestant. These groups practice without mndrance.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^The Constitution establishes the right of free movement. Article 97
states that foreigners may not involve themselves in the internal political affairs of
the country, ana the Government reserves the right to deny entiy to, or deport, for-

eigners believed to violate that section of the law. Freedom of movement throu^out
the countiy is permitted by the Government.
There are no restrictions on citizens changing their residence or work place.

ONUSAL monitored the 15 designated assembly zones^-established by the Peace
Accords—in which FMLN ex-conu)atants and supporters were concentrated during
the cease-fire. As FMLN ex-oombatants were demobilized, ONUSAL issued them
documents with which they were free to leave the assembly zones and reintegrate

into society as civilians. In addition, a major effort is underway by the Government
to issue or replace citizen identification cards in the 115 municipalities affected by
the conflict.

Since 1987, when the first wave of refugees repatriated from Honduras, nearly
27,000 refugees have returned to El Salvador from Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama,
and Cuba with the assistance of the United Nations Hi^ Commissioner for Refu-
gees (UNHCR). Refugees were not forced to return and were free to decide where
to reside, as long as tne site was legedly obtained. The Government tried to prevent
returned refugees from squatting on private lands, but was not always successful.

Properly documented refugees are free to travel within El Salvador. The Govern-
ment imposes no control on emigration and cooperates with international organiza-
tions that arrange Salvadoran emigration to other countries.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The Salvadoran people exercise their right to change their Government peacefully

through regularly-scheduled elections (every three years for legislators and locd
government officials, every five years for President and Vice President). Voting is

y secret ballot and there is umversal suffrage. International observers, including

the Organization of American States (OAS), certified that the 1991 legislative and
municipal elections were free and fair. The field of political parties participating in

the elections expanded to include the Democratic Convergence (CD), a coalition of

leftist parties with ties to the FMLN. The CD received over 12 percent of the vote

in the 1991 election and ei^t of 84 National Assembly seats. The CD came in sec-

ond in total votes in the capital city. The Nationalist Democratic Union, affiliated
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with the Communist Party, joined the political process in 1991 and won 4 percent
of the vote and one seat in the Assembly.
As called for in the Peace Accords, the FMLN icdtiated the process of registering

as a political party in early 1992, and began carrying out full political activity (in-

cluding opening local party ofiioes, holding rallies, and utilizing electronic media)
even before the party was leffally registerea. The Supreme Electoral Tribunal (TSE)
tentatively approved the FMLN party registration application in November, and the
party was inscribed on December 14.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation (^Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Domestic human ri^ts oi^^anizations active in El Salvador include the govern-
mental Human Ri^ts Commission (CDH), the Catholic Church's Tutela Legal, and
the nongovernmental Human Ri^ts Commission (CDHES). Constitutional reforms
ratified unanimously in Sei>tember 1991 created the position of Human Rights Om-
budsman; Dr. Carlos Mauricio Molina Fonseca was elected to the post by the Na-
tional Assembly in Februaiy. As the only human rights organization specifically es-
tablished by the Constitution, the Ombudsman's ofUce is charged witn the task of
receiving aUegations ofhuman rights abuses committed by government officios, in-

vestigating them and, if warranted, lodging official complaints against specific ofQ-
cials. Althou^ the Ombudsman's Office was slow to begin monitoring cases, some
of its potential was demonstrated in the Payes case, where the Ombudsman's in-
volvement led to Payes' trial after 3 years of imprisonment.
Viewed by many as linked to the FMLN, the nongovernmental CDHES focuses

primarily on alleged abuses by the Government. Hie CDHES also follows cases
through the investigation and trial stages, provides free legal assistance, and pub-
lishes monthly reports. Tutela Legal, the human rights office of the Ardidiocese of
San Salvador, also focuses on allegations of government abuses, follows cases, and
publishes periodic reports. Numerous other churoh, labor, university, and other non-
governmental organizations have human rights offices that also operate without
legal restriction.

ONUSAL is mandated to verify and monitor implementation of agreements be-
tween the Government and the FMLN, to investigate alleged human rights viola-
tions, and to conduct educational and public awareness campaigns promoting
human rights. It makes recommendations to the Government and uie FaILN and
also reports directly to the U.N. Secretary General. In its August report, althou^
noting serious weaKnesses in the judicial system, ONUSAL found the overall human
rights situation had improved. Recognizing this improvement, the United Nations
downgraded El Salvadors human ri^ts classification in 1992, assigning Dr. Pedro
Nikken as the U.N. human righto advisor for El Salvador, replacing Special
Rapporteur Pastor Ridruejo.

Various international human ri^ts groups visit or operate without government
restrictions. The International Committee or the Red Cross (ICRC) visited prisoners
and detainees, and made confidential reports to the Government on their treatment.
The ICRC no longer continues its visitation program; in its view there no longer are
detainees falling within the cat^ory of those visited by the ICRC.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Article 3 of the Salvadoran Constitution states that all people are equal before
the law and prohibits discrimination based on nationality, race, sex, or religion. El
Salvador is an ethnically homogeneous country, though a small segment of uie pop-
ulation claims to have descended solely from indigenous peoples. "Diere is no official

discrimination against them. The Salvadoran National Indigenous Association
(ANIS) was founded to promote indigenous culture and language.
Women, who comprise approximately 54 percent of the Salvadoran population, are

granted the same legal ri^ts as men under the Constitution. In practice, women
suffer discrimination, particularly in not having ecpal access to economic resources
such as credit and land. Mudi of women's labor is outside the cash economy and
not remunerated monetarily. Salaries for women are generally lower than those for
men, and women are disproportionately represented in low pay and low status jobs
in the informal sector. Wages paid to professional women remain lower than those
paid to men in the same profession, and women with lower levels of education work-
ing in nonprofessional jobs are paid considerably less than men. Women in El Sal-
vador do not receive the same level of education and training as men. The average
level of education conoqpleted by women is about 4 years, almost one year less than
men. Training geared to females tends to focus on areas where they are already eco-
nomically active and on generally low-income occupations: teadbing, nursing, nome
industries or small businesses.
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Violence against women, including domestic violence, is widespread, but the lack
of reliable statistics countrywide makes it impossible to gauge its extent. There were
60 reported rapes in the capital city of San Salvador in a typical month (September
1992). Rape victims have been encouraged, through a regular newspaper campaign
spearheaded by the Attorney General's office, to come forward and press charges im-
mediately after the assault has occurred. Medical and police personnel have been
sensitized to their tasks. Since 1991 a public prosecutor nas been on duty 24 hours
a day at the San Salvador Children's Hospital to assist rape victims and their fami-
lies in taking legal action. Nevertheless, prosecution of rape cases is difficult be-
cause of the lack of support groups for victims, aggravated by pervasive cultural at-

titudes. There are over 100 women's organizations to assist low income women.
Major concerns for women's rights groups are equal rights, unemployment, access

to credit and skills training, illiteracy, health services, family planning, child care,

and violence against women.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—The 1983 Constitution prohibits the Government
from using nationality, race, sex, creed, or political philosophy to prevent workers
or employers from organizing themselves into unions or associations. However, a
confusing and sometimes conflicting set of laws governing labor relations has im-
peded full realization of the freedom of association called for in the Constitution.
The Labor Code prohibits partisan political activity by unions. This prohibition is

routinely ignored, however, and labor organizations were prominent in partisan ac-

tivities during the 1991 elections, which saw eight labor leaders elected to Congress.
In the Peace Accords the Government committed itself to seek consensus on revised
labor legislation through a Socioeconomic Forum with equal representation from
labor (including groups aligned with the FMLN), government, and the private sec-

tor. In Decen^er 1992, the Government submitted its proposals for reforming the
Labor Code to the Forum. The Forum has created two subcommissions and com-
menced review of the Labor Code, overcoming a disagreement on which issues would
be addressed first.

Legally, only private sector nonagricultural workers have the ri^t to form unions
and to strike; employees of nine autonomous public agencies may form unions but
not strike. Both labor and management often ignore the onerous and time-consum-
ing legal requirements to settle labor disputes, making most strikes technically ille-

gal. Riblic employee strikes are illegal, but frequent, and generally settled through
negotiations between public employee associations and the Government. Public
school teachers struck for over a month, and a 2-day strike in July was honored by
some workers from several government ministries (including the Labor MinistiyJ,
autonomous government agencies, and municipalities.

Approximately 150 trade unions, employee associations, and peasant oiganiza-
tions have a combined membership of 400,000, roughly 15 percent of the work force.

There are credible charges that the Government has impeded union registration

through exacting reviews of union documentation and strict interpretation of the
Constitution, Labor Code, and union statutes. Labor leaders accuse the Minister of
Labor of conspiring with management to frustrate union registration by, for exam-
ple, informing management of potential legal challenges to a registration applica-

tion. Labor alliances change frequently, but an umbrella organization including

most major labor organizations, the Intergremial, gained new prominence with the
1991 presentation of a draft labor code and labor's participation in the Forum.
Unions freely affiliate with international labor organizations.

Harassment and violence against union and cooperative members decreased in

1992, as did violence in general, with the signing of the Peace Accords. ONUSAL
f>ointed out that the failure of the (jovemment to investigate adequately many vio-

ent crimes against labor leaders (see Section l.a.) remained a serious proolem.
When two members of the FENASTRAS Labor Federation were killed, allegations

were made that the murders were politically motivated. Subsequent investigation,

however, found that both men were killed in personal disputes. Riot police inter-

vened in several labor protests when streets were blocked, buildings occupied, or
private property damaged, but generally did not employ excessive force.

The Government has not responded to repeated Latemational Labor Organization
(ILO) invitations, formal and informal, over the past two years, to request an ILO
Direct Contacts Mission to look into and recommend how El Salvador could remedy
violations of freedom of association—mostly murders, disappearances and arrests of

trade union leaders. The ILO Governing Body in November again resetted the
gravity of the violations and lack of government response and made another urgent
appeal.
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b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The right of collective bar-
gaining is granted in Doth the Constitution and the Labor Code, although it is gen-

erally accepted that the Labor Code protections are inadequate. The Labor Code
grants this right only to employees in tne private sector and in autonomous agencies

of the Government, such as utilities ana the pjort authority. Both private sector

unions (by law) and public sector employee associations (in fact) use the mechanism
of collective bargaining extensively.

The Ministry of Labor is responsible for overseeing the implementation of coUec-

tive bargaining agreements ana acting as conciliator in labor disputes in the private

sector and autonomous government institutions. In practice, government ministers

and the heads of autonomous government institutions negotiate with their labor or-

ganizations directly, relying on the Labor Ministiy only lor such duties as ofilcially

certiiyiMf unions.
The (jonstitution provides that union ofQcials at the time of their election,

throughout their term, and for 1 year following their term, shall not be fired, sus-

pended for disciplinary reasons, removed, or demoted except for legal cause. This
{>rovision is generally observed in practice, but in some cases those attempting to

brm unions have been fired before receiving union credentials.

El Salvador has two export processing zones (EPZ's), one public and one private,

currently operating and two more under construction. Labor regulations in these
zones are identical to those throughout the country. There were complaints from
time to time that companies operating in the EPZ s, as well as other areas, gen-

erally discourage labor organizing. Working conditions in the zones are generally

better than those in similar companies outside them. The public EPZ is located near
El Salvador's main Air Force base and during the war an elite military battalion

was housed there. Access to the zone is controlled by a civilian manager who does
not permit unions to conduct organizingactivities on the premises. The Ministry of

Labor opened a branch office in ooth EPZ's in November 1992. There are no unions
in any of the firms in either zone.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Constitution prohibits forced

or compulsory labor except in the case of calamity and other instances specified by
law. This provision is generally honored in practice. The ILO's Committee of Experts
has been critictd of provisions in the Penal Code which impose penalties involving
compulsory labor for activities relating to expression ofpolitical opinion.

d. Minimum Age for Employment ofChildren.—^The (Jonstitution prohibits the em-
ployment of children under the age of 14. The Labor Code states that exceptions

may be made only in cases where it can be demonstrated that such employment is

absolutely indispensable to the sustenance of the minor and his family. This is most
often the case with children of peasant families who traditionally work with their

families during planting and harvesting seasons. C!hildren frequently work as ven-

dors and general laborers in small businesses, especially in the informal sector. The
Constitution prohibits the employment of persons under 18 years of age and all

women in occupations considered hazardous. Inspections by the Ministry of Labor,

however, were insufficient to enforce the law.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The Government's national minimum wage
council has recommended increases in the minimum wages for commercial, indus-

trial, service, and agroindustrial employees. For the most part minimum wages are

inadequate to meet the Ministry of Economy's standard of basic necessity, and an
estimated 40 percent of the population lives below the poverty level. Efforts by the

current (5ovemment to reduce its fiscal deficit and restructure the economy have in-

cluded new taxes and reductions in subsidies to some basic services. The Forum
plans to discuss ways to mitigate the negative effects of these policies on the poor.

The law limits the workday to 6 hours for minors between 14 and 18 years of age
and 8 hours for adults. Pi^mium pay is mandated for longer hours. The Labor Code
sets a maximum normal workweek of 44 hours, requiring overtime pay for addi-

tional work and requiring at least 24 hours of rest per week.
The Constitution and the Labor Code require employers, including the Govern-

ment, to take steps to ensure that employees are not placed at risk in their work
places. The Ministiy of Labor attempts to enforce the applicable regulations, but has
very limited powers to force compliance. While the Mimstry of Labor conducts inves-

tigations which sometimes lead to fines or other findings favoring workers, the out-

dated Labor Code and inadequate enforcement severely limit Ministry efiectiveness.

The Ministry of Labor often seeks to conciliate labor disputes rather than attempt-

ing to strictly enforce regulations, leading to charges of oias against labor. Corrup-

tion is anoUier serious problem affectinff labor courts. Increases in applicable fines

and overall improvement of Ministry of Labor enforcement powers are among the

issues to be detennined in designing a new labor code and related legislation. Salva-

61-307 0-93-14
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doran health and safety regulations are outdated and inadequate enforcement re-

mains a problem.

GRENADA

Grenada has a parliamentaiy form of Government, with a Governor General as
titular Head of State. No poUtical parly received a clear majority in elections held
on March 13, 1990, and uie Governor General appointed Nicholas Brathwaite as
Prime Minister. He successfully formed a migonty Government around National
Democratic Congress (NDC) parliamentarians.
National security i*^ Grenada is the responsibility of the 600-member Royal Gre-

nada Police Force (RGPF), which includes a 75-man paramilitary Special Services

Unit (SSU) and a 30-man Coast Guard Unit. The RGPF and its elements are con-

trolled by and responsive to civilian government authorities.

Grenada has a small free market economy based upon agriculture and tourism.

Over the past several years, economic growth dropped to 3 percent, and the country
experienced persistent fiscal imbalances. This forced the Government to initiate a
structural at^stment program in February 1992, aspects of which were unpopular.
Grenadians enjoy a wide range of civil and political ri^^ts. Human rights prob-

lems in 1992 included incidents of domestic violence against women and allegations

of police brutality in ^e course of criminal investigations.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no reports of politically

motivated or other extrajudicial killings.

b. Disappearance.—There were no reports of politically motivated disappearances
or abductions.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Constitution specifically prohibits torture, and there were no reported incidents

of torture in 1992. Charges of police brutality against detainees were the subject of

a meeting in January involving members of the Grenada Association of Lawyers and
senior police officials. The lawyers were assured that all reports of brutality would
be thoroughly investigated and strong disciplinary measures taken when warranted.
Since that time, a few policemen have been dismissed from the force following such
investigations.

A citizen prison visitation committee formed in 1990 to monitor conditions at Gre-
nada's Richmond HUl Prison, especially in regard to the treatment accorded Bernard
Coard and accompUces convicted of the 1983 murder of Prime Minister Maurice
Bi^op, continued periodic visits in 1992.
Flogging is a legal form of punishment. Flogging is rare but has been used re-

cently in sex crime and theft cases.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^According to law, police have the right

to detain persons on suspicion without a warrant, but formal charges must be
brought within 48 hours, lliis time limit is adhered to in practice. If the detainee

is not chaived within this time, he must be released. In 19i92 no one was detained
forpoUtical reasons.

Tlie law provides for a judicial determination of the legality of detention within
15 days after arrest on a criminal charge. Formal arraignment or release of the ar-

restee must be decided within 60 days. These procedures were generally followed.

There is a functioning system of bail, although those chai^ged with capital ofienses

are not eligible. Persons charged wth treason may be accorded bail only upon rec-

ommendation of the Governor General. Foreigners held for serious offenses, such as

drug trafiicking, are frequently denied bail for fear they would not return to face

prosecution if released.
Exile is not practiced.

e. Denied of Fair Public Trial.—^The ri^t to a fair miblic trial is provided for by
law and is observed in practice. Those arrested and charged with criminal charges
are brought before an independent judiciary and are allowed access to a lawyer of

their choice. In other criminal cases which reach the appellate stage, the court will

similarly appoint a lawyer to represent the accused ii ne was not previously rep-

resented, or reappoint the defendant's earlier counsel if the appellant can no longer

afford the lawyer's services. Following a determination by a judicial hearing that
there is sufUcient evidence to substantiate a criminal charge, the defendant is re-

manded for trial. Due to the backlog of cases caused by a shortage of judges and
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facilities, a significant amount of time can pass before those charged are brought
to trial.

Grenada rejoined the Oiganization of Eastern Caribbean States' (OECS) judicial

system in 1991. By doing so, the Grenada Supreme Court, which had b^n insti-

tuted by the Marxist People's Revolutionary Government (FRG) in 1979 as the hi{^-

est judicial authority with jurisdiction over Grenadians, ceased to exist for that

function. The court is now the Supreme Court of Grenada and the West Indies Asso-

ciated States. Under the OECS system, appeals may be made to the Privy Council

in London.
There are no political prisoners.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^There

were no reports of tiiese types of arbitrary interference. Judicially issued warrants

for searching homes are normally required by law except in cases of hot pursuit.

In practice, warrants are obtained in the majoritv of cases before a search is con-

ducted. The Firearms Act of 1968 and the Drug Abuse Prevention Act No. 7 of 1992
give the police and security units legal authority to search persons and property

without warrants in certain circumstances.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech and press is provided for by
the Constitution and is freely exercised. There are four weekly newspapers and sev-

eral newspapers which publish irregularly. One is affiliated with a political party,

but the three most widely circulated newspapers are independent and are frequently

critical of the Government. The newspapers frequently carry press releases by the

opposition parties, one of which regularly provided a weekly column of its views.
Grenada nas four radio stations. The main station is part of the Grenadian Broad-

casting Corporation (GBC), a statutory body not under direct government control.

It covers all of Grenada and parts of the Eastern Caribbean. A privately-owned sta-

tion provides re^onal coverage to the four Windward Island states. Grenada's main
television station is also part of GBC. A privately-owned television station began
broadcasting in 1992, and a cable company began operating in the capital area with

plans to extend eventually throughout the country. In May GBC-Television stopped

its unofficial policy of permitting political parties to purchase broadcasting time
until a formal policy on paid political broadcasts was developed. Prior to that

change, one opposition party frequently purchased such time. Throughout 1992,

however, the television news often carried reports on opposition activities.

In Februaiy the Speaker of the House, reacting to what he viewed as inaccurate

reporting on a Parliamentary debate and unfair editorial comments about himself,

revoked the press accreditation of one of Grenada's leading newspapers. The Press

Association of Grenada and the Caribbean Publishing and Broadcasting Association

strongly criticized this action for contravening press freedom. Ine Speaker
reaccredited the paper in June.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Grenadians enjoy the right to

assemble for any peaceful purpose. Supporters of political parties meet frequently

and hold public rallies; permits are required for the use of a public address system
but not for public meetings themselves.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^All groups enjoy freedom of religion. The Roman Catholic

and Anglican faiths predominate.
d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—There is freedom of movement within Grenada, and aU citizens have
the right to enter and leave the countiy except in special circumstances as outlined

in and limited by the 1986 Act to Restrict the Freedom of Movement of Certain Per-

sons. This law allows the Minister for National Security to restrict travel out of Gre-
nada by any person whose aims, tendencies, or objectives include the overthrow of

the democratic and parliamentary system of government; it has not been invoked

in the past few years. Anyone so restricted may appeal after 3 months to an inde-

pendent and impartial tribunal, presided over by an accredited lawyer chosen by the

Chief Justice.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right o/" Citizens to Change Their Govern-

ment
The Constitution provides for the ri^t of citizens to change their government

through free and fair elections to be held at least every 5 years. It provides that

Parliament sit no longer than 5 years and that elections be called within 3 months
of its dissolution. Grenadians held national elections in 1984 and 1990. The political

system is not dominated by any particular ethnic group, nor are there any restric-

tions that limit participation of any elements of the Grenadian population.
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Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation (^Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Local human rights groups operate without government restriction, and the Gov-
ernment cooperates wim visits from international human rights organizations.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

There is no evidence of oflicial discrimination in health care, employment, or edu-
cation. Women firequently earn less than men performing the same worit; such wage
differences are less marked for the more highly paid jobs.

Knowledgeable women's rights activists report that violence against women in
Grenada is common and that most cases of spouse abuse go unreported to police

authorities. A seminar oi^anized by the legal aid and counseling clinic which dealt
with rape, other sexual onenses, and crimes against female minors was held in Au-
gust. It recommended to the Government that more laws were needed in these
areas.
The police confirm that most cases of alleged abuse are not reported and others

are settled out of court. Grenadian law stipulates a sentence of 15 years' imprison-
ment for a conviction of rape. Sentences for assault against a spouse vary according

to tihe severity of the incident.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Workers are free to oiganize independent labor
unions. Labor Afinistry officials estimate the percentage of the work force that is

unionized to be between 20 and 25 percent. Union leaders play a significant role

in the political process, and one labor leader serves in the Senate.
Workers in the public and private sectors may and do strike legally if they give

advance notification. There were several strikes in 1992, often in statutory entities

such as the telecommunications company, but all were short-lived and settled with
the intervention of the Ministry of Labor. In 1992 all unions were free of govern-
ment control, and none was given government financial support. All the major
unions in Grenada belong to the one umbrella labor federation, the Grenada Trades
Union Council (GTUC), which holds annual conventions and determines some poli-

cies for member unions. The GTUC and its unions freely affiliate with regional and
international trade union groups.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Workers are free to organize
and to participate in collective bargaining. Legislation compels employers to recog-

nize a union that represents the majority of workers in a particular business. The
law prohibits antiunion discrimination by employers against union members and or-

ganizers. If a complaint of discrimination arises, mechanisms exist for attempting
to resolve it. After all avenues for resolving a complaint have been exhausted be-

tween union representatives and employers, both sides may agree to ask for the aa-

sistance of the Labor Commissioner. If the Labor Commissioner is unable to find

a resolution to the impasse, the Minister of Labor may appoint an arbitration tribu-

nal if both parties agree to abide by its ruling. These procedures are routinely and
effectively used.
Unions may organize and bargain anywhere in the countnr, including in the one

export processing zone (EPZ), which is not exempted from Grenada's labor legisla-

tion. However, no EPZ firm is presently unionized; the one firm previously union-
ized has since shut down its Grenada-based operations.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Constitution specifically pro-

hibits forced labor, and no such instances were reported in 1992.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The statutory minimum age for

employment of diildren, 16 years, is enforced in the formal sector by periodic checks
made by inspectors from the Ministry of Labor. Enforcement efforts m the informal

sector are lax.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Legislated minimum daily wage rates, most re-

cently revised in 1990, are set for the agricultural, industrial, and commercial sec-

tors. Most workers in Grenada receive other benefits from their employers through
collective bargaining, but even when these benefits are added to wages from a full-

time minimum wage job, it is barely enou^ to provide a decent standard of living.

The law does not prescribe a set number of hours as the standard workweek, ex-

cept for the public sector which is expected to work a 40-hour week Mondav throu^
Friday. However, the normal workweek in all sectors seldom exceeds 40 hours, al-

though in the commercial sector this includes Saturday morning work.
Health and safety standards set by the Government are minimal and not effec-

tively enforced. Laws on working conditions and their enforcement apply equally to

the export processing zone.
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GUATEMALA

Guatemala's 1985 Constitution calls for election by universal suiTrage of a one-
term President, a unicameral Coiigress, and municipal ofiicers; it mandates an inde-
pendent judiciary and a Human Rights Ombudsman, who is elected by and reports
to Congress. In 1992 President Jorge Serrano served his second year of a 6-year
term. In January Congress elected new presidents of Congress and the Supreme
Court. In August Congress reelected Ramiro de Leon Carpio as Human Rights Om-
budsman.
The armed forces operate with considerable institutional and legal autonomy, par-

ticularly in security and military matters. The 43,000-man army, which has respon-
sibility for national security, has been fighting a leftist insurgency for more than
three decades. The armjr's Mobile Military Police (PMA) guards key facilities and
traditionally has an anticrime role. Total miUtary expenditures for 1989, according
to the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, were $131 million. Although
the defense budget for 1992 decreased in real terms, the 1993 budget will increase

in real terms by approximately 8 percent.

The National Police (12,000 strong) and Treasury Police (2,000) report to the Inte-

rior Minister. On March 4, the Interior Minister created the "Hunahpu" task force

patrols composed of National Police, Treasury Police, and Mobile Military Police to

combat rising common crime. President Serrano broke with tradition in ]r§91 and
appointed a civilian as National Police Chief, as well as other civilians to senior po-
sitions in the police and Ministry of Interior. In a May 1992 reshuflling, civilians

were appointed Interior Minister and Police Chief, and seven military personnel
were assigned to key advisory positions. Some 500,0(X) men serve in voluntary civil

self-defense committees, conmionly called Civil Defense Patrols (PAC's), some of

which conduct counterinsurgency patrols in rural areas. The Human Rights Om-
budsman and the Catholic Archbishop's Human Rights Oflice report that some PAC
members were compelled to join, in violation of the Constitution. Security forces and
PAC's were reported to have committed numerous serious human rights violations

in 1992.
The agriculture-based, private sector-oriented Guatemalan economy grew approxi-

mately 4.6 percent in 1992, producing an increase in per capita income of more than
1.5 percent. Inflation stood at approximately 14 percent. During the fourth quarter,
Guatemala entered into a standby agreement with the International Monetary
Fund, requiring the central Government to balance its budget in 1993 for the third

straight year, and signed a $120 million economic restructuring loan with the World
Bank.
Although there were some improvements in the human rights situation in 1992,

serious human rights abuses occurred frequently. Statistics prepared by the Human
Rights Ombudsman's oflice and the Archbishop's Human nights Oflice showed a
substantial drop during 1992 in reported human ri^ts violations, particularly

extrajudicial killings, torture, and disappearances. There was some progress in re-

solving certain key cases, and none in others. While guerrilla groups are responsible

for human rights abuses, human rights groups reported that the military, civil pa-
trols, and police continued to commit a majority of the major violations, includmg
extrajudicial killing and disappearances.
Among positive developments, the Presidential Human Rights Commission issued

its first report updating leading human rights cases, the army continued human
rights training programs, and the Attorney General's oflice dedicated increased re-

sources to preventing abuses against street children. President Serrano became the
first Guatemalan chief executive to meet with Committee of Peasant Unity leaders,

and he, as well as other Guatemalan oflicials and military ofBcers, opened a dialog
with Guatemalan and international human rights groups.
By year's end, however, that dialog had deteriorated. President Serrano and mem-

bers of his Cabinet strongly criticized both local and international human rights

groups, claiming they distort Guatemala's human rights record for political pur-
poses. Oflicials criticized the Human Rights Ombudsman, the Archbishop's Human
nights Oflice, and the U.S. Government for the protection they offered to kidnap vic-

tim Maritza Urrutia. Senior officials denounced as improper interference in internal

affairs expressions of U.S. Government concern over the court's verdict of "innocent"

in the case of an army oflicer implicated in the murder of American citizen Michael
Devine (see Section l.a.). The Government showed intolerance for press criticism-

Local human rights groups continued to be threatened and were victims of violent

attacks. Although progress was made in investigating and prosecuting some past
and present human rights abuses, the overall record was poor. Char^ges were dis-
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missed against soldiers responsible for the August 1991 Traileros" murders in
Taxisco, a case whidi is still m the appeal process.

Guerrillas also committed numerous ana serious human ri^ts violations, includ-
ing extrajudicial killings, kidnapings, forced labor recruitment, widespread use of
mines and explosives, and the use of children in combat. Guerrilla attacks on infra-

structure targets continued throu^out the year.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and other Extrajudicial Killing.—^Politically motivated killings contin-

ued in 1992, although there were far fewer than in past years. The Human Ri^ts
Ombudsman confirmed 40 extrajudicial killiiigs during the first 6 months of 199^
whUe another 209 complaints remained pending investigation. Of the 40 confirmed
extrajudicial killings, 20jpoliticallv motivated murders were attributed to state secu-
rity forces, 8 muraers of criminal suspects were attributed to state security forces,

and 12 politically motivated murders were attributed to guerrillas. The Ombuds-
man's 1991 annual statistics reported 228 confirmed extrajudicial killings, with an-
other 203 complaints pending investigation at year's end. Of the 228 confirmed
extrajudicial killings, 130 poUtically motivated murders were attributed to state se-

curity forces, 27 murders of criminal suspects were attributed to state security
forces, and 71 politically motivated murders were attributed to guerrillas. The Arch-
bishop's Human Rights Office reported 190 extrajudicial killings during the first 6
months of 1992, as compared to 575 for all of 1991, but did not break down the fig-

ures according to the responsible organizations.
The security forces and persons associated with or protected by the army, such

as the civil defense patrols or military commissioners, committed many of these
kiUings, most of which took place in areas of guerrilla oonfiict. The security forces
were reported to be involved m many vigilante killings. The Ombudsman, the Attor-
ney General, and human rights groups have found evidence of killings by PAC's.
PAC leaders are feared in many rural communities because they ei\jov army back-
ing and de facto immunity from prosecution. Security forces are rarely neld account-
able for human ri^ts violations. With few exceptions, the Government failed to in-

vestigate, detain, and prosecute perpetrators of extrajudicial killings. In 1992 an
international team of forensic anthropologists woiked to locate corpses of victims
killed and buried in the early 1980's at clandestine rural cemeteries.
The armed forces and civil patrols frequently threatened and sometimes killed

human rights activists. The Runujel Junam Council of Ethnic Communities (CERJ)
is a rural-based human rights organization dedicated mainly to opposing involun-
tary service in PAC's. Various CERJ members disappeared, were Kille<^ or were
threatened in 1992. CERJ member Esteban Tojin disappeared on March 13 after re-

ceiving threats dating back to 1990. A grenade exploded on May 10 at the Santa
Cruz del Quiche home of CERJ leader Amilcar Mendez, who was in Guatemala City
at the time. Mendez reported receiving numerous anonymous telephone threats. In
October Mendez was charged with providing explosives to guerrillas, and a warrant
was issued for his arrest. Mendez and the Human Ri|^ts Ombudsman alleged mili-

tary personnel coerced a CERJ member into issuing a false confession implicating
Mendez. Mendez returned to Quiche to face the charges on November 22, accom-
panied by a U.S. Congressman, the U.S Charae d'Afiaires, and a group of human
ri^ts monitors. Alter turning himself in to a Guatemalan judge, Mendez was fi«ed

on his own recognizance, a decision appealed by the Guatemalan Attorney General's
office.

On January 17, drunken soldiers killed four people in Ciudad Peronia, a Guate-
mala City suburb. The army arrested two suspects on January 21, both of whom
were sentenced to death in a military appeals court on April 8. The soldiers escaped
from jail on May 9. One was recaptured on July 6 and is appealing his death sen-
tence; the other remains at large.

On Februaiy 10, unidentified gunmen murdered 27-year-old San Carlos Univer-
sity (USAC) professor Manuel Estuardo Pena, who was active in a variety of politi-

cal oraanizations and social causes. The killing followed the January 30 bombing of
USACj student union offices and coincided witn numerous threats to USAC proces-

sors and students, some of whom fled into exQe. On April 10, members of a
Hunahpu security unit fired on a group of USAC students alter a confiiontation dur-
ing preparations for a parade, killing one and wounding seven others. Members of
the unit were arrested. In November a court convicted six Hunahpu personnel for

their role in the shooting and sentenced them to 12% years in prison.
There was some progress in certain other high-profile cases. The trial of fonner

government security agent Noel de Jesus Beteta Alvarez for the 1990 murder of
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Guatemalan anthropologist Myma Mack Chang trial began in August and was con-

tinuing at year's end. On September 30, a military court sentenced six enlisted mili-

tary men to 30 years for the 1990 murder of American citizen Michael Devine; a
captain accused of involvement was found innocent, a decision appealed by the At-
torney General. Two other charges against the captain are still pending. Senior ofii-

cers involved in covering up the case for 2 years have not been Drought to trial. On
July 19, an appellate court sentenced four policemen to 12 years in prison and a
collective fine of approximately $1,000 for the March 1990 murder of street child

Nahamon Carmona Lopez.
There was no progress in resolving the 1989 disappearances and murders of uni-

versity students, the 1990 Hector Oiqueli Colindres and Gilda Flores killings, the
1990 disappearance of Maria Tiu Tojin and her daughter, the 1991 murder of police

detective Jose Luis Merida Escobar, the 1991 "Traileros" killings in Taxisco, the
1991 disappearance of Diego Domingo Martin, or past kidnapings and murders of
various CERJ members. The Government's inability to control or sanction those re-

sponsible for human rights offenses is a mtgor impediment to human rights

progress.
b. Disappearance.—^The Ombudsman's office received 65 complaints of forced dis-

appearances during the first 6 months of 1992. Its investigations attributed respon-
sU)ility to state security forces in three cases and to the guerrillas in six cases. Of
the remaining cases, 14 victims reappeared alive, 3 victims were found dead, and
39 complaints remained under investigation. Statistics for 1991 showed 112 com-
plaints of forced disappearances, of which 31 were attributed to the State and 14
to the guerrillas. The Ardibishop's Human Rights Office reported 3 forced dis-

appearances for the first 6 months of 1992, as compared to 144 in all of 1991. Credi-
ble reports linked most political disappearances to persons connected with the
armed forces. The Government did not identify or prosecute the perpetrators of any
of the above disappearances.

In June the remains of free-lance American journalists Nicholas Blake and Grif-

fith Davis were located and identified with the assistance of the Guatemalan army,
the Blake family, and the U.S. Embassy. They had disappeared in western Guate-
mala in March 1985 while seeking to interview Guatemalan rebels. There are indi-

cations that local civil patrol members killed the Americans for unknown reasons.

On the morning of July 23, Maritza Urrutia, the former commonlaw wife of a
guerrilla conunander who had spent several years in exile in Mexico, was kidnaped.
She was released on July 30, the day after local television broadcast a videotaped
statement in which Urrutia acknowledged past links to the URNG, an umbrella
group for guerrilla forces (a statement confirmed by the URNG). Urrutia sou^t ref-

uge in the Guatemalan Archbishop's residence and met with the Human Rights Om-
budsman. The U.S. Embassy issued Urrutia a visa enabling her to visit the United
States. The Guatemalan Government severely criticized the roles of the Ombuds-
man, the Archbishop, and the U.S. Embassy in the Urrutia case. According to press

reports, Urrutia testified on September 30 before the Inter-American Commission
on Human Rights that she believes Guatemsdan military personnel abducted her
and that she was mistreated during captivity. Her captors were well trained and
had significant institutional resources, including a safe nouse, vehicles, video equip-

ment, and disciplined personnel.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

The Archbishop's Human Rights Office stated publicly that it did not document any
cases of torture in 1992. Nevertheless, as in past years, many bodies were found
throujrfiout Guatemala bearing signs of severe disfigurement or post mortem mutila-

tion. There were credible reports of torture and mistreatment by security forces, in-

cluding use of excessive force by police at the time of arrest and of abusive treat-

ment of persons in rural areas by the army, civil defense patrols, military commis-
sioners, and police. Gangs and other criminals, as well as guerrillas, all use torture.

The Government, especially the Attorney General's office, dedicated additional

personnel and undertook increased efforts to end police abuse of street children in

coordination with Casa Alianza, an organization dedicated to protecting the human
rights of street children. Casa Alianza reported no extrajudicial killings of street

children in 1992. Tliere were, however, numerous reports of policemen beating or
illegally detaining street children. Casa AUanza's staff also reported receiving nu-

merous anonymous threats, and the brother of one staff member was kidnaped and
held briefly, apparently in an attempt to intimidate staff members.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, tktention, or Exile.—^A court-issued arrest warrant is reauired

unless a person is caught in the act of committing a crime. Police mav not detain

a suspect for over 6 hours without bringing him before a judge. The law provides

for bail, access to lawyers, and limits to 20 days the time anyone may be held, after

I
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which he must be charged or freed. Authorities must produce detainees on request.
Exile is prohibited under the Constitution.

Despite these legal safeguards, there are frequent credible reports of arbitrary ar-

rest and incommunicado detention by security forces. Persons detained illegally and
released subseq[uentlv reported having been held at security force safe houses. Those
responsible for illegal detentions routinely ignore writs of habeas corpus.
There was also increasing concern over apparent misuse of the judicial process to

intimidate political opponents. Bail for Attorney General Adsclo Valladares, a cru-
sader against impunity for human ri^ts violators, who faces charges of covering up
his brother's alleged fraudulent transfer of real estate deeds, was fixed at an un-
precedented amount. The Human Ri^ts Ombudsman accused militaiy personnel of
coercing peasants into testifying t^ainst CERJ leader Amilcar Mendez. Investiga-
tion into the activities of former Izabal Department Governor Lilian Vasquez de
Guzman and alleged corruption by former Health Minister Miguel Montepeque ap-
peared politically motivated.
On September 25, three agents from the Department of Criminal Investigations'

minors' unit arrested an American citizen for allegedly kidnaping a Guatem^an in-

fant. In fact, the American was in the final stages of legally adopting the child and
had legal custody until completion of that process. Police arrested and imprisoned
her without an arrest order and destroyed or hid documents confirming her legal

custody of the chUd. She was released after the UJS. Embassy protested her illegal

detention. The three police officers involved in the affair were dismissed.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The Constitution provides for an independent judi-

ciary composed of a Court of Constitutionality, a Supreme Court, appeals courts,

and several courts of special jurisdiction, such as labor courts. Military courts have
jurisdiction over military personnel, including military commissioners, but not civil-

ian PAC members, thus limiting the ability of ciAol courts to prosecute persons
under military control in humem rights abuse cases. Civilian trials are public after

the first 15 days, dedicated to an initial investigative phase that is closed to ihe
public; defendants have the right to be present at trials and to legal representation.
An appeals court automatically reviews convictions.

The judicial system is ineuective. Most human li^ts violations are not inves-
tigated; security force personnel are reluctant to investigate cases involving col-

leagues. Judges are susceptible to intimidation and corruption and suffer low pay,
bad working conditions, and low morale. Some judges succeeded in being excused
from hearing prominent cases after alleging death threats. A total of 12 different

judges were excused from the Myma Mack Chang case, for example. In September
the former judge in the Sister Diana Ortiz case publicly chai^ged that the Supreme
Court pressured lower court judges to decide cases in line with its wishes.
Widespread recognition of defects led to congressional passage in late September

of new criminal procedures and antinarcotics codes. The narcotics le^slation went
into effect in 1992, and the criminal procedure code will become effective after com-
ftletion of fundamental retraining of^ lawyers and judges. The criminal procedures
aw will introduce oral proceedings (in both Spanish and indigenous languages) open
to the public, and a pubUc defender program. The narcotics law criminalizes narcot-
ics conspiracies, enacts stiff penalties tor violators, and imposes civil damages on
narcotics violators.

There are no known political prisoners.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

Constitution provides for the inviolability of home, correspondence, and private doc-
uments, provisions that are not always respected. Elements of the security forces

continue to monitor private communications. Many human rights monitors reported
receiving threats in the form of surveillance, telephone calls, and anonymous letters.

Officims enforcing the military draft traditionally enter homes and places of busi-
ness without legally required court orders. In February the army attempted to end
such abuses in Quiche when it established the nations first draft board consisting
of the zone military commander, the local representative of the Human Rights Om-
budsman's Office, and other civilian leaders. Under new recruitment practices also

adopted in several other departments, potential recruits receive three induction no-
tices, after which they are arrested if they do not report for enlistment. Under Gua-
temalan law, such arrests must be effected pursant to a court order. Activists criti-

cize the new procedures for not addressing the fact that indigenous men are re-

quired to serve in the armed forces more frequently than nonindigenous men.
The Constitution requires that PAC service be voluntaiy. However, army officers,

military commissioners, and PAC leaders often pressure men in conflict areas to be-
come PAC members. There are credible reports that some who refuse to serve have
been killed or suffered other abuses.
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g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—Guatemala's armed internal conflict entered its 32nd year in 1992 and con-

tinued to be a cause of major human rights violations by both government and guer-
rilla forces. Peace negotiations between the Government and the URNG guerrilla

umbrella group continued inconclusively in 1992. Human rights issues were the pri-

mary area of oisagreement. On August 6, negotiators reached an accord on the PAC
issue whereby the Government agreed to establish no new PAC's if the URNG re-

frained from extending operations into new areas. No new PAC's have been estab-

lished since the agreement was reached.
A wave of bombings occurred throughout the capital in April and May. The per-

petrators were never apprehended, but several ri^twing and leflwing groups were
thought to be responsiole. Targets included government and private oflices, busi-

nesses, and schools.

Conmiunities in Resistance (CPR) claimed army aircraft bombed their civilian set-

tlements on numerous occasions. In mid-July, for example, CPR representatives ac-

cused the army of bombing a CPR near Ixcan, Quiche. The Defense Minister, who
once commanded forces in that area, denied there had been any bombing and
claimed guerrillas forced civilians to flee the region manv years ago. CPR represent-
atives produced unexploded bombs to support their allegations. The origin of the
bombs has not been established.

Guerrilla forces recruited children into their ranks. Government troops found
Mario Catuj Salvador, a 12-year-old child guerrilla, after an armed engagement at

Patulul, Suchitepequez. He had reportedly been forcibly recruited by guerrillas

while working on a farm in Escuintla. Shortly thereafter, he died in a memcal facil-

ity of malnutrition, dehydration, diarrhea, and pneumonia.
Guerrillas also hindered international relief efforts. On February 4, approximately

40 "Guerrilla Army of the Poor" (EGP) troops intercepted and kidnaped two United
Nations reftigee relief woricers on a road between Nebaj and Chajul, Quiche. The
U.N. personnel were forced to walk to a nearby rebel stronghold after their pickup
truck was burned on the highway. They were released on February 6.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom ofSpeech and Press.—The Constitution provides for freedom of expres-
sion. A number of local human ri^ts organizations, including the Human Rights
Ombudsman's office and the Archbishop's Human Rights Office, regularly produce
and distribute publications. These circulate freely, and their conclusions and asser-

tions are widely reported in other publications and in the broadcast media. News-
papers in particular have complained, however, about government interference and
{>ressure to silence criticism of the actions of the President and his family and al-

eged wrongdoing by the security forces.

No journalists or media figures disappeared or were killed in 1992, but several

reported receiving death threats. Two of the more prominent cases involved journal-
ists from Prensa Libre; one of whom eventually requested and received political asy-

lum in another country. In late August, a group of journalists claimed!^ that armed
judicial branch security guards threatened to kill them if coverage did not cease re-

garding the mysterious murder of the mother of Supreme Court President Juan Jose
lodil's personal secretary. In October the offices of Tinamit, a left-of-center maga-

zine that is frequently critical of ^vemment and other public figures, was the object

of a bombing that resulted in no injuries and little physical damage to the buUdmg.
In December Siglo Veintiuno journalist Omar Cano was beaten, along with Treasury
Police agents and representatives of government environmental agencies, in the

presence of rdlitary personnel. Cano was investigating alleged iUegaltimber cutting

m national parks and protected reserves. The national media were outraged by the

incident and directly accused members of the Guatemalan army of responsibility. To
date there have been no prosecutions of those responsible for these crimes.

Despite the alleged threats, the news media reported all major human rights sto-

ries and publicized communiques from the URNG, leftist groups, and others opposed
to the Government or its policies. Both major press organizations denounced inci-

dents restricting freedom of the press and vowed to continue coverage of sensitive

topics. Journalists themselves admit that significant self-censorship continues to im-
pede fiill reporting on a variety of topics, including Bovemment human rights viola-

tions, corruption of government officials and inuuential politicians, aspects of

narcotrafficking, and issues affecting the economic interests of powerful individuals.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Constitution guarantees
the rights of peaceful assembly and association: parades, rallies, marches, forums,

debates, and seminars on various topics, including human rights, took place openly
and freely. On October 12, for example, numerous protest rallies and parades
maiked the 500th anniversary of Columbus' arrival in the Americas without inci-

I
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dent. Riot police used excessive force on some occasions in breaking up peaceful
demonstrations. On July 21, riot police forcibly expelled from the Guatemala City
central plaza protest marchers from the Quetzaltenango town of Cajola. That inci-

dent and evictions of squatters prompted widespread criticism and condemnation.
Freedom of political association is guaranteed under the Constitution, althou{^

organizations nominally require legal status, a cumbersome and expensive proce-
dure. The Peace Brigades, an international human ri^ts monitoring organization^
has been unable to obtain recognition despite persistent efforts. The absence of leg^
status does not, however, prevent Peace Brigades and other human rights organiza-
tions from operating openly.

c. Freedom of Religion.—No state religion exists. Religious freedom is constitu-
tionally guaranteed and is respected in practice.

Religious personnel are sometimes threatened for political reasons. About 70 per
cent of the population is nominally Catholic, but many other faiUis operate freely.
The President is an Evangelical Protestant.

d. Freedom ofMovement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emi0ration, and Re-
patriation.—The Government did not restrict foreign travel, nor did it revoke citi-

zenship for political reasons. Movement inside Guatemala was unrestricted except
in some conuict areas. Guerrillas continued to establish road blocks, assault private
citizens to demand "war taxes," attack petroleum trucks, and limit travel in certain
rural areas. The anny, military commissioners, and PAC's also limited travel in
some areas.
Nobel laureate and indigenous leader Rigoberta Menchu visited Guatemala twice

in 1992 and traveled to rural areas. Other politically active Guatemalans who had
Pine into exile returned. On February 28, political activist and former Socialist
arty vice presidential candidate Luis Zurita returned to Gkiatemala from exile. On

March 19, fonner Rebel Armed Forces political leader Gonzalo Danilo Rodriguez re-
ceived ofBcial amnesty, established a political party, and began publishing political
articles frequentlv in the local press.

Repatriation of refugees continued. An estimated 1,600 refugees returned to Gua-
temala in the first 8 months of 1992 under the sponsorship of international groups
and the Government's committee on refugee affairs. The Government and represent-
atives of the Guatemalan refugee communities in Mexico signed an agreement on
October 8 allowing the orderly, voluntary, large-scale return of refugees to their
homeland.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right o/* Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Guatemalans have the right to change their government by peaceful and demo-
cratic means. Universal suffrage by secret ballot exists for those 18 years of age and
older; there are no property or literacy requirements. Voting is not mandatory. The
last national elections, which international observers found free and fair, were held
in January 1991. Men^rs of the armed forces may not vote.

Indigenous people e^joy equal ri^ts under the Constitution. There are some in-

digenous Congressmen, army officers (including one general), government officials,

and judges. Nevertheless, pervasive discrimination limits opportunities for indige-
nous people to assume prominent roles in Guatemalan politics.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regardir^ International and Nongpvemmental In-
vestigation (^Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Local human rights groups and organizations are permitted to operate in Guate-
mala, but members suuered threats and violence from security forces and PAC's. As
noted in Section l.a., members of the human rights organization CERJ disappeared,
were killed, and were threatened in 1992. The Office of the Human Rights Ombuds-
man remained the most reliable source of objective information on Human rights
practices, issuing many reports critical of both Uie Government and the guerrillas.

Congress reelected Ramiro de Leon Carpio Human Rights Ombudsman, and his of-

fice moved into a new building in downtown Guatemala City with improved facili-

ties. Relations between the executive branch and the Ombudsman's office were
tense at times, and high-ranking government ofiicials working in the fields of
human ri^ts and jurisprudence have complained publicly and privately of receiving
death threats stemming from their interest in resolving cases related to human
rights violations, official corruption, and narcotrafficking. The Ombudsman contin-
ued to eiyoy widespread public support and respect.
The Government officially welcomed, but at times criticized, international human

rights groups. Senior Guatemalan officials met representatives of numerous forei^
and international officials and activists. United Nations human rights expert Chris-
tian Tomuschat received the cooperation of the Guatemalan Government, and his
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critical comments received widespread press coverage. Foreign forensic anthropolo-

gists and human rights groups took part in the location and exhumation of clandes-

tine cemeteries. Nevertheless, the Defense Minister threatened to prosecute forensic

anthropologist Clyde Snow for defamation after Snow attributed certain past human
ri^ts abuses to the Guatemalan militaiy. Both local and international human
ri{^ts groups were criticized by President Serrano and members of his Cabinet, who
accused them of intentionally distorting Guatemala's human rights record for politi-

cal purposes.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or SocitU Status

One-half of the population is culturally indigenous and the rest Hispanic. Indige-

nous people remain far^ly outside the country's political, economic, social, and cul-

tural mainstream. Indigenous people suffered most of the serious human ri^ts
abuses described above. Kural inttigenous men were more likely than urban counter-

parts to be drafted by the army or recruited forcibly by guerrilla £[roups.

Rural indigenous people have limited educational opportunities and thus have
limited employment opportunities. Illiteracy is prevalent in indigenous communities.
Many Guatemalans oo not speak Spanisn. Lmguistic barriers hinder interaction

with the Government and limit access to public services, including the judiciary, be-

cause few officials speak indigenous languages.
Women are active in the laoor force, especially in the textile industiy, agriculture,

retail business, and in lower-paying public sector jobs. Several women hold promi-
nent political positions, inclucUng Cabinet posts. Despite lesal protection, women
face job discrimination and receive lower pay than men. CONAVlGUA, an indige-

nous widows' organization prominent in the advocacy of women's and human rights

issues, reports uiat violence against women, including domestic violence, remains
common but receives little attention. Criminal sexual violence often goes unreported
by victims, and relatively few rape cases came to court. The Deputy Human Rights
Ombudsman, a woman, monitors violations of women's rights.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—The Constitution and the 1947 Labor Code provide

workers freedom of association and the right to form and join trade unions. As a
result of a tripartite negotiating process including labor, management, and govern-

ment, the Labor Code was amended in late 1992 to facilitate freedom of association,

to strengthen the rights of working women, to increase penalties for violations of

labor laws, and to eimance the role of the Labor Ministry and labor courts in enforc-

ing the Labor Code. These amendments entered into force in 1992. All woikers have
the right to form or join unions, including public sector emplovees. Between 5 and
8 percent of the work force is organized. Tne 890 unions in the country are inde-

pendent of government and political party domination.

The Labor Code amendments simplify the process for unions seeking legal status,

which has lon^ been criticized by U.S. labor organizations as excessively cum-
bersome, by ehminating a number of provisions, including one that required the

President of tiie country to sign the final papers. Workers have the right to strike,

but Labor Code procedures nuike legal strikes cumbersome, for example by requir-

ing a two-thirds vote. Most strikes occur without legal authorization, and in practice

the Government makes no effort to intervene on the basis of illegalitv. However, the

ladk of legal sanction for a strike can be used as a threat against strikers. For exam-
ple, during a series of work stoppages by civil servants in July, some government
officials threatened to take legal action against union leaders for pursuing an illegal

strike. Organized labor's strud;ural weaknesses, a paucity of memoership ftinds, and
a poor overall economic situation with high unemployment and underemployment
limit the duration of virtually all strikes.

By law, union leaders may serve only one term in a particular union office, but,

by rotating union positions, the same persons can stay on union executive boards
for extended periods of time. The Constitution and the 1992 law protect the right

of political participation for individuals, including trade union leaders. Unions may
and do form federations and confederations and join international organizations.

With very few exceptions, trade unions depend on assistance received from inter-

national contacts.

A "solidarity" movement is active, claiming approximately 100,000 members in

over 350 companies. Unions may legally continue to operate in workplaces which
have solidarity associations, and wo»ers have the right to choose between the two
or belong to both. The Government views these associations as civic oi;ganizations

which need not interfere with the functioning of trade unions. Article 214 of the

amended Labor Code stipulates that trade unions have the exclusive ri^t to bar-

gain collectively over wonc conditions on behalf of workers. Critics charge that soli-

I
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daritv associations are promoted by management to rival labor unions. There are
credible reports that, at times, democratic principles are not adhered to in the for-

mation and management of some of these associations, and woricers are unable to
participate fully and freely in decision making. Similar credible chains are made
against some trade union organizations.
There were credible reports during the year of threats of violence against union

leaders or members, including in the hi^-profile "maquila" (drawback, or in-bond
export) sector. Public sector union leaders also reported receiving threats against
themselves and their families, coinciding with union demands for improved benefits.
At the reguest of trade union leaders, the independent Human Ki^ts Ombuds-

man, throu^ his office for economic and social issues, follows complamts related to
trade union activities. Union leaders and workers filed a number oi complaints wi^
the Ombudsman during the year, and the Ombudsman spoke out publiclv to con-
demn the use of violence or uireats against those seeking social justice. The Inter-
national Labor Organization's (ILO) Committee on Freedom of Association regretted
in November that the Government had failed to reply to new allegations regarding
15 murders, as well as physical attacks, abductions, death threats, and 58 arrests
of trade unionists in 1991. There were no reports of murders of union leaders in
1992.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Woricers have the right to or-
ganize and Dargain collectively, but often face discriminatory antiunion actions by
employers. The new labor amendments provide that workers cannot be dismissed
for participating in the formation of a trade union. Article 78 of the Labor Code,
one of tk 3 more hotly contested changes, establishes the ri^ht of employers to fire

workers for cause and permits workers to appeal their dismissal to the labor courts,
but does not require tne reinstatement of any worker fired without cause. Labor
courts responsible for enforcing labor laws continued generally to be ineffective. In
an effort to relieve the overwhelming workload of the labor courts, seven new courts
were created in 1992. For budget reasons, they are not yet functioning. Restructur-
ing and modernizing the labor court system thus made little headway, and a heavy
backlog of cases continues to cloe the courts.
Enforcement of the Labor Code is spotty, due in part to the scarcity of labor in-

spectors and a lack of adequate training. Plans are pending to hire and train addi-
tional labor inspectors. The salary of all labor inspectors was doubled in 1992, along
with all other technical employees in the central Government.

Labor laws and regulations apply throug^hout Guatemala, including in the few ex-
port processing zones under development in the country. Union leaders often blame
employer pressures and restricted access to the zones for their virtual inability to
organize there. Credible reports have been received about these zones, alleging low
wages, lonpf hours without legally required overtime pay, employment of minors, and
poor working conditions. Labor Ministry inspectors filed numerous complaints be-
fore the labor courts on these charges. Few of these cases were resolved, however,
due to inefficiencies within the court system and to legal maneuvering which em-
ployers can use to prolong the hearing process.

c. Prohibition trf" Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Constitution bars forced labor,

and the practice generally does not exist. However, some groups charge that coerced
ftarticipation of indigenous peoples in the PAC's violates prohibitions against forced
abor. There were credible reports of isolated instances of unpaid PAC members
being used to provide free manual labor, but no systematic pattern of such abuse
was established.

d. Minimum Age for the Employment of Children.—^Although the Constitution
bars employment of minors under the age of 14, the Government's National Insti-

tute of Statistics reports that some 50,000 children below this minimum age are reg-

ularly employed in the formal sector; an untold number reportedly work in the in-

formal sector. Only 5,000 of these minors have legal permission from the Labor Min-
istry to work.
Tnose working without legal permission are open to exploitation, generally receiv-

ing no social benefits, no social insurance, no pension or vacations, no severance
pay, and are paid at below the minimum wage level. The Labor Ministry has a pro-
gram to educate minors, their parents, and employers on the ri^ts of minors in the
labor market. Ek»nomic necessity, however, forces most families to have their chil-

dren seek some type of employment to supplement the family income.
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^Minimum wages are set by law. Due to a vari-

ety of factors, most importantly the sharp variance between the oversupply of labor
and the very limited demand for it, the minimum wage becomes the prevailing wage
ceiling, and not the more commonly accepted wage floor, for most unskilled and
semiskilled workers. Widespread, credible reports indicated the minimum wage is

commonly, if illegally, not paid to significant numbers of rural and urban worKers.
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The current minimum wage does not provide a decent standard of living; govern-
ment statistics indicate that an estimated 80 jpercent of the population hves below
the Guatemalan poverty Une, including approximately 70 percent of those employed.
A bilateral committee representing labor and management is named each year to

make recommendations for increases in the minimum wage. In the event that agree-
ment is not possible, the Government may decree such increases. The minimum
wage was increased in late 1991 by 78.5 percent. Althoudi the minimum wage was
not increased in 1992, when inflation was approximately 12 percent, the Govern-
ment did augment worker incomes by 8.3 percent when it passed a law requiring

f>a3rment of an additional annual 1-month Donus in July or each year. Organized
abor opposed this decision since bonus payments are not considered in calculating

other benefit payments based on wages.
TTie legal workday is 8 hours and the workweek is 44 hours, but a tradition of

much longer hours remains in place due to economic conditions. The newly amended
Labor Code continues the tradition of providing all workers a required weekly rest

period of at least 24 hours. Trade union leaders and human rights groups charge
that workers are commonly forced to work overtime, often without overtime pay, to

meet work reouirements. Labor inspectors report that numerous instances were un-
covered of sucn abuses, but inefficiencies in tne labor court system inhibit adequate
enforcement of the law.

Occupational health and safety standards are inadequate. As with other aspects
of the mbor law, enforcement of the standards that do exist is also generally mad-
equate. Training courses for labor inspectors in health and safety standards were
provided, but this area is not perceived as a high priority for the resource-poor Min-
istry. In 1991 legislation was enacted requiring companies with more than 50 em-
ployees to provide on-site medical facilities for their workers. According to trade
union representatives, the decree was not effectively enforced, even thou^ many
large employers do provide such facilities.

GUYANA

The Co-operative Republic of Guyana, a member of the Commonwealth of Nations
and the Caribbean Community (CARICOM), is a small, multiracial developing na-
tion with a unicameral Parliament chosen by direct election in a multiparty political

system. The leader of the party obtaining a plurality of seats in Parliament is sworn
in as Executive President. He appoints a Prime Minister and other ministers. Na-
tional and regional elections were held on October 5, 1992. The People's Progressive
Party (PPP) led by Cheddi Jagan defeated the People's National Congress (PNC) led

by Hugh Desmond Hoyte, wmch had dominated political life in Guyana since the
1964 elections, the last held under British colonial rule. Jagan was sworn in on Oc-
tober 9. There was general agreement among international observers that the 1992
elections were free and fair.

Security forces are comprised of the Guyana Defense Force (GDF) and the Guyana
Police Force (GPF); the latter has primary responsibility for maintaining law and
order throu^out Guyana. According to the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency, total military expenditures for 1989 were $6 million. Economic necessity

rather than any voluntary reduction plan has resulted in a significant decrease in

military expenoiture. The police and security forces are subordinate to the civilian

Government. Guyanese social and political bfe is influenced by the presence of two
main ethnic groups, the Afro-Guyanese and the Indo-Guyanese. Urban Afro-Guya-
nese dominate the opposition PNC, the civil service, the GPF, and the other security

forces; Indo-Guyanese predominate in the agricultural and business sectors and in

the ruUng PPP.
Guyana's economy is largely agricultural, with sugar and rice important export

earners, along with bauxite. Despite a growth rate of over 6 percent in 1991 and
early 1992, (Siyana's per capita gross domestic product remained only about $450.
The economy suffers from high external debt, shortages of skilled labor, and a dete-

riorating infrastructure.

Humem rights problems in Guyana continued to include police abuse of detainees

and prisoners, limitations on workers' rights, and societal violence against women
and oiildren.

RESPECT FX)R HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^No such killings are known to have
occurred in recent years.
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b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of politically motivated disappearances,
clandestine detentions, or abductions.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Although the Constitution prohibits torture, the independent Guyana Human Rights
Association (GHRA) noted continuing problems with police brutality in its human
rights report compiled in July 1992, covering the previous 12 months.

llie report stated that several people were reportedly tortured and ill-treated in
police custody duriiig the past year, but did not give specific examples. When
queried, GHKA members cited the case of an individual who was arrested on Janu-
ary 10, 1992, on treason charges, beaten in a variety of ways over a 2-day period,

and subjected to oilier mistreatments.
Another well-known case in which the GHRA was active is that of a woman ar-

rested in January 1988 and charged with illegal possession of a firearm. Held with-
out trial until April 1992, she testified that she had been raped by a police officer,

but the judge instructed the jury to ignore that testimony as immaterial to the trial.

The jury found her guilty, and the judge gave her a mandatory life sentence under
the National Security Act. The sentence was reduced to 6 vears after the defense
attorney informed the judge that the National Security Act had been repealed. The
defendant is serving her sentence while her appeal is pending.
On occasion^coniessions have been thrown out of court on the grounds of having

been coerced. There were also reports of police officers involved in criminal activity,

including extortion, intimidation, and assault, although the number of cases has di-

minished since 1991. Officers charged as a result of complaints to the Police Com-
plaints Authority are routinely suspended for a few days and sometimes fined but
are rarely jailed for their alleged offenses. Investigations into such incidents are per-

fiinctory and rarely result in serious disciplinaiy action.

Prisons continued to experience severe overcrowding. According to the GHRA,
women prisoners, who are all held in one prison in Guyana, do not receive regular
family visits, as there are no facilities for such. The GHRA has called for the sus-

pension of the mandatory prison sentence for narcotics offenses, citing it as the pri-

mary cause of severe prison overcrowding. On the positive side, prison authorities,

according to the GHRA, have recently shown a greater receptivity to suggestions for

improvement in the prisons and cooperated in projects such as providing occupa-
tional training to some prisoners.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^The Constitution provides that no person
may be deprived of personal liberty except as authorized by law and also requires

judicial determination of the legality of detention, a mandate that was generally re-

spected in practice in 1992.
Arrest does not require a warrant issued by a court official, only an assessment

of guilt by the police officer. The law requires that a person arrested and held for

more tiian 24 hours be brought before a court to be charged. Until the middle of
1992 there was no bsdl granted for any narcotics charge, regardless of the severity

of the crime. Magistrates now have some discretion on granting bail before trial but
must send all persons convicted on narcotics charges to custody, even if an appeal
is pending.

e. Denial of Fair Public Tried.—^The Constitution provides that anyone charged
with a criminal offense has the right to a hearing by a court of law, and this right

is respected in practice. Guyana has a functioning bail system. Defendants are
granted fair public trials, and appeal may be made to higher courts.

There are no political prisoners or special courts for political security cases. Sev-
eral leaders of an alleged aborted coup attempt in 1990 are still awaiting trial on
treason charges, because all treason and murder cases must be tried by the High
Court, and the Hi^ Court's docket is overcrowded.

In t^e past, some members of the opposition expressed concern over court rulings

in libel suits brought by government officials and over other governmental use of

the courts to hareiss political opponents. According to the GHRA, however, the judi-

ciary exerted greater independence recently due to the generally freer political at-

mosphere during the term of President Desmond Hoyte (1985-1992). In 1992 there

were no new cases of this nature.
Delays in judicial proceedings are often caused by shortages of trained court ad-

ministrative personnel and magistrates, inadequate resources, and low salary levels.

The inefficiency of the judicial system is so great as to undermine due process. For
example, appeals of some murder cases have been delayed for several years. In one
instance, a court recorder moved to a new job and took her notes of six cases with
her, preventing any action on those cases. Opposition lawyers complain that the ju-

diciary is prone to grant lengthy postponements in trials involving the Government
or law enforcement officialsTnowever, postponements are routinely granted to both
the defense and the prosecution.
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There has been no legal aid in Guyana since the 1970*8, and virtually no lawyers
work pro bono in criminal cases, except for murder, when a defense attorney is as-

signed! The Guyana Association of Women Lawyers provides free legal services for

civil cases only.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

Government generally respects the right to privacy, although some opposition politi-

cians have alleged instances of government surveillance, particularly at political

meetings and rallies. (Uniformed police ofiicers routinely monitor such rallies.) The
laws requiring judicially issued warrants for searches were generally respected in

1992.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The constitutional provision for freedom of
speech is generally respected, and Guyanese freely criticize their Government and
its policies but sometimes sufler retsJiation for such criticism. Guyana has three pri-

vate and one government-owned television broadcasting stations. Government-
owned Guyana television (GTV) produces a 10-minute daUy news show which pro-

vides relatively evenhanded reporting of local events.

During the 1992 election campaign, a number of political discussion programs
were h^d to which all candidates had access. The government-owned Guyana
Broadcasting Corporation (GBC), the only radio station, generally took an aggres-

sive progovemment position prior to the October election, offering live coverage of

PNC political activities while ignoring most opposition events. Its editor-in-chiei was
dismissed by the new Jagan Government when it took office in October.

In past years, the Government exercised varying degrees of control over the media
throiigh ownership of what had been the countiys only daily newspaper (the Guy-
ana Cnronicle), the communications agency, the radio station, and the issuance of

import licenses for newsprint and printing presses. The Government's role in the

media, however, has declined due to the increased availability of other newspapers
and the rapid growth of television. The independent Stabroek News expanded publi-

cation to six times a week in 1991. The PPP-owned Mirror imported new presses

and expanded its now twice-a-week newspaper from 4 to 16 pages per issue. Both
frequently criticize the Government in editorials and cartoons. During the 1992 elec-

tion campaign, all three newspapers, includine the Chronicle, published full-page

opposition advertisements in every issue, and wl the television stations, government
as well as private, carried advertisements for all the mtyor and several minor par-

ties.

There was no restriction on academic freedom in 1992.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Public Order Act requires

police permits for mass political meetings, and the Police Commissioner, at his dis-

cretion and without explanation, may refuse permission for a public meeting. Dur-
ing 1992, particularly during the election campaign, all political parties held fre-

quent public meetings and rallies at locations throughout the country without seri-

ous incident.

Some minor restrictions by the Government on the conduct of political meetings
during the 1992 election campaign were reported by opposition political parties and
verified by the GHRA. Rallies for the ruling PNC were allowed to go on all ni^t,
but opposition rallies were checked for permits by police and told to stop their meet-

ings earlier in the evening. Also, the state-owned electricity corporation was notified

of all PNC rallies ahead of time and warned not to allow power outages during
those times in those locations. The company's employees were authorized overtime

and told to have back-up facilities for those venues. No such precautions were taken
for opposition rallies.

c. Freedom of Rel^ion.—Guyanese practice a wide variety of religions, with the

major faiths being Christianity, Hinduism, and Islam. The Constitution provides for

freedom of religion, and members of all faiths are allowed to worship freely. There
are no restrictions on foreign religious groups proselytizing in Guyana.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^The Constitution provides for freedom of movement within Guyana.
Travel to certain Amerindian areas requires government permission, a regulation

dating from colonial times designed to protect the indigenous peoples from exploi-

tation. Prior to the election in October, the GHRA, opposition politicians, and some
clergy contended that permits were sometimes denied to missionaries and non-PNC
politicians, and that tne regulations were used to maintain PNC influence among
the Amerindians. In practice, however, most people travel throu^out these areas

without regard to the formality of a permit. Guyanese are free to travel abroad, to

emigrate, and to return. Guyana neither received nor generated refugees in 1992.
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There are no forced resettlements or displaced persons, and citizenship is not denied
on political grounds.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right (^Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Guyana has a unicameral Parliament which is chosen b^ direct election in a
multiparty political system based on proportional representation. The leader of the
party which obtains a plurality of seats in Parliament during nationed elections is

sworn in as Executive President. The President appoints a Cabinet, headed by a
Prime Minister, which toother with the President exerdses executive power.
Guyanese are free to join or support political parties of their choice, but until 1992

had not had the ability to change their Government in free and fair elections. The
PNC had won eveiy election since 1964, but the results of every election from 1968
until 1992 were tainted by opposition charges of massive electoral fraud.

However, in 1990 then-President Desmond Hoyte invited the Council of Freely
Elected Heads of Government, headed by former President Jimmy Carter, and the
Commonwealth of Nations to recommend major reforms in the electoral process. The
most important of these were counting and announcement of the votes at the polling

place, preparation of a totally new list of registered voters based on house-to-house
enumeration, and appointment of a new Qiairman of the Elections Commission
with greater authority.

Elections were then scheduled for December 1991. When it became evident that
the voters' list had been improperly compiled. President Carter urged postponement
of the elections. President Hoyte agreed, and elections were held on October 5, 1992.
The Commonwealth sent 23 election observers to Guyana and the Carter group sent
66, the largest number of international observers in proportion to the population
ever to monitor an election. Representatives of the Washington-based International

Foundation for Electoral Systems also provided assistance for the voting process.
The consensus of the observers was that the elections were carried out in a free and
fair manner, and the new president. Dr. Cheddi Jagan, was sworn in on October
9. Former Evident Hoyte nas been officially designated as Leader of the Opposi-
tion.

There are no impediments to women or minorities participating in the political

process, but historically neither women nor Amerindians were encouraged to partici-

pate or had more than minor representation. Any Guyanese citizen 18 years or older
can register to vote, and about 80 percent of those registered cast votes in the 1992
election. President Jagan's Cabinet includes two women, two persons of Pbrtuguese
descent, one of Chinese descent, ei^t of East Indian descent, four Afro-Guyanese,
and one Amerindian, who is the head of the newly created Ministry of Amerindian
Affairs. The new 65-member Parliament includes 13 women, representing both
major parties.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation {^Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The GHRA, the most active local human rights group, fiinctioned without govern-
ment interference in 1992. In October 1991, however, a member of the GHRA execu-
tive was briefly detained by an unidentified man, threatened, and questioned about
her political activities. Threatening notes were left in her home during two subse-
quent attempted break-ins. Results of a police investigation into the incidents were
not released.

The GHRA is a nongovernmental organization formed in 1979 with the participa-

tion of trade unions, professional organizations, various ethnic groups, and church-
es. It issues periodic press releases and publishes an annual report on human nj^to
in Guyana. In 1992 the Grovemment made no public statements on either GHRA
or foreign human ri^to reports.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Socitd Status

The Constitution provides fundamental ri^ts for all persons in Guyana regard-
less of race, sex, rehgion or national origin. Guyanese society and political life con-

tinue to be influenced by ethnic differences, primarily between Guyanese of African
and Indian descent. The GHRA maintains that there are serious problems of racial

discrimination in the civil and armed services, including the police force, all of
which are overwhelmingly staffed by Afro-Guyanese. The Association has criticized

the lack of legal or institutional mechanisms for redressing what it describes as dis-

criminatory employment practices in these services. However, recruitment efforts

targeted at Indo-Guyanese candidates for the uniformed services generally met with
an unenthusiastic response, with most qualified Indo-Guyanese candidates optiag
for a business career over military, police, or public service.
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Guyana has a small ethnic Amerindian population, composed of nine tribal

groups, living in reservations and villages scattered throughout the country. Their
standard of hving is lower than that of most Guyanese. The GHRA has chained that

the Government controls Amerindian leaders and land titles and limits access to

their reservations by clergy and other outsiders. In fact, the Government exerts in-

fluence over the selection of leaders, but all are free to criticize the Government and
many actively and openly oppose government policies. The Government distributed

land titles to Amerindian communities during 1991 and 1992, but the GHRA criti-

cized the allocations because they were smaller than recommended and did not in-

clude mineral r^its. In November the new Government created the position of Min-
ister ofAmerin£ui Affairs and appointed an Amerindian to fill it.

In principle, the Constitution prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex and
commits the Government to ensure equal pay for equal woric. However, a 1988 gov-

ernment-sponsored constitutional amendment rendered the ec^al pay provision un-
enforceable except in cases in which equal pay for equal work is provided for by spe-
cific statute. No such statutes have been enacted.

In 1990 tiie Parliament passed legislation granting equal rights to women land

legislation that protects women's property rights under common law marriage, enti-

tlmg a woman who separates or divorces to one-half of the couple's property if she
had been working and one-third of the property if she had been a housewife. Addi-
tionally, the legislation gave authority to tne court to overturn a man's will in the
event it cUd not provide lor the wife.

There are few organizations, other than those sponsored by political parties, that
focus primarily on women's rights. One exception is the Guyana Chapter of the Car-
ibbean Association for Feminist Research, which announced in December that it

would open a counseling center 4 days a week for victims of violent relationships.

Violence against women and children, including domestic violence, is considered a
significant problem. In a November speech, the new First Lady, Mrs. Janet Jagan,
noting that violence against women was a 'Very, very important issue," called for

the establishment of counseling clinics, women's shelters, and a family advisory bu-
reau. Victims of such abuse oilen are reluctant to report it to the authorities or to

press charges, and underreporting of incidents of such violence makes it impossible

to estimate its true extent. While victims have access to the courts for redress, cul-

tural inhibitions limit the willingness of women to pursue their claims. The Govern-
ment has not recommended additional legislation or other remedial action.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^The right of association is provided for in the Con-
stitution, whidi specifically enumerates a worker's right to "form or belong to trade
unions." Em.ployers are not re(}uired by law to recognize a union in a workplace,
even if an overwhelming majority of workers have indicated their desire to be rep-

resented bv a union. Trade union recognition legislation proposed in 1991 still

awaits final approval in Parliament.
Approximately one-quarter of Guyana's total work force of about 250,000 is for-

mally organized. Most union members work in the public sector and in state-owned

enterprises. Organized labor in Guyana consists of one major national federation,

the Guyana Trades Union Congress (TUC), composed of 17 unions, and the rival

Federation of Independent Trades Unions of Guyana (FITUG), whose 6 affiliates in-

clude the militant sugar and bauxite woikers' unions. The FITUG unions, which
broke away fiwm the TUC in 1988 over the latter's longstanding alignment with the

ruling PNC party, engaged in reunification talks with the TUC but deferred any
final decision pending the holding of a special congress.

There is a tradition of close ties between Guyana's trade union movement and po-

litical parties, particularly the PNC which had controlled the Government (and thus
public sector employment) for 28 years. Many of the 24 unions in the TUC are for-

mally affiliated wiui the PNC. Common opposition to government poUcies helped

bringthe TUC and FITUG closer together. Historically, the political parties, both
the PNC and the opposition parties, have wielded significant influence over the

leader^p of a number of unions, and trade union officials often served in dual roles

as party officials. Former President Hoyte is honorary president of a TUC union,

and new President Cheddi Jagan holds the same title in one of FITUG's sugar work-
ers' unions. The deteriorating economic situation, worker unhappiness over the poli-

cies of the last government, and the decision of the TUC leadership to withhold its

endorsement fiom any candidate, however, have served to weaken somewhat party

influence within organized labor.

Workers have a generally recognized right to strike, although some recent cases

of industrial action have resulted in widespread dismissals. Public employees pro-

viding essential services are normally forbidden to strike, but a procedure exists for
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the review of their grievances by a tribunal appointed by the Minister of Labor.
During 1992, doctors at the public hospital and electricity workers at the municipal
power plant staged strikes or work-to-rule actions. There were also strikes by sugar
workers, teachers, shipping company personnel, telephone company employees, and
university employees, generally to seek hi^er pay and/or improved working condi-

tions. Most of these stnkes or work-to-rule actions were resolved peacefully, out the
shipping company fired its striking employees. The public services union called a
1-day strike in mid-1992 by all public servants, but essential services were not af-

fected.

Labor disputes are frequently settled through consultation and dialogue without
resorting to strikes or other industrial action. Unions and their federations freely

maintain relations with recognized Caribbean and international trade union and
ftrofessional groups. All three of the major international labor federations have af-

iliates in Guyana.
b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Public and private sector em-

ployees possess and utilize the generally accepted right to organize and to bargain
collectively. Tlie Labor Ministry certifies all collective bargaining agreements and
has never refiised to do so. This right is not codified, however, and employers are

not legally required to recognize unions or bargain with them. Increasingly, unions
of public sector enterprises bargain directly with employers rather than through
TUC/govemment negotiations, but bargaining for public employees remains hi^uy
centralized, and wage negotiations take place between the TUC and the Ministiy
of Finance.
The TUC's traditional ties (through individual unions) to the former PNC-con-

trolled government limited the unions' ability to negotiate effectively on behalf of
workers, with the result that salaries were often set solely by the Government.
The Qiief Labor Officer and the staff of the Ministry of Labor provide consulta-

tion, enforcement, and conciliation services. In 1990, the latest year for whidi fig-

ures are available, 26 collective bargaining agreements were concluded and certified

by the Ministiy of Labor. The Ministry has a backlog of cases, and insufficient man-
power and transportation severely limit the Ministiy's ability to carry out its func-

tions.

The Ministry of Labor documented no cases of antiunion discrimination during
1992. However, union leaders make credible charges that workers attempting to

unionize workplaces are harassed and intimidated and that the Ministry does not
expeditiously investigate complaints that employers are dismissing workers when
confronted with union oi^anizing efforts. For example, two bauxite shipping compa-
nies refused to recognize and deal with unions formed at the workplace even though
strikes occurred since January 1992. The companies simply hired new employees to

replace the striking workers.
Guyana has no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Constitution prohibits forced

or compulsory labor, and there is no indication that it exists.

d. Minimum Age of Employment of Children.—^Minimum age laws are set out in

the Factories Act and the Employment of Women, Young Persons, and Children Act.

Legally, no person under 14 years of age may be employed in any industrial under-
taking, and no person under 16 may be employed at night, except under regulated
circumstances. The terms "industry''^ and "factoiy" as used in the law have been in-

terpreted by the Ministry of Labor to encompass nearly all workplaces except offices

and retail shops. According to the law, children under age 14 may be employed only
in enterprises in which members of the same family are employed. The local eco-

nomic situation has forced more and more young children into the work force, how-
ever, and it is common to see children under 14 selling candy, cigarettes, and other
items along the roads throughout the country. While cognizant oi the situation, the
Ministry of Labor does not employ sufiicient inspectors to enforce existing laws ef-

fectively.

e. Acceptable Conditions at Work.—The Government legislates a public sector min-
imum wage. While private employers generally pay a higher rate, there is no statu-

tory minimum wage for the private sector. The minimum wage is not currently suf-

ficient to provide a decent standard of livingfor a family.

Hours of employment are set under the Factories Act and vary by industry and
sector. Work in excess of an 8-hour day and a 40-hour week requires payment of

an overtime rate.

The Factories Act sets forth worknlace safety and health standards. The Occupa-
tional Health and Safety Division of^ the Ministry of Labor is charafed with conduct-

ing factory inspections and investigating chaises of substandard workplaces and
conditions. As with its other responsibilities, inadequate resources have prevented
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the Ministrv from effectively carrying out this function. Occupational health and
safety standards are also prescribed in the Factories Act.

HAITI

Haiti has been ruled by two extraconstitutional governments since army enlisted

men overthrew democratically elected President Jean-Bertrand Aristide in Septem-
ber 1991. From October 1991 until June 1992, a provisional government, with Jo-

seph Nerette as President and Jean-Jacaues Honorat as Prime Minister, governed

with the support of the armed forces ana a parliamentary plurality. In June 1992,

both Nerette and Honorat resigned, and Parliament approved—with a questionable

Senate majority—^Marc Bazin to head a new "consensus Government as Prime Min-
ister. No replacement was named for Nerette as president. Support for this arrange-

ment by Armed Forces Commander General Cedras as well as lower ranking officers

and soldiers was essential to installing the Bazin Government. Bazin's mandate was
to negotiate a solution to the constitutional crisis with President Aristide, now in

exile in the United States, and to end the economic embargo and diplomatic isola-

tion of Haiti imposed pursuant to resolutions approved by the Organization of Amer-
ican States (OAS) after Aristide's ouster. There have been several OAS-sponsored
efforts to promote negotiations between representatives of Aristide and the de facto

authorities in Haiti (the most recent occurring in Washington in September) which
resulted in the OAS sending a team of 18 civilian observers to Haiti with the mon-
itoring of human ri^ts as part of its mandate.
The Haitian armed forces are responsible for state security and have considerable

legal and institutional autonomy. According to the UJS. Arms Control and Disar-

mament Agency, total military expenditures for 1989 were $45 million. There are

no plans to reduce these expenditures in the near future. In both urban and rural

areas, armed forces units serve as police, although the Constitution cedls for a sepa-

ration of the two forces. The armed forces committed numerous and serious human
ri^ts violations in the aftermath of Aristide's ouster. Thereafter official, politically

motivated violence and represssion against active regime opponents declined, but in-

discriminate violence remained substantial, especially in rural areas, where 70 to

80 percent of Haitians live.

Haiti is the poorest and most densely populated country in the Western Hemi-
sphere. The economy is characterized by a neavy dependence on imports, a mostly
rural population living on rapidly erodmg land, wide disparities of income, and a
small manufacturingbase. The economy declined in recent years, largely because
of political instability emd erratic management. That decline continued in 1992 and
was aggravated by the trade embaigo as well as the suspension of all but inter-

national humanitarian assistance following the September 1991 coup d'etat.

Haitians suffered firequent human rights abuses throughout 1992 Including

extrajudicial kUlings by security forces, disappearances, beatings and other mis-

treatment of detainees and prisoners, arbitrary arrest and detention, and executive

interference with the judiatd process. While the worst of these abuses occurred

under the Nerette-Honorat Government, they continued under the Bazin Govern-
ment. Neither postcoup Government forcefully denounced or seriously attempted to

restrain abuses by elements of the armed forces, or to prevent the military from sti-

fling any organized pro-Aristide sentiment following the 1991 coup. Both the Bazin
Government and its parliamentary opposition announced initiatives on human
rights, but delayed passing legislation to reform and reinforce law enforcement and
the judiciary. At year's end, widespread abuses continued, and there was no evi-

dence either that the military was willing to stop such practices or that the civilian

Government was able to bring the military under control.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, including Freedom from

a. Political and other Extrajudicial Killing.—The year 1992 did not see the same
degree of wide-scale political violence that followed the September 1991 coup d'etat

ana claimed between 300 and 400 victims. It is difficult to assess the actual number
of political and extrajudicial killings because judicial authorities rarely conduct

criminal investigations into any unexplained deaths, including violent ones such as

murder, whether political or not. Levels of violence remained nigh and were exacer-

bated by the manifest unwillingness of the two postcoup governments to pursue
criminal justice, particularly in cases of politically motivated murder. Dozens of

murders, presumed to be political, were carried out by individuals in authority act-

ing without apparent fear of punishment. Brutality, including claims of frequent in-
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juries, by elements of the armed forces was particularly severe in Pbrt au Prince
slums, such as the Cite Soleil and Carrefour districts, and in Haiti's remote prov-

inces.

Some of the documented political killings during the year included the January
torture and murder of Aristide supporter Jean-Claude Museau by police in the
southern town of Les Cayes; the May 26 killing of businessman Georaes Izmery,
brother of Aristide activist Antoine Izmery; and the August 18 deaths of three

Aristide activists, shot by police as they put up political posters. The last incident

occurred during the visit of an OAS fact-finding and mediation mission to Haiti led

by Secretary General Baena Soares.

The bodyguard of Aristide's F*rime Minister-designate Rene Theodore was shot to

death on January 25 during an attack on a political meeting at Theodore's party

headquarters. Reliable evidence points to the complicity of lormer national intel-

ligence chief Leopold Cleijeune in the commando-style raid by over a dozen men,
some in police uniforms, armed with assault rifles and submachine guns and cany-
ing radios. Tlieodore and other national political iigures present were beaten.

No serious investigation of these killings has been undertaken by judicial or mill-

taiy authorities, nor is any anticipated. The July 19-20 trial for the 1991 murder
of Deputy Astrel Chfirles by a section chief (the sheriff or constable of a locality)

resulted in a life sentence for the defendant. It was the only homicide case with po-

litical implications prosecuted by judicial authorities, with army cooperation, during
the year.

In the case of the killing of former Duvalierist cabinet minister Roger Lafontant,

the Haitian army oflicer who was the penitentiaiy commander at the time of

Lafontant's murder claimed in a 1992 discussion witn U.S. Government oflicials to

have received a personal telephone call from President Aristide on the evening of

September 29, 1^1 ordering him to kill Lafontant. The enlisted man who admitted
kimng Lafontant that nidit told U.S. officials in 1992 that he was aware of the re-

ported order from Presicknt Aristide. The enlisted man has since declined to talk

with U.S. oflicials. A spokesman for IVesident Aristide has denied these charges.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of disappearances while President
Aristide was in oflice. There were dozens of reported disappearances in the months
following the September 1991 coup, but Haitian human rights advocates point out
that because many Aristide activists had gone into hiding, it was very diflicult to

verify these reports. For example, a Haitian press association announced the dis-

appearance of a Radio Soleil correspondent in June but learned subsequently the

journalist was in hiding. Aristide supporter Milot Batista was reportedly abducted
on June 1 in Port au fiince. City hospitals and other authorities had no record of

the missing person reports that family members claim they made. Credible sources

allege, however, that Batista is actually in hiding.

Other reports detail disappearances that did not seem to be cases of individuals

in hiding. On June 25 armed men abducted the driver of Senator Tumeb Delpe, who
is believed dead. Alix Moudesir, founder of a small political oi^anization of reformist

former soldiers, was kidnaped Aueust 27. Local television stations broadcast taped
appeals from famify members for nis release, but thus far his whereabouts remain
unknown. Although the body of Radio Galaxie correspondent Felix Lamy has not

been found, there is little hope the journalist, kidnaped by armed men December
10, 1991, is still aUve. In December three members of the Conacom political party
disappeared; two were subsequently found murdered and the third remains missing.

c. Torture and Other Cruet, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Brutal beatings with fists and clubs, torture, and other cruel treatment of detainees

are common. Ill-treatment remains widespread, particularly the threat of ill-treat-

ment used by police and soldiers to extort money from detainees and their families.

Prison conditions are abysmal. Detainees regularly have no access to legal counsel

and continue to suffer from a lack of the most basic hygienic facilities as well as

inadequate food and health care. Children are regularly detained together with
adults in violation of the rule that children should be detained separately. Although
the 1987 Constitution calls for prisons to be administered by the Ministry of Justice,

the army continues to control them.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Arbitraiy arrest and detention remain

among the most persistent human rights abuses in Haiti. According to the Constitu-

tion, a person may be arrested only if apprehended during the commission of a
crime or if a judicial warrant has been issued for the arrest. In practice, however,
arbitrary arrest and detention as well as interrogation without legal counsel present

are common and are frequently used by soldiers and provincial oflicials to intimi-

date and extort money from tne populace. Although cases of arbitrary arrest and
detention occurred during the Aristide presidency (in one instance despite a court
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order for the individual's release), they increased dramatically in the postcoup cli-

mate of crackdown and reprisal.

Tlie 1987 Constitution calls for the separation of the police from the military, with

the police placed under Justice Ministry authority. In November the de facto regime

announced its intention to separate the police from the army and named an
interministerial commission to study means to do so. However, enabling legislation

aimed at separating the police from the army, and installing a rural police force to

replace the infamous section chiefs, had not been enacted at year's end, both be-

cause of opposition on the part of elements of the military and because the Par-

liament is divided and paralyzed by the countiys political crisis.

Section chiefs commonly obtain their positions by bribing the military command-
ers who appoint them, recouping their "investment" in turn by accepting money
from numerous "deputies" who extort money from the peasant population. Politically

active clergy were frequently victims of arbitrary arrest and harassment by the mih-

tary, as part of a more general intimidation campaign against Aristide sympathiz-

ers, particularly in the countryside.

Airests and harassment of journalists are frequent and form part of an overall

postcoup crackdown against the media. The best known case is that of radio re-

gorter Paul Jean Mario, arrested in November 1991 on charges of complicity in the

uming of a police barracks. Mario was finally released in April 1992 after charges

were droppei In February two reporters, one from the British Broadcasting Cor-

poration and another from the Chicago Tribune, were detained for 8 hours and
threatened witii death by a provincial section chief. The two were investigating re-

ports that the villagers' houses had been burned by the section chief in retaliation

for failing to pay him protection money. Although they made clear their status as

foreim journalists, the section chief detained the two and threatened to kill them.

e. Denial o/" Fair Public Trial.—This right is widely and severely abridged. The
Constitution provides for an independent judiciary and the right to a fair public

trial and expressly denies police and judicial authorities the ri^t to interrogate per-

sons charged with a crime unless the suspect has legal counsel present or waives

this ri^t. Nevertheless, interrogation witnout legal counsel present is the norm,
and the use of beatings and torture to extract coniessions is widespread. Moreover,

contempt for the judiciaiy datingback to the Duvalier regime rendered it a vestigial

branch of government, understaffed, poorly trained, and inadequately compensated.

Six years after the I>uvaliers' fall, the judicial brandi's lamentable state has not

changed. All governments since 1986 have continued the practice of appointing and
removing judges at will and of exerting political influence at every stage of the judi-

cial process.

The Constitution also mandates an elaborate system of local administration,

among whose duties is the nomination of badly needed new judges. Legislation im-

plementing and ftinding local administration languished in Parliament most of the

year, hostage to partisan wrangling over Haiti's ongoing political deadlock. Under
the Aristide presidency, eflbrts were made to put local aoministration in place. Fol-

lowing the September 1991 coup, these nascent structures were widely dismantled,

and local police and army oflicials stepped into the power vacuum in Haiti's rural

areas.

The Code of Criminal Procedure does not clearly assign responsibility to inves-

tigate crimes, and there are no penalties for delay or inaction. Authority to pros-

ecute is divided among police, prosecutors, and investigating magistrates. Overlap-

ping authority invites the abdication of responsibility and encourages tacit complic-

ity m widespread corruption.

The Code also stipulates two criminal court sessions per year to tiy all major

crimes requiring a jury trial. These sessions usually last only 2 weeks, and in some
years only one session is held. Failure to reform the Code nas resulted in a huge
backlog, with detainees sometimes waiting years in pretrial detention for a court

date. On October 6, there were 400 inmates, including 60 soldiers at Port au
Prince's National Penitentiary. Of the 400, 28 were serving sentences. All others,

including the soldiers were awaiting trial or court-martial proceedings. If the ac-

cused is ultimately tried and found innocent, he has no recourse against the Govern-

ment for time already served.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—During

and after the September 1991 coup and throughout 1992, there were many credible

reports of soldiers and other armed persons entering private homes for illegal pur-

goses. Soldiers and their plainclothes "deputies" violently raided poor tjuarters of

ort au Prince at least a dozen times during 1992 to silence support for President

Aristide, to search for illegal weapons, and, according to credible sources, to loot pri-

vate homes with impunity.
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Police roadblocks are frequently set up, especially during periods of real or per-

ceived political tension. The discovery of pro-Aristide posters or literature during a
police search of a house or vehicle frequently results in illegal arrest. There are

credible reports that nolice and military have also interfered with private cor-

respondence during such searches.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Freedom of speech and the press is provided

for by the Constitution but was often abridged by violence and intimidation, particu-

larly in the immediate aftermath of the 1991 coup. With an illiteracy rate of ap-

proximately 80 percent, broadcast media, especially radio, have unusual importance,

and independent broadcast media have been particular targets. Two radio journal-

ists were killed following the coup, one disappeared (see Section l.b.), and many
were arrested and oUierwise intimidated. A number of journalists have left the

country.
There are currently 14 radio stations operating in Port au Prince. Four radio sta-

tions operating before the coup have closed permanently. News broadcasts exercise

sporadic self-censorship, conditioned by events and political tensions. The Bazin
Grovemment made overtures to the independent media aimed at reopening radio

stations violently shut down during the coup. Most reopened, but some remained
closed. Print media enjoyed greater freedom, possibly as a result of their relatively

small readership. Two independent newspapers operate in Port au Prince, and pro-

Aristide weeklies published in the United States were freely sold in the streets.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Constitution provides for

freedom of assembly and association, but these rights have been severely restricted

since the coup d'etat. There were credible reports from all parts of Haiti that the

de facto Government engaged in a systematic effort to inhibit any type of associa-

tion. Soldiers fired into me air to disperse gatherings. Some community organizers,

even of nonpolitical organizations, were arrested and sometimes beaten, harassed,

or intimidated into fleeing their own communities. Most civic education, community
health, and literacy organizations were prevented from operating normally. Reports

of the foreeful dispersal of peaceful assemblies declined later in 1992, apparently

more from civilian reluctance to try to congregate than from any lessening of the

army's determination to prevent civil unrest.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Religion is an integral part of Haitian life and culture

and is practiced widely. Roman Catholicism and voodoo (a mixture of African ani-

mism and Christianity) are the two major religions. Members of various Protestant

denominations and foreign missionary groups openly proselytize in Haiti. There are

no government restrictions on missionary activities, amliations with overseas coreli-

gionists, or religious instruction or publishing.

Grassroots liberation theology organizations in the countryside remain a strong

base of support for President Aristide. These groups and their leaders have been
particular targets of the army. Activist foreign and Haitian clergy have been victims

of short-term arrests clearly intended to harass and intimidate. These arrests often

followed the <^covery of pro-Aristide materials during illegal military searches of

homes, vehicles, and even church rectories.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—^The provisional Government wluch took power immecuately after the

coup restricted travel within and outside the country, especially for Aristide's min-

isters and advisors.
There were few cases of government restriction on travel after the immediate

postcoup period. Port au Prince Mayor Evans Paul, who was arrested while trying

to leave the country and beaten by police in 1991, was detained at the airport in

early 1992. Paul subsequently left the country several times without serious inci-

dent, albeit with some petty harassment. In August a pro-Aristide journalist was
arrested at the border crossing between Haiti and the Dominican Republic. She was
detained for several hours and ultimately released on orders from military authori-

ties in Port au Prince.

Although the clandestine departure of migrants is technically a violation of Hai-

tian immigration law, the authorities have made only token efforts to interfere with

the migration, occasionally in the form of solicting small bribes to permit departure.

Since February, the U.S. Embassy in Port au Prince has conducted Creole-language

interviews with over 3,000 repatriates, without finding a single credible claim of

mistreatment or retribution against any Haitian for naving attempted to leave
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Haiti. Repatriated Haitian boat people do face, of course, the same harsh conditions
and lawlessness facing Haitians in general. Recently authorities have begun to de-

tain and prosecute suspected organizers of the vcwages. Particularly in the imme-
diate aftermath of the coup, tens of thousands of Haitian fled from urban slums to

the relatively greater security of the countryside. Others have moved from one area
to another to mstance themselves from abusive local authorities.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The ric^t of citizens to change their government was forcibly abridged in Septem-
ber 1991 when rebelUous soldiers forced the duly elected President to flee the coun-
try a&^T a militaiy coup. Most senior members of Aristide's administration either

went into hiding, fled the country, or took refuge in foreign embassies.
The Parliament was elected along with President Aristide at the end of 1990. Its

elected members remain in place emd have played a continuing signiflcant role in

poUtical events since the coup d'etat. In the months following the coup, a majority
of the legislature consistently supported ongoing OAS eflbrts to mediate a solution
to the political crisis. The present "consensus" Government has the support of this
parUamentaiv majority. Despite reports that some of this support has been pur-
chased with bribes, most legislators backing the current Government appear to be
providing support in the hope that it will fuUill its mandate to negotiate an end to

both the political crisis and the OAS embargo.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation cfAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

About a dozen local human ri^ts groups operated in Haiti in 1992. Five attor-

neys in Port au Prince offered pro bono legal defense assistance. All of the local

human ri^ts groups call upon these Ave for legal assistance. Organization oflicials

report occasional threats but can operate relatively freely. Ironically, Jean-Jacques
Honorat's human rights organization, Chadel, continued to issue monthly bulletins

denouncing human rights abuses throughout Honorat's tenure as Prime Minister of
the first postooup Government.

Representatives of Amnesty International and other U.S. and foreign human
rights organizations visited Haiti regularly. These groups generally operated freely,

but were often prevented from conducting prison inspections and from interviewing
prisoners.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social status

Some 95 percent of Haitians are descendants of African slaves who won their war
of independence from France in 1804. Most others are mulatto or of Europeem, Mid-
dle Eastern, North American, or Latin American origin. Haitian law makes no dis-

tinctions based on race. However, there are longstanding social and political animos-
ities among these various groups, many of whim date back before Haiti's revolution-

ary period. There are two official languages in Haiti: Creole, which is spoken by vir-

tually all Haitians, and French, which is spoken by about 20 percent of the popu-
lation. Those unable to read, write, and speak French are limited in their political

and economic activities. Many argue that the country's French-speaking eUte have
used language requirements as a barrier to the advancement of^the country's dis-

advantaged.
Officially, there is no discrimination against women. Women have occupied promi-

nent positions in both the public and private sectors in recent years. In some social

strata, however, women's roles have been limited by tradition. Peasant women re-

main largely in the traditional occupations of farming, marketing, and domestic
tasks. Violence against women is known to occur with some frequency, but there are
no statistics to document its extent. Because of societal traditions, domestic violence

is generally not reported to police authorities.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—^The Constitution and the Labor Code guarantee the
right of association. Woikers, including those in the public sector, are specifically

g'anted the ri^t to form and join unions without prior government authorization.

owever, a umon, which must have a minimum of 10 members, is required to reg-

ister with the Ministiv of Social Affairs within 60 days of its establishment. Union
membership, maiginal before last year's coup and even more so now, is estimated
at 1 percent of the total labor force. There are five principal labor federations in

Haiti: the Autonomous Central of Haitian Workers; the National Confederation of
Haitian Teachers; the Federation of Unionized Workers; the Confederation of Hai-
tian Woriiers; and the Independent General Oiganization of Haitian Workers. Each
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of these organizations maintains some affiliation with various international labor or-

ganizations.
There is widespread repression and violence against trade union activities by the

military authorities. Many union leaders have gone into hiding and closed their of-

fices. Unions, as weU as all other citizen groups or assemblies, may only meet with
the express written permission of the military. Established unions of telephone,
electrical, and journalism workers have either had leadership changes forced upon
them by the military or have been completely replaced. There are also allegations

of intimidation of agricultural union leaders by arrests, beatings, and banning of
meetings.

Tripartite negotiations (labor, management, and government) begun in 1986 to re-

vise uie Labor Code were concluded in May. The revised code recognizes the ri^^t

to strike but restricts the duration of certain types of strikes, as did the previous
code. It code also stipulates that the Ministry of Social Affairs must recognize work-
ers' ri^t to strike in each case before the strike is legal. The revised code has yet
to be approved by the Parliament. There were no major public or private sector

strikes in 1992. This is not attributable to labor/management harmony but rather
to the atmosphere of severe repression that followed the coup d'etat and to the eco-

nomic impact of the OAS embargo.
b. 7%e Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Trade union organizing ac-

tivities are protected by the Labor Code, and those who interfere with this right

may be fined. Employers, however, still routinely attempt to prevent workers from
organizing labor unions, and government enforcement remains mostly ineffective.

Fifteen trade unionists were edlegedly fired in May by a U.S. manufacturing firm
which told them it was not a proper time for a union. While union activities have
been curtailed by the de facto authorities, job loss as a result of economic conditions

has had a far more damaging impact on union activities. Although there are no sta-

tistics available on the numMr oi jobs lost following the coup, fair estimates put the
figure at 75 percent or about 30,000 jobs.

Collective bargaining, which has never been widespread in Haiti, was nonexistent
in 1992.
While Haiti has no export processing zones as such, prior to the OAS trade em-

bargo it did have a sizable export-oriented assembly sector. The Haitian Labor Code
does not distinquish between industry producing for the local market and that pro-
ducing for export. Many assembly sector jobs were unionized, probably to a greater
extent than tne industrial sector in general, as the assembly sector itself was better
organized. Because assembly sector companies were the focus of developmental ef-

forts, they received greater outside scrutiny and were consequently somewhat more
ffenerous with benents such as on-site medical care, vitamin supplements, interest-

ree loans, and subsidized meals than domestically oriented producers. As the as-

sembly sector has shrunk to approximately one-quarter of its precoup size in terms
of employment, unions that were particularly strong in the assembly sector have de-

clined^accordingly.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Labor Code prohibits forced

or compulsory labor, but enforcement of"^these provisions is practically nonexistent.

The common practice of forced domestic labor by children in Haiti, called restavek
in Haitian Creole, continued unabated during 1992. There are an estimated 109,000
restavek children in Haiti. Their situation was cited in a recent U.N. study as an
example of slavery practiced in the 20th century. Young children from rural families

are "adopted" and educated" by more aflluent city dwellers to serve as unpaid do-

mestic labor. The children are compelled to woik long hours, receive poor nourish-
ment, Uttle or no education, and are frequently beaten and sexually abused. Most
of Port au Prince's large population of street children are runaway restaveks, and
child prostitution rings are alleged to purchase restavek children from their "adop-
tive families." Local human rights groups do not regard the plight of restavek chil-

dren as a priority, and do not report on abuses of children or actively seek to im-
prove their situation. The Justice and Social Affairs Ministries of the two postcoup
Governments were equsdly silent on the issue.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum employment age for

minors in all sectors is 15 years. Fierce adult competition for jobs ensures that child

labor is not a factor in the industrial sector. Children under 15 commonly work at

odd jobs in both rural and urban settings in Haiti to supplement family income. En-
forcement of child labor laws is the responsibility of the Ministry of Social Affairs

but has been criticized by the International Labor Organization aa inadequate.
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The minimum wage is set by law. A few weeks

before the September 1991 coup. Parliament passed a new minimum wage for work-
ers in the industrial sector. Although technically it became law before the coup, the
legislation was never published in the Official Gazette; nevertheless, compames in
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the assembly sector have already adopted it. Even if it were widely applied in the
private sector, the revised minimum wage would not provide a worker and family
Mrith a decent living. The minimum wage law applies also to agricultural workers
but is not enforced. Thus the majority oiHaitians, who work in the agricultural sec-

tor, must survive on considerably less than the minimum wage.
The Labor Code governs individual employment contracts. The Code sets the nor-

mal workday at 8 nours and the workweek at 48 hours, with 24 hours of rest on
Sunday. It also establishes minimum health and safety standards, particularly for

hazardous occupations. The Government has not systematically enforced labor laws
regarding wages and minimum health and safety reflations. These laws and regu-

lations are somewhat better observed in the industrial sector, which is concentrated

in the Port au Prince area and is more accessible to outside scrutiny.

I

HONDURAS

Honduras is a constitutional democracy with a President and a unicameral Con-

Sreas elected for 4-year terms, and an independent judiciary headed by a Supreme
ourt of Justice. Civilian rule was restored in 1982, and in January 1990 the Na-

tional Party candidate, Rafael Leonardo Callejas, was inaugurated as President,

ending 8 years of Liberal Party administration. While the Honduran armed forces

(HOAF) now play a less intrusive role in the country's civilian government, they still

operate with considerable institutional and legal autonomy in internal security and
military affairs. In 1992 the Callejas administration proved unable to ensure that

many human rights violations were fuUy investigated, or that most of the perpetra-

tors of those violations, either military or civilian, were brought to justice. Moreover,
where arrests occurred, Honduras' criminal justice system was in most cases incapa-

ble of rendering a verdict and passing a sentence in a timely manner. As of year's

end, no progress had been made in solving or rendering judgment in any of the

major outstanding human rights cases occurmg in 1992, or any dating from previous

years.

The HOAF comprise not only the air force, army and navy but also the police,

known as the Pubuc Security Force (FUSEP), as a fourth branch. Total military ex-

penditures for 1989, the last year for which the U.S. Arms Control and Disar-

mament Agency conducted a detailed analysis, were $150 million. In 1992 military

spending is estimated at two-thirds that level. The FUSEP consists of the Order and
Security Police, divided into 11 regional commands, and four special commands: the

Transit Police, the Treasury Police, the Special Services Police, and the most impor-
tant from a human rights standpoint, the National Department of Investigation

(DNI). Members of the HOAF continued to commit human rights abuses, primarily

for personal motives. HOAF personnel, especially officers, can still act with impu-
nity in committing crimes. This is due to the failure of the Supreme Court to render
decisions about the jurisdiction of civilian courts over HOAF personnel accused of

offenses involving civilians; the tendency of HOAF personnel to protect oflicers ac-

cused of abuses; the inability of civilians to levy formal accusations before militaiy

courts; an ill-trained and poorly equipped judiciary and police force; and an endemi-
cally corrupt and inefficient criminal justice system.

In 1992 the economy moved out of the steep recession caused in part by the pain-

ful economic austerity and adjustment program launched by the Callejas Govern-

ment in March 1990. The Government projected 1992 real GDP CTowth at 3.5 per-

cent, and hoped to hold inflation below 10 percent. Per capita GDP grew only 0.8

percent, however, as the population increasea 2.7 percent. In 1991 per capita income

was estimated to be $637, combined unemployment and underemplojnment ran as

high as 45 percent, and illiteracy was approximately 27 percent. Seventy-four per-

cent of Hondurans live in poverty.

In 1992 the principal human rights violations continued to be extrajudicial

killings, arbitrary and incommunicado detentions, torture and abuse of detainees,

impunity of armed forces personnel responsible for abuses, and the inability of the

woefully underfunded judicial system to provide prisoners awaiting trial with swift

and impartial justice. The same immunity from prosecution and punishment en-

joyed by military personnel is extended to other elite groups. Virtually no elected

official, member of the business elite, bureaucrat, politician, or anyone with per-

ceived influence or connection to the elite was subjected to legal sanctions for seri-

ous abuses.
During the year the Callejas administration made some limited efforts to improve

the country's human rights situation. In May the President issued an executive de-

cree establishing a new human ri^ts office at the presidential level which opened
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in December. Also, FUSEPs Oflioe of Professional Responsibility, established in late
1991, continued investigating allegations of police misconduct.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. PoliticcU and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^The number of homicides increased

in general in 1992, which contributed to the difficulty in diflerentiating between
kiUmgs committed for political reasons and those earned out for other motives. As
in previous years, some members of the police and security forces were involved in
extrajudicial killings, and often failed to cooperate in investigations and proceedings
that implicated their colleagues. Investigating many of these killings and appre-
hending the perpetrators proved to be beyond the capability of Honduras' already
weak, underfunded, and inefllcient criminal justice system. At year's end most of
the hi^ profile murders remained unsolved. Virtually no arrests or convictions were
made in the cases of possible political killings from previous years.

Political and extrajudicial killings in 1992 included the following: On May 13, un-
known persons shot and killed Annando Montes Zapata, the National Party mayor
of Juticalpa and his driver, possibly in a vendetta-related killing. Two suspects were
arrested for Montes' murder, but were later released for lack of evidence and the
crime remains unsolved.
The body of Juan Humberto Sanchez was discovered near his home in

Colomoncagua, bound hand and foot and shot in the head. His parents accused
members of the HOAF's 10th Battalion of involvement in his death, noting that
HOAF soldiers detained Sanchez on July 9, held him for 2 days and^ upon returning
him to his home, threatened him with death. They said that a military patrol took
him away again on July 11. The HOAF admitted picking up Sanchez on July 9, but
denied committing the murder. On July 30, HOAF Commander-in-Chief Major Gen-
eral Luis Alonso Discua attributed Sanchez' death to the general lawlessness in the
country, referring to him as a criminal with ties to the Farabundo Marti National
Liberation Front (FMLN) in El Salvador. FMLN leadership said that Sanchez had
been an FMLN member providing security for Radio Venceremos and accused the
HOAF of having killed Sanchez only because of FMLN membership. The Committee
of Relatives of the Detained and Disappeared in Honduras (COFADEH) announced
that the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights has accepted the Sanchez
case for review.

Rigoberto Borjas, the head of the San Pedro Sula union in the state-owned na-
tional electricity company, was shot to death on July 15 in San Pedro Sula. Boijas
had earlier survived a December 1991 grenade attack. No arrests were made in ei-

ther case. Borjas headed the union faction that cooperated with the Government,
and was elected to replace the previous leadership after an illegal 1991 strike,

launched by the unions radical leftwing national leadership, collapsed. While no
group claimed responsibility, there was speculation in the press that leftwing ele-

ments murdered Borjas. Another murder with politicfd overtones was that of Ramon
Castellon Baide, the general manager of a local office of the national electrical com-

f>any in Santa Barbara. The Morazanist Patriotic Front (FPM) took responsibility
or his murder, claiming Castellon was once a member of the 3-16 Battalion and
had participated in the disappearances of several leftist leaders. The police and the
army discounted the claim oi FPM responsibility, but were unable to identify the
perpetrators and no arrests were made.

(Jayo Eog Lee, a professor of industrial engineering at the National University's
Re^onal University of the North (CURN) and a lonjf time member of the United
Umversity Democratic Front (FUUD—a rig^t wing university organization with ties

to the National Party) was shot to death in an ambush on July 28. Eng Lee was
the fourth FUUD activist murdered within 3 years. HOAF Commander-in-Chief
Discua publicly blamed the crime on "leftist elements settling accounts with en-
emies." No claims of responsibility or arrests were made.
Raul Antonio Ramos Flores, apprehended by three DNI agents near the town of

Danli on August 18, was found aead from multiple gunshot wounds 5 days later

near the village of has Trozos. The three DNI agents and two civilians, a well-to-

do cattle rancher and his driver, were subsequently arrested on September 1 in
what was called a 'Icilling for hire" scheme; Ramos allegedly was involved in a land
sale dispute with the rancher, Conrado Alberto Alvarez. AU five men were brought
before a civilian criminal court and at year's end were in detention awaiting trial.

Little progress was made toward resolving cases pending from prior years. Judi-
cied proceedings in the July 13, 1991, rape and murder of 18-year-old student Riccy
Martinez continued slowly in 1992. On June 6 the judge handling the case added
the crime of rape to the murder warrants against ex-Colonel Angel Castillo
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Maradiaga and Santos Eusebio Dovares Funez. On June 24 the court raised the case

from the investigative to the review phase. As of the end of 1992, the iudge had
completed review of the case and the next stage, presentation of the evidence, was
under way.

In the case of the killing of five members of the National Association of Honduran
Peasants in rural Agua Caliente in May 1991, the jurisdictional dispute between the

civilian court and the military court remains unresolved. When both courts initiated

proceedings, the civilian judge reqpiested that the military judge desist from hearing

the case, ^len the militaiy judge refused, the files of both cases were sent to the

Supreme Court for resolution. In August the Supreme Court returned the files of

the civilian court to the civilian judge saying that certain irregularities in them had
to be resolved before the court could issue a ruling.

A former DNI collaborator told CODEH in February 1992 that the December 8,

1991, murder of Manuel de Jesus Guerra, a prominent leader of the leftwing Na-
tional Central of Farm Workers (CNTC), was the work of four DNI agents acting

under instructions of a DNI subdirector. When CODEH escorted the coflaborator to

a civiian court in San Pedro Sula a few days before his claims were publicized, the

judge refused to take his statement, citing technical reasons. Therefore, CODEH
saio, it had no choice but to reveal the collaborator's claims. The police claimed that

the persons named never had any connection with DNI or FUSEP. On July 21,

CODEH filed a complaint before a civilian criminal court in San Pedro Sula accus-

ing the sub-director of the DNI in San Pedro Sula, ArmV Major Victor Manuel
Bueso, and a FUSEP lieutenant of illegal detention and making threats against the

life of Angel Gutierrez, regional secretary of the CNTC in Santa Barbara.

Gutierrez said that he was detained without a warrant and was subjected to psy-

chological torture and death threats by the DNI, who tried to get hun to confess

to Guerra's murder. The police asserted that they wanted to question Gutierrez

about the killing since he was one of the last people to see Guerra alive. On August

10, the judge of the civilian criminal court announced that CODEH's complaint was
outside ner court's jurisdiction and rfie transferred it to the local military court.

The Government failed for another year to make headww in its investigation into

the 1990 killings of labor leader Francisco Javier Bonilla Medina and student leader

Ramon Antonio Briceno. While a suspect in Briceno's murder was arrested in July,

he was soon released for lack of evidence.

One bright spot was the modest efforts of FUSEP Commander Brigadier General

GuUlermo Paredes to improve the poor image of the police. FUSEPs Office of Pro-

fessional Responsibility (OPR), which began operation in September 1991, continued

investigating allegations of police misconduct. The office showed itself to be effective

in handling allegations against enlisted and low-ranking police officers. Its effective-

ness against hi^-ranking FUSEP officers, however, remains to be proven. FUSEPs
investigations into two separate murders of civilians resulted in three DNI agents

and one Interpol agent being fired from the force, and all four being turned over

to the civilian courts for trial.

b. Disappearance.—There were no reports of politically motivated disappearances

in 1992. Local human rights groups and Amnesty International continued to press,

unsuccessfully, for an official accounting of the approximately 145 claimed dis-

appearances which mainly occurred during the early 1980's under the tenure of

former Armed Forces Commander General Gustavo Alvarez Martinez.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment—
Although the Constitution prohibits torture, and police and military authorities reit-

erated throughout 1992 their assurances that the practice had stopped, credible

charges of torture and other abuse of detainees continued. Methods of torture in-

cluded beatings on various parts of the body, being tied up and suspended in air

(the so-called heUcopter torture), the use of the "capucha" (a hood dusted on the in-

side with lime), and psychological torture such as death threats.

A U.S. citizen under arrest for drug trafficking complained to a U5. consular offi-

cer of being beaten repeatecQy (with pieces of tires) by the DNI in San Pedro Sula

over the course of 14 aays. A medical examination confirmed the nature of his ii\ju-

ries. The FUSEP had not yet responded at year's end to an official request to inves-

tigate liie matter. Unoffiaedly, the police claimed the prisoner received his injuries

when he tried to escape by jumping out of a moving police car. A reliable vatness

had observed the prisoner in custody following his arrest, however, and reported he
had been unharmed at that time.
While FUSEP authorities have announced in past years that individual cases of

alleged torture would be investigated, the results of such investigations, if any, have
never been released. 'There are no known instances of members of the armed forces

ever being convicted of torture.
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d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Honduran law states that a person may
be arrested only with a court order, unless the arrest is made during the commis-
sion of a crime, and that the person must be clearly informed of the grounds for

the arrest. A detainee must be brou^t within 24 hours before a judge, who then
must issue an initial temporary holding order within 24 hours and release an initial

decision within 6 days. The judge must conduct a preliminaryr investigation to de-

cide whether there is sufficient evidence to warrant a trial within 30 days or, if nec-

essary, to extend the 30-day period up to 3 months. While bail is legally available,

poor defendants, seldom represented by an attorney, are often unable to take advan-

tage of it. Under the 1984 Code of Criminal Procedure, criminal proceedings may
be initiated by a judge, the police, public oflicials, or any citizen. Perhaps as many
as 80 percent of the cases reported to the police are never referred to the criminal

justice system, but instead are settled administratively by police or municipal courts

which are separate from the regular judicial court system.

The FUSEP, in particular its DNI division, and other security force elements con-

tinued to practice arbitrary arrest and detention in a substantial number of cases.

Credible reports of incommunicado detention and failure to comply with writs of ha-

beas corpus also continued.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Under Honduran law, an accused person has the

right to a fair trial, which includes the right to an initial hearing oy a judge, to

baU, to an attorney provided b^ the State if necessary, and to appeal. Defendants
in military tribunals have the same due process rights as those being tried in the

civilian system, with the exception of bail. The military court system does not have
its own courts of appeal; appeals and ratifications of military court verdicts are re-

ferred to the civilian judicial system.
Despite legal protections, the Honduran judicial system applies iustice inequi-

tably. The poor are punished in accordance with the law, but the rich or politically

influential are almost never brought to trial, much less convicted or jailed. Those
few who are incarcerated usually manage to buy their way out or "escape." The
most notable example of the latter in 1992 was the murder case against Rosa Castro

Bobadilla, arrestea and charged with the murder of Fernando Marichal Callejas

(cousin of President Rafael Leonardo Callejas) in January 1992, who later "escaped"

from the country before she could be brought to trial. As a prime example of the

kind of conflict of interest present in the Honduran system of government, the foren-

sic evidence in this case was originally reviewed by the then Chief of Legal Medi-

cine, who was also the suspect's brother. He remained in charge of the evidence

until being fired 3 months after Castro Bobadilla's escape.

In 1992 Doth the Supreme Court and the Callejas Administration appeared unable

to summon the political will to resolve the long-standing jurisdictional disputes be-

tween the civilian and military court systems. These primarily involved cases in

which a member of the military was alleged to have committed a crime against a
civilian in circumstances unrelated to official duties. In many of these cases, hi^h-

level HOAF authorities previously insisted that the Constitution gave jurisdiction

to the military courts, while several prominent civilian jurists and nongovernmental
organizations, such as CODEH, publicly argued that civilian courts should have ju-

risdiction. The Supreme Court failed to resolve the constitutional question despite

several cases pending before it. A congressional committee also began to study clari-

fication of the pertinent constitutional articles governing the issue in August 1992.

Honduras' civilian judiciary is weak, underfunded, politicized, inefTicient, and cor-

rupt. The nine magistrates of the Supreme Court are elected to 4-year terms by ma-
jority vote of the Honduran Congress and confirmed by the President. The period

of their terms coincides with those of the Congress and the President. The Supreme
Court appoints all of the juc^es in the lower civilian courts. Whenever past elections

resulted m a change of ruling party, there was always a large turnover of court per-

sonnel. While the implementation of a "judicial career" law in 1991 held out the

promise that in the mture judges, prosecutors, public defenders, and other court

personnel would be hired only on merit and could oe legally removed only for cause,

results have been few. The judiciary remains vulnerable to outside influence and
suffers from woefully inadequate funding.

Detention without sentencing, averagmg 14 months, and sometimes much longer,

constitutes one of the most serious human rights problems in Honduras. A signifi-

cant number of defendants in Honduras serve the maximum possible sentence for

the crime of which they are accused before their trials are ever concluded (or some-
times even begun). Approximately 85 percent of the prison population in 1992 had
been neither sentenced nor exonerated. These judicial weaknesses, along with the

FUSEFs own problems of underfunding and poorly paid, ill-trained personnel,

greatly undermine the right of Honduran citizens to a fair public trial.
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f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

Constitution specifies that a person's home is inviolable and that entry by persons
authorized by the State may be made only with the owner's consent or with author-
ization by a competent auuiority, and then only between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m., or at
any time in the event of an emergency, or to prevent the commission of a crime.

There were credible charges in 1992 that police and armed forces personnel failed

at times to obtain the needed authorization before entering a private home. Govern-
ment monitoring of mail or telephones may be authorizea by judicial order for spe-
cific purposes, such as criminal investigation or national security. There is crediole

evidence that the HOAF takes advantage of its operation of the national telephone
company to monitor selected telephone hues illegally.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The Constitution provides for freedom of speech
and press, and ^ese freedoms are largely respected in practice. The media, how-
ever, are subject to corruption and politicization. As in past years, there were allega-

tions of intimidation by authorities, instances of self-censorship, and payoffs to jour-

nalists. In August Minister of Information Olman Serrano publicly accused journal-

ists of receiving regular payofTs. A week later, following a general outciy from the
media, Serrano wimdrew the charge, claiming that his remarks had referred only
to media owners.

In February Francisco Rodriguez, a reporter for the daily Tiempo, was subpoenaed
to testify in the criminal court handling the case of the murder of Fernando
Marichal Callejas (see Section I.e.). The court asked Rodriguez to reveal the sources
of material he had reported in connection with the case. Rodriguez declined to re-

veal the sources, citing Article 72 of the Honduran Constitution and the Law of
Freedom of Expression. Subsequently, Tiempo director Manuel Gamero was simi-

larly called to testify on March 4, and also refused to divulge sources. The paper
continued to protect its sources, and no judicial action was taken against it.

The Government respects academic freedom and has not attempted to curtail po-

litical expression on campus.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—The Constitution gives

Hondurans the right to peaceful assembly for political, religious, or other purposes.
The Government does not generaUy require pnor authorization or permits but may
ask for a permit to "guarantee public order. Demonstrations to protest such mat-
ters as the Government's economic programs routinely took place throughout the
year without obstruction. Police kept a low profile and did not interfere in the dem-
onstrations marking the first anniversary of the murder of Riccy Mabel Martinez.
However, the Ministry of Education did declare the day a school holiday, which the
protest oraanizers claimed was an effort to decrease student participation. The Gov-
ernment (fenied this. There are no restrictions on the rights oi association.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The Constitution protects all forms of religious expres-
sion, and there is no state religion. Most Hondurans are Roman Catholic. Foreign
missionaries of various Protestant sects woik and proselytize throu^out the coun-
try. There were no publicly reported incidents of harassment or intimidation of the
clergy by the military in 1992.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Citizens enter and exit Honduras without arbitrary impediment, and
travel within the country's borders is freely permitted. There have been no known
instances in which citizenship has been revoked for political reasons. The UJ^. High
Commissioner for Refugees oflicially closed the Salvadoran refugee camp at Mesa
Grande on March 30, 1992. Approximately 1,400 Salvadorans returned to El Sal-

vador from the camp in March; approximately 121 Salvadorans living at the camp
did not return.
Of the 250 Haitian asylum seekers who arrived in Honduras in November 1991,

only 44 remain; the rest voluntarily returned to Haiti.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Hondurans continue to exercise the right to change their government through
democratic and peaceful means. National and municipal governments are chosen by
free, secret, direct, and obligatory balloting every 4 years. Suffrage is universal, and
any citizen bom in Honduras or abroad of Honduran parentage may hold oflice ex-

cept for members of the clergy and armed forces. A new pohtical party may gain
legal status by obtaining 20,000 signatures and establishing party organizations in

50 percent of the country's departments.
The voter's choice of candidates is severely limited, however, by the unitary ballot

system under whidi the voter must cast a single ballot for a single slate of can-
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didates for both president and conCTessional candidates. The inability to practice
spHt-ticket voting has an adverse eliect on Honduras' small parties, and limits the
institutional effectiveness and independence of the Congress whose members have
no mandate of their own. A separate mayoral ballot, however, was introduced in late
1992.
In addition, the internal candidate selection process in both mtgor parties tends

to limit direct, popular participation in the process, particularly at the reraonal or
local levels. Both major parties have an extensive "precandidate campaign period,
following whidi the presidential candidates are selected throu^^ internal elections,

held approximately 1 year before the national elections. Unsuccessful precandidates
have criticized the process as unfair and undemocratic. Once selectea through the
internal elections, the parties' presidential candidates have the right to choose con-
gressional and mayoral candidates. While both leading precandidates claim that
uiey will consult with local leadership before making sucn choices, some have ar-

gued for a more explicitly democratic system for selecting candidates for these of-

fices.

Although there are no overt impediments to participation in the political system
by indigenous people and women, traditionally they are very poorly represented in
leadership positions and political parties (see Section 6). Only Gracias de Dios prov-
ince, with its overwhelming Misquito Indian population, currently has a Misquito
Deputy serving in Congress.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Government officials continued to meet and cooperate with representatives of local

and international human rights organizations in 1992. The governmental Inter-In-
stitutional Commission on Human nights, established in 1987 to respond to domes-
tic and international inquiries and to investigate human rights violations, is com-
£osed of members drawn from the Supreme Court, armed forces. Foreign Ministiy,
[inistry of Government and Justice, and National Congress. It is charged with

gathering evidence in human ri^ts cases, presenting that evidence to the courts,

and asking the Supreme Court to ensure that a trial take place based on that evi-

dence when the lower courts fail to act. The Commission is ineffective, however: it

did not ask the Supreme Court to pursue any human rights case in 1992, and it

did not receive full cooperation from military and civilian judicial authorities. It did
launch an investigation into conditions and corruption in the Honduran prison sys-

tem., but has yet to report its findings. In May 1992, President Callejas approved
a decree establishing a new governmental Human Rights Commission at the presi-

dential level. In November Dr. Leo Valladares, formeriy the head of the Center for

the Investigation and Promotion of Human Rights (CIPRODEH), was appointed to

head the Commission. The office was inaugurated on December 17 and is now open
to receive complaincs.
The Committee for the Defense of Human Rights in Honduras (CODEH) and the

Committee of the Relatives of the Detained and Disappeared in Honduras
(COFADEH) are the best known and most active locsd nongovernmental human
rights organizations. Since the Government has faUed to establish an effective

human rights monitor, CODEH, with its network of oflices throughout Honduras,
is often the only recourse available to victims of abuses, particularly those living in

rural areas. Also, the nongovernmental CIPRODEH, which was established in April

1991, offers basic human rights courses, holds monthly seminars, carries out re-

search on Honduran issues, and serves as a source of inibrmation on human ri^ts.
There was one reported incident of harassment against a member of a human

rights organization in 1992. In March, a CODEH representative in Olancho, Antonio
Zelaya ^yes, was on his way to a radio station to make a radio broadcast. Accord-
ing to press reports and CODEH, an alleged "DNI collaborator" put a gun to

Zelaya's face outside the radio station and threatened to kill him for comments he
was making against the police. Zelaya was saved from iiyur^ by the intervention
of a passerby. CODEH filed a complaint with the Reooncibation Commission in
Olancno. Although the Commission agreed to act on the complaint, CODEH has yet
to receive a response.

Section 5. Discrimination based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution bans any discrimination on grounds of race, sex, and class. In
fact, however, as noted in Section I.e., both the military and wealthy political and
social elite ei^joy impunity from the legal system. The Constitution provides for 2
years of compulsory military service for male citizens between the ages of 18 and
30, but only Hondurans from the middle and lower classes are forcibly recruited into

the armed forces.
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The indigenous peoples of Honduras have little or no participation in decisions af-

fecting their lands, cultures, traditions, or the allocation of natural resources. All

indigenous land rights are communal, and property sale either by individuals or the

tribe is prohibited. Tribal lands are often poorly defined in documents dating from
the mid-19^ centuiy, and legal title based on modem cadastral measurements is

lacking in most cases. Decisions regarding exploitation of timber resources on indig-

enous lands are made by the Honduran Forestiy Development Corporation, often

over strenuous tribal objection. Usurpation of indigenous lands by nonindigenous

farmers and cattle growers is common.
Legal recourse is commonly denied to indigenous groups because of the courts'

bias m favor of the nonindigenous party, often people of means and influence. Fail-

ur« to obtain legal redress nas fre^ently provoked indigenous groups to attempt

to regain lands throu^ land invasions ana other tactics. The legal system, while

slow to proceed against nonindigenous usurpers of indigenous lands, moves rapidly

and forcefully against indigenous groups who seek redress throu^ direct^ actions.

Women are represented in at least small numbers in most of the professions, but
cultural attitudes limit their career opportunities. Women have equal access to edu-

cational opportunities and are paid equal wages for equal work, Eilthough their jobs

are oft«n cmssified as less demanding as a justiflcation for paying them lower sala-

ries.

Informed local observers report that the problem of physical abuse of women is

widespread in Honduras, but reliable statistics are unavailable. Eflbrts to combat
violence against women are severely impeded by serious weaknesses in Honduras'
Penal Code. For example, in the case of rape, the age of sexual consent is 12 years.

Both statutory rape and rape of a victim between the ages of 12 and 21 are consid-

ered public crimes which the State will prosecute. However, the rape of someone 21
years of age or older is considered to be a private crime which the State will pros-

ecute only at the request of the victim. The penalties for rape are relatively light,

ranging from 3-9 years.

T^ere are no shelters specifically maintained for battered women. Although the

law offers legal recbess, few women take advantage of the legal process. This reluc-

tance stems from a lack of education and the perception, often correct, that judges

would be unwilling to apply the law vigorously. Many organizations have begun to

offer assistance to women, principally taraeting those living in the rural sectors and
mai^ginal neighborhoods of^ cities. Tiie Honduran Federation of Women's Associa-

tions, for example, provides home construction and improvement loans, ofTers free

legal assistance to women, and lobbies the Government on women's causes.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Workers have the legal ri^ht to form and join labor

unions. Altinou^ only about 20 percent of the work Torce is organized, trade unions

exert considerable economic and political influence. They frequently participate

without interference in public rallies against government policies and also make ex-

tensive use of the media to advance their views. There are three lai^ peasant asso-

ciations directly affiliated with the trade unions.

The ri^t to strike, along with a wide range of other basic labor rights, is provided

for by the Constitution and honored in practice. The Civil Service Code stipulates

that public workers, however, do not have the right to strike.

A number of private firms have instituted "solidarity" associations, which provide

an array of services through an association and a joint employer/worker capital

fund. Organized labor, including the American Federation of Labor and Conn-ess of

Industrie Oi^ganizations and the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions
(ICFTU), strongly opposes these associations on the grounds that they do not permit

strikes and have inadequate grievance procedures. This issue is the subject of an
ICFTU complaint against Honduras in the International Labor Oi^ganization, which
continued under examination in 1992, as did a separate complamt involving the

1991 murder of trade union leaders, Javier BoniUa Medina and Ramon Antonio

Briceno, and death threats. The membership of solidarity associations in Honduras
remained static during 1992.

The Government aubrded official recognition to parallel unions in the Union of

Public Employees of Roads, Aii^port and Terminal Maintenance in July. It has peri-

odically dismissed workers supporting the elected union and then replaced them
with supporters of the government backed parallel union. Similarly, the Govern-

ment installed a parallel union in the telecommunication workers union

(SITRATELH). When members of the established union held a congress on July 11

to elect their leadership, uniformed soldiers entered the meeting and dispersed it,

informing members that they "had nothing to do there." Former SITRATELH leader

Carlos i&llner, who continued to challenge and appeal the imposition of a parallel
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union, was arrested on August 28 by the DNI and held incommunicado for 6 days.
When the case was finally brought before him, a criminal iudge summarily dis-

missed DNI chaises that Kellner nad stolen union funds, and ordered Kellner's re-

lease. He continued to suffer harassment and threatening telephone calls, however.
On September 28, Kellner's private automobile was set on fire in front of his resi-

dence, and he believed DNI omcers were responsible.

Honduras' trade union movement maintains close ties with various international

trade union oi^anizations.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The right to oi^anize and to

bai^ain collectively is protected by law but not always observed in practice. Retribu-

tion by employers for trade union activity is not uncommon, in spite of its prohibi-

tion in the Labor Code. There are instances in which companies tnreatened to close

down if unionized. Some workers were harassed and, in some cases, fired because
of their efforts to form a trade union. Relatively few workers were actually dis-

missed for union activity; these cases, however, served to discourage other workers
from attempting to organize. Workers who are fired may apply to the Ministry of

Labor or the courts for redress. Complaints to the Ministry about victimization for

union activity are few, allegedly due in part to fear of retribution by current or fu-

ture employers and, in part, to an understaffed Labor Inspectorate Corps limited in

its ability to pursue extensive investigations of formal complaints.
Collective bargaining agreements are the norm for companies in which the work-

ers are organized. Workers in both unionized and nonunionized companies are

under the protection of the Labor Code, which gives them the right to seek redress

from the Ministry of Labor. Wages in nonorganized companies are determined bv
labor supply and demand, within the constraints of the minimum wage law, last ad-
justed in June.
When unions are formed, a list of initial members must be submitted to the Min-

istry of Labor as psut of the process of obtaining official recognition. There have
been credible reports of indiviaual Labor Ministry officials providing names of em-
ployees seeking trade union reco^ition prior to such recognition having been grant-

ed. In some instances, this permitted employers to dismiss petitioning employees in

advance of the recognition process taking place. The Ministry is considering admin-
istrative measures which would guard against such instances and provide protection

to employees petitioning for union recognition. In the meantime, however, dismissed
workers are usuaJly given their severance payments, and once the severance pay-
ment is accepted, the woiker loses the right to judicial appeal of the dismissal.

The free trade zones are governed by the same labor regulations as the rest of

private industry. Working conditions and wages in these export processing zones
(EPZ's) are generally considered superior to those prevailing in the rest of the coun-

tiy. A special decree governing EPZ's provides that in the event of a labor dispute
which could interrupt or delay production or export deliveries, workers will be treat-

ed under the same Labor Code provisions as public sector workers, i.e., they may
not strike. Nevertheless, strikes which occurred in the government-controlled EPZ^
were not declared illegal by the Ministry of Labor. Unions are active in the govern-
ment-controlled Puerto Cortes free trade zone, but factory owners have resisted ef-

forts to organize the privately owned new industrial parks. No strikes have occurred

in the privately owned industrial parks.
According to a recent survey, only one company operating within the privately

owned industrial parks is presentlv unionized. Blackhsting is clearly prohibited by
the Honduran labor code. Nevertheless, there is credible evidence that informal
blacklisting does occur in the privately owned industrial parks. There is no evi-

dence, however, that the Government or militaiy maintain union blacklists.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^There is no forced or compulsory

labor in Honduras; such practices are prohibited by law and the Constitution.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The Constitution and the Labor
Code prohibit the emplojnment of children under the age of 16 years. Violations of

the Labor Code occur frequently in rural areas or in small companies. High unem-
filoyment and underemplojrment have resulted in many children supplementing the

anuly income by working on small family farms, as street vendors, or in small

workshops. The Ministry of Labor has the responsibility for enforcing child employ-
ment laws, but it lacks the resources necessary to carry out the task.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The Constitution and the Labor Code require

that all labor be fairly paid. Minimum wages, woricing hours, vacations, and occupa-

tional safety are all regulated, but the Ministry of Labor lacks the staff and other
resources for effective enforcement. In May 1992, organized labor and the private

sector umbrella organization agreed on a 13.7 percent increase in the minimum
wage, to become eflective June 1. Even after this third consecutive annual increase,

the minimum wage, which varies by occupation and location, is considered insuffi-
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cient to provide a decent standard of living, particularly in view of inflation. In addi-

tion, Labor Minister Carlos Torres declarea in Septeinber 1992 that approximately
30 percent of the 10,000 enterprises under his ministry's supervision pay less than
the minimum wage. Some employers, he noted, generally the smaller enterprises,

pay as little as 50 percent of the already low minimum wage. Many households need
to pool family menu)ers' salaries to survive.

The law prescribes an 8-hour day and a 44-hour workweek in 6 dajrs. The Labor
Code provides for a paid vacation of 10 workdays after 1 year and 20 workdays after

4 years, but regulations are frequently ignored in practice as a result of the high
level of unemployment and underemployment.
The Ministry of Labor is responsible for enforcing national health and safety laws.

Due to a lack of resources, the laws are not well enforced. Reliable reports indicate

that as many as 50 deaths per year result from serious health and safety heizards

facing Miskito Indian scuba divers employed in lobster and conch harvesting off the
Caribbean coast of Honduras. Some complaints have also arisen about the failure

of foreign factory managers to comply with the Labor Code in factories located in

free trade zones and industrial parks.

JAMAICA

Jamaica is a constitutional parliamentary democracy and a member of the Com-
monwealth of Nations. The Governor General, appointed by the Crown on the advice

of the Prime Minister, represents the Queen as Head of State. The elected Prime
Minister, the leader of the majority party in Parliament, is the country's chief execu-
tive. The Parliament is composed ofan elected House of Representatives and a Sen-
ate appointed by the Governor General on the advice of the Prime Minister and the
Leader of the Opposition. Two major political parties have alternated in power since

the first elections under universal aault suffrage in 1944. In the last general elec-

tion, held in February 1989, the People's National Party (PNP) won 45 of the 60
seats in the House oi Representatives (it has since gained another). The opposition
Jamaica Labor Party (JLP), which formed the Government from 1980 to 1989, holds
the remaining 14 seats.

The security forces consist of the Jamaica Constabulary Force (JCF—police), the
Island Special Constabulary Force (ISCF—auxiliary police), and the Jamaica De-
fense Force (JDF—army, air wing, and coast guard). The JCF and ISCF report to

the Ministry of Nationsu Security. The JDF is responsible to the Prime Minister in

his capacity as Defense Minister. According to the U.S. Arms Control and Disar-

mament Agency, total military expenditures for 1989 were $36 million. The Govern-
ment has made substantial reductions in these expenditures and is likely to con-

tinue to do so in the near future. Since 1974, the JDF has been authorized to con-

duct joint operations with the JCF to maintain peace and order under the Suppres-
sion of Crime Act (SOCA). In Ji^ JDF platoons were deployed on anticrime patrols

in the island's tourist centers. The police continued to be responsible for incidents

of human rights abuse.
Jamaica's economy emphasizes the private sector and is based on primary prod-

ucts (bauxite/alumina, sugar, bananas), service industries (tourism) {md U^t manu-
facturing (garment assembly). The Government has promoted private investment to

stimulate economic growth and modernization, pursuing in the process a sometimes
painful program of structural adjustment.

Extrajudicial killings, beatings, and threats perpetrated by police and prison

guards, often with impunity, remain Jamaica's principal human rights problems.
Conditions in Jamaican jails and prisons remain appalling, with serious overcrowd-

ing, poor sanitary con<Wtions, and inadequate diet the norm. An inefficient and over-

burdened judiciary is responsible for lengthy delays in trials, sentencing, and ap-

peals.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^While there were no reports of polit-

ical killings in 1992, there continue to be credible reports that the JCF engages in

the summaiy execution of suspects under the guise of "shootouts." Police statistics

collected over several years show that the numoer of people shot and killed by the

police routinely exceeds the number shot but only wounded. In the first 9 months
of 1992, these statistics listed 69 people shot and wounded by police officers, while

107 were shot and killed. For the same period in 1991, the figures were 81 shot and
wounded, 116 shot and killed.

61-307 0-93-15
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In 1992 a number of persons in police custody died under circumstances that
strongly suggest extrajudicial killing. Specific incidents included deaths in police

lock-ups in Savannah-La-Mar, Ramble, and Kingston, and in the maximum security

?>rison8 in Spanish Town and Kingston. The Jamaica Council on Human Ri^ts
JCHR) believes this pattern represents the continuation of longstanding practices

by the JCF.
Police are seldom punished for extraiudicial killings. Media reports indicate that

three members of the JCF had been charged with murder by July 1992. A March
1992 report indicated that one JCF officer had been sentenced to death for the 1991
murder of a Crown witness in a drug trial. Government sources did not provide any
information on the 33 JCF officers cnaraed with murder in 1991, although a media
report in August 1992 stated that 13 JCF members were convicted of 'Various crimi-

ntd offenses'^in 1991.
Allemitions surfaced of official involvement in the February 1992 death of Lester

Lloyd Coke, who died when a fire swept his cell in the general penitentiary. A coro-

ners inqpiest into the incident was inconclusive and no chai^ges were brought, but
credible reports indicate that security personnel delayed Coke's passage to receive

medical treatment after he was pulled from his cell. Coke, who had been linked po-

litically with the opposition JLP, was facing extradition to the United States on
murder and drug charges.

Vigilantism, involving spontaneous mob executions, occurs with some freqpienQr in

Jamaica, and a number of accounts of such cases appeared in the news media in

1992. In an August case, a Kingston neirfiborhood watch group beat an accused rob-

ber to death; in a September incident in Twickenham Park, St. Catherine, vigilantes

killed a would-be rapist with fists and machetes. Police rarely brought charges
against vigilantes, and in the few cases that do go to court, acquittals are common.

b. Disappearance.—^There was no evidence oi abduction or disappearances per-
petrated by the security forces in 1992.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Torture and other abuse of prisoners and detainees are prohibited bv law. Nonethe-
less, there were numerous credible complaints of beatmgs, some ratal, by guards
and security personnel of inmates held in jails and prisons. One particularly trou-

bling case lo<u[ed with the JCHR detailed two separate 1992 beatings of a Jamaican
fisherwoman by police, which left her unconscious and with eye damage. During the
second incident, the woman alleges that police beat and stripped her at one police

station, took her naked to anotner, and left her overnight in the police lock-up,

bleeding heavily. While efforts by the Government to improve the situation through
police training continue, few officers were tried and sentenced for such abuses dur-
ing the year. Two JCF constables who were charged with "mistreatment of pris-

oners" in a 1991 administrative procedure by the JCF were reprimanded in early

1992 but did not face criminal proceedings.

Senior-level police officials on severtu occasions indicated publicW that serious

problems existed with excessive use of force by the JCF, and the JCF included a
seminar with the JCHR as part of its basic training regime for incoming poUcemen
for the first time in 1992. In addition, legislation to create a police civilian review
board was passed by Parliament in June; the Governor General named the three
members ofthe board on December 16.

As in past years, some persons brought civil suits successfully against the police

for unlawful actions. Damages paid by the Government averaged $265,000 annually
over the past few years. In September 1992, a man who was shot by a police officer

in 1989 and subsequently charged with assault and illegal possession of a firearm
won his civil suit against the Attorney General for false imprisonment and was
awarded damages of $40,000 arising from the loss of his leg. In a June 1992 inter-

view. Police Commissioner Roy Thompson stated that 123 members of the JCF and
ISCF were facing criminal charges for various offenses, while an August media re-

port indicated that 99 policemen had been dismissed from the force since March
1991. Of the 123 arrested, 33 were chained with murder, 5 with manslaughter, and
12 with unlawful assault upon civilians.

There were no significant changes in conditions in maximum security prisons and
police lock-ups, which remain abysmal. Sanitary conditions are appedling, food inad-
equate at best, and overcrowding the rule rather than the exception. At the general
penitentiary in Kingston, up to six men are held in the 7- by 10-foot cells in the
remand section, in near-total daikness, for 16-20 hours a day. In October, 3 men
died in the Constant Spring Police lock-up after having been neld in a 7- by 7-foot

cell with minimtd ventilation for more than 48 hours with 16 other detainees. The
coroner's report indicated they died of asphyxiation. There was some evidence that
stab wounds were inflicted on the bodies after they were pulled from the cell by po-

lice, three days after their initial detention. In December a coroner's inquest jury
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returned a verdict of criminal negligence; by year's end, the Director of Public Pros-
ecutions had not decided which police officers at Constant Spring were to be charged
with manslaughter.
Another longstanding problem is the failure to provide timeW and adequate medi-

cal attention to prisoners and detainees. Prisoners who can afford to pay And access

to medical treatment, supplemental food, and other amenities. Prisoners without ac-

cess to money from family members and friends must subsist on the 60 cents a day

eer inmate budgeted for food. Conditions at Bellevue Hospital, the main mental
ealth facility in Jamaica, were highlighted in a 1992 television news series which

alleged tJiat patients were going hungry while the staff diverted food suppUes for

private sale.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^The Suppression of Crime Act (SOCA),
adopted in 1974 and still in force in Kingston, St. Andrew, and St. Catherine par-

ishes, allows police to make arrests and conduct searches without warrants oi the
homes and property of persons "Veasonably" suspected of having committed a crime.

It has also been used as justification for curfews in urban areas. The SOCA also

applies to the territorial waters off Jamaica. In response to increases in some cat-

egories of violent crime, the Government initiated a combined JCF-JDF program,
called "Operation Ardent," in late October. Three joint police-military task forces

were created as rapid-response units for the entire island, while foot patrols bv joint

units were increased. The task forces were also given authority over specially con-

structed detention centers to be commanded by the military.

Although Prime Minister P.J. Patterson denounced the SOCA in July as legisla-

tion whose time had passed, it was reinstituted islandwide in September, in re-

sponse to threatened industrial action by the police federation. Islandwide applica-

tion was revoked 2 days later, leaving the Act in force in Kingston and the two adja-
cent parishes.

Detention of suspects without a warrant occurs regularly, particularly in poor
neighborhoods. According to the JCHR, many detainees are held for several weeks
without being brought before a judge or magistrate. For Jamaican suspects charged
with a crime, there is a functioning bail system. Foreign detainees, however, are
regularly denied bail. Persons unable to post bail while waiting for a judicial hear-
ing are often detained for long periods. One group of some 80-100 persons is being
held indefinitely without the right to trial, generally for capital offenses committed
as minors. They are subject to indefinite detention; many have been held for more
than 10 years. Others in the group, mostly mentally ill, have been judged unfit to

plead. In response to a September media report of a man held without trial for 23
years aa unfit to plead, the Ministry of National Security and Justice stated that

such cases were being processed for possible review by the Governor General. By
year's end, some 5-10 of these detainees had been released.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^There is a well established right to counsel for

persons charged with criminal offenses; indigents, however, must have been accused
of a "serious ofTense" (e.g. murder, rape, robbery, firearms offenses) to qualify for

court-appointed counsel. The Court of Appeal and the Parliament may refer cases

to the judicial committee of the Privy Council in the United Kingdom.
A special gun court, established in 1974, considers all cases involving the illegal

use or possession of firearms and ammunition. Ihiblic attendance is restricted, and
cases are heard by a panel of three judges, with less rigorous rules of evidence than
in regular court proceedings. In capital cases, hearings before the gun court serve

as preliminaries to jury trials under the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court.

'file judicial system, although independent, is overburdened and operates with in-

adequate resources. Budgetary shortfalls have resulted in a steady attrition of

trained personnel, causing further delays. Some cases take years to come to trial,

and others have had to be dismissed liecause case files could not be located. The
Government has in recent years taken some steps to reverse the deterioration of the

legal system. These include raising judicial salaries, increasing training for justice

personnel, and upgrading court house facilities.

There are no political prisoners in Jamaica.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

Constitution prohibits arbitrary intrusion by the State into the private life of the

individual. Under the SOCA, however, homes or businesses believed to be occupied

by persons "reasonably" suspected by the police of having committed a crime may
be searched without a warrant. There have been numerous credible reports of

abuses of this authority. In November, a media report told of two plainclothes po-

licemen who entered a five-room house owned by a 74-year-old woman, told her they
were searching for guns, and proceeded to ransack the premises without a warrant.

Upon finding a knue under the bed of the woman's son, they threatened to arrest
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her. No charges were filed, nor was the woman ofiered recompense for the damage
done to her property.
Although the use of telephone taps without court order is ofTlciaUy limited to

cases involving the drug trade, terrorism, and subversion of the Government, the
opposition JLP and the union representing rank and file police oilicers chai^ged in
September that their phones were being tapped.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Freedom of speech and press are provided for

in the Constitution and are observed in practice within the broad limits of libel laws
and the Official Secrets Act.

TTie government-owned Jamaica Broadcasting Company (JBC) operates two radio
stations and the island's only television channel. The Government's influence over
JBC program content, previously strong, diminished significantly over the past few
years, due at least in part to the 1991 installation of a nonpartisan board of direc-

tors for the JBC. Three JBC regional radio facilities were sold in 1989-90 to groups
of private investors, and another private radio station went on the air in December.
A private group was granted a license to begin operating a second television chan-
nel, but the start-up was delayed by financial problems. The Government's Broad-
cast Conunission has the right to regulate programming during emergencies. There
are now more than 25,200 satellite antennas serving 26,600 households on the is-

land, permitting many Jamaicans to watch foreign television broadcasts, principally

from tne United States, without any government restriction.

Jamaica's four largest newspapers, all privately owned, regularly report on al-

leged human rights abuses, particularly those involving the JCF.
Foreign pubhcations are widely available. There is no censorship or interference

in academic institutions.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Constitution provides for

freedom of assembly and association. Public rallies are staged by all political par-
ties. Such events require a police permit, which is normally granted. Large numbers
and varieties of professional, business, service, social, and cultural associations func-

tion freely.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Freedom of religion is provided for by the Constitution
and is well established in Jamaica. More than 80 percent of the population belongs
to various Christian denominations, and religious groups of all kinds operate free^^.

Evangelical Christian movements have gained a sigmficant following, and foreign
evangelists visit regularly.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^The Constitution provides Jamaican citizens freedom oT movement and
immunity from expulsion from the country. Apart from persons under criminal in-

vestigation, there are no restrictions on foreign travel or emigration. Citizenship is

not revoked for political reasons.
Those who apply for refugee status are handled on a case-by-case basis. In coordi-

nation with the United Nations High Conrunissioner for Refugees, the Jamaican
Government established a facility wmch processed more than 100 Haitian boat peo-
ple, who were housed, clothed, and fed at the Montpelier camp throughout 1992. By
year's end, most had been voluntarily repatriated to Haiti.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

All citizens age 18 and over have the right to vote by secret ballot and in general
exercise that ri^t freely. In some urban electorates, however, gangs are known to

intimidate voters and reportedly interfere with the electoral process. In the May
1992 by-election for East Kingston and Port Royal, the ruling PNPs candidate was
elected with little opfmsition (the JLP, which had announced it would not contest
by-elections ahead oi" the next general election, did not participate, leaving the tiny
Republican party as the only competition). Although exit polls suggested a 40-per-
cent voter turnout, the final tally showed a 70-percent turnout, with several polling
stations listing more votes for the winner than there were legally registered voters.

No government action was taken with reg«u-d to these anomalies.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are no restrictions on human rights organizations in Jamaica. The JCHR,
the country's only formal human rights organization, has vigorously protested
abuses by the pobce and has called for corrective reforms. Its work was hampered,
however, by a lack of adequate resources. In August the JCHR's offices were broken
into and several files taken, while others were burned. Some office eouipment was
also stolen, and some destroyed. There was extensive speculation in tne media, in-
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eluding the popular radio call-in shows, that elements of the JCF were responsible

for the break-in. The JCF had not identified a suspect in the break-in by year's end.

The JCHR's coordinator, chairman, and vice-chairman have all received death

threats since 1989 related to, inter alia, their opposition to the death penalty.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Jamaican women are accorded lull equality under the Constitution, and the 1975
Employment Act requires equal pay for equal work. In practice, because of cultural

and^social traditions, women often still suffer economic oiscrimination, which is fre-

quently evidenced in hiring practices.

Reports of violence against women increased in 1992. Rape reports increased from
1,006 in 1990 to 1,091 in 1991. Complaints filed with the JCHR alleging police at-

tacks on women increased dramatically from 1991 to 1992, leading the organization

to focus formally on women's issues for the first time since its creation in 1968. The
Women's Crisis Center and Sistren (a women's resource collective) both reported in-

creases in the number of, and level of violence involved in, attacks against women.
Women remain reluctant to bring assault charges against their domestic partners

when jail is seen as the likely result.

Tliere are several community groups descended from freed blacks and escaped

slaves, some of whom claim descent from the Arawak Indians, the original inhab-

itants of Jamaica. These people, who are called Maroons, live in separate commu-
nities in the interior of the island and since British colonial times have eiyoyed a

degree of autonomy p-anted by treaty. There is no provision under the Jamaican
Constitution for special or separate treatment for the Maroons, and no evidence of

discrimination against them.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^The Constitution specifically provides for the right

to form or join a trade union and obligates the Government to protect the person

and property of trade unionists. Labor unions function freely. The Labor Relations

and Industrial Disputes Act (LRIDA) codifies worker rights. There is a spectrum of

independent national unions, some of which are associated with political parties.

Jamaican law neither authorizes nor prohibits the right to strike, but unions and
workers do strike. Striking woikers can interrupt work without criminal liability

but cannot be assured of keeping their jobs. Woncers in 10 broad categories of "es-

sential services" are nrohibited from striking, a provision of the LRIDA which the

International Labor Organization (ILO) has repeatedly condemned as overly inclu-

sive. There was a major increase in strikes and other industrial actions by a wide
variety of unions and professional associations in 1992. The announced layoff of

8,000 government employees, and the erosion of real wages through inflation (which

excee^d 100 per cent in one 12-month period in 1991-1992) were the most common
reasons for industrial action.

Jamaican unions maintain a wide variety of regional and international affili-

ations.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The Constitution provides for

the right to organize and belong to labor unions, and LRIDA provisions include

guidelmes for labor, management, and government on issues such as organizing

work sites, negotiating agreements, and conflict resolution. The Government rarely

interferes with union organization efforts, and judicial and police authorities effec-

tively enforce the LJRIDA and other labor regulations. However, in 1992 the ILO
once again criticized Jamaican labor laws for giving too much power to the Labor
Minister and infringing on the workers' right to bargain collectively, in the latter

case through excessive ballot requirements.

Labor, management, and the Government remain firmly committed by law and
in practice to collective bargaining in contract negotiations and conflict resolution,

even in some nonunion settings. When labor and management fail to reach an

agreement, cases may be referred to the Ministry of Labor for conciliation; when ne-

gotiation and conciliation fail, parties to the dispute may agree (or, in cases affecting

flie national interest, the Labor Minister may decide) to refer the matter to an inde-

pendent Industrial Disputes Tribunal (IDT). Any cases not resolved by the IDT pass

to the civil courts. The LRIDA prohibits antiunion discrimination; for exarnple, em-
ployees may not be fired solely Tor union membership. This law has been effectively

enforced. On the other hand, union affiliation may not be a prerequisite for employ-

ment.
Domestic labor laws apply in the "free zones" (export processing zones); however,

there are no unionized companies in any of Jamaica's free zones. Union organizers

attribute this to resistance by foreign owners in the zones to organizing efforts.

Wages and conditions within the free zones are set by management and are gen-
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erally better than those in similar industries outside the zones. Before the April
1992 reductions in the civil service, inspections of labor standards occurred eveiy
few months inside the free zones; in factories outside the zones, inspections often

occurred only once a year. Since the reduction in force of the Labor Ministry
through civil service layoffs, however, no inspections of labor standards have oc-

curred in any of the free zones.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Constitution does not specifi-

cally address the matter of forced or compulsory labor. However, Jamaica is a party

to both ILO conventions which prohibit compulsory labor, and there have been no
allegations that this practice exists in Jamaica.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The Juvenile Act provides that
children under me age of 12 years shall not be employed except by parents or
guardians, and that such emplojnment may be only in domestic, agricultural, or hor-

ticultural work. Children under 12 years of age may not be employed at night or
at industrial sites, but enforcement is erratic, and children under 12 can be seen
peddling goods or services on city streets. There is no evidence of widespread illegal

employment of children in other sectors of the economy. The Educational Act stipu-

lates that all children aged 6 to 11 must attend elementary school. Industrial safety,

police, and truant officers are charged with enforcement. Given the diflicult eco-

nomic circumstances of the past few years, however, thousands of children were
kept home for varying period^ to help with housework and to keep expenses down.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—In July the Government raised the minimum
wage by an unprecedented 87 per cent, in an eflbrt to keep pace with inflation of

over 275 per cent since the previous increase. Although the legal minimum wage
rate is widely considered inadequate, most salaried woricers receive a living wage.
Work over 40 hours per week or 8 hours per day must be compensated at overtime
rates, according to the LRIDA. This provision is widely complied with, reducing the
need for enforcement.
The Labor Ministry's Industrial Safety Division enforces industrial health and

safety standards; however, it is hampered by an inadequate number of inspectors.

The standards themselves are extensive and include legal protection for workers
who remove themselves from a workplace they believe to oe unsafe. Industrial acci-

dent rates were once again low in 1992. The Ministries of Labor, Finance, Public

Service, and National &curitv are charged with enforcing labor laws and regula-

tions; again, however, the reduction of the public service oy 8,000 positions had a
grave impact on the ability of those Ministries to enforce the law.

MEXICO

Mexico is a federal republic with a President, a bicameral legislature and a con-

stitutionally independent judiciaiy. The Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRD has
dominated the Government since its founding in 1929. Following political refonns
in recent years, the opposition expanded its stake in the political system. Opposition
parties currently hold a significant number of seats in the Chamber of Deputies,

three major governorships, and numerous mayoralties, reflecting progress achieved

by the Salinas Administration toward a fairer electoral process. Nevertheless, the
PkI maintains predominant political control through a combination of voting

strength, organizational power, access to governmental resources not enjoyed by
other political parties, and—according to credible charges from the principal opposi-

tion parties and other observers—electoral irregularities.

In 1992 elections were held for 11 governorships, as well as many state legisla-

tures and municipal governments. Despite opposition gains, including winning the
governorship of Chihuahua and control of that states Congress, many respected

nonpartisan observers, both domestic and international, cited a variety of actions,

including electoral fraud, by election authorities and PRI supporters in several

states that they charged had distorted the electoral process. The election proceed-

ings were seriously contested in four states. In the races for governor in Durango,
Tamaulipas, and Sinaloa, electoral tribunals rejected opposition complaints that the
elections were unfair, and the PRI candidates took office. In Michoacan, which has
traditionally been plagued by violence on both sides, protests continued long after

the elections, and the elected PRI governor eventually requested a year's leave of
absence, which was tantamount to resignation.

Mexican security forces include Federal and State Judicial Police, specialized

forces such as Mexico City's Traffic Police, the Federal Highway Police, local police,

and the military. Mexican military expenditures represent a small share of the over-

all national budget. According to the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency,
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total military expenditures for 1989 were $875 million. Despite an increasing role

in countemarcotics operations for the military, the defense budget has remained at

the same level. Although the Salinas Administration has made some progress in

controlling abuses, members of the Federal and State Judicial Police continue to be
responsible for many human rights abuses.

Mexico has a mixed economy that combines domestic market capitalism with
some state ownership of major industries. The Government's economic reform pro-
gram has been very successful in reducing inilation, promoting growth, and restor-

injg economic confidence. Negotiations were concluded for a Iree trade agreement
with Canada and the United States that is awaiting legislative approval. Growing
confidence in Mexico has led to increased foreign investment.
A wide range of individual freedoms is provided for by the Mexican Constitution

and honored in practice, but there continue to be human rights abuses in Mexico,
many of which go unpunished, owing to the culture of impunity that has tradition-

ally surrounded human rights violators. These violations include the use of torture
and other abuses by elements of the security forces, instances of extrajudicial kill-

ing, and credible charges by opposition parties, civic groups, and outside observers
that there are flaws in the electoral process. Police brutality is widespread in Mex-
ico. According to the National Human Rights Commission (CNDH), however, as well
as state and local human rights advocates, allegations of such abuse declined in

1992. This decline reflects the work of government and nongovemmented human
rights agencies and a commitment by the Salinas Administration to prosecute of-

fenders. The Mexican Government established the CNDH in 1990 to investigate
human rights violations, and the Salinas Administration has given substantial sup-
port to it. Through November 1992, 588 police and other public employees had been
disciplined as a result of CNDH investigations into human rimts-related com-
plnints. Of these, criminal chai-ges were brought against 246 employees, and inves-

tigations were stiU pending in 141 cases. The CNDH was also largely responsible
for the Governments early release of 500 indigenous people from prisons during
1992.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—Several political and human rights
activists were killed in 1992. As in previous years, the identities and motives of the
eerpetrators often have not been established conclusively, but a number of the
illings may have been politically motivated. The most notable was the November

slaying in Mexico City of Quintana Roo journalist Ignacio Mendoza Castillo. Men-
doza was slain the day after he had visited the CNDH to denounce threats against
himself and other Quintana Roo journalists. While a police investigation concluded
on November 29 that Mendoza had been shot bv one of his private business debtors,

whom he was threatening to foreclose, the CNDH is also investigating the Mendoza
slaying. The Commission reported on December 15 that, while preliminary review
suggested the Mendoza killer had been identified, it would not close its investigation

until it had finished examining the Attorney General's report.

Most public attention in 1992, however, remained focused on murders that oc-

curred in earlier years, including the 1991 murder of physician and journalist Victor

Manuel Oropeza and the 1990 killing of lawyer and prominent human rights worker
Norma Corona. Former Mexican Federal Judicial Police (MFJP) Commander Mario
Alberto Gonzalez Trevino, accused of planning the 1990 murder of Corona, remains
under arrest, and the trial against him is proceeding. On July 14, 1992, Miguel
Angel Rico Urrea, a principal witness for the prosecution, was fatally shot in prison,

and there is strong evidence linking his murder to Gonzalez Trevino. He is the
fourth prosecution witness killed in the Corona case.

In another earlier case involving police, the CNDH concluded its investigation into

the deaths of three Quijano brothers at the hands of police in January 1990. Its re-

port was sharply critical of the Attorney General's investigation of the case, noting
that the evidence implicated several MFJP agents, and hinting that the physical

evidence suggested attempts at a coverup. Arrest warrants were issued against five

MFJP agents involved, but only one had been served as of December 1992. Inves-

tigations also continue into the death of Victor Oropeza and the 1988 killings of the
two aides to Party of the Democratic Revolution (PRD) leader Cuauhtemoc
Cardenas. New special prosecutors were appointed in both cases but, as of Decem-
ber 1992, had not resolved either.

Five PRD supporters in Michoacan were killed by persons unknown in violence

related to the July 12 election. Complaints have been filed with the CNDH in these
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and other cases denounced by the FRD as politically motivated killings, and inves-

tigations continue into the kiUings.

There continue to be cases oi extrajudicial killing by police. There are also re-

Eeated allegations of involvement by iudicial police agents in narcotics-related

illings. At least one judicial policeman nas been chargeawith providing protection

to drug traffickers involved in a November shootout in Puerto Vallarta that left at

least six persons dead. In September nine persons were kidnaped in Mexico City,

tortured, and killed. While their murders were attributed to a conflict between drug
gangs, the murderers have not been identified. In addition, "madrinas"—civilians

unomciaJly recruited by police—continue to be accused by human rights monitors
of human rights abuses.

In Mexico's rural states, violent disputes over land sometimes result in
extrajudicial killings. Paramilitary bands, nmadrinas," and local police controlled by
political bosses aim landowners have threatened and sometimes killed peasant ac-

tivists. In one instance, a local policeman in Trinidad Yaveo was charged with homi-
cide and is now a fugitive after he killed a man in the course of a police-led eviction

of a group from a parcel of land, the title to whidi was contested.

On July 12, the leader of Mexico City's AIDS movement and two homosexual men
were tortured and murdered. At least four other antigay murders took j^ace in Mex-
ico City during the year, and a number were reported in the state of Chiapas. Gay
groups accused the police of releasing inflammatory information to the press and of

failing to investigate these murders vigorously. At year's end, no one had been ar-

rested and the police reported that they had no suspects.

TTie U.S. Government formally protested and sought investigations of two in-

stances when U.S. citizens died while in police custody, allegedly by suicide.

With the establishment of the CNDH as an independent entity under the Con-
stitution, and with the formation of ofiicial Human Rights Commissions in each
state, there has been increased attention paid to human rights at both the state and
federal levels. However, many of the CNDH recommendations have been imple-
mented only partially.

b. Disappearance.—Unlike previous years, there was no evidence in 1992 that
human rights workers, journalists, or political activists disappeared for political mo-
tives.

In 1992 the CNDH opened 53 new investigations of reported disappearances and
continued working on tne more than 270 investigations already under way. During
calendar year 1992, the CNDH concluded 20 cases. Of the 20, 12 were found not
to be genuine disappearances. The remaining 8 involved murders, and CNDH inves-

tigations continue in 6 of these cases. There is a suspect in one murder case, and
in another the murderer has been convicted. None of the resolved murders were
found to be motivated by political considerations.

With the 20 cases resolved in 1992, the CNDH concluded 60 disappearance cases.

Many of these were undertaken as part of a joint program with the Mexican Office

of the Attorney General (PGR) to resolve all of the cases in Mexico listed by the

U.N. Working Group on Involuntary or Forced Disappearances. (The U.N. list con-

tains a total of more than 200 persons who reportedly disappeared in Mexico over
the last 22 years. Mexican independent human rights groups continue to claim that
approximately 500 persons disappeared in Mexico over the same period.) The joint

CNDH/PGR program ended on June 1, 1992; CNDH officials will continue inves-

tigating the remaining cases on their own.
While some nongovernmental human rights activists assert that there were politi-

cal motives behind many disappearances, the Commission found evidence of a politi-

cal motive in only one oi the disappearance cases it investigated, that of Jose Ramon
Garcia Gomez, a political activist who disappeared in Morelos in 1988. The Commis-
sion issued two recommendations in the case. Several suspects in Garcia Gomez' dis-

appearance, including former police officials, were arrested on criminal charges
while another, the former state police chief, is being sought. "Amparos" (judicial or-

ders that quashed the arrest warrants) were issued, and the prosecution was forced

to appeal in at least two cases.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Torture is prohibited by the Constitution. However, police agents continue to employ
psychological and physical torture. The most commonly used methods of torture in-

clude threats, beatings, asphyxiation, and electric shock. In its first two years, the
CNDH received 736 complaints of torture. According to the CNDH, torture com-
plaints declined sharply during 1992 both in number and as a percentage of all com-
plaints. The Commission received 292 such complaints from December 1991 to De-
cember 1992, compared with 422 in the previous year. As a result of the CNDH rec-

ommendations issued up to December for complaints concerning torture, the (Jov-

emment brought criminal charges against 16 public officials. Although this rep-
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resents an improvement, it continues a pattern of failure to try, convict, and sen-
tence to prison police ofiicials guilty of abusing detainees. Despite the decline in tor-

ture complaints to the Commission, some nongovernmental human rights monitors
assert that there has been Uttle decline in the number of such complaints which
they receive.

Tlirough the beginning of September, 41 U.S. citizens complained of police abuse,
a decline of 19 from the same period in 1991, and of 56 from that period in 1990.
In the 30 cases where victims were able to identify those involved. Federal Judicial

Police agents were implicated in less than one-third, down from earlier years, while
state, local, and other federal agency oHicials accounted for the rest. By year's end,
the U.S. Government had formally protested 16 cases of torture or other mistreat-

ment through diplomatic channels, down from 27 such protests during 1991 and 43
in 1990.
According to the Mexican Attorney General's reports, PGR investigations under-

taken in response to U.S. protests in 1992 resulted in 2 dismissals, 49 suspensions,
26 reprimands, and two other unspecified punishments of oflicials found to have
been involved in the mistreatment of U.S. citizens. In response to CNDH rec-

ommendations and investigations, the Government continued efforts begun in 1990
to reduce the incidence of torture and similar abuse by oflicials.

The federal rules of evidence were amended in February 1991, in response to fre-

quent criticism that confessions are coerced in the period before defendants appear
before a judge and are assigned a lawyer. Confessions are now inadmissible unless
given before a judge or a Public Ministry oflicial and in the presence of defense
counsel or a person in whom the accused has coniidence. Similar changes were
adopted by several states. Although the new rule is credited by the CNDH and inde-

pendent human ri^ts activists as partly responsible for the apparent decUne in the
incidence of torture in 1992, some human rights groups arguea that torture is still

widespread and that the new rule does not go far enough. They asserted that only
confessions before judges should be accepted and that the safeguards in the current
law are inadequate.
Most prisons in Mexico are overcrowded and lack adequate facilities for the pris-

oners. Overcrowding remains a problem despite an early release program pushed by
the CNDH and legal reforms reducing the number of crimes that carry mandatory
prison sentences. In addition, an entrenched system of corruption has undermined
prison authority and led to abuses. Frequently, prisoners exercise authority within
the prison, displacing prison oflicials. One particularly egregious case involved a
prison in Nayarit whose warden was fired after a long string of abuses at the prison
ended in the unexplained death of a prisoner who reportedly had been summoned
to the warden's office. Conflicts between rival prison groups, often involved in drug-
trafficking, continued to spark violent confrontations. While prison officials have
been prosecuted for abusing prisoners, they usually were charged with only minor
offenses and have avoided serious punishment. The CNDH and Government have
embarked on a major prison building program designed to reduce the overcrowding,

lack of security, and the mixing of male and female prisoners and of accused and
sentenced criminals that have added greatly to prison violence.

d. Arbitrary Arrest. Detention, or Exile.—^The Constitution requires that those ar-

rested be brought before an officer of the court as soon as possible, generally accept-

ed as within 24 hours of their arrest. That person takes their statement ana informs
them of the charges against them. A prisoner must be arrai^ed before a judge and
found by that judge to have probably committed a crime, if the prisoner is to be
held more than 72 hours from the time when he was charged by an officer of the

court. Failure to observe the deadline is a violation of the law and prisoners can
file an "amparo" petition (similar to filing for habeas corpus) requesting immediate
release if the time limits are not met. However, police and judges often fail to meet
these constitutional and procedural deadlines.

Incidents of arbitrary arrest and imprisonment occur frequently: CNDH figures

show that illegal deprivation of liberty is the most common complaint among its

human rights cases. From June 1990 to June 1992, out of 10,244 complaints re-

ceived by the CNDH, 826 alleged arbitrary detention. In one case, a young PRD po-

litical activist, Morelos Ma<fiigal Lachino, was kidnaped by unknown persons
dressed as policemen, held incommunicado for more than 3 days, and beaten before

being released.

Generally, arrests may be made only upon authority of a judicially issued war-
rant. The law permits suspects caught in the act of committing a crime to be ar-

rested without a warrant. It has been frequent police practice to arrest a suspect

without a warrant even when not caught in the act and for judges to overlook the

irregularity. That practice has only recently begun to abate with the dismissal of

several cases based on improper arrests. In order for the protection against arbi-
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trary arrest to be given full effect, human ri^ts advocates assert that defense coun-
sel must regularly raise the issue and judges must be prepared to recognize it.

Frequent credible reports continue to be made of human rights violations, includ-

ing forced expulsions and unlawful arrests, in connection with conflicts in rural
areas. These incidents often involve indigenous people evicted by landowners with
local police and government support. In September 1991, a group of indigenous pro-
testers and a Catholic priest were arrestea by police during a protest in Palenque,
Chiapas. After reportedly suffering beatings and other hardships, most were not
diarged and were released within several days. Several others were held for more
than a month, and one for more than three months, before being released on sus-

pended charges, the equivalent of receiving a pardon.
Exile of Mexican citizens is not normally practiced.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The Mexican judicial system is divided into fed-

eral and state court systems, with the federal courts having jurisdiction over most
civil cases and those involving major felonies, including drug traflicking. The politi-

cal opposition and many credible, independent analysts charge that, because judges'
appointments must be renewed once before they are given tenure, the judiciary is

overly dependent on the executive branch. The Government, in turn, denies that po-

litical beliefs have any bearing on the impartial administration of justice. Factors
such as low pay and high caseloads contribute to continued corruption within the
judicial system.
The Constitution requires that the court must hand down a verdict within 4

months of arrest for crimes that carry a maximum sentence of 2 years or less, and
within a year for those with longer maximum sentences. The trial itself, sentencing,
and appeals can delav the imposition of a criminal sentence for si^ificant perio(U
of time, sometimes adding a year or more to the entire process. Trial is by a judge,
not a jury, in nearly all criminal cases. Defendants have a ri^t to counsel, and pub-
lic defenders are available. Other rights include protection against self-incrimina-

tion, the ri^t to confront one's accusers, the right to a translator if one's native
language is not Spanish, and the right to a public trial. Such protections are not
always observed in practice. More attention has been paid to ensuring prompt ar-

raignments of current suspects, although unlawful detention remains a widespread
pr^lem. The long trial process is one of the major causes of overcrowding in the
prison system, as those who do not qualify for or cannot make bail swell the prison
population.
A coalition of nongovernmental human rights groups called for an amnesty for

many indigenous prisoners who, it is charged, are political prisoners denied access
to fair trials because of language and cultural barriers, as well as poverty. The
CNDH launched a program to seek early release for prisoners, including indigenous
people, and to improve compliance by federal and state officials with legal require-

ments that indigenous people be represented fairly. The Government denies charges
by human rights groups that many indigenous people are wrongly imprisoned, but
it has released more than 500 in 1992 as part oi the CNDH-sponsored early release

program.
Alter disputed November elections in the state of Tamaulipas ended in protests,

several opposition leaders were imprisoned and charged with committing acts of vio-

lence. Most were released, and charges against them were dismissed witnin 3 weeks
of their arrests, but charges remained pending against several at year's end. The
opposition claims that these leaders were falsely arrested for political reasons. While
the National Front Against Repression (FNCR) stopped keeping a log of those it con-

siders political prisoners, some observers continue to assert that there are political

prisoners in Mexico, though the number continues to decline from the 33 reported
by the FNCR in 1989. Historically, the FNCR claimed that most political prisoners

in Mexico were peasants smd peasant activists arrested in land disputes. The Gov-
ernment disputes the appellation "political prisoner," charging that most of those
whom human rights groups claim to be political prisoners have been guilty of crimes
such as terrorism, criminal association, and damage to property.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Corresoondence.—Privacyr

and freedom from intrusion by the Government into homes, familv, and correspond-
ence are rights protected under Article 16 of the Constitution. Althou^ search war-
rants are reauired by law, unlawful searches occur frequently in Mexico. Wiretaps
placed in violation of the law were found in a meeting room in Morelia, Michoacan,
that was to be used by the opposition National Action Party (PAN) central commit-
tee. No convictions resulted from the ensuing investigation, and the Government de-

nied any oflicial involvement. Shortly afterward, however, the local representative
of the Mexican National Security Agency stepped down, a move interpreted by oppo-
sition leaders as a result of the mvestigation of the incident.
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Peasants and urban squatters involved in conflicts over land charged that local

landowners, with the compliance of local political leaders and often accompanied by
police or bands of civilian thugs, evicted them from their homes without appropriate
judicial orders, often with violence. In Chiapas, according to the CNDH and other

credible reports, local village leaders expelled from their villages indigenous people
who converted from their traditional religion to evangelical faiths. Eflbrts by the
state government supported by the Catholic hierarchy have not been successful in

ending the expulsions, largely because the CathoUc hierarchy has little influence in

some nominallv Catholic Ladian communities, and because the Government found
it difficult to force reintegration into small communities of people who have been
ostracized for their beliefs.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom ofSpeech and Press.—Freedom of speech and of the press are provided
for by the Constitution. Opposition leaders freely voice their criticism of the Govern-
ment, and there are a large number of newspapers and magazines with a wide
range of editorial views. However, there are significant restrictions on these free-

doms.
The Government's control of a significant advertising budget and its ability to re-

ward favored journalists by providing them access enabled it to use that leverage

to discourage unfavorable reports. Also, a number ofjournalists depend upon receipt

of under-the-table payments from the often public entities thev cover to supplement
low wages. But at least one newspaper revised its wage and advertising revenue dis-

tribution policies to reduce or eliminate abuses. Recently, the Government an-

nounced that it would no longer cover expenses incurred by reporters accompanying
the RiBsident on his travels abroad. Plans to privatize two of three remaining gov-

ernment-owned television stations and the government-owned newspaper El
Nacional had not been carried out by December. After the planned sales are com-
pleted, the Government would retfiin control of an educational television station and
another, cultural station will continue to be run with government funding by an
independent board headed by leading intellectuals.

The Federal Electoral Code provides opposition parties during an electoral cam-
pfugn with 15 minutes per month of television time and additional time in propor-

tion to their electoral strength. Despite that provision, the opposition asserts that
media coverage is unbalanced and argues that campaign media spending should be
controlled. Opposition political parties and independent observers charge that Mexi-
co's two principal television networks, one government owned and the other pri-

vately owned, accord the government party inordinate news coverage, particularly

at election time.
Violence and threats against journalists continued to be a serious problem in

1992. In the Yucatan, unidentified persons vandalized the offices of a publisher of

a newspaper; he received a package bomb shortly after calling for an invesUgation
into the violent eviction by police of protesters from the main town square. The po-

lice identified no suspects. As already noted, the death in July 1991 of physician

and columnist Victor Manuel Oropeza Contreras remains unresolved. Two suspects

charged with the murder were released in 1992 in compliance with a recommenda-
tion from CNDH, and charges are now pending against several police officials ac-

cused of fabricating a case against the two. A new prosecutor was named to lead

the case in September.
The first stage of a CNDH study of attacks on journalists concluded in 1992, and

a second was begun. In response to a complaint by the Union of Democratic Journal-

ists, the Commission began an inquiry in 1990 into 55 cases of alleged denial of

human rights to journalists. In December 1992, the CNDH updated its report on
that first stage and announced that it had embarked on a second stage, investigat-

ing 22 new cases. Of the 55 original cases, 40 were concluded and pouoe investiga-

tions pursuant to Commission recommendations continue in the remaining 15. Of
those 40 concluded, 12 were dropped from the study as not involving journalists or

after a finding that the incident involved a private dispute. The murderers have
been convicted in 10 cases, trials are pending against private suspects in 3 cases

(including the murders of Manuel Buendia and Javier Juarez Vazquez), and sus-

pects have been identified in 2 others. Five were dismissed after findings of not
guilty, two private citizens accused of murder were acquitted for acting in self-de-

fense, six c£ises were archived for lack of evidence, and one policeman was convicted

of battery. In none of the cases did the CNDH establish evidence of a political mo-
tive. One of the cases, that of Hector Felix, was closed after two men (not public

servants) were convicted of murdering him and sentenced to terms of 25 and 27

years. Later, the case was reopened to consider new evidence that others were in-
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volved. Six killers involved in the 1986 murder of PAN journalist Linda Bejarano
were sentenced to 25- to 27-year terms.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—The Constitution grants the
right of peaceful assembly for any lawful purpose. A government permit is generally
required for major demonstrations. The Government, with few exceptions, permits
demonstrations oy a broad range of political groups.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The Constitution permits persons to practice the religion

of their choice. In January a constitutional amendment was adopted that trans-
formed the legal relationship between church and state in Mexico. Applicable to all

faiths, the amendment permits religious entities to acquire legal standing and au-
thorizes them to own property and to run private schools. It permits clergy to vote
and wear religious garb in public. These had been illegal since the passing of
antichurch laws in uie late 1920's but tolerated in practice. The clergy remain
barred from holding public oflice and advocating partisan political positions. Legisla-
tion implementing the constitutional change restricts the rights oi churches to own
businesses and communications media ana sets rules for acquiring legal status as
a religious association. Individual clergy may be political candidates, but only after
a period of separation from their religious roles.

d. Freedom of Movement within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Movement within and outside the country is unrestricted. The Govern-
ment has customarily admitted persons recognized as refugees by the U.N. High
Commissioner for Refugees. Approximately 43,000 Guatemalan refugees reside in

camps and resettlement afeas in three southern Mexican states. Since 1990 they
have been permitted to accept woric outside their camps and may travel freely in

the five-state area of Chiapas, Campeche, Quintana Roo, Tabasco, and Yucatan. The
Government estimates that an additional 400,000 Central Americans, mostly Guate-
malans and Salvadorans, are living and working in Mexico. These pre-1990 undocu-
mented Central Americans lead a precarious existence, are subject to deportation
when caught, and are often exploited as a source of cheap labor. Changes in the
1991 Mexican law governing refugee status did not have a measurable impact on
the pre-1990 population of Central American immigrants in Mexico.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Since 1929, Mexico's Government has been controlled by the PRI, which has won
every presidential race and every gubernatorial race except the 1989 Baja California
Norte election and the 1992 Chihuahua election. (The third opposition governorship,
that of Guanajuato, was an interim appointment by President Salinas in 1991.) To
maintain power, the PRI has relied on extensive public patronage, the use of gov-
ernment and party oivanizational resources, and, according to respected independ-
ent observers, electoral fraud.

Eleven governors were selected in 1992, and elections were held for several state
legislatures and numerous municipal governments. The most hotly contested races
were in the states of Chihuahua and Michoacan. In Chihuahua, the National Action
Party candidate won the election in a tight, but apparently clean, election that con-
trasted sharply with elections in the state 6 years ago when the PAN claimed that
its victory was stolen. The Government was responsive to opposition complaints of
irregularities before the election, replacing PRI candidates who did not fulfill resi-

dency requirements and arresting two government officials who were cau^t ille-

fally possessing voting credentials. The PAN candidate's clear victory was accepted

y the PRI the day after the election.

In contrast to tne election in Chihuahua, the Michoacan gubernatorial and state
Congress election was dominated by controversy and by allegations of fraud, some
of which were credible. Even before election day, the PRD accused the PRI and the
Government of massive, unfair campaign spenoing; denjring PRD sympathizers the
right to vote by removing their names firom the oflicial list of voters or not providing
them voter credentials; and stacking the election oversight organs with PRI support-
ers. After the PRI was declared the winner in the gubernatorial and 17 of 18 con-
gressional races, the opposition filed dozens of formal complaints with the state elec-

tion tribunal, challenging the results from over a third of the voting precincts. How-
ever, the state electoral tribunal dismissed all the complaints in a pro forma man-
ner. Moreover, the state electoral college convened secretly—without inviting PRD
congressmen—to ratify the PRI candidate's gubernatorial victory, and the congres-
sional electoral college ratified the legislative elections despite lacking a quorum as
stipulated by the state electoral law. Because their demands were not met through
the le^al review process, the PRD took their complaints to the street, resulting in

extensive public demonstrations throughout the state. Under continued opposition
pressure, PRI governor Eduardo Villasenor announced he was taking a l-year's
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leave of absence, eflectively stepping down, and an interim oovemor was appointed.
PRD and PRI negotiators then agreed on ground rules for the December municipal
elections designed to avoid a repetition of the gubernatorial race protests. The plan
included choosing local election officials by agreement, equal access to the media,

PP-and spending restraints. Nonetheless, the PRD also lodged protests in the aftermath
of the Decemoer 6 municipal elections in Michoacan, claiming irregularities occurred
in over 24 municipalities.

Credible allegations of election fraud were also made in several other state elec-

tions, notably in Durango, Veracruz, and Tamaulipas. In Durango, the PAN com-
plained of illegal pressure on voters to support the PRI. In Veracruz, the PRD said
the PRI padded its victory margin, and in Tamaulipas, the opposition coalition can-
didate denounced the failure of electoral review panels to consider opposition objec-

tions. Most observers agreed that such irregularities did not affect tne outcomes in

these elections.

The electoral process is still heavily weighted in favor of the PRI; nevertheless,

in recent years there have been improvements in the federal electoral law, COFIPE.
Passed in 1990, COFIPE introduced several changes into the electoral process, in-

cluding the complete renovation of the oflicial list of voters and distribution of over
36 million voting credentials to eligible voters. COFIPE also strengthened opposition
political party representation at the Federal Electoral Institute, which supervises
federal elections, and created a Federal Electoral Tribunal (TFE), an autonomous
oversight commission that rules on electoral-related disputes.

Many Mexicans do not have confidence that government electoral oversi^t and
review organs will act impartially. Consequently, nongovenunental human rights
organizations and civic and academic groups have taken it upon themselves to serve
as independent electoral watchdogs. For example, during the Chihuahua guber-
natorial elections, the Council for Democracy, a loosely aligned group of academics,
journalists, and politicians, organized a "quick count" of the vote results in the state;

its results mirrored the official results. Teams of citizen observer groups also fanned
out into several states during the year to serve as independent election monitors.

Despite improvements, the opposition and independent observers continued to as-

sert that the laws do not ensure fair elections. The opposition's strongest criticism
continued to be the charge that the oflicial lists of state voters were manipulated
by inflating the number oT PRI voters, removing the names of opposition supporters,
or not delivering voting credentials to them. Opposition allegations of electoral er-

rors were bolstered by the Government's failure to report election results on time
and its inability to deliver credentials to everyone who met the registration require-
ments. The Government responded to opposition pressure by agreeing to discara the
existing official voter list, which was only used in one federal election, to compile
a new oflicial list of voters, and to issue new voter credentials which for the first

time will have a photograph of the holder. These credentials will be used in the
1994 presidential election.

Opposition and independent observers also lodged credible complaints that the
Government used public resources to support campaigns of PRI candidates and fre-

quently used patronage, particularly in the form of the Government's social services

and development program—the National Solidarity Program (PRONASOL)—for par-
tisan political advantage. In hotly contested elections during the past year, the PRI
spent millions of doUars on the campaign, sometimes outspending the opposition by
as much as 30 to 1. While this is not illegal in Mexico—Mexico does not have laws
regulating campaign spending—critics charge that this imbalance has worked
against growing democratic pluralism. President Salinas announced in his Novem-
ber 1 State of the Union speech an initiative to limit campaign spending, advance
the impartiality of electoral authorities, ensure separation oetween the government
and the parties, and ensure equal access to the media. The PRI has already begun
to obtain alternative financing through public fiindraising, but it remains to be seen
how fuUy these initiatives will be implemented.
Under Mexican law, indigenous peoples have the same political rights as all other

Mexican citizens. They do not live on independently governed reservations, although
many indigenous communities continue to exercise considerable local control over
economic and social issues. These communities continue to apply their traditional

law to resolve a variety of disputes, including allegations of crimes.
While there is no separate indigenous political party in Mexico, in many states

—

particularly Chiapas, Oaxaca, and Guerrero—indigenous voters make up an impor-
tant percentage of the populations. Traditionally, indigenous voters strongly baclced

the ruling PRI. In return for this support, in many areas the Government permitted
the local autonomy noted above. Opposition politicians and human rights advocates
stepped up their criticism of elections in indigenous areas, arguing that the reported
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results often reflect distortion of the voting process and not a genuine consensus to

support the FRI.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation (^Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The Government permits both domestic and international human rights groups to

operate in Mexico without restrictions or harassment. However, human rights mon-
itors continued to be subject to threats, which must be taken seriously since activ-

ists in past years were subjected to violence and in some cases killed. In October

and NovenJber, well-known human rirfits advocate Teresa Jardi received five death

threat letters, urging her to leave Mexico. She met with President Salinas, who
lauded her work, denounced the threats, and set in train an investigation into the

threats. Together with the killing of Quintana Roo journalist Ignacio Mendoza (men-

tioned above), the Jardi threats were the most serious attack on human rights mon-
itors in 1992.
Ranking Mexican officials routinely meet with domestic and international human

rights activists to discuss human rights problems. In June 1990, President Salinas

established the semiautonomous National Commission on Human Rights and ap-

pointed respected jurist Jorge Carpizo Macgregor as its president. In January 1992,

constitutional reforms took effect making the CNDH legally independent. The Com-
mission's advisory council is composed of respected human rights leaders, and Dr.

Carpizo has received strong support from President Salinas for CNDH efforts.

The Conmiission's mandate, however, does not provide it jurisdiction over labor

or electoral matters, nor does it have prosecutorial powers. The CNDH, which calls

itself an ombudsman, must rely upon the pressure of public opinion and the accu-

racy of its investigations to induce compliance with its recommendations to state

and federal authorities to investigate and prosecute transgressors. Since announcing

in June 1992 that too many of its recommendations had been only partially com-
pleted, the CNDH has pursued an agressive campaign to force compliance. In its

reports for 1992, the Commission noted that of the 412 recommendations it has is-

sued since it began work in June 1990, 160 have been accepted and fully complied

with, 228 accepted but not yet fiiUy implemented (106 of which were issued in the

last 6 months), and only 8 had not been accepted by the authorities to which they

were addressed. Human ri^ts activists claim that the Government of Mexico
should take concrete steps to ensure that public officials who are accused of human
rights violations are prosecuted and not transferred to another jurisdiction, or dis-

missed in one and then rehired in another. The Government has publicly recognized

this problem and has announced its plans to develop a national register of police

to confront it.

There are more than 90 nongovernmental human rights organizations active in

Mexico. In addition to assisting individual victims of human rights abuse, such orga-

nizations have become increasingly active in monitoring elections. Recognizing the

advances by the CNDH in the protection of human rights, they deciy its lack of ju-

risdiction in electoral matters and have moved to fill that gap. Their leaders assert

that ensuring fair and free elections is the best way to improve the administration

of justice suid to ensure that human rights violators are prosecuted. Under the con-

stitutional change making the CNDH independent, state human rights commissions

will be created by legislation in all 31 states. These entities will handle matters

arising under state law, although the National Commission will continue to have
review authority.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Mexico takes pride in its Spanish and indigenous origins and in the success the

countiy has achieved in fostering a climate of racial harmony. Indigenous groups,

many of which do not speak Spanish, are encouraged to participate m political lue,

and the (Jovemment is respectful of their desire to retain elements of^ their tradi-

tional lifestyle. However, these groups remain largely outside the country's political

and economic mainstream, a result not of overt governmental discrimination but
rather of longstanding patterns of economic and social development. Reform this

year of the Mexican Constitution's provision on agriculture, which resulted in the

announcement that there is no remaining open land free to be distributed to peas-

ants through government expropriation or grant, may make it more difficult for In-

dian groups to acquire new land and may increase pressure on those with good

lands to sell. As noted earlier, human rights groups continue to complain with some
justification that indigenous defendants in criminal cases are not treated fairly, de-

spite the 1991 amen£nent to federal law requiring an interpreter at eveiy stage of

a criminal proceeding for indigenous peoples not fluent in Spanish.
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Historically, women in Mexico have played a subordinate role, economically, po-

litically, and socially. Women are becoming increasingly active economically and po-

litically; one woman is a member of President Sfilinas' Cabinet, another holds the
number two position in the PRI, and others are key congressional and union lead-

ers. Legally, women are equal to men. They have the right to file for separation and
divorce and to own property in their own name. The Constitution provides for equal

pay for equal work and for maternity leave.

Domestic assault is a crime, but in practice—largely due to social tradition

—

women are often reluctant to file reports of abuse or to press charaes. Police are

reluctant to intervene in what is often considered a domestic affair. The CNDH has
included programs and publications on women's rights in its training and education

campaign, and the Center Against Violence Toward Women (COVAC) has worked
to encourage rape victims to come forward and report sexual crimes. Encouraged by
the 1991 changes in the law defining rape, stiffening sentences for offenders, and
guaranteeing reparations for victims, women's groups are now seeking legislative re-

form of the family and civil codes regarding domestic violence and sexual harass-

ment at the workplace.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—The Constitution and specific provisions of the cur-

rent Federal Labor Law (FLL) give all workers the npjht to form and join trade

unions of their own choosing. Imions must register with the labor secretariat or

equivalent state government authorities. In theory registration requirements are not

onerous, involving the submission of basic information about the union in order to

give it legal status. There have been repeated allegations by labor activists, how-
ever, that the federal and state labor autnorities improperly use this administrative

procedure to withhold registration from groups considered disruptive to government
policies. Privately, trade unionists supportive of the Government and even employ-
ers say this occurs.

About 30 to 35 percent of the total Mexican work force is organized in trade

unions, most of which are members of several laive union confederations, known as

labor centrals. Mexican unions may join together freely in labor centrals without the

Government's prior approval but require registration in order to have legal status.

As with union registration, there is evidence this requirement can be misapplied to

function as a restriction. It took from early 1990 until September 4, 1992, for one
new labor central whose members were all well established, registered trade unions,

to obtain its registration. In this case, although the new central's member unions

were all Labor Congress (CT) meiribers, they had been outspokenly critical of tradi-

tional leadership of the Congress.
The larcest Mexican trade union organization is the Confederation of Mexican

Workers (CTM), organizationally a major supporter of the PRI. All PRI-af!iliated

federations, such as the CTM, and a number of autonomous unions (a total of 37

organizations) belong to the CT, a trade union coordinating body which represents

approximately 85 percent of Mexico's organized workers.

The tradition of^a significant presence of union oflicers in the Government, espe-

cially in elected positions, and the continued union influence in the nominating proc-

ess for PRI candidates at all levels of government, perpetuates a symbiotic relation-

ship that limits the freedom of action of unions. For example, union oflicers support

government economic policies and PRI political candidates in return for having a

voice in policy formation. When systemic reforms were instituted in the late 1980's,

however, the mainstream labor organizations began to lose strength within the rul-

ing PRI. After the August 1991 federal legislative elections, in which fewer than
usual PRI labor candidates participated, the percentage of CT senators and deputies

in the federal conwess fell to less than 10 percent, ti 1992, only one labor leader

was named as a I%I gubernatorial candidate. This, and the reahty of privatization

and economic restructuring of the economy, have prompted a debate within the CT
about how best to adjust to changing circumstances.
Mexican law grants woriters the right to strike. The FLL requires as a first step

that a 6- to 10-day strike notice be filed, followed by a brief, government-sponsored

mediation effort. K a strike is ruled illegal, employees must return to work within

24 hours or face dismissal for cause. On the other hand, once a legally recognized

strike occurs, by law the company (or its subunit) that is the strike target must shut

down totally. Even management ofllcials may not enter the premises until the strike

is resolved.
The FLL also permits strikes by public sector employees, although this rarely oc-

curs. Strike figures for 1992 are expected to be higher than for 1990 or 1991, mainly

due to prolonged strikes within the cotton textile industry and at a lai^ge Volks-

wagen plant. During 1991, strike activity was low; 7,006 notices of intent to strike
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were filed with the Federal Board of Conciliation and Arbitration (JFCA), and 136

actual strikes occurred. The comparable figures for 1990 were 6,395 strike notices

and 149 strikes.
. »,

Labor leader Agapito Gonzalez Cavazos was arrested in January 1992 in Mata-
moros. He was accused of tax fraud but, since his union had just instituted legal

strikes against a number of "maquiladora" (in-bond export) plants with expired

labor contracts, his supporters chained harassment. Mexican government ofncials

denied this. Due to his advanced age and health problems, Ajgaoito Gonzalez was
kept under a loose form of house arrest in a private hospital in Mexico City while

government prosecutors and his own lawvers worked on nis case. He was released

on bond in mid-October 1992 and resumed his union activities in Matamoros.
Unions and labor centrtds are free to join or afliliate with international labor or-

ganizations and do so actively.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The FLL strongly upholds the

right to organize and to bargain collectively. On the basis of only a small showing
01 interest by employees, an employer must recognize the union concerned and make
arrangements eitner for a union recognition election or proceed immediately to nego-

tiate a collective bargaining agreement, and such agreements are commonplace. Ac-

cording to the employers, FLL bias on this point is so pronounced that it has led

many of them to encourage company unionism as an alternative to organization by
national or local unions amliated with the dominant labor centrals. Umon represen-

tation elections are traditionally open (not secret), and votes are recorded by name.
Management as well as competing trade union officials are with the presiding JFCA
ofiicisu when each and every worker votes.

The public sector is almost totally organized. The degree of private sector organi-

zation varies widely by states. While most traditional industrial areas are heavily

organized, states with a small industrial base usually have few unions. Workers are

protected by law from antiunion discrimination, but this law is unevenly enforced,

especially in states with a low degree of unionization.

The rate of unionization of maquiladora industries varies by area, but is compara-

tively low. The Attorney General for Human Rights of Baja California attributes the

low rate of unionization of maquiladoras in his state to the fact that the relatively

good wage and benefit packages of the large maquiladoras reduce the incentives to

unionize. However, other observers report abject working conditions and inadequate

wages in these industries and allege government as well as employer efforts to sup-

press unionization. There is, however, no credible evidence that the central Govern-

ment has suppressed the unionization of maauiladoras. There are indicators that

some state and local government figures ana business leaders have discoureiged

unionization in their respective areas. Critics correctly point out that it is difficult

to explain the low level of unionization in some states, given the ease of unioniza-

tion under the law, yet the trade unions have not instituted any complaints either

with the (iovemment or with the International Labor Organization (ILO).

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—The Constitution prohibits forced

labor. There have been no credible reports of forced labor for many years.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The FLL sets 14 as the minimum
age for employment by children. Children from 14 to 15 may work a maximum of

6 hours, may not work overtime or at ni^t, and may not be employed in jobs

deemed hazardous. In the formal sector, enforcement is reasonably adequate for

lai^e and medium-size companies; it is less certain for small companies. As with

employee safety and health, the worst enforcement problem is with the many very

small companies. Eighty-five percent of all registered Mexican conapanies have 15

or less employees, and 80 percent have 5 or less employees, indicating the vast

scope of the enforcement challenge just within the formal economy.

Illegal chUd labor is largely found in the informal economy, which includes signifi-

cant numbers of underage street vendors, employees in very small businesses, and
workers in rural areas. The ILO reports that approximately 18 percent of Mexican
children aged 12 to 14 work. Often such children woik for their parents or other

close relatives. In addition, small-scale employers prepared to disregard company
registration, social security, health, safety, and tax laws are often equally prepared

to violate child labor laws.

In 1992 the Mexicjm (Jovemment increased from six to nine the minimum num-
ber of years that children must attend school. The move was part of a maior edu-

cational reform effort designed, in large part, to upgrade the skills of the Mexican
labor force. The Government recognizes as a long-term goal the need to continue in-

creasing educational opportunities for youth.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The Constitution and the FLL provide for a

minimum wage for workers, which is set by the tripartite National Minimum Wage
Commission (govenmient, labor, employers). In December 1987, the major labor cen-
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trals and unions, along with employers, agreed to a temporaiy tripartite accord with
the Government to limit price and wage increases to compensate for purchasing
power losses caused by inflation. The accord has since been renewed annually. By
1991 annual inflation was reduced to 19 percent and was expected to be about 12
percent for 1992. Wages set by collective bargaining agreements and white-collar
salaries in the private sector generally kept pace with inflation even though the
minimum wage has not. Since the flnancial collapse of 1982, the minimum wage
ceased being adequate. Recent data on urban areas indicate that 14 percent of
urban workers earn less than one minimum wage, 41 percent earn between one and
two minimum wages, and 32 percent earn between two and Ave minimum wages.
The FLL sets 4§ hours as tne standard legal workweek. The FLL provides uiat

workers who are asked to exceed 3 hours of overtime per day or work any overtime
on 3 consecutive days must be paid triple the normal wage. For most industrial
workers, especiaUy unionized ones, the real workweek has declined to about 42
hours, ^though they are paid for a full 48 hours. (This is why unions jealously de-

fend the legal ban on hourly wages in favor of daily wages.)
Mexico's legislation and rules regarding employee health and safety are relatively

advanced. All employers are bound by law to observe the "General Regulations on
Safety and Health in the Workplace" issued jointly by the Secretariat of Labor and
Social Welfare (STPS) and the Mexican Institute of Social Security (IMSS). In addi-

tion, in late 1991 the maquiladora associations in northern border states agreed to

cooperate in a special program with STPS and EMSS health and safety experts to

help their member companies overcome any deficiencies in their compliance.
"nie focal point of standard setting £md enforcement in the workplace is in FLL-

mandated bipartite (management and labor) safety and health committees in the
plants and ouices of every company. These meet at least monthly to consider work-

ftlace safety and health needs and file copies of their minutes with federal or state

abor inspectors. Government labor inspectors schedule their own activities largely

in response to the findings of these workplace committees. Individual employees
may also complain directly to the Oflice of Labor Inspection or the General Direc-
torate of Medicine and Safety in the Workplace. Workers may remove themselves
from hazardous situations without jeopfirdizing their employment. Complaints may
be brought before the Federal Board of Conciliation ana Arbitration at no cost to

the plaintiff. Mexican labor and social security officials report that compliance is

reasonably good bv most large companies, both foreign-owned and domestic. Most
compliance oifficulties occur with small businesses, few of whidi export any goods
or services.

NICARAGUA

Nicaragua is a constitutional democracy, with executive, legislative, judicial, and
electoral branches of government. President Violeta Barrios de Chamorro and mem-
bers of the unicameral National Assembly were elected in a free and fair election

in 1990. The Sandinista Front for National Liberation (FSLN) became, ostensibly,

the opposition party in the Assembly. In the judicial branch, FSLN justices out-

number Chamorro appointees five to four on the Supreme Court, with neither group
having the six-vote majority necessary to decide cases.

The Minister of Government and the President, who also holds the title of Min-
ister of Defense, are the civilian authorities legally responsible for overseeing the
National Police and Sandinista People's Army (EPS), respectively. In practice, now-
ever, Nicaragua's security forces continued in 1992 to be led by Sandinista ap-

pointees who operated with substantial autonomy. Total military expenditures for

1989, the last year for which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency con-

ducted a detailed analysis, were between $76 and $90 million. In 1992, the (Sovem-
ment's military budget was approximately one-half that figure. The size of the
armed forces was reduced from over 80,000 to under 17,000 between 1990 and 1992.

Credible accusations of human rights violations were raised against the police and
the EPS during the year.

In September 1992 several top police officials with poor human rights records

were removed, a civilian was named to the newly created post of Vice Minister of

Government to supervise the police, and an oflice of human rights was created with-

in the Attorney Gfeneral's office. However, the new Chief of Police, appointed from
within the raiis, has also been accused of many past human rights violations. At
the same time. President Chamorro created a Tripartite Commission composed of

the Government, the Catholic Church, and the Organization of American States'
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International Commission for Support and Veriilcation (OAS/CIAV) to examine past
and future cases of political violence.

Nicaragua continued efforts to rebuild its predominantly agricultural economy in
1992. Annual per capita income is estimated at about $350 by the World Bank. The
Government continued an economic stabilization program begun in March, 1991
under International Monetary Fund (IMF) auspices. Inflation, doubleand even tri-

ple-digit in 1990, was cut to about one-half percent per month, and the Govern-
ment's fiscal deficit was reduced by 80 percent since 1990. Nevertheless, Nicaragua's
economy remains depressed.

Major, persistent human rights problems in 1992 included extrajudicial killings,

mistreatment of detainees and other abuses by security forces, violence by para-
military bands in rural areas, the backloged and often partisan judicial system, the
Government's continuing failure to investigate and prosecute those responsible for

human rights abuses, and violence against women (including rape and wife beating).

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^Politically motivated violence was
commonplace in 1992. The civil war which formally concluded in June 1990 with
the demobilization of the Nicaraguan Resistance (RN) left Nicaraguan society both

J

)olitically polarized and heavily armed. Prior to leaving office after its electoral de-

eat, the Sandinista Government distributed weapons to mtmy of its supporters;

some RN members also cached supplies of arms before demobilizing.

There were credible reports that demobilized RN combatants were killed by the
police, army, former agents of the disbanded General Directorate of State Security
(DGSE), or Sandinista militants during the year. According to OAS/CIAV, 13 former
RN combatants were killed by National Police or active or demobilized EPS mem-
bers; 2 by former DGSE agents; an additional 8 by Sandinista militants; and 16 by
unknown assailants. Twelve were killed by rearmed EPS veterans (known as
"Recompas") and 8 by rearmed members of'^the RN known as "Recontras" or by
other ex-RN members. This number of 59 deaths brought to 165 the number of ex-

RN members who died under violent circumstances since the beginning of the
Chamorro administration. OAS/CIAV provided details of these homicides and other
human rights abuses to the Government; however, few investigations or prosecu-
tions of the perpetrators of these killings occurred.

Among the extrajudicial and political killings during 1992 were the following: On
March 9, an EPS patrol attacked a recreation center in the town of Waslala with
automatic weapons and fragmentation grenades, kiUing Omar Olivas, a former RN
member. Although the EPS claimed that the soldiers kiUed Olivas "in self-defense,"

a report by the Nicaraguan Association for Human Rights (ANPDH) described the
incident as an "indiscriminate attack" by the EPS. Neither the police nor the EPS
conducted an investigation of the attack.

On June 14, EPS troops shot and killed Rene Espinales, a demobilized RN mem-
ber, near Pantasma in Jrnotega Province. The ANPDH charged that Espinales was
ambushed and killed without any attempt to arrest him. The police shot and killed

two demobilized RN members, Noel Urbina and Abel Fernandez (the village mayor),
on June 29 in the village of El Coral in southeastern Nicaragua. The police claimed
the pair were armed and killed while resisting arrest; however, witnesses reported
that Fernandez was killed during an argument with the local police chief and that
Urbina was repeatedly shot in the back by police as he tried to leave the scene.

On November 12, Julio Pravia and Gilberto P*ravia were murdered at their farm
near QuUali, Nueva Segovia department. The Ministry of Government and EPS re-

ports, carried in the Nicaraguan media, identified the victims as Sandinistas and
the perpetrators as Recontras. OAS/CIAV subsequently identified Julio Pravia as

ex-RN member who, along with his family, had been repatriated from Honduras
under the terms of the demobilization accords of 1990. Three Pravia children were
seriously wounded. The attack was carried out by a trio of armed gunmen. OAS/
CIAV named Inocente Rizo and Jacinto Rodriguez Lopez, both former DGSE agents,

as two of the three gunmen. At year's end, no government prosecution had begun.
On November 23, Dr. Arges Sequeira Manga was fatally shot by unknown assail-

ants near the city of El Sauce. Dr. Sequeira was President of the Union of Agricul-

tural Producers and of the National Association of Confiscated Persons. He was also

Vice President of the National Constitutional Party and of COSEP, Nicaragua's
main private sector organization. Dr. Sequeira's political and business associates

called the murder a politically motivated assassination carried out by the Sandi-
nistas. President Chamorro publicly condemned the murder and launched an inves-
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tigation in which criminal investigators of the Spanish Government are participat-

insf.

Many incidents of poUtical and extrajudicial killing dating from 1990 had not been
resolved by the end of 1992. On Julv 2, the civilian district judge hearing evidence
in the murder case of 16-year-old Jean Paul Genie transferred it to the military
court system for further action. Citing a "serious presumption" that bodyguards ac-

companying EPS commander General Humberto Ortega shot Genie to death and
acted with unnamed "other personnel" to cover up the Killing, the judge ruled that
jurisdiction lay with the military courts. Genie's father and the public prosecutor,
supported by the Nicaraguan Bar Association and the Attorney General, appealed
the transfer order before a civilian appeals court, arguing that the law giving mili-

tary courts jurisdiction in common crimes is unconstitutional.

Genie, a high school student, was killed bv automatic weapons fire on October 28,

1990, while driving on Managua's Masaya highway; several witnesses placed Gen-
eral Ortega's motorcade at the scene of the murder. Alter the official heading the
murder investigation, Mauricio Aguilar, was himself murdered by another police of-

ficer, Harold Meza, police dropped their investigation of the Genie case without
mcdcing any arrests. An internal military investigation cleared the bodyguards of
any wrongdoing. While the EPS publicly denied any military involvement in the
crime, it destroyed the logbooks documenting the movements of Ortega and his
bodyguards. In February the EPS published an open letter to the judge criticizing

his conduct of the case and charging that the case had been "politicized" in order
to damage the reputations of the EPS and General Ortega. In August the Perma-
nent Human Rights Commission (CPDH) charged that Mauricio Aguilar had been
murdered to prevent an impartial police investigation of the Genie case. The CPDH
accused the military court system of partiality and favoritism towards Aguilar's kill-

er, who, though convicted of homicide by a military court and sentenced to 3 years
in prison, was quickly released.

Former RN commander Enrique Bermudez was assassinated on February 16,

1991, in front of Managua's Intercontinental Hotel. The Government has announced
no progress on this case since a special presidential commission dissolved in Novem-
ber of that year, citing lack of any advance in the Nicaraguan police investigation.

U.S. Government and private efforts to revive the investigation of Bermudez's mur-
der during 1992 led to r^uests by the Government and the Tripartite Commission
for foreign technical assistance, but these initiatives were not successful. Three
Catholic nuns and a bishop were attacked near Siuna in a military-style ambush
on January 1, 1990. One ofthe nuns, an American citizen, Maureen Courtney, died.

Those responsible have yet to be brought to justice.

The Government signed a Catholic Church-mediated agreement in January 1992
with leaders of the Recontras which provided cash bonuses and exemption from
prosecution for previous attacks on Government security forces in exchange for the

Recontras' promise to disbemd. These and similar accords with other Recontra
groups were criticized by the Nicaraguan Center for Human Rights (CENIDH) for

encouraging armed rebellion as a form of political blackmail.

To address the issue of ex-RN deaths. President Chamorro established a Tri-

gartite Commission composed of the Government, the Catholic Church and OAS/
lAV. In an October 2 ceremony inaugurating the Tripartite Commission, the OAS/

CIAV member publicly presented the Government with a list of 154 persons (de-

mobilized members of the RN, their family members, and individuals who had been
repatriated) killed in Nicaragua since the beginning of the Chamorro Administra-
tion. OAS/CIAV described most but not all of these deaths as politically motivated.

By the end of 1992, the Commission finished the review of its first case, the Septem-
ber 1990 death of an ex-RN member at the hands of members of a Sandinista coop-

erative.

During 1992, local human rights monitors charged that security forces continued
to be staffed by many former members of the disoanded DGSE, cited for repeated

human rights violations under the Sandinista government. While most ex-DGSE of-

ficers assumed positions in the military, some with records as human rights viola-

tors became police officers in rural areas. In August the CPDH called on President

Chamorro to remove Colonel Lenin Cema from his position as Chief of the Defense
Information Directorate (DID) of the EPS, and to investigate the human rights vio-

lations attributed to Cema while he headed the DGSE. Cema, however, continued

in his post.

On December 22, 1991, President Chamorro decreed an amnesty for "all political

and related common crimes" committed since May 10, 1990, which extended to the

decree date the Sandinista anmesty granted in 1990 to those responsible for prior

political crimes. Some human rights monitors remain critical of this decree, regard-

ing it as a setback to their efforts to bring known human rights abusers to justice.
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b. Disappearance.—^There were no known cases of political disappearance during
the vear.

Clandestine graveyards dating from the Seindiaista era (1979-1990) continued to

be discovered in 1992. In January the remains of 75 persons, RN members and civil-

ians, killed by Sandrnista "special troops" in November 1984 were unearthed in the
area of Bijagua, 49 kilometers from Camoapa, Boaco province.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
There were numerous credible reports during the year that the police beat and oth-

erwise phvsically mistreated detained persons, often to obtain confessions. The Gov-
ernment miled to investigate and prosecute those responsible for mistreatment.

In June, following a series of inspections of Nicaragua's jails and prisons, the
CPDH issued a report describing conditions in the national penitentiary system as
"disastrous," and charged that the Government had "abanooned its ooligation to

care for the prisoners. The CPDH reported that prisoners suffered from lack of

food, malnutrition, absence of both medicine and medical treatment, contaminated
water supply systems, and lack of clothing. The report noted that a Yii^h percentage
of prisoners complained of torture and mistreatment in police investigation center
jails. TTie CPDH charged that in Tipitapa's Modelo Prison a notorious olock of tiny
cells used in former years for "punishment" were again being used under inhuman
conditions.
The Ministry of Government, which is responsible for the police and the prison

system, took few steps during 1992 to identiiy and correct human rights abuses. A
prison official dismissed the CPDH report critical of prison conditions as "slander."

Generally, the Ministry ignored complaints of abuses reported by CENIDH, CPDH,
and ANPDH, and was slow in responding to requests for information on the deaths
of former RN members. In September, however, the Government created by decree
a new section within the Attorney Greneral's office to prosecute human ridits viola-

tions. The Government in September also replaced National Police Chief Rene Vivas
and several other high police officials, most of whom had been criticized as human
rights violators under the Sandinista government.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Enle.—^Arbitrary arrest and detention by the po-
lice were common in 1992. The Police Functions Law establishes procedures for the
arrest of criminal susjiects. The Law was criticized by local human rights groups
in 1992 for providing inadequate judicial oversight of police arrests. The Law re-

quires police to obtain a warrant prior to detaining a suspect, but it is issued by
a poUce official rather than a judge. After detaining a suspect, police are required
by the Law to notify family members of the detainee's whereabouts, but in practice

tnis is rarelv done. Detainees do not have the right to an attorney until they have
been formally charged with a crime.
Under the terms of the Police Functions Law, a suspect may be detained for up

to 9 days before he is brou^t before a judge. If released before the 9-day deadline,

the police are not required to justify the detention. Human ri^ts monitors note that
the 9-day period contravenes the constitutional requirement that a detainee appear
before a competent judicial authority within 3 days of detention. The National As-
sembly specified the 3-day deadline in the Reform Law of Penal Procedures, passed
in 1991. The Assembly did not amend the Police Functions Law, however, and local

human rights groups reported that detainees routinely continued to be held without
charge for more than the 3 days allowed by the Constitution. The Civil Inspection
Unit of the Ministry of Government, estabhshed in 1991, continues to monitor and
correct police wrongdoing, including illegal detention. Although the Constitution
provides that detainees are to receive access to legal counsel once they have been
charged with a crime, in practice police do not act to protect this right. The Reform
Law of Penal Procedures provides for the release of accused criminals on bail. Pre-

viously, detainees were permitted to remain at liberty prior to trial only for compel-
ling personal reasons, such as ill health.

Exile is not practiced.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The judicial system comprises both military and
civilian courts. The military courts are responsible for investigating, prosecuting,

and trying crimes committed by or against members of the armed forces or police.

Proceedings of the military courts are secret but may be released to the public if

the military authorities so choose. Military courts oJlen fail to investigate or try

cases against members of the military. Even when soldiers are convicted, often, as

in the case of Mauricio Aguilar's killer (Section l.a.), they either receive light sen-

tences or the sentences are not enforced.
The accused has the right to legal counsel; if a defendant cannot afford one, a

public defender is named by the presiding judge. One deficiency of the legal system
is the absence of a cadre of publicly funded attorneys to represent indigent defend-
ants. Court-appointed counsel, either lawyers or law students, serve without fee; the
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bar lacks the infrastructure to sustain effective pro bono representation. Defendants
are presumed innocent until proven guilty. Those convicted nave the right of appeal.
The Constitution provides for the right to a speedy trial but, in practice, many per-
sons arrested and held without bail spend months in jaU before appearing in court.

The CPDH estimates that one-third of all those incarcerated in the prison system
have been awaiting trial for between 3 months and 2 years.

The Reform Law of Penal Procedures reestablished trial hy jury and allowed indi-

vidual citizens to denounce criminal activities directly to a judge. Previously all ac-

cusations of criminal wrongdoing were processed first by the police, who determined
whether the case merited further action. It is too early to tell how effective the new
Krocedures will be in protecting due process and the civil rights of ordinary citizens,

lany members of the judiciary were appointed under the Sandinista government,
and such judges are often said to be influenced by their political beliefs. During the
latter part of 1992, the Supreme Court ruled that certain procedural steps taken
hy the National Assembly leadership were illegal and in violation of the Constitu-
tion. Opposition Assembly members claimed the Court's decision responded to pres-

sure from the Executive Branch.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

1987 Constitution establishes that all persons have the right to privacy and the pri-

vacy of their family and to the inviolability of their home, correspondence, and com-
munications. It also requires warrants for searches of private homes and excludes
from legal proceedings illegally seized letters, documents, and private papers. Local
human rights groups claimed that officers from the Defense Information Directorate
(DID) continued to operate as they had under the DGSE, operating wiretaps and
other electronic surveillance, intercepting maU, and searching private homes and of-

fices without judicial authorization. During 1992, there were credible reports that
the EPS and police officials illegally entered homes and businesses. This same accu-

sation was leveled against Recontras and demobilized EPS members.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^These freedoms are provided for in the Con-
stitution. Freedom of speech is guaranteed in Article 30 of the Constitution, which
declares that "Nicaraguans have the right to freely express their beliefs in public

or private, individually or collectively, in oral, written and any other form." Freedom
of the press is restricted, however, by several constitutional provisions. Article 66
establishes that Nicaraguans have the right to "accurate information," thereby pro-
viding an exception by which the freedom to publish information the Government
deems "inaccurate" could be abridged. Although Article 67 specifies that the right

to provide information cannot be subject to censorship, it subjects it to "retroactive

liability established by law" and defines it as a "social respKonsibility," implying sanc-

tions against "irresponsibility" by the press. Finally, Article 68 declares that "the

mass media are at the service of national interests," thus implying that the Govern-
ment may suppress media activity it decides is not in the national (or conceivably

merely its own) interest. In practice, during 1992 diverse viewpoints were freely and
openly discussed in public discourse, in print and broadcast media, and in academic
circles.

The most important medium for news distribution in Nicaragua is radio. Listeners

can receive a wide variety of viewpoints, particularly in Managua. There are five

television stations: the two largest are operated by tne (jovemment, though one is

owned partly by the private company which manages it. The government station

broadcasts two news programs nightly, one produced by its own news team and a
second by a Sandinista news team. Sandinista harassment of opposition broad-
casters, frequent in 1990 and 1991, was not evident in 1992.

There are three national daily newspapers. Barricada and El Nuevo Diario, which
reflect rival Sandinista lines, regularly criticized officials and policies of the
Chamorro administration. During the first half of the year, La Prensa, under the

collective ownership of President Chamorro and her late husband's family, offered

a generally progovemment viewpoint which was critical of the Sandinistas and only

occasionally criticized the Chamorro administration. Following a midyear change in

editorial management, La Prensa became increasingly independent, however, somcr
times espousing the views of the National ()pposition Union, or UNO. Several

weeklies, inclumng the Sandinista publication El Semanario, and the strongly pro-

UNO and antigovemment El Nicaraguense were published during 1992.

There is no official state censorship in Nicaragua. However, the CENIDH reported

that police attacked an El Nuevo Diario photo journalist in January, and members
of the EPS attacked a reporter and a photographer from Barricada in March,
confiscating the latter's camera. In both instances the journalists were attempting
to cover clashes between labor groups and government security forces. In April the
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CENIDH chai^d that the Government discriminated against pro-Sandinista media
in its distribution of commercial announcements, a principal source of income for aU
the communications media.
The academic community reflects a wide range of alternative viewpoints.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Numerous marches and dem-
onstrations were held throughout the year by groups representing a range of politi-

cal views. Demonstrators must obtain permission for a march after registering its

planned size and location with police. This permission is routinely granted. Opposi-
tion and independent associations of all sorts coexisted in Nic{u*agua througnout
1992. Private associations of any kind may be formed without restrictions but do
not have legal status until they receive this designation from the National Assem-
bly. Such legal recognition is routinely conferred.

On September 14, the police dispersed a small demonstration by disabled war vet-

erans during a patriotic parade in the national stadium; one demonstrator was
badly beaten with a police oaton. The CENIDH denounced the police violence before

the mter-American Commission on Human Rights, declaring it evidence of a general
pattern of conduct. The CENIDH added that the indifference of Cabinet members
in the stadium demonstrated the Government's "institutionalization of violence as

a means of silencing the petitions and demands of social sectors justly exercising

their constitutional right of petition."

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The Constitution provides for freedom of religion. Nica-

ragua is at least 75 percent Roman Catholic; other religious groups practice without
hindrance. Protestant denominations proseljdize actively and now constitute as

much as 20 percent of the population. Missionaries and church workers freely enter

the country to engage in religious activities as well as development assistance.

d. Freedom ofMovement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^There are no government restrictions on movement within or from
Nicaragua.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

In the February 1990 election, Nicaraguans exercised the right to change their

government peacefully. A 14-party UNO coalition, the FSLN, and several smaller
parties participated in the election, declared free and fair by international observers.

Violeta Chamorro won the president over FSLN candidate Daniel Ortega, and
UNO obtained a majority of seats in the National Assembly. During 1990 and most
of 1991, UNO, which supported Chamorro's presidential bid, held a majority in the

National Assembly; the FSLN was the minority party. In late 1991, at least ei^t
deputies broke away from UNO to form the "Center Group." The Chamorro Admin-
istration often relied on support from the FSLN and the %!enter Group" to pass or

block legislation since mid-1992 and before, when the majority of UNO deputies in

the National Assembly, led by Assembly I*resident Alfredo Cesar, became a de facto

opposition force.

In September a conflict developed between the executive and legislative branches
over the legality of certain actions by the National Assembly leadership, because of

diflerences over what constitutes a quorum. At the close of the year. President
Chamorro ordered the National Police to surround the National Assembly while it

was in recess and appointed a provisional board to govern the internal elections of

the Assembly, scheduled for January 9, 1993. She based her actions on a determina-
tion of the Supreme Court that all actions subsequent to September by the Assem-
bly were unconstitutional. Her supporters upheld her actions as being necessary to

overcome the impasse which had paralyzed tne National Assembly since September.
UNO politicians condemned the President's decision as a "coup d'etat against the

Assemoly." The next national elections for the Presidency, National Assembly, and
municipal councils are scheduled for 1996.

The right of citizens to change their government remains theoretically limited,

however, by Article 5 of the 1987 Constitution, which guarantees the existence of

political pluralism "without ideological restrictions, except for those who seek a re-

turn to the past or advocate the establishment of a political system similar to it."

There have yet to be cases which would define this exception in practical terms.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The Government permitted domestic and international human rights monitors to

operate freely in Nicaragua in 1992. The three active local human rights organiza-

tions were the Nicaraguan Center for Human Rights (CENIDH), the Permanent
Commission for Human Rights (CPDH), and the Nicaraguan Association for Human
Rights (ANPDH). Ihough officially nonpartisan, the CENIDH has the reputation of
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being "pro-Sandinista." The CPDH and the ANPDH are not afliliated with any polit-

icalparty; the CPDH has received U.S. Government funds since June 1990 and the
ANDPH since mid-1992. Both are known for their active criticism of abuses commit-
ted under the Sandinista government as well as under the Chamorro administra-
tion.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution prohibits discrimination on the basis of '^irth, nationality, politi-

cal belief, race, gender, language, religion, opinion, national origin, economic condi-

tion, or social condition." Most Nicaraguans are of mixed mestizo background and
skin color does not appear to be a barrier to political or economic success.

Women continued to suffer discrimination in the male-dominated culture preva-
lent in some sectors, although this did not prevent women from occupying senior

Positions in government, the trade union movement, and social oi^anizations.

^omen are underrepresented in management positions in the private sector and
form the majority of workers in the traditionally low-paid education, textile, and
health service sectors. According to the CENIDH, 57 percent of the households in

Nicaragua are headed by women and 72 percent of them live in poverty; 57 percent
of the unemployed are women, and of these 75 percent are single mothers. Although
abortion is illegal, increasing numbers of women terminate pregnancy by clandes-
tine abortions.

Local human rights organizations continued to monitor violence against women,
including rape and wife oeating. Because victims often are reluctant to publicize

their charges, it is likely that such abuse is significantly under-reported. Local
human ri^ts groups report that police sometimes intervene to prevent injury in

cases of domestic violence, but that the perpetrators are rarely charged or tried for

their acts. The Ixchen Centers and the Luisa Amanda Espinoza Association of Nica-
raguan Women, a Sandinista mass oi*ganization, provided medical and psychological

counseling to women, as well as legal advice in divorce cases and to victims of rape
and other violence.

The bipartisan Women's Commission of the National Assembly was actively in-

volved in promoting legislation of interest to women in 1992. In August President
Chamorro approved an amendment to the Nicaraguan Penal Code, passed in June
by the National Assembly, reforming the law against rape. The new law establishes

a maximum penalty of 20 years in prison, closes loopholes that allowed convicted
rapists to evade imprisonment, and changes rape from a private to a public crime
by allowing public prosecutors to initiate marges against violators. The law has not

been in effect long enough to determine how effectively it is being implemented.
The Government has been criticized for its failure to expend resources in support

of the Atlantic Coast population, which is composed lareely of ethnic, racial, and re-

ligious minorities. Successive central governments in Managua have traditionally

neglected the Atlantic Coast, extracting natural resources while expending a dis-

proportionately small amount of state mnds in the region. Under Article 11 of the

Constitution, Spanish is the ofiicial language of the State. As English and native

indigenous languages are widely used languages of the people of the Atlantic region,

those who cannot speak Spanish are frequently at a (usadvantage in dealing with
the national Government.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^All public and private sector workers, except the

military ana the police, are entitled to form and join unions of their own choosing,

and they exercise this right extensively. Nearly half of Nicaragua's work force, in-

cluding agricultural worifers, is unionized, according to labor leaders. New unions

must register with the Ministry of Labor and be granted legal status before they
may engage in collective bargaining with management. Some labor groups report oc-

casions delays in obtaining legal status.

Workers also freely exercise their right to strike. Under the terms of the Labor
Code, workers may strike legally only after they have exhausted other methods of

dispute resolution, including mediation by the Ministry of Labor. There were numer-
ous strikes in Nicaragua in 1992, but use of violence by strikers was less common
than in previous years. In one violent confrontation, however, police broke up a
demonstration by hundreds of bus workers outside the Ministry of Transportation

on January 21. The workers were protesting the Government's failure to carry out

a privatization accord it had negotiated with a Sandinista bus workers union.

CENIDH reported that 15 workers were beaten and 5 arrested by the police; it con-

demned what it termed "violent repression by the police."

Injuries were also sustained in a March dispute at a collective when EPS troops

and police evicted workers from ENABAS, the state-owned grain marketing busi-
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ness. On April 3, shots were fired by unknown assailants at the headquarters of the
Autonomous Nicaraguan Workers Central wounding three union members. This in-

cident took place during a strike by Sandinista taxi drivers, protesting the issuing
of new taxi licenses.

Unions freely form or join federations or confederations and aflUiate with inter-

national bodies.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The Constitution provides for

the right to bargain collectively. The Chamorro Government's labor negotiations in

1992 continued primarily to be ad hoc efforts to resolve pressing labor conflicts, usu-
ally in the pubbc sector. Despite unfavorable economic conditions and unfamiliarity
with the practice following 10 years of central economic planning, collective bargain-
ing is becoming more common in the private sector.

In July the International Labor Organization's (ILO) Committee of Experts issued
a report noting that the labor law provision which subjects collective agreements to

the prior approval of the Ministry of Labor before they can come into force violates

ILO Convention 98 on the right to organize and collective bargaining ratified by
Nicaragua in 1967. In November the ILO's Committee on Freedom of Association
(CFA) requested information on deaths and injuries which occurred during particu-

lar strikes in 1990 and 1991. The Government was asked to reply to allegations of
helping to organize, promote and finance progovemment trade unions and of placing
unaer surveillance trade union ofiicials responsible for strikes.

By September 1992, eight firms were operating in export processing zones. The
firms receive tax concessions but operate under the same labor laws in efiect for

other Nicaraguan companies.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Constitution prohibits forced

or compulsory labor, and there is no evidence that it was practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Children under the age of 14 le-

gally are not permitted to work. Although the Ministry of Labor rarely enforces it,

the child labor law is generally observed in the small modem sector of the economy;
however, young street vendors and windshield cleaners ply their trade in Managua
and children frequently work on family farms at an earlier age.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Oyer the objections of the labor representa-
tives, sectoral minimum wages were set in mid-1991 by a commission made up of
representatives from government, labor, and the private sector. Enforcement is lax,

however, and many woikers are paid less than the minimum wage. The labor
groups aivued that the minimum wage rates were inadequate given the high cost

of living. According to a July 1991 estimate by the Government's National Commis-
sion on the Standard of Living, the minimum wage does not provide a family of four
with the income to meet its basic needs. In September 1992, the Permanent Work-
ers Central (CPT), the democratic labor umbrella group, issued a public manifesto
demanding that the Government immediately implement a general wage increase
geared to the cost of living.

The Constitution specifies an 8-hour workday in a workweek of 48 hours with 1

day of rest. Health and safety standards are also provided for by the Constitution.
The Ministry of Labor's Office of Hygiene and Occupational Security is responsible

for setting, and verifying compliance with, health and safety standards. Although
extensive, these standaras are not strictly enforced due to an insufiicient number
of inspectors.

PANAMA

Panama's Constitution establishes a representative democracy with three
branches of government—executive and legislative branches elected by direct secret
vote for 5-year terms, and an independent judiciary—plus an independent electoral

tribunal. The current Government, headed by President Guillermo Endara, is a
multiparty coalition elected in 1989.
Panama has no armed forces and had no military expenditures during 1992. Con-

stitutional amendments that, among other things, would have prohibited the estab-
lishment of military forces were approved by the Legislative Assembly but were de-

feated in a national referendum on November 15, 1992. Law enforcement duties are
the responsibility of the Panamanian Public Force (PPF) under the Minister of Gov-
ernment and Justice. Criminal investigations are performed by the Judicial Tech-
nical Police (PTJ) under the Public Ministry, headed by the Attorney General, who
is part of the judicial branch.
Panama has a free enterprise, service-oriented, dollar-based economy. In 1992 the

Government initiated structural reforms designed to increase the efficiency and pro-
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ductivity of the economy. Panama's gross domestic product grew by over 8 percent.

The oflicial unemplovment rate has slowly fallen to approximately 14 percent. Pov-
erty is closely linked to high unemployment and underemployment in urban slums
ana in some rural areas.

During 1992, the Panamanian Government generally respected human rights,

strengthened some institutional protections, and began to prosecute those respon-
sible Tor the abuses ensuing from 21 years of dictatorship. However, progress in key
areas was slow, and Panama's principal human rights problems continued to be pro-

longed preliminary and pretrial detention, an ineflicient criminal justice system,
and an overcrowded, oppressive prison system.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—No cases of political or other
extrajudicial killings at the hands of government personnel were reported during
1992. Some cases against those accused of politically motivated murders under the
military dictatorship began to move slowly through the court system. In January
the Supreme Court ordered three defendants to stand trial in the 1971 disappear-

ance 01 Catholic priest Hector Gallego. In June Manuel Noriega and 5 other defend-

ants were ordered to stand trial for the sununary executions of 11 Panama Defense
Force (PDF) members after the October 1989 coup attempt against Noriega. Also

in June, 12 defendants were ordered to stand trial for the kidnaping and murder
of American citizen Raymond Dragseth, killed during the 1989 U.S. military action,

reportedly by agents of the Noriega regime. In July Noriega and others were or-

dered to stand trial in the 1985 murder of Dr. Hugo Spadafora, a former Vice Min-
ister of Health and critic of Noriega. Many defendants including Noriega, who is

currently serving a 40 year prison sentence in the United States, appealed the order

to stand trial, delaying commencement of the trials.

Some groups continued to press for further investigation into the deaths of per-

sons killed in 1989 during "Operation Just Cause" and for indemnification of their

families. A U.S. congressional report released in July concluded the number of Pan-
amanians killed in "Operation Just Cause" was between 300 and 400, of whom ap-

proximately 100 were innocent bystanders. Also in July, the Catholic Church an-

nounced formation of a commission to investigate, among other things, the number
of deaths during "Operation Just Cause."

b. Disappearance.—No known or alleged cases of politically motivated disappear-

ance occurred during 1992.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Constitution prohibits the death penalty as well as measures which could dam-
age the physical, mental, or moral integrity of prisoners or detainees. There contin-

ued, however, to be scattered cases of police brutality. The national police and the

PTJ each maintained offices of professional responsibility to investigate claims of po-

lice misconduct, including human rights abuses, against members of their respective

organizations. Sanctions included formal reprimand, disciplinary transfer, reduction

in rank, dismissal, and in severe cases, prosecution. Through the end of August, the

PNP had investigated 151 cases; 24 officials were dismissed for their actions and
3 cases were forwarded for possible prosecution in the courts. Through the end of

July, the PTJ had investigated 70 cases; 4 agents were dismissed.

The PPF, with the assistance of the Panamanian Committee for Human Rights

(CPDH), routinely trained existing personnel and incoming recruits on laws and pro-

cedures to protect the human rights and legal guarantees of citizens. The PTJ also

inteCTated human rights courses into its training for new detectives. In November
the PTJ's homicide mvision chief was suspended and arrested when he was identi-

fied as allegedly being involved in a politically motivated kidnaping and torture in

1985.
In June Panama adopted measures to regulate the use of force, including deadly

force, by members of Panamanian law enforcement organizations. The intent of the

decree was to make individual officers responsible for decisions regarding use of

force. The adopted measures require an oflicer to exhaust all other methods before

using force, to use the minimum level of force necessary, and not to use deadly force

except to defend against deadly force or in life-threatening situations involving hos-

tages or acts of terrorism.
Prison conditions throurfiout Panama remained deplorable in 1992; unhealthful

conditions were common. TTtie physical plant of most prisons was dilapidated, medi-

cal care was lacking, escape attempts were freqruent, and there were credible reports

of corruption and abuse of prisoners by guards. The Government refurbished and
expanded prison facilities in Colon, Cristobal and David, continued construction of
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the 1,000-bed La Joya prison, and began to train civilian guards for the La Joya
facility. Nonetheless, overcrowding of Panamanian prisons worsened in 1992 as ar-

rests increased. According to government figures, the total prison population in Au-
gust 1992 was approximately 4,300, an increase of approximately 17 percent over
August 1991. Modelo prison, Panama's largest, housed over 1,200 prisoners in a fa-

cility built for 350; fights in Modelo caused at least 8 deaths in 1992.
Conditions on the Coiba Island penal colony continued to be deplorable and primi-

tive. There were continued credible allegations of torture and mistreatment at the
hands of guards, although abuses were not as severe as reported in 1991. The Gov-
ernment's policy was to investigate charges of torture and punish persons found re-

sponsible. The greatest danger to inmates came from rival bands of prisoners who
fought among uiemselves, often using homemade weapons. At least five inmates
died on Coiba in 1992, three reportedly the result of gang-related violence. Prisoners
who attempted to flee Coiba more than three times were confined to 80-year-old
cells with no sanitaiy facilities. Transportation difiiculties hindered communication
between Coiba inmates and their attorneys and often caused further court delays
when Coiba inmates were not transported to court on time. In December the Direc-

tor of Coiba was dismissed after being accused of corruption.
There was no known evidence in 1992 that female detainees or prisoners were

targeted for sexual assault or other abuse by police or prison guards. Conditions at

women's prisons generally were better than those at other prisons.

In early July, uie Director of Immigration ordered 32 illegal immigrants deported
to Colombia on foot throu^ the Darien Jungle; 6 were reported missing at the end
of the march. After severe criticism of the deportation, the Attorney General an-
nounced an investigation, and there were no more similar deportations. Later in

July, deportations were halted completely due to lack of funding.
a. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^No known cases of arbitrary arrest, de-

tention, or exile occurred in 1992. The Constitution stipulates that arrests must be
carried out with a warrant issued by the relevant authorities, except when a person
is apprehended during the commission of a crime. The detainee is to be informed
immediately of the reasons for arrest or detention, and the detainee has a right to

immediate legal counsel, to be provided by the State for the indigent. The Constitu-
tion provides for judicial review of the legality of detention and mandates the imme-
diate release of anv person found to have been detained or arrested illegally. A sus-

pect may not be detained for more than 24 hours without being brought before a
comjpetent authority, after which a prosecutor has a fixed period (which varies ac-

cording to the number of suspects) to complete the investigative file for judicial re-

view. The judge, in turn, has an additional 15 days to render a decision as to wheth-
er a trial is warranted.

In practice these time limits were often not met, nor were sufficient public defend-
ers available. The 24-hour time limit was often violated; arrestees were commonly
held without charges for several days. Extended pretrial detention of those chained
continued to be one of Panama's most serious human rights problems. According to

government statistics, the proportion of pretrial detainees in the prison population
hovered near 79 percent, the same percentage as in 1991. Pretrial detention in ex-

cess of the maximum sentence for tne alleged crime was not uncommon. According
to public defenders, the average period of pretrial custody for a defendant was 18
months. The Government took no meaningiul action during the year to correct this

situation.

e. Denied of Fair Public Trial.—^The nine Supreme Court magistrates are ap-

pointed to 10-year terms by the Executive Branch and confirmed by the Legislative

Assembly. The magistrates appoint Superior Court judges, who in turn appoint cir-

cuit court judges in their respective jurisdictions. In 1992, two new criminal courts

began to operate in Panama City. The Supreme Court recently approved judicial ca-

reer regulations intended to promote professionalism and to prevent the removal of
ju^es for nonprofessional reasons. At least five judges were removed in 1992 for

various reasons involving malfeasance in office.

At the local level, administrative judges similar to justices of the peace are ap-
pointed by municipal mayors. There are two types of local judges, "corregidores" and
"night" (or "police^ judges. These judges exercise jurisdiction over minor civil and
criminal cases in which they may impose sentences of up to 1 year. This system has
serious shortcomings. These officials need not be (and normally are not) attorneys
and they operate outside the jurisdictional control of the courts. Some allegedly en-
gage in corrupt practices. Their actions are not regulated by the Code of Criminal
Procedure and their decisions are appealable only to provincial governors.

The Constitution provides that persons charged with crimes have the rit^t to

counsel and are presumed innocent until proven guilty. Court proceedings ouring
the investigative phase are conducted with written presentations by the prosecution
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and defense without the presence of the accused. Trial proceedings are done orally

with the accused present. The Constitution establishes trial by jury to be used in

some circumstances; however, by law, most trials do not use a jury.

The Government is constitutionally obliged to provide public defenders for the in-

digent, but this guarantee was often violated in practice because of the shortage of

public defense attorneys. Two new public defenders were hired in 1992, but the judi-

cial system remained 3 public defenders short of the 36 required by law. Public de-

fenders often were appointed after the investigative pheise of the case had passed,

limiting the defense's opportunitv to present evidence. Public defenders' caseloads
were staggering, numbering hundreds of cases per attorney and seriously undermin-
ing the quality of representation.
Panama held no political prisoners in 1992. Various pro-Noriega and ex-PDF

groups claimed approximately 50 to 54 prisoners held for alleged crimes including
torture, homicide, Kidnaping, and other numan rights violations during the period
of military dictatorship were "political" prisoners. Leading Panamanian human
rights organizations unanimously disagreed with that characterization. Many of
these prisoners have been awaiting trial since early 1990.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

Constitution provides for the inviolability of the home and communications. Per-

sonal documents may not be examined, communications may not be monitored, nor
private residences entered and searched except by written order of a competent au-
thority for a specific purpose. "Sweep" searches in high-crime areas by the Judicial

Technical Police (PTJ) produced credible complaints that PTJ agents at various
times failed to follow legal requirements for arrest and search warrants and con-

ducted indiscriminate searches of entire apartment buildings or housing complexes.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Panamanians generally enjoyed the freedom of

speech and press provided for by the Constitution. Five nations daily newspapers
were published. Three commercial television stations—^two of which were national
networks—operated in Panama. Two local educational television stations broadcast
in Panama City: one is operated by the University of Panama; and the second, run
by the Catholic Church, began broadcasting in April. Panama had approximately 95
privately owned radio stations broadcasting a wide variety of political and other
commentaries and perspectives. There was also one national radio station run by
the Government, limited to educational and cultural programming. Local and for-

eign journalists worked and traveled freely throughout Panama, and the population
had ficcess to foreign media.

Libel is a criminal offense subject to fines and up to 2 years in prison. Opinions,

comments, or criticism of government officials acting in their official capacity are

specifically exempted from libel prosecution. Legislation to repeal Noriega-era press

restrictions still technically in existence v/as submitted to the Legislative Assembly
in 1992 but did not reach final debate.

In May the Attorney General ordered a newspaper columnist jailed for 5 days
without a trial for showing "disrespect" to the Office of the Attorney General in sev-

eral columns. The arrest, under a section of law allowing certain government offi-

cials to inipose immediate discipline in extraordinary situations, was upheld by the

Supreme Court. The Panamanian Committee for Human Rights and the National
Journalists' Association condemned the arrest.

Academic freedom was recognized and freely exercised at public as well as private

universities.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Constitution provides the
rights of peaceful assembly and association, and the Government generally re-

spected these rights. No authorization is needed for outdoor assembly, although
prior notification for administrative purposes is required. Panamanians have the
right to form and organize political parties, associations, and professional or civic

groups without government interference.

Freedom of assembly was widely exercised in 1992, and citizens frequently assem-
bled and marched to protest government policies and to make demands of the Gov-
ernment.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The Constitution provides for religious freedom. No gov-

ernmental restrictions existed in 1992 on the free exercise and prosel3rtization of re-

ligious beliefs, nor on any particular religious groups. Although Roman Catholicism
is predominant, Panama nas no state religion. Clerics are constitutionally prohibited
from holding public office except as related to social assistance, education, or sci-

entific research. Foreign clergy are permitted to enter the country and enjoy the
same religious freedoms as Panamanian citizens.
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d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^The Constitution grants Panamanians the right to move freely within
the country and to emigrate and return, and these ri^ts are respected in practice.
No known cases of forcible repatriation of refugees or asylees occurred in 1992.

In September in response to complaints about juvenile crime, the Governor of
Panama Province imposed a 9 p.m. curfew for minora.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The Constitution provides for a representative democracy with direct popular elec-

tion of the President, two Vice Presidents, legislators and local representatives every
5 years. Technical arrangements for and the supervision of elections are the respon-
siDility of the independent National Electoral Tribunal. Suffrage is a right and duty
for all citizens; there is, however, no penalty for noncompliance. Voting is by secret
ballot. Panamanians enjoy the right to join any political party, to propagate their
views, and to vote for candidates of their choice without government interference.
These rights were respected by the Government in 1992.
There are no legal bars to participation by women or people of African, Asian, or

indigenous descent, but in fact few of them are found in senior leadership positions
in government or political parties, owing to traditional patterns. However, numerous
representatives oi these groflps are in the Legislative Assembly, including five

women.
Panama's indig:enous population of approximately 194,000 has the same political

rights as other citizens. The Government provides semi-autonomous status to the
San Bias reserve, populated mainly by indigenous Kuna indians. San Bias has two
representatives in the Legislative Assembly, proportionate to its population. Locally,
the reserve is governed by tribal chiefs, who meet in general congress twice a year.
During 1992 Kunas objected to squatter incursions m areas oi Panama Province
they considered their traditional l{mds and asked the Government to create another
Kuna reserve. Guaymi Indians in the provinces of Bocas del Toro, Veraguas, and
Chiriqui also called on the Government to create a Guaymi reserve. Bills to create
the Kuna and Gruaymi reserves and an additional indigenous reserve in Darien
Province were introduced in the Legislative Assembly.
The eight legally recognized political parties in 1992 represented a wide spectrum

of political viewpoints. During 1992 at least nine other diverse political groups were
registered as "parties in formation" with the electoral tribunal in preparation for the
1994 national elections. A "party in formation" must present 18,220 signatures to
the electoral tribunal for legal recognition as a political party.

Constitutional amendments approved by the National Assembly were defeated in
a national referendum in November. Political parties freely promoted or opposed the
referendum, as did a wide variety of civic ana professional groups. The referendum
was observed by a number of national and international groups. Voting was free and
fair, and the Government respected the results. During the referenmim, members
of the PPF were placed under the authority of the electoral tribunal to safeguard
voting places, helping to ensure a free election.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Several local human rights oi^anizations, including both church and secular
groups, operated without restrictions in Panama. These organizations carried out a
full range of activities, including investigations and dissemination of flndings. Local
human rights advocates had free access to government oflicials while investigating
complaints. No evidence suggests government retaliation against persons or orgam-
zations making human rights complaints. International human rights groups oper-
ated without government restriction.

During the course of 1992, Noriega-era defendants were charged and began to be
tried for offenses involving human rights abuses. Among those convicted were ex-
Panama Defense Forces (PDF) Major Felipe Camargo (sentenced to 40 months in
prison for human rights abuses), ex-Provmcial Governor Alberto Velasquez (sen-
tenced to 2Vi years m prison for violating press freedom by closing a newspaper)
and ex-Director of Modelo Prison Jorge (Jorrea Munoz (sentenced to SVz years in
prison for human ri^ts violations).

The Legislative Assembly created a permanent Human Rights Commission that
began to operate in 1992. It was too early by the end of the year to assess its effec-

tiveness.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, illegitimacy, social

class, sex, religion, or political views. In October the Legislative Assembly gave final
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approval to the San Salvador Protocol, which among other things prohibits discrimi-

nation based on race, color, sex, language, religion, political opinions, national or so-

cial origin, or economic position. The Constitution protects the ethnic identity and
native languages of indigenous people, requiring the Government to provide bilin-

5uaJ literacy programs in indigenous communities. The Ministry of Government and
ustice mamtains a Directorate of Indigenous Policy. Despite legal protection and

formal equality, during 1992 indigenous people generally had relatively higher lev-

els of poverty, disease, and malnutrition.

Women generally do not eryoy the same economic opportunities as men. Panama-
nian law w)e8 not recognize community property, and divorced or deserted women
are often left destitute. Although the Constitution mandates equal pay for equal

work, wages paid to women are often lower than those for equivalent work per-

formed by men and increase at a slower rate.

Domestic violence against women continues to be a serious problem, but few reli-

able statistics exist on the subject.

Private groups and government agencies operate programs to assist victims of

such abuse. The Legislative Assembly created a permanent Women's Affairs Com-
mission that began to operate in 1992, but its effectiveness could not yet be as-

sessed. Panama also had a number of private women's rights groups, including

groups for indigenous women, that concentrated on disseminating information about

women's rights, countering domestic abuse, enhancing employment and other skills,

and pressing for legal reforms.

Panama is a racially mixed country. People of African, Asian and indigenous de-

scent are politically active, but—as noted in Section 3—^underrepresented in senior

positions in the Government and the private sector. The law does not discriminate

against any social, religious, or cultural group. However, naturalized citizens may
not hold certain categories of elective office, and the Constitution reserves retail

trade to Panamanian citizens.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Panamanian workers in the private sector have the

right to form and join unions of their choosing, subject to registration by the Gov-
enmient. Approximately 9 percent of the private sector work force is organized into

some 177 unions, grouped under 5 labor centrals and several independent federa-

tions. Some unions formerly affiliated with federations and confederations have cho-

sen to ftinction as independent unions in recent years. Organized labor, which re-

ceived various benefits from and was largely coopted by the military regime, is no
longer identified with nor controlled by the Government or political parties. Union
organizations at every level may and do affiliate with international bodies.

Government workers are not permitted to organize unions or bargain collectively,

but do have the right to form representative associations. Some government employ-

ees' groups have efiectively pressured the Government on various issues, including

the restitution of part of the 13th-month salary bonus withdrawn in 1991. Other as-

sociations, such as those of the postal workers and air traffic controllers have used
actual or threatened work stoppages to their advantage. For several years, the

International Labor Organization (ILO) has pointed out that the Labor Code's exclu-

sion of public servants from the right to organize and bargain collectively violates

Convention 87 on freedom of association. In 1992 the ILO again asked Panama to

amend provisions in the Labor Code and other legislation that prevents government
workers from organizing unions. Workers in certain state-owned companies
(parastatals), such as public utilities, however, are permitted to organize unions,

and these are among tne strongest labor unions in Panama. Workers in all other

parastatals do not have the right to form unions but, Uke those in the rest of the

public sector, have the right to form employee associations.

Workers, except government workers and those employed by the U.S. forces and
the Panama Canal Conmiission, have the right to strilte. Employees of state-owned

enterprises that were once private, such as the electric and telecommunications

companies, have the right to strike when certain criteria are met. Law 13 of 1990

limited the right to stnke by requiring compulsory arbitration in enterprises that

provide public services and in other enterprises when the strike could create serious

economic problems for that enterprise. While this law remained in force at the end
of November 1992, the executive branch had submitted legislation to repeal the

clause that required compulsory arbitration. The private sector experienced only

minor strikes in 1992.

Public sector workers who went on strike included post office employees, social se-

curity administrative and medical personnel (including doctors), telephone workers,

and public university professors.
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The union movement chains that the Ministiy of Labor discourafies freedom of
association throu^ bureaucratic delays that prevent recognition oT new unions.
These criticisms were applied particularly to woikers in the Colon Free Zone and
the banking sector. The Government contends that it cannot grant legal recognition

to unions whose applications do not comply with labor registration regulations,
which have been in effect since 1947. According to Ministiy of Labor statistics, the
Ministiy has granted legal reception to 19 unions since 1990, a figure unchal-
lenged Sy organized labor. A Ministiy resolution in May reduces tiie number of doc-
uments required for the recognition and functioning of trade unions.

In 1990 the Government used Decree No. 1 to dismiss a number of officials of the
previous regime because of their alleged involvement in paramilitaiy organizations
such as the "Dignity Battalions." The International Confederation of Free Trade
Unions filed complaints in 1990 on behalf of FENASEP (the umbrella organization
for the public employee associations) charging the Government Mdth violations of
public employee rights through alleged dismissals, closure of association and union
offices, and a campaign to pressure FENASEP members to resign their association
meidberships. The Government has denied the charges, and the case continued
under review by the ILO's Committee on Freedom of Association (CFA) in 1992.

Law 25 of 1990 empowered the Executive Branch of the Government to dismiss
a public emplovee calling for, organizing or participating in action contrary to de-

mocracy and the Constitution. While the law expired in December 1991, several
unions challenged the constitutionality of dismissals in 1991 under this law. In May
1991, the Supreme Court upheld the law's constitutionality but struck the para-
graph that enabled the Executive Branch to dismiss state workers unilaterally, not-

ing that determination of an activity's illegality was reserved to the courts. The
IIa)'s CFA reiterated in 1992 its observation that Law 25 had "greatly prejudiced
the right of association of public employees, including the use ofstrikes, and that
it was intended to legitimize the dismissal of a large number of such employees
without providing for judicial appeal against such decisions." Workers fired under
Law 25 took their cases to the Supreme Court. At the close of 1992, 25 workers had
been reinstated, and 145 cases were under review.
Other ILO criticism of the Labor Code relates to the number of members required

to establish a union, the requirement that 75 percent of union members be Panama-
nian nationals, the automatic removal of trade union officers dismissed from their

jobs, and the Government's wide powers of supervision over trade union records and
accounts.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The law affords most workers
the ri^t to organize and bargain collectively, and the right is widely exercised. Pub-
lic employees are excluded Trom the right to organize, bargain collectively, and
strike. Workers in the Colon Free Zone and the banking sector are effectively denied
this right through the de facto exclusion of unions in these sectors.

While a Tripartite Commission set up to propose changes in the law proved inef-

fective, the Government, on its own, advanced legislation in late 1992 to amend Law
16 of 1990 and to repeal Law 13 of 1990. These two laws, enacted in response to

Panama's economic crisis in 1990, restricted the right of collective bargaining. The
Government signed into law in November 1992 an amended export processsing law
that repealed juticles 34 and 35 of Law 16 of 1990 relieving employers in any export

processing zones (EPZ's) that might be established of the obligation to bargain for

the first 4 years of operation and had imposed binding arbitration of certain dis-

{mtes. Workers in EPZ's, as before the enactment of Law 16 in 1990, now again are

egally covered by the national Labor Code, although there are additional provisions

in the EPZ law of 1992 relating to piece rates, bonuses, and other uncontroversial

details. However, althou^ three EPZ's were established under Law 16, they remain
inoperative.
Law 13 had extended existing collective bargaining agreements for 1 to 2 years,

absent agreement by employers and employees to negotiate a new agreement; re-

lieved new compfmies and companies without a collective bargaining agreement of
the obligation to bargain for a period of three years; authorized the Government to

suspena agreements tor up to four months "when special circumstances prevent con-

tinued employer operations"; and authorized the Government to order binding arbi-

tration of disputes that "cause serious economic difficulties." The Executive Branch
submitted legislation to repeeil these provisions in late November. Law 13 permitted
voluntary collective bargaining, however, and, during 1991 and 1992, 85 collective

bargaining agreements were negotiated.
Panamas Labor Code prohibits antiunion discrmination by employers. Disputes

or complaints may be brought to a conciliation board in the Ministry of Labor for

resolution. The Labor Code provides a general mechanism for arbitration once con-

ciliation procedures have been terminated. Several complaints were filed with the
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ILO alleging harassment of private sector union members intended to promote res-

ignations from or refusal to join unions.

c. Prohibition against Forced or Compulsory Labor.—The Labor Code prohibits

forced or compulsory labor, and neither practice was reported during 1992.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The Labor Code prohibits the em-
ployment of children under 14, or under 15 if the child has not completed primary
school. The Code prohibits the employment of people under the age of 18 in night
work. Children between the ages of 12 and 14 may perform farm or domestic labor
as long as the work is light and does not interfere with the child's schooling. En-
forcement of these provisions is triggered by a complaint to the Ministry of Labor,

which can order the termination of illegal employment.
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The Labor Code establishes minimum wage

rates for most categories of labor and requires substantial bonuses for overtime
work. The minimum wage is not sufficient to produce the income necessary to meet
a family's basic monthly nutritional and housing needs. Most Panamanian workers
employed in urban areas earn the minimum wage or above. Nevertheless, Panama
has a substantial informal sector, some of whose workers earn below the minimum
wage. A Tripartite Commission (government, labor, and business) reviewed the min-
imum wage rate and decreed a a 20.5 percent nominal increase effective January
1, 1993. The Ministry of Labor is charged with enforcing the minimum wage, al-

though budget and personnel restrictions limit its enforcement capacity.

The Labor Code establishes a standard legal woricweek of 48 hours throu^out
Panama and provides for at least one 24-hour rest period. The Code also sets nu-
merous health and safety standards for all places of employment. However, the Min-
istry of Labor, which is responsible for insuring that employers comply with these
regulations, does not have enough inspectors and resources to enforce them effec-

tively.

PARAGUAY

Paraguay, independent since 1811, has been ruled almost continuously by authori-

tarian regimes. In early 1989 a new Government, the leaders of which had deposed
dictator Alfredo Stroessner, conunitted itself to democracy, attempted to increase re-

spect for human rights, and subseqpiently took important steps toward those goals.

Paraguay is a constitutional republic with a powerful executive branch and a bi-

cameral legislature. The President is the Head of Government and cannot succeed
himself. The Colorado Party and the armed forces still dominate the system, but the
passage of a new Constitution in June 1992 marked an important step toward insti-

tuting civilian rule, judicial independence, and political accountability. The transi-

tion to fiiU democracy is scheduled to culminate with the election of a new president

in 1993.
Paraguay's armed forces consist of an army, navy, and air force and the President

is the Commander-in-Chief. According to the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency, total military expenditures for 1989 were $61 million. There are no plans
to reduce current expenditures in the near future. The police forces, under the over-

all authority of the Ministry of Interior, hold the primary responsibility for main-
taining internal security and public order. While law enforcement practices have im-
proved since the 1989 coup, the police continued to be responsible for human rights

abuses in 1992.
Paraguay has a market-based economy predominantly oriented toward exporting

primary agricultural products. Efforts to begin privatization of state-managed busi-

nesses got under way in 1992.

Principal human rights problems included extrajudicial killings, police torture of

suspects, beatings and mistreatment of prisoners, police corruption, detention of sus-

pects without judicial orders, general weaknesses within the judiciary, firings of

labor organizers, violent evictions and arbitrary detention of squatters, and military

intrusions into the judicial and political systems. Serious accountability problems
continued as the Government often failed to prosecute perpetrators of recent abuses
and abuses from the Stroessner era. Yet when a major corruption scandal came to

light which involved senior military officers, the Government cooperated with the

civilian courts and their investigations.
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RESPECT FOR HIBIAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person. Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were political killings in 1992,
principally involving peasant activists. The degree of government involvement re-

mains uncleau*.

As in previous years the police failed to investigate satisfactorily the murders of
peasant activists which mav have been politically motivated. For example, on Sep-
tember 6 the mutilated body of Benito Benitez, a peasant organization leader, was
found near his home in Minga Pora, Alta Parana department. ASAGRAPA, the local

agricultural association, denounced the brutality of the murder and demanded a full

investigation of this and other recent murders of activists. The authorities have ar-

rested no suspects in these cases. In an August incident Salvador Ozuna, a police-

man in Pedro Juan Caballero, Amambay department, shot and killed Arsenio
Alcides Gimenez, who was being questioned by authorities. Ozuna was taken into
custody; at year's end he had yet to be charged.

In ^ptember deputy police chief Julio Ponciano Riveros was found dead in his
cell in Luque shortly after he was arrested by his superior for having abandoned
his post for a few days without permission. According to the medical report, Riveros
died from a cerebral hemorrhage as the result of a dIow to the head. Three police
officers who spoke to the press about the irregularities in Riveros' death were subse-
quently arrested for disciplinary action. The case was investigated by judicial au-
thorities, and the police chief, Mateo Estigarribia, was subpoenaed to testily before
the investigating judge. At year's end the case was stiU under investigation.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reported cases of abductions by security forces.

c. Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Torture of criminal suspects is common in Paraguay, as is brutal and degrading
treatment of convicted prisoners and other detainees. Police, military, ana prison
guards have all been implicated to some extent in the mistreatment of individuals
m their custody; few are ever tried, convicted, and appropriately punished. Some,
however, have been arrested and held for investigation and trial.

There were credible reports of mistreatment ofwomen and minors, and brutal at-

tempts to force confessions out of detainees. The respected human rights group
TEKOJOJA, a juvenile rights group that often works with the Council for the De-
fense of Minors, reported that cnildren in police custody are particularly susceptible
to abuse. Many children were physically punished while in police custody. None of
the dozens of cases of torture of minors that were denounced before the courts re-
sulted in a conviction.

Prison conditions remained poor. Overcrowding and the mistreatment of prisoners
were the most serious problems. In June an uprising by prisoners at the Tacumbu
National Penitentiary orew attention to beatings there. In response to the uprising
the Government ordered a number of protesting prisoners to tne military prison at
Lagarenza, a desert barracks reopened as a prison worii camp, where they worked
in brutal and health-threatening conditions. Many of these prisoners reported that
before they were transferred to Lagarenza approximately 60 of them were beaten
with whips and wires by prison guards. Reports of the beatings led to the eventual
arrest of the Director of Penal Institutes and four guards. The Director was under
house arrest while the judicial process and investigation continued.
Two police officials in San Lorenzo were named in an April complaint for torture,

death threats, robbery, and humiliation brought by individuals representing three
minors who had been arrested. Mistreatment and beatings by police also occurred
in the towns of Nemby and Caazapa. Mario Bernardino Enciso testified before Judge
Cristobal Caceres Frutos about systematic beatings he had received whUe in the
custody of police in Nemby. Enciso alleged that he was blindfolded, suffocated, and
beaten on his stomach and the soles of ms feet with a ni^t stick.

In February Higinio Acosta Gonzalez was taken from police custody in the town
of General Morinigo, Caazapa department, and hospitalized with a buUet in his
back. He showed evidence of having been beaten about the face, arms, and legs.

Family members claimed that police had threatened to murder him if he revealed
what had happened. According to the family, Acosta Gonzalez was offered a large
sum of money if he would keep silent and go to Argentina. A judge ordered the ar-

rest of the police sei^eant responsible for tne shooting. At year's end the case was
still under judicial process.

In March also in Caazapa, a 16-year-old girl accused police precinct chief Juan
Gill Ruiz Diaz of physical and psycnological mistreatment. While detained without
a warrant, the policeman stripped her, threatened her with a knife, and interro-
gated her about money she had allegedly stolen from her employer. She gave a
forced confession to the police. She was held for 7 days before her father was able
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to free her on the grounds that there was neither evidence against her nor an arrest

order, and the detention was illegal because she was a minor.

The Justice Ministry, the Supreme Court, and the Human Rights Committee of

the House of Deputies continued to make inquires into torture and other abusive

treatment but the Government was rarely able to enforce necessary discipline

among the security forces. Authorities sentenced notorious human rights violators

from the Stroessner regime, such as police investigations chief Pastor Coronel, police

chief General Alcibiades Britaz Borges, LAicilo Benitez, and Camilo Almada Morel.

Pastor Coronel, already sentenced to 25 years in prison on previous charges, is still

under judicial process on an additional 15 counts of torture. In total, Paraguayan
prosecutors are processing 20 separate cases of torture by Stroessner-era police and
other oflicials. Ainnesty International formally noted the progress made in the pros-

ecution of these cfises but cautioned that more needed to be done.
There were credible reports that landowners, many of them Brazilians living near

the border in Alta Parana department, armed their employees who aggressive^ re-

moved squatters from the property of their employers without court orders. Some
of the evictions were violent, although there were no reports of fatalities. Para-
guayan police also sometimes used excessive force in the removal of land squatters.

Investigations into abuses by landowners, particularly the vigilantism by Brazilian

"colonists" in Paraguay, were notoriously slow, and seldom resulted in punishment
of those committing the abuses.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—The authorities often violated provisions

of the 1992 Constitution which prohibit detention without written order by a com-
petent authority and stipulate that any person arrested must be presented before

a judge within 24 hours of his or her detention.

The Paraguayan authorities hold nearly 90 percent of their estimated 3,000 pris-

oners without arrest warrants, orders of detention, or convictions. Only 6 percent

of the detainees at Tacumbu have been sentenced; detainees are routinely held
pending investigations and judicial process. Throughout 1992 the authorities ar-

rested and imprisoned many persons without legal process. There were many cases

such as that of Mirtha Alonso de Cabanas, arrested on September 19 by an Asun-
cion police precinct chief without judicial order. She was later transferred between
precincts without formal notification of the charges against her, as required under
the 1992 Constitution. She remains in custody and her case is pending.

In August the Supreme Court ordered the release of 14 prisoners from Tacumbu
Penitentiary for lack of any legal process against them. Eight minors were released

in August for lack of detention orders. One Paraguayan prison ofiicial noted that
detainees sometimes request a direct transfer to the penitentiary rather than stay

in the much worse conditions found in local police cells. Some detainees cite the

greater fear of beatings that motivates them to move from police custody to prison

as soon as possible. Nevertheless, such transfers occurred too frequently without

proper documentation.
Mass arrests of peasant land occupiers still occurred, albeit less frequently than

in previous years. At times the authorities ignored established procedure ana made
arrests without the issuance of warrants that specifically named those to be de-

tained. While most were held for only a few hours, others were detained for longer

{)eriods. Squatters have illegally seized land, at least in one case at the urging of

ocal political leaders, and have refused to leave the property despite court orders

to do so.

Incidents of security forces dislodging peasant land occupiers decreased, appar-

ently due to government efforts to distnbute land to landless peasants. Peasant
leader Maroelmo Corazon Medina was arrested at the end of 1991, after allegedly

fighting with police. His lawyer charged that Corazon was persecuted for supporting

landless peasants' rights; he was stiu in detention without sentencing at years end.

Forced exile is no longer used as a means of political control.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The judicial branch is composed of a five-member
Supreme Court headed by a President and including the Attorney General. There
are four appellate tribunals: civil and commercial, criminal, labor, and juvenile. Sev-

eral minor courts and iustices of the peace fall within these four fiinctional areas.

Tliere are public defenders for the transient and the indigent. Trials are conducted
almost exclusively by presentation of written documents to a judge, who then ren-

ders a decision. Since there is no trial by jury, the judge alone determines guilt or

innocence and decides punishment. During the pretrial phase, the judge receives

and may request investigative reports. In this phase the judge is also likely to make
a personal inspection of the scene of the crime and of the available physical evi-

dence. The accused often appears before the court only twice: To plead and to be
sentenced. All verdicts are automatically reviewed by an appellate judge, and the

61-307 0-93-16
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law provides for appeals to the Supreme Court. The military has its own judicial

system for the prosecution of miUtaiy offenses.

With the passage of the new Constitution in June, the judicianr acquired greater

structural and political independence fix>m the executive brancn. Judges will no
longer be appointed by the executive. The Constitution created a council of mag-
istrates to replace the old forms of political control of the judiciaiy, whidi will take

effect with the installation of a new government in 1993. Many of the current

judges, holdovers from appointments made by former dictator Alfredo Stroessner,

are alleged to make judicial decisions on the basis of bribeiy, intimidation, or var-

ious political reasons.

In May four hi^-ranking police officials were convicted for the torture and mur-
der of Mario Schaerer Prono. With that notable exception, cases of torture and cor-

ruption against Stroessner-era officiids continued to move slowly.

The courts. Parliament, and the executive branch responded to public outcries

against corruption by pursuing legal action against officials implicated in abuses of

authority. In the case of a notorious car theft scandal, the executive branch cooper-

ated with the judiciary to ensure that the colonel who accused high-ranking officers

of legal improprieties was allowed to appear before civilian judges. Although mili-

tary authorities changed the colonel with defaming superior officers, the ftesident

said he would act only in accordance with civil court decisions. Consequently, sev-

eral high-ranking military officers were relieved of their duties and indicted by civil

authorities. Former Army Commander General Humberto Garcete and other hi^-
ranking officers were detained pending the resolution of judicial investigations and
process.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family. Home, or Correspondence.—While
the Government and its security forces generally did not interfere in the private

lives of citizens, there were exceptions. The Constitution protects private homes
from police entry except to prevent a crime in progress or when the police possess

a judicial warrant. There were complaints that at times the authorities ignored this

protection, especially in the countiys interior. The Government at times relied upon
surveillance of individuals and monitoring of communications for political and secu-

rity reasons. The state telephone company admitted to having operated a wiretu)

operation without warrants that recorded the conversations of hundreds of individ-

uals, including men^rs of the presidential household. Criminal investigations are

underway in this matter.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The 1992 Constitution protects freedom of ex-

pression tmd the press. The Government made no effort to restrict freedom of speech

and the Paraguayan press exercised the freedoms acquired in 1989 more freely than

at any time in the country's recent histoiy. There were reports of anonymous death

threats against reporters and vocal labor union activists during 1992, althou^ the

threats did little to ducourage investigative reporting or labor activism. As m the

past, those threats were ma<k against persons examining allegations of official cor-

ruption, the contraband trade, and ties to the former regime. Sthella Ruffinelli, a

reporter for the afternoon dfuly Ultima Hora in Caazapa department, received death

threats while investigating cattle rustling and corruption by local officials. Although
Ruffinelli reported the threats to the central government representative in Caazapa,

dissatisfaction with the official response led the Paraguayan Reporters' Union to

make a complaint to the Attorney General requesting action. Police authorities in-

vestigated the complaint with no results.

In March police impeded press coverage of a meeting between municipal authori-

ties in the town of Ciudad del Este and the management of "Gallerias Americana,

S.A." The press was covering a month-old labor sti^e there when police prohibited

press access to the meeting under orders of the Mayor.
In September the press convincingly displayed its newfound power to pursue an

investigation when it exposed alleged military and police involvement in a major car

theft ring. The press investigation precipitated a special parliamentaiy iMuiry that

led to indictments of several hi^-ranking military officers. The Speaal Committee
on Illegal Activities expanded its investigations to include other allegations of cor-

ruption that led to the indictment of police chief Francisco Sanchez and police ad-

ministrator Carlos Molinos.
There were no restrictions on academic freedom in 1992.

b. Freedom of Peacefid Assembly and Association.—The 1992 Constitution protects

the right of association and peaceful assembly. In June 1990, Congress passed a law

regulating demonstrations m Asuncion. The law limits the areas where and the

hours when demonstrations may take place. It also requires notice to the Asuncion
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police at least 24 hours before any rally in the downtown area and gives the police

the option of banning the protest.

Notification of police opposition to a rally has to be given in writing to the orga-
nizers within 12 hours of receipt of the organizers' request. Under the law, a police

ban is permitted only if a third party has already given notice of plans for a similar

rally at the same place and time. In addition, the bill prohibits pubUc meetings or
demonstrations in front of tiie Presidential Palace and outside military or police bar-

racks.
In July, in the town of Limpio, police broke up a demonstration by using water

cannons and tear gas. The demonstrators had gathered to hold a 5 minute sit-in

at the Damien Pass Bridge to commemorate the deaths of passengers from a Limpio
bus line. The local police chief claimed the dispersal action was necessary to main-
tain public order.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The Constitution provides for freedom of conscience for

all persons and recognizes no official religion. The Government continued to respect

that freedom in 1992. Roman Catholicism is the predominant religion in Paraguay,
but all denominations are free to worship as they choose. Adherence to a particular

creed confers no legal advantage or disadvantage, and foreign and local missionaries

proselytize freely.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Paraguayan citizens travel freely within the country with virtually no
restrictions. There are no restrictions on foreign travel or emigration. There is no
ban on travel to any country.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Following successful elections for municipal government and a constituent assem-
bly in 1991, Paraguay made significant progress in its democratic transition in 1992
with the promulgation of the new Constitution. The process is scheduled to cul-

minate in 1993 with the election of a new president. Congress continued to assert

itself by investigating corruption and forming a commission that aggressively pur-

sued auto theft charges that involved high-level functionaries. Political debate rep-

resenting a broader spectrum of opinions was commonplace. The new Constitution

provides for substantial decentralization of authority.

Weak organization and lack of financial resources continued to Umit access by in-

digenous peoples to the political and economic system. They relied mainly upon par-

liamentary commissions to promote their particular interests and they were not for-

mally represented in the Constituent Assembly. Nonetheless, Title V of the new
Constitution guarantees indigenous peoples' ri^ts to participate in the economic,

social, political, and cultural life of the nation. The Constitution also protects their

property interests. These constitutional rights, however, have yet to be fully codified

into law, and at year's end it remained to be seen how effectively they would be
implemented.
While there are no formal legal impediments, women face significant obstacles

when they seek to participate in government and politics. The country's first female

cabinet mendjer. Minister of Public Health Dr. Cynthia Prieto, was appointed in No-
vember 1989. On November 27 Encuentro Nacional presidential candidate Guil-

lermo Caballero Vargas selected Maria Brusquetti as his vice presidential running
mate for the 1993 presidential campaign. However, there are few women in senior

leader^ip positions either in government or in the political parties.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Four major human ri^ts groups operate in Paraguay: the Committee of Churches
(an interdenominational group that monitors human ririits and provides legal as-

sistance), PRODEMOS (a CTOup that includes Catholic Bishop Mario Melanio Me-
dina among its leaders), l^KOJOJA, and the local chapter of the Association of

Latin American Lawyers for the Defense of Human Rights. Two of Paraguay's lead-

ing human rights advocates. Carmen Casco de Lara Castro and Francisco Jose de

Vargas, continued to serve as members of Congress.

In April the Office of the Director General of Human Rights, located in the Min-
istw ofJustice and Labor, sponsored seminars to promote human rights awtireness

in Paraguay. This government human rights office nas access to congressional, exec-

utive, and judicial authorities. The Government has yet to show, however, that it

htis the capacity to protect human rights by convicting and punishing those, ptirticu-

larly within the police, who commit abuses.
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Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Paraguajr's Constitution and laws prohibit discrimination in these areas. How-
ever, the significant Korean and Chinese communities exijerience social and eco-
nomic discrimination, and are sometimes denied access to credit terms enjoyed by
other Paraguayans. They are also sometimes discriminated against in the housing
market and do not have e<pial access to private institutions and schools.

Participation by women in the social and political system, although somewhat im-
proved in 1992, is still limited in the male-dominated society of Paraguay. Women
activelv and openly participated in drafting the new Constitution in the Constituent
Assembly. The Constitution supersedes aspects of Para^ays Civil Code that dis-

criminated against married women throu^ such requirements as the husband's
permission for emplcwment, male ownership of a couple's property, and a husband's
control over travel of^his wife and children. The new Constitution also includes pro-
tections for motherhood and guarantees of equality for women, but many of these
new provisions regarding women have not yet oeen codified. How they will be imple-
mented remains to be seen.
Wife beating and exploitation of women in employment continued to occur in

Paraguay. Most informed observers believe that wife beating occurs among a minor-
ity of the population, but that it is underreported. Exploitation of women, especially
the prostitution of teenagers, was a serious concern for authorities. Police frequently
raided brothels in which minors were employed, yet authorities paid little attention
to sex-related job discrimination. Some women complained about sex-related condi-
tions for promotion in their jobs. There are qo reports of women being denied eoual
access to education. Paraguay has instituted with UN. assistance a human develop-
ment program specifically targeted to assist peasant women.
Paraguay has an unassinulated and neglected indigenous population estimated at

75,000 to 100,000. There were initial efforts in 1992 to address the concerns of the
indigenous people by the legislature and the Constituent Assembly. The Govern-
ment's national indigenous institute (INDI) has the authority to purchase land on
behalf of indigenous communities and to expropriate private property under certain
conditions to establish tribal homelands, but the entity is poorly funded. The Gov-
ernment actively encourages churoh groups to work with indigenous populations in
health and weliare, as well as in religious matters. The problems of the indigenous
population, particularly those involving land claims, continued to receive frequent
media attention. The main problems lacing the indigenous population are lack of
education, malnourishment, and economic msplacement resulting from development
and modernization.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—For the first time in Paraguay's history, both private
and public sector workers are now free to form and join unions without government
intenerence. Provisions of the 1992 Constitution superseded the existing Labor
Code, which did not permit public sector worker unions. The new Constitution es-
tablished principles and protections for fiindamental worker rights, including the
right of association. It also contains an antidiscrimination clause, provisions for em-
ployment tenure and severance pay for unjustified firings, collective bargaining, and
the right to strike. These constitutional provisions marked a significant break from
legally protected antilabor practices in previous years, particularly practiced against
workers in the public sector.

Under the new Constitution the public sector, excluding the police and militaiy,

was most active in forming unions in 1992. Public employees, representing 6 percent
of the total labor force, formed or were in process of forming unions in several areas,
including the central bank, other state balnks, the telephone utility, the social secu-
rity administration, the civil air authority, the airport, and the Foreign Ministry,
among others. There was no evidence of government interference in these
unionizations.

Labor Vice Minister Oscar Martinez Perez led an effort to investigate and fine

employers who failed to meet minimum salary requirements and health and safety
specifications. Congress failed to give final approval to a new labor code, however,
primarily because of negative reactions by Paraguay's two main business associa-
tions. Businessmen, and to some extent the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, op-
posed some provisions of the code because they deemed them inflexible and a dis-

incentive to investment.
In principle, unions are independent of the Government and political parties, al-

though the case of the Confederation of Paraguayan Workers (CPT) is noteworthy.
A pro-Colorado Party faction within the CPT, the *27th of August" movement, suc-
cessfully sought an injunction against CPT President Julio Etoheverry, suspending
the internal elections at the CPT's May 1992 Congress. The movement seeks to
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build stronger ties with the ruling Colorado Party; however, the ruling was based
on a constitutional provision for direct elections within unions.
Approximately 5 percent of Paraguayan workers are organized. That percentage

may change as public employees take advantage of constitutional protections lor

public sector unions. Unions are free to maintam contact with regional and inter-

national labor organizations.

b. The Right To Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Collective bargainin{[ is pro-

tected by law, and has been successfully conducted in many cases. Collective con-
tracts are still the exception rather than the norm in labor/management relations.

While the Constitution prohibits antiunion discrimination, the firing and harass-
ment of some union organizers in the private sector continued in 1992. Under
present legislation, fired union leaders can seek redress in the courts, but the labor
courts have been slow to respond to complaints. As in previous years, in some cases

where judges ordered fired workers reinstated, the employers disregarded the court
order.
There were 19 strikes by unions affiliated with the independent labor federation

CUT alone, 12 of which were directly related to the firing of union organizers, man-
agement violations of a collective contract agreement, or management s effort to pre-

vent workers from freely associating. Agreements with the transportation workers
unions went unfulfilled by owners and management in 1992. The teacher associa-

tions also protested throughout the yefir the failure of the Education Ministry to

meet minimum wage standards. TTie failure to meet salaiy payments frec[uently

precipitated labor problems, especially in the public health sector. Labor attributes

the lack of action on complaints filed with the Labor Ministiy to bottlenecks in the
judicial system. There were also complaints of management creating parallel or "fac-

tory" unions to compete with independently formed unions.
Paraguay has no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced labor is prohibited by law
and is not practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.
—^The Office of the Director General

for the Protection of Minors in the Ministry of Justice and Labor is responsible for

enforcing child labor laws. Minors between 15 and 18 years of age can be employed
only wiSi parental authorization and cannot be employed under dangerous or
unhealthy conditions. Children between 12 and 15 years of age may be employed
only in family enterprises, apprenticeships, or in agriculture. Furthermore, the
Labor Code prohibits work by cmldren under 12 years of age. However, in practice

many thousands of children, many younger than 12, work in the streets of Asuncion
and its suburban communities selhng newspapers, shining shoes, and cleaning car
windows. In rural areas it is not unusual for children as young as 10 to work beside

their parents in the field.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The Government has established a private sec-

tor minimum wage, region^ly adjusted according to cost of living indices, sufficient

to maintain a minimaUy adequate standard of living. The minimum salary was ad-

justed bjr 10 percent in July for the first time since December 1990, representing

a loss of real purchasing power of 20.5 percent. Furthermore, it has been estimated

that 50 to 70 percent of Paraguayan workers earn less than the decreed minimum.
The current Labor Code, since it was superseded by the 1992 Constitution, is no
longer an accurate guideline for work conditions. However, according to that Code,

maximum weekly hours are 48 for day work and 42 for night work, with 1 dav of

rest. The law provides for an annual bonus of one month's salary. The Labor Code
also stipulates conditions of safety, hygiene, and comfort. In general, the Govern-
ment did not effectively enforce the safety and hygiene provisions of the Labor Code,

partially due to the lack of inspectors.

PERU

Twelve years of democratic government in Peru were interrupted on April 5, 1992,

when President Fujimori dissolved Congress, reoreanized the judiciary, and sus-

pended portions of the 1979 Constitution. Supported by the military and the major-

ity of public opinion, the President said the old political system was incapable of

fighting terrorism, corruption, and economic decay. Following international con-

demnation of his actions at a special Meeting of the Foreign Mnisters of the Orga-
nization of American States (OAS) on May 18, President Fujimori agreed to hold

elections for a Constituent Congress, which took place on November 22. The Con-
stituent Congress will legislate until July 1995 and draft a new constitution. Al-

though the two largest political parties boycotted the elections, observers, including
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those from the OAS, found them to have been conducted fairly. A return to demo-
cratic institutions, however, wiU depend upon the degree of autonomy of the new
Congress and the judiciaiy, as well as the conduct of the 1993 municipal elections
and the entry into force of a new constitution. An attempted coup in November fur-

tiier underscored the need for a return to full democracy.
The judicial system, which had suffered from corruption and political influence,

was placed un^r executive branch control after April 5. Ruling by decree law.
President Fujimori made major changes in judicial and prosecutorial procedures and
personnel. Numerous judges and prosecutors were fired for corruption in an effort

to address deficiencies in the civUian courts. New decree laws denned most terror-

ism cases as treason" to be tried in military courts. This led to concern that the
military courts, whidi so far have an almost 100 percent conviction rate under the
new rules, will not try defendants fairly. Other laws restrict the actions of defense
attorneys in terrorism trials and increase penalties for terrorism. Prosecutions of al-

leged government abuses made little signincant progress during 1992.
Pubuc security responsibilities are shared by the police and the militaiy. Accord-

ing to the U.S. Aims Control and Disarmament Agency, total military expenditures
for 1989 were approximately $500 million. There are no plans to reduce current
military expenditures in the near fiiture. The military and the police continued to

share counterterrorism duties in Lima; in the countryside, the military takes the
lead in areas under a state of emergency. Emei^ency zone status continued to pro-
vide for the suspension of c:ertain constitutional guarantees; currently 48 percent of
Peru's 22 mUhon people live in sucii areas, including the 8 million residents of
Lima. A vast majority of Peruvians consider the terrorist activities of the Sendero
Luminoso (Shining Path) Maoist guerrillas to be the country's major threat. Both
the police and military continued to be respc>nsible for human rights abuses in 1992.
Peru has a mixed ec»nomy whic^ c»niDines free market capitalism with state

ownership of some major industries. Minerals extraction and prcx^essing account for

half of the foreign exchange earnings. President Fujimori's administration pursued
a rigorous ecx>nomic stabilization and structural adjustment program in an attempt
to reverse decades of economic decline. An important step in this program was the
privatization of state-owned firms. Recession c»ntinues, however, and it is estimated
that at least one third of Peruvians live in critical poverty.
The c^hief sources of human rights violations in Peru remained the terrorist acrtivi-

ties of the Sendero Luminoso and, to a lesser degree, the excesses of the secnirity

services. Sendero abuses included assassinations of perceived opponents or the
merely uncxmperative, boxa government leaders and other officials to religious work-
ers and peasants. Sendero, lacking popular support, makes terror against civilians

an integral part of its strategy. In the countryside, Sendero killed members of rural
self-defense forces (rondas), community leaders, and political party members. On Oc-
tober 10, Sendero killed 48 peasants in the Ayacucho village of Huayllao; it was the
largest single massacre by guerrillas in the last 8 years. To create a power vacnium
in which it could grow in Lima, Sendero murdered sc»res of grassroots leaders dur-
ing 1992, including Maria Elena Moyano, who advocated peaceful opposition to

Sendero. She was shot dead and her bodv blown to pieces by dynamite in front of
her children on February 15. Sendero's other weapon in Lima was the use of power-
ful car bombs in populated areas.

Peru's respected, independent National Coordinating Committee for Human
Rights (CcMrdinadora) reported that Sendero was responsible for 654 assassinations

as of November 1992. On September 12 counterterrorism police captured Sendero
chief Abimael Guzman and other top Sendero leaders. They were found guilty in

military trials and sentenced to life imprisonment. This was a considerable blow to

Sendero, althou£^ the organization remained a serious threat to Peruvian institu-

tions, and Sendero bombings and abuses continued. Other police and milit^y ac-

tions in 1992 severely hurt the Tupac Amaru Revolutionary Movement (MRTA).
Both Sendero and MRTA continued to vie for control of parts of Peru's major coca-

growing region, the Upper Huallaga vaUey.
In 1992 there continued to be credible reports of summary executions, disappear-

ances, arbitrary detentions, torture, and rape by the militaiy and police. Most of

these abuses occurred in rural emergency zones. Particnilarly in the Huancayo area,

the military and police appear to have selectively kidnaped and killed dozens of per-

sons alleged to be members of Sendero Luminoso. Few abuses are fully investigated,

and prosecnition of secnirity force members is rare. Statistics from the Coordinadora
and the Public Ministry (an autonomous office of the Attorney General) confirmed
that the number of disappearances and extrajudicial killings by the secnirity forces

remained roughly the same as in 1991. Members of the security forces, rondas, and
f)aramilitary groups possibly connected to element» within the Government were be-

ieved responsible for 95 extrajudicial killings. President Fujimori continued in 1992
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to stress publiclv the need to improve respect for human rights, including by the
security forces. However, he continued to criticize strongly local and international

human rights groups as apologists for terrorists. There were credible reports that
the Government used the courts on several occasions to intimidate political oppo-
nents and human rights activists.

Military and police investigations into human rights violations committed by their

own members were sporadic and rarely resulted m effective criminal prosecutions.

While security forces claimed that there were significant numbers of dismissals for

various types of abuses, these were diflicult to verify since military practice is to

seal the relevant records.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^The Coordinadora estimated that
Sendero Luminoso committed 654 political assassinations through November 1992;

the MRTA 15; and unidentified subversives 54. The security forces were responsible

for 81 extrajudicial killings throu^ November 1992; paramilitary groups for 10; and
peasant rondas, often associated with the military, for 4. The deaths of 170 persons
were classified as "not clarified." Due to the isolation of many rural areas where
Sendero is most active, the number of victims is probably underreported.

According to the dissolved Congress' Commission on Pacification, 2,830 people, in-

cluding combatants and civilians, were killed in overall terrorist-related violence be-

tween January and November 1992. This figure includes 1,040 terrorists and 427
soldiers and police. Armed clashes with government forces accounted for the bulk
of casualties among terrorists. It is often difficult to distinguish combat-related
deaths from extrajudicial killings, which makes charges of human rights abuse dif-

ficult to verify.

Of the reported 81 extrajudicial killings attributed by the Coordinadora to police

and military forces as of November 1992, the majority occurred in emergency zones.

For example, between Au^st and October, armed and masked persons abducted 30
students from the Peruvian Central University in Huancayo. Eleven were found
dead bearing bums and signs of electric shocks. Human rights monitors blame the
military for these deaths. In San Martin, Eric Rojas Llanca, 16, and Rafael Navarro
Pisango, 20, were detained by the armed forces on June 21. On June 22, their bod-

ies, bearing siffns of torture, were found in a nearby river. The number of
extrajudicicQ kiUings was likely underreported, given widespread distrust of the
State by the community at large and the dysfunctional Peruvian justice system.

The security forces have generally been unable or unwilling to investigate and
Krosecute cases in which their own members are implicated. The Peruvian C&da of

lilitary Justice contains no provision for dealing with cases of killing, kidnaping,

or torture, only "negligence" and "abuse of authority." Although the current Code
allows military courts to use relevant portions of the Civilian Penal Code to try

crimes not covered under the Military Code, this is rarely done. The military has
repeatedly used its court system to preempt civilian investigation and prosecution

of cases mvolving military abuses; under the law, persons tried under a military

court cannot subsequently be tried in civilian courts for the same offense.

In September 1991, the Government authorized access by the International Com-
mittee of the Red Cross (ICRC) to ^1 military detention facilities to verify the pres-

ence and welfare of detainees. This access continued until September 1992, when
the Government informed the ICRC that new laws restricted previously agreed-upon
ICRC access to civilian prisons. The ICRC halted its prison visits in September out

continued to visit police and military instfdlations. At year's end, the ICRC and the

Government were working to resolve the problem.
In 1992 the ICRC registered over 2,200 new security detainees at various places

of detention throughout the country. The ICRC visited some 130 police stations, in-

cluding the counter-terrorism police offices in Lima, and recistered over 1,100 new
detainees, of whom over 300 were later released by the authorities after investiga-

tion. Over 135 military facilities were visited and about 120 new detainees were reg-

istered, of whom approximately 40 were released after investigation.

During May 4-9, the national police stormed Lima's Canto Grande maximuni se-

curity prison, which housed the majority of the country's convicted terrorists.

Sendero and MRTA inmates had gained control of their respective cell blocks, and
Sendero propaganda proclaimed the prisons to be "shining trenches of combat" that

Sendero used as training centers for its cadre. Police initially showed restraint, de-

spite the deaths of two policemen, one of whom was reportedly killed with acid.

After a final police assault, official and unofficial casualty reports indicated that at

least 36 inmates had been killed. There are credible reports that the police delib-
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erately killed four Sendero leaders, and peiiiaps others, ailer effective control of the

firison was reestablished. After the assault, numan ri^ts organizations and the
CRC were denied access to the prison.

Human ri^ts groups maintain that an unknown number of captured terrorists

and innocent civuians were sunmiarily executed by the military in 1992. These
claims are diflicult or impossible to verify due to difliculties in obtaining information

or traveUngto many of these areas.

In 1992 President Fujimori pointed to the rondas as a fundamental part of his

antisubversive strategy against Sendero Luminoso. Some rondas are organized and
equipped by the Government and the military. Many, however, emerge and operate

with Uttle government encouragement; they are often the only defense a community
has against terrorists. The rondas have demonstrated some effectiveness in deter-

ring bandits and terrorists, as well as serving other functions such as basic commu-
nity self-help woik. Reports indicated, however, that some rondas were involved in

numerous human ri^ts abuses, including the torture and extrajudicial killing of

suspected terrorists.

No progress was reported in the investigation into the November 3, 1991, mas-
sacre of 17 persons in Hoe Barrios Altos neighborhood of Lima. Despite strong indi-

cations that the authors of this massacre may have been linked to the security

forces, the Government publicly insisted the assailants could have been common
criminals, and the investigation stalled. An article based on supposed army sources

that claimed a special intelligence service unit carried out the Killings, with appar-

ent government approval, was not investigated. Instead, the Government sued the

journalist for libel.

There was little progress in the Santa Barbara (Huancavelica department) case

where an army ofRcer and five noncommissioned officers were charged in the July

4, 1991, deaths of 14 peasants whose bodies were found in an abandoned mine. The
trial of 14 cashiered police personnel implicated in the June 23, 1991, deaths of a
medical student and two teenaged brothers in Callao entered its last legal stages

and is expected to be concluded in early 1993. The investigating prosecutor in the

March 15 letter bomb attack on human rights lawyer Dr. Augusto Zuniga Paz sus-

pended action on the case April 27 pending further evidence. Dr. Zuniga's represent-

atives were reportedly unaware of^this until September and filed another suit in

this case. As in 1991, military officials asserted tnat a number of enlisted men and
officers were prosecuted in the military justice system on charges relating to human
rights violations. However, such assertions were difficult to confirm because, as a
matter of practice, the militaiy courts sealed relevant records. Neither the identities

of these individuals, the nature of their offenses, nor the exact sentences imposed
were made public.

Sendero Luminoso continued to assassinate teachers, clergy, engineers, develop-

ment and human rights workers, political activists, and pubuc servants, as well as

meniers of the security forces. In 1992 Sendero stepped up violent political activitv

in urban centers, with particular emphasis on Lima's surrounding slum areas, kill-

ing over 145 grassroots leaders. A number of these killings were carried out in a
gruesome fasmon intended to intimidate other potential opponents. On February 15

a Sendero assassination team shot and killea Maria Elena Moyano, a leader in

Lima's Villa El Salvador ^antytown, in the presence of her children, then blew up
her body by exploding dynamite placed on her chest. Sendero contlaued to target

foreign religious anddevelopment workers. On October 2, a Sendero unit kidnaped
Italian Salesian Brother Giuliani Rocca from his order's house near Huaraz, Ancash
department and later killed him with a shot to the head. On October 10, a Sendero
column attacked the hamlet of Huayllao, in Ayacucho department, murdering at

least 48 villagers, including the elderly, women, and children, and sacking or burn-

ing a large portion of the community.
A second terrorist group, the MRTA, carried out sporadic high visibiliW/low risk

actions, such as the tluly 6 4-hour raid on Jaen, Cajamarca department; the August
ambush of an army truck in Lima, in which five soldiers and one civilian died; and
a series of ineffective mortar attacks in mid-October against the Presidential Palace,

the U.S. Ambassador's residence and the Ministry of the Army. This group suffered

serious setbacks, however, including capture and incarceration of senior MRTA lead-

ers.

b. Disappearance.—The number of disappearance cases in 1992 remained roughly

the same as in 1991. The Public Ministry reported 145 new unresolved disappear-

ance cases as of November 1992. The Coordmadora, using different case tracking

methods, reported 171 at that time. These numbers are likely to increase as reports

of disappearances that occurred late in 1992 continue to be recorded. Senator
Enrique Bemales, former chairman of the respected Senate Commission on Vio-

lence, reported that in 1992 there were 280 disappearances, as compared to 300 in
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1991. According to the Public Ministry, the majoritjr of its formal disappearance
complaints implicated members of the security forces in the emergency zones. Most
new cases were reported in San Martin, Junin, and Ayacucho departments. How-
ever, the number of cases reported in metropolitan Lama increased dramatically,
from some 3 percent of all cases in 1991 to about 15 percent in 1992.
Testimony from survivors indicates that most victmis are taken to military bases

for interrogation. Some of those held are eventually turned over to the civilian court
svstem to oe released due to lack of evidence or to be imprisoned on terrorism
charges; others never reappear. The rondas figured increasingly in the number of
reported disappearances. Hondas were alleged to have been involved in approxi-
mately 3 percent of disappearance cases in 1991 and 13 percent in 1992. Comoined
military/ronda patrols were implicated in another 10 percent of disappearance cases
in 1992.
On July 18, professor Hugo Munoz Sanchez and nine students were reportedlv de-

tained by the armed forces during a sweep of dormitories at La Cantuta Teachers'
College. The military denied the detentions, but to date the students have not been
seen; writs of habeas corpus were ignored. (The armed forces occupied La Cantuta
in 1991 to counter pervasive Sendero Luminoso influence on the campus.)
At 2 a.m. June 24, unidentified armed and uniformed army personnel reportedly

broke into the home of journalist Pedro Yauri Bustamante in Huacho, Lima depart-
ment. The men bound and gagged Yauri and his father, beat them, and drove away
with Yauri in a pickup tru<i. He was not seen subsequently. The Huacho police re-

fused to let Yauri's father file a complaint, and the court in Huacho denied a writ
of habeas corpus. In May charges of illegal detention and abuse of authority were
fUed against five policemen in the disappearance case of Manuel Pacotaype, mayor
of Chuschi in Ayacucho department, ana three other men. The victims msappeared
on March 14, 1991, and were never seen again.
An unknown number of "disappeared" persons may be unaccounted for because

they joined the ranks of the MRTA or Sendero, either voluntarily or under duress.
It is believed that the number of persons forcibly recruited by Sendero is

underreported.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Although the Constitution prohibits torture and inhuman or humiliating treatment,
charges of brutal treatment of detainees are common. Knowledgeable observers re-

ported that suspected subversives held by government security forces were routinely
tortured at mihtary detention centers. Four army officers detained for coup plotting

made credible claims that they had been tortured by beatings, electric shocKs, and
being hung up by their wrists with their arms tied behind their backs. In 1992 there
were also reliable accounts from released detainees of torture or mistreatment by
the police. There continued to be credible reports of rape perpetrated by elements
of the security forces in the emergency zones. In one case, an army lieutenant and
six soldiers raped 14-year-old Froyli Mori Vela after searching the house in which
she and her parents were staying.
When torture occurs it often takes place in the period immediately following de-

tention. The law requires that persons detained for terrorism be interrogated in the
presence of a Pubhc Ministry prosecutor. Reliable reports of violations of these
standards are frequent, especially in the emergency zones. The requirement that an
attorney be present at the initial stages of detention and interrogation in treason
cases was eliminated by decree law in 1992.
Mamr victims of Sendero terrorism also show signs of having been tortured. Tor-

ture 01 those victims often follows a brief "people's trial," normally held in the pres-
ence of villagers as a method of intimidation. There are credible accounts that
Sendero tortures victims to death by means such as slitting throats, strangulation,

stoning, and burning. Mutilation of the body is common.
Peruvian prison conditions are appalling. Prisoners are exposed to unsanitary fa-

ciUlies^ poor nutrition and health care, as well as to harsh treatment by both prison

staff and fellow prisoners. Corruption is rampant among prison staff, who have been
implicated in a multitude of offenses, from sexual blackmail and the selling of nar-
cotics and weapons to euranging prison escapes. There were credible reports of rou-

tine beatings and torture of inmates by prison guards. Besides beatings, common
methods of torture reportedly include electric shocks to sensitive areas of the body,
water torture, asphyxiation, and being hung on a hook from a rope attached to

hands tied behind the back. Human rights groups reported that in June two
Senderista inmates died of exposure at the maximum security prison in Puno follow-

ing their transfer to that facility after police regained control of Luna's Canto
Grande prison in May.

d. Arbitrary Arrest. Detention, or Exile.—^The Constitution, the Penal Code, and
antiterrorist legislation delineate the arrest and detention process. However, most
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if not all of these protections are suspended in practice in those areas under a state

of emergency.
In areas not subject to a state of emergency, a judicial warrant is required for

arrest, unless a peipetrator is caught in the act. Persons arrested must be arraigned
within 24 hours, except in cases of terrorism, drug trafficking, or espionage, for

which the Umit is 16 days. Suspected terrorists charged under new 1992 treason de-

crees may be held for up to 30 days before arraignment. Detainees (in non-
emergency zone areas) have the right to choose their own attorney, or the Govern-
ment must provide counsel at no cost. This does not always occur in practice, and
human ri^ts sources report instances where court clerks have been deputized to

stand in as counsel. There is no functioning bail system; a form of provisional lib-

erty is available for persons not accused of terrorism, espionage, or narcotics of-

fenses.

A provisional registry of detainees held bjr both the militaiy and police for terror-

ism and other security crimes began operating in 1992. Police detention centers do
not make publicly available information detailing detentions, charges, transfers, or
releases of detamees. The ICRC, however, has access to local police detention

records and to tiiie national military registry of detainees. Local human rights orga-

nizations are expected to have access to the national registry of detainees in mili-

tary and police facilities through the Office of the National Fiscal for Human Rights.

Arrest procedures are different in the emergency zones. Security forces do not
need an arrest warrant, and detainees are often denied access to an attorney during
interrogation and to family members during their imprisonment. All detainees, in-

cluding those in the emergency zones, have the legal ri^t to seek iudicial deter-

mination of the lepility of their detention, but this ri^t is often d.isregarded by
military commanders in the emergency zones. Of the detainees held by the military

inside the emergency zones, human rights groups know of very few who were turned
over to civilian auuorities for prosecution. Incommunicado detention of suspects

was a common practice by government forces operating in the emergency zones.

Dozens of persons, whose detention the Government's security forces had initially

denied, nonetheless were later found to have been held in militaiy detention cen-

ters.

In mid-1991 the Government issued a legislative decree granting civilian public

prosecutors access to all military barracks and detention centers, including those in

the emergenqr zones. The decree specifies that the prosecutor naay privately inter-

view a detainee immediately upon nis detention ana examine him or her for signs

of physiced abuse. Where applicable, the prosecutor may order the prisoner re-

manded into the civilian court system. If remanded to the courts, the prosecutor is

to accompany the prisoner and require a formal medical exanunation upon deliver-

ing him mto civilian judicial custody. A public prosecutor must be present at the

release of any prisoner from militaiy detention.

Throughout 1992 public prosecutors generally continued to have access to militaiy

installations in the emei^ncy zones, with sporadic problems. The provision for ac-

cess to military installations by the Public Ministrys human ri^ts officials is rel-

atively new and could reverse the status quo whereby detainees are held incommu-
nicado and possibly disappear. Nevertheless, the number of detainees actually

turned over to civilian autnorities is believed to be small in comparison to the num-
ber of persons thou^t to have actually been detained.

At least 48 persons were detained or placed under house arrest without charges

following the events of April 5, including former government ministers, par-

liamentarians, labor leaders and an estimated 24 journalists. The Government per-

mitted ICRC visits to most of the detainees, and most were released within 10 days.

Only Agustin Mantilla, former Interior Minister in the Alan Garcia administration,

remains in detention. Government and security officials, as well as independent ob-

servers, beUeve that Mantilla was connected to the now defunct Commando Rodrigo

Franco paramiUtaiy group that operated during the Garcia administration in the

late 1980's. However, Mantilla's detention was generally viewed as politically moti-

vated.
The Constitution prohibits forced involuntary exile, and there have been no such

cases in the past 10 years.
e. Denial ^ Fair Public Trial.—^The Peruvian legal system is based generally on

the Napoleonic Code. Defendants have the right to be present at the trial, at which
time verdicts are rendered by a judge or a panel ofjudges following an investigation

and the filing of chaives. Sentences may be appealed, and judges may send cases

back to lower courts lor additional investigation. Prior to April 5, the 28 Supreme
Court judges were nominated by the President (from slates supplied by an Advisory

Committee) and approved by the Senate. After the April 5 takeover, 14 Supreme
Court judges were dismissed, and 3 others resigned in protest. President Fujimori
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then apjpointed new judges to a new Supreme Court consisting of 18 members. The
Court oi Constitutional Guarantees and the Advisory Committee mandated to nomi-
nate judges were both disbanded. The President may replace and appoint judges
and prosecutors; in practice, the court system is not independent of the executive
branch.

In September a new decree created a judicial career system, in which future
entry-level judges will be chosen from the graduates of the planned Academy of
Higher Studies in the Ministry of Justice. Post-graduate academy training will be
a requirement for promotion throu^out the judicial system, including theSupreme
Court.
There continued to be widespread charges of corruption and of the suborning of

iudges, police, and witnesses at all stages of the judicial process. Courts faced severe
backlogs, a product of inefliciency, archaic case law and criminal procedural law,
and the sharp increase in terrorism cases. The case backlog in the Supreme Court
alone was 28,000. No one knows the size of the backlog for the entire judicial sys-

tem, but estimates range between 250,000 and 500,000 for all types of cases.

Human ri^ts groups have documented hundreds of cases of persons who have been
detained without bail while awaiting trial for periods of up to 4 years or longer.

President Fujimori continued his program of phased release of unconvicted prison
inmates awaiting trial, especially those who had already been in custody for a time
longer than the sentence for the crime with which they have been charged.
The vast majority of human rights complaints made to the public prosecutor's of-

fice during the past 10 years were not investigated adequately due to lack of police

and military cooperation, resources, and ofllcial support. Provincial prosecutors at-

tempting to investigate complaints in the emergency zones were threatened, ob-
structed, and refused information by members of tne armed forces. Following a pres-
idential decree in late 1991, access and support for human rights prosecutors im-
proved, but cooperation by the security forces with civilian prosecutor investigations
is stUl limited, and the prosecutors themselves often failed to conduct investigations
aggressively.

Sendero and MRTA threats and intimidation of judges handling terrorism cases
also account in part for the low conviction rate of accused terrorists. Since 1981 only
571 people have been tried and convicted for terrorism. According to the Public Min-
istry, this represents a conviction rate of approximately 10 percent. The extremely
low rate of conviction in terrorism cases contributes to poUce/military frustration
with the judicial process and to public tolerance of abuses committed by security
forces operating against presumed terrorists. Following the events of April 5, special
courts were created to try terrorism cases in which the identity of the judges would
remain secret. An August decree classified nearly any terrorist act as treason, sub-
ject to trial hy military tribunal with a maximum sentence of life imprisonment at
hard labor. The civilian courts with secret judges began operating in September, at
the same time the military courts began to handle terrorism cases. Human rights
groups criticized these decrees and procedures as a denial of due process. These
groups reported that of over 70 cases expeditiously tried by military tribunals, all

resulted in guilty verdicts. Civilian "faceless judge" courts reportedly are affected by
the same inefiiaency and inability to process cases that plague the normal civilian

judicial system.
With most terrorism trials now falling under militaiy court jurisdiction, the pro-

ceedings became hidden from public scrutiny. Decree laws were issued in 1992 de-

signed to speed case processing and eliminate backlogs and waiting periods in ter-

rorism cases. After a 30-day initial detention and investigation period (twice the 15-

day maximum previously allowed), most cases appear to now fall under the jurisdic-

tion of military tribunals, which must pass judgment on the cases within 10 days.
An appeal may be made to the War Council, which has 10 days to decide on the
appeal. A final appeal to the Supreme Court of Military Justice would be acted upon
within 5 days. New decrees restricted defense attorneys to one active terrorism case
each.
On September 22, a special military tribunal sentenced Juan Carlos Quispe and

Edilberto Macalupu to life imprisonment for treason in the Sendero assassination
of police captain Carlos Verau. These legal proceedings took a record 20 days, re-

flecting still other decree laws designed to speed up dramaticaUy the legal process-
ing of terrorism cases.

On October 7, Sendero Luminoso founder Abimael Guzman was sentenced by se-

cret military tribunal to life imprisonment and assessed $25 billion plus interest in

civil damages for "treason against the State." Other senior Sendero leaders captured
along with Guzman on September 12 were also sentenced to life in prison under the
new decrees. Defense lawyers complained that the trial procedures were too abbre-
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viated, that they were unable to cross-examine witnesses, and that President
Fujimori had in effect announced the verdict before tiie trial.

Guzman's lawyer argued that Guzman was a political prisoner not subject to

criminal prosecution. However, Guzman publicly admitted that he was the "presi-

dent" of Sendero Luminoso and was responsible for what he termed Sendero's ^ar"
against the Peruvian State. Guzman showed no signs of physical mistreatment and
was allowed to address the press at length on one occasion. The nature of these

trials—secret, brief, vntix little apparent time for the defense to act and limited abil-

ity to cross examine or impeadi witnesses—combined with a system in which the
militaiy makes arrests, prosecutes, and passes judgment raises serious questions

about Peru's ability to ensure due process for persons who, unlike Guzman, plead
innocence.
The new Supreme Court apparently will continue to decide whether military and

police offenders are tried in civilian courts or in the separate military court ^stem.
The military generally asserts its jurisdiction in cases involving its personnel, and
the Supreme Court has generally ruled in its favor. Under Peruvian law, those tried

in military courts may not be retried for the same offense in civilian courts.

f. Arbitrary Interference with PrUxicy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

Constitution requires poUoe to have a judicial warrant to enter a private dwelling,

and this requirement is generally respected. The requirement is suspended in the
emergency zones, however, and security forces in those areas routinely conduct
searches of private homes without warrants.
With training and encouragement by the army, a number of rural communities

organized rondas to protect themselves against terrorist and bandit incursions. They
have had a noticeable impact on curbing Sendero's presence in certain areas of the

countiy. In some parts of tbe nation, rondas have existed for centuries as a form
of social organization and to protect residents firom invaders and rustlers. In most
cases, peasants joined rondas voluntarily to defend against Sendero. However, many
of the newer rondas were actively or|;anized, and sometimes imposed, under the di-

rection of the military authorities, with peasants sometimes coerced into participat-

ing in ronda activities. Credible reports indicate some rondas engage in or support

illegal activities, from cattle rustling to protection of the coca industry. Sendero is

also credibly accused of regularly forcing peasants to join its militaiy ranks, often

for extended periods, and coercing Iheir participation in terrorist attacks and execu-

tions.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom (^Speech and Press.—The Constitution provides for freedom of speech
and the press, mth 8 television stations, 1 cable television system, 72 radio sta-

tions, and 18 daily newspapers in Lima alone, Peruvians have access to a broad
range of opinion and information. The Government owns one of the three national

television networks, a radio network, and one newspaper. Most major opposition

parties boast their own newspaper, and opposition figures also have frequent access

to the government media.
Following the April 5 takeover, the Government occupied print and broadcast

media offices, closed a radio station and a weekly leftist newspaper, and briefly^^
jailed some ?i journalists. Thou^ the measures were withdrawn within 48 haata
with an apology from the President, many media sources expressed concern that

such actions could be repeated.

A number of journalists reported receiving phone calls from unidentified sources

warning them off stories that mij^t reflect advances by Sendero or lack of progress

bjyr the Government in the fight against terrorism. On the night of April 5, Gustavo
tiorriti, a well-known joumaust and the author of a book on Sendero Luminoso, was
arrested and taken into custody, reportedly by agents fiiom the National Intelligence

Service (SIN). Gorriti's computer was confiscated and authorities sought other

records and information Gorriti had gathered for the sequel to his first book. Gorriti

was released after 2 days, following intense UJS. Government and international pro-

test. Human rights observers believe Gorriti's detention was connected to a long-

standing public feud with Presidential security advisor Vladimiro Montesinos.

Enrique Zileri, pubUslier of the influential weekly news magazine Caretas, lost a

final appeal against a court suit for libel filed by Montesinos. Zileri had published

an article about Montesinos and his work as a lawyer for a Colombian drug dealer.

A restraining order prohibited Zileri and Caretas from mentioning Montesinos'

name or publishing his photo. Many journalists and legal professionals felt this ac-

tion had no real legal basis, since the basic alle^tion was backed up by official

records and there was no argument that the material published met any of the basic

standards for libel.
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Some journalists were jailed on suspicion of subversive activities. In September
the Government arrested Magno Sosa, a journalist based in Ayacucho, on terrorism
charges. The Government has not provided any evidence against Sosa, who had
written articles critical of the Government, but he remained under detention. In Eie-

cember the Defense Minister asked the Attorney General to sue Si magazine editor
Ricardo Uceda for publishing a story that alleged that national intelligence and
army personnel had carried out the 1991 Barrios Altos massacre.
Meoia sources expressed concern over Legislative Decree Number 25475, a vague-

ly worded ordinance which holds journalists who allegedly assist "seditious forces"
in any way liable to criminal prosecution. First promulgated by the executive branch
before the events of April 5 but derogated by Congress, President Fujimori rein-

stated the decree afterwards. Its existence, say media representatives, '^angs like

a sword of Damocles" overioumalists.
In separate actions MR'fA and Sendero forces occupied the offices of several radio

stations and wire services, forcing the media outlets to transmit political propa-
ganda messages. Sendero also bombed several rural radio stations. Sendero used
threats to intimidate radio stations, journalists, and publications. The College of Pe-
ruvian Journalists reported that as many as 40 journalists have been killed in the
past 12 years, many oy Sendero violence. On June 5, a Sendero car bomb exploded
outside Lima's Channel 2 television station, killing at least 5 persons and injuring
over 20. On August 3, Santiago Jau Gomez was killed by a Sendero assassination
team for having refused to obey an "armed strike" in Barranca, northern Lima de-

partment.
Academic freedom is generally more respected by the Government than by the

subversives, who strive to control many umversities. Sendero and MRTA resort ex-
tensively to threats and abuse against faculty, staff, and students in a number of
universities which they seek to control. Sendero influence was most notable at the
University of San Marcos, La Cantuta Teachers' University, the National Engineer-
ing University (all in Lima), and the Universidad del Centre in Huancayo. Army
units entered San Marcos and La Cantuta in May 1991 to paint out Sendero propa-
ganda and "restore university freedom" with a show of military presence.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—These rights are expressly pro-
vided for in the Constitution and are normally respected in practice except in areas
under a state of emergency (where the right of assembly is suspended). Public meet-
ings in plazas or streets reauire advance permission, which mav be denied only for

reasons of public safety or nealth. Muniapal authorities usually approved permits
for demonstrations in Lima and nonemergency zones. Many unauthorizea public
meetings and demonstrations also occurred, and, for the most part, the (Jovemment
dealt with them in a nonconfrontational manner. The police have occasionally used
clubs, tear gas, and water cannons to break up marches or disperse large crowds,
but this has been the exception and not the rule. These tactics were mostly used
against striking public service workers, including nurses, school teachers, and social

security workers.
c. Freedom of Religion.—Roman Catholicism predominates in Peru, and the Con-

stitution formally recognizes the Church "as an important element in the historical,

cultural, and moral development" of the nation. The Constitution also establishes
the separation of church and state and ensures freedom of religion and conscience.
These rights are respected in practice.

Sendero Luminoso issued death threats against members of various religious or-

ganizations during 1992, including the Roman Catholic Church. Sendero dem-
onstrated increasing antagonism to organized religion in general and to foreign cler-

gy in particular. Several religious workers were killed by Sendero in 1991 and 1992,
inclumng an Italian priest in October 1992 and Peruvian Presbyterians in June.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^The Constitution provides for the right of free movement, and there are
no political or legal constraints on foreign travel or emigration. Freedom of move-
ment is legally suspended within the emergency zones, and travelers may be de-
tained by authorities at any time. Lax controls at checkpoints allow internal travel

in security zones with little oflicial interference. On June 10, following a spate of

serious Sendero terrorist attacks in Lima, the Government ordered a nighttime ve-

hicular curfew for the metropolitan area, which remained in effect until December
2. At least three persons were shot to death by soldiers when they failed to obey
commands to stop during curfew hours. Pedestrian trafilc and limited vehicular traf-

fic with oflicial passes was permitted. Other domestic and international travel is not
restricted by the Government for political reasons.
Sendero conducted numerous "armed strikes" in various parts of the country, dur-

ing which civilians were obliged to stay home or risk reprisals. Public and private
venicles operating during the strikes were subject to attack. In July Sendero burned
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a taxi driver to death in his vehicle in Lima. In September Sendero ambushed sev-

ered vehicles traveling in a remote part of Ayacucho on a main route, burning the
vehicles and killing at least five persons. Bandit ambushes of vehicles, especialW
inter-provincial buses, continued in 1992. Some bandits were found to have been on-
duty police officers.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

President Fujimori, elected to office in 1990, interrupted the democratic process
on April 5, 1992 by dissolving Consress and suspending the independent judiciary,

with military and police support. He claimed that rampant corruption and institu-

tional inefficiency inside the Government and congressional obstructionism forced

him to establish a 'Xjovemment of Emergency and National Reconstruction* under
his ^rect control. The Fiiesident charged that the Congress, the politiceil parties,

and the judiciary hamstrung his ability to address effectivelv what he termed the
nation's most important problem, the growing threat posed by Sendero Luminoso.
Opposition political parties claimed that the Government rebuffed repeated efforts

to engage in a dialog. The April 5 events occurred as Congress was initiating an
independent investigation of corruption charges made by the wife of President
Fujimori against other members of the President's family. Those charges were sub-
sequently msmissed by the Fujimori-controlled judiciary.
While tiiere was strenuous condemnation of President Fujimori's

extraconstitutional action by the international community and most of Peru's politi-

cal elite, what he did was popular among the majority of Peruvians, especially those

from the more disadvantaged classes. With unfettered control of the Government,
Fujimori quickly issued a series of decree laws and other measures intended to re-

form tiie Government and the economy, many of which had previously been rejected

or modified by the deposed Congress.
On May 18, at a special Meeting of Foreign Ministers of the Organization of

American States (OAiS), President Fojimori made a commitment to them that elec-

tions would be held for a constituent congress. After several changes in the time-
table and other details, elections were held on November 22, 1992, for an 80-mem-
ber Democratic Constituent Congress (CCD) to revnite the Constitution, promulgate
new laws, and review previous legislation. 'The new Congress is to serve out the pre-

vious Congress' term until July ^, 1995.
After a dialog with some of the smaller parties, the President dictated decrees reg-

ulating the CCD elections. Major opposition parties briefly joined talks with the
Government, but then refused to engage further, charging the Government with not
accepting genuine dialog. Several traditional opposition political parties and new
independent political groupings eventually participated in the CCD elections, albeit

many with reservations, 'the two largest traditional parties, the American Popular
Revolutionary Chance (APRA) and Popular Action (AP), refused to participate. The
fairness of the election rules was widely criticized, and the extent to which the CCD
would exercise power independent of the executive branch was questioned. The elec-

tions were monitored, at the Government's request, by over 200 OAS observers.

These observers, as well as domestic ones, concluded that the elections were con-

ducted freely and fairly, with significant popular participation. Most deficiencies

were due to the lack of training and experience of electoral woikers.
A coup attempt in November underscored the fi*agility of the Government and the

need for a prompt return to democracy. The Presiaent claimed that coup plotters,

plus several prominent opposition politicians, had sou^t to kill him. No proof, how-
ever, was made public. Several nulitary officers were jailed pending trial. By the

end of the year, two politicians and two businessmen allegedlv involved in the coup
attempt claimed political asylum outside Peru, asserting the Government was perse-

cuting them.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation t^Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

A number of local private human ri^ts organizations joined to form the Inde-

pendent National Coordinating Committee for Human Rights, known as the
Coordinadora. These include the Commission for Human Rights, the Institute for

Legal Defense, the Association for Human Rights, the Catholic Chtirch's Episcopal
Commission for Sodal Action, and the Center for Studies and Action for Peace. Sev-
eral smaller groups work in the departmental capitals and other cities. These
eroups are widely considered to be credible, thorough, and impartial observers.

Local groups produced documentary evidence of their longstanding and strenuous
denunciations of Sendero Luminoso as the single largest violator of human ri^ts
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in Peru, while simultaneously denouncing the many violations committed by mem-
bers of the Peruvian Government,

President Fujimori nonetheless repeatedlv accused some international and na-

tional human n^ts groups of failing to condemn eoually the human ri^ts offenses

committed by the terrorists, thus serving the ends or terrorism. His repeated attacks

on human rights organizations were symptomatic of the diflicult working environ-

ment these groups race in Peru. Local human rights oi^ganizations complain that

they are limited oy the military in their eflbrts to investigate human ri^ts abuses
in the emergency zones and that their requests to the Government for information

are usually ignored. Legitimate fears of attacks by Sendero also greatly limit the
ability of human ri^^ts monitors to investigate reported cases of abuse. In a case

that occurred prior to the capture of Guzman, Jose Kamirez Garcia, a human ri^ts
monitor and writer on political violence from Cuzco, was detained in August, accord-

ins to reliable reports, for photocopying a book about the Shining Path and for alleg-

e^^ having Senctero literature in nis home. He was tried and released.

Following the SeptenAer 12 arrest of Guzman, the Government and the media
Sublished uie identities of presumed Sendero leaders living abroad and inside Peru,
everal of those identiiiea were respected members of local self-help or human

rights organizations. Human ri^ts groups expressed concern that the Government
was trying to limit their effectiveness by tamng legitimate human rights activists

as Sendero supporters. For example, Carlos Chipoco, a respected human rights ac-

tivist, was included on a list compiled by security services of persons allegedly sym-
pathetic to Sendero. The Government provided no evidence against Chipoco, nor was
he charged with any crime.

Several foreign nongovernmental human rights oi^anizations sent representatives

to Peru during 1992 to investigate the human rights situation. The president of the
Inter-American Commission on Human Ri^ts (lAHRC) visited Peru in May and
Americas Wateh sent a delegation in July. The lAHRC president was denied access

to Lima's maximum security Canto Grande Prison, but met with Prime Minister
Oscar de la Puente. Several human rights groups and the ICRC were invited to par-

ticipate in seminars and to offer human rights instruction at military and police

academies.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution grants women equality with men, and laws on marriage, divorce,

and property rights do not discriminate against women. Nevertheless, tra(htion im-
pedes access by women to leadership roles in major social and political institutions.

President Fujimori appointed Blanca Nelida Colan as Attorney Generfil and Maria
Herminia Drago Correa as National Comptroller, but has no women in his Cabinet.

Sexual violence, including spouse abuse, is a chronic problem. A special police cen-

ter, staffed by policewomen, operates in lima to provide Wal, medical, and psy-

chiatric assistance to abused spouses and children. Police in Lima receive numerous
formal complaints of rape daily, but estimate that less than 10 percent are reported.

Of the 2,800 rape cases tried in Lima in 1991, only 340 resulted in convictions. A
number of women's organizations and feminist groups are active in Peru.

Peru's large indigenous population and its small black population face pervasive

discrimination and social prejudice. Indigenous people, mostly speakers of Quechua,
Aymara, and other native languages, traditionally lack access to public services and
support. Peruvian public investment is focused largely on the coast, drawing impov-
erished migrants to the cities, especially Lima. Recognizing this fact, the Govern-
ment announced plans to redirect the flow of resources and services to poor, largely

Indian, rural areas. Development efforts, however, have been impeded by the dif-

ficulty and cost of providing services to remote areas and by the continued delib-

erate disruption of tnese eflbrts by Sendero.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^The Constituent Assembly elected on November 22
is to rewrite the 1979 Constitution. TTiat Constitution provided for freedom of asso-

ciation and, with the exception of judiciary, police, military, and military

parastatals, the right to form trade unions without prior authorization. A labor

union may be suspended or dissolved under the 1979 Constitution only upon request

of the union or upon cancellation of its registration. Unions, industry-wide federa-

tions, and confederations all freely afliliate with international labor organizations.

A comprehensive labor law was promulgated in 1992, which for the first time de-

fines, and inherently limits, the nature of a trade union. President Fujimori has de-

clared that the new law is necessary to establish a free and competitive labor mar-
ket which will increase investment and emplojmaent. The new law, as clarified by
implementing regulations, does not require prior government authorization to form
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a union, but provides for a legal reo^nition process. It allows for multiple forms
of unions across company and professional lines, thus permitting miiltiple unions in
the same coorpany. The 1992 law enumerates the types of activity in which unions
mav engage. But pndiibits political activity, coercion, or illegal use of union funds,
ana imposes new record keeping and reporting obligations on unions. Candidates for

union office must be employed at least 1 year in the company. Private and public
sector unions in the same field may not jom toother. Woixers in probationary sta-

tus or on 1-year contracts are not eligible for luuon membership. It is estimated that
60 percent of the country's labor force works in the informal sector. In the formal
Peruvian economy, probably less than 15 percent of the labor force is organized.
The 1979 Constitution provides the ri^t to strike "according to law." The new

law establishes tiiat strikes may be called only after ai>proval oy all workers, not
just union members, voting with secret ballots. Strikes in essential public services

must provide sufficient woikers. as determined by the en4>loyer, to maintain oper-
ations. The 1992 law specifies the conditions under which a strike may be declared
illegal, which include striking in defiance of an order not to strike, any violence,

strikes in the public sector except as noted above, or failure to terminate a strike

following an agreement to terminate. Most strikes in Peru in recent years have been
determined to oe illegaL
Several complaints against Peru involving fi^eedom of association or collective bar-

gaining restrictions were examined by supervisory bodies of the International Labor
Organization (ILO) in 1992. The ILO Governing Body at several of its meetings, for

example, expressed deep concern at allegations of murders, disappearances, and at-

tacks on teacher trade unionists during a strike in 1991 and urged the Government
to determine the whereabouts of four missing trade unionists. At year's end the
Governing Body had under examination another complaint dealing with military
and police intervention at trade union headqpiarters and the detention of trade
union officials during tiie emergency measures of April. Union activists have also

been threatened by terrorist groups. In December Pedro Huillca became the third
labor leader to be murdered in 19S^ in a terrorist-type attack.

b. The Ri^ht to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—While the ri^t to baraain
collectively is constitutionally guaranteed, there are restrictions. Under the 1992
law bargaining agreements are now considered contractual agreements valid only
for the hfe of the contract. Productivity provisions must be included in any collective

bargaining agreement. The amount oftime union officials may devote to union work
with pay is limited to 30 days per year. If there is no existing labor contract at the
professional or industry level, unions must negotiate with each company individ-

ually, unless the affected employers agree to industry-wide negotiations.
Unions must present tlieir contract demands 30 to 60 days before expiration of

existing contracts. Employers are now required to disclose essential financial data
to unions, which unions are required to keep confidential. The union may request
binding arbitration, and tlie Labor Ministry can choose an arbitrator if parties can-
not agree. Woikers, however, may opt for a strike in lieu of arbitration, but this

has not yet been tinted. The Ministry may impose compulsory binding arbitration

in the case of essential services if agreement is not reached throu^ negotiations
or conciliation.

"Certain workers," not fiirther defined, are protected against arbitrary dismissal
under the 1992 labor law. Although discrimination against union members or orga-
nizers is illegal, employers make full use of various legal mechanisms to minimize
a union presence. In practice outright harassment of union members by employers
is uncommon. Union activists have been threatened by terrorist groups.
Labor laws and regulations are applied uniformly throu^out the country.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulaory Labor.—The constitutional prohibition

against compulsory labor is generally respected. In 1991 a Penal Code provision was
repealed under wmch a iudge could commit a "savage" to a penal agricultural colony
involving compulsory laoor for an unspecified period up to 20 years, irrespective of
the maximum sentence that would be applicable if his crime had been committed
by a "civilized man." The Government's presence outside of metropolitan areas is,

however, limited. In the past there have been unverified reports of compulsory labor
on plantations in remote areas. Sendero Luminoso also engages in forcible recruit-

ment of cadres and workers.
d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Children under 14 may not be le-

gally employed. Children ages 16 to 21 may constitute up to 15 percent of a compa-
ny's work force and may be employed for periods not to exceed 18 months. Workers
between 14 and 24 must have completed their primaiy schooling before being hired
in apprentice programs and are entitled to receive the minimum wage. Minimum
age laws for cnild employment are not widely enforced. Children of all ages work
in the informal sector.
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e. Acceptable ConditUms of Work.—^Most wages lag behind the cost of living, and
many Peruvians must seek secondary employment to supplement their incomes. The
legal minimum wage is insuflicient to provide basic requirements for a worker and
family. A September 1990 World Bank report indicated that 55 percent of all Peru-
vians live in extreme poverty, and economic conditions have not improved since

then.
The Labor Code provides for an 8-hour day and an official 48-hour workweek for

men and a 45-hour woricweek for women, including 24 hours' rest per week and 30
days' paid annual vacation. Given job competition, however, these and other benefits

are readily sacrificed in exchange for regular employment.
There are government standards for industrial health and safety, but they are

rarely enforced either by the employers or by the Government, which has no inspec-

tors. Accidents are common, and there is usually no emphasis on prevention, mien
accidents occur, however, employers normally provide at least minimal compensa-
tion voluntarily.

ST. BTTTS AND NEVIS

St. Kitts and Nevis, a member of the Commonwealth of Nations, is a small two-
island state with a democratic, parliamentary form of government. The Constitution
provides iJie smaller island of Nevis considerable seu-govemment, as well as the
right to secede from the Federation if certain enumerated procedures are followed.

The country is governed by a Prime Minister, a Cabinet, and a Legislative Assem-
bly. TTie Governor General, with largely ceremonial duties, is the titular Head of
State. 'The Constitution requires general elections at least every 5 years. Elections
were last held in 1989, again won by Prime Minister Dr. Kennedy Simmonds and
his People's Action Movement.

Security forces consist of a small police force, which includes a 50-person Special
Service Unit ^at receives some light infantry training, and a small Coast Guard.

St. Kitts and Nevis has a mixed economy based on sugar cane, tourism, and Ught
industry. Most commercial enterprises are privately owned, but the sugar industry
(the countiy's largest economic enterprise) and 85 percent of all arable land are
owned by a state corporation. Economic growth improved in 1992, registering over
6 percent. This exceptional growth was due partly to the success of a major resort

hotel in Nevis and to investor confidence in plans to fiirther develop the southeast-
em peninsula and a deep water port facility.

Human ri^ts continued to be generally respected during 1992, although the Gov-
ernment continued to restrict access of the opposition political party to government-
controlled media.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respoit for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no reports of political or
extrajudicial killings.

b. Disappeartmce.—^There were no reports of disappearances.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Law enforcement authorities abide by the constitutional prohibitions against the use
of torture or other forms of inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. Family
members, attorneys, and clergy are permitted to visit detainees regularly.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—The Constitution prohibits arbitrary ar-

rest and detention, and this provision is respected in practice. The law requires that
persons detained be brou^t oefore a court within 48 hours.
There were no reported cases of exile.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The Constitution provides that every person ac-

cused of a crime must receive a fair, speedy, and public trial, and these require-

ments are generally adhered to. The judiciaiy, a part of the Eastern Caribbean legal

system, is hi^ilv re^irded and independent. Final appeal may be made to the Privy
Council in the United IQngdom. There are no military or political courts. Legal as-

sistance is available for inmgent defendants.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Neither

the Government nor the police interfere arbitrarily in the private lives of individ-

u^s. Judicially issued warrants are required to search private homes.

Section 2. Respect For Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom (^Speech and Press.—^The Constitution provides for freedom of speech
and of tiie press, and these provisions are, for the most part, respected in practice.
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However, the Government owns the only radio and television station on St. Kitts.

and these media generally do not publicize adequately rallies and conventions held
by the opposition political party. There is a religious television station and a pri>

vately-owned radio station on Nevis.
St. Kitts and Nevis does not have a daily newspaper, althou^ each of the major

political parties publishes a weekly or biweekly newspaper. The papers are free to

criticize the Government and do so regularly and vigorously. International news
publications are readily available.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Constitution provides for

the right of peaceful assembly. Organized demonstrations, rallies, and public meet-
ings sponsored by political parties occur regularly, usually taking place without gov-
ernment interference.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The Constitution provides for the free exercise of religion,

and religious practices are not restricted. Most church members belong to Prote^nt
denominations. All groups are free to maintain links with coreligionists in other
countries.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Travel inside and outside the country is unrestricted.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right o/* Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Citizens are able to chang^e their government by peaceful means. A vigorous
multiparty political system exists in which political jiarties are free to conduct their
activities. Periodic elections are held in which all citizens 18 years of age and older
may register and vote by secret ballot.

Iniime Minister Kennedy Simmonds' People's Action Movement (PAM) holds a ma-
jority of seats in Parliament. However, on Nevis, Vance Amory and the Concerned
Citizens' Movement won control of the Nevis Assembly in June, defeating the Nevis
Reformation Party which was closely allied with the PAM.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

While there are no governmental restrictions, no local human rights groups have
been formed to date. There were no requests for investigations or visits by inter-

national human ri^ts groups in 1992.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

There were no reports of systematic discrimination based on race, sex, creed, lan-

guage, or social status. The role of women in society is not restricted by law. How-
ever, the role of most women in the country is still circumscribed by culture and
tradition. TTie Government created the Ministry of Women's Affairs to help redefine

the role of women in society and to ensure that women's rights are promoted. Ac-
cording to a Ministry official, violence against women is a problem, but gauging the
extent of the problem is difficult because many women are reluctant to me com-
plaints or pursue them in the courts. Despite this reluctance, there were publicly

reported cases of both domestic violence and rape in 1992 and a few convictions. A
special police unit works closely with the Ministry of Women's Affairs to investigate

domestic violence and rape cases.

Tlie Ministry of Women's Affairs, headed by Constance Mitchum, a lawyer and
St. Kitts' only female Member of Parliament, continues to be active in counseling
abused women, as well as in other aspects of women's rights.

Section 6 Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^The Constitution provides for the right of all work-
ers to form and belong to trade unions. The major labor union, the St. Kitts Trades
and Labour Union, is affiliated with the opposition St. Kitts Labour Party and is

active in all sectors of the economy. Membership appeeirs to be declining, however,
as the Government assumes some of the social welfare roles formerly played by
unions. There is also an independent teachers' union, a union representing dock-

workers in the capital city, and a taxi-drivers' association.

The right to strike, while not speciffed by law, is well established and respected

in practice. There were no major strikes in 1992. Unions are free to form federations

or confederations and to afuliate with international organizations. The islands'

unions maintain a variety of international ties.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Labor unions are free to oi^a-

nize and to negotiate for better wages and benefits for union members. There is no
legislation governing the organization and representation of workers, and emjployers

are not legally bound to recognize a union, but in practice employers do so if a ma-
jority of workers polled wish to organize. Collective bargaining takes place on a
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workplace-by-woikplace basis, not unionor industry-wide. The Labour Commission
is prepared to mediate all types of disputes, including wages, rights or interests, be-
tween labor and management on an ad hoc basis. In practice, however, few disputes
actually go to the Commission for resolution. K neither the Conmiission nor the
Minister of Labour can resolve the dispute, legislation allows for a case to be
brought before a civil court.

There are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition tf Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Constitution forbids slaveiy
and forced labor, and thev do not exist in practice.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum legal woridng age
is 14. The Labour Ministry relies heavily on school truant officers and the Commu-
nity Affairs Division to monitor comphance, which they do effectively. Local law
mandates compulaoiy education up to the ajge of 16.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^Minimum wage rates for domestic servants
and retail store employees were established by law in 1984 and updated in 1989.
These provide an adequate, though Spartan, living for a wage earner and family;
many workers supplement wages bv keeping small animals such as goats and chicK-
ens. Most people live in extended uunUies where there may be more than one wage
earner. The Labour Commission undertakes regular wage inspections and special
investigations when complaints are received; employers found in violation are re-

quired to pay back wages.
The standard workweek, although not legally mandated, ils 40 hours in 5 days.

Workers are guaranteed a minimum annual vacation of 2 weeks. While there are
no specific health and safety regulations, the Factories Law provides general health
and safety guidance to Labour Ministry inspectors.

ST. LUCIA

St. Lucia is a multiparty, parliamentary democracy and a member of the Com-
monwealth of Nations. For almost three decades (except during 1979-82), the Gov-
ernment has been led by Prime Minister John Compton, whose United Workers
Party (UWP) first came to power in 1964. His partv defeated the main opposition
St. Luda Labour Party in elections in April. The UWP currently holds 11 seats in
the 17-member House of Assembly.
The Royal St. Luda Police, which is the only security force in the country, in-

cludes a small Spedal Service Unit with some paramilitaiy training and a Coast
Guard Unit. The police have traditionally demonstrated respect for numan lights
and are controlled oy and responsive to elected government onicials. However, mere
continued to be instances of abuse of detainees and prisoners by police and prison
officials.

St. Lucia's economy is largely based on the export of bananas, but the countiy
is gradual^ diversi^ng into other tjrpes of agriculture, tourism, and, more recently,
into light manufacturing and construction. Economic performance in all sectors was
relatively strong during 1992. Unemployment, estimated at as high as 18 percent,
remained a source of potential instability.

Human ri^ts continued to be generally respected during 1992, although there
was one extrajudicial killing, credible allegations of harsh treatment to extract con-
fessions, and denial of parade permits to the opposition party.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no confirmed reports of

political killings. There was, however, one instance of an extrajudidal killing.

In August 1992, a Dominica-bom prison officer in Castries shot dead an inmate
serving a 20-year jail term for rape, then was himself found dead in an apparent
suidde. The prison officer had intervened in {in altercation between two inmates
and was attacked by one of the prisoners. The officer left the prison, returned with
his personal firearm, and shot tne prisoner who assaulted him. A police report on
the mddent was pending at year's end.

b. Disappearance.—There were no reports of disappearances or politically moti-
vated abductions.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Constitution specifically prohibits torture, and no such inddents were reported.
However, there has been an increase in convictions based on confessions in St. Lucia
in recent years, which informed observers believe reflects police efforts to force con-
fessions in lieu of other investigative approaches. There continued to be occasional
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credible allegations of harsh treatment of prisoners by law enforcement officials

prior to and during incarceration. In one incident, a former St. Lucian government
minister accused police of beating his two sons at a public event in September and
filed a civil suit against the oflicer allegedly involved.

A 1990 request by the regional human rights organization, Caribbean Rights, to

survey the prisons in St. Lucia was never approved by the Government, despite a
renewed request in 1991. Prison officials have more recently adopted a more cooper-

ative approach and sent a high-level prison official to attend a training course, in-

cluding human ri^ts awareness, for Caribbean prison officials.

Another case involved a man who died in police custody in September 1992. Al-
though it was initially alleged that he had been fatally beaten, a post-mortem re-

vealed that the man died of asphyxia from attempting to swallow a plastic bag, ap-

parently containing drugs—the offense for which he was arrested. Both the prisoner

and the accused police officer received iiyuries from the altercation that preceded
the prisoner's death, but the death of the prisoner was determined to be self-in-

duced.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—The Government adheres to the constitu-

tional provision prohibiting arbitrary arrest or imprisonment and requiring a court

hearing within 72 hours after detention. There were no reports of arbitrary arrest

or other forms of extralegal detention, or of forced exile in 1992.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The Constitution requires public trials before an
independent and impartial court and, in cases involving capital punishment, the
provision of legal counsel for those who cannot afford a defense attorney. Criminal
defendants are entitled to select their own legal counsel, are presumed innocent

until proven guilty, and have the ri^t of appeal. Both constitutional and statutory

requirements for fair public trials are followed. The regional West Indies Court of

Appeal, a circuit court long noted for its impartiality, serves as St. Lucia's Appeals
Court. The Privy Council in the United Kingdom serves as the ultimate court of ap-

peal.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^There

were no reports of arbitrary intrusion by the State into the private lives of individ-

ual citizens. Authorities consistently observe constitutional prohibitions against ar-

bitrary search, seizure, and entry.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Constitutional provisions for free speech and
press are respexrted in practice. The Government neither interferes with the oper-

ations of the press nor censors the content of the three privately owned major news-
papers, which cover the spectrum of political opinion and are often highly critical

of the Government. The one local television station is also privately owned and cov-

ers a wide range of views. In addition, viewers may receive cable television service

which provides broadcasting from a variety of sources. Radio St. Lucia is govern-

ment owned and operated, but the programming staff has been allowed a large

measure of autonomy.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Freedom of association and of

assembly are provided for by the Constitution. Permits for public meetings and dem-
onstrations are necessary if meetings are to be held in public places such as streets,

sidewalks, or parks. Permits are routinely granted and are not normally denied for

political reasons. Refusal to issue a permit is rare and generally stems from the fail-

ure of the organizers to request a permit in a timely manner, normally defined as

a 48-hour notice.

In 1991 and 1992, however, requests for permission to stage protest marches by
the opposition St. Lucia Labour Party were refused on a few occasions by the Police

Commissioner. Denial of the marching permits was described as "repression" by the

party leader and was generally justified by the Police Commissioner on grounds of

provisions in the Public Order Act, which forbid public protests near buildings hous-

ing public offices and government officials. Opposition politicians objected strongly

to wnat they considered suppression of their democratic rights, and the party occa-

sionally disregarded the decision and held their demonstrations anyway.
c. Freedom of Religion.—^The majority of the population is Roman Catholic. Other

denominations are free to maintain places of worship, train clergy, establish reli-

gious schools, and engage in the full range of activities normally associated with re-

ligious organizations.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^These rights are provided for in the Constitution and honored in prac-

tice.
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Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

St. Lucia's pariiamentarv system provides for genuine choices among parties, poli-

cies, and officials. Although currentlj|' there are two main parties, several other po-

litical organizations also participate in free elections, which are held at least every
5 vears by secret ballot. The opposition St. Lucia Labour Party plays a significant

role in the country's political liie and presently holds 6 out of 17 seats in the House
of Assembly.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

While there are no local human rights groups in St. Lucia, there are no govern-

ment restrictions whidi would impede the establishment of human ri^ts oi^aniza-
tions. International human rights organizations filed no reports or requests for in-

vestigations in 1992.

Section S. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Government poticy is basically nondiscriminatory in the areas of housing, jobs,

education, and advancement opportunities. There are no legal restrictions on the
role of women or minorities. Violence directed specifically against women, including
domestic violence sudi as wife beating, has recently become more of a public policy

issue in St. Lucia. Lack of statistical data and possible reluctance on the part of
some victims to report cases or to press charges make it difilcult to gauge its true
extent. Police and courts do enforce laws to protect women against abuse, althou^
poUce generally tend to be reluctant to intervene in domestic msputes.

In 1989 a women's ri^^ts organization called the "St. Lucia Crisis Center'' was
established to monitor existing abuses (physical, mental, and emotional), and deal
Willi issues including incest, non-payment of child support, alcohol and drug abuse,
homelessness, visitation rights and custody. The group publicized the plight of bat-

tered women, and has protested kilUngs oi women who were victims of domestic vio-

lence. Extreme cases of this sort are not common, but the Government responded
by establishing a Women's Affairs Division of the Ministnr of Community Develop-
ment and Social Affairs. That desk, together with the dnsis Center, developed a
'National Policy Statement on Women" which was adopted by Parliament in March
1991.
The women's office is now working on implementation of the policy, which in-

cludes among its objectives protecting the rights of women in domestic violence
cases, preventing discrimination against women, and guaranteeing equal treatment
in employment and overall equal status with men. A project developed in late 1991
includes a review of laws considered to discriminate against women and the devel-

opment of attemative legislation to remove such provisions. Undertaken by the
Women's Action Council in collaboration with the Women's Affairs Division, it is

part of a regional program organized by the the Trinidad-based Caribbean Associa-

tion for Feminist Kesearch and Action (CAFRA). In conjunction with the legal re-

forms, CAFRA stresses the importance of sensitizing the police, the public, and legal

practitioners to cultural norms and social attitudes which support gender biases.

Section 6 Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^The Constitution specifies the ri^t of workers to

form or belong to trade unions under the broader rubric of the right of association.

Unions are independent of the Government and are free to choose their own rep-
resentatives. Union elections are often vigorously contested. All unions are fii-ee to

publicize their views and choose policies to advance their members' interests. There
is no restriction on forming a national labor federation, and several of the major
unions in St. Lada have joined together to form an umbrella grouping, called the
Industrial Solidarity Pact." Unions are free to affiliate with international oi^aniza-
tions, and some have done so.

Strikes in both public and private sectors are legal if efforts by the Government
to resolve disputes fail. Strikes, as well as go-slows and total work stoppages, do
occur bom time to time. In 1992, there were disputes between two unions over rep-
resentation in tbe electricity company and in some hotels. The industrial disputes
were resolved after the Labor Department conducted polls of employees to aeter-

mine which union had collective bargaining rights. Because St. Lucia does not have
trade union recognition legislation, the polls were based on precedent rather than
on local labor law.

b. 7%« Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Unions have the legal ri^t
to engage in collective bargaining and fiilly exercise that right. The majority of wage
and salary earners belong to unions. During 1989 the Government negotiated a 6-
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year wage agreement with 6 unions representing public servants, resulting in un-
usually narmonious government-labor relations, m the private sector, some compa-
nies ouer packages of benefits with terms of employment better than, or comparable
to, what a union can obtain throu^ negotiation. This is especially true in export
processing or industrial free zones (EPZ's) in St. Lucia. Antiunion mscrimination by
employers against union members is prohibited by law, and there are effective

mechanisms for resolving complaints. Union organizing and collective bargaining
are neither legally nor admiaistratively discouraged in the EI*Z's.

Although lEUDor law is applicable in the EPZ's, in prtictioe many firms do not wel-
come union efforts to organize in the EPZ's. Some of these firms are under foreign
management and employ a young, female labor force at relatively low wages. Occa-
sionally a persistent umon is successful in winning a poll in an EPZ, in which case
labor law applies to collective bargaining agreements in that company.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Forced or compulsory labor is ille-

gal and does not exist.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum legal woikiiu^ age
is 14 years, as stipulated by the Women and Young Persons Act. The law is enforced
effectively by Labor Ministry ofiicials.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—St. Lucia has le^slated minimum wage rates
for certain occupations only, set by the Wages Regulations (Clerks) Orders, effective

since February 1985. The minimum wage is not sufficient to provide a decent stand-
ard of living ror a woiker and family, but almost all categories of workers are paid
much more than this legislative minimum, which is used only as a guide.
There is no legislated maximum workweek, although common practice is 40 hours

in 5 days. Shop assistants, agricultural laborers, domestics, and young persons in
industrial establishments have special legislation for hours.

Occupational health and safety regulations are relatively well developed. The
Labor Ministry periodically inspects Health and safety conditions at places of em-
ployment under the Employees Occupational Safetv and Health Act of 1985. The Act
is enforced through threat of closure of business ii violations are discovered and not
corrected.

ST. VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES

A member of the Commonwealth of Nations, St. Vincent and the Grenadines is

a parliamentaiy democracy. After defeating the incumbent St. Vincent Labour Party
in 1984 elections, Prime Minister James F. Mitchell and his New Democratic Party
won all 15 parliamentary seats in general elections held in May 1989. Althou^
some concern was voiced about the resulting absence of any parhamentary opposi-
tion, the elections were judged to be free and fair.

The Royal St. Vincent Police, the only security force in the country, includes a
Coast Guard and a small Special Service Unit with some paramilitary training. The
force is controlled by and responsive to the civilian Government and traditionally
maintains standards of professionalism that place a high value on respect for

human rights. In 1991 chaises of corruption and other misconduct led the political

opposition to call for the resignation of Police Commissioner Randolph Toussaint. An
official one-man commission of inquiry assigned by the Government to investigate

these allegations did not find evidence to support the charges. On December 23,
1991, Prime Minister Mitchell announced the reinstatement of Commissioner
Toussaint, but his tenure remained controversial in 1992.

St. Vincent has a young population, a high rate of illiteracy relative to other is-

lands in the Eastern Caribbean, and serious unemployment, possibly as high as 35
percent. St. Vincent's major export product is bananas, which also represents the
major source of foreign exchange earnings. St. Vincent has embarked on a path of
nontraditional economic diversiiication, with some success in new agricultural prod-
ucts, tourism expansion, and industrial sectors.

The country's human rights problems included a few instances of extrajudicial

killings by police, use of harsh treatment to extract confessions, and a backlog of

cases in the overburdened court system.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no political killing but
there were several fatal shootings by the pohce. Although there were calls for mves-
tigations into these shootings, tiiere were no allegations that these incidents were
politically motivated.
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b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of disappearance.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Constitution prohibits torture and other forms of cruel, inhuman, or degrading

treatment or punishment, and there were no reports of such practices in 1992.

However, a very high percentage of convictions (estimated at 95 percent by the

regional human rights group, Caribbean Rights) is based on confessions. This has
led to credible charges ttiat harsh treatment by law enforcement oflUcials during in-

carceration is used to extract confessions. The local media reported several cases in

which police officers treated suspects brutally in 1992.

In one case of police misconduct, a female police constable was found guilty in Au-
gust of assaulting four ward assistants in a hospital in Kin^town. The women were
subjected to vaginal searohes in response to a report of ooissing money by another

hospital employee, then tsJcen to a police station but never arrested nor diarged.

The constable was ordered by a court to pay the complainants or serve a jail term.

Prison facilities in St. Vincent are grossly inadequate. Overcrowding and unsani-

taiy conditions remain serious problems.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—According to the Constitution, persons

detained for criminal offenses are entitled to a fair hearing within a reasonable time

by an impartial court. TTie Government has made progress in addressing the prob-

lem of slow administration of justice resulting from a backlog of cases. Instances of

arbitrary arrest, detention, or exile have not been reported.

,

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The Constitution provides for public trials before

an independent and impartial court. Criminal defendants are entitled to select their

own legal counsel. Indigent defendants are provided with court-appointed attorneys

only when the defendant is charged with a capital offense. Defendants are presumed
innocent until proven guilty and may appeal cases to a regional high court s^yrstem

and ultimately to the Privy Council in London. There are no separate security or

military court systems.
There are no political prisoners.

f. Arbitrary interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—The
Constitution prohibits arbitrary seardi and seizure or other government intrusions

into the private life of individud citizens. In 1992, there were no reports of such
abuses.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The Constitution provides for freedom of speech

and of the press. iTiere are two major newspapers and numerous smaller, partisan

publications; all are privately owned, and most are openly critical of the Govern-

ment's policies. In general, the Government does not censor or otherwise interfere

with the operation of the press. In 1990, however, the Government withdrew its own
advertisements and official notices from the country's leading newspaper to protest

its critical treatment of government officials. In 1988, the government-owned radio

station canceled a program that the Government considered provocative; the station,

with the Government's approval, agreed late in 1989 to reinstate the program, but
this had not been done as of the end of 1992. The Government supervises the con-

tent of the station's programming, a fact that is often noted by opposition political

parties. The opposition also commains that it is denied access to radio air time. On
&ie other hand, St. Vincent's television station is privately owned, and its policies

regarding coverage of opposition views and political matters in general are consid-

ered to be evenhanded.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^These freedouM are provided

for in the Constitution and respected in practice.
"^

c. Freedom of Religion.—^All religions are free to practice and proselytize.

d. Freedom ofMovement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—^These rights are provided for by law and honored in practice.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-

ment
Notwithstanding the New Democratic Party's clean sweep of all 15 parliamentary

seats in the May 1989 elections, St. Vincent has a genuine multiparty political sys-

tem, with three major parties. St. Vincent's parliamentary system is based on the

Westminister model. However, the incumbent Governor General, supported by the

Government, reftised to appoint the two opposition members to the Senate called for

by the Constitution. He contended that because there is currently no parliamentary

opposition and therefore no leader of the opposition, consultations concerning these

appointments could not take place. Elections must be held at least every 5 years,

by secret ballot, with universal suffrage. Opposition allegations of irregularities in

some recent elections have not been substantiated.
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Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation (^Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Opposition political groups and the Vincentian press often comment on human
rights matters of local concern. The St. Vincent Human Ri^ts Association, aililiated

with the regional body Caribbean Rights, closely monitors government and police ac-

tivities, especially in the area of treatment of prisoners, publicizing any cases of
abuse. In 1990 it published a booklet on the adniinistration of justice which focused
on the delays in the court system and offered a number of recommendations. The
Government's response was to appoint an additional (part-time) judge.
The Government is generally responsive to public and private inquiries about its

human rights practices.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution provides for equal treatment under law regardless of race, sex,

or religion, and the Government adheres to this provision. In 1989 the Government
took a significant step forwsu-d in terms of wage scales for women by adopting a new
minimum wage law calling for equal pay for equal work. The law went into effect

during 1990.
Violence against women occurs in St. Vincent, but there are no studies indicating

its extent. Penalties for violent crimes against women are identical to those involv-
ing acts of assault perpetrated against men. For rape, depending on the magnitude
of the offense and the age of the victim, the penalty is generally 10 or more years
in prison. Although some victims of domestic violence such as wi^ beating are reluc-

tant to press charges, women are increasindy willing to report such incidents to the
?olice and the National Council of Women. The Government's Ministry of Education,
outh, and Women's Affairs has a women's desk which assists the National Council

ofWomen with seminars, training programs, and public relations.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^By law, Vincentians have the right to form unions,
organize employees, and strike; these rights are generally respected in practice.

However, there is no legislation for compulsory recognition of trade unions, which
is determined by precedent. Unions are independent of the Government and of polit-

ical parties. Somewhat more than 10 percent of the labor force is unionized, and no
new unions were formed in 1992. There were no major strikes in 1992. Unions are
free to form federations and to afiiliate with international labor bodies, and do so.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^There are no legal obstacles

to organizing unions; however, employers are not legaUy bound to recognize a par-
ticular union as an exclusive bargaining agent. Some companies ofier packages of
benefits with terms of employment better than or comparaole to what a union can
normally obtain through negotiations. The law prohibits antiunion discrimination by
employers against union members and organizers. Generally effective mechanisms
exist for resolving complaints. There are no export processing zones in St. Vincent.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is ille-

gal and does not exist.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The law sets the minimum work-
ing age at 16, although a woricer must be 18 to receive a national insurance card.
Tms provision, monitored and enforced by the Labour Inspection Office of the Min-
istry of Labour, is generally respected in practice. There are no known incidents of
child labor.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^Minimum wages, which are set by law, vary
by sector and type of work. In many sectors the minimum wage is not sufficient to

provide a decent standard of living for workers and their families, but most workers
earn more than the minimum. There is no legislation concerning the length of the
workweek; however, the general practice is to work 40 hours in 5 days. Workers are
guaranteed a minimum annual vacation of 2 weeks.
According to the Ministry of Labour, legislation concerning occupational safety

and health is outdated. The Factories Act of 1955 has some regulations concerning
only factories, but enforcement of these is ineffective due to a lack of inspectors.

SURINAME

During 1992 Suriname continued its efforts to consolidate democratic constitu-

tional government, which had been reestablished by the installation of a freely elect-

ed Parliament and the inauguration of a democratically elected President in 1991.
The new Government of President Ronald Venetiaan was successful in bringing the
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insurgencies in the countryside to a formal end and arranging for the rebels to turn
in their weapons under the auspices of the Organization of American States. A
central element of the settlement was an amnesty relating to offenses committed by
both sides of the conflict since 1985.

'The Surinamese armed forces, which overthrew a civilian sovemment twice in 10
years (most recently in December 1990), are still not fully under civilian government
control. According to the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, total military
expenditures for 1989 were $39 million. There has been nominu growth in the de-
fense budget and, with military reform now a focus, it is possible the Government
will reduce the size of its armed forces, permitting a reduction in military spending
in the near future. The military police no longer mvestigate civilian criminal cases,

reducing greatly the number of illegal arrests. They continue to perform immigra-
tion functions at the international airport and the countiys borders.

Suriname's economy is largely agricultural but also depends heavilv upon export
revenues from the key bauxite sector. There was no growth in the real gross domes-
tic product in 1992, and the economy was beset by foreign exchange shortages, infla-

tion, and a flourishing black market. The National Assembly approved a ert^ructural

adjustment program developed by the Government, and flows of^economic assistance

from the Netherlands and other donors were expected to resume. It was too early,

however, to know whether these measures would bring about the desired economic
recovery.
The number of new allegations of human ri^ts abuses declined sharply in 1992.

The principal problems induded police mistreatment of detainees, prison overcrowd-
ing, and intimidation of the press. The Government failed to call to account human
rights abusers from previous regimes.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no reports of political

killings in 1992, but there were instances of suspects dying in police custody. There
were credible charges that two persons in police custody died, one from beating at

the hands of the police and the other from police refijsal to secure treatment for an
ill prisoner. There was no progress in investigations or prosecutions of suspects in
past murders of opponents of the militaiy, or in killings or disappearances during
the insurgency in the interior.

The President signed an amnesty law granting immunity from prosecution for cer-

tain crimes committed since 1985 by those participating in armed insurgency or by
the military in suppressing it; the law specifically exempts crimes against humanity.
A nongovernmental human rights group, Moiwana 86, is challenging the law's valid-

ity on grounds it is inconsistent with Suriname's legal obligations under inter-

national human rights agreements. The impact of the law on investigation and pros-
ecution of past abuses is not yet clear. ThePresident publicly discussed the possibil-

ity of extending the anmesty to cover the 1982 killing of opponents of the military

regime who were in military custody, but did not indicate whether he would favor
such an extension.

La the case involving the December 1987 killings of seven Maroons near the vil-

lage of Poldgron, for which the Government admitted responsibility before the Inter-

American C^urt of Human Rights in December 1991, the amount of compensation
to be paid to the families of the victims has not yet been determined. The court

heard oral ailments in June in this case and another case arising from the killing

of a Suriname citizen who had recently returned from the Netherlands. Decisions
are expected in February 1993.

b. Disappearance.—During 1992, there were no allegations of the disappearance
of Surinamese citizens due to the actions of the Government or the military. How-
ever, the Government took no action to investigate earlier allegations of killings and
disappearances occurring in 1990.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Surinamese Constitution prohibits inhuman treatment or punishment, but
human rights observers expressed increasing concern during the year over police

mistreatment of prisoners. Physical intimidation of prisoners was reputed to be a
routine practice. There were several cases of hospitalization or deatn of suspects

while in police custody. A prominent human rights organization received five com-
Slaints 01 police mistreatment of prisoners in 1992. Two cases allegedly resulted in

eath as described above, and the other three cases involved claims of police brutal-

ity.

Jail overcrowding is severe and continues to be a serious problem. Members of the
Duteh Parliament and Dutoh human rights workers expressed shock at the condi-
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tions of Surinamese jails. The worst problem is found at police stations where sus-
pects are held pending trial. Cells may hold as many as four times the number of
prisoners they were (fesigned for, and toilet and bauiing facilities are inadequate.
PoUce oHicials admit the problem and express a desire to correct it but say they do
not have the resources to do so.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Surinamese law allows a person sus-
pected of committing a crime for which the sentence is longer liian 4 years to be
detained by the police for iip to 14 days before being brou^t before a judge to be
charged. Tne prosecutor's ofuce then has 30 days to complete its investigation and
prepare the prosecution. The prosecutor may request an extension of an additional
30 days from the '^udge of instruction." This law is observed in practice; there is

no bail available during this period.

In 1992 the mUitaiy police no longer arrested civilians they suspected of criminal
activity. (Althou^ a 1990 law had terminated their authority to arrest civilians, tiie

military police had previously continued to make such arrests, particularly from
Januaiy to September 1991, when a militarily installed Government was in power.)
They observea the requirement to hand over to the police civilians they arrested for

committing a crime in their presence. They continued to perform the immigration
function at the countiVs international airports and borders, despite the contention
of the police that the 1990 law also ended the military police's authorization to per-
form this function.

There were no allegations that exile was used as a means of political control in

Suriname, although during the militarv regime (1980-1987) and the military-sup-
ported interim Gfovemment (1990-1991), some citizens fled the country for fear that
they might be arrested or kUled for their political activity. Although few of these
individuals have returned te Suriname to reside, several visited the country without
incident for a December memorial service.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Although the Surinamese Constitution provides
for an independent judiciary and the right to a fair public trial in which defendants
have the right to counsel, the effectiveness of both the civilian and military courts
is limited. Military personnel are generally not subject to civilian criminal or civil

law; under Surinamese militaiy law, any soldier who commits a crime immediately
comes under military Jurisdiction. (A member of the armed forces may be tried in
a civilian court only if charged with participating in a criminal act with civilians.)

The military police are responsible for carrying out all investigations involving mili-

tary personnel. Although it is illegal for the Anny Command to interfere with inves-
tigations, such interference often takes place. Obstruction often occurs on the civil-

ian side of the judicial system as well, at the investigative and prosecutorial levels,

in politically sensitive and narcotics-related criminal cases.

Another factor that prevents criminal cases involving military personnel or drug
traffickers from reaching the courts is what judicial oflicials termed a pervasive cli-

mate of fear and intimidation. A number of criminal investigations were effectively

blocked by military authorities who refused to cooperate or because witnesses were
afraid to come forward. Such cases are unlikely to be solved until the military is

brought fully under civilian control.

There were no known political prisoners held during the year.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—The
Constitution provides for the right to privacy. Tliere were continuing credible re-

ports that the armed forces illegally monitored telephone calls, tracked the move-
ments of human rights activists and of its critics, and threatened government offi-

cials, policemen, poUticans, human rights workers, and journalists. Warrants, issued
not by judges but by cpiasi-judicial officers who supervise criminal investigations,

are required for searches. Such warrants are obtained in the great majority of police

investigations.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The Constitution guarantees the right of free-

dom of speech and expression of opinion throu^ the printed press or other commu-
nications media. Suriname's two daily newspapers and most of its radio stations are

privately owned. Its two television stations and one of the country's radio stations

are owned and operated by the Government. In 1992, under the elected Govern-
ment, restrictions on freedom of speech and the press were greatly reduced com-
pared to the situation under the nulitary regime and under the military-sponsored
interim government. Nonetheless, because the Surinamese armed forces were still

not fuUy under the control of the civilian Government, journalists and others ini-

tially remained wary of expressing views which might incur military displeasure.

Having previously learned to exercise a degree of seli-censorship, the press was also

somewhat hesitant in exercising its greater freedom. In September, however, the
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Journalists' Association publicly called for an investigation into the killing of 15
civic leaders in 1982, an act tantamount to calling for investigation of the armed
forces.

Early in the year, the President prohibited the two television channels from trans-

mitting live broadcasts of a seminar on economic adjustment and reform held by the
Journalists' Association. In June police coniiscated copies and prohibited the sale of

a book by a Guyanese author published in Suriname on the ground that it blas-

«hemed the Hindu religion. Un<fer Surinamese law, blasphemy is a criminal offense.

iTriters and human ric^ts monitors protested the police action. The governmental
National Institute oi Human Rights, however, pubUcly stated that the
antiblasphemy law was necessaiy in Suriname's multicultural society and that the
police were ri£^t in acting on it.

In September press reports indicated that the Government was reviewing the
broadcasting license of a radio station which carried a program that was regularly

critical of the Government and members of the ruling political coalition. The Gov-
ernment later informed station managers without publicity that the inquiry was
ended and that there was no question of revoking the station's license.

b. Freedom of Peacefiil Assembly and Association.—^The right to assemble peace-

ably and to form associations for nonviolent purposes is protected constitutionally,

and these rights are respected in practice. OiUcial registration of associations is re-

quired in many instances and is generally granted. Most laige public meetings re-

quire permits, whidi are routinely issued.

c. Fre&iom of Religion.—^Freedom of religion is respected in Suriname. There is

no state religion. Foreign clergy are allowed to minister to both local and expatriate

congregations, and missionaries enter the country freely to proselytize. Religious

groups maintain international contacts, freely organize trips abroad, and publish

periodicals. Adherence to a particular faith is neither a bar to, nor a requirement
for, entry into political, economic, or social fields.

d. Freedom ofMovement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—-SurinBLTDeTS may change their residences and workplaces fireely and
travel abroad as they wish. Politictd dissidents who emigrated to the Netherlands
and elsewhere during the years of militaiy rule are welcome to return. Few of them,
however, have chosen to do so. Citizenship is not revoked for political reasons.

Travel to the interior became once again possible in theory in the wake of the
peace agreement between insurgent groups and the Government. In practice, how-
ever, the Government made only slow progress in reestablishing the presence of po-

lice and other government services in the interior, and many prospective travelers

declined to precede the government presence.

There were no known instances in which refugees were forced to return to coun-

tries in which they feared persecution. By the end of 1992, approximately 4,500 of

the 6,000 reftigees who fled to French Guiana during the insurgency had returned
to Suriname under the auspices of the U.N. Hi^ Commissioner for Refugees.

Spokespersons for the remaining refiigees said they were unwilling to return to the
country while those who created the conditions from which they had fled (i.e., the
military leadership) remained in positions of power and influence.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right (^Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The Constitution stipulates that power and authority rest with the people and
provides for the right to change the Government peacemlly throu^ the direct elec-

tion by secret ballot of a National Assembly of 51 members every 5 years. The Na-
tional Assembly then elects a President by a two-thirds vote. If the legislature is

unable to do so, as was ihe case following the last election in 1991, the Constitution
provides that a National People's Assembly comprisii^ Members of Parliament and
regional and local offlcials shall elect the President. Constitutional provisions were
foflowed and resulted in the election of the current Government. Nevertheless, the
Surinamese armed forces have overthrown elected Governments twice since 1980
and are not yet fully under civilian control. While the citizens of Suriname have
twice elected Govemmento to replace military regimes, it has not yet been dem-
onstrated that one elected Government can be replaced by another throu^ use of

the ballot box.
The Constitution nrovides for the existence of political parties, and six parties are

represented in the National Assembly. TTiere are no special conditions or restric-

tions on nationality or citizenship that limit participation in the political ^stem. In
practice, however, most of the country's political activity takes place in the capital,

and those who live elsewhere, particularly less educated Maroons and Amerindians
in remote areas, have little influence in the political process.
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Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation (^Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Suriname's two major human rights oi^anizations, Moiwana '86 and the Organi-
zation for Peace and Justice, were not subject to governmental restriction of their

activities. However, Military Commander Desi Bouterse publicly opposed the Gov-
ernment's grant of permission for the Organization for Peace and Justice and affili-

ated groups to commemorate the anniversary of the December 1982 killing by the
military regime he led of 15 civic leaders suspected of antigovemment plotting. He
urged his supporters to meet those demonstrating against the killings in the streets.

The commanoer resigned in the furor over the commemoration and did not carry
through on his threat. The demonstration took place peacefully under well organized
police protection.

The National Institute of Human Rights is funded by the Government but author-
ized to act independently. In practice, however, the Institute is widel;^ regarded as
ineffective. The Surinamese Government is prepared to cooperate with mvestiga-
tions of the human rights situation in the country. A January mission from the
Dutch Institute for Human Ri^ts was received by the President.

Suriname failed to implement several recomendations of the Inter-American Com-
mission on Human Rights that it investigate killings during the tenure of the mili-

tary regime and interim Government. The current Government has expressed a will-

ingness to abide by a ruling of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in a case

arising from violations during the military regime for which it has recognized state

responsibility. The court, however, is not scheduled to rule until February 1993 on
the amount of damages which should be paid.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Suriname's Constitution and laws do not differentiate among its citizens on the
basis of their ethnic origins, religious affiliations, or other cultural differences. In

Suriname's pluralistic society any departure from equality before the law would be
extremely divisive. Amerindians and Maroons are therefore formally able to partici-

Eate in Suriname's political process on an equal footing with the country's otner in-

abitants.

In actuality, however, the majority of members of these two groups are at a dis-

tinct disadvantage in affecting the political process. First, Suriname's political life

is concentrated in the capital city of Paramaribo while the majority of Amerindians
and Maroons live in the interior. Second, most Amerindians and Maroons are dis-

advantaged by the limited availability of educational and other social services in the
interior. Beginning in the mid-1980'8, their isolation was compounded by
insurgencies that effectively cut most of the interior off from the capital. Implemen-
tation of the mid-August peace accord should increase the ability of members of

these groups to participate in Suriname's political life, but little progress had been
made m putting those provisions of the agreement into force by tne end of the year.

Women have a legal right to equal access to education, employment, and property.

Nevertheless, social pressures and customs inhibit the full exercise of these rights,

{»articularly in the areas of marriage and inheritance. Surinamese law does not dif-

ferentiate between domestic violence and other forms of assault, and the Govern-
ment has not specifically addressed the problem of violence against women. The
rooms of the private Foundation Home for Women in Crisis Situations in Paramar-
ibo are constantly filled with women and their children from all the country's ethnic

groups, an indication that violence against women is prevalent. The Foundation
finds it diflicult to raise fiinds from private sources, and the Government has de-

clined to provide it assistance.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.
—^The Constitution protects the right of workers to as-

sociate and to choose their representatives democratically. At least 40 percent of the

work force is organized into unions which belong to one of the country's six major
labor federations. Unions are independent of the Government and olay an active

role in politics. A small Labor Party, which is independent of the laoor movement
but includes the chairmen of two of the most influential labor federations in its lead-

ership, is part of the ruling four-party coalition and provides three cabinet members.
There are no restrictions on unions' international activities. Several Surinamese
labor federations were reaccepted as affiliates of international trade union organiza-

tions in the late 1980's, after naving been suspended for collaboration with the mili-

tary regime earlier in the decade.
Civil servants have no legally protected right to strike and mount other labor ac-

tions but in practice are able to engage in these activities. The Constitution does

protect the right of nongovernment employees to strike. Workers in both the govern-
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ment and private sections staged a number of short strikes in 1992. Among others,

rice workers, customs oflicers, and health workers struck during the year.
b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The n^t to oiganize and

baigain collectively is explicitly recognized by the Constitution and is respected in

ftractice. Collective bargaining agreements cover approximately 60 percent of the
abor force. The law pnmibits antiunion discrimination by employers, and there are
effective mechanisms for resolving complaints of such discrimination. There are no
special economic zones in Suriname.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Constitution prohibits forced
or compulsory labor. There were no known instances of it in 1992.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Surinamese law sets the minimum
age for emplojrment at 15 years. Enforcement of this law by the Ministry of Labor
and the police is sporadic and only partially effective, however. Those under 15
years of age are sometimes employed as street vendors, newspaper sellers, and shop
assistants. School attendance is compulsory until the age of 12. However, schooling
has been largely unavailable in the interior due to the armed insurgencies which
were in progress there. In addition, a significant number of the chUaren who fled

to the capital to escape fighting in the countryside did not find places in the schools.

The August 1992 peace accord between the Government and rnsui^ent groups pro-
vides for the reestablishment of schooling as well as other government services. The
Government was beginning to plan for their restoration as flie year ended.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Suriname has no minimum wage legislation.

The Government's lowest wage for unskilled laborers will not provide a decent living

for a worker and family. Work in excess of 9 hours per day or 45 hours per week
on a regular basis requires special ^vemment permission, which is routinely grant-
ed. Such overtime work earns premium pay.
A 10- to 12-member inspectorate of the Occupational Health and Safety Division

of the Ministry of Labor is charged with enforcing legislated occupational safety and
health regulations. Resource constraints and lack of trained personnel preclude the
Division irom making regular inspections of Surinamese industry, lliere are no cur-
rent statistics on accident rates in local industry. However, the rates do not appear
to be unreasonably high. The key bauxite industry, for example, has an outstanding
safety record.

TRmroAD AND TOBAGO
Trinidad and Tobago, a member of the Commonwealth of Nations, is a parliamen-

tary democracy in which political and civil rights are provided for by the Constitu-
tion and generally respected in practice. Free and fair general elections have been
held at regular intervals since independence from the United Kingdom in 1962. The
country is governed by a bicamersJ Parliament and a Prime Minister, who is the
leader of the majority party in the lower house. The President, whose of!ice is large-
ly ceremonial, is elected by Parliament. Local matters on the island of Tobago are
handled by a 12-member elected House of Assembly.

According to the UJS. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, total military ex-
penditures for 1989 were $59 million. There are no plans to reduce these expendi-
tures in the near future. The police force and the defense force are under the control
of and generally responsive to civilian authority. However, credible allegations of po-
lice brutality and corruption, including involvement in the illegal narcotics trade,
continued in 1992. The legal system provides measures for redress for the complain-
ants in such cases.

The country's mixed economy is based primarily on the hydrocarbon sector, but
efforts continue to diversify the economy into agriculture, manufacturing, and tour-
ism. The Government either wholly or partially owns many major industries. There
is a strong tradition of private enterprise and ownership of property, however, and
the Government is committed to partial divestiture of most state enterprises.

Trinidad and Tobago citizens have and exercise a wide range of freedoms and in-

dividual rights, but there continued to be incidents of extrajudicial killings, the use
of excessive force, and other abuses by the police, and allegations of favoritism as
well as prolonged delays in the administration ofjustice.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no reports during 1992
of killings for political motives by the Government or other political organizations.
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However, there were credible allegations of extrajudicial killings and other abuses
of authority by the police.

In the first 9 months of 1992 there were at least 17 police shootings, 9 of which
resulted in deaths. The death of Sheldon Henry in July prompted the Minister of
National Security to demand an immediate investigation into chaives that a police

officer had shot Henry dead at close range as the young man, kneeling, pleaded for

his life. Police contended Henry was firing at them, and a pathologist's examination
concluded there was some merit to this daim; companions of the deceased who al-

legedly witnessed the killing disputed the police version and claimed police threat-

ened mem at Henry's funeral. By year's end the police Internal Investigations Unit
had not issued a report.

ia. the 1991 killing of David Agard, the police officer who allegedly shot Agard is

to stand trial on the lesser chaiige of manslaughter, rather than murder, at year's

end the officer was free on bail. Agard's mother filed a civil suit against the Attor-

ney General and the accused officer for damages for the loss of her son; the action
is pending. In late September, 30-year-old David Ju^emauth was severely beaten
by police and died in prison several days later. The Pblice Commissioner's office at-

tributed the death to "riatural causes."

One highly publicized case concerned the 1987 shooting death of Police Constable
Bemadette James during a training exercise in which only blank ammunition was
to have been used. The victim's mother has alleged that her daughter witnessed a
shadowy transaction involving two government ministers and a high-ranking police

officer uie day before the training exercise. After an inquest that lasted nearly 6
years, in September the Chief Magistrate referred the case back to the Internal In-

vestigations Unit of the Police Service. The magistrate observed there were grounds
to suspect that someone was guilty of an indictable offense, but the evidence given
by police officers was too convoluted and inconsistent to determine who should be
held accountable.
The coroner's verdict in the 1990 death of Njisane Omowale, whose stepfather led

the failed coup in July of that year, was quashed by a High Court judge in October.
The ju(^e ruled that in arriving at the verdict, which found no one responsible for

the death, me<Ucal evidence and eyewitness testimony had been overlooked. The
judge ordered a new inquest.

^e law requires a public coroner's inquest in a case of death by unnatural causes
only when a coroner nnds the circumstances warrant it; otherwise it is not manda-
tory. In practice, inquests are seldom pursued. Despite the existence of an Internal

Investigations Unit, there are no mandatoiy investigations of police shootings or
killings.

Citing numerous instances in which investigations have been dismissed for lack
of evidence or because of conflicting evidence that prevented further pursuit of pre-

liminaiy inquests, a Chief Magistrate, a Member oi Parliament, a leading attorney,

and one of Trinidad's two daily newspapers called for the establishment of an inde-

pendent tribunal to investigate police shootings and other allegations of brutality

and misconduct. A team from Scotland Yard was brou^t in to investigate allega-

tions of a drug cartel operating within the Trinidad and Tobago Police Service. The
team concluded its investigation in December, having found no evidence of a drug
cartel but rampant instances of corruption and other abuses of power.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of politically motivated disappearances
in 1992. Allegations that Doodnath Dwarika disappeared after being detamed by po-

lice in November 1990 were not further investigated by the police service, which
claimed to have no record of the case.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Constitution forbids such treatment, and, under law, any evidence obtained by
such means is inadmissible in court.

However, during 1992 there continued to be credible allegations and charges in

court that some police officers had physically abused detainees, and there was at

least one report about a man who died in pouce custody due to injuries received at

their hands. The law permits victims of such treatment to sue for civil damages and
to file criminal charges against the police onicer(s) involved; such suits are occasion-

ally initiated. TTie courts sometimes find in favor of the complainant, in which case
damages can be collected. Police officers found guilty of misconduct are subject to

disciplinary action. There were credible reports, however, that citizens who lodged
complaints against police ofiioers or otherwise impugned the service were subjected

to reprisals or the threat of reprisals.

A nighly publicized case of alleged police brutality occurred in June: 19-year-old

Kenton Sylvester claimed he was severely beaten by police in the aftermath of a
carjacking incident in which Sylvester himself was taken hostage. His injuries in-

cluded numerous broken bones, torn muscles, a punctured lung, a ruptured liver.
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and massive internal bleeding. When Sylvester was admitted to the hospital, police

stated his injuries were the result of an auto accident. In September, as Sylvester

was preparing to sue the Attorney General and police oflioers for damages, he was
brought up on manslau^ter charges related to an earlier incident of which he had
been previously all but cleared. Neither case had been heard by year's end.

In another suit flled against the Attorney General, 12-year-old Fimber Miguel
claimed that in November 1991 he was brought in by police for interrogation regard-

ing the whereabouts of a family member. Miguel alleged that, at the station, he was
placed in a "cage," beaten with a piece of wood, and neld for 2 ni^ts in the char^
room where he slept on chairs; he also claimed the police tried to force him to admit
to a robbery whim he did not commit. The case is scheduled to be heard in 1993.

Trinidad and Tobago courts sentence convicted felons to corporal punishment as

well as prison sentences in approximately 50 cases a year. Men convicted of rape,

assault with a deadly weapon, or aggravated robbery are subject to floggings admm-
istered in private by prison officials. The law states that floggings must be adminis-

tered within 9 months of sentencing but cannot be conducted while an appeal is

pending; since appeals are routinehrfiled but rarely heard within 9 months of^initial

sentencing, in prturtice floggings seldom if ever occur.

Overcrowding in prisons continued to be a problem, with, in some cases, 11 to 13
men in a 9- by 6-foot cell. Several prisoners (Ued of acquired immunodeficiency syn-

drome (AIDS), while others suffered from contagious skin diseases. Construction
was begun on a new maximum security facility to alleviate the overcrowding situa-

tion. Afthough the law does not currently provide for the option of sentencing con-

victed persons to mandatoiy community service, one such sentence was served. The
arrangement woiked so wefi that the Hi^ Court justice who presided over the case

called for legislation to enable similar sentencing in special cases, e.g., minor first

ofienses for which the guilty party expressed genuine remorse.

d. Arhitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^The Constitution specifies that a suspect

has the right to be informed promptly of the reason for arrest or detention, which
in practice has normally meant within 48 hours. Court orders may be obtained by
the police to hold a person longer than normal in order to gather additional evi-

dence. However, there continued to be credible reports that persons had been de-

tained incommunicado in excess of the accepted period prior to the filing of any
charges, without the police having obtained a court order. Arrests without a warrant
are permitted when a person is apprehended committing an offense or when reason-

able suspicion exists that an offense has been or is about to be committed. A 1991
court ruung held that police must allow a person in police custody to contact an at-

torney "as early as possible, and in any event before any interrogation takes place."

Detainees generally are allowed access to a lawyer, if one is requested, and to

family members, but police sometimes deny access if they believe it would impede
an investigation. There continued to be charges in the courts and the press that po-

lice violated one or more of these procedures in specific cases. Persons arrested have
the right to a judicial determination of the legality of the detention, and courts have
found for complainants in some cases of illegal detention; a notable case in 1992 was
that of the Jamaat al-Muslimeen (see below).

The Minister of National Security may authorize preventive detention in order to

prevent actions prejudicial to public safety, public order, or the defense of Trinidad
and Tobago, and must state tne grounds for the detention. A detainee under this

provision nas access to counsel and may have his detention reviewed by a three-

mender tribunal established by the Chief Justice and chaired by an attorney. The
Minister must provide to the tribunal the grounds for the detention within 7 days
of the detainee's request for review, which snail be held "as soon as reasonably prac-

ticable" following receipt of the grounds. The Minister may at his discretion revoke
detention orders on the basis of the tribunal's reconunendations. The preventive de-

tention option is not abused in Trinidad and Tobago.
In a landmaric ruling in June, Justice Clebert Brooks declared valid the amnesty

document which had secured the safe release of hostages and brou^t an end to the
July 1990 coup attempt launched by the Jamaat al-Muslimeen. A subsequent ruling

ordered the immediate release of the 114 detainees and found them entitled to dam-
ages for illegal detention in addition to recoveiy of court costs. To the extent pos-

sible, the State is appealing the decisions; the appeal is scheduled to be heard May
4, 1993.

Exile is forbidden bv law and not practiced.

e. Denied of Fair Public Trial.—^The Constitution specifies that persons accused
of crimes receive a fair and public trial. The judiciary is independent and not subject

to outside interference. Appeals may be made to the Court of Appeals and eventu-

ally to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in London. Cruninal defendants
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enjoy a presumption of innocence and the ridit to confront witnesses and present
evidence. These rights are generally respectea in practice.

All criminal deiendants have the right to an attorney. Legal assistance is avail-

able from attorneys registered with the Legal Aid and Advisory Authority (LAAA)
of the Ministry oi Social Development ana Family Services for those who proove
that they cannot afford representation. Judges may also appoint attorneys in the
courtroom to represent defendants without counsel.

Criminal defendants may be freed on bail pending trial, unless chai^d with mur-
der or treason or detained under state of emergency regulations. The presiding mag-
istrate may suspend bcdl after consultation with the prosecution and defense. De-
spite continuing attention by government oflicials, the judiciary, and the Bar Asso-
ciation to the backlog of cases awaiting trial or appeal, there remain significant
delays in bringing cases to trial and in processing appeals.
During the first half of 1992, a total of 112 detamees filed constitutional motions

against the Attorney General and the Commissioner of Police alleging that their
rights were being contravened due to prolonged detention while they awaited trial

or sentencing; the suits sought the immediate release of the prisoners, claiming
their constitutional right to liberty had been violated. Due to the number filed, the
motions were consolidated into a single suit. The Government asserted that the judi-

ciary was hindered bv limited resources. The case was repeatedly postponed ana not
heard by the end of the year.
There are no political prisoners in Trinidad and Tobago.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

Constitution prohibits such interference, a prohibition generally respected in prac-
tice. By law, judicially issued warrants are required for searches, except under state

of emergency regulations; in practice, this procedure is not strictly adhered to. The
state-owned telephone company has the ability to monitor telephone calls, and in-

formed observers believe that the police use this facility for domestic intelligence

purposes. There are no laws authorizing such monitoring, however, so evidence ob-
tained in this manner may not be used in court.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom ofSpeech and Press.—The Constitution provides for freedom of expres-
sion, and this ri^t is protected in practice by the independent judiciary, a demo-
cratic and plurahstic political system, and independent and privately owned media.
The import or circulation of publications may be prohibited under the Sedition

Act, but the law has rarely been invoked in recent years. A board of film censors
is authorized to ban films it considers to be against public order and decency^ or con-
trary to the public interest. This includes films which may be controversial in mat-
ters of religion, seditious propaganda, or race.

The three television stations, as part of their licensing agreements, are required
to broadcast informational programming produced and provided bv the Government.
The government-owned station has, over the years, been accused by the opposition
of favoring the ruling party. There are currently seven radio stations operating in
Trinidad and Tobago, one of which is government owned. A total of 23 new licenses
were granted in 19i91, including 11 for radio, 6 for television (3 national, 3 local),

and 6 for cable television. The licensing committee was disbanded in 1992, and no
new applications were entertained.
Some journalists have complained privately that the interlocking directorates of

local corporations result in self-censorship by publishers. The two major daily news-
papers are sometimes critical of the Government in their editorials. Their news cov-

erage appears to report accurately criticism by opposition parties, trade unions, and
private citizens. Otner widely read tabloids are extremely critical of the Govern-
ment.
Academic freedom is respected and protected by law.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^These freedoms are protected

by law and respected in practice. Registration of private organizations is not re-

quired. Permits are required in advance for street marches, demonstrations, or other
public outdoor meetings and are routinely granted.

c. Freedom of Religion.—The right to practice one's religion is provided for by the
Constitution and is respected in practice. There is no state religion and no religious

test for public office. There are large groups of Christians, Hindus, and Muslims in

the population, and these and other relijQ[ious groups are allowed to maintain asso-

ciation with organizations and persons m other countries and to perform religious

travel. Religious groups are generally free to establish places of worship and to en-
gage in religious training, e<mcation, and publishing. Missionaries are permitted to

enter the countiy and proselytize, although the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-

Day Saints has not been issued permits for individual missionaries since early 1992,
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and its missionaries already in Trinidad did not have their missionaiy permits ex-

tended. The organization did not receive any explanation from the Government as

to why its applications for missionary permits and extensions were denied; the

Prime Minister asserted that the Mormon Church had not been singled out for dis-

criminatory treatment.
d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—Residents of Trinidad and Tobago are generally free to emigrate and to

travel within or outside the country, as well as to change residence and workplace.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The citizens of Trinidad and Tobago choose their government bv secret ballot in

free and fair multiparty, multicandidate elections held, as required by the Constitu-

tion, at intervals not to exceed 5 years. Elections for the 12-member Tobago House
of Assembly are held every 4 years. The Constitution extends the ri^t to vote to

citizens, as well as to legal residents with citizenship in other Commonwealth coun-

tries, who are at least 18 years of age; there are no restrictions on the participation

of women in political activities. Women hold many positions in the Government and
political party leadership.
The Government is formed by the party holding the majority of seats in the lower

house of Parliament. The Parliament consists of two houses: an elected House of

Representatives whose 38 members represent individual voting constituencies, and
a 31-member Senate appointed by the President, 16 on the advice of the Prime Min-
ister, 6 on the advice of the Leader of the Opposition, and 9 at the President's dis-

cretion. The Prime Minister is Head of Government; the President, elected by Par-

liament, is Head of State, a largely ceremonial position.

Prior to December 1986, each election had been won by the People's National
Movement (PNM); in December 1991, the PNM was voted back into office after a
5-year hiatus. The opposition United National Congress won 13 of the 36 parliamen-

tary seats, the highest proportion it has ever held. Local government elections were
held in September, and elections to the Tobago House of Assembly in December.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There is an Ombudsman who is an officer of Parliament empowered to investigate

complaints of violations of human rights law or policy and to report the findings to

Parliament. In addition, there are several nongovernmental oi^anizations. Carib-

bean Elections Watch, founded in 1990, promotes free and fair elections in the Car-
ibbean. The Caribbean Institute for Human Rights, headquartered in Trinidad, is

a regional organization composed of human rights monitors who collect information
throughout the region and report on Caribbean human rights matters.

International human rights organizations are free to visit and discuss human
rights with governmental and nongovernmental representatives.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

There is no evidence of systematic official discrimination based on race, sex, lan-

guage, or social status in Trinidad and Tobago. All persons are fully protected under
provisions of the Constitution.

Trinidad and Tobago includes various ethnic and religious groups that live to-

gether peacefuUy, generally respecting each other's beliefs and practices. However,
racial tensions continued lietween Afro-Trinidadians and Indo-Trinidadians, each of

which comprises over 40 percent of the population. The private sector is dominated
by Indo-Tnnidadians and people of European and Middle Eastern descent. Indo-

Trinidadians also predominate in agriculture. Afro-Trinidadians are employed in

disproportionate numbers in the civil service, police, and military. Since Indo-

Trinidadians are the majority in rural areas and Afro-Trinidadians are the majority

in urban areas, competition between town and countiy for public goods and services

often takes on racial overtones. Some Indo-Trinidadian opposition politicians have
complained that Afro-Trinidadians receive a disproportionate share of government
benefits. The PNM Government established, under the aegis of the University of the

West Indies, a Center for Ethnic Studies to investigate employment practices in the

public and private sectors as well as the placement of schoolchildren based on re-

sults of the common entrance exam.
Discrimination based on sex is illegal. Many women hold positions in business

and the professions, as well as in Government and political parties. Women's groups

speak out publicly on all aspects of public life. Women make up approximately 36

percent of the paid labor force, and collective bargaining agreements cannot be reg-

istered with the industrial court if they exhibit wage disparities between men and
women. Nonetheless, despite equal protection provided to Doth sexes under the law.
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a Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) study released in 1992 revealed a
hi^er mortality rate among girls under the age of 5 than among boys of the same
age. According to the study, the leading cause of death among ^Is is nutritional
deficiency whOe among boys it is accidents, leading to the conclusion that in house-
holds with scarce resources, parents favor boys over girls when it comes to food dis-

tribution.

Physical abuse of women and children by family members appears to be extensive,
allboug^ there are no reliable statistics. Parliament passed a domestic violence bill

in August 1991 to address these issues; the bill provided for the filing of restraining
orders against abusive family members, a court nearing within 7 days of filing, and
criminal penalties for violation of restraining orders. Additional legislation may be
required to ensure that adequate mechanisms are in pltice to enforce the bill. There
are several privately operated shelters for battered women which receive a minimiil

amount of governmental assistance.

Although Hinduism is the second largest religion in Trinidad and Tobago, there
are no sixth-form Hindu secondary schools (students graduating from sixth-form
proceed to university); there are 18 Christian and 2 Muslim six^rform facilities. Ac-
cording to a prominent Hindu leader, the performance of Hindu students in general
lags behind tnat of Christians and Muslims, a discrepancy for which he claimed the
Government bears primaiy responsibility for its failure to provide adequate facilities

and opportunities for the Hindu population.
Members of the Muslim community also charged religious discrimination in non-

Muslim government secondary schools which prohibit young women &om wearing
the jeelab (head covering) or chador (head covering and shawl) in the classroom.
School administrators responded that all students are reauired to wear identical
uniforms and that preferential treatment contradicted school policy.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—The ri^^t of association is respected in law and prac-
tice. There are 32 active labor unions in Trinidad and Tobago, with a total member-
ship comprising approximately 32 percent of the work force. The unions are inde-
pendent of government or political party control, and they finely represent their
members' interests. Union members are free to publicize their views and determine
their own programs and policies, including their international afiiliations.

Workers are permitted, upon expiration of a conciliation period, to strike, and em-
ployers are permitted to lock workers out. After a strike or lockout has been in

Erogress for 3 months, either of the parties involved may request the Minister of
>abor to refer the ouestion to the Industrial Court, which is part of the independent

judiciary, for a binaing decision. Strikes and lockouts are not permitted in essential

Eublic services (as defined in the Industrial Relations Act), and the Minister of
labor may apply for an injunction to halt any labor action he finds contrary to the

national interest; in practice, this has never happened. Workers in essential services
with labor grievances may call on the conciliation services of the Ministry of Labor
or may take their cases directly to the Industrial Court. However, such cases are
not generally processed more quickly than those in the private sector. Workers in
essential services may also file civil suits against the Government.
With the return to power of the People's National Movement (PNM) in December

1991, the labor movement was cautiously optimistic that longstanding disputes
mi^t be resolved. While the PNM's first budget offered little cause for hope, unions
were amenable to settlements which would confer increased social benents rather
than lai^e pay Increases. OUfield workers threatened crippling strikes which were
averted when the Government and the union made significant concessions. Elec-
trical and communications workers pressed their demands, precipitating widespread
interruptions of service and numerous acts of sabotage attriouted to union activists.

Accommodation was reached on the verge of nationwide strikes, as the electrical

workers' dispute was arbitrated by the Minister of Labor, and the communications
workers' dispute was partially assuaged by a long-awaited Industrial Court ruling
in the union s favor.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The constitutional ri{^t of
workers to organize and bargain collectively is well established and fi'^ely practiced.
In fact, collective bargaining is the predominant method by which wage leveb are
established in most industries. Antiunion discrimination is prohibited oy law. The
Minister of Labor acts as an impartial conciliator in collective bargaining impasses.
There are a few complaints each year to the Ministry of Labor about private
antiunion activities, usually involving the suspension or dismissal of an employee
who alleges the action was taken at least in part because of union activity. The Min-
istry of Labor is generally able to resolve those cases brou^t to it.
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Legislation for the establishment of free trade zones, enacted by Parliament in

1988, was implemented in 1992. All Trinidad and Tobago laws, inclusive of those

affecting woricing conditions and the right of workers to organize and bargain collec-

tively, are applicable in free trade zones.

c. Prohibition of Force or Compulsory Labor.—^Although there is no domestic law
prohibiting forced or compulsory labor, it is not practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Legislation prohibits the employ-

ment of children under the age of 12 years, and children aged 12 to 14 years are

permitted to work only in fanuly businesses. Children may begin apprenticeshios at

age 15 and regular employment at age 17. The Probation Service within the Min-
istry of Social Development and Familv Services is the entity responsible for compli-

ance. Education is compulsory until the age of 12 years. Enforcement of these re-

strictions appears lax. School-age diildren are often seen vending on the streets and
at the beacn. In practice, if parents do not have the funds to buy books and uni-

forms, their children do not attend school.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Legislation enacted in November 1991 signifi-

cantly broadened the categories of workers covered by minimum wage standards.

Enforcement of the minimum wage law is entrusted to the labor inspectorate. The
legislation also provides for 3 months' maternity leave for household and shop as-

sistants, as well as overtime pay, holiday pay, 2 weeks' vacation leave, and 14 days
sick leave per year. Wage levels in sectors not covered in the law are set under col-

lective bai^gaining agreements and provide a decent living for workers and their

families. The most poorly paid workers, including those working in minimum wage
jobs, usually have secondary sources of support, often from their families.

The standard workweek in Trinidad and Tobago is 40 hours; the minimum wage
law sets a 40-hour workweek for workers who fall within its jurisdiction, while col-

lective bargaining agreements set the standards in other industrial and service sec-

tors. Additional hours are considered overtime and are remunerated at a negotiated

rate. Daily rest periods and paid annual leave form part of most employment agree-

ments. There are no legal restrictions on overtime work.
Occupational health and safety is governed by the 1948 Factories and Ordinance

Bill, which sets requirements for health and safety standards in certain industries

and provides for inspections to monitor and enforce compliance. The Government en-

forces compliance with hesdth and safety regulations, although such enforcement is

sporadic due to a shortage of inspectors. Trade union representatives also monitor
compliance. Workers who file complaints with the Ministry of Labor regarding ille-

gal or hazardous working conditions are protected under the Industrial Relations

Act of 1972 to the extent that, should it be determined upon inspection that condi-

tions exist in the workplace whidi present hazards to life or limb, the worker is ab-

solved in refusing to comply with an order which would have placed him or her in

harm's way. Beyond that, it is the ri^t of management "Ix) manage, and to manage
effectively." Government inspectors investigate complaints of hazardous working
conditions.

URUGUAY

Uruguay is a constitutional republic governed by an elected president and a bi-

cameral legislature with an independent judicial branch. Its longstanding demo-
cratic tradition was interrupted by 12 years of military rule from 1973 to 1985. The
return to democratic government began with a 1984 election, which was generally

considered fair although the Government blocked participation bv some political

groupings. On March 1, 1990, following a free and fair election in November 1989,

power was transferred from one elected civilian president to another for the first

time since the return to constitutional government in 1985. Political parties, the

}>ress, labor unions, private interest groups, and other nongovernmental groups
unction freely, and political debate is vigorous and unrestricted.

The small military establishment consists of an army, an air force, and a navy
which has now incorporated the coast guard. It is under the supervision of the Min-
istry of Defense. According to the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency,
total military expenditures for 1989 were approximately $170 million. Military

budgets have increased slightly but, as the^ are the subject of mowing controversy,

it is not likely that they will increase significantly in the near Tuture. The military

does not participate in domestic security matters unless ordered to do so by the ci-

vilian authorities. Domestic security and public safety matters are under the juris-

diction of the Interior Ministry, which administers all the country's police depart-
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ments. In 1992 the police continued to be responsible for instances of physical abuse
of detainees.
A middle-income country with an estimated per capita gross domestic product of

$3,600 in 1992, Uruguay's economy is heavily dependent on agricultural exports and
agroindustry. The economy is a mixture of private enterprise and state entities. Pri-

vate property rights are respected. FoUowmg a period of negligible growth in the
late 1980's and early 1990*8, the economy began to accelerate, growing by 1.9 per-

cent in 1991, and an estimated 6 to 6.5 percent in 1992. In an attempt to reverse
the prevailing trend of economic stagnation, the administration of President Luis
Alberto LacaUe has encountered only mixed success in implementing reforms de-
signed to increase investment, reduce the fiscal deficit, and contain ioilation, as well
as privatize certain government-owned companies and port operations.

Uruguayans enjoy a broad range of individual rights and liberties. Nonetheless,
sporamc reports of police abuse of detainees persist, and few, if any, police have
been convid^d and punished for such abuse. Prison conditions remain generally

poor. Violence against women attracted increased attention, while latent discrimina-

tion against the blade minority remains a largely unrecognized and unaddressed
problem.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^No cases of politically motivated kill-

ing were reported.
0. Disappearance.—^No known or reported incidents of politically motivated abduc-

tions or msappearanoes occurred in 1992. The 1986 Expiry Law continued to block

investigations into killings, torture, and disappearances which occurred during the
military regime.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Constitution prohibits the infliction of physical or moral torment on prisoners.

However, there are persistent, if often unsubstantiated, reports of physical abuse of
detainees by police. Physical abuse is alleged to occur most often in the hours imme-
diately following an arrest. In April two street vendors, arrested for infractions of
municipal commercial regulations, were allegedly beaten to unconsciousness; they
lodged a formal complaint against the police. In July two Montevideo policemen
were allowed to return to active duty, pending a iudicial investigation of allegations

that they had "abused their authority and caused injury" to a narcotics suspect. Mi-
nors are thought to be particularly vulnerable to abuse. In June the lower house
of Parliament's Commission on Human Rights called for accelerated investigations

into the case of a minor who was allegedly beaten while in police custody. In Sep-
tember another minor filed a complaint that local police had detained him without
charge and beaten him, apparently because they mistook him for a robbery suspect.

At year's end, none of the above cases had been resolved.

On NovennJber 10, Uruguay deposited its instrument of ratification of the Inter-

American Convention for the Rrevention of Torture. The judicial and parliamentary
branches of Government investigate specific allegations of abuse, and the Interior

Ministry has an internal section responsible for monitoring police conduct. Nonethe-
less, many cases of abuse go unreported and there are few instances in which police

ofiicials are tried, convicted, and sentenced to prison for physically abusing pris-

oners.

Conditions in prisons and juvenUe detention facilities vary from one institution

to another but generally remain poor. Complaints commonly voiced by government
and independent human rights investigators include deteriorated buildings and
equipment, poor sanitanr conditions, inadequately staffed and equipped on-site clin-

ics, and a near total lack of training, educational, and recreational opportunities. In
early November, two mentally ill minors died of undetermined causes while in the
custody of INAME, the government agency for children. Both minors had been treat-

ed in public health faciuties shortly before their deaths. A parliamentary investiga-

tion was begun to determine responsibility for the incidents. In December a local

newspaper printed photos purporting to snow that four prisoners were chained in

their cells in La Libertad prison. The Human Rights Commission interviewed wit-

nesses and prison officials. Although circumspect in pronouncing on the validity of

the accusations, the Commission nevertheless called for improvements in general
prison conditions, while expressing confidence that if the abuse had occurred, it was
an isolated incident.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^The Constitution requires the pohce to

have a written warrant issued by a judge before they can make an arrest. The only
exception is when the accused is apprehended during the commission of a crime.
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The Constitution also guarantees the accused the right to a judicial detennination
of the legality of detention and requires that the detaining authority explain and
justify to the judiciary the legal grounds for the detention. A detainee may be held
incommunicado by the police for a period of 24 hours before being presented to a
judge, at which time he or she has the right to counsel. If the detainee cannot afford

a lawyer, a public defender is appointed. The judicial process must begin within 48
hours; failure to comply has led to the release of accused persons. If the crime car-

ries a penalty of at feast 2 years in prison, the accused person is confined during
the ju(^e's investigation of the charges unless the authorities agree to release the
person on bail, or until the case is closed. These constitutional provisions are gen-
erally respected in practice.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The Constitution provides for an independent judi-

ciary, headed by a Supreme Court, which in turn supervises the work of the lower
courts. There is a parallel military court system that operates under a military jus-

tice code. Two mifitary justices sit on the Supreme Court but participate only in

cases involving the military. Military justice applies to civilians only during a state

of war or insurrection. The independence of the judiciary is well respected in prac-

tice.

All criminal trials must open with a public statement of the charge by the pros-

ecutor or the complainant. Trial proceedings are based on written ailments, which
are not normally made public, but the defense attorney has access to aU documents
that form part of the written record. Beginning in 1990, the Uruguayan legal system
began to introduce oral arguments into court proceedings. Under Uruguayan law
there is no provision against self-incrimination, and the defendant may be compelled

to answer any questions posed by the judge. All convictions may be appealed by the
defense attorney or prosecutor to a higher court which may acquit the person of the
crime, confirm the conviction, or reduce or increase the sentence.

Uruguay has no political prisoners.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

Constitution protects the right to privacy. It states that the home, aosolutely invio-

lable at night, may be entered and searched only with a judicial warrant during the
day. Protection for private papers and correspondence is equally strong, and a war-
rant is required for confiscation. These rignts and safeguards are generally re-

spected in practice.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The Constitution provides for freedom of speech
and press. All elements of the political spectrum freely express their viewpoints in

both the print and broadcast media. Montevideo has 7 daily newspapers and 10 im-
portant weeklies; there are approximately 100 weekly and a few daily newspapers
elsewhere. Montevideo has one govemment-afUliated and 3 commercial television

stations. There are about 110 radio stations and 20 television stations in the coun-
try as a whole.
The National University is autonomous, and academic freedom is generally re-

spected.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The law protects freedom of

assembly and association. Formerly banned groups, such as the Tupamaros (a ter-

rorist movement active in the 1960*8 and early 1970'8), freely organize and express

their opinions. Public marches and demonstrations are allowed with permits from
the Ministry of the Interior and occur without official harassment or intimidation.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Freedom of religion, provided for by the Constitution, is

respected in practice. Most Uruguayans who practice a religion are Roman Catholic.

Members of other religious groups exercise their faiths unhindered, and mission-

aries are free to proselytize. Uruguayans who profess agnosticism or atheism ex-

press their views freely.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Internal and foreign travel and emigration are unrestricted. Uruguay-
ans who left the country during the military regime and wish to return are encour-

aged to do so. All of the prominent political figures exiled by the military regime
have returned.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Uruguayan citizens have the ridit and ability peacefully to change their govern-

ment. Uruguay is a multiparty cfemocracy witn mandatoiy universal suffrage for

those 18 years of Me or older. Voting is not restricted by race, sex, religion, or eco-

nomic status. The Colorado party, the National (Blanco) party, the Broad Front Coa-
lition, and the New Space Coalition are the four major political groupings. Each al-
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lows ideological divisions within the party, and eadi such division may field its own
slate of candidates in general elections. The electoral system combines a primaiy
and a general election in a double simultaneous vote. Eadi party fields oifierent

lists of candidates; in essence, voters express a preference for a party and for a list

of candidates rather than for an individual cancudate. The winnmg list of the party
that receives the most votes wins the presidency and a proportion of seats in the
Senate and Chamber of Deputies corresponding to the percentage of votes that the

Sarty as a whole received. A party therefore may run multiple presidential can-
idates, each wit^ his or her own slate of legislative candidates. Nationtd and pro-

vincial elections are held simultaneously eveiy 5 years. Blticks and women face de
facto impediments to participation in politics and employment in government (see

Section 5).

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Hoarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation (^Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Local human rights groups, some of which could not operate openly under mili-

tarv rule, now fimction freely and without restriction. A prominent local human
rights group, Peace and Justice Service (SERPAJ), was legalized in early 1985 afi;er

operating underground for 2 years during the military regime. SERPAJ investigates

cases involving killing, torture, and disappearances which occurred during the mili-

tary regime. Another human rights group, the Legal and Social Institute of Uru-
guay, consists of several lawyers and social workers who once defended persons im-
prisoned during the dictatorship and who now focus on juridical aspects of human
rights cases, such as allegations of police abuse. Both organizations also advocate
improvements in prison conditions.

The Government is open to inquiries from such organizations and does not restrict

the activities ofhuman rights investigators. The Government haa also fiiUy complied
with UJ*!^. Human Rights Commission inquiries dating from the military regime pe-

riod and is a strong supporter of, and participant in, human rights activities in

international forums such as the United Nations and the Organization of American
States.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Discrimination based on race, sex, religion, lanjpiage, or social status is prohibited
by the Constitution and by law. There is no evidence of officially sanctioned dis-

crimination.
Approximately 4 percent of Uruguay's population, or 120,000 to 130,000 people,

belong to the country's black minority. Blacks are underrepresented among elite

groups and are almost completely absent from the professional, bureaucratic, politi-

cal, and academic sectors oi society. They lack the educational opportunities and so-

cial and political connections necessary for entry into these groups. The Government
has not addressed this issue because most Uruguayans do not believe that racial

discrimination is a problem in Uruguay.
Uruguayan women eiyoy equality under the law but face a number of forms of

discrimination stemming from traditional attitudes and practices. Recent surveys
show that the work force remains segregated by gender. For example, construction

is overwhelmingly male, while teachmg is overwhelmingly female. Women tend to

be concentrated in lower paying jobs. Sucty-three percent of women in the work force

earn less than an amount eaual to double the minimum wage, while only 33 percent
of the men earn so little. Women make up about a third of the work force. They
attend the National University in large numbers and often pursue professional ca-

reers. However, they are underrepresented in traditionally male professions such as
engineering or ardiitecture. Vfomen are found at the nicest levels of the Uru-
guayan private and public sectors, but their numbers are relatively limited. Con-
scious ol these problems, the Lacalle administration established the National Insti-

tute for Women to coUed; data on women's issues and to address these issues more
effectively.

Uruguavan society is increasingly sensitized to the question of violence against
women. AccorcUng to women's n^ts groups, a high percentage of Uruguayan
women are victims of violence. Rape statistics increased sharply in 1992, possibly

because victims are more willing to report the crime. A strong women's rights move-
ment in Uruguay is working to develop statistical data on the problem and to lobby

for solutions. The Government is also increasingly involved in seeking solutions. In

1988 the Interior Ministry created a women's division in the police force, concerned
exclusively with crimes against women. This division was recently mei^ed with the

division for cases involving minors. The Penal Code mandates prison sentences of
3 months to 3 years for the crime of "private violence." However, many women are
unable to taeke and sustain complaints under this law, especially when they con-
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tinue to reside with their partners. One priority of the National Institute for Women
is the creation of a shelter for battered women that is accessible 24 hours a day.

Some private women's rights groups also offer counseling services, and the Monte-
video municipality opened a 24-hour hot line for battered women in October, which
soon after opening averaged 30 calls a day.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—^The Constitution guarantees the rij^t of workers to

organize freely and encourages the formation of trade unions. Civil servtmts may
join unions, as may employees of state-run enterprises. However, in June, the Inter-

national Labor On[anization (ILO), in published comments on a complaint against
the Government ofUruguay, noted that although Uruguay has ratified ILO Conven-
tions 87 and 98 on freedom of association and collective baigaining, it has yet to

pass implementing legislation.

Uruguayan workers, including some civil servants, have the right to strike. Re-
form legislation now pending in the legislature would require workers to vote by se-

cret baUot on whether or not to stage a strike. There was significant strike activity

in 1992. The Labor Ministry has an office that assists in mediating collective and
individual labor disputes; members of the Parliament's Labor Commissions also oc-

casionally mediate labor disputes on an ad hoc basis.

The Government may legally compel workers to work during a strike if their woik
is considered an essential service. The definition of an essiential service is relatively

limited, althou^ in some cases it may exceed ILO guidelines. In 1992 the essential

services provision was invoked to maintain services in the postal workers' strike and
an air traffic controllers' strike. In both cases the declarations appeared to facilitate

rapid resolution of the conflicts.

An estimated 17 percent of the work force is unionized. All labor unions are inde-

pendent of government and political party control. There are no restrictions on a
union's ri^t to affiliate with international trade union bodies. The laigest trade
union conlederation, the Inter-Union Workers Assembly-National Workers Associa-

tion (PIT-CNT), is by choice not officially affiliated with any of the three world fed-

erations. In 1992, however, the PIT-CNT sent its first observer to an International

Confederation of Free Trade Unions Congress. Many individual unions are affiliated

with international trade secretariats.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Collective bargaining ceased
during military rule. From the return of civilian rule until March 1992, Industrial

contracts were negotiated on a sectorwide rather than a plant-by-plant basis, and
took place under the auspices of a salary council, a tripartite organization composed
of government, labor, and management. Government representatives played an ac-

tive role in mediating these negotiations in some sectors; in others, they functioned
more as observers.
The LacaUe administration has consistently indicated that it intends to withdraw

from private sector salary negotiations. Consequently, in March the Government
mandated a flat 35-percent salary increase for the private sector over the next 12
months. Under the new policy, contracts may be negotiated on a plantwide or a
sectorwide basis, with or without government mediation, as the parties wish. Com-
panies may exceed the 35-percent guideline, but only with the understanding that
the Government will not help them by easing pricing policy or offering soft loans.

Union leaders believe that the government presence ensures contracts will be ful-

filled, and generally object to reducing it in contract negotiations.

While no institutionalized mechanism exists in Uruguay for resolving complaints
against employers, discrimination by employers, including arbitrary dismissals for

union activity, generally is prohibited.

Workers employed in Uruguay's five special export zones are fully covered by all

labor legislation. There are no unions in any of these zones, but there are as yet

relativeRr few workers in traditionally oiganizable occupations.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is pro-

hibited by law, and there is no evidence that it is practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Children are protected by a Child
Labor Code. Violations of the Code are punishable by fines of up to $500. Children
as young as 12 may be employed only if they have a special work permit. Children
under the age of 18 may not perform dangerous, fatiguing, or mght woric, apart
from domestic employment. Salaries and hours for children are controlled more
strictly than for adults. Children over the age of 16 may sue in court for payment
of wages, and children have the legal right to dispose of their own income. Children
working in the expanding informal sector as street vendors or others with no fixed

place of work, or in the agrarian sector, are generally less strictly regulated and re-

ceive lower pay.
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e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^A legislated minimum monthly wage is in ef-

fect in both the public and private sectors and appears to be eiTectively enforced.

The minimum wage is adjusted whenever public sector wages are adjusted, usually
once every 4 monms. It mnctions more as an index for calculating wage rates than
as a true measure of minimum subsistence levels and would not provide a decent
standard of living for a worker and family. The Government is discussing the possi-

bility of establishing a standard "subsistence wage" instead.

Tlie standard woricweek is 48 hours for a 6-day week. Industrial woricers receive

overtime compensation for work in excess of 48 hours. Woricers are entitled to 20
days of paid vacation after a year of employment. Woriters are protected by legisla-

tion regulating health and safety conditions; it is enforced by the Ministiy of Labor
and S<^al Security in a generally efiiective manner. Some labor regulations cover

urban industrial workers more adequately than rural and agricultural woricers. Re-
cently, however, Hoe Labor Ministiy has concentrated on extending labor regulation
enforcement to rund areas.

VENEZUELA

Venezuela is a republic with an active multiparty democratic system, a free press,

strong unions, and a longstanding commitment to democrtury which enabled the
countiy to withstand two attempted coups during 1992. For more than 30 years
power has passed peacefully between the two major political parties throu^ open
elections. In 1988 a third political party emei^d as a significant factor; in the 1992
local elections, a fourth significant party emerged. In the immediate afi«rmath of

both coup attempts, the Government declared a state of emergency and, exercising

its constitutional prerogative in such circumstances, suspended some constitutional

guarantees, inchimng ^eedom of the press and the right to demonstrate. After the
first coup attempt on February 4, freedom of the press was restored within a few
days, and full liMrties were restored in April. After the second coup attempt on No-
vember 27, the Government lifted restrictions on assembly for electoral purposes
after 48 hours to enfd>le campaigning for the December 6 nationwdde local elections;

a few days later a nationwide curfew was lifted and most constitotional guarantees
were restored. Both coup attempts left the Government of Venezuela facing a severe

and multi-faceted political/military crisis.

The security apparatus has civilian and military elements, both accountable to

popularly elected authorities. According to the UJS. Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency, total militaiy expenditures for 1989 were $407 million. The proposed 1993
budget provides for uie first real increase in several years. One of the branches of

the military, the National Guard, has arrest authority and supplies the top leader-

ship for one of the country's police forces. During the February coup attempt, the

National Guard played a key role in the defense of the democratically elected Gov-
ernment, but also was used to enforce the suspension of seven constitutional guar-

antees. In the course of the year civilian and military security personnel were re-

sponsible for human rights abuses.
The public sector dominates Venezuela's economy, particularly the petroleum in-

dustry, which accounts for some 23 percent of the gross domestic product. The Gov-
ernment is undertaking major economic restructuring to reduce its dependence on
oil exports, privatize many public sector firms, and enable domestic business to com-
pete more enectively in international markets.
Venezuelans tramtionally have enjoyed a wide range of freedoms and individual

rights, including a free press, active unions, and free elections, but serious human
ri^ts abuses continued in 1992. TTiey included arbitraiy and excessively lengthy

detentions, abuse of detainees, extrajudicial killings by the police and military, the

failure to punish police and security officers accused of abuses, corruption and gross

inefficiency in the judicial and law enforcement systems, deplorable prison condi-

tions, and violence and discrimination against women. Police sweeps of poor, crime-

ridden neighboihoods resulted in increased incidents of extrajudicial kilhngs and ar-

bitrary arrests.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no reports of targeted

(i.e., government-ordered) political killings in 1992. Instances of extraiudicial

killings, however, continued. The press reported cases in which the police allegedly

shot and killed criminal suspects without appropriate justification, security forces

allegedly killed civilians, or arrested persons died while in police custody. Charges
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are rarely brought against the perpetrators of such killings. If the perpetrators are
prosecuted, sentences issued are frequently light, or, more commonly, the convic-
tions are overturned during the appeal process. Unlike common prisoners, police
charged with crimes rarely spend much time behind bars.

Inunediatehr after the Februaiy 4 coup attempt, there were a number of credible
allegations oi extrajudicial killings by Doth sides. When restrictions on presa free-

dom were lifted, it was reported that two officers, Jose Alberto Carregal Cruz and
Cabrera Lacdacta, who fought in support of the coup attempt, had been summarily
killed that day. Carregal Cruz was killed after he had surrendered to two members
of the Intelligence Pouce (DISIP). Carregal's body was exhumed by court order and
it was determined that he had been shot behind the ear at close range. The press
(and local human rights groups) also reported that government forces summarily ex-
ecuted four students and three soldiers in Valencia on February 4. Three of the stu-
dents had gunshot wounds in their tenvples; the fourth had been shot in the back,
allegedly after police had beaten him. While the details of one of these shootings
are m oispute, the annual report of the Venezuelan Program for Action and Edu-
cation in Human Rights (PROVEA) says one student, C^lumba Guadalupe Rivas,
was taken off a bus by uniformed police and national guardsmen. Her body was
found the next day in the local morgue with a gunshot wound to the temple. This
incident is still being investigated; there is as yet no agreement on the facts. DISIP
reported that coup conspirators summarily executed thrbe of its officers: Rafael
Oramas Mayz, Jhon Edicto Cermeno and Gerson Castaneda.

In the wake of the November 27 coup attempt, questions were raised about the
killing of inmates in Reten La Catia prison. The Government claimed that coup
leaders distributed arms to the prisoners the day of the coup. Human rights groups
questioned the Government's assertion, however, pointing out that a police mven-
tory of weapons found in the prison a&er a three day siege located only one gun
and numerous knives. Most of the bodies of prisoners at the local mornie had fatal
gunshot wounds. The Government reported 63 prisoners killed at La Catia; a num-
ber confirmed by human rights groups, who add that the fate of 25 additional pris-
oners remained unknown. At the end of 1992, the Government had not yet com-
pleted its investigation into this incident, although the National Guard was ex-
pected to file a report. The total killed in the November 27 coup attempt was about
280, including from 90 to 100 civilians who were found shot dead in the streets,

many of them cau^t in the crossfire between the National Guard and the rebels.
Human rights organizations raised questions about extrajudicial killings by Govern-
ment forces during the recapture or a television station; the rebels also wantonly
killed three people during their initial takeover of the station. Witnesses in the vi-

cinity of the Presidential palace also claimed that a National Guard commander had
given the order to shoot demonstrators nearby.

In its annual report on human ridits abuses covering the period from October
1991 through September 1992, PROVEA, Venezuela's foremost human rights oiva-
nization, reported 143 extrajudicial killings. Extrajudicial killings unrelated to uie
coup attempt continued throughout the year. Twenty-year-old Simon Caraballo, a
student at the Experimental University of Guayana, was visiting family members
in Caracas the evening of August 8 when he was shot by four members of the Na-
tional Guard. He reptortedly fell off his bicycle and while still on the ground was
shot three times. Neighbors identified the vehicle of the guardsmen, and the Na-
tional Guard is investigating the case.
The Permanent Council of War, a military court in San Cristobal, Tachira, ruled

in April 1992 that the 1988 shooting deaths of 14 fishermen by Venezuelan security
forces in the town of El Amparo near the Colombian border was a legitimate mili-
tary engagement, not a deliberate massacre as alleged by two survivors. Fourteen
police officers who had been jailed because of their alleged involvement were freed.

The Council's decision was a surprise to many, since two of the survivors disputed
the military's contention that the victims were guerrillas. The Permanent Council
of War submitted the case to the Martial Court for further consideration.
On September 19 a group of heavily armed national guardsmen entered a poor

neighborhood of Caracas in search of a criminal. Afl«r a gunfight near a playground,
the criminal was wounded and arrested. Children in the nearby playground, upon
hearing the gunfire, scattered and hid in nearby shrubs. Reportedly, one of the
eiardsmen approached the playground and machine-gunned 16-year-old Efren

rbina, who was hiding in one of the shrubs, killing him instantly. The presumed
killer later told the press, "for this death no one will pay anything," and refused
to make any statements about what had happened or to submit his gun for ballistic

examination.
No pro^ss was made on charges of extrajudicial killings by security forces dur-

ing the nots of Februaiy and March of 1989. The cases remained under consider-
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ation during 1992 in both military and civilian courts. Of approximately 300 cases,
onlv one has been ac^udicated: a poUoe ofiicer was found giiilty in 1991 of homicide
and sentenced to 1 year's imprisonment.

b. Disappearance.—In 1992 there were fewer reports of persons disappearing
without explanation and only one report of a suspect's disappearance while m police
custody. On September 12, Junior Kafael Barco was forced into a police vehicle by
police officials near his house; his family was never able to locate him. On February
22 Helmeson Garcia Vertiz was forcibly tfiken from his house by defense intelligence
(DIM) officials and was never seen again. Soldier Angel Hernandez Dimas was re-
ported missing by his parents in niicUJanuary. There is some concern that Dimas'
disappearance may be linked to the coup attempt of February 4, since he was a
member of the parachutists battalion wmdi participated in the coup, and his last
contact with his family was three days eaiiier.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Torture is prohibited by law, but physical abuse of detainees continued in 1992. Ac-
cording to local human rights monitors, this abuse includes cases of electric shock,
beatings, rape, and near-suffocation. PROVEA reported 32 cases of torture in the
first SIX months of 1992 and stated that instances of torture for political reasons
increased after the coup attempt of February 4. According to PROVEA, torture in
Venezuela "is done systematically, but is not yet massive or generalized." PROVEA's
annual report tabulated the number of torture cases as follows: MUitaiy Police (19),
State PoUce (5), Military IntelUgence (6), DfiSIP (7), National Guard (10), Technical
Judicial Police (11) and the Army (1).

In April, police arrested 25-year-old Miguel Angel Delgado Mendez, the son of a
military captain, after he witnessed a fight in a restaurant in the town of Los Cara-
cas. While in custody he was reportedly beaten semi-unconscious and had acid
poured on him. Delgado was subseciuently abandoned semi-naked in a street. After
regaining consciousness he found his way to the nearest office of the National Guard
and was immediately taken to a military hospital for treatment of "severe bums and
intoxication." The hospital later said he suffered first degree bums on 8 percent of
his bodv. Delgado's father pursued the case and request^ an investigation, but by
the end of 1992 there had oeen no progress, and no action had been taken against
Delgado's all^fed assailants.

A subconunittee of the Congressional Internal Political Committee initiated an in-

vestigation of torture by police and National Guardsmen of prisoners in La Planta
prison. El Paraiso, Caracas. According to family members, on the night of the first

coup attempt, when constitutional guarantees were suspended, pohce officers en-
tered cells six and seven and beat and abused the prisoners there. The prisoners
were allegedly told they could not denounce their torturers because "constitutional
guarantees were suspended." The sub-committee has not yet issued its report.

Prison conditions, which are generally very poor due to overcrowding, are strongly
condemned by human rights groups and government officials. There are 30 jails for

a prison population which, according to government figures, numbered 31,099 in

1991. Of tnis number only 10,577 had been sentenced. Local human ri^ts organiza-
tions calculated that a detainee typically spends about three and a hfuf years in jail

before final disposition of his case. Sporadic prison riots occurred due to poor prison
conditions su^ as overcrowding, inadequate diet, minimal health ctire, and pl^sical
abuse by guards and other prisoners. Violence within the prison system is growing.
During the first 7 months of 1992, 129 prisoners were killed (compared to 124 for

all of 1991) and 300 wounded, most by fellow prisoners, although an additional 90
were allegedly killed by the National Guard during the November 27 coup attempt.

In February the (Jovemment created the National (Tenter for Prison Studies to

reeducate and train prison personnel. Personnel from one prison were chosen to ini-

tiate the experiment.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Althou^ the ri^t tojudicial determina-

tion of the legality of detention is provided by law, a potential for abuse exists be-

cause arrested persons or those unaer investigative detention legally can be held for

as long as 8 da^s without a formal detention order. During this time they majr be
held incommunicado. On the eighth day a judge, taking the police investigation into

account, issues a form^ arrest order; if no evidence \b found, the police release the
person. Arbitrary arrests and aurests without proper warrants are common, and
time limits for holding persons are frequently exceeaed.

Prisoners complain about having to pay fees extorted by prison officials for trans-
portation to judicial proceedings at which formal charges are made. Detainees with-
out money to pay the unauthorized charges are sometimes unable to get to their

judicial hearings.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Although the ri^t to a fair trial is provided by

law and some procedural safeguards exist, the accused (in criminal cases) bears the
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burden of proof regarding innocence. Lengthy pretrial detention of 2 to 3 years and
case backlogs are the norm. The justice system is overburdened, corrupt and ineffi-

cient. The law provides public defenders for those unable to afford a oefense attor-

ney but there are not enough public defenders in the country to meet this obligation.

The Judicial Council, the governing body of the judicial branch, stated that there
are 150 public defense attorneys with an average of 170 active cases each. Because
of the unequal distribution of cases, some defenders handle as many as 260 cases.

The judicial process is written, requiring the costly and time-consuming produc-
tion of voluminous reports by judges, attorneys, and witnesses at every stage. Some
Venezuelan leaders and legal experts also blame delays and other irregularities on
corruption and the use of personal influence. The civilian judiciary is legally inde-

pendent, but connections to the two major political parties are important in the judi-

cial selection process, and political parties can and do influence judicial decisions

in particular cases. This overburdened justice system also suffers from a lack of pub-
lic credibility.

Civilians charged with armed subversion can be tried by military courts as insur-

gents. There is neither a statute of limitations nor a requirement for a speedy trial

lor cases in military courts, although persons convicted under the military justice

system have the same right of appeal to the Supreme Court as those prosecuted
under the civilian system. Military judges are appointed by the Supreme Court. The
lack of deadlines in the military system, combined with its procedural secrecy and
tendency to "close ranks," makes it unlikely that defendants undergo an impartial

or timely prosecution. These factors can also result in military offenders being
shielded from responsibility for human rights abuses.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Wen-
ezuela has constitutional safeguards protecting citizens against arbitrary inter-

ference with privacy, family, home, and correspondence. In general, these safe-

guards are effective. Immediately after the February 4 coup attempt, the following

constitutional safeguards were suspended: freedom of travel, freedom of speech,

freedom to strike, personed security and liberty, inviolability of one's home, the ri{^t

to assembly, and the right to demonstrate. On Februaiy 17 the Government re-

stored freedom of speech and travel and the freedom to strike. All constitutional

safeguards were restored on April 9.

In the aftermath of the November 27 coup attempt, the Government quickly re-

stored all the suspended constitutional guarantees, except those of personal security

and liberty and inviolability of one's home (an action intended to facilitate the Gov-
ernment's continuing investigation of this coup attempt). At the end of 1992 it was
still too early to determine whether any unusual abuses had occurred because of the
temporary suspension of these rights.

In recent years there have been many complaints of telephone surveillance; there

were fewer reported cfises in 1992. Both private individuals and the security forces

were accused of illegal wiretapping.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—The Constitution provides for freedom of the
press and free speech. These liberties, along with academic freedom, are almost uni-

versally honorea. Venezuela has a free ana lively press, which frequently criticizes

the Government and denounces instances of government interference in the media.
After the Februaiy 4 coup attempt, the Government imposed censorship; in some
instances weekly magazines and newspapers were seizecC and officials of the Min-
istry of the Interior screened articles at various press offices. Security officials also

impeded the distribution of specific newspapers, for example, the February 8 edition

of El Diario de Caracas. As a result of domestic and international criticism, the Gov-
ernment withdrew its censors.

Tlie Government did not impose censorship in the wake of the November 27 coup
attempt, althou^ it did order one radio station temporarily closed during the crisis

for allegedly inciting the population. It also suspended broadcast of the television

program ofjournalist Jose Vincente Rangel, one of the leading critics of the Govern-
ment. The Government restored freedom of the press within days to ensure the con-

tinuation of the campaigns for nationwide local elections on December 6.

The Government has met regularly with the owners of the media to discuss issues

the Government considers sensitive. The media do not practice self-censorship, but
are aweire of the Government's concerns; nonetheless, media criticism contmues.
Media owners have categorically rejected a proposed constitutional amendment by
Congress which would restrict monopoly ownership of media and establish a le^al

"right of reply" to persons denounced in the press. The owners claim that both is-

sues are covered by existing laws.
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Individual journalists coverinff popular demonstrations have accused the security
forces of speoiically targeting them (for example, journalist Maria Veronica Tesari
suffered a skull fracture on March 19 from the impact of a tear gas canister while
she was covering a demonstration). The accusation was supported by the Inter
American Press Association (lAPA) meeting in Caracas in July, in its annual report,

PROVEA listed 125 cases of security forces roughing up journalists. On December
10 the president of the joumaUsts' union called the attacks against journalists "de-
plorable" and "intolerable," noting that most took place during demonstrations. He
accused poUce of deUberately attacking journalists to prevent tnem from publicizing
demonstrations. According to the lAPA, freedom of the press is "being harmed" in
Venezuela. The lAPA cited police brutality against journalists and the occupation
and censorship of the print media during the orief period after February 4, as well
as the outri^t banning of some magazines and newspapers.
Venezuela has 4 nationwide television networks (2 of which are government-

owned), 3 regional television stations, 168 radio stations, and numerous newspapers
and magazines, with 9 dailies in Caracas alone. The Government is a significant

source of advertising revenue for the media, but there appear to be no recent in-

stances in which government advertising was channeled for political ends.
b. Freedom o/" Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Freedom of peaceful assembly

and association is normally respected in Venezuela. Public meetings, including those
of all political parties, are held generally without interference. Permits are reouired
for puolic marches but are not denied for political reasons. Professional ana aca-

demic associations operate without interference.

The constitutional provision guaranteeing freedom of assembly and association
was suspended on February 4 and restored in April. Despite this suspension, there
were many attempted demonstrations. Government security forces were criticized

for excessive use oi force in attempting to stop these unauthorized marches. Security
forces were especially criticized for indiscriminately using tear gas near classrooms.

Local human rights oi^anizations reported about 532 demonstrations between
January and July. Of these, 123 were stopped by the security forces, and 168 were
considered violent. During these demonstrations, about 853 people were detained,

340 people were injured, and 18 deaths were reported. All of these casualties were
attributed to government security forces.

c. Freedom of Religion.—The population is predominantly Roman Catholic, al-

though other religious groups eryoy freedom of worship and proselytize actively. For-
eign missionaries, both Catholic and Protestant, are active throughout the country.

d. Freedom ofMovement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Citizens and legal residents are free to travel within the country and
to go abroad and return. Venezuela traditionally has been a haven for refugees, ex-

iles, and displaced persons from many European, Caribbean, and Latin American
countries. They are given normal residence status and may be expelled only because
of criminal activities.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: the Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Venezuela is a multiparty democracy with a government freely elected by secret

ballot. Suffrage is manaatory for aU those 18 years of age or older, and the political

process is open to all. Elections for the President, Congress, and state legislative as-

semblies are held every 5 years. Governors and mayors were elected for the first

time in Venezuelan history in 1989 for three year terms, and voters also were able

to choose individual candidates by name, rather than selecting only from among
larty slates. Also, in 1989 the Congress revised the electoral law to allow election

_iy name of half of the Federal Congress in 1993; the rest wiU be elected proportion-

ately from partv slates, as ell currently are. On December 6, Venezuelans again
voted for indiviaual candidates on a local level.

Political views are freely expressed, and persons from the entire political spectrum
contend for positions ranging from municipal council seats to the presidency. The
two largest parties aire centrist: the Democratic Action (AD) and the Social Christian

(COPEI) parties. The Movement toward Socialism (MAS), founded by disenchanted

members of the Venezuelan Communist Party, has increased its share of the total

vote in recent elections and draws between 5 and 10 percent of the vote. In the De-
cember 6 local elections. Causa R, a workers' party, emerged as a significant fourth

entity after its candidate was elected mayor of Caracas.
Women and minorities participate fuUy in (Jovemment and politics, albeit in

smaller percentages than tneir proportionate numbers in society. There are no legal

impediments to their free participation, but traditional attitudes produce some de

facto impediments. Women and minorities are promoted into high-level positions at

a slower rate than men.

I
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Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation (rf"Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

A considerable number of local human rights groups are active (mainly in Cara-
cas) and vigorously criticize perceived government inadequacies in redressing griev-

ances. Since the coup attempt, human rights groups have emerged in other states.

Some of the groups complain of police harassment, including the disruption of legiti-

mate protests, unlawful entry into the homes of activists, and surveilmnce. Two re-

gional groups—the Latin American Foundation for Human Rights and Social Devel-
opment ana the Federation of Families of Disappeared Persons—^have ofllces in Ca-
racas. These human ri^ts organizations are able to operate free of government re-

striction.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Venezuelan law prohibits discrimination based on ethnic origin; however, mem-
bers of the country's indigenous population frequently suffer from inattention to and
violation of their human rights. Venezuela is home to seven major indigenous ethnic
groups, including the Yanomani, who live largely in the state of Amazonas border-
ing Brazil, and me Guajiros, settled in the western state of ZuUa along the border
with Colombia.

Article 77 of the Venezuelan Constitution provides for special laws governing "the
f>rotection of indigenous communities and tneir nrogressive incorporation into the
ife of the nation. There are a few indigenous Congressmen who are members of
the dominant political parties. There is also an orgeinization of indigenous elected
Congressmen, called the Indigenous Parliament of Venezuela. Indigenous groups re-

peatedly have asked the Government to consider providing for proportional rep-
resentation of ethnic minorities in the country's legislative bodies, as well as the
right to preserve their ancestral lands and cultures. During the 1992 debate on re-

form of the Constitution, indigenous groups met with the President and members
of Congress to press these demands. However, the proposed constitutional amend-
ment was not approved when the entire reform package was deferred indefinitely.

Many of the country's indigenous people live isolated from modem civilization and
lack access to health and educational facilities theoretically available to all Ven-
ezuelans. However, even groups that are more integrated into the social fabric com-
plain of lack of access to medical facilities and care. A reflection of the inequality
of access to public health care is the disproportionate number of reported deaths
among the Indian population from cholera. The Minister of Health said that 80 per-
cent of Venezuela's cholera cases occur among its indigenous population. Throu^
September 1992, nearly 2,000 cholera cases were reported nationwide, with 41
deaths.

In 1991 the Government inaugurated the Upper Orinoco-Casiquiane Biospheric
Reserve for use by the approximately 14,000 Yanomani Indians. The 32,038-square-
mile reserve is designed to prevent development of and incursions onto Yanomani
territoiy. No mining, farming, colonization, or proselytizing is permitted. The cre-

ation 01 this reserve is widely seen as an important step toward preserving indige-
nous culture and rights, affecting about one-tenth of Venezuela's Indian peoples.
The Constitution prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex. According to wom-

en's groups, there are serious problems facing Venezuelan women, including rape
and assault (including by police ofiicers), lack of access to education and medical
care, and culturally ingrained discrimination that results in women's relative under-
representation in leadership positions in the political structure, trade unions, and
the private sector. The first two problems, violence and lack of access to public serv-

ices, impinge especially, but not exclusively, on women from the lower economic
strata. The perpetrators of acts of aggression against women are rarely punished.
The Ministry of Women's Affairs was abolished in 1992 as part of a broad govern-

ment initiative to restructure the central Government in order to reduce expendi-
tures. Congress is presently considering a law to create two institutions related to

women: the first is the Nation^ Counal on Women, an independent institute that
would continue the same functions of the previous ministry. The second is a pro-

posed National Office for the Defense of Women's Rights, to oversee the implemen-
tation of federal laws and regulations on women's rights.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Both constitutional and labor law recognize and en-
courage the right of unions to exist, llie comprehensive Labor Code enacted in 1990
extends to all public sector and private sector employees (except members of the

armed forces) the ri^ht to form and join unions of their choosing. The Codeman-
dates registration ofunions with the Ministry of Labor, but reduces the Ministry's

discretion by specifying that registration may not be denied if the proper documents
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(a record of the founding meeting, the statutes, and the membership list) are sub-
mitted. Only a judge ma^ dissolve a union, and then only for reasons listed in the
law, such as the dissolution of a firm or by agreement of two-thirds of the member-
ship. One mfgor union confederation, the Venezuelan Ck)nfederation of Workers
(CtV), and three small ones, as well as a number of independent unions, operate
freely in Venezuela. About 25 percent of the national labor force is unionized.
There are no restrictions on affiliation with international labor organizations, and

many union organizations play active international roles. The CTV^ top leadership
includes members of several political narties. The m^ority are affiliated with the
country's laijjest party, the AD. The CTV and the AD partv reciprocally influence
each other, tne CTV, however, has repeatedly demonstrated its independence from
the Government (in which the AD holds the presidency and a plurality of the seats
in the congress) and from the AD party (as evidenced by its frequent criticism of
the Government's economic policies).

The ri^t of pubUc and private sector employees to strike is recognized legally and
upheld in practice. The Labor Code extends the right to strike to all government
employees (except members of the anned services), but states that it may only be
exercised by puolic servants if it does not cause 'irremediable damage to the popu-
lation or to institutions." It also allows the President to order public or private sec-

tor strikers back to work and to submit their dispute to arbitration it tiie strUce
"puts in immediate danger the lives or security of all or part of the population." In
recent years Venezuelan workers have seldom resorted to strikes, but a perceived
decline in living standards has increased the willingness of workers to consider
them seriously. During 1992 most strikes occurred among government employees.
In most cases, the threat to strike was sufficient to achieve a resolution satisfactory
to the workers.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Collective bargaining is pro-
tected and encouraged by the Labor Code and is freely practiced throu^out Ven-
ezuela. According to the Code, employers "must negotiate a collective contract with
the union that represents the majority of their workers. The Code also contains a
provision stating that wages may oe raised by administrative decree, provided that
the Congress approves the decree.
The law pronibits employers from interfering with the fonnation of unions or with

their activities and from stipulating as a condition of emplojmaent that new workers
must abstain from union activity or must join a specified union. Complaints regard-
ing violations of these articles of the law are heard by Ministry of Labor inspectors,
who can impose a maximum fine of twice the minimum monthly wage for a first

infraction.

Under the Code, union officials have special protection from firing. If a judge de-
termines that any worker was fired for union activity, the worker is entitled to back
pay plus either reinstatement or payment of a substantitil sum of money, which var-
ies according to his years of seniority.

Labor relations law and practice is the same in Venesniela's sole export processing
zone as in the rest of the country.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^There is no forced or compulsory
labor in Venezuela. The Labor Code states that no one may "obligate others to work
against their vrill."

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The Labor Code allows children
between the ages of 12 ana 14 to work if given special permission by the National
Institute for Minors or the Labor Ministry. Children between the ages of 14 and 16
may work if given permission by their legal guardians.
Minors may not work in mines, smelters, or in occupations "that risk life or

health," in occupations that could damage intellectual or moral development, or in

"public spectacles."

Those under 16 must by law work no more than six hours a day or 30 hours a
week. Minors under 18 may work only during the hours between 6 a.m. and 7 p.m.
The law is enforced effectively by the Ministry of Labor and the National Institute
for Minors in the formal sector of the economy, but much less so in the informal
sector, which by the end of 1990 (latest availaole figures) accounted for 41 percent
of total employment. Some children work as street vendors; there ia no other occupa-
tion in which employment of children is believed to be substantial.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^Venezuela has a national urban minimum
wage rate and a national rural minimum wage rate. To these minimum figures are
added mandatoiy fringe benefits that vary with the workers' individual cir-

cumstances, but which in general increase wages by about one-third. This combined
income provides a living wage, though the perception of the average worker, as
enunciated by the labor unions, is that purchasing power has declined significantly

over the last several years. Only domestic workers and conciei^s are legally ex-
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eluded from coverage under the minimum wase decrees. Under the Labor Code, the
rates are set by a£ninistrative decree. The decree is then sent to Congress, which
can either suspend or ratify, but may not modify the decree. Minimum wa^s are
enforced effectively in the formal sector of the economy by the Ministry oi Labor.

There is no reliable information regarding compliance in the informal sector.

The 1990 Labor Code reduced the standard work week to a maximum of 44 hours.

Article 196 of the Code requires "two complete days of rest eadi week." Some
unions, such as the petroleum woikers, have negotiated a 40-hour week. Overtime
may not exceed 2 hours daily, 10 hours weekly, or 100 hours annuaUv, and may
not be paid at a rate less than time-and-a-half. These standards are efitectively en-
forced by the Ministry of Labor in the formal sector.

The new Labor Code specifies that women may not be discriminated against with
regard to remuneration or woiking conditions, may not be fired during pregnancy
and for a year after giving birth, are entitled to unpaid leave (and compensation
from the social security agency) for 6 weeks before the birth of a child and 12 weeks
after, and are due 10 weeks of unpaid leave if they legally adopt children under 3
years of age.

A health and safety law was passed in 1986, but its enforcement awaits imple-

menting regulations. The delays are due largely to concern over the fact that the
law provides penal sanctions against management when violations of health and
safety occur, and ambiguity in the law over what constitutes a violation. The Labor
Code states that employers are obligated to pay specified amounts (up to a maxi-
mum of 25 times the minimum monthly salarv) to workers for accidents or occupa-
tional illnesses, regardless of who is responsible for the injury. It also requires that
workplaces must maintain "sufficient protection for health and life against sick-

nesses and accidents," and it imposes nnes of from one-quarter to twice the mini-
mum monthly salary for first infractions. Enforcement of uie law by inspectors fixim

the Ministry of Labor appears to be effective.
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EAST ASIA AND THE PACIFIC

AUSTRALIA

Australia has a federal flystem of government and a long histoiy as a multiparty
parliamentaiy democrat^. Federal, state, and local police canv out their ftindiions

m accordance with civil law, which respects and safeguanu individual human
rights.

Australia has a developed economy whidi includes manufacturing, mining
, agri-

culture, and services providing most Australians with a hi^ per capita income. A
wide range of government programs offers assistance for thp minority of relatively
disadvantaged citizens, but fiscal constraints are affecting ^e amount made avail-
able. Persons are free to hold private property, pursue economic and personal inter-

ests, associate with others, and oiiganize trade unions.
Basic human rights are ensured by law and respected in practice. The Govern-

ment is flnnly committed, both domestically and internationally, to the promotion
of, and respect for, human ri^ts. In June Parliament enacted lesislation tliat the
laws of the State of Western Australia to Qiristmas Island and the Cocos Islands,
thereby repealing outdated and inhuman laws previously in effect in tiie two exter-
nal territories.

In part as a result of the April 1991 report of the Royal Commission, which inves-
tigated the deaths of Aboriginals while in custody, the Government instituted many
new programs aimed at improving socioeconomic conditions of Aboriginals and
Torres Strait Islanders (ATSI) (toother forming about 1.5 percent of Ihe population)
and addressing longstanding discrimination against them. (See Section 5.)

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^Killing for political motives by the

Government or by political organizations does not occur.
The Royal Commission investigating the deaths of Aboriginals and Torres Strait

Islanders in custody stated that althou{^ the deaths were not caused deliberately,
police and prison officials showed callous indifference and remarkable insensitivity,
which contributed significantly to the deaths. Hie Commission found, inter alia,

that althou^ ATSI med at approximately the same rate as others in prison, they
were arrested at a rate 29 times that of whites.

In a report issued in October, the Australian Institute of Criminology stated that
the number of deaths in custody has not fallen in the period since the Royal Com-
mission completed its work. The Institute noted that the number of deaths that oc-
curred in 1990 (53) was approximately the same as in previous years, whereas the
number of deaths in 1991 (61) was somewhat hi^er. Deaths of Aborinnals in cus-
tody (19) amounted to 16.7 percent of the total for the 2 years (114). The Institute
summarized that "Aboriginal people were overrepresented in the number of deaths,
reflecting their high level of overrepresentation in the prison and police custody pop-
ulations.

b. Disappearance.—^There have been no instances of political disappearances.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Australian law prohibits all these practices, and this prohibition is generally re-
spected. In April 1991, however, the Royal Commission investigating ATSI deaths
in custody indicated it had found credible evidence that ATSI had frequently been
mistreated while in custody, and it recommended several steps to reduce the num-
ber of arrests and improve the treatment of ATSI prisoners to avoid further deaths.
During 1992 federal and state authorities sought to address the problem of deaths
and mistreatment of Aboriginals in custody by means of police reform, including
new detention procedures and training courses in Aboriginal culture, and through
other programs which are described in Section 5.

(515)
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d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Australian law prohibits arbitraiy arrest
and imprisonment, lliis prohibition is respected in practice.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Australia's well-developed system of federal and
state courts is fully independent. Both in law and in practice, Australia gives de-
fendants ri^ts to due process, including a presumption of innocence, a ri^t to
confront witnesses, and a right of appeaL On the otner hand, previous practice in
federal and state cases has not always required that the Government pay for an in-

digent defendant's lawyer.
In March the full bench of the High Court of Australia heard a case in which a

litigant argued that the right to be provided with counsel at public expense should
be reco^ized as a fundamental human right in the common law, consistent with
Austraha's current moral obligations under international law. In December the High
Court ordered that the accused be retried in the court of ori^nal jurisdiction, stat-

ing that the lack of legal representation had rendered the original trial unfair. Tlie
Hi^ Court did not declare that there is an unconditional right to legal representa-
tion at public expense but did state that it would be an exceptionalcase in which
a person accused of serious charges could be tried fairly without a lawyer.

In the long run, the High Court's decision niay lead to changes in previous prac-
tice whereby all Australian states except New &)uth Wales and Western Australia
have obliged people involved in criminal cases to meet a merit test before qualif|dng
for le^al aid. The purpose of the merit test has been to save the Government ntim
"wastmg funds on unwinnable cases." It has been the practice for the local Legal
Aid Commission to evaluate a case on its merits smd determine whether it is worth
pursuing, taking into account the perceived chances of winning the case and the
gravity of the likely penalty.
Under these procedures, many, but not all, defendants in serious criminal cases

have been found to deserve legal counsel. K the case was considered futile, the de-
fendant was denied counsel at public expense. An unfavorable decision could be ap-
pealed to a panel of independent lawyers and social workers appointed by the Legal
Aid Commission.

Negative economic conditions have been affecting the states' ability to provide
le^al aid. In the state of Victoria, theLegal Aid Commission has not granted aid in
criminal cases likely to cost the state government more than $US150,000.
Defendants appearing before a defense force magistrate are exempt from the

merit test, and ATSI are Ukewise exempt. The Government established offices of
special legal counsel for persons of ATSI descent, who are always entitled to receive
legal aid.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Under
Australian law and in practice, no search may be conducted without a judicially is-

sued warrant. The Government does not interfere with the privacy of family, home,
or correspondence. In August, however, the Independent Commission Against Cor-
ruption of the State of New South Wales issued a lengthy report on unauthorized
release of personal data on individuals by state government ofiicials and police offi-

cers to commercial interests, in return for covert payments. Some observers argued
that state and federal governments should strengthen legal protection for personal
data, and a state parliamentary inquiiy was expected to examine such questions.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—A democratic political system, an effective judi-

ciary, and diverse, vigorous, and independent news media combine to protect free-

dom of speedi and press and fuU academic freedom.
On August 28, the High Court of Australia invalidated a controversial December

1991 law which prohibited political advertising on radio and television during na-

tional and state election campaigns. On the same day, the High Court issued an
order invalidating a section ofthe Industrial Relations Act which created an offense

ftunishable by jail for bringing the Industrial Relations Commission "into disrepute."

n the corresponding written decisions, issued on September 30, the High Court
cited an implied guarantee in the Constitution protecting the right to communicate
political messages freely or to discuss and criticize organs of government. The Court
therefore declared that the Commonwealth's efibrts to stifle this right were uncon-
stitutional.

The State of New South Wales prohibits inciting hatred against a person or group
on the basis of race, color, or nationality, and the law provides for both civil and
criminal penalties. The State of Western Australia prohibits published, written ex-

pression along such lines, treating such actions solely as a cnminal matter. In late

1992, the federal Attorney-General, on behalf of the Australian Government, was
drafting amendments to the Crime Act of 1914 which, if enacted, would establish

new prohibitions in federal law directed against inciting hatred.
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b. Freedom ofPeacefid Assembly and Association.—Australia does not have a writ-
ten bill of rights but w a party to the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Ri^ts. The Covenant provides for freedom of assembly and expression, and these
freedoms are respected m practice.

c. Freedom of neli^n.—Australians have complete freedom of reli^on. A provi-
sion in the Constitution precludes the adoption of an official state religion.

d. Freedom ofMovement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Australia imposes no restrictions on movement within or outside the
country. The ri^ts of emigration and repatriation are also protected. In late 1992,
the Australian High Court upheld the Government's ri^t to detain boat people
pending abjudication of their cases. The Government deports as illegal immigrants
applicants whose requests are denied. Since 1989, 540 boat people have sou^t refa-
pee status. The Australian Government has granted refugee status to 56 and denied
it to 135, 90 of whom remain in detention pending appesd. Forty people have accept-
ed voluntary repatriation to Cambodia and China; 5 went to other countries; and
one obtained residency by marrying an Australian. At year's end, 393 boat people
remained in detention at various centers around the countiy.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Australians elect representatives to a two-chamber Federal Parliament as well as
to numerous state and local bodies through free and open elections. Voting, by se-
cret ballot, is compulsoiy in general elections for Australians 18 years of age and
older; voters who do not at least collect ballots may be fined.

Indigenous people are able to participate fuUy in Australia's political process; they
do so as voters, members of poUtical p^ies, and candidates for elected office.

Section 4. Governmental Attitudes Regarding IntemationcU and Nongovernmental
Investigation (^Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

A wide range of local nongovernmental organizations concerned with human
rights operates freely, and the Government permits unimpeded access to all inter-
national groups investigating alleged human ri^ts violations. Australia actively
promotes human rights.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Racial Discrimination Act of 1975 prohibits discrimination on grounds of race,
color, descent, or national or ethnic origin, and most Australians have equal access
to government services. In practice, however, ATSI continued to suffer abusive
treatment and widespread discrimination.

Because the Aboriginal population is the most disadvantaged group in relation to
education, housing, health, and employment, the federal and state governments pro-
vide special services which supplement the oroad range of programs that are avail-
able to all Australians. These special services are aimed at improving socioeconomic
conditions amon^ ATSI. Parliament established the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Is-

lander Commission to give ATSI more control over many government programs in-
tended for their benefit and also set up the Council for Aboriginal Reconciliation,
which is coordinating a 10-year program to promote better understanding between
ATSI and other Australians.

In an amateur videotape that was shown on Australian television in March, ofT-

duty police officers donned makeup and costumes and parodied Aboriginals who had
hung themselves while in custody. These individuals were disciplineoC and the Gov-
ernment emphasized the repellent nature of their actions.

In 1992 the Government allotted about $US288 million for proj^ams intended to
benefit ATSI. The programs address substance abuse; leged assistonce; hiring of
Aboriginals in police and justice-related fields; alternatives to detention of youths
by police; police reform; self-determination and employment; a comprehensive 3-year
survey of ATSI persons by the Australian Bureau of'^Statistics; and annual reports
on the human rights status ofATSI persons.

Observers affihated with Aboriginal groups generally welcomed these plans but
noted that much of the underlying problem stemmed nt>m deeply rooted attitudes
and views and expressed doubt uiat government programs, although valuable in
themselves, would produce notable renilte in the short run. These observers also
questioned whether federal and state police authorities had shown sufficient dili-

gence and eneivy in pursuing police reform.
Analysts and commentators have estimated that domestic violence, meiinly

against females, may have involved as many as one in three families. Government
ouicials, while stressing that such estimates were personal appraisals, nevertheless
agreed that the problem was prevalent and cut across all segments of Australian
society.
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The National Committee on Violence Against Women sponsors research and con-
ducts studies, seeking to examine policy issues fit)m a national perspective (e.g., the
need for special training for police and the judiciary). In mid-1992, the Government
began a new community education program directea against domestic violence.

The Sex Discrimination Act of 1984 prohibits discnmination on the basis of sex,

marital status, or pregnancy. Separate 1986 legislation on aiHrmative action obliges

employers to provide equal employment and equal promotion opportunities for fe-

male employees.
In late 1992, the Government was preparing draft amendments to the Sex Dis-

crimination Act to strengthen it and give the findings of the Human Rights and
Equal Opportunity Commission legal torce if they were registered in federal court
and not invalidated as a result oi subsequent proceedings. In part^ the projected
amendments would require equal pay for equal work as a feature of federal indus-
trial awards and also of certified workplace agreements dated after enactment.
Women's ri^ts and welfare are promoted by a number of women's ri^ts groups

and by the Government's Office of tne Status of Women.
The National Child Protection Council, a Commonwealth-funded body which also

includes representatives of state governments as well as community members, pro-

motes and conducts research on the prevention of child abuse and cnild neglect. The
Council is examining the feasibility of a national community education program,
and it actively cooperates with nongovernmental organizations.The Government con-
tinued its commitment to promote intercultural understanding and to address better

the needs of ethnic groups through a national multicultural agenda.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—^Australian law and practice generally provide work-
ers, including public servants, freedom of association both domestically and inter-

nationally. In November, however, the International Labor Organization (ILO) noted
that the Australian Government s requirement that unions have at least 10,000
members to be registered under the federal system could "unduly influence workers'
free choice of unions." The ILO recommended that the Australian Government
change the membership requirement to allow small unions access to benefits cur-

rently not available because they cannot register under the federal system. The Aus-
tralian Council of Trade Unions, the principal labor organization in Australia, is af-

filiated with the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions.
Australian workers ergoy the right to strike, which is well established in practice.

The right to strike is not, however, protected under domestic law, and unions may
be held liable for damages resulting from labor disputes. Strikes are frequent but
usually of short duration. In general, industrial disputes are resolved through direct

enaployer-union negotiations or under the auspices of the various state and federal

industrial relations commissions whose mandates include conciliation and arbitra-

tion.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Australian workers are grant-
ed the right, by law and in practice, to organize and bargain collectively, and to be
represented in negotiating the prevention and settlement of disputes with employ-
ers. Workers are also protected by law and in practice from antiunion discrimina-

tion. A pattern of centralized wage negotiations with quasi-judicial arbitration and
settlement, supplemented by industry-wide or company-by-company collective bar-

gaining, has generally prevailed since the establishment of the Commonwealth Con-
ciliation and Arbitration Commission in 1904. The Industrial Relations Act of 1988
made important technical changes in the basic system, creating a new Industrial

Relations Commission with expanded scope for performing essentially the same
tasks as its predecessor.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Although there are no domestic
laws on forced labor, Australia has ratified and fully respects ILO Convention 105
concerning forced labor.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^Although there is no federally

mandated minimum age for employment, state-imposed compulsory education re-

quirements, monitored and enforced by state educational authorities, prevent chil-

dren from joining the work force until they are 15 to 16 years old, except in individ-

ual cases involving administrative approval for absence from school because of rea-

sons such as illness, disability, or family hardship. In addition, federal and state

ministries of labor monitor and enforce a complicated network of legislation (which

varies from state to state) governing such interrelated factors as minimum school-

leaving age, minimum age to claim unemployment benefits, and minimum age to

engage in specified occupations.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^Australia has long had a tradition that woik-

ers should be guaranteed a decent standard of living. Although a formal minimum
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wage exists, it is not used. Instead, most workers are covered by differing minimum
wage rates for individual trades and professions which are embodied in a com-
prenensive system of "awards," determined by the various quasi-judicial state and
lederal industrial relations conmiissions after submissions by union, employer, and
government representatives. In many cases involving individued business enter-

Erises, the commissions approve wa^ rates previously negotiated and agreed upon
y employer and union representatives. Where maricet conditions warrant, higner
wages than those provided for in industrial awards ("over-award payments") are
common. The lowest current federal award of about $US234 per 38-hour week is for
clothing woikers. Combined with other regularly provided benefits and government
entitlements for low-income families, this wage provides a decent standard of living.

For employees of incorporated organizations—a majority of Australian workers

—

a complex body of federal and state regulations, as well as decisions of the cor-
responding industrial relations commissions, prescribes a 40-hour or dtiorter woik-
week, paid vacations, side leave, and other benefits. In a limited number of cases,
workplace health and safety standards are also prescribed.
An intergovernmental bo<ty called the National Oocnipational Health and Safety

Commission (also known as ''Workplace Australia") develops advisory standards and
codes of practice which can be the basis for new laws. The Occupational Health and
Safety (Commonwealth Employment) Act of 1991 gives a federal employee the legal
right to cease work if he or she believes that particular wotk activities pose an im-
mediate threat to health or safety. Most states and territories have laws which
grant similar rights to their employees.

BRUNEI

Brunei Darussalam is a small, wealthy monarchy located on the north coast of
Borneo. The population of roughlv 270,000 is predominantly MaJay, with Chinese
and other minorities. Brunei is a hereditary sultanate ruled by the same family for
600 years. It became a British protectorate in 1888 and fiillv independent in 1984.
The 1959 Constitution provided for the first delegation of political power by the

Sultan. In 1962 the Sultan invoked an article of the Constitution that allowedf him
to assume emergency powers for 2 years. These have been regularly renewed and
remain in force. Altnough not all of the articles of the Constitution are suspended,
the state of emergency places few limits on the Sultan's power. He also serves as
Prime Minister, Minister of Defense, Dean of the National University, and chief reli-

gious leader.

The police force, which has responsibility for internal security, reports to the
Prime Minister's ofiioe and is firmly under the control of civil authorities.
Brunei produces an average of 163,000 barrels of oil per day and about 5.5 million

tons of liquefied natural gas per year. This bountiful natural resource endowment,
in combination with Brunei's small population gives it one of the world's highest per
capita gross national products.
Bruneians generally tend not to engage in activities to exercise the freedoms of

speech, press, and association contained in the Constitution. The ri^t of citizens
to change their government does not exist. Other areas of human rights abuse in-
clude censorship, mandatoiy flogging of prisoners for a host of offenses, discrimina-
tion against women, and repression of religious fineedom. In 1992 the (jovemment
continued its efforts to strengthen observance of traditional Bruneian and Muslim
values by continuing to promote a national ideology known as Melaya Islam Beraja
or "Malay Muslim Monarchy." The resulting increased Islamization of Bruneian so-
ciety placed significant constraints on the religious freedom of non-Muslims pro-
vided for in the 1959 Constitution.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no reports of politically

motivated killings.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of disappearances.
c. Tortttre and Other Cruel. Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

In 1988 whipping with a cane became mandatoiy punishment for 42 criminal and
drug-related crimes and for vandalism. Since then, sentences of whipping have been
handed down and carried out in the presence of a doctor who monitors implementa-
tion with the authority to interrupt and postpone the punishment for medical rea-
sons. The incidence of crime in Brunei is low, and tne actual carrying out of a
caning sentence is infrequent.
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Hong Kong provides judges for Brunei's High Court and Court of Appeal under
a Treaty of Friendship between Brunei and the United Kingdom. While there were
reports in the past of some of these judges refusing to serve in Brunei due to man-
datory caning, m 1992 there were no reports of reluctance to serve.

d. Arhitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^The Constitution has no provision for ha-
beas corpus. While legislative provisions granting the ri^t of habeas coipus exist,

those provisions, like the Constitution itself, can be superseded, either partially or
wholly, through invocation of the emergency powers, which remain in effect, al-

though such a^ion has not occurred. Police omcers have broad powers to arrest peo-

Sle without warrants. However, under normal circumstances, a magistrate must en-
orse a warrant for arrest. On rare occasions, warrants are issued without this en-

dorsement. TTie Internal Security Act (ISA) permits the Government to detain sus-

pects without trial for renewable 2-year periods. The Government has occasionally

used the ISA to detain persons suspected of antigovemment activity. The last re-

maining ISA detainees were released in 1990.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The Bruneian judicial svstem consists of five lev-

els of courts: magistrate, intermediate, high, and appellate, with final recourse
available through the Privy Council in London. Althou^ there is no trial by jury,

_4)rDcedural safeguards, including the right to defense counsel, the ri^t to an inter-

greter, the right to a speedy trial, and the right to confront accusers, are available,

because Brunei has no senior judiciary of its own, the Chief Justice of the Brunei
High Court is seconded from elsewhere in the Commonwealth of Nations. Other
British judges are seconded as required. There were no known instances of govern-
ment inter^rence with the judiciary in 1992 and no trials of political opponents.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Al-

though the Government is empowered by law to intrude into the privacy of individ-

ual persons, families, or homes, there are no reports that it has done so, except in

an occasional drug case.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech and freedom of the press are
not restricted by law, but the Government frequently censors international news-
papers and periodicals bv removing or blacking out articles or photographs found
to be objectionable. Articles which are only nulofly critical of the Sultan or the Gov-
ernment or which have non-Islamic religious content have been censored. The inde-

pendently owned local newspaper practices self-censorship by avoiding issues it

knows the Government would object to. The only television station is government
owned. (Tlie broadcasts of two Malaysian television stations can also be received.)

Because of the almost total absence of criticism or opposing views, the Government's
tolerance of political criticism has not been effectively tested recently. In the past
it has not hesitated to arrest those who attempted to espouse unwelcome political

views.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Freedom to assemble for politi-

cal purposes also has not been seriously tested in recent years. Following the 1967
ban on political parties, the Government allowed two parties to be formed in 1985
and 1986. The Government severely restricted membership in both parties, disband-
ing one of them in 1988. The other political party, the Brunei National Solidarity

Party, lingers on with a few dozen members.
c. Freedom of Religion.—^The Constitution states, The religion of Brunei

Darussalam shall be the Muslim religion according to the Shafeite sect of that reli-

non: provided that all other religions may be practised in peace and harmony by
ttie person professing them in any part of Brunei Darrussalam."

In 1991 tne Government began to reinforce the legitimacy of the hereditary mon-
archy and the observance of traditional Bruneian and Muslim values by reasserting

a national ideology known as the Malaya Islam Beraja or "Malay Muslim Monar-
chy," the genesis of which reportedly dates back to the 15th century. The resulting

Islamization of Bruneian society has severely restricted the constitutional rights of

non-Muslims to worship freely. In spite of a constitutional guarantee to the con-

trary, the Government routinely restricts the practice of non-Muslim religions by
prombiting proselytization, not allowing the entry of foreign clergy, and refusing

permission to build churches, temples, and shrines. The Government also uses oth-

erwise unenforced zoning laws to close existing temples and shrines, including some
located in private homes.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^While the movement of former political prisoners was restricted during
the first year of their release, there are no restrictions on freedom of movement in

the countiy for most citizens, permanent residents, and expatriates. The Govern-
ment places some contractual restrictions on foreign travel for certain of its expatri-
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ate employees, but this is limited to the first year of the contract. Private travel to
Communist nations is restricted for all Bruneians. While Brunei has not been will-

ing to accept asylum seekers, it has agreed in principle, and subiect to certain res-
ervations, to the Comprehensive Plan of Action (CPA) adopted by the 1989 Inter-
national Conference on Indochinese Refugees.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Bruneian citizens are unable to change their govenmient throu^ established
democratic processes. Under the continuing state oi emergency, there are no elected,
representative bodies at the national or local level. Citizens may seek to influence
the Government by woridng through appointed viUage headmen and district officers,

who meet regularly with their constituents. They may also attempt to effect change
by petitioning the Sultim directly; however, access to the Sultan is ti^tly con-
trolled.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are no government or private oivanizations in Brunei that deal specifically

with the protection of human ri^ts. Given the tight restrictions on freedom of
speech and press and the Government's unwillingness to tolerate criticism, any
^up or individual attempting to investigate and report publicly on human rights
issues would face severe constraints. There were no known allegations of abuses or
requests to visit by international human ri^ts groups.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Based on Koranic precepts, women in Brunei are denied equal status with men
in a number of important areas such as divorce, inheritance, and custody of chil-

dren. Men are eli^ble for permanent positions in government service whetiher or not
they hold university degrees; women are eligible to hold government positions only
on a month-to-month basis unless they are university graduates. Women in month-
to-month positions do not qualify for government pensions, receive fewer allowances,
and get less annual leave than their male counterparts in permanent positions.
While there are no separate pay scales for women and men, women in the work
force traditionally have been less likely to find positions offering rapid advancement.

In recent years, however, employment opportunities for women have improved
significantly, in part due to a chronic shortage of white-coUar and billed labor. A
growing number of women hold senior-level professional positions, and the number
of female university graduates is also increasing. Religious authorities strongly en-
courage Brunei Muslim women to wear the tudong, a traditional head covering, and
a growing number do so. There is no pressure on non-MusUm women to wear the
tuaong, and few, if any, choose to wear it. The Court of Appeals in 1992 found a
high-rankii^ police inspector civilly liable for improperly detaining a Chinese
woman for failure to appear on a court summons. The incidence of domestic violence
against women is extremely low. Rape cases are similarly rare. Because of the close-
knit nature of Bruneian society, such behavior would be difficult if not impossible
to conceal and would not be tolerated. The criminal penalty for a minor domestic
assault is 1 to 2 weeks in jail and a fine. An assault resulting in serious injury,
such as broken bones, would be punished by whipping and a longer jail sentence.
Few of the substantial Chinese minority, constituting 18 percent of the popu-

lation, are citizens. Those having no claims to other nationalities were "British-pro-
tected persons" prior to independence, and are now stateless and either permanent
or temporary residents. Noncitizens may not own land but may hold property
throu{^ long-term leases.

The process of obtaining citizenship in Brunei is long and difficult. Many aspi-
rants complain that the Malay language test required for citizenship is adminis-
tered so rigorously that it is virtually impossible for a nonnative speaker to pass.

In general, however, the Chinese community which conducts much of the coun-
try's commercial activity, has prospered in Brunei. While the Chinese have done
well economically, many are now reevaluating their position in Brunei, especially
the prospects of their children in a society in which ethnic Malay citizens are fa-

vored in such areas as government employment and access to the National Univer-
sity. Some Chinese are emigrating.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Trade unions are legal in Brunei but must be reg-

istered with the Government. Signatures of seven members are required for reg-
istration. There are four re^tered trade unions, all of them in the oil sector, with
a total membership amounting to less than 5 percent of the woric force. All workers.
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including civil servants other than those serving in the military and poUoe, may
form or join trade unions. Unions are independent of the Government. The Trade
Unions Act of 1962 permits the formation of trade union federations in Brunei but
forbids afiUiation of Brunei trade unions with labor organizations outside Brunei.
An individual contract is required between an employer and each employee, but
legal trade union activities caimot be deemed to violate employee contracts. Local
legal experts interpret this provision as conferring the ri^t to strike, but there have
been none.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The Government has not pre-
vented the legal registration of trade unions, nor has it dissolved any. There is no
government interference with lawful union activity. It is illegal to refuse employ-
ment or discriminate against an employee on the basis of membership or
nonmembership in a trade union.
While unions are legal and easy to register, conditions in Brunei are not condu-

cive to the development of trade unions; there is little interest on the part of work-
ers in forming trade unions; and existing unions are not veiy active. Brunei law is

silent on collective bargaining, which occurs in only a few industries. Wage and ben-
efit packages tend to exceed those of neighboring nations; there is a lack of those
kinds of industries in which unions have traditionally developed; and there is a long
cultural tradition favoring consensus over confrontation. Wage and benefit packages
are based on market conations.
There are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced labor is prohibited by
Chapter 93 of the Laws of Brunei and is not practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^Employment of children below the
age of 16 is prohibited and below the age of 18 requires parental consent and ap-
proval by the Labor Commission. Women under 18 may not work at night or on off-

shore oil platforms. The Labor Department, which is a part of the Ministry of Home
Affairs, effectively enforces laws on the employment of cnildren.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Skilled labor is in short supply, and market
forces enable most citizens of Brunei to command good salaries. Brunei has a gov-
ernment-established minimum wage which is more than adequate to provide a
worker and his family with a decent standard of living. Overtime is paid for work
in excess of 48 hours, emd double time is paid for work performed on legal holidays.
Occupational health and safety standards are established by government regulation.

Working conditions are subject to inspection on a routine basis and in response to

complaints bjr Department of Labor (DOL) officials, working under the supervision
of the Commissioner of Labor (who heads the DOL). The DOL generally enforces
labor regulations effectively; however, at the lower range of the labor sector, enforce-

ment is lax, especially for foreign laborers. The DOL is empowered to close any
workplace where health, safety, or working conditions are unsatisfactory.

BURMA
Burma is a military dictatorship and major human rights violator. It is ruled by

the State Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC), which seized power in Sep-
tember 1988 after suppressing massive prodemocracy demonstrations. These had led
to the formal departure from power of longtime ruler General Ne Win, whose poli-

cies had isolated Burma and engendered economic decline. The SLORC is headed
by the armed forces commander and its members are senior officers who served
under Ne Win. Although the military permitted a relatively free election in 1990,
it did not transfer power to the victorious party headed by prodemocracy movement
leaders. The military attacked the winning political parties through arrests and
other forms of intimidation. Following the replacement of General Saw Maung by
General Than Shwe as Chief of State in April, the SLORC opened a limited dialogue
wdth some elected politicians nd announced a timetable for steps that could eventu-
ally lead to adoption of a constitution. Nonetheless, the SLORC; reaffirmed its inten-

tion to rule until a constitution and a civilian government acceptable to the SLORC
are in place.

The Government enforces its rule by diverse means including a pervasive security

apparatus led by the Directorate of Defense Services Intelligence (DDSI) and police

intelligence agencies under the Home Ministry. Control is buttressed by restrictions

on contact with foreigners; surveillance of government employees and private citi-

zens; arrests, harassment, and mistreatment of political activists; and repeated de-

nunciations of supposed agitators linked to foreign interference. The Government
justifieB its security measures as necessary to maintain order and combat
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insurgencies, thou^ in recent years these have posed little threat to miyor popu>
lation centers.

Burma is primarily an agricultural countiy, althoudi it has substantial mineral
resources. It has a oentraUy directed economy. After Ne Win's 26-year rule reduced
Southeast Asia's richest land to a United Nations-designated '^east developed coun-
tzy", the SLORC abandoned the 'Burmese Way to SociaUsm" in 1988, opening up
the economv to permit modest private sector expansion and attract investment as
well as badly needed foreign exoiange. It has failed, however, to address fundamen-
tal problems: overcentralized decision making; restrictions on private commerce; a
grossly overvalued currency; rapid monetary expansion; a bloated bureaucrticy; poor
civilian infrastructure; and disproportionate militaiy spending.
While Uie Government took some positive human rights steps in 1992, the deplor-

able human rights situation remained fundamentally unchanged. Politically moti-
vated arrests decreased after the Government announced April 24 that it would re-

lease all political prisoners not threatening "state security. The Government freed
over 1,200 political prisoners and allowed relatives of detained Nobel Laureate Aung
San Suu Kyi to visit for the first time since 1989. In September it abolished sum-
mary martial law tribunals and lifted a nationwide curfew. However, over 270,000
Rohin^a Muslims fled to Bangladesh from Burma's Arakan state, alle£[ing persecu-
tion, rorced labor, and rape by government forces. PoUtical arrests continued, albeit

at a reduced level, and an estimated 1,000 political prisoners remained in custody.
Arbitraiy detentions and compulsoiy labor persisted, as did harsh treatment and
torture of detainees. Freedom of speech, the press, assembly, and association re-

mained nonexistent.
The military continued to n^ate the people's right to change their govenmient

by failing to implement the 1990 election, in which the opposition National League
for Democracy (NLD) won over 80 percent of the seats. The 485 elected Members
of Parliament (M.P.'s) never met as a constituent assembly or Parliament. By year's
end, well over 100 of them, over 25 percent of the NLD winners, had either resigned
under pressure, fled into exile, been disqualified after conviction on political

charges, or died.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were a few allegations of gov-

ernment-directed killing that appeared plausible but could not be confirmed. For ex-
ample, Muslim refugees from Arakan State and ethnic Karen refugees from eastern
Burma reported several instances of extrajudicial killings in 1992 which could not
be investigated independently because the Government restricts access to these re-

mote areas. Multiple sources confirm that NLD activist Mohamed Dyas died under
detention in Maungdaw township of Arakan State in June. It appears likely that
his death was related to beatings by security personnel. As in previous years, there
were also credible reports that up to several hundred prisoners—mainly common
criminals—died while performing forced labor under inhuman conditions.
While there was no irrefiitable evidence that summary executions were carried

out against civilians in 1992, some knowledgeable observers believe that secret
extrajudicial killings occur occasionally. A number of prisoners remained under
death sentences after trials (in previous years) which fell far short of international
standards. However, well-placed observers believe that no death sentences were ac-

tually carried out.

b. Disappearance.—^The number of disappearances in 1992 was probably relatively

low and little changed from the previous year, but accurate estimates are impos-
sible. Family and friends assume that those who have disappeared are under deten-
tion or have died in jail. Some who disappeared were later reported as arrested.

Others may have dropped out of sight or quietly attempted to leave the countiy for

fear of arrest. A handful of youths continued to join student insurgent groups fitt-
ing the regime while many others were impressed as army porters.

Authorities rarely responded to inquiries from embassies or frvm families concern-
ing the whereabouts and welfare of disappeared or jailed people. The few replies

routinely consisted of only general statements that such people were arrested for

violations of existing laws.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Substantial evidence documents that beatings and mistreatment of political detain-

ees continued to take place in Burmese prisons and detention centers operated by
the DDSI. The number of new reports declined somewhat in 1992, primarily due to

the decrease in politically motivated arrests. Detainees are held incommunicado
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during the early phases of interrogation, when the most serious abuses generally
take place.

Family members are not allowed to meet detainees during the pretrial period
which at times lasts several months or even years. Common forms of maltreatment
include: sleep and food deprivation; beatings of prisoners severe enou^ to cause
f)ermanent injury; and forcmg prisoners to squat or assume unnatural positions for

engthy periods. Techniques designed to intimidate and disorient prisoners prior to

interrogation are also routine, ^ch prtictices as electrical shocks to the genitals,

suffocation, and cigarette bums have also been reported in recent years and prob-
ably continued in 1992.
Guards and prison physicians also have prevented political prisoners from receiv-

ing needed medical treatment. Imprisoned activists have received beatings after re-

questing medical attention, aocordmg to several credible reports. At least two credi-

ble sources also reported sexual abuse of female prisoners, althou^ there is no evi-

dence that such abuse occurs regularly. Despite repeated expressions of concern by
foreign governments and international human rights oi^anizations, the authorities

made no effort to investigate charges of torture or to punish members of the security
forces involved. The Government routinely denied that it engaged in torture or con-
doned the practice.

The Government reportedly gave inadequate food, water, medical care, and pro-

tection from the elements to prisoners assigned to forced labor, such as harvesting
and road construction in remote areas.

Despite repeated requests and an explicit recommendation of the JJN. Human
Rights Commission (UNHCR), the Government did not allow prison visits by the
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC).

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—The regime arbitrarily detained or ar-

rested at least a few hundred people during 1992. Exact figures are not available
since the SLORC frequently does not announce arrests or detentions and deflects

most inquiries on detentions. The rate of arbitrary detentions dropped after April
1992 and the number of persons held without trial probably declined substantially

from 1991.
The Government held most detainees only a short time and released them after

interrogation, but subsequently rearrested some. Political detainees were commonly
accused of violating statutes outlawing treason or vaguely defined antigovemment
activities; some were charged with common crimes or simply held without chaises.
Detention and interrogation of political party officials occurred regularly in the early

part of 1992, either as harassment or reprisals for antigovemment statements or
actions. While most detainees were members of political parties or people involved
in distributing antigovemment literature, businessmen and other private citizens

were also subject to arbitrary detention. Though such detentions were much less fre-

quent after April 1992, they remained sufficiently common to instill fear among the

population.
The military, without public announcement, again extended the house arrest of

NLD General Secretaiy and 1991 Nobel Peace pnze winner Aung San Suu Kyi. The
decision was taken under the provisions of the "Law to Safeguard the State From
the Dangers of Subversive Elements"—also the basis for her initial year of house
arrest which began in 1989. As amended in August 1991, this law authorizes 1-year

extensions of aroitrary detention without chaive or trial for up to 5 years. Aung San
Suu Kyi has never been formally charged. The military Government aUowed her
husband and two sons to visit her in 1992, the first such visits permitted since 1989.

Former Prime Minister U Nu and several close associates, who had been held
under house arrest since December 1989, were among the first to benefit from the
miUtaiy's political prisoner release program in April 1992.

There is no provision in Burmese law for judicial determination of the legidity of

detention. Bail may be granted by civilian courts in some circumstances. The num-
ber of political detainees not sentenced by year's end is impossible to determine ac-

curately but was probably at most a few hundred. Most persons held for political

reasons were sentenced prior to the abolition of military tribunals in September.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Throughout 1992 the Government continued to

rule by decree and was not bound by any constitutional provisions guaranteeing fair

public trials or any other rights. Until abolished in September, military tribunals

exercised jurisdiction over all cases involving defiance of orders issued by the

SLORC or local commanders. These tribunals could mete out the death penalty, a

life sentence, or a minimum of 3-years' imprisonment with hard labor irrespective

of existing laws.

The tribunals were free to summon or reject witnesses, and to insider or ignore

evidence. The accused were not presumed innocent and had no right to a defense

attorney. When allowed to participate, a defense attorney's role was severely lim-
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ited. Subject to certain conditions, those convicted by military tribunals could file

appeals or requests for clemency. Significantly, among hundreds of cases known to

be tried by such tribunals, there were no reports of acquittals or convictions over-

turned on appeal.

In early 1992, the militaiy courts continued to hand out heavy sentences to politi-

cal prisoners, ranging up to 15 years' imprisonment for peaceful opposition activity.

Among those receiving long prison sentences were over 200 students who partici-

pated in nonviolent December 1991 demonstrations at Rangoon University to mark
the granting of the Nobel Peace Prize to Aung Scm Suu Kyi. It remains impossible
to determine accurately the number of political prisoners in Burma, but credible
sources suggest roughly 1,000 may be in jail. After denying for years that it held
any political prisoners, maintaining that all those jailed are common lawbreakers
and insurgent "terrorists," the Government in 1992 announced its intention to free

those persons "detained politically" who did not represent a threat to state security.

It subsequently announoed the release of over 1,200 persons, although fewer than
200 were publicly identified by name. It also implicitly acknowledged that political

prisoners had been held not only in Rangoon's Insein prison but also in over 20
upcountry locations—many of which were still believed to hold some political pris-

oners at year's end. Remaining political prisoners included fonner Generals Tin Oo
and Kjri Maung, both of whom had served as Chairmen of the NLD, comedian
Zargana, and lav^er U Nay Min.

Prior to September 1992, militaiy courts handled most political cases. Civil suits

and common crimes of no interest to the State were left to civilian courts. Though
corruption remains widespread and judges vulnerable to pressure from the militaiy,

informed sources report that these civilian courts have become somewhat more pro-
fessional and fair in handling nonpolitical cases since 1988. Some basic due process
rights, including the ri^t to a public trial and to be represented by a defense attor-

ney, are generally respected by civilian judges.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

State continued to intrude extensively into the hves of private citizens during 1992.
Forced entry and warrantless, unannounced searches of private homes were often
conducted. The Government strictly monitored the travel, whereabouts, and activi-

ties of many Burmese, including political leaders elected in 1990. A ubiquitous sys-

tem of neighboiiiood informers reported on dissidents and critics of tlie regime. Se-
curity personnel selectively monitored private correspondence and telephone calls.

Contacts or communications involving foreigners were subject to especially intense
scrutiny, and government employees were generally required to obtain advance per-
mission before meeting with foreigners.

Government propaganda repeatedly denounced various foreign news organizations
for interference in Burma's affairs and private citizens were generally unable to sub-
scribe directly to foreign publications. Two international news magazines tire dis-

tributed through ofUcial mannels but censors occasionally banned issues or deleted
articles criticizing local conditions or reporting opposition activities. While the Grov-

emment continued to discourage listening to foreign radio broadcasts, these re-

mained a prime source of information for the Burmese people and even the military.

Foreign journalists including television crews were granted much greater access to

the country after April 1992, though their movements and contacts were closely

monitored.
The Government continued a program of forced resettlement, involving an esti-

mated half-miUion people througnout Burma since 1989. Virile all those forced to

move were described as "squatters,* some people had been living and paying rent
on these properties for many years and had constructed permanent nouses. The
Government has resettled people, almost totally at their own expense, to "new
towns" whidi are far from their previous residences. Occupants often live on former
rice paddy land, subject to flooding in the rainy season, without adequate transpor-
tation, medical facilities, shelter, or sanitetion. However, conditions at some reset-

tlement sites were continuing to improve in 1992, and some outside experts accept
the Government's explanation that tne resettlement program serves legitimate long-

term urban planning objectives. They do not, however, endorse the forceful methods
often used to move people.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.

—^The Burmese army has battled insurgencies for more than four decades in

conflicts that have resulted in widespread human rights violations, including mis-
treatment and killing of prisoners, neglect of sick and wounded, impressment of ci-

vilians for porter duty, and indiscriminate attacks on civilians. While the Govern-
ment was responsible for the bulk of these abuses, insurgent groups also ignored
humanitarian principles.
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Insui^nt groups engage in small-scale fitting, mostly in remote areas, to gain
greater autonomy from the dominant ethnic Burman majority. Some of these groups
receive outside support from international religious and numanitarian organizations

whUe others are financed at least partially through trafllcking and/or producing nar-
cotics, as are several former insuivent groups with which the Government now has
cease-fire accommodations. The SLORC announced a halt to offensive operations
against ethnic Karen insurgents in April 1992 and subsequently stated that this de-

cision applied to counterinsurgency operations elsewhere, out fitting continued and
most reoel groups rejected the Government's call to "rejoin the legal fold."

In 1992 there were confirmed reports of deaths of impressed Burmese army por-

ters. Hie Burmese military continues to use civilian corvee labor and prison labor

in combat areas. There were reliable reports, for example, that at least 1,000 pris-

oners from jails in Rangoon, Mandalay, and other cities were sent to woric as porters
during the military's diy season offensive against the headquarters of the Karen
National Union and the opposition's 'National Coalition Government of the Union
of Burma" at Mannerplaw on the Thai/Burma border.

Credible reports from multiple sources indicated that porters carry anmiunition,
supplies, and wounded under tne harshest conditions. Other well-placed sources also

note that they were subject to hostile fire as well as maltreatment at the hands of

Burmese solmers. At times, they were placed at the head of columns to detonate

mines and booby traps and to spring ambushes. When porters were wounded, ill,

or unable to continue their worlc, they were left unattended to die. At the end of

their service, survivors often had to find their own means to return home.
According to several credible reports, in 1992 the Government frequently engaged

in forcible relocation of rural populations as part of its counterinsurgency cam-
paigns. Over 10,000 predominantly Catholic villagers were relocated from vill^es

in southern Shan state and Kayah state in March 1992, according to multiple

sources. Tliousands of refugees reaching Thailand reportedly fled sinmar operations

in Karen and Kayah states.

Insuivent groups were also responsible for violence causing civilian and military

deaths, including reported killings of civilians during attacks on villages and am-
bushes or mining of transportation routes. Some insurgent groups also routinely en-

Saged in conscription of children into their armed forces. In February the Northern
Iranch (NB) of the All Burma Students' Democratic Front (ABSDF) acknowledged

executing at least 15 people in Kachin state on charges of spjrrng for the militaiy

Government. ABSDF (NB) leaders tortured and abused several dozen other accused
"spies."

As in the past, Burmese authorities denied impartial observers permission to

travel to areas of heavy insurgent activity for security reasons. Although some jour-

nalists were able to enter border areas from neighboring countries with the assist-

ance of insurgent groups, Information about human rights abuses by either side in

those areas is extremely difiicult to verify.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Severe restrictions on freedom of speech and the

press persisted throughout 1992, with only marginal improvement over the previous

year. Though the degree of enforcement varied, the Government did not tolerate op-

posing views or criticism. Private citizens remained reluctant to express opinions for

fear of government informers. The Government continued to ban publications which
criticized its programs and policies.

The Government continued to operate the mass media, including television, radio,

and the only newspapers—two national dailies in Burmese and one in English as

well as daily papers published by the Rangoon city government and the Central
(Mandalay area) Military Command. Military officials appoint newspaper editors

and approve editorials in advance. Especially for domestic news, journalists must
hew to strict publishing and broadcast guidelines. The (Jovemment receives the

product of international wire services, but selects and edits world news before publi-

cation or broadcast. AU forms of communication—domestic and imported books and
periodicals, stage plays, motion pictures and musical recordings—are officially con-

trolled and censored. Criticism of the Government, its officials, or sectors of the

economy it controls has generally not been permitted. In 1992, however, the official

press broadened its coverage of such previously taboo topics as man-made and natu-

ral disasters in Burma. It also published some limited criticism and satire directed

at economic failings and corruption by lesser officials. In 1992 the official media con-

tinued the Government's propaganda campaign against "decadent" Western culture.

Although the authorities sometimes sponsored Western-style concerts to raise funds,

Burmese were generally discouraged from adopting Western styles of music, dance,
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and dress. Nevertheless, foreign audio and video recordings, as well as modem
, Western clothing, remained widely available and extremely popular in Burma.
f University teachers and professors are subject to the same restrictions on freedom
: of speech, political activities, and publications as other government employees.
These include fre(^uent warnings against criticism of the Government; repeated in-

structions not to discuss politics while at work; and strictures against joining or sup-
porting political parties, engaging in political activity, and meeting foreign oflicials.

In early 1992, the Government continued a purge begun in 1991 against civil serv-

ants and teachers accused of political disloyalty and "deceptive practices." At least

several hundred were fired from their jobs.

Virtually the entire Burmese university system was closed from the time of the
1988 disturbances until August 1992, except for a brief period in the summer and
fall of 1991 which ended when Rangoon and Mandalay University students staged
prodemocracy demonstrations in December 1991. Prior to the opening of the new
academic year in August 1992, all educators were required to attend a month-long
"refresher course" designed to reinforce discipline and "people management" skills.

A similar political indoctrination and reeducation course was given to all doctors as
well.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Government does not re-

spect the right to freedom of peaceful assembly. A prohibition on outdoor assemblies
of more than five people was unevenly enforced, but political demonstrations were

" strictly banned.
Political parties were required to request permission from the authorities even to

hold internal meetings of their own membership. The military's intimidation gen-
erally served to discourage public expressions of antigovemment sentiments. In the
few reported instances of opposition political activity, security forces intervened
swiftly to arrest participants m unauthorized meetings and to halt distribution of
antigovemment leaflets.

The ri^ht of association exists only for those organizations permitted by law and
duly registered with the Government. Moreover, the Government severely restricts

the activities of even these organizations. Ten political parties remained formally
legal at the end of 1992—^own from 75 at the beginning of the year—but they were

, efiectively paralyzed through arrests, intimidation, and constant surveillemce. Under
government pressure, the leading opposition NLD dropped former Chairman Tin Oo
and other detained leaders from the party. Trade associations and professional bod-
ies, like other organizations, are permitted only if sanctioned by the Government,
which strictly monitors their activities. Members are not free to discuss politics or
criticize the regime.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Freedom of religion is provided for in law and, despite
human rights abuses against some believers, is widely observed in practice. Bud-
dhist pagodas, Moslem mosques, and Christian churches operate openly with mini-
mal interference, at least in those areas of central Burma accessible to independent
observers. The great majority of Burmese are Buddhist, and the military Govern-
ment frequently proclaims its commitment to Buddhism in seeking to establish its

own legitimacy. Buddhists occupy most key positions in the military Government
and civilian bureaucracy. Sizable numbers of Christians, Muslims, and animists
exist, particularly among various minority ethnic groups. While generally allowing
these groups to practice freely, security services monitor the activities of some reli-

gious communities. The Government requires all religious organizations to register

and subjects religious publications to the same control and censorship imposed on
secular ones. While few if any monks were reportedly arrested in 1992, little infor-

mation emerged on the whereabouts or fate of those monks detained after passive

J>rotest activity in 1990. Restrictions on unauthorized religious groups remained in
brce and the military continued to monitor activities in and around Buddhist mon-
asteries and pagodas.

Religious groups can and did establish links with coreligionists in other countries,

although such links were reportedly monitored by the Government. The Catholic
Church, for example, maintained ties to the Vatican. While foreign religious rep-
resentatives were usually allowed only to obtain visas for short stays, in some cases
they were permitted to preach to Burmese congregations. Though permanent mis-
sionary establishments nave not been permitted since the 1960's, a few foreign
Catholic nuns and at least one priest continued to reside upcountry.
As part of its large-scale "urban development" prowam in recent years, the Gov-

ernment has taken control of several Christian and Muslim properties throughout
Burma.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Although Burmese citizens have the legal ri^t to Uve anywhere in the

countiy, an estimated 500,000 poor urban residents have been forcibly relocated to
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rural areas since 1989. Rural populations were also subject to forced resettlement
in connection with counterinsurgency operations. Except for limitations in areas of
insureent activity, Burmese citizens could travel freely within the country but had
to inform local authorities of their temporary place of residence. People who failed

to report either guests or intentions to stay ovemi^t to the authorities were subject
to a jail term, and arrests were occasionally made. From September 1988 until Sep-
tember 1992, the Government enforced a nationwide nighttime curfew. Citing an
improved security situation, the Government then lifted the curfew.
Burmese authorities continued to restrict the rig^t of everyone to leave the coun-

try. Passport applicants had to justify the reason for each trip abroad, generally
supported by an employment offer or similar document. Legal requirements, bureau-
cratic procedures, and corruption caused long delays in obtaining passports. Emi-
grants were required to reimburse the Government for "educational expenses" be-
fore receiving exit permission and were severely Hmited in what they could take
with them. Inose who left Burma illegally were able to return but had to go through
judicial proceedings.
Burmese citizens who left legally were generally allowed to return to visit rel-

atives. The law does not recognize dual citizenship, however, and acquiring citizen-

ship in another country results in loss of Burmese nationality. While those who took
citizenship in another country continued to be legally banned from returning, the
Government has shown flexibility within recent years in permitting some former
Burmese to visit and to engage in business. Emigrants wishing to return perma-
nently were required to reapply for Burmese citizenship, and approval was not guar-
anteed. Noncitizen residents, including ethnic Indians and Chinese bom in Burma
who hold foreigners' registration cards, must obtain permission to travel.

Early in the year, upwards of 270,000 Muslims refugees fled from Arakan State
to Bangladesh. The Government has denied allegations of abuse, initially depicting
the refugees as illegal aliens fleeing to avoid routine immigration checks. However,
on April 28, the Burmese Foreign Minister signed an agreement with his
Bangladeshi counterpart for the safe and voluntaiy return within 6 months of all

those who could prove prior residence in Burma. By year's end only a very small

J>ercentage of the refugees had returned to Burma, with others citing continuing
iear of persecution unless Burma allowed independent international monitoring of
conditions in Arakan State. The Burmese Government steadfastly refused to allow
representatives of the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees or any other inter-

national agency to perform such a monitoring role. In addition to the Rohingyas, ap-
proximately 70,000 other Burmese have fled to Thailand.
Foreign refugees or displaced people may not resettle or seek safe haven in

Burma. The Government treats people claiming to be refugees as illegal immigrants
and expels or imprisons them.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Burma is governed solely by the military, and the Burmese people do not have
the right or the ability peacefully to change their government. Active duty military

ofUcers replaced civilians in important positions throughout all levels of the bu-
reaucracy, particularly the policy ranks, over the past 4 years. Military or recently

retired military officers occupied most Cabinet-level positions, numerous director

general and subordinate posts, and key positions previously held by technocrats in

the economic ministries. This trend continued in 1992 despite appointment of a few
civilian cabinet ministers. In May 1990, the Government held Burma's first national

election involving multiple parties in 30 years. While the election campaign was se-

verely restricted and several leading opposition figures were barred from participa-

tion, election day procedures were notaoly free and fair.

In the election, the NLD got nearly 60 percent of valid votes cast and won over
80 percent of the seats. Ethnic-based parties allied to the NLD won many of the
other seats, with the progovemment National Unity Party (NUP) gaining only about
10 percent of the vote and 2 percent of the seats. By the end of 1992, however, the

mihtary Government still had not empowered the elected members of Parliament
as either a constituent assembly or a legislative body. Meanwhile, it arrested most
of the NLD leadership. By April 1992, over 100 elected opposition politicians had
either resigned under pressure, gone into exile, been detained, or died. At least 70
had been arrested on political charges, over 20 fled the country, more than a dozen
resigned, and one diea in custody. Thou^ at least 40 elected members were subse-

quently released from jail, all had been legally disqualified from their mandates and
in most cases expelled from their political parties as a result of strong government
pressure.
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In 1992 the Government held three "coordination meetingB* with officials of the
remaining political parties to discuss participation in a national convention sdhed-
uled to open on January 9, 1993. However, the sessions provided limited opportuni-
ties for dialog with legitimate opposition leaders, and the SLORC continued to insist
that transfer of power to a civilian government can occur only after completion of
a protracted constitution-drafting process under its control. The conditions it has
imoosed effectively negate the election results and ensure indefinite military rule.

Indigenous and tribal populations in outlying regions of Burma are generally ex-
cluded from ranking positions in the military and civil service, which are dominated
by the ethnic Burman majority. Like other citizens of Burma, they are denied the
right to change their government or participate meaningfully in the national politi-

cal process. In some regions where government forces exercise limited or no control,
however, indigenous populations have considerable autonomy in running their own
political and economic affairs. Even in government-controlled areas, they generally
retain their social and cultural institutions.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation (^Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

No internal human rights organizations were allowed to exist. The Government
continued to resent outside scrutiny of its human rights record and was only selec-
tively willing to discuss human rights problems wiui foreign governments or non-
Sovemmental oi^anizations concerned with human rights, ine military consistently
enied charges of abuses and criticized other governments and independent organi-

zations for interfering in its affairs.

The UNHRC appointed 'independent experts" who visited Burma in 1990 and
1991 to examine Burma's human rights situation and subsequently presented con-
fidential reports to the UNHRC's 1991 and 1992 sessions. In November 1991 and
1992, the U.N. General Assembly adopted increasingly strong resolutions urging
Burma's Government to establish a democratic state and to cdlow sdl citizens to par-
ticipate freely in the democratic process. The 1992 resolution called on the Govern-
ment to release Aung San Suu Kyi and other detained political leaders and to re-
store democracy by respecting the will of the Burmese people as expressed in the
1990 elections.

In March the UNHRC decided to appoint a Special Rapporteur to continue study-
ing the human rights situation and submit published reports to the U.N. General
Assembly and the UNHRC. The Special Rapporteur, PlY>fessor Yozo Yokota, pre-
sented an interim report to the General AsseaQ)ly whidi included detailed allega-
tions as well as the Glovemment's denials of serious human ri^ts abuses. Professor
Yokota subsequently visited Burma as well as neighboring countries to investigate
Burma's human ri^ts situation. Though visits to bisein prison and the Banglade^
border were arranged by the Government, it denied his requests to meet wim Aung
San Suu Kyi and other prominent political detainees. Burmese military intelligence
also used heavy surveillance and intimidation to dissuade other persons from meet-
ing with the Special Rapporteur.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Burma's numerous ethnic minorities have been underrepresented in the Govern-
ment and lai^ely excluded fixtm the military leadership. These minorities have their
own distinct cultures and languages. Despite recently increased government atten-
tion, economic development among minorities continued to lag and many still live
at the subsistence level. This is due in large part to government economic policies

and geographic constraints on economic development in the rugged, isolated, border
areas populated by minorities. People not of ethnic Burmese ancestry, primarily In-
dians and Chinese, continued to be denied full citizenship and excluded from gov-
ernment positions. No matter how strong their academic credentials, such minorities
are barred from prestigious university programs in medicine and technological
fields. In addition, some have been denied national identity cards, especially in
Arakan State. Indian and Chinese minorities continued to play an important role
in the economy—a situation resented by many Burmans. Social prejudice against
the country's Muslim community has in Uie past erupted into violence and prompted
official actions infringing on the practice of Islam. Multiple, reliable sources indi-
cated that the_ miUtary occasionally required minority populations to provide with-
out compensation vehicles, equipment, and lodging for soldiers.

In 1992 there were numerous reports whim were highly consistent but difficult

to verify that Government troops committed abuses against Muslims in Arakan
state, including widespread use of forced labor, destruction of mosqpies and Muslim
cemeteries, and large-scale arrests, beatings, and rapes. Some refugees have claimed
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that the army forcibly uprooted rivilian populations to facilitate use of their land
by Buddhists from elsewhere in Arakan state.

Women in Burma have Ions
same basic rights as men ano
own names aner marriage and often control family
of women remained low in the minuscule industrial sector and in the bureaucracy,
and there are also a few professions such as forestry and geology which are barred
to women. There continued to be no women's rights organizations in Burma.
There was no nationwide pattern of violence directed specifically against women.

Multiple, reliable reports emerging in 1992 made it clear, however, that many Bur-
mese women and cmldren were forced or lured into serving as prostitutes in Thai-
land. Recruitment of these women ^nerally occurred in remote areas where Bur-
mese officials exercised at best nominal control. In 1992 foreign media accounts al-

leged that Burmese officials had used cyanide injections to execute prostitutes re-
turning from Thailand who were found to be human immuno virus positive. How-
ever, two well-placed sources provided evidence indicating that these charges were
implausible and possiblv disinformation. Although Burmese culturally view rape
with great abhorrence, tnere were widespread unverifiable reports of rapes comnut-
ted in 1992 by Burmese soldiers against Muslim women in Arakan State and
against ethnic minority women elsewhere in the country.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. Tfie Right ofAssociation.—Since 1988 the Government has banned the workers'
and peasants' organizations set up by the previous government. Several political

Earties established workers' organizations or committees to consider labor issues,
ut there continued to be no trade unions and no independent labor movement in

Burma. Workers were not free to form or join trade unions of their own choosing,
and leaders of unofficial labor associations were subject to arrest. Workers do not
have the right to strike and none did so in 1992.

In April 1989, the United States suspended Burma's eligibility for trade conces-
sions under the Generalized System of Preferences Program pending steps to afford
its labor force internationally recognized worker rights. In 1990 a U.S. mteragency
government committee declined a formal request to reconsider the suspension.

In June 1992, the International Labor Organization (ILO) called on Burma *to lift

restrictions on the freedom of workers and employers to establish occupational orga-
nizations of their own and to make trade union pluralism possible."

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Workers continued to have
no right to oi^anize and bargain collectively and military authorities remained the
sole arbiter of workers' issues. The Government abolished labor arbitration boards
in 1988 which, while government-controlled, at least theoretically provided means
for airing labor disputes.

No special export processing zones exist.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Burma's Legal Code does not pro-
hibit forced labor. The military routinely employed corvee labor on its myriad build-

ing projects and, according to credible reports, officials at times accepted bribes to
excuse people from work. A major reason for the exodus of over 270,000 Muslims
from Arakan state, according to multiple sources, was the policy of conscripting
forced labor. As documented in detaUed submissions by the International Confed-
eration of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU) to the ILO, the Burmese army has for dec-
ades conscripted civilian males to serve as porters. According to numerous eye-
witness reports this past year, the army continued to take youths off the streets not
only in minority areas but also in several cities and towns of central Burma. Women
were also impressed as cooks and launderers for soldiers in frontline areas, accord-

ing to credible reports. Military authorities commonly permitted conscripts and their

fs^ulies to pay money in Ueu of porter duty.
d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Children aged 13 to 15 may work

4 hours a day. Trie penalty for employers who disregard this regulation, 2 years in

Srison, generally was not enforced. In cities, working children were hi^ly visible,

[any spent their nights on the street, according to numerous reliable sources. They
were hired at lower rates than adults for the same kind of work, and economic pres-
sure forced them to woik not only for their survival but also to support their lami-
lies.

Burmese law requires children to attend school through the fourth standard, usu-
ally reached between the ages of 12 and 15. The Department of Basic Education es-

timated, however, that 38 percent of children aged 5 to 9 never enroU in school. Of
those who do, less than 30 percent complete the fourth grade. Two-thirds of Burma's
primary school children, principally in rural areas, leave school for economic rea-

sons. In the hi^er grades, the orop-out rate for girls is double that of boys.
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e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^There is a legally prescribed 5-day, 35-hour
workweek for employees in the public sector and a 6-day, 44-hour workweek for pri-

vate and parastatal sector employees, with overtime paid for additional work. Work-
ers have 21 paid holidays a year. While there is a government-mandated minimum
wage, it remained insuincient to provide a decent standard of living. The actual av-

erage wage rate for casual laborers in Rangoon was about twice the official mini-

mum. Wages continued to lag far behind innation. There continued to be numerous
provisions to protect health and safety at work places pertaining to room size, ven-

tilation, fire hazards, and the availability of latrines and drinking water. In practice,

these were seldom enforced, particularly in the private sector.

CAMBODIA

Cambodia experienced extraordinary changes in 1992 and made notable progress

in human rights, although serious problems remain. The 4 Cambodian factions and
18 concerned nations in October 1991 had signed agreements on a comprehensive
political settlement of the Cambodia conflict. These required the Cambodian parties

to put down their arms, demobilize most of their forces, and commit themselves "to

holding free and fair elections organized and conducted by the United Nations as

the basis for forming a new and legitimate government." The elections are scheduled
for May 1993.
From April 1975 until January 1979 the Khmer Rouge, also called the Party of

Democratic Kampuchea (PDK), ruled Cambodia and compiled one of the worst
records of human rights abuse in this century. Between one-seventh and one-eighth

of the population died of exhaustion, disease, abuse, and by execution.

In 1979 the Khmer Rouge were ejected from power by an invading Vietnamese
army. The Vietnamese installed a regime made up largely of former PDK cadre and
named it the People's Republic of Kampuchea. This was renamed the State of Cam-
bodia (SOC) in 1989. Vietnamese arms maintained the SOC in power against rem-
nants of the PDK and non-Communist resistance under Prince Sihanouk. In Sep-

tember 1989, after 11 years of military occupation and stalemate, the Vietnamese
withdrew the bulk of their armed forces.

The October 1991 Peace Accords established a national reconciliation bo(^ called

the Supreme National Council (SNC) whose president is Prince Sihanouk. Tne SNC
includes representatives of the four Cambodian parties: the Khmer People's Na-
tional Liberation Front (KPNLF); the National Front for an Independent, Neutral,

Peaceful, and Cooperative Cambodia (FUNCINPEC); the PDK; and the SOC (led by
the Cambodian People's Party—CPP). Legally, the SNC embodies Cambodia's sov-

ereignty during the transitional period until a new and representational government
can oe established.

In the Accords, the SNC delegates to the United Nations all powers necessary to

ensure their implementation. The United Nations has a broad mandate to achieve

a neutral political environment for elections. Its instrument for this is the \JN.
Transitional Authority in Cambodia (UNTAC). UNTAC is to disarm the factions'

armed forces, exercise direct control or supervision over administrative bodies in the

fields of foreign affairs, national defense, finance, public security, and information,

and to oversee human rights. It arrived officially on March 15 and has deployed
nearly 16,000 armed peacekeepers and 5,000 civil administrators and civilian police.

While the non-Communist KPNLF and FUNCINPEC, and the SOC generally co-

operated with UNTAC, the PDK refused to allow UNTAC access to PDK areas and
to participate in U,N. plans for demobilization. In December PDK forces detained

by force UNTAC military personnel who ventured into PDK-controUed enclaves to

prepare for elections. It was thus impossible to document human rights abuses in

PDK areas, except to note generally that the PDK continued to maintain a tight

grip on the people ia its areas through violence and intimidation.

In contrast, during the past several years, the SOC has been changing the small

and predominantly agricultural economy from a centrally plaimed to a market-ori-

ented economy. Legislation in 1989 restored the right to own and inherit property,

and agricultural production is now mostly private and family based. While these re-

forms, together with growing foreign investment, have improved the economy mod-
estly, Cambodia remains one of the world's poorest countries, with an annual per

capita income of only about $190.
Where UNTAC was able to establish itself throughout much of the countiy, great

strides were made in improving human rights. The SNC laid down rules for freedom
of speedi, press, and assen^ly, and ratified key international human rights instru-

ments. For the first time in nearly 20 years, independent political parties were es-
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tablished in Phnom Penh and were able to function throujdiout most of Cambodia.
Nearly 2,000 political prisoners and POWs held by the SOC were released, half of
them under the supervision of the International Committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC). Indigenous numan ri^ts groups were formed and began human rights

training. International organizations sucn as AmnesW International and Asia Watch
were able to visit Cambodia, and more than half of the 370,000 Cambodian refugees
living mostly along the Thai-Cambodian border were voluntari^ repatriated under
the mrection of the \JH. Hi^ Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) by year's end.

Nevertheless, human rij^ts abuses continued. Pbliticalparties setting up ofQces
in Phnom Penh were subiected to harassment by the SOC security authorities. Po-
litical killings of independent political partv members occurred in Cambodia and, in

some cases, appear to be clearly attributable to SOC security forces. UNTAC uncov-
ered a number of secret detention facihties, in which some political opponents of the
SOC had been interrogated and beaten. The SOC authorities failed to investigate

these abuses adequate^ and did not take corrective action. While UNTAC was ac-

tive in investigating human ri{^ts complaints, throughout 1992 independent politi-

cal activity occurred against a background of fear and intimidation. In the areas
controlled by the PDK m 1992, there was no freedom of speech, no due process, and
no freedom of association.

Particularly egregious in 1992 was the racial violence directed against the Viet-

namese minority in Cambodia. Vietnamese were murdered, and political discourse,

particularly that of the PDK and the KPNLF, continued to feature strong anti-Viet-

namese rhetoric.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Induding Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—hi 1992 the KPNLF (which founded
a new political party called the Buddhist Liberal Democratic Party), FUNCINPEC,
Action for Democracy and Development, and the PDK all alleged that members of

their parties were assassinated by SOC agents. The SOC accused the PDK of killing

SOC provincial officials. On January 22, two men abducted Tea Bun Long, former
director of religious affairs for SOC party leader Chea Sim's United Front, in Phnom
Penh. His body was discovered the next day, hands tied, with a bullet through his

head. Some alleged Tea Bun Long was assassinated because he criticized the SOC
for corruption. SOC officials immediately condenmed the murder and implied other
political parties were responsible. The SOC investigation, however, reached no con-
clusions. Ambiguity in this case is compounded by the fact that there are indications

there may have been personal motives for the killing as well.

Hie January 28 assassination attempt against former SOC Minister of Commu-
nications, Transport and Posts Ung Phan was more clearly political. In 1990 the
SOC jailed him and six colleagues forplanning to establish an independent political

party. Freed in October 1991, Ung F^an continued his political activity. In inter-

views January 17 and 20, he openly criticized the SOC for corruption and an-

nounced he would laundi his political party shortly. Gunmen shot him January 28
in Phnom Penh, but he survived the attack. Prince Sihanouk condemned the crime
and called on the SOC to investigate. The investigation readied no conclusions.

On March 16, a blow to the head caused Yang Horn, a former political prisoner

and close associate of Ung Phan, to fall into a coma. He died 4 days later. SOC offi-

cials claimed the death resulted from a traffic accident, an unlikely explanation
given the nature of the injury. AlthousAi the incident occurred on a crowded street,

no eyewitnesses came forward. UNTAC, conducting its first investigation of an al-

leged political killing, was unable to reach a definitive conclusion.

FUNCINPEC members and offices were targets of violent attacks. FUNCINPEC
member Huy Cheangwas shot in Thnat Thmey village, Kratie Province on April

30 in what FUNCINPEC described as a political assassination. UNTAC investiga-

tors recommended the dismissal of an SOC military security officer who may have
been involved in the killing and who obstructed the UNTAC investigation. In No-
vember and December, ^ere were several attacks in which grenades were thrown
at FUNCINPEC offices, particularly in Battambang province, resulting in 12 inju-

ries. UNTAC concluded that in at least one such case SOC authorities were prob-

ably involved. On November 23, FUNCINPEC member Khoem Khon was shot and
seriously ii\jured at his home in Mesang district, Prey Veng province. SOC inves-

tigations had produced no information on the incident even though two SOC officials

were accused of carrying out the attack.

The KPNLF tdso alleged that SOC security forces killed several of its members.
For example, Duong Ngeap, a KPNLF organizer in SihanoukviUe, was shot and
killed after four men entered his house on August 19, took some money and gold,
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and, after asking questions about his involvement in the KFNLF, shot him in the
head in front ofnis family. The SOC investigation failed to produce a result. How-
ever, UNTAC and independent investigators uncovered evidence showing SOC po-

lice elements were involved in the killing. At year's end it had not been established

who gave the order for the assassination.

In other cases, KFNLF member Ath Sadom and his mother-in-law were shot No-
vember 2 in Prey Veng province after having been repeatedly threatened by SOC
officials. Guards at the KPNLP office in Koh Kong were injured when shots were
fired into the building on November 8. The KFNLF claims that over 20 of its mem-
bers were killed in 1^2 for political reasons.

PDK meidi>ers were targets of political violence as well. On August 1, SOC secu-

rity officers shot and killea PDK commander Sam Bon in Kratie. The SOC officials

claimed the death occurred as a result of a gunfi^t and that its security officers

fired in self-defense. While initial UNTAC investigations were inconclusive, there

was evidence that Sam Bon was shot after having been taken into custody by SOC
officials. UNTAC reopened the investigation.

Before UNTAC's arrival, the SOC frequently claimed that the killings of low-level

provincial SOC officials were directed by the PDK. After UNTAC's arrival in March,
no such cases were referred to it for investigation. There were reports of killings

inside PDK areas carried out by PDK soldiers. However, no investigations were pos-

sible. While banditry and lawlessness resulted in numerous deaths, there were no
accusations of political killings in the non-Communist zones near the border with
Thailand.

It is clear that political opponents of the SOC were assassinated, that the SOC
did not fuUy and impartially investigate the killings, and that SOC security officials

appear to lie involved in some of the assassinations. During 1992 perhaps as many
as 50 such political killings occurred, although solid evidence is available on fewer
Uian 10 cases. Given tiie secrecy of SOC security organs and impediments to effec-

tive investigation, the responsibility of the SOC for these acts of political violence

cannot be ^termined. The United States has pressed senior SOC officials to take
steps to deal with such violence and has urged UNTAC to strengthen further its

police monitoring activities.

b. Disappearance.—Only about 10 to 15 percent of SOC prisoners received any
sort of due process. Many prisoners were held incommunicado, their families discov-

ering their whereabouts only after they were released. There were, however, major
improvements during the year.

"The Paris Accords call for the release of all political prisoners and POWs under
the direction of the ICRC. The SOC commenced release of such prisoners without
the ICRC's participation in October 1991. In early 1992, the ICRC was able to im-
plement its mandate as releases continued. On March 29, Prince Sihanouk presided
over the '^nal" release. The total number of prisoners released, both with and with-
out ICRC direction, was approximately 2,000.

Opposition parties claimed that some of their members were abducted by SOC se-

curitv forces during 1992. While the SOC denied these accusations, in Au^st
UNTaC discovered the Tesang Detention Center in Battambang Province, a facility

under the control of the SOC Ministry of Defense. The previously undisclosed facil-

ity contained six detainees with direct links to FUNCINPEC. There were no charaes
pending and UNTAC ordered their release. In one case, UNTAC raided a faciutv

directly adjacent to the SOC Ministry of National Security in Phnom Penh in which
independent political party members had been beaten and interrogated. The SOC
claimed the lacilities were used to hold detainees for no longer than 2 days at a
time. UNTAC doubts this and is still investigating.

The SOC has alleged that 400 of its soldiers have disappeared since 1980. Many
are believed to have been taken prisoner in the civil war by the PDK army. It is

widely believed that such prisoners were either "reeducated and convinced to join

the PDK or executed.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Beginning in late 1991, the SOC granted the ICRC access to SOC prisons. Since

mid-1992, UNTAC officers also have had access. These visits revealed that condi-

tions in many SOC prisons included shackling of detainees, solitwy confinement in

darkened cells, unsanitary conditions, inadequate food, and limited or no health
care. Detainees were held incommunicado for periods of up to 12 years.

International aid workers report that some detainees, weakened by prison condi-

tions, died from diseases such as cholera. These poor conditions resulted in part

from a lack of resources but also from official indifference and neglect.

Former detainees report that interrogations of political opponents of the SOC re-

gime included beatings and, occasionally, torture with lit cigarettes.
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SOC authorities cooperated with international efibrts to improve prison condi-

tions. At the urging of the ICRC and UNTAC, shackling of detainees was halted in

June-July 1992. Moreover, U.N. officials organized feeding and medical programs in

the last quarter of 1992, resulting in a general improvement in the health of detain-

ees.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Before the intervention of UNTAC, due
process did not exist in practice in Cambodia. The SOC did not diarge 85 to 90 per-

cent of those detained. Unifonned or undercover agents arrested people without
warrants, and the SOC denied access to legal counsel and bail to those arrested,

frequently holding them incommunicado. The security apparatus of the SOC ap-

pears to operate with a hig^ d^ree of independence. While there are provincial se-

curity forces and separate security forces operated by the SOC Ministry of Defense,

the main political security oraans of the SOC are controlled by the Ministry of Na-
tional Security, which the SOC split off fix>m the Ministiy of Interior in Februaiy.
According to interviews with security officials, "Directorate Two," sometimes re-

ferred to as the "Second Bureau" in the Ministiy of National Security, has authority

to arrest, detain, and release those suspected of poUtical offenses. Althou^ UNTAC
sought to gain control over the SOC political security apparatus, in 1992 these or-

gans retained their shadowy autonomy.
In non-Communist controlled areas, KPNLF or FXJNCINPEC security forces car-

ried out arrests with no judicial oversight. While there are reports that some detain-

ees were summarily executed, these cannot be confirmed. There are no allegations

that non-Communist groups carried out arrests for political puiposes in 1992. Little

is known ofPDK systems for arrest and detention.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—On October 28, UNTAC commenced implementa-
tion of thorough judicial and penal reform in all of Cambodia where it was present.

The reforms are embodied in "provisions relating to the judiciary and criminal law
and procedures applicable in Cambodia during the transitional period," a document
approved by the SNC on September 10. The provisions include basic legal proce-

dures such as search warrants, speedy trial, appellate courts, and standards for

treatment of detainees. UNTAC civil administrative personnel are responsible for

supervising the system. UNTAC initiated 1-month training sessions for all judges
and prosecutors.

The fundamental problems confronting UNTAC in implementing these procedures
are the lack of trained personnel and the prevalence of corruption in the security

Hstem. Additionally, the system cannot be applied to PDK-controUed areas until the

DK permits UNTAC to do so. While the UNTAC reforms may result in future im-
provement, during most of 1992 the legal system was arbitrary and essentially dys-

functional. The 1989 SOC Constitution recognizes the presumption of innocence and
provides for the presence of a lawyer at every trial. However, only a small number
of cases have ever come before courts. In general, security forces under the Ministry
of National Security act without judicial oversight or control.

Each province has its own court, with judges directly dependent on provincial ex-

ecutive authorities for their positions. Few judges or prosecutors have any fonnal
legal training, and pay is inadequate. In the small percentage of cases brought be-

fore judges, trials are conducted largely to intimidate, to fix penalties, and to exact

bribes from defendants. In practice, defendants have no access to legal defense. One
international human rights ^roup estimated there were less than one dozen profes-

sionally educated legal practitioners in Cambodia. No legal system is known to exist

in PDK areas.

Prior to UNTAC's intervention, there was no fonnal judicial or dvilian legal sys-

tem in the areas controlled by the non-Communists. Summary justice was the rule.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy. Family, or Correspondence.—Search war-
rants have not existed in Cambodia under the SOC regime nor in the areas con-

trolled by non-Communist or PDK forces. Arbitrary forced entry into homes and sei-

zure of poE^sessions, including documents, by police and other security forces is com-
mon throiighout Cambodia.
The SOC Ministiy of National Security maintains a network of hundreds and per-

haps thousands of undercover agents, many of whom have received some training

in Vietnam, the former Soviet Union, or the former German Democratic Republic.
These agents cany out surveillance of suspected opponents of the SOC, including

members of independent political parties and some foreigners. SOC police also con-

ducted house-bv-nouse surveys in Phnom Penh to ensure the upcoming elections

would be "fair. Such surveys were conducted late at night at the homes and oflices

of some political parties as a means of intimidation. There was no evidence of sys-

tematic surveUlance of communications, such as telephones and mail, but there was
evidence of sporadic opening of mail.
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Over 370,000 Cambodian refills resided in camps in Thailand at the beginning
of 1992. The Paris Accords provide for the right of all Cambodian refugees and dis-

ftlaoed persons located outside Cambodia %o return to Cambodia and to live in safe-

y, security and dignity, free from intimidation or coercion of any kind." At the end
of 1992, more than half of these Cambodian refugees had been able to return to

Cambodia voluntarily and under UNHCR supervision. The UNHCR hopes to com-
plete the process by April 1993.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts,—^The ceasefire among the contending factions held during 1992 in most of
Cambodia. AU four factions partially demobilized, the non-Communist factions and
the SOC doing so under UNtAC supervision. Demobilization was suspended, how-
ever, as the PDK refused to participate. Sporadic shelling of villages and towns, es-

pecially by the PDK and SOC armies, occurred in northern Kompong Thom, Preah
Vihear, and eastern Siem Reap Provinces. The shelling caused civilian casualties,

and tens of thousands of civilians fled their villages.

^fore important for Cambodians is the persistent problem of mines. Hundreds of
thousands of mines have been laid througnout Cambodia, especially in the western
part of the country, over the past 12 years of civil war. All four factions and the
Vietnamese have participated in this practice. The PDK and the SOC armies con-
tinue to plant mines to deny road access and to defend positions. Thousands of Cam-
bodian civilians were maimed in 1992 by mines. Although demining has begun, the
problem of mines will plague Cambodians for years to come:

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Prior to 1992, freedom of speech and press were
severely restricted. However, the Paris Accords provide that all persons in Cam-
bodia and all Cambodian refugees and displaced persons shall enjoy the rights and
freedoms embodied in the Universal Declaration of Human Rignts and other rel-

evant international human rights instruments." On January 15, the SNC agreed
that freedom of speech and press should be permitted throughout Cambodia. SNC
members ratified the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights on April
20, marking the first time the SNC exercised its sovereign powers on behalf of Cam-
bodia in acceding to an international instrument.
While impressive strides were made in 1992, the new Cambodian commitment to

freedom of speech occurred against a historical background of repression and fear.

As a result, the exercise of freedom of speech was ofben restricted throu^^ self-cen-

sorship by individuals fearful of consequences which in the recent past could have
been dire. SOC authorities, accustomed to strict control over freedom of speech,
have only slowly given up old repressive reflexes. In many instances when uiifamil-

iar individuals or new groups sought to express themselves freely, the SOC adminis-
tration erected bureaucratic barriers, which then had to be corrected by UNTAC.

In 1991 all print and broadcast media inside Cambodia were owned and operated
by the SOC. In January 1992, the KPNLF began publication of its Weekly Bulletin,

which directly criticized the SOC regime and presented KPNLF points of view. It

immediately became a sensation, although its distribution was limited by its 2,000
copy run. Until mid-1992, the SOC Ministry of National Security secretly reviewed
all publications at the limited number of printers in Phnom Penh. By the end of
the year, this practice seemed to have stopped. The KPNLF weekly bulletin was fol-

lowed by publications of other independent political parties, including FUNCINPEC
and General Sak Sutsakhan's Liberal Democratic Party. In mid-July, two independ-
ent English-language newspapers began publication. At the same time, a human
rights association began issuing its own bulletin, and SOC-controlled publications
such as the Khmer language newspaper Pracheachon began to carry articles ex-

pressing independent poutical views.
While the SOC controlled the only radio station with coverage of most of the coun-

try, radio stations with more limited ranges were operated by the PDK and by the
non-Communists. The SOC operated the only Khmer television station. However, in
mid-1992, UNTAC begem running programs on radio and television providing infor-

mation on the peace process and voting. UNTAC initiated its own broadcasts on a
Phnom Penh-based facility in November featuring interviews with members of var-
ious political parties. The French Government also initiated French language radio
and television broadcasts in the Phnom Penh area.
UNTAC lodged complaints about abuse of freedom of speech, particularly against

the PDK and KPNLF, whose bulletin often contained inflammatory articles inciting

readers to hatred of Vietnamese who remain in Cambodia.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Following the January 15 SNC

decision calling for freedom of speech and assembly, procedures were agreed by
which private political, human rights, and social associations could app^ to the
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SNC to oi^anize and hold laiTrepublic meetmss. Nevertheless, 1992 witnessed dis-

agreement among the SNC, LnNTAC, and the SOC over freedom of association, with
independent groups often awaiting approval from the SOC before venturing to orga-
nize themselves.
An extraordinary success for freedom of association was achieved by the KF*NLF

at its second congress held in Phnom Penh May 21-22. Despite petty intimidation
by SOC security lorces, including photographing of participants, threats {tgainst par-

ticipation in the congress for civil servants, and efibrts to disrupt transport to

Phnom Penh for the meeting, over 5,000 people from all over Cambodia attended
the peaceftil gathering, with security provided by UNTAC civUian police. Despite
this Dreakthrough, SOC provincial ofBcials continued to obstruct establishment of

golitical parties' ofllces and activities, at least until agreements were reached at the
eptember 10 SNC meeting to allow for such establismnent.
c. Freedom of Religion.—^Buddhism, Cambodia's dominant religion, was nearly

wiped out during the years of PDK rule. Buddhist temples were destroyed, monks
forcibly defrocked, and Buddhist rites widely banned. The Moslem population of

Cambodia, the Chams, were singled out for particularly harsh treatment. A large

percentage of the Cham population was killea by the PDK. Christianity, viewed as
a corrupt foreign influence, was thoroughly suppressed. The SOC's United Front or-

ganization has supported the development of the Buddhist monkhood as a means
of m{iss mobilization.

Since the Vietnamese invasion in 1978, religion has slowly revived, particularly

in the past 2 years. A Buddhist renaissance has occurred. The number of monks
has risen from only a few hundred during the 1980's to about 40,000 at the end
of 1992. (It is estimated there were 60,00<) monks in Cambodia during the early

1970'8.) Pagoda schools cany out religious indoctrination. There are signs the Bud-
dhist monUiood is emerging as a center of political independence. For example,
monks are increasingly advocating human rights. Although the 1989 SOC Constitu-

tion identifies Buddhism as the state religion, there is currently a high degree of
religious tolerance in non-PDK controlled Cambodia. The Chams have a powerful
supporter in Deputy Chairman of the SOC National Assembly Mat Ly. Christianity

was ruled "legal" in a statement by SOC party chief Chea Sim in April 1990, and
there has been no systematic hindrance to Christian church services since mid-1991.
Since late 1991, overseas Khmer Christian ministers have returned to Cambodia.
Importation of Bibles was generally restricted until early 1992. However, since

June, Bibles have been imported freely.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, and Repatriation.—
In general Cambodians are free to travel through the areas controlled by the SOC.
Nevertheless, in at least one notable case, KPNLF Secretary General leng Mouly
was stopped by armed SOC ofiicials while traveling outside Phnom Penh. There is

no systematic control on movement within the zones controlled by the non-Com-
munists. However, mines and bandits make travel in some areas perilous. Move-
ment from the non-Communist zones to SOC-controUed zones is progressively open-
ing up, especifdly since reconstruction of Route 69 between Sisophon and Thmar
Puok. Regarding the PDK-controlled areas, credible reports indicate that movement
even to neighboring villages requires permission from village and military authori-

ties as to the place and duration of travel, with checkpoints established between set-

tlements.
Until September 1992, the SOC authorities imposed strict controls on passports

for foreign travel. Corruption made passports unaflbrdable for most Cambomans.
The Mimstry of National Security would sometimes withhold exit visas for political

reasons. Moreover, Cambodians who overstayed exit visas outside Cambodia could

be subject to questioning.
UNTAC is tnoroughly liberalizing the passport and visa systems of Cambodia. As

of September, the SOC, under UNTAC pressure, eliminated the requirement for exit

visas. In addition, UNTAC is developing a UNTAC/SNC stamp which can be affixed

to travel documents produced by any of the factions and which will make aU such
documents equally valid for travel inside and outside Cambodia. Finally, UNTAC
is working to eliminate corruption in passport issuance at the SOC Ministry of For-

eign AiTairs, a step which should help eliminate the financial barrier to obtaining

travel documents.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-

ment
Cambodians have not enjoyed this right in two decades and still did not in 1992.

The Paris Accords represent an international effort to assist in restoring this right

to the Cambodians. Tne Accords call for the United Nations to conduct free and fair

elections in a neutral political environment for a constituent assembly which is to
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approve a constitution, transform itself into a legislative assembly, and thereafter

create a new government.
In April or May 1993, Cambodians are to choose 120 members of a constituent

assembly. The election is to be held throu^out Cambodia on a provincial basis with
proportional representation drawn from Usts put forward by parties. According to

the electoral law adopted by the SNC, UNTAC is to register all eligible voters. Polit-

ical parties need to obtain at least 6,000 signatures of registered voters to be listed

on the ballot. It remains to be seen if sufficient cooperation from all parties will be
forthcoming to permit this plan to be implemented.
Throughout 1992, Cambodian sovereignty was vested in the SNC, a 12-man body

which includes representatives of all four factions, with Prince Norodom Sihanouk
as its president. By the accords, the SNC delegates to UNTAC "aU powers necessary

to ensure implementation of the agreement. This means that "all administrative

agencies, bodies, and ofiices acting in the field of foreign affairs, national defense,

finance, public security, and information will be placed under the direct control of

UNTAC, which will exercise it as necessary to ensure strict neutrality." UNTAC has
tiie authority to issue binding directives on the existing administrations, install

U.N. personnel, and remove Cambodian ofiicials when they are found to be obstruct-

ing the implementation of the Accords.

About one tenth of Cambodia's population lives in zones controlled by the admin-
istration of the PDK. Nominally headed by President Khieu Samphan, the PDK is

directed by a small group, including Pol Pot, leng Sary, Nuon Chea, Ta Mok, and
Son Sen. While the rigidity of PDK control varies in different areas, Cambodians
living under PDK control have no ability to take part in their own government.
While the SOC and the non-Communists have cooperated with UNTAC in the im-
plementation of the accords, the PDK did not cooperate ftilly and, in particular, re-

fused to permit UNTAC access to its territory to carry out UNTAC's administrative

functions.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigations ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

In 1992 indigenous human rights organizations were established, the first in dec-

ades. On Januaiy 16, former SOC political prisoners Thun Saray and Khay Matoury
announced formation of the Association for Human Rights in Cambodia (known by
its French acronjnm "ADHOC"). Independent Cambodians launched three more
human rights oi^ganizations over the course of 1992. All of the groups were highly

successful in gaining membership and began conducting human rights training sem-
inars and accepting and investigating human ri^^ts complaints from Cambodians.
While the formation of these associations was a significant step forward, there

were signs of opposition from the SOC administration. Thun Saray and Khay
Matoury reported that they were subject to surveillance and were threatened be-

cause of their activities. Efforts to establish provincial offices of human rights orga-

nizations have been hampered by intimidation by SOC authorities. In one case, a
human rights monitor was detained for 2 days by provincifd authorities and freed

only when UNTAC intervened. On December 10, about 100 SOC soldiers forcibly en-

tered the ADHOC offices in Svay Rieng, where the group was celebrating Human
Rights Day. ADHOC members were intimidated by the soldiers, and some ADHOC
materials were confiscated. The effectiveness of indigenous human rights oiiganiza-

tions was limited by fiinding problems and their early stage of development.
ADHOC, the Cambodian League for the Promotion of Human Rights, and other

human rights nongovernmental org£mizations (NGO's) find they must dedicate much
of their time to training their own members in what human ri^ts are and how
human rights monitoring should be conducted.

UNTAC's human rights, civil police, and civil administration branches were able

to establish resident ofiices in all of Cambodia's 21 provinces and gain access to

SOC administrative bodies.

Until December 1991, no international human rights organization had been per-

mitted to cany out investigations within SOC-controUed areas. However, an Am-
nesty International team visited SOC-controlled areas from December 8 to Decem-
ber 28, 1991, and an Asia watch team visited in April and May, 1992. The ICRC
has worked freely in SOC and non-Communist Cambodian zones throughout 1992.

Unfortunately, this new openness did not apply to PDKcontroUed zones. The PDK
permitted only very limited visits to its areas by journalists and certain U.N. organi-

zations, notably the UNHCR. Foreign diplomats had strictly controlled access to

PDK zones in connection with visits by Prince Sihanouk.
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Section 5. Discrimination Baaed on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The SNC ratified key human ri^ts instruments in 1992. Moreover, the 1989 SOC
Constitution contains provisions to protect the ri^^ts of minority groups and women.
However, with no effective means of implementing the provisions oT these instru-

ments, the most vuhien^le elements of Cambodian society are often victims of dis-

crimination.
Vietnamese and Chinese have long been the laigest ethnic minorities in Cam-

bodia. Vietnamese were subject to bloody pogroms in the early 1970's and under the

PDK. Ethnic Chinese have genersdiy lieen more tolerated, althou^ ^^> ^^°°' '^'

ceived particularly severe treatment under the PDK, in part because of their rel-

ative prosperity. Popular sentiment against Vietnamese is strong throu^out Cam-
bodia. The Paris Accords call for the verified withdrawal of all Toreign forces. The
PDK has often interpreted this to mean that all Vietnamese inhabitants, perhaps
several hundred tbuDUsand people, must depart. The PDK and the KFNLJi' in par-

ticular ai^ed that if these provisions were not enforced, Cambodia would be ab-

sorbed into an expanding Vietnam.
On July 21, a brutal massacre of two Vietnamese families, including women and

children, was carried out in the village of Tuk Meas in Kampot Province. Two subse-

quent incidents—both linked to tiie PDK—^resulted in a total of 19 more people
killed, apparently just because of their Vietnamese origins. A UNTAC investigation

produced circumstantial evidence that PDK units were responsible. Given strong

public animositv toward Vietnamese and the political interests some groups may
perceive in exploiting these hatreds, there is considerable threat of more extensive

violence against Vietnamese. UNTAC efibrts to curb the rhetoric of the PDK and
the KPNLP have achieved little success. Anti-Vietnamese sentiment has not stopped
Vietnamese from occupying many of the most lucrative manual and semi-skilled

labor jobs in Fhnom PenhTHowever, in confrontations between Cambodians and Vi-

etnamese, the former firequently have attacked the Vietnamese with little fear of
prosecution or other official sanctions.

The 1989 SOC Constitution and the 1989 SOC Law on the Family and Marriage
contain provisions designed to protect women's ri^ts, including a guarantee of

equali^ oefore the law, provisions against forced marria^, and regulations on di-

vorce. However, there are no effective means of implementing these regulations and,

according to international aid woikers who focus on the condition oT women, vio-

lence against women, including domestic violence and rape, is common. There are,

however, no reliable studies available which could specify tiie extent of this abuse.

There does not appear to be systematic discrimination against women in such high-

{trestige jobs as medicine and the civil service. The Cambodian Women's Association,

brmed as part of Chea Sim's United Front, has become increasingly independent,
in particular at the provincial level. Khemara, an indigenous NGO, was active in

1992 in promoting the interests of women and children.

The hancUcapped constitute a substantial and vulnerable minority. Asia Watch re-

ports that one in 236 Cambodians has lost at least one limb to mines, the highest

percentage of amputees in the world. This group includes both adults and children.

Programs administered by various NGO's have brought about dramatic improve-
ments in treatment and rehabilitation of amputees. However, the SOC Ministry of

Labor and Social Welfare, which is responsible for assistance to the handicapped,
is plagued by corruption. International NGO's report that high officials in the min-
istry regularly extort from the handicapped assistance provided them by the inter-

national community.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of AssodaUan.—The SOC passed a Labor Law in early August. No
such law existed previously. SOC labor officials steted that the law reflects consulta-

tions with the International Labor Organization and international labor law experts

and is similar to labor laws in maiket economy countries. There is a wide gap be-

tween the provisions of the Labor Law, however, and the reality of labor conditions

in Cambodia today, as the new law has yet to be implemented effectively. This is

not surprising given the newness of the law and that Cambodia is passing through
a political and economic transition period in which institutions to implement and
enforce new laws are not being created and in which existing SOC aoministrative

institutions are slowly breaking down due to a lack of leadership and an inadequate
civil service.

The new Labor Law states that workers have the rij^t to form unions of their

own choosing without previous authorization. However, the SOC Minister of Labor
and Social Welfare has not yet promulgated detailed regulations regarding voting

Srocesses, candidate qualifications, and the types of enterprises where these proce-

ures must be followed. No other unions currently exist apart from those in the
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SOC-controlled union federation, and there are no reports that woricers have at-

tempted to form other unions. The law does not require that unions join a single

trade union structure and contains no provisions regarding whether a union may
participate in political activity.

The Labor Law does not guarantee the right to strike. It requires that the SOC
mediate disputes between employers and workers. Nevertheless, some workers take
action when their interests are threatened. For example, in 1992 workers in some
state-owned enterprises protested and prevented corrupt oflicials from selling state

assets to private investors which would have caused them to lose their jobs.

The law permits unions to join federations, but does not address whether they
may be affiliated with international bodies. TTie Kampuchean Federation of Trade
Unions is a member of the Conununist-dominated World Federation of Trade
Unions.

b. Tfie Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Collective bai^aining is pro-

tected under the Labor Law, though any agreement reached between workers and
employers must be approved by the SOC. However, collective bargaining does not

currently exist in practice. Civil servant wages are set by the SOC authorities. Wage
rates in other sectors are largely set by the market. Nevertheless, after complaints
from workers in some previously state-owned factories that their salaries were being
reduced, SOC officials intervened and required that priv&te sector factory owners
pay wages of $35 per month in the case of factories that are operating and $20 in

the case of factories that have ceased operations. The Labor Law prohibits antiunion

discrimination by employers against union members and organizers, and there are

mechanisms for resolving discrimination complaints.

No export processing zones exist.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The new Labor Law prohibits

forced or compulsory labor. Adequate labor inspection to enforce the law does not

exist. The Labor Law contains penal sanctions for offenders. There are no reports

that domestic or foreign woikers are being forced to remain in situations amounting
to coerced labor. Prisons in SOC-controlled areas have been inspected by UNTAC
and international human rights groups, and there are no reports of prison labor.

There are widespread reports that the PDK compels people under its control to

serve as porters for military and other supplies.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The new SOC Labor Law states

that the minimum age for emplojrment is 16, except for persons under age 16 work-
ing in an enterprise in which aU workers are members of a family and under the

supervision of a father, mother, or guardian. Although penalties exist for violators

of these provisions, the legislation is not effectively enforced by inspectors. Out of

economic necessity, persons under the age of 16 years engage in a variety of jobs.

These include street trading, construction, and small-scale manufacturing.
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The new Labor Law does not provide for a na-

tionwide minimum wage. However, it does require that every laborer must receive

a minimum wage that assures a decent living standard. The wage can vary accord-

ing to regions, and the Minister of Labor and Social Welfare is to set wages after

discussions with a consultative committee on labor made up of labor, employer, and
SOC representatives. The Minister of Labor and Social Welfare has not yet set any
minimum wage rates, and this legislation is not effectively enforced. Currently, mar-
ket-determined wage rates at lower levels are not suflicient to provide a decent liv-

ing for a worker and family.

The new Labor Law provides for a standard legal work week of 48 hours and a
24-hour rest period. The law allows for hours in excess of the standard in the case

of urgent, unusual work. In such cases, the law requires overtime pa3rment at a rate

set by the Minister of Labor and Social Welfare. These standards are not effectively

enforced. Workers commonly work more than 48 hours per week and 8 hours per
day. The new law states that the woikplace should have health and safety stand-

ards necessary to ensure the workers' weU-being. The Minister of Labor and Social

Welfare is to set specific standards, but has not yet done so. The law requires SOC
labor inspectors to take action to ensure that standards are met, and if the employer
does not comply, to shut down operations. However, these standards are not effec-

tively enforced. Penalties are specified in the law, but there are no provisions to pro-

tect workers who complain about unsafe or unhealthfiil conditions. Conditions in

factories and small-scale industries are generally poor. Ventilation and lighting are

inadequate, sanitation facilities are poor, and noise levels are significantly above

international standards.
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CHINA

The People's Republic of China (FRC) is a one-party state adhering to Marxist-
Leninist principles, in which the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), backed by the
military and security forces, monopolizes decisionmaking authority. A closed mner
circle of a few senior leaders holds ultimate power. Some of these party leaders hold

Sositions within the Politburo, the Central Military Commission, and other orgems.

•thers hold no formal positions of authority but still wield decisive influence by vir-

tue of their seniority in the Communist movement.
The party maintains control throu^ its ubiquitous apparatus and traditional so-

cietal pressure as well as through a nationwide security netwoik which includes the
People s Liberation Army; the Ministry of State Security; the Ministry of Public Se-

curity; the People's Armed Police; and the state judicial, procuratorial, and penal
systems. The security forces have been responsible for human rights abuses, includ-

ing torture and arbitrary arrest and detention.

More than a decade of impressive economic growth and the spread of market
forces have resulted in reducing the Government's control over the economy and
many aspects of the everyday liie of Chinese citizens. China's annual per capita in-

come, estimated at $320, remains among the world's lowest, but wide disparities

exist, with the living standards in some coastal areas approaching those in more de-

veloped countries. The call of Deng Xiaoping, de facto leader of China, for higher
growth and greater reliance on market economics gained wide support in 1992, de-

spite some concern over potential overheating of tne economy lea(ung to resurgent

inflation.

The Government's human rights practices have remained repressive, falling far

short of internationally accepted norms. Around the time of the third anniversary
of the June 1989 Beijing demonstrations, about 30 activists were detained in

Beijing, with more dissidents reportedly held in other areas. The summer trials of

former party central committee member Bao Tong and others allegedly linked to the

1989 prodemocracy demonstrations were characterized by predetermined verdicts,

eflective denial of access to legal counsel, and no access to the trials by independent
observers. Boston-based student activist Shen Tong was detained for almost 8 weeks
after he attempted to exercise his right to free speech and association during a visit

to China. Shen was released after he agreed to depart immediately for the United
States. But at least one Chinese citizen detained in connection with Shen's activi-

ties, Qi Dafeng, remained in custody at year's end. Meanwhile, hundreds, perhaps
thousands, of prisoners of conscience remained imprisoned or detained. The repres-

sion of believers who refused to afllliate with government-sponsored religious orga-

nizations continued; human rights abuses persisted in Tibet and some other areas

heavily populated by ethnic minorities; and cases of torture and mistreatment of

those accused of crimes were documented.
On the more positive side, dissidents in Beijing estimated that by mid-1992 some

70 to 80 percent of those detained in that city for involvement in the 1989 democ-
racy demonstrations had been released. China's limited dialog with its foreign crit-

ics, while generally characterized by rigid PRC defense of the existing system, con-

tinued to expose greater numbers of Chinese to a larger range of views on human
rights practices. Modest progress was made in resolving a lew individual human
rights cases. A number oi prominent dissidents have been allowed to leave China;
otner exit visa cases have been blocked despite a government commitment to allow

dissidents to leave. The Governments of the United States and China concluded a
memorandum of understanding on preventing trade in prison labor products in Au-
gust. In the cultural sphere, there were indications that the rigid ideological controls

reimposed after June 1989 were beginning to ease.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no confirmed deaths as

a result of political or extrajudicial killing. However, some reports suggested that

elderly Catholic bi^op Fan Xueyan may have been beaten prior to his death in ofli-

cial custody in Hebei Province in April.

b. Disappearance.—Although there were no reported cases of disappearance in

1992, the Government has never provided a comprehensive public accounting of the

fate of those detained during and after the suppression of the 1989 demonstrations.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Torture and degrading treatment of detained and imprisoned persons persisted.

Both ofiicial Chmese sources and human rights groups reported many instances of

torture. Persons detained pending trial were particularly at risk, reflecting the em-
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phasis on obtaining confessiona as a basis for convictions. A June article in the offi-

cial Yunnan Legal News indicated that Chinese police sometimes made suspects
kneel on broken glass, jolted them with electric current, or bound them tightly for

long periods. Former detainees have credibly reported the use of cattle prods, elec-

trodes, prolonged periods of solitaiy confinement and incommunicado detention,
beatings, shacKles, and other forms of abuse against detained women and men.
Former prisoners and detainees have stated that ordinary workers and unemployed
youths were more likely to suffer torture and mistreatment than well-known pris-

oners. Refugees have freqpiently and credibly reported on torture and mistreatment
in Tibet's penal institutions.

In April the Procuratorate called for tougher penalties in cases of torture, and offi-

cials, including Politburo member Qiao Shi and the Shan^ai Public Security Bu-
reau director, took a more open and realistic line on abuses, acknowledging publicly

that torture oy Chinese police was a serious problem. In September China submit-
ted a supplementaiy report on torture in belated compliance with its reporting obli-

gations under the U.N. Convention Against Torture.
Procurator General Liu Fuzhi reported in March that 407 alleged cases of torture

were investigated in 1991, down 13.5 percent from 1990. These figures cannot be
confirmed. Ine number of incidents of torture and ill-treatment by government offi-

cials is almost certainly far greater than the number recorded.

Punishment of abusers has rarely been reported, but severe punishments have
been imposed in at least a few cases.

According to the Government's White Paper on "Criminal Reform in China," 24
wardens and guards were sentenced to imprisonment in 1990 and 1991 for admin-
istering corporal punishment to detainees.
Conmtions in all types of Chinese penal institutions are harsh and frequently de-

grading, and nutritional and health conditions in China's "reform through labor
camps are grim. There were credible reports that six dissidents held at a Liaoning
labor camp, including Liu Gang and Zhang Ming, were denied family visits, beaten,
and kept m punishment cells lor having attempted hunger strikes. Medical care for

prisoners has been another problem area, despite official assurances in the White
Paper that prisoners have tne right to maintain good health and receive prompt
medical treatment if they become ill. In 1992 political prisoners who had difficulties

in obtaining timely and adeouate medical care incluaed Wang Juntao, Xu Wenli,
Ren Wanding and Li Guiren. These reports come from credible unofficial sources but
cannot be officially authenticated because the Government has refused to allow im-
partial observers to visit the prisoners. In a few cases, prisoners have been allowed
out on parole for medical treatment.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—China's Criminal Procedure Law pro-

scribes arbitrary arrest or detention; limits the time a person may be held in cus-

tody without being charged; and provides for notifying the detainee's family and
work unit of the detention within 48 hours. These provisions are subject to several

important exceptions and are frequently ignored in practice or circumvented by var-

ious informal mechanisms. Public security authorities often detain people for long

Eeriods of time under these mechanisms not covered by the Criminal Procedure
aw. These include unpublished regulations on "taking in for shelter and investiga-

tions" and "supervised residence" as well as other methods not requiring procura-
torial approval. These administrative forms of detention were purportedly abolished

by a 1980 State Council document but are still used. In numerous cases, the precise

legal status or location of detainees is unclear.
Political dissidents are often detained or chai^ged for having committed "crimes of

counterrevolution," under Articles 90 through 104 of the Criminal Law.
Counterrevolutionary offenses range from treason and espionage to spreading
counterrevolutionaiy propaganda. These articles have also been used to punish per-

sons who organized demonstrations, disrupted traffic, disclosed official information

to foreigners, or formed associations outside state control. Detention and trial of dis-

sidents on other charges is possible. In January Shanghai democracy advocate Pan
Weiming was sentenced to 4 years' imprisonment on chaives of "hooliganism."

Beijing daily editor Qi Ian was given a 4-year jaU term in April for allegedly leaking

state secrets to a Taiwan newspaper; credible sources report Qi was later released

from prison on medical parole. Security officials detained Wang Wanxing, who tried

to stage an unauthorized one-man demonstration to mark the third anniversary of

the June 1989 prodemocraty demonstrations. He later smuggled a letter to the
Western press stating that because of his act of protest he had been comnutted to

a mental institution. People participating in unauthorized religious organizations

may be charged with criminal offenses such as receiving funds from abroad without

authorization or changing such funds on the black market.
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Those detained for oommitting "crimes of counterrevohition" are in theory treated
the same as those detained for other crimes, and their cases are supposed to be han-
dled in accordance with the Criminal Procedure Law. In practice, the law's provi-

sions requiring family notification and limiting length of detention are often ignored
in "counterrevolutionary" and other political cases. Bao Tong, chief aide to former
CCP General Secretary Zhao Ziyang and a former member of the party's Central
Committee, was detained for about 2V^ years before being formally arrested in early
1992.
A well-documented estimate of the total number of those subjected to new or con-

tinued arbitrary arrest or detention is not possible due to the Government's tight

control of information. Many reported detentions of dissidents in 1992 were linked

to the June 4 anniversaiy. Around that time, about 30 activists were reported to

have been detained in and around Be^in^. Some of the detained individuals, like

labor activists Han Dongfang, Zhou Guoqiang, Zhang Jinli, and Song Jie, are re-

ported to have been released after a few oays, but the status of others is unknown.
There were detailed but unconfirmed reports from Hong Kong in August that about
20 dissidents in northwest China had been detained at around the same time. Bos-
ton-based student activist Shen Tong, who had returned to China, and two other
Chinese citizens, Qi Dafeng and Qian Liyun, were detained on September 1, hours
before Shen was schedulea to hold a press conference announcing the formation of

a Beijing branch of a prodemocracy organization. After nearly 8 weeks in detention,

Shen was released after agreeing to depart immediately for the United States. Qian
was subsequently released, but Qi remained in custody at year's end. There was
scant information about other individuals in Hunan and Tia^jin who may also have
been detained in connection with the case.

The Government still has not satisfactorily accounted for the thousands of persons
throughout the country who were arrested or held in "detention during investiga-

tion" or "administrative detention" status for activities related to the 1989
prodemocracy demonstrations. Many of these persons were not formally arrested or

chained with any crime. A human rights organization published information in 1992
specifying that in Hunan alone at least 594 participants in the 1989 demonstrations
had been arrested or detained by the end of 1990.

In March Procurator General Liu Fuzhi told reporters that more than 90 percent

of suspects accused of crimes associated with the 1989 demonstrations had been
brought to trial. liu did not explain the status of the remaining suspects. Most per-

sons neld in connection with the events of 1989, however, were no longer under de-

tention by 1992.
According to dissidents in Bering, by mid-1992 some 70 to 80 percent of the per-

sons detained in that city in connection with the 1989 demonstrations had been re-

lettsed, in many cases after serving full sentences. Others were released after

lengthy detention without trial. Chaives against labor activist Han Dongfang, who
was released in 1991 on medical parole, were dropped, and he was subsequently al-

lowed to leave the countiy. Two Hong Kong men arrested in 1989 for aiding dis-

sidents Chen Ziming and Wang Juntao were given early releases on "medical pa-

role" in May and allowed to return to Hong Kong, according to reports from south
China. Intellectual Bao Zunxin was released in November on probation after serving

more than 3 years of a 5-year sentence following reports of ill health in prison.

e. Denial of Fair Public TVio/.—Officials insist that China's judiciaiy is independ-
ent but acknowledge that it is subject to the CCPs policy guidance. In actuality,

party and government leaders predetermine verdicts and sentences in some sen-

sitive cases. According to the Constitution, the court system is equal in authority

to the State Council and the Central Military Commission, the two most important
government institutions. All three organs are nominally under the supervision of the

National People's Congress. The Supreme People's Court stands at the apex of the

court system, followed in descending order by the higher, intermediate, and basic

p^iple's courts.

lliere was a renewed focus on legal reform in 1992, though it is still difficult to

project its ultimate effect. The court system remains deeply flawed. Due process

rights are provided for in the Constitution but most often ignored in practice. Both
before and after trial, prisoners are subject to severe pressure to confess their "er-

rors." Defendants who fail to "show the ri^ht attitude" by confessing their crimes
are typically sentenced more harshly. Despite official media and other reports that

indicate coerced confessions have led to erroneous convictions, a coerced confession

does not in itself prevent conviction. According to judicial officials, however, confes-

sions without corroborating evidence are an insufficient basis for conviction.

Accused persons are given virtuaUy no opportunity to prepare a defense in the

pretrial process, during which the question of guilt or innocence is essentially de-

cided adnunistratively. Defense lawyers may bie retained only 7 days before the
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trial. In some cases even this brief period has been shortened under regulations is-

sued in 1983 to accelerate the a4Judication of certain serious criminal cases. Persons
appearing before a court are not presumed innocent; despite oflicial denials, trials

are essentially sentencing hearings. Conviction rates average over 99 percent. There
is an appeal process and, according to the White Paper on criminal reform, Chinese
courts heard more than 40,000 appeals in 1990 and 1991. Initial decisions, however,
are rarely overturned.
Some officials have acknowledged that trials in China are conducted too raoidly.

Thev blame a shortage of lawyers, of whom there are an estimated 50,000 in China.
Under Chinese law uiere is no requirement that the court appoint a defense attor-

ney for the defendant unless the defendant is deaf, dumb, or a minor. Knowledge-
able observers report that defense attorneys appear in only a small number of crimi-

nal trials. When attorneys do appear, they have little time to prepare a defense and
rarely contest guilt; their function is generally ooniined to requesting clemency. De-
fense lawyers, like other Chinese, generally depend on an official work unit for em-
ployment, housing, and many other aspects of their lives. They are therefore often

reluctant to be viewed as overzealous in defending individuals accused of political

offenses. The Criminal Procedure Law requires that all trials be held in public, ex-

cept those involving state secrets, juveniles, or "personal secrets." Details of cases

involving "counterrevolutionary" chaises, however, have frequently been kept secret,

even from defendants' relatives, under this provision. The, 1988 Law on State Se-
crets affords a ready basis for denying a pubUc trial in cases involving "counter-

revolution." There were several closed trials of political cases in 1992, including

those of Bao Tong and Fu Shenqi. Even when trials are nominally open, in many
cases the only members of the public allowed to attend are officiaUy selected "rep-

resentatives of the people." Numerous requests by independent foreign observers to

attend the trials oi Bao Tong and others were turned aside. The Government as-

serted that foreign observers were not permitted to attend trials unless the alleged

crime directly involved a foreigner or a Chinese related to a foreigner.

In the context of China's ongoing anticrime campaign, the CCP leadership has or-

dered public security, procuratorate, and court ofllcials to speed the process of inves-

tigation, trial, and sentencing, raising additional concerns about due process. Lack
of due process is particularly troublesome when defendants receive the death sen-

tence. Chinese omcials refuse to provide comprehensive statistics on death sen-

tences or executions, but hundreds of executions are confirmed annually. The actual

numbers may be much higher. All death sentences are nominaUy reviewed by a
higher court. In a large number of cases, reviews are very rapid, often completed
within a few days after sentencing, and result in a perfunctory confirmation of sen-

tence. In addition to the formal judicial system, government authorities can assign

persons accused of "minor'' public order and "counterrevolutionary" offenses to "re-

education through labor'' camps in an extrajudicial process. This allows security au-

thorities to deal with political and other offenders without reference to even the

nominal procedures ana protections the formal criminal process offers. "Reeducation
through mbor" sentences were used to circumvent the formal criminal process in the

cases of some 1979 Democracy Wall activists, and appear to have been used in the

same way to deal with some persons involved in the spring 1989 demonstrations.

In 1990 Chinese ofiicials stated that 869,934 Chinese citizens had been assigned
to these camps since 1980, with about 80,000 assigned each year and 160,000 under-
going S^eeducation through labor" at that time. Justice Ministry officials reiterated

the 160,000 figure in 1991. Other estimates of the number of inmates are consider-

ably higher. Tne Government says that terms of detention run from a normal mini-

mum 01 1 year to a maximum of'^3, althou^ the "labor reeducation" committee may
extend an inmate's sentence for a maximum of 1 year if his "reform attitude" is not

good.
The number of persons in Chinese penal institutions considered political prisoners

by international standards is impossible to estimate accurately. While government
omcials deny that the China has any "political" prisoners, they have stated in the

White Paper on criminal reform that there are 680 prisons and "reform through

labor^ institutions, holding 1.1 million inmates. According to the Government, 0.5

percent of these were convicted of "counterrevolutionaiy crimes," for a total of

roughly 5,500 "counterrevolutionaiy" convicts. Chinese officials gave an Australian

human rights delegation in November a somewhat lower figure of 4,000 persons

serving sentences lor "counterrevolutionary" crimes. These figures include a sub-

stantial number convicted of crimes such as espionage that are intemationaUy rec-

ognized criminal offenses. On the other hand, the figures exclude detainees in labor

reeducation camps and an undetermined number sentenced for criminal offenses

due solely to their political and religious activities.
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Estimates by some foreien researchers of the number of political and other pris-

oners are much hi^er. Many prominent activists, inchiding Chen Ziming, Wang
Juntao, Wang Dan, and Wei tJingsheng, remained imprisoned in 1992. Triau of per-
sons linked by the Government to the 1989 demonstrations continued in 1992. In
the most closely watched trial, Bao Tong was sentenced on July 21 to 7 years in

f>rison. His appeal was rejected on August 6. Because he had already been detained
or 3 years beiore his trial, he will beoime eligible for release after 4 years, in May
1996. Bao was convicted for all^edly leaking state secrets and engaging in incite-

ment for "counterrevohitionaiy purposes. Gao Shan, Bao's alleged accomplice, was
given a 4-year sentence in August. Later that month, economist Wu Jiaxiang, an-
other Bao Tong associate, was given a 3-year sentence and released because of time
served. Hie Government asserted that the trials had been fair and had resulted in

lenient sentences, but they were actually characterized by predetermined verdicts,

effective denial of defense, and exclusion of independent observers. While some 1989
cases were still being tried in 1992. other democracy movement activists were com-
pleting their sentences. Li Minqi, Peng Rong, ChenFugong, and Xiao Yuan, among
others, finished their sentences and were released. In August the Government tola

an American human ri^ts monitor that Zhu Jianbin, a 37-year-old dissident who
had been imprisoned for 11 years because of his involvement in the Democracy
Spring Movement of the late 1970*8, had been released. Even after release, however,
such persons have a criminal record, and their status in society, ability to be em-
ployeo, freedom to travel, and numerous other aspects of their lives are oft^n se-

verely restricted. This is also true in the case of persons who were never prosecuted
or sentenced but whom the Government still considered guilty of counterrevolution.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The au-
thorities extensively monitor and regulate personal and family life, particularly in

China's cities. Most persons in urban areas still depend on their government-linked
work unit for housing, permission to many or have a child, approval to apply for

a passport, and other aspects of ordinary lue. The work unit, along with the neigh-
borhood watch committee, is charged with monitoring activities and attitudes. How-
ever, changes in the economic structure, including the growing diversity of employ-
ment opportunities and the increasing market orientation of many woik units, are

beginning to undermine the effectiveness of this system. Search warrants are re-

quired by law before security forces can search premises, but this provision is oft/en

ignored. In addition, both the public security bureau and procuracy apparently can
issue search warrants on their own authority.
The 1982 Constitution states that 'Yreedom and privacy of correspondence of citi-

zens * * * are protected by law," but according to a Western expert on Chinese law,
such legislation does not exist. In practice, some telephone conversations are re-

corded, and mail is frequently opened and censored. The Government has continued
its efibrt to control citizens' access to outside sources of information, selectively jam-
ming Chinese language broadcasts of the Voice of America (VOA) and British Broad-
casting Corporation. Despite Uie effort made to jam VOA, the effectiveness of the
jamming varies considersibly by region, with audible signals reaching most parts of

China.
The compounds in which foreign diplomats, journalists, and business people live

are under close physical surveillance, nave conspicuously placed television cameras
in elevators, and are presumed to be universally electronically monitored. Chinese
wishing to visit foreigners are deterred by this pervasive system of monitoring.

Since the 1989 crackdown, the Government nas intensified its efforts to restrict con-

tact between Chinese citizens and foreigners.

China's population has rou^ly doubled in the past 40 years. As a result of in-

creasing population pressure, in the 1970's and 1980's China adopted a comprehen-
sive and highly intrusive family planning policy. This policy most heavily affects

Han Chinese in urban areas. For urban couples, obtaining permission to have a sec-

ond chUd is very diflicult. Numerous exceptions are allowed for the 70 percent of

Han who live in rural areas. Ethnic minorities are subject to less stringent popu-
lation controls. Enforcement of the family planning policy is inconsistent, varymg
widely from place to place and year to year.

The population control policy relies on education, propaganda, and economic in-

centives, as well as more coercive measures, including psychological pressure and
economic penalties. Rewards for couples who adhere to the policy include monthly
stipends and preferential medical, food, and educational benefits. Disciplinary meas-
ures against those who violate the policy include stiff fines (up to the equivalent of

$4,000 in some parts of China), withholding of social services, demotion, and other

administrative punishments, including, in some instances, loss of employment. Un-
paid fines have sometimes resulted in confiscation or destruction of personal prop-

erty. Because penalties for excess births can be levied against local oflicials ana the
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mothers' woric units, many individuals are affected, providing multiple sources of
pressure. Physical compulsion to submit to abortion or sterilization is not authorized
but has contmued to occur as oflicials strive to meet population targets. Chinese of-

ficials acknowledge privately that there are still instances of forced abortions and
sterilizations in remote, rural areas, althou^ the number of such cases is well
below levels of the early 1980'8. While recognizing that abuses occur, ofiicials main-
tain that tiie Government does not condone forced abortion or sterilization and that
abuses by local ofiicials are punished. They admit, however, that punishment is rare
and have not documented any cases where punishment has occurred.
Data from the relativelv comprehensive 1990 census shows that tiie average num-

ber of children per family (2.3) and the population growth rate (1.6 percent) re-

mained significantly hi^er than comprehensive national enforcement ofofiicial pol-

icy would produce. Ofiidal reports in 1991 that China's population was already 1.15
billion forced the Government to abandon the decade-old tar^t of a poinuation
below 1.2 billion in the year 2000. In April 1992, noting that China was at tne peak
of a baby boom. State Familv Planning Commission Minister Peng Peiyun referred
to a revised target of 1.294 billion but warned that the country could not afford to

relax its family planning policies.

At least, five provincial governments have implemented regulations with eugenics
provisions, beginning with Gansu in 1988. These regulations seek to prevent people
with severe mental handicaps from having children. National family planning ofii-

cials say they oppose such legislation, but the Government has taken no action to

override these local laws.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech and self-expression remain
severely restricted^ although there has been a slight easing of these limits. Toler-

ance of some criticism of government policies and ofiicials, wnich had been curtailed

afl«r June 1989, began to reemerge in 1992. Citizens are still not permitted to criti-

cize publicly senior leaders or to express opinions that contradict basic Communist
Party doctrine whidi provides for a Socialist state under the party's exclusive con-
trol. The Government interprets these principles as circumscribing the various indi-

vidual ri^ts guaranteed in the Chinese Constitution. People who violate these
guidelines are punished.
While television and radio broadcasting and the press remain under party and

government control and are used to propagate the currently {acceptable ideological

line, some more adventurous programs, like the popular "Stories From the Editorial
Room," began to appear on Uhinese television in 1992. Several of director Zhang
Yimou's critically acclaimed films, which had previously been distributed abroad but
not in China, were finally permitted to be shown in Chinese theaters or broadcast
on Chinese television. In August Politburo member li Ruihuan called for cultural

reforms to accompany the country's economic liberalization drive and argued for a
relaxation of censorship and political control over artistic works.
After June 1989, the Government had banned works by authors considered politi-

cally unacceptable, but in 1992 journalist Dai Qing, one of the banned writers, had
her novella iSnowball" published in a literary anthology. In May the People's Uni-
versity Press printed "Trends of History," an anthology of articles by liberal intellec-

tuals. The book was quickly banned by hardline authorities, but 30,000 copies were
distributed nevertheless.
The Government continued to suspect foreign journalists' activities. Some were

beaten and briefiy detained after they tried to cover an attempted one-man dem-
onstration at Tiananmen Square in June to mark the anniversaiy of the 1989 pro-

tests. Foreign ioumalists have reported searches of their ofiices by public security

ofiicials andotner episodes of surveillance and harassment.
TTie Government nas continued to impose tight controls on colleges, universities,

and research institutes. The entering freshman classes at Bering University and
Shanghai's Fudan University were again sent to military camps for a year of train-

ing and ideological indoctrination. The State Education Commission has either

censored or prohibited numerous textbooks and scholarly works. Mandatory politicfil

study sessions continued on campus and in the workplace, althou^ an August com-
mentary in the official Economic Daily criticized woricplace political study sessions

as a waste of time.
The heavy ideological control of academic institutions and media censorship have

forced Chinese journalists and scholars to exercise caution. According to reports in

the Western press, Ding Zilin, a professor at People's University, was stripped in

1992 of her Communist Party membership and banned from advising graduate stu-

dents because she had protested her son's killing during the 1989 crackdown at

Tiananmen Square in interviews with foreign reporters. Many scholars, including

I
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some of China's most prominent, have been deterred horn, exercising firee speech and
have declined opportunities to publish or present papers on subjects which thev fear

could be construed as sensitive. On some less sensitive but still controversial sub-

jects, sudi as economic policy and the lliree Gorges Dam Project, the Government
nas tolerated more vigorous public debate.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Asaemhly and Asaodation.—While the Constitution pro-

vides for ficedom of peaceful assembly and association, these ri^ts are severely re-

stricted in practice. "Rie Constitution provides, for exanc^le, that such activities may
not infringe 'Sipon the interests of the Stated and in practice protests against the

political system or its leaders are proscribed.

Applications for demonstrations in 1992 by dissident labor leader Han Dongfang,

Zhang Fengying (the spouse of politiceJ prisoner Ren Wanding), and Hou Xiaotian

(the spouse of political prisoner Wang Juntao) were disapproved. The Government
maintains that some demonstrations have been authorizeo, but independent observ-

ers have not been able to confirm any demonstrations which involved expression of

dissident political views.
The CCjP organizes and controls professional and other mass associations for the

most part. AU organizations are required by 1990 regulations to be officially reg-

istered and approved. Ostensibly aimed at secret societies and criminal gangs, the

regulations also deter the formation of unauthorized political or labor oi^nizations.

They have also been used to didband groups, such as unregistered house churches,

deemed potentially subversive. Security forces maintain a dose watch on groups

formed outside the party establishment. The Government often monitors and re-

stricts contact between foreigners and Chinese citizens, particularly dissidents.

c. Freedom of ReligUm.—HepTeaBmn of religion in Cmna ti^tened in earlv 1991

with the Communist Party Central Committee's publication of Document Number
6, which urged imposing titter control over religious practice. The situation be-

came more complex in 1992, with the Government placing renewed emphasis on re-

form that woula offer the government-sanctioned religious leaders an opportunity to

speak out against eJ>uses by leftist^ ofBcials. Religious freedom in Chma neverthe-

less remained subject to restrictions of varying severity. While the Constitution af-

firms toleration of religious beliefs, the Government restricts religious practice out-

side officially recognized and govemment-oontrolled religious oivanizations. Reli-

gious proselytizing is ofifidallv restricted to government-registered and sanctioned

places of worship. Unauthorized proselytizing is proscribed and sometimes pun-
ished, although some discreet proselytizing and distributing of religious texts out-

side ofiidal cnannels is tolerated. Local authorities have confiscated private prop-

erty under the guise of seardiing for illegal relinous materials.

The management and control of religion is uie responsibility of religious affairs

bureaus across China, staffed primarity by party members. OfiadaUy sanctioned re-

ligious organizations are permitted to maintain international contacts as long as

these do not entail foreign control, but prose^rtizing by foreign groups is forbidden.

While some Catliolic seminarians have been allowed to study at seminaries abroad,

others have been refused permission to leave China for study at foreign seminaries.

The Government, after forcefully suppressing all religious observances during the

1966-76 cultural revolution, began in the late 1970'i to restore or replace con-

fiscated churches, temples, mosques, and monasteries. The ofiicial religious organi-

zations administer more than a dozen Catholic and Protestant seminaries, nine in-

stitutes to train imams and Islamic scholars, and institutes to train Buddhist

monks. Students who attend these institutes must demonstrate "political reliabil-

ity," and all graduates must pass an examination on their theological and political

knowledge to qualify for the clei^. The Government supervises the publication of

religious material for distribution to ensure religious and political conformity.

Buddhists are by far the largest body of religious believers in China. The Govern-

ment estimates that there are 100 million Chinese Buddhists, most of whom belong

to the dominant Han ethnic group. Other Buddhists belong to the Tibetan, Mongo-
lian, and other ethnic groups. Han Buddhist leaders generally cooperate with the

Government and there have oeen few reports of difficulties.

In Tibet, however, where Buddhism and Tibetan nationalism are closely inter-

twined, relations between Buddhists and secular authorities have been tense. The
(iovemment tightly controls Tibetan Buddhism and does not tolerate religious mani-

festations that advocate Tibetan independence. The Government condemns the

Dalai Lama's political activities and his leadership of a "government in exile," but

recognizes him as a major religious figure and has not clamped down on the open

veneration of the Dalai Lama by Tibetans. Large amounts of" money are being de-

voted by the Government to reconstruction of the main sacred sites, including the

Potala Palace. The practice of reli^on in Tibet is hampered, however, by the hmits

the Government imposes on religious education and by the small size of the reli-
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giou8 community compared to traditional norms. Monks at some Tibetan mon-
asteries knovm for their opposition to Chinese rule face severe travel restrictions.

In areas with large Muslim populations, particulariy Xinjiang, Qin^ai, and
Ningzia, there continues to be concern reganUn^ the sharp restrictions on the build-

ing of moscjues and the religious education oi youths under 18 mandated by the

1988 reliflion law. Following uie 1990 unrest in Xinjiang, the authorities issued reg-

ulations lurther restricting religious activities and teaching. China permits Muslim
citizens to make the haij to Mecca, but limited state financing effectively constrains

the number of h^jjis. Nongovernment sources indicate that about 1,500 Chinese
make the hajj annuaUy.
Daoism, widely practiced in South China, is officially respected as an important

part of traditional Chinese culture, but some of its practices conflicting with govern-

ment strictures against superstition and waste of^ arable land have been sharply
criticized in the press. Traditional folk religion appears to be flourishing in some
areas (parts of nural Sichuan, for example) despite official opposition to "feudal su-

perstition."

Only those Christian churches affiliated with either the Catholic Patriotic Asso-

ciation or the (Protestant) Tliree-Self Patriotic Movement, which the Government
established in the 1950's to eliminate perceived foreign domination of Christian

groups, may operate openly. Church meinbership is growing rapidly. In addition, ac-

tive unofficial religious movements pose an alternative to the state-regulated

churches and temples. The unofficial, Vatican-affiliated, Catholic Church claims a
membership far larger than the 3.6 million registered with the official Catholic

Church, thou^ actuid figures are unknown. It has its own bishops and priests and
conducts its own services. In addition to the 4.5 million persons who are officially

counted as following Protestantism, a laige number of Protestants worship privately

in "house churdbe^that are independent of government control. There is a dynamic
house diurch movement in many cities and, like their unofficial Catholic counter-

parts, house churches often attract more followers than the official Three-Self Patri-

otic movement churches.
The Government generally tolerates the existence of unofficial Catholic and

Protestant cfaurdies as long as they remain small and discreet. In some parts of

South and East China, official and underground churohes seem to coexist and even
cooperate. In other parts of South and East China and in Inner Mongolia, Hebei,

ana Henan provinces, there continued to be credible reports in 1992 of efforts by
authorities to rein in activities of the unapproved Catholic and Protestant move-
ments, including raiding and closing a number of unregistered churches.

Authorities in areas including northeast China monitor religious believers, restrict

the movements of clergy, and control enrollment in seminaries. This repression has
reflected offickd concern over the Government's inability to control the rapid growth
of membership in Christian groups.
Some eldeiiy Catholic priests Bke Hebei Bishop liu Guandong, Tiaigin Bishop li

Side, ^ejiang Vicar Wang Yijun, and Henan Vicar Jin Dechen were given condi-

tional releases in 1992. Some reports suggested that elderly Catholic bishop Fan
Xueyan may have been beaten prior to his death in official custody in Hebei prov-

ince in Apnl. Another Hebei Bishop, Li Zhenrong, also died in April, shortly after

his release from detention. Many bishops, priests, and 1^ people remained in deten-

tion or "reeducation.' Gansu Bishop Casimir Wang Milu and Hebei priest Pei
Ronggui were still imprisoned. Despite official assurances to the contrary, Shanghai
Biahop Fan ThnngliHng remained under the Public Security Bureau's restriction of

"out on bail pending tnal," which prohibits him from 8a)dng Mass in public, meeting
with foreigners, or leaving Shanghai. Prctestants faced the same sort of pressure

as Catholics. Members ofttie Guangzhou house church of Pastor Samuel Lamb (Lin

Xiangao) faced intermittent harassment by local authorities, though the church re-

mained open. Althou^ some Protestant leaders and believers remained in detention

or reeducation for their religious activities, others like Song Yude and Ding Hai of

Henan, Sun Ludian of Guangdong, and Xie Moshan of Shanghai were said to have
been released. In May credfl)le unofficial sources reported that liu Huanwen, a

Christian who carried a cross at the 1989 Tiananmen demonstrations, had been re-

leased.
d. Freedom ofMovement Within the Country. Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—TTie Government uses an identification card system to control and re-

strict resideiKX patterns within the country. This system's effectiveness has eroded

during the economic reform of the last decade. The need for a supplemental work
force in major cities has led to general, albeit varied, official tolerance for a lar^e

itinerant population which is not in compliance with formal requirements to obtam
permission to change residence.
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A May 1983 State Council notice on the resettlement of ex-convicts stipulates that
in principle they ^ould be repatriated to their former residences or to where their

immediate relatives live. However, some former inmates have been denied permis-
sion, under the "staying at prison employment" systein, to return to their nomes,
according to human rights organizations. For those assigned to camps far from their

residences, this constitutes a form of internal exile. Wnile the Ministry of Justice

claims that only 200 to 300 former prisoners are currently held under this system,
outside observers place the number much higher.

While routinely permitting foreign travel or emigration by almost all Chinese who
wish to do so, the Government has placed obstacles in the way of foreign travel by
a few citizens on political or other grounds. Well-known dissidents like Hou
Xiaotian, Yu Haocheng, and Li Honglin have been unable to obtain permission to

travel abroad. Activist Xiong Yan was only able to leave the country by traveling

without oHicied authorization. Other prominent figures like labor leader Han
Dongfang, writers Wang Ruowang and Bai Hua, sdentist Wen Yuankai, journalists
Wang Ruoshui, Zhang Weiguo, and Zhu Xingqing, and scholar Liu Qing were even-

tually able to obtain the passports and exit permits needed to leave the country. Li
some instances, exit permission was granted only after the United States, other gov-
ernments, or international human rights organizations repeatedly raised particular

cases with the Government. Regulations issued in 1990 recpire those college and
university graduates who received free postsecondaiy education to repay the cost of

their education to the State by working for 5 vears or more before being eligible for

passports to go abroad to study. For those who have overseas Chinese relatives or
have not yet graduated, the regulations provide a sliding scale of tuition reimburse-
ment exemptmg them from the work requirement. Implementation of these regula-

tions has varied from place to place, and most students are still managing to obtain
{>assports. Persons subject to the regulations on study abroad appear to have had
ittle trouble obtaining passports to visit relatives overseas. Political attitudes, how-
ever, are still a major criterion in selecting people for government-sponsored study
abroad.
The Government has made a concerted effort to attract back to China persons

who have studied overseas. To reassure them, the official Xinhua News Agency re-

{>orted that, effective July 1, Chinese citizens who returned from overseas would no
onger be required to go through re-exit formalities, which had involved Public Secu-
rity Bureau clearances. In August the Government made public a State Council cir-

cular welcoming students to return to China. The official China Daily invoked Deng
Xiaoping as the authority for these measures, stating that during his southern
China tour early in 1992, Deng had pointed out that people who are studying over-

seas may return "regardless of their past political views. The article cautioned that
before returning home, people who have joiaed foreign organizations hostile to

China should quit them and refrain from activities that violate Chinese law. Procu-
rator General Liu Fuzhi warned in March, however, that people wanted by the pub-
lic security authorities were not covered by the oflicial assurances extended to other
overseas scholars.

Some activists managed to reenter China in 1992, while others were prevented
from returning. JoumaUst Dai Qing, who had been allowed to leave China in late

1991 to do researdi at Harvard, was able to travel back to Beijing in the summer
of 1992, after some initial difficulties, and then leave again for the United States.

Others, including dissident writer Xu Gang, also returned, apparently without inci-

dent. Boston-based student activist Shen Tong was released from almost 8 weeks
of detention onlv after agreeing to depart China for the United States immediately.
Some individuals, like Luo Haixing in Hong Kong and Harvard University student
Gong Xiaoxia, were refiised permission to reenter China, according to credible re-

ports. A handful of prominent dissidents overseas continued to have difficulty in ex-

tending or renewing passports.
The uovemment accepts the repatriation of citizens who have entered other coun-

tries or territories illegally, in most cases apparently without punishing theno, al-

though Lin Guizhen, a Chinese woman deported from Japan while seeking political

asylum, was assigned to 6 or 12 months (accounts vary) of "reeducation" for leaving

China without authorization.
Although the Government denies having tightened its policy on accepting Viet-

namese refiigees, in recent years very few such refugees nave actually been reset-

tled in China. According to Chinese ofiicial figures, from 1989 to 1991 China grant-

ed admission and provided resettlement to about 130 Vietnamese refugees who
came to China to reunite with their families, and gave temporary refuge to 35 Viet-

namese who subsequently settled in third countries. There were credible reports

that larger numbers of Vietnamese have remained in China without official harass-

ment. Unina has cooperated witii Hong Kong to reduce the flow of Vietnamese refii-
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gees into the ookmy. Although China has signed the Comprehensive Plan of Action
negotiated at tbe Intemational Conference on Indochinese Refugees in 1989, it is

unclear ^^ether China considers itself a "participating state."

Credible reports suggest that China has generally repatriated persons of other na-
tionidities seeking refugee status. The Government stated in April it had granted
temporary refuge to an unspecified number of Burmese refugees, and denied press
reports that Chinese border troops had attacked such refugees. No independent con-
firmation is possible. In July Chma expelled to Pakistan about 160 Afghan refugees,
apparently without informing the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR) and despite the fact that the UNHCR had accepted the Afghans as "per-

sons of concern* and was in the process of deciding whether they qualified as refu-

gees under the UJ^. Convention on Refugees.

Section 3. Reelect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Citizens lai^ the means legally to change their government, nor can they freely

choose or diange the laws and oflicials that govern them. China is ruled by the
Communist Partv, the paramount source of political authority. Within the party, a
closed inner circle of a few senior leaders reserves the right to set ultimate policy

directions. Some hold key positions within the standing committee of the Politburo,

the Centi^ Military Commission, or other organs. Otners, nominally retired, con-
tinue to exercise great political influence. Deng Xiaoping, now 88, forcefully

reasserted his de facto preeminence within the Chinese political leadership in 1992.
According to Hie 1982 Constitution, the National People's Congress (NPC) is the

hi^est organ of state power. It nominally selects the President and Vice President,

decides on the choice of the Premier, and elects the Chairman of the Central Mili-

tary Commission. The election and agenda of the NPC remains under tight control

by the Commnnist Party. However, in March and April the NPC conducted rel-

atively open debate and voting on the controversial issue of the Three Gorges Dam
Project

Section 4. GooemmenttU Attitude Regarding Intemational and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are no independent Chinese organizations that publicly monitor or com-
ment on human ri^ts conditions in China. The Grovemment has made it clear it

will not tolerate the existence of such groups. After being detained in Shanghai in
the spring of 1991 for publishing a human rights newsletter, Fu Shenqi was oon-

victea in 1992 of "counterrevolutionary" crimes; two others detained in the same in-

cident were released without trial. However, three intellectuals, Guo Luoji, Yu
Haocheng, and Wang Ruoshui, joined the board of an intemational human r^hts
organization in 1992. Representatives from some intemational human rights groups,

but not others, managed to get permission to visit China, but even in these cases
access to information remained very limited.

Despite the Government's adherence to the United Nations Charter, whidi man-
dates respect for and promotion of human rights, Chinese officials do not accept the
principle that humtm ri^ts are universal. Tney argue that each nation has its own
concept of human ri^ts, grounded in its political, economic, and social system and
its historical, religious, and cultural background. Officials no longer dismiss all dis-

cussion of human li^ts as interference in the country's internal affairs but remain
reluctant to accept criticism of China's human ri^ts situation by other nations or
intemational organizations. They reject reports by Amnesty Intemational, Asia
Watch, and other intemational human rights monitoring groups on torture and
other human rights violations. The Chinese Foreign Ministiy characterized as unac-
ceptable the Department of State's 1991 report on human rights practices in China.
Chinese officials have stepped up their criticism of human rights problems in other
countries while arguing, paradoxically, that foreigners have no right to criticize

human ri^ts abuses in China.
The St^ Council information office published White Papers in 1992 on China's

criminal justice system and on Tibet. While the reports stridently defended Chinese
practices in both areas and glossed over fundamental problems, some critics saw
them as offering a modest opening for further debate on these subjects. After pub-
lishing the White Paper on the justice system. Justice Minister Cai Cheng stated

that China was willing to promote contact and cooperation with foreign countries

in criminal reform, but how far China is prepared to go in this area remains to be
seen.
Chinese officials continued efforts begun in 1991 to promote academic study and

discussion of concepts of human rights. Research institutes in Shanghai and Bering
oi^anized synqiosia on human rights and established human ri^ts research cen-
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tere. A 4-meniber delegation from the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences visited

the United Kingdom^ France, and Sweden in February and March to study human
rights practices in uiese countries. Such activities appear to have originated^ in a

desire to improve China's image abroad and strengthen the Government's ability to

respond to criticism of its humtm rights record. Chinese authorities continued tneir

liimted dialog with foreign governments on human ri^ts issues in talks with a

number of visiting delegations from the United States, the United Kingdom, Aus-

tralia, and other countries and also during visits abroad by Chinese leaders. What-
ever the motivation, this process of study and dialogue has exposed more Chinese
to international standards and concepts of human ri^ts.

At the same time, Chinese authorities have refused requests by foreign human
rights delegations to meet with political prisoners and certain former political de-

tamees ana ^ssidents and have turned aside calls by the United States and other

S)vemments and by human rights groups for International Conmiittee of the Red
ross access to prisoners. Three Canadian legislators were expelled from China in

January, apparently for having planned to make a symbolic gesture against human
rights abuses. In a similar inadent in April, a British parliamentarian and several

European labor leaders were required to leave the country. An Australian human
rights group led by Senator Schacht was refiised permission to visit Tibet.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

While laws exist to protect minorities and women, in practice discrimination

based on ethnicity, sex, and religion has persisted. Areas in which discrimination

exists include housing, jobs, and education. Minorities benefit from a policy of "privi-

leged treatment" in marriage, familv planning, university admission, and employ-

ment, as well as disproportionate infrastructure investment in some minority areas.

In practice, however, discrimination based on ethnic origin persists, and the concept

of a largely homogeneous Chinese people pervades the general thinking of the Han
ethnic majority.

The 55 designated ethnic minorities constitute just over 8 percent of China's total

population. Most minority groups reside in areas they have traditionally inhabited,

with standards of living often well below the national average. Government develop-

ment policies have helped raise minority living standards but have at the same time

disrupted traditional Uving patterns. In August the Dalai Lama asserted that the

Government's plan to develop Tibet's economy would lead to a massive influx into

Tibet of Han Chinese. TTiis process already affects the ethnic mixture in Lhasa, as

tens of thousands of Han entrepreneurs move in.

In some instances, the Government has tried to adopt policies responsive to mi-

nority sensitivities but in doing so has encountered the ^enuna of how to respect

minority cultures without damaging minority interests. In Tibet and Xii^jiang, for

example, there are two-track school systems using standard Qiinese and minority

languages. Students can choose which system to attend. One side effect of this pol-

icy to protect and maintain minority cultures has been reinforcement of a seg-

regated^ society. Under this separate education system, those graduating from mi-

nority schools are at a disadvantage in competing for jobs in government and busi-

ness, which require good spoken Chinese. These graduates must take remedial lan-

guage instruction before attending universities and colleges.

The CCPs avowed policy of boosting minority representation in the Government
and the CCP has led to some increase in the numoer of members of minorities in

leadership slots. This has failed, however, to alter the reality that ethnic minorities

are effectively shut out of all but a few positions of real political and decisionmaking

power. Some minorities resent Han ofiicials holding key positions in minority auton-

omous regions. Ethnic minorities in Tibet, Xinjiang, and elsewhere have dem-
onstrated against Han Chinese authority. Central authorities have made it clear

that they wDl not tolerate opposition to Beijing's rule in minority regions. Although

martial law in Lhasa was Hfted in 1990, Tibetans like Yulo Dawa Tsering, Ngawang
Pulchung, and Jempel Tsering remained imprisoned in 1992. According to numan
rights organizations, demonstrations were held in Lhasa in March, with four monks
and three nuns beaten and detained by public security forces. Another group of Ti-

betans was said to have been arrested in June. Smaller scale protests are reported

to occur frequently in the Tibetan capital. While repression continued, there was at

the same time a resumption of dialog on Tibet. In the summer, the Dalai Lama's

brother Gyalo Thondup visited Beijing, in the highest level contact between a rep-

resentative of the Dalai Lama and the Government since 1989. China's White Paper

on Tibet excoriated the "Dalai Lama's clique" for its advocacy of "separatist" prac-

tices but left the door slightlv ajar for further contacts.

Ethnic tension in inner Mongolia and Xii\jiang persisted at a low level. Three

Inner Mongolian independence activists were given sentences ranging from 2 to 8
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years on charges of engaging in "splittist proi>aganda,'' according to press reports

from Hong Kong. Following a bomb explosion in Urumqi in February, the head of

the Xinjiang regional government accused separatists ol stepping up sabotage and
subversion and said the army, police, and miutia were being mobilized against this

threat.
The 1982 Constitution states that "women in the People's Republic of China ei\joy

equal rights with men in all spheres of life," and promises, among other things,

equal pay for equal work. In fact, most women employed in industry work in lower
skilled and lower paid jobs. Women hold relatively few positions of signiiicant influ-

ence within the party or government structure. Persistent problems have remained
with regard to tne status of women, who have often been the unintended victims

of reforms designed to streamline enterprises and give woikers greater job mobility.

Many employers prefer to hire men to avoid the expense of maternity leave and
child care. lieports by women of discrimination, sexual harassment, unfair dismis-

sal, demotion, and wage cuts have continued. In March the NPC enacted legislation

on the protection of the rights and interests of women designed to assist in curbing
these types of sex-related discrimination.

While the gap in the education levels of men and women is narrowing, men con-

tinue to constitute the majority of the educated, particularly the highly educated,
and government-funded scholarships for overseas study go disproportionately to

men.
The Government strongly condemns and is working hard to curb the abduction

and selling of women for wives, abuse of female children, violence against women,
and female infanticide. It has severely punished a number of people accused of such
crimes. Many discriminatory practices are rooted in traditional rural attitudes

which highly value boys as prospective earners and as future caretakers for elderly

parents. A number of provinces have sought to reduce the perceived hi^er economic
value of boys in providing old age support by establishing or improving pensions and
retirement homes.
Female infanticide has persisted in impoverished rural areas. Insistence that local

units meet population goals contributes to the persistence of this traditional prac-

tice, generally carried out by parents who hope to have more sons without incurring
oflicial punishment. The Government strongly condemns infanticide and has pros-

ecuted offenders but has been unable to eradicate the practice.

There is evidence of discrimination in China on the basis of religion. Party offi-

cials state that party membership and religious belief are incompatible. This places

a serious limitation on religious believers, since party membership is required for

almost all high positions in government and commerce. While there are some reli-

gious believers in the CCP, especially in minority autonomous regions, few hold sub-
stantial leadership positions. Officials responsible for religious auiairs work are gen-

erally not believers in religion.

Anothergroup against whom the Government discriminates is political prisoners'

families. Zhang Fengying, wife of imprisoned activist Ren Wanding, was evicted,

along with her sick teenage daughter, from her apartment in April. Ren's work unit

owns the apartment. The work unit apparently wanted to reassign the housing to

another worker. This is but one example of the kind of discrimination the families

of political prisoners sometimes encounter in obtaining jobs or permission to travel

abroad, andin obtaining or keeping housing.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—China's 1982 Constitution provides for "freedom of

association, but the guarantee is heavily diluted by references to the interest of the
State and the leadership of the CCP. Though union officials recognize that workers'

interests may not always coincide with those of the party, the union law passed at

the National People's Congress in March states that the union is a CCP organ and
its primary purpose is to mobilize workers for national development. The country's

sole officiaJlyrecognized woikers' organization, the All-China Federation of Trade
Unions (ACFTU), ostensibly independent, is in fact CCP controlled. There are no
overtly operating independent trade unions in China. WhUe union membership is

voluntary for individual employees, enterprises are generally required to have a
union. Most state sector and urban workers are members of ACFTU chapters. Un-
employed workers are not considered union members. Workers in companies with

foreign investors are guaranteed the right to form unions (which then must affiliate

with the ACFTU). Some managers of such companies report significant union activ-

ity and have had to bargain with these unions over wages and benefits. Union offi-

cials state that only 20 percent of joint and wholly foreign-owned ventures have
unions, but add that the proportion is much higher in larger firms and in companies

with investments by North American and European partners. These officials, who
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attribute the lack of unions in other companies with foreign investors to the new-
ness of the firms, claim to be actively organizing unions in unorganized companies
with foreign investors and report little opposition from the foreign owners.
The ri^t to strike, whidi nad been included in China's 1975 and 1978 constitu-

tions, was not retained in the 1982 Constitution. In 1983, however, the ACFTU
Chairman asserted that, if a trade union and its labor protciction safety officers de-

termine that a workplace is too dangerous, the union would organize the workers
to leave the hazardous areas. This limited right to protest or stnke was reasserted

in a committee chairman's speech before the National People's Congress in March
explaining the 1992 Trade Union Law; the law, itself, enables the union to "suggest
that the staff and workers withdraw from the sites of danger^ and to participate

in accident investigations. In general, the union law passed in 1992 assigned umons
the role of mediators or go-betweens with management in cases of work stoppages
or slowdowns. While Mimstry of Labor Officials aeny that any strikes have recently

taken place. Western and Chinese press and business people report labor unrest and
even factory wide strikes occurrea on an increased scale durmg the summer and
spring. TTiis has been particularly well-documented in Tiaryin and Northeast China,
\wiere workers struck or engaged in violent acts when state enterprises began to

fire excess workers. In response to worker unhappiness, the Government modified
its labor reform efforts reducing administrative pressures to fire workers at the
same time as rapid economic growth reduced the economic pressure. The result was
a diminution in tension between workers and management by the end of the year.

Since late 1991 the Western press has reported increasing underground union ac-

tivity throughout China, including one worfeers' movement mat models itself on the
Poland's Solidarity. Independent labor leader Han Dongfang, whom the PRC al-

lowed after many delays to travel abroad, told the press in Hong Kong in September
that workers in many parts of China are forming small "self-motivated" organiza-
tions focused on worker welfare and factory floor issues. Press reports indicate that
the Government is attempting to stamp out all clandestine union activity and that
independent unions and worker groups feature prominently in lists of illegal organi-

zations. There have been reports of additional union-related detentions in 1992, and
some woiker leaders who attempted to form independent unions in 1989 are still

in detention. ACFTU international activities are subject to CCP policy guidance.

The ACFTU claims to have contact with trade unions in over 120 countries, without
regard to the foreign union's ideological orientation.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The Government does not
permit collective bargaining in most enterprises. Without legal status as a collective

bargaining body, the ACFTU's role has been limited to consultations with manage-
ment over wages and regulations affecting labor and working conditions and efforts

to serve as a conduit for communicating workers' complaints to the management of

enterprises or municipal labor bureaus. The ACFTU has shown itself concerned

about protecting workers' living standards in areas such as unemployment insur-

ance.
Under the labor contract system that now covers approximately 10 percent of Chi-

na's urban worit force, individual workers may negotiate with management over

contract terms. Although the number of woricers involved is stUl proportionally low,

since the practice started under reforms initiated in the late 1980's and was given

new emphasis in 1992, the old permanent emplojrment system is giving way to the

more flexible contract-based system. When enterprises change the terms of employ-
ment from permanent to contract based, however, the employees have no oppor-

tunity to negotiate this basic structural diange individually or collectively, but can
only seek to modify the details of their new contracts. Only the very few workers
with highly technical skills are able to negotiate effectively on salary and fringe ben-

efits issues.

A 1988 law states that trade unions in private enterprises, which currently em-
ploy only about 1 percent of urbtm workers, have the right to represent employees

and to conclude collective bargaining agreements. There have been no rep rts of

unions in private enterprises actually enga^ng in collective bai^aining over wages,

contract, or safety issues. The ACFTU, which has never attempted collective bar-

gaining, has taken the view that it is the sole legitimate Chinese workers' organiza-

tion and is accordingly the appropriate union to organize the workers in private en-

terprises.

Worker congresses, held periodically in most Chinese enterprises, theoretically

have the authority to remove incompetent managers and approve major decisions

affecting the enterprise (notably wage and bonus distribution systems). Worker con-

gresses generally take place only once a year, however, and serve essentially to

rubberstamps agreements worked out between factory managers, party secretaries,

and union representatives.
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A dispute settlement procedure has been in efiect since 1987. The procedure pro-

vides for two levels of aroitration committees and a final resort to the courts. Almost
all cases are resolved at the first or second level. According to Labor Ministry offi-

cials, most arbitration cases are filed by contract workers or their employers, an in-

dication that the new contract system provides a clearer set of ground rules which
both sides can attempt to enforce.

Laws governing woiiting conditions in China's special economic zones are not sig-

nificantly diiferent from those in the rest of the country. Labor Minister Ruan
Chongwu confirmed in 1992 that a previous reflation that limited joint venture
employees' wages to 120 percent of state enterprise employees' wages was no longer
in force. Numerous press reports indicate that some workers in special economic
zones, althoufi^ paid more than those in Chinese state enterprises, put in regular

workdays as bng as 12 hours.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^While China has generally aban-

doned its traditional use of massive corvee labor for constructing infrastructure

projects and public facilities, workers are still sometimes "mobilized" to augment
public security forces and for public works projects. Imprisonment in China usually
entails compulsoiy labor. As me names imply, forced labor is a cornerstone of the
Chinese "reform through labor'' and "reeducation through labor" systems. Almost all

persons the courts sentence to prison or forced labor camps, including political pris-

oners, are required to work, usually for little or no compensation. China also main-
tains a network of "reeducation through labor" camps (see Section I.e.), the inmates
of which generally must work. Reports from human rights organizations and re-

leased prisoners demonstrate that at least some prisoners in pretrial detention are

also required to work.
Chinese penal policy emphasizes "reform first, production second," but compulsory

labor is an integral part of the system both to rehabilitate prisoners and to help
support the faciuties. According to prison authorities, i>risoners in labor reform in-

stitutions work a full 8-hour day and must also engage in both ideological and basic

literacy and skills training. Justice officials have stated that in labor reeducation
facilities there is a much neavier emphasis on education than labor. Most reports

conclude that work conditions in the penal system's export-oriented li^t manufac-
turing factories are similar to those in ordinary factories, but conditions on labor

farms and in coal mines are harsh. "There have been an increasing number of re-

ports that "reform through labor," and possibly "reeducation through labor" facilities

as well, rent prisoners out to ordinary factories to work.
The State Council's 1992 White Paper on criminal reform reported that prison

labor production for 1990 was valued at about $500 million. This figure, which can-

not be confirmed, would not include the output from "reeducation through labor" fa-

cilities.

Various Chinese newspapers have reported that Chinese prison labor is used for

many types of production (examples in parenthesis): infrastructure (roads); heavy
industry (coal; steel); light manufacturing (clothing, shoes; small machine tools); and
agriculture (grain, tea, sugar cane). Press reports, the 1990 Chinese Law Yearbook,

and IJ.S. Customs Service investigations demonstrate that some of these goods are

exported.
The U.S. Customs Service has issued orders barring a number of products report-

edly made by prisoners from entering the United States and has detained several

shipments of such goods. In 1991 the CJhinese Government published a reiteration

of its regulations barring the export of prison-made goods. (Jn August 7, 1992, the

U.S. and Chinese Governments signed a memorandum of understanding on trade

in prison labor products, which allows for both sides to exchange information and
evidence related to suspected exports of prison labor products from China to the

United States and enables U.S. officials to visit suspect lacUities.

d. Minimum Ase for Employment of Children.—^Regulations promulgated in 1987
prohibit the employment of school age minors who have not completed the compul-

sory 9 years of education. Statistics on school attendance demonstrate that approxi-

mately 20 percent of school age children in cities and villages do not attend school

and therefore are likely to be working. The number may well be higher in poorer

and isolated areas, where child labor in agriculture is believed to be widespread. Of-

ficials note that state enterprises are generally overstaffed and therefore have no
reason to hire children. Some independent observers believe there is some employ-

ment of adolescents below the age of 16 in private enterprises in south China but

agtree with Chinese officials that China's urban child labor problem is relatively

minor.
In 1991 the State Council issued regulations designed to curb child labor prob-

lems. They impose severe fines, withdrawal of business licenses, or ^ail for employ-

ers who hire diild laborers under 16 years of age. Labor officials m South China
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have described an active eflbrt to curb child labor throu^ periodic inspection and
fines. Thus far these oflicials have been reluctant to use the more stringent punish-

ments at their disposal.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—China does not have a labor code. A draft is

reportedly circulating, but it remains unclear if or when it will be published or made
law.
There is no minimum wage in China, but administrative regulations reportedly

fix the minimum "living wage" in at least some large cities at around $10 monthly.
Union oflicials report this fijgure applies to those who cannot work because of long-

term unemployment, disabUity, or for other reasons. In Bering all employed workers
earn more than $20 per month. This amount is believed to be lower in areas with

a lower cost of living. These figures do not include additional free or heavily sub-

sidized benefits in kind which employing woik units commonly provide, such as

housing, medical care, and education. Factories or ministries are required to jiay 70
percent of final monthly wages to workers laid ofF because of a factory closing or

reduction in force, but there have been numerous reported violations of this practice.

The legal standard workweek excluding overtime is 48 hours, of which 3 to 12

hours are generally spent in political study or "education" on current social issues.

In recent years many factories have abandoned political study either for regular

work or for an additional half day off each week. Starting in 1991 and 1992, fac-

tories (including joint ventures) have been allowed to have shorter woikweeks if

they choose.
Occupational health and safety are constant themes of posters and campainis.

Every work unit must designate a health and safety officer; the Intemational Labor
Organization has established a training program for these oflicials. These issues

have received increasing attention from senior oflicials including Premier Li Peng
and Vice Premier Zhu Kongji, but pressures for incretised output, lack of financial

resources to maintain equipment, and a traditionally poor understanding of safety

issues by workers have contributed to poor results thus far. State prosecutors dew
annually with thousands of negligence and accident cases involving criminal or civil

liability. In November 1992, the Standing Committee of the National People's Con-
gress passed a law on mining safety. The law, effective in May 1993, will establish

standards and provide for enforcement by fines and imprisonment. Because of the

lack of similar legislation to bring together diverse ana often unpublished regula-

tions in other hetuth and safety areas, compliance with existing regulations is often

haphazard.

TAIWAN

In 1992 Taiwan continued its transition from party-state authoritarian rule by the

Nationalist Party (KMT) toward a more pluralistic system. The more open political

environment was exemplified by the 1991 year-end retirement of 'old guara* main-

land-elected representatives and subsequent election of a new National Assembly
and Legislative Yuan in 1991 and 1992 respectively, creating institutions broadly

representative of the island's population.

TTie transition to majority rule has eroded the previously disproportionate role of

Chinese mainlanders who had dominated politics and government since 1949, and
who still hold a majority of ranking party, government, and military positions. The
military's role in politics and civil administration has diminished considerably since

the 1987 lifting of martial law on Taiwan proper. The Taiwan Garrison General

Headquarters (TGGH)—the principal enforcement mechanism for martial law rule

—

was disbanded in 1992, with most of its law enforcement functions handed over to

civilian police agencies. Martial law on the offshore islands of Kinmen and Matsu
was terminated on November 7, 1992.

Taiwan has basically a free market economy, but major sectors—including fi-

nance, transportation, utilities, shipbuilding, steel, petrochemicals, and
telecommunications remain donunated by stateand party-run enterprises. Tai-

wan's economy continued to shift toward the service sector and capitaland tech-

nology-intensive industries. Shortages of unskilled labor resulted in the exodus of

many labor-intensive manufacturers, as well as moves to admit foreign workers on

a limited basis.

Some notable advances in human rights included a major reduction in the number
of overseas dissidents barred from returning to Taiwan, revision of sedition statutes

to allow nonviolent advocacy of such issues as Taiwan independence, a very si^fi-

cant advance in protecting freedom of speech, and the release of persons convicted

on sedition charges. The authorities also armounced the abolition of formerly ubiq-
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uitous "second personnel departments" tasked with monitoring the political and ide-

ological loyalties of civil servants.

Althougn protection of human rights continued to improve, problems remained.
There continued to be credible reports of police abuse oi detainees. Restrictions on
freedoms of speech and association still remained, including impediments on work-
ers' rights of association and to strike. Other abuses included politically motivated
prosecutions and retention of antihoodlum laws—including a secret witness" sys-

tem—which violate commonly accepted standards of due process. Unfair political

practices, including the authorities' monopoly control of broadcast media, and ruling
party ownership of a vast network of KMT-run enterprises, also continued. Finally,

child prostitution, including the sale of aborigine children, and discrimination and
intrafamily violence against women remained significant problems.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no reports of political or
other extrajudicial killing in 1992.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of persons being abducted or secretly

arrested by the authorities.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
There continued to be credible reports of physical abuse of persons in police custody.

Ministry of Justice spokespersons claim all interrogations are recorded and that an
attorney may be present. They add that all allegations of mistreatment are inves-

tigated. Criminal lawyers and legal scholars note that abuses most often occur in

local police stations where interrogations are not recorded and that most persons
do not have attorneys present at the interrogation stage.

During Legislative Yuan hearings, the National Police Administration (NPA) Di-

rector announced that the NPA had begun investigating three plainclothes police-

men accused of beating opposition participants during street protests in April. How-
ever, the prosecutor announced he would not press marges due to lack of^ sufficient

evidence. A physician at National Taiwan University Hospital contradicted NPA
claims that only 16 civilians were "lightly wounded," and said hospital records
showed that 28 persons were admitted for treatment, including three who required
hospitalization.

Authorities say that the June 1991 death of Chen Ching-chi, an inmate in a re-

formatory education camp for "hoodlums," then under the jurisdiction of the eastern
Taiwan garrison command, was caused when he accidentally fell fh)m a building.

They say that a militaiy court is investigating allegations of negligence on the part
of the camp staff. Earlier press accounts reported that an autopsy showed that he
had been beaten severely before he died. Prison authorities, after repeated requests,

allowed incarcerated independence activist George Chang (Chang Tsan-hung) to

enter National Taiwan University Hospital for medical tests and subsequent out-

Eatient visits. Authorities repeatedly denied a motion by Chang's attorneys that he
e allowed to undergo long-term hospitalization. Chang was subsequently released

on bail, however, on October 24 (see Section I.e.).

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Police may legally arrest without a war-
rant anyone they suspect of committing a crime for which the punishment would
be 5 years or more in prison and may call in persons for questioning without a for-

mal summons. The authorities must, within 24 hours after detention, give notice in

writing to the detained person, or a designated relative or friend, stating the reason
for the arrest or questioning. The Code of Criminal Procedure specifies that the au-

thorities may detain an accused person for up to 2 months during the investigation

phase before filing a formal indictment, and for up to 3 months during the trial.

The prosecuting onicer may apply once to the court to extend the investigative de-

tention for 2 months, and twice while in detention during trial. The authorities gen-

erally have followed these procedures in extending periods of detention, although
trials usually take place within 3 months of indictment.
Persons indicted for relatively minor criminal offenses can be released on bail at

the judge's discretion. The right to have a lawyer present during the investigation

phase is generally respected, but defense lawyers complain that persons often are

not advised of their right to have legal representation during police interrogation,

and there is no legal requirement that indigent persons be provided with counsel

during police interrogation.
The Legislative Yuan in July revised the 1985 "Antihoodlum" Law, transferring

enforcement responsibilities from the TGGH to the NPA. The revised law leaves in-

tact tJie secret witness system which allows police to use the testimony of unidenti-

fied informants in prosecuting alleged hoodlums, but now provides that such inform-
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ants shall be liable under the criminal statutes for false witness and slander. The
law is an extreme departure from appropriate standards of due process, because it

does not permit counsel for an accusea hoodlum to cross-examine his accuser. Critics

say bringing testimony of secret witnesses within the purview of the perjury law is

not suflicient to remedy the defect, because the accused lacks the means to prove

the perjury.

While a decision to commit a designated hoodlum to reformatory education can,

in principle, be appealed to the high court, critics say that courts simply
rubberstamp police decisions. The law does not authorize the courts to determine
the length of reformatorv education; police and prison authorities decide. The usual

term is 3 to 6 months for a first offense. Repeat offenders are detained for longer

periods, and detention may be extended up to 3 years, depending on behavior in cus-

tody.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The ri^t of fair public trial is provided by law

and generally respected in practice. Taiwan's legal system does not provide for trial

by juiy. In a typical court case, parties and witnesses are interrogated by a single

judge but not directly by a defense attorney or prosecutor. The judge may decline

to hear witnesses or to consider evidence a party wishes to submit. All iudges are

appointed by, and responsible to, the Judicial Yuan. Informed observers nave char-

acterized the judiciary as not fully independent and as susceptible to political and
personal pressure.
Taiwan independence activist George Chang was convicted in June on charges of

violent sedition, manufacture and use of an explosive to commit an offense, and at-

tempted murder in connection with his alleged role in masterminding a 1976 plot

to manufacture and send letter bombs, including one which seriously wounded then
provincial governor Hsieh Tung-min. Chang received a 5-year prison sentence and
a 4-ye6U' period of deprivation of civil rights. Defense attorneys appealed his sen-

tence, protesting that the prosecution relied on evidence obtained from a prisoner

during a 1977 military tribunal which the witness publiclv recanted during Chang's
trial. Chang is currently free on bail pending retrial on cnarges of attempted homi-
cide and manufacture of bombs. Because the retrial of the case will be based on the

prosecutor's original indictment, Chang may also be charged with sedition.

Although triSs are public, attendance at trials involving juveniles or politically

sensitive issues may require court permission. Defendants nave a ri^t to an attor-

ney; if the defendant is suspected of committing a crime for which the penalty is

3 or more years' imprisonment, or, if the defendant is handicapped or elderly, the

judge may assign an attorney. Criminal law specifically provides the defendant with
protection from self-incrimination. Persons convicted in cases in which the sentence

exceeds 3 years have a right to appeal to a high court and the Supreme Court.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy. Family, Home, or Correspondence.—
Warrantless searches, common before the lifting of martial law, are unusual now.
A warrant, issued by a prosecutor or a judge, must be obtained before a search, ex-

cept when the search is incidental to arrest. The exception is car searches, which
are routinely conducted at roadblocks.

There continued to be credible reports that police and security agencies interfere

with the right to privacy. Opposition leaders allege that their correspondence and
telephone calls are routinely intercepted and that they are subject to surveillance.

In March representatives of the Lung Chuan temple in Taipei county protested to

the NPA after they discovered a police ofTicer installing a monitoring device during

an opposition symposium held at the temple.

Until July 31, the Ministry of Justice Investigation Bureau (MJIB) maintained
"second personnel offices" which monitored civil servants' political and ideological

loyalties. Authorities say these units will be replaced by "political morals depart-

ments" charged with anticorruption duties. Although authorities have promised to

destroy dossiers relating to political loyalties of civil servants and employees of

state-run corporations, some opposition legislators characterize the move to set up
anticorruption units as "old wine in new bottles," and have questioned security

agencies' commitment to destroy all personnel records.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—The May 1992 revision of Taiwan's sedition

statutes are a major advance toward protection of freedom of speech. However, this

achievement followed a tempestuous course in late 1991 and early 1992, including

the arrests and trials on seoition charges of a number of Taiwan independence ac-

tivists. These persons were freed after the mid-year revision of the sedition laws.

'These changes eliminated provisions outlawing "conspiracy" to commit sedition and
limited the purview of the sedition law to cases involving violence or threats. The
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authorities in inid-1992 released all prisoners convicted on sedition charts and
dropped other sedition cases pending before the courts.

Similarly, the Executive Yuan's Political Party Screening Committee (JPSC)
began hearings in late 1991 to determine whether the opposition Democratic Pro-
gressive Party's (DPP) October 1991 espousal of a Taiwan independence plank in
the party platform warranted imposition of penalties, ranging nom a warning to

outright disbandment. Following revision of the Civic Organizations Law in July,
however, the PPSC lost the power to order political parties to disband, and the case
against the DPP was dropped. The right to dissolve political parties now resides in

a constitutional court composed of members of the Judicial Yuan's Council of Grand
Justices. Grounds for such dissolution include objectives or actions that are deemed
to jeopardize the existence of the ROC or the order of free and democratic rule of
law.
A July revision of the National Security Law (NSL) removed prohibitions on "ac-

tions against the Constitution." However, the NSL—and related statutes such as the
Civic (Organizations Law and the Parade and Assembly Law—still retain prohibi-
tions against advocating communism or espousing division of national territory.

Cases of censorship of the print media are rare, but the Publications Law empow-
ers the police to seize or ban printed material that commits or instigates others to

commit sedition, treason, sacrilege, offenses of interference vdth the lawful exercise
of public functions, or oftenses agtiinst public order or morals. In contrast with the
relatively open and highly competitive environment in which the print media now
operate, television and radio remain tightly controlled. The three television stations

are owned and operated by the KMT, the Taiwanprovincial government, and the
military. Television coverage is slanted to the KMT viewpoint and reports of sen-
sitive subjects, sudi as opposition demonstrations, are restricted and slanted. Au-
thorities claim only 12 of 33 radio stations are owned by military and civil authori-
ties, but count among ostensibly "private" stations sucn entities as the KMT-con-
trolled Broadcasting Corporation of China. More than three-fourths of Taiwan's
radio frequencies are hela by government, party, and other noncommercial entities.

No requests to open new ramo and television stations have been approved since

1969, although unregistered cable television networks are pervasive. Former sedi-

tion convicts are banned from working in television or radio stations.

Several ruling party le^slators chaived in November 1992 that the KMT's De-
partment of CJultural Affairs sent guidelines on election coverage to television sta-

tions during election campaigns. The authorities permitted political parties to broad-
cast election advertisements on television during the Legislative Yuan election.

However, broadcast time was apportioned on the basis of number of candidates
nominated by each party, giving the ruling KMT the lion's share of broadcast time.
In addition, the opposition DPP criticized a requirement that all campaign materials
be approved by a censor prior to broadcast. The Central Election Commission cut
22 seconds out of a DPP campaign advertisement after the DPP refused to do so.

Restrictions on academic freedom have diminished in recent years, and the trend
has been to allow greater expression of dissenting political views. Student dem-
onstrations occur and are tolerated, at least on university campuses. Teachers are
sometimes pressured to discoura^ students from taking part in demonstrations and
risk being disciplined and harming their careers if they express unorthodox views
themselves. No tenure system exists to protect teachers who express such views.
However, the overall trend has been to remove political loyalty from professional
consideration. The effect has been to enhance the mdependence of faculty from KMT
political control.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Freedom of assembly is pro-

vided for in the (institution but is restricted in practice. The Civic Organization
Law requires all civic organizations to register, but authorities have refused to ap-

Erove registration of some groups, such as the Taiwan Association for Human
eights, that use the word "Taiwan" in their titles. According to the Parade and As-

sembly Law, as amended in 1992, peaceful demonstrations are permitted if ap-
proved in advance by the authorities and if they do not advocate communism or ad-

vocate Taiwan's separation from C!hina. The new law also reduced from 7 to 6 the

number of days before a demonstration that an application must be filed. Penalties

for violating orders to disperse, however, were increased.

Opposition leaders have frequently been prosecuted and fined for alleged harm to

ftubUc order and interference with public functionaries (usually the police) resulting

rom demonstrations they organizeo, for holding them without a permit, or for vary-

ing from the officially authorized route. Demonstrators are also liable for "insults

or slander'' of public ofQcials. Prosecutors deny that politics plays a part in decisions

to bring charges under the Parade and Assembly Law, but the authorities have not

assertea that those being prosecuted personally advocated or engaged in violence.
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c. Freedom of Religion.—^The constitutional provision for freedom to practice reli-

gion is generally observed in practice. Most Taiwan inhabitants a(Uiere to Confu-
cianism, Taoism, Buddhism, animism, or a combination of these beliefs. OtJier reli-

gions include Christianity and Islam. There is no established or favored religion.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreisn Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^The Legislative Yuan in July revised tne NSLs easing restrictions on
overseas Taiwanese and others, including citizens of the Peoples Republic of China,
entering Taiwan. Under the new law former Taiwan residents still require permis-
sion to enter the island but restrictions on entry of persons "stronglv suspected of
harming national security or social order* were revised to cover only those about
whom there are facts sufucient to create a strong suspicion of engaging in terrorism
or violence. The NSL revision was followed by an Interior Ministry announcement
that the list of excluded overseas dissidents was being reduced from 282 to fewer
than 5. Before the easing of restrictions, however, a number of blacklisted overseas
dissidents apprehended m late 1991 after entering Taiwan surreptitiously were im-
prisoned after conviction for illegal entry. With the exception of Cheng Tzu-tsai, who
received a 1-year sentence for illegal entry in July 1992, they served their sentences
and have been released. Critics say Cheng received a longer sentence compared to
others convicted of similar offenses because of his involvement in a 1970 assassina-
tion attempt on then Vice Premier Chiang Ching-kuo. Dlegal entry charges were
also pending against convicted independence activist George Chang, but no court
hearing has yet taken place.

Except for military and other restricted areas, there is general freedom of internal
travel. An exit permit is required for travel abroad and may be reftised for a number
of reasons, including failure to complete compulsory militaiy service. Entry permits
for overseas-resident Taiwan passport holders may also be refused for a variety of
reasons. Reasons for entry and exit refusals must be given, however, and appeals
may be made to a special board. The authorities claim to recognize the right of^Chi-
nese who hold Taiwan passports, and who normally reside in Taiwan, to return
from abroad. Nonresident Taiwan citizens, however, are usually issued "overseas
Chinese" passports and require entry permits to travel to Taiwan.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Taiwan has made significant progress in moving away from its authoritarian po-
litical system to a more pluralistic one. The KMT, which established itself in Taiwan
after the Japanese surrender in 1945, remains the dominant political party. Reflect-
ing their constitutional claim to be the government of all of China, the authorities
maintain not only a provincial and local government system but also an array of
central-level political bodies generally identical to those found on the mainland be-
fore 1949. In the past, centers of power on Taiwan have been the Presidency, the
Executive Yuan, the military and security apparatus, and the KMT Central Stand-
ing Committee.
Both the President and Vice-President are elected by the National Assembly (NA).

The Premier is appointed by the President with the approval of the Legislative
Yuan (LY), Taiwan s highest legislative organ. The NA nas jurisdiction over con-
stitutional revisions ana meets every 4 years to elect the President and Vice-presi-
dent. The election of a new National Assembly and Legislative Yuan in 1991 and
1992, respectively, has created institutions broadly representative of the island's
population. There had been no general elections to these two bodies since before the
1949 KMT retreat to Taiwan.
On December 19, the Taiwan authorities conducted the first Legislative Yuan

election in which all members were elected solely from the Taiwan electorate. KMT
nominees won 53 percent of the vote; combined with KMT members who ran with-
out party approval or nomination, the ruling party will hold 103 seats in the 161-
seat body. The opposition DPP won 31 percent of the vote, and will field 50 legisla-

tors. The KMTs 103 seats and the DPPs 50 seats include 23 and 13 proportional
representation seats, respectively. Independents and the Chinese Social Democratic
Party won the remaining eight seats. Tne election was conducted in a generaUy free

and fair manner. There were, however, credible reports that individual KMT can-
didates in particular engaged in large-scale vote buying. Moreover, three losing can-
didates have charged vote rigging, and prosecutorial authorities have preliminarily
found election irregularities in one of these disputed races. There were also minor
and isolated instances of election-related violence.

The newly elected NA met for a 60-day session in March and passed a number
of constitutional amendments, including: reduction of the terms of office for subse-

auent presidents, vice presidents, NA, and Control Yuan members from 6 to 4 years;

irect election of the provincial governor, and giving the NA the right to approve
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nominees for the Control Yuan. The opposition DPP caucus, protesting that the rul-

ing party was monopolizing NA proceedings, boycotted the assembly. Reflecting
intra-KMT difTerences between mainstream KMT advocates of direct presidential
elections and conservatives urging retention of a "proxy" system of presiaential elec-

tions, the KMT deferred action on the manner of selecting the next president. Uni-
versal suflrage exists for citizens 20 years of age and over. Voting is voluntary and
by secret ballot. However, vote buying remains rampant, and a study the prestigious
Academia Sinica released estimated that nearlj^ 3 million voters—a quarter oi Tai-
wan's eligible voters—received either cash or gift bribes from candidates during the
1991 National Assembly campaign.

Originally composed overwhelmingly of mainlanders, the KMT's membership of
over 2 milhon is now more than 70 percent Taiwanese. (Native Taiwanese of south-
em Fujian and Hakka origin comprise an estimated 86 percent of Taiwan's popu-
lation, with Chinese mainlanders arriving since 1949 and their offspring comprising
most of the remainder.) The KMT's structure and control mechanisms are based on
Leninist models; however, the party's operations are considerably more flexible. The
beneflts that the KMT enjoys irom ownership of enterprises, access to public funds,
and assistance from administrative and security agencies give it a significant advan-
tage, and the line between government and party interests is often blurred in prac-
tice. For example, the Finance Minister concurrently heads the KMT's Special Party
Branch for Financial Affairs. Similarly, the head of the Vocational Assistance Com-
mission for Retired Servicemen—a ministerial-level position—concurrently heads
the KMT's Special Party Branch for Retired Servicemen, a group which exerts con-
siderable influence at election time. In July an opposition legislator charged that
KMT-run banks offered preferential interest rates to customers to induce them to

contribute to KMT coffers in the year-end Legislative Yuan campaign.
The passage of the Civic Organizations Law in January 1989 legalized the organi-

zation of additional political parties. At present, there are 72 registered parties. The
major opposition party, the DPP, was formed in 1986 in deflance of martial law; it

registered as a political party in April 1989. The DPP claims a membership of
40,000. The other opposition parties are much smaller.
The role of the opposition, however, is greater than its small numbers might indi-

cate. Opposition members are vocal, and sometimes disruptive, in elective bodies
and frequently use interpellation sessions to raise controversial or sensitive issues.
The opposition parties still face several disadvantages, among them the authorities'
virtual monopoly of television and radio (see also Section 2.a.). With the exception
of those whose rights were restored by presidential amnesty, persons convicted of
sedition were often given additional sentences depriving them of civil rights such
as voting and holding public oflice.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Taiwan has two principal human rights organizations: the Chinese Association of
Human Ri^ts (CAHR) and the Taiwan Association for Human Ri^ts (TAHR).
CAHR, stalled mostly by retired oflicials, is regarded as the establishment-oriented
human rights organ. TAHR is aligned with the opposition. Coordination between the
two bodies is limited. The Taiwan authorities permit representatives of most inter-

national human ri^ts organizations to visit Taiwan and meet citizens freely.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Taiwan's only non-Chinese minority group, less than 2 percent of Taiwan's total

population, consists of the aboriginal descendants of Malayo-Polynesians already es-

tablished in Taiwan when the first CJhinese settlers arrived. They face no ofiicial

discrimination but encounter signiflcant cultural and economic barriers. The aver-
age income of Taiwan's aborigines is only 43 percent of the national average. Spe-
cially designated seats in both central and provincial legislatures are reserved for

representatives of these aboriginal people, and the authorities have instituted a
number of social programs to help them assimilate into the dominant Chinese soci-

ety. The aboriginal people complain that they are prevented from owning ancestral
lands in mountain areas under the authorities' control. Furthermore, they are not
allowed to use non-Chinese personal names on legal documents.
Aborigine ridits activists in April held protests during budget hearings for the

Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs Commission. They claimed authorities placed undue
emphasis on Tibetan and Mongolian affairs, despite the fact that only a handful of
Mongolians and Tibetans reside in Taiwan, while only a smaU section of the Interior

Ministry handled affairs of over 340,000 aborigines in Taiwan. During the May NA
session, some aborigine rip^hts activists staged a demonstration and called for ab-
origine NA members to join a boycott to protest a constitutional revision proposal
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which referred to aborigines as 'fountain compatriots.* The ruling KMT reportedly

opposed using the term, "original inhabitants on the grounds that this might en-
courage secessionism.
The sale of aboriginal girls by their parents into prostitution is a serious social

problem. Although aborigines constitute under 2 percent of Taiwan's population,
nearly 20 percent of the cnild prostitute population consists of aborigines, according
to reliable statistics.

The law prohibits sex discrimination, and discriminatory sections of the legal code
relating to divorce, property, and child custody have been eliminated in recent
years. Taiwan's laws now provide for equitable distribution of conjugal property, as
well as greater latitude in assigning custody of children in a divorce. However, the
juvenile welfare law custody provisions apply only to children between 12 and 18
years of age. Women's rights groups have pressed for passage of a comprehensive
children's welfare law to expand coverage to include younger children. Enforcement
of current laws is also a problem. For example, while labor laws provide for mater-
nity leave, employers do not always grant it. Women have also complained of being
forced to quit jobs because of age or childbearing restrictions, and restrictive quotas
reportedly exist within certain ministries. A women's rights movement is active and
growing, "however, and women's rights groups formed an alliance during the Decem-
ber 1992 elections to promote canmdates who support their agenda.
Women active in politics, human rights, ana women's oi^anizations single out

intrafamily violence as a serious problem, especially wife beating. Social welfare

groups and municipal governments have established assistance centers to deal with
Qiis issue, but strong social pressure is sometimes exerted on abused wives to con-

ceal their treatment to avoid "disgracing" their families. Greater mobility, education,

and job opportunities are making women less inclined to tolerate such abuse and
more wilbng to complain of mistreatment. A somewhat similar situation exists with
regard to rape, because victims are socially stigmatized. Under Taiwan law, the au-

thorities may not prosecute for rape; only the victim may file a complaint. Because
rape trials are public, women are relucttmt to prosecute their attackers. However,
feminist and social welfare organizations have assisted rape victims, and victims are

now more willing to come forward and press charges.

The problem of child prostitution continues to receive considerable public atten-

tion in Taiwan. During a parliamentary hearing in June, a private social welfare

group presented statistics showing that Taiwan had at least 72,000 female child

prostitutes. 'Hie 1989 Juvenile Welfare Law enables juvenile welfare bodies, pros-

ecutors, and victims to apply to courts for termination of guardianship of parents

and the appointment of qualiiied guardians in cases where parents have forced their

children into prostitution. In cases where children are en^ged in prostitution of

their own free will and the parents are incapable of provimng safe custody, the

courts may order competent authorities to provide counseling education for not less

than 6 months and not more than 2 years. However, legal loopholes and cultural

barriers remain obstacles to prosecution. For example, in cases where both parents

have sold a child into prostitution, the current law requires the victim to lodge a
complaint before prosecution is undertaken. In many cases, the chUd is reluctant

—

or afraid—^to do so. According to some reports, violence, drug addiction, and other

forms of coercion are used by brothel owners to prevent girls from escaping.

Although the Taiwanese dialect is the mother tongue of most inhabitants of Tai-

wan, dialect television and radio programming is limited. Taiwan currently has tele-

vision broadcasts in Mandarin, 'Taiwanese, and Hakka, as well as radio broadcasts

in Mandarin, Taiwanese, Hakka, and aboriginal dialects. The authorities say that

the percentage of non-Mandarin dialect programming is now determined entirely by
the marketplace. However, the Broadcasting and Television Law still mandates that

"stations snail mainly use Mandarin in domestic broadcasts and shall decrease

gradually the use of dialects. The proportion between Mandarin and dialect broad-

casts shall be determined by the Government Information Office according to actual

requirements."

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Labor's right of association is seriously limited hy
a number of laws and regulations. All labor unions must register with the authori-

ties. Labor unions may <fraw up their own rules and constitutions, but these must
be submitted to the authorities for review. Unions may be dissolved if they do not

meet certification requirements, or if their activities disturb public order. According

to ofTRcial sources, no unions have been dissolved, although certification has been de-

nied if there were competing unions. In the latter cases, the unions were asked to

reconcile their differences and file as a single union. Civil servants, teachers, de-

fense industry workers, and administrators acting on behalf of employers are pro-
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hibited from organizing labor unions. The Labor Union Law requires that union
leaders be elected regularly by their respective membership by secret ballot, and in
recent years woriters have sometimes rejected KMT or management-endorsed union
slates.

Unions may form confederations but no administrative district, including cities,

counties, and provinces, can have competing labor confederations, which ef&tively
means there can only be one Taiwan-wide labor federation. The Qiinese Federation
of Labor is closely associated with the KMT and also is affiliated with the Inter-
national Confederation of Free Trade Unions. Some woricers have establi^ed inde-
pendent unions and federations under other names, sudi as *friendBhip organiza-
tions" and '^rotheiiiood alliances." These groups remain tedmically illegal under
present regulations. Independent trade union activist Tseng Mao-shing was sen-
tenced to 2 months' imprisonment for his involvement in a strike at theFar Eastern
Textile Company in May 1989, for violation of the "Act Governing Agriculture, Min-
ing, Industiy, and Commerce in the Emeigency Period." Tseng was released in May
1992. In addition, labor activist Yen Kun-chan was sentenced to 22 months' impris-
onment for allegedly violating the parade and assembly law and with interference
with ofiicial functions for his part in a protest against uie Shih-chun and An-chang
footwear companies, which refused to provide back pay and severance pay after the
firms were closed. Yen began his sentence in May 1992.

Revisions of the law ^veming labor disputes, effective' June 1988, recognize la-

bor's ridit to strike but impose serious restrictions that make legal strikes veiy dif-

ficult. Both labor and management are forbidden from disrupting the "working
order" when either mediation or arbitration is in progress. Before a strike can be
called, it must be approved bv a maiority vote of the full membership of the union.
The authorities have required ofiicial approval before such a meeting can be called.

Applications for arbitration may be made to the local government. Stiff penalties
may be levied should no-strike/no-retaliation clauses be violated, but employers have
sometimes ignored the law and dismissed or locked out woricers without any legal
action being taken against them. During a July 1992 strike at the Keelung Bus
Company, uie employer locked out workers and closed down all bus routes, even
though the Taipei county government had announced that the dispute had entered
the arbitration stage. The drive for independent labor unions lost momentum in re-

cent years due to tourer tactics on the part of employers and the small scale and
poor organization of most labor unions. Observers also cite prosecution of labor ac-

tivists as a factor inhibiting Taiwan's labor movement.
b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—As of September 1992, some

3 million workers, approximately 34.3 percent of Taiwan's won force, belonged to

3,676 officially registered labor unions. Under the Labor Union Law, employers may
not refuse employment to, dismiss, or otherwise unfairly treat woricers because they
are union members. In practice, however, union leaders have sometimes been dis-

missed without reasonable cause by employers, and authorities have failed to en-
force this section of the law. Labor laws governing union activities apply equally
within export processing zones.

Collective baivaining is provided for under the Collective Agreements Law but is

not mandatory. Only 288 formal collective agreements were in force as of September
1992, down from 295 the previous year. Since such agreements are made only in
laige-scale enterprises, and less than 5 percent of Taiwan's enterprises fall into this

category, the proportion of workers covered is small. Wages are set by market condi-

tions. Legal restrictions on the right to strike and provisions for involuntary medi-
ation or arbitration seriously weaken collective bargaining. Most collective actions

by workers consist of such iUegal actions as work stoppages and mass leave-taking.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Under the Labor Standards Law,
forced or compulsory labor is prohibited. Violation is punishable by a maximum jail

sentence of 5 years. Except for allegations concerning prostitution (see Section 5),

there were no reports of forced labor.

d. Minimum A^e for Employment of Children.—^The Labor Standards Law stipu-

lates that the nunimum age for employment is 15 (i.e., after compulsory education
ends), and interaction between this law and a compulsory education law effectively

keeps child labor at a very low level.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The Taiwan Labor Standards Law was enacted
in 1984 to provide minimum labor standards. According to Taiwan's Labor Ministry,
the Council of Labor Affairs (CLA), it currently covers some 3.5 million of Taiwan s

5.8 million paid woricers. 'The law has ei^oyed only limited success in several areas,

and there is a growing sentiment that it and other labor laws should be strength-

ened and extended to cover additional workers. By law, the workweek is limited to

48 hours (8 hours per day, 6 days per week) with certain provisions for overtime.
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There is general agreement that the legally established minimum wage is less

than tiiat needed to assure a decent standfuxl of living; however, the avera^ manu-
facturing wage is more than double the legal minimum wage. In addition, most
large firms provide their employees with allowances for transportation, meals, hous-
ing, and other benefits which can amount to another 60 to 80 percent of base salary.

While the 1991 Occupational Safety and Health Law enlarges coverage to include
workers in a^culture, fishing, and forestry industries and strengthens penalties for

safetv violations, it still provides onl^ minimum standards for working conditions
and health and safety precautions. Rising labor consciousness and continuing labor
shortages have resulted in improvements m working conditions.

The CLA does not effectively enforce many workplace laws and regulations, pri-

marily because it employs too few inspectors. As oi June 1992, there were 267 in-

spectors for approximately 300,000 enterprises covered by the Occupational Safely
and Health Law. Because the new law expanded coverage to include more enter-
prises, the inspection rate has declined. Because most enterprises are small, family-
owned operations employing relatives who wiU not report violations, actual adher-
ence to the hours, wage, and safety sections of various labor laws is hard to docu-
ment but is thought to be minimal. Taiwan's occupational injury rate, however, has
declined steadily from 0.82 percent in 1980 to 0.39 percent in 1991.
Because of Taiwan's acute labor shortage, there nas been an influx of illegal for-

eign workers in recent years. The Employment Services Law passed in May pro-
vides a legal basis for the introduction of foreign workers—around 60,000 so far

—

from the Hiilippines, Malaysia, Thailand, and mdonesia. However, estimates of the
number of illegal workers remaining in Taiwan range from around 20,000 to over
100,000. Authorities say illegal workers are entitled to the same protection as native
workers so far as work conditions tire concerned. In many cases, however, illegal for-

eign workers are given board and lodging but have no medical coverage, accident
insurance, or other benefits enjoyed by local workers. Conditions in many small and
medium-sized factories which employ illegal labor are poor, with old and poorly
maintoined equipment resulting in a high rate of industrial accidents. These illegal

workers are vulnerable to exploitation, including confiscation of passports, imposi-
tion of involuntary deductions from wa^es, and extension of workmg hours witnout
overtime pay. Various church groups in the Philippines recently have denounced the
poor working conditions of Filipinos employed on board Taiwan fishing vessels, as
well as squalid conditions founa on ofishore Taiwan floating hotels for nshing crews
working illegally on Taiwan fishing boats. These groups also have noted that a lai^e

number of Filipino fishermen have been reported as missing at sea.

FUI

Fiii's system of parliamentary democracy, inherited when the country gained inde-
penaence from Great Britain in 1970, was interrupted in October 1987 with the in-

stallation of a miUta^ regime following two bloodless coups. Former Prime Minister
Ratu Sir Kamisese Mara then took over the reins of government and focused on re-

vitalizing the economy and drafting a new constitution. The interim government ad-
ministered the country from December 1987 until an election was held in late Mav
1992. Ethnicity plays a major role in Fui's political and economic sjretem. Fiji's mul-
tiracial society is about evenly divided oetween indigenous F^ians and ethnic Indi-

ans. Indians dominate the economy and professions and are well represented in the
lower and midlevels of the public service, while ethnic Fijians make up the bulk of
the nation's military services and control the political structures.

In 1991 Major Greneral Sitiveni Rabuka, the officer who led the 1987 coups, re-

signed as commander of the Fiji Militaiy Forces (FMF) and entered the May 1992
election (in which nearly 80 percent of Fiji's registered voters—^both ethnic Fijians

and Indo-Fyians—participated). He was overwhelmingly elected to Parliament by
his local constituency. The President selected him to be Prime Minister after

Rabuka demonstrated that he commanded majority support in the House of Rep-
resentatives. His backers included 13 Indo-Fijians from the Fyi Labour Party (FLP),
whose support was given in exchange for a pledge, inter aha, to review the 1990
Constitution, which ensures political dominance by ethnic F\jians. In December
Rabuka surprised Parliament with a proposal to create a new government of na-
tional unity which would include Indo-Fijians. Initial reaction was favorable but it

was not possible for major developments on it to occur in the short time left in 1992.

The small but professional Fyi Military Forces (FMF) include a naval division and
an air wing. Fyi also has a separate police force. The military and police forces re-

port to and are under the control of the Minister for Home Affairs and, ultimately,
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the President. Total military expenditures for 1989, the last year for which the U.S.
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed analysis, were $26
million. The Government has been reducing its armed forces over the past several
years. Further reductions are unlikely in the short term, given Fyi's major commit-
ment to United Nations peace-keeping forces. In 1990 tne Government established
the Fiji Intelligence Service, with Imiited powers to search people and property, tap
telephones, and open mail.
Sugar and tourism constitute the mainstays of the economy, accounting for almost

half of the nation's foreign exchange earnings. The economy has recovered from the
effects of a severe decline following the 1987 coups, despite series of strikes and
other industrial actions. The Government is promoting li^t manufacturing for ex-
port to diversify the economy and lessen its dependence on sugar and tourism.

Ihincipal human rights problems in 1992 included constitutionally imposed and
ethnically based political oiscrimination, continuing restrictions on freedom of the
press, continuing delays in bringing criminal and civil cases to trial, and violence

and discrimination against women.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no reports of political

kiUings by the Government or any political group.
b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of disappearances in 1992.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Police sometimes physically abuse detainees; the offending officers have been pun-
ished in some instances, although punishments have been u^t. In September 1991,
the new Police Commissioner announced the creation of a new internal affairs unit
to expedite the investigation of such cases. Headed by an Assistant Commissioner
of Police, the unit took disciplinary action against several ofiicers in 1992. Its inves-

tigations resulted in criminal charges being filed in 5 cases whidi were before the
courts at year's end. Corporal punishment is permitted by law as a penalty for

criminal acts; strokes of the cane are administered under medical supervision.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^In Fiji the law governing arrest and de-

tention broadly follows the British model. Generally, a person may be arrested only
if there is a reasonable belief that a breach of the criminal law has been or is about
to be committed. Arrested persons must be brought before a court without "undue
delay." This is taken to mean within 24 hours, with 48 hours the exception (such
as when an arrest is made over the weekend). Rules governing detention are de-

signed to insure fair questioning of suspects. Defendants have the right to a judicial

review of the grounds for arrest; in uiigent cases application may be made to a judge
at any time, whether he is sitting or not. Incommunicado and arbitrary detention
are illegal, and none occurred in 1992.

Exile is not practiced.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The judicial structure was reorganized under the
1990 Constitution but remains similar to the British system. The principal courts
in Fyi are the Magistrate Courts, High Court, the Court of Appeal, and the Su-
preme Court, which is the court of final appeal. The Court of Appeal has an enor-

mous backlog of cases because of the Government's failure to appoint a president
for it until December 1991 and its consequent inability to convene before that time.
There are no special courts; military courts try only members of the armed forces.

Ma^strate Courts continue to try the large majority of cases. In addition to its juris-

diction in serious civil and criminal cases, the High Court is granted specialjurisdic-

tion on behalf of the public and is empowered to review alleged violations of^individ-

ual rights guaranteed under the 1990 Constitution.
The judiciary remains independent under the new Constitution. Rights of due

process are similar to those found in English common law. The right to public trial

is guaranteed and defendants have the right to counsel. Trials in the High Court

Srovide for the presence of assessors (akin to a jury); cases in the Magistrate Court
not. In litigation involving lesser complaints, a public legal advisor assists

indigents in domestic or family law cases. The right of appeal exists but is ham-
pered by increasing delays in the appeals process. Normal bail procedures mean
that most defendants do not experience any pretrial detention. There are no political

prisoners.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^In gen-
eral, privacy of the home is respected since the 1987 coups. However, the Fiji Intel-

ligence Service has limited powers to search people and property, open mail, and
tap telephones within specific operational guidelines outlined in the government de-

cree which created it. Tnere is no evidence that these powers are being abused. Sur-

61-307 0-93-19
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veillance of persons believed to represent a security threat ia carried out to some
degree. Many political dissidents Mlieve their telephones and mail are monitored,

but concrete evidence is lacking.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech has lai^ly been restored.

Political figures and private citizens can and do speak out against uie Government.
Although me Public Order Act and other acts prohibit any actions which are likely

to incite racial antagonism, no arrests for making any kind of public statement were

reported in 1992.
llie Government has broad discretionary powers to impose restrictions on press

freedom, and it has sometimes done so. Legislation pertaining to the press is con-

tained in the Newspaper Registration Act (NRA) and the Press Correction Act

(PGA). Under the NRA, all newspapers which are sold and published in Fiji must
be registered with the Government before they can begin publishing. The PGA gives

the Minister of Information sole discretionary power to order a newspaper to publish

a "correcting statement" if, in his opinion, a false or distorted article has been pub-

lished. Should the newspaper refuse to publish the Minister's correction, it can be
taken to court and, if found guilty, fined up to $700 (individual persons convicted

under the Act may be fined up to $150 an<vor imprisoned for 6 months). The PGA
allows the Government to arrest anyone who publishes "malicious" material. This

includes any false news which could create or foster public alarm or result in the

"detriment of the pubUc."
F^vately owned broadcast and print media operate without prior censorship but

with considerable self-censorship. Newspapers usually refrain from printing edi-

torials severely critical of tJie Government and do uttle investigative reporting.

Statements about tiie political situation by opposition figures and foreign govern-

ments are reported, however. Journals such as the Fiji Labour Sentinel are often

highly critical of tiie Government. In March 1991, the opposition coalition published

a critique of the 1990 Constitution entitled "A Fraud on the Nation." This publica-

tion was freely available in local bookstores. The letters columns of the two daily

newspapers also frequently carry political statements by persons opposed to the

Government, its programs, and the Constitution.

The Government looks with disfavor on criticism of the traditional chiefly system.

In 1992 a senior government official rebuked the press for publishing reports about

the President's ill health prior to his medical evacuation to the United States on
the grounds that, since the President is a paramount chief, speculation about his

health was discourteous and potentially destabilizing.

Labeling her a "prohibited person, immigration officials barred an Australian

journalist from entering F\ji in February to cover a visit by the Australian Foreign

Affairs Minister; severiJ months later she was allowed to enter F\ji to cover the gen-

eral election.

b. Freedom ofPecuxfiil Assembly and Association.—^Assembly for political purposes

is allowed but subject to restriction in the interest of public order. Public gatherings

require permission from the Government's district officers, who may obtain prior as-

sessment and advice from the police on the anticipated crowd size and the ability

of the police to ensure public safety. Permits for large outdoor political meetings or

demonstrations are not always granted. In response to opposition political activity

on the part of University of the South Pacific (USP) staff, the USP Council, under
government pressure, issued new rules restricting political involvement by USP
staff.

The Government did not interfere with political activities during the May general

election. Permits were routinely issued for rallies organized by political parties, reli-

gious groups, and groups opposed to the Government. Several new parties were cre-

ated in 1991 and 1992 to contest the election. All opposition party headquarters re-

main open and fully operational. Political organizations are allowed to operate and
issue public statements. 'Hiey did so repeatedly and openly throughout 1992.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Freedom of religion is provided for in the Constitution

and honored in practice. The preamble to the Constitution emphasizes the impor-

tance of Christianity to the Fyian people, but provides for protection for all reli-

gions. No significant restrictions affect foreign clergy and missionary efforts or other

typical jujtivities of religious organizations.

At the opening session of Parliament in 1992, Prime Minister Rabuka spoke in

favor of declaring F^ji a Christian state while preserving the full rights and liberties

of all other religions, as enshrined in the 1990 Constitution. Several other par-

liamentarians suDsequently supported the concept of a constitutional provision de-

claring F^i a Christian nation.
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d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Fore^n Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^There are no restrictions on freedom oi movement within the countiy
or abroad. Occasional detentions at the airport occur, but the courts do not hesitate

to order redress. Fiji citizens are free to emira'ate. According to the best available

estimates, about 35,000 have done so since May 1987. Most of the emigrants are
Indo-F\jians, many of Uiem professionals, but some ethnic F^ians and others also

have left. Several thousand have claimed reliigee status, especially when applying
for admission to Canada, but neither the U.N. High Conmiissioner for Refugees nor
any government has recognized those claims. In 1991 and 1992, as the economic
downturn in Australia and New Zealand continued and F\ji moved toward restora-

tion of accountable government, several hundred prominent Indo-F^ians who had
emigrated in the postcoup period returned to F^ji. There are no refugees in F\ji, and
no forced resettlement programs.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The right of citizens to change their government is abrid^^ed b^ the provisions of

the 1990 Constitution ensuring political dominance by ethnic F^ians, primarily by
establishing race-based representation in Parliament. Moreover, the Constitution

was promulgated by an unelected interim government and was never approved by
a national referendum.
The Constitution guarantees ethnic F^ian dominance of the Government by pro-

viding indigenous F^jians with 37 of 70 seats in the elected lower house of Par-
liament. Inoo-Fijians are accorded 27 seats, Rotumans (culturally distinct Polyne-

sians) 1, and other races 5. In the Senate (an appointed body with essentially review
gswers and the right to veto legislation), indigenous F\jians hold 24 of the 34 seats,

otumans 1, and the other ^ups 9. Other constitutional features designed to en-

sure indigenous F^ian political dominance include a requirement that the Prime
Minister oe an ethnic P^ian and selection procedures which virtually ensure that

the President will also be an ethnic F\jian.

The Constitution also incorporates a bill of rights, providing for freedom of speech,

assembly, religion, and other universally accepted rights and freedoms. The section

setting forth tiiese rights provides that they may not be altered by Parliament ex-

cept with the approval of two-thirds of the lower house. However, elsewhere in the

Constitution, Parliament is also given the authority to pass s{>eci£d acts to deal with
certain specified emergency situations, notwithstanding human ri^ts guarantees
found in other sections of that document. The Attorney General's office has taken
the view that any lenslation introduced under the emergency powers provision

would require two-thirds approval by the lower house, but cntics of the Constitution

maintain that only a simple majority would be needed. Critics thus claim that indig-

enous Fyians in the lower house would be able, solely on the strength of their own
numbers, to abrogate constitutional human rights protections.

The President is selected by the Great Council of Chiefs (GCC), a traditional

F^ian leader^ip body. He appoints F^ian members of the Senate on the advice of

the GCC and the provincial councils, and according to his own judgment with regard
to the nine members of other races. He appoints the one Rotuman senator on the

advice of the Rotuman Council. The Prime Minister, who along with the Cabinet
holds most of the executive authority, is chosen by the I*resident from among the

Fyian members of the lower house on tiie basis of his ability to command majority

support within that body.
Elections are held by secret ballot, with voting only by communal constituencies.

The Constitution cjdls for elections every 5 years, but the Government may call an
election at any time. Significantly, the Constitution (Article 161) provides for a for-

mal review of its provisions witmn 7 years of its promulgation and every 10 years

thereafter.

The 1992 general elections were contested by a dozen political parties and were
both free and fair. Four of the parties are predominantly Indo-Fijian. The major
ones, the National Federation Party (NFP) and the Fyi Labour Party (FLP), pledged

to continue their opposition to the Constitution in the Parliament. Following the

Prime Minister's surprise December 4 proposal to create a government of national

unity, the NFP and tne FLP gave their preliminaiy.endorsement to the concept sub-

ject to further discussions wiui the Prime Minister.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are no human rights groups as such in Fyi, but the women's rights move-
ment, the labor movement, and various political groups are involved in promoting

a number ofhuman rights causes. There are also several small foreign-based organi-
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zations which concentrate on human rij^ts causes in Fni, including the Coalition

for Democracy in F^i (with offices in New Zealand and Australia) and two United
Kingdom-based groups, the International F\ji Movement and the Movement for De-
mocracy in Fyi.

The Government has opposed investigations of the political and human rights sit-

uation by external human rights organizations. However, in August it did allow

former «)uth Austrsdia Premier Don Dunstan, President of the Australian Move-
ment for Democracy in F\)i, to attend the FLP convention in F\ji as kevnote speaker.

Dunstan roundly criticized the Constitution. His opinions were fiilly and promi-
nently covered in the press.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The stated purpose of the 1987 militaiy coups was to ensure the political suprem-
acy of the indigenous Fman people and to protect their traditional way of lite and
communal control of land. To this end, a number of measures have been taken that

favor indigenous Pyians over other etlmic groups. The most obvious are the reappor-

tionment of the Parliament to guarantee a preponderance of Fijians and constitu-

tional provisions ensuring selection of an ethnic-Fijian President and Prime Min-
ister, 'file Government is also committed to raising the proportion of Fijians and
Rotumans in the public service to 50 percent or more at all levels. Current pro-

motion and hiring policies in the public service favor ethnic Fijians.

Althoudi the Constitution also provides specific affirmative action provisions to

improve tne conditions of tiiose disadvantaged as a result of race, sex, place of ori-

gin, political opinion, color, religion, or creed, the Government practices sexual dis-

crimination in the recognition of spousal and offspring ri^ts. Spouses of Fiji citizen

women are not automatically granted citizenship, whereas spouses of F\ji citizen

males are. Offspring of female ethnic Fijians married to nonethnic F^ians are not

entitled to registiy in the document governing who shares in income fi:t>m communal
ownership of native lands. Men, however, pass on ethnic-Fgian status to their off-

spring, regardless of the wife's ethnic background.
Control of land is a hi^y sensitive issue in Fyi. About 84 percent of the land

is held communally by indigenous Fijians. Most cash crop farmers are Indo-Fijians,

who lease their land from uie Fijian villages. The present land ownership arrange-

ments were instituted by the British to protect the interests of the indigenous
Fyians. Freehold land title is not an indigenous concept; lands owned currently by
the State (8 percent) and by individuals (8 percent) were transferred from cus-

tomary owners during the colonial period. Many Indo-Fijians, particularly farmers,

believe that the absence of secure land tenure d^criminates against them.
Indo-Fijians are subject to occasional harassment and crime based on race, which

is compounded by inadequate police protection. More rarely, similar acts of vandal-

ism have been reported against Chinese farmers in remote rural areas. There have
been no credible allegations of government involvement in such incidents, and the

police have investigated and, where possible, arrested lawbreakers.

Women in both uie Fyian and Indo-Fijian communities have functioned primarily

in traditional roles, althou^ some women rise to prominence in the public service,

politics, and business. Women can also attain hi^ status in Fiji's traditional chiefly

system. The former Prime Minister's wife is, in ner own ri^t, Fyi's second highest

ranking traditional chief. In general, women in the Fijian community are more like-

ly to gain recognition in their own right than are women in the Indo-Fyian commu-
nity. Women have full rights of property ownership and inheritance, and a number
have become successful entrepreneurs. Women are generally paid less than men, a
discrepancy that is especially notable in the garment industry.

Garment workers, most of whom are female, are subject to a special minimum
wage, considerably lower than that in other sectors. In December 1991, the leader

of tne women's wing of the local labor confederation charged that women in the gar-

ment industry were being sexually harassed at the woikplace, especially when
working overtime. The Government has taken no action to address these charges.

There is a small but active women's rights movement, which has pressed for more
serious treatment of rape in the courts. The crime tends to draw prison sentences

of only a few years. Continued admonitions by the Chief Justice in 1991 resulted

in some increase in the average prison term for rape. The law allows corporal pun-
ishment for rape, but this is generally used only in cases of offenses against minors.

Domestic violence is also a problem in Fyi and is a second major focus of the

women's movement. The authorities are generally reluctant to intervene in cases of

domestic violence unless it is necessary to save the woman's life. Few cases result

in prosecution, as the victim generally does not press charges. The Government has
not been active in dealing with domestic violence. ,
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Suva, the capital, has a privately iiinded women's crisis center which offers coun-
seling and assistance to women in cases of rape, domestic violence, and other prob-

lems, such as child support payments. There is, overall, a growing awareness that

women's issues are deserving of greater attention, but the issue has been over-

shadowed by the political events stemming from the 1987 coups.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Workers' rights to form and join unions, elect their

own representatives, publicize their views on labor matters, and determine their

own policies are protected by law and observed in practice. However, the law per-

mits restrictions to be applied on government employees, in the interests of defense,

public safety, public order, public morality, or puolic health, or to protect the rights

and freedoms of other persons.

AU unions must register with, but are not controlled by, the Government. The
only central labor body is the Fiji Trade Union Congress (FTUC), which was closely

associated with the opposition FLP until mid-1992. The labor movement is led large-

ly by ethnic Indians. Persons with close ties to the Government have started rival

unions primarily for ethnic Fijians; these unions are more willing to cooperate with
the Government. TTie FTUC is free to associate internationally and does so.

Following several years in which labor-government relations were marred by
confrontational tactics, the new Government's establishment in June appears to

have brought about a more amicable relationship.

In November 1991, the interim Government passed Decrees 42, 43, and 44 which
unilaterally changed the role of the labor unions. The decrees established stricter

definitions of preconditions for a strike, more complex machinery for settlement of

labor disputes, and other guidelines to control labor union activity. The decrees also

eliminated the dues check-off system through which nearly all unions received their

operating iiinds. (In December the Cabinet reinstated the automatic dues check-off

system, satisfying a pressing demand of the FTUC.) The trade unions rejected the

decrees and sou^t support from the international labor movement to convince the
Government to rescina the reform package. In the initial outline of its program, the

Government promised to look for ways to reestablish a dialog with the unions. In

November the International Labor Organization issued a detailed review of a com-
plaint brought with respect to the 1991 decrees and, while stating that some of the

provisions of the decrees were compatible with intemationallv recognized worker
rights, called on the Government to amend the legislation with regard to registra-

tion requirements, strike bans, and other limitations.

In September 1992, the new Minister for Labour and Industrial Relations took

concrete steps to address the unions' concerns. These included formal recognition of

the FTUC, a public pledge to review the 1991 labor reforms decreed by the interim

government, and a mrther pledge to eliminate those aspects of the decrees consid-

ered objectionable by labor. He announced plans to reestablish the tripartite forum
of employers, unions, and government which oversaw labor negotiations until 1985.

Strikes are legal in Fiji and the ongoing industrial action at the Vatukoula gold

mine continued in 1992. This dispute nas impaired production at the mine since it

began in February 1991. As a major step towards breaking the deadlock, the Gov-

ernment in 1992 ordered management of the mine to recognize the Mine Workers'

Union, following a determination by the Ministry for Labour and Industrial Rela-

tions that more than half the minewoikers are registered with the union. Rather
than comply, the mine management filed for an injunction that would declare that

the Ministry's finding was illegal.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The law recognizes the right

to organize and bargain collectively. Employers are required to recognize a union

if more than half the employees in a workplace have joined it. Recomition is deter-

mined by union membership numbers rather than by an election. The Government
has the power to order recalcitrant employers to recognize unions. Key sectors of

the economy, including sugar and tourism, are organized. Following the May elec-

tion, the Government lifted wage guidelines, and unrestricted collective bargaining

on wages is now the norm.
Wage negotiation are not conducted on an industry-by-industry basis, and a gov-

ernment proposal to introduce the practice has been opposed by employers and

unions. Union leaders fear that straight market-based wage bargaining would open

unacceptably large wage gaps between skilled and unskilled workers. Until 1984 a

tripartite forum of employers, unions, and government oversaw labor negotiations.

In that year, however, labor withdrew from the forum and it was abolished. The res-

toration of the body has been a key demand of the FTUC, and the Government an-

nounced plans in September 1992 to reconstitute the forum.
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Antiunion discrimination is specifically prohibited by F^'ian law, whidi provides
for complaints to be filed with the Registrar of Trade Unions. In practice, the unions
are generally successful in preventing discrimination against woricers for union ac-
tivities.

Fiji's export processing zones are subject to the same laws as the rest of the coun-
try, and many of their firms have unions which have negotiated collective bai^ain-
ing agreements.

c. ProhibUian of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Constitution specifically pro-
hibits forced labor, and there is no indication that it is practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Chiloren under 12 may not be em-
ployed in any capacity. Children (under age 15) and young persons (ages 15-17)
may not be employed in industry or work with machinery. Enforcement by the Min-
istry for Labour and Industrial Relations generally is effective, except in the case
of family members working on family farms or businesses.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^No national minimum wage has been estab-
lished. Certain sectors have minimum wages set by the Ministry for Labour and In-

dustrial Relations. The minimum wage, which is effectively enforced, will generally
support a barely adequate standard of living for workers and their famihes in all

sectors except the garment industrv. In the garment industry, the starting wage is

based on the assumption that workers are young people or married women living

at home and not supporting a household.
Fiji has no regulation specifying a standard workweek for adult males. Women

are prohibited fitim night work in factories (other than overtime work in the gar-
ment industty) and underground work in mines. Certain industries, notably trans-

portation and shipping, have problems with excessive hours of work. A number of
fatal bus accidents nave been attributed to driver fatigue caused by excessive work-
ing hours. Ludo-Fijians, who generally require a cash income to survive, are more
vulnerable to pressure to work long hours than ethnic Fijians. Many ethnic Fijians
readily return to a noncash economy way of life in their villages rather than woric

what they consider excessive hours. Fiji has workplace safety regulations, a Work-
men's Compensation Act, and an Accident Compensation Plan. Awards for workers
injured on the job are set by a tribunal. Government enforcement of safety stand-
ards under tihe direction of the Ministry for Labour and Industrial Relations suffers

from a lack of trained enforcement personnel, but the unions do a reasonable job
of monitoring safety standards in organized workplaces. A 1989 study of working
conditions in the garment industry resulted in the Government ordering many em-
ployers to improve working conditions. Union leaders complained that the (jovem-
ment's action was too mild and that the employers should have been subject to

criminal prosecution.

INDONESIA

Indonesia is a very large, populous, developing country whose people come from
hundreds of different ethnic, cultural, and linguistic backgrounds. With the largest

Muslim population in the world, it is a secular state which advocates religious toler-

ance and strives to balance the need for stability and development with respect and
tolerance for the diversity of its people. The Government requires allegiance to five

broad, guiding principles of national life known as TancasUa": belief in one su-

preme God, a just and civilized humanity, Indonesian national unity, democracy,
and social justice. The Government's authoritarian rule restricts basic human
rights.

Under the Constitution, the highest authority of the State is the 1,000-member
Seople's Consultative Assembly (MPR), which meets every 5 years to elect the Presi-

ent and Vice President and set the broad outlines of state policy. In theory, the
President is subordinate to the Assembly; in fact. President Soeharto and the armed
forces (ABRI) wield predominant political power, with 20 percent of the DPR, or
Parliament, appointed from the ranks of ABRI. The Parliament is constitutionally

responsible for making laws but has not used its power to initiate le^slation in the
27 vears of Soeharto's Government. It remains essentially passive m its dealings
with the executive branch. Quinquennial parliamentary elections are tightly con-

trolled by the Government and the military. The de facto government party,

GOLKAR, won 68 percent of the vote in the most recent elections m June 1992.

The armed forces which include the military services and the police number
445,000. The army constitutes about half of the armed forces and focuses mainlv
on internal security. Total military expenditures for 1989, the last year for which
the UJS. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed analysig,
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were $1.61 billion. Given the relatively modest size of the military forces and their

budget, there are no indications that efforts will be made to reduce these expendi-

tures in the near future. Under a "dual function" concept, many military omcers
serve in ^e civilian bureaucracy at all levels and in Parliament. Public discussion

about reducing the military's role in national affairs increased during the year. Se-

curity forces continued operations against separatist groups in Aceh, Irian Jaya, and
East Timor in 1992. On occasion, police in Jakarta and Medan employed excessive

force in subduing suspected criminals.

Indonesia has a largely free market economy characterized by large oil revenues
and government attempts to encourage nonoil exports and revenues. The economy
continued to expand in 1992, growing approximately 6 percent despite government
efforts to contain inflation. AKhough there were substantial increases in real in-

comes and in the standard of living of most Indonesians in the past 20 years, the

country remains poor, with signmcant unemployment and wide disparities in

wealth. Corruption and influence peddling are endemic and distort growth and eco-

nomic opportunity.
The most important human rights developments during the year concerned gov-

ernment efforts to cope with the aftermath of army troops' killing of unarmed dem-
onstrators on November 12, 1991, in East Timor. At the recommendation of a mili-

tary investigating body formed on President Soeharto's orders, unprecedented dis-

ciplinary action was tfdcen against 6 senior officers and 10, officers and enlisted men
involved in the incident. TTiirteen Timorese civilians were convicted in connection

with the incident. Most of the latter received extremely harsh sentences. Members
of the security forces involved in the diootings were charged only with relatively

minor offenses. While the civilians' trials were open and generaUv conducted in ac-

cordance with Indonesian law, they failed to meet all international standards of fair-

ness. Subversion trials in North Sumatra and Aceh also failed to meet international

standards.
In addition to extrajudicial killings and unfair trials, other serious human rights

problems continued. They include torture and other mistreatment of prisoners and
detainees, arbitrary arrest and detention, arbitrary interference with privacy, sig-

nificant restrictions on freedom of speech and press, assembly and association, and
on freedom of movement, and the inability of citizens to change their government.
Other problem areas include harassment of human rights monitors, discrimination

and violence against women, and restrictions on worker rights.

In other human rights areas, foreign travel requirements were eased. The June
9 elections were free from violence and interference from security forces, and, while

minor irregularities occurred, the actued balloting was considered fair. The Govern-

ment continued its generous policy toward Indocninese refugees and its cooperation

with the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) on the repatriation of

Irianese who had fled to Papua New Guinea because of separatist violence. But ofli-

cial and informal discrimination against ethnic Chinese persisted. The Government
accepted a chairman's statement at the U.N. Human Rights Commission which com-
mits it to respond to recommendations on preventing torture and to allowing greater

access by human rights groups to East Timor. However, the Government has as yet

made no response on the recommendations, nor has it allowed greater access to East
Timor.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—The number of credible reports of

politically related civilian deaths has declined substantially since 1991, owing pri-

marily to the fact that military operations in Aceh, Irian Jaya, and East Timor de-

clined. In Aceh in particular, the egregious abuses of the civilian population eased

considerably compared to 1991, as security forces, having eliminated all but a hand-

ful of Aceh Merdeka (Free Aceh) armed separatists, turned to civic action projects.

The security situation in Irian Jaya was also generally calm, with few, if any, civil-

ian deaths reported due to actions by the military.

In East Timor, tightened security and revised milita^ procedures put into place

following the November 12, 1991, shooting incident in Dili appeared to have led to

a substantifiJ reduction in civilian deaths attributable to security forces. The exact

number and circumstances of the deaths of several Fretilin guerrillas reported killed

could not be confirmed. Although the Government did take action against those in-

volved in the November 1991 incident in East Timor, the Government made only

minor efforts in 1992 to try and punish appropriately those responsible for killings,

torture, and other abuses committed in previous years in Aceh and other areas.
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In Baucau, East Timor, two East Timorese were shot on October 6. One was killed

outri^t by ABRI forces. A credible source believes the other, who was taken to a
military hospital, was beaten to death while in the hands of ABRI.
The Government continued to deal with the November 12, 1991, shooting of civil-

ians in East Timor. A military "Honorary Council' appointed by President Soeharto

in December 1991 to investigate the conduct of security forces in the incident an-

nounced its results in Februaiy, finding that some members of the security forces

had been negligent, had failed to anticipate problems adequately, or had violated

military ethics and discipline. As a result of this finding, 4 officers and 6 enlisted

members of the security forces were court-martialed m May and June, one on
charges of assault and 9 oliiers on charges of exceeding or failing to obey ofilcial

orders. No diarges were brought against ABRI personnel for actually kilhng civil-

ians during the incident in which 50 to 100 people are thou^t to have died as a
result of military action. All of the soldiers were convicted in sessions open to diplo-

matic observers and the press and received sentences ranging from 6 to 18 months
in prison. Six senior officers were disciplined; three, including the brigadier general

who commanded security forces in East Timor at the time of the incident, were dis-

charged. Five other officers were investigated further, one of whom was to be retired

early because of his alleged failure to act decisively during the incident.

Little progress was made in locating those demonstrators stiU missing after the

incident. The national investigatoiy commission refuted earlier military claims that

only 19 people died on November 12 by stating in December 1991 that "about 50"

were kilkd. The Commander of the Armed Forces reported to President Soeharto
in July that 66 people remained missing. But despite more than 6 months of inves-

tigation, the miutary claimed it had b^n unable to find any additional bodies be-

yond the 19 originally accounted for. Although official accounts suggested that some
of the 66 were still in hiding, credible sources believed most, if not all, of them were
dead.

Police continue to use excessive lethal force in efforts to apprehend suspected
criminals. According to press accounts, police in Jakarta in 1991 shot 75 criminal

suspects who were reportedly fleeing or resisting arrest, of whom 38 died. In 1992
up to August, 40 suspects had been shot, 20 of whom died. These shootings came
against a background of a declining overall crime rate, but an increase in violent

crimes.
In Medan, the capital of North Sumatra, where the crime rate was also falling,

fiolice announced in 1992 that 182 suspects had been shot in 1991, of whom 2 died,

n North Sumatra as a whole 220 suspects were shot. Through early December
1992, 93 suspects had been shot in North Sumatra, many of them 4 and 5 times.

Two died of meir wounds. Authorities maintained those shot had been fleeing and
were given warnings, or were resisting arrest. They also denied they were pursuing
a systematic policy aimed at discouraging crime. But human rights groups reported

that at least some of those i^ot claimed uiey had been cau^t first, handcufied, and
then shot, sometimes at the police station.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of politically motivated abductions in

1992. Government efforts to account for those stiU missing from the November 12,

1991, scooting incident were ineffective (see Section l.a.).

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Indonesian Criminal Procedures Code (KUHAP) contains a number of provi-

sions aimed at protecting the accused. Statements from suspects or witnesses, for

example, are supposed to be extracted without pressure of any kind, and pretrial

procedures give suspects or their families the ri^t to challenge the legality of their

arrest or detention. In practice, however, torture and mistreatment of criminal sus-

pects, detainees, and prisoners are common, and the legal protections are violated

by the Government.
The UJ»J. Special Rapporteur for Torture stated in his January report that, based

on his November 1991 visit to Indonesia, he had concluded that "torture occurs in

Indonesia, in particular in cases which are considered to endanger the security of

the state.* The Special Rapporteur continued that in areas such as Aceh, Irian Jaya,
and East Timor which "are deemed to be unstable * * * torture is said to be prac-

ticed rather routinely." In 1992 Aceh continued to be the area of ^atest concern,
althou^ various credible observers noted a genera] improvement in the treatment
of detainees and prisoners, perhaps relatea to the overall reduction in tensions

there.
Police often resort to physical abuse, even in minor incidents, and prison condi-

tions in Indonesia tend to be harsh. Officials have publicly condemned police brutal-

ity and harsh prison conditions and occasionally instigate disciplinary action, includ-

ing transfer, dismissal, trial, and sentencing to prison terms, m 1992 several police-

men were court-meutialed for mistreating or beating prisoners. In one case, as re-
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ported in the press, the convicted policeman continued to beat a suspect even
though the suspect had abeady confessed. The suspect died shortly thereafter. ITiis

policeman was dismissed from seivice and sentenced to 4 years' imprisonment. In
Aceh, a military tribunal in January sentenced three policemen to between 2V2 and
3 months in prison for beating a prisoner. A Medan military court in July sentenced
a police sergeant to 14 months in prison for beating a suspect to death.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—KUHAP contains protections against ar-

bitrary arrest and detention and specifies the right of prisoners to notiJHcation of
family. Warrsints must be produced during an arrest except under specifled condi-
tions, such as when a suspect is caught in the act of committing a crime. Warrants
are issued by police investigators to assist in their investigations or if suflicient evi-

dence exists tnat a crime has been committed. Defendants have the right to legal
counsel of their choice at every phase of an investigation and trial, and also have
the right to know in detail the charges against them. Defendants are presumed in-

nocent and may be granted bail. They or their families may also challenge the legal-

ity of their arrest and detention in a pretrial hearing and are entitled to sue for
compensation if wrongfully detained. KUHAP also contains specific limits on periods
of pretrial detention and specifies when the courts must get involved to approve ex-
tensions.

In practice, these safeguards are often violated. Bail is rarely granted, especially
in political cases. The authorities frequently interfere with access to defense counsel.
Extensions of periods of detention are routinely approved. Pretrial proceedings are
rarely initiated. In addition, suspects charged under the 1963 Antisubversion Law
are subject to special procedures outside of KUHAP that aUow, for example, the At-
torney General on his own authority to hold a suspect for up to a year before trial.

This 1-year period is renewable without limit. Special laws on corruption, economic
crimes, and narcotics are similarly exempt from KUHAPs protections. The Agency
for Coordination of Assistance for the Consolidation of National Security
(BAKORSTANAS) operates outside KUHAP and has wide discretion to detain and
interrogate persons thought to threaten national security.

National estimates on the number of arbitrary arrests or detentions without trial

are not available. In Aceh 180 people accused of being members of Aceh Merdeka
(Free Aceh) were released in 1992 aft«r varying periods of detention, oft^n incom-
municado and without trial. The authorities released a total of 653 detainees in

1991, yielding a total of at least 833 persons detained without trial for various peri-

ods in connection with the Aceh insurgency. Many of those released were required
to report back to the authorities at regular intervals. At least 50 more Acennese
were believed to be awaiting trial at year's end, many without clear knowledge of
the charges against them. (See Section I.e. for a discussion of those Acehnese who
received trials.)

In East Timor military authorities continued the practice of detaining people
without charges for short periods and then reqpiring them to report daily or weekly
to police after their release. There were credible reports of scores of people being
detained without charges at various times during the year for enforced "vocational
training/* This occurred during periods of potential unrest, such as the February
visit to East Timor of the U.N. Secretary General's Special Envoy, Amos Wako, and
the March approach of the Portuguese car ferry, the Lusitania Expresso. Arrests,
other temporary detentions, intrusive searches and some beatings also occurred just
before the anniversary of the November 12 shootings and in the aft«rmath of the
November 20 arrest of Fretilin leader Jose "Xanana" Gusmao. There have been
credible reports that Timorese detainees have been mistreated. In addition, 24
Timorese arrested in the aftermath of the November 12 incident were officially "re-

leased" on March 2 when the Attorney General decided only 8 detainees in East
Timor would be tried. But the military commander of East Timor continued to hold
the 24 in military camps around East Timor for most of the remainder of 1992 for

intensive instruction on Indonesian civics. Although they were allowed visits by
family members, and 10 were seen by the ICRC, their continued detention in mih-
tary facilities without charges was a clear violation of KUHAP.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^A quadripartite judiciary of general, religious,

military, and administrative courts exists below the l^preme Court. The right of ap-

peal from district court to high court to Supreme Court exists in all four systems
of justice. The Supreme Court, with a current backlog variously estimated at 13,000
to 17,000 cases, ooes not consider factual aspects of a case, only the lower courts'

application of law. Initial judgments are rarely reversed in the appeals process, al-

though sentences are sometimes increased or reduced. A three-judge panel conducts
trials at the district court level, poses questions, hears evidence, decides guilt or in-

nocence, and assesses punishment.
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Defendants have the right to confront witnesses. An exception is allowed in cases
where distance or expense are deemed excessive for transporting witnesses to court,

in which case sworn aflidavits may be introduced. In at least one case in 1992, this

practice had the effect of preventing cross-examination of prosecution witnesses.
The use in trials of forced confessions and limitations on the presentation of de-

fense evidence are common. Defendants do not have the ri^t to remain silent, and
in several cases in 1992 were compelled to testify in their own trials and in related
trials running simultaneously. In capital cases and those involving a prison sentence
of 15 years or more, a lawyer must be appointed. In cases involving potential sen-
tences of 5 years or more, a lawyer must be appointed if the accused desires an at-

torney but IS indigent. Destitute defendants can obtain private legal help, such as
that provided by the Legal Aid Institute (LBH).
The judiciary in Indonesia is not independent. The Supreme Court does not have

the rig9it of judicial review over laws passed by Parliament. Althou^ the Supreme
Courtnas since 1985 had the power to review ministerial decrees and regulations,
the Court has not yet used this power; Chief Justice Purwoto Gandasubrata, how-
ever, took a case dealing with a ministerial decree controlling newspaper publishing
permits under advisement in November. While judges receive guidance from the Su-
preme Court on legal matters, they are civil servants employed by the executive
Dranch. They are subject to considerable pressure from military and other govern-
mental authorities. In addition, corruption permeates the Indonesian legal system.
In civil and criminal cases, the payment of bribes can influence prosecution, convic-

tion, and sentencing. The Minister of Justice said in August that while proving judi-

cial corruption was often difficult, 266 iudges had been prosecuted since 1980. In
September the newly appointed Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, who pledged
te combat judicial impropriety, recommended the dismissal of two administrative
courtjustices who allegedly accepted bribes. The final decision, however, rested with
the Minister of Justice and the President, who at year's end had not acted on the
matter. The Supreme Court engaged in a nationwide effort to improve the quality
of district court judges, but pubbc respect for the legal system remained low.

The 1963 Antisubversion Law, which carries a maximum penalty of death, was
attacked in several 1992 subversion trials as outmoded, unfair, and excessively
harsh. The law makes it a crime to engage in acts that could distort, undermine,
or deviate from the state ideology or broad outlines of state policy, or which could
disseminate feelings of hostility or arouse hostility, disturbances, or anxiety among
the population. The U.N. Special Rapporteur for Torture recommended in his Janu-
ary report that the law be repealed. He noted that the law's definitions are "veiy
broad and loose," and that no requirement exists to prove that allegedly subversive
acts actually endangered the security of the State, only that they could have. The
vagueness of the law makes a successful defense virtually impossible; only two per-

sons have ever been acquitted of subversion charges. Other statutes that are part
of the Indonesian Criminal Code and therefore subject to KUHAP protections make
it a felony to insult or sow hatred against the Government or to seek the separation
of one area from the rest of the country. Defense attorneys also attacked these laws
as holdovers from the Duteh colonial period and as unwarranted restraints on free

speech.
More than two dozen subversion trials were conducted in 1992. As in 1991, the

majority of these cases were in Sumatra where as of August 19 people had been
tried and convicted of subversion in connection with the Aceh Merdeka insurgency,
including four members of the armed forces. According to credible observers,

KUHAP provisions were widely violated in the conduct of these trials, with lack of
access to attorneys and pretrial mistreatment of the accused the most frequently

cited problems.
Four Timorese were convicted of subversion in 1992 in trials in Dili and Jakarta.

The four were part of a group of 13 Timorese charged in connection with either a
November 12, 1991, demonstration in Dili that preceded the shooting incident, or

a November 19, 1991, demonstration in Jakarta that protested the shootings. The
other 9 were tried on felony hate-sowing or sedition charges. These trials were at-

tended by international observers, including representatives of the International

Commission of Jurists, the Indonesian and foreign press, and the U.S. and other
embassies. In general, the trials were substantially fairer than the Aceh proceed-
ings. But in the Dili trials in particular, they did not meet international standards
for fair trial. For example, access to legal counsel was obstructed to the extent that
the defendants in several cases met their chosen attorneys only on the day their

trials began. Even then, the Dili District Court barred attorneys in the subversion
cases from representing the accused on technical grounds until the Supreme Court
intervened. All 13 accused Timorese were convicted. One received a 6-month sen-

tence and was released immediately. Seven received sentences of 10 years or more,
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and one received a life sentence, which is unusually harsh even in a subversion
case. There is reason to believe that these harsh sentences were intended specifi-

cally to deter future such anti-integration activity. Security personnel responsible
for the shootings were charged with relatively minor offenses.
The Government does not make available statistics on the number of people cur-

rently serving subversion sentences or sentences under the felony '^ate-sowing" or
sedition laws. But informed sources indicated some 300 persons were serving sen-
tences for subversion in 1992, including members of the banned Communist Party
of Indonesia (PKI), Muslim octremists, and those convicted of subversion in Irian
Jaya, Aoeh, and East Timor. Scores more were believed to be serving sentences
under the hate-sowing or sedition laws. At least some of tiiese persons advocated
or employed violence.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.- -Judicial
warrants for searches are re<|pired except for cases involving suspected subversion,
economic crimes, and corruption. However, forced or surreptitious entry by security
agencies occurs regularly. Security agencies intimidate by conducting surveillance of
persons and residences, and they are believed to monitor selectively local and inter-

national telephone calls without legal restraint. Government securitv officials mon-
itor the movements and activities of former members of the PKI and its front orga-
nizations, especially persons the Government believes were involved in the abortive
1965 Communist-backed coup. The Government stated in late 1990 that this latter

group then totaled 1,410,333 people. These persons and their relatives sometimes
are subject to surveillance, required check-ins, and arbitraiy actions by officials, in-

cluding removal from government employment and threats of removal from such
employment.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Significant restrictions on freedom of speech
and press exist. Government agencies exercise broad discretionary authority in ap-

plying laws concerning the rights of expression, and effective judicial review is lack-

ing. Public statements or publications which criticize the Government or are per-

ceived as critical of Pancasila, top leaders, their families, or particular religious and
ethnic groups are often harshly punished. Two students were arrested prior to the
June 9 elections for criticizing the election process and advocating the casting of
blank ballots or staying away from the polls. They were released m late June, al-

though the charges were not dropped. Five Timorese were convicted of sowing ha-
tred against the Government following a November 19, 1991, peaceful demonstra-
tion in Jakarta (two of these were also convicted of subversion.) (See Section I.e.).

The leader of Indonesia's laraest Muslim organization was prevented by the au-
thorities from speaking in Surabaya in April.

The Government operates the nationwide television network. Private television

companies broadcasting in Jakarta and Surabaya expanded to other areas, and a
private educational channel began operating nationally. Some 550 private radio

broadcasting companies exist in Indonesia in addition to the Government's national

radio network. Private television and radio stations, which have considerable pro-

gramming latitude, are nonetheless subject to official scrutiny and required to use
government-provided news programs. Private radio stations frequently supplement
such news programs with their own reports. Foreign television and radio broadcasts

are readily accessible to those who can afford the technology.

The print media, including the nation's 273 daily newspapers, are largely pri-

vately owned. Ofiicials state that the press is "free" but also "responsible." It is ex-

pected to support national development and stability, be educational, and uphold
professional standards. The Government limits the number of newspaper licenses,

the amount of advertising, and the number of pages, and exercises strong control

over the press throu^ its control of publishing permits. Journalists have protested

in the past that the Department of Information nas revoked these permits without

S'ving the offending publications an adequate chance to defend themselves. The
Dvemment occasionally censors domestic and foreign publications and, in a prac-

tice known locally as "telephone culture," telephones editors to suppress stories. In

May a provincial oflicial in South Sumatra ordered the removal of an article dealing

with the June election from the editing tables of the daily newspaper, the Sriwyaya
Post. His actions were criticized by Home Affairs Minister Rudini, who said that

press censorship should be reduced to a minimum. Although the risk of official sanc-

tions and informal government instructions generally lead editors to exercise consid-

erable self-censorship in disseminating views of government critics, the domestic

print media continued to press the limits of oflicial tolerance in coverage of election

issues. East Timor, and social problems. Cartoons often pointedly critical of top gov-

ernment officials appeared routinely in several newspapers.
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The Government closely regulates access to Indonesia, and particularly to certain

areas of Indonesia, hy visiting and resident foreign corresponoents and occasionallv

reminds the latter of its prerogative to deny requests for visa extensions. Althou^
an American reporter was ordered to leave East Timor in February, other journal-

ists were allowed to visit in May and November.
The importation of foreign publications and video tap^. which must be reviewed

by government censors, requires a permit. Importers avoid foreign materials critical

01 the Government or dealing with topics considered sensitive, such as human
ri^ts. Foreign publications, from Time magazine to the Asian Wall Street Journal,

are normally available altiiou^ several issues were delayed or embai^goed in 1992
when they carried sensitive stories or, in one case, an advertisement some found of-

fensive to the President. In each instance the decision to halt distribution was at-

tributed to the private distributor, althou^ government pressure is assumed to

have triggered that decision.

While academic freedom is provided for in law, constraints exist on the activities

of scholars. They sometimes refrain from producing materials which they believe

might provoke government displeasure. Publishers are often unwilling to accept

manuscripts dealing with controversial issues, and those that do sometimes find

works banned long after they have been published. Two academic works were
among the four books banned by the Attorney General in 1992. Another work
banned was the report bv the Legal Aid Institute (LBH) on violations of KUHAP
during the 1991 Aceh subversion trials. The Attorney General said he banned the

report because it could mislead the public and damage national unity.

D. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Freedom of assembly and asso-

ciation are recognized in Article 28 of the Constitution. Nonetheless, significant con-

trols are plaoecTon citizens who attempt to exercise this freedom. All organizations

must have government permission to hold regional and national meetings. Local ju-

risdictions often require prior approval for smaller gatherings as well. While obtain-

ing such approval is fairly automatic, the authorities occasionally withhold permis-
sion. Two gatherings of the discussion group Democratic Forum were ordered ended
by police in February and April because they lacked a police permit, even thou^
organizers argued they were holding informal discussions rather than a formal

meeting. A May gathering of the All Indonesia Association of Muslim Intellectuals

to discuss human r^hts was also ended prematurely because it lacked the appro-
priate permit. Regubtions were issued in connection with the June elections that

banned a wide variety of mass meetings around election day. Student gatherings
have often been the tai^t of disapprovals, and ostensible political activity at uni-

versities remained forbidden. The Government also banned political campaigning
from university campuses in connection with the 1992 parliamentary elections.

The 1985 Social Organizations Law (ORMAS) requires all organizations, including

recognized religions and associations, to adhere to Pancasila. This provision, which
limits political activity, is widely understood as being designed to inhibit the activi-

ties of groups which seek to make Indonesia an Islamic state. The law empowers
the Government to disband any oi^ganization it believes to be acting against

Pancasila and requires prior government approval for any organization's acceptance
of funds from foreign donors.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The Constitution provides for reli^ous freedom and belief

in one supreme God, "Rie Government recognizes Islam, Christianity, Buddhism,
and Hinduism, and permits practice of the mystical, traditional beliefs of "Aliran

Kepercayaan." Although the f>opulation is overwhelmingly Muslim, the practice and
teachings of the other recognized faiths are respected. Various restrictions on cer-

tain types of religious activity exist. According to ofiicial statistics, nearly 400 "mis-

leading religious cults" are banned, including Jehovah's Witnesses and Baha'i. Be-

cause the first tenet of Pancasila is belief in a supreme being, atheism is forbidden.

The legal requirement to adhere to Pancasila extends to ail religious and secular

organizations. The Government stronglv opposes Muslim groups wnich advocate es-

tablishing an Islamic state or acknowledging only Islamic law, both of which are

outlawed.
There is no legal bar to conversion between faiths, and conversions occur. How-

ever, proselytizing between the recognized religions or in areas heavily dominated
by one reoognizea religion or another is considered potentially disruptive and is dis-

couraged. Foreign missionary activities are relatively unimpeded. In recent years,

some foreign missionaries have had difiiculty renewing visas or residence permits

—

a few on unspecified "security grounds." Laws and decrees from the 1970's do not
allow foreign missionaries to spend more than 10 consecutive years in Indonesia,

with some extensions granted in remote areas like Irian Jaya. Enforcement of this

policy does not discriminate by sect or nationality. Foreign missionary work is sub-

ject to the funding stipulations of the ORMAS Law (see Section 2.b.).
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Indonesians practicing the recognized religions maintain active links with coreli-
gionists inside and outside Indonesia and travel abroad for religious gatherings.
The Government organizes the annual hajj pilgrimage, and more than 100,000 In-

donesians made it in 1992.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Forei^ Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Restrictions on freedom of movement exist. The Government maintains
an unpublished blacklist of Indonesians who are forbidden to leave the country, in-
cluding various prominent human rights monitors, and foreigners who are forbidden
to enter, especially certain foreign journalists. (The Government announced in early
January 1993 that the number of persons currentlv affected by the travel ban was
8,897.) Reportedly 14 journalists were removed m>m the list in July, but their
names were not made public. The DPR passed new legislation in 1992 affecting the
travel ban which elevated it to the status of law and required the Government to
notify people when they have been added to the list. Previously, people discovered
their status only when they tried to enter or leave. As a result of the new legisla-

tion, the Government also eliminated the requirement of obtaining an exit permit.
But the new legislation added a provision that will allow the Government to ban
Indonesian citizens whose return would pose problems for national security. This
provision was opposed by human rights groups and certain legislators but strongly
supported by the DPR's military faction.

Restrictions exist on movement by Indonesian and foreign citizens to and within
parts of Indonesia. Permits to seek work in a new location are required in certain
areas, primarily to control further population movement to crowded cities. Special
permits are required to visit certain parts of Irian Jaya. Security checks affecting
transportation and travel to and within East Timor occurred sporadically in 1992,
and curfews in connection with military operations were occasionally imposed.
Former political detainees, including those associated with the abortive 1965 coup,
must notify authorities of their movements and may not change their place of resi-

dence without official permission.
Indonesia continued its generous attitude regarding Indochinese asylum seekers

in 1992. It has granted first asylum to over 123,000 Indochinese asylum seekers
since 1975 and continued to operate a refugee facility on Galang Island. Cambodian
asylum seekers, whom the Government considers illegal immigrants, have been al-

lowed to remain in Indonesia pending repatriation. Indonesia also continued its co-

operation with the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and the ICRC
on the return of residents of Irian Jaya who had fled to Papua New Guinea during
separatist violence in the eastern portion of the province. A new wave of several
hundred Irianese fled to Papua New Guinea in 1992 following border clashes be-
tween 0PM insurgents and security forces, bringing the total of Irianese in Papua
New Guinea's East Awin refugee camp to approximately 3,700. More than 100
Acehnese who fled to Malaysia during the height of separatist violence in 1990—1991
returned to Aceh. Others continued to seek asylum in Malaysia, including a group
of 43 who entered the UNHCR compound in Kuala Lumpur in June claiming their
lives would be threatened if they returned to Indonesia.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Whatever their theoretical ri^ts under the Constitution, citizens do not in fact

have the ability to change the Government through democratic means. President
Soeharto and a small group of active-duty and retired military officers and civilian

officials exercise governmental authority. The military, under a "dual function" doc-

trine, is fissigned a role in both security and sociopolitical affairs. Members of the
military are allotted 20 percent of the seats in national, provincial, and district par-

liaments, and occupy numerous key positions in the adininistration. The other 80
percent of national and local parliamentary seats are filled through elections held
every 5 years.

All adult citizens are eligible to vote, except active-duty members of the armed
forces, convicted criminals serving prison sentences, and some 36,000 former PKI
members. Voters may choose by secret ballot between the three government-ap-
proved political organizations, which field candidate lists in each electoral district.

Those lists must be screened by BAKORSTANAS (see Section l.d.), which deter-

mines whether candidates were involved in the abortive 1965 Communist coup or
pose other broadly defined security risks. Critics charve these screenings are uncon-
stitutional, since there is no way to appeal the results, and note that they can be
used to eliminate government critics from Parliament. Strict rules establish the

length of the political campaign, access to electronic media, schedules for public ap-

pearances, and the political symbols that can be used.
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GOLKAR, a government-sponsored oi^anization of diverse functional groups, won
68 percent of the seats in the June 9 elections. Two small political parties, the Unit-
ed Development Party and the Indonesian Democratic Party (PDI), split the remain-
ing vote. By law all tnree political organizations must embrace Pancasila. They are
not considered opposition parties and seldom espouse policies much different from
those of the Government, although the PDI raised several controversial issues dur-

ing the 1992 campaign. The leaders of all these organizations are approved, if not
chosen, by the Government, and their activities are closely scrutinized and often

guided by government authorities. GOLKAR maintains close institutional links with
uie armed forces and KORPRI, the nonunion association to which all civil servants
automaticaUv belong. Civil servants may join any of the political parties with oflicial

permission, but most are members of GOLKAR. Former members of the PKI and
some other banned parties may not run for ofllce or be active politically. Although
numerous irregularities were reported during the June polling, most observers be-

lieved they were not widespreaa or systematic. The Government initiated criminal
proceedings against some oi those accused of campaign violations.

The 500 members of the national DPR—100 appointed military and 400 elected

—

consider biUs presented to them by government departments and agencies but do
not draft laws on their own, although thev have the constitutional right to do so.

The DPR makes technical and occasionally substantive alterations to bills it re-

views. It remains clearly subordinate to the executive branch. The People's Consult-
ative Assembly (MPR), made up of the 500 DPR members and 500 otner members
appointed by the Government and political organizations, meets every 5 years to de-

vise the broad outlines of state pobcy and to elect the President and Vice President.

A new MPR, which began meeting on October 1, wiU hold Presidential elections in

March 1993. Under the Constitution, the President is subordinate and responsible

to the MPR. In practice. President Soeharto and the military dominate the political

system, and the MPR's selection of President Soeharto to repeated terms has been
pro forma.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The Government generally ignores calls by domestic human rights groups and ac-

tivists for investigations of alleged human ri^ts incidents, with the notable excep-
tion of the various investigations ordered by President Soeharto into the November
12, 1991, shooting incident in East Timor (see Section l.a.). While various domestic
organizations and persons interested in human rights operate energetically, the
Government discourages public human rights activities. Some human rights mon-
itors face government harassment such as frequent visits by police or agents from
military intelligence, interrogations at police stations, cancellations of private meet-
ings (see Section 2.b.), or restrictions on foreign travel (see Section 2.d.). The Gov-
ernment considers outside investigations of alleged human rights violations to be in-

terference in its internal affairs. It expanded on this concept in 1992, emphasizing
its belief that linking foreign assistance to human rights observance was unaccept-

able. This belief was part of its March decision to reject Dutch foreign assistance,

a decision which also led to the cutoff of funds from Dutch nongovernmental organi-

zations (NGO's) that receive Dutch government money. Several Indonesian human
rights organizations received funding from the affected Dutch NGO's. The Govern-
ment continued to ban the entry of nigh-profile human rights groups such as Am-
nesty International and refused in April a request by two \JS. Senators to visit East
Timor.

Nonetheless, the ICRC continued to operate in East Timor, Irian Java, and Aceh,
and to visit prisoners convicted of participation in the abortive, Communist-backed
coup in 1965 as well as convicted Muslim extremists. A special envoy of the U.N.
Secretary General, Amos Wako, was allowed to visit Jakarta and East Timor in Feb-
ruary. Indonesia also accepted a chairman's statement on East Timor during the
1992 session of the UJ»J. Human Ri^ts Commission. That statement noted serious

concerns with the human rights situation in East Timor, strongly deplored the No-
vember 12, 1991, shooting incident, and welcomed government actions to cope with
it. It also called on the Government to facilitate access to East Timor by humani-
tarian and human rights organizations. Finally, it looked forward to a report from
the Government on progress in implementing recommendations from the U.N. Spe-
cial Rapporteur on Torture based on his 1991 trip to Indonesia. (See Section I.e.)

Thus far the Government has neither responded to the recommendations nor eased
access to East Timor. In 1992 the ICRC also experienced increasing difficulty gain-

ing access to East Timorese prisoners under conditions defined in its operating
agreement with the Government. The ICRC highlighted these difficulties after the
arrest November 20 of Fretilin leader Jose "Xanana" Gusmao, to whom the ICRC
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finaUy gained access on December 7. The ICRC continued to press for access to

other Timorese arrested since November 1.

Section 5. Discrimination B<i8ed on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Indonesians exhibit considerable tolerance for ethnic, racial, and major religious

differences, with the important exception of oflicial and informal discrimination

against ethnic Chinese. Since 1969 noncitizen ethnic Chinese have been denied the
right to run businesses in rural Indonesia. Regulations prohibit the operation of all-

Chinese schools for ethnic Chinese citizens, formation of exclusively Chinese cul-

tural groups or trade associations, and public display of Chinese characters. Chi-
nese-language publications, with the exception of one oflicially sanctioned daily

newspaper, may neither be imported nor produced domestically. Jakarta city offi-

cials burned thousands of cassettes, compact discs, and books in Mandarin Chinese
in March. IVivate instruction in Chinese is discouraged but takes place to a limited

extent. No laws prohibit speaking Chinese, but the Government lays heavy stress

on the learning and use of the national language, Bahasa Indonesia.

Many people of Chinese ancestry have nonetheless been successful in business
and the protessions, and the enforcement of restrictions is often haphazard. Some
ethnic Cninese have eigoyed particular government favor. Social and religious

groups exist which are, in effect, all-Chinese and not proscribed.

Under the law, and as President Soeharto and other ofilcials periodically affirm,

women are equal to and have the same ri^ts, obligations, and opportunities as

men. Some Indonesian women ei\joy a high degree of economic and social fi^eedom

and occupy important mid-level positions in the civil service, educational institu-

tions, labor organizations, the military, the professions, and private business. Al-

though women constitute one-quarter of the civil service, they occupy only a small
fraction of Uie service's top posts. Women make up about 40 percent of the overall

work force, with the majority in the rural sector. Despite legal guarantees of equal
treatment, women seldom receive equal pay for equal work and disproportionately

experience illiteracy, poor health, and nutrition. Traditional attitudes which limit

women's aspirations, activities, and status undercut state policy in some areas. Sev-

eral voluntary, private groups work actively to advance women's legal, economic, so-

cial, and political rights and claim some success in gaining official cognizance of

their concerns.
In 1992 there were increasing reports of violence against women, including rape

and other violence against female domestic servants. Human rights and women's
rights groups believed that the police, prosecutors, and courts were slow to react in

many cases, and many women who were the victims of sexual crimes were reluctant

to report them to police. Tliis lack of confldence in the willingness or ability of au-

thorities to take effective action to combat crinM is not limited to violence against

women but is part of the overall low esteem in which the criminal justice system
is held. The Government has acknowledged the problem of domestic violence in In-

donesian society, which some say has been aggravated by recent social chaiiges

brought about by rapid urbanization. The Government nrovides some counseling,

and several private organizations exist to assist women. Nonetheless, most observ-

ers agree the problem of violence against women remains poorly documented.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Private sector workers, including those in export

processing zones, are free to form or join unions without prior authorization. How-
ever, in order to bargain on behalf of employees or to represent workers in the De-

partment of Manpower's labor courts, a union must register as a mass organization

with the Department of Home Affairs under the ORMAS Law (see Section 2.b.) and
meet the requirements for recognition by the Department of Manpower union of-

fices in at least 20 of the country's 27 provinces, oranch offices in at least 100 dis-

tricts, and 1,000 plant level units.

Whole there are no formal constraints on the establishment of unions, the recogni-

tion requirements are a high legal barrier to recognition and the ri^t to engage

in collective bargaining. In de facto terms, there is a single union system, and it

is the Government's stated policy to seek to improve the effectiveness of the one rec-

ognized union rather than ease the process for the formation of alternative organiza-

tions. The one union recognized by the Department of Manpower is the All Indo-

nesia Workers Union (Senkat Pekeija Seluruh Indonesia, SPSD- Two other labor

groups, Setia Kawan (Solidarity), also known as Serikat Buruh Merdeka (SMB, Free

Trade Union), and Serikat Bunih Sejahtera Indonesia (SBSI, Indonesian Workers
Welfare Union), are attempting to satisfy the Department of Manpower require-

ments. In existence for 2 years, Setia Kawan is essentially moribund while the
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SBSI, created in 1992, continues to attempt to form ihe necessaiy branches prior

to appliong for recognition.

Tlie SPSI has 9,071 units out of rou^Iy 26,000 organizable woric sites. It has a
membership of about 1 million dues-paying members, about 1.4 percent of the total

work force. However, if agricultural workers and others in categories such as self-

employed and family workers who are not normally union members are excluded,

the percentage of union members rises to approximately 6 percent.

Minister of Manpower Decision 1109/men/1986, which defines the procedures for

establishing an SPSI factory unit, enjoins workers to consult with the employer dur-

ing the process of setting up an SFSI branch. In practice this often means obtaining
the employer's consent lor the establishment of a unit. There are numerous reports

that employers will agree to the organization of SPSI units only if they are allowed
to select the units' omcials. Employers justify this action under the terms of Min-
isterial Decision 1109 which also specifies the requirements for union officials which
include 'lii^ educational background" and possession of "certain qualities: reliable,

highly disciplined * * *." Employers argue that they are in the best position to

know which employees possess these characteristics.

Civil servants are not permitted to join unions and must belong to KORPRI, a
nonunion association whose Central Development Council is chairea by the Minister
of Home Affairs. Teachers must belong to the Teachers' Association (PGRI). While
technic^y classed as a union (its sta&s was chan^d fi?om an association similar
to KORPhI in April 1990), PGRI has continued to mnction more as a welfare orga-
nization and does not appear to have engaged in trade union activities. State enter-
prise employees, defined to include those enterprises in which the state has a 6-per-

cent holoing or greater, usually are required to join KORPRI, but there are some
state enterprises which have SPSI units.

Unions may draw up their own constitutions and rules and elect their representa-
tives. However^the Uovemment has a great deal of influence over the SPSI, the
head of the SFSI is a senior member of GOLKAR, two senior SPSI officials are
Members of Parliament representing GOLKAR, and the Minister of Manpower is a
member of the SPSFs Consultative Council. According to credible reports, the Gov-
ernment interferes in the selection of SPSI officers, especially the placing of retired

military officers in mid-level SPSI positions.

Under the Criminal Code, police approval is needed for all meetings outside of-

fices or normal work sites. Inis provision also applies to union meetings. Permission
is routinely given to the SPSI. In October police and the military halted an SBSI
meeting, for which a permit had not been requested, and briefly detained its orga-
nizers Tor questioning. A union may be dissolved if the Government believes it is

acting against Pancasila, but there are no laws or regulations specifying the proce-
dures for union dissolution. There have been no actualcases of dissolution.

The SPSI maintains international contacts, but is not affiliated with any inter-

nationtd trade union organizations except the Association of Southeast Asian Na-
tions (ASEAN) Trade Union Council. Some elements of the SPSI, such as the sea-

farers, maintain links with international trade union secretfudats. The SPSI has an
application for membership with the International Confederation of Free Trade
Unions pending. While Pancasila principles call for labor-management diflerences to

be settled by consensus, all organized workers, with the exception of civil servants,

have the right to strike. In practice, state enterprise employees and teachers rarely
exercise this right. Before a strike can occur in the private sector, the law requires
intensive mediation by the Department of Manpower and prior notice of the intent

to strike. However, no approval is required.
In practice, dispute settlement procedures are not followed fully, and formal notice

of the intent to strike is rarely given. The Department of Manpower procedures are
time consuming and decisions are handed down usually only after a prolonged pe-
riod has elapsed. These processes have little credibility with workers and are mostly
ignored. Strikes, therefore, tend to be sudden, the result of longstanding grievances
or recognition that legally mandated benefits or rights are not being given. While
strike leaders are not arrested for illegal strikes, they often lose their jobs. The
number of strikes has continued to increase over the last several years, some of
them in support of fired union officials but most of them over failure of companies
to pay legally mandated minimum wages. In 1991 there were 112 'illegal" strikes

ofiiciallv recorded by the Department of Manpower, although the actual number
most Ukely was larger. When the figures for 1992 are tallied, it is probable they
will show another increase.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Collective bargaining is pro-

vided for by law, but only recognized trade unions may engage in it. The Depart-
ment of Manpower promotes collective bargainingas an instrument of industrial re-

lations in the context of the nationed ideology of Pancasila. The majority of the col-
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lective bargaining agreements between the SPSI and employers are negotiated bilat-
erally.

Once notified that 26 employees have joined a registered union, an employer is
obligated to bar^pdn vrith them. As a transitional sU^ to encourage collective bar-
gaining, regulations require that every company vntn 26 or more employees issue
company regulations defining the terms and conditions of employment. Before a
company can register or renew its company regulations it must demonstrate that
it consulted with the union or in its absence a committee consisting of employer and
employee representatives.
Only about half of the SPSI units have collective bargaining agreements. The de-

gree to which these agreements are freely negotiated between unions and manage-
ment without ^vemment interference varies. By regulation negotiations are to oe
concluded withm 30 days. If not, the matter is submitted to the Department of Man-
power for mediation and conciliation or arbitration. Most negotiations are concluded
vdthin the 30-day period. Agreements are for 2 years and can be extended for 1
more year.
Regulations expressly forbid employers from discriminating or harassing employ-

ees because of union membership. Tiiere are credible reports from union ofiicis^,
however, of employer retribution against union organizers, and the SPSI claims that
some employers discriminate against its members and wori^ers who desire to form
SPSI units.

Charges of antiunion discrimination are abjudicated by administrative tribunals.
However, many union members believe the tribunals generally side with employers.
Because of this perceived partiality, many woricers reject or avoid the process and

Sresent their grievances directly to Parliament and other agencies. Administrative
ecisions in favor of fired workers tend to be monetary awards; workers are rarely

reinstated.
Workers can organize without restriction in a private enterprise, even if it is des-

ignated vital by the Government. If the State has a partieJ interest, the enteiprise
is considered to be in the public service domain, but this does not always legally
limit oiganizing. There are a number of government/private joint ventures \mich
have SRSI units and which bai^gain collectively.

The militaiy or police have Men involved in a number of labor disputes. Workers
have chaiiged that members of the security forces have attempted to intimidate
union organizers and have beaten strike leaders. Police and miutary in a number
of instances have been present in significant numbers during stipes, even when
there has been no destruction of properly or violence. Military ofiBcials occasionally
have been reported present during n^otiations between woikers and management.
Their presence has been describea as intimidating by plant level union officitQs.

Labor law applies equally in export processing zones.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Forced labor is strictly forbidden

and enforcement is generally adequate. There were, however, credible reports in
1990 of forced labor oy logging companies among the Asmat tribe in Irian Jaya.
There have been documented reports of girls being sold as domestic servants or to
brothels, and of men being sold as agricultural workers. The Government has tlius
far failed to follow tiirou^ on its promise of an investigation into these reports.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Child labor continues to be a seri-

ous problem in industrial areas. The Government adcnowledges that there is a class
of children who must woik for socioeconomic reasons, and in 1987 the Minister of
Manpower issued Regulation PER-Ol/Men/1987 "On Protection of Children Forced
to Work" to regulate this situation. This regulation legalizes the emplojrment of chil-

dren under the age of 14 who must work to contribute to the income of their fami-
lies. It requires parental consent, prohibits dangerous or difficult work, limits hours
to 4 hours daily, and reouires employers to report the number of children working
under its provisions. It ooes not set a minimum age for children in this category,
effiectively superseding the government Ordinance of December 17, 1925, on Meas-
ures Limiting Child Labour and Ni^twork of Women, which is still the current law
foveming child labor. It sets a a minimum age of 12 for employment. However, the
987 regulation is not enforced; no employers have been taken to court for violating

it, and no reports are collected from establishments employing children. Act No. 1

of 1951 was intended to bring into force certain labor measures, including provisions
on child labor which would replace those of tiie 1925 legislation. However, imple-
menting regulations for the child labor provisions have never been issued. Thus the
child laoor provisions in tiie 1951 Act have no validity.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^In the absence of a national minimum wage,
area wage councils working under the supervision of the National Wage Council es-

tablish minimum wages for regions. This is a quadripartite body consisting of rep-
resentatives from labor, management, government, and universities. It also estao-
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lishes a basic-needs figure for each province—a monetary amount considered suffi-

cient to enable a single woricer or family to meet the basic needs of nutrition, cloth-

ing, and shelter. The minimum wage rates constantly lag behind the basic needs
figures and fall short of providing a decent standard of living. Labor law and min-
isterial regulations provide workers with a variety of other benefits, such as social

security, and workers in more modem facilities often receive health benefits and
free meals.
The law establishes 7-hour workdays and 40-hour workweeks, with one 30-minute

rest period for each 4 hours of work. The daily overtime rate is 1V2 tintes the normal
hourly rate for the first hour, and twice the hourly rate for additional overtime. Reg-
ulations allow employers to deviate from the normal work hours upon request to the

Minister of Manpower with the agreement of the employee.
Observance of minimum wage and other laws regulating benefits and labor stand-

ards varies from sector to sector and region to region. Employer violations of legal

requirements are fairly common and often result in strikes and employee protests.

The Minister of Manpower has publicly urged employers to comply with the law and
sternly warned one group of foreign investors in the sports shoe industry about com-
pliance with minimum wage regulations and their culturally insensitive industrial

relations practices. However, in general, government enforcement and supervision

of labor standards is weak.
Both law and regulations provide for minimum standards of industrial health and

safety. In the largely Western-operated oil sector, safety and health programs func-

tion reasonably well. In the country's 100,000 larger, registered companies in the

nonoil sector, tiie quality of occupational health and safety programs varies greatly.

The enforcement of health and safety standards is severely hampered by the limited

number of qualified Department of Manpower inspectors as well as the lack of em-
ployee appreciation for sound headth and safety practices. Allegations of corruption

on the part of inspectors are not uncommon. Workers are obligated to report hazard-
ous working conditions, and while employers are prevented by law from retaliating

against those who do, such retaliation dbes occur, since the law is not effectively

enforced.

JAPAN

Japan is a parliamentary democracy based on a constitution adopted in 1947. Sov-

ereignty is vested in the people, and the Emperor is defined as the sjrmbol of state.

On the national level, power is divided among executive, legislative, and judicial

branches. Executive power is vested in a cabinet, composed of a prime minister and
ministers of state, responsible to the Diet—composed of the House of Representa-

tives (lower house) and the House of Councilors (upper house). The Diet, elected by
universal suffrage and secret ballot, designates the prime minister, who must be a
member of that body. Nearly 70 percent of the electorate usually votes in general
elections, contested by six political parties covering a broad ideological spectrum.
For the last 37 years the ruling Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) has held a par-

liamentary majority. The judicial system has several layers of courts, with the Su-
preme Court as final authority.

A well-oi^anized and disciplined police force generally respects the human rights

of the populace, but there continued to be reports of harsh treatment of suspects

in custody. The police force is firmly under the control of the civil authorities. The
Civil Liberties Bureau in the Ministry of Justice and the Human Ri^ts and Refu-
gee Division in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs monitor problems relating to human
rights practices in Japan.
Japan's free market economy has the world's second largest gross national prod-

uct. In 1992 Japan experienced an economic slowdown, with a correspondingly nega-
tive effect on employment.
The Constitution states: "All of the people are equal under the law and there shall

be no discrimination in political, economic, or social relations because of race, creed,

sex, social status, or family origin." While the human rights provisions of the Con-
stitution and Bill of Rights are secured by a just and efficient legal system, women,
the "Burakumin" (a group traditionally treated as outcasts), the Ainu (Japan's indig-

enous people), and auen residents experience varying degrees of discrimination. En-
forcement of current laws against such discrimination is hampered because these
laws contain virtually no penalties for offenders.
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RBSPBCr FOR HUMAN RI(»ITS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no known cases of politi-

cal or other extregudicial killing.

b. Diaappearance.—There were no kiM>wn cases of abductions, secret arrests, clan-
destine detention, or hostage holding by security forces or any other oiganization.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Freedom from torture, cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment is

provided for in the Constitution. According to credible reports by prisoners cmd oth-
ers, police sometimes use j^ysical violence, including kicKings ana beatings, as well
as psychological intimidation, including threats and name calling, to obtain confes-
sions from suspects in custoc^. Foreign media coverage of speanc cases involving
foreim prisoners drew attention to tms issue. In Japan, confession is regarded as
the urst step in the rehabilitative process. Rou^y 85 percent of all crunmal cases
goin^ to trial include confessions, reflecting the priority that the police place on ad-
missions of guilt. Several court cases have overturned convictions obtained by forced
confession, but abuse of prisoners to obtain confessions remains a problem. Confes-
sions, although signed bv the accused, are normally written statements by interro-
gators summarizing and reflecting on the accused's statement and not verbatim
transcripts.

The issue of the ri^ts of psychiatric patients received attention in Japan as the
International Commission of Jurists (ICJ) conducted its third study mission to
Japan in April 1992 to review the 1988 Mental Health Law. Although Japan was
credited witn efforts to encourage community-based care for psychiatric patients, the
ICJ report pointed out that a shortage of facilities prevents about 30 percent of pa-
tients in hospitals fipom being discharged and handled as outpatients. It sJso noted
that a large number of patients ^o are voluntarily admitted are kept in locked
wards.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Freedom from arbitrary arrest or impris-
onment is provided for in the Constitution and respected in practice. Japanese law
provides for judicial determination of the legality of detention. Persons may not be
detained witnout charge, and prosecuting authorities must be prepared to dem-
onstrate before trial that probsuble cause exists to detain the accused. Under the
Criminal Procedure Code, a suspect may be held in police custody for up to 72 hours
without representation by defense counsel. A judge may extend this period for up
to 25 days if necessary. If an indictment follows, the suspect is transferred to a
criminal detention facility.

In some cases, the period of preindictment detention may be extended further
using a procedure known as 'l)eUEen taiho," or arrest on a separate charge. The po-
lice may arrest a suspect on a minor or secondary charge and then use the 23-aay
detention period to investigate a separate, primary charge. After termination of the
initial period of detention, the prisoner may be rearrested on yet another charge,
thus imtiating a separate and additional 23-day detention period. The sjrstem was
used to investigate, and hold without access to legal counsel, three American citi-

zens in 1992. Tne law prohibits the police from arresting a person on a charge they
have no intention of prosecutingbut "Ibekken taiho" may be used for minor offenses

such as immigration violations. Bail is rarely available.

Another concern is the potential for abuse deriving from the practice of "sub-
stitute detention." While Japanese law stipulates that suspects should be held in

'liouses of detention" between arrest and sentencing, a police cell may be sub-
stituted. This provision was added to cover a shor^ge of detention facilities in

Japan. Critics charge that aUowing suspects to be detained by the same authorities

that interrogate them hei^^tens the potential for prisoner abuse and coercion.

The length of time before a suspect is brou^t to trial depends on the nature of
the crime out rarely exceeds 2 months; the average is 1 to 2 months. By law there

is no ri^t to legal representation during interrogation. While the Ministry of Jus-
tice has stipulated that a detained person should be able to meet wdth counsel with-
in 48 hours of the accused's request, the Code of Criminal Procedure grants the
prosecutor's office and the investigating police officials the power to limit access to

attorneys when deemed necessary for uie sake of the investigation. In practice, the
48-hour time limit is sometimes ignored, and preindictment attorney visits are typi-

cally restricted to 15 to 30 minutes. As a court-appointed attorney is not provided
until after indictment, suspects must rely on their own resources to hire an attorney
for preindictment counseling. Some local bar associations provide detainees with a
free counseling session prior to indictment. In practice, suspects able to afford pri-

vate counsel may typically consult with an attorney more than once during the

preindictment detention period, sometimes without private access. Counsel is pro-
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vided at government expense after indictment when the arrested person cannot af-

ford one.
e. Denied of Fair Public Trial.—^The Constitution provides for the right to a speedy

and public trial by an impartial tribunal in all criminal cases, and mis ri^t is re-

spected in practice. However, appeals to the Supreme Court have been known to

take years, wilJi one appeal case still pending after almost 9 years. The defendant
is informed of charges upon arrest and assured a pubUc trial by an independent ci-

vilifm court with defense counsel and the ri^t to cross-examination. The Constitu-
tion assures defendants the right not to be compelled to testify against themselves
as well as free and private access to counsel, although the right to such access is

sometimes abridged m practice. Defendtmts are also protected from the retroactive

application of laws and have the right of access to incriminating evidence after a
formal indictment has been made. However, Japanese law does not require full dis-

closure by the prosecutor, and material which will not be used in court by the pros-

ecution may be suppressed.
Judges are appomted by the Cabinet for a 10-year term which can be renewed

until uie age o{^65. Justices of the Supreme Court can serve until the age of 70 but
face periomc review through popular referendum. A defendant who is dissatisfied

with the decision of a trial court of first instance may, within the period prescribed
by law, appeal to a higher court. There are several levels of courts, witn the Su-

Sreme Court serving as the highest judicial authority. There is no trial by jury in
apan.
There are no political prisoners.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Under
the Constitution, each search or seizure must be made upon separate warrant is-

sued by a judicial officer. Standards for issuing such warrants exist to guard against
arbitrary searches. There are no reports that the Government or any other organiza-
tion arbitrarily interfered with privacy, family, home, or correspondence.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Rights, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—The Constitution, an independent press and ju-

diciary, and a functioning democratic political system combine to ensure freedom of
speech and press.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^These freedoms are provided
for in the Constitution and respected in practice.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Freedom of religion is provided for in the Constitution
and respected in practice. While Buddhism and Shintoism remain the two major re-

ligions, there are many others, including several Christian denominations. Foreign
missionaries are welcome.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Japanese citizens have the right to travel freely, both within Japan and
abroad, to change their place of residence, to emigrate, and to repatriate voluntarily.

Japanese nationality can be lost by naturalization in a foreign country or failure to

elect Japanese nationality at the proper age.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Japanese citizens have the right and ability peacefully to change their govern-
ment. A parliamentary democracy, Japan is ruled by the political party or parties

able to form a majority in the lower house of its bicameral Diet. The Liberal Demo-
cratic Party (LDP) has been in power on the national level—through control of the
lower house—continuously since its establishment in 1955. The political system is

open, however. The LDP owes its longevity primarily to pragmatic and effective gov-
ernance and to the fragmentation of the opposition parties. Local and prefectural

governments are often controlled by coalitions. Elections on all levels are held fre-

quently, suffrage is universal, and ballots are secret. Indigenous people and ethnic
minorities are free to participate in the political process, although their influence
and numbers in government and politics are limited, due in part to social stereo-

typing and stigmatization.
Population movements since the 1946 Constitution have left some parliamentary

electoral districts disproportionately large; some districts have more than three
times the population of others. The Supreme Court has called for greater equalityr

in the value of votes, but the lack oi a nonpartisan mechanism to make such
changes has slowed the process of adjustment.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

A number of local human rights organizations exist. They do not face any govern-
mental restrictions or impediments to their work. The Government does not obstruct
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or inhibit the investigative activities of international nongovernmental organiza-
tions.

Section 5. Discrimination Based an Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or SocicU Status

The Constitution prohibits discrimination based on race, creed, sex, social status,
or family origin. Children are beneficiaries of equal protection, and the Constitution
prohibits exploitation of children. The Government oacks up the intent of the Con-
stitution witn various laws.
The position of women in society and the home, althou^^ significantly improved

during the last few decades, continues to reflect deep-seated traditional values
which assign women a subordinate role. In this envuxinment, violence against
women, particularly domestic violence, often goes unreported due to social and cul-
tural concerns about shaming one's family or endangering the reputation of one's
spouse or offspring. TypicaUy, victimized women more often return to the home of
their parents rather than file reports with authorities. Therefore, Ministry of Justice
statistics on violence against women undoubtedly understate the scope of the cur-
rent problem. Many local governments are responding to a need for confidential as-
sistance by establishing special women's consultation departments in police and pre-
fectural omoes.
Although discrimination by private employers against women is prohibited by the

Constitution, it persists. Women comprise over 40 percent of the employed popu-
lation. Legislation over the past 30 years has been ac^usted to accord them the same
legal status as men. The Elqual Employment Opportunity (EEO) Law of 1986 was
aimed at eliminating sex discrimination in such areas as recruitment, pay, and
working hours. The law does not expressly forbid discrimination; it merely states
that "employers should endeavoi'' to avoid it. Under this law and other regulations,
the Ministry of Labor attempts to encourage corporate compliance with its objectives
by positive inducements, including subsidies; it does not enforce compliance throu^
fines or other punitive measures. The EEO Law and other laws dealing with wom-
en's employment are scheduled for periodic review and some groups are calling for

the inclusion of penalties.

Under the current laws, significant disparities in pay and access to managerial
¥ositions persist. In March nine woridng married women filed lawsuits with the
bkyo District Court, citing discrinoination in wages and promotions. Other pending

cases question management's use of Japan's two-track (general versus administra-
tive) system of hiring women employees. Initially designed to create a "career" track
for employees while maintaining a separate "clerical track, the system, observers
say, is used to discriminate against women. Both statistical and anecdotal evidence
suggests that the current retrenchment in the work force is falling most heavily on
women seeking entry level nonclerical positions in private firms.
There are 7 women in the 512-menaber House of Representatives and 13 in the

252-member House of Councilors. Diet member Mayumi Moriyama was appointed
Minister of Education in December 1992. With this appointment, Ms. Moriyama be-
comes the first woman to have held two Cabinet positions, having served as Japan's
first woman Chief Cabinet Secretary in 1989. Women make up nearly 20 percent
of all government workers but less man 1 percent of top (section chief and higher)
government posts. The stereotyping of jobs and abilities and to demands and expec-

tations of family and society impede full participation.

Public awareness of discrimination against women and of sexual harassment in

the workplace has increased. An Fukuoka District Court landmark ruling in April

found an employer guilty of violating the rights of a female worker who had com-
plained of verbal sexual harassmentby a male superior. The employer, who spread
rumors that his colleague was promiscuous, was ordered to pay $12,700 in damages.
Another highly visible sexual harassment case involved a female Prefectural Assem-
blv member who filed assault charges against a male Prefectural Assembly member
who sexually harassed her. The assailant was released without punishment because
the attack took place while he was under the influence of alcohol. The case received

wide coverage both domestically and abroad. An increasing number of government
entities are establishing hotlines and designating ombudsmen to handle complaints

of discrimination and sexual harassment. Despite the increased media and public

attention given to sex discrimination and the growing presence of women in the

work force, sexual stereotyping and discrimination contmue.
The exclusive nature of Japanese society, reinforced by cultural and ethnic homo-

geneity and a history of isolation from other cultures, has impeded the integration

of minority groups. Despite improvements in Japan's legal system, Korean perma-
nent residents (most of whom were bom, raised, and educated in Japan) and the

Burakumin (descendants of feudal-era outcasts who practiced so-called "unclean"

professions such as butdiering and undertaking) are frequently the victims of en-
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trenched social discrimination which has restricted the access of both groups to pri-

vate housing, emi)loymenL and marriage opportunities. The Ainu, descendants of
the original inhabitants of Japan, are also subject to discrimination, especially re-

garding employment opportumties.
Beginning in 1969, £he Government introduced a number of social, economic, and

legal programs designed to improve conditions for the Burakumin and hasten their

assimilation into mainstream Japanese society. In 1992 the Government extended
basic legislation to provide iundmg for Burakumin programs for another 5 years.
The Burakumin continued to lobbv lor a new law that would expand programs.
The Ainu community continued to seek revisions to existing Japanese law to af-

ford greater protection of Ainu rights and improve the status of >anus. In the July
1992 upper house elections, Japan Socialist Party (JSP) proportional seat candidate
Shigeru Kayano, an Ainu, ran for the Diet but was narrowlv defeated. Under Diet
rules, he could become Japan's first Ainu Diet member should an existing JSP pro-

portional roll member vacate his seat prematurely.
Hie legal obligations to carry an alien registration card and to be fingerprinted

have been leading concerns among permanent resident aliens residing in Japan,
particularly secondand third-generation Korean residents who constitute 82 percent
of all such aliens. In response to continued appeals from the Republic of Korea, the
Government will end the fingerprinting of permanent foreign residents, including
Koreans. The Government will replace the fingerprint system with a family registry

system that uses the resident's picture and signature and contains information on
parents and spouses living in Japan, a system similar to that used by Japanese na-
tionals. Some within the Korean community continue to oppose these proposed
changes as discriminatory to nonpermanent resident foreigners. It also leaves intact

the req|uirement that eJl foreign residents must carry alien registration certificates

at aU times.
In addition, Korean permanent residents are subject to various forms of en-

trenched social discrimination. In recent years the Government has enacted several
laws and regulations extending to permanent resident aliens equal access to public
housing and loans, social security pensions for those qualified, and certain public
employment rights. As a result of'^the January 1991 memorandum between the Jap-
anese and South Korean governments, employment rights were extended to local

government positions, giving each locality the authority to decide which jobs may
e held by non-Japanese nationals. (Japanese nationality is reouired for civil serv-

ants who participate in the exercise of^ public power or in public decisionmaking.)
Observers report that prefectures and metropolitan areas sucn as Tokyo, Osaka, and
Sarts of Kanagawa Prefecture are expanding opportunities for the employment of
brean residents in local government. Local governments are also being urged by

the Government to allow Korean residents to take the teacher entrance exams and
to employ them on a full-time basis. Observers so far report no substantial increase
in the nun^ers of Korean residents hired as regular teachers. Private sector em-
ployment and social discrimination are still common. Antidiscrimination laws affect-

ing Korean residents were initiated as government guidance and are not backed up
by penalty provisions.

According to law, aliens with 5 years' continuous residence are eligible for natu-
ralization and the simultaneous acquisition of citizenship rights, including the right

to vote. In fact, however, most eligible aliens do not apply for citizenship, in part
due to fears that their cultural identity would be diminished.
Immigrants reportedly face police harassment and discrimination in obtaining

housing, jobs, and health care. In recognition of the difliculties faced by foreigners

in these areas, Tokyo City recently issued a law to prevent housing discrimination
against foreigners, and there have been efforts by the Government and by local gov-

ernments to disseminate information on health insurance plans to enroll foreigners
into the system. Some communities are using existing social welfare programs to

cover emergency medical expenses incurred by uninsured foreign visitors.

The Justice Ministry's Immigration Bureau estimates that as of May 1992, there
were 278,892 illegal foreign nationals in Japan. Many are illegal woikers from
Southeast Asia, the Republic of Korea, and Iran. The number of illegal Iranian
workers is expected to decline sharply because the Government suspended, as of
April 15, 1992, a visa waiver agreement it had with Iran for short-term visitors.

While many in Japan's illegal foreign population came in search of better paying
manufacturing and construction jobs created by Japan's labor shortages, there are
indications that these opportunities are disappearing with the economic slowdown,
leaving more workers unemployed or marginally employed. Human rights groups
claim that, with little or no knowledge of the Japanese language or their legal

rights, foreign workers can easily be discriminated against by employers. Some ille-

gal alien workers have suffered exploitive treatment, but there is no evidence that
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this is common. The Goveniment has tried to restrict the inflow of illegal foreign
workers by prosecuting employers under recent revisions of the Immigration Law,
by assessing penalties on employers of undocumented foreign workers, and by deny-
ing entnr on grounds of passport, visa, and entry application irregularities to for-

eigners believed trying to enter Japan to look for work. The Government continues
to studv the foreign worker issue in special committee. Several citizens' groups worit
with illegal foreign workers to improve their access to information about worker
rifl^ts.

There continue to be credible reports of Chinese oflicials in Japan engaging in
harassment and intimidation tactics against Chinese prodemocracy students resi-
dent in Japan. Japan has been criticized for failure to protect adequately Chinese
dissidents in Japan by extending the visas of those who fear persecution or by pre-
venting intimidation by Chinese ofiicials. There were reports tiiat Chinese students
seeking to extend their visas are meeting with greater flexibility from Japanese offi-

cials.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Ri^ht of Association.—The right of workers to organize, bargain, and act
collectively is assured by the Constitution. Approximately 25 percent of the active
work force belongs to unions. Unions are free of government control and influence.
The Japanese Trade Union Confederation (Rengo), which represents 8 million Japa-
nese workers, was formed in 1989 through the merger of several confederations and
is Japan's largest labor organization. Tnere is no requirement for a single trade
union structure, and there are no restrictions on who may be a union oflici^.
Members of the armed forces, police, and fireflghters are not permitted to form

unions or to organize. The International Labor Organization in 1991 criticized Ja-
pan's denial of the right of firefighters to organize as unwarranted. The Government
and union representatives initiated talks to address this issue. Japanese law allows
unions to lobby and to make political campaign contributions, and most unions are
involved in poutical activity as well as labor relations. Rengo and other labor groups
are active in supporting political parties and individual candidates and promoting
their political and social agenda.
Oi^nized labor generally supports the opposition political parties and provides

key funds and manpower. Unions are active in international bodies, most notably
the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions, and maintain extensive
international contacts.

The right to strike is implicit in the Constitution, and it is exercised frequently.
A disproportionately laige number of strikes take place during the spring wage of-

fensive. PubUc employees, however, do not have the right to strike, although they
do have recourse to mediation and arbitration in order to resolve disputes. In ex-
change for a ban on their right to strike, government employees' pay raises are de-
termined by the Government based on a recommendation by the independent Na-
tional Personnel Authority.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The Constitution states that
unions have the right to organize, bargain, and act collectively and these rights are
exercised in practice. Collective bargaining is widely practiced. The annual "spring
wage offensive," in which individual unions in each industry conduct negotiations
simultaneously with their firms, attracts national attention. Japanese management
usually consults closely with unions on issues. However, trade unions are independ-
ent of management and aggressively pursue the interests of their workers.
Antiunion discrimination is prohibited by law and in practice does not take place.

There are no export processing zones.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Labor Standards Law pro-

hibits the use of forced labor, and there are no known cases of forced or compulsory
labor.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Under the Labor Standards Law,
minors under 15 years of age may not be employed as workers, and those under
the age of 18 years may not be employed in dangerous or harmful work. Child labor
laws are rigorously enforoed by tne Labor Inspection Division of the Ministry of
Labor.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^Minimum wages are administratively deter-

mined by the Minister of Lal>or or the Director of the Prefectural Labor Standards
Office based usually on Uie recommendation of the tripartite Minimum Wage Coun-
cil. Minimum wage rates vaiy by industry and region. These wage rates are suffi-

cient to provide workers and their families with a decent living. The Labor Stand-
ards Law provides for the phased reduction of maximum working hours from the
present 44-hour, 6-day workweek to 40 hours over a several year period.
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The Ministry of Labor effectively administers various laws and regulations gov-
erning occupational health and safety, principal among which is the Industrial Safe-

ty and Health Law of 1972. Standaras are set by the Ministry of Labor and issued

after consultation with the Standing Committee on Safety and Health of the tri-

partite Labor Standards Commission. Labor inspectors have the authority to sus-

pend unsafe operations immediately, and the law provides for woriters to voice con-

cerns over occupational safety and to remove themselves from unsafe working condi-

tions without jeopardizing their continued employment.

KIRIBATI

The nation of Kiribati comprises some 72,500 people occupying 33 small islands

widely scattered across 3.5 million ajquare kilometers of the central Pacific. The pop-
ulation is primarily Micronesian, with a significant remainder of Polynesian origin.

Kiribati gained fuU independence from the United Kingdom in 1979 and became a
republic within the Conunonwealth of Nations. It has a nationally elected president

and a legislative assembly with 39 members elected by universal suffrage and 2 ex-

ofiicio members. Local affairs are handled in a manner similar to that followed in

New England town meetings.
The main security apparatus is a small police force of some 200 men, responsible

to and effectively controlled bv civilian authority.

The economy is very small; most people are engaged in subsistence agriculture

and fishing. The islands' isolation and meager resources, including poor soil and lim-

ited arable land, severely limit prospects for economic development.
Kiribati society is egalitarian, democratic, and respectful of human rights. There

were no reports of specific human rights abuses in 1992, but in the tramtional cul-

ture women have occupied a subordinate role, with limits on their job opportunities.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no politicsdly motivated
killings.

b. Disappearance.—There were no disappearances, and no evidence of people
being abducted, secretly arrested, or clandestinely detfiined.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Torture and inhuman or degrading punishment or other such treatment are forbid-

den by the Constitution, and there were no reported instances of such practices.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or £xi/e.^^onstitutional safeguards against arbi-

trary arrest and detention are observed in practice. There is no exile, internal or
external.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The right to a fair public trial is assured by law
and observed in practice. The Constitution provides that an accused person be in-

formed of the nature of the offense for which he is charged and be provided ade-

quate time and facilities to prepare a defense. The right to confront witnesses,

present evidence, and appeal convictions is enshrined in law.

Procedural safeguards are based on English common law and are generally simi-

lar to those in Western democracies. The Judiciary is independent and free of gov-

ernmental interference. Kiribati has no political prisoners.

f Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The pri-

vacy of the home is protected in law and respected by the Government. There is

no arbitrary intrusion by the State or political organizations into the private life of
the individual. Membership in political organizations is entirely voluntary.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech and press is provided for in

the Constitution and observed in practice. Kiribati's radio station and only news-
{>aper are government owned, but offer a variety of views. Churches publisn news-
etters and other periodicals. Academic freedom is respected.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—The Constitution provides for

freedom of assembly and association, including the ri^t to form or belong to asso-

ciations for the advancement or protection of a groups interests. There are no sig-

nificant restrictions in practice.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Complete freedom of religion prevails in Kiribati. There
is no state or preferred religion. Missionaries are free to seek converts and actively

do so.
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d. Freedom ofMovement Within the County, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Citizens are free to travel wdthin the country and abroad. There are no
restrictions on repatriation. Kiribati has no refugees or displaced persons.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The Government is diosen by the people in free and open elections. Executive au-
thority is exercised by the President, who is elected by the people. No less than
three and no more than four presidential candidates are nominated by the elected
Legislative Assembly from among its members. Under the Constitution, the Presi-
dent is limited to three terms.
There is no tradition of formally organized pculies in Kiribati. However, elections

bring about coalitions of various interest groups around specific issues. For example,
the 1991 election campaign saw the emergence of several such interest Groups: the
Christian Democratic Party, the Liberal Peaty, the National Prc^gressive Party, and
the New Movement Party. These groups do not seem to have any durable distin-

guishing characteristics and they have, as yet, no party head^arters, formal plat-

forms, or party structures. In 1992 a leading opposition politician announced that
he was creating a formal party, the Maneaba Party.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are no restrictions on the formation of local nongovernmental organizations
that concern themselves with human ri^ts, but to date none has been formed.
There have been no reported allegations of human ri^ts violations by the Govern-
ment and no known requests for investigations. Kinbati is not a member of the
United Nations.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, creed, national ori-

fin, or sex, and this prohibition is observed in practice. Kiribati society, being fiin-

amentally egalitarian, does not have the privileged chiefly class of some other Pa-
cific island societies.

The traditional culture, in whidi males are dominant, has been an impediment
to women taking a more active role in the economy. This is slowly changing, and
more women are finding yrork in unskilled and semiskilled occupations. There are
also sinis of affirmative action in government hiring and promotions to redress this

culturally based inequity. Recent examples of aflirmative action with regard to the
advancement of women include the appointment of Makurita Baaro as tne nation's

first female Secretary for Foreign Affairs. Furthermore, the selection of recent par-
ticipants from Kiribati in overseas training programs to the United States, Japan,
ana other countries reflects a firm commitment to the advancement of women.
Women have full and equal access to education. Statistics on the participation of
women in the vfork. force and comparative wages are unavailable. Women nave full

rights of ownership and inheritance of property. Violence against women does not
appear to be a major problem in this isolated, rural society. Kape is a crime under
the law, and the law is enforced when chaives are brought to court. To the extent

that it exists, wife beating is dealt with informally and in a traditiontd way; fre-

quently communal pressure is brou^t to bear.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Freedom of association is provided for in the Con-
stitution. Workers are free to organize unions and choose their own representatives.

Over 90 percent of the work force is occupied in fishing or subsistence farming, but
the small wage sector has a relatively strong and effective trade union movement.
The Government does not control or restrict unions. In 1982 the seven trade unions
registered in Kiribati merged to form the Kiribati Trade Union Congress (KTUC).
It has approximately 2,500 membera, mostly from the public service sector. The
KTUC is affiliated with the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions. The
right to strike is provided for by law. However, strikes are rare, the last one having
ts^en place in 1980. This is probably due to the small size of the cash economy.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Collective bargaining is pro-

vided for under the Industrial Relations Code. Government wage setting is the rule

in the large public sector. However, in a few statutory bodies and government-
owned companies, employees may negotiate about wages and other conditions. In

the private sector, employees may also negotiate about wages with employers. Nego-
tiations are generally nonconfrontotional, in keeping vath Kiribati tradition. There
have been no reports of antiunion discrimination. However, there are mechanisms
for resolving any such complaints. Kiribati has no export processing zones.
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c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is pro-
hibited under the Constitution and is not practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^Kiribati law prohibits the employ-
ment of children under age 14. Children through age 15 are prohibited from indus-
trial employment and employment aboard ships. Labor officers from the Ministry of
Commerce, Industry, and Employment are responsible for enforcement of these laws
and do a reasonable job given the rudimentary conditions of the Kiribati's economy
and its industrial relations system. Children are rarely employed outside the tradi-

tional economy.
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The Government has taken no concrete action

to implement long-standing legislation authorizing establishment of minimum
wages. There is no legislatively prescribed workweek. Government is the major em-
ployer in the cash economy.
Employment laws provide rudimentary health and safety standards for the work-

place. Employers, for example, must provide an adequate supply of clean water for

workers and must ensure the existence of sanitary toilet facilities. Employers are
liable for the expenses of workers injured on the job. The Government's ability to

enforce employment laws is hampered by a lack of qualifled enforcement personnel.
Women may not work at night except under specified circumstances (generally in
service jobs such as hotel clents).

DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF KOREA*

The Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) is a dictatorship under the ab-

solute rule of the Korean Workers' Party (KWP). The party exercises power on be-

half of its leader. General Secretary mm II Sung, who is also President of the
DPRK. Kim D Sung, in power for 54 years, has largely turned over day-to-day con-
trol of the Government to his son, Kim Jong H. The son has been gradually taking
a higher public profile, and was named Supreme Commander of the Korean People's
Army in 1991. The younger Kim ranks second in the party and, together with his
father, is the subject of a personality cult.

The North Korean regime is extremely repressive and subjects its citizens to rigid

controls. The regime establishes security ratings for each individual which deter-

mine access to employment, schools, medical facilities, and certain stores as well as
admission to the KWP, but this loyalty system appears to have been relaxed some-
what in recent years. Individual rights remain totally subordinated, however, to

those of the State and the party.

The State directs all significant economic activity, and only government-super-
vised labor activity is permitted. The North Korean economy has contracted signifi-

cantly due to the elimination of concessional trade and aid from the former U.S.S.R.
Economic development continues to be hindered by distribution bottlenecks, non-
productive allocation of resources, and a poor international credit rating stemming
from the DPRK's default on much of its foreign debt, as well as by the diversion
of as much as one-fourth of the gross national product to military expenditures.
North Korea continues to deny its citizens the most fundamental human rights.

It has, however, allowed a growing number of foreign visitors, especially overseas
Koreans including over 2,0(X) Korean-Americans, to visit the DPRK for family re-

unions in the past few years. Furthermore, the Agreement on Reconciliation,
Nonaggression, Cooperation, and Exchange Between North and South Korea, signed
in December 1991, caUs for increased familv exchanges and established a joint com-
mittee to discuss concrete implementation. This committee has made little progress,
and no exchanges have yet taken place under the agreement.
The North Korean Penal Code is draconian, stipulating capital punishment and

confiscation of all assets for a wide variety of "crimes against the revolution," includ-
ing defection, slander of the party or state, and possessing "reactionary" printed
matter. The regime permits no independent press or associations, and little outside
information reaches the public except that approved and disseminated by the Gov-
ernment.

*The United States does not have diplomatic relations with the E>emocratic People's Republic
of Korea. North Korea does not allow representatives of foreign governments, journalists, or
other invited visitors the freedom of movement that would enable them to assess human rights
conditions there. Most of this report, therefore, is based on information obtained over a period
of time extending fh>m well before 1992. While limited in detail, the information is nonetheless
indicative of the numan rights situation in North Korea today.
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RBSPBCT FOR HUMAN BIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the IiUegrity of the Penan, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—The regime has suminarily executed

political prisoners, political opponents of Kim D Sung and Kim Jong TL, repatriated
defectors, and others.
North Korea has intermittently directed terrorist attacks against South Korea,

but there has been no evidence of North Korean involvement in terrorist acts since
November 1987. In 1992 the North Korean Foreign Ministry released a statement
declaring that North Korea would not condone or practice terrorism.

b. Disappearance.—^There is no information available on disappearance within
North Korea. There are several reports that over the past 10 years the DPRK has
kidnapped South Koreans, Japanese, and other foreign citizens outside of its bor-
ders. The Japanese press has estimated that as many as 20 Japanese have been
kidnaped ana are being held against their will in North Korea.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
There is no information on recent practices, but credible reports indicate that during
the 1980's prisoners were routinely tortured or ill-treated and many prisoners died
from torture, disease, starvation, or exposure.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Little information is available on North
Korea's specific criminal justice procedures and practices, iand outside observation
of its legal system has not been permitted.
Under North Korean law, prisoners may be held for interrogation for a maximum

of 2 months. This period may be extended indefinitely, however. It is veiy difEicult

for family members or other concerned persons to obtain information regarding
charges against a person accused or even detained. Judicial review of detentions
does not exist in law or in practice.

Based on defector testimony and other sources, the RepubUc of Korea estimates
that North Korea detains about 150,000 political prisoners and family members in
maximum security camps in remote, isolated areas. North Korean ofQcials deny the
existence of such gulags or prisons but admit the existence of "education centers"
for people who "commit crimes ^r mistake." One credible report lists 12 such prison
camps believed te exist in the DPRK. It is believed that several former high omcials,

including former prime ministers, are imprisoned in the camps, and that most maxi-
mum security prisoners have been confined without trial or formal charges. Visitors

and any form of-conununication with detainees, althou^ once allowed, are now said
to be prohibited.

In a July 1991, newspaper interview, Cho Kap Chae, a North Korean defector who
had been a hi^-rankinff official in the DPRK Ministry of PubUc Security, said that
there were two types of closed areas for detention of prisoners. One, he said, is a
system of closed camps from which prisoners never emerge and in which conditions

are extremeW diiilcult. In the second system of camps prisoners could be "rehabili-

tated," and Cho reported that a prisoner he knew was released after a 3-year deten-

tion. An October 1992 report by two former iimiates made reference to the severe

living conditions in what they called "concentration camps".
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The Constitution states that courts are independ-

ent and that judicial proceedings are to be carried out in strict accordance with the

law, whidi contains elaborate procedural guarantees. These safeguards are not fol-

lowed in practice, and the party exercises pervasive control over the criminal justice

svstem. Article 138 of the Constitution states that "cases are heard in public, and
tne accused is guaranteed the ri^t to defense; hearings may be closed to the public

as stipulated by law." However, tiie Public Security Ministiy dispenses with trials

in political cases and refers them to the Ministry of State Security for imposition

of punishment.
When trials are held, lawyers are apparently assigned by the Government, and

reports indicate that defense lawyers are not considered representatives of the ac-

cused, but rather independent parties who are expected to help the court by per-

suading the accused to confess guilt. Some reports, noting a distinction between po-

litical and conunon criminals, state that the Government affords tricds only to the

latter. North Korea equates "poUtical criminals* with those who criticize the regime.

Numerous other reports suggest that in the past political offenses included such
forms of lese majesty as sitting on newspapers bearing Kim D Bung's picture.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—The re-

gime subjects the people to a pervasive program of indoctrination desired to shape
and control individucu consciousness, neschool children are drilled in homage to

Kim D Sung and his family while school age children are subjected daily to exten-

sive indoctrination. Youths and adults are required to participate in daily ideological

training conducted during school or at places of employment. Government-organized
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neighborhood units also provide indoctrination for persons who neither work nor go
to school. The daily indoctrination requires rote recitation of Party maxims and poli-

cies and strives for ideological purity. Multiple North Korean security organizations
enforce these controls.

Koreans with relatives who fled to the South at the time of the Korean War ap-
pear to be still classified as part of the 'Oiostile class" in the DPRK's elaborate loy-

alty system. Because approximately 10 million families were separated by the end
of the Korean War, this category encompasses a significant percentage of the North
Korean population. The defector Cho Kap Chae noted that the "impure" or hostile

clfiss consists of 25 to 30 percent of the population. Members of this class may still

be subject to some discrimination, althou{^ Cho claimed that their treatment has
improved greatly in recent years.
Althou^ the Constitution states that "citizens are guaranteed the inviolability of

person and residence and the privacy of correspondencCj" the practice is otherwise.
The Government has developed a pervasive system of informers throughout the soci-

ety and, according to several sources, electronic surveillance of residences is also

common. In school, the authorities encourage children to discuss what their parents
have said at home. The Government conducts monthly "sanitation" inspections to

check on household activities. Each house is required to display portraits of Kim II

Sung and Kim Jong II. Reports indicate that because of the pervasive surveillance,

fear is the hallmark of most social relationships.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties. Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Although the Constitution states that "citizens

have the freedoms of speech, the press, assembly, association, and demonstration,"
the regime permits sum activities only in support of government objectives. Other
articles of the Constitution that require citizens to follow the "Socialist norms of
life" and to obey a "collective spirit" take precedence over individual political or civil

liberties. The Government strictly curtails the rights of freedom of expression and
association guaranteed under the International Covenant on Civil and Political

Rights, to which North Korea became a pauty in 1981. Persons criticizing the Presi-

dent or his policies are liable to punishment by imprisonment or "corrective labor."

One defector reported in 1986 that a scientist, whose home was bugged through his

radio set, was arrested and executed for statements made at home critical of Kim
II Sung.
The Government attempts to control all news that enters and leaves the DPRK.

The visits of Western journalists admitted into the country are carefully managed.
Russian publications that have written critically of North Korea have had access re-

stricted, and during 1991 several had their oflices closed. Domestic media censor-
ship is strictly enforced, and no deviation from the oflicial government line is toler-

ated. The regime prohibits listening to foreign media broadcasts except by the politi-

cal elite, and violators are subject to severe punishment. Radios and televisions are
built to receive only domestic programming. The Government controls artistic and
academic works, and visitors report that the primary function of plays, movies, op-
eras, and books is to contribute to the cult of personality surrounding "the Great
Leader," Kim II Sung, and "the Dear Leader," Kim Jong D.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^No public meetings can be
held without government authorization. There are no known organizations other
than those created by the Government. The State even prohibits apolitical groups
such as neighborhood or alumni organizations. Professional associations exist solely

as another means of government control over the members of these organizations.
c. Freedom of Religion.—^Although the Constitution provides that "citizens have

religious liberty and the freedom of antireligious propaganda," the regime, in fact,

has severely persecuted Christians and Buddhists since tne late 1940's and discrimi-
nates against persons whose family or relatives once had a strong religious involve-
ment.

Despite its past record, the regime is making a major effort to use government-
sponsored religious organizations to advance its foreign policy goals. The DPRK
claims to have 10,000 Christians who worship in 5(X) home cnurches, and the
Chondogyo Young Friends Party, a front group based on a native Korean religious

movement, is still in existence. A few Buddhist temples are in operation, and the
country's first two Christian churches—one Protestant and one Catholic—were built

in late 1988. The churches are included in the fixed itinerary for many foreign visi-

tors to Pyon^ang- Some visitors attest to the authenticity of the church services
and to the faith of the several dozen worshipers observed; others say the church ac-

tivity appears staged.
Kim if Sung, his family, and his juche (self-reliance) ideology are accorded rev-

erence akin to worship, and the cult of the Kim family is functionally akin to orga-
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nized religion. No North Korean religious oflicial ia ever known to have preached
that there ia any moral authority higher than that of Kim II Sung, and the regime
seems to be trying to find a theological basis for melding "VHm Ilsungism" (as it is

called by North Korean media) and Christianity.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^The DPRK regime strictly controls internal travel, requiring a travel

pass for any movement outside one's home village; these passes are granted only
for required oflicial or certain personal travel. Personal travel is usually limited to

attending the wedding or funeral of a close relative. Long delays in obtaining the
necessary permit often result in denial of the right to travel even for these limited
purposes. State control of internal travel is also ensured by a ration system that
distributes coupons valid only in the region issued. Worsening economic conditions,

particularly energy and fuel shortages, have contributed further to the limiting of
the freedom of movement for North Korean citizens.

Reports, primarily from defectors, indicate that forced resettlement, particularly

for those deemed politically unreliable, is common. Permission to reside in, or even
enter Pyongyang, the capital, is strictly controlled.

Foreign travel is limited to officials and trusted artists, athletes, and academics.
The regime does not allow emigration, and only 1,000 or so defectors have succeeded
in fleeing the country since 1953. llie regime retaliates against the relatives of
those few persons who manage to escape. Involuntarily repatriated defectors have
been jailec^ or in some cases, executed. In 1991, for the first time, a single North
Korean citizen was allowed to travel to the United States to visit relatives. He was
accompanied by a government oflicial and returned after 2 weeks. The regime does
not allow students to study outside of Communist or friendly Third World countries.

It tightened controls over DPRK students studying abroad when six defected from
Eastern Europe in 1989, and in 1990 called bade its students from Eastern Europe
and the former U.S.SJl.
From 1959 to 1982, 93,000 Korean residents of Japan, including 6,637 Japanese

wives, voluntarily repatriated to North Korea in response to nationalistic appeals.

Despite DPRK assurances that the wives, 1,828 of whom still had Japanese citizen-

ship, would be allowed to go home to Japan eveiy 2 or 3 years, none is known to

have returned to Japan, and most have never been heard of again. Credible reports
indicate that most of the returnees and their families were categorized in the "wa-
vering class;" given poor food, clothing, and housing; subjected to hard labor; and
treated with contempt. When reports of their harsh treatment became known over-

seas, voluntary repatriation dried up. Recent reports suggest that treatment of Jap-
anese spouses has improved, since they have access to much-needed hard currency.

With normalization talks under way, the DPRK has indicated to Japan it is willing

to respond to inquiries about individual Japanese spouses on a case-by-case basis.

North Korea has permitted entry to several thousand overseas Korean residents

of Japan, China, North America, and elsewhere to visit their relatives. Recently the
regime has granted entry to greater numbers of other visitors, including journalists

and tourists. Visitors are closely monitored and itineraries are usually fixed, al-

though some visitors reported they were allowed to walk freely around the vicinity

of their hotels.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Citizens have no right or mechanisms by which they can effect transitions in lead-

ership or changes in government. The political system is completely dominated by
Kim 11 Sung and heir-designate Kim Jong II. The legislature, the Supreme People's

Assembly, which meets only a few days a year, serves only to rubberstamp resolu-

tions presented to it by the leadership. In an effort to create an appearance of de-

mocracy, the DPRK has created several "minority parties." They exist only as ros-

ters of officials who have token representation in the People's Assembly and com-
pletely support the government line. Free elections do not exist in North Korea. Al-

though elections to uie Supreme People's Assembly and to provincial, city, and coun-
ty assemblies are held regularly, in all cases the Government approves only one can-

didate in each electoral district. According to the government-controlled media, over
99 percent of the voters turn out to elect 100 percent of the approved candidates.

Such "elections" are an exercise in which people are forced to participate to mobilize

support for the regime. Despite the long and rigorous selection process for member-
ship in the KWP, most party members have no voice in decisionmaking, serving

only to carry out the decrees promulgated by party leader Kim II Sung and other

top oflicials.
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Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

No organizations are permitted to exist or report on or observe human ri^ts vio-

lations. North Korea does not belong to any international or regional human rights
organizations, but has for some years sent observers to meetings of the UN. Human
Rights Commission.
The Government has not allowed Amnesty International (AI), Asia Watch, or any

other international organization to visit North Korea to monitor human rights prac-
tices and has fulminated against reports by such groups as being "full oi lies and
fabrications."

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race. Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution states that "women hold eoutd social status and rights with
men." However, few women have reached hi^ levels of the party or the Govern-
ment. Women are represented proportionally in the labor force, with the exception
of small factories where the worK force is predominantly female.
The regime discriminates against the physically handicapped. Handicapped per-

sons, other than war veterans, are reportedly not allowed within the city limits of
Pyongyang. According to one credible report, authorities check for persons with de-
formities in the capital city every 2 or 3 years and remove the disabled, some of
the elderly, widows, and the sick to the countryside. The dwarf community has been
banished to a remote mountain settlement.
Nothing is known about the extent to ^yhich violence against women is practiced

or tolerated.

North Korea is a homogeneous countiy and, except for a small Chinese commu-
nity, is relatively devoid of minority groups.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. Tfie Right of Association.—Free labor unions do not exist in North Korea. Be-
cause the party by definition purports to represent the interests of labor, trade
unions exist in form only. There is a single labor organization, called the General
Federation of Trade Unions of Korea, which is affiliated with the Communist-domi-
nated World Federation of Trade Unions. Operating under this umbrella, unions
function on the classical Soviet model, with responsibility for mobilizing workers be-
hind productivity goals and state targets, and for the provision of healm, education,
cultural, and welfare facilities. They do not have the right to strike. North Korea
is not a member of the International Labor Organization.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Workers have no rij^t to or-

ganize or to bargain collectively. Wages are set by government ministries. The State
assigns all jobs; ideological purity is aa important as professional competence in de-
ciding who receives a particular job. Workers have no input into management deci-

sions.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^There is no prohibition on the use
of forced or compulsory labor. The Government routinely uses military conscripts for

construction projects.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^No data are available on the mini-
mum age for employment of children.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—No data are available on minimum wages or
occupational safety and health. Absence from work without a doctor's certificate re-

sults in a reduction in a worker's rations. The Constitution stipulates a woritday
limited to 8 hours, but several sources report that during production campaigns
most laborers work 12 to 16 hours daily. The regime's propaganda euphemistically
refers to these extra hours as "patriotic labor" done on a "voluntary" basis by the
workers.

REPUBLIC OF KOREA
The Republic of Korea (ROK), which began its transition to a democracy in 1987,

held National Assembly elections in Marai 1992 and presidential elections in De-
cember. On December 18, Koreans elected Kim Young Sam of the Democratic Lib-

eral Party as their next president. When inaugurated on February 25, 1993, Kim
will be the first civilian chief executive in nearly three decades. Mayoral and guber-
natorial elections, scheduled for 1992, were postponed. Although North Korea re-

mained a military threat, high-level talks between North and South Korea to imple-
ment landmark agreements signed in December 1991 continued until suspended at

the end of the year. In August the ROK and China established formal oiplomatic
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relations. Democratization continued, but elements of the ROICs authoritarian past
survive.

In 1992 the powerful National Security Planning Agency (NSP) and other security
services continued to collect information on a wide variety of people, including oppo-
sition politicians, student radicals, and labor activists, and to detain people who
held views the uovemment considered dangerous, principally those who advocated
approaches to North Korea or Communist ideologies not sanctioned by the Govern-
ment.

Total military expenditures for 1989, the last vear for which the U.S. Arms Con-
trol and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed amdysis, were $9 billion. While
the rate of increase of deiense expenditures has gradually slowed, there is little pub-
lic pressure exerted or other indication that the Government will initiate measures
to reduce such spending in the near future.

The ROK in uie last 30 years has become a major industrial power and trading
nation. An industrious and literate population compensates for a lack of important
natural resources, especially oil. The economy, which exhibited strong gro\^ and
fairly hidi inflation in recent years, showed clear signs of sharp deceleration. The
growth 01 gross national product in 1992 was estimated at under 5 percent, and in-

flation at about 6.6 percent. Continued hi^ levels of rural migration to the cities,

labor shortages, unbalanced regional development, and inadequate infrastructure
remained problems.

In 1992 democratic ideals and practices had not fully supplanted undemocratic
practices left over from the pre-1987 era. A particular problem was continued use
of broad security laws which, althou^ designed to thwart subversion by pro-North
Korean forces, were frequently used to jpunish the nonviolent expression of opinion
or the exercise of the fireedom of association or travel. Other problems were cam-
Saign and voting irregularities, denial or restriction of the ri^t to legal counsel for

etainees and prisoners, continuing instances of police abuse of detainees (in both
political and nonpolitical cases), msciimination and violence against women, and
labor laws and practices which do not meet international labor standards. There
were fewer student demonstrations and strikes, which reduced the level of con-
frontation with, and arrests by, police.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Inducting Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no reported cases of po-

litical or extnyudicial killings, but one person died in official custody under cir-

cumstances thadt were in dispute (see Section Ix.).

b. Disappearance.—There were no accusations of disapjpearances during 1992.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading treatment or Punishment.—

Credible all^ations of cruel treatoent by the authorities continued to be made. The
authorities place much emphasis on extracting confessions from suspects. There ap-
pears to be widespread acceptance of the use of force among policemen. Althou^
political cases receive the most publicity mistreatment of people detained or ar-

rested for nonpolitical crimes is common. In both cases, the mistreatment reportedly
includes acute sleep deprivation, verbal abuse, and beatings. There was a report of

a suspect held on criminal chaiges dying while in police custody. Authorities claim
the suspect died of a heart attack. A Korean human ri^ts group suspects police

brutality may have contributed to the death.
In a number of political cases, paiticularlv those Involving members of groups

which the Government views as "antistate," there were credible allegations that au-
thorities used physical and menttd abuse during the investigation phase of their de-

tention. In September Nam Yoon Son, a former union chairwoman, stated that the
NSP forced her, partly throu^ sleep deprivation, to vrrite a confession that Choi
Ho Kyong, who was accused of espionage on behalf of North Korea, ordered her to

work in uie labor movement. In early Mardi, five members of the banned teachers'

union C^onkyojo allied Uiat, when they were taken into custody for holding an iUe-

f[al
demonstration, police abused them after several of them refused to be

ingerprinted.
In an important case, a Seoul district court ruled against the Government £md

awarded prominent dissident Kim Keun Tae monetary compensation for physical in-

juries and mental suffering he experienced as a result of police torture in September
1985.
In March a witness in the criminal investigation of fraud by a former member

of the ruling party's centi^ committee accused two police officers of beating him
during questioning. The case is still under investigation. In July three policemen,

hired Dy anoti^r man, kidnaped and held a woman hostage for 4 hours until she
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gave them over $250,000 from a real estate transaction. The three policemen were
reportedly dischai^ged after the victim complained to the local press that the au-
thorities had stalled the investigation. The courts found two policemen guilty of
beating to death a 19-year-old student in December 1991 but gave them suspended
sentences. Between 1987 and the end of August 1992, 11 of 260 charf^s filed with
prosecutors concerning torture or cruelty by the authorities led to indictments, llie
courts found for the plaintifTs in 10 cases and ordered authorities to pay compensa-
tion.

Although there were maikedly fewer demonstrations in 1992, student demonstra-
tors contmued to use violence, tnrowing firebombs and rodcs at U.S. government fa-

cilities and at Korean government offices, particularly police stations, tmd hitting
riot police with steel pipes. In May students stormed and occupied the ruling partys
heaaquarters in Seoul until riot police entered the building and took the students
into custody.

In general, Korean police in demonstration situations showed restraint and dis-

cipline, often in the face of severe provocation. There were reports, however, that
riot police hit and kicked student protesters when taking them into custody. Police
officials publicly announced that, after 339 policemen were ii^jured bv students
throwing firebombs and wielding steel pipes auring the Chondaehyop Congress in
May, they had permitted riot police to use long wooden bamboo sticks to defend
themselves in confrontations with student demonstrators. During protests surround-
ing Korea's August 15 Liberation Day, police were armed with long bamboo sticks

and, on at least two occasions, steel pipes. Student demonstrators also reportedly
captured from riot police steel-reinforced bamboo sticks. After the August 15 pro-
tests, police announced that they had punished a policeman for possession of a steel-

reinforced bamboo pole and reprimanded the police platoon leader and captain in
charge.

Conditions in Korean prisons remain harsh but have reportedly improved some-
what in the last few years. Most accusations of mistreatment involved persons de-
tained for investigation or awaiting trial in detention facilities, rather than those
who were already convicted and serving their sentences in jail.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Several restrictive laws permit the Gov-
ernment te detain persons whose views it considers daiigerous, particularly people
accused of involvement in activities in support of North Korea. In actual application,

the Government used the law to inhibit or punish the free expression of opinion or
freedom of movement or association. The most prominent of these laws is the Na-
tional Security Law (NSL), which defines espionage in broad terms. Other restric-

tive laws include the Law on Assemblies and Demonstrations, the Social Surveil-
lance Law (SSL), labor laws, and election laws. Article 7 of the NSL permits impris-
onment of persons who "praise, encourage, or cooperate with antistate oi^anizations
or their members or persons who received orders from them, or by other methods
benefit antistate organizations." North Korea has been defined as an "antistate or-

ganization." The Prosecutor General reported to the National Assembly that indict-

ments of people under the NSL, Law on Assembly and Demonstration, and labor-

related laws, in a 1-year period ending in August, declined by over half (from 3,347
to 1,574), compared with the same period in 1990-91. Under the NSL, indictments
numbered 439 (down by over a third), under the Law on Assembly and Demonstra-
tion 294 (down by three-quarters), and under labor-related laws 84 (an increase of
over 4()jpercent).

The Government continued to justify its broad security laws and the resulting re-

strictions by arguing that Korea is in a "special situation" because the Korean war
ended with the sigmng of an armistice, not a peace treaty, and North Korea remains
a formidable military threat.

From August to November, the NSP arrested over 60 people under the NSL on
charges of spying for or being of help to North Korea. Two were members of Kim
Dae Jung's party. Deputy Spokesman Kim Bu Kyom and National Assembly De-
fense Committee staffer Lee Kun Hee. Dissidents arrested in the "North Korean spy
ring" incident included Kim Nack Joong, a reunification and labor activist, and
Chang Ki Pyo, who ran unsuccessfully for a National Assembly seat in 1992.
The NSP also detained, questioned, and then released others in the case, includ-

ing Kim Nack Joong's wife and leaders of the now defunct People's Party, which
fielded candidates in the 1992 National Assembly elections. The r^SP presented to

the public substantial evidence, including prisoner confessions and caches it had
found containing $1 million, pistols with silencers and bullets, radio transmitters,
and code books, to back up tne espionage charges. The media had access to some
of the accused. The NSP allowed most, but not all, spy case prisoners access to legal

counsel, which is a constitutional right in Korea. Tne NSP rejected some requests
from attorneys for access to spy case prisoners, but these rejections were overturned
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later by the courts. The trial of spy case prisoners started in November, but there
was no verdict at year's end.
The Government continued to arrest, indict, and bring to trial students, political

opponents, and workers on charges of supporting North Korea, professing leftist

ideologies including that of North Korean leader Rim D Sung's juche thou^t, and
violent revolution. Ten members of the Socialist Labor Party Formation Committee,
including Chairman Chu Dae Hwan, were arrested under the NSL, but most of
them received suspended sentences. The authorities also arrested and indicted over
65 menobers of the Socialist Workers Alliance, charging them with forming an "anti-

state organization.* Members of the South Korean headquarters of the Pan-National
Committee for Reunification (Pomminnyon), Socialists International, and Federation
of Anvang District Independent Student Movement were charged under the NSL
with U)rming antistate groups and instigating illegal demonstrations.

llie authorities declared that reuniiication events planned by Pomminnyon and
other groups to celebrate August 15, the anniversary of Korea's liberation from Jap-
anese occupation, in conjunction with North Korea violated the NSL by "benefiting

the enemv." In the summer, authorities arrested students and oppositionists who
planned tne events, including Chondaehyop President Tae Chae Chun, who was also

charged under the NSL with talking over the telephone with a North Korean stu-

dent oonmiittee in Berlin.

In August authorities released prominent opposition figure Kim Keun Tae firom

prison upon completion of his 2-year sentence for violating the NSL and the Law
on Assemblies and Demonstrations. One of the charges against Kim was aiding the
enemy by reading his organization's chtirter at a rally. In mid-November, Kim re-

ceived four sununonses fiom police who were investigating whether a speech he
gave at a rally violated an election ban on public statements of support for, or oppo-
sition to, presidential candidates and political parties. Kim Chong Sik, a former
Chondaehyop president, was sentenced in Januarv for his involvement in the 1991
visit of two university students to Pyongy^ang without ROK government permission
as well as for involvement in illegal, violent demonstrations. A Seoul district court

turned down a defense argument that the NSL was no longer constitutional {ifter

South and North Korea joined the United Nations and signed landmark agreements
on reconciliation, nonaggression, exchanges, and cooperation in 1991. In April the
Supreme Court upheld tne sentence of lue in prison for Park Noh Hae, head of the
Socialist Workers Alliance, for violating the NSL by forming an antistate organiza-

tion and advocating violent revolution with the purpose of establishing a Socialist

state. Six days after the December 18 presidential election. President Roh pardoned
Im Su Kyong and Father Mun Kyu Hyon, who were arrested in 1989 under the NSL
for their highly-publicized trip to Pyongyang. President Roh also reduced the prison

sentence oiMoon Ik Hwan, who had also traveled to North Korea without permis-

sion from the South Korean Government.
Warrants issued bv judges are required by law in cases of arrest, detention, sei-

zure, or search. The law does not require the authorities to seek warrants if the per-

son is apprehended while committing a criminal act, or if a judge is not available

and the authorities think that the suspect may destroy evidence or escape capture
if not quickly arrested. In such emergency cases, judges must issue arrest warrants
within 48 hours, or, if a court is not located in the same county, 72 hours. Police

can detain suspects who voluntarily come in for questioning for up to 6 hours but
must notify the suspect's family. Lawyers charge that the authorities often abuse
the procedure by holding suspects for up to 24 to 48 hours.
Upon issuance of an arrest warrant, the security services can hold suspects during

the mvestigation phase for up to 30 days before an indictment is made. Article 19

of the NSL gives judges the power to approve requests to extend the detention pe-

riod an additional 20 days, making legal detention for up to 50 days. In April, how-
ever, the Constitutional Court ruled that while the authorities can extend detention

beyond the legal limit of 30 days for those suspected of "serious" violations such as

spying or organizing an antistate group, they cannot do so in cases where the sus-

pects are charged only with praising North Korea or failing to report NSL viola-

tions.

The Constitution specifically provides the right to representation by an attorney,

but in practice attorneys are not allowed to be present during interrogation. There

are often no facilities for private meetings between suspects and their attorneys.

During 1992 the courts continued to issue important rulings protecting a defend-

ant's right to counsel. In January the Constitutional Court ruled that NSP ofiicials

violateothe Constitution when they tape-recorded a meeting between Yu Sang Ok,

Soliw chief for the banned Teachers' Union Chonkyojo, and his defense attorney. In

.pril a S«>ul high court upheld a lower court ruling ordering authorities to pay

61-307 0-93-20
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compensation to a lawyer who was twice prevented by police from seeing his client,

who was arrested under the NSL.
Nonetheless, the authorities continued to block or to make access difficult to legal

counsel for suspects under interrelation or in detention awaiting trial, especially in

politiccd cases. In late August, Kun Nadc Joong's vrife, Kim Nam Ki, alleged that

when her husband was arrested, the NSP, without arrest or search warrants, took
her and her two dau^ters into custody, searched their house, and held them incom-
municado for about 10 days. Lawyers were also denied access to the defendants im-
mediately following their arrest.

There is a functioning system of bail in Korea. The rij^t to a judicial determina-
tion of the legality of a person's detention was deleted from the Code of Criminal
Conduct in 1973, partially restored in 1980, tmd then fully restored in late 1987.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The Constitution provides defendants a number
of ri^ts in criminal trials, including presumption of innocence, protection against
self-incrimination, freedom from retroactive laws and double jeopardy, tiie right to

a speedy trial, and the ri^t of appeal. When a person is physically detained, his

initial trial must be completed withm 6 months ofarrest. These rights are generally

observed. Trials are open to the public, but the judge may restrict attendance if he
believes the spectators may seek to disruot the proceedings.

The President, with the consent of the National Assembly, appoints the Chief Jus-
tice and the other justices of the Supreme Court for a term oi 6 years. Lower court

justices are appointed by the Chief Justice with the consent of the other justices.

The President mso appoints l^e iustioes of the Constitutional Court.
Judges generally allow considerable scope for examination of witnesses by both

the prosecution and defense counsel. The ri^t to an attorney is frequently ignored
in political cases until tiie initial investigation is completed. Political and criminal

cases are tried by the same courts; military courts do not try civilians. Although
convictions are rarely overturned, appeals often result in reduced sentences. Death
sentences are automatically appealed. Althou^ historically the executive branch
has exercised great influence on judicial decisions, there has been increasing judicial

independence m recent years. Li a series of cases, the courts ruled against the Gov-
ernment to uphold the right of detainees and prisoners to legal representation, to

award compensation to torture victim Kim Keun Tae, and to recognize an independ-
ent labor federation of hospital workers. The role of the Constitutional Court, which
begem operation in 1988, continued to grow in 1992.

It is aifUcult to estimate the number of political prisoners, i.e., those jailed for ex-

ercising their political rights unaccompanied by violence, because many people are

detained and then released without diarges, or are charged and then released with-
out being tried. It is extremely difficult to determine whether particular persons
were arrested for merely exercising the right of free association or were detained
for committing violent acts during demonstrations or illegal wildcat strikes. In Sep-
tember Amnesty International estimated that there were about 20 prisoners of con-

science and about 90 other possible prisoners of conscience, which it defines as peo-

ple imprisoned solely because of their beliefs, sex, ethnic origin, language, or reli-

gion and who have neither used nor advocated violence. By the end of 1992, because
of continued prosecutions under the vague NSL and other security-related laws, it

appeared that the number of political prisoners and detainees as defined by inter-

national human ri^ts standards remained in the hundreds.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy. Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^In gen-

eral the Government honors the integrity of the home and family. Nevertheless,

many political and religious figures were still subjected to varying degrees of gov-

ernment surveillance. Security officials have admitted that thousands oi former NSL
detainees remain under surveillance. During a press conference a few weeks before

Nationjd Assembly elections, the United People's Party (UPP) alleged that the Gov-
ernment had tapped the party's telephones. In April wiretapping devices were dis-

covered on the telephone lines of Kim Ung Kwon, Pomminnyon Secretary Gfeneral,

as well as Deputy Chairman Kim Hee Son, who was being sought under the NSL.
In June Mingahyop, an association of families of political prisoners, charged that
it had mailed funds provided by an international human ri^ts organization to polit-

ical prisoners, but that prison authorities had refused to pass the money to the pris-

oners and instead returned it. There were credible reports that private American
citizens were subject to intrusive surveillance by the authorities.

The Government and the courts took a few tentative steps to limit encroachments
on the individual's right to privacy. In February the Constitutional Court ruled that

the Military Secrets Protection Law was too broad and that it threatened to en-

croach on basic constitutional ri^ts. The National Assembly has a bill that would
restrict, to a limited extent, the collection and use of public information by govern-
ment agencies and institutions.
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The security presence in dty centers, near university campuses, government
buildings, ruling party oflices, and media outlets is heavy. Citizens, particularly stu-

dents and young people, are sometimes stopped, questioned, and searched. Govern-
ment informants are known to be posted on and around university campuses. Per-
sons thought to have backgrounds as political or labor activists are still denied some
forms of employment and advancement, particularly in government, the broadcast
media, and education.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Much political discourse remains unrestricted,

altihou^ limits on the expression of ideas that the Government considers Com-
munist or pro-North Korea remain severe, and the Government definition is so

broad that it often includes persons who attempt to express nonviolently views
which the Government opposes (see Section l.d.). In late October, the arrest and in-

dictment of famous writer and professor Ma Kwong Soo and his publisher on por-

nography charges (for Ma's new sexually explicit novel) sparked a aebate on the lim-

its of ireedom of speech.

Direct control over the print media has virtually disappeared. There remained,
however, credible accusations of government pressure on the media in certain cases

involving the "^gnity" of the President. In August, in response to a lawsuit lodged
by the^:«sident^ staff, prosecutors called in for questioning a reporter for the Ob-
server magazine about an article concerning allegations of a secret fund set up by
the Presicfent's Ofiice for Election Campaigns, and about President Roh's retire-

ment.
Prosecutors also investigated a reporter from the dissident daily Hankyoreh

Shinmun for writing a report quoting the Observer article. No char^ses were brought
in either case. In a suit brought by the dissident biweekly Chongnmmyon Shinmun,
the Constitutional Court ruled unconstitutional the requirement that publishers

must own printing facilities before the (jovemment grants a publishiiig license,

holding that publishers need only show evidence of access to such equipment. The
Government had used the regulation to restrict antigovemment publications.

The Government continued to apply the NSL against publishers, printers, and
distributors who produce or sell "subversive" literature. The NSL remained the Gav-
emment's main weapon to suppress domestic dissent and to inhibit unauthorized
communications and exchanges with North Korea. In 1992 the Government arrested

students for violating the I^^L by waving North Korean flags during protests. The
Supreme Court reafnrmed a high court ruling that a high school teacher was not

guuty of violating the NSL when he publicly supported Rev. Moon Ik Hwan's "ille-

gal" trip to North Korea. Controls on infonnation continued. Li8tenin|r to North Ko-
rean radio is illegal if the authorities judge it is for the purpose of nbenefiting the

antistate oi^ganization," i.e.. North Korea. The Supreme Court has ruled that it was
legal under the NSL to possess publications "benefiting the enemy" for purely aca-

demic use, profit, or curiosity, out not if it was with the intent of aiding "the

enemy." In April the Citizens' Coalition for a Fair Election revealed that the armed
forces, before the National Assembly elections, had distributed to military units a

blacklist of 574 "seditious" books, including writings by the ruling Democratic Lib-

eral Party Executive Chairman Kim Young Sam.
Despite restrictions on the production or sale of "subversive" literature, the (Jov-

emment allowed, within its guidelines, an increase in media coverage of North
Korea. Television networks broadcast edited versions of North Koretm television

programs on a weekly basis. The media extensively reported on talks between South
and North Korean officials, sending reporters to cover talks in North Korea. The
Government also allowed somewhat wider public access to selected North Korean
publications. The December 1991 landmark agreements between South and North
Korea included provisions for exchanges and cooperation in publishing, journalism,

radio, and television, which South Korea had long advocated.

Constraints under the NSL continued to limit academic freedom, both directly and
indirectly. TTiere is also a continued threat to academic freedom from leftist stu-

dents who intimidate professors whose lectures or writings contradict the students'

ideology.

b. Freedom of Peacefid Assembly and Association.—^The Law on Assembly and
Demonstrations prohibits assemblies considered likely to "undermine" public order

and requires that demonstrations of all types, including political rallies, be reported

in advance to the police. The (jOvemment continued to use these and other restric-

tive laws to prosecute protest oi^anizers and to block many gatherings or^nized

by dissidents and particularly students, arguing that they might incite "social un-

rest" and therefore be illegal. Police usually tried to prevent student demonstrations
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from moving off campuses into the streets, and confrontations fi?equently ensued,

often involvmg violence on both sides.

Nonetiieless, police reported that street demonstrations in urban areas dropped
by three-quarters during the first half of the year, fi?om 1,156 to 292. Overall, pro-

tests dropped bv a thir^ fiom 2,889 to 2,057. Arrests by the authorities under the

Law on Assembly and Demonstrations also went down.
c. Freedom o/" Religion.—^There is no state religion. Pull fi^edom prevails for pros-

elytizing, doctrinal teaching, and conversion. Korea both sends and receives mission-

aries of various faiths, and many religious groups in Korea maintain active links

with members of similar faiths in other countries. The Government and the public

do not discriminate against minority sects. Adherence to a partiailar faith confers

neither advantages nor disadvantages in civil, military, or ofiadal life.

d. Freedom ofMovement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—^There is universal fineedom of movement within the country. Foreign

travel ia generally unrestricted, but travel to North Korea is allowed only with gov-

ernment approval. One of the conditions is that the trip must not be "political."

Moon Dc Hwan who was convicted under the NSL for traveling to North Korea in

1989 without government permission, remained in prison See Section l.d.). Between
August 1989 and August 1992, 539 South Koreans in 18 different groups visited

North Korea, and another 2,247 contacted North Koreans with government ap-

proval.
Following a spate of incidents in 1991 in which prosecutors used exit bans to

apply pressure on U.S. citizens in commercial disputes, the Government issued in

January new guidelines on the imposition of exit bans on foreigners under the Exit

and Entry Control Act. The Act gives immigration authorities discretionaiy powers

to block the departure of both foreigners and Koreans fiwm Korea. TTie new guide-

lines provide procedures when previously there had been none, but still leave a con-

siderable amount of discretion to the authorities. There were no further reports of

exit bans involving U.S. citizens. In June, however, the authorities stopped Rev. Cho
Myung Chul, a Korean citizen with VS. residence, from leaving Korea because he
was under investigation for violating the NSL in connection with his involvement

with a night school for young le^orers when Cho lived in Mokpo in the late 1980'8.

Prosecutors lifted Rev. Cho's exit ban at the end of June. In December a Seoul Ap-
peals Court ruled that the Justice Ministry should not have issued an exit ban
against a Korean businessman accused of embezzlement because he was unlikely to

flee the country or destroy evidence.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-

ment

The Korean people have the right to elect their own government. The Constitu-

tion, as amended m 1987, provides for the direct election of the President and for

a mixed system of direct and proportional election of legislators. The President

serves a single 5-year term and may not be reelected. The National Assembly's term
is 4 years, "niere is universal suffrage for all citizens aged 20 or above, and elections

are held by secret ballot. In Mareh the Constitutional Court gave independent and
political party candidates equid footing in carrying out campaign activities, ruling

unconstitutional election law provisions which gave party candidates more latitude

in organizing public speeches than independents.
On March 24, Koreans exercised the right to vote during elections for the 14th

National Assembly, resultingin a slim government majority after a number of inde-

pendents joined the ruling DIP. Party conventions to nominate presidential can-

didates were held in the spring.

On December 18, Koreans elected Kim Young Sam of the Democratic Liberal

Party as Korea's next president, the first civilian chief executive in nearlv three dec-

ades. The contest was fiercely contested but free of violence. Korea's election laws

are restrictive, and manv Koreans advocate their revision. As a conseauence, the

campaign was marked by disputes over government investigations of campaign
irregularities. However, extensive media coverage of the campaign and all seven of

the candidates meant that the voters heard the charges and countercharges on cam-
paign irregularities. Voting and ballot-counting were conducted without allegations

of irregularities.

In January Hyundai Corporation founder Chung Ju Yong formed an opposition

6arty which then won more seats than expected in the National Assembly elections,

lissidents also ran under t^e People's Party, but failed to win any seats.

Although the results of the National Assembly elections were generally accepted

by Koreans, there were chaises, as in previous vears, of campaign and voting irreg-

ularities. The most prominent incidents were the apprehension by opposition cam-
paign workers of four NSP agents stuffing smear letters into mailboxes and revela-
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tions by some soldiers that ollioers attempted to or did manipulate absentee voters
and ballots. The broadcast and print media gave extensive coverage to such inci-

dents when uncovered. Two of three court-supervised recounts in incuvidual districts

confirmed the original results. On balance, alleged irregularities did not appear to

affect the election outcome, and a pattern of strong pubuc reaction and legal action

agfdnst the perpetrators seemed to emerge.
All die election laws are highly restrictive as to the kinds of activities that are

permitted, and active participation in campaigning is limited to registered party
workers. There are also limits on campaign spending and advertising, including pur-
chase of television time. Nevertheless, the candidates were all well known, appeared
in numerous campaign rallies as weU as television and print interviews, and gave
televised speeches.

For reasons of culture and discrimination, women occupy few positions in govern-
ment and the professions. There are currently 3 women in the 299-seat National As-
sembly, all of whom were appointed to proportional representation seats based on
their parties' showing in the 1992 elections.

AU 17 female candidates in the National Assembly district races lost. There are

two women on the executive committee of the opposition Democratic Party. The Sec-

ond Minister for Political Affairs is the only woman in the Cabinet. Her portfolio

is Women's Affairs.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The National Assembly and the major political parties aU have committees con-

cerned with various aspects of human rights. In addition, several nonaffiliated pri-

vate organizations are active in promoting human rights. These groups publish re-

ports on the human rights situation in Korea and make their views known both in-

side and outside the country. In May Lawyers for a Democratic Society and the Na-
tional Council of Churches in Korea submitted a detailed "Counter Report" to the
VN. Human Rights Commission, whidi held its first review of Korea. Some human
rights monitors nave credibly reported government harassment and surveillance.

Government and ruling party ofTicials have generally been willing to meet with
international human rights groups. In 1992 government officials met with delega-

tions from the Robert P. Kennedy Memoried Human Rights Center and Anmesty
International. The Government has regularly discussed human rights with foreign

diplomats.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Republic of Korea is a racially homogeneous countiy with no ethnic minori-

ties of significant size. Nonetheless, regional rivalries exist. Persons from the south-

western region (North and South ChoUa Provinces) have traditionally faced dis-

crimination. Many Koreans believe that successive governments led by figures from
the southeastern region (North and South Kyongsang Provinces) have deliberately

neglected the economic development of the ChoUa provinces for political reasons.

Centuries of isolation and a history of foreign invasion and occupation engendered
a past tradition of xenophobia in Korea. Due to legal as well as social discrimina-

tion, many Chinese resioents in Korea emigrated to other countries since the 1970's,

with the number of Chinese residents decreasing from 40,000 to 18,000 over the

past several years. Discrimination also occurs against Amerasian children as well

as against foreign workers, most of whom come from China, the Philippines, Ban-
gladesh, Nepal, and Pakistan to work, often illegally.

As Korea continues to develop economically, socially, and politically, Korean com-

munity and social organizations have started to focus attention on the issue of the

rights and treatment of handicapped and mentally ill or retarded people. Although
there are public displays of concern for the mentally and physically disabled, such

as the Special Ol3rmpics and television documentaries, public facilities for their ev-

eryday care and use remained inadequate and their general treatment by society

discriminatory.
Korea's conservative Confucian tradition has left women subordinate to men so-

cially, economically, and legally. Some progress has been made since the founding

of the Republic. Women may and do vote, become government officials, hold elected

oflice, and enjoy full access to educational opportunities. Nonetheless, the vestiges

of Confucian traditions remain in many areas. Most married women do not work
outside the home. In large companies, women are often expected to resign upon
marriage or no later than the birth of their first child. Judicial decisions in cases

involving women petitioners or defendants were oft«n heavily influenced by the Ko-

rean Conftician etnos, which does not accord women equal status with men.
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The National AssembW enacted an Equal Enq>loyment Opportunity (EEO) law in
1988 and, in early 1991, the Government issued "Ghiidelines to Eliminate Sexual
Discrimination in Employment." So far, however, the law and guidelines have had
only limited practical effect. There are very few women who work as company execu-
tives, officials in government ministries, lawyers, or university professors in a num-
ber of disciplines. Women accounted for just over 40 percent of the economically ac-

tive population. The average female woner^s wage remained a little over half that
of the average male woricer.

Starting wages for female university graduates were 40 percent less than those
of their male counterparts. The traditional preference for male children continues
in Korea today. It is estimated that when today's children reach manving a^ there
will be 400,000 "surplus bachelors." Korean law bans sex testing and abortions ex-

cept when the woman's life is in danger, a hereditary disease would be passed along,

or in case of rape or incest. Fetal sex testing and abortion of female fetuses, how-
ever, are still widelv performed.

Korea's amended Family Law, which went into effect in January 1991, permits
women to head a household, recognizes a wife's ri^t to a portion of the couple's

property, and allows a woman to maintain greater contact with her offspring after

a divorce. The effect of the revised law on actual practice is still unknown. For in-

stance, although discrimination in the distribution of inherited property has been
legally abolished, it continued to be widespread in practice.

Although the revised Family Law contains no express provisions regarding wife
abuse, it provides legal protections for women in terms ofcustody of their children
and division of the property if they decide to file for divorce. Before the amended
Family Law went into effect, a woman who filed for divorce, even if it was based
on chaives of physical or mental abuse, automatically lost custody of her children
and had very limited property ri^ts. Although the revisions gave abused women
a more credible option, divorce stul remains a social taboo. Most Koreans were un-
aware of the revised law, and there is little government or private assistance for

divorced women. These factors, plus the fact that employment opportunities for

women are limited and that divorced women have difficulty remarrying, leads some
women to stay in abusive situations.

There are no reliable statistics on the incidence of wife abuse, but qualified ob-
servers, including women's rights groups, believe it is widespread.

In the first quarter of 1992, 759 cases of rape were reported to the police, an in-

crease of more than 10 percent over the same period in 1991. The ruling and main
opposition parties proposed stronger bills against rape, with the opposition party's

bill permitting judges to sentence rapists to death.
Following strong protests by women's groups, the Justice Ministry withdrew a

proposal to abolish a 1953 law whidi makes adulteiy a criminal offense, but pro-

posed instead to reduce the maximum prison sentence bx>m. 2 years to 1. The Min-
istry also proposed to abolish a law which made it a crime for men to strike up a
sexual relationship by falsely promising to marry a woman.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^The Constitution gives workers, with the exception
of most public service employees and teachers, the ri{^t to free association. There
are, however, public sector unions in railways, telecommunications, postal workers,
and the national medical center. The Trade Union Law specifies that only one union
is permitted at each place of woik, and all unions are required to register with the
authorities when formed and dissolved. The Government refiises to recognize labor
federations which are not part of or affiliated with the counter's two legally recog-
nized labor groupings—the Federation of Korean Trade Unions (FKTU) and the
inde{>endent Korean Federation of Clerical and Financial Workers. However, in an
important victory for independent labor federations, the Seoul Hi^ Court ruled in
July that the Federation of Hospital Unions is a legitimate labor federation. A fur-

ther major advance occurred in December when the Supreme Court ruled for the
first time that the Labor Ministry must recognize the independent Korean Federa-
tion of Press Unions as legal, and that affiliation to the FKTU is not required in
order to be registered as a legal labor federation.

There is no minimum number of members required to form a union, and unions
may be formed without a vote of the full, prospective membership. Korea's election

and labor laws forbid unions from donating money to political parties or participat-

ing in election campaigns. Trade unionists, however, circumvent the ban oy tempo-
rarily resigning their union posts and running as part of a political party or as an
independent.

Strikes are prohibited in ^vemment agencies, state-run enterprises, and defense
industries. By law, enterprises in public interest sectors such as public transpor*
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tation, utilities, public health, banking, broadcasting, and communications must
submit to government-ordered arbitration in lieu of strUcing. The Labor Dispute Ad-
justment Act requires unions to notify the Ministiy of Lalbor of their intention to

strike and mandates a 10-day 'cooling-off period" before a strike may legally begin.
(This period is 15 days in public interest sectors.)

Overall membership in Korean labor unions has been declining over the last sev-

eral years. This decline is a result of a combination of factors, including public con-
cern over the erosion of Korea's international conmpetitiveness, disaJTection with
confrontational, often violent, union tactics, and the Uovemment's repression of dis-

sident unions and insistence that labor actions remain within the bounds of the
hidily restrictive labor laws.
The FKTU is afliliated with the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions

(ICFTU). Most of the FKTlTs 20 constituent federations maintain afliliations with
international trade secretariats.

The Government continued its hard-line stand against labor centers it calls "radi-

cal organizations," including Chonnohyop (Korea Trade Union Congress, or KTUC)
and the Korean (I!ongress oilndependent Industrial Federations (KCIIF). The mem-
bership of Chonnohyop, founded in 1990 as an alternative labor center but not le-

gaUy registered, reportecUy continued to drop from 166,000 workers in Januaiy 1990
to about 50,000 in 1992.

Five members of the banned teachers union Chonkyojo, arrested after a protest

demonstration in March, charged they were beaten by police while in custody. In
late April, the Constitutional Court again upheld the Government's ban against
Chonkyojo when it ruled that Article 66 of the (Jovemment Employees Act, which
bars public servants from engaging in union activities, is constitutional. In August
a Seoul hig[h school, reported^r under pressure from the authorities, reversed its de-

cision to reinstate two teachers fired in 1989 for refusing to quit Chonlr^oio. In the
sunmier, 11 leaders, all teachers, of the "Pan-National Committee for Eaucational
Reforms and Reinstatement of Dismissed Teachers," an organization supporting the
1,400 fired teachers, were themselves fired. International teachers federations and
a coalition of Korean dissident unions lodged a worker rights complaint with the
International Labor Organization (ILO) in April, which continued to be under exam-
ination by the ILO at year's end.

Reports of police intervention in labor disputes declined in 1992 from the previous

year, reflecting the low number of strikes during the yesa'B spring wage round.
Moreover, there were no credible reports of employer-hired goon squads assaulting

workers in 1992.
Since Jxily 1991 South Korea has been suspended from U.S. Overseas Private In-

vestment Corporation (OP.I.C.) insurance programs because there has been no sig-

nificant progress in worker rights.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The Constitution and the

Trade Union Law guarantee the autonomous right of workers to enjoy collective bar-

gaining and collective action. Although the Trade Union Law is ambiguous, the au-

thorities have ruled that union mergers cannot reject collective bargaining agree-

ments signed by management and labor negotiators. This situation has in the past

led to repudiation of contracts and wildcat strikes. Extensive collective bai^aining
is practiced. Korea's labor laws do not extend the right to bargain collectively to gov-

ernment employees, including employees of state or public-run enterprises, and de-

fense industries. (Companies operating in Korea's two export processing zones

(EF^s) have been considered public-interest enterprises whose employees' nghts to

organize and bargain collectively face restrictions. In practice, however, unions at

EPZ companies have been formed and workers in the two EPZ's exercise the right

to organize and bargain collectively like other private sector unions.

Korea has no independent system of labor courts. The central and local labor com-
mittees form a senuautonomous agency of the Ministry of Labor that abjudicates

disputes in accordance with the Labor Dispute Adjustment Law. Each labor commit-
tee is composed of equal representation from labor (represented by the FKTU), man-
agement, and "iihe public interest." Local labor committees are empowered to decide

on remedial measures in cases involving unfair labor practices and to mediate and
arbitrate labor disputes.

ITie Trade Union Law and Labor Dispute Adjustment Law forbid third-party

intervention in unions and labor disputes oy federations not recognized by the Gov-

ernment, such as Chonnohyop and KCHF, but allow recognized labor federations,

principsily the FKTU and its afliliates, to assist afliliated unions. The ban on third-

party intervention also exempts mediation efforts by lawyers, experts, and others

who have the consent of both labor and management. The Government continued

to enforce strictly the laws against third-party intervention. In June authorities is-

sued an arrest warrant against Yang Gum Mo, president of the KCDF-afliliated
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Hospital Workers Federation, for violating the third-party ban. Mutual manage-
ment-labor antagonism remains a serious problem, and many major employers re-

main strongly antiunion.
In January the press reported that Hyundai BAotor Company security guards tried

to take into custoay a female labor activist who was teadung labor movement songs
to workers. In 1992, as in the past, there were cases of violence against mana^-
ment officials and company property by woriters. In January Hyundai Motor umon
manors, striking over year-ena bonuses, wielded metal pipes and threw steel nuts,

bolts, and otheroojects when executives and other nonunion members tried to enter

the Ulsan complex, reportedly ii^juring 10 people.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulaory Labor.—The Constitution provides that no
person shall be punished, placed under preventive restrictions, or subjected to invol-

untary labor, except as provided by law and throu^ lawful procedures. Forced or

compulsoiy labor is not condoned by the Government.
d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—The Labor Standards Law pro-

hibits the employment of persons under the age of 13 without a special employment
certiilcate from the Ministry of Labor. Because there is compulsory education until

the age of 13, few special emplovment certificates are issued for full-time employ-
ment. Some diildren are allowed to do part-time jobs such as selling newspapers.
In order to gain employment, diildren under 18 must have written approval from
their parents or guardians. Employers may require minors to work only a reduced
number of overtime hours and are prohibited fif^m employing them at night without
special permission from the Ministry of Labor.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Korea implemented a minimum wage law in

1988. The minimum wage level is reviewed annually. Companies with fewer than
10 employees are exempt from, this law, and some still pay oelow-minimum wages.

Due to Korea's ti^t laAor maiket, however, most firms pay wages well above the

minimum wage in order to attract and retain woikers. The FKTU and other unions
continued to claim that the current minimum wage does not meet the minimum re-

quirements of urban workers. The Government nc^s that the money an average Ko-
rean blue-collar worker takes home in overtime and bonuses significantly raises the

total compensation packa^. According to the Ministry of Health and Social Affairs,

5.2percent of the population lived below the poverty level in 1992.

The Labor Standards and Industrial Safety and Health laws provide for a maxi-
mum 56-hour workweek. Amendments to the Labor Standards Law passed in March
1989 brouciit the maximum regular workweek down to 44 hours. According to the

Ministry of Labor, the average Korean worker worked 47.8 hours per week, includ-

ingovertime, in 1991.
The Government sets health and safety standards, but South Korea suffers from

unusually high accident rates. The Ministiv of Labor employs few inspectors, and
its standards are not effectively enforced. Althou^ the number of workers who suf-

fered industrial accidents or occupational diseases decreased in 1991, the number
of seriously injured or killed workers increased. The Labor Ministry reported that

2,299 workers died in industrial accidents, an increase of 2.8percent over 1990, and
29,854 were maimed, a 7.3 percent increase over 1990. The Labor Ministry at-

tributes these problems to a focus on rapid, export-based industrialization, worn out

or old equipment, increased use of hazardous chemicals, lack of research and man-
power, and, in the case of construction, firms in a manpower-short sector employing
unskiUed workers without proper training. The industrial safety and health law
does not guarantee that workers who remove themselves from dangerous work envi-

ronments would not jeopardize their continued employment.

LAOS

The Lao People's Democratic Republic (LPDR) is a Communist, one-party state.

The ruling Lao People's Revolutionary Party (LPRP) is the only party and the pri-

mary source of pohtical authority in the country. The party's leadership imposes
broad controls on Laos' 4 million people.

In 1992 the Government launched a campaign to disseminate the new Constitu-

tion, which had been adopted by the National Assembly in 1991, to the Lao public.

The Constitution confers substantial powers on the National Assembly and provides

for the free election of National Assembly members. However, the Constitution is

silent on the question of allowring competing poUtical parties. To date there has been
no visible progress in implementing tne freedoms provided for in the Constitution.

In keeping with its efibrts at economic development and legal reform, the Govern-
ment has made a substantial effort to develop a legal system with a codified body
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of laws dealing with contracts, foreign investment, private property, labor and fam-
ily, and a Penal Code. Elections for a new National Assembly took place in Decem-
ber.
The Ministry of Interior (MOD remains the main instrument of state control. The

MOI police monitor Lao society and foreign nationals who live in Laos, and the
LPRP also has its own system of informants in workplaces and residential commu-
nities. However, the extent of this monitoring is decreasing as political and economic
change continues.

Laos is one of the world's poorest and least developed countries. In the flrst few
years after the LPDR came to power in 1975, at least 350,000 Lao fled the country
to escape the Government's harsh political and economic policies. The Government
abandoned Socialist economic policies in 1985 and instituted a series of sweeping
economic reforms that have changed the countiy from a centrally planned to a mar-
ket-oriented economy. These reforms have improved the economy, which is now
dominated by private enterprise.

The people of Laos are denied many basic freedoms. Even under the new Con-
stitution, freedom of speech and press, freedom of assembly, the right of privacy,

and the right of citizens to change their government are still absent. Although pro-

vided for in the new Constitution, freedom of worship, freedom of speech, and free-

dom of the press, remain significantly restricted in practice, and citizens do not have
the right and ability to change the Government peacefiiUy.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—Composed primarily of Hmong
tribesmen who conduct small-scale military operations, an ongoing, small-scale in-

surgency continued in 1992 at a level somewhat greater than the previous year.

Greater cooperation between Laos and Thailand on border security further eroded

foreign support for the insurgency. Both sides reportedly used brutal tactics, with

the insurgents occasionally assassinating military and local ofUcials. In early 1992,

insurgents allegedly ambushed a civilian bus near Tha Bok. Seven Vietnamese pas-

sengers were executed. Insurgents in Vientiane Province also launched attacks

against undefended villages at Sanaldiam and at Muang Pheuang. There were also

unconfirmed reports that in late 1992 Lao military forces launched reprisals against

proinsurgent Hinong villages in Sayaburi Province. Reportedly a number of Hmong
civilians were kiUea in these reprisals.

b. Disappearances.—^No disappearances were reported in 1992.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Lao Penal Code prohibits torture or mistreatment of prisoners, and the police

do not appear to use torture or abuse during arrest and detention. However, jail

conditions are harsh, and prisoners are routinely denied family visitation and prop-

er medical care. Prisoners in some jails reportedly must resort to bribing their

guards to obtain food and medicines.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Those accused of hostility to the regime

are subject to arrest and confinement for long periods. The Lao Supreme Court tried

three of the eight former Royal Lao Government oflicials and officers who had been

held in internal exile in Houaphan Province on November 4. Prior to the December
17 announcement of the trial and sentencing, the Government had consistently

maintained that the eight had in fact been released and were remaining in

Houaphan of their own choice. The three were found guilty of various crimes alleg-

edly committed during the previous regime and ^ven life sentences. These alleged

crimes included murder, illegal arrest and detention, infringement of individual lib-

erty, abuse of power, and intentional acts of damaging the people's property. In De-

cember the remaining five persons who had been neld in Houaphan Province were

released from intemtd exile and reportedly returned to Vientiane. At the same time,

the Lao Supreme Court sentenced three former government oflicials, who had been

held without charge since 1990 for advocating a multiparty system, to 14 years each

for treason, subversive propaganda against the social order, defamation, and creat-

ing disorder in the detention center where they had been held since their arrest.

In 1992 provincial courts in Luang Namtha and Xieng Khouang Provinces handed
down sentences ranging from 3 years to life imprisonment to Lao citizens convicted

of unspecified "treasonous acts." Provincial courts in Sekong and Savannakhet Prov-

inces handed down sentences ranging from 10 to 15 years to a group of Lao con-

victed of spying and attempting to create public disturbances. On September 30, the

court in Khammouane Province sentenced three people for gathering some "^ad ele-

ments" with the intention of creatine disturbances in society. One received a 3-year

sentence, and the other two received 1-year sentences. Lao guilty of what the Gov-
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eminent calls "socially undesirable habits" such as prostitution, drug abuse, and va-
grancy are subject to arrest and conflnement in rehabilitation centers, usually
without public tri^. In June a group of 93 Lao women were convicted of prostitution

and given prison sentences ranging from a few months to 7 years. Most of those
sent to rehabilitation centers are allowed to return home after serving sentences
that include forced labor, political indoctrination, and admission of guilt. The No-
vember 1989 Penal Code contains some protection for those accused of crimes, such
as a statute of limitations and provisions for public trials. The Code has not been
effectively implemented.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The National Assembly enacted a criminal code
and laws establishing a judiciary in November 1989, but tiiere has been no effective

implementation. People may be arrested on unsupported accusations and without
bemg informed of the charges or of the accusers' identities. Althoudi regulations call

for iudgment to be given in public, this amounts in practice to public announcement
of the sentence and not a true public trial. There is some provision for appeal, al-

though there is reportedlv no appeal in important political cases. The Council of
Ministers must approve death sentences. Under the new Constitution, judges and
prosecutors are supposed to be independent and their decisions not subject to out-
side scrutiny. In practice, the courts appear to accept recommendations of other gov-
ernment agencies, especially the MOI, in making their decisions. While in theory
government-provided legal counsel is available to the accused, in fact persons ac-

cused of crimes must defend themselves without outside legal assistance. The Cov-
emment suspended the Laos bar in late 1992, pending the introduction of rules re-

garding the activities of private lawyers. As a result, there are now no private law-
yers practicing in Laos.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^With

the recent liberalization of the economy, the Government has relaxed some elements
of state control, including police monitoring of personal and business activities and
enforcement of the nighttime curfew. However, while the new Constitution prohibits

arrests or searches in homes without warrants or authorization, search and seizure
continue to be authorized by the security bureaus themselves rather than by judicial

authori^. Monitoring of international mail and telephone calls continues, m 1992
the MOI began making late-night inspections of households to insure that all those
in the house were registered with police. Those found unregistered were often de-

tained for several days. The Government also be^an reinstating workers' committees
among Lao employees of embassies and international organizations. The committees
are charged with conducting political training and maintaining discipline among
employees. The new Penal Code outlaws listening to telephone calls without author-
ization, but the security bureaus themselves probably have the right to make such
authorization. The Government has lifted restrictions on the sale oi privately owned
land and implemented a new law to return property confiscated after 1975 to the
original owners. However, a November 1990 decree provides for the confiscation of
property of some 30 officials of the former government who were convicted in

absentia in 1975 and are not allowed to return to Laos. In practice, many returning
Lao have successfully petitioned the Government to have their property returned.
In some cases where the property is now used as housing by government oflicials,

the petitions to have property returned remain in litigation.

The Government and party continue to monitor some aspects of family life

through a system of neighborhood and workplace committees. The neighborhood
committees have responsibility for maintaining public order and reporting "bad ele-

ments" to the police.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Despite the constitutional guarantees of free-

dom of speech, freedom of the press, and freedom of assembly, the exercise of these
freedoms is broadly controlled oy the Government. The Government reacts harshly
to expressions of political dissent. As noted in Section l.d., three officials and former
oflicials arrested in October 1990 for reportedly advocating a multiparty system for

Laos each received 14-year prison sentences. The new Penal Code bars slandering
the State, including distorting party or state policies, and spreading false rumors
conducive to disorder. The Penal Code also bars disseminating books and other ma-
terials that are deemed indecent or would infringe on the national culture. In De-
cember an American citizen received a 3-year prison sentence for having brought
politically sensitive and allegedly pornographic material into the country.
Newspapers and the state radio and television are instruments of'^the Govern-

ment, reflecting its views. The constitutional guarantee of freedom of the press
leaves open the possibility of nongovernment publications, and at least one privately
owned business publication is now publishea in Laos. ITie Government has tradi-
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tionally sou^t to control the flow of information from abroad, and there are limita-
tions on the importation of foreign publications, though some Thai and Western
newspapers and magazines are sold. The Government makes no effort to discourage
reception of Thai radio or television broadcasts, whidi are widely listened to and
watoied in the Mekong River valley. Video rental stores operate largely without re-

strictions in most Lao cities, although sudi stores are prohibited from carrying por-
nographic or politically inflammatory material.
Academic freedom remains tightly controlled by the Government. Lao academi-

cians are often denied permission to travel aboard for conferences or for training.

The Government also severely restricts the activities of Western scholars wishing
to conduct research in Laos. In 1992 two American Fulbrisht scholars were denied
Eermission to conduct research outside of Vientiane, and tney were forced to leave
laos before the completion of their research when their visas were not renewed.

Scholars from other countries have reported similar difficulties in conducting re-

search in Laos.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—The Government controls and

organizes most large public gatherings except for religious, athletic, and communed
events. The new Peneu Code expressly prohibits demonstrations or protest marches
aimed at causing turmoil and social instability, prescribing ptenalties from 1 to 5
years' imprisonment. Unspecified "destabilizing subversive activities" are also

banned, with penalties ran^g from house arrest to death. All associations are

party controlled and dissemmate official policy. The Constitution specifies the ri^t
of Lao citizens to organize and join assoaations, but they have been unable to exer-

cise this ri^t except through professional groups that are organized and directed

by the LPRP.
Contact between ordinary Lao and foreigners is increasing as restrictions, such

as the requirement for government approval of invitations to most foreigners'

homes, are no longer enforced. The prohibition against foreigners staying with Lao
families has likewise been eased in urban areas, and the Government allows Lao
citizens to many foreigners as long as government approval of the marriage is ob-

tained first. Marriages conducted without government approval may be annulled
and the foreign spouse subject to fine or arrest. In 1992 the MOI arrested or seized

the passports of several overseas Lao who married without prior government ap-

proval and detained them or prevented their departure from Laos for periods of up
to several weeks. In 1992 the Government tightened restrictions on foreigners trav-

eling outside of Vientiane, making travel difficult. In many instances the restric-

tions appear aimed at forestalling contact between foreigners and insurgent groups

or preventing religious proselytizing.

c. Freedom of Keligion.—In ofiiaal statements, the Government has recognized

the right to freedom of religion as well as the contributions religion can make to

the development of the nation, and the Constitution contains provisions for religious

freedom. However, the practice of religion remains restricted, especially for non-

Buddhists.
Nearly all lowland Lao are Buddhists, with substantial Christian and Moslem mi-

norities in urban areas; most highland Lao are animists. The Government has open-

ly supported Buddhist oivanizations in recent years. It no longer seeks to suppress

Budonism, and high-ranking government officials routinely attend Buddhist func-

tions. The Government tolerates and encourages the open practice of Buddhism, and
many temples are being repaired and restored. The number of Buddhist monks has
increased m recent years, and there are about 30,000 practicing in Laos. Monks re-

main the only social group still entitled to use special honorific terms of address,

and these are used even by high party and government officials. Buddhist clergy are

prominently featured at important state and party functions. The Government per-

mits religious festivals to be held without hinm-ance.
Links with coreligionists and religious associations in other countries require gov-

ernment approval. The Government does not formally ban missionaries from enter-

ing Laos to proselytize but almost always denies them permission to enter. Many
resident foreigners are active in Lao churches and provide assistance in setting up
new churches. The Government welcomes nongovernmental organizations with reh-

gious afiiliations as long as they contribute to national development and do not

openly proselytize. In 1992 the director of the Lao office of a U.S. nongovernmental

organization was expelled from Laos, allegedly for bringing religious material into

the country. His organization agreed to his expulsion and is maintaining its office

in Laos.
Roman Catholics and Protestants are permitted to worship openly, and new

churches have opened since 1990. About a dozen Catholic and Protestant churches

are active in Vientiane, with many other churches scattered throughout the country.

All Catholic and Protestant seminaries were ordered closed by the Government m
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1975, and they have not reopened. Those wiahinf to enter the priesthood must study
privately with priests or mmisters. Ahnost all Protestant ministers are lay preach-
ers.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, cmd Re-
patriation.—^The Government retains the right to require citizens to obtain official

permission for internal travel. The Government must approve travel by all foreign-
ers. In 1992 the Government tightened restrictions on travel outside Vientiane. It

ceased issuing blanket travel permits to aid workers, requiring them to obtain such
permission each time they traveled outside Vientiane. The Government likewise in-

creased restrictions applying to tourists visiting other provinces.
In contrast, most Lao easily obtain government permission and exit permits to

travel abroad. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs issues passports and exit permits.
Border crossing permits for Lao to visit Thailand are routinely available from local

village committees for a modest issuance fee. Travel to the United States and other
Western countries has risen dramaticallv in the past several years. In recent years,
the number of Lao emigrating to live witn relatives abroad has also increased iuiarp-

ly, and the Government does not appear to interfere with persons desiring to emi-
grate.

The stated government policy since 1977 has been to welcome back the approxi-
mately 10 percent of the population who fled after the diange of governments in
1975. Since 1988 thousanos of Lao living abroad have returned to visit family and
friends. A number of Lao have returned to investigate business possibilities, and
several have remained operating businesses. Under the new Property Code, many
returning Lao have successfully petitioned to regain their property.

Laos has also agreed to take back its citizens who crossed into Thailand, mostly
to seek refugee status, but who now wish to return home. The Government's policy

is to return any properties that were confiscated, but some who fled Laos are ex-
cluded from this policy. Since May 1980, when the Government reached agreement
on a repatriation program with Thailand, the United Nations Hi^ Commissioner
for Refugees (UNHCK), voluntarily returned nearly 12,000 Lao to Laos. Lowland
Lau) made up the majority of returnees; many of the 46,000 hilltribe Lao living in

reftigee camps in Thailand have expressed an interest in returning.
In July 1992, as in 1991, Laos, Thailand, and the UNHCR agreed on a phased

return of the hilltribe Lao remaining in Thailand who wished to return to Laos.
This agreement includes provisions for the careful monitoring of returnees to insure
they are given the same rights and treatment as resident Lao. Those who return
are generally given several days of political instruction and then usually sent to spe-

cial resettlement areas provided by the Government. The UNHCR provides basic ne-
cessities and is given regular access to monitor treatment of the returnees and liv-

ing conditions. According to the UNHCR, returnees have not been subjected to dis-

crimination, oflicial or otherwise, and are allowed back with all the belongings they
accumulated while outside of Laos.

In addition to those repatriated under the UNHCR program, an estimated 30,000
people have repatriated themselves without oflicial involvement.

In May 1992, a Chinese engaged couple sought political asylum with the Vien-
tiane UNHCR office. Asylum was granted, and the couple was accepted for emigra-
tion to Denmark. However, the Government subsequently detained the couple and
forcibly returned the man to the People's Republic of China. The woman evaded the
police and was allowed to depart for Denmaik. The Government declined to discuss
the case with Western embassies or to accept a demarche firom Western ambas-
sadors to protest the detention and forced return of the man.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right o/" Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Citizens do not have the ability to change their government despite constitutional
provisions for secret ballots and universal suffrage in the public election of National
Assembly members. Under the new Constitution, citizens elect members of the As-
sembly, which in turn elects the President. Because the LPRP continues to domi-
nate government and politics, there is no structured way in which citizens could re-
move the LPRP from power.
The National Assembly was elected by secret ballot in December. It includes a

number of legislators who are not members of the LPRP, though aU candidates had
to be approved by the party. A total of 85 seats were contested. No other parties
were permitted to organize, and voting was mandatoiy.
The new Constitution provides for elections by secret ballot of many important of-

flcials. It stipulates the primacy of the LPRP but does not specifically pronibit other
parties. The Government has yet to allow the formation oi other poUtical parties.
Four women and 4 members of'^minority tribes were elected to the 55-per8on Central
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Committee of the LPRP in April 1991. Ethnic minorities occupy many important
government positions, including that of Minister of Interior.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are no domestic human rights groups. Any organization wishing to inves-
tigate and publicly criticize the Government's human rights policies would face seri-

ous obstacles, if it were permitted to operate at all. Laos generally does not cooper-
ate with international human rights organizations. It has, nowever, permitted visits

by officials of international humanitarian organizations and has communicated with
them by letter. The Government characterized the "Country Report on Human
Rights Practices for 1991" as interference in the internal afliairs of a sovereign coun-
try.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Approximately one-half of the population is ethnic Lao, also called "Lowland Lao,"
and me other half a mosaic of upland hilltribes. The Government is attempting to

integrate these groups through voluntary programs and to overcome traditional an-
tagonisms between lowland Lao and minority groups. The new Constitution specifi-

caUy provides for equal rirfits for aU minorities, tmd there is no legal discrimination
against them. While the Government encourages the pre^rvation of minority cul-

tures and traditions, minority tribes have virtually no voice in government decisions

affecting their lands and the allocation of natural resources. The party and the Gov-
ernment continue to be dominated by lowland Lao males, though efforts have been
made to include minorities in the political and governmental elites.

The Hmong, the largest highland tribe, are split along clan lines. During the Viet-

nam War era, many were strongly anti-Communist whue others sided with the Lao
communists and the Vietnamese. The Government has repressed many of those
groups who fou^t against it, especially those continuing to resist its authority by
force. The Hmong tried to defend some of their tribal areas after 1975, and some
continue to support insurgent groups. Lao armed forces conduct operations against
armed insurgents, most of whom are Hmong. Many Hmong who supported the Lao
Communists Defore 1975 today occupy important positions in the Government.

Traditionally, women in Lao society have been subservient to men and have often

been discouraged from obtaining an education. The Government claims a hi^er per-

centage of women are in school now than there were before 1975 and that women
are being encouraged to assume a greater role in economic and political activity.

The active, but government-controlled, Lao Women's Union has as one of its stated

S)als the achievement of equal rights for women, which are provided for in the new
onstitution. Women occupy responsible positions in government and private busi-

ness. The 1990 Labor Code offers special protection for women and children in the

workplace. There is no pattern of widespread domestic or culturally approved vio-

lence against women, but both lowland Lao and hilltribes tend to hold women in

lower esteem than men.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^An estimated 85 percent of the Lao working popu-

lation are subsistence farmers. Among salaried workers, the majority are employed
by the State, though this is changing rapidly as the Government privatizes many
of its state enterprises and encourages private investors to open new factories. Be-

cause of the emerging private sector, in November 1990, the Government adopted

a Labor Code which permits labor unions to be formed in the private enterprises

so long as they operate within the framework of the officiallysanctioned single trade

union federation, the Federation of Lao Trade Unions (FLTU), which is controlled

by the LPRP. The Labor Code also stipulates that labor disputes have to be resolved

by workplace committees whose membership includes union representatives. The
FLTU is affiliated with the Communist-dominated World Federation of Trade

Unions. The extent to which the FLTU is free to engage in contacts and activities

with foreign labor organizations is unknown.
b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—There is no right to organize

and bargain collectively. The Labor Code stipulates that disputes must be resolved

through the formation of a committee in the workplace composed of employees and
representatives of the local labor union, as well as representatives of the FLTU.
Wages and salaries for government employees are set by the Government, while

wages and salaries for private business employees are set by management. Most sal-

aried employees work for the State. There are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—The Labor Code prohibits forced

labor except in time of war or national disaster, when the state may conscript labor-

ers. Prisoners in prison camps are expected to do manual labor, including growing
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their own food, and they are used routinely for labor on both state and private en-
terprises located near prison facilities. In addition, there are reports that some of
these prisoners, when released, are restricted to the general area of the camp and
expected to work in state enterprises.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^Under the Labor Code, children
under 15 may not be recruited for labor. Because many children help their famiUes
on farms or in shops, the Code allows for younger children to work for their families,

Srovided thev are not engaged in dangerous or difficult woric. Employment of chU-
ren in Laos growing industrial sector is not widespread, althou^ it is common in

urban shops. The MOI and Ministry of Justice are responsible for enforcing these
provisions, but enforcement is ineffective owing to a lack of inspection personnel and
other resources. The Government has estabhshed a standard of compulsory edu-
cation rec^uiring completion of primary school grade 5, but this requirement is rarely
observed in the rural areas or among disadvantaged urban families.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Laos has a minimum wage, althou^ it is not
widely known and lareely ignored by employers. The Labor Coae has provisions for

a broad range of entitlements for workers, including a workweek limited to 48 hours
(36 in dangerous activities) and safe working conditions. A worker may not be fired

without cause. Workplace conditions are not systematically exploitative but often
fail to protect workers adequately against sickness or accident. The Labor Code re-

quires employers to provide a safe work environment for employees and offers spe-
cial compensation for workers engaged in dangerous work. Employers must gen-
erally provide all expenses for a worker injured or killed while at work. In gener^,
the stipulations of the Labor Code are not observed in practice, seem to be little

known to employers, and lack any real enforcement mechanisms.

MALAYSIA

Malaysia is a federation of 13 states with a parliamentary system of government
based on periodic multiparty elections. The ruling National Front has neld power
since 1957. However, there is political competition within the United Malays Na-
tional Organization (UMNO), the major partner in the coalition; opposition parties
actively contest elections and currently control two state governments.
The Government justifies internal security laws allowing preventive detention

(and arrests under such laws) by citing a long-deiunct Communist insurgency as
well as longstanding racial tensions and endemic narcotics trafficking problems. The
Government applies these laws very broadly, however, admitting that it uses them
to detain persons when available evidence is insufficient to brmg formal charges
under the Criminal Code. The (government has also used these laws to detain and
inhibit political opponents. The Royal Malaysian Police is the lead agency for inter-

nal security matters and reports ultimatelv to the Minister of Home AiTairs. Prime
Minister Mahathir also holds the Home Affairs portfolio. Credible reports of mis-
treatment of prisoners and detainees by the police and prison officials continued in
1992.
A free market economy, abundant natural resources, and a relatively small popu-

lation have helped Malaysia become one of the developing world's most prosperous
countries. Strong economic performance since 1988 has resulted in reduced poverty,
a rising standard of living, and more equal income distribution, leading to reduced
tensions between the races.

Malaysia's human rights record continued to be mixed in 1992. Althou^ in the
main there is an effective system ofjustice based on common law principles, in some
cases the (jovemment arbitrarily arrests and detains its citizens without trial, lim-
its judicial independence, and restricts freedom of association and of the press.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no reports of political or

other extrajudicial killings by the CJovemment or by any other political organization.
b. Disappearance.—There were no reports of disappearance attributable to the

(jOvemment or to the opposition.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

In the recent past, there have been allegations of cruel, inhuman, or degrading
treatment or punishment. Some credible allegations of abuses by police oflicers in-

terrogating criminal suspects were made during 1992. These abuses did not have
government sanction and do not appear to represent a pattern of government-ap-
proved mistreatment of prisoners. None of the alleged perpetrators, however, has
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been punished. In addition, an East Malaysian tribal ri^ts advocate who was de-

tainea under the Emei^pency (Security Cases) Ordinance during 1992 claims he was
threatened with torture during a prolonged interrogation.
Malaysian criminal law prescribes whipping as an additional punishment to im-

prisonment for those convicted of crimes such as narcotics possession. Judges rou-
tinely include whipping in sentencing those convicted of sucii crimes as kiuiaping,
rape, and robbery. The whipping, which is normally carried out writh a Va-inch thick

wooaen cane, commonly causes welts and scarring.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, uetention. or Exile.—^Three laws permit the Government to de-

tain suspects withoutjudicial review or filing formal charges: the 1960 Internal Se-
curity Act (ISA), tiie Emergency (Essential Powers) Ordinance of 1969, and the Dan-
gerous Drugs Act of 1985. The Government continued to use lon^-tenn detentions
without trial in cases alleged to involve national security, as well as in narcotics

trafficking and other cases.

According to the Government, the goal of the ISA is to control internal subversion.

Passed more than 30 years ago when there was an active Communist insurgency,

this act empowers the police to hold any person who may act "in a manner preju-

dicial to the security of Malaysia" for up to 60 days. Security authorities sometimes
wait several days after a detention before informing the detainee's family. The Min-
ister of Home Affairs may authorize, in writing, fiirther detention for periods up to

2 years. Even when there are no formal chaiges, the authorities must inform detain-

ees of the accusations against them and permit them to appeal to an advisory board
for review every 6 months. Advisory board decisions and reconunendations, however,
are not binding on the Home Minister, are not made public, and are often not shown
to the detainee. A number of ISA detainees have refused to participate in the review

process under these circumstances.
'Hie Emereency (Essential Powers) Ordinance was instituted aft«r interconmiunal

riots in 1969. Although Parliament regained its legislative power in 1971, the state

of emergency declared at the time of the riots has never been lifted. According to

figures released by the Home Ministry, 114 persons were in detention under the

Emergency Ordinance at the end of April 1992 compared with a total of 189 persons

in detention under this ordinance in 1991.

Drug sus^cts are now detained under provisions of the 1985 amendments to the

Dangerous Drugs Act, which give the Government specific power to detain suspected

drug traffickers. Many of these detainees are suspected members of organized crime

gangs or secret societies. Suspects may be held without charge for successive 2-year

intervals, with periodic review by an advisory board, whose opinion is binding on
the Home Minister. However, the review process contains none of the due process

rights that a defendant would have in a court proceeding. At the end of September,
approximately 533 drug suspects detained since January 1 under this statute re-

mained under detention or under restrictions equivalent to house arrest.

Suspected narcotics traffickers and firearms oflenders are frequently rearrested

under the preventive measures clauses of the Dangerous Drugs Act or tne ISA after

an acquittal in court on formal charges under separate provisions of those acts.

The (Jovemment generally does not publish statistics or make available authori-

tative information on the number of ISA detainees. In response to a question fit)m

an opposition parliamentarian, however, the Home Ministry reported in December
that there were 128 detainees at the end of November 1992. The Ministry said 77

persons were detained for Communist activities, 6 for involvement in a secession

plot in Sabah, 5 for espionage, and 40 for forgery. In an April response to a similar

inquiry, the Ministry said 40 detainees had been released in 1990, 54 in 1991, and
17 from January to the end of April 1992. Most of these ISA detainees were released

subject to conditions limiting their rights to freedom of speech, association, and trav-

el outside the country. The December figure represents a decrease from the 149 de-

tainees the Ministry acknowledged in its April response.

A 1989 peace agreement allows members of the Communist Party of Malaysia

(CPM) to return to Malaysia. According to the Government, the agreement stipu-

lates that they satisfy certain conditions, including taking a loyalty oath "to King

and country" and renouncing the CPM in writing. Since 1989, approximately 608

former CI^ members have applied for return to Malaysia under the agreement.

Sixty-six subsequently withdrew their applications because they objected to the con-

ditions on their repatriation imposed by the (]k)vemment. An unknown number of

those applying to return repatriated and turned themselves over to Malaysian secu-

rity authorities for "rehabilitation." A credible report indicates that this rehabilita-

tion" consists of detention without trial under the ISA at the Kamunting Detention

Center in Perak State. In addition, "rehabilitated" former CPM members who have

reintegrated into Malaysian society are watehed carefully by security authorities for

up to 6 years. Government officials said publicly during 1992 that these "rehabili-
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tated" persons cannot resume full participation in Malaysia's political life until this

period of surveillance demonstrates that they have abandoned their former ideology.

During 1991 the Government detained three Malaysians from the East Malaysian
State 01 Sabah under the ISA, including the brother of the Chief Minister. It re-

leased one in March 1991 upon expiration of the initial order, and a second person
remains in detention after a 2-year order was signed in March 1991. The Chief Min-
ister's brother, JefTrey Pairin Kitingan, was detained in May 1991 for alleged in-

volvement in a secessionist plot, and remained in detention daring 1992. A credible

report, which the Government has not confirmed, said that an ISA review board rec-

ommended his release in mid-1992. The Government did not act on this rec-

ommendation.
Amendments to the ISA severely limit judicial review of detentions, contravening

recognized standards of due process. During 1992 opposition leaders and hxunan
ri^ts organizations called on the Government to repeal the ISA and other legisla-

tion whim deprives individuals of the right to defend themselves in a court proceed-
ing. A senior government official responded that the ISA continues to be necessary
to preserve peace and harmony in a multiriicial society.

e. Denial of Fair Public TVio/.—Ordinary civil and criminal cases are tried under
a fair and open judicial system derived from the British model. The accused must
be brou^t before a judge within 24 hours of arrest, and charges must be levied

within 14 days. Defendants have the right to counsel, bail is available, and strict

rules of evidence apply in court. Defendants may appeal court decisions to higher
courts and, in criminal cases, may also appeal for clemency to the King or local state

rulers as appropriate. Criminal trials are heard by a single judge without a jury,

except in murder trials where juries are the norm. The defense in both ordmary
criminal cases and the special security cases described above is not entitled to a
statement of evidence before the trial.

The ri£^t to a fair trial is restricted in criminal cases where the Attorney General
invokes the Essential (Securitv Cases) Regulations of 1975. These regulations gov-
erning trial procedure normally apply only in firearms cases. In cases tried under
these regulations, the standards for accepting self-incriminating statements by de-
fendants as evidence are less stringent than in normal criminal cases. Also, the au-
thorities may hold the accused for unspecified periods of time before making formal
charges. The Attorney General also has the authority to invoke these regulations
in other criminal cases if the Government determines the crime to involve national
security considerations, but such cases are rare.

The public and the legal community have long regarded the Malaysian judiciaiy
as committed to the rule of law. The judicial system traditionally esdiibited a high
degree of independence, seldom hesitating to rule against the Government in crimi-

nal, civil, or occasionally even politically sensitive cases. For example, the Hi{^
Court ruled in Februaiy 1988 that the dominant party in the government coalition

was illegally constituted. However, the Grovemment's dismissal of the Supreme
Court Lord President and two other justices in 1988, along with a constitutional

amendment and legislation restricting judicial review, resulted in less judicial inde-

pendence and stronger executive influence over the judiciary. These developments
created the possibility that Malaysians who might otherwise seek legal remedies
against government actions would be reluctant to do so. The 1988 changes have also

resulted in less willingness by the courts to chaUenge the Government's legal inter-

pretations in politically sensitive cases.

The Government, following criticism of some of its policies by the Malaysian Bar
Council, announced in late 1991 and early 1992 that it was studying proposals to

give it greater control over the council. The strong tone of Government statements
raised concerns among local and international observers that the Bar Council's free-

dom of expression and independence were being threatened. After a controversial

attempt by some Bar Council leaders and members of the Malaysian Bar to bridge
differences with the Government failed in February, the Prime Minister declared
that the Government would take no further steps to amend the Legal Professions
Act or to assert greater control over the countrjr's legal profession. Government criti-

cism of the Bar Council ebbed thereafter.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^These

rights are normally respected and protected by law. Provisions in the security legis-

lation (See Section l.d.) however, allow the police to enter and search without a
warrant the homes of persons suspected of threatening national security. Police may
also confiscate evidence under these acts. In a limited number of cases each year,
police have used this legal authority to search homes and offices, seize books and
papers, monitor conversations, and take people into custody vdthout a warrant.
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Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Although the Conatitution provides for freedom
of speech and press, some important limitations exist. For example, the Constitution
provides that freedom of speech may be restricted by legislation "Hn the interest of
security * * * (or) public order." Thus, the Sedition Act Amendments of 1970 pro-
hibit public comment on issues defined as sensitive, sudi as citizenship rights for
non-Malays and the special position of Malays in society. The Government nas not
brou^t cnaives under the Sedition Act since 1986, when a trial court acquitted a
former president of the Bar Council.

Press freedom is subject to important limitations under the Printing Presses emd
Publications Act of 1984, under which domestic and foreign publications must apply
annually to the Government for a permit. The act was amended in 1987 to make
the publication of "malicious news" a punishable offense, expand the Government's
power to ban or restrict publications, and prohibit court challenges to suspension
or revocation of publication permits.

In practice, press freedom is restricted by the fact that the Government or compa-
nies controllea by the leading political parties in the ruling coalition own all the
major newspapers and all ra(Uo and television stations. The government-linked
mass media provide generally laudatory, noncritical coverage of government ofiicials

and government policies, and give only limited and selective coverage to opposition

Solitical views. Editorial opinion in ^vemment-linked mass media frequently re-

ects government positions on domestic and international issues.

Because they can be read only by a minority of Malaysians (chiefly ethnic Chi-
nese), Chinese-language newspapers are generally more tree in reporting and com-
menting on sensitive political and social issues. During 1992, however, government
ofBcials publicly criticized the Chinese-language press for publicizing a controversial
incident with racial overtones in which the (jovemment razed a portion of a Chinese
temple wall in Johor State. Senior government officials warned all Malaysian news
mema to avoid carrying news reports that might bring about racial tension, and de-

clared that the Government would not hesitate to suspend or close any publication
deemed to be fanningracial resentments. Describing such news reports as abuse of
press freedom, the officials justified the threat to close publications or suspend li-

censes by arguing that unity and stability are important national interests which
outwei^ press freedom.

Despite (jOvemment control of major publications, small-circulation publications

of opposition parties, social action groups, unions, and other private groups actively

cover opposition parties and frequently print views critical of government policies.

The (jovemment exerts significant influence over these publications by requiring
annual renewal of publishing permits. During 1992 the (jiovemment acted to revoke
the publication permits of at least two newspapers. In one case, credible allegations

suggest that the newspaper's permit was revoked for printing articles critical of the

Prime Minister and government policies. In the other case, a tabloid weekly's permit
was revoked evidently for publishing embarrassing gossip about members of several

of Malaysia's royal families. In addition, a newspaper editor in the East Malavsian
State of Sabah was diarged with printing "mahcious news," about an alleged ISA
detention of a Roman Catholic clergyman. The editor is challenging the chains on
constitutional grounds.

In 1991 the Government warned two newspapers published by opposition parties

that the terms of their licenses limited distribution to party members only. A legal

challenge to quash enforcement of the license limitation failed, resulting in limited

circulation of these publications during 1992.
In June 1990, Parliament enacted legislation making the Malaysian News Agency

(Bemama) the sole distributor of foreign news in Malaysia, formaliziiig previous

practice. The parliamentary opposition opposed the bill, arguing that it would in-

crease government control over foreign news. Although the Government has not to

date used this law to restrict foreign news coverage or availability, under separate

legislation, the Government banned two editions ofa prominent international week-
ly newsmagazine evidently for publidiing feature stones considered critical of Islam

by Malaysian censors.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Constitution provides for

the rights of freedom of peaceful assembly and association, but there are significant

restrictions. Tliese rights can be limited in the interest of security and public order,

and the 1967 Police Act requires police permits for all public assemblies with the

exception of workers on picket lines. In February an opposition member of Par-

liament, a state assemblyman, and a university lecturer were among 20 persons ar-

rested in Kuala Lumpur for "staging an illegal assembly." All were subsequently re-

leased.
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In the aftermath of the intercommunal riots in 1969, the Government banned po-
Utical rallies. While the formal ban has not been rescinded, both government and
opposition parties have held large indoor political gatherinss dubbed "discussion
sessions." Grf)vemment and opposition candidates campaign actively. There are, how-
ever, some restrictions on freedom of assembly during campaigns. During the actual
campaign period, political parties submit lists of times and places for their "discus-

sion groups;" no police permit is required. Outside of the campaign period, a permit
is required, with most applications routinely approved. In past campaigns, however,
some opposition discussion group meetings have been canceled for lack of a police

permit.
Other statutes limit the right of association, such as the Societies Act of 1966,

under which any association of seven or more members must register with the Gov-
ernment as a society. The Government may refuse to register a new society, and
has the power to revoke the registration of an existing society, althous^ this power
is rarely employed. Tlie threat of iMssible deregistration under the Societies Act,
however, may inhibit political activism by public or special interest organizations.

In Jemuaiy a group seeking to form a local chapter of a prominent international
human rights organization appealed a government rejection of their application
under the Societies Act. The Government has not responded to their appeal. An-
other law aflecting freedom of association is the Universities and University Col-
leges Act; it mandates government approval for student associations and prohibits
student associations, as well as faculty members, from engaging in political activity.

Campus demonstrations must be approved by a university vice-chancellor. Althou^
spontaneous demonstrations have occurred periodically in the past without permis-
sion, there were no reports of any unapproved demonstrations in 1992.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Islam is the official religion. Ethnic Malays are legally

bound in some civil matters, such as family relations and diet, by Islamic religious
laws administered by state authorities through Islamic courts. An Islamic religious

establishment is supported with government funds, and it is official policy to "infuse
Islamic values" into the administration of Malaysia. At the same time, the Constitu-
tion provides for freedom of religion, and the Government has refused to accede to

Sressures for the imposition of Islamic religious law beyond the Muslim community,
leligious minorities, which include large Hindu, Buddhist, Sikh, and Christian com-

munities, are permitted to worship freely.

The Government opposes what it considers extremist or deviant interpretations
of Islam; in October 1991, it imposed restrictions on the proselytizing activities of
the Islamic sect Darul Arqam. These included enforcement of a prohibition on using
government facilities for religious activities.

There are persistent allegations that some state governments are slow in approv-
ing building permits for non-Muslim places of worship. The Government has limited
the circulation of a popular Malay-language translation of the Bible, and some
states restrict the use of^Christian terms in the Malay language.
Conversion to religions other than Islam is permitted but not encouraged. Pros-

elytizing of Muslims has long been proscribed by law in some states and strongly

discouraged in other parts of the country. In a March 1990 decision, the Supreme
Court upheld the primacy of the Constitution over inconsistent state laws by ruling
that parents have the right to determine the religion of their minor children under
the age of 18. The decision eased fears of the non-Muslim community over state

laws which in religious conversion cases set the age of majority at puberty based
on Islamic law.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Malaysians generally have the ri^t to travel within the country and
live and work where they please, but the Government restricts these rights in some
circumstances. The states of Sabah and Sarawak have the independent right to con-
trol immigration into their territories; Malaysians from peninsular West Malaysia
and foreigners are required to present passports for entry. This power to regulate
internal movement has sometimes been exercised arbitrarily for political purposes,
but there were no reported cases in 1992.
The Government does not restrict emigration. Although in some cases the Govern-

ment has refused to issue passports on security grounds, Malaysians generally are
free to travel abroad, except to Israel. Former restrictions on travel to South Africa
and to several Communist countries, including China, were eliminated in 1990 and
1991. In 1992 the Government began confiscating the passports of returning Malay-
sians who had overstayed their visitors' visas when abroad, on the grounds that vio-

lating the immigration laws of foreign countries is an embarrassment to Malajrsia.

Thousands of illegal workers from Indonesia arrive in Malaysia each year to fiU

low-skill jobs in the plantation and construction sectors of the economy. Although
some ultimately are able to regularize their immigration status, others depart vol-
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untarily after a few months, while some are formally deported as illegal migrants.
During 1992 the Government began a registration program designed to regularize
the inmiigration status of illegal workers from Indonesia and elsewhere. On July 1,

after the registration program ended, however, the Government launched combined
police and military operations to enforce immigration and passport laws. At least
1,000 persons deemea to be illegal foreign workers were detaonea during these oper-
ations.

In 1991 and 1992, separate groups of asylum seekers from the Indonesian prov-
ince of Aceh (totaling approximately 300) arrived in Northwestern Malaysia, tdleg-
edly fleeing violence stemming from a separatist rebellion in Indonesia. These asy-
lum seekers requested refugee status. Despite expressions of concern by local and
international human ri^ts oiganizations and foreign governments, the Government
denied their ret^ests, ruling taat the asylum seekers were 'illegal immigrants" sub-
ject to deportation. According to government sources, approximately 1^ Acehnese
asylum seekers had retumea home as of late March 1992. Others remain in official

custody, but the Government has taken no steps to deport them or repatriate them
against their will. Government officials continued to stress during 1992 that Malay-
sia would not force Acehnese asylum seekers to return against their will, but would
encourage them to repatriate voluntarily. In June a group of 43 asylum seekers
claiming to be Acehnese took refuge in the compound outside the United Nations
Hieh Commissioner for Refugees' (UNHCR) ofilces in Kuala lAimpur, demanding
remgee status. Although regarding this group as Ulegal immigrants, the Govern-
ment declared its readmess to assist in their repatriation to Indonesia if they wish
to return and said the Indonesian Government had provided assurances that the
group would face no government oppression if they chose to return home.
Having provided nrst asylum to more than 250,000 Vietnamese refugees since

1975, the Government began to deny first asylum to virtuallv all arriving Vietnam-
ese in May 1989 in contravention of its commitments under the Comprehensive
Plan of Action (CPA) on Indochinese Refugees signed in 1989. Since May 1989
10,473 have been denied first asylum. No Vietnamese were granted first asylum in
1992.
Credible reports indicate that Malaysian authorities put back to sea about 110 Vi-

etnamese asylum seekers fit>m 4 vessels during 1991, and redirected 1 vessel bear-
ing 12 Vietnamese asylum seekers in May 1992. There were no reports of new land-

ings after late May 1992. Malaysian authorities allow Vietnamese boats to land, and
normally hold asylum seekers in temporary camps closed to observers. The Govern-
ment provides lijfe jackets, boats, and essential supplies to asylum seekers put back
to sea. Government authorities have not responded positively to concerns that this

"redirection" of boat people places them in additional danger. There have been some
credible reports in the past of abuses in the temporary camps, as well as instances

in which Malaysian authorities provided inadequate boats to asylum seekers put
back to sea. Interviews with asylum seekers indicate that the Government ttikes

positive steps to safeguard the fives and welfare of those denied first asylum and
disciplines personnel involved in abusive behavior.

In accordance with the CPA, Malaysia continued to screen Vietnamese boat people

in its first-asylum camps. Malaysian military ofiicers do the screening, with legal

consultants from the UNHCR present during each interview.

The Malaysian screeners and UNHCR consultants make every effort to develop

the asylum seekers' claims to refugee status. The Government discusses all disputed

cases with the UNHCR before announcing a decision. An administrative appeal is

available to denied cases. United Nations refugee officials have praised the Govern-

ment's treatment of Vietnamese asylum seekers in Malaysia under provisions of the

CPA.

Section 3. Respect for PolUictU Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change their Govern-

ment

By law Malaysians have the right to change their government throu^ periodic

elections. Malaysian elections are procedurally free and fair, with votes cast secretlv

and recorded accurately. However, electoral irregularities detract from the overall

fairness of the electoral process. Legal restrictions on campaigning and government
control of the media have contributed to UMNO's continuing political dominance.

Malaysia has a Westminster-style parliamentery system of goveminent. National

elections, required at least every 5 years, have iJeen held regularly since independ-

ence in 1957, Throu^ the United Malays National Organization (UMNO), Malays
dominate the ruling National Front coalition of ethnic-based parties which has con-

trolled Parliament since independence. Within UMNO there is active political de-

bate. The government coalition currently controls 11 of 13 states.
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Non-Malays fill a number of cabinet posts, and at present ethnic Chinese leaders
of a member party of the government coalition hold executive power in t^e State
of Penang. In Sabah the party in power is controlled by SabaJb's predominant indige-
nous ethnic group and headed by a Christian. In theory indigenous groups and indi-
viduals are accorded the same constitutional protection of their civil and political

rights, alon^ writh the same limitations. In practice federal laws pertaining to indig-
enous peopk vest almost total power in the Minister of Rural Development to pro-
tect, control, and otherwise decide issues concerning indigenous peoples.
Women and minorities face no de iure limits on participation in government and

politics. Women are well represented in senior leadership positions in the Govern-
ment and political parties. Ethnic minorities are also well represented in cabinet-
level positions in government, as well as senior civil service positions. Nevertheless,
the political dominance of the Malay majority means in practice that the most pow-
erful senior leadership positions in government will be held by ethnic Malays.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

After a 2-year struggle for registration, The National Human Ri^ts Association,
a local human rights society of prominent Malaysians, began operating in 1991. A
number of other organizations, including the Bar Council and public interest groups,
devote attention to human rights activities. The Government tolerates their activi-

ties but rarely responds to their incmiries or occasional press statements.
The Government has not acceded to any of the major international covenants on

human rights, generally maintaining that such issues are internal matters. It re-

jects criticism of its human rights record by international human rights organiza-
tions and foreign governments. In public speeches and informal remarks, govern-
ment ofiicials stress the Government's view that social and economic rights are as
important as civU and political rights, and that Western nations must not be al-

lowed to impose their values on developing nations. Malaysian ofiicials criticize local

groups for collaborating with international human rights organizations, representa-
tives of whidi have visited and traveled in Malaysia but rarely had access to govern-
ment ofiicials. Foreign government oflicials have discussed human rights wiui their
Malaysian counterparts, and private groups occasionally have done so.

During 1992 the Prime Minister and other Cabinet oflicials were vocal advocates
of human ri^ts with respect to Serbian atrocities in Bosnia-Herzegovina and the
plight of the Kohingyas in Burma.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Government implements extensive programs designed to boost the economic
Sosition of the ethnic Malay majority, which remains poorer, on average, than other
lalaysians despite its political dominance. By favoring one segment ofsociety, these

government programs and policies limit, in varying degrees, opportunities for non-
Malays in higher education, government employment, business permits and licenses,

and ownership of newly developed agricultural lands. There are no laws or regula-
tions restricting the economic rights of women. Government policy supports women's
full and equal participation in government, education, and the work force. Women
hold high-level political positions and judgeships and are well represented in the
professions. Literacy rates for women are lower than for men, with a female literacy
rate of 55 percent compared to a rate of 76 percent for the total adult oopulation.
The cultural and religious traditions of Malaysia's major ethnic groups heavily in-

fluence the condition of women in Malaysian society, m family and religious mat-
ters, Muslim women are subject to Islamic law. Polygyny is allowed and practiced,
and inheritance law favors male offspring and relatives. The Islamic Family Law
was revised in 1989 to provide better protection for the property rights of married
Muslim women and to make more emiitable a Muslim womans right to divorce.
Non-Muslim women are subject to civil law. Changes in the civU Msoriage and Di-
vorce Act in the early 1980'8 increased protection of married women's rights, espe-
cially those married under customary rites.

Statistics on domestic violence in Malaysia are sketchy, but both the Government
and women's organizations agree that the problem is growing. There are no specific

laws in force on domestic violence; cases of^wife beating or cmld abuse normally are
tried under provisions of the Penal Code governing assault and battery, which cany
penalties of 3 months to 1 year in prison and fines up to $750. Parliament passed
a Children's Protection Act in 1990. The Attorney General is preparing regulations
implementing it but these were not complete at year's end. In 1992 public attention
and debate on child abuse and wife beating increased significantly. Malaysian news
media featured regular reports, commentary, and graphic public service announce-
ments on these social problems, and public symposia sponsored by social and politi-
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cal organizations discuBsed their policy implications. Women's groups continued to

urge the Government to enact a long-debated act on domestic violence. The proposed
law was under review by the Attorney General's office at year's end. Women's issues

were the subject of a number of public seminars during 1992.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^By law workers have the ri^t to engage in trade
union activity, and many workers in both the public and private sector are members
of trade unions. Within certain limitations, unions may oivanize woikplaces, bar-

gain collectively with employers, and form federations. The uidustrial Relations Act
specifically pronibits interfering with, restraining, or coercing a woiker in the exer-

cise of the nfl^t to form trade unions or participate in lawful trade union activities.

The Trade Unions Act, administered by the Director General of Trade Unions
(DGTU), sets rules for organization of unions, union recognition at the workplace,
the content of union constitutions, election of officers, and nnancial reporting. How-
ever, the Act's definition of a trade union restricts a union to representing workers
in a "particular establishment, trade, occupation, or industry or within any similar

trades, occupations, or industries," contrary to International Labor Organization
(ILO) guidelmes.
The DGTU may refiise to register a trade union. In some circumstances, he also

has the power to withdraw registration of a trade union. When registration has been
refiised, withdrawn, or canceled, a trade union is considered an unlawful associa-

tion.

Dominated by American and Japanese firms, Malaysia's electronic components in-

dustry has been the focus of unsuccessful union registration efforts since the late

1970's. The Government has used its power to prevent the Electrical Industry Work-
ers Union from oi^anizing unions in the electronics industry. The Government per-

mits 'in-house" unions in the electronics industry. Six such unions have been reg-

istered in the electronics industry; three have been recognized by the companies in-

volved. All of the members of one of these unions were dismissed in 1990 following
reoi^ganization of the company's structure. The union charged the company with
union-busting and wrongful dismissal. The case was filed in September 1990 and
is still being neard. Malaysia's restrictions on association in the electronics industry
have long been a subject of complaints in the International Labor Organization
(ILO). At the 1992 ILO Conference, the International Metalworkers Federation un-
successfully petitioned to have the conference reject the Malaysian government dele-

gates because of the Government's refusal to permit a national electronics union.
Unions maintain independence both from the Government and from the political

parties. Individual union members may belong to political parties. While union offi-

cers are forbidden to hold principal offices in political parties, individual trade union
leaders have served and currently serve in Parliament. Malaysian trade unions are
free to associate with international labor bodies and actively do so.

Although strikes are l^al and a number of them occurred in 1992, the right to

strike is severely restricted in practice. Malaysian law contains a list of "essential

services" in whidi unions must give advance notice of any industrial action. The list

includes sectors that do not normally qualify as "essential" under ILO definitions.

The Industrial Relations Act of 1967 requires the parties to notify the Ministry of
Human Resources that a dispute exists before any industrial action (strike or lock-

out) may be taken. The Ministry's Industrial Relations Department may then be-
come actively involved in conciliation efforts. If conciliation fails to achieve a settle-

ment, the Minister has the power to refer the dispute to the Industrial Court. The
result, in effect, is compulsory arbitration. A strike or lockout is prohibited while
the dispute is before the Industrial Court.
By law federations of trade unions may cover only a single trade or industry or

similar trades or industries. Only three national labor federations are currently reg-

istered: one for public servants, one for teachers, and one consisting of state-based
textile and garment workers unions. The Malaysian Trades Union Congress
(MTUC), the main labor body in the country, is registered as a society under the
Societies Act, rather than under the Trade Unions Act. The Malaysian Labor Orga-
nization (MLO), a rival labor center to the MTUC, is also registered as a society.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Malaysian woikers have the
legal right to organize and bargain collectively. Collective bargaining is widespread
in those sectors where labor is oreanized. Designed to curt) disruptive strikes,

amendments in 1980 to Malaysia's Labor Law contain provisions which the MTUC
believes erode the basic rights of workers, restrict union activities, and result in gov-
ernment and employer interference in the internal administration of unions. Despite
subsequent amendments, the MTUC believes the Labor Law is still deficient by ILO
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standards. Many union leaders also believe that the creation of the Industrial Court
further weakened their collective bargaining rights.

Malaysian law prohibits antiunion discrimination by emplovers against union
members and organizers. Complaints of discrimination are filed with the Ministiy

of Human Resources or the Inoustrial Court. If Ministiy conciliation efforts fail, ad-

judication of complaints in the Industrial Court can be slow.

Labor standards in free trade zones (FTZ's) are identical to those in the rest of

Malaysia. Workers at many companies located in the FTZ's are unionized, especially

in the textile and electrical products sectors. Enterprises granted "pioneer status"

(regardless of location) are protected from union demands lor terms of employment
exceeding those specified in the Employment Act of 1955 during the period of their

"pioneer status" (normally 5 years). The restriction does not apply to wages or bene-

fits covered by the Employment Act (see Section 6.e.). The ILO has asked the Gov-

ernment to remove legal restrictions on the right to bargain in pioneer industries,

in the public sector, and on dismissals without notice. In addition to the pioneer in-

dustries issue, the ILO in 1992 criticized other legal restrictions on collective bar-

gaining.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Malaysian laws allow the use of

imprisonment with compulsory labor as a punishment for persons expressing views

opposed to the established order or participating in strikes. The Government main-
tains that these laws have no force, because of the constitutional prohibition on
forced or compulsory labor. There is no indication that forced or compulsory labor

is practiced in Malaysia or that foreign workers in Malaysia are subject to coerced

labor.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The Children and Young Persons
(Employment) Act of 1966 stipulates that no child under the age of 14 may be en-

gaged in any employment except light work in a family enterprise, in public enter-

tainment, in work performed for the Government in a school or training institution,

or in employment as an approved apprentice. Children may not work more than 6

hours daily, more than 6 days weekly, or at night. Inspections by the Ministry of

Human Resources effectively provide enforcement of this law.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^Malaysia lacks a national minimum wage, al-

though tne Wage Councils Act provides for a minimum wage in those sectors and
regions of the country where it is perceived to be most needed. Under the law, work-

ers in an industry who believe they need the protection of a minimum wage may
ask for the establishment of a wage council. The Act assumes that workers in indus-

tries where unionization is widespread can bargain for wages directly with employ-

ers and do not need the protection of a minimum wage. Approximately 140,000

workers in the over 7-million-member labor force are covered by minimum wages
set by wage councils. Minimum wages set by wage councils have not been revised

for many years and do not, in general, provide a decent standard of living for a

worker and his family. However, prevailing wages in Malaysia, even in the sectors

covered by wage councils, are higher than the minimum wages set by the wage
councils and do provide a decent living.

TTie Employment Act of 1955 sets working hours not to exceed 8 hours daily or

44 hours weekly (5V2 days) including one 24-nour rest period. This act sets overtime

rates and mandates public holidays, annual leave, sick leave, and maternity allow-

ances. Labor standards are effectively enforced by the Labor Department of the Min-
istry of Human Resources. Minimum standards of occupational health and safety

are patterned after the British Factory Act, and enforced by a unit of the Ministry

of Human Resources. All factories are supposed to be inspected at least once every

15 months, but insufficient personnel precludes strict enforcement.

Many contract workers, including numerous illegal immigrants from Indonesia,

perform plantation worit. Working conditions for Qiese workers often are signifi-

cantly below those of direct hire plantation workers, many of whom belong to the

National Union of Plantation Workers. Additionally, many immigrant woriters in

construction and other sectors, particularly illegal ones, may not have access to Ma-
laysia's system of labor adjudication. The (government has investigated this problem
and has taken a number of steps to eliminate the abuse of contract labor. For exam-
ple, it expanded its programs legalizing immigrant workers; it investigates com-
plaints of abuses; it endeavors to inform workers of their rights, encourages workers
to come forward with their complaints, and warns employers to end abuses. Labor
contractors, like other employers in Malaysia, are subject to pix)secution for violat-

ing Malaysia's labor laws. Actions have been taken against labor contractors who
violate the law and fines have been assessed. In serious cases violators can be jailed,

but this is rare.
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MARSHALL ISLANDS

The Republic of the Marshall Islands, a self-governing nation under the Compact
of Free Association with the United States, is composed of 31 small, coral atolls
scattered over a large area of the central Pacific, comprising a total land area of
about 70 square miles. The population, of Micronesian origin, is estimated at 48,000
and is concentrated primarily on Majuro and Kwajalein atolls.

Political legitimacy in the Marshall Islands rests on the popular will expressed
by majority vote in accordance with a constitution blending British and American
precepts, including a strong, American-style bill of ri^ts. The lemslature consists
of the Parliament, known as the Nit^jela, with 33 members and a Council of Chiefs
(Iro\j), the latter serving largely a consultative fiinction on matters dealing with cus-
tom and traditional practice.

The executive brandi of the Government consists of the President and his ap-
pointed Cabinet, all of whom are elected members of the Nitnela. The Plresident is

elected by majority vote from among the membership of the Nityela. The Constitu-
tion calls for an independent judiciary.
Under the Compact of Free Association, the United States is responsible for de-

fense and national security. Consequentlv, the Marshall Islands has no security
forces of its own, aside from national and local police forces, whidi are firmly under
the control of the civil authorities.

The economy depends mainly on transfer payments from the United States. Coco-
nut oil and copra exports, a small amount of tourism, and the fishing industiy gen-
erate limited revenues.
No human rights abuses were reported in 1992.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no reports of such

killings.

b. Disappearance.—^No politically motivated disappeartmces or abductions were re-
ported.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Constitution expressly forbids torture and other cruel, inhuman, or degrading
treatment or punishment; the prohibition is observed in practice.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—The Constitution contains safeguards
against arbitrary arrest and detention, and no such incidents were reported.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The right to a fair public trial is expresslv pro-
vided for in the Constitution and observed in practice. There were no reported deni-
als of fair public trial.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The pri-

vacy of the nome is protected by law and respected by the Government. There was
no known instance of arbitrary intrusion by the State into the private life of the
individual.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom (^Speech and Press.—^The Constitution provides for fiieedom of speech
and press, and it is accorded in practice. There are tkree operating radio stations,
one government ovmed and two privately owned, and one television station operated
bv the National Museum. A cable television company began service in August and
shows UJS. programming only.

U.S. citizens long resident in the Marshall Islands operate the countiy's sole pri-

vately owned newspaper. The Government publishes a monthly gazette with official

news and notices only.
In September Nit^ela opposition party member Senator Alik Alik commented in

the press that his atoll mi^t look into the possibility of commonwealth status at
the conclusion of the initial 15-year period of the Compact of Free Association in
2001. The Nitijela passed a resolution calling for a commission of inquiry to inves-
tigate Auk's possible violation of the Treason and Sedition Act and of his Nitijela
oath. That resolution was replaced by one which declared the Senator in contempt
of the Nitgela and suspendea him for 10 days. The Senator protested that this ac-

tion abridged his constitutional ru^hts to free speech and due process of law.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Freedom of peaceful assembly

and association is provided for in the Constitution and observed in practice.

^
c. Freedom of Religion.—^Pree exercise of religion is provided for in the Constitu-

tion and observed in practice. There is no state religion. The maiority of the popu-
lation is Christian. Missionaries are free to seek converts and freely do so.
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d. Freedom, of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^itizena are free to travel within the country and abroad. There are no
restrictions on emigration or repatriation. There are no displaced persons other than
those from Bikini Atoll who left that atoll in 1946 because of scheduled nuclear test-

ing. Pending further rehabilitation of the area contaminated in the tests, the
Bikinians remain resident elsewhere in the Marshall Islands and in the United
States.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The Government is chosen by secret ballot in free and open elections every 4
years. Suffrage is universal for men and women 18 years of age and older. There
are no restrictions on the formation of political parties, although political activity

by aliens is prohibited.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

While there are no oflicial restrictions, no local nongovernmental organizations

that concern themselves with human rights have been formed.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex, race, color, lan-

guage, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, place of birth,

family status, or descent. No instances of such discrimination were reported.

Inheritance of property and traditional rank is matrilineal, with women occupjring

ftositions of importance within the traditional system. No instances of unequal pay
or equal work or sex-related job discrimination were reported.

Public allegations of violence against women are rare and relate mainly to domes-
tic conflict. No reliable information about the extent of this problem is available. As-
sault is a criminal offense, but women are reluctant to prosecute their spouses.

Women's groups have held infrequent meetings to publicize women's issues and to

create a greater awareness of the rights of women.
In April the Government announced that it was withdrawing its endorsement of

WUTftO, Women United Together in the Marshall Islands. As the umbrella women's
organization, WUTMI was engaged in a Young Women's Christian Association

("YWCA) pilot project to involve women at the grass-roots level in development plan-

ning. The Minister of Social Welfare stated that the reason for the decision to drop
support for WUTMI was to give other groups a chance and to encourage all points

of view."

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. Tfie Right of Association.—^The Constitution provides for the right of free asso-

ciation in general, and the Attorney General interprets this right as allowing the
existence of labor unions, although to date there have been no initiatives to form
any. The Constitution is silent on the right to strike, and thus far the Government
has not addressed this issue.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^There is no legislation con-

cerning collective bargaining or trade union orgamzation. However, there are no
bars to the organization of trade unions or to collective bargaining. There are no
export processing zones. Wages in the cash economy are determineof by market fac-

tors in accordance with the minimum wage and other laws.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Constitution specifically pro-

hibits involuntary servitude, and there is no evidence of its practice.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^Marshallese law contains no pro-

hibition on the employment of children. Children are not typically employed in the

wage economy, but some assist their families with agriculture, fishing, and other
small-scale family enterprises. Public Law 1991-125 instituted compulsory edu-
cation for children ages 6-14.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—There is a government-specified minimum
wage established by law, and it is adequate to maintain a decent standard of living

by local standards. There is no legislation concerning maximum hours or occupa-
tional safety and health.

FEDERATED STATES OF MICRONESIA

The Federated States of Micronesia (FSM) is composed of 607 small islands, most-
ly uninhabited, extending over 1 million square miles of the central Pacific. Four
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states—Chuuk (formeriy Truk), Kosrae, Pohnpei, and Yap—comprise the federation.
The population is estimated to exceed 100,000, mostly of Micronesian origin. The
four states were part of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, administered by
the United States from 1947 to 1986 pursuant to an agreement wdth the United Na-
tions.

Political legitimacy rests on the popular will expressed by a majority vote in ac-

cordance with the Constitution, which is based in laige part on the U.S. model.
There are three branches of government: a president as cnief executive and head
of state, a unicameral legislature elected from the four constituent states, and a ju-
dicial system that applies criminal and civil laws and procedures closely parallehng
those 01 the United States.

Under the Compact of Free Association, the United States is responsible for de-

fense and national security. The FSM has no security forces of its own, aside from
local police and other law enforcement ofilcers, all of whom are firmly under the
control of the civil authorities.

The economy depends heavily on transfer payments from the United States, fish-

ing, tourism, and subsistence agriculture.

Traditional customs sustain a value system which distinguishes between people
on the basis of social status and sex; discrimination and violence against women are
the principal human rights problems.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^No political killings occurred.
b. Disappearance.—^There were no disappearances or abductions.
c. TorUire and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

There was no incidence of torture and other cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment
or punishment in 1992.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Legal procedures for the most part are

f>attemed after UJS. law in its provisions for due process. These provisions are care-

ully observed. There is no exile.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Public trial is provided for in the Bill of Rights,
and trials are conducted fairly. Juveniles may have closed hearings. The Chief Jus-
tice of the Supreme Court is appointed by the President, with the advice £m.d con-
sent of the Congress.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—The law
prohibits such arbitrary interference, and in practice there is none.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^These rights are constitutionally assured and
faithfully observed. Each of the four state governments controls a radio station,

broadcasting primarily in the local language. Yap also controls a small television

station. The Federal Government and the Governors of Kosrae and Chuuk publish
newsletters. Several private and municipal newsletters in Kosrae, Chuuk, and
Pohnpei, however, do not hesitate to challenge governmental policies. Religious
groups operate private radio stations in Pohnpei and Chuuk, and two commercial
television stations broadcast on Pohnpei.

b. Freedom of Peacefid Assembly and Association.—The Bill of Rights guarantees
freedom of peaceful assembly and association, and these rights are honored in prac-
tice. During political campaigns, citizens often question candidates at pubUc meet-
ings. Formal associations are uncommon in Micronesia, but student organizations
exist.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The Federated States is extremely hosmtable to diverse
religions, and missionaries of many faiths work within the nation. The Bill of Rights
forbids establishment of a state religion and governmental restrictions on freedom
of religion. Most of the citizens are Christians.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^There are no restrictions in any of these areas. The Compact of Free
Association permits citizens to travel to, reside in, and work in the United States
without having to obtain visas.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The Congress is elected by popular vote from e8u:h state; the Congress then choos-
es the President and Vice IVesident from its ranks by majority vote. State gov-
ernors, state legislators, and municipal governments are all elected by direct popu-
lar vote. Elections are conducted honestly, and political campaigning is unrestricted.
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Although there are no restrictions on the formation of political groups, to date there
have been no efibrts to form political parties.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

No human rights violations were aUeged, nor were there any known requests for

investigations. While there are no oHiciai restrictions, no local groups concern them-
selves with human rights.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution provides explicit protection against discrimination based on race,

sex, language, or religion, but the various traditional cultures establish hierarchies

of social status. These traditional rankings can influence access to political oflice

and education, even thoufi^ such access is in principle open to all. Traditional cul-

ture is greatly respected oy the peoples of the Federated States and protected by
Article V of the Constitution. Although the traditional social orders are losing

ground as Westernization and a monetized economy take a greater hold upon young
people, male dominance remains a fact of life throughout Micronesia.
Women are stUl at the early stages of finding jobs beyond the entry level in both

the public and private sectors. Their roles within the family as wife, mother, home-
maker, and child-rearer remain virtually unchanged from earlier times. Allegations

of violence against women are almost exclusively concerned with domestic conflict

between husband and wife, and wife beating under certain circumstances stiU is

condoned among more traditional elements of the population. While assault by a
husband or other male relative on women and children within the family is a crimi-

nal offense under law, most women are reluctant to bring formal charges. The gen-

eral attitude is that such issues are best left to the extended family unit to resolve.

Local support groups are beginning to hold meetings in some of the state capitals

to pubUaze issues of violence within the family and to highli^t the effects of wide-
spread alcohol and drug abuse. These meetings serve to create a greater awareness
of social problems and help to publicize the rignts of all citizens under the law.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Citizens have the right to form or join associations,

and national government employees by law may form associations to "present their

views" to the Government. However, as yet, neither such associations nor trade
unions have been formed in this largely nonindustrial society.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—There is no law dealing spe-

cifically with trade unions or with the ri^t to collective bargaining. Wages are set

by inmvidual employers. The Government is not a member of the International

Labor Organization. Micronesia has no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Comoulsory Labor.—^The Constitution specifically pro-

hibits involuntary servitude, and there is no evidence of its practice.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^There is no law establishing a

minimum age for employment of children. While in practice there is no employment
of children for wages, they often assist their families in subsistence farming activi-

ties.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—A federally established minimum wage exists

for government workers, and one of the four state governments has established a

minimum wage that applies to the private sector. These minimum wage structures

and the wages customanly paid to unskilled workers are sufficient to provide an ac-

ceptable standard of living under local conditions. There are no laws regulating

hours of work or prescribing standards of occupational safety and health, but a fed-

eral regulation requires that employers provide a safe place of employment.

MONGOLIA

Mongolia, once a highly centralized Communist state, installed its first freely

elected government in 199K) as part of its transition towards multiparty democracy.
Following passage of a new electoral law, Mongolia's first multiparty legislative elec-

tions were held m July 1990. As a result of those elections, a new government was
formed in September 1990.
Mongolia has a president, prime minister, and a popularly elected legislature. In

January the legislature approved a new Constitution, which entered into force on
February 12. In addition to establishinc Mongolia as a sovereign republic and pro-

viding a broad range of rights and freedoms, me new Constitution restructured the

legislative branch of government, replacing the bicameral legislature (Great People's
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Hural and SmaU Hural) with the unicameral State Great Hural (SGH) with 76
members. The new Constitution also replaced legislative election of the President
by election throus^ a popular vote. Elections for a new President are scheduled for
June 1993. The Prime Minister and the Cabinet are nominated by the President
and approved by the SGH.

Thirteen parties, including the Mongolian People's Revolutionary Party (MPRP),
renstered to participate in me June 28 elections which elected the first SGH. The
MFBPs approximatelv 67 percent of the popular vote gave it 71 of the 76 SGH
seats. In contrast to the previous coalition government, the three opposition parties
represented in the SGH refused to join Prime Minister Jasrai's Government, which
is thus entirely composed ofMPRP members.
The state security apparatus—now a department responsible to the Cabinet—con-

tinues to redefine its role in Mongolia's post-Communist society. Althou^ legisla-
tion enacted in Au^st 1991 banned police and security officers, along with a wide
range of other officials, from membership in political parties, several parties nomi-
nated security, national police, and border police officials as candidates in the June
SGH campaign. However, all withdrew before the election. Some national police and
border guara officers also are active in the ultranationalist "Committee of 281" and
its associated "Independence Party."
A State Security Law enacted in 1992 establishes SGH control and supervision

of the Department of State Securitv's (DSS) budget; presidential control of policy;

and government oversight of daily activities, with the State Procurator also
overseeing the legal aspects of security operations. However, the new law also pro-
vides the Department a special ri^t to conduct surveillance in order to carry out
its duties, and establishes the presence of security representatives in all public en-
terprises.

Total military expenditures for 1989, the last year for which the U.S. Arms Con-
trol and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed analysis, were $259 million.
Since that year ti^t government budget restraints, withcmiwal of Soviet aid, and
skyrocketing inflation nave severely cut into military expenditures. Althou^ no ac-
curate figures are available, real ^llar spending on the military has likely signifi-

cantly decreased.
Despite increasing industrialization and urbanization, a large portion of the popu-

lation is engaged in agriculture, with an emphasis on livestock raising and associ-
ated li^t industiy. After decades of nearly total dependency on the former Soviet
Union, Mongolia is attempting to increase its foreign trade with other countries and
to make the difficult transition to a market economy. The new Constitution lays the
legal groundwork for this transition by establishing the right to private ownership
ofproperty, and to conduct private commercial activity. However, these efforts have
been handicapped by a severe foreign exchange shortage and a general economic
slowdown.
The new Constitution establishes the basis for continued significant progress in

most human rights categories. It forbids discrimination of any sort and clearly es-
tablishes freedom of speech and press, assembly, and the ris^t of citizens to change
their government. Implementation of the rights provided Tor in the Constitution,
however, will depend on SGH enactment of a range of implementing laws.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There has been no evidence of such

killings in recent years.
b. Disappearance.—^There were no known instances of politically motivated abduc-

tions or oisappearances in recent vears.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

According to the new Constitution, "no person shall oe subjected to torture, inhu-
man, cruel, or degrading treatment." There have been no reports that torture or
other such treatment or punishment has been practiced in the recent past. However,
in September a senior official of the Ministry of Justice confirmed recent press re-

ports that several prisoners starved to death while in jail when prison officials were
unable to provide minimum caloric requirements due to a national food shortage.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, and Exile.—^There were no confirmed reports of ar-

bitrary arrest, detention, or exile.

Under the new Constitution, no person shall be searched, arrested, detained, or
deprived of liberty except by law. A person arrested for committing a crime, his fam-
ily, and his legal counsel are to be notified of the reasons for the arrest within a
Eeriod of time established by law. Mongolia's Legal Code \a currently under revision.
Tntil that revision is complete, the existing Legal Code remains in force. That Code
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permits police to arrest those in the act of committing a crime and hold them for

up to 72 hours without a warrant. For incarcerations of longer duration, or when
the actual crime was not witnessed, a warrant must be issued by a prosecutor. Pros-
ecutors are appointed by the State Prosecutor for a 5-year term. The State Prosecu-
tor was appointed by the GPH for a 5-vear term. At year's end, the SGH was re-

viewing a new law on the structure and operations of the state prosecutor system.
Under the existing Legal Code, a person in detention has no statutory right to

see an attorney, and defense attorneys have been routinely denied access to their
clients prior to trial. The new Constitution, however, provides for the right to legal

assistance upon request but does not provide for free legal counsel for the indigent.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The new Constitution provides the ri^t to a fair

trial, legal assistance, appeal of a court judgment, and request for pardon. Court
proceedings are to be open to the public except in cases involving crimes against
the State, rspe cases involving minors, and particularly brutal murders, as specifi-

cally prescribed by law. The accused is entitled to examine the evidence pertaining
to his case. Trials aie conducted in Mongolian but an interpreter is provided if the
accused does not understand Mongolian. A person has tne right not to testify

against himself or his family. A person is presumed innocent until proven guilty.

The new Constitution also provides for a number of structural changes that have
not yet been implemented. A General Council of Courts (GCC) is to select all judges
and protect their rights. The Supreme Court is to be the hi^est judicial body with
its justices nominated by the GCC and confirmed by the SGH and President. The
Supreme Court is constitutionally empowered to review and make decisions on
criminal cases and legal disputes assigned to it, examine all lower court decisions

excluding specialized court rulings upon appeal, and provide ofiicial interpretations

of all laws except the Constitution itself. Tne sole authority for interpreting the Con-
stitution is the newly created Constitutional Court. It is comprised of nine members,
including a chairman, appointed for 6-year terms. Three are named by the SGH,
three by the President, and three by the GCC.
While the Supreme and Constitutional Courts are now fiinctioning, fiirther re-

structuring of the court system must await enactment of implementing legislation

by the SGH. In the interim, the existing three-level court system remains in oper-

ation. The local (or "people's") courts handle most routine criminal and civil cases
such as assault, petty larcenv, traflic accidents, and liability disputes. Provincial

courts hear serious cases such as murder, rape, grand larceny, oiiicial corruption,

and security cases. Provincial courts also review local court decisions. The Supreme
Court serves as an appeals court for the people's and provincial courts. To date the
Supreme Court has rarely overturned the verdicts of the lower courts. Supreme
Court judges were appointed by the former Great People's Hural (GPH) for a 4-year
term, (jower court judges were appointed by provincial hurals, also for 4-year terms.

Current civil and criminal codes provide for the right of the accused to judicial proc-

ess, a legal defense, and public trial "except as stipulated by law." Closed proceed-

ings are permitted in cases involving crimes against the State, rape cases involving

minors, and particularly brutal murders. Witnesses are usually required to appear
at trials, but written testimony is sometimes accepted instead. The accused must
answer aU questions put to him by the prosecutor.

The status of the Mongolian Military Court is unclear. In the past, the Military
Court was a separate entity rather than part of the national court ^stem. Since
no reference to this court is made in the new Constitution, new legislation is needed
to resolve the issue. Many expect that the Military Court will be fiiUy integrated
into the civilian judicial system.

In the past the courts have been nominally independent, but in reality were close-

ly controlled by the MPRP. Since the 1990 revolution, there has been a comprehen-
sive review of the Legal Code and the structure of the judiciaryin order to establish
a legal system which will conform to international stendards. The new Constitution
stipulates that the judiciary will be independent and strictly glided by law; it re-

mains to be seen how this stipulation will oe implemented.
There are no political prisoners.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

right to privacy of Mongolian citizens, their families, correspondence, and homes is

provided for in the new Constitution. Despite political reforms and cutbacks in the
apparatus of government, however, the Government, under old regulations still in

force, retains the authority to exercise control over individual activity. Warrants
must be issued by a prosecutor before persons or premises may be searched.
According to the 1992 State Security Law, the DSS, despite internal reforms, still

reserves the right to use special surveillance methods (e.g., wiretaps) in order "to

cany out its duties." No information is available on the extent of these practices,
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but the authority of the DSS seems signiflcantly less than what it was before the
1990 democratic revolution.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech, press, and "expression of
opinion" is provided for in the new Constitution and is now widely respected in prac-
tice, althou^ some limits remain. Lively debate covering a broad rsmge of political,

economic, and social topics continued in 1992. Newspapers are able to publish and
circulate freely. However, except for those newspapers which were able to import
newsprint directly or obtain it as a gift, newsprint shortages prevented most news-
papers from appearing regularly. The Government controls the allocation of news-
print importea througti oflicial trade, and opposition parties and other publishers
continued to allege that limitations on the quantities of newsprint efiectively pre-

vented them from publishing as frequently as the MPRP newspaper, Unen.
Although a new "independent" but government-financed television company was

formed in mid-1992, it broadcasts only 1 day a week and only in the Ulaanbaatar
area. Government-owned Mongolian radio and television remain the only national
broadcast systems. Although both the opposition and the Government at times have
criticized Mongolian television's coverage, it regularly broadcasts the views of oppo-
sition parties as well as those of the Gavemment, and its news programs are gen-
erallv considered balanced. During the 1992 SGH elections, all parties and inde-
pendent candidates were given free and equal broadcast time on Mongolian radio
and television and space in the government newspaper Ardiyn Erh on the basis of
a mutuallv agreed lotteiv.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The new Constitution provides
for freedom of peaceful assembly. Demonstrations—^including hunger strikes—over
various issues, mainly protesting government economic poliaes, were held through-
out the year without interference by the authorities, ^tnough permits are required
for demonstrations, this requirement is not enforced. The new Constitution also

grants the right to form a political party or other public organizations and to unite
voluntarily in associations according to social interests or convictions.

c. Freedom of Religion.—The new Constitution provides for the right both to "wor-
ship and nonworship"; there is no state religion. The Constitution explicitly provides
for the separation oi church and state. Since the 1990 revolution, freedom of^religion

has been respected in practice. Throughout 1992 the revival of the Buddhist mith
and its institutions continued, including the reopening of a number of monasteries
and schools. The Government continued to empnasize that it no longer interferes

in the conduct of religious affairs. Two religious-based political parties participated
in the June elections with a number of Buddhist clerics among their candidates.

Mongolia's Muslim Kazakh population, concentrated in the western province of
Bayan Ulgiy, is allowed to practice religion freely. Some Mongolian Kazakhs make
the haij to Mecca each year, and a number of future clerics are now studying theol-

ogy in Turkey and other Muslim countries. The importation of Korans has been al-

lowed since 1990. The Association of Mongolian Religious People, formed in 1990,
continued to function freely. The Government has not interfered with the activities

of Christian and other missionaries, and proselytizing is permitted. However, a Min-
istry of Education announcement stipulates that, because the new Constitution re-

quires that education be kept separate from religion, foreign language teaching
must not be used as a means of conducting missionary activity.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^The new Constitution provides Mongouans the right to move freely

within the country, choose their residence, travel and reside abroad, and return to

Mongolia. The right to travel abroad may, however, be limited by law in order to

ensure national security and protect public order. At least some Mongolians are re-

quired to surrender their passports upon completion of foreign travel and must re-

S[uest their return for further use. Over 131,000 Mongolians traveled abroad in the
irst 8 months of 1992. A large number of Mongolian Kazakhs chose to emigrate to

newly independent Kazakhstan, and the Government posed no obstacles to their de-

Earture. Mongolia does not receive many refugees, but a few who have come from
hina's province of Inner Mongolia have oeen accepted for resettlement.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The 1992 Constitution provides citizens the rid[it to change their government
through periodic, free elertions with universal suflrage. In June 1992, Mongolian
citizens exercised their right to vote in the first SGH elections. The elections were
generallv judged by observers to be free and open, as procedural flaws did not sig-

nificant^ affect the outcome of the election. Thirteen parties, including the MPRP,
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registered to participate in the campaign. The MPRP won approximately 57 percent
of the popular vote, and 71 of the 76 SGH seats. Although tne other 12 parties won
43 percent, they failed to be awarded an equivalent number of seats because the
large number of competing parties splintered the vote, and the 1992 election law
stipulated that the party which gained a simple plurality of the votes for a particu-
lar seat, remrdless of now small a share of total votes cast, won the seat. Based
on the MPRPs victory, the ruling party formed a new Government which included
new Prime Minister Jasrai, two deputy prime ministers, and a Cabinet composed
only of MPRP members. President Ochirbat will remain in his position until a new
presidential election scheduled for June 1993.
The Constitution establishes the unicameral State Great Hural (SGH) as the su-

preme organ of government. Its 76 members are elected by direct, secret ballot for

4-year terms. The SGH has the right to set the date of SGH and presidential elec-

tions and can remove the President. The President of Mongolia serves as Head of
State and is elected to a 4-year term (with a limit of two terms) by national secret
ballot. The Government has a 4-year mandate and is nominated by the party that
wins a majority in the SGH. The SGH, in consultation with the President, will con-
tinue to elect tne Prime Minister and approve his Cabinet.
There are no legal impediments to the participation of women in government and

politics. According to the new Constitution, "men and women shall be equal in polit-

ical and economic fields * * *" In 1991 women constituted about 30 percent of the
MPRP membership. Several women were elected to the SGH in June.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovermental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

A local human rights group, the Mongolian Human Ri^ts Committee, was
formed in 1990. There are no known impediments to its abibty to monitor and re-

port on human rights developments. The Government has cooperated with inter-
national nongovernmental human rights organizations.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The new Constitution provides that "* * * no person shall be discriminated
against on the basis of ethnic origin, language, race, age, sex, social origin, or status
* * * " and that "* * * men ana women shall be equal in political, economic, social,

cultural fields, and family affairs."

There appears to be little discrimination in education on the basis of race, sex,

or religion. According to government statistics, the percentage of women in the work
force was 51.3 percent in 1992. Women formed about half of trade union member-
ship and also hold high professional positions in such institutions as the courts,

schools, research centers, and hospitals. Women reportedly get equal pay for per-
forming the same jobs as men.

Little is known about the extent to which violence against women, including do-
mestic violence, occurs. It has not been discussed as a matter of public policy or in

the media. According to senior officials, there is some domestic violence against
women but the problem is not common and does not require new legislation. How-
ever, the (jrovemment believes a related problem—the growing number of orphaned
and abandoned children—is becoming a serious national problem that requires addi-
tional government action.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—The right to organize professional associations and
trade unions is provided for in the new Constitution. The charter of the Federation
of Mongolian Trade Unions (FMTU) provides for the unionization of police and mili-

tary personnel, but it is unclear whether there are any such unions. Approximately
75 percent of the total Mongolian work force is unionized. Union officials are elected
by secret ballot.

There are no arbitrary restrictions on who may be a union official. Union mem-
bers, other than civil servants and essential service workers, have the right to

strike, and several strikes took place during the year. In early 1992 medical and
railway workers conducted sit-in protests in Ulaanbaatar's main square but drew
little support. These protests apparently were settled by mutual agreement between
the strikers and the Government acting as employer and reportedly resulted in

wage increases. In November a national teachers' strike, organized with the help
of the Social Democratic Party, closed a portion of Mongolian schools for several
days. Although the Government rejected the teachers' demand for doubled salaries,

the strike was suspended in December to permit an attempt to negotiate a solution.

Most unions in Mongolia are currently affiliated with the FMTU, which formerly
was a part of the MPRP. The FMTU separated from the party during the 1990 revo-

lution, and its charter now states that all unions have the right to leave it should
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they 80 desire. The FMTU also maintains there is no requirement for new unions
to register with it or with any government body. The FMTu is apparently no longer
an instrument of ^vemment control. No political parties can be du«ctly rep-
resented in Mongolian enterprises. During 1990 a new union movement called 'The
Association of Free Trade Unions" (AFTU) enoerged, which includes some 70 unions.
In 1992 another new union organization, called "Blue Mongolia," came into exist-
ence with approximately 40,000 members.
The new Constitution places no restrictions on the political activity of unions or

union oflicials. In 1992 aU three labor movements, as well as individual unions, fre-

quently and publicly criticized government economic policies and actions. There is

no statutory prohibition against unions forming federations or joining international
bodies. Mongolian unions, formerly afliliated exclusively with international Com-
munist organizations, are broadening their contacts with Western labor movements.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^There reportedly have been
no collective baivainin^ agreements completed to date because of changes in the
Labor Law introduced m 1991. A draft law which guarantees the rightto baivain
collectively was not approved before conclusion of uie previous parliament and re-
portedly will be resubmitted for consideration by the new Government. A state com-
mission and individual institutions determine wage levels. Unions are also involved
in negotiating wage levels.

The Labor Law prohibits antiunion discrimination. According to the law, an em-
ployer must show work-related cause and must obtain the umon's approval to fire

a union official who is an employee. The courts have the ri^t to order reinstate-
ment. The FMTU says there were a few such cases in 1992, most of which resulted
in the workers regaining their jobs.
Export processing zones do not exist in Mongolia.
c. Prohibition (^Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Forced or compulsoiy labor is spe-

cifically prohibited by law. However, students are freauently mooilizea to help farm-
ers harvest their crops. A Mongolian Student Union (MSU) spokesman chai^ged that
students were compelled to participate in the fall harvest under threat of 1 year's
involuntary leave or expulsion from school. The MSU also claimed that many stu-
dents were compelled to help with the 1991 harvest under threat of penalties to be
imposed by their schools and that a number of those who refiised were punished.
The courts rejected an MSU challenge to the constitutionality of student participa-
tion in the harvest, and the Government has not otherwise responded to MSU com-
plaints. Under the Criminal Code, prisoners can be forced to labor for the Govern-
ment althou^ the extent of such compulsion is unknown.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^e law prohibits children under
the age of 16 fi:t>m working, with the exception of those aged 14 and 15 if allowed
by the local trade union committee and given permission by their parents. Those
under 18 are statutorily prohibited from woiking at night, from doing arduous woik,
or from working in dangerous areas such as mining or construction.
Mongolian Government Resolution 208 of 1991 specified those jobs barred to

women and to children under the age of 16. Enforcement of these prohibitions, as
well as all other labor regulations, is the responsibility^ of state labor inspectors as-
signed to regional and local ofdces. These inspectors visit workplaces and have the
authority to order and, reportedly, compel immediate compliance with labor regula-
tions.

Prior to 1991 child employment was banned by the Constitution, and no statistics
were kept on such employment. However, in 1991 the Government created the Na-
tional Commission for Children. The Commission, under the Ministry of Labor, is

responsible for verifying the extent and condition of child labor. As a first step, the
Coinmission reauested basic information from Mongolian firms. Its staff also visited
businesses to obtain data. According to the commission, as of late December, no
Mongolian firm provided any information in response to its requests. No alternate
source of data on child labor appears to exist.

e. Acceptable Conditions <^Work.—Hie government-established minirrmm wage
applies to all workers. While it is difiicult to determine what portion of the wont
force is paid at the minimum wage, this wage, together with subsidies provided
workers, appears to provide an adequate standard of living, althou^ that is endan-
gered by continuing mflation.
The Labor Law sets 46 hours as the standard woricweek, and establishes a mini-

mum rest period of 42 hours between work weeks. For those under 18 the standard
workweek is 36 hours. Overtime is forbidden by law except in case of national emer-
gency or natural disaster, such as an earthquake or floods, and then only with the
concurrence of the local labor union.

Safety and health are priority concerns of the Government, but no specific laws
on these topics have yet oeen presented to the SGH. At present, the Labor Law,
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the Cooperatives Law, and the Enterprise Law provide occupational safety and
health standards, and the Ministry of Labor sets additional standards. These stand-
ards are enforced by the Government with the help of the trade unions; violators
may be fined and imprisoned. Nonetheless, given Mongolia's near total reliance on
outmoded machinery and continuing problems with spare parts and maintenance,
accidents are frequent. According to the FMTU, every fourth day a Mongolian woric-

er dies from an industrial accident.

NAURU
The Republic of Nauru, an 8.22-square mile Pacific island with about 9,000 inhab-

itants, gained independence in 1968, at which time it adopted a modified form of
parliamentaiy democracy. Prior to independence it had been administered by Aus-
tralia.

Nauru has two levels of government, the unicameral Parliament and the Nauru
Island Council (NIC). Parliamentaiy elections must be held at least once every 3
years. The Parliament, consisting of 18 members from 14 constituencies, is respon-
sible for national and international matters. It elects the President, who is both
head of state and head of ^vemment, from among its members. The NIC acts as
the local government and is responsible for public services. The judiciary is inde-
pendent. Nauru has no armed forces, though it does maintain an 87-man police
force under civilian control.

The economy depends almost entirely on the country's rich ph^phate deposits,
mined by the government-owned Nauru Phosphate Corporation OTPu). Tlie Govern-
ment places a lanre percentage of the NPCs earnings in long-term investments
meant to support the Nauruans after the phosphate reserves have been exhausted.
Using current extraction techniques, Nauru's phosphate reserves will soon be ex-
hausted, probably by the ^ear 2000.
Fundamental human rights are provided for in the Constitution and generally re-

spected in practice, although hard data and systematic records are lacking. Dis-
crimination and violence against women remain the principal human ri^ts prob-
lems.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no political or other

extrajudicial killings.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no political disappearances.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

The Constitution prohibits these practices, and this prohibition is respected.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^The constitutional prohibition against ar-

bitrary arrest and detention is honored. The police may hold a person for no more
than 24 hours without a hearing before a magistrate. Exile is not practiced.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Nauru maintains an independent judiciary, and
constitutional provisions for both a fair hearing and a public trial are respected. De-
fendants may nave legal counsel, and a representative will be appointed when re-

quired "in the interest of justice." Nauru has only two trained lawyers, and many
people are represented in court by "pleaders," trained paralegals certified by the
Government. There are no political prisoners.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The
Constitution generally provides protection from these abuses. Searches not sanc-
tioned by court order are prohibited, and there is no surveillance of individuals or
of private communications. Nauruan males must have permission from the Govern-
ment to many a non-Nauruan; such permission has not always been granted.
Nauruan females are prohibited from manying foreigners in Nauru. However, laws
relating to intermarriage are currently in flux due to a change in the structure and
authority of the local government; these laws may be tested in the near future.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—The Constitution provides for freedom of expres-
sion. News and opinions circulate freely, rapidly, and widely by the press and word
of mouth. The country has two regular publications: the private fortnightly news-
paper. The Central Star News, which operates and editorializes freely; and the Gov-
ernment Gazette, which contains mainly oflicial notices and announcements. The
sole radio station, also owned and operated by the Government, broadcasts Radio
Australia and British Broadcasting Corporation news reports but not local news.
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Satellite reception of pay television, broadcast from New Zealand^ became available
in 1991. Foreign publications are available. There are no prohibitions or restrictions

on academic freedom.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The constitutional rij^t of

peaceful assembly and association is honored. No limitations exist on private asso-

ciations, and no permits need be obtained for public meetings.
c. Freedom of Religion.—The Constitution protects freedom of religion and the

Government recognizes no religion as oflicial. Several different Christian denomina-
tions are well established in Nauru. Missionaries, forei^ clergy, and religious pub-
lishing are all permitted. Adherence to a particular faith results in no advantage
or disadvantage in any secular pursuit.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreian Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Nauruans are free to move and travel both domestically and inter-

nationally. Foreign workers must apply to their employers for permission to leave
during the period of their contracts. They may break the contract and leave without
permission out would lose their positions and, often, a sizable bond as a result. In
most cases, foreign employees whose contracts are terminated by their employers
must leave Nauru witmn 60 davs. Nauru does not revoke citizenship for political

reasons. Citizens who have left the country have the right to return, and repatriates
receive the same treatment as other citizens. No restrictions on emigration exist.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Citizens have, and exercise, this right. Though Nauru has no organized political

parties, persons with diverse points of view run for and are elected to Parliament
and to the NIC.
Parliament elects the President. Nauru has had seven changes in presidential

leadership since independence. Power has always been transferred peacefully and
in accordance with the Constitution.
Voting bv secret ballot is compulsory for all citizens over age 20 for parliamentaiy

elections. All parliamentary seats have been contested during recent elections. The
3,000 guest workers in Nauru have no voice in political decisions.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are no restrictions on establishing local groups that concern themselves
specifically with human rights, but to date none has been formed. There have been
no allegations by outside organizations of human ri^ts violations in Nauru, nor any
requests for investigations.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution contains provisions assuring women the same freedoms and pro-
tections as men. They are provided equal opportunities by the Government in edu-
cation and employment and are free to own property and pursue private interests

except that, as noted above, they face restrictions in marrying forei^ers.
Nauru's population has been almost eliminated on several occasions, first by dis-

ease and drought, then during World War 11 as a result of massive removals by the
Japanese. The Government has gone to great lengths to encourage lai^e families,

and Nauruan women complain mat emphasis on their reproductive role reduces
their opportunities. In the past, government restrictions limited the availability of
contraceptives, but a senior Nauruan oflicial stated in December 1991 that anyone
can obtam them from the hospital dispensary upon request, without a prescription
or official authorization. The same ofncial noteo, however, that the limited supply
of different types of contraceptives sometimes makes them temporarily unavailable.
Previous Nauruan governments have shown little interest in the problems of

women. Nauruan authorities give high priority to improved health care and edu-
cation, but the island has no gjnaecological specialists. The Government has not spe-

cifically addressed the physical abuse of women, which is a serious problem even
though there are no statistics which show its extent. Alcohol abuse is generally con-

sidered a major contributing factor.

Foreign laborers, mainly from Vanuatu and Kiribati, experience some discrimina-
tion. While guest workers are provided free housing, the shelters they are given are

often poorly maintained and severely overcrowded. Some foreigners allege that
Nauruan police rarely act on complaints they make against Nauruan citizens.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^The Constitution provides for the rij^t to assemble
and associate peaceably and to form and belong to trade unions or other associa-

tions. However, there are currently no trade unions in Nauru, and past efforts to

61-307 0-93-21
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form them were officially discouraged and untimately failed. The transient nature
of the mostly foreign work force and the relative prosperity of the Nauruans have
also served to hamper efforts to organize the labor force. No strikes took place in

1992.
b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Nauru lacks labor laws and

legislation. The private sector in Nauru employs only about 1 percent of Nauru's
workers. For government workers, public service regulations determine salaries,

working hours, vacation periods, and other employment matters are determined by
public service regulations. There are no e^cport processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Constitution forbids forced or
compulsory labor, and there have been no instances of either.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^Education is compulsory until age
16, and Nauruan law sets 17 as the minimum age of emplojrment. This is honored
by the only two large employers, the Government and the NPC. Some children

under age 17 work in the few small family-owned businesses.
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^Minimum wages paid on Nauru vaiy consider-

ably between office workers and manual laborers, but they suffice to provide an ade-
quate, if Spartan, standard of living. The Government sets the minunum wage for

Nauruans administratively; employers determine wages for foreign contract workers
based on market conditions and the consumer price index. Usually foreign workers
and their families receive free housing, utilities, medical treatment, and, often, a
food allowance. By regulation, the worKweek for office workers is 36 hours and for

manual laborers 40 in both the public and private sectors.

The Government sets health and safety standards. The state-run mining enter-

prise, NPC, has an active safety program that includes worker education and the
use of safetv helmets, safety shoes, respirators for dusty conditions, and other safety

measures, m 1991 the NPC established the position of safety oHlcer, responsible for

improving safety standards throughout the company.

NEW ZEALAND

New Zealand is a parliamentary democracy, with executive authority vested in a
22-member cabinet led by a prime minister. llie 97 members of the unicameral leg-

islature include 4 whose seats are reserved for election by those members of the na-
tive Maori minority who wish to be included on a separate electoral roll.

Approximately 12 percent of New Zealand's population of 3,427,000 consider
themselves Maori; other Pacific islanders make up about 3 percent of the popu^
lation. The rights of Maori have received increasing public attention in recent years.

Niue and the Cook Islands are self-governing countries in free association with
New Zealand. The island group of Tokelau is administered by New Zealand with
limited but growing self-government. Inhabitants of all three hold New Zealand citi-

zenship and carry New Zealand passports. Local law is compatible with New Zea-

land and British common law.

New Zealand's police and defense forces are responsible to and firmly controlled

by civilian officials.

New Zealand is one of the world's most efficient producers of agricultural prod-
ucts. The mainstay of its economy is the export of wool, meat, and dairy products.

A small but expanding manufacturing sector is engaged primarily in food process-

ing, metal fabrication, and wood and paper products. Niche industries are develop-

ing in such high technology sectors as software production. While recent structural

reforms have reduced some social welfare benefits, the free enterprise economy af-

fords most New Zealanders a comfortable standard of living.

New Zealanders enjoy a wide range of freedoms, and human rights are respected

and protected in law and in practice. Minority rights are given special legislative

protection, and provision is made for the economically deprived.

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—Such killings do not occur.

b. Disappearance.—There nave been no instances of politically motivated dis-

appearance.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

New Zealand law prohibits torture and other forms oi mistreatment, and these pro-

hibitions are respected in practice.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Freedom from arbitrary arrest, detention,

and exile is respected. The law provides for the writ of habeas corpus and requires
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that persons arrested be promptly charged. The court provides legal aid to those
who cannot afford to pay for a private attorney. Preventive detention is prohibited.

e. Denial of Fair Public Tried.—^The New Zealand judicial system is based on Brit-
ish common law. A three-tiered, independent, ana impartial judiciary assures a
prompt and fair public trial. Final appeal in some instances mav be made to the
Privy Council in London, although this is rarely invoked. The rights of the accused
are carefully observed and subject to public scrutiny.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The
right to privacy is protected by law. The Government does not violate a person's pri-
vacy, the sanctity of the home, or the integrity of correspondence. Recent legislation
created the OHice of Privacy Commissioner to hear complaints involving violation
of personal privacy by individuals or the government. The Privacy Commissioner is

a statutory member of the Human Rights Commission.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Freedom of speech and press are provided for
in law and respected in practice. Several hundred newspapers and magazines are
published throughout the countiy, reflecting a wide spectrum of political and social
thought. Numerous state and privately owned radio stations operate throughout the
countiy. One private and two state television channels broadcast nationally, and
international broadcasts are available for a fee. The Government makes no attempt
to censor the press, and opposition viewpoints are freely expressed. There are no
limits on academic freedom.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Rights to peaceful assembly
and association are recognized in law and respected in practice.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^New Zealand enjoys a long tradition of religious toler-
ance. All faiths receive equal treatment under the law.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^The law places no limitations on internal movement or resettlement,
nor does it restrict foreign travel or the rig^t to return. To the extent of its re-
sources, New Zealand accepts and resettles refugees and asylum seekers.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right cf Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The people freely elect their government. Two major parties. National and Labour,
dominate the political scene and have formed governments chosen in triennial elec-
tions for more than 50 years. The law provides for universal suffrage at age 18. Ex-
cept for the seats reserved for Maori, no restrictions based upon sex, creed, or na-
tional origin limit participation in the political process. Women, Maori, and other
minorities regularly serve in Parliament and the Cabinet. Voting rates are high, and
participation m poutical eroups is common.

Opposition groups freely voice their views and can influence government policies.

Responding to complaints that the current "flrst-past-the-post" electoral system
unfainy disadvantages small parties, the Government held a referendum on Sep-
tember 19 to determine whether the electorate would favor some form of propor-
tional representation for the 1996 election. A majority of those casting ballots voted
for change and named the "mixed member proportional" (MMP) system as their
preference. A second referendum, to coincide with the 1993 general election, will

allow voters to choose between the present system and MMP. Both the Government
and the opposition Labour Party favor maintaining the status quo but have pledged
to respect the results of the referendum.
At the end of 1991, a coalition of five minor parties formed the Alliance to contest

the 1993 general elections and advocate adoption of MMP. The Alliance includes the
New Labour Party (one member of Parliament), the Green Party, the New Zealand
Democratic Party, the Liberals (two members of Parliament) and Mana Motuhake
(Maori party). It is not clear whether the Alliance parties intend to remain together
should proportional representation be adopted.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

New Zealand has a long history of commitment to the protection of human rights,

both at home and abroad. Basic human rights are guaranteed by law and respected
in practice. A wide variety of international and loc^ human rights organizations op-
erate freely.

As a party to the optional protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Po-
litical Rights, New Zealana allows individuals to request an independent \JN.
Human Rights Committee investigation of alleged abuses of rights. The ofQcial but
highly independent New Zealand Human Rights Commission and the Race Rela-
tions Conciliator work at all levels to abjudicate human ri^ts and discrimination
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complaints. New Zealand gives careful attention to the rights of children. It has
signed tJ[ie UJ^. Convention on the Ri^ts of the Child, and ratification is expected
soon. New Zealand is preparing an inventory of children's ri^ts as called for in the
Declaration of the World JSummit for Children.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Discrimination based on the above factors is prohibited by law. Despite the histor-

ical absence of overt discrimination and the achievements and status of many suc-
cessful Maori in government and public Ufe, significant portions of the indigenous
population remain marginally educated and economically disadvantaged. A rel-

atively hi^ percentage of Maori are unemployed and receive state assistance. Maori
figure disproportionately in crime statistics and among the prison population.

A special tribunal was empowered in 1985 to hear Maori tribal claims to land and
other natural resources stemming from the 1840 Treaty of Waitangi. The tribunal's

decisions are binding on state-owned resources but not on private land. A major
agreement between the Government and Maori leaders resolving Maori claims to

fishing rights was reached in 1992. The Ministry of Maori Development oversees

Krograms aimed at furthering the economic, social, and cultural development of the
[aori people. In addition, every national, regional, and local government agency is

required by law to consult with Maori representatives on any decision which mi^t
affect them.
The 1989 Children, Young Persons, and their Families Act increased specific safe-

guards for children's rights and made special provisions for the treatment of chil-

dren by the legal system. The Act also created the independent office of a Commis-
sioner for Children to provide advocacy before the law for children without legal

competence and to monitor compliance with and implementation of the Act. Tne
Commissioner also has broad powers of audit and inquiry into all aspects of chil-

dren's rights.

The New Zealand Human Rights Commission hears complaints of discrimination
based on sex, marital status, national or ethnic origin, and religious or ethical belief.

The Race Relations Conciliator, a statutory member of the Human Rights Commis-
sion but empowered under separate legislation, hears complaints based upon racial

discrimination. Pending legislation would rationalize the various human rights laws
and for the first time include specific protection from discrimination on the basis
of sexual preference.

The law in New Zealand addresses violence against women, including spousal
rape, and provides for the suppression of victims' names. Victim support services are
also widely available.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—^New Zealand workers have unrestricted rights to es-

tablish and join organizations of their own choosing and to aflUiate those organiza-
tions with other unions and international organizations. The principal labor organi-
zation, the New Zealand Council of Trade Unions, is afliUated with the Inter-

national Confederation of Free Trade Unions. Unions are protected from inter-

ference, suspension, and dissolution by the Government and, in fact, influence legis-

lation and government policy. Unions have and freely exercise the right to strike.

Public sector unions, however, may not strike if work stoppages threaten public

safety. Legislation enacted in 1991 prohibits strikes designed to force an employer
to become a party to a multicompany contract.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The right of labor unions to

organize and bargain collectively is provided by law. Unions actively recruit mem-
bers and engage in collective bargaining. The Employment Contracts Act of 1991
ended compulsory membership in labor unions, which now represent less than half
of all wage earners. As a consequence of the Act, unions no longer have an inherent
right to represent any particular group of workers. Employment relationships are
to be based on contracts negotiated either by the individual employees or their bar-
gaining agent, which may be a union, another voluntary association of workers, or
a private consultant.

Mediation and arbitration procedures are carried out independently of govern-
ment control. The Employment Court hears cases arising from disputes over the in-

terpretation of labor laws. In addition, a less formal body, the Employment Tribu-
nal, is available to handle wage disputes and assist in maintaining effective labor
relations. There are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^New Zealand laws prohibit forced

or compulsory labor. Inspection and legal penalties ensure respect for these provi-

sions.
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d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Children under the age of 15 may
not be emploved without specialgovemment approval and must not work between
the hours of 10 p.m. and 6 a.m. The Department of Labour effectively enforces these
laws.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^New Zealand law provides for a 40-hour work-
week with a minimum of 3 weeks' annual paid vacation and 11 paid public holidays.
The government-mandated minimum wage, for workers 20 years of age and older,

is adequate for a decent standard of living, although most minimum wage earners
also receive a variety of welfare benefits. A majority of the work force earns more
than the minimum wage.
New Zealand has an extensive body of law and regulations governing health and

sfdety issues. Rules are enforced by Department of Labour inspectors who have the
Dower to shut down equipment if necessary. Unions may file safety complaints on
oehalf of workers.

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

Papua New Guinea (PNG), with some 1,000 tribes and over 800 distinct lan-
guages for a population of about 4 million, is one of the world's most diverse soci-

eties. It has a federal parliamentarv system based on universal adult suffrage. Free
and fair elections carried out in June brought about the fifth constitutional and
peaceful transfer of power since indep>endence in 1975. The Constitution resembles
those of other English-speaking parliamentary democracies and emphasizes respect
for individual rights.

The Government has constitutional authority over the military, police, and intel-

ligence oi*ganizations. An apparently unauthorized attack in September by the PNG
Defense Force (PNGDF) on a village in neighboring Solomon Islands, however, pro-
voked Prime Minister Wingti to subject civilian control over military operations to
close review. Weak PNGDF discipline has also led to abusive behavior involving ci-

vilian communities near military bases. Similar problems continue to plague the
Royal Papua New Guinea Constabulary, the only police force. Total military expend-
itures for 1989, the last year for which the UJ5. Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency conducted a detailed analysis, were $48 million. There are no indications of
any need or pressure to reduce these expenditures in the near future, at least until
the Bougainville secessionist movement is contained.
The economy is characterized by a relatively small but modem free enterprise sec-

tor, heavily dependent on foreign investment, and a traditional subsistence sector
that supports over 80 percent of the population. The modem sector produces most
of the wealth and slightly less than 80 percent of government revenue, with the bal-

ance of the budget needs made up by an annual cash grant from Australia.

The Wingti Government took office in July and has made resolving the crisis on
Bou^invUle Island, the last redoubt of secessionist insurgents, a hi^ priority. A
political solution, however, remains elusive. The Government regained control over
most of Bougainville, partly because Bougainvilleans increasingly called for a res-

toration of public services and partly because of popular revulsion against human
ri^ts violations perpetrated by members of the Bougainville Revolutionaryr Army
(BRA). The fundamentally democratic political institutions established by the Con-
stitution include an Ombudsman Commission that has successfully investigated al-

legations of human rights violations and wrongdoing by top government officials.

In the context of an exceptionally high crime rate, the Government is struggling
to strengthen the rule of law throughout Papua New Guinea. In many areas, How-
ever, it must contend with a tendency to settle disputes in the traditional, tribal

way, i.e., often violently, without the help of the police or judiciary.

Basic human rights are protected by the Constitution and generally respected.
However, serious abuses, including extrajudicial killings, by security forces and in-

surgents on Bougainville continued to be reported. Abuse of women and discrimina-
tion against them are also serious human rights concerns.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—The most prominent incident involv-

ing political or other extrajudicial killings during 1992 took place outside of PNG
when a 10-man PNGDF squad shot and killed two Solomon Islands citizens in Sep-
tember. The shootings took place during a PNGDF raid on a Solonwn Islands village

across the border from Bougainville Island. The PNGDF apparently sought to pre-

vent BRA insurgents from resupplying at a fuel dump and trade store.
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On Bougainville itself, a BRA radio station announced in April that Anthony
Anugu, a South BougainviUean chiefly leader who fell into BRA hands after nego-
tiating an agreement with the Government in February, had been executed together
with other members of his party. Anugu's death has not been confirmed, although
reports from Bougainville tend to agree he was killed. Some members of his party
escaped.
A numan rights group reported in 1992 that on March 12, 1991 PNGDF soldiers

tortured and killed 11 young men from Hetan village on Buka Island (Bougainville
and Buka Islands together make up PNG's North Solomon Province). BRA insur-
gents also alleged that government forces committed massacres on Saposa Island off

the coast of Bougainvilk, and at the towns of Wakunai and Arawa on Bougainville,
but such claims have not been independently verified.

The ^diciary has so far taken few steps to investigate allegations of security force

atrocities, fdthough Buka, for example, was under firm government control throu^-
out 1992. Little, if any, progress has been publicly reported in an inquest ordered
last year by former Attorney General Narokobi into the deaths of 11 persons in

North Solomons Province in 1989 and 1990. The Wingti Government, which took
over from former Prime Minister Namaliu in July, has yet to announce whether it

will ftilfiU its predecessor's pledge to establish a commission of inquiiy to deal with
human rights violations stemming from the Bougainville crisis.

The BR\ itself was reported to have killed three residents of a "progovemment"
village near Arawa, provoking an exodus to government-controlled territory in early
February. There are credible reports that BRA rebels frequently killed civilians on
Bougainville. Four BRA members convicted of willful murder and grievous bodHy
harm were sentenced in 1992 to lengthy jail terms for offenses committed in 1990
and 1991.

b. Disappearance.—^There were two separate reports that security forces were re-

sponsible for politically motivated disappearances, both concerning persons believed
to be residing on Bougainville. In the first case, the alleged missing persons were
later reported to be afive and well. In the second, three Bougainvilleans, including
two Catholic mission workers, were reported missing in September. PNGDF soldiers

allegedly intercepted the trio while were enroute to Bougainville from Solomon Is-

land.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

The Constitution forbids torture and other cruel or degrading treatment or punish-
ment. Reliable reports nonetheless suggest that PNG security forces (PNG soldiers,

police, and correctional personnel), as well as BRA insurgents on Bougainville, con-
tinued to engage in such practices. Reports of torture or other abuse by the PNGDF
on Bougainvilfe frequently ori^nated with BRA rebels or sympathizers. Such re-

ports, however, cannot be dismissed out of hand, given PNGDF difiiculty in main-
taining discipline.

Instances of torture and abuse by PNG police were reported from regions through-
out PNG in 1992, reflecting continued weakness in Royal Papua New Guinea Con-
stabulary discipline and lack of respect for human rights. Villagers in Western Prov-
ince, for example, complained about police brutality during a Janufuy raid that led
to the confiscation of 24 flrearms. Residents of Gahom village in East Sepik Prov-
ince claimed helicopter-borne police victimized them twice m early March. There
were credible allegations that police burned dwellings in communities within Enga,
Morobe, Southern Highlands, and Eastern Highland^ Provinces as a form of collec-

tive punishment for crimes committed by individuals. Police allegedly fired on resi-

dents of Ku village, Simbu Province, in June during a confrontation. There were
credible reports of police brutality involving people in Port Moresby, Lae, Wewak,
and Mount Hagen. Reports of serious abuse frequently assert that the police in-

volved were drunk.
Four wardens at Kerevat Prison near Rabaul were convicted in May of physically

abusing nine prisoners during late 1991. They were placed on good-behavior bonds
and ordered to compensate the victims. A P^fG prison ofiicial who initially refused
to permit a iudpe to enter the facility to investigate the allegations eventually co-

operated under judicial pressure.

There are credible reports that BRA rebels have tortured captives at detention
camps in insurgent-held territory, particularly near the former copper mine site at

Panguna, in central BougainviUe. victims are said to be tortured with heated imple-

ments and severely beaten. The BRA is believed to have killed some victims, pos-

siblv including Anthony Anugu, by dragging them behind vehicles.

liie court system does address cases of police abuse. A constable was charoed
with rape in Wabag in late 1991, and another was convicted of rape in Rabaul in

August and sentenced to 6 years' imprisonment. A Supreme Court justice in Port
Moresby announced his intention in August to undertake a judicial inquiry into a
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constable's admission during a criminal trial that police investigators had beaten
the accused.

Judicial redress is available to victims of official misconduct. For example, a
newly elected Member of Parliament (M.P.) from Bougainville filed a suit against
the Government seeking compensation for injuries suffered at the hands of security
force members in 1989. His case was still pending at year's end. Another person,
who lost his vision after being beaten by police in 1987, won a default judgment on
December 30, 1991, of about $85,000. Tne Supreme Court introduced a simple form
in 1989 enabling citizens to file human rights complaints with any national court,
but this innovation seems to have had only a marginal impact on the enforcement
of constitutionally guaranteed human rights.

The Ombudsman Commission is empowered to investigate of^cial abuse of au-
thority and to refer cases to public prosecutors but rarely receives complaints
against members of the uniformed forces. PNG's free press frequently publicizes al-

legations of human rights violations by the uniformed forces.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^The courts strongly enforce constitutional
protections against arbitrary arrest and detention. Exile is not practiced, and iudi-

cially issued warrants are required for all arrests. Suspects have the right to legal
counsel. Accused persons are informed of charges; their arrest is subject to judicial

review; and they nave the right to bail, except when judges rule otherwise. Police
misconduct, as described previously, sometimes limits these rights in practice, but
constitutional protections are upheld when cases come to the attention of the courts.

In 1992 a judge disposed of some 26 cases involving allegations of human ri^ts
abuse on Buka Island held over from 1991 by dismissing half of the cases and con-
tinuing the other half. The cases that were continued can be reopened. In most in-

stances, the persons who filed the chai^ges failed to come forward, did not comply
with judicial deadlines, or could not provide evidence to support their claims.

In February the BRA was reported to be keeping hundreds of villagers under "ar-

rest" near Arawa, on Bougainville. BRA elements reportedly also detained a large
number of people in the Siwai region in March.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The law guarantees a public trial and the Con-
stitution provides for due process; an independent court system enforces both. De-
fendants have the right to an attorney, even at public expense, in felony cases in-

volving violence. Defendants and their attorneys may confront witnesses, present
evidence, plead their cases, and appeal convictions. Given the relative shortage of
police and judicial resources and an exceptionally high crime rate, periods between
arrest and trial can be long. Such periods of detention, however, are subject to strict

judicial review. The courts are completely independent of executive, political, or
military authorities, and the Government does not hold any prisoners on purely po-

litical grounds.
A lack of access to Bougainville Island proper continues to hamper the judiciary's

ability to investigate human rights violations there. BRA activity, for example, con-
tinues in some government-controlled areas, discouraging the restoration oi judicial

services. It is not clear when the national court in Rabaul wiU be able to abjudicate
the 66 claims of human rights abuses filed by Bougainvilleans against the Govern-
ment that were pending in 1991.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Privacy

rights are not widely abused, but police are known to bum homes in the highlands
to queU intertribal conflict and punish communities suspected of harboring crimi-

nals. There have also been reports of forcible entry into homes by police searching
for stolen goods or criminals. The forced eviction of squatters became a significant

issue in 1992 in the National Capital District, Lae, Wewak, Mount Hagen, Goroka,
and Rabaul. Authorities in Goroka burned down 50 houses occupied by squatters.
A national court in Lae upheld efforts by the Morobe provincial government to evict

squatters but said the squatters should be given more time to move and the provin-

cial government should consider compensating them.
g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-

flicts.—^Armed conflict on Bougainville Island increased during 1992, resulting in

claims by both sides of actions against civilians. For example, BRA supporters
claimed that government patrol boats fired indiscriminately upon villages near the
Bougainville shore. A PNG newspaper reported that government aircraft strafed the
BRA stron^old of Arawa in late May, injuring many civilians. Due to lack of access

to the area, the specifics of these cases could not be verified. Security forces have
in the past fired indiscriminately on Bougainville, and the Government has admit-
ted that its aircraft fired on alleged insurgent positions from high altitude.

Efforts by the PNG Red Cross to deliver medical siipplies to Arawa by air in June
and September were stymied by PNGDF objections. The BRA also impeded the de-
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livery of ui^ntly needed humanitarian assistance: a BRA gang burned the supply
shipMA^ Cosmaris in January at the port of Kieta, near Arawa.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom ofSpeech and Press.—^The Constitution provides for freedom of speech,
including freedom of the broadcast media and publications. An Independent press,

an effective judiciary, and a functioning democratic political system have promoted
freedom of speech and press.

The Parliament called a newspaper editor and the Chief Ombudsman before it in

March and asked them to apologize for publishing allegedly derogatory material
about MP.'s. The editor apologized for an error in an article. The chief ombudsman,
however, denied that cartoons included in the commission's annual reports had de-

meaned M.P.'s and refused to apologize. Incensed M.P.'s reportedly circulated a
draft resolution calling on Parliament to jaU the Chief Ombudsman and his fellow

Commissioners, but were informed that the Commission is protected by the Con-
stitution. Public support for the Commission ultimately discouraged further at-

tempts in Parliament to intimidate the chief ombudsman.
A Swedish citizen who freelanced for Swedish Television died under mysterious

circumstances near Kiunga, Western Province, in late April. While suicide could not
be ruled out, the victim reportedly expressed concern just before his death that PNG
Kolice had been following nim. A human rights ^roup asked former Prime Minister
Famaliu to order an investigation. Police in Kiunga conducted an inquiry, and a

coroner's inquiry followed. By year's end the coroner's inquiry had not been com-
pleted.

Citizens and foreigners are occasionally convicted of possession of pornography
under the Censorship Act. Academic freedom is generally respected.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Private associations and public
assen^lies are legal. Associations do not require formal registration. International

affiliation of church and civic groups is also freely permitted.
Public demonstrations require police approvsu; this is freq^uently denied on the

grounds that such activities encourage bystanders to engage in vandalism and vio-

lence. Police in the National Capital District, for example, denied permission for a
protest march by supporters of parliamentary candidates who lost in the June na-
tional election. The Constitution contains provisions for the right to peaceful assem-
bly but permits laws which limit the exercise of such rights in the interest of safe-

guarding public safety and order.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^There are no restrictions on and no discrimination

against thepractice of religion, which is protected by the Constitution. Many indige-

nous and Cnristian denominations flourish side by side with small Buddhist and
Muslim minorities. Missionaries work and move freely throu^out the country and
provide most social services in many remote areas.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—PNG security forces continue to require travelers to Buka and Bougain-
ville Islands to obtain permits. The Government prohibits unauthorized vessels or
aircraft from calling at or landing on either island. Freedom of movement within
and outside the country is not restricted by law, although provincial politicians con-

tinue to encourage squatters from other parts of the country to return to their home
regions.
The Government hosts between 4,500 and 5,000 Melanesian refugees from Irian

Jaya, the neighboring province of Indonesia, with support from the omce of the U.N.
High Commissioner Tor Refugees (UNHCR) in Port Moresby. Some 1,500 to 2,000
of these have land or kinship ties with Papua New Guineans and live just inside

Papua New Guinea. They are not provided services by either the Government or the

UNHCR. While Papua New Guinea recognizes Irian Jaya as an integral part of In-

donesia, the Government nonetheless grants asylum to qualifled refugees and allows

foreign citizens who meet residency requirements to take up PNG citizenship. The
Government administers UNHCR assistance, a significant portion of which is pro-

vided by Australia, to about 3,750 refugees at the sole remaining canip at East
Awin. Several hundred new arrivals from Irian Jaya were relocated to East Awin
in June. There were no known forced repatriations of Irian Jayan insur^gents to In-

donesia during 1992.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Citizens freely exercise the right to change their government throu^ direct elec-

tions with a secret ballot and universal adult suffrage. The voters elect a unicameral

Rarhament made up of 109 members from all 19 provinces and the Port Moresby
fational Capital District. Any citizen can stand for election, and several foreign-
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bom citizens sit in the Parliament. With a multiplicity of small parties, coalition
governments tend to be weak and shifting; none has yet survived its 5-year electoral
mandate.
The Government changed hands on July 17 when Paias Wingti defeated Prime

Minister Namaliu in the Parliament by a vote of 55-64. Namaliu nad ousted Wingti
on a motion of no confidence 4 years earlier. In the June parliamentary elections

preceding the change of government, a record number of incumbent M J*.'s, includ-
ing at least half of x^amaliu's cabinet, were defeated. A move to 1-dav elections in
four of the five volatile highlands provinces helped ensure that the polling was held
peacefully throughout the country.

Postelection disturbances, caused by disgruntled supporters of losing candidates,
were confined for the most part to areas ofendemic conflict. Over 50 petitions alleg-

ing electoral law violations were filed in the courts following the election, almost eul

seeking new elections. The courts dismissed several petitions and will hold hearings
on the rest.

Although there are no legal barriers to their participation, women are not found
in significant numbers in senior positions in government or in politics (See Section
5).

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are no official barriers to the formation of local human rights groups. The
PNG Association for Human Rights was formed in Port Moresby in November to

educate PNG citizens about their constitutional rights, collect mformation about
human rights violations, serve as an advocate of children's rights, and lobby the
Government on human rights issues. This is the only known human rights non-
governmental group in Papua New Guinea. Other nongovernmental organizations
nave exercised their right to comment on human rights issues in PNG media with-
out any known government interference or retribution.

Amnesty International (AI) ui^ed the Government in 1991 to investigate human
rights violations committed by government forces on Bougainville. The Namaliu
Government responded in Septeinber 1991, that it had "no immediate plan" to con-
duct investigations. An Australian AI official reportedly called for an independent
judicial inquiry into human rights violations in North Solomons Province in a letter

to Prime Minister Wingti shortly after the latter's election. The official requested
access to Bougainville for international humanitarian and legal organizations for

the same purpose. The Government has not publicly responded to tnese requests.
The U.N. Human Rights Commission's (UNHRC) Subcommission on Prevention of

Discrimination and Protection of Minorities adopted a resolution in August asking
the UNHRC's Special Rapporteur on Agreements between States and Indigenous
Peoples to consider the implementation of agreements between the PNG Govern-
ment and the indigenous peoples of Bougainville. (This presumably refers to the
Honiara Accord, signed in January 1991, a political agreement negotiated between
the Government and members of the BRA as part of an eflbrt to encourage these
armed insurgents to end their rebellion against the Government's authority.) The
situation on Bougainville is to be included in a study by the Special Rapporteur.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Extreme ethnic and geographic diversity prevents domination by any one tribe or
clan. The democratically elected Government, based on loose coalitions, cannot af-

ford to favor one px)up over another consistently.
Despite extensive rights for women provided by the Constitution and law, tradi-

tional patterns of discrimination against women result in a significant denial of

human rights. Some women in the modem sector have achieved senior positions,

serving as doctors, lawyers, business executives, civil servants, and in high govern-
ment positions. No woman was elected to Parliament in the June balloting, how-
ever, nor did Prime Minister Wingti appoint any women to his Cabinet. Despite
legal guarantees regarding family law, marriage, and property rights, most women
still Uve in a traditional system which relegates them to second-class status. A fe-

male judge told a regional workshop on women and violence in August that village

courts enforce traditional attitudes and values that oppress women and youths.
Violence against women, including rape, is widespread. Some tribal and clan cul-

tures emphasize antagonism between the sexes. While women are ostensibly pro-

tected by their family and clan, they are nonetheless often victims of violence and
force. Attacks on women remain common in intertribal warfare. Fear of rape, espe-
cially gang rape, is justifiably common among women and constrains all their move-
ments and activities. The authorities punish rape with prison sentences, but assail-

ants are seldom apprehended, in part because the police force is understaffed and
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undertrained and because many police tend to view wife-beating as a private, family
matter. Most areas without access to law enforcement services rely on "payback,"
a traditional form of revenge directed at the offender's tribe or clan, to deter or pun-
ish rape. Persons convicted of gang rape, contrary to previous reports, may not be
sentenced to death, although, since September 1991, the death penalty may be im-
posed on persons convicted of willful murder.

Village court justices tend to be overly severe on women, for instamce, by imposing
jaU terms on women found guilty of adultery, while letting men off lightly. There
is no pattern of similar discrimination against women by circuit-ridmg national
court justices. Indeed, the latter frequently annul village court sentences and free

unjustly imprisoned women.
Both the Government and public oi^anizations are working to upgrade the status

of women. The Government provides a grant to the National Council of Women.
Prime Minister Wingti called lor equal opportunity for women in his first Independ-
ence Day speech in September. The National Campaign Against Domestic Violence,

led by the Women and Law Committee, is now in its sixth year. The Law Reform
Commission has assisted the Bomana Police College in teaching a course on domes-
tic violence to police recruits since 1987, emphasizing that complaints of violence

against women are not to be dismissed as domestic squabbles.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Ri^ht of Association.—The ridit to form and join labor unions is protected
by law, subject to registration by the Department of Labor. While the Government
does not use registration as a U)rm of control over unions, an unregistered union
has no legal standing with the Department of Labor or before the courts and accord-

ingly could not operate with full effectiveness. Unionized workers account for ap-

proximately half of the 270,000 wage earners in the formal economy and are orga-

nized into some 50 trade unions, most of which are associated with the Trade
Unions Congress. Unions are independent of the Government and of political par-

ties.

Both private and public sector unions have the right to strike, though public

workers have rarely done so. The most contentious labor dispute in 1992 occurred
when unions representing employees of the national airline demanded an across-

the-board salary increase. Though the national court ordered the unions to refrain

from work stoppages, strike activity continued and resulted in the dismissal of 78
employees. Unions may freely affiliate with international organizations.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The Constitution provides for

the right to engage in collective bargaining, to join industrial organizations, and to

seek employment. These rights are exercised freely. The ILO again admonished the

Government to amend the law which gives it discretionary power to cancel arbitra-

tion awards or declare wage agreements void when they are contrary to government
policy. The law prohibits antiunion discrimination by employers against union mem-
Ders and organizers. The Department of Labor and Employment, as well as the
courts, resolve complaints. There are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Constitution forbids slavery

and all forms of forced or compulsory labor, and there were no reports of their prac-

tice in 1992.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum working age is 18.

However, children between the ages of 1 1 and 18 may be employed in family related

work provided they have parentm permission, a medical clearance, and a work per-

mit from a labor office. Such employment is rare except in subsistence agriculture.

The Department of Labor and Employment and the courts take steps to enforce the

minimum age law, but they are hampered by a lack of resources.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Minimum wages are set by the Minimum
Wage Board, a quasi-governmental body with worker and employer representation,

and vary according to the type of work and industry and whether the work is urban
or rural. In August the Board, in an effort to create jobs, ruled that the urban mini-

mum wage be reduced dramatically to the rural minimum. The new urban inini-

mum wage rate represents a setback for earnings of newly hired and unskilled
workers and would not support a decent living for a worker and family, but, since

most Papua New Guineans live within and contribute to an extended family, total

net income to an individual wage earner will be only marginally affected.

Minimum wage levels, allowances, rest periods, holidays, leave, and overtime are
regulated by law. The woikweek is limited by law to 42 hours (44 in rural areas).

Enforcement of the Industrial Health and Safety Law and related regulations is

the responsibility of the Department of Labor. The law requires that inspections

take place on a regular basis, but because there are too few inspectors they gen-
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erally occur only when requested bv workers or unions. Sanctions for violations are
rarely applied. Moreover, the health and safety regulations are still under revision.

TEffi PHILIPPINES

The Philippines has a republican form of government with a democratically elect-
ed president, a bicameral legislature and independent judiciary. In open and gen-
erally fair elections on May 11, Filipinos voted into oflice some 1,600 local, provin-
cial, and national oflicials; Fidel V. Ramos, former Secretary of Defense, was elected
President from a field of seven candidates. Outgoing President Corazon Aquino con-
cluded her 6-year term in office, and on June 30 President Ramos was inaugurated
as the new Head of Government—^the first constitutional transition of power since
1965.
Two-thirds of the 109,000-person Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP)—which

shares responsibility for the counterinsurgency with the Philippine National Police
(PNP), a civilian force numbering 100,000—were deployed in field operations
against a declining but still active Conmiunist insui^en^. Elements of the security
forces, including CAFGlTs (local civilian militia), again committed human ri^ts
abuses in the course of counterinsui^ency efforts, as did insurgent forces. The total
number of such incidents continued to decline, however. Total military expenditures
for 1989, the last year for which the U.S. Anns Control and Disarmament Agency
conducted a detailed analysis, were $960 million. The Government is actively seek-
ing to increase defense spending in li^t of the recent reduction of U.S. military as-
sistance and the termination of the U!S-Philippine Military Bases Agreement.
A lar^e portion of the free maiket Philippine economy is agricultural, and most

enterprises are family owned. Land ownership, however, has remained primarily in
the hands of the traditional elite which has continued to block the Grovemment's re-

form efforts. Economic growth has been disappointing, and significant income dis-

parities remain in this nation of 64 million people.
Infonnation from both government ana nongovernment human rights groups

showed a marked decrease in reports of individual violations and abuses for 1992,
continuing the downward trend of recent years. The improvement is attributable in

part to an overall reduction in the number of military encounters. The (jovemment
and human rights groups made a concerted effort to educate security forces about
basic human rights and the rules of conduct for military encounters under inter-

national humamtarian law, and the military announced it would link officers' field

promotions to their human rights performance. It is difiicult, however, to determine
the practical effect of these efforts. There was little observable progress in tiying,

convicting, and appropriately punishing the perpetrators of human rights abuses,
many of whom go unpunished.
Pnncipal human rights abuses by government forces against individuals included

extrajudicial killings, disappearances, arbitrary arrest, torture, harassment of sus-

pected insurgents and their supporters. Such labels can be attached very casually
and have been used as a justification for acting against critics of the Government,
labor union activists, civil rights attorneys, and, sometimes, innocent bystanders. In-

voluntary '^ass relocations of some rural segments of the population, precipitated

by military operations. As in the past, many violations occurred within the context
01 counterinsurgency operations. However, an increasing percent^e of human
rights abuses were attributable to the illegal activities of police and military person-
nel, including protection rackets, political gangsterism, kidnap-for-ransom syn-
dicates, and assistance to illegal loggers.

The Communist Party of the Hiuippines (CPP) and its armed wing, the New Peo-
ple's Army (NPA), were also responsible for significant abuses of human rights—al-

though they, too, showed a declming pattern, reflecting a general decrease in guer-

rilla activity during the year. Early in its tenure, the new administration initiated

substantive steps to end the 23-year-old Communist insurgency. These included for-

malizing amnesty for some 4,000 insurgents and military rebels who had laid down
their weapons during the previous adnunistration, and approving guidelines for the
temporanr release of several hundred political detainees, including national leaders

of the CPP/NPA. The Government later called for the expansion of the amnesty pro-

gram to cover both current combatants and those detained for committing criminal
acts in pursuit of their political beliefs. Following these confidence-buUmng meas-
ures, in August government officials met in the Netherlands with representatives

of the National Democratic Front (NDF) for informal talks which resulted in a joint

call for formal negotiations to end the 23-year-old conflict. President Ramos des-

ignated the National Unification Commission (NUC), a presidential advisory body.
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to negotiate a peace agreement with the NDF. The Government legalized the Com-
munist Party on September 22, ending its more than 36 years of illegal status.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^The Commission on Human Rights
(CHR), a constitutionally mandated agency of the Government, reported 89 inci-

dents of political or extrajudicial killing during the January-June period of 1992.
This compares with 138 in the first half of 1991 and 386 for all of 1990. Task Force
Detainees of the Philippines (TFDP), a prominent nongovernment human ri^ts or-

ganization (see Section 4), rejwrted 52 people killed extrajudicially through August
18, 1992. TFDP listed 85 such deaths through December 15, 1991 and 223 for all

of 1990. The numbers given by CHR are higher because CHR includes violations by
both the Government and insurgent groups, including the CFT'/NPA. TFDP lists

only offenses attributed to government authorities, except those it considers purely
criminal in nature. Both sets of statistics exclude the more than 60 elections-related

deaths that took place in the first half of the year.

Nonetheless, serious human rights abuses by members of the security forces con-
tinued to take place and frequently went unpunished. The October 1991 assassina-

tion of Father Nerelito Satur, a priest involved in enforcing the ban on Ulegal log-

ging in Bukidnon province, is representative of these abuses. Satur was killed by
armed men under the command of an Army stafi" sergeant of the 26th Infantry Bat-
talion, against whom charges were filed by the provincial prosecutor. A year later

Satur's alleged killers still nad not been ts^en into custody despite arrest warrants
issued in June by a regional trial court. On Februaryr 21, in Zamboanga del Sur,
Demetria Pedrano wEts shot in the face and her body mutilated by '^inidentified

armed men." She had been publicly identified as an NPA sympathizer by military

ofiicers in the field.

Government counterinsurgency forces also include, the local civilian militia field

units (AFGlTs) trained, paio, and supervised by the AFP to secure areas cleared of

insurgents by regular military and poUce units. Unarmed civilian voluntary oi^gani-

zations (CVO's) composed of village residents augment the security eflbrts of
CAFGITs by serving as additional eyes and ears in their neighborhoods. Despite
their limited authority, these nonprofessional troops were guilty of numerous
abuses. The issuance of firearms to often inadequately supervised and poorly
trained CAFGU personnel created an additional threat to the security of many com-
munities. In June several newspapers reported the extrajudicial murder of members
of the Napalcruz family in Zamboanga City, Zamboanga, by three armed men, pos-

sibly over a land dispute. Two survivors identified the killers as CAFGU personnel.
In August an enraged, drunken militiaman shot to death two bystanders at a com-
munity gathering.
A major campaign issue in the 1992 national elections was corruption and abuse

of authority by government officials. Wide-media coverage of crimes attributed to

law enforcement officials reinforced public demands for action, leading President
Ramos to appoint Vice President Estrada to head a new Presidential Anti-Crime
Commission (PACC) and directed Interior Secretary Rafael Alunan to clean up pro-

cedures and identify corrupt and cr.'minal elements in the ranks of the PNP (an esti-

mated 5 percent of the 10(),000 man force). Nonetheless, during the year, PNP mem-
bers killed several civilians kiUed extrajudicially.

In March three law enforcement ofiicers made headlines when, at the behest of
a minister of the indigenous (Hhurch Iglesia Ni Kristo, they participated in the kid-

naping, torture, and strangling of five teenage boys, who had allegedly bullied a
church member. In June authorities shot and killed Fernando Menpin, a private cit-

izen, at a roadway checkpoint outside Manila. Sixteen policemen were arrested
shortly after the incident but they were acquitted by a regional trial court on Au-
gust 24. The case was under appeal at year's end. In July murder charges were filed

against five policemen in La Union province for the June 19 torture and kilUng of
three women arrested for shoplifting. A fourth woman, tortured and left for dead,
survived and identified the ofiicers. Although the families of the victims initially

pressed charges against the policemen, all eventually agreed to settlements out of
court. The 16-year-old survivor remained under the protection of the Criminal In-
vestigation Command pending a court date for her own case. In October the Na-
tional Bureau of Investigation recommended the indictment of 133 PNP personnel
on charges of murder and multiple murder, following the March rescue of a kid-

naped American businessman in which 14 persons were killed in synchronized raids
on a six sites believed to be "safehouses" oi the kidnapers. Repeated reports of police
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involvement in kidnap rings throughout the year prompted President Ramos to
order a full-scale investigation into PNP actions in this case.

The NPA committed grave abuses during the year. The most widely publicized in-
cident occurred February 15 when, following the ambush of an AFP convoy in
Surigao del Sur province, AFP survivors claimed NPA troops executed wounded sol-

diers and mutilated corpses. The NPA continued to target former colleagues for as-
sassination, both for vengeance and to discourage additional defections, including
Francisco de Guzman, a former NPA rebel in Bulacan province, and Eddie Villegas,
hintiself the prime suspect in the 1991 killing of Father Narciso Pico, a Philippine
Independent Church priest.

NPA forces killed a number of civilians. In one incident, 40 guerrillas kiUed 10
civilians in their sleep in a campground of the Department of Environment and Nat-
ural Resources in South Cotabato by strafing the area with automatic weapons. On
August 27, NPA guerrillas kidnaped and tortured three barangay captains (village

leaders) near Baggao, Cagayan province, executing two of them.
NPA units were also implicated in the deaths of trade union activists who refused

to go along with the CPP/NDF agenda. Noel Gonzaga, President of a Manila jeepney
driver's association, was shot to death at his residence by four gunman in December,
following his refusal to join a city-wide jeepney strike. The press reported that Gon-
zaga had received a letter from NPA operatives "asking him to reconsider his deci-

sion."

More than 60 persons died violently in elections-related incidents in 1992, despite
an unprecedented, highly publicized ban on firearms initially imposed during the
campaign period. The number of deaths reported was consiaerably lower than in
previous elections, leading the PNP to extend indefinitely the gun ban following the
conclusion of the official campaign period. Most of the incidents involved local dis-

Sutes, some of them political, others based on long-standing feuds. One of the more
asrant cases involved an incumbent mayoral candidate in Cavite province who, to-

gether with the town's chief of police, was gunned down in March by five policemen
employed as the bodyguards of Jorge Nunez, a so-called "political warlord and con-
gressman from the province. By late November, the Department of Justice had gath-
ered sufficient evidence to issue a warrant for the arrest of Nunez for complicity in
the murders. Congressional candidate Leonardo Mamba from Cagayan was kid-
naped and kiUed April 25 by individuals later identified as NPA cadre hired by a
{lolitical opponent. In late November, PNP officials in Iloilo province arrested EUezer
denme, a former Marcos regime Police Constable and prime suspect in the assas-
sination of former Antique province Governor Evelio Javier during the 1986 Presi-
dential "snap" election campaign.

b. Disappearance.—^The UHK cited 9 cases of disappearance in the first half of
1992, down from 14 for the same period in 1991 and 46 for all of 1990. TFDP re-

ported a total of 15 disappearances through August 18, or less than half of the 37
for 1991. It reported 77 disappearances for all of 1990. Of the 15 cases in 1992, 1

victim subsequently was found dead, 1 was found in detention, 4 renortedly had
been seen alive and out of detention, and 9 cases remained unresolved. In 6 of the
15 cases, the victims were formally arrested before disappearing. Many disappear-
ances from previous years remained unresolved in 1992.

In the majority of cases reported by the TFDP, the perpetrators were believed to

be ^vemment military or paramilitary personnel. In May the press reported the
kiUmg of Babelonio Granado, a market inspector, and the disappearance of his com-
panion, electrician Judy Congreso, after agents of the AFP intelligence service wit-

nessed the men's involvement in the shooting of a third person. Although Congreso
reportedly received treatment for his woun(U at a medical facility, his family re-

ported that he had not been heard from since. In Angeles City, Pampanga province,

on June 18, Susan Pineda, a female disaster relief woricer, and her fiance were ab-
ducted by four armed men claiming to be police officers. Although the fiance subse-
quently escaped, the relief worker disappeared.
The CPP/NPA also was responsible for disappearances; many of the victims were

subsequently killed. For example, early in 1992, rebels who had surrendered led
local PNP officers to a mass grave in Camalig, Albay province, that contained the
remains of six persons the former rebels claimed were past victims of NPA atroc-

ities. In late June, NPA rebels in the Northern Cordilleras region of Luzon released
Arvey Duane Drown, an American kidnaped in October 1990 while traveling in

northern Luzon.
The public severely criticized the Government for its inability to stem a rash of

kidnap-for-ransom incidents involving the offspring of wealthy families, mostly with-

in the Filipino-Chinese community. Several victims were murdered after payoffs
were made to the abductors. Despite some shake-ups within police ranks (see Sec-
tion l.a.) and government investigative efforts, oflicials acknowledged that it ap-
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peared some elements of the police were involved in protecting kidnapers, if not ac-

tually participating in some of the kidnapings.
c. Torture and Other Cruel. Inhuman, or Degrading Treatrnent or Punishment.—

The Constitution prohibits torture and makes evidence obtained thereby inadmis-

sible in court. Guidelines issued by the CHR in 1988 direct aU law enfon«ment
agencies and military elements to avoid unnecessary force during investigation, ar-

rest, detention, interrogation, and other activities. Despite these prohibitions, tor-

ture by government security personnel does occur. The CHR recorded 3 cases in the

first half of 1992, 5 for the same period in 1991, and 79 in 1990. The TFDP reported

6 cases, all posthumously, througn August 18, 1992, compared with 135 cases of tor-

ture for all of 1991, and 249 cases in 1990. The (framatic decrease in incidents of

torture recorded by the CHR and the TFDP reflects the decrease in

counterinsurgency conflicts and possibly the general efforts to elevate awareness of

human rights among the military. However, the statistics generally exclude inci-

dents of torture involving common criminals or others outside the context of the

counterinsurgency, and many victims of torture by oflicial personnel fear re^sal
from the mibtary or police if they approach CHR to seek redress. Unlike the TFDP,
the CHR rarely investigates a case unless there is a formal complaint from the vic-

tim.
Mistreatment by military, police and CAFGU most often occurred during

counterinsurgency operations in the field. In February, soldiers and paramilitary

forces reportedly abaucted and severely beat Marcelo Fakilang, a mayoral candidate

and oflicial of the Cordillera People's Alliance (CPA) suspected by the military of

being on the payroll of the NDF. In late 1991, six murder suspects who confessed

their complicity in the rape and massacre of a suburban Manila family later re-

canted their confessions, claiming that they had been tortured and threatened by
the police. Although relatives filed a complaint with the CHR, the accused refused

to follow up and confirm their claims of torture Ln writing. They subsequently were
released on bail pending trial.

Although physical punishment is prohibited by law in the Philippine penal sys-

tem, it occurs frequently in jails and prisons. A number of instances of prisoner

abuse at the hands of prison guards or even hi^er ranking prison authorities have
been documented. In many cases, prisoners are encoura^d by guards to inflict cor-

poral punishment on fellow inmates. Although most Fibpinos lear reprisals if they
speak out about such abuse, foreigners imprisoned in the Philippines nave reported

to their governments beatings and other maltreatment. In one mstance, the Govern-
ment faued to provide, on a timely basis, basic medical care and hospitalization to

an elderly American. 'Hie prisoner died while in custody in October 1992.

d. Arbitrary Arrest. Detention, or Exile.—^The Constitution requires a judicial de-

termination of probable cause before issuance of an arrest warrant and prohibits

holding prisoners incommunicado or in secret places of detention. Detainees have
the ri^t to a judicial review of the legality of detention and, except for oflienses

punishable by a life sentence, to bail. An executive order requires authorities to file

charges within 12 to 36 hours of arrest, depending on the seriousness of the crime.

Nonetheless, government agents continued to violate the law in 1992. A typical ex-

ample is the case of Andres y Bitong Friginal, a truck driver arrested on March 6
in Metro Manila and held incommunicado for 8 months by military intelligence offi-

cers. In a bizarre turn of events in late November, Friginal was suddenly found,

alive, in a safehouse of the military intelligence group of the AFP. Althoudi he was
released when relatives and human rights advocates presented a court order to the

military officer in charge, Friginal later sou^t protection under the Government's
witness protection program.
The CHR listed 59 cases of illegal arrest and detention for the January-June pe-

riod of 1992, compared with 69 for the same period in 1991 and 195 in all of 1990.

The TFDP found that more than 300 persons were arrested illegally through August
18. TFDP reported 1,053 such arrests in the previous year, of which 884 subse-

quently were released. In September the new Government repealed the 1957
Antisubversion Law which, by defining Communist Party membership as "a con-

tinuing offense," had provided the legal basis for warrantless arrests and searches.

By mid-December, 240 detainees had been released from prison as a consequence
of the repeal. President Ramos also approved "guidelines lor grant of bail, release

or pardon of persons detained or convicted of crimes against national security and
public order, and violation of the Articles of War." A number of CPP/NPA national

leaders were released through the judicial process during the first 100 days of the

Ramos Administration. Among these, Romulo Kintanar, jailed for over a year follow-

ing his capture as the NPA chief of staff, and former NDF chairman Satur Ocampo,
who had been in government prisons an aggregate of more than 13 years, were freed

by judicial order. Former CPP Secretary Rafael Baylosis, jailed since 1987 was re-
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leased in July after posting bail set by a local trial court. Dozens of military men
and ofllcers Stained for their role in various coup attempts against the Aquino Gov-
ernment also were granted temporary freedom under the Ramos order.
The TFDP reported a total of 633 political prisoners in detention throu^ most

of the first half of 1992. This count was derived primarily from the number of per-
sons charged with subversion and rebellion, and included 305 prisoners from past
years. The TFDPs published list of political prisoners excluded people sudi as mili-

tary reform rebels and Muslim secessionists. According to the CHR 240 persons
have been released from detention by virtue of the repeal of the antisubversion law
outlawing the Communist Party of the Philippines. At the end of 1992, the NUC
was in the process of reviewing more than 500 names of military rebels, Communist
insurgents, and Muslim separatists (many of whom are charged with criminal of-

fenses) to ascertain who will be entitled to provisional political amnesty or another
form of executive clemencv. Accurate statistics on the numbers of political prisoners
as defined in the report (See Appendix A.) are not available.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The Constitution calls for an independent judici-

ary and provides that those accused of crimes shall be informed of oiarges against
them ana have the right to counsel. Trials are public. Defendants are presumed in-

nocent and have the right to confront witnesses against them, to present evidence,
and to appeal their convictions. The right of defendants to a lawyer is generaUy re-

spected. However, both the pace and quality of the legal system fall aliort of con-
stitutional standards. An example is the July conviction of two policemen respon-
sible for the 1988 shooting death of a military officer while in police custody. More-
over, a number of particularly egregious cases from past years still remained unre-
solved by year's end. Six pobcemen charged in the 1987 assassination attempt on
former Polytechnic University of the Phihppines President Nemesio Prudente were
still out on bail as their case slowly movea through the legal system. On December
29, after more than a year of administrative delays, a Manila Regional Trial Court
found Claudio Teehankee, scion of a wealthy family and the son of a former Su-
preme Court chief justice, guilty of the July 1991 murder of an American diplomat's
son and his teenage companion.

Despite the introduction of a "continuous trial system" in 1991, most trial courts
remained backlogged, and only a few were in compliance with the 90-day limit for

hearing a case. Tnere continued to be an urgent need for more judges and court-
rooms.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Under
the Constitution, search warrants may be issued by a judge on a finding of probable
cause. Restrictions on search and seizure are generally observed, although raids on
private homes without search warrants are occasionally reported. Judges have
thrown out evidence obtained illegally, even in politically sensitive cases, such as
that of former NDF chairman Satur Ocampo who was released in September (see

Section l.d). The repeal of the 1957 Antisubversion Law that outlawed the Com-
munist Party rendered moot a Supreme Court interpretive ruling that sustained
searches and arrests without warrants in certain cases. The Government does not
interfere with the free personal use of the mails or other public communications sys-

tems, except upon issuance of a court order in the course of an investigation.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—The effect on local civilian populations of fighting between the AFP and the
NPA, particularly in the context of the AFPs strategy of penetrating more remote
areas of the countiy contested by the guerillas, continued as a major source of

human rights abuses. These incursions resulted in civilian casualties from aerial

bombardment and indirect artillery fire, the mass destruction of housing and gra-

naries, and the imposition of food and medicine blockades.

According to figures provided by the Ecumenical Commission for Displaced Fami-
lies and Communities (ECDFC) 3,900 families were displaced in the first half of

1992, as compared with 10,400 families affected by the fighting in the same period

in 1991. The Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD) noted that

3,400 families or 17,400 people qualified for DSWD assistance as internal refugees

during the first half of 1992. In 1991 the DSWD assisted some 8,200 families or

43,400 people.
In August the CHR recommended the court martial of two military officers re-

sponsible for the accidental bombing of a refugee camp in Surigao del Sur province

during counterinsurgency operations. The bombing killed three villagers and wound-
ed six others, including three children. The CHR investigative report noted that
military authorities offered financial compensation to the victims' families and con-

demned NPA guerillas for reportedly using the civilian population as a shield. None-
theless, the regional CHR office refused to concur in gramting the regional com-
manding officer a clearance for promotion (see Section l.a.).
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Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—There are virtually no le^al restrictions on free-

dom of expression or speech, thou^ libel and slander sire cnminallv actionable. In
a highly publicized ruling in October, a regional trial judge convicted two prominent
journalists for libel. Former President Aquino had sued them for writing that she
^d under her bed" during the 1987 coup attempt. The ruling was still under ap-

peal at year's end.
Freedom of the press is generally respected. There are some 26 privately owned

newspapers in Manila and many more in the provinces that cover the political spec-

trum and freely criticize the Government. Althou^ paid political advertisements on
television were banned during the campaign perioo, the Commission on Elections

sponsored a series of televised debates among presidential and vice presidential can-

didates.
CPP publications became legal with the repeal of the Antisubversion Law. Jour-

nalists have been able without legal penalty to meet and interview antigovemment
rebels, including those of the CPP and the military rebels. Like the press, radio and
television stations report views across a wide political spectrum. The Philippine
courts have been consistent in their protection of the media.
However, the press continues to face considerable hazards including threats and,

in the past year, assaults and murder in carrying out its responsibilities. The dan-
gers are greatest for those working outside the capital, where powerful vested inter-

ests involved with gangling, illegal logging, governmental corruption, or the drug
trade may use financial inmicements or pressures as well as the threat of violence

to control the media. In November four newsmen in Doilo province reported that
they received death threats after they began linking prominent regional PNP ofii-

cers to lucrative illegal gambling in Iloilo. Publications from abroad, except those
considered pomograpnic, are not censored. Foreign journalists are free to report and
move about the country, even in areas of rebel influence. Major foreign newspapers
and television networks have bureaus or representatives in Manila.
Academic freedom is respected in theory and practice. The (jovemment does not

censor subject matter in classes, university publications, or conferences.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Permits from local authorities

are reauired for outdoor demonstrations in public places and are routinely issued.

Nevertneless, rallies and marches are often held without permits. Under the Aq[uino

government, Philippine law enforcers were instructed to follow a policy of "maxi-
mum tolerance," i.e., not dispersing rallies held without permits as long as they did
not disturb public order. To prevent conflicts on college campuses, government au-
thorities ana student leaders agreed in 1991 that soldiers and police would not dis-

perse student rallies on campus, while students agreed to conduct their mass ac-

tions peacefully and not disrupt classes. The agreement collapsed in April 1992
when students and faculty memoers at the Polytechnic University of the Philippines
(PUP) boycotted classes to protest the political appointment of a new university
president and barricaded the main administrative building on campus to prevent
the new president from taking office. PNP officers were called in to assist campus
security guards in restoring order on the campus. The matter was resolved in July
when incoming Education Secretary Fabella named another candidate to the post.

With rare exceptions, political rallies during the 1992 campaign period were or-

derly. In the suspenseful postelection period, when more than 22 million ballots

were being talliea manually, an unauthorized protest by a messianic relipous sect

in Manila was dispersed by police officers, resulting iri the death by shootmg of one
protester.

Private, professional, religious, social, charitable, and political organizations are

permitted to affiliate with recognized international bodies in their fields. The Com-
munist Party was legalized in &ptember.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^There is no state religion. Freedom of religion is fully re-

spected, and no official discrimination is practiced against any religious group or its

members. In May Fidel Ramos, a Protestant, became the first non-Catnolic Presi-

dent to be elected in this 80 percent Catholic nation.

The country's sizable Muslim minority, the Iglesia Ni Kristo and Aglipayan
churches, Protestant congregations, and other denominations eryoy full religious

freedom. Foreign clergymen and missionaries of many faiths also practice their pro-

fession freely.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country. Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Filipinos etyoy unhampered freedom to change their place of residence

and employment within the Philippines. Movement within the country is largely

unimpeaed, although the travels of former first lady and presidential candidate
Imelda Marcos were closely monitored both during and after the campaign period.

Government troops and rebel groups erected roadnlocks in provincial areas where
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they conducted operations in 1992, and FNP checkpoints were used to enforce the
firearms ban during the election campaign period. However, in July, following an
incident in which two women were shot by overzealous police oflicisJs manning a
roadblock on the main highway leading north of Manila, police authorities banned
the practice of setting up "arbitraiy roadblocks without prior clearance from the
central conunand.
With rare exception, most Filipinos are free to travel and woric abroad. The Octo-

ber 1991 murder of a Filipina dancer in Japan led President Aquino to set age lim-
its and other restrictions on Filipina "entertainers" who sought to work in Japan.
The restrictions were lifted in March.
However, the revocation on national security grounds of the passport of CPP

founder Jose Maria Sison was still in effect at years end.
Although the Government does not accept refugees for internal resettlement, it

continued to provide first asylum to Indocninese boat people, allowing them to re-

main in an open camp environment pending final resolution of their status. No new
Indochinese refugees arrived in 1992, primarily due to the success of measures
adopted under the United Nations-endorsed Comprehensive Plan of Action (CPA) to

which the Government is a signatory. Apart from its policy concerning first asvlum
seekers, the Government permitted the United Nations to operate two refugee facili-

ties in Bataan province and a transit center at the Ninoy Aquino International Air-
port in Manila. Approximately 23,000 refugees passed through these facilities in
1992.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The 1987 Constitution restored a presidential system of government similar to

that in existence from 1946 to 1972. The new Constitution established a bicameral
legislature and an independent judiciary as checks on executive power. Presidential
authority to declare martial law was curtailed. Filipinos are free to organize politi-

cal parties as long as they do not seek to overthrow the Government by force. Demo-
cratic opposition to the Government is widely tolerated, and there are no restrictions

in law or practice on participation by women and minorities in politics. The Phil-
ippines has a constitutionally mandated multiparty political system with free elec-

tions based on universal (18 years and older) suffrage.

In May, 73 percent of the registered voters (slightly more than 22 million people)
turned out to elect local, provincial, and national government officials, including
President Ramos. The election results, monitored by the independent Me(^a Citizens
Quick Count and certified by the Commission on Elections (COMELEC) and the out-
going Congress have been widely accepted by the electorate, although there were
credible reports of vote-buying and tampering with electoral tallies.

COMELEC, established by the Aquino Government, was given broad power to cre-

ate a '^evel playing field" for the elections and enforce the stricter campaign stand-
ards legislated oy the Congress. Members of the PNP were seconded to COMELEC
to enforce a ban on firearms during the campaign. The PNP dismantled dozens of
so-called "private armies," a traditional source of poll violence and voter intimida-
tion.

The 24-member Senate is divided among four different parties and independents
but dominated by an opposition majority. Li the 200-seat House of Representatives,
the progovemment party is not a majority party, but it leads a working majority
coalition. Nineteen women were elected to the House, and 3 now serve in the Sen-
ate. Legislation is initiated both by the administration and hy members of Congress,
and the debate is lively. Government-sponsored legislation is often criticized,

amended, or defeated. The new Government continued to pursue the decentraliza-
tion efforts of the Aquino administration, aimed at devolving political power and re-

sources to provincial and local governments.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The best known domestic human rights nongovernmental organization is the
TFDP, established in 1974. It collects information on alleged human rirfits viola-

tions and publishes statistics on abuses attributed to government forces. The TFDP
does not report on abuses by nongovernmental organizations such as the NPA, nor
does it distinguish between persons imprisoned purely for their political beliefs and
those legitimately incarcerated for criminal acts such as murder, torture, or kidnap-
ing. Other groups active in human rights include the Free Legal Assistance Group
(FLAG), the Philippine Alliance of Human Rights Advocates (PAHRA), the Ecumeni-
cal Movement for Justice and Peace, and the Ecumenical Commission for Displaced
Families and Communities.
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While these groups operate without government restriction, they have often been
viewed with suspicion by the military and police. In some instances, local civilian

officials also have been uncooperative, and emplovees of human rights groups in the
field have faced harassment. In January a TFDP worker in Pangasinan province
was prevented from visiting detainees at the provincial jaU in Lingayen, Pangasinan
on the grounds that he lacked a special permit from the CHR. In «hily Jose Pemia,
the regional coordinator for a human rights gn)up and a candidate for local oflice,

reportedly was arrested without warrant hy PNP ofiicers while observing the re-

count of ballots at the municipal hall in Ligao, Albay. Pemia's whereabouts were
unknown for 2 days before he was located at the Albay provincial jail.

With 16 field oflices and a staff of over 600, the constitutionally mandated CHR
is chEu^ed with investigating all alleged violations of human rights. It has come
under criticism for its lailure in many instances to conduct field mvestigations, its

c^uasi-judicial proceedings that pose risks of reprisal and special burdens for poten-
tial witnesses, its tendency to become involved in issues unrelated to fundamental
human rights concerns, and its inability to monitor the progress of cases referred
to the Department of Justice or the military courts. In the past, more serious allega-

tions included overly close ties with the military and an antagonistic relationship
with private human rights groups. The recent appointment of a respected diplomat
and prominent anti-Marcos human rights activist as Chairman was well received.
The new Chairman is attempting actively to renew the CHR's relevance as a mem-
ber of the human rights community.
The Presidential Human Rights Committee (PHRC), composed of both govern-

ment and NGO representatives, was established by executive order in late 1988 pri-

marily to address the problem of disappearances. In practice it has evolved as an
all-purpose human rights investigative task force. Given CHR's sometimes strained
relationships with private human rights groups under the Aquino administration,
the PHRC has emerged as a forum Tor public debate on human rights policy. For
example, when the AFP alleged gross violations by NPA guerrillas during a major
offensive in Surigao del Sur, the PHRC sent a special investigative team to foUow
up on the charges (see Section l.a.). Membership in the PHRC includes the Justice
Secretary as Chairman, representatives from CICl, the Departments of National De-
fense and Foreign Affairs, the Office of the President, the Congress, and two private
human rights group, the PAHRA and the FLAG. TFDP and other groups attend as
observers.

Representatives of international human rights groups are free to travel in the
Philippines and investigate alleged abuses. Government officials discuss human
rights problems with outside governmental and nongovernmental organizations
(NGO's) and the United Nations and routinely agree to meet with those who visit.

Resident delegates of the International Committee of the Red Cross monitor prison
conditions and assist persons displaced by internal conflict.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Women in the Philippines enjoy the same legal rights as men. With the signing
into law of the "Women in Development" Act by President Aquino this year, limita-

tions on women's ri^ts to buy and sell property were terminated. Enforcement of
laws against the abuse of women, however, remains inadequate.
While criminal law prohibits violence against women, both women and girls in the

lower economic strata are vulnerable to exploitation. Unethical operators may prom-
ise legitimate employment in Manila or overseas, or arrange marriages with foreign
men. Some of these women end up working as prostitutes or suffering abuse at the
hands of their employers or husbands. Reports of abused Filipina maids in Kuwait
and other Middle Eastern countries spurred a public outcry against the exploitation

of female contract workers serving overseas. The Philippine Overseas Emplojrment
Administration urged law enforcers to pursue illegal "recruiters."

Many of the women who enjoy professional prominence in the Philippines come
from an elite that has access to education and other opportunities. Close to 80 per-
cent of Filipino families live at or below the poverty line (see Section 6.e.) ana do
not have access to even a basic elementary school education. The women in this dis-

proportionately large group tend to be uninformed about women's rights and are
particularly bound by cultural beliefs and attitudes that promote passive acceptance
of their circumstances. As one informed observer put it, "incest, rape, prostitution,

and demeaningtreatment are facts of life for a distressingly laive number of Fili-

pino women." These women have little choice but to endure physical abuse and
other torment in silence.

Muslim Filipinos, living principally in Mindanao, together with non-Muslim and
non-Christian groups located mostly in the mountainous Cordillera area of northern
Luzon and in Mindanao, constitute approximately 10 percent of the population.
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These minorities hold public oflice at the local and national levels and are employed
in government positions. In practice, however, some discrimination against Muslmis
and other minorities persists. Philippine culture—with its emphasis on familial,
tribal, and regional loyalties—creates informal barriers whereby access to jobs or re-
sources is provided first to those of one's own family or group. Another factor is that
many Muslims prefer to educate their children in Muslim schools, which has de-
prived them of the skills required to advance in some occupations. Muslims and
other cultural minorities are not always accorded equal legal protection. Minority
groups, such as the Tbolis in South Cotabato province, are sometimes pushed off
their ancestral lands by logging and mining operations or by the arrived of farmers
from other areas.

The Autonomous Region of Muslim Mindanao (ARMM) was inaugurated in No-
vember 1990 to deal with the demand of Muslims for local autonomy in areas where
they hold a majority or are a substantial minority. However, in 1992 the ARMM
continued to sufler from problems of identity and finance. Limited to the four prov-
inces which elected to join, the ARMM falls short of representing the aspirations
of all Muslims in the region. Additionally, the ARMM is hobbled by an inadequate
tax base and a continuea shortfall in promised subsidies from the Government.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^The right of workers, including public employees, to

form and join trade unions is assured by the Constitution and legislation and is

freely practiced without formal government interference throughout the country.
Trade unions and trade union federations are independent of the Government and
of political parties. The labor organization KUusang Mayo Uno (KMU) has com-
plained to the International Labor Organization (ILO) about numerous violent at-
tacks on picket lines and arrests of local trade union leaders, and the ILO has noted
that these cases remain unsettled in the courts. Nonetheless, some 32 labor leaders,
including Crispin Beltran and other KMU leaders, participated in organized labor's

first dialog with President Ramos in 1992.
Unions nave and exercise freely the right to form or join federations and confed-

erations and to affiliate with intemationEU trade union organizations. Subject to cer-

tain restrictions in the Labor Code and emergency executive powers, strikes in the
private sector are legal and take place frequently. A decline in the number of strikes
was observed with only 98 in the first three quarters of the year as compared to

182 for all of 1991.
The Herrera Act, passed in 1989, set four conditions for a legal strike: notice must

be given to the Department of Labor and Emplojrment; a 30-day cooling-off period
must be observed; all available means of conciliation must be exhausted; and the
issue has to be relevant to the labor contract or the law. Nevertheless, the ILO de-
clared in 1991 that some of the Philippine Labor Code provisions are not in conform-
ity with ILO Convention 87 on freedom of association. A national tripartite con-
ference in mid-December recommended the following items for discussion: industrial
peace and security, labor relations, income and prices, and employment.
The right to strike and the status of employees in statutory government agencies,

such as the Philippine National Railways (PNR) and the Port Authority, have not
been resolved. Laoor and management representatives from the PNR meeting with
civil service commission officers in April were advised to file a civil court case
against the railroad company.

Strikes by public sector employees occurred frequently during the year. In April
a group of public school teachers initiated a hunger strike to protest the Aquino gov-
ernment's failure to comply with its promise to reinstate teachers dismissed in 1990
for participating in wage strikes. Several strikers collapsed from hunger. The 143-

day strike ended August 26 when the new Government reinstated 35 teachers and
granted the remainder amnesty.

Several trade union leaders and labor activists were killed during the year in con-
nection with their activities. None of the cases had been resolved by year's end.
Candido Basilico, a prominent former leader of the Trade Union Congress (TUCP)
was shot dead in a restaurant in Cebu City on May 1.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Labor's ri^t to organize and
bargain collectively is provided for in law. Since 1986 the number of collective bar-
gaining agreements in force has increased. In the same period, the number of reg-

isteredunions increased by more than 10 percent. As ofMay over 5,000 unions were
registered.

It is an unfair labor practice to dismiss a union official or a worker trying to orga-
nize a union. Nevertheless, employers sometimes attempt to intimidate workers oy
threats of firing or closure. i\Uegation8 of intimidation and discrimination for union
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activity are actionable as unfair labor practices before the National Labor Relations
Commission (NLRC).
Through the NLRC and the National Conciliation and Mediation Board (NCMB),

the Department of Labor and Employment has in place a quasi-judicial system for

hearing and abjudicating woricers' claims. The process has been slow, but no slower
than ouier parts of the courts and the bureaucracy. Through the second week of Au-
gust, a total of 98 work stoppages were recorded, as compared to 147 through Sep-
tember 1991 and 183 in 1990. Through August 1992, 574,000 workdays were bst
through strikes, compared with 750,0()0 in 1991. Labor law and practice are uniform
throughout the country, including in the several export processing zones (EP^s).
The rate of unionization and the number of collective bargaining agreements con-

cluded in the EPZ's has been similar to that in the rest of the country, but the pro-

portion is much lower in the newer EPZ's.
c. Prohibition of Compulsory or Forced Labor.—^The Philippines has ratified ILO

convention 105, which prohibits forced labor and has the force of law in the country.

There were no reports of forced labor being practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The Constitution prohibits the em-
ployment of chiMren below age 15, except under the responsibihty of parents or
guardians, and then only if the work does not interfere with schooling, t allows em-
ployment for those between the ages of 15 and 18, for such hours and periods of

the day as are determined by the Secretary of Labor, but forbids employment of per-

sons under 18 years of age in hazardous or deleterious work. However, for socio-

economic reasons, a significant number of children are employed in the informal sec-

tor of the urban economy or as field laborers in the more rural areas.

In June President Aqpino signed into law Republic Act 7610, a controversial bill

Srovidii^ for the provisional employment of children under the age of 15. The
lamos Government announced that it is reviewing the law to seek administrative

redress of its potentially negative effects on child labor practices, possibly by imple-
menting rules to be formulated by the Department of Labor or through subsequent
legislation.

The most serious violations of child labor laws occur in mecework or contracting

out of embroideiy and other garment-related production. Children have also been
used in dangerous and ecologically damaging forms of fishing that use dynamite.
Child prostitution is a problem in the larger cities. There are few available statistics

and studies of the practice. Nonetheless, social workers and others who work among
the poor attest to the gravity of the problem. The Government has attempted to in-

vestigate and reduce violations of child labor laws outside of the agricultural sector,

but the Labor Department has too few inspectors and other resources to reduce sig-

nificantly the number of violations.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The Minimum Wage Act of 1989 is the author-
ity for minimum wage setting by regional wage boards. The rates were last set in

December 1990, with the hignest rate in the metropolitan Manila area and lower
rates set by regional wage boards in rural areas. Labor Department surveys in the
first quarter of 1992 showed that 17 percent of 5,500 establishments nationwide
were paying the minimum wage. In the national capital region, 15 percent of em-
ployers surveyed were in noncompliance. The highest noncompliance rate was re-

corded in Region 7 at 40.8 percent. With the exception of Re^ons 2, 4, and 7, the

remainder of the Philippines 14 Regions improved their compliance rates over 1991.
Substantial numbers of workers (mostly domestics, laborers, janitors, messengers,

drivers, and clerk-lypists) are not covered by minimum wage requirements. How-
ever, the average pav of workers in lar^e cities hews closely to the regional mini-
mum, and in the industrial sector salaries are considerably higher. In rural areas
wages often fall substantially below the minimum. In 1991 the average real mini-
mum wage (at 1988 prices) for all sectors in the national capital region provided
monthly earnings of approximately $69, well below the Government's 1988 poverW
threshold of approximately $110 established for a family of six persons. Although
most families have more than one wage earner, labor experts estimate that in 1992
close to 80 percent of the families in the Philippines Uvea below the national poverty
line, reversing the progress seen in the early years of the Aquino administration.
The standard legal workweek before overtime is 40 hours for most categories of

industrial workers, who typically average 48 hours of work per week. The law man-
dates a full daj/ of rest weekly. The enforcement of workweek hours is managed
through periodic Labor Department standards inspections. Employees with more
than 1 year on the job are entitled to 5 days of paid leave annually.
A comprehensive set of occupational safety and health standards exists in law.

However, little information is available on industrial and occupational health haz-
ards in the Philippines. The latest report on industrial accidents prepared by the
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Labor Department, dated 1987, shows the number of persons killed or ii^ured but
provides no breakdown as to cause of accident or by industry sector.

Lai^, successful multinational firms apply VS., European, or Japanese stand-
ards of worker safety and health because of the requirements of their home-based
insurance carriers. Beyond the poorly enforced Philippine safety and health laws,
there is no comparable standard for domestic firms.

SINGAPORE

Singapore, a city-state of 3 million people, has a republican form of government
based on the parliamentary system. The majority of the population is ethnic Chi-
nese (78 percent), with Malays (14 percent) and Indians (7 percent) constituting sub-
stantial minorities. Politics are dominated by the People's Action Party (PAP), which
has held power since Singapore gained autonomy from Great Britain in 1959. Goh
Chok Tong completed his second year as Prime Minister in November. Lee Kuan
Yew, who served as Prime Minister from independence in 1965 until 1990, remains
active ptoUtically, holdinjg the title of Senior Minister. The current Parliament was
elected in August 1991. The PAP holds 77 of the 81 parliamentary seats.

The Government maintains active internal security and military forces to counter
perceived threats to the nation's security. It has frequently used security legislation

to control a broad range of activity. The Internal Security Department (ISD) is re-

sponsible for enforcement of the Internal Security Act (ISA), including its provisions
for detention without trial. All young males are subject to national service (mostly
in the military) and receive nationalistic indoctrination conforming to the credos
held by the PAP. Total military expenditures for 1989, the last year for which the
U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed analysis, were
$1.47 bUlion. (jovemment policy is to mamtam defense spending at 6 percent of the
gross domestic product (GDP).

Singapore's economic system is one of the most open in the world. The economy
in recent years has made impressive gains—GDP grew by 5.6 percent in 1992—ena-
bling Singaporeans to eig'oy a relatively high per capita income. Individual owner-
ship of housing, mostly ^vemment-built, is enioyed by 90 percent of Singaporean
fanoilies. Wealth is distributed relatively equally in what is essentially a full-em-
plojrment economy.
m 1992 the Government continued to use its power to handicap Singapore's two

main opposition parties, both by implementing policies in ways which favored dis-

tricts supporting the PAP and by obstructing tne opposition's efforts to publicize its

viewpoints and serve its constituents. Prime Minister (joh also showed less commit-
ment to the "open, consultative" style of government which he had emphasized upon
assuming office in 1990. However, additional progress was made in resolving the
Government's longstanding disagreement with Dow Jones, publisher of the Asian
Wall Street Journal and the Far Eastern Economic Review, and Singaporeans' ac-

cess to additional sources of information increased with the introduction of 24-hour
Cable News Network broadcasts. At the same time, an ISD raid on a local paper
in August renewed doubts of the Government's tolerance of domestic criticism. For
the second straight year, the (Jovemment held no ISA detainees.

Despite margmal improvement in some areas of human ri^ts, the (jovemment
retained wide powers to detain people and subsequently restrict their travel, free-

dom of speech, and right to associate freely, and to unfairly handicap political oppo-
sition. There was no evidence of a change in the Grovemment's basic willingness to

restrict human rights when it deemed that necessary in the pursuit of its policy

goals.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no known instances of

such killing.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no known instances of politically motivated abduc-
tion, secret arrests, or clandestine detentions by either the CJovemment or the oppo-
sition.

c. Torture and Other Cruel. Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Torture is prohibited by law, and government leaders have stated that they oppose
its use. There were no reports of mistreatment in 1992.

Similarly, there were no reports in 1992 of government use of the indefinite

length of confinement to pressure detainees to "rehabilitate" themselves as well as

to make admissions of wrongdoing. The Government has acknowledged that in the
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case of detentions without trial under the Criminal Act, the indefiniteness of the
detentions served to pressure detainees. Persons alleging mistreatment under deten-
tion may bring crimmal charges against those in the Government who are alleged
to have committed such acts, but few choose to do so. According to the Government,
there were 3 suits against police officers in 1992 from people who alleged assaults
while under poUce oetention. These cases are still pending before the court. Fear
of government retaliation, e.g., redetention under the ISA, discourages the making
of such allegations, and has an overall chilling effect on those who might oppose
government policies.

The Penal Code mandates caning in addition to imprisonment as punishment for

certain offenses, including rape, theft, robbery, extortion, housebreaking, and vehicle

theft. The courts routinely order caning for convictions for these offenses.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Arrest without warrant is legally per-
mitted under the ISA, the Criminal Law (Temporary Provisions) Act, the Misuse of
Drugs Act, and the Undesirable Ihiblications Act. Those arrested must be chai^d
before a magistrate within 48 hours. At that time, those detained under criminal
charges may obtain legal counsel. There is a functioning system of bail for those
charged. There were no reported abuses of the bail system in 1992.
The ISA and the Criminal Law (Temporary Provisions) Act authorize detention

without trial. The latter act is used almost exclusively in cases involving narcotics

and secret criminal societies and is not used for political purposes. According to the
Government, 916 persons were in detention under the Criminal Law (Temporary
Provisions) Act as of October 31, of which 342 were for secret society activities and
574 for drug trafficking. The Director of the Central Narcotics Bureau (CNB) can
also commit suspected drug users for up to 6 months, with subsequent extensions,
in a drug rehabilitation center in cases of positive urinalysis tests.

Singapore law does not treat involuntary commitment for drug rehabilitation as
a criminal matter, but suspected drug abusers have a legal right to challenge such
findings throxigh the court system. Those persons detained without trial under the
ISA and the Criminal Law (Temporary Provisions) Act are entitled to counsel but
have no legal recourse through the courts to challenge the substantive basis for

their detention. The ISA also permits the Minister of Home Affairs to order deten-
tion without charges if the President determines that a person poses a threat to na-
tional security. The Government has broad discretion to determine what constitutes

such a threat. The Fi%sident may authorize detention for up to 2 vears; thereafter,

he must redetermine whether the detainee should continue to be held, and may so

order for up to 2 more years. There is no limitation on the number of times a deten-

tion order may be renewed. A detainee's case is reviewed periodically by an advisory
board, to which the detainee may make representations.

The board can make nonbinding recommendations that a detainee be released
prior to expiration of the detention order. K the Minister wishes to act contrary to

a recommendation for release by the board, he must seek the agreement of the
President. Persons are released when the Minister for Home Affairs determines they
no longerpose a threat to national security and are unlikely to resume subversive
activity. Trie ISA empowers the police to detain a person for up to 48 hours; any
police officer at or above the rank of superintendent may authorize that the detainee
be held for up to 28 days longer. ISA detainees normally have been allowed access

to lawyers and visits by relatives once initial interrogation has been completed.
No one was detained under the ISA in 1992. The last two remaining ISA detain-

ees were released in 1990, Certain government-imposed restrictions, such as on the
right to travel, make public statements, and associate freely, remain in effect

against three former ISA detainees, although these were eased in 1992. Chia Thye
Poh, a former Member of Parliament (M.P.) released in 1989 after 23 years of pre-

ventive detention under the ISA, had been restricted to a small island adjacent to

Singapore, from which he could visit Singapore proper from 6 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

He was allowed to move to Singapore proper in November, but his activities are still

restricted. Chia can be employed, subject to the ISD's approval. Vincent Cheng, a
detainee released in 1990, cannot issue public statements or publish without the
ISD's prior consent and cannot travel outside of Singapore without the ISD's prior

written approval. However, he no longer needs to appear at the ISD each month.
Teo Soh Lung, the other ISA detainee released in 1990, cannot issue public state-

ments or be involved in any organization without prior ISD approval, but is now
free to travel abroad.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The Singapore judiciary system is based on the
British model, but there are significant diflerences (see below). There are two levels

of courts—the Supreme Court, which includes the high court and the appellate
courts, and the subordinate courts. In normal cases the Criminal Procedures Code
provides that a charge against a defendant must be read and explained to him as
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soon as it is framed by the magistrate. The accused has the right to be represented
by an attorney. Trial is by juoge rather than by jury. Persons detained under the
ISA and the Criminal Law (Temporsuy Provisions) Act are not entitled to a public
trial, which is accorded in all other cases.

In 1989 the Government amended the Constitution and the ISA to eliminate any
judicial review of the objective grounds for detentions made under the ISA. The con-
stitutional amendment also prevents the courts from reviewing the constitutionality

of any law passed by Parliament to prevent subvernion and allows such statutes to

restrict, or even eliminate, judicial review in cases of alleged subversion. This con-
stitutional amendment was made valid retroactive to 1971. The ISA amendment
placed ISA detentions outside the purview of judicial review, except with respect to

compliance with procedural requirements of tne act. These amendments in essence
put the executive branch in charge of delimiting, on vaguely defined national secu-
rity grounds, the scope of certain fundamental liberties provided for by the Constitu-
tion. In 1989 a hidi court judge ruled that no legal challenge to these amendments
can be sustained. The ISA amendment was one oT several legislative actions in 1989
and 1990 which expanded the discretionary power of the Government and limited
judicial review to tne examination of adherence to procedures. The result of these
measures has been to reduce the authority of the judiciary to act as a check on the
Government.

In 1989 Parliament greatly restricted appeals to the judicial committee of the
Privy Council in London, making Singapore s appellate courts the final courts of ap-

geal in most cases. The Government explained that different circumstances m
ingapore and the United Kingdom meant that Singapore's laws were best inter-

preted by its own judges. However, the legislation also seemed to be in response to

a Privy Council decision reinstating prominent opposition politician J.B. Jeyaretnam
te the Singapore bar and strongly criticizing what it termed the miscarriage of jus-
tice perpetrated against him.
Judges of the Supreme Court are appointed by the President on the recommenda-

tion 01 the Prime Minister in consultation with the Chief Justice. A Supreme Court
i'ustioe may remain in oHice until the mandatory retirement age of 65, after which
le may continue to serve at the Government's mscretion for brief, renewable terms
at full salary.

Subordinate-court judges are appointed by the President on the recommendation
of the Chief Justice. These appointments are for fixed periods and may be revoked.
In 1992 the Supreme Court was comprised of a Chief Justice, 11 judges, and 8 "judi-

cial commissioners" (including the first woman appointed). The Constitution allows
for the appointment of judicial commissioners to the Supreme Court as a stopgap
measure to clear up case backlogs. They have the same powers and perform the
same fiinctions as a Supreme Court judge, and in most cases subsequently receive

permanent appointments to the bench. Subordinate-court judges and magistrates, as

well as public prosecutors, are civil servants whose specific assignments are deter-

mined by the Legal Service Commission which can decide on job transfers to any
of several legal service departments. Judicial officials, especially in the high and ap-

pellate courts, are well entrenched in the Singapore establishinent and nave close

ties to the Government and its leaders.

The Supreme Court Chief Justice initiated a program of reforms in 1992 aimed
at eliminating a backlog of cases in the courts. The program included an increase

in the number and jurisdiction of subordinate courts. In March Parliament approved
a bill to allow one judge instead of two to preside over capital offense cases. Appeals
are still heard by the three-judge apjpellate court. The Government proposed this

change to eliminate a large backlog of capital cases and to ensure speedy consider-

ation of new cases. Opponents of the bill, while acknowledging the need to avoid

trial delays, argued that the presence of two judgesprovided an additional piaran-
tee of a fair trial, of special importance in capital oflenses. In response to criticisms

of the bill, the Government figreed to provide two defense counsels for those accused
of capital offenses who do not directly hire their own counsel.

In October the Supreme Court ruled that a suspect or accused person does not

have a constitutional right to remain silent when questioned by the police. The
Court said it would give the reasons for its ruling at a later date. The Court consid-

ered this issue in response to a July request from the Attomev Greneral. His request

resulted after two high court judges ruled in a murder trial that the police must
expressly inform the accused of his or her ri^t to remain silent. The Attorney Gen-
eral contended that the law requiring a warning of the right to remain silent was
repealed in 1976 and that, under current law, voluntary statements were admissible

as evidence in court even if the person was not informed of the right to remain si-

lent. The Attorney General noted that courts have the discretion to scrutinize

uncautioned statements carefiiUy before accepting them as valid evidence.
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Government leaders continued their successAil libel or slander suits against do-

mestic opposition defendants. In April opposition politician J.B. Jeyaretnam lost his
appetd 01 a slander suit filed by Lee Kuan Yew in 1988 for remarks made by
Jeyaretnam at a political rally in August 1988. Jeyaretnam was found guilty of def-

amation in a 1990 trial and the court awarded Lee damages and costs equivalent
to $392,000. Jeyaretnam challenged the court assessment Tor legal costs, and in a
November decision, the court of appeals reduced that charge by the equivalent of
$42,000 and awarded Jeyaretnam costs equivalent to $7,200.

In June Workers' Party politician Wee Han Kim agreed to an out-of-court settle-

ment with Lee Kuan Yew and his son. Deputy Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong,
for "defamatory allegations" made during a May political rally. In his rally speech.
Wee suggested that Lee Hsien Loong's career had benefited from his family connec-
tions. Rather than face a slander suit, Wee agreed to pay the equivalent of $120,000
to a PAP community fund designated by the Lees and to issue a public apology.

La September Gopalan Nair, a lawyer and former Workers' Party candidate for

Parliament, was suspended from practice for 2 years and ordered to pay court costs

after being found guilty of violating the Legal Profession Act for "grossly improper
conduct" by threatening" the Attorney General. Nair faces possible disbarment or
censure. The diarges resulted from a series of letters Nair wrote the Attorney Gen-
eral in 1989 seeking information regarding legal proceedings then underway against
J.B. Jeyaretnam. In his letters, Nair said that he would make public his correspond-
ence with the Attorney General if there was no response. 'The Government pro-

ceeded with this case even though Nair had emigrated from Singapore prior to a
June court hearing on the charge.

f. Arbitrary Interference with. Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

Government uses its wide discretionary powers when it determines that national se-

curity is threatened. In most cases, search warrants are required for intrusion into

the home. Law enforcement oflicers may, however, search a person, home, or prop-
erty without a warrant if they decide searches are necessary to preserve evidence.

Warrantless searches can also be conducted under the Misuse of Drugs Act and
the Criminal Law (Temporary Provisions) Act in dealing with drugand secret soci-

ety-related ofTenses. Judicial review of such searches can be undertaken by the
courts at the request of the defendant but it is not automatic. Divisions of the Gov-
ernment's law enforcement agencies, including the ISD and the Corrupt Practices

Investigation Board (CPIB), have wide networks for gathering information. The au-
thorities have the capability to monitor telephone and other private conversations
and conduct surveillance, but there were no credible allegations that they did so in

1992.

Section 2. Respect for CivU Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The Constitution permits oflicial restrictions on
the freedom of expression, and in practice freedoms of speech and press are cir-

cumscribed. The law forbids statements that mi^t arouse tensions among the var-
ious races and religions or might threaten national security or public order. The
Government has in some cases applied a broad definition of these laws to restrict

political opposition and criticism. In December the Government refused a permit for

speeches at the opposition Workers' Party annual Democracy Day Dinner. Permits
had been granted in past years. "Inflammatory" discussion of race, religion, or lan-

guage is ilTegaJ.

The government-owned Singapore Broadcasting Corporation (SBC) follows govern-

ment guidelines and has a near monopoly on broadcasting, operating all 3 free tele-

vision channels, all 3 pay channels, and 9 of 12 radio stations. However, the Govern-
ment is gradually deregulating and liberalizing the flow of information into Singa-
pore. The British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) broadcasts its world service lo-

caUy on the FM band. Television broadcasts from Malaysia and radio broadcasts
from Malaysia and Indonesia can be received uncensored in Singapore. Home Box
OfTice and Chinese movies are available on pay television. CNN broadcasts, first

carried locally during the 1991 Gulf War, are now available 24 hours daily to sub-
scribers of a new SBC pay television news channel. Although CNN is carried live,

the Government reviews other cable programs and censors undesirable programs.
In 1991 the Government ended a prohibition on installation of satellite dishes, and
allowed businesses and financial institutions—but not hotels and households—to

apply for licenses. Fewer than 20 institutions, mainly banks, have permits to oper-
ate satellite dishes.

All newspapers, except for a small-circulation Tamil-language daily, are published
by Singapore Press Holdings (SPH), which has close ties to the national leadership.

Holders of "management snares" control all SPH personnel decisions. The Govern-
ment must approve, and can remove, holders of management shares. Hence, while
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Singaporean newspapers, especiallv the English-language Straits Times, print a
lai^e and diverse selection of articles from a varietv of foreign sources, their edi-
torials and coverage of domestic events closely parallel government policies and the
opinions of government leaders. Grovemment leaders have criticized the "Western
model" of the media which have an unrestricted responsibility to report the news
as they see it. They argue that the role of the media is to support the goals of the
elected leadership and not to advance their own political agenda.

In August agents of the ISD raided the newsroom of Singaoore's leading business
daily. Business Times, to investigate a possible violation of tne Oflicial berets Act
involving the leak of economic statistics from the Ministry of Trade and Industry.
The investigation also extended to two foreign securities firms. Four people—a gov-
ernment omcial, a journalist, and two employees at a foreign securities house—were
charged in December with violations of the Oflicial Secrets Act. The ISD raid fol-

lowed a series of articles in the Business Times reporting remarks of local and for-

eign economists critical of the Government's economic policies. In a speech shortly
aner the raid. Senior Minister Lee Kuan Yew said that pressure groups such as
journalists and economists were testing the limits of Prime Minister Goh and his
Cabinet. Despite later government disclaimers of any connection between the two
issues, Lee's remarks left the impression that one purpose of the raid was to dis-

courage critical commentary by the press.

A wide range of international magazines and newspapers can be purchased un-
censored in Singapore, although newspapers printed in Malaysia are not circulated.
A 1990 law required offshore newspapers to post a bond of $118,000, strengthening
the Government's control over the ioreign press. This legislation was specifically

aimed at publications covering politics and current events in southeast Asia.
The Government can also limit the circulation of foreign publications that, by the

Government's broad determination, interfere in Singapore s domestic afi'airs. The
Asian Wall Street Journal (AWSJ), Asiaweek, and tne Far Eastern Economic Re-
view (FEER) are still restricted on this basis. Only a prescribed number of copies
per issue of FEER (270), AWSJ (3,500), and Asiaweek (12,000) can be distributed.
The Government has allowed neither the FEER nor the AWSJ to post a correspond-
ent in Singapore since 1987 and 1988 respectively. In June the (jovemment agreed
to allow an AWSJ correspondent to spend 14 workdays each month in Singapore,
an increase from the 7 days allowed since November 1991.

In July the Government raised the circulation limit on the AWSJ by 1,000 to
3,5(X) copies per issue. Although Dow Jones, publisher of both the AWSJ and the
FEER, would have preferred tnat market demand determine the AWSJ 's circula-
tion, the action represented an additional step in the incremental improvement in
relations between the Government and Dow Jones.
Singapore censors movies, video materials, some publications, and music. Foreign

books must be submitted to a censor. Censorship may be applied to materials "con-
trary to the public interest," including publications that unaermine the stability of
the state, contravene moral norms, glamorize or promote drug use, or incite racial,

religious, or language animosities. In October the censorship review committee, a
panel established by the Government in November 1991, concluded its reevaluation
of existing censorship guidelines on films, music, publications, videos, and live per-
formances. The committee recommended tightened controls on high impact media
forms, such as television and film, but some easing of restrictions on drama and cer-

tain typ>es of publications. The (jovemment accepted the committee's recommenda-
tions and said it would implement them in stages. Public surveys indicate that there
is strong public support for continued censorship of sex and violence in films.

Faculty members at Singapore public institutions of hi^er education are govern-
ment employees. A number of university lecturers are concurrently PAP M.P. s. Aca-
demics sometimes criticize government policies, but criticism of individual govern-
ment leaders and government authoritarianism is infrequent because of possible
sanctions. Tenure and renewal of appointments can be, and have been, remsed to

academics whose work deviates substantially from government views. Published so-

cial science and think tank papers generally suppwrt government policies.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Assemblies of more than five

persons in public, including political meetings and rallies, must have police permis-
sion. Those who wish to speak at a public function must obtain permission from the
public entertainment licensing unit, a division of the police criminal investigation

department. Opposition politicians have experienced long delays, and occasional re-

jection, in receiving police approval. According to government statistics, 4 out of a
total of 280 applications were rejected in 1992 as ofT)ecember 10.

The Government closely monitors political gatherings regardless of the number
present. Associations, societies, clubs, churches, and other organizations with more
than 10 members must be registered with the Government under the Societies Act.
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The Government denies registration to societies it believes likely to be used for un-
lawful purposes or for purposes prejudicial to public peace, welfare, or public order.

The Government has absolute discretion in applying this broad and vague language
to register or dissolve societies. It prohibits organized political activities, except by
organizations registered as political parties. This prohibition extends to the opposi-

tion, but it is not clear that it applies to the PAP, which enjoys the support of resi-

dential committees and neighboiiiood groups ostensibly organized for nonpolitical
purposes but whose leadership contains many grassroots PAP members (see also

Section 3.).

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Freedom of religion is provided for in the Constitution

and usually respected in practice. Missionaries are permitted to work and to publish
religious texts. However, all religious groups are subject to government scrutiny and
must be legally registered. The Government restricts some religious sects by appli-

cation of the Societies Act and has banned others, such as the Jehovah's Witnesses
and the Unification Church. A presidential council on minority rights exists to en-

sure that legislation does not infringe upon the rights of religious or ethnic minori-
ties. There is no state religion, although there are periodic campaigns to make Con-
fucian ethics the "national ideology" of Singapore. The Government has provided fi-

nancial assistance to build and maintain mosques. There is no religious test for em-
ployment in the Government or for membership in the PAP.
The 1990 "Maintenance of Religious Harmony Act" made it illegal to proselytize

in a manner that could inflame religious enmity and proscribed what the Govern-
ment deemed to be the inappropriate involvement of religious groups and officials

in political aflairs. The act explicitly denies the judiciary the competence to review

possible denial of rights which could arise from the application of the act, and spe-

cifically denies judicial review of its enforcement. One reason given by the Govern-
ment to justify adoption of the Religious Harmony Act was concern over the growth
of charismatic Christian groups which do not recognize the unofficial agreement
among establishment religious organizations not to proselytize among those of other

faiths. The act has had the effect of causing some religious groups to exercise more
self-restraint. A 1990 government White Paper on religious harmony cited the Rev-
erend Rick Seaward and his church as an example of such groups. Seaward was
charged in 1990 with criminal breach of trust (fraud) in a case involving the lease-

purchase of sound equipment by his church from a firm affiliated with him. After
a well-publicized trial, he was convicted in June and sentenced to one day in jail

and fined the equivalent of $6,000. In December, the courts ordered Seaward to pay
the equivalent of $47,400 for prosecution costs. Seaward is appealing his conviction.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^All Singapore citizens and permanent residents over the age of 13 are

recjuired to register with the (Jovemment and to carry identification cards. After the
completion of national service, enlisted men remain liable for reserve training until

the age of 40, and officers to age 50. During this period people must obtain exit per-

mits before traveling outside Singapore. The (jovemment may deny a passport, and
it has done so in the case of released detainees.

The ISA allows the Minister for Law and Home Affairs to suspend or revoke a
detention order or to impose restrictions on former detainees' activities, places of

residence, and travel abroad. The right of voluntary repatriation is extended to hold-

ers of Singaporean passports. In 1985 Parliament provided for the loss of citizenship

by Singaporeans who reside outside Singapore for more than 10 years consecutively.

Action under this law is discretionary and has been taken in at least one case in-

volving a well-known government opponent. Tan Wah Piaow.
Singapore does not offer first asylum to refugees. Government policy permits Viet-

namese asylum seekers rescued at sea to disembark and remain for up to 90 days
only if Singapore was the rescuing vessel's next scheduled port of call and if a reset-

tlement country provides a removal guarantee. Singapore has not accepted the Com-
prehensive Plan of Action, and continues to insist that its policy requires Vietnam-
ese asylum seekers to depart within 90 days. In practice, Singapore limited the dis-

embarkation of rescued Vietnamese in July 1990 and halted it completely in June
1991 because removal within 90 days could not be guaranteed. As of October 1,

1992, there were 86 asylum seekers at the Hawkins Road camp which has a stated

capacity of approximately 1,000 persons. Persons of other nationalities who enter

Singapore and who come to the attention of the U.N. High Commissioner for Refu-
gees (UNHCR) are permitted to have their status determined for possible resettle-

ment elsewhere. There is no systematic procedure for ensuring that asylum seekers

are referred to the UNHCR.
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Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Constitutionally, Singaporeans have the right to change their government peace-
fully through democratic means and, in fact, the voting and vote-counting systems
in elections are fair, accurate, and free from tampering. This was the case in a De-
cember by-election called by the Prime Minister in his own district, in which the
four PAP candidates defeated three opposition parties and were elected with 73 per-

cent of the vote. However, the Government has extensive powers which it uses to

place formidable obstacles in the path of current and would-be opponents. The PAP
has an overwhelming majority in the current Parliament, elected in August 1991,
controlling 77 out of 81 seats. In September Parliament accepted the appointment
of six "Nominated Members of Parliament" (N.M.P.'8). These appointments, allowed
by legislation enacted in 1990, permits the selection of up to six N.M.P.'s, usually
neutral and talented people not interested in running for oflice, who can raise the
level of debate and decisionmaking in Parliament. The actual implementation of this

biU is determined by each new Parliament, which decides how many N.M.P.'s, if

any, it wishes to appoint. N.M.P.'s enjoy restricted voting privileges.

Opposition parties have been unable seriously to challenge the PAP since the late

1960's. Consequently, the PAPs domination of politics in Singapore continues as it

has for three decades under the authoritarian leadership of Lee Kuan Yew. The
PAPs political success in large part results from government policies which helped
Singapore achieve rapid economic growth, thereby enabling the Government to pro-

vide a wide array of public services. The PAP eiyoys a broad base of popular sup-
port, sustained in part through neighborhood, youth, and labor associations.

Political parties, while legally free to organize, are subject to strict regulations on
party constitutions, iundraising, and accountability. While the PAP has been able

to enjoy the support of ostensibly nonpolitical organizations, the Government has
used its broad aiscretionary powers to ninder the creation of support organizations

for the opposition parties. The PAPs grip on power has also been enhanced by pa-
tronage, such as the network of town councils; political control of the press, courts,

and religion; strong party discipline and performance; and its access to the instru-

ments of power. For example, government programs announced in 1992 to refurbish

public housing and sell government-owned shop space give priority to PAP constitu-

encies.

Efforts by opposition parties to rent oflice space in government-housing estates

and to estaolisn community foundations which run private kindergartens have been
hampered by changes in regulations enacted alter the August 1991 elections. The
PAP attributes the lack of an effective opposition to disorganization, lack of leader-

ship, and lack of alternative policy programs.
In January 1991, Parliament passed a constitutional amendment changing Singa-

pore's ceremonial presidency into one with veto powers over government budgets
and key public appointments. The amendment went into eflect in November 1991.

There is no mechanism for overriding presidential vetoes, except in the case of "sup-

ply bills," legislation that authorizes government expenditures. The vote for Singa-

pore's first popularly elected President, who will serve a 6-year term, must take

place before the term of Singapore's incumbent President expires in September
1993.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are no nongovernmental organizations, with the exception of the opposition

golitic^ parties, that actively and openly monitor alleged human rights violations.

Iflbrts by any independent organization to investigate and publicly criticize govern-

ment human rights policies would face the same obstacles as those faced by the po-

litical parties. Governmental bodies, such as the presidentialW appointed minority

rights council, review legislation to ensure that it is not disadvantageous to a par-

ticular ethnic group. They also report to the Government on matters affecting any
racial or religious community ana investigate complaints presented to the council

by people.

Tlie Government denies that international organizations have anv competence
whatsoever to look into human rights matters in Singapore. Visa regulations do not

recognize monitoring human rights as a "business purpose" for visiting Singapore,

but neither is such activity regarded as a "social visit." Amnesty International is not

allowed to operate in Singapore. The Government did not receive any requests in

1992 from human rights organizations asking to examine the human rights situa-

tion in Singapore.
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Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Because of Singapore's history of interconununal tension, the Government takes
affirmative measures to ensure racial, ethnic, religious, and cultural nondiscrimina-
tion. Social, economic, and cultural facilities are available to all citizens regardless
of race, religion, or sex. Minorities are constitutionally afforded equal rights and ac-

tively participate in the political process.

The Constitution acknowledges the "special position" of Malays as the indigenous

f>eople of Singapore, and charges the Government to support and promote their "po-

iticaJ, educational, religious, economic, social, and cultural interests." The Govern-
ment has concentrated on creating equality of opportunity, especially in education,
and does not promote the concept of equality in result, instead leaving it up to the
ethnic communities, individual initiative, and the marketplace to determine eco-

nomic success.

While precise statistics are not readily available, government oflicials acknowl-
edge that Malay Singaporeans are represented disproportionately in the bottom
quarter of Singapore's economy. De facto employment discrimination against Malays
and Indians exists. Job advertisements often specify the ethnicity and gender re-

quired of applicants.

Women have the same legal rights as men in employment, education, child care
and custody, and in the running of a household, but do not have equal ri^ts with
men in the transmission of citizenship to their children or in the conferral of the
right to residence of a foreign spouse in Singapore. Women can vote and hold any
public office. Although the political and business elite is still overwhelmingly male,
women are found tIux)ughout the rest of the job spectrum, eiyoying equal pay for

equal work.
There is no evidence of any widespread practice of violence or abuse against

women. Singapore's laws protect women against domestic violence and against sex-

ual or physictu harassment. Domestic viofence can be dealt with under either the
Penal Code or the Women's Charter. The Women's Charter, enacted in 1961, abol-

ished arranged marriages and gave husband and wife equal rights with respect to

property ownership and divorce. Muslim women are not covered by the Women's
Charter, but eigoy the same rights and protections under other laws, except that
Muslim men may divorce unilaterally whereas Muslim women may not. The Gov-
ernment enforces the Women's Charter as a fundamental aspect of the republic's

family law. Through the latter, a battered wife can obtain court orders barnng the
spouse from the home until the court is satisfled that he will stop his aggressive
behavior. The Penal Code prescribes mandatory caning and a minimum imprison-
ment of 2 years for conviction on a charge of outraging modesty so as to cause the
victim fear of death or injury.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^The Constitution gives all citizens the right to form
associations, including trade unions. Parliament may, however, impose restrictions

based on securitv, public order, or morality grounds. The right of association is de-
limited by the Societies Act and by labor and education laws and regulations. In
practice. Communist labor unions are not permitted. The Trades Union Act author-
izes the formation of unions with broad rignts, albeit with some narrow restrictions,

such as prohibitions on the unionization of uniformed employees and of the holding
of union office by persons with criminal records. The national work force comprises
about 1.5 million workers, of whom some 225,000 are organized into 83 trade
unions. Some 74 of these unions, which represent about 98 percent of the unionized
workers, are afliliated with the National Trades Union Congress (NTUC), an um-
brella organization which has a loose relationship to the Government.
The NTUC unabashedly acknowledges that its interests are closely linked with

those of the ruling PAP. The second deputy Prime Minister, Ong Teng Cheong,
serves as NTUC Secretary General. Several NTUC oflicials are PAP M.P.'s. NTUC
policy prohibits unionists who actively support opposition parties from holding oflice

in afliuated unions. While the NTUC is financially independent of the PAP, with
income generated by NTUC-owned businesses, the NTUCf and PAP share the same
ideology.
Workers have the legal right to strike but rarely do so; the most recent strike took

place in 1986. The Government claims this is so due to, inter alia, cultural aversion
to confrontation, concern about maintaining Singapore's attractiveness to investors,
a labor shortage that has increased wages, and economic success that has allowed
employers to pay higher wages. Critics note that the PAP/NTUC nexus is also a sig-

nificant factor.

The NTUC is free to associate regionally and internationally.
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b. The Riaht to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Collective barKaining is a nor-
mal part oi management-labor relations, particularly in the manuiacturing sector.

However, the International Labor Organization (ILO) noted in 1992 that certain is-

sues are excluded by law from collective bargaining and that the industrial arbitra-

tion court has the power to refuse to register the collective bargaining agreement
of newly establishea enterprises in certain instances. On average, collective bargain-
ing agreements are renewed every 2 to 3 years. A National Wages Council (NWC)
bnngs business, labor, and government representatives together to establish guide-
lines for annual wage packages. Collective agreements negotiated between labor and
management generSlv follow the wage guidelines issued annually by the NWC. The
Industrial Relations Act makes it an oiiense to discriminate against anyone who is

or proposes to become a member or an officer of a trade union. The offense is pun-
ishable by a fine equivalent to $600 and/or a 12-month prison sentence. Labor laws
and regulations are enforced uniformly. There are no export-processing zones, nor
are special concessions given to Arms producing for export.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Under sections of Singapore's Des-
titute Persons Act, any indigent person may be required, subject to penal sanctions,

to reside in a welfare home and engage in suitable work. The ILO has criticized the
coercive terms of this act, which are not in compliance with the ILO Convention on
Forced Labor, ratified by Singapore in 1965. The Government maintains that work
is not mandatory for residents in welfare homes, but is intended to prepare people
for employment. In 1992 there were 1,360 residents in government-run welfare
homes, 609 of whom were engaged in work.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The Government enforces the Em-
ployment Act, which sets the minimum age for the employment of children at age
12. Children under age 14 must receive written permission from the Commissioner
for Labor if they wish to work in an "industrial undertaking." The number of such
applications was 11 in 1991 and 1 as of June 1992. The Commissioner for Labor
has never approved such applications, but the Government has chosen not to har-
monize its legislation with the requirements of the Convention on Minimum Age
(Industry), as recommended by the ILO. Industrial employers must notify the Min-
istry of L^bor within 30 days of hiring a child between the ages of 14 and 16. The
incidence of children taking up permanent employment is very low and abuses are
almost nonexistent.
Ministry of Labor regulations prohibit night employment of children and restrict

industrial work to no more than 7 hours a day. Children cannot work on commercial
vessels, with any live electrical apparatus lacking effective insulation, or in any un-
derground job. These laws and regulations are effectively enforced by the Ministry
of Labor.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Singapore has no minimum wage or unemploy-
ment compensation, but the labor market offers relatively high wages and good
working conditions. The Employment Act sets the standard legal workweek at 44
hours, and provides for 1 rest day each week. Laws and regiiJations establishing

working conditions are effectively enforced by the Ministry of Labor, as are com-
prehensive occupational safety and health laws. Enforcement procedures, coupled
with the promotion of educational and training programs, have reduced the fre-

quency ofjob-related accidents by a third over the past decade. The average severity

of occupational accidents has also been reduced.
Because of the domestic labor shortage, more than 250,000 foreign workers are

employed legally in Singapore, 16 percent of the total work force. Most are unskilled
laborers and household servants rrom other Asian countries. Foreign workers face

no legal wage discrimination; however, they are concentrated in low-wage, low-skill

{"obs. Some 50,000 foreign maids, mainly from the Philippines, Indonesia, and Sri

^anka, are employed in Singapore, and there have been complaints of abuse or poor

working conditions. The Government does not bar complainants from seeking legal

redress. Employers who have abused domestic servants have been fined or impris-

oned, often with great publicity. The Government acknowledged the problem of ille-

gal aliens working in Singapore by passing a law in 1989 imposing a caning penalty

on aliens who overstay in Singapore by more than 90 days. Parliament has passed
a law to impose a canmg sentence and fines on businessmen who employ more than
five workers illegally. No one has been caned under either law.

SOLOMON ISLANDS

Over 340,000 people occupy Solomon Islands, an archipelago stretching over 840
miles in the South Pacific and the second lai^est (after Papua New Guinea) of the
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Melanesian countries. Its government is based on a modified parliamentary system
consisting of a single-chamber legislative assembly of 38 members. Executive au-
thority lies with the Prime Minister and his Cabinet. The Prime Minister, elected
by a majority vote of Parliament, selects his own Cabinet. This system, adopted on
independence in 1978, accords with both Solomon Islands' experience and the Mela-
nesian tradition of leadership based upon individual achievement and political con-
sensus. Political legitimacy rests on direct election by secret ballot.

There have been three general elections since independence; the most recent, in

Februaiy 1989, resulted in the first government led by a single party since inde-
pendence. Following his resignation from the majority Peoples Alliance Party (PAP)
in October 1990 when it appeared he would be replaced as party head. Prime Min-
ister Solomon Mamaloni dismissed 5 of his 14 PAP Ministers and formed a coalition

government which has remained flrmly in power since that time. New general elec-

tions are scheduled for June 1993. The courts are independent and vigorously pro-

tect individual rights.

A police force of about 500 men is under civilian control. There are no other
armed forces.

Agriculture is the mainstay of the economy. About 85 percent of tihe population
engages to some extent in subsistence farming, obtaining food by root-gardening and
ilshing, and has little involvement in the cash economy. Improved prices for Solo-

mon Islands export conmiodities, combined with higher export volume and reduced
imports, resulted in a lower trade deficit and a modest balance of payments surplus
for 1992. However, fiscal and current account deficits persisted and the country's
weak economy, exacerbated by a population growth rate of 3.5 percent per year, en-
sured continued pressure on public and private resources.

Most basic individual rights are provided for in the Constitution, respected by the
authorities, and defended by the courts, but discrimination and violence against
women remain serious problems. There is a constitutionally provided Ombucuman
to look into and provide protection against improper or unlawful administrative
treatment.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—Political and other extrajudicial kill-

ing did not occur.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of political disappearance.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Torture is prohibited by law and not practiced.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.
—^There was no evidence of politically moti-

vated arrests. Exile is not practiced.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The judicial system is a blend of British and tradi-

tional systems. There is a high court plus magistrates' courts. Accused persons are

entitled to counsel. Provision is made for writs of habeas corpus under the law. It

is illegal to coerce statements. Violations of civil liberties are punishable by fines

and jail sentences.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—In addi-

tion to legal provisions, the traditional culture provides strong protection against

these types of abuses.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Constitutional provisions, an independent press,

and a functioning democratic political system combine to ensure that freedom of

speech and press are generally respected. There are two private weekly newspapers,
weekly and monthly national government newsletters, and one provincial govern-
ment weekly. The Solomon Islands Broadcasting Corporation (SlbC), an independ-
ent statutory agency, gives significant coverage to statements of opposition politi-

cians. There is no television, and the importation of satellite dishes is strictly con-

trolled. The Government and established churches are reluctant to permit the intro-

duction of television since they are concerned that foreign images of violence, sex,

and materialism could have a negative influence on the public.

In March SIBC's general manager began to screen reports on the Bougainville se-

cessionist movement prior to broadcast. The current affairs editor refused to submit
a report for advance approval and was therefore fired. The general manager ceased
reviewing reports on Bougainville shortly after the departure of the current affairs

editor.
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b. Freedom ofPeacefid Assembly and Association.—^The right of association is pro-
vided for in the Constitution and freely exercised. Demonstrators must obtain a per-
mit, but permits have never been denied on political grounds.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Freedom of religion is guaranteed by law. There are no
controls on the practice of religion, and there is no religious discrimination. Al-
thou^ Christianity is the predominant relision and a wide variety of Christian de-
nominations are represented, indigenous beliefs also continue to be practiced witii-

out restriction. Missionaries work without restrictions, but in March the Solomon
Islands Christian Association called on the Government to amend constitutional

guarantees to religious freedom to limit what it referred to as new church groups
and cults. To date, no action has been taken by the Government or Members of Par-
liament on this request.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^There are no le^al or administrative restrictions on freedom of move-
ment of Solomon Islands' citizens within or out of the country. Native-bom citizens

may not be deprived of citizenship on any grounds.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Citizens have the right to change their government through periodic free elec-

tions. Since independence, Solomon Islands has had three parliamentary elections

(the most recent in early 1989) and several elections for provincial and local coun-
cils. Besides the general elections, three additional changes of government were ac-

complished by votes of Parliament. Suffrage is universal over the age of 18.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation (rf^Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

While there are no restrictions on formation of local organizations to monitor and
report on human rights, none has been established to date.

lliere was one allegation by an outside human rights organization of human
rights violations in Solomon Islands. The Pacific Islands News Association and the
New Yoric-based Committee to Protect Journalists protested alleged censorship of

radio news reporting on the Bougainville secessionist movement and the dismissal
of a radio editor for refusing to submit to management censorship (see Section 2.a.).

The Office of tiie Prime Minister denied the allegation of censorship and refused to

ask SIBC to reinstate the editor.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Solomon Islands' society displays a high degree of tolerance. However, while the
law accords women equal legal rights, the traditional society, in which males are
dominant and women are seen in customary family roles, has hampered women
from taking more active roles in economic ana political life. Only one oi the 38 Mem-
bers of Paniament is female. None of the 15 ^vemment ministers ia female, and
only one of the 15 permanent secretary positions immediately below the rank of

minister in the ^vemment hierarchy is neld bjr a woman. A shortage of employ-
ment opportunities throughout the countiy has inhibited the entiy of women into

the worK force.

While actual statistical data are scarce, incidents of wife beating and abuse ap-

Eear to be common. In the rare cases that are reported, charges are often dropped

y the women before their court appearance or are settled out of court. Police are

reluctant to interfere in what they perceive as domestic disputes. In addition, many
of the laws benefiting women are in the British tradition and are viewed by many
Solomon Islanders as "foreign laws," not reflective of the customs and traditions of
Solomon Islands. The magistrate courts deal with physical abuse of women on the
basis of inherent common law powers and deal with it as they would any other as-

sault, altibout^ prosecutions are rare.

A national policy on women is currently being drafted by the Solomon Islands

Government. The unit responsible for drafting the policy statement was composed
of four female public servants and completed its work late in the year. Based on
this statement. Parliament passed the Amendment to the Affiliation, Maintenance,
and Separation Act on December 15, but details of the Amendment were not avail-

able at year's end.
The govermnent-supported National Council of Women is the principal women's

organization involved in trying to improve the status of women in society. Following
the resignation of its president upon her election as Solomon Islands' first female
Member of Parliament, the Council was without a president and suffered a leader-

ship vacuum for much of 1991 and 1992. While the Council continues to hold work-
shops and to conduct programs to train women in various skills to enhance their

selfK»nfidence and to strengthen their participation in the political and economic
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life of Solomon Islands, its efforts on the le^lative front seemed to have sladcened.
The process of legal and administrative review of the Council's proposed amendment
to the AfBUation, Maintenance, and Separation Law, pending since 1989, has yet
to be completed. The amendment would ensure that women who bring cases to court
are protected against harassment from husbands or members of husbands' families,

at home and in places of employment, and would ensure women's rights to chila
support and compensation. The completion of this process is required before the
amendment can be submitted to Parliament for consiaeration.
Indigenous Solomon Islanders are favored over naturalized citizens in the matter

of land ownership. Following his election in 1989, the new Prime Minister an-
nounced a policy restricting the employment of expatriate Freemasons in the civil

service, based on objections to what he perceived as Masonic ritualistic secrecy.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—Solomon Islands' law recognizes the right of workers
to organize, to choose their own representatives, to determine and pursue their own
views and policies, and to engage m political activities. Both public and private sec-

tor unions have the right to strike—a right they have often exercised. Both civil

servants and public school teachers successfully struck for wage increases in 1991.
In 1992 Public Health Service medical doctors were unsuccessful in gaining ap-
proval of their demands for improved benefits and working conditions. Following
protracted negotiations in which the Government refused to meet these demands,
the doctors resigned en masse. While some doctors returned to work with the Public
Health Service, the majority established themselves in private practice. The small
gercentage of workers actutuly involved in the wage economy means that employers
ave an ample supply of replacement workers if disputes are not resolved quickly.
Solomon Islands unions are free to affiliate internationally, and the largest trade

union, the Solomon Islands' National Union of Workers, is affiliated with the Com-
munist-dominated World Federation of Trade Unions.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The ri^t to collective bar-
l^aining is provided for by the Trade Disputes Act of 1981, and unions engage in
it frequently. Wages and conditions of employment are determined by collective bar-
gaining. Ifjdisputes between labor and management cannot be settled between the
two sides, the disputes are referred to the Trade Disputes Panel (TDP) for arbitra-

tion. The three-member TDP is made up of a chairman appointed by the judiciary,

a labor representative, and a business representative. The panel is independent and
neutral. In a labor-management dispute, either party may refer the dispute to the
panel for arbitration. While a dispute is before the panel for arbitration, labor is

prohibited from striking and management is prohibited from dismissing workers
who are partv to the dispute. Durmg arbitration, both public and private sector
workers may be legally required to return to work. A decision by the TDP is legally

binding but may be adjusted by the Government "in the interest of the economy,"
according to Section 8 of the Trade Disputes Act of 1981. Workers are protectedW
law against antiunion activity, and there are no areas where union activity is offi-

cially discouraged. Charaes of antiunion activity would be referred either to the
High Court or to the TDP for resolution. There are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced labor is prohibited by law,
except as part of a court sentence or order, and this prohibition is observed.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Ciald labor is forbidden for chil-

dren under the age of 12 except in the company of parents in light agricultural or
domestic work. Children under 15 are barred from work in industry or on ships;

those under age 18 cannot work undei^ground or in mines. The Labor Division of
the Ministry of Commerce, Trade, and Industry is charged with enforcing child labor
laws.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Provincial governments have the power to set

minimum wages. Although the minimum wage is supposed to be adjusted aimuaUy
to reflect changes in the retail price index, the present rate has been in place since
1988 based on the recommendation of the Minimum Wage Advisory Board and fol-

lowing approval by the Minister of Labor. While the minimum wage is small, it pro-
vides an adequate standard of living in areas outside the capital when supple-
mented by the subsistence farming and fishing practiced by most families. The cur-
rent legal minimum wage is not adequate to sustain a family of four in the capital

of Honiara. Since most of the population is dependent to some extent on the subsist-

ence economy, and as there is high unemployment and underemployment, workers
are readily available at this wage.
Labor laws regulate premium pay, sick leave, the right to paid vacations, and

other conditions of service. The stfindard workweek is 45 hours and limited to 6
days weekly. There are provisions for premium pay for overtime and holiday work
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as well as provisions for maternity leave. Both an active labor movement and an
independent judiciary ensure widespread enforcement of labor laws in major state
and private enteri)rises. The Conumssioner of Labor, the Public Prosecutor, and the
police are responsible for enforcement of labor law. However, they usually react to
charges of labor law violation rather than taking the initiative in monitoring adher-
ence to these laws. The extent to which the law is enforced in smaller establish-
ments and in the subsistence sector is unclear. There appear to be no safety and
health standards. Workers at construction sites are not required to wear protective
clothing or helmets. Malaria is endemic in the Solomon Islands and anects the
health of many employees. Agricultural workers with a high risk of contracting ma-
laria are not provided with malaria suppressants.

THAILAND

Thailand is a constitutional monarchv with an elected, democratic government.
The country's history has been marked by frequent military coups and powerful
military-bureaucratic influence over political life. The King exerts strong mformal
influence.

Until elections were held in March, the National Peacekeeping Council (NPKC),
installed bv the military after the 1991 coup, retained control of the Government.
The NPKC acted through a caretaker Government under Prime Minister Anan
Panyarachun, who was able to exercise some independence from the Council.

Parties that supported the military formed a coalition Government following the
March elections which were held under a new Constitution drawn up under NPKC
auspices. Unable to agree on a Prime Minister, the coalition turned to General
Suciiinda Khaprayun, who had masterminded the 1991 coup, although he was not
an elected Member of Parliament (M.P.) and had stated ne woula not serve as
Prime Minister.
The naming of Suchrnda led to prodemocracy protests in May, which were sup-

pressed by the military on the orders of the Supreme Military Commander with the
knowledge and consent of Prime Minister Sucninda. Excessive use of force by the
military led to at least 52 deaths. In addition, a non^vemmental organization
(NGO) reported that nearly 200 protesters remained missing at year's end. In a rare
case of direct intervention, the King called in both sides to resolve their diflerences
peacefully. Suchinda was forced to resign on May 24, and Anan again formed a care-
taker government.
New elections, held on September 13 and probably the freest and fairest in Thai-

land's history, gave power to an opposition coalition under civilian Prime Minister
Chuan Likphai, whicn took office on October 1. The Chuan administration has made
clear its strong commitment to upholding democratic rights. It has presented Par-
liament with speciflc proposals to extend the benefits of tne nation's robust economic
growth to all areas of the country.
Thai security services have wide-ranging legal powers, largely deriving from past

military administrations. However, foflowing the May events the sununaiy legal

power tissumed by the NPKC has been abrogated, the military leaders at the fore-

front of the crackdown have been moved to inactive positions, and crowd control au-
thority has been moved from the military to the police. There were again credible

reports of summary executions and physical abuse of detainees by police officers.

Prosecutions in such cases are infrequent and convictions rare.

Total military expenditures for 1989, the last year for which the U.S. Arms Con-
trol and Disarmament AgenQr conducted a detailed analysis, were $1,843,000,000.
It is anticipated that moderate real growth in defense spending will continue in the
near term. Militaiy expenditures for 1992 are expected to represent less than 3 per-

cent of the gross national product.
A middle-income developing country with a free enterprise economic system, Thai-

land continued to enjoy remarkable economic growth, among the hi^est in t^e
world. The Thai political system generally provides strong protection for individual

economic interests, including property rights. While the industrial sector is expand-
ing, the majority of the people live in rural areas where agriculture is the chief
source of livelihood. The Chuan Government has made improvement in rural in-

comes one of its top priorities and included rural development projects in its budget
bill to the Parliament.
With the recent restoration of democratic rule, Thai citizens enjoyed a wide range

of civil liberties under one of the most open and progressive governments in Thai
history. Freedom of the media was expanded when the second Anan administration

authorized in September the establishment of two privately owned television chan-

61-307 0-93-22
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nels, which will join the five channels under government control. Areas of human
ri^ts abuse in 1992 included instances of extrajudicial killing of criminal suspects

and abuse of prisoners by police and government failure to prosecute oflenders; legal

and societal discrimination against women; violence (including trafficking for pur-

poses of prostitution) against women and children, widespread child labor, and some
restrictions on freedoms of speech and press.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There continued to be credible re-

ports that police sometimes summarily executed criminal suspects, particularlv in

areas outside the capital with hi^ crime rates. Some officials assigned to these

areas acknowledge the practice, which they appear to r^ard as an unexceptionable

method of dealing with alleged habitual criminals. Credible reports indicate that

convicting police Hot summary executions is difficult, as evidence is often fabricated

and witnesses are intimidated or paid not to testify. Official statistics on the num-
ber of criminals and suspects killed by police in 1992 were unavailable. One reliable

nongovernmental source with access to court records put the number killed in the

noruieastem region alone at approximately 30 for the first half of the year.

The law allows personal suits against police officers for actions taken while mak-
ing arrests. However, due to flaws in the legal process, the threat of being sued does

not act as a deterrent. Prosecutors usually defend the accused officers and
rubberstamp police investigations that declare no wrongful death occurred. Judges
generally follow the prosecutors' recommendations. A blood relative of the deceased

can then sue, but the prosecution is handled by the same office—in some instances

by the same prosecutor—^that has already determined that no wrongful death oc-

curred. Such procedures rarely result in the officer involved being pumshed.
Of the two cases involving Burmese students of concern to the UJ»I. High Com-

missioner for Refugees (UNHCR) allegedly killed by Thai police in 1991, one was
still pending at yew's end after the court honored a UNHCR reauest for postpone-

ment. The other case involved allegations that Thai police had killed a student

whose body was found along the border in Kanchanaburi province on November 4,

1991. In 1992, after denying the UNHCR's request to assist in the investigation and
despite evidence presented oy the UNHCR to the contrary, the commission assigned

to investigate the chai^ges reported that the victim was not killed on Thai soil and
dropped the case.

Killings remained a feature of election campaigns in 1992. Hired gunmen killed

over 50 vote canvassers during the March and September election campaigns. Police

and Interior Ministiy officials generally deny these murders were politically moti-

vated, but informed observers believe that a majority of the canvassers' deaths oc-

curred either because they were too successful at garnering votes, or they took

money from more than one party and their duplicity was discovered, or they failed

to deliver the number of promised votes.

The Pattani United Liberation Organization (PULO), a Muslim separatist group,

claimed responsibility for a bombing in a train station in the southern commercial

hub of Hat Yai on August 13, which killed three people and wounded dozens more.

Two weeks later, police issued warrants for the arrest of four members of the group.

b. Disappearance.—Initial estimates of those missing following the suppression of

the May prodemocracy demonstrations ranged as high as 1,209. At year's end nearly

200 were still missing according to NGO figures. NGO's, the Ministry of the Inte-

rior, and police officials have cooperated since May to account for the missing. A
parUamentary subcommittee devoted entirely to investigating missing persons ex-

amined several locations purported to be mass grave sites without finding anything.

The subcommittee has been generally credited with having conducted an impartial

investigation. NGO's remained active at year's end in developing files on those per-

sons still missing in the hopes of being able to determine their fates.

One prominent case of disappearance, that of labor leader Thanong Po-An, re-

mained unresolved as of October. A government-appointed committee reported on

August 31 that a thorough investigation had found no evidence that Thanong was
still alive but offered no nirther explanations. Thanong, President of the Labor Con-
gress of Thailand, disappeared shortly after the 1991 coup.

In an April incident at the Site Eight displaced persons' camp, eight Cambodian
residents suspected of violent crimes in the camps and in neighboring Thai villages

were turned over to local Thai police by the Thai Displaced Persons Protection Unit

(DPPU) and subsequently disappeared. The UNHCR and the DPPU both have re-

quested an accounting of the eight prisoners from Thai police officials, which had
not been provided by year's end.
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c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Although Thailand's Criminal Code forbids cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment
or punishment, there continue to be many credible reports of police beatmgs of pris-
oners and detainees. The Government has done little to address the problem.

International observers note that conditions at the Suan Phlu Inunigration Deten-
tion Center constitute cruel and unusual punishment, with extreme overcrowding
and lack of medical care. Detainees are also held for eidended periods without being
allowed to leave their cells or exercise.
Government treatment of Cambodian displaced persons in camps along the Thai-

Cambodian border, a subject of concern in previous years, was good in 1992. Thai-
land has earned widespread international recognition for serving as a first asylum
countiy for more than a million Indochinese refugees during the past 17 years.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Thailand's Crinomal and Penal Codes are
based laiigely on Western European models. Except in cases of crimes in progress,
arrest warrants are generallv reauired but are issued by Uie police rather than the
courts. Specific chaises must be Drought against detainees within 48 hours, but po-
lice have the authority to extend the period to 7 days if required to complete an
investigation. Detainees do not have the right to have their lawyers present during
questioning.
There is a functioning bail system, but there have been unsubstantiated reports

that police have refused to allow detained persons to cobtact relatives after arrest,
thus effectively denying them bail. The only legal basis for detention without spe-
cific chaiiges for long periods (up to 480 days) is the Anti-Communist Activities Act.
No one has been detamed under the Act's provisions since 1984.

In what many legal authorities say was an unconstitutiond act, police arrested
one of the leaders of the May prodemocracy demonstrations, mP. Chamlong
Simuang. He was arrested while Parliament was in session, without the parliamen-
tary consent stipulated in the constitution in effect at the time.
During the May 17-20 protests, the militaiy and police forces took into custody

and detained over 3,500 people, including onlookers and some 500 children. Wit-
nesses reported that many were initially treated very roughly, including beatings.
Almost all of the detainees were released within 1 or 2 days, and very few were
actuaUy charged.
On May 23, the Government granted amnesty to protesters and troops who may

have committed illegal actions during the 4-day protest period. On October 8, the
newly elected Parliament voted overwhelmingly to reject the anmesty decree, but on
November 9 the Constitutional Tribunal ruled that the anmesty would remain in
effect nonetheless. At year's end, NGO attorneys planned to assist relatives of the
May victims in bringing suit against the military despite the ruling.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The Thai legal system provides for the presump-
tion of innocence and access to courts or administrative bodies to seek redress. The
civilian judicial system includes three levels of courts: courts of first instance, courts
of appeal, and the Supreme Court. A sepeirate militaiy court system tries cases in
which the accused are militaiy personnel, cases involving threats to the royal fam-
ily, and security-related cases brought to trial during periods of martial law. Ordi-
narv courts may be designated to sit as military courts for the purpose of hearing
such cases, the last of wnich was the so-called Yasathon case in 1991 (see Section
2.b.). A serious flaw in providing due process rights is the lack of appeal from deci-
sions of a military court. Separate Islamic courts are permitted to hear certain civil

cases involving members of the country's Muslim minority.
Trials for misdemeanors are decided by a single judge, or by at least two judges

in more serious cases, in courts of first instance, and by a panel of judges at me
appellate level. The courts have been relatively indepenaent of external pressures.
While most trials are public, the court may order a trial be closed. This is most often
done in cases touching on religious sensitivities, foreign policy matters, or the royal
family. Defendants tried in ordinary criminal courts enjoy a broad range of legal
ri^ts. Although they have no right to counsel during the investigative phase of
their cases, detainees are granted access to a lawyer of their own choosing before
and during the trial. A government program provides free legal advice to the poor,
but indigent defendants are not automatically provided with counsel at public ex-
pense. Most free leg^ aid comes from private groups, including the Thai Lawyers'
Association and the Thai Women Lawyers' Association.

Court proceedings continued in the cases of four persons, described officially as
political prisoners, who were arrested in Pattani in 1990.
The trial of 14 members of a self-styled "revolutionary council" arrested in 1989

on charges of sedition ended in the acquittal of all defendants in 1992.
The trials of two former members of the outlawed Communist Party of Thailand

indicted in 1991 on diarges of having joined in a 1982 plot to assassinate the
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Queen, the Prime Minister, and the army commander continued. The attorney de-

fending the two resigned aner his request for a copy of witness statements was de-

nied on grounds that the hearings were "closed door." There has been no further
action tt&en in the case against former Chatchai government minister Chaloem
Yubamrung allying he paid the two defendants to he about the case. He remains
free on bail and won a seat in the September 13 parliamentary elections.

Of the 25 former officials of the Chatchai government found guilty of being "Hin-

usually wealthy* by an NFKC-appointed committee in 1991, 15 nad been acquitted

by March. The remaining cases were being appetded to the Supreme Court at year's

end.
A struggle between the Judiciaiy Commission and the Justice Minister, begun in

1991 over the appointment of the Supreme Court President, continued until Prime
Minister Anan attempted to solve the problem by using an emergency decree to

form a new commission. The new Parliament rejected the widely criticized decree
in October, and the Judiciary Conunission's candidate was approved in early Decem-
ber.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The law
requires that police possess a search warrant prior to entering a home without the
owner's consent. However, search warrants are issued by the police and are not sub-
ject to prior judicial review. There have been credible reports that officers some-
times endorse warrants in advance and then allow their noncommissioned subordi-

nates to apply them as needed. The Anti-Communist Activities Act allows officials

engaged in "Communist suppression operations" to conduct searches without war-
rants, but these powers rarely have be^n invoked in recent years and were not in-

voked in 1992.
Thai society is essentially an open and toleremt one where membership in political

organizations is voluntary, and the unmonitored exchange of ideas is generally per-

mitted. In recent years, however, it has been widely assumed that security services

engage in surreptitious monitoring of persons espousing leftist or controversial

views. During the May demonstrations, credible sources reported a significantly

stepped up monitoring efibrt aimed at those suspected of harboring views in opposi-

tion to the military leadership.
In July the caretaker Government scrapped a reforestation project launched by

the military in 1991 which called for large scale forced resettlement of farm families

all over the country. The abrogation of the resettlement plan did not immediatelv
solve the problem of some affected villagers. In late September, many who had al-

ready been evicted complained that they could not return to their original villages

as provided for in the July 3 Cabinet resolution because people from other villages

haa occupied their property while they were away.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^While Thai citizens generally eiyoy a substan-
tial measure of freedom of speech, several laws place limits on this freedom. The
principal legal restrictions are prohibitions on defaming, insulting, or threatening
the king, queen, heir apparent, or recent (lese majeste); defaming the character of

other persons; advocating a Commumst system oi government; and speaking in a
manner likely to incite msturbances, threaten national security, or insult reugion.

In addition to the four Shiite Muslims charged with lese majeste in 1990 (see Sec-

tion l.e.), the office of the Supreme Attorney in August ordered social critic and aca-

demic Sulak Sivaraksa to be prosecuted on the same charge. Sulak remained
abroad, where he fled following the issuance of a warrant for his arrest in 1991,
until lus voluntary return in mid-December. In the only case involving charges of

lese maieste in 19i92, a Canadian citizen was arrested in a Bangkok restaurant in

March for allegedly making dispara^ng remarks about a member of the royal fam-
ily. Police detained the accused without bail until November, then released her
when the charge was dropped.
Thai governments generally permit criticism of their policies. Though prominent

critics have on occasion been targets of violence by mysterious assailants, no such
incidents occurred in 1992. The privately owned press practices self-censorship. It

is particularly cautious about criticism of the monarchy and, to a lesser degree, the
military and the Buddhist hierarchy.

In early 1992, a furor erupted in the press over changes to the Civil and Commer-
cial Codes which would have resulted in a minimum fine of $160,000 for conviction

in a defamation case.

The Government admitted the new law was a mistake and withdrew it.

There were several attempts, at time successful, sharply to curtail freedom of the
press during the May protests. All newspapers were prohibited from printing docu-

ments threatening national security or disturbing public law and order. The Eng-
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lish-language dailjr Ban^ok Post went to press with large blank spaces in place of
articles and editorials that its editors said could be deemed to violate the order. On
May 20, police personnel censored the front page of the International Herald Trib-
une before it was distributed, using a felt-tipped pen on every copy to black out an
article critical of the military's involvement in the Thai economy, whUe leaving in-
tact two other items pertaining directly to the demonstrations.
The order was largely ignored by the other English language paper. The Nation,

and by two Thai-language dailies, Manager and Forefront. As a result, the police
Director General on May 21 signed an oraer closing the papers, only to rescind the
order a few hours later. By May 22, the print media had resumed normal coverage.

In the past, there have been a number of cases of joumsdists being murdered, par-
ticularly in rural areeis, either to suppress or to retaliate for their reporting. Such
killings appear to have become less frequent in recent years, and there were no such
cases in 1992. However, during the May violence, 31 reporters woiking for both
Thai and English language newspapers were ii^ured, some seriously, by soldiers or
police.

Thai sovemments have maintained significantly tighter control over the electronic
media than they have over the press. Radio stations are government licensed and
operated by government, military, and private entities as commercial enterprises.
Tney are required to broadcast government-produced newscasts four times daily and
a military-produced commentary once a day, but are free to originate other news
and conmientary.

In September the Government authorized the establishment of two new, privately
owned television channels in what was seen as an important expansion of freedom
of the press. Of the existing five national television cnannels, two are run by the
army and three by the Government. News coverage on these stations is sometimes
biased, and progranmiing about controversial subjects and persons continues to be
barred or subject to censorship.
By all accounts, freedom oi* the press for the broadcast media reached its nadir

dunng the May events. All five television channels were severely criticized by the
public for presenting only the Government's view of events as they unfolded. Some
said that tne media actually worsened the situation at the scene of the violence be-
cause coverage was so obviously one-sided that many people went there just to see
for themselves what was happening. Radio coverage dunng the disturbances was
equally poor. Local stations failed to provide unbiased coverage of the events, while
one station set up solely to provide traffic information turned into another propa-
ganda channel for the Government.

Representatives of the Thai film industry complain with justification that the film
censorship board, composed largely of police officers, re^larly deletes all references
in films to a number of topics deemed politically sensitive. Among the topics sub-
jected to such censorship are police corruption, misconduct by meim>ers of the Bud-
dhist clergy, and the 1973 student uprising.

Thai domestic publications continued to present a wide range of political and so-

cial commentary in 1992. Unless critical of the royal family or the monarchy, foreign

and domestic books normally are not censored and are permitted to circulate freely.

The 1941 Press Law empowers the police Director General to prohibit the import
of printed matter deemed dangerous to pubUc order and morals. The police director

publishes a list of books barred from import in the "Royal Gazette" each year. While
the list mainlv consists of literature widely regarded as pornographic, it also con-

tains books which have been banned for many years because they were written by
Communist authors. The Government imposed no new permanent or temporary
bans on the import of foreign publications during 1992, and the last case of a forei^
publication being barred from import occurred in 1989. Academic and technical ht-

erature continued to circulate freely.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—While the Thai legal system
generally recognizes the right to peaceful assembly, in practice government officials

at times act to restrict this right. Official intolerance of public demonstrations ap-
pears highest in rural areas, particularly in the northeast of the country. Residents
of these areas who stage peaceful public protests are sometimes charged under the
Penal Code with inciting unrest and assembly of 10 or more persons with intent to

commit violence. There were three such cases in 1991 and one in 1992.

On May 17-20, military forces, under a "destroy the enemy" order issued hy the

Supreme Commander of the armed forces with the knowledge and consent of Prime
Minister Suchinda, used excessive force to suppress prodemocracy demonstrations
in Ban^ok which involved about 100,000 demonstrators. At least 52 demonstrators
were killed and over 700 injured in the indiscriminate use of force by the military,

which included unprovoked beatings of demonstrators and others. At year's end,

nearly 200 remained missing, according to NGO figures. Over 3,500 were arrested



for violating an emergency ban on "abnormal" gatherings of over 10 people, though
they were soon released under an amnesty that applied both to demonstrators and
security forces.

After a series of peaceful demonstrations, violence flared when demonstrators
started throwing rocks after police turned water camion on them, and subsequently
quickly escalated. Unconfirmed reports immediately after the event stated that
agents provocateurs" had been planted among the demonstrators to provoke vio-

lence.

In an impartial report, a government commission investigating the tragedy,
placed blame on both sides. To prevent a recurrence of such excessive use of loroe.

Prime Minister Anan, installed after the violence, removed authority for crowd con-
trol from the military and placed it in the hands of the police. His administration
also recommended the police train special units for crowd control. In NoveiiQ>er the
Chuan administration lollowed up by passing two related bills throu^ the House

—

one requiring the Defense Ministry to seek Cabinet consent before using troops to
suppress public unrest, the other abrogating the Internal Peacekeeping Directorate
Ad; of 1976. At year's end the Senate, approximately 80 percent of which was in-

stalled by the NFKC in 1991, had appointed a committee to study for 30 days the
measure revoking the peacekeeping act, effectively delaying its passage until Par-
liament reopens in May 1993.
The Government has not interfered with peaceful public gatherings subsequent to

the May violence. Permits are not required for meetings or gatherings, except when
they are held on public property.

Forty-three residents of Yasothon province, who had been arrested in March 1991
on several counts including assembly of 10 or more persons with intent to commit
violence, were released. The leader of the group was later elected to Parliament on
September 13.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Freedom of religion is generally practiced and protected
by law and custom. The de facto state religion is Theravada Buddhism, but other
faiths are not restricted. Religious publishing, regardless of faith, is allowed. For-
eiga clergy are permitted to preach ireely, altnou^ there are limits on the number
ofioreign missionaries admitted.
There are no restrictions on religious ceremonies or instruction, or on conversions

from one faith to another, but members of minority religious movements have on
occasion been subjected to legal action. One example of this has been the two ongo-
ing trials (begun m 1990) of Phra Potirak, leader of a dissident Buddhist sect, and
his followers, who have been accused of violating the law governing the Buddhist
ecclesiastical hierarchy and impersonating Buddhist monks or nuns. Phra Potirak
and his followers remain free on bail and have continued their religious practices.

Like other private associations, religious groups are generally required to register
with the Grovemment. Since the 1970 s, in an effort to limit the number of separate
registrations by Christian denominations, the Government has required most Chris-
tian church bodies to join one of five umbrella groups. Fixed numbers of work per-
mits for missionaries and church workers are allocated to each umbrella group.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints has been applying to the Govern-

ment unsuccessfully for independent registration for a number of years. Thai offi-

cials have noted that, because of domestic sensitivities, no new religious denomina-
tion has been registered since the early 1960*s. The oflicials have suggested that the
Church join one of the existing umbrella groups if it desires registration. Under a
longstanding tacit agreement, the Government allowed Mormon missionaries to

enter the country on tourist visas. In August 1992, the Government accorded the
Church a quota of 100 visas for its missionaries, along with permission for Mormon
missionaries to renew their visas in country.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emi^ation, and Re-
patriation.—Longstanding restrictions on the travel and place of residence of certain
Chinese and Vietnamese aliens living in Thailand remained in place in 1992. The
right of citizens to change their residence or workplace was unabridged. Travel was
restricted in certain border areas where foreign or vestigial domestic insurgent
groups remain active.

At the time of the May demonstrations, the Government ordered a ban on foreign
travel by a total of 17 opposition figures, including current Interior Minister General
Chawaht Yongchaiyut, current MIP. Major Gen. Chamlong Simuang, and current
Foreign Minister FVasong Soonsiri. The ban ended when the amnesty decree went
into effect.

Passport applications by single Thai women and children under the age of 14
must be approved by the Department of Public Welfare. In addition, a 1985 statute
criticized oy some women's rights advocates requires that female passport appli-

cants under age 36 sit through a series of intendews regarding their employment
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records and finances. These provisions are intended to prevent the export of diUdren
for sale and women for purposes of prostitution.

The Government has not revoked citizenship for political reasons.

While not a party to international conventions on the status of refugees, Thailand
has acted in the spirit of those agreements by providing first asylum to over 1 mil-

lion people fivm Laos, Cambodia, and Vietnam since 1975, including about 350,000
Cambodian displaced persons in camps along the Thai-Cambodian border. Repatri-

ation to Cambodia of this population under the auspices of the UNHCR began on
March 30, 1992. By yeai's end more than half had been repatriated under UNHCR
auspices.

lliailand continues to provide first asylum to Vietnamese and Lao asylum seekers

and to process them in accordance witii the Comprehensive Plan of Action (CPA)
agreed to in Geneva in 1989. There were no reports of any pushofis of Vietnamese
asylum seekers in 1992. While there were isolated reports or pushbacks of Lao asy-

lum seekers by Thai government officials in 1992, Lao asylum seekers in Thailand
continue to be screened under provisions of the CPA to determine their eligibility

for refugee status. Thailand has announced that all Lao camps are to be closed by
1995 and continues to cooperate with the UNHCR and Laos in a trilateral program
to manage the voluntary repatriation of certain Lao asylum seekers.

Officii Thai policy since April 1, 1989, has designated Burmese asylum seekers

in Thailand as illegal immigrants subject to deportation. Nevertheless, few students
or dissidents have been subject to deportation. In late March, the MOI announced
that all Burmese students would be required to register for a safe area, an open
facility in Ratchaburi province to be administered by the Ministry of Interior with
the assistance ofNGO s. Burmese students and dissidents held in detention for ille-

gal entry were registered and released. Overall, approximately 600 of the more than
2,000 asylum seekers "of concern" to the UNHCR registered for the safe area and
received cards that provided them protection from arrest for immigration violations.

The MOI recomized 376 of them as students and 220 as political dissidents; 11
were rejected. Burmese students strongly oppose plans for a safe area. The Thai
Government has not announced a formal policy towards nonstudent Burmese politi-

cal dissidents. The MOI has stated that Burmese students who do not register for

the safe area will be subject to detention.
Approximately 2,500 Burmese students live in camps along the Thai-Burma bor-

der, along with some 65,000 members of Burmese ethnic minorities. The Thai Gov-
ernment permitted voluntary agencies to increase their food and medicine assist-

ance programs along the border in 1992 in response to the influx of 10,000 new ar-

rivals fleeing fighting in Burma.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The military, either through undue influence or outright coups, has often denied
the Thai people the ri^t to change their Government. Ine year began with a care-

taker Government installed under military auspices. Procedurally correct elections

were held in March under a new Constitution, the drafting of which was heavilv
influenced by the military. As noted earlier in this report, prodemocracy Thais took
to the streets of Bangkok in May to protest continued military influence in the polit-

ical process, resulting ultimately in another caretaker Government and new, demo-
cratic elections September 13.

The military declared it would stand aside in the September elections and hon-
ored its commitment. The election resulted in a victory for the civilian political par-

ties that had led the May demonstrations and the formation of a coalition Govern-
ment under the widely respected Chuan Likphai, leader of the Democrat Party,

which had the largest number of M.P.'s in the new Parliament. While future inter-

vention in politics Dv the military cannot be ruled out, representative democracy ap-

pears more secure than heretofore.

Women are underrepresented in national politics and high government positions

but play prominent roles in most other sectors of Thai society. In late December
1992, the Department of Local Administration formally recommended the abolition

of civil service commission regulations that bar women from becoming deputy dis-

trict officers, a key position in Thailand's highly centralized system of local adminis-
tration. Prime Minister Chuan has also gone on record as supporting this change.
If this recommendation is approved, the change would open tne door to women to

hold more powerful positions, including those of district officer and provincial gov-

ernor. Female military and police ofiicers are barred from service academies and the
military command and general staff college, efTectively limiting them to the rank of

colonel or below.
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Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Thai human rifihts organizations have had some success in specific areas, includ-
ing pressing the Government to address abuses in child labor practices and in pris-

ons. Althou^ government ofiicials are generally willing to talk to these groups, it

is not uncommon for them to encounter official suspicion or even hostility, particu-

larly when woriting in rund areas.
In 1992 local human ri^ts organizations were credited with helping to bring

about changes in the Constitution, nationality law, acquired immunoaeflciency pol-

icy, and the land resettlement project. Their most obvious success was in pressing
the Government to account for the hundreds of people missing after the May dem-
onstrations.

International human ri^ts NOG'S have not been impeded from coining to Thai-
land for their investigations, including of the May demonstrations and the Burmese
refugee situation.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Thailand has made considerable prcK^ss in integrating its minorities, but some
Eroblems remain. Fewer than half of the estimated 500,000 to 700,000 members of

ill tribes are believed to possess documentation as Thai citizens, a lack which pre-
vents their participation in the political process. Advocates consistently cite the dif-

ficulties faced by many hill tribe members in obtaining Thai citizenship as the pri-

mary obstacle to their successful integration into societv. In addition, credible
sources report many hill tribe members have been subjected to deportation or reset-

tlement efiorts, often without r^ard to how long they have resided in Thailand.
Muslims are a significant minority and represent a majority in four of Thailand's

southernmost provinces bordering Malaysia. The Government has targeted develop-
ment efforts and attempted to expand educational opportunities in order to inte-

grate Thai Muslims into Thai society. However, although there are no de jure re-

strictions on their participation in the political process, Muslims remain
underrepresented in the professions, and in higher education, primarily because of
the effects of lower educational achievement. Some resentment of Muslims has been
expressed by non-Muslims because of a longstanding government policy waiving col-

lege entrance exam reauirements for Muslim students.
The community of Vietnamese which fled Indochina in the 1940's and 1950's to

northeastern Thailand lives under a set of laws and regulations restricting its mem-
bers' movements, residences, education and occupations. Since 1980, these Vietnam-
ese have even b^n foi-bidden to buy new cars. Some of these restrictions, however,
are laxly enforced. Those bom in Vietnam are not eligible for Thai citizenship under
Thai law. Althoudti 20,000 to 34,000 Thai-bom descendants of this community have
been eligible for Thai citizenship since 1991, informed sources report local and pro-
vincial level administrative officials have been slow to implement the new policy.

Women ^nerally have eqpial legal ri^ts in Thailand, with specific guarantees of
equality with men in the areas of matrimonial property, the nght to choose habi-
tation and employment, and child custody. There has been a national commission
on women's affairs since 1991. However, legal inequality remains in the area of di-

vorce rights. Whereas a man may sue for mvoroe on the grounds that his wife has
committed adultery, a woman under similar circumstances faces the additional legal

burden of proving her husband has maintained or honored another woman in a
manner equal to his wife.

In an important step, amendments to the Thai Nationality Act of 1965 were
passed in 1992, extending for the first time Thai nationality to persons bom of Thai
mothers or fathers whether in Thailand or outside of the kingdom. This removed
a longstanding bar against the acquisition of Thai nationality at birth to children
of Thai mothers and non-Thai fathers. However, persons who obtain Thai national-
ity at birth, whether in Thailand or abroad, and whose fathers (not mothers) are
not Thai citizens, must declare their intended nationality within 1 year of their 20th
birthday.
Though no Thai law specifically addresses violence within the family, the Crimi-

nal Code's provisions on assault and abuse make both wife beating and child abuse
a crime. A report released this year, however, states that 50 percent of Thai women
living in slums have suffered beatings at the hands of their husbands. Reliable data
on the overall extent of abuse of women and children are not available. However,
those with extensive experience in the field believe family violence is prevalent
across all social classes and the number of such cases is rising. Women's rights

groups have set up a hotline for victims of wife abuse and shelters for abused
women and children. While Thai governments have denounced physical abuse of
women and children, law enforcement in this area has not been vigorous.

J
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Thai law provides no means to intervene short of criminal prosecution of the abu-
sive spouse or parent. Rules of evidence often make prosecuting such cases difllcult,

especially when the victims are children. For a combination of these reasons and
ingrained cultural attitudes, which tend to be tolerant of male prerogatives, police
are often reluctant to pursue such cases. Within their limited resources, private
women's and children's rights groups provide shelter to victims of abuse who come
to their attention and ably assist them in pursuing legal action. Laws on rape and
abandonment also provide for harsher penalties when uie victim is a child.

Prostitution is acknowledged within Thailand as one of the countiys most trou-
bling social problems. Estimates of the numbers of women and diildren engaged in
prostitution vaiy widely. While a 1990 Public Health. Ministry survey placed the
number at 86,000, most other sources agree the number exceeds 100,000, and some
place it as high as 1 million. In 1992 a national physicians group estimated the
number of child prostitutes under 16 alone to be approximately 800,000.
Women engaged in prostitution typically come from relatively poor rural areas,

particularly those in the country's northern region. With scant economic opportuni-
ties in their home villages, many turn to working as prostitutes in urban areas as
a way to fulfill their familial obugations as well as to obtain the material fruits of
industrial society. Procurers often advance the parents of young women a substan-
tial sum against their future earnings, money tnat frequently goes to pay off debts
or to build a new house. The women are then obligated to woric in a orothel for a
fixed period of time in order to pay back the loan. In public discussions of prostitu-
tion, parents who accept money under such conditions are often described as having
"sold their daughters for such and such a sum.

It is not known what percentage of these women are being forced into prostitution
against their will. Human rights monitors believe that the majority of the women
who engage in prostitution are not kept under physical constramt. There are, how-
ever, numerous cases of women and female children being forced or tricked into
working as prostitutes and being held as virtual captives by orothel operators. Infor-
mation from well-informed sources confirmed by police arrest reports also describes
a disturbing recent trend toward increasing trafllcking in women from hill tribe mi-
norities ana neighboring countries. Some brothel operators reportedly favor such
women because they may be obtained more cheaply, and their inability to speak
Thai makes them easier to control.

There have also been a number of well-documented cases in which local networks
trafllcking in women "exported" prostitutes to such countries as Germany and
Japan.

Despite occasional high profile raids on brothels, overall, laws against prostitution
have not been enforced. Senior government officials themselves have cited corrup-
tion as a major factor in police willingness to turn a blind eye to the problem. Reli-
able sources report police can earn $120-$200 per month in protection fees. Prime
Minister Chuan in November convoked a large assembly of civil servants, police,

and the military to impress upon them his determination to end child prostitution
and exploitation of child labor. A number of proposals to attack the problem are now
receiving new currency. These include increased rural development as a way of at-
tacking the poverty which drives women and children into prostitution and extend-
ing compulsory education from 6 to 9 years.
Human rights groups see as disturbing a recent trend in which police ofllcers sin-

de out "teahouse workers" for AIDS testmg even though there is no basis in current
Thai law for doing so. While activists recognize that AIDS is an ui^ent problem
which already affects a significant portion of the Thai population, they argue that
the action is discriminatory in that it tests the woman wno contracted the human
inmiunodeficiency virus while on the job but not the man who gave it to her. In
early 1992, the caretaker Government approved consideration of a bill which would
have decriminalized prostitution by persons over 18 who underwent regular health
checkups. Faced with fierce opposition from women's rights groups who wanted to

see health requirements or sanctions on male customers and stifTer penalties on
brothel owners and procurers, and from conservative religious groups, the bill was
never brought to a vote.

Women are well represented in the labor force and are becoming increasingly so
in professional positions, particularly those in the commercial sector. They are not
barred legally from positions traditionally held by men except for a limited number
of occupations deemed to pose excessive physical hazards. Government regulations
require employers to fix the same wages and benefits for similar work whether the
worker is male or female. Discriminatory practices persist, however. State-owned
Thai Airways, for example, requires female flight attendants to retire or accept
transfer to a ground job at age 45. No such requirement exists for male employees.
Women continue to he concentrated in traditionally lower paid jobs, and there is a
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significant gap between average salaries earned by men and women, althou^ no
accurate statistics are available on this gap, whidi appears to be narrowing In
rural areas, sexual stereotypes are more pronounced with respect to social roles.

These barriers are being modified as mass communications bring new role models
to even the most remote conmiunities.

In 1992 the Constitution was amended to permit deaf and mute persons to vote

for the first time in histoi^. Also, after a 10-year efibrt by Thailanas disabled, the
Government passed the disabled rehabilitation bill which went into effect in May
1992. It provides a work quota system under which private companies are given tax
and other incentives to employ the disabled. After criticism that the newly enfran-
chised disabled were discriminated Eigainst by poll workers during the March elec-

tions, the Local Adroiaistration Department ordered the election mvision to provide
aid to disabled voters during the September election.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—^Thailand's basic labor law is the Labor Relations Act
of 1975, whidi now applies only to the private sector. Until April 1991, the Act had
also applied to workers in state-owned enterprises. As amended, the 1975 Act ex-

tends to private sector employees only the right to form and join unions or employee
associations of their own choosing without prior authorization; to decide on the con-

stitutions and rules of these associations and unions; to express their views without
government or employer interference; to confederate with other unions; to receive

protection from discrimination, dissolution, suspension, or termination by any out-

side authority because of union activities; and to have employee representation in

direct negotiations with employers. However, no law explicitly protects workers from
discrimination due to their participation in organizing new unions which have not
yet been oflicially registered. The 1975 Act specifically withholds from government
workers the right to form unions. Nonetheless, civil servants may and do form "em-
ployee associations," which are influential in determining salary scales, benefits,

and conditions of employment.
In April 1991, the military-appointed National Legislative Assembly amended the

1975 Act to exempt state enterprise workers, and enacted a State Enterprise Labor
Relations Act (SELRA), which dissolved unions in this sector. In place of unions,
workers in each state enterprise may form a single "association" after at least 30
percent of the enterprise's employees have submitted a petition to the Department
of Labor to register their association. These bodies may submit employee grievances
to management and negotiate benefits, but not wages. Associations do not have the

right to confederate or to join private sector federations. A number of associations

have maintained the affiliations their predecessor unions had with international

labor organizations.

The amended Act, like the 1975 Act, denies all state enterprise workers the right

to strike. In the past, public sector unions circumvented this prohibition by holding
"extraordinary meetings" which took workers off the job for days at a time. The
amended Act requires associations to hold general meetings only on weekends and
holidays. The law requires that a m^ority of private sector union members aoprove
strikes in a secret ballot. Also, the Department of Labor must now certiiy advisors

selected by private unions to represent them, which in practice weakens their ability

to organize and to bargain collectively.

In November 1991, the International Labor Organization (ILO) strongly criticized

the SELRA. The ILO faulted it for dissolving unions, transferring their assets, limit-

ing the number of associations which may be formed in each state enterprise, set-

ting unusually high minimum membership requirements for associations, denying
associations the right to affiliate with private sector unions, and completely forbid-

ding strikes in state enterprises. The ILO recommended that the Government re-

scind the law.
The Chuan administration has promised to amend the SELRA. In December the

Ministry of the Interior began drafting proposed amendments to it. The Minister

asked state enterprise labor leaders to propose changes they thought necessary. It

was not clear what amendments the Ministry would propose or when the Cabinet

would approve the changes for submission to Parliament.
With respect to the private sector, under the 1975 Act the Government has the

authority "to restrict the right to strike whenever a strike would afiect national se-

curity or cause severe negative repercussions for the population at large." However,
the Government seldom uses this provision and did not do so in 1992. Thai labor

law also forbids strikes in "essentieu services," defined mudi more broadly than the

ILO standard. Since a period of social unrest in the mid-1970's, Thailand has aver-

aged fewer than 10 stnkes a year. However, in the summer of 1992 more than a

dozen wildcat strikes occurred in nonunionized factories in an industrial area close
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to Baiu^ok. Even before the dissolution of state enterprise unions, less than 3 per-
cent of the total work force, or about 12 percent of the industrial work force, was
unionized. Almost 60 percent of the work force is employed in the largely unoiva-
nized agricultural sector. Factors discouraging the growth of organized labor are uie
antiunion sentiment and paternalistic approach of employers, the Thai pireference

to avoid face-to-face confrontation, and a provision of Thai labor law permitting the
formation of private sector labor unions with as few as 10 members. This provision
has resulted in a proliferation of small, weak unions—about 700—grouped into 7 na-
tional federations.
The only verified incident of violence against Thai unionists solely due to their

union activities occurred in December, when some militaiy policemen roughed up
workers at a factory to dissuade them from striking. Also, a number of those killed

and missing in May were members of unions and state enterprise associations tak-
ing part in the demonstrations. In addition, one of the leaoers of the democracy
movement threatened with arrest by the short-lived Suchinda Government following
the May shootings was Somsak Kosaisuk, a leading unionist. The June 1991 dis-

appearance of Thanong Podhiam remains unsolved (see Section l.b.).

Private unions generally operate independently of the Government and other out-
side organizations. The 1975 Act encourages this policy by exempting union ofiicials

from prosecution in pursuing the interests of their foUowers "provi&d that the ac-

tivity does not involve politics." Unions are free to associate internationally with
other trade union organizations and they maintain a wide variety of such affili-

ations.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The right to oiganize and
baigain collectively is recognized for Thai private sector workers under the 1975
Labor Relations Act which defined the mechanisms for such negotiations and for

government-assisted conciliation and arbitration in cases under dispute. Under the
1991 SELRA, associations may negotiate working conditions, but not wages, with
a government-dominated labor relations committee in each enterprise. (The Cabinet
decides state enterprise wages based on recommendations of the overall State En-
terprise Labor Relations Committee.) A ^stem of labor courts created in 1980 exer-
cises judicial review over most aspects of labor law for the private sector. However,
when Thai courts determine that a worker has been unjustly dismissed, they usu-
ally order severance pay compensation rather than reinstatement. Workers may also

seek redress for their grievances from a tripartite labor relations committee under
the Ministry of Interior.

The SELRA has no explicit provision allowing public sector employees to appeal
to the labor courts. Instead, they may apply to an overall state enterprise labor rela-

tions committee. There are several special export processing zones (EPZ's) in Thai-
land, with many more planned to stimulate the growth of export-oriented industry.
No separate labor legislation applies to EPZ's, where wages and working conditions
in fact usually exceed national norms. There are some trade unions and a few collec-

tive bargaining agreements in Thai EPZ's.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^As was the case with the former

constitution, the new one contains provisions prohibiting forced or compulsory labor
except in the case of national emergency, war, or martial law. However, the ILO
continued to criticize legislation which may punish with imprisonment or forced
labor acts of labor indiscipline, participation in illegal strikes, or propagation of
Communist ideology.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The legal minimum age for em-
ployment has been 13 since it was raised from 12 in January 1990. The law still

permits the employment of children between the ages of 13 and 15 in "light work,"
although the emplojmMut of children at night (10 p.m. to 6 a.m.) is prohibited. The
Government has estimated that there are 100,000 children between 13 and 15 in
the labor force, but the actual number is probably much greater. Stated government
policy is to raise the minimum employment age gradusuly to the ILO standard of

15, but no timetable for meeting tnis standard has been set. The current 5-Year
Plan, which runs to 1996, provides for an increase in the minimum requirement for

schooling from 6 to 9 years by the end of the period.

Child labor continued to cause consideraole domestic and foreign criticism in

1992. Foreign trade unions and human ri^ts groups have focused neavilv on the
exploitation of working children. The first Anan Government submitted a draft law
to the National Legislative Assembly in early 1992, seeking increased penalties for

violations of child labor laws, but the Assembly was dissolved before the law could
be enacted. In June the ILO, which in 1991 issued a 'Special Paragraph" against
Thailand, welcomed the Government's commitment to eliminate exploitation and il-

legal use of child labor but stressed that much more needs to be done.
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Complaints against Thailand voiced by international labor and human ri^ts or-

ganizations frequently allege that Thai standards continue to be low, that enforce-

ment is inadequate despite recent increases in the number of labor inspectors, and
that penalties for violations of the law are not severe enou^. Police raids have dis-

covered some diildren under age 13 working illegally. There are continued reports

of children over age 13 illegally employed in dangerous, unhealthfiil, or otherwise
harmful circumstances.
The Department of Labor division responsible for child labor issues htis more than

doubled its corps of inspectors in the last 2 years In addition, the number of general
labor inspectors has also more than doubled in the last 2 years. Furthermore, in

1992 the Department of Labor began a campaign against child labor. This included
cross-training of police and other oflicials in cnild labor inspection, combined with
a public awarenss campaign and the setting up of a 24-hour child labor 'hotline."

These activities resulted in a large increase in inspections from less than 100 per
month to more than 1,000 a month by late 1992. Prosecutions also rose from 7 in

the whole of 1991 to 21 in a single month in late 1992. Nonetheless, fully adequate
enforcement of child labor laws will require even more manpower and funding, and
more stringent penalties for violaters.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^A tripartite wage committee consisting of gov-

ernment, employer, and worker representatives in 1991 increased the daily legal

minimum wage. Rates vary by region, but they are minimally adequate to provide

a worker and his family with a decent standard of living. Ine unskilled woikers
who pour into Bangkok from the far poorer countryside often are willing to work
at less than the minimum wage. In rural Thailand, too, many workers are willing

to work for less than the minimum wage mandated there. The rural minimum wage
provides workers and their families with a marginally adequate standard of living,

given the lower cost of living in these areas.

Government officials report that large groups of laborers —estimated at about
one-third of the total—receive less than the legal minimum wage. The Government
has tasked labor inspectors with enforcing prescribed rates more effectively.

The Government has not mandated a uniform workweek for the entire labor force.

Commercial employees work a maximum of 54 hours per week, employees in indus-
try 48, and those m "dangerous" work 42. Transportation workers are restricted to

no more than 8 hours per day. Enforcement of these standards is spotty.

Working conditions vary widely in Thailand. In medium-sized and large factories,

^vemment health and safety standards are maintained. However, Thailand's large

informal sector is subject to minimal inspection, and health and safety standards
mandated under Thai law are generaUy little understood by workers and seldom
upheld by employers.

TONGA

The Kingdom of Tonga comprises 169 islands scattered over an area of 360,000
square kilometers of the South Pacific. All but a handfiil of the approximately
103,000 inhabitants are Polynesian. Tonga is a constitutional monarchy in which
political life is dominated by the King, the nobilitv, and a few prominent com-
moners. Formerly a British protectorate, Tonga is fully independent and a member
of the Commonwealth of Nations.
The security apparatus is composed of the Tonga Defense Services (TDS) and a

police force. The 300-man TDS force is responsible to and controlled by the Minister
of Defense. Total military expenditures are not available. There are no signs of pres-

sure to reduce the country's small military force. The Commissioner of Police super-
vises a 300-man police force.

Tonga's economy is based primarily on the cultivation of tropical and semitropical
crops. An increasing demand for imported manufactured goods and products un-
available locally has led to a substantial trade deficit. This has largely been offset

by remittances from Tongans employed abroad, overseas aid, and, to a lesser degree,
tourism. World recessionary conmtions in 1992, however, led to a serious diminution
in remittances from overseas.
The principal areas of human rights concerns remain severe restrictions on the

right of citizens to change their government and discrimination against women. The
Constitution, dating from 1875, has been increasingly challenged By commoners who
feel disadvantaged by it, most recently in a September parliamentary motion calling
for extensive reform of Uie legislature and at a convention held in the capital in No-
vember.
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RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^No such killings occurred.
b. Disappearance.—^There were no disappearances and no evidence of people being

abducted, secretly arrested, or clandestinely detained.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Torture and inhuman or degrading punishnoent or other such treatment are foiHbid-

den by the Constitution, and there were no reported instances of such practices.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^The right to judicial determination of the

legality of arrest is enshrined in the Constitution and observed in practice. There
is no preventive detention and no exile, internal or external.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The judiciary is independent of the King and the
executive branch. The Court of Appeal, as the appellate court of last resort, is the
highest court in the land. The King's Privy Council presides over cases relating to
disputes over titles of nobility and estate boundaries. TTie King has the right to com-
mute a death sentence in cases of murder or treason. In addition, Tonga's court sys-
tem consists of the Supreme Court (which has original jurisdiction over all major
cases), the police magistrate's courts, a general court, a court martial for the Tongan
Defense Services, a court tribunal for the police force, and a court of review for the
Inland Revenue Department.
The right to a fair public trial is provided for by law and honored in practice. No

one may be summoned before any court without first having received a written in-

dictment clearly stating the offense with which that person is charged. Defendants
are entitled to counsel, and lawyers have free access to defendants. There are no
political prisoners.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—By law,
no one may enter or search the home of another, or remove any item of property
unless in possession of a warrant issued by a magistrate. There is no arbitrary in-
trusion by the state or political organizations into a person's private life.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech and press is provided for in
the Constitution. Tonga has five newspapers (one of which is government owned)
and one national magazine. The only radio station is government owned. While
there is generally little editorializing in the government-owned media, opposition
opinion appears regularly alongside govenmient statements and letters. A privately
owned newspaper, Kele'a, openly criticizes the Government without government in-

terference. "The Catholic monthly, Taumu'a Lelei, also speaks out freely. The Min-
ister of Police has threatened action against the independent media in one or two
cases, but none has ever been taken. One serious infringement of press freedom oc-
curred when Radio Tonga was ordered not to broadcast or report on the proceedings
of a 1991 special session of Parliament called to consider the issue of sales of natu-
ralization certificates and passports. Another was the Government's decision to im-
pose a broadcast ban on local, live radio coverage of a conference sponsored by the
Pro-Democracy Movement (see Section 3), as well as the radio station's refusal to

accept any paid announcements by the organizers of this event. Concern also is

raised by the late 1992 Supreme Court injunction preventing publication of informa-
tion on controversial loans and other activities of the Tongan Development Bank.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Peaceful assembly and associa-
tion are provided for by law. There are no significant restrictions.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Freedom of religion is provided for in the Constitution
and observed in practice. Missionaries may proselytize freely.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Tongan citizens are free to travel anywhere within the Kingdom and
abroad. There are no restrictions on repatriation. There are no displaced persons in
Tonga.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Citizens do not have the ability to change their leaders or the system of govern-
ment. The King and a small group of hereditary nobles dominate political life in
Tonga. They assert authority largely throu^ their control of substantial land-
hol<£ngs and their predonunant role in the Legislative Assembly. The Constitution
allows the monarch broad powers, many of which do not require the endorsement
of the legislative branch. Tlie King appoints and presides over the Privy Council,
which makes major policy decisions. (When the King is not presiding, the Privy
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Council is called the Cabinet.) The King also selects the Prime Minister and other
cabinet ministers, who hold oflice at his pleasure.

Tonga's unicameral legislature, the Legislative Assembly, consists of 12 cabinet
ministers, 9 nobles elected by their peers, and 9 People's Representatives elected by
all literate, tax-paying males and all literate females. Those above 21 years of age
are eligible to vote. The Speaker is appointed by the King from among the nobles'
representatives. Government ministers generally vote with the nobles representa-
tives as a bloc. People's Representatives sometmies vote against the Government.
Elections are held eveiy 3 years, with the next balloting set for early 1993. There
are no political parties. In 1989 frustration over their nunority status in the house
led six People's Kepresentatives to walk out. In August the leader of the People's
Representatives called on the Speaker to allow members to inspect the financial

records of the legislature. The Speaker refused and subsequently suspended the
People's Representative for 14 days. Three other People's Representatives walked
out to show their solidaritv.

Since 1991 there have been continued calls for more democratic chtmge both by
people inside and outside the government establishment. In September, six of the
nine Peoples' Representatives in the Legislative Assembly submitted a motion call-

ing for extensive reform of Tonga's legislative system. The motion calls for popular
election of all 30 members of the Assembly, election of the House Speaker from
among Assembly members, and extension of^ their terms of oflice from 3 to 5 years.

TTie P^-Democracy Movement, which originated in 1986, was formally estab-
lished in 1992. This organization maintains that the monarchy is an inalienable
part of the Tonga identity, but it believes that the Government must become much
more relevant to today's world and that this can be achieved only through greater
powersharing by the Kin^. It held an international conference on the Constitution
and democracy in the capital, Nuku'alofa, in November. Althou^ no consensus was
achieved on either the mechanics or ultimate outcome of reform, the conference did
raise serious questions about Tonga's futore political structures. Only a few speak-
ers called for tne dissolution of the monarchy; most sought openness, accountability,
and an end to corruption among the nobles. The Government boycotted the event,
virtually blacked out domestic media coverage of it, and prevented foreigners from
attending it. However, no action was taken to make good threats to lay sedition
charges against speakers for their outspoken criticism of the Constitution.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation (^Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

WhUe there are no known barriers to the formation of local nongovernmental or-

ganizations that concern themselves with human rights, no such organizations exist
in Tonga. No outside organizations have made requests to investigate human rights
violations. Tonga is not a member of the United Nations.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Social, cultural, and economic facilities are available to all citizens regardless of

race or religion. However, members of the hereditary nobility have substantifil ad-
vantages in Tongan society. These include control over most of the land and a gen-
erally privileged status. Nonetheless, it is possible for commoners to rise to cabinet
positions in government and to accumulate great wealth and status in the private

sector.

In Tonga's male dominated society, women generally occupy a subordinate role.

WhUe the strong Polynesian cultural tradition has discouraged the rise of women
to positions of leadership, some have become members of the legislature and served
in responsible positions m various occupations.
Domestic violence is not a major proolem in Tonga. As a result, the country does

not have a women's crisis center. Incidents of wife beating that do occur are gen-
erally dealt with in traditionad ways between the families and village elders; abused
wives sometimes return to their families if mediation fails.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Risht of Association.—^Workers have the right to form unions under the
1964 Trade Union Act, but to date no unions have been formed, presumably because
of the small size of the wage economy and the lack of a perceived need for unions.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Smce no unions have been
formed, collective bai^aining is not practiced. As yet, there is no legislation permit-
ting and protecting collective bargaining in Tonga. Labor laws and regulations are
uniformly enforced in all sectors of the economy, including in the two small export

enhancement 3K)nes.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced labor is prohibited by law
and not practiced.
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d. Minimum Age for Empkfyment of Children.—Child labor is not used in the
wage econonw altnou^ there is as yet no legislation prohibiting it.

e. Acceptable Conditions cf Work.—Although Tonga still does not have a minimum
wage law, the Ministiy of Labor, Commerce, and Industry has for some years set
minimum daily wages for such sectors of the economy as manufacturing and tour-
ism. Existing minimum wages are not adequate to provide a worker andfamily with
a decent standard of living. Workers are protected to a degree, however, by the ease
with which they can return to their villages and live without a cash income if wages
offered are inadequate. The Tongan curtural tradition of extended family support
provides an additional economic safety net.

By regulation the workweek in Tonga is limited to 40 hours. Labor laws and regu-
lations are enforced by the Ministry of Labor, Commerce, and Industry. A panel
chaired by the Minister is empowereid to set minimum wage guidelines but has not
done so.

Industrial accidents are rare as few industries exist that would expose workers
to significant danger. Due to these factors, there has been little or no work done
in Tonga on industrial safety standards.

TUVALU

Tuvalu, with about 9,000 people occupying a land surface area of 26 sauare kilo-
meters on 9 atoUs in the central South Pacific, is one of the world's sm^lest inde-
pendent nations. The population is primarily Polynesian. Tuvalu became independ-
ent from the United Kingdom on October 1, 1978, and is now a member of the Com-
monwealth of Nations. Its Constitution provides for a Westminster-style parliamen-
tary democracy. Tuvalu's Head of State is the British Queen, represented by the
Governor-General who must be a Tuvaluan citizen. In 1992 there was debate over
whether Tuvalu should become a republic. Prime Minister Bikenibeu Paeniu called
for a national referendum, and a consultative process began in mid- 1992. Each is-

land community is deliberating the issue in its respective council. Once all results
have been reported to Parliament, the Government wiU announce its decision. A 32-
member police constabulary, the only security apparatus, is responsible to and effec-
tively controlled by civilian authority.
The economy, primarily subsistence based, relies mainly on coconuts, taro, and

fishing. Tuvalu depends heavilv on foreign aid, mainly from Great Britain, Aus-
tralia, and New Zealand through the Tuvalu Trust Fund, to meet its recurrent and
capital expenditures. Remittances from Tuvaluans working abroad, the sale of com-
memorative and thematic postage stamps and of fishing licenses to foreign vessels,
provide additional sources of foreign exchange. TuveJu's isolation and meager natu-
ral resources severely limit prospects for economic self-sufficiency.

Tuvaluan society is egalitarian, democratic, and respectful of human rights. Social
behavior, as determined by custom and tradition, however, is considered as impor-
tant as the law and is ensured by the village elders. Land is also key to much of
the structure of Tuvaluan society. There were no reports of specific human rights
abuses in 1992. In the traditional culture of the islands, women occupy a subordi-
nate role, with limits on their job opportunities.

RESPECT FDR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no politically motivated

killings.

b. Disappearance.—There were no disappearances, and no evidence of people
being abducted, secretly arrested, or clandestinely detained.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Torture and inhuman or degrading punishment or other such treatment are forbid-
den by the Constitution, and there were no reported instances of such practices.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or fxi/e.^-Cfonstitutional safeguards against arbi-
trary arrest and detention are observed in practice. There is no exUe.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The judicial system consists of the higher courts,
namely, the Privy Council, the Court of Appeal, and the High Court, and the lower
courts, i.e., those of the senior and resident magistrates, the island courte, and the
land courts. The Chief Justice, who is also Chief Justice of the nei^boring island
nation of Nauru, sits on the High Court about once a year.
The right to a fair public tn^ is ensured by law and observed in practice. The

Constitution provides that accused persons must be informed of the nature of the
offenses with which they are charged and be provided time and facilities to prepare
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a defense. The position of an independent people's lawver is ensured by statute. The
services of this public defender are available to all Tuvaluans free of charge. T.. i

right to confront witnesses, present evidence, and appeal convictions is enshrined
in law. Procedural safeguards are based on English common law. The iudicituy is

independent and free of governmental interference. Tuvalu has no political pris-

oners.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The pri-

vacy of the liome ia protected in law and respected by the Government. There is

no arbitraiy intrusion bv tiie State or political organizations into the private Ufe of

the individual. Membership in political organizations is voluntaiy.

Section 2. Re^tect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Freedom of speech and press is provided for in

the Constitution and observed in practice. Tuvalu has a radio station under govern-

ment control.

b. Freedom of Peacefid Assembly and Association.—The Constitution provides for

freedom of assembly and association, including the ri^t to form or belong to asso-

ciations for the advancement or protection of the group's interests. There are no sig-

nificant restrictions in practice.

c. Freedom of Religum.—Complete freedom of reli^on prevails in Tuvalu. Al-

thou^ 70 percent of Tuvaluans belong to one denomination, separation of church
and state is maintained.

d. Freedom ofMovement Within the Country. Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—Citizens are free to travel within.the countiy and abroad. There are no
restrictions on repatriation. Tuvalu has no refugees or displaced persons.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The people fr«ely elect their govemnaent. Tuvalu's 12-member unicameral Par-
liament is elected directly bv the people. Parliament is presided over by a speaker
elected by Members of Parliament (MP.'s). The normal term of Parliament is 4
years. The minimum voting age is 18 years.

The Cabinet consists of the Prime Minister, elected by secret ballot from among
the M.P.'s, and up to four other ministers, appointed and removed fivm ofiice by
the Governor General with the advice of the Rime Minister. There are no formu
political parties in Tuvalu. The Prime Minister may be removed frotn ofiice by a
parUamentaiy vote of no confidence. The Government of Prime Minister Paeniu was
elected in October 1989. The next general election is due to take place in September
1993.
Each of the islands is administered by six-person coundls, also elected by univer-

sal suffrage to 4-year terms. In the outer islands, social behavior, determined by
custom and tradition, is considered as important as the law. Local hereditary elders

exercise considerable traditional authority—including the seldom invoked ri^t to

inflict corporal punishment for infringing customaiy rules—which can be at odds
with the nationtu law.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation (^Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There have been no reported allegations of human ri^ts violations by the Gov-

ernment and no known requests for investigations. While no known barriers block

their establishment, there are no local nongovernmental oivanizations that concern
themselves vriih human rights. Tuvalu is not a member of the United Nations.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, creed, sex, or na-

tional origin. Tuvaluan society is egalitarian, democratic, and respectful of human
rights. Nevertheless, there is still resistance to changing the role of women from the

traditional role, with its emphasis on childbearing and housekeeping. Howeven
Tuvalu does count a female minister in its cabinet, and women increasingly hold

positions in the health and education sectors. This trend is no doubt partly due to

the efibrts of tiie Prime Minister, who is known to favor greater opportunities for

women. Violence against women is not a problem in Tuvalu. If wife beating occurs,

it is rare and has not become a source of societal concern.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Vforkers in Tuvalu are free to organize unions and
choose their own labor representatives, but most of the population lacks permanent
employment and is engaged in subsistence activity.

"nie ri^t to strike is provided for by law, but no strike has ever been recorded.
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In the public sector, the country's civil servants, teachers, and nurses—who, taken
together, total less than 1,000 employees—are grouped into associations which do
not presently have the status of unions but may develop into them over time. The
only registered trade union, the Tuvalu Seamen's Union, has about 600 members,
who work on foreign merchant vessels around the world. The Seamen's Union is a
member of it\e International Transportation Workers' Federation. In recent years,
the South Pacific and Oceanic Council of Trade Unions has held seminars in iSivalu
to promote the creation of labor unions.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The Industrial Relations Code
(1978) provides for conciliation, aroitration, and settlement procedures in cases of
labor disputes. Althou^ there are provisions for collective barsaining, in practice
in the private sector wages are set by employers. The Minister of Works, Labor, and
Communications mav establish an incomes commission to determine appropriate
levels of pay. For botn the private and public sectors, the legal procedures Tor resolv-

ing labor disputes noted above are seloom used; instead the two sides normally en-
gage in nonconfrontational deliberations in the local "maneapa" (multipurpose meet-
ing hall). There are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition o( Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Article 74 of the Tuvalu Employ-
ment Ordinance (1978) prohibits forced or compulsory labor, and there have been
no reports of either being practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^In Tuvalu children under the age
of 14 are prohibited from employment. Children under 15 years of age are prohib-
ited from mdustrial employment and work on any ship. Workers under tiie age of
18 years are not allowea to enter into a contract. Children are rarely employed out-
side the traditional economy.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The modest miniitniin wf^, set administra-
tively by the Government, is sufiicient to allow a worker and family in ihe wage
economy to maintain a decent standard of living. The Commissioner of Labor may,
by order, specify the days and hours of work for workers in various industries. Cur-
rently, a workday is legally set at 8 hours. The majority of workers are outside of
the wage econon^. Rudimentary health and safety standards are provided for by
law. They require employers to provide an adequate potable water supply, basic san-
itary arrangements, and medical care. Specific provisions of the law provide for the
protection of female workers. The Government has been directing its attention to-

ward the lack of safety protection measures for workers in the boat building ysmls
and on the lack of protective gear for divers and for pharmacists who mix (migs at
the hospital phannacy.

VANUATU

Vanuatu, a South Pacific island nation with a population of 170,000, became inde-
pendent in 1980 after many ^ears of joint British-French rule. It has a parliamen-
tary system of government with a prime minister and a 4€-member parliament. Tlie
President has lai^ly ceremonial powers, except when he is acting on the advice of
the Council of Ministers. Vanuatu's citizens are divided by a variety of languages,
by its separation into more than 80 islands that make up the nation, and oy the
colonial experience. Over time Vanuatu has lai^^ely overcome these (Ufferences to
forge a strong sense of nationhood. Political le^timacy is based on majority rule,

supported by both Melanesian and Western tradition.

The civilian authorities control the small police and paramilitary mobile forces.

Because the Vanuatu economy is dependent on intemation^ trade, it is vulner-
able to shifts in world market prices. La the past, tourism earned more foreign ex-
change than all exports combined. The downward trends in tourism and foreign in-

vestment, started by cyclone Uma in early 1987 and exacerbated by civil stnfe in
1988 and subsequent political uncertainty, have been reversed. Growth in tourism
and Vanuatu's offshore banking center again led other sectors of the economy in
1992.
Restrictions on freedom of speech and press were reduced in 1992; treatment of

women remains the major human rights problem.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—Neither the Government nor any or-

ganized group resorted to political or other extrajudicial killing.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of politically motivated disappearances.
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c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Constitutional provisions against torture and cruel, inhuman, or degrading treat-

ment are observed in practice and enforced by the courts. While the law provides

that prisoners shall have recourse to an ombudsmsui, that position has not been
filled since Vanuatu became independent. In October the Government announced its

intention to recruit a Swedish ombudsman with the assistance of the Swedish Gov-

ernment.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—There were no reports of arfoitraiy ar-

rests in Vanuatu. Airest is by warrant. The constitutional provision that suspects

must be informed of charges and given a speedy hearing before a judge is observed

in practice. There is no exile.

e. Derdal of Fair Public Trial.—^The courts uphold constitutional provisions for a

fair public trial, presumption of innocence until guilt is proven, prohibition against

double jeopardy, the right of habeas corpus, and appeal to the Supreme Court. The
courts are free of military or executive interference. There were no reports of arbi-

trary or unfair exercise of judicial authority in 1992. There are no political pris-

oners.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^There

is no arbitrary interference with privacy, family, home, or correspondence.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Uberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Although the Constitution provides for freedom

of speech and press, there are significant restrictions in practice. The Government
controls the country's national newspaper and manages the national radio stations.

There is no independent newspaper or radio.

In 1992 the Government established a second radio station and Vanuatu's first

television station. The countiys sole newspaper began publishing letters to the edi-

tor and the Government aimounced the intention to introduce a radio talk show
which would allow the public openly to comment on economic, political, religious,

and social issues. Media coverage of controversial issues has become more com-

prehensive and balanced.
Despite these positive indications of greater press freedom, the political opposition

claims with some justification that it sometimes encounters difficulty in getting

press statements broadcast and published in the state-controlled media and that

publication or broadcast of opposition statements is delayed until the Government
has prepared its response.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Permits must be obtained to

hold public demonstrations and rallies. There were no allegations in 1992 that the

Government placed restrictions on the timing and venue of political rallies.

There are no restrictions on the formation of political parties or other groups.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Freedom of religion is protected by law and has been gen-

erally respected in practice. Missionaries of various Christian denominations work
without restriction. With the dissolution of the constitutional review committee es-

tablished by the government of former Prime Minister Lini, moves to restrict the

activities of other than established religious groiips have abated.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—^All Vanuatu citizens are free to travel internally and extemaUy and to

return from abroad without restrictions.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-

ment

Citizens have the right freely to change the government throu^ periodic

multiparty elections. The Constitution provides for parliamentary elections every 4

years. The Government of Prime Minister Maxime Carlot Korman is comprised of

the Prime Minister's francophone Union of Moderate Parties (UMP) which has 19

Members of Parliament {M.P.'s) and the anglophone National United Party (NUP)
which has 10 M.P.'s. In opposition are the Vanua'aku Party (10 M.P.'s) and four

other parties (7 M.P.'s). Campaigns and voting are considered by outside observers

to be mir. Elections to provincial and local councils have also been freely contested

and fair.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Although there are no restrictions on the formation of local nongovernmental

human rights organizations, none has been founded to date. There were no requests

for investigations by outside human rights orgfuiizations.
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Section 5. Discrimination Baaed on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Most of the population is comprised of Melanesians whose ancestors probably mi-

f
rated from New Guinea. The small minorities of Chinese, F^jians, Vietnamese,
ongans, and Europeans, generally concentrated in the two towns and on a few

plantations, experience discrimination with regard to land ownership. Althou^
there have been allegations of corrupt practices by members of the Uovemment,
there is no evidence to sugsest a pattern of ethnic discrimination in the provision
of basic services. Howeven uiere are reports of discrimination in hiring and the pro-
vision of services against both persons and conununities suspected or known to sup-
port opposition political candidates.
While women have equal ri^ts under the law, they are only slowly emerging

from a traditional culture diaracterized by male dominance, a general reluctance to
educate women, and a widespread belief that women should devote themselves pri-

marily to childrearing. There are no women serving as leaders in Vanuatu's munici-
{>al or village councils, churches, or chambers of commerce. In 1992 there was one
iemale M.P.
Nevertheless, women made modest progress in enhancing their professional status

in 1992. A woman appointed to the Cabinet as Minister oT Healtn became the first

female member of the Cabinet, and two women becamae the first female police con-
stables in the paramilitary Vanuatu Mobile Force. An increasing number of women
are also finding work in unskilled, semiskilled, and sendee occupations. Members
of the NationaF Council of Women (NCW) view village chiefs as a primary obstacle
to the attainment of social, political, and economic rights by women. With the dis-

bandment of the constitutional review committee in early 1992, concerns expressed
by the NCW that the committee might strengthen the legal autiiority of village
chiefs abated.
While no accurate data are available, violence against women, particularly wife

beating, is reportedly common. Several severe cases have been reported in which
victims have died. Although there are no specific laws against spouse beating, the
courts have dealt severely with such cases, using common law assault as a oasis
for imposing punishment. However, very few cases of wife beating are brought to
the attention of the authorities, and even fewer are actually prosecuted. UsuaUy the
cases are dropped by the women involved before going to court. The police are reluc-
tant to intervene in what are considered purely domestic matters.
The majority of women in Vanuatu enter into marriage through "bride price pay-

ment." On those islands where the custom of paying "bride price" is observed, the
woman is often regarded as the property of the husband and thus to be dealt with
as he chooses. The NCW is working to educate women about their rights and to
urge establishment of legal protection for women against abuse and neglect.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Vanuatu's workers have the ri^t to organize
unions, choose their own representatives, and strike, but strikes have seldom oc-

curred, due in part to high rates of unemployment. Unions may not affiliate with
international labor federations without government permission. The fundamental
legislation establishing the right to organize unions, setting out the scope of union
activity, and providing for the arbitration and conciliation oi labor disputes consists
of the Trade Union Act of 1983 and the Trade Disputes Act of 1983.
Complaints of antiunion discrimination are referred to the Commissioner of

Labor. The high percentage of the population still engaged in subsistence agri-

culture and fishing, however, serves as a deterrent to extensive union activity.

There are 5 trade unions (over 4,000 members in the private and public sector
unions), grouped under an umbrella oi<ganization, the Vanuatu Nationiu Committee
of Unions, wnich is a member of the International Confederation of Free Trade
Unions. The trade unions are independent of the Government.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Unions in Vanuatu exercise
the ri^ht to organize and bargain collectively. Lal>or imions negotiate wages and
conditions directly with management. If the two sides cannot agree, the matter is

referred first to the Labor Department for conciliation. If conciliation fails, the dis-

pute is referred to a three-member Arbitration Board appointed by the Minister of
Home Affairs. The Board consists of one representative from organized labor, one
from management, and the Senior Magistrate of the Magistrates Court. While a
dispute is before the board, labor may not strike and management may not dismiss
umon employees. Unions and management, however, generally reach agreement on
wages without having to refer the matter to arbitration. There are two nonwage
cases currently before the Arbitration Board; both concern chai^ges of unfair dismis-
sal.

There are no export processing zones.
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c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is pro-

hibited by law, and tJiere have been no reports that either is practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Children under 12 years of age
are not permitted to work outside of family-owned agriculture, where many children

assist their parents. Employment of children from 12 to 18 years of age is restricted

by occupational category and conditions of labor—such as shipping and m^ttime
employment. The laws are effectively enforced by the Labor Department. Tne high
level of adult unemplojrment discourages the use of child labor.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Vanuatu has a legislated minimum wage,
which is effectively enforced by the Labor Department. Minimum wage rates were
last raised in November 1991 from approximately $80 monthly to $120 monthly for

urban workers and from approximately $70 monthly to $105 monthly for rural

workers. There are also minimum wages for agricultural workers tied to the market
prices for copra and cocoa. Most workers are not in the wage economv and are thus
outside the scope of the minimum wage laws. For those covered by them, they pro-

vide an adequate standard of living within the local context.

Various laws regulate the rights to sick leave, annual vacations, and other condi-

tions of service, including a 44-hour maximum workweek. Vanuatu's Employment
Act, enforced by the Labor Department, includes provisions for safety standards.

However, the 1987 safety and health legislation is inadequate to protect workers en-

gaged in logging, agriculture, construction, and manufacturing. It lacks provisions

for sanitation and protection against substandard electrical wuing, machinery, and
exposure to agricultural and industrial chemicals. The International Labor Organi-

zation is working with the Government to revise these standards.

VIETNAM

The Socialist Republic of Vietnam (SRV) remains a Communist one-party state

ruled by the Vietnamese Communist Party (VCP) through a 13-member Politburo

and a Commumst Party Central Committee of 146 members nominally elected by
a party congress held about every 5 years. Government policies, carried out under
the Council of Ministers, reflect guidelines—if not specific directives—^laid down by
the Politburo. TTie new Constitution promulgated in 1992 contains a new emphasis
on the rule of law. A new amendment states that "all human ridits" are to oe re-

spected. However, this and other guarantees, including freedom of speech, press, as-

sembly, and demonstration, are diluted by the caveat "as stipulated by the law," al-

lowing the government to restrict individual rights on national security and other

grounds. In addition, articles concerning "democratic centraUsm" and ^he leading

role of the Communist party," which in the past have been used to justiiy limits

on dvil liberties, remain in place.

While Vietnam's predominantly agricultural economy was undermined by years of

doctrinaire socialism, it has recently benefited from the introduction of price incen-

tives and market mechanisms. The abandonment by Vietnam of the most counter-

productive aspects of Marxist-Leninist economic ideology has produced an improve-

ment in the lives of Vietnamese citizens, not only in the greatly increased availabil-

ity of goods and services but also in the new freedom ofordinary people to engage

in entrepreneurial activity.

However, human rights abuses in the SRV continued. Tliey include severe restric-

tions on freedom of speech, press, assembly, and association, on worker rights, and
on the right of citizens to change their government. The government crackdown on
dissent begun in the spring of 1990, continued in 1992. In addition, the Government
continued a program tnat over the years has resettled hundreds of thousands of peo-

ple—some forcibly—into "new economic zones" (NEZ's). On the other hand, it re-

mains easier to travel abroad and inside the country than was the case a few years

ago. People talk much more freely with foreigners, and there is an increasing sepa-

ration between the party and the State. All remaining military officers and officials

of the former Government of Vietnam who had been incarcerated since 1975 were
released between the end of 1991 and early summer of 1992.

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—Statistics on the number of deaths

of political prisoners are not available. In 1992 there were no known executions of

political prisoners or politically motivated extrajudicial killings. According to credi-

ole reports, however, prisoners have in the past died of exhaustion, physical abuse,

malnutrition, the lack of medical care, and other effects of conditions in prisons and
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reeducation camps. There were no known specific cases of such deaths in detention
in 1992.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no documented incidents of political abductions by
government security oiiganizations or by antigovemment forces.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Lkgrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The law prohibits physical abuse, and released reeducation camp detainees report
that camp conditions have improved since 1989. Nonetheless, there continued to be
credible, consistent reports of police brutality during interrogation of suspects and
the severity of conditions for those confined in prisons. These reports indicate that
beatings or ill-treatment are stiU a feature of police investigations and a means of
punishment in prisons, despite legal safeguards. In general, detainees face sub-
standard nutrition, poor or nonexistent memcal care, and severe and often arbitrary
punishment for minor infractions of camp rules.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^In 1992 Vietnam continued arbitrarily to

arrest and imprison people in contravention of its own law.

Tlie 1989 Criminal Procedure Code and subsequent amendments provides for var-
ious rights for detainees, including time limits on pretrial detention, the ri^t of the
accused to be informed of the charges against him or her, a ban on coercion or cor-

Eoral punishment, and the right to have a lawyer present during interrogation,
[owever, in practice these safeguards are frequently ignored by the authorities.

Credible reports indicate that detainees continue to be held incommunicado for in-

definite periods without formal charges, with authorities using old administrative
procedures in contravention of the new legislation. The retention of these adminis-
trative procedures and recourse to them instead of to the newer legislation appear
to be a deliberate government policy.

The Government continued its efforts to implement Party Directive 136, which
calls for the arrest of those who incite opposition to the Government or advocate po-
litical pluralism. As part of a protracted security crackdovm, intellectuals, clergy,

journalists, and some foreigners were arrested and detained. For example, in 1990
American citizen Michael Morrow was briefly detained and several of ms Vietnam-
ese contacts arrested, of whom Do Ngoc Long and Doan Thanh Liem remain in de-

tention. Mr. Liem, an attorney, was sentenced in May to 12 years for "spreading
anti-Socialist propaganda," along with the poet Truong Hung Thai, also known by
his pen name, Nguyen Tri. Mr. Long, who apparently nad not been tried by year^
end, is in ill health and reportedly being held in a hospital unit.

In late 1991, the human rights activist Dr. Nguj^n Dan Que was sentenced to

20 years' imprisonment; his associate Nguyen Van Thuan was given a 10-year sen-
tence. By the SRVs own published account. Dr. Que, an international member of
Anmesty International, was incarcerated for the peaoefiil expression of political

views which the regime found unacceptable.
Some party members, such as Duong Thu Huong, who criticized the party espe-

cially to outsiders, were detained. Ms. Huong, a prominent novelist and party mem-
ber, was subsequently released after 7 months detention. Other party members,
such as the mathematician Phan Dinh Dieu, who made fundamental criticisms of
party practice, were not punished at all, and in fact Dr. Dieu was subsequently per-
mitted to travel to the West.

Legislation designed ostensiblv to prevent inordinate delay in charging suspects
is often, if not routinely, ignored. For example, Le Van Tien, 70 years old and with
a serious heart condition, was arrested, along with a number of associates, in Ho
Chi Minh City on December 20, 1990. Tliis occurred on the eve of his legal emigra-
tion to the United States, just after he was released from 13 years' detention in
labor camps. Tien was secretly charged with maintaining overseas contacts for the

Surpose of conducting espionage for the United States. He was released only on
larch 7, 1992, apparently in recognition of his very serious health problems. Others

released in late 1991 or 1992 were pastor Vo Xuan, Father Le Thanh Que, the dis-

sident poet Nguyen Chi Thien, and the noted author Doan Quoc Sy.
No omcial statistics are available on the number of detainees arbitrarily held for

antigovemment activities. However, since people can be detained without charges
being filed, and trials and sentences are sometimes secret, any such statistics would
almost certainly be incomplete.
Search and arrest warrants are in use but are issued by security organs. There

is no iudicial review of warrants. Furthermore, law enforcement and security per-
sonnel appear to be able to arrest and incarcerate people without presenting such
documents to those being detained.

Exile is not used as a means of political control, although over the years the Gov-
ernment has resettled hundreds of thousands of people—some forcibly—to NEZ's
(see Section l.f.).
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e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The Vietnamese court svstem consists of local peo-

ple's courts, militaiy tribunals, and the Supreme Court. The latter may review cases

from either of the lower courts. Both the National Assembly and State Council have
the authority to establish special tribunals, which may be superior to the Supreme
Court. In addition, local mass organizations are empowered to deal with nodMr.^

breaches of law or ^sputes. Although technically jud|^es in all regular courti^are"

elected, candidates are selected by tne partY organization. Article 130 of the con-
stitution provides for the "independence of judges and jurors. However, this is ne-

gated at all levels by a political sj^tem that is closely controlled by the VCP and
a selection process that puts a premium on political reliability.

The Penal Code consists of the Criminal Code and a Criminal Procedures Code
which was amended in 1990. Vietnam has a long-established body of family law, but
lacks civil law codes.

Tliere is virtually no evidence that legislative improvements made in 1990 have
ever been implemented. Tliere have been reports of torture and coercion to elicit

confessions, although there were no specific reports of this in 1992. Secret trials are

reportedly still being held for some political prisoners.

During the past few years, prison sentences have been frequently imposed by ad-

ministrative procedure without benefit of due process or judicial review. In addition,

such sentences are imposed on persons sentenced for peaceful expression of their

views. The SRV criminalizes certain forms of peaceful expression, mcluding, for ex-

ample, "anti-Socialist propaganda." Over the years people have been sentenced to

long prison or reeducation camp terms for such "crimes." Accurate statistics on the

numbers of persons so incarcerated are not available.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home or Correspondence.—^In 1992

the Government continued to operate a nationwide system of surveillance and con-

trol through household registration and party-appointed block wardens who use in-

formants to keep track of individual activities. In general, reports suggest that the

system is unevenly implemented throughout the country and that local caprice and
corruption are significant factors. Urban dwellers appear to be increasingly relaxed

about sending mail overseas and about meeting with foreign visitors. It appears that

the Government is confining stricter surveillance designed in part to intinoidate po-

tential critics with some relaxation vis-a-vis the general population. Therefore, al-

though censorship of mail and the confiscation oi packages continued throughout

1992, they appear to have been on a quite selective basis. The party expects people

to belong to one or more mass organizations, which exist for villages, city districts,

school, work (trade union), youtn, and women. These organizations disseminate

Earty propaganda, support party-sanctioned activities, and play a watohdo^ role, but
ave become increasingly inefiectual. While membership in the VCP remains an aid

to advancement in the state sector, there is evidence that recruitment of new party

members has fallen off and that many older party members have ended their par-

ticipation in party activities. In addition, membership in the youth union—^the nor-

mal path to VCP membership—^has dropped sharply.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The Constitution provides for freedom of speech

and press, but in practice such freedoms are severely limited. The Government owns
and operates broadcast media and does not permit the airing of opposing views, al-

thougn it has broadcast reports of debates during National Assembly meetings.

Party organs and the Ministry of Culture, Information, Sports, and Tourism control

all newspapers, books, and other publications, as well as all cultural exhibitions.

During 1992 the party continued to tolerate (and at times invite) criticism con-

cerning the performance of the party or of persons deemed to be corrupt or incom-

petent. However, questioning the legitimacy of the VCP or its exclusive vanguard
role is not tolerated. Short of clearly proscribed writing, such as advocacy of a

multiparty system, the limits of criticism are not clear; some ideas may be expressed

in internal party meetings and in internally circulated documents but not publicly.

Criticism is occasionally expressed publicly within established forums, such as Na-
tional Assembly proceedings broadcast over the national radio service. The Govern-

ment does not use systematic prior censorship to control the media, but guidance

from party watehdogs is pervasive, and national security legislation is sufficiently

broad to encourage effective self-censorship in the media. A pervasive system of in-

formants also chiUs free speech to a considerable extent.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—The right of assembly is re-

stricted in law and practice. People wishing to gather in a group are required to

apply for a permit which is issued or denied by local authorities, often arbitrarily.

Accor^g to refugees, in some localities citizens must obtain permission for gather-

ings of over three people. Demonstrations are discouraged; those which do take
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place are occasionally forcibly suppressed. Nongovernmental oiiganizations are per-
mitted, but they may meet only for approved and narrowly deiined objectives. Oppo-
sition political parties or organizations are not permitted.

c. Freedom of Religion.—-Vietaana has no state religion. According to some esti-

mates, nearly three-lourths of the population of 70 million are Buddhists, but the
Government has claimed that only 6 million of these actually practice their religion.

The Vatican believes that some 6 million Vietnamese are Catholic. A much smaller
number are Protestant. Virtually all foreign clei^ remaining in the south in 1975
were expelled at the end of that year. While thi: SRV has permitted visits by foreign

clergy, it has not been willing to permit their permanent residence in Vietnam.
Adherence to a religion is not permitted for party members. During the past few

years, visitors to Vietnam have reported that attendance at religious services is

growing. These impressions, however, are derived from large urban centers. While
restrictions on religious organizations are severe, they vaiy widely by locality. This
is also true of chureh attendance.
Freedom of worship is provided for in the Constitution, along with the proviso

that no one may use religious adherence or belief to violate state laws and policies.

The Government, concerned that religious groups might become competing centers
of influence within the society, has consistently attempted to divide and control reli-

gious groups, in part by establishing government-controlled policymaking bodies
such as the Catholic Patriotic Association to which clei^ are obliged to belong.
The Government has also attempted to prevent the growth of religious groups by

inhibiting the publication of religious materials and the training of new clergy. The
Government exercises approval authority on the content of speeches and sermons
by clergy, but reports continue to indicate that approval is generally granted as loi^
as the content cannot be construed as a challenge to the legitimacy of Vietnam s

one-party system.
The Government has regularly detained and arrested religious figures of all faiths

on political grounds and restricted their activities. Chaiges of "possessing and dis-

seminating counterrevolutionary propaganda," "fomenting unrest," or "anti-Socialist

Propaganda," have been leveled against Buddhist monks and nuns and Catholic,

'rotestant, and other religious leaders. A number of Catholic and Buddhist clergy
arrested soon after the 1976 Communist victory remained in prison, or under house
arrest, throu^out 1992.
Many other religious leaders remain under house arrest, are prohibited from con-

ducting services, are denied family registration, or are otherwise harassed and im-
peded in their attempts to conduct their ministries. There have been a number of
recent arrests, includmg of Protestant clergy and lay Buddhist notables. For exam-

Ble, Protestant pastors Dinh Thien Tu and Tran Dinh Ai were arrested in 1991.
linh Thien Tu was subsequently sentenced to 3 years of imprisonment for operating

a social work program without government approval and remains in Fhan Dang
Luu prison. Both pastors had extensive contacts with foreign groups. However, sev-

eral other Protestant pastors who had been incarcerated for long periods after 1975
were released in 1990 and 1991 and allowed to depart from Vietnam.
Vietnam has in recent years expanded its dialog with the Vatican. In late 1990

two new bishops for Vietnam were named, apparently without government inter-

ference, and for the first time the Government aUowed the bishops' conference to

make their obligatory 5-year visit to see the Pope. In 1992, however, the Govern-
ment refused to allow Archbishop Francis Xavier Nguyen Van Thuan to return from
Rome to his bishopric in Ho Chi Minh City. Also, while the Government now per-

mits Catholic semmarians to be admitted to seminaries every 3 years instead of 6,

it still places shaip limits on the recruitment, training, ordination, and assignment
of new seminarians, priests, monks, and nuns. The selection of both students and
teachers is subject to ^vemment veto, and there are continuing difficulties in ob-
taining teaching materials and in expanding religious training facilities. Some reli-

gious kaders believe that the Government's goal is to weaken the churdies as a so-

cial force by denying them personnel and the ability to move their people around
the country. There are, for example, only 15 priests in Haiphong to serve over
150,000 Catholics, and no religious women have been allowed to establish convents
or novitiates there.
Most property of religious institutions remains under government control, includ-

ing temples, churches, convents, seminaries, former religious schools, libraries, and
orphanages. Sharp restrictions are exercised on the use, repair, or extension of those
facilities that are returned.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country. Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—During 1992 the Government continued the trend of recent years of al-

lowing freer movement within the country for most citizens. Vietnamese are re-
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quired to obtain permission to change their residence, but it appears that this has
not been difficult during the past few years.

Private travel abroad is usually restricted to 3 months, except travel for education

or medical treatment. Violators of this limitation feiced being barred from further

travel for 3 to 5 years. i

The Government continued its program of relocating people into sparsely popu-
lated NEZ's. The state-run radio has said that, of more than 2 million people who
had been moved from their homes in cities or crowded areas, only a quarter had
substantially improved their living standards. The report admitted that many of the

NEZ's were unfmished or short of basic facilities. The Government's professed ra-

tionale for relocating people to NEZ's is to reduce urban crowding, exploit little-used

land, and thereby he^ oevelop the econonw. However, there is little question that

the Government also has used removal to NEZ's to isolate people it distrusts.

The Government continued to permit emigration for family reunification and for

Amerasian Vietnamese and their close family members. In January 1990, the first

laiige-scale departures of former reeducation camp detainees and their families

began pursuant to a U.S.-SRV agreement in Julv 1989 to permit such emigration.

The U.S. Orderly Departure FVogram, including Amerasians, former reeducation de-

tainees, and family unification cases, continued to resettle beneficiaries at the rate

of about 7,000 persons per month. Other nations operate smaller resettlement pro-

grams for Vietnamese nationals. Vietnamese who emigrate are generally free to re-

turn. The Vietnamese Government regards overseas Vietnamese both as a valuable

potential source of foreign exchange and expertise and as a potential security threat.

Thus, the Government generally grants visas to overseas Vietnamese and encour-

ages them to visit Vietnam whether they emigrated legally or had been granted per-

manent resettlement after illegal departures from Vietnam. At the same time the

public security police keep an eye on them, especially those who come under sus-

picion as a result of their actions or associations. During 1992 some overseas Viet-

namese were arrested, detained, and deported for activities deemed to be subver-

sive, as described in Section l.d. above.

In 1988 Vietnam signed a memorandum of understanding with the United Na-
tions High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) to increase acceptance of voluntary

repatriates, provided there was financial assistance. This agreement included a com-
mitment by Vietnam to waive prosecution and punitive measures for illegal depar-

ture from Vietnam by persons who return under the UNHCR voluntary repatriation

program. Vietnam also agreed to permit the UNHCR to monitor the returnees by
foUowup visits. This agreement has resulted in a substantial flow of repatriates

from several countries back to the SRV. The SRV authorities appear to be honoring
their agreement not to mistreat persons who repatriate. The Government appears

to be actively accelerating the integration of returnees, in most instances, by the

timely issuance of their family registration documents and the rapid enrollment of

school-age children. Due in a large degree to the 1989 Comprehensive Plan of Ac-

tion, the rate of clandestine boat departure from Vietnam fell to negligible levels by
the summer of 1991.

Although the source of refugees itself, Vietnam has also been the country of first

asylum for between 15,000 and 20,000 Cambodian refugees (mainly ethnic Chinese)

who have fled to Vietnam since 1975. Repatriation of these refugees, who have been
cared for by the UNHCR in well-organized ceunps, began in 1992.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-

ment

Citizens are not free to change their government. All authority and political power
is vested in the VCP, political opposition is not tolerated, and no other political par-

ties are tolerated.

The Central Committee of the VCP is the supreme decisionmaking body in the

nation; its 13-member Politburo is the locus of policymaking. The Secretariat of the

Central Committee oversees day-to-day implementation of leadership directives. De-
bate and criticism is limited to certain aspects of individual, state, or party perform-

ance determined by the party itself. No cnallenge to the legitimacy of^ the one-party

state, or even debate on this subject, is permitted.

Citizens elect members of the National Assembly, ostensibly the chief legislative

body, but are still constrained by party guidance. The 395 delegates were elected

in the summer of 1992. Candidates for tne National Assembly election were care-

fully screened, and credible reports indicate that many people who wished to become
candidates were not permitted to run because their views were not considered reli-

able, ^though candiaates are screened by party front groups, they are not required

to be party members themselves, and multiple candidates contest each seat. The law
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provides for e^ual participation in oolitics by women and minority groups, but in
practice minority groups and especially women are underrepresented.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovemmentcd In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Vietnam does not permit private human rights organizations to form or operate.
Moreover, it prohibits private citizens from contacting international human rights
organizations. As mentioned in Section l.d, Nguyen Dan Que was sentenced to 20
years in prison, partly because he was an international member of Amnesty Inter-
national. Since 1989, however, the Vietnamese Red Cross has been permitted ex-
panded cooperation with the American Red Cross in assisting persons seeking miss-
ing relatives, including those in reeducation centers. The SKY has permitted inter-
national visitors to monitor implementation of its commitments under the Com-
prehensive Plan of Action.
The Government carries on some dialog with human rights organizations. Some

visits by human ri^ts organizations are permitted, but the Government has limited
their access to the penal system and its inmates.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Many citizens still face discrimination in employment, education, and social serv-
ices, or are subject to relocation in NEZ's, based on family background or political

views, although less than in previous years. Family members of former South Viet-
namese Government and military omcials and people afliliated with anti-Com-
munist associations or religious sects have been systematically discriminated
against. According to refugees, people released from reeducation camps face consid-
erable discrimination in education, housing, and employment. They do not regain
their citizenship rights until one year after leaving the camps, if then. While their
children sometimes are allowed to enter the university, they still appear to face dis-
crimination within the university system.
Gradual assimilation and co-option appear to be the Government's long-term

strategy for ethnic minorities. The Government has created special schools m the
Hanoi area for the education and indoctrination of members of^minorities to be the
"eyes and ears of the party" among their own people. Highland minorities in central
Vietnam are subject to repression if suspected of ties with resistance groups. Ofli-
cially programmed resettlement of ethnic Vietnamese into the hi^lands is designed
in part to increase government control over minority groups. Even so, the Govern-
ment appears to be trying to narrow the gap in the standard of living between high-
landers and lowland ethnic Vietnamese.

Priority in social services is given to families of party members and families of
soldiers who fou^t for the Government. Testing standards of university entrance
examinations are reportedly lower for children of party officials. Arbitrarily high
standards are set to keep the children of suspect background out of a university.
Study abroad is also restricted to politically acceptable persons. Nonetheless, the
Government is giving higher priority to competence in academic pursuits.

In general, women do not appear to face discrimination in employment. However,
they face problems competing with men for higher status positions owing to atti-

tudes deeply ingrained m traditional Vietnamese society. Such problems persist in
spite of ^vemment efforts to mold popular attitudes to conform with the Constitu-
tion, legislation, and regulations manoating equal treatment before the law in vir-

tually all respects. Article 63 of the new Constitution provides that women and men
receive equal pay for equal work, and a large body of^ legislation and regulations is

devoted to the protection of women's rights m marriage as well as in the workplace.
Government statistics indicate that approximately 50 percent of the primary school
students are girls and that women represent about 39 percent of university stu-
dents. The Government has claimed that women hold 46 percent of the senior posts
in government and that 18 percent of the members of the ninth National Assembly
are women. The most senior leadership, however, is predominately male, as can be
seen, for example, in the all-male Politburo and Council of Ministers.
There are no statistics available on the frequency of violence against women with-

in the home. In 1987 then Chairman of the Council of Ministers Do Muoi issued
a degree banning spouse beating, but it is not known to what extent it has been
implemented.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Vietnamese workers are not free to form or join
unions of their own choosing. All workers automatically become members of the
union in their workplace, and dues are deducted from their pay. These groups are
organized by the Government and belong to the government-controlled Confed-
eration of Vietnamese Workers. Strikes are considered unpatriotic and ofhcially for-
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bidden; none are known to have taken place in 1992. Vietnamese unions are not
free to, and do not, poin, aflUiate with, or participate in international labor bodies.
In 1992, the Sociabst Republic of Vietnam, as a State, joined the International
Labor Organization, from which it had withdrawn in 1985.

b. TheHight to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Vietnamese workers do not
have the ri^t to organize unions of their own choosing or to bargain collectively.

However, the Chainnan of the Confederation of Vietnamese Workers is empowered
by the legislation to attend conferences of the Council of Ministers and raise issues
on behali of labor that cannot be resolved at lower levels. SRV ofllcials have stated
that wa^es are set by a bureaucratic system and the wa^e scales provided for state
corporations are imposed on newly formed enterprises. With an increasingly large
private sector, local labor market forces played a greater role in wage scale deter-
mination. The cjuestion of antiunion discrimination on the part of employers against
employees seekmg to organize does not arise. There are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Compulsory labor is permitted by
the Constitution, which states in Article 80 that "citizens must pay taxes and labor
in the common interest as provided by law." Refugees report that every Vietnamese
citizen is required by law to contribute 15 days ofwork per year to the state or pay
a fee. A nunaber of government projects have used forced labor provided by reeduca-
tion camp prisoners.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^According to existing regulations
inherited from the former French colonial administration, the minimum age for
workers in Vietnam is 17. There is no reliable information concerning the emorce-
ment of these regulations, nor are any statistics available on the number of child
workers in Vietnam. Refugees report that children under 15 are exempt from com-
pulsory labor requirements. Compulsory elementary education laws exist, but ap-
pear to be honored mostly in the breach for the children of the poor. Vietnamese
culture holds education in hirfi regard, however, and families send their children
to school if they can possibly afford to do so.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The Government adopted the former French
colonial administration's system of regulations pertaining to working conditions, in-

cluding a minimum wage; a maximum workday of 8 hours, a workweek of 6 days;
and safety standards. Existing standards do not appear to be enforced universaUy.
Wages are generally low in Vietnam, inadequate to provide the vast majority of
workers and their families a decent living. SRV minimum wages have long been
rendered almost meaningless by economic inflation. Such safety standards as exist

are developed jointly by the Ministry of Labor and worker organizations at individ-
ual workplaces. Enforcement of the standards has been uneven. Labor union legisla-

tion promulgated in July 1990 stipulates that if the union sees a life-threatening
situation in the workplace, it may request that management correct the problem im-
mediately and that a cessation of work, if necessary, be authorized. It further stipu-
lates that the union has the right to participate in investigations of industrial acci-

dents and to request that the Government or a court fix the responsibility for an
accident.

WESTERN SAMOA

Western Samoa is a small Pacific island country located 1,600 miles northeeist of
New Zealand. It is a parliamentary democracy with certain concessions to Samoan
cultural practices. The Constitution provides lor a Samoan head of state, a unicam-
eral legislature of matai (family heads) elected by universal suffrage, an independ-
ent iudiciary, protection of Samoan land and traditional titles, and guarantees of
fund.amental n^ts and freedoms. Executive authority is vested in the Head of
State, with the Government administered by the Cabinet, consisting of the Prime
Minister and 12 ministers chosen by him. All legislation passed by the Legislative
Assembly needs the approval of the Head of State. The present Head of State,
Malietoa Tanumafili II, nolds the position for life. His successors will be elected by
the Legislative Assembly for 5-year terms.
The culture of Western Samoa is essentially Polynesian but uniquely Samoan.

Traditional authority is vested in the matai who is appointed by a consensus of the
aiga (extended family) or by decision of the fono (council of matai). Ownership of
land is legally vested in the matai whose responsibility is to direct the economic,
social, and political affairs of the aiga. Western Samoa has 362 villages with over
25,000 matai (Samoa's population is approximately 160,000). Each village is gov-
erned by a fono, which can fine or otherwise punish ofTenses against village rules.

Western Samoa does not have a defense force. The small national police force is
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firmly under the control of the Government but has little impact beyond the capital

city.

The economy is primarily agricultural and susceptible to shifts in world prices for

its export commodities, such as coconut products. In recent years, tourism and light

industry have become increasingly important foreign exchange earners. Western
Samoa is heavily dependent on foreign aid and on remittances sent to family mem-
bers by more than 100,000 Samoans living abroad in Australia, New Zealand, and
the United States.

Western Samoan society is based on a collective value ^stem in which obligations
and responsibilities to the aiga are often given precedence over individual rights.

Most disagreements are settl^ by decision of the fono (which usually involve nnes
or, more rarely, banishment frota the village).

Principal human rif^ts problems arise out of discrimination and violence against
women; societal pressures may interfere with the ability to conduct fair trials. A
gsvemment-established public defender's office and an ombudsman's office help
amoans in their dealings with the courts and the Government.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—Such killings are not known to

occur.

b. Disappearance.—^There have been no reports of politically motivated disappear-
ance.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Torture and other cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment are pro-
hibited by law, and there have been no reports of such practices by police or other
government authorities. However, villages are controlled by customary law, and the
fonos mete out banishment and fines as traditional punishments when deemed nec-
essary.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^The law contains safeguards against ar-

bitrary arrest and preventive detention, and these are widely observed.
e. Denial of Fair Public Dial.—^Western Samoan law assures the right to a fair

public trial, which is honored by the oflicial court system, modeled on the British

system. However, manv civil and criminal matters are not handled by the Western-
style courts but by village fonos. The 362 villaee fonos each have their own proce-
dures handed down by oral tradition, and they mfTer considerably both in their deci-

sionmaking style and in the number of matai involved in the decisions. The Village
Fono Law of 1990 gave legal recognition to the decisions of the fono. The law also

provided for limited recourse of appeal to the Lands and Titles Courts and the right

of direct appeal to the Supreme Court. No such appeals have yet been made to the
Supreme Court.

1. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Samoan
law provides for protection from invasion of the home or seizure of property without
substantive and procedural safeguards, including search warrants which are issued
by the judicial branch. Practicafly, however, there is little or no privacy in the vil-

lage. Village officials by law must have permission to enter homes, but there can
be substantial social pressure to grant sucii permission.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech and of the press are fun-
damental parts of the Constitution. Two major newspapers are printed regularly in

the countiy. In addition to the government radio station, a private radio station is

also permitted to broadcast. There is no television in Western Samoa, but broad-
casts from American Samoa are readily available to viewers.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—The Constitution provides for

the right of peacefiil assembly and the right to form associations. There are no sig-

nificant restrictions.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Freedom of religion is provided for in the Constitution,
along ¥rith freedom of thought and conscience. There is no government-favored reli-

gion. Nearly 100 percent of the population is Christian. While the Constitution
grants each person the ri^t to change religion or belief and to worship or teach
religion alone or with others, in practice the matai often chooses the religious de-
nomination of the aiga. There is strong societal pressure to support church leaders
and projects financially, with contributions often totaling more than 30 percent of
income.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—The Constitution provides for freedom o? internal movement and reset-
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tlement in Western Samoa, but in practice some citizens have been banished either

from village activities or completely from the village. This is one of the harshest

forms of punishment in this collective society. Emigration is actively supported by
the Government because it is a "safety valve for pressures of a growing population,

for potentially rebellious youths, and because it increases foreign income throu^ re-

mittances. Foreign travel is not arbitrarily restricted. The right of citizens to return

is guaranteed.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Samoan citizens have the right to change their government through direct,

multiparty elections. All citizens above the age of 21 may vote. The rirfit to run for

47 of the 49 seats in Parliament, however, remains the prerogative of the approxi-

mately 25,000 matai (virtually all of whom are men). The remaining two seats are

reserved for citizens not of Samoan heritage. While all adult Samoans mav vote for

the Parliament, matai continue to control local government through the village fono

which is open to them alone. However, the system does permit change, ana matai
can be removed if they do not meet the responsibilities of their position.

The political process in Western Samoa is more a function of personality than of

party. The first party, founded in 1982, was the Human Rirfits Protection Party
(HRPP). Its leader, Tofilau Eti Alesana, is the Prime Minister. The HRPP now holds

35 of the 49 seats in Parliament. The opposition party, the Samoan National Devel-

opment Party, was formed in 1988, replacing the previous Christian Democratic
Party founded in 1985. Unless defections to tne opposition cause the Government
to fall, which is unlikely, the next general elections will not be held until 1996.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

While there are no official restrictions, no official or private human ri^ts organi-

zations exist. There are no reports of any international or nongovernmental requests

for investigations of alleged violations oi human rights.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Samoa is a homogeneous society with no significant ethnic minorities. Samoan
politics and culture are the product of a heritage of chiefly privilege and power, and
members of certain families have some advantages. While there is discrimination

against non-matai and women, women (and particularly women matai) play an im-

portant role in society and can reach high office. There is one female caoinet mem-
ber and one other female member of Parliament. The pfissage of universal suflrage

in 1990 and the establishment of a Women's Affairs Ministiy in 1991 provided sub-

stantial new rights and opportunities for women, but their traditional subordinate

role is changing slowly in the more conservative parts of society.

Abuse of women and children is prohibited by law, but it is known to be a prob-

lem that is often unreported or ignored. No reliable data about its extent are avail-

able. Many cases of rape go unreported. However, those convicted are given sen-

tences of at least several years imprisonment.
ITie Constitution makes special provision to preserve the political rights of non-

Samoans. Persons of mixed ancestiy who are culturally Samoan are fully accepted

and can attain positions of considerable wealth and influence. Several have held or

hold cabinet positions and a number serve in the Parliament.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. Tfie Right of Association.—Western Samoan workers have legally unrestricted

rights to establish and join organizations of their own choosing. Wnile trade unions
have not emerged in the private sector, the (jovemment does not restrict efforts to

develop them. The Public Service Association, representing government workers, an
increasingly important sector of the work force, mnctions as a union. The Supreme
Court has upheld the right of government workers to strike, subject to certain re-

strictions imposed principally for reasons of public safety. The Public Service Asso-

ciation freely maintains relations with international bodies and participates in bilat-

eral exchanges.
b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^While workers have the legal

right to engage in collective bai^aining, this right is seldom practiced because of the
absence of unions in the private sector. However, the Public Service Association en-

gages in collective bargaming on behalf of government workers, including bargain-

ing on wages. Arbitration and mediation procedures are in place to resolve labor dis-

putes, although these rarely arise. Labor law and practice m the one export process-

ing zone are the same as in the rest of the country.
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c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^While the Government does not
demand compulsory labor and it is prohibited by law, in this collective society people
are frequently called upon to work for their villages. Most people do so willingly,

but, if not, the matai can compel them to do so.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^Under the terms of the Labor and
Emplojrment Act of 1972 and Regulations of 1973, it is illegal to employ children

under 15 years of age except in "safe and light work." The Commissioner of Labor
refers complaints a^ut illegal child labor to the Attorney General for enforcement.
The Attorney General has received no complaints about violation of the child labor

laws, which probably seldom occur. The law does not apply to service rendered to

the matai, some of whom require children to work, primaruv on village farms.
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The Labor and Employment Act of 1972 and

Regulations of 1973 established for the private sector a 40-hour workweek and a
small minimum wage. TliiB minimum wage suillces for a minimum standard of liv-

ing when supplemented by the subsistence farming and fishing in which most fami-

lies engage.
The law also establishes certain rudimentary safety and health standards, which

the Attorney General is responsible for enforcing. Independent observers report,

however, that the safety laws are not strictly enforced except when accidents high-
light noncompliance. In addition, many agricultural workers, among others, are in-

adequately protected from pesticides and other dangers to health. Government edu-
cation programs are addressing these concerns. The law does not apply to service

rendered to the matai. Government employees are covered under different and more
stringent regulations, which are adequately enforced by the Public Service Commis-
sion.
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Albania continued in 1992 on the path of establishing a multiparty democracy
with legal guarantees of human ri^ts. Albania began the year ruled by an interim
Sovemment which had taken office after the oppmsition withdrew from a Socialist-

ominated coalition government in December 1991 because of disagreement over the
pace of economic reform. The mandate of the interim government was to administer
the country until after new elections scheduled for March 22. The March parliamen-
tary elections, generally considered to be free and fair, replaced the ruling Socialist
Party of Albania (the former Communists) with the first freely elected, non-Com-
munist Government since before World War II. President Ramiz Alia resigned, and
Parliament elected as President Dr. SaU Berisha of the majority Democratic Party.
The President named Aleksandr Meksi as Prime Minister, who formed a coalition
Government composed of representatives of the Democratic, Republican, and Social
Democratic Parties.

In August the Government appointed a new commission composed of constitu-
tional experts and representatives of various political parties to draft a constitution.
It replaced the 1991 constitutional commission appointed by the previous govern-
ment. Meanwhile, the 1991 Law on Major Constitutional Provisions continued to
serve as a substitute for a constitution. The new Parliament amended the law to
strengthen presidential powers, especially as to government appointments, judicial
administration, and local government affairs. In the spring a Constitutional Court
was created with exclusive authority to consider constitutional questions. Par-
liament also created the Supreme Judicial Council comprised of the President, the
Minister of Justice, the Attorney General, and representatives from the judiciary,
which has the sole authority to appoint, discipline or remove judges, prosecutors,
and high-level Justice Ministry officials.

Widespread food shortages resulted in serious outbreaks of violence in late 1991
and early 1992. In response Parliament enacted a law creating the Rapid Deploy-
ment Force (RDF) with the authority to use force against public disorder, terrorist

activities, and vandalism, to search homes, businesses, ana vehicles, and to arrest
persons under certain circumstances, although the initial legislation did not delin-
eate those circumstances. The RDF was believed responsible for the death of a stu-
dent by beating, but there was no investigation of the incident. From January
through March 22, food riots broke out in several cities, reportedly sparked by local

SociaUst leaders who refused to distribute foreign humanitarian assistance. At least
two Albanians were killed and many wounded oy security forces. Again, there was
no formal investigation. Law and order became a central issue in the national elec-

tion campaign.
After the elections, the new Government quickly restored order. It dismissed

many holdovers in the security service, recruited younger replacements, and encour-
aged police to enforce the laws and investigate crimes. However, the National Intel-

ligence Service (SHIK), which replaced the Sigurimi secret police in 1991, reportedly
continued arbitrarily to summon and interrogate persons suspected of illegal or
Questionable activities. Total military expenditures for 1989, the last year for which
the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed analysis,

were $157 million. Defense spending has been reduced and, due to the fiscal reali-

ties of the economy, should continue.
Albania hopes to convert its highly centralized command economy into a market

economy. For lack of domestic capital, it is seeking foreign investment. The Meksi
Government took steps to try to reverse the rapid decline of the economy which had
brought the unemployment rate to about 80 percent. Agricultural production in-

creased substantiaUy, apparently as a result of far-reaching privatization, although
Albania must still import about one-half of its food needs. Industrial production and
emplojnment improved only slightly. Parliament enacted laws on the banking sys-
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tern, foreign investment, control of state enterprises, and the freeing of prices in an
efifori; to move the economv toward a free market system.
Although observance of human rights improved during the jrear as the Govern-

ment anatiie courts implemented the 1991 Law on Major Constitutional Provisions,

serious problems remained. In February the People's Assembly passed an election

law which barred ethnically based parties from participating in the March elections

and appeared aimed at the Omonia Party, an ethnic Greek party which won five

seats m the 1991 elections. Omonia fielded candidates throu^ a fi?ont party, the

Unity for Humtm Rights Party, which received government approval.

Tensions between Albanians and ethnic Greeks increased, meled by fears of eth-

nic Greek irredentism and reports that Greek military personnel were physically

abusing Albanian illegal aliens before deporting them. In February crowds attacked

and looted six Greek-owned businesses in Saranda.
In August a pro-Socialist demonstration in Polican erupted into confrontations

with the police m which 17 people, including 5 children, were injured (see Section

6.a.).

The rule of law and principle of an independent judiciary were not yet respected

in practice. Specialized police forces, created in response to increasing crime, have
wi(te-ranging authority with little, if any, institutional oversight (see Section l.f.).

Uniform jumcial procedure has yet to be fully implemented or practiced in Albanian
courts.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no reports of targeted

political killings in 1992. Between January and April, however, there were several

incidents in which police and security forces used firearms against demonstrators,

killing at least two persons. In late February, 2 persons were killed and 26 wounded
in Librazd when they raided food warehouses. Security forces opened fire on and
wounded an unknown number of rioters trying to seize donated food in Lushne and
Pogradec. There was no official investigation of the incident.

On February 27, members of the Rapid Deployment Force (RDF) pulled a student,

Leonard Arapi, from a bus and beat him. He died of his injuries 2 days later in a
Tirana hospited. The RDF provided no explanation for its action, nor was anyone
charged with Arapi's death. Again, no official investigation was conducted.

The trial of four men accused of having murdered four Democratic Party activists

in Shkoder on April 2, 1991, began on December 9, 1992. On December 26, all five

defendants were found ^ilty of murder. The defendants, all former police. Ministry

of Interior, or Commumst Party officials, were given sentences of between 15 and
20 years.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reported disappearances in 1992.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Decoding Treatment or Punishment.—
The Criminal Code prohibits the use of physical or psychological force during inves-

tigations and provides penalties for those found guUty of abuse. Opposition politi-

cians have alleged that SHIK agents harassed and intimidated their members on
various occasions.

Despite the poor economic situation, prison conditions do not appear to threaten

the lives and health of prisoners. Although some prisoners may oe transferred to

solitary confinement or have their privileges restricted for disciplinary purposes, all

prisoners have the right to appeal the jniards' disciplinary decisions to the prison

director and to the Ministry ol Public Order, though to what extent decisions are

reversed is not known. Some have even sent letters to the Helsinki Commission
complaining of food and living conditions. Prisoners may receive food, mail, and
other packages. They are permitted to vote in all elections. Juveniles between 14

and 18 years of age are detained in separate facilities.

In one widely noted case, two brotners were publicly hanged in the city of Fier

after being tried and convicted of the murder of a family of five, including a 7-

month-old child. The two were left dangling, heads uncovered, for 2 hours l)efore

family members were allowed to remove their bodies. Many Albanians were shocked

at this callousness, and the Albanian Helsinki Committee protested the incident to

President Berisha.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^There were no reports of arbitrary arrest,

detention, or exile.

Police or prosecutors with evidence that a person has committed a crime may
order the person into "custody." Persons in "custody" may only leave their resi-

dences with the prosecutoi's approval. Bail, in the form of money or property, may
be required if it is believed the person may not appear for the court hearing.
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If the prosecutor believes that the person may leave Albania prior to trial or is

a danger to society, he may order that person's arrest. In practice, more people are

arrested than held in "custody." Within 48 hours of the arrest, the police are re-

quired to report to the prosecutor on their investigation and on the evidence linking

uie suspect to the crime. The prosecutor has 72 hours after the arrest within which
to decioe to go to trial or to oraer the person's release.

Defendants have the right to hire a lawyer. If a defendant cannot aflbrd one, the

court oft«n requests the newly founded Lawyers' Association to provide one. The de-

fendant may meet counsel in private as frequently as desired and has the right to

have counsel present when he meets with the prosecutor.

The defendant or his lawyer has the right to appeal the arrest ordered by the

prosecutor in the court of first instance. Tne hearing must be held within 7 days
of the arrest in the presence of the prosecutor, the defendant, and defense counsel.

There is no appeal of the decision of the court on this matter. The court system at-

tempts to foUow these procedures as closely as possible, but a severe shortage of

trained, experienced legal professionals slows down the process considerably.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The judicial system is comprised of the courts of

first instance (also known as district courts), the Court of Appeals, and the Court
of Cassation. Each of these courts is divided into three jurisdictions: criminal, civil,

and military. A separate Constitutional Court (also known as the High Court or the

Supreme Court) can take jurisdiction of any case giving rise to a question of con-

stitutional interpretation. The Court of Cassation hears appeals from district courts,

while the Constitutional Court reviews only those cases wnich require interpretation

of the Constitution. After the March elections. President Berisha proposed four new
members for the Constitutional Court and the Parliament five. All were confirmed.

Respected lawyers and legal scholars were appointed to replace Communist-era
ju^es.
The Parliament has the authority to appoint and dismiss judges on the Constitu-

tional Court and the Court of Cassation. All other judges are appointed or dismissed

by the Supreme Judicial Council. Judges have a lifetime appointment and may only

be relieved of their duties by the Parliament (in the case of the Constitutional Court
and the Court of Cassation) or the Supreme Judicial Council (in the case of other

courts) if they die, resign of their own accord, or are convicted of a serious crime.

A number of "old regime" judges (especially in the hi^er courts) resigned in antici-

pation of being fired or were fired immediately following the March elections. These
resignations or firings took place before the new law detaUuig the responsibilities

of the Parliament and the Supreme Judicial Council's duties in the hiring and firing

of judges was passed. That law was passed in the spring of 1992. Many district and
local courts continue to be staffed by Communist-era judges.

The rule of law and principle of an independent judiciary were not yet firmly es-

tablished in practice. In August a Tirana judge was reprimanded by the Supreme
Judicial Council (and according to some accounts, dismissed), reportedly because
President Berisha disagreed with the judge's decision to let a defendant (who hap-
pened to be another ju^e) out on baU. Protesting this compromise of the independ-

ence of the judiciary, the other judges demanded a meeting with the President. In
what some sources described as a deliberate work stoppage, the judges ceased work
and met with President Berisha. As a result of the meeting, tne judge was rein-

stated.

In September GSeneral Prosecutor Maksim Haxhia was dismissed from his post

after a parliamentary vote of no confidence. Democratic party leaders in Parliament

who voted to fire him said he had not moved quickly or forcefiiUy enough to conipile

evidence against former regime ofiicials believed to have committed crimes. When
some parliamentarians noted that removal from office should be based on concrete

evidence and charges of malfeasance, the Democrats charged Haxhia with improper
conduct regarding the appointment of the deputy prosecutor for the city of Vlore and
gresented evidence that ne had manipulated the selection. Haxhia alleged that he
ad run afoul of the government leadership because he refused to order the arrests

of persons accused of crimes but against whom there was not sufficient evidence.

Haxhia was tried and convicted in December on the charges which Parliament

cited when it removed him from office. He was fined the equivalent of one-half of

1 month's salary. Courtroom procedures and the application of rules of evidence

were inconsistant and did not meet international standards. For example, defense

motions, subpoenas, and calls for certain witnesses were ignored by the court.

'the Law on Major Constitutional Provisions provides that a trial must be held
in public, urdess it mi^t divulge national security information. If convicted, the ac-

cused has the right to appeal the decision within 5 days to the Court of Appeals.

If the defendant wishes to appeal again, the Court of Cassation reviews the case

and renders the final verdict. Deliberations on a new constitution that would further
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strengthen the judicial system are ongoing, but it is unclear when any such changes
mi^t take efTect.

"Rie Association of Former Political Prisoners, formed in 1991, seeks redress from
the Government in the form of assistance with housing and schooling for prisoners'

children or p-andchUdren. The Association sou^t peirdons for those accused of anti-

state activities, espionage, or being in the service of foreign states who were not cov-

ered by the October 1991 parliamentary decrees overturning the convictions of most
Kolitical prisoners. According to the Lawyers' Association, those convicted under pre-
[arch 1992 penal procedures do not have the ri^ht to appeal their convictions, even

though they were convicted without the right ofa defense lawyer or subsequent ap-
peal.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The
Law on Major Constitutional Provisions does not address these issues, though it

does state that Albania guarantees "Wie human rights and fundamental freedoms
as accepted in international documents."
Between January and March, when crime was increasing and law and order was

a sensitive political issue. Parliament approved a number of measures, which re-

main in effect, that created three new poUce organs—^the Rapid Deployment Force,
criminal poUoe, and target police—and empowered them and those already in exist-

ence with wide-rsmging authority.

The RDF is authorized to use force against a breakdown in order, terrorist activi-

ties, vandalism, and arson. The forces are attached to the Ministry of Public Order
and in times of emergency are under the command of the local chief of police and
the local executive committee chairman. These units are also at the disposition of
the Council of Ministers. They have the right to search residences and businesses
when they suspect "a flagrant violation of me law" or in the event of natural disas-

ters, including fires and accidents. They may institute road blocks and search vehi-
cles and may take into custody and transport to the nearest poUce station any indi-

vidual who refuses to identify himself when asked to do so.

Another January law created the "criminal police" as another special police unit.
This new unit is authorized to use special means and advanced anticrime technical
methodology to obtain information pertaining to investigations in which it is in-

volved, thou^ the scope of its jurisdiction is not defined. The criminal police are
also authorized to use force "when necessary." These units are permitted to obtain
information directly from the suspect, though the law states that the individual
should offer the information "of his own free will," and are expected to exchange in-

formation with SHIK, military intelligence, state police, and international law en-
forcement organizations.

Finally, the "target police" units have the duty to protect the security of economic,
political, social, and cultural objectives," as well as "juridical and physical persons."
These units report directly to the Council of Ministers. These police have the au-
thority to detain persons and to search oflices and businesses.
Plans to open and examine the files of the Sigurimi (the former secret police) are

being developed.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The Law on Major Constitutional Provisions
does not specifically address freedom of speech. In practice, freedom of speech, in-

cluding freedom to criticize the Government and government officials, is sometimes
restridted. Albanians discuss openly the issues of the day.

Opposition parties, with the exception of the Communist Party, independent trade
unions, and various societies and groups may publish their own newspapers. Many
papers, however, are constrained by shortages of newsprint. Some political party
newspapers have reduced distribution and frequency of editions. Liko Vima, a news-
paper in the Greek language, is published in the southern city of Gjirokaster.
Radio and television remained state monopolies. Albania has one television sta-

tion, while each major city has its own radio station. Since November 1991, Par-
liament has exercised direct control over television, with some oversight duties dele-

gated to an Executive Committee of Radio and Television. The Executive Committee
is comprised of 11 members from outside the Parliament. In June 1992, Parliament
amended the 1991 law to give the Executive Committee the authority to make pro-

gramming and editing decisions on its own. Although this distances such decisions
from Parliament per se, there is no mechanism to ensure (or encourage) any
independance from government control of radio and television's editorial policies or
progrsmoming decisions. The Executive Committee meets weekly to review past pro-
gramming and to approve footage for the coming week's programs. Socialist critics

of the Government allege that television served the interests of the ruling Demo-
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cratic Party. Some controversial interviews and programs were not aired, reportedly

at the request of political and governmental leaders.

The Ministiy of Education sets a standard course outline for all levels of edu-
cation which all persons enrolled in particular majors must take. Professors are able

to substitute texts and teach their courses in whatever manner they see fit, within
the general guidelines set in Tirana. The ethnic Greek cultural organization Omonia
supports the establishment of a chair of Greek studies at the "university" in

Gjirokaster, althou^ the Albanian Ministry of Education opposes this step at this

time. TTie Ministry of Education closed the Faculty of Philosophy at the University
of Tirana until its curriculum can be reformed. Examinations have been instituted

for admission to the Faculty of Law which previously had been based on political

influence.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Law on Major Constitu-
tional Provisions guarantees political pluralism and provides that political parties

be fiilly independent from state institutions, including military and security forces.

Political parties may not be formed on an ethnic or religious basis. Parties with rep-

resentatives in Parliament are eligible for government funding. During the March
election campaign, the Socialist government permitted all rallies by all opposition

Earties to proceed without any disruption. Several Socialist party rallies were bro-

en up by opponents, incidents which Socialist leaders protested to then {'resident

Alia and several international organizations.

After the Party of Labor (Communist Party) changed its name to the Socialist

Party in June 1991, a small breakaway group formed a Communist Party and won
minuscule support in the March elections. Nevertheless, in July Parliament passed
a law banning all "Fascist, racist, antinational, Marxist-Leninist, Enverist (followers

of former dictator Enver Hoxha), and Stalinist" parties, including the Communist
Party. Deputies in Parliament, including the Socialists, declared that, as the Con-
stitution states Albania's economy is based on the free market, only parties which
support this view have the ri^t to exist. The Constitutional Court upheld the prohi-

bition of the Communist Party.

An oi<ganization must apply to the Ministry of Justice to be oHiciaUy certified. It

must declare an aim or purpose which is not contrary to the constitution or laws
of Albania. It must describe its org£mizational structure and account for both public

and private fiinds it receives. The Constitutional Court upheld a prohibition of the
activities of a group of former military officials who had failed to get the necessary
authorization.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Freedom of religion has been established in both theory
and practice. The Government legalized the private and public practice of religion

in 1990. The Law on Major Constitutional Provisions declares Albania to be "a secu-

lar state" which "respects the freedom of religious faith and creates conditions to

exercise it."

Controversy over the appointments of the Archbishop and three bishops of the Al-

banian Autocephalous Orthodox Church focused attention on the Government's role

in church affairs. In May the Ecumenical Patriarch in Istanbul named three bishops
of Greek origin to the Dioceses of Korea, Berat, and Gjirokaster. Under public pres-

sure to approve only ethnic Albanian candidates for such positions, although there

were none qualified, the Government refused to agree to their installation. When
an ethnic Greek, Anastas JanuUatos, was named Orthodox Archbishop of Albania,

a storm of protest erupted. Anastas was installed, and the (jovemment has tacitly

accepted him until an ethnic Albanian replacement can be found.
Questions concerning property confiscated by the Communists from religious oi^a-

nizations have yet to tc resolved.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^There are no longer any restrictions on freedom of movement within
the countiy, and regulations on foreign travel and emigration have been revised.

Passports are available to all citizens, and the practice of Umiting them to specific

countries of destination was abandoned in 1991. A presidential edict in July opened
the way to dual citizenship for Albanian-bom citizens of all foreign countries; how-
ever, some citizens who left as refugees in 1990 and returned from the United
States and Western Europe in 1992 encountered difUculties when departing the
countiy again.

As in 1991, thousands of would-be economic emigrants attempted to flee Albania,
principally through the port of Durres and overland to Greece. Approximately
10,000 young men began walking to Durres after rumors circulated in Tirana that

ships in port would t^e them to Italy. After they were turned back peacefully from
Durres, tney attempted to enter the diplomatic quarter in Tirana in hope that West-
em countries would give them visas.
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In January 1992, offices of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR) and the International Organization for Migration (lOM) approved a grant

of $1.6 million to inform Albanian citizens of opportunities for legal migration to

other countries. After the Mardi elections, the ftfinistry of Labor, Social Assistance,

Ex-Political Prisoners, and Emigration was founded. The Government has empha-
sized developing training programs at home and promoting employment opportuni-

ties in Western Europe to ease unemployment pressures in Albania.

The Government was looking at contingency plans in the event large numbers of

refiigees were forced to flee from Kosovo to Albania. By October some 2,000 ethnic

Albanians had already arrived in Albania, most of whom fled Kosovo to avoid the

draft. Neither tiie Government nor the UNHCR had a program, so the reftigees

often stayed with families who agreed to take them in.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-

ment
The Law on Major Constitutional Provisions provides citizens mth the right to

change their government "by free, general, equal, direct and secret ballot." Under
this Law and the law adopted for the Mardi parliamentary elections, voters directly

elected 100 of the 140 deputies, while the remaining 40 were apportioned on the

basis of nationwide peirty vote percentages, with a minimum 4-percent threshold.

The election campaign and actual balloting in the March elections were judged by
most international observers to have been iree and fair. Opposition parties had good
access to radio and television and were unhindered in publishing their newspapers.
International observers, however, witnessed serious voting irregularities in plain

view of ethnic Greek election ofiicials in favor of the Unity Party in ethnic Greek
areas. Some non-Greek Socialist and Democratic Party candidates in ethnic Greek
areas and one ethnic Greek candidate of the Unity for Human Rights Party were
harrassed.
The opposition Democratic Party won 62 percent of the popular vote and 92 of

140 seats in Parliament. The Socialist Party polled 27 percent, giving it 38 seats.

Other parties winning representation were the Social Democrats, Unity for Human
Ri^ts, and Republicans.
The President was elected by a minimum two-thirds vote of the Members of Par-

liament. After the March election. President Ramiz Alia resigned, and the chairman
of the Democratic Party, Dr. SaU Berisha, was elected to replace him. He appointed

Aleksandr Meksi as FVime Minister, who formed a coalition Government of Demo-
crats, Republicans, and Social Democrats.
During the campaign for parliamentary elections in 1991, Omonia, the national

political and cultural organization of the ethnic Greek minority, constituting 3 to 5

percent of the population, had been permitted to field candidates. The law governing

the March elections, however, allowed only political parties, not ethnic organiza-

tions, to participate in the elections. Omonia protested to international organiza-

tions, and although Omonia was not allowed to take part, a new party, the Unity
for Human Rights Party, was created by Omonia leaders and ran candidates pri-

marily in the ethnic Greek areas of southern Albania.

The law regulating local elections, which were held in July, provided for direct

election of local officials. The local elections, however, did not match the March elec-

tions in terms of organization. The Socialists topped the Democrats in the number
of actual candidates elected by a margin of 47 percent to 36 percent of some 5,000

positions at stake. Other smaller parties, including the Social Democrats, the Re-

publicans, and the Unity for Human Rights Party, each won races in approximately

3 percent of the districts.

In 1992 an independent Albanian group, the Society for Free Elections and Demo-
cratic Culture, was established to monitor elections and to assist with the country's

difficult transition to democracy.
TTiere are no impediments, in law or practice, to the participation of women in

politics or government, but few women competed in the elections or won office.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Albania's first domestic human rights association, the Forum for the Defense of

Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, changed its name in March to the Alba-

nian Helsinki Committee. TTie organization took an active and public role in defend-

ing human rights and remained independent of the Socialist and Democratic Gov-
ernments. The International Helsinki Commission expressed concern about the abil-

ity of the local Helsinki Committee to maintain its independance from the govern-

ment.
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Delegations from the International Helsinki Commission made several visits to

Albania, during which they conferred with political oflicials and representatives of

the ethnic Greek minority, and visited prisons, mental hospitals, and other state fa-

cilities.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

While no official statistics exist regarding the sizes of various ethnic communities
in Albania, ethnic Greeks are the most organized and receive the most attention and
assistance from abroad. Ethnic Greek leaders believe there are about 70,000-80,000
ethnic Greeks in Albania, with an eaual number of ethnic Greek Albanians now liv-

ing in Greece. Vlach leaders claim their community (which speaks a Romance lan-

guage) numbers close to 300,000, although this is unlikely. Small ethnic Macedonian
villages exist in the northeast, as well as Serbian communities. Without any provo-

cation or encouragement, the small Serbian community in Shkoder recently left Al-

bania to return to Serbia.

Two distinct groups of Roma (Gypsies), the Jevg and the Arrixhi (Gabel), reside

in Albania. The Jevg are more likely to be settled in urban areas and more inte-

grated into the Albanian economy than the Arrixhi. There is seldom intermarriage
or contact of any significant kind between the two groups. In 1992 Jevg Roma in

Albania formed an association to present the Government with various cultural de-

mands. Both groups encounter societal discrimination.

Government ofiicials have professed publicly their support for full minority rights

in accordance with the provisions of the Helsinki Final Act and the Paris Charter
of the CSCE. Ethnic groups have demanded government funding for education in

their primary languages. These demands have not been met by the Albanian Gov-
ernment, which cites tne desperate lack of funds.

Members of the Greek minority can receive schooling in the Greek language for

the first 5 years of primary school. Omonia pressed for classes in the Greek lan-

guage throu^ the 8th grade, with the option to continue through secondary school.

The group wanted the Government to approve funds for the creation of a chair in

Greek studies at the 'University" of Gjirokaster. A primary school was approved for

Saranda but has not yet been established.

On Februaiy 13, in the southern city of Saranda, a large crowd of Albanians
stoned and looted six Greek shops. Police, present at the scene, reportedly fired

shots in the air after most of the damage had been done. Four persons, identified

as the ringleaders, were subsequently arrested. The crowd was incited by news re-

ports that an Albanian national, Agur Emini, found by Greek authorities to have
entered Greece illegally, was beaten, abused and set afire by military personnel or
border guards and uien left for dead at the border.

Tensions between ethnic Greeks and Albanians increased in other southern cities

as thousands of ethnic Greeks were bussed back by Omonia from Greece to vote in
the elections. Omonia and the Unity for Human Rights Party continue to argue
that, in accordance with various international commitments, the Government should
permit ethnic organizations to participate in elections even though they are not con-

stituted as political parties.

Vlachs also demanded government-funded education in their language. They also

wanted the Government to allocate 2 or 3 hours per week of television and radio

time for them to air cultural programming, as well as funds to restore several early

18th-century churches and monasteries that have deteriorated over the years. In
August Albania and Macedonia agreed that Macedonia will fund Macedonian-lan-
guage education in several villages near the border.

The Law on Major Constitutional Provisions does not address women's rights. Al-

though women have equal access to higher education, they are not accorded fiiU,

equal treatment with men. Domestic violence undoubtedly exists, but no statistics

are kept. Police are seldom called to intervene in cases of family abuse, and women
almost never bring charges against spouses.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Workers obtained the right to create independent
trade unions in 1991. The Independent Confederation of Trade Unions of Albania
(BSPSH) was formed as the umbrella organization for a number of smaller unions.

There were several serious conflicts and splits within the Confederation during
1992. Both the Socialist and Democratic Governments avoided any involvement in

the internal affairs of the BSPSH. A separate, rival federation continued to operate

in close cooperation with the Socialist Party. That federation—the Confederation of

Unions—was a continuation of the "oflicial" federation of the Communist period. In

1992 civilian workers in the defense industries organized a union, as did teachers.
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The Miners' Union broke away from the BSPSH to create its own association in Sep-
tember. Coal miners and oil workers founded a new Energy Workers' Union.
According to the Law on Constitutional Provisions, all workers, with the exception

of employees of military enterprises, have the right to strike. Fhiblic sector workers,
both white and blue collar, have freely formed independent unions and eiyoy the
right to strike, but are barred from taking part in "political," rather than "eco-

nomic," strikes. Newly organized teachers staged a 1-day protest strike to highlight
demands for higher wages, which the Government granted.

All large enterprises remain state owned. Union leaders were disappointed with
the Law on State Enterprises, which denies unions a major role in the management
of factories. Labor disputes flared openly in August when unemployed workers from
a munitions factory in Polican clashed with police, and 17 people, including 5 chil-

dren, were injured. In the course of a demonstration, Sociahst union leaders took
the chief of police and another ofiicer hostage, leading to a 2-day standoff. Prime
Minister Meksi ordered the RDF to Polican, after which a peaceful settlement was
negotiated.
The BSPSH has observer status in the International Confederation of Free Trade

Unions in Brussels and close working ties with the American Federation of Labor
and Congress of International Organizations and Italian unions. Individual Alba-
nian trade unions have ties with their corresponding trade secretariats in Brussels
and elsewhere.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^All citizens in all fields of em-
ployment have the right to oi;ganize and bargain collectively, except members of the
armed forces, civilian personnel employed in the armed forces, and employees of cer-

tain state adiministrative organs. In practice, unions deal directly with the Grovem-
ment, since very little privatization has occurred outside of the retail and agricul-

tural sectors.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced labor is prohibited by the
Law on Major Constitutional Provisions, and no cases of forced labor were reported
in 1992.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The Law on Major Constitutional
Provisions sets me minimum age for employment at 14. Persons hetween the ages
of 14 and 16 may only work 5 hours per day. Working conditions for those over 16
are not legislated. Althou^ the law mandates education through the eighth grade
and prohibits work by those younger than 14, there are no enforcement mechanisms
to curb either truancy or child labor. In rural areas, children are often called on to

assist families with agricultural woik.
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Current law does not address working condi-

tions, altnoudi this subject is likely to be addressed in a new constitution, when
enacted. Working conditions in Albania's few operating industrial sites are poor.

While there is no minimum wage in Albania, the Government does provide some
unemployment compensation wmch is drawn by a significant portion of the work
force. It is extremely difiicult to survive on this amount, and the average employed
worker makes little more. There is no legislated workweek but full-time employment
(if there were enough economic activity to create such employment), womd be 48
hours.

ARMENIA

One month after the aborted Moscow coup in August 1991, Armenia declared its

independence from the Soviet Union. Since tnat time, it has sought to buUd a West-
em-style parliamentary democracy as the basis of its form of government. President
Levon Ter-Petrosyan, elected in 1991, is Head of State and, as such, appoints a
Prime Minister to preside over the Government. The Government in 1992 suflered
from a lack of structure and organization and has been plagued by rivalry between
the Presidency and the Parliament. In addition, ParUament failed to adopt a new
constitution in 1992, profoundly hamp>ering both executive and legislative effective-

ness and further slowing any movement toward substantive political and economic
reform. The Armenian National Movement, which supports the President, is the
lai^est party in the Supreme Soviet (legislature) with 52 seats out of 240; the re-

maining seats are splintered among 11 other parties and "unions."
Armenia establisned its own Nlinistiy of Defense in 1992 and named a com-

mander-in-chief (now called chief of staff) of Armenian armed forces in August. Ar-
menian border guards, subordinate to the Ministry of Defense, patrol the Republic's
borders with Georgia, Azerbaijan, and Nakhichevan, an exclave of Azerbaijan; Rus-
sian border troops continue to monitor Armenia's borders with Iran and Turkey. In
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addition, other security oi^anizations from the Soviet period include the National
Security Agency (successor to the Committee for State Security—KGB) and the Min-
istry of Internal Affairs.

"rtie conflict in Nagorno-Karabakh, an overwhelmingly ethnic Armenian enclave
within Azerbaijan, dominates the lives of Armenians. It has been the most serious

territorial dispute in the former Soviet Union in terms of casualties and suffering.

Since 1988 when the enclave voted to secede from Azerbaijan and join Armenia,
thousands have died, thousands more have been injured, and Hundreds of thousands
made refugees. Armenian support for the separatists has led to a crippling Azer-
baijani economic blodcade, which strangles landlocked Armenia's forei^ trade and
greatly hampers imports of food and fuel—nearly three-quarters of which transited

Azerbaijan under Soviet rule.

The country is suffering from an acute economic crisis brought on by Azerbaijan's

blockade, the disintegration of the Soviet Union, and the {Qtermath of the 1988
earthquake. Industrie production has fallen by some 85 percent, contributing to

very high unemployment and hyperinflation. About 95 percent of the population are
estimated to live below the ofiicially recognized poverty line. There are severe short-

ages of fuels, electricity, and essential foods. In the winter of 1992-93, the blockade
continues to hinder humanitarian relief efforts. Consequently, death by freezing and
starvation threatens large numbers of the disenfranchised in Armenia, to include
refugees, pensioners, the unemployed, and children.

Under uiese conditions, the observance of human rights in Armenia appears pre-

carious. "The legal system is anarchic and unchanged from former Soviet practice.

Old laws coexist with and contradict new laws, new laws sometimes contradict each
other, and even provisions of the same law can be contradictory. Although the
multiparty system appears to be well accepted, the absence of a new constitution

and the rivalry between the branches of government hamper the exercise of both
executive and legislative powers and retard progress towards political and economic
reform. Parliament enacted a new law on information, which provides for freedom
of speech and press, but no other new legislation has been adopted to safeguard

freedom of assembly and association, freedom of religion, freedom of movement, and
worker rights.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^No political or other extrajudicial

killings are known to have occurred in 1992.

b. Disappearance.—^No abductions by government, nonoflicial, or opposition forces

are known to have been committed. However, hostage-taking by both sides in the
Nagorno-Karabakh conflict has been widespread (see Section l.g. and the Azer-
ba^an Country Report).

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
In 1992 three official reports of police brutality were filed, but the number of actual

incidents of beatings and similar mistreatment is probably higher.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^The draft constitution includes safe-

guards to prevent arbitrary arrest or detention. However, legislative reforms of the
judicial system have yet to be instituted. According to written procedure, prelimi-

nary detention may not last more than 72 hours.
A suspect has the right to call his lawyer, and the police must also notify the sus-

pect's relatives if so asked. After an arrest, the suspect may be jailed for 3 months
until completion of the investigation, or up to 9 months by special order of the pros-

ecutor. Bail is not used in Armenia, and there is no trial by jury. Once the autiiori-

ties bring a civil or criminal case against a person, by present statute both types
of cases must go to trial within 1 month. One judge and two lay assessors decide

the verdict in Armenian court cases.

In September Government security forces arrested the Minister of Civil Aviation
and four of his deputies for alleged illegal activities, including bribe taking, graft,

and embezzlement. Senior civil aviation management protested the Ministers ar-

rest, claiming that the Government had presented insumcient proof of illegal activ-

ity and demanding that it release those arrested on their own recognizance. At
year's end, the former minister and his deputies remained under arrest.

In June a political battle between President Ter-Petrosyan and Hrair Marukyan,
leader of the international bureau of the influential opposition Dashnak party (Ar-

menia Revolutionary Federation) which spearheaded public demonstrations and de-

mands in Parliament for the President's resignation, resulted in Marukyan's expul-

sion from the country. The President accused Marukyan (a Greek national) and his

party of having violated numerous laws affecting political organizations and of hav-
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ing collaborated with the KGB since 1988. Based on these accusations but without
providing due process, the President ordered Marukyan to leave the country within
48 hours. He also invited Marukyan to sue for libel if the latter denied the validity

of the accusations. As a result of this incident, several local members of the
Dashnak party (but not the organization itself) initiated a lawsuit against the Presi-

dent. Un^r existing laws, however, only an organization can sue the President of
the country. TTie case therefore went before the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court,

who also could find no legal basis for contiauing the investigation. Marukyan, who
left the country as ordered, has himself brought no individual lawsuit against Ter-
Petrosyan. The case subsequently was closed pending Parliament's passage of new
laws addressing this issue.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The court system in Armenia consists of district

courts and the Supreme Court. The former try approximately 99 percent of all cases.

To handle the remaining caseload, the Supreme Court is split mto three separate
bodies: the first reviews serious crimes (murder, rape, and crimes committed by
hi^-level officials); the presidium reviews sdl cases which the above bodv inves-

tigates, providing rulings on any contested verdicts; and the court of appeals inves-

tigates tne legitmiacy of decisions handed down by district courts. Soviet criminal
law and procedures still obtain in Armenia. The Ministry of Internal Affairs contin-

ues to conduct preliminaiy investigations of criminal cases; and the Ministry of Jus-
tice monitors the organizational structure and functioning of the court system for

both criminal fmd ci^ cases.

Trials generally are public. Defendants have the right to attend their trial,

confront witnesses, and present evidence. The court appoints an attorney for anv de-

fendant who needs one. The presumption of innocence does not exist. Defendants
as well as the prosecutor have the right of appeal. Supreme Court judges are ap-

pointed by the Supreme Soviet, an institution whose present members were elected

during the Soviet period. Similarly, presiding district court judges were elected by
"public" vote in 1986. At the present time, therefore, neither group can be consid-

ered completely independent and free from political influence.

There are no known political prisoners in Armenia.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^At

present, there is no legal protection for the privacy of citizens, their communica-
tions, and their correspondence. The National Security Agency continues to function,

but it is unclear whether this oiganization stiU has the authority to wiretap the
telephone of a suspect and to intercept correspondence in the absence of a specific

court order.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—The conflict over control of Nagorno-Karabakh, an ethnic Armenian enclave

in Azerbaijan, continued in 1992. The conflict pits the Armenian segment of the pop-

ulation of the region (77 percent in the 1989 Soviet Union census) against the Gov-
ernment of Azerbaijan. The Nagorno-Karabakh Armenians receive material and
moral support from Armenia, though not always with the Armenian (jovemment's
approval. Volunteers from Armenia are fighting in Nagorno-Karabakh. President
Ter-Petrosyan, who rose to prominence and power on the issue of Nagorno-
Karabakh's status, has attempted to distance his (Jovemment from the Nagorno-
Karabakh Armenians' independence movement and has refused to recopiize the
independence of the self-proclaimed "Nagorno-Karabakh RepubUc." Havmg given
substantial support to the Armenians of Nagorno-Karabakh, opposition groups—par-

ticularly the Dashnaks—^have criticized Ter-Petrosyan for this stand, as well tis for

his reluctance to create a national army.
The conflict has led to a series of economic blockades: Azerbaijan of Armenia and

Nagorno-Karabakh; and Armenia of the Azerbaijani region of Nakhichevan, which
is separated from the rest of Azerbaijan by Armenia. For both countries, these
blockades have exacerbated the human suffering caused by the war. For further in-

formation on the conflict in Nagorno-Karabakh, see the report on Azerbaijan.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Parliament passed a law on information that

provides for freedom of speech and the press. These freedoms were widely exercised;

nearly every political party and organization publishes its own newspaper or jour-

nal, and a myriad of newspapers and periodicals are available to the general public.

Because of the Azerbayani blockade, a general shortage of paper sometimes delayed
or prevented publication. The Government continued to control access to the paper
supply, but there was no indication that it used this control to influence the print

media.
At year's end. Parliament was considering legislation to privatize 49 percent of

television and radio. In the meantime, the Government promised to give a certain
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amount of television and radio air time at no cost to opposition parties, which may
also purchase additional air time. Members of the opposition claimed with some jus-

tification that the Government rarely fulfiUed these promises completely, sometimes
shortening television and radio broadcasts or postponing the programs to odd hours.
Acadenuc freedom was not restricted.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^No laws existed in 1992 to

guarantee the right of peaceful assembly and association, but pubUc demonstrations
were commonplace. The procedures for obtaining permits are not onerous, and secu-

rity personnel and mUitia routinely perform crowd control during demonstrations.

The Ministry of Justice registers political parties and organizations. The Govern-
ment did not attempt to control the political opposition through the registration

process: in the 18 months prior to year's end, over 25 political parties were reg-

istered.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The Armenian Apostolic Church has played a central role

in the lives of Armenians for centuries and claims some 80 percent of the people

as adherents. However, all members of Armenian society, including its minorities,

enjoy freedom of religion in practice. No legislation provides this right at present.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^The Government did not restrict internal or international travel for pol-

icy reasons, but the continued validity of pertinent Spviet laws affected inter-

national travel. The Yerevan Gflice of Visas and Registration (OVIR), a vestige of

Soviet bureaucracy, still withholds passports to Armenians lacking "invitations for

travel abroad, and did so on several occasions. OVIR also impeded free travel

through delays and various bureaucratic obstacles. Parliament didf not pass the pro-

posed new law on citizenship in 1992; the law would authorize new passports and
effectively eliminate the need for the OVIR and exit visas. At present all Armenian
citizens continue to carry Soviet passports.

Some 200,000 people, virtually the entire ethnic Azeri population of Armenia, are

refugees in Azerbaijan. After the 1988--89 anti-Armenian pogroms in Azerbaijan
connected with the conflict over control of Nagorno-Karabakh, these people were
subjected to discrimination and intimidation, often accompanied by violence in-

tended to drive them from the country. Many were deported, and the rest fled.

There are conflicting claims on the numoer of people killed during the deportations;

Azeri refugees claim 160, the Armenian Government states that fewer than 30 died
during this process. It is unclear if these people will be able to return, as is also

the case for the nearly 400,000 Armenian refugees who fled Azerbaijan after the po-

gronos. Both groups of refugees complain that they were stripped of their posses-

sions, movable and immovable, and received little or no compensation. The plight

of the refugees in Armenia is particularly desperate because of the country's aire

economic situation.

Each year since 1990, approximately 250-300 members of Armenia's small Jewish
community have emigrated to Israel; fewer than 1,000 now remain. For those Jews
with visas in hand, tne only obstacle put in the way of their emigration stemmed
from the annual military draft. According to local Jewish representatives, however,
government authorities quickly swept aside this minor obstacle, and steady emigra-
tion continues.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Democracy is not yet firmly established in Armenia. However, Armenian citizens

have so far been able to demonstrate the right to change their government peace-

fully. In the 1990 elections, relatively free by Soviet standards, the Armenian Na-
tional Movement defeated the Communist Party. Althou^ not elected in a truly

multiparty election. Parliament began to function as such as members of the Com-
munist Party quit that organization, becoming "independent" or joining any number
of different party factions. Armenia then began to build the foundations of a West-
em-style parliamentary democracy as the basis of its political system. The next par-

liamentaryr elections are scheduled for 1995, but the ratification of a new constitu-

tion may lead to earlier elections.

In the 1990 elections, the Communist Party succeeded in ensuring a sizable per-

centage of parliamentary seats for itself, regardless of election results. Although
there nad been a movement to liquidate it after the August 1991 coup, the Party
remained intact but inactive. As of late 1992, the Party continues to be a legal polit-

ical entity oflicially registered with the Ministry of Justice. While its membership
and influence remain mnited, in mid-November the Communist Party again began
publishing its own newspaper.
Through universal suffrage in a multicandidate election, the Armenian people

elected President Levon Ter-Petrosyan as President in October 1991. By law, mem-
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here of the executive branch, including the President himself, may not belong to any
political party. Presidential elections are sdieduled for 1995.

More uian 25 political parties were registered over the past 18 months, 12 of

which are ofiiciaUy represented in the fragmented Parliament. The Armenian Na-
tional Movement, which supports the President, has just 52 deputies. Because of fre-

auent defections and splits, the strength of the other parties, such as the Dashnak,
^amkavar, Self-Determination Union, and Republican parties, in the legislature

varies.

In the absence of a new constitution, the Government's legitimacy is based upon
the 1990 law on the presidency and the 1991 law on parliament. The former created

the office of president, an institution which did not exist in the Republic before that

time. The law laid out the term of office, what powers belonged to the presidency,

and what appointments he or she has the authority to make. The law on the par-

liament established a multiparty system. In an effort to improve government efli-

ciency, the President took steps to ensure opposition members' participation in the
formation of public policy. In September, for example, he asked representatives of

several influential opposition parties to sit on the National Security Council and ap-

f)ointed an opposition party leader (and former prime minister) to be State Minister
or Defense Issues.

Women in practice play only a limited role in government and politics. The high-

est ranking woman in government is the Minister of the Environment.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation of Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are several local human rights groups in Armenia. The Government does
not impede investigations, either by domestic or international human rights organi-

zations, into alleged charges of human ri^ts abuse.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

No laws have been passed since independence to protect against discrimination

based on race, sex, religion, language, or social status. Virtually the entire Azeri

gopulation of Armenia, some 200,000 people, were deported or fled in 1988-89 (see

ection 2.d.) as a result of an officially sanctioned campaign of discrimination and
intimidation, often accompanied by considerable violence. Because the Government
does not expect any Azerbaiianis to return to Armenia, to date no official measures
have been taken to protect them should they decide to return.

In contrast to the treatment of the ethnic Azeri population, Armenia's other na-

tional minorities do not suffer discrimination. These include small communities of
Russians, Jews, Kurds, Georgians, Greeks, and Assyrians. Historically, the anti-

Semitism found in other parts of the former Soviet Union did not exist in Armenia.
In practice, deeply ingrained, traditional attitudes discrinunate against women.

Armenia remains a male-dominated society, with the universal expectation that

women will do the housework and raise the family even if they have another full-

time job. No statistics exist on rapes or other physical violence perpetrated against

women. Officially, only a handAil of cases (around 15 or 20) have gone before the
courts. Given societal attitudes, it is likely that numerous other such cases go unre-

ported and unpublicized.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—The absence of a new constitution hinders advance-

ment of le^al guarantees providing workers the right to form or ioin unions of their

own choosmg without previous authorization. The existing trade unions are hold-

overs from the Soviet period and were not freely chosen by workers.

Armenia joined the International Labor Organization in November as its 161st

member.
b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Despite passage of a law

privatizing state enterprises, to date nearly all enterprises, factories, and organiza-

tions remain under state control. As a result, voluntary direct negotiations between
unions and employers without the participation of the Government cannot take

place. At the same time, no legislation specifically addresses the right to organize

and bargain collectively. TTie Government continues to establish overall wage levels

and to set minimum wage standards. There are no export processing or other special

economic zones.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^There is no legal prohibition of

forced or compulsory labor, but reportedly it is not practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Parliament has not yet passed re-

form legislation addressing the minimum age for employment of children. The statu-

tory minimum age for employment under Soviet law is 16.
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e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The minimum wage is set by governmental de-

cree, not by legislation. At present, the minimum wage does not provide a decent

living for a woiier and family, nearly 95 percent of whom live below the officially

recognized poverty level. Industrial enterprises presently operate at only 10 to 15

percent of capacity in the current, exceptionally depressed economic climate. By ex-

isting statute, "employed" workers at these idle factories continue to receive two-

thirds of their base salary.

AUSTRIA

Austria is a constitutional parliamentary democracy. A coalition government (So-

cial Democratic Party and People's Party), formed originally after the 1986 national

election, continued in oflice after the October 1990 election. The liberal/nationalist

Freedom Party and the loosely united Green Party comprise the opposition.

The police and security organs are subordinated to the executive and judicial au-

thorities. However, there were again credible reports of ill-treatment of some people

in police custody.
Austria has a developed economy, and its citizens enjoy a high standard of living.

Human rights are highly respected in Austria; individual ri^ts and political free-

doms are provided for in the Constitution and generally protected.

RESPECT FX3R HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no reports of politically

motivated killings.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no political abductions.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Torture is banned by Article H of the European Convention for the Protection of

Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, which is incorporated into the Constitu-

tion.

The parliamentary opposition continued to raise the issue of police brutality. Ac-

cording to Interior Ministry statistics, complaints of police brutality decreased from
345 in 1990 to 286 in 1991. There were 115 complaints in the first half of 1992.

In 1991, 3 policemen were convicted of brutality; 75 such cases are pending. Persons
who file brutality complaints risk being charged with slander, in the first half of

1992, 89 of the 115 complainants were convicted of slander. The Government contin-

ued training police officers in new regulations which stipulate more clearly the lim-

its of police conduct during investigations. Those regulations take effect in May
1993.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—The Constitution prohibits arbitrary de-

tention or exile. In criminal cases the law provides for investigative or pretrial de-

tention for up to 48 hours (except in cases of charges of "aggressive behavior"), by
which time an investigative judge must decide on tne legality of continuing the de-

tention. Provided the prosecutor requests detention and the investigative judge

agrees, the accused may be held for a maximum of 2 years pending completion of

an investigation. Grounds for investigative detention are enumerated in the law, as

are conditions for release on bail. A reform of Austrian law regarding investigative

and pretrial detention was adopted in 1992 and is scheduled to go into effect in mid-

1993. The law requires mandatory reevaluation of a detention by the investigative

judge at 2 weeks, 1 month and every 2 months after the arrest.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The judiciary is independent of the executive and
legislative branches of government. Judges are appointed for life and may not, in

principle, be removed from oflice. Jury trials are prescribed for major offenses, and
those convicted have the right of appeal. Written charges must be presented to the

accused who has the rig^t to be represented by a lawyer. The accused are presumed
innocent, and trials are public.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—The law
provides for the protection of personal data collected, processed, or transmitted by
government agencies, public institutions, and private entities. Constitutional provi-

sions also protect the secrecy of the mail and telephone. Following the restructuring

of the state police after a 1990 scandal involving the monitoring of private citizens

without sufficient grounds, a new federal police law introduced parliamentary con-

trol over the state police and the military secret service on a permanent basis. Sepa-

rate parliamentary subcommittees have oversight authority for these organs.
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Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—These freedoms are provided by the Constitu-

tion and generally respected in practice, although stringent slander laws may have
the effect of discouraging reports of policy brutality (see Section I.e.). Austria has
a free, independent, and multifaceted press, ranging from conservative to Com-
munist. Pubucations may be removed from circulation if they violate legtd provisions

concerning morality or public security. As a matter of practice, such cases are ex-

tremely rare. Opposition viewpoints are given wide attention in Austrian publica-

tions. Austria's well-established and democratic political system, its active and inde-

pendent press, and its effective judiciary combine to assure continued freedom of

speech and press. Freedom of academic expression is respected.

Austrian radio and television are government monopolies but are also

multifaceted. There have been no complaints of subtle or direct censorship. Cable
television is widely available, allowing Austrians access to broadcasts from tne Unit-

ed States, Germany, and the United Kingdom, among others. Austrians also listen

to radio broadcasts from other European countries.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Constitution provides for

freedom of assembly and association. Public demonstrations require a permit from
the police authorities, who may consider only the public safety aspect of the pro-

posed demonstration and not its political purpose. Permits are routinely issued. The
Austrian State Treaty of 1955 makes an exception to freedom of association in the
case of Nazi organizations and activities. The Constitutional Law of 1945, as amend-
ed in 1947, also prohibits Nazi oi^anizations and activities. A 1992 law lowered
minimum sentences for neo-Nazi activities and introduced penalties for public de-

nial, belittlement, approval, or justification of Nazi crimes. The lowering of mini-

mum sentences has had the desired efTect of incresising the conviction rate of those
accused of neo-Nazi activities. The law on the formation of associations stipulates

that permission to form an association may be denied if it is apparent that the orga-

nization will pursue the illegal activities of a prohibited oivanization.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^This right is provided by the Constitution, although the
treaty of St. Germain, which is also incorporated into the Constitution, restricts this

freedEom to the practice of religions that are compatible with public safety and mo-
rality. In order to qualify as a recognized religious organization under Austrian law,

religious groups register with the Government. Although 88 percent of the popu-
lation is Roman Catholic, most of the world's major religions are represented and
practice their faiths freely.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^There are no restrictions concerning freedom of movement within the
country or the right to change residence or workplace. Austrian residents are free

to travel abroad and to emigrate. Citizens who have left the country have the right

to return.
In the summer Austria introduced a visa requirement for persons with passports

issued by "Serbia" or the "Tederal Republic of^ Yugoslavia." The law eflectively in-

cluded citizens of Bosnia-Herzegovina who carry Yugoslav passports. The Austrian
Government hoped to deter "ethnic cleansing by forcing Serbia to deal with the
non-Serb populations which could no longer find refuge in the north. It was argued
that to take refugees from the "cleansed" regions was to support the policy of "ethnic

cleansing." Approximately 70,000 Bosnian Muslim refugees are resident in Austria.

La spite of government assertions to the contrary, human rights groups and lib-

eral/leit opposition groups claim that the country's refugee policies are too restric-

tive. Austria has recently tightened its policy on refugee admissions. Refugees con-

tinue to be allowed to enter the country if the Government receives personal guar-

antees of support from friends, family, or charitable institutions in Austria. Opposi-
tion groups maintain that Austria's strict new asylum laws violate the right to apply
for asylum and the right of asylum seekers to reside in Austria while their rejected

asylum requests are appealed. The Government insists that asylum seekers must
apply for asylum in the first country in which they are able to make application.

iTie acceptance rate for asylum seekers is 12.5 percent. Legislation was passed by
Parliament in 1992 to curb the flow of immigrants to Austria. Annual quotas were
introduced, and forei^ers must now apply for immigp'ation at Austrian diplomatic

missions abroad. Residence permits imtially will be issued to foreign workers but
not to their families.

Despite the use of armed forces to police Austria's eastern border, the Defense
Ministry maintains that about 14,000 aliens were apprehended and deported when
attempting to cross illegally into the country between September 1990 and Septem-
ber 1992. llie number of illegal aliens in Austria is estimated to be as high as

150,000.
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Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right o/" Citizens to Change Their Govern-

ment

Austria is governed through a democratic parliamentary system. Under the Con-

stitution, national elections must be held at least every 4 years. Elections are free,

and they regularly draw high levels of participation. There is universal suffrage for

those over 19 years of age.

"Die national elections of 1990 resulted in the continuation of a coalition Govern-

ment coimwsed of the two largest political parties. No party won an absolute maior-

ity. The &)cial Democratic Party, which won 80 seats in Parliament, and the Peo-

ple's Party, which won 60 seats, formed a ^vemment. Two other parties are rep-

resented in Parliament; the liberal/ nationalist Freedom Party won 33 seats, and the

Greens won 10. Several small parties participating in the elections (including the

Communist Party) did not receive sufllcient support to elect candidates to the Par-

liament.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude R^arding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Allegations of improper activities on the part of the authorities are discussed and
investigated by the press, public groups, and private individuals without govern-

ment hindrance. Botn international and local human rights groups operate freely.

Austria recognizes the competence of the European Human nights Commission m
Strasbourg for implementing the European Convention on Human Rights. Austria

involves itself actively with mtemational human rights matters, especially the situ-

ation in Eastern Europe.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Austria has an extensive public welfare system, the benefits of which are avail-

able to all citizens on a nondiscriminatory basis. In employment and in other areas

there is comprehensive legal protection against discrimination because of race, sex,

religion, language, or sociu status.

jGi isolated incident of anti-Semitism—^the desecration of 80 graves in a Jewish
cemetery in Eisenstadt—was quickly and forcefully condemned by high-ranking gov-

ernment oflicials and parliamentarians, prominent religious ofiicials, and coinmu-

nity leaders. A prompt investigation resulted in an arrest within 2 weeks of the inci-

dent.
Legal restrictions on women's rights have been abolished. Women are enterii^ the

work force in increasing numbers and have made substantial progress towara eco-

nomic equality in the postwar era. Nevertheless, in practice, inequality still exists

in political, economic and social fields, where women are generally

underrepresented. Parliament passed a women's omnibus bill in December to tight-

en labor laws against ^scrimination and improve maternity regulations. Labor laws

Sroviding for equal treatment have been extended to women in the civil service. Ad-
itionally, women of equivalent qualifications are to be placed in jobs ahead of men

in civil service areas in which less than 40 percent of the employees are women.
The new law introduces compensation of up to 4 month's salary for women who are

discriminated against in promotions because of their gender. The law also estab-

lishes compensation for victims of sexual harassment. Tne number of reported rapes

in Austria was 507 in 1991, down slightly from the record 533 in 1990.

"The human rights of members of Austrian minorities are fully respected. While

the subject of Slovene language instruction for the Slovene minority in Carinthia

has been an issue in past years, this question has largely been resolved through the

establishment of such language courses. Occasional calls are stiU made for extend-

ing these rights, by, for example, setting up bilingual village signs in Carinthia.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Workers have the right to form and join unions

without prior authorization. This ridit is protected under general constitutional

guarantees of freedom of association. In practice, Austrian trade unions have an im-

portant and independent voice in the political, social, and economic life of the coun-

try. In 1992, 58 percent of the work force was oivanized in 14 national unions (down
from 15 after two small unions merged), each ofwhich is a member of the Austrian

Trade Union Federation (ATUF). This organization has a strong, centralized leader-

ship structure. Individual unions and the Federation are independent of government
or political party control, although there are formal factions within these organiza-

tions that are closely allied with political parties.

Although the ri^t to strike is not explicitly provided by the Constitution or by
national legislation, it is universally recognized as a right of workers. Strikes in the

postwar period have been comparatively Tew and usually of short duration. High on
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the list of reasons for Austria's record of labor peace is the system of "social partner-
ship"—^Austria's nearly unique unoflicial forum for cooperation among labor, man-
agement, and government. At the center of the system is the Joint Parity Commis-
sion for wages and prices, which has an important voice on major economic ques-
tions.

The ATUF, its political wings, and its member unions are active in Europe and
bevond and have afliliations with all three world labor federations.

D. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Unions have the right to or-

ganize and bargain collectively. The labor movement enjoys widespread acceptance,

and almost all large companies, private and state-owned, are organized. Worker
councils representing all of the workers in a unit operate at the enterprise level,

and workers are entitled by law to elect one-third of the members of the supervisory
bo{u*ds of major companies. Collective agreements covering wages, benefits, and
working conditions are negotiated by the ATUF on behalf of its member unions with
the National Chamber of Commerce and its associations, which represent the em-
ployers within a frameworic of wage-price policy guidelines set by the Joint Parity
Commission. A 1973 law imposes on employers in enterprises with more than five

employees the obligation to prove that job dismissals are not motivated by antiunion
discrimination. The International Labor Oiyanization (ILO) Committee of Experts
again in 1992 called on the Government to fulfill its obligations under ILX) Conven-
tion 98 on the right to organize and collective bargaining by enacting legislation ex-

tending legal protection against arbitrary dismissals to employees in enterprises
with fewer than five employees.
Workers are further protected by mandatory membership in the Austrian Cham-

bers of Labor, to which all employees except civil servants belong. These Chambers
fulfill several functions that are nandled oy trade unions in other countries, such
as carrying out studies and preparing legislative proposals. The Chambers are

obliged to provide free legal assistance, including a lawyer, to any employee request-

ing it. Typically, legal disputes between employer and employees regardingjob-relat-

ed matters are handled by a special arbitration court for social affairs. The ATUF
is exclusively responsible for collective bargaining. The leaderships of both the
Chambers and the ATUF are elected democratically.

Austria has no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced labor is prohibited by law
and is not practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum legal working age
is 15. The law is effectively enforced by the Labor Inspectorate of the Ministry of
Social Affairs.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—There is no legislated national minimum wage.
Instead, nationwide collective bargaining agreements set minimum wage rates hy
job classification for each industry. A woreer whose annual income falls below a pov-

erty line (approximately $850 per family member per month) is eligible to receive

social welfare benefits. The average Austrian has a high standard of living, and
even workers at the low end of the wage scale have a relatively adequate minimum
standard. Although the legal workweek has been established at 40 hours since 1975,

more than 50 percent of the labor force enjoys collective bargaining agreements set-

ting the standard workweek at 38 or 38.5 hours.
Austria has enacted extensive legislation setting occupational health and safety

standards, under which the Labor Inspectorate attached to the Ministry of Social

Affairs conducts inspections and ensures the effective protection of workers in these

areas. Inspectors have the authority to "tag" an observed safety or health risk with-

out a court order, an action that effectively shuts down the affected machinery or
process until it comes into line with mandatory safety standards. Workers may file

complaints anonymously with the Labor Inspectorate, which may bring suit against

the employer on behalf of the employee. In practice, this option is rarely exercised;

workers normally rely instead on the ChamJbers of Labor, which file suits on their

behalf.

AZERBAIJAN

Azerbaijan declared its independence from the Soviet Union on August 30, 1991,

at which time the Communist Party First Secretary, Ayaz Mutalibov, Became Presi-

dent of the Republic. After military defeats in Nagorno-Karabakh, including the

massacre of Azeri civilians in the town of Khojaly, popular protest, organized by the
opposition Azeri Popular Front (APF), forced Mutalibov to resign in March 1992.

Tne old Communist elite, however, held on to control of the Government. On March
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23, Acting President Yagub Mamedov scheduled presidential elections for June 7.

It soon became apparent that Abulfez Elchibey, the leader of the APF, would win
free and fair elections. To avoid such an outcome, the old guard returned Mutalibov

to power on May 14 in a parliamentary coup. When Mutalibov suspended the elec-

tions and moved to ban all political activity, the APF organized resistance and took

power in a nearly bloodless countercoup. The APF dissolved the predominantly

Communist Supreme Soviet (legislature) and transferred its functions to the 50-

member upper house, the National Council (Milli Majlis). The APF Government
went ahead with the scheduled presidential elections, and on June 7 Elchibey was
elected in what international observers considered free and fair elections.

The APF Government moved to turn the national security and police apparatus

into those of a democratic state. The national security apparatus, formerly loyal to

Moscow, became less active than previously, and the militia (aside from Interior

Ministry troops) was disbanded in favor of a police force.

Azerbaijan maintained the structure of a command economy, but the "shadow"

economy—still technically illegal—^began taking over in many sectors. Disintegra-

tion of the Soviet economy led to economic decline. Unemployment rose to about 28

percent, and living standards fell. Badly needed economic reform and privatization

remained to be implemented. Oil was the key foreign exchange earner, but Azer-

baijan also produced significant quantities of fruit and cotton.

The most important human rights issue in 1992 was the abuse conamitted by both

sides in the conflict between Azerbaijani and Armenian forces in and around
Nagorno-Karabakh. Both sides took hostages, tortured prisoners, created refugees

and displaced persons, targeted civilian locations, killea civilians, and carried out

summary executions. The most significant single attack on civilians was the mas-
sacre by Armenians of at least 600 Azerbaijani civilians after the fall of Khoialy on
February 25-26. The introduction of more powerful weapons, including missiles and
tactical aircraft, escalated the conflict and increased its destructiveness.

As a result of the conflict, some 18,000 Armenians still in Baku, mostly members
of mixed marriages, lived in fear of official harassment and unofficial persecution,

including dispossession of homes, beatings, and kidnapings.

In aspects unrelated to the conflict, the (jovemment, after the presidential elec-

tion, attempted to respect human rights: generally, it respected freedom of speech,

press, and religion and demonstrated a commitment to democratic parliamentary

S>rocesses. Parliamentary elections will be a further important milestone in the ef-

brt to achieve a multiparty democratic system.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^No political or other extrajudicial

killings are known to have occurred. See Section l.g. for reports of killings associ-

ated with the conflict in Nagorno-Karabakh.
b. Disappearance.—In the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict, both sides frequently took

hostages, intending to exchange them for prisoners held by the other side. While
most hostages were taken during raids on villages and other military activities in

Nagorno-Karabakh, several ethnic Armenians were abducted from Beucu and taken

to the front to be exchanged, allegedly with the involvement of the APF militia.

Some of these persons cannot be accounted for and have disappeared. The local

housing authority in Baku allegedly provided information on the whereabouts of Ar-

menians to those seeking to kidnap them. The Interior Ministry of the new APF-
led Government has forbidden local housing authorities to give out information on
residents which might be of use to those wishing to kidnap or harass Armenians.

On January 8, agents of the Interior Ministry allegedly arrested Konstantin

Vaganovich Manvelov and his son, Vyacheslav Konstantinovich Manvelov, and took

them to the front to be exchanged. The Foreign Ministry was unable to uncover fur-

ther information about the two. On March 23, an unknown group abducted Lev
Vaganovich Ovakov-Leonov, an 84-year-old man, from his Baku apartment. Efforts

to obtain fiirther information on Ovakov-Leonov from the Defense Ministry, Interior

Ministry, and directly at the front failed to produce results.

c. Torture and Other Cruel. Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Vladimir Mamedov, an Armenian, alleged that the militia arrested him on January
28 and tortured him during an 8-day period, accusing him of theft. He said he was
beaten on the head, back, and genitals; his fingers were slammed in a door; and
his head held under water in a toilet. He was released from prison on April 24.

Numerous Armenians or part-Armenians alleged being beaten at the hands of un-

known groups, sometimes acting in the name of the APF. The (Jovemment believed

the perpetrators of these crimes may have come from the over 350,000 refugees and
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displaced persons in Azerbaijan, many of whom have been driven out of Armenia,
Nagorno-Karabakh, and nei^boringreeions over the past 4 years.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, orExUe.—Hostage-taking on both sides of the con-

flict in Nagorno-Karabakh led to numerous instances of arbitrary arrest and deten-

tion. Baku Armenians reported incidents of arbitrary detention.

Yuri IQiristoforovich Staroverov (Karapetov) and Mikhail Yuriyevidi
Shlyaposhnikov (Karapetov), alleged that they were detained for 3 days by a uni-

formed group intending to exchange them for an Azeri-held prisoner in Nagomo-
Karabalui. Two Georgian citizens of Armenian extraction were allegedly detained

briefly when their plane landed in Baku en route to Tbilisi. In Apnl the APF at-

tempted to exchange 15 Armenians, many of whom were convicted criminals taken
from Baku jsdls, for Azeri civilians taken nostage by Armenian forces.

e. Denied of Fair Public Trial.—^The court system of Azerbauan is unchanged fix>m

Soviet rule. There are cUstrict and municipal courts and a Supreme Court which
serves as a court of appeals. The judiciary has been more independent since the col-

lapse of the Soviet system. For example, the courts have consistently released people

detained or arrested on Interior Minister Hamidov's orders.

Generally, trials are public. Defendants have the right to be present, confront wit-

nesses, and present evidence. The court appoints an attorney for defendants who do
not have one. Defendants have the ri^ht to appeal, as does the prosecutor. The pre-

sumption of innocence has not been mcorporated into the Criminal Code. Citizens

are no longer arrested and chaiged on political grounds, and there are reportedly

no politicalprisoners.

tiiere were allegations that Ave Armenians, sentenced to death in April for the
1991 murder of three Soviet soldiers and a woman journalist in Nagorno-Karabakh,
did not receive a fair trial. It has been established that the 5 participated in the

fatal attack; however, according to their attorneys, the prosecution never established

that they were responsible for the murders as there were 11 other participants in

the attack. The question as to whether they merited the death penalty is unresolved
and has been appealed to the President. President Elchibey has publicly expressed
his opposition to the death penalty.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—A de-

cree issued in June, with the purpose of stopping illegal arms stockpiling, permitted
spot searches of automobiles and residences with the procurator's approval. In some
instances, police fired on automobiles that failed to stop and allegedly extorted

money from those persons who did. An opposition leader alleged that some of the
searches were political in motivation, aimed at intimidating his supporters.

The extent to whidi the Soviet surveillance apparatus survives in Azerbaijani

hands is not known. The old KGB is being reoiganized on a national Azerbaijani

basis. The successor organization is the Ministry of National Security. It is widely

believed that some phones are tapped and some mail is read.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—The conflict in Na^mo-Karabakh, created in 1923 as an autonomous oblast

(province) within Azerbaijan, pits the Armenian segment of the population of the

province (77 percent in the 1989 Soviet census) against the Government of Azer-

baijan. The Armenians, with manpower and material and moral support from Arme-
nia, seek independence and separation from Azerbaijan. Azerbaijan sees the dispute

as a question of its territorial integrity and views itself as the victim of external

agjn^ssion.
The current conflict began in early 1988 with the unilateral declaration of inde-

pendence of Nagorno-Karabakh and a resolution by the Armenian Parliament de-

claring the annexation of the province. In February the Armenians in Nagorno-
Karabakh began demonstrating for attachment to the territory of Armenia and forc-

ing non-Armenians out of Armenian-controlled parts of the region, including the

capital Stepanakert. Refugee flows and mounting ethnic tensions led to serious mob
violence. Tne first of several pogroms against the roughly 350,000 Armenians resi-

dent in Azerbaijan outside of^Nagomo-Karabakh occurred in Sumgait in February
1988. At the same time, the nearly 200,000 Azeris resident in Armenia had fled or

been expelled from Armenia. In 1991 Soviet troops backed by Azerbayani militia

forcibly deported Armenians from 22 to 24 villages in Nagorno-Karabakh and ar-

rested hundreds of Armenian men. The operation was conaucted with considerable

violence. In September 1991, the Armenians of Nagorno-Karabakh proclaimed it an
independent republic. A subsequent referendum boycotted by Azeri residents was
overwhelmingly approved, after which the Azerbaijani Parliament revoked the au-

tonomy of the province.

The conflict intensifled in 1992 as the Armenians gained control of the entire

province by May and established a land corridor to Armenia, breaking a 3-year-old

Blockade. The Azeri armed forces launched a summer counteroffensive which at
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year's end continued. Both sides used excessive, indiscriminate, and deliberate force
against civilians and were responsible for wide-scale hostage-taking, the beating and
torture of hostages, and summary executions.
Both sides have been guilty of attacks on each others' civilians; the most serious

was the Februaiy 25-26 attack by Armenian forces on the Nagorno-Karabakh Azeri
town of Khojaly. According to figures compiled by the International Committee of
the Red Cross, between 600 and 1,000 Azeris—all but 57 of them civilians—were
killed, mostly as they and the Azeri militia interspersed with them attempted to flee

through Armenian-held territory to the Azeri town of Agdfun. Another 175 were
missing, and a similar number were taken hostage.
A number of visitors to Stepanakert, including journalists and members of inter-

national human rights oi;ganizations, reported on the effects of indiscriminate Azeri
shelling. The preconilict population had dwindled from 70,000 to 20,000. Residents
lived in basements as many apartment buildings and clusters of homes, removed
from military targets, were damaged and appear to have been deliberately targeted.
The hospital complex had been destroyed. In the sununer, Azerbaijani forces began
aerial bombardment of Stepanakert. Similar scenes of destruction nave occurred in
Azerba^ani towns subjectea to Armenian artillery barrages.
Each side also attempted to cut off the other's access to food supplies. Azerbaijan

has blockaded Nagorno-Karabakh as a whole and Armenia since 1988, causing wide-
spread hardship. Armenian forces blockaded Azeri enclaves within Nagorno-
Karabakh, before eliminating them entirely in May. Finally, Armenia has blockaded
the Azerbauani exclave of Nakhchyvan, an autonomous republic separated from the
rest of Azerba^an by Aimenia.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech and press was generally re-
spected, espjecially after the June elections. The lively Azerbaijani press operated
generally without government restriction. There were perhaps 50 local daUy and
weekly newspapers available in Baku in both Russian and Azeri. Many of these
were the ephemeral organs of political parties, reflecting a wide range of views, both
for and against the Government.

In July the Government began to demand that foreign journalists and news oiva-
nizations receive permits in order to visit Nagorno-Karabakh and its environs. Ac-
cording to Azerbayani officials, the measure was aimed at protecting the security
of journalists and to prevent unauthorized disclosure of miUtarily useftil informa-
tion. Most visiting foreign journalists have continued to receive permission to visit

the front but under Mimstry of Defense escort.

In September and October, Interior Minister Iskandar Hamidov personally struck
two editors who, he believed, had insulted him in their papers. The entire press con-
demned Hamidov, and most dailies published an open letter of protest to President
Elchibey. The President, after receiving a delegation representing the signers, re-
sponded with his own open letter, condenming Hamidov^s actions and vowing to
guarantee Azerbaijan's free press. This was followed, however, by Hamidov's pro-
motion to a two-star general. The Milli Majlis revised, by one vote, to place the mat-
ter on its agenda for discussion.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Demonstrations brought about
the March downfall of former President MutaUbov and characterized the May
events that led first to his return to power and then to his subsequent ouster 2
weeks later by the APF in a nearly bloodless coup. Since the presidential elections
in June, groups of citizens representing many political views have routinely dem-
onstrated peacefully outside Parliament and the presidentifd offices. Officials did
not interfere with or demand pennits for the demonstrations. A recent decree on
public association does require groups to register in order to ftinction, but the Gov-
ernment is not allowed to refuse registration except in cases of known criminal ac-
tivity.

While the majority of demonstrations took place without government interference.
Interior Ministry forces did break up a Social Democratic Party demonstration on
December 25 and another demonstration on December 31, beating some of those
who attempted to demonstrate.

_
c. Freedom of Religion.—^There is no state religion. Most Azerbaijanis are Mus-

lims, predominantly of the Shi'a sect, but there are significant Russian Orthodox
and Jewish communities as well. All faiths practiced their religions without restric-
tions or sanctions, with one exception: Armenian churches, many vandalized in past
years, remained closed, and the few Armenians left in Azerbaijan would not have
felt secure enough to attend them had they been open. Many mosques in Azerbaijan,
closed during Communist antireligious campaigns, were reopened. There is one
Muslim seminary; Christians and Jews must go elsewhere for clerical training. Mus-
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lim clerics from Iran and Turkey, Jewish clerics from Israel and the United States,

and Christian clerics from Russia and elsewhere were given full access to the coun-
try.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^The Government did not place seneral restrictions on internal travel

except for zones near the front. Foreign travel was still subject to the Soviet system
of exit permits and passports and required an invitation from abroad in most cases.

The Uovemment officially recognized freedom of emigration and provided written
guarantees to that effect. However, those Armenians and part-Armenians, mostly in

mixed marriages, still remaining in the country reported being refused permission
to leave the country. "Diey allege that the Department of Visas and Registrations

struck them off the rolls of residents and then refused to issue exit visas. According
to some observers, the mere existence of passport checks is enough to deter some
from attempting to leave.

There are some 400,000 ethnic Armenian residents of Azerbaijan who are refugees
in Armenia, Russia, and elsewhere. These people fled the country following anti-Ar-

menian pogroms in 1988-90. It is unclear if tnese people will be able to return, as

is also tne case for the nearly 200,000 Azeri refugees who fled Armenia to Azer-
baijan during the same period. Both groups of refugees complain that they were
stripped of their possessions, movable and immovable, and received little or no com-
Sensation. An additional 150,000 Azerbaijanis have fled their homes in Nagomo-
[arabakh and elsewhere due to continuing hostilities between Azerba^ani and Ar-

menian forces.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Although some progress toward democracy occurred, it remains unclear to what
extent the people of Azerbaijan have the right and ability to change their govern-
ment hy peaceflil tmd democratic means. A series of coups and countercoups re-

sulted in the APF seizing power in May. Afterwards, presidential elections were
held in June, resulting in the election of Abulfaz Elchibey, the chairman of the APF.
The election was internationally monitored, and while one of the candidates alleged

fraud and several complained about the APF's monopoly of television and radio,

international observers fudged it free and fair.

Nonetheless, Azerbaijan's declared goal of creating a secular parliamentary de-

mocracy with an independent judiciaiy as well as cnecks and balances on the re-

spective branches has been impeded. In 1992 instability created by the conflict in

Nagorno-Karabakh remained a severe obstacle to carrying out democratic reforms.

The conflict has entrenched militias, warlords, and black marketeers, who, like the
old Communist apparatus, resist needed change.
The President currently shares power with a 50-member National Council (Milli

Majlis), which was formed in 1991 under the Communist regime, with half of its

members drawn from the opposition and half from the Communists. After the May
15 coup, the APT dissolved the Supreme Soviet, which had been Azerbaijan's par-

liament and transferred its fiinctions to the National Council. Political opposition

parties have called for new parliamentary elections as well as a new constitution

at an early date. Both the President and the National Council are at work drafting

a new constitution to replace the Soviet-era document still in force. Elections for a
new parliament are anticipated in 1993.
There were no restrictions on women or minorities participating in politics; how-

ever, parties formed along specifically religious or ethmc lines were banned.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Local human rights observers are not repressed but they were not ptirticularly ac-

tive in 1992. The Government has expressed its willingness to receive delegations

from human rights oreanizations. Several visited Nagorno-Karabakh in 1992. Hi^-
ranking government ofiicials express a willingness to abide by the norms and obliga-

tions m the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe and other inter-

national agreements, but they also admit that it is not easy to enforce this policy

in a society that has been marked by decades of severe human rights abuses.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Government issued several declarations and adopted one law regarding the

ftrotection of minority rights. The presidential decree oi September 16, adopted as

aw by the National Council shortly thereafter, called on ministers to consult leaders

of ethnic groups, take steps to ensure there is no discrimination against minorities

in any field, and provide minorities full cultural and linguistic rights. Government
leaders repeatedly stated their policy that Azerba^an should remain a multiethnic
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state, where all ethnic groups, including Armenians, may reside under equal citizen-
ship rights.

Despite stated government policy, the estimated 18,000 Armenians and part-Ar-
menians still residing in Baku, most of them menders of mixed marriages, lived in
an atmosphere of fear and uncertainty. The Government was unable to guarantee
their safety in the face of anti-Armenian sentiment. Until the APF took over in May,
the Government appeared in some instances to dismiss minority concerns as
overreactions. Harassment and discrimination to which Armenians were subjected
included: the loss or denial of jobs; the canceling of pensions and other benefits; and
the withholding of hetdth care. In addition, the presence in Baku of hundreds of
thousands of Azeri refugees from Armenia and Nagorno-Karabakh complicated the
situation. These refugees form a core of resentment and opposition to any oflicial
efforts to safeguard the rights of Armenians to live in Baku. Many of them believe
that Armenians have no right to Uve in Azerbaijan as long as Azeris are not per-
mitted to live in Armenia. There have been threats against Armenians, part-Arme-
nians, and others in mixed marriages to leave their homes and apartments or face
the consequences. Many have abandoned their homes, others are subjected to break-
ins and other forms of harassment. For those who stay on in Baku, their greatest
fear is being taken hostage (see Section l.d.).

WhUe other national minorities are not as threatened, members of the large
russophone population (500,000) report a growing sense that they have no future
in Azerbaijan now that this once cosmopolitan crossroads is becoming increasingly
dominated by Azerbaijani national consciousness.
Women nominally enjoy the same legal rights as men, including the right to par-

ticipate in all aspects of political, economic, and social life. In general, women are
riven extensive opportunities for education, work, and political activity. In practice,
the social norms of the Caucasus are influential and tend to keep women in a subor-
dinate position. For example, there is no restriction on women driving, and many
women possess drivers' licenses, but it is rare to see a woman drive. Women's rights
groups are actively tiying to change these cultural norms.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Azerbaijani labor unions still operate as under the
Soviet system. However, the Azerbaijan Labor Federation has severed its links to
Moscow, and certain unions are the focus of antigovemment political activity and
operate without hindrance or restriction.

The unions, to which all workers belong, are highly dependent upon the Govern-
ment. There is a legal right to strike, and increasingly workers are making use of
this right. Unions and workers are not directly the subject of any human rights
abuses. Unions are free to form federations and participate in international homes.
Azerbaijan was admitted to the International Labor Organization in May.
b. The night to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—42o\lective bargaining is at a

rudimentary level; wages are still decreed by relevant government ministries for or-
ganizations within the budget. There are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is pro-
hibited by law and is not known to be practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum emplojncnent age is

16. Children of 14 are allowed to work during vacations with the consent of meir
{)arents and certification of a physician. Children of 15 may work if the workplace's
abor union does not object.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—There is a nationwide administrative minimum
wage set by government decree. The minimum was raised several times in 1992 as
the ruble coflapsed. It is not known how effectively the minimum wage was en-
forced. The minimum wage does not provide a decent living for a worker and family.
However, the extended family structure's "safety net" and reliance on outside
sources of income generally ensure a decent living. The le^al workweek is 41 hours.
Health and safety standards exist but are by and large ignored at the workplace.

BELARUS

Belarus declared independence in 1991 after the failed Moscow coup. It subse-
(piently embalmed on a cautious path of economic and political reform and took
steps to strengthen itself as an independent state. Popular elections have yet to be
held in Belarus, and a new constitution has not yet been approved. Its form of gov-
ernment continues to parallel closely that of the former Soviet Union. The Supreme
Soviet, the legislative oranch, is technically the highest ruling body of the country;
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its Chairman, Stanislav Shushkevich, is Head of State. However, with the 1991 de-

mise of the Communist Party of Belarus, most power passed to the Council of Min-
isters, headed by Prime Minister Vyacheslav Kebich. The Council wields executive

power and issues decrees that have the force of law. It remains dominated by ex-

Communist Party members, as does the Supreme Soviet. The nationalist Belarusian

Popular Front (BNF) is the principal opposition group. In 1992 it spearheaded a
massive petition drive to force a referendum on dissolving the Supreme Soviet and
holding new elections. Although the petition garnered 380,000 certified signatures,

more ttian the 350,000 required by law, the Supreme Soviet rejected the referendum
on October 29 on purported legal grounds.

In January the Supreme Soviet passed a resolution removing the Belarusian Com-
mittee for State Security (KGB) from the jurisdiction of the Council of Ministers and
placing it temporarily under parliamentaiy supervision. In reality, the KGB contin-

ues to report to tiie Council of Ministers as well as to Supreme Soviet Chairman
Shushkevich. The KGB appeared to have undergone reform; opponents of the Gov-

ernment reported no harassment from security services in 1992. The armed forces

did not appear to involve themselves in domestic law enforcement. There were no
reported human rights violations on the part of the military with the exception of

the practice of hazing which reportedly continues much the way it was practiced in

the former Soviet Union. There have been reports of excessive use of force by police

on detainees.
Belarus has a centrally planned economy in which state-owned enterprises domi-

nate. The Government announced its intention to pursue market reform of the

laively state-owned economy. Parliament adopted laws on investment, enterprises,

ana bankruptcy and debated draft laws on property, demonopolization, and privat-

ization. ContinuiiuK to subsidize foodstuffs and other basic goods in order to prevent

social strife, the Government made clear that it prefers social stability to a quick

transition to a market economy. Rather than close down, many factories gave work-

ers mandatory unpaid vacations and cut workweeks back to 4 days or less. The
economy remains highly dependent on that of the Russian Federation for energy

supplies and other raw materials. Approximately 80 percent of Belarusian exports

go to Russia.
In spite of ihe limited extent of political reform, respect for human ri^ts in

Belarus progressed in some areas, including freedom of travel, freedom of speech,

and freedom of worship. The Government did not attempt to suppress political activ-

ity. However, freedom of the press came under strain because of the Government's
apparent desire to limit media criticism of its actions through the use of slander

laws, and because of its continuing sponsorship of the largest circulation daily news-
papers. In addition, the Government s considerable progress with respect to freedom

of religion was compromised by its dispute with the Roman Cathohc Church over

the tatter's status in Belarus and its accusations that the Catholic Church was at-

tempting "Polonization" of the western regions of Belarus (see Section 2.c.). Elec-

tronic monitoring of residences and telephones reportedly continues.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There was no evidence that such

kiUin^ occurred.

b. Disappearance.—There were no reports of abductions, disappearances, secret

arrests, or clandestine detention.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The current Belarusian Constitution provides for inviolability of the person but con-

tains no explicit ban on torture and other degrading forms of punishment. There
have been reports of police beatings in prisons and detention centers. The use of

physical force against prisoners is ofiicially sanctioned in some instances. For exam-
ple, it is employed on prisoners found harming or threatening to harm other pris-

oners or prison personnel. The Government says it monitors and keeps statistics on
the use of force by prison guards. Prison authorities must report each incident of

the use of force by prison guards to the General Prosecutor's office. A medical eval-

uation of the prisoner is also required when force has been used. The new draft con-

stitution expressly forbids torture and cruel and unusual punishment.
There were numerous reports that prison conditions were substandard and treat-

ment degrading. At the Orshankskaya prison in Orsha, inmates complained of over-

crowding (three times intended prison capacity) and of the denial of hospital care

to seriously ill inmates. Similar problems appear to exist at the No. 15 prison in

Grodno, where serious outbreaks of tuberculosis were reported. The authorities at-

tribute prison conditions to lack of capacity, the extra burden of Belarusian pris-
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oners being returned from Russia and Ukraine, decaying physical plant, and local
neighborhood movements opposed to the construction of new prisons.

Cruel and degrading treatment of military conscripts, a previous practice in the
former Soviet Lmion, remained a problem in Belarus in 1992.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Criminal procedures remain similar to
those in the former Soviet Union. Persons may be detained arbitrarily and without
an arrest warrant. The criminal code, however, requires that detainees be charged
or released within 72 hours. Once arrested and charged, defendants may spend
many months awaiting trial. At the request of the state prosecutor, a detainee may
be kept in pretrial detention for up to 3 months. This period can be extended even
further at the request of either the regional or the republic state prosecutors, for

a maximum term of IVn years in pretrial detention. Up to half of all persons de-
tained for serious crimes are held in pretrial detention at some point. Detainees
may be visited by their counsel without limitation, although reportedly some detain-
ees had difliculty in gaining access to an attorney. There is no pretrial release or
bail for detainees, who may not correspond or receive family visitors without the ex-
press permission of the state prosecutor.

e. Denied of a Fair Public Trial.—^The court system, retaining much of the struc-
ture of the Soviet system, has three tiers: district, city or oblast (province), and re-
public. Higher courts serve as appellate courts but many also hear trials in the first

mstanoe. Lacking an adequate understanding of the role of an independent judici-
ary, some judges continue to be influenced by the political leadership.

iVials are generally public, although they may be closed on grounds of national
security. In practice, however, attendance at open trials may be arbitrarily re-
strictea. For example, at the June trial of Supreme Soviet Deputy Yevgeniy Novikov
on slander charges, there were credible reports opposition deputies and journalists
were not allowed to be present.
Defendants have the ri^t to attend proceedings, confront witnesses, and present

evidence. The court appoints an attorney for defendants who do not have one. There
have been reports that some defendants had difliculty in gaining access to lawyers
and court materials. Although technically the burden of proof is on the prosecutor,
as a practical matter the presumption of innocence is not always strictly observed.
There were no reports of^ political prisoners in Belarusian prisons in 1992.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or (Correspondence.—^Despite

Government efforts to reform the KGB, electronic monitoring of residences and tele-
phones reportedly continued. Permission of a prosecutor is legally required before
a wiretap may be installed. Except in cases of pursuit, a search warrant, issued by
the prosecutor, is needed in order to enter a private home.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Although freedom of the press is provided for
in existing legislation, it has yet to be fully observed in practice. The Government
reportedly attempted to use laws on slander to clamp down on unwanted criticism
of government actions. The monthly opposition newspaper Svoboda was the subject
of repeated law suits and was charged with libel and fined for publishing materials
critical of officials. An independent newspaper in Grodno also faced and Tost a simi-
lar lawsuit. The trial of Supreme Soviet Deputy Novikov was indicative of a possible
official desire to limit criticism of the Government. The Government's use of slander
laws appeared to be an attempt by the Government to encourage self-censorship.

Journalists not working for the small independent press (or newspapers from Rus-
sia) came under pressure to limit or soften material critical of the Government. The
Government's information division held weekly meetings with the editors of govern-
ment-sponsored newspapers at which content and editorial policy were discussed.
During 1992 the largest circulation newspapers experienced financial difficulties

connected with the price reform. Five such newspapers appealed to the Government
for additional financial help. The Government responded by becoming their chief fi-

nancial backer, which gave it a say in what should or may be published.
Prime Minister Kebich reportedly said he intended to provide financial siipport

to all the press except publications opposing the Government. Supreme &)viet
Chairman Snushkevich expressed displeasure with this state of affairs and opposed
the trend toward monopolization of tne press in government hands. The opposition
BNF introduced legislation that would forbid the Government from having control
of more than one newspaper. Meanwhile, the Ministry of Information introduced a
draft piece of legislation that would provide the state-controlled press—^but not the
independent newspaper publishers—with significant tax benefits.
Nearly all radio and television stations are owned by the State (with the exception

of cable stations that generally do not air news programs and are dependent on gov-
ernment-owned facilities). Increasingly over the course of the year, Droadcast news
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tended to take positions favorable to the Government. Sharp criticism of the Govern-
ment and its leadership was usually avoided. Belarusians continued to receive tele-

vision and radio broadcasts from the Russian Federation, including the television

station Ostankino from Moscow. Recently the national State Television-Radio Com-
pany of Belarus denied the opposition BNF (along with other organizations) a re-

quest for air time to voice its views. The stated reason for the denial was that, if

it granted free television air time to the Popular Front, it would have to grant it

to all other political parties. However, this appeared to be an effort on the part of

the Government to avoid giving air time to the principal opposition.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Demonstrations are still gov-

erned by the old Soviet law on demonstrations which requires application to local

officials 10 dajrs in advance. No denials of permission to hold demonstrations were
reported in 1992. Public demonstrations occurred freqpently. Both the opposition

BNF and the pro-Communist opposition often use Minsk's mtdn square to dem-
onstrate their msagreements with the Government.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Freedom of religion is respected in Belarus. In December
the Supreme Soviet passed a law on freedom of religious beliefs and organizations
which provides wide guarantees for freedom of religion. Religious organizations are

allowed to engage in cultural, educational, and charitable activities. However, there
is still some bureaucratic antipathy toward religion in general and toward the major
churches and the Jewish community in particular.

There is no state religion, but the overwhelming majority of Belarusians are Or-
thodox Christians, and the September celebration of the millennium of Orthodox
Christianity in Belarus received wide government support. The Orthodox Church in

Belarus remains formally linked to the Russian Orthodox Church and recognizes the
primacy of the Moscow Patriarch. Belarusian nationalists, such as those in the BNF,
have strongly criticized the Church for being too closely tied to Moscow and not
doing enough to serve the national interests of Belarus.

The Roman Catholic Church in Belarus claims some 1.5 million members, roughly
15 percent of the population. Relations between the Church and the Government are

strained due to the historical association of the Church with Poland, which ruled

the western part of Belarus as recently as 1939. The Government has not yet offi-

cially recognized Archbishop Kazimir Svyontek as the head of the Church in

Belarus, ostensibly because he is a Belarusian of Polish origin. The Government
charged Svyontek and Polish priests with agitating for Poland (including displaying

Polish flags and symbols) and engaging in a purposeful policy of Polonization of the
western regions oi Belarus, where Polish influence remains strong. At Svyontek's di-

rection, these activities have ceased. Priests from Poland have ministered to Roman
Catholic congregations in Belarus because the one Catholic seminary in Grodno can-

not meet the demand for Catholic priests in Belarus. The Government asked some
Polish priests to leave the country for engaging in activities not in accordance with
their visa status and stated that Belarus would prefer Catholic missionaries from
any Slavic country other than Poland to minister to Catholics in Belarus. Belarus
established diplomatic relations with the Vatican in November.
The State is in the process of returning churches previously confiscated by the So-

viet government to the Orthodox and Roman Catholic religious organizations. This
process led to numerous property disputes between the Churches and the State as
well as between the two Churches. Other organizations that occupy what was once
church property are also involved. Local officials reportedly showed favoritism in

preferring to meet the requests of the Orthodox Church to those of the Catholic

Church.
In addition to the Catholic and Orthodox churches, 16 other religious sects freely

function in Belarus. Baptists have reported a tolerant attitude towards their work
on the part of the Government. For example, the city of Minsk provided 8 hectares
to the local Baptist church to buUd a retirement home and medical facility.

The remaining Jewish community in Belarus has a correct if not cordial relation-

ship with the State. The community's concerns are focused on three major issues.

The first is the restoration of buildings for its use, especially previously confiscated

synagogues which have been turned into theaters, warehouses, and meeting halls.

Unlike many previously confiscated Christian churches, no confiscated synagogue
has been returned to uie Jewish community. The second is the construction of a

building on an old Jewish cemetery in Pinsk. Following growing international pro-

test and pressure, the Government recently ordered local authorities to cease con-

struction at the site. The third issue is maintaining the vitality of the Jewish com-
munity in the face of the continuing wave of emigration to Israel, Western Europe,
and the United States. Although the absolute number of Jewish emigrants has fall-

en since 1990, a substantial outflow of Belarusian Jews continues.
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Visits of foreign evangelists and religious leaders were numerous during 1992.
Missionaries from many countries are active in Belarus. Bibles and other religious
materials are available for sale in the Belarusian, Russian, and Polish languages.
Rallies were held in public stadiums with official permission and with no attempt
at government interference.

a. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Belarusian citizens were ffeneraUy free to move about within the coun-
try. All adults are still issued int-emal passports, which serve as primary identity
documents and are required for travel and hotel registration.
The ri^t to choose one's place of residence, although guaranteed by law, was re-

stricted in practice. Despite its formal abolition by the Soviet government in October
1991, the "propiska" (pass) system survived in Belarus; under it, all Belarusians are
ofllcially required to register their place of residence and mav not change their resi-
dences without official permission. The authorities limited tne number of residence
permits in Minsk and the five regional centers of Brest, Grodno, Mogilev, Vitebsk,
and Gomel. The Supreme Soviet reviewed this system of mandatory residence reg-
istration in 1992, and the Interior Ministry's draft law on registration proposes its

abolition.

The Ministry of the Interior has also sent a draft law to the Supreme Soviet for
review that would liberalize foreign travel procedures fpr Belarusian citizens. If
adopted, it would abolish altogether the prerequisite of mandatory oHicial permis-
sion for travel abroad. The proposed law would also reduce the number of Jobs offi-

cially classified as giving access to "state secrets." Under the new law, would-be emi-
grants denied under the "state secrets" provision would have the right to appeal
their refusal to the Council of Ministers or, if refused again, to the Supreme Court.
If denied by the Supreme Court, refuseniks could then reapply after 6 months and
demand a new investigation into the case. The case would no longer be under the
jurisdiction of the Interior Ministry. The new law apparently will not change the
current 5-year term of refusal based on "access to state secrets." The Supreme So-
viet is expected to pass the law in 1993.
However, pending its approval, the former Soviet procedures remained largely in

effect, including Soviet legislation restricting emigration by those with access to
"state secrets." Six would-be emigrants were refiised exit visas to Israel in 1992 on
grounds of access to state secrets. Belarusian draft-age men who had not yet com-
pleted their obligatory military service were also restricted from emigrating. The So-
viet-era requirement that Belarusian citizens obtain an exit visa before traveling
was still strictly enforced in 1992 but was dropped as of January 1, 1993. Would-
be emigrants and travelers no longer needed an invitation from a first-degree rel-
ative. Instead, they could submit an invitation from any relative or friend abroad.
Many more Belarusians were able to travel abroad than in previous years, but most
were either government officials or businessmen.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The right of citizens to change their government, although guaranteed by law, has
not yet OBen tested in free elections. The current Parliament was chosen for a five-
year term under Soviet election rules in 1990. Voting is secret and sufTrage is uni-
versal for citizens 18 years of age and older. The BNr speaiiieaded a massive signa-
ture-gathering campaign in the spring in an effort to force a referendum on holding
new parliamentary elections, gathering over 385,000 verified signatures. When the
Central Election Commission certified the signatures and presented the petition to
the Supreme Soviet for consideration, the Supreme Soviet hastily adjourned on
April 29. When it reconvened in October, it rejected the referendum, alleging that
both the initiating group and the Election Commission had violated the referendum
law. The opposition argued that this further undermined the Government's claim to
legitimacy.

At the same time that it rejected the proposed referendum, the Supreme Soviet
passed a nonbinding resolution declaring as priority goals the passage of a new con-
stitution by 1993 and the holding of new elections in March 1994, a year earlier
than mandated by the current Constitution. A draft of the new constitution is under
review in the Supreme Soviet. Foreign legal exp>erts have reviewed the document
and found it significantly inadequate in numerous areas, most notably that of citi-

zen rights.

There are no legal restrictions on the participation of women in politics and gov-
ernment. Social barriers to women in politics, however, remain fairly strong, and
most top leadership positions are held by men. Women hold no ministerial-level po-
sitions and less than 5 percent of seats in Parliament. A number of women do, how-
ever, hold posts at the vice-ministerial level.
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Section 4. Governmental Attitude Hoarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation (^Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Human rights monitors reported bureaucratic obstacles and posturing on the part
of the Government when investigating alleged human rights violations. The
Belarusian League of Human Rights was founded in October and plans, according
to its founders, to investigate alleged human rights violations and to invite inter-

national human rights groups to Belarus for the same purpose. The League has not
been in existence long enough to affect government behavior in a signmcant way.
The Government has not hindered the travel of international human rights groups
to or in Belarus.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The law on citizenship, passed by the Supreme Soviet, grants citizenship to any
person living permanently on the territory of Belarus as of October 19, 1991. Those
coming to Belarus after this date and wishing to become a citizen must submit an
application, know Belarusian ("enough for communication"), tigree to support the
Constitution and laws, have a legal source of income, and have lived in the country
for 7 years. (The 7-year residence requirement is waived for those who were pre-
viously citizens of the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist RepubUc and for those who are
currently in the armed forces, who wish to become citizens, and who are prepared
to take the oath of allegiance to Belarus.)

Belarusians account for about 78 percent of the population of over 10 million; 13
percent are Russians, 4 percent Poles, 3 pefcent Ukrainians, and there are Lithua-
nians and Jews among the remaining 2 percent. Tensions between nationalities are
minor. The Belarusian language was made the oflicial language, but Russian re-

mains the predominant working language, with most Belarusians speaking Russian
at home, "me introduction of Belarusian as the mandatory language of instruction
in schools is being phased in gradually. A movement is under way to make Russian
the second ofiiciallanguage of the country.

Official anti-Semitism occurred under Soviet rule. In an unprecedented develop-
ment, the prosecutor of Belarus instituted a criminal case against an openly anti-

Semitic newspaper for incitement of ethnic hatred.
Statistics are not available on the incidence of abuse directed against women.

Some fledgling women's rights organizations are attempting to increase awareness
of women's issues in the country. Domestic violence against women, often alcohol
related, is a significant problem in Belarus. In addition to the regular court system,
there are "communal courts" where women can use pressure from friends, nei^^-
bors, and coworkers to help rectify such situations.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^The independent trade union movement is stiU in

its nascent stages in Belarus. Although several significant independent trade unions
were formed, the former Belarusian branch oi the U.S.S.Rs All-Union Central
Council of Trade Unions—currently the Federation of Trade Unions of Belarus—is

by far the lai^gest trade union in the country. This so-called trade union of 5 million
members is not considered independent in practice since it follows government or-

ders.

The right of workers to form and join unions is governed by the law on trade
unions passed by the Belarusian Supreme Soviet in April. The law gives workers
the rif^t to form independent trade unions. In practice, workers often are automati-
cally inducted into the government-affiliated Federation of Trade Unions of Belarus.
Independent labor leaders believe that the official trade unions' control over social

functions usually performed by the State (such as pension funds) is an obstacle to

the growth of true, independent trade unions.
The independent trade unions include the Free Trade Union of Belarus (with

about 10,000 members), the Confederation of Labor of Belarus (about 4,000 mem-
bers), the Independent Miners Union (3,000), and the Union of Air Traffic Control-
lers.

Pending a new law on labor disputes, there were several strikes in 1992. The
most important strike was launched in March by the Independent Miners Union of
Belarus at the potassium mines in Soligorsk. The miners were on strike for several

months (some miners also went on a hunger strike). The miners received significant

pay increases and reached agreement with the Government and management on
sharing a portion of the mining enterprise's hard currency revenue.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The right to organize and
bai^ain collectively is guaranteed by existing legislation dating from the Soviet era.

Since the economy is still largely in the hands of the State, unions usually seek re-

dress at the political level.
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The workers' right to organize was reportedly violated when the Executive Com-
mittee of the Minsk City Council repeatedly denied the Belarusian Confederation
of Labor the use of a facility in which to hold union meetings. In July the Confed-
eration was fined for holding a union meeting oudoors.

Plant management allegedly threatened members of the Belarusian Confederation
of Labor with the loss of jobs and discriminated against them in assigning respon-
sibilities on the job. Some independent union members were reportedly fired be-
cause of their union activity. For example, Sergei Trukhin, a trade union activist
at Minsk Taxi Park No. 3, was fired from his job under what Belarusian trade union
leaders said was a pretext. Legally, the law on trade unions bars discrimination
against trade union organizers.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^While there is no explicit prohibi-
tion of forced or compulsory labor, it is not known to occur.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—X^rrent law establishes a statu-
tory minimum age for employment of 16. In certain cases, such as the death of the
fainily's chief wage earner, special permission may be sought for a 15-year-old to
assume full-time emplojnment. Reportedly, this law is effectively enforced through
the Procurator General's office.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The Supreme Soviet sets a minimum wage, pe-
riodically raised in response to inflation, which is efTectively enforced. However, me
minimum wage is too small to provide a decent standard ofliving.
The Labor Code sets a limit of 4 1 hours of work per week and requires at least

one 24-hour rest period per week. Because of the difficult economic situation, many
workers find themselves working considerably less than 40 hours per week. Often
factories require workers to take unpaid "vacations" due to lack of demand for fac-
tory production. The law establishes minimum conditions of woikplace safety and
worker health; however, these standards are often ignored. No central, effective en-
forcement mechanism exists.

BELGIUM

Belgium is a longstanding parliamentary democracy under a constitutional mon-
arch. King Baudouin I, whose role is largely ceremonial. The Council of Ministers
(Cabinet), led by the Prime Minister, is responsible for government decisions. The
Cabinet holds omce as long as it retains the confidence of the bicameral Parliament.
Of the two chambers of ParUament, the 212 members of the House of Representa-
tives are directly elected, as are 106 members of the Senate. Of the remaining 77
Senate seats, 51 are elected by provincial councils, and 26 are elected by fellow Sen-
ators.

National, municipal, and judicial police forces bear the primary responsibility for
domestic security in Belgium. The armed forces play no role in domestic law enforce-
ment.
Belgium is a highly industrialized state with a vigorous private sector and with

government participation in certain industries. An extensive social welfare system
supports a high standard of living for most Belgians.
The Constitution and laws contain provisions for respect for human rights which

are observed in practice. The Government is sensitive to allegations of domestic
human rights violations. In 1992 the Government made substantial progress in
clearing criminal court backlogs and reducing thie time req^uired to process criminal
cases, largely through hiring additional magistrates authorized under legislation ap-
proved in 1991.
The continued influx of large numbers of refugees sharpened public debate. In re-

sponse, the Government has increased its eflbrts to encourage further integration
of the immigrant population but has yet to adopt a comprehensive strategy to ad-
dress the challenges posed by continued immigration.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no known extrajudicial

killings.

b. Disappearance.—Abductions, secret arrests, and clandestine detentions are not
known to occur.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
There were no reports of torture or inhuman treatment.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Freedom from arbitrary arrest and im-
prisonment is provided for by law and respected in practice. Airested persons must
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be brought before a judge within 24 hours. Pretrial confinement is allowed only
under certain legally specified circumstances. The premise for such confinement is

subject to monthly review by a panel of judges, who may extend pretrial detention
based on carefully circumscribea criteria (e.g., whether, m the court's view, the ar-

rested person would be likely to commit further crimes or attempt to flee the juris-

diction if released). Arrested persons are allowed prompt access to a lawyer of their
choosing or, if they cannot afiord one, an attorney appointed by the State. Bail ex-
ists in principle under Belgian law but is rarely granted in practice. ExUe is not
permitted by law and does not occur.

A 1991 law transferred direction and control of the Gendarmerie (national police

force) from the Defense Minister to the Ministers of Interior and Justice to make
the force more responsive to political and judicial authorities.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^A fair public trial is assured by law and honored
in practice. A suspect is formally charged, if the evidence so warrants, once a pre-
liminary judicial investigatory phase is completed. Charges are clearly and formally
stated, and there is a presumption of innocence. Defendants have the right to be
present, the right to counsel (provided at public expense if needed), and the ri^t
to confront witnesses and present evidence. Convicted defendants enjoy the right of
appeal. The judiciary's independence is provided for by the Constitution and ob-
served in practice. Imprisonment for political beliefs is prohibited. Belgium also has
a system of military tribunals, before which military personnel are tried for both
military and common law crimes. One civilian judge sits on the panel. The accused
has the right of appeal to a higher military court. At year's end, the tribunal system
was undergoing review.
Under legislation approved in 1991, the government hired additional magistrates

to expand the criminal court system in order to clear court backlogs and reduce
processing time. Beginning in 1992, new magistrates were also required to dem-
onstrate legal knowledge and their qualifications for the position throu^ an exam-
ination process directed by eminent jurists and legal scholars.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Free-

dom from arbitrary state interference with privacy is guaranteed by law and re-

spected in practice. Search warrants issued by a judge are required unless the in-

habitants of a domicile agree to a search. Privacy legislation restricting access to

data collected by wiretaps was enacted, but legislation permitting wiretaps had not
cleared Parliament at year's end.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^These freedoms are assured by law and re-

spected in practice. An independent press, an effective judiciary and a functioning
democratic political system combine to ensure freedom of speech and press. Aca-
demic freedom is respected.

The Government operates several radio and television networks but does not con-
trol program content. Programs are supervised by boards of directors which rep-
resent the main political, linguistic, ana opinion groups. A government representa-
tive sits on each board but has no veto power. Private radio and television stations
operate with government licenses. Almost all homes have access by cable to tele-

vision from other Western European countries.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Public assembly is subject to

regulations concerning public order but is otherwise unrestricted. Groups protesting
government policies or actions are free from harassment and persecution. Permits
are required for open-air assemblies but are granted routinely, there are restrictions

on blocking major arteries to and from downtown Brussels and on entering a small
zone near the Royal Palace and Parliament. Belgians are free to form organizations
and establish ties to international bodies.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Belgium has a long tradition of religious tolerance. The
Roman Catholic, Protestant, Anglican, Jewish, and Muslim religions are accorded a
"recognized" status in law and granted a government subsidy. Minority
"nonrecognized" religions enjoy full freedom to practice and are not subject to har-
assment or persecution. Organized religions may establish places of worship and
train numbers of clergy adequate to serve believers. Links may be maintained with
coreligionists in other countries or a supranational hierarchy, and foreign mission-
aries may proselytize. By law, all ofUcially "recognized" religions have tne right to

provide teachers to give religious instruction in the schools.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Belgians are free to travel both within Belgium and abroad and may
return to Belgium at any time. Emigration is not restricted, nor is citizenship re-

voked for political reasons. Citizens are free to choose their places of work and resi-

dence. The Government does not force political refugees to return to countries where
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they face persecution. Responding to a heavy influx of refugees and mounting back-
logs, Parhament approved legislation in 1991 to streamline asylum processing. How-
ever, lai^e backlogs remain, and lengthv processing delays continue, prompted by
inadequate resources and a continual influx of new applicants.

In 1992 the Government extended until 1995 exemptions issued to six municipali-
ties which, because of the large inmiigrant proportion of their pmpulation (generally
more than 40 percent), are not required to accept additional foreigners for residence.
Other municipalities have attempted to prohioit further registrations without the
approval of the Government. After being threatened with fines by the Government,
those municipalities continued to ttccept new foreign residents.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Participation in the democratic poUtical system is open to all adult citizens. Direct
popular elections for parliamentaiy seats (excluding 77 of the 183 Senate seats
elected by provincial councils and Senate members) are held at least every 4 years
under a system of universal, secret, and compulsory suffrage for aU adults (18 and
over). Unweighted voting (one person/one vote) has been in effect since 1919 for men
and 1949 for women. In law and practice, opposition parties are free to operate
without constraints or repression. Of the 24 parties competing in national elections
in November 1991, 14 gained seats in the new Parliament. •A new coalition govern-
ment, the members of which secured 52 percent of the popular vote, was installed
in March. There are no restrictions, in law or in practice, on the participation of
women or minorities in government or politics.

The existence of communities speaking Dutch, French, and German engenders
significant complexities for the State. All major institutions, including political par-
ties, are divided along lin^istic lines. There are special provisions for Dutch-,
French-, and German-speaking councils at the regional level. Regional and linguistic
needs are taken into account in national political and economic ^cisions.
Changes in nationality law extending citizenship to offspring and descendants

bom in Belgium to certain foreigners went into effect in January 1992, immediately
granting Belgian citizenship to approximately 32,000 people.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Several active independent human rights groups exist. The Ministry of Justice
and other governmental agencies are sensitive to allegations of human rights abuses
and take steps to correct perceived shortcomings in national legislation. No requests
have been made for outside investigation of the human rights situation in Belgium.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or SocicU Status
Belgium is a culturally vibrant, pluralistic society in which individual differences

in general are respected, and linguistic rights in particular are protected. Some 60
percent of Belgians are native Dutch speakers living primarily in the northern prov-
inces that constitute Flanders. The 40 percent of the population who are French
speakers live mostly in Brussels and the southern provinces of Wallonia. A small
minority of German speakers lives along the eastern border. Language differences
have been the subject of hundreds of laws over the past centuiy, leading to a fairly
rigid structure designed to protect each language group from cultural, economic, or
political dominance Dy the others.
Food, shelter, health care, and education are available to all residents regardless

of race, sex, religion, language, social status, or ethnic background. Some 27 percent
of the residents of Brussels, the largest city, are foreigners. Many of these are North
African and Turkish immigrants. Encouraging the fiirther integration of the immi-
grant population and coping with rising influxes of asylum seekers and Eastern Eu-
ropean immigrants continues to be a focus of strong public debate. In response. Par-
liament enacted legislation establishing a Center Tor Racial Eauality charged with
addressing integration issues and promoting a dialog between emnic groups.
The immi^ant influx has also prompted the growth of the extreme ri^tist, open-

ly anti-inumgrant Flemish political party, "Vtaams Blok." Drawing on increased
support that saw its parliamentary delegation rise from 3 to 12 in the 1991 elec-
tions, this party continues to call for repatriation of immigrants to their native
lands. However, Belgium has not experienced concerted, overt campaigns of violence
directed at asylum centers or hostels. Critics charged that government failure to en-
force a law controlling expressions of racism and xenophobia prompted more aggres-
sively intolerant actions towards immigrants. In response, tne Government stated
that during the next le^slative session it planned to revise evidentiary require-
ments which currently hinder prosecutions under the law. The size and scope of fu-
ture immigration continues to be a sensitive political topic, and many underlying
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issues regarding integration of existing immigrant populations have yet to be ad-
dressed.
Belgium is an advocate of women's rights, both within the country and in inter-

national meetings on the subject. A number of commissions have been established
to ensure that women's rights are protected and to oversee women's education and
working conditions. A royal decree outlawing sexual harassment in the workplace
became effective in both the public and private sectors on October 17. Woric on a
govemment-flnanced women's center is expected to be completed in May 1994.

Physical abuse of women is punishable by law, and the law is enforced. In reac-

tion to a 1988 government study which concluded that 25 percent of Belgian women
had encountered some form of physical abuse, new legislation on sexual abuse was
enacted in 1989, broadening the scope of the previous legislation to allow for pros-
ecution of coi^ugal sexual abuse and tou^ening penalties. Certain sexual abuse
cases may be tried before a court of assizes, a higher instance than the usual dis-

trict court.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Workers have the right to associate freely and to

strike. However, in certain narrowly defined circumstances, such as the provision
of essential public services, public employees' right to strike is not explicitly recog-
nized. Belgium has a highly unionized work force (estimated at 70 percent) and a
long tradition of democratic woik council elections. Unions striking or protesting
government policies or actions are free from harassment and persecution. Signifi-

cant strikes in 1992 occurred in the hetdth care, transportation, metal, teaching,
and shipyard sectors.

Labor unions are strong and independent of the Government but have important
informal links with, and influence on, many of the major political parties. Unions
in Belgium are afiUiated with the major international bodies representing labor.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The right to oi^anize and
bai^ain coUectively is recognized and exercised freely. Every other year, manage-
ment and the unions negotiate a nationwide collective bargaining agreement, cover-

ing 2.4 million private sector workers, which establishes the framework for negotia-

tions at plant and branch level for the subsequent 2 years.

The ri^t to due process and judicial review are guaranteed for all protected activ-

ity. Effective mechanisms exist for abjudicating disputes between labor and manage-
ment. Belgium maintains a system of labor tribunals and regular courts which hear
disputes arising from labor contracts, collective bargaining agreements, and other
matters.
There are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is ille-

gal and does not occur.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum age for employment
of children is 15, but there is compulsory schooling until the age of 18. New legisla-

tion was adopted in 1992 tightening conditions of child labor in entertainment and
related occupations. The labor courts effectively monitor compliance with national
laws and standards.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The minimum wage rates are set in biennial

nationwide negotiations between the leading trade unions and the Belgian Business
Federation. After agreement is reached, a formal collective bargaining agreement is

signed by the National Labor Council and is made mandatory upon the entire pri-

vate sector by royal decree. In the public sector, the minimum wage is determined
through negotiations between the Government and the public service unions. These
wages provide an adequate standard of living for full-time workers and their fami-

lies.

A maximum 40-hour week is mandated by law, although many collective bargain-

ing agreements call for workweeks between 36 and 39 hours.
Comprehensive health and safety legislation is supplemented by collective bar-

gaining agreements on safety issues. The Labor Ministry implements this legislation

through a team of inspectors and determines whether a worker qualifies for disabil-

ity and medical benefits. Health and safety committees are mandated by law in

companies with more than 50 employees and by woiks councils in companies with
more than 100 employees. Labor courts effectively monitor compliance with national

laws and standards.
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BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

Bosnia and Herzegovina, one of the six constituent republics of the former Social-
ist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, was formally recognized as an independent State
in early April but swiftly fell victim to some of the most widespread and egregious
human rinits abuses witnessed in the past 60 years. Paramilitary forces (both Ser-
bian and Bosnian Serbian), armed and abetted by the army of the former Yugo-
slavia (JNA) and the politiced leadership of Serbia under Slobodan Milosevic, com-
mitted the vast maionty of these abuses against Bosnian Muslims. Limitations of
space and the standardized format used in tnis report make it diilicult to detail the
true scope and horror of the atrocities committed by these Serbian forces. To be
sure, members of other ethnic groups in the former Yugoslavia, including Croats
and, to a much lesser extent, Bosnian Muslims, were responsible for human rights
violations directed in almost all cases against members oi other ethnic groups, par-
ticularly Serbs. However, the atrocities of the Croats and Bosnian Musums pale in
comparison to the sheer scale and calculated cruelty of the killings and other abuses
conunitted by Serbian and Bosnian Serbian forces against Bosnian Muslims, osten-
sibly in defense of the interests of Serbs in Bosnia.
Much of the earliest violence (predating recognition) was caused by paramilitary

units from Serbia and Montenegro which carried out acts of terror and intimidation
against non-Serbs. The war did not break out spontaneously but was consciously
stimulated from the outside in the absence of any significant threat to the safety
of the Serbian Dopulation. The greatest atrocity—^the systematic shelling and starva-
tion by siege of large cities—was carried out by Serbian forces, which alone had both
the means and the Mrill to carry out such crimes against humanity. Civilians were
the primary targets of military action, making a mockery of the Geneva Conven-
tions. Accompanjring abuses of individuals and groups of non-Serbs took almost
every conceivable form of torture, humiliation, amd killing. The policy of driving out
innocent civilians of a different ethnic or religious px)upfrom their homes, so-called
ethnic cleansing, was practiced by Serbian forces in Bosnia on a scale that dwajfs
anything seen in Europe since Nazi times.
Bosnian politics had undergone growing ethnic polarization since the 1990 elec-

tions which resulted in the three nationalist parties—the Muslim Party of Demo-
cratic Action (SDA), the Croatian Democratic Union (HDZ), and the Serbian Demo-
cratic Party (SDS)--forming a governing "partnership" under the leadership of
President Alija Izetbegovic, a Muslim. Muslims and Croats in the governing coali-
tion wanted independence for Bosnia and Herzegovina, while Bosnian Serbs insisted
it was their right to remain within "Yugoslavia." In Januaiy SDS leaders pro-
cledmed their own Serbian entity within Bosnia, claiming 70 percent of the territory.

In a referendum on February 29-March 1, over 63 percent of the Bosnian elector-
ate voted in favor of soverei^tv and independence for the Republic. However, the
SDS, led by Radovan Karadzic, boycotted the referendum, and on March 1 its armed
followers erected barricades in Sarajevo. By the time Bosnia and Herzegovina
achieved international recognition on April 6, Serbian paramilitary forces, reinforced
by the JNA, had begun a campaign of terror in the eastern Bosniem town of
Bijeljina, and the SDS was completing the withdrawal of its members from Bosnian
institutions.

By mid-April, Bosnian territorial defense forces blockaded JNA installations in
Sarajevo and elsewhere, demanding that the JNA turn over its weapons. In early
May, the JNA announced it would withdraw from Bosnia and Herzegovina by May
19, but in fact it pulled out no more than 15 percent of its personnel, asserting the
rest were Bosnian Serbs and leaving behind an arsenal of heavy weaponry, includ-
ing tanks and warplanes. SDS leaders began in April to create institutions (includ-
ing "the Serbian Army" commanded by a former JNA general) for this entity, which
they later named "the Serbian Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina." Croatian na-
tionalists led by Mate Boban, vice president of the HDZ and leader of the Croatian
Defense Council (HVO), proclaimed their own entity within Bosnia, which they
called "the Croatia Community of Herceg-Bosna." Troop strength of the HVO is be-
tween 20,000 and 30,000; many were trained in Croatia and received weapons from
the Croatian Government. Beginning in April, SDS and former JNA forces seized
territory in northern and eastern Bosnia, expelled much of the non-Serbian popu-
lation in a systematic campaign of terror that became known as "ethnic cleansing,"
and carried out massive artillery attacks against Sarajevo and other population cen-
ters.

In the early months of 1992, several thousand men belonging to the paramilitary
Croatian Defense Forces (HOS) of the extremist Croatian Party of Right (HSP) were
deployed in Western Herzegovina; many of these reportedly were Bosnian Croats
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who joined the Croatian Armed Forces during the war there in 1991. When violence

broke out in March in Bosanski Brod, regular units of the Croatian Armed Forces
were engaged against Serbian paramilitary groups, which were operating with JNA
support. Re^lar Croatian forces were also engaged against Serbian forces in subse-
quent fighting in the "northern corridor" between Banja Luka in the west and
B^e^ina in the east, and in Herzegovina, as far east as Trebinje. The Bosnian Cov-
emment has never objected to the presence of Croatian forces on its territory, how-
ever, and has welcomed their support in resisting aggression against Bosnia by Ser-

bia and Montenegro. Similarly, although the HVO is in fact controlled (through
Mate Boban's hard-line faction of the HDZ) bv Zap^b rather than Sarajevo and has
clashed on several occasions with Bosnian Musbm forces, it is considered by the
Bosnian Government to be part of the Bosnian Armed Forces.

Bosnian forces were initially called the Territorial Defense Force; this was later

altered to the Armed Forces of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Croatian armed forces in

Bosnia and Herzegovina include members of the Armed Forces of the Republic of

Croatia as well as HVO.
Many civilians were taken prisoner, primarily by Serbian forces but also by Cro-

atian militias and the primarily Muslim Bosnian government forces, and held in

f)rison camps, often under the most brutal and inhumane conditions. While precise

igures were not available, the number of refugees from Bosnia exceeded 1.5 million,

more than one-third of the population, and the number of dead and missing reached
into the tens of thousands. All of Bosnia and Herzegovina suflered terribly, but eth-

nic Muslims were the most severely affected and accounted for the largest share of

casualties and of displaced persons. As winter set in, Bosnia and Herzegovina faced

a humanitarian disaster, as many tens of thousands of undernourished people with-

out proper shelter faced possible death from starvation and exposure.
As a result of the aggression against Bosnia, the U.N. Security Council (UNSC)

on May 30 adopted Resolution 757, imposing comprehensive sanctions on Serbia/

Montenegro, cutting off economic relations between them and all U.N. member
states, while providmg exceptions for food and medicines.
U.N. peacekeeping forces (UNPROFOR) were present in Bosnia before Serbian

forces unleashed the war there in April, since UNPROFOR headquarters for the de-

ployment in Croatia was initially located in Sarajevo. While UNPROFOR head-
quarters were subsequently withdrawn from Sarajevo, a separate Bosnian operation
was authorized by Resolution 758, adopted on June 8, which extended the
UNPROFOR's mandate and specifically sought to facilitate the reopening of Sara-

jevo airport for the delivery of humanitarian relief on the basis of an agreement be-

tween tne Bosnian Government and Karadzic's SDS. In August the UNSC adopted
Resolution 770, authorizing the use of "all necessary means to ensure the delivery

of humanitarian relief in Bosnia. In October UNSC resolution 781 established a ban
on military flights in the airspace of Bosnia and Herzegovina, though by the end
of the year agreement had not been reached on enforcement of the ban.

A staff report on "ethnic cleansing" in Bosnia issued in August 1992 by the U.S.

Senate Foreign Relations Committee found there was prima facie evidence that Ser-

bian forces had perpetrated war crimes and crimes against humanity, and an inter-

national human rignts organization's report on war crimes in Bosnia issued at the

same time found prima facie evidence that genocide was taking place.

In response to proliferating reports of gross human rights violations in Bosnia,

particularly by the Bosnian Serb forces, the UNSC in August adopted Resolution

771, calling on all parties to respect international humanitarian law, demanding
unimpeded access for the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and
other international humanitarian organizations to all prisons and detention centers,

inviting the submission to the UNSC of information concerning serious violations of

humanitarian law in the former Yugoslavia, and asking the Secretary General to

report to the Council on information received and possible measures to be taken.

In October the Security Council established a Commission of Experts, chaired by ju-

rist Frits Kalshoven, to investigate charges of war crimes in the former Yugoslavia.

The United States Government has submitted to the United Nations summary re-

ports of such atrocities, totaling over 50 pages and encompassing thousands of in-

stances of killings, torture, rape, and other abuse, which themselves represent only

a small fraction of the offenses committed. Illustrative examples of these abuses ap-

pear in appropriate sections of this report.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—In the circumstances of the Bosnian
war, it was diflicult to distinguish targeted Killings from killings resulting from in-
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discriminate attacks. (See Section l.g. for a description of large-scale war-related
atrocities committed against civilians, including killings.) Before the outbreak of war
in April, there were a number of killings that appeared to be politically or ethnically
motivated. In January the head of the Muslim Bosnjak Organization (MBO—an op-
position political party) in Bijeljina, Abdulah Kovacevic, was murdered. In February
an ethnic Croat who headed the referendum commission in Glamoc was killed. In
neither case were the killers apprehended. Some members of the MBO charged that
Kovacevic was killed by Serbian paramilitary members in collusion with the JNA.
It appears that the man killed in Glamoc was the victim of Serbian nationalists op-
posed to the referendum on independence, but this has not been proven.

In several instances, persons working for international organizations were killed
in what appeared to be deliberate attadcs. The ICRC delegate in Sarajevo, Frederic
Maurice, was killed in June when his convoy came under fire as it entered the city.

A Belgian member of the European Community (EC) monitoring mission was killed
south of Mostar in April, apparently in an attack by SDS forces. In August Amer-
ican journalist David Kaplan was killed by a sniper while traveling in a motorcade
in Sarajevo with "Yugoslav" Prime Minister MUan Panic. On September 3, an Ital-

ian plane participating in the Sarajevo airlift was shot down west of the city; inves-
tigators were unable to determine who fired on the aircraft. By October, five mem-
bers of the UNPROFOR contingent in Sarajevo had been killed; in one incident, two
French soldiers were killed by fire from Bosnian government positions.

b. Disappearance.—In the chaos that accompanied the Bosnian war, the number
of missing people reached into the tens of thousands, and only rough estimates of
the total were possible. Bosnian government figures as of early October put the
number of missing at 57,000, of whom about 8,500 were said to be children. There
are no reliable figures for the number of persons missing as a result of the Bosnian
war. (See Section l.g. for a description of the circumstances resulting in these dis-

appearances.)
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

In prison camps operated by each faction—the Serbian SDS, the Croatian HVO, and
the predominantly Muslim Bosnian Government—inmates were subjected to beat-
ings, sometimes leading to death, intimidation, and other forms of inhuman treat-
ment. In Serb-run camps, many prisoners were subjected to the most brutal forms
of torture and murder their captors could devise. International observers formally

f

gained access to some prison camps in July, including those operated by Serbian
brces in northwest Bosnia (e.g., Omarska, Tmopolje, Manjaca) and by the HVO in
western Herzegovina (e.g., yubuski, Capljina, Mostar). Later missions gained access
to camps operated by the Bosnian Government where Serbian civilians were held
(e.g., Koqjic, Viktor Bubanj barracks in Sarajevo).

Refiigee accounts indicate that the mistreatment of prisoners in SDS camps ex-
tended to beating and egregious forms of torture and mutilation, as well as killing.
According to refugee accounts, in a number of SDS camps, physical mutilation of
prisoners extended to deliberate disfigurement and excision of body parts. System-
atic rape has been used, largely against the Muslim population, by the Bosnian
Serbs as part of their "ethnic cleansing" campaign.
At Keraterm, there were reports ofmurders of prisoners, with inmates forced to

cany their bodies out and stack them on trucks to be transported elsewhere. At the
Tmopolje camp, Serbian soldiers wandered through nightly, brutally beating the
male prisoners and randomly raping female prisoners. In Serbian camps near Foca,
Muslim women were repeatedly raped, according to refugee accounts.

In Livno and Tomislavgrad, Croatian paramilitary forces, which took over from
civilian authorities in April, forbade Serbian residents to leave. In September the
Thomson mission of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe ((^S(JE)
inspected two sites in Livno where a total of 79 Serbs were incarcerated and appar-
ently subjected to beatings. The mission reported that the three rooms holding pris-

oners in the Livno police station were overcrowded and lacked heating and that
there were signs that prisoners had been beaten. The Thomson mission also visited
the village of Rascani, in Tomislavgrad district, where about 250 Serbs, mostly
women and children, some of whom had been brought to Rascani aSter their homes
were demolished, were held prisoner and subjected to abuse by Croatian national-
ists. According to credible refugee accounts, HOS forces were involved in the deten-
tion and mistreatment of Serbian civilians, including the rape of female prisoners.
Bosnian government authorities operating a prison in the Viktor Bubanj barracks

in Sarajevo subjected Serbian prisoners to beatings; the facility also held a number
of female prisoners, including some elderly women and one pregnant woman. Ac-
cording to the account of a rerugee who said she was imprisoned in the Bubanj bar-
racks during July and August, women inmates there as well as men were subject
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to beatings by the guards, and in one incident medical assistance was withheld from
women prisoners injured by glass shattered by an exploding shell.

Karadzic and his sum)orter8, in additioh to denying charges of systematic and
widespread rape of Muslim women by Bosman Serb forces, have made
countercharges against Bosnian Muslim and Croatian forces. These outrageous inci-

dents of violence against Serbian women are the by-product of war and not part of
a campaign of "ethnic cleansing." The CSCE Thomson mission found that the HVO
held 75 Serbs, half of them women, at the city prison. Prisoners were forced to woik
constructing bunkers and cleaning up rubble from Serbian shelling and were beaten
if they refused, according to refugee accounts. According to refugee accounts, several
dozen Serbian women were raped while confined to their homes in Novi Grad and
other villages near Odzak by Croatian forces during June. According to these ac-

counts, the rapes were committed by local Croats, not by members of regular Cro-
atian Armed Forces, who were present in the area at the time.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^The onset of fighting in many parts of
Bosnia and Herzegovina and the virtual siege of Sarajevo rendered the criminal jus-
tice system inoperable. In addition to instances of mass detention of civilians in
prison camps (treated in Section l.g. below), there were a number of cases of deten-
tion of prominent individuals for political purposes.
On his return to Sarajevo from an international conference in April, Bosnian

President Izetbegovic was abducted by the JNA, which offered his release in return
for the guaranteed safe passage of Second Military District commander General
Milutin Kukamac, who was in a blockaded JNA installation in the city. Both men
were released, out there was a dispute between the two sides over the terms of the
agreement. The JNA attempted to withdraw a contingent of men and equipment
from the barracks together with Kukaryac, and Bosnian forces fired on the with-
drawing JNA column, killing as many as six JNA personnel.

In September an ethnic Serbian writer and former member of the SDS, Vladimir
Srebrov, was arrested near Sarajevo when he attempted to cross "Serbian Army"
lines on a peace mission. Srebrov, a harsh critic of Radovan Karadzic, was forcibly

removed to the Kula prison at the former JNA barracks at Lukavica, and the SDS
threatened to try him for treason.
On numerous occasions in Sarajevo, local police on their owninitiative detained

prominent citizens of Serbian nationality for questioning. Senior Bosnian officials

repeatedly intervened to obtain the release of detainees but were unable to prevent
arrests from occurring.
The Bosnian Government did not practice exile. The practice of "ethnic cleansing"

by Serbian forces in Bosnia resulted in de facto exile for tens of thousands of non-
Serbs (see Section 1^.).

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^In the context of the war, there was no guarantee
of a fair public trial for the accused anywhere in Bosnia, regardless of whose forces

were in control. By the summer of 1992, the authority of Bosnia's ^vemment insti-

tutions generally was limited to a small area, including the cities of Sarajevo,
Zenica, Tuzla, Grorazde, Srebrenica, and Bihac, and surrounding areas. Even there,

the civil justice system had collapsed along with civil government generally, and ef-

fective power rested largely in the hands of Bosman military authorities or nulitias,

and the Bosnian Government's ability and inclination to protect the rights of citi-

zens, particularly ethnic Serbs, declined steadily.

In areas controlled by the HVO and "the Serbian Army," legal rights of non-
Croats and non-Serbs, respectively, were severely abridged, as were those of all citi-

zens who did not accept the legitimacy of the "governments" proclaimed by the para-
military forces or who ran afoul of local militia leaders.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Efforts

by republic and local authorities to monitor political activity were widespread in the
period preceding the outbreak of war. The Bosnian Grovemment admitted that it

monitored telephone communications of SDS members in the Government when it

publicized their conversations with political leaders in Serbia. Similarly, the police

of the "Serbian RepubUc" monitored telephone conversations of citizens and interro-

gated citizens about specific conversations, without attempting to conceal that
eavesdropping was taking place.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—Violations of humanitarian law and international conventions on the treat-

ment of civilians in time of war were so egregious and systematic as to defy full

description. These violations fell into several categories, including: indiscriminate
attacks against civilians, including massacres; detention of civilians and the worst
kinds of torture and kiUings of prisoners; forced movements of populations; and use
of paramilitary groups, including criminals. Because of the extent of the violence in

Bosnia, this report can only cite illustrative examples of some of the worst iocidents
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for which reliable information is currently available. Accurate figures for total cas-
ualties are not available. In late December, a Bosnian government spokesman said
that 130,000 people had been killed in the Bosnian war, including 8,000 residents
of Sarajevo. U.S. submissions to the United Nations to date on war crimes in Bosnia
and Herzegovina reflect well over 25,000 deaths.
While an sides were guUty of purposefully carrying out violence against civilians,

attacks on population centers were a central feature of the behavior of the "Serbian
Army" and its paramilitary allies. Even after the passage of UNSC Resolution 770,
Serbian forces frequently prevented the delivery of humanitarian aid to cities and
towns they were besieging and cut off basic services, including electricity and water,
to the civilian population.
From the beginning of the war in April, SDS paramilitary forces in the hills

around Sarajevo bombarded the city, causing heaw civilian casualties day after day.
The "Serbian Army's" assault killed thousemds of innocent people and damaged or
destroyed hospitals, schools, residential buildings, mosques, churches, cmd all kinds
of civilian facilities. The attacks on Sarajevo became even more brutal and frequent
after May 19, when Ratko Mladic assumed the position of commander of the "Ser-
bian Army" as well as direct supervision of the siege of the Bosnian capital. In July
a University of Sarajevo demographer estimated the average daily death toU in Sa-
rajevo as a result of the attacks on the city at 17 persons; 70 percent of the dead
were civilians, he calculated, and 10 percent were cnildren. In addition to their at-

tacks on Sarajevo with mortars, artille^, multiple rocket launchers, tanks, and
other heavy weapons, the "Serbian Anny''^ and former JNA forces also attacked the
vital infrastructure of the city. In late July, outgoing telephone lines were made in-

operable, although connections with the SDS stronghold in Pale (which is on the
same intercity exchange) remained. SDS and former JNA forces later cut off the
main water line and fired on electrical workers who attempted to repair trans-
mission Unes and restore power. Natural gas supplies were also periodically inter-

rupted by Serbian forces.

On April 19, the commander of JNA forces in Mostar, General Momdlo Perisic,

bombarded the town in retaliation fsr the disappearance of two JNA pilots, despite

fleas by diplomats in Belgrade to the JNA General Staff for restraint. By the time
'erisic's forces withdrew, they had destroyed much of Mostar and killed many resi-

dents. In their oounteroffensive, Croatian forces also inflicted damage on parts of
the city. In addition, JNA reservists wreaked havoc on Croatian and Muslim vil-

lages in the Neretva valley, south of Mostar.
JNA forces and Serbian irregular units began an assault on the northeastern city

of Tuzla in May. The JNA officer commanmng the assault. Colonel MUe Dubajic,
threatened to destroy Tuzla if Bosnian forces there did not release the prisoners of
war (POWs) they held. While his forces did not destroy the town, they repeatedly
shelled the city center, where tens of thousands of ^vislim refugees from north-
eastern Bosnia were sheltering. The JNA's successor, the "Army of Yugoslavia" (VJ)
has not prosecuted its personnel who appear to have been involved in war crimes
in Bosnia.
Among the weapons lefl; for Karadzic's "Serbian Republic" by the JNA were war-

planes based at Banja Luka, which were used in attacks on Gradacac, Jajce, Bihac,
Gorazde, and other towns, liie air force of the "Serbian Army," under the command
of General Zivomir Ninkovic, dropped cluster bombs in raids on Sarajevo and other
places, and the commander of the Banja Luka-based Tirst Krajina Corps" (the re-

named Banja Luka Corps of the JNA), (Jeneral Momir TaUc, claimed in October
that the Bosnian Serbs' planes were using napalm. The Bosnian Government has
reported that territory under its control has been attacked with napalm by Serbian
planes, and the Bosnian Serb air force has this capability.

As the war continued into the summer and fall, Serbian forces bombarded pre-
dominantly Muslim and Croatian towns and villages throughout northern Bosnia,
inflicting heavy civilian casualties and extensive destruction. In eastern Bosnia,
they encountered stiff resistance from predominantly Muslim Bosnian forces in
Gorazde and Srebrenica, and "the Serbian Army" again applied the tactic of heavy
shelling of civilian targets. In August the siege of Gorazde was lifted, but attacks
on Srebrenica continued. Twice in the fall, Serbian forces blocked convoys assembled
by the U.N. High Commissioner for Reftigees (UNHCR) that were attempting to
bring humanitarian aid to Srebenica but later bowed to pressure and allowed some
convoys to get through.
Regular Croatian forces shelled the town of Trebinje in August, and Bosnian

forces in Sarajevo fired shells at the town of Pale in September. However, there was
no general pattern of Bosnian Territorial Defense or HVO assaults with heavy
weapons on civilian targets.

61-307 0-93-24
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As they seized towns and villages, Serbian forces began carrying out involuntary
population transfers called "ethnic cleansing," particularly of the AfusUm population
m northern and eastern Bosnia. Hundreds of thousands of people were alTected. In
some cases, residents were coerced into signing awav their property; in others, vil-

lages were simply destroyed, and residents were either killed or rounded up to be
sent to detention camps. In attacks by Serbian forces on towns along the Drina river
in April and May, hundreds and perhaps thousands of Muslim civilians were killed.

During the violence along the Drina, massacres were reported in Bijeljina,

Bratunac, Zvomik, Foca, and elsewhere.
Massive systematic rape, committed by Bosnian Serb military units and prison

giards, was used as an extension of "ethnic cleansing" to ternfy the population,
osnian authorities claim that between 30,000 to 50,W)0 women have been raped

since the onset of hostilities, while a December EC study put the figure closer to
20,000.

In addition to expelling non-Serbs from their homes, Serbian forces systematically
destroyed the homes of Muslims who had fled. To a lesser extent, in areas of west-
em Herzegovina and other areas under Croatian control, many Serbs fled from their
homes, and in some cases their homes were then destroyed.

In the northwest, Serbian forces cleared the districts of Bosanski Novl, Bosanski
Petrovac, Prijedor, Sanski Most, Kljuc, and Kotor Varos. In late May, attacks by
Serbian irregulars in northwest Bosnia caused many casualties in the district of
Pryedor; the settlement of Kozarac, with a, population of 25,000, was virtually de-
stroyed. Many Muslim men were imprisonea, while women and children were
heraed into freight cars and sent eastward. At Banja Luka, Serbian authorities re-

fused to shelter the refugees or to allow citizens to bring food and water to them
at the railway station. Banja Luka police claimed the Muslim women and children
were being sent to Doboj (where flghting was under way) en route to Zenica, in
central Bosnia, but it is uncertain how many arrived there. Some of the male family
members of these deportees were killed in SDS and JNA attacks, while others were
incarcerated in prison camps such as Omarska and Manjaca, where an unknown
number were killed or otherwise died.

Despite international condemnation of the practice of "ethnic cleansing" and
promises by SDS leader Karadzic that it would stop, in September and Octol^r Ser-
bian paramilitaiy forces continued to drive ethnic Mushms from their homes in
Bosanski Petrovac, Prijedor, K^juc, Kotor Varos, and other districts of northwestern
Bosnia. Many Muslim refugees attempted to cross battle lines into Bosnian-held ter-

ritory at Travmk; along the way they were harassed and robbed, and some never
reached Travnik at all. On August 21, about 200 Muslim men were abducted from
one such convoy and killed by Serbian paramilitary forces, according to credible ref-

ugee accounts. A column of refugees left Bosanski Petrovac in late September after
an unknown number of Muslims there were killed. In October Muslim refugees fled

the villages of Cela and Brezicani in the Prijedor district after an attack by Serbian
paramilitary forces killed at least seven people. Also in October, violence erupted
in Kotor Varos, and Muslim and Croatian villagers sought international protection
to guarantee their flight into central Bosnia.

'Ethnic cleansing" was not always carried out at gunpoint or under direct threat.
The general atmosphere of violence and intimidation drove many people, whose eth-

nic group was not dominant in a given area, to flee. International aid officials stated
in October that more than 100,000 Muslims and Croats were seeking to leave north-
western Bosnia, which was largely under the control of the SDS. Although the
Bosnian Government sought to prevent reprisals against Serbs in Sarajevo, the con-
tinuing siege of the city increased ethnic tension; reports of violence against Serbs
and ait)itrary arrest increased, and more and more Serbs sought to nee the city.

Tensions were exacerbated by Bosnian government moves toward an alliance with
Croatia, which fueled the fear of Serbs that they would lose their status as one of
Bosnia's three constituent nationalities (together with Muslims and Croats). Al-

though ethnic Serbs remained in the Bosnian presidency and government and were
represented in the command of the Bosnian Armed Forces, all of the most senior
figures in these structures were Muslims or Croats. Speaking in December, Bosnian
Prime Minister MUe Akmadzic (a Croat) referred to the Muslim and Croatian na-
tionalist parties (the SDA and the HDZ) as the legitimate representatives of the two
respective nationalities, while implying that, since the Serbian nationalist party (the
SDS) had been banned, the Bosnian Serbs do not have a corresponding "legitimate
representative".
By the end of 1992, the number of persons displaced by the war exceeded 1.5 mil-

lion, more than one-third of Bosnia and Herzegovina's total population. In early
July, a demographer estimated that half of Bosnia Herzegovina's Muslim popu-
lation, one-fiftn of its Croats, and something less than one-tenth of its Serbs had
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been displaced by the war. The percentage of refugees among the Serbian popu-
lation later rose considerably, including many refugees from "the Serbian Repvibhc.''

Of the refugees, 45 percent were children and 30 percent elderly, with women mak-
ing up the majority of the remaining one-quarter.
As indicated in Section l.c., all sides held civilians in prison camps. Serbian forces

confined thousands on non-Serbs, mostly ethnic Muslims, in "collection centers" as
an adjunct to their campaign of "ethnic cleansing." The SDS held the majority of
prisoners and subjected them to inadequate living conditions, beatings, torture,

rape, and forced labor. In some camps, they executed prisoners, sometimes sum-
marily and sometimes as the culmination of tortures carried out for the amusement
of camp guards.
About 3,000 men, women, and children were killed during May and June at the

Brcko-Luka camp, which held approximately 1,000 civilian internees at any one
time. Some 95 percent were ethmc Muslims, and the remainder were Croats. About
95 percent were men. Until May the bodies were dumped into the Sava river.

In late July, more than 100 died in an incident at the Keraterm prison in
Pryedor. According to refugee accounts,a riot erupted on a hot evening in July,
when men who had been deprived of water and were locked in a building that
lacked ventilation panicked and tried to break out. Most of the victims were said
to have suffocated in the crush of men tiying to get out, while others were executed
the next day for their part in the riot. When Western journalists visited Keraterm
a few weeks later, they were prevented from examimng that part of the facility

where, according to refagee accounts, the executions had taken place. Two of these
journalists said it appeared that the Serbian authorities there were cleaning a wall
and adjacent area where prisoners had allegedly been shot.

Accordii^ to former inmates, 10 to 15 prisoners were killed each day at Omarska
between May and August, and prisoners were also subjected to torture and mutila-
tion. At the "Serbian Army" prison camp on Manjaca, prisoners were also killed;

local residents found the bodies of 25 prisoners near tne camp in July, while a
CSCE team that visited Manjaca in August and saw prisoners who had been beaten
with blunt instruments concluded that detainees had been executed there beginning
in late May. According to credible and consistent accounts given by a number of
Bosnian refugees, it appears that Muslim women were raped systematically and re-

Seatedly while beinjg held prisoner by Serbian forces in northern and southeastern
>osnia. The CSCE Thomson mission visited the village of Ripac, near Bihac, where

about 60 Muslim inhabitants, mostly women and children, were denied freedom of
movement and prevented from communicating with family members on the other
side of the front line.

Serbian civilians held in prison camps by Croats and Muslims were also subjected
to violence. According to credible refugee accounts, at least 20 Serbian civilians were
murdered in the Ceubici prison, operated by Muslim authorities near Konjic; the
CSCE team which visited Celibici found circumstantial evidence of killings there.
(See also Section l.c. on the treatment of inmates in prison camps.)
The Bosnian Government has intervened to secure the release of Serbs arrested

by police or paramilitary forces in Sarajevo, both in the case of individuals and of
laiiger groups, as in one case where several hundred Serbian civilans were detained
in the Kosevo stadium in Sarajevo. In addition, according to Serbs who were held
in prison camps run by Bosnian Muslims, some prison ofiicials suspected of atroc-
ities, such as the commander of the prison camp at Celebici, have been arrested by
the Bosnian Government.
Serbian civilians were the victinos of violence bv Croatian militias, hy the pri-

marily Muslim armed forces of Bosnia, and by Croatian and Muslim irregulars.

Bosnian forces relieving the besieged town of Grorazde in August attacked columns
of fleeing Serbs and killed a number of civilians, including women and children. Ser-
bian refugees from Gorazde also asserted that some Serbian civilians were mur-
dered in uie town itself. Bosnian irregular forces attacked Serbian villages in east-
em Bosnia during the summer and fall and in once incident near Milici in Septem-
ber reportedly killed at least 28 Serbian villagers. Other credible refugee accounts
indicate that the HVO in a Mostar prison beat and threatened Serbian civilians, in-

cluding women, and that some inmates died as a result of beatings or mistreatment.
In the town of Prozor in October, following a dispute between the HVO and local

Muslims, the heavily armed Croatian forces went on a rampage directed against the
MusUm population, killing civilians and destroying much of^the town.
Serbian attacks on Muslim and Croatian towns and villages in Bosnia were fre-

quently spearheaded by paramilitary "volunteers," including many citizens of Serbia
and Montenegro. In particular, three paramilitary leaders carried on activities pub-
licly and with evident official support m Serbia.
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Ze^ko Raznjatovic, a criminal wanted in several Western countries, is a para-
military leader known by the name "Aikan." Based in Belgrade, he took part in the
fitting in Croatia in 1991. He led paramilitary forces in early April that murdered
Muslim civilians in Biieliina. He also participated in the seizure of the predomi-
nantly Muslim town of Zvormk where nis forces allegedly murdered civihans. He
was known to travel on some occasions in JNA aircraft.

Vojislav Seselj, a member of both the Serbian and "Yugoslav" parliaments and the
leader of the Serbian Radical Partv (SRSA) and its paramilitary wine, the Serbian
Chetnik Movement (SCP), personally reviewed his SuP paramihtary lorces in Sara-
jevo and in Herzegovina, traveling in some cases in JNA aircraft. His SCP forces
were active in noixhem Bosnia and eastern Herzegovina where they were accused
of killing civilians.

Mirko Jovic, the leader of the Serbian National Renewal Party (SNO), whose
Saramilitary wing is known as the White Eagles, was photographed in August at
erbian artillery positions outside Grorazde. The White Eagles tmk part in the as-

sault on Vise^ad in April, in which Muslim civilians were murdered, as well as in
other actions m many parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

In several areas of Bosnia and Herzegovina, followers of the Croatian nationalist
extremist, Dobroslav Parage, and his Croatian Party of Rights (HSP), formed units
of the Croatian Defense Forces (HOS). Thousands of HOS troops were already in
western Herzegovina in March, before the outbreak of heavy fighting in Bosnia and
Herzegovina.

All sides in the Bosnian war charged each other with widespread atrocities
against civilians, but many of these coiild not be substantiated by international ob-
server investigations. The practice of the SDS of issuing through the Serbian News
Agency (SRNA) a flood oi unfounded charges of crimes by Bosnian government
forces, chaives then picked up by the wire service Ta^jug and other Serbian media,
in fact made it more difficult to sort out the real instances in which ethnic Serbs
were the victims of atrocities. SRNA reported in Septerriber, for example, that 150
Serbs had been killed in Bihac in the presence of UNPROFOR and ICRC personnel,
a report that these two agencies subsequently said was untrue. An investigation by
the UNPROFOR in Bihac failed to produce any evidence of such killings. For its

Sart, the Bosnian Government made allegations concerning atrocities by "Serbian
rmy" forces and Serbian paramilitary forces without solia evidence, charges that

damaged its credibility.

The widespread incidence of violations of humanitarian law in the Bosnian war
led the UNoC in September to adopt a resolution seeking the investigation of al-

leged war crimes. The War Crimes Commission, established by the UNSC following
its first meeting in November, announced that it would be investigating reports oT
violations of international humanitarian law in the former Yugoslavia and analyzing
applicable law. The Conunission noted that it had received information relevant to
the investigation from several governments, including that of the United States.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Before the outbreak of the war in April, the
Bosnian media and particularly Sarajevo radio and television, the major Sarajevo
daily Oslobo^jenje, and the independent television studio Yutel were widely re-

garded as accurate and balanced. They displayed a critical stance toward all politi-

cal parties and maintained a fair ethnic mix among their journalists. Whife the
three major nationalist parties (the SDA, HDZ, and SDS) had earlier attempted un-
successfully to place Sarajevo radio and television and Oslobodjerye under direct

fovemment control and effectively segregate them into three ethnic units, by early
992 SDA leaders were supporting the independence of the media, although critics

charged this was only a tactical retreat and that Muslim nationalists too were (quiet-

ly seeking to place the media under state control. The SDS remained bitterly critical

of Sarajevo radio and television and Oslobodjenje, and, after Mate Boban took con-
trol of the HDZ in February, it too renewed its demands for ethnically segregated
media. SDS paramilitary forces, with the support of the JNA, seized most Sarajevo
television relay stations and reprogrammed them to relay Belgrade television
braodcasts. When the siege of Sarajevo began in April, the radio and television stu-
dios and the Osloboc|jenje building came under heavy bombardment. After the war
began, Sarajevo radio and television increasingly reflected government policy. The
director of Sarajevo television, Nenad Pejic, left Bosnia in May, saying ne was re-

ceiving threats from all sides in the conflict. Oslobodjenje continued to operate as
an independent voice; its editor-in-chief was a Muslim and the deputy editor-in-chief
a Serb, and major Bosnian ethnic groups were represented on its stan.
The SDS-created information oTfice, SRNA (Serbian News Agency), produced a

steady stream of propaganda that was circulated widely by Tanjug, the officially
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controlled Belgrade press agency, and other Serbifm media. The reporting of the
Bosnian Govemmenrs official news agency, BH Press, supported government poli-

cies and interests.
Indi\ddual journalists suffered reprisals from local authorities who did not ap-

prove of their reporting or of their employer. The Oslobo^jeiye correspondent in
Zvomik was murdered in April after Serbian paramilitary forces took control of the
town. In Baqja Luka, Sarajevo television journalists were expelled from their offices,

which were ttdten over by Serbian nationaUsts for a local television studio.

Two journalists for the Belgrade daily Borba, Ze^ko Vukovic and Natka
Buturovic, received threats from all sides oecause of their nonpartisan reporting
from Sarajevo. In September the Bosnian Interior Ministry issued warrants for their
arrest on charges oi spying for the JNA. Although the warrants were not with-
drawn, the two journalists remained free and continued to file reports from Sarajevo
until their departure for Belgrade in November. Bosnian authorities in July de-
tained the Tanjug correspondent in Zenica, Milan Sabic, and held him prisoner for

almost 3 months oefore they released him and let him depart for Belgrade in Sep-
tember.

Reporters faced great risks in covering the Bosnian war. At least 20 domestic and
foreign journalists were kUled in Bosma during 1992, including American Broad-
casting Corporation news producer David Kaplan, who was shot by a sniper in Sara-
jevo in August. Western journalists covering the war said that some combatant
forces targeted reporters. In June a Slovene journalist, Ivo Standeker, died after

being wounded in the Dobrinja neighborhood of Sarajevo. A car attempting to bring
him to a hospital in the city center was stopped by SDS paramilitary forces who
took Standeker instead to Pale; he died 8 hours after being seized, never having re-

ceived medical care.

In Banja Luka, the largest Bosnian town under SDS control, the local radio and
television spread nationalist propaganda, and only ethnic Serbs occupied editorial
positions. (According to the 1991 census, the urban population of Banja Luka is al-

most one-half Serb, while the population of the district is 55 percent Serb). The
Bania Luka newspaper Glas followed a hard nationalist line but within that frame-
work maintained a critical stance toward the local authorities.

Schools and universities could not function normally in Bosnian towns under
siege. In Sarajevo, many ethnic Serbian professors fled, some because of harassment
due to their ethnic identity or political views, although many who left were harshly
critical of SDS terrorism. In Banja Luka, many professors were fired or removed
from administrative positions because they were ethnic Muslims or Croats, and in
June the local newspaper frankly proclaimed that the university in Banja Luka was
to be "a Serbian university."

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Fundamental ri^ts such as
the right of association ceased to be observed when war broke out. Everywhere,
pressure for conformity increased and the potential cost of dissent rose. The public
prosecutor in Sarajevo declared the SDS illegal, although the Government quashed
a similar initiative to ban the SDA and HDZ as well. In Banja Luka, SDA activists

were subject to surveillance and frequent police interrogation, although they were
allowed to meet with international observers.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^All speaking the same language, the Serbs, Croats, and
Muslim Slavs of Bosnia and Herzegovina are distinguished most obviously by their
religion (Orthodox Christian, Roman Catholic, and Muslim, respectively). The SDS
indoctrinated its forces to believe they were fighting a religious war. Radovan
Karadzic repeated this message many times, and Serbian forces systematically de-
stroyed mosques and Catholic churches in many of the towns they captured. The
mosque and Catholic church in the center of Prijedor were destroyed during the
summer, not by shells in battle, but demolished intentionally with explosives. Simi-
larly, the mosque in Celinac was destroyed, as was the Catholic church in Kotor
Varos, where the local Catholic priest was forbidden to practice. In Visegrad, SDS
paramilitary forces demolished a mosque in the center of the town after occupying
it, and in Fnca Serbian occupation forces destroyed the 15th-century "Sarena" (mul-
ticolored) mosque. In Tuzla, the residence of the Serbian Orthodox bishop was at-

tacked and considerable damage inflicted, presumably by Muslim or Croatian na-
tionalists; local officials condemned the attack, but no arrests were made. Many
other mosques, churches, and other religious buildings were damaged or destroyed
in the shelling of Sarajevo, Mostar, and other towns by "the Serbian Army" and its

Saramilitary allies. There were also cases in which Serbian Orthodox churches were
amaged or destroyed in the fighting and appear to have been deliberately targeted.

The Serbian Orthodox bishop of Herzegovina declared in September that 15 church-
es in his diocese had been destroyed in the districts of Mostar, Tomislavgrad, and
Ko^jic, and that many Serbian villages in Herzegovina had been destroyed and their
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inhabitants imprisoned or killed by regular Croatian army units, ethnic Croatian
forces from Western Herzegovina, and Bosnian Muslim forces.

Those who promoted the war encouraged religious hatred to motivate their fol-

lowers. Leaders of the three principal religions condemned the violence but were un-
able to rally their congregations to forgiveness and reconciliation. Most of Sarajevo's
Jewish community fled the city during the early weeks of the SDS/JNA siege.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^The war deprived most of the people of Bosnia of the right to move free-
ly in their own country or across its borders; large numbers of people were either
expelled from their homes or held hostage because of their ethnic affiliation. Every-
where, mobilizations were declared which gave the authorities power to restrict the
movement of most adults, other than the elderly. Serbs who wished to leave Sara-
jevo or Muslims who wished to leave Banja Luka could be denied permission on the
pxjunds that they were subject to military duty. The northern corridor route cross-
ing SDS-controUed territory between Baiy'a Luka and the Serbian border was gen-
erally closed to non-Serbs.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

On February 29-March 1, Bosnia and Herzegovina held a referendum on whether
it should become a sovereign and independent state. Bosnian leaders had preferred
to try to hold Yugoslavia together in some loose form, since they believed this pro-
vided the best hope for stability and peace in their multiethnic republic. As it be-
came clear that Croatia's independence would be recognized by the world conmiu-
nity, these Bosnian leaders, including the Muslim and Croatian nationalist parties,
all major opposition parties, and most independent intellectuals concluded that
Bosnia must nave the same status as Serbia and Croatia if Bosnia was to survive
as a multiethnic society. The referendum produced a vote of 63.4 percent of all eligi-

ble voters in favor of independence. Staff members of the U.S. Congress' Commis-
sion on Security and Cooperation in Europe who observed the referendum concluded
in a published report that "citizens legitimately expressed their desire to be sov-
ereign and independent."
The SDS organized a boycott of the referendum, and although its leader,

Karadzic, said his followers would not hinder those who wished to vote, many local
governments under SDS control did not cooperate fiiUy; in a few districts, SDS offi-

cials tried to prevent the vote from taking place. In addition, some SDS activists
pressured ethnic Serbs not to vote, threatening that they would lose their jobs or
suffer other sanctions. In Bania Luka, the locd newspaper proclaimed on its front
gage that Serbs who voted (whether for or against) were traitors" to their people,
'n March 1, as it became clear that the referendum was producing a majority yes

vote, the SDS seized on the murder of a Seih in Sarajevo that day to throw up bar-
ricades that paralyzed the city. The violence in Sarajevo in the first days of March
and the war the SDS forces unleashed the following month deprived Bosnian citi-

zens of their right to determine their political future.
The bicameral National Assembly comprised 240 seats, of which 99 were filled by

Muslims, 84 by Serbs, 50 by Croats, and 7 by others. This composition paralleled
the breakdown in the population of 4,355,000, in which 43.7 percent were Muslim,
31.3 Serbs, 17.3 Croats, and 7.7 others.
The Republic's institutions, including the legislature, could not function, and effec-

tive political power fell to those who had arms and men at their disposal. The
Bosnian Territorial Defense Force, later renamed the Armed Forces of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, controlled relatively little territory, and, as the war went on, it was
increasingly taken over by ethnic Muslims. The Croatian militias, the HVO and
HOS, controlled western Herzegovina, parts of central Bosnia, and some territory
along the Sava river in the north. More than half of Bosnia came under the control
of SDS paramilitary groups and the former .INA forces that after May 19 referred
to themselves as "the Serbian Army."

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violation ofHuman Rights

The Bosnian Government, the SDS, and the Croatian militias all agreed in prin-
ciple to allow international observers access to territory under their control to inves-
tigate alleged human rights abuses and for other purposes. In practice, political au-
thorities imposed obstacles, and the ongoing war made it difficult for international
observers to cany out such investigations in many parts of Bosnia. While Radovan
Karadzic responded to charges that his forces were operating concentration camps
for non-Serbs by organizing ^roup visits to SDS prison camps, journalists were not
granted full access to such sites. For example, journalists participating in an SDS-
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organized visit were prevented from inspecting an area of the Keraterm prison

where executions allegedly took place; "Serbian Republic" police detained several

journalists traveling independently when they attempted to visit the Batkovic camp,

without prior notice; and journalists in general were not permitted private discourse

with prisoners.

Another journalist was summarily expelled from Baiya Luka when he asked "Ser-

bian Anny^ officials for the autopsy report on a prisoner who died at Manjaca. The
UJN. Special Human Rights Rapporteur, Tadeusz Mazowiecki, was denied access to

the Manjaca camp by "Serbian Army" officers in September, on the grounds that

he had arrived there too late in the day and that preparations for his visit had not

been made properly.

All sides in the Bosnian war viewed the work of international organizations

through the prism of their political interests. The Government sometimes turned

against the UNPROFOR because, in its view, the UNPROFOR would not clearly

distinguish between aggressor and victim in the conflict. Karadzic and the SDS al-

leged that UNHCR planes were not only fenying food into Sarajevo but also smug-
gling arms to Muslim and Croatian forces in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Such obstruc-

tionist attitudes rendered the work of international organizations both difficult and
dangerous.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

All other forms of social tension were eclipsed by the ethnic hatred generated by
the war to annex Bosnian territory to a "union of Serbian states." There have been
widespread dismissals and intimidation of workers based on ethnicity and religion.

Affiliation as an Orthodox Christian Serb, a Roman Catholic Croat, or a Muslim
Slav became the crucial factor that determined if a person would keep a job or lose

it, would remain at home or be driven out of it, and, all too often, would live or

die. Support for a multiethnic society was eroded by violence, fear, and anarchy. The
Bosnian war was especially tragic for the hundreds of thousands of citizens whose
families included memlaers of more than one ethnic group, a particularly common
phenomenon among young, urban, and educated Bosnians. (In the 1991 census,

240,000 Bosnians <Ed not even offer an ethnic affiliation, but declared themselves

to be "Yugoslavs.")

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Legally, all workers are entitled to form or join

unions of their own choosing without prior authorization and, up until Bosnia and
Herzegovina's descent in early 1992 into war and economic chaos, this ri^ht was
generally respected. Bosnian workers had independent trade unions, and journal-

ists, teachers, and others were organized in independent professional organizations,

which attempted through mass actions both to address labor issues and to promote

peace during the tense early months of 1992. The activities of unions were curtailed

severely by the war and the collapse of the economy. Although statistics on the size

of the organized woii force are unreliable, the bulk of Bosnian workers were prob-

ably members of the semiofficial Council of Independent Trade Unions of Bosnia

and Herzegovina (CITUBH). Throughout 1991 and into 1992, new trade unions were
formed as the centralized national structure eroded, but the old union umbrella or-

ganization continued to be able to offer some material benefits to members, such as

Preferential access to lower cost commodities from government reserves, which the

edgling independent unions were unable to do.

The right to strike is recognized and was exercised in early 1992 prior to the out-

break of hostilities.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—This right is guaranteed for-

mally by Bosnian law, but Western-style collective bargaining had yet to take hold,

as the management of state-owned (or "socially owned") enterprises had not been
given, and had not ttdcen, responsibility for collective bargaining. Some agreements

were negotiated with the semiofficial Chamber of Economy but proved unsatisfac-

tory for lack of clear authority and management responsibility. Privatization of "so-

cial property" was another problem in which the rights and interests of workers

were not well defined or understood. Ethnically motivated dismissals and curtail-

ment of union activities increased in the context of the war. There are no export

processing zones.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Bosnian law prohibits forced labor,

and it was not known to occur before the war's outbreak.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—The minimum age for employment
is 16, although in villages and farm communities younger children often assist with

family agricultural wont. The victimization of children is a horrifying aspect of the
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Bosnian war, and there were credible reports of the employment of children for mili-

tary fiinctions, including reconnaissance and running messages.
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Minimum wages are guaranteed, but delays

and partial payments were pandemic even prior to the outbreak of fighting, due to

the collapse of the Bosnian economy. Serbia had imposed an embargo on food deliv-

eries, including shipments that had already been paid for. Banks had neither hard
currency nor local currency, and purchasing power dropped to a fraction of its 1990
level. Formally, sick leave and other benefit programs were generous, and regula-
tions on occupational health and safety were adequate, althou^ enforcement was
lax. In the context of the war, however, formal guarantees are worth very little; the
economy of the entire Republic has been destroyed by the war and there have been
widespread dismissals and intimidation of workers based on ethnicity and religion.

BULGARIA

Three years after the overthrow of Communist dictator Todor Zhivkov, Bulgaria
is a constitutional republic ruled by a democratically elected government. President
Zhelyu Zhelev, former chairman of the Union of Democratic Forces (UDF), was
elected in January to a 5-year term in the country's first direct Presidentifd elec-

tions. A government headed by Prime Minister Philip Dimitrov, formed after free

parliamentaiy elections in late 1991, resigned after losing a vote of confidence in

October 1992. President Zhelev, following his constitutional mandate, invited the
three parliamentary groups in descending order of size to attempt to form a new
government. The UDF, with 110 seats in Parliament, and the Bulgarian Socitdist

Party (BSP), with 106, were both unsuccessful. The Movement for Rights and Free-
doms (MRF), which largely represents the ethnic Turkish minority and has 24 seats,

nominated independent centrist Lyuben Berov as its candidate for Prime Minister.
On December 30, Berov successfully formed a Cabinet, drawing on support from
moderates within both the UDF and BSP.
Reforms of the military and security apparatus continued in 1992. The Govern-

ment has not released statistics on military expenditures. It is anticipated, however,
that there will be a future reduction below existing levels in these expenditures
based on downsizing initiatives taken by the Government in light of its withdrawal
from the Warsaw Pact. A parliamentary intelligence committee strengthened over-
sight responsibilities for the Interior Ministry, which controls the police, national se-

curity service, internal security troops, border guards, and special forces. Stricter

controls on electronic eavesdropping were introduced in March. Despite these con-
trols, and despite public assurances by the Minister of the Interior that electronic

monitoring of government critics had ceased, there were a number of charges by
trade union, BSP, and MRF officials alleging wiretapping (see Section l.f.).

Bulgaria continued its difficult transition from a command economy to a free mar-
ket system. Fuel and energy shortages led to blackouts and interrupted deliveries

of many goods. Overall industrial production fell dramatically. On the positive side,

Bulgaria launched negotiations to restructure $9 biUion of its defaulted conunercial
debt and began partial interest payments. The first state-owned firms were
privatized, new legislation and the conclusion of a bilateral investment treaty with
the United States encouraged foreign investment, and Communist-era agricultural

collectives began to be broken up and returned to individual ownership. Thousands
of new small businesses sprang up, mostly in the service and consumer goods sec-

tors.

Bulgaria's overall human rights performance was generally good in 1992. Freedom
of press, assembly, religion, speech, tissociation, and travel were generally respected.
However, specific legislation to reinforce the rights enshrined in the Constitution re-

mained weak, and little progress was made toward establishing a clear judicial

basis for addressing human rights complaints. Discrimination against Gypsies and
other ethnic minorities remained a problem. Several violent clashes took place be-
tween Gypsy groups and police, and there were credible reports of police beatings
of Gypsies. While the Government continued to make eflbrts to redress the human
rights complaints of ethnic Turks and began to address those of Gypsies, constitu-

tional provisions against ethnically based political parties continue to jeopardize the
legality of the mostly ethnically based MRF and to prevent the political participa-

tion of parties representing Gypsy interests.
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RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no reports of such
killings.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reported instances of disappearance.

c. Tordire and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Constitution expressly prohibits: torture; cruel, inhuman or degrading treat-

ment; forcible assimilation; and subjection to medical, scientific, or other experimen-
tation without consent. There were several credible reports of police beatings of

Gypsies upon arrest.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^The Constitution provides for access to

legal counsel from the time of detention. Judicial authorities must rule on the legal-

ity of a detention within 24 hours. Defendants have the right to know the charges
against them, but charts may not be made public without the permission of the
chief prosecutor. Pretrial detention is limited to 2 months under normal cir-

cumstances, although this may be extended to 4 months and then 6 months at the
discretion of the Chief Prosecutor, who may also start the process all over again.

In the event of a conviction, time spent in pretrial detention is credited towards
completion of the sentence. The Constitution provides for bail, and some detainees
have been released under this provision. Bail, however, is not a widely used means
of predetention release.

A number of international observers expressed concern about the pretrial deten-
tion of former Prime Minister Andrey Lukanov (Prime Minister between February
and December 1990 and Minister of Foreign Trade under the Communist dictator

Todor Zhivkov from 1987 to 1989), asserting that it was detrimental to his health.

Lukanov was stripped of his parliamentary immunity and arrested in July on the
basis of a request irom the Chief Prosecutor of the National Assembly. The defense
claimed that the Government unlawfully singled out Lukanov and several others for

what were ostensibly collective policy decisions taken by a former government, rais-

ing the question of whether the criminal justice system was being misused for politi-

cal ends. The Government asserted that charges against Lukanov would involve in-

dividual criminal culpability. On December 29, Parbament voted to rescind the Gov-
ernment's authority to arrest Lukanov, and on December 30 he was released from
detention.

Neither internal nor external exile is employed as a form of punishment.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Under the Constitution, the judiciary is guaran-

teed independent and coequal status with the legislature and the executive branch.
The court system consists of regional courts, district courts, and two m£dn courts
of final appeal, the Supreme Court and the Constitutional Court. The Constitution
stipulates that "all courts shall conduct their hearings in public, unless provided
otherwise by law." Closed trials may be held in cases involving state security or to

preserve state secrets. Defendants are considered innocent until proven guUty, may
not be compelled to confess, and may not be judged guilty solely on the basis of a
confession. Defendants have the right to know the charges against them and are
given ample time to prepare a defense. The right of appeal is guaranteed and widely
utilized. Defendamts in criminal proceedings have the right to confront witnesses
and to have an attorney, provided by the State, if necessary, in serious cases.

The Constitution provides for a Constitutional Court, based on Western European
models, to decide matters of constitutional import. Military courts handle cases in-

volving military personnel and some cases involving national security matters. The
Constitutional Court does not have specific jurisdiction in matters of military jus-

tice.

Former dictator Todor Zhivkov was convicted in 1992 of abuses of power involving
personal expense accounts and inappropriate allocation of state privileges. Despite
initial concerns about possible bias in the proceedings, it was generally agreed that
the court observed due process. Zhivkov faces proceedings on three more criminal
counts, including one related to forced assimilations and expulsions of the ethnic
Turkish minority.
The Constitutional Court overturned a "decommunization" provision in Bulgeiria's

new banking and credit law that would have barred former nigh-level Communist
Party members from positions of authority and denied them social security rights
earned during the period of their former service. Several other laws, each having
significant decommunization elements, are in various stages of parliamentary con-
sideration. These laws in their current forms would almost certainly conflict with
international human rights standards by applying a presumption of collective guilt.

Bulgaria has no political prisoners.
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f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The
Constitution stipulates inviolability of tne home, protects the freedom and confiden-
tiality of correspondence, and provides for the nght to choose one's place of work
and residence. Police may not legally conduct a seardi without the permission of the
prosecutor.
There were two known violations of this provision in 1992. In Khaskovo, after a

Gypsy-police confrontation, police forcibly entered a number of Gypsv residences
without a search warrant, apparently as a punitive operation. In Psizardzhik, a theft
of fruit from a poUce-ownea orchard resulted in a Gypsy-police skirmish in which
several policemen and Gypsies were wounded. On the following morning, between
4 a.m. and 6 a.m., police conducted an extensive house-to-house search for passport
irregularities. Credible reports, including a preliminary report issued by experts in
the Presidency, described widespread beatings and significant destruction of prop-
erty. In addition to excessive force, police reportedly committed numerous due proc-
ess violations, such as breaking doors, windows, and fiimishings and confiscating
money. Only one minor passport irregularity was found.
Charges persisted in 1992 that the intelligence services continued in some in-

stances to monitor correspondence and telephone communications, particularlv those
of government critics such as union and opposition leaders and the MRF. §ome of
these charges appeared to be credible, although they were difficult to substantiate
because many buildings remain riddled with ustening devices from the Zhivkov re-

S"me, and it is diflicult to determine if a given device has actually been used. TTie
inister of Internal Affairs denied authorizing any such activity, and by the end

of the year such complaints had ceased.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Freedom of speech and a free and independent
{)ress continued to flourish in 1992. Nearly every political party and many smaller,
ocal organizations published newspapers representing the full spectrum of political

opinion. Turkish-language papers appear regularly, as well as a newspaper rep-
resenting the viewpoint of one Gypsy group. Censorship of the press and mass
media is prohibited oy the Constitution.

Bulgarian television remains a state monopoly under the supervision of the Na-
tional Assembly (legislature). In addition to two government-controlled channels, a
third broadcasts Russian programming. Television and radio news programs present
opposition views but are generally seen as being biased in favor of the Government.
Tnere are no formal restrictions on programming, but both the BSP and the
Podkrepa trade union confederation criticized programming for being one-sided, al-

though both groups acknowledged that their representatives were interviewed regu-
larly. Opinion poDs rate television as the most credible news source. Both television
and radio provide a variety of news and public interest programming, including talk
format and public opinion shows. More than 25 new radio stations were licensed in
1992, of which 6 were in Sofia and the balance outside the capital. Radio transmit-
ter facilities are owned by the Government.

Private book publishing remained lively in 1992, with more than 50 publishers
in business. Academic freedom continued to increase during the year as university
rectors and other leaders were replaced by persons less associated with the rigid

policies of the former regime.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The right to peaceful and un-

armed assembly is provided for by the Constitution. Permits are required for rallies

and assemblies held outdoors. Legally registered organizations were routinely grant-
ed permission to assemble. Political rallies and protest demonstrations were a com-
mon occurrence in 1992.

Article 44 of the Constitution prohibits organizations that threaten the country's
territorial integrity or unity, or that incite racial, ethnic, or religious hatred. In 1990
a separatist Macedonian rights group, UMO-Dinden, was denied registration as a
Wal organization. The group's appeal was denied in 1991, and attempts on thepart
ofits members during 1992 to hold public meetings were broken up by police. TMO-
Ilinden, a Macedonian cultural group, was legally registered in June and has oper-
ated freely, as do Gypsy, ethnic Turkish, and Vlach groups.

Article 11 forbids tne formation of political parties along religious, ethnic, or racial

lines. In addition. Article 12 pronibits "citizens' associations, including trade
unions," from engaging in political activity. A clause in the electoral law prohibits
any organization not legally registered as a political party from running an inde-
pendent list of candidates in parliamentary or local elections.

These restrictions have been used to challenge the legitimacy of one of the three
leading political parties, the MRF, which is largely composed of ethnic Turks. In
1991 a court denied the party's attempt to register. The Central Electoral Commis-
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sion, however, ruled that its registration for the Grand National Assembly elections
in 1990 was still valid, thus permitting it to run as a political party. In late 1991,
a group of BSP Members of Parliament challenged the Electoral Commission's rul-

ing on the grounds that the MRF was based on an ethnic and religious foundation,
and the case was brought before the Constitutional Court in which the votes of 7
of the 12 judges are needed for an official decision. The final vote in April was 6
to 5 in favor of declaring the MRF an illegal party; the 12th judge did not vote due
to illness. The party's legal status was therefore preserved by a technicality. Legal
observers believe the right of the MRF to operate as a political party may be chal-
lenged again at the next elections.

Another ethnically based party, the "Roma" union, dedicated to protecting the
rights of Gypsies, was denied registration as a political party in IS^l. Its subse-
Quent affiliation with the UDF did not result in nationtil representation. In October
tne group reoivanized under the name "United Roma Organization," elected new
leadership, ana began lobbying the Government for more active policies on behalf
of Gypsies. The new group has chosen not to challenge the stricture preventing it

from declaring itself as a political party.
The constitutional prohibition against political activities on the part of "citizens'

associations, including trade unions," has not yet been tested to determine the limi-

tations it may place upon the activities of such associations. However, in the after-

math of a June transport strike, employers initiated court actions against some
union organizations, charging them witn violation of the prohibition against political

activities. The result of these actions may clarify this constitutional provision, which
appears to represent a potential for broad challenges to what are generally consid-
ered to be normal union activities.

Bulgaria, as a member state of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Eu-
rope, has undertaken to respect the right of individuals and groups to establish, in
full freedom, their own political parties or other political organizations. The effect

of the above limitations and related statutory provisions is to limit the ri^ts of mi-
nority groups and others to form associations of their choosing and to participate
meaningfully in the political process.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Religious freedom continued to flourish in 1992. Eastern
Orthodox Christianity is designated in the Constitution as the "traditional" religion
of Bulgaria, but all of the major religious bodies receive some degree of govern-
mental iinancial support. Religious bocfies must register with the Directorate for Re-
ligious Aflairs, but no group was denied registration, and more than 25 are now offi-

cially recognized, representing a broad spectrum of faiths.

Return of church property confiscated by the State under the Zhivkov regime con-
tinued in 1992. One contentious issue was the decision of the Religious Affairs Di-
rectorate to remove from office the leaders of the Orthodox and Muslim religious

communities and of one Protestant church. The Directorate justified this action on
the basis of irregularities in the selection process as laid down bv the statutes of
each religious body. Some observers saw this as governmental interference in
church affairs, while others saw the Government's actions as correct and long over-
due.
There were no restrictions on attendance at religious services or on private reli-

gious instruction. A school for imams, a Muslim cultural center, university theo-
logical faculties, and religious primary schools all o]}erated freely. Bibles and other
reUgious materials in the Bulgarian language were freely imported and printed in

Bulgaria. Muslim, Catholic, and Jewish newspapers were published on a regular
basis. Missionaries of various faiths appeared to operate unhindered throughout the
country.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Freedom of movement within the country and the right to leave it are
constitutionally enshrined and not limited in practice, except in rare cases involving
national security or detention on criminal charges. No exit visa is required to leave
Bulgaria. Thousands of Bulgarians left during the year in search of economic oppor-
tumties in the West, particularly as unemployment increased. Every citizen has the
right to return to Bulgaria, may not be forcibly expatriated, and may not be de-
prived of citizenship acquired by birth. A number of former political emigrants were
granted passports and returned to visit or live in Bulgaria.

Bulgarian law provides for the granting of asylum to persons persecuted for their
opinions or activities in defense of internationally recognized rights. In practice,
Bulgaria received few applications for asylum, more often serving as a temporary
refuge for third-country nationals seeking to travel to Western Europe. Many of
these have not returned to their countries of origin and live in Sofia in substandard
conditions.
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Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Bulgarian citizens have the right to change their government through the election
of the President and members of the National Assembly. The most recent par-
liamentary elections were held in October 1991, when more than 40 parties and coa-
litions participated. At the same time, Bulgarians voted in the countiVs first

multipartjr elections for local government bodies since the Communist era. In Janu-
ary 1992, incumbent President Zhelyu Zhelev was reelected in the country's first di-

rect presidential elections.

The Constitution provides for unicameral pariiamentary elections by secret ballot.

The 240 parliamentary deputies are elected by a proportional system from party
lists. Their term is for 4 years, althou^ the Constitution provides for early elections
if Parliament is unable to agree on a government. Suffrage is universal over the age
of 18.

A distinct separation of powers exists between the Government (Prime Minister
and Cabinet) and the President, who is the Chief of State. The President has rel-

atively limited powers and is elected for a term of 5 years. A bill passed in Decem-
ber 1991 authorized confiscation of all propertv obtained from the State by Com-
munist organizations between 1945 and 1989. Despite the loss of much of this prop-
erty, the SSP, heir to the extensive Communist party structure, maintains a strong
system of patronage, particularly in rural areas, which some observers feel gives the
party an unfair advantage at election time.
While there are no restrictions in law on the participation of members of minori-

ties in elections as individuals, the constitutional ban on ethnically based parties
significantly limits the ability of ethnic and religious minorities to participate mean-
ingfully in the political process (see Section 2.b0. Additionally, credible reports sug-
gest that in some areas minorities were discouraged from voting by intimidation or
manipulation of electoral lists. There are no restrictions in law or practice on the
participation of women in government or politics, and many women hold elected and
appointed office at high levels, among them Vice President Blaga Dimitrova.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

An increasing number of local and international human rights groups operated
freely in Bulgaria in 1992, including a newly founded Bulgarian chapter of Helsinki
Watch (not to be confused with a self-proclaimed Helsinki Watch chapter headed by
BSP deputy Rumen Vodenicharov). The Bulgarian Association for Free Elections
and Human Rights established itself as a genuinely independent monitor of human
rights issues. (Jne group, the Bulgarian Cfenter Against Torture, which claimed to

represent persons wno were imprisoned and tortured under the Communist regime,
was denied registration on the questionable grounds that its stated aim, to gather
criminal information, usurped a state function.

Bulgaria ratified the European Convention on Human Rights in 1992, including
the right of individual complaint under the Convention. It also accepted the options^
{>n)tocol under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, wmch al-

ows individuals to file complaints directly to the United Nations.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution guarantees individual rights and equality, althou^ in practice

instances of discrimination, particularly against Gypsies, still exist.

The Government continued to make progress in redressing the grievances of eth-

nic Turks who were victims of the forced assimilation campaigns of 1984-85 and
1989. A new compensation bill provided for the return of homes to those who had
been forced to sell them, although some Socialist and nationalist observers felt that
new injustices were caused when insufiicient compensation was given to those who
had moved into these residences. Many ethnic Tunes and ethnic Bulgarian Muslims
(often referred to as Pomaks, although they consider this to be a demeaning term)
continue to live in housing inferior to that of most Bulgarians. The tens of thou-
sands of ethnic Turks who migrated from the Kurdzhau region to Turkey during
the last 2 years left primarily for economic reasons, although local rumors of an-
other assimiliationist campaign may have played a part in this exodus. The Govern-
ment appointed a commission to address the concerns of ethnic Turks and other mi-
norities in the region.

There are no restraints on the practice of Muslim religious traditions, the speak-
ing of Turkish in public, or the use of non-Slavic names. Voluntary Turkish-lan-
guage classes, first introduced in 1991, were conducted without significant con-
troversy, despite initial concerns of a nationalistic backltish. Bulgaria conducted a
national census in December to update data from the last census in 1985. The cen-
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sus included questions on ethnicity, religion, and mother tongue. The BSP and a
Macedonian nationalist organization in southwestern Bulgaria accused local MRF
chapters of pressuring ethnic Bulgarian Muslims to declare Turkish their mother
tongue. WKF leaders denied these charges.

C^npsy groups, divided among themselves and denied the ability to form political

associations by the Constitution, did not participate to a si^nifictmt degree in politi-

cal life. As individuals and as an ethnic group, they contmued to face signiiicant

de facto discrimination. The quality of housing in Gypsy areas, as in many ethnic
Turkish and Bulgarian Muslim areas, is relatively inferior, with many houses lack-

ing water, electricity, and sewage facilities. Gypsies reportedly encounter difficulties

applying for social benefits, and rural Gypsies are discouraged from claimingland
to which they are entitled under the law dividing up agricultural collectives. There
were a number of credible reports of police mistreatment of Gypsies, including beat-
ings, destruction of property, and abuse of search and seizure powers (see Section
1). La response to tnese complaints, the Government announced a number of re-

forms, including efforts to investigate and prosecute charges of police use of exces-
sive force, hire Gjrpsies as police officers, educate police in Gypsy relations and
crowd control tecKniques, and improve working contacts between police and Gypsy
leaders. As of the end of the year, two police officers had been dismissed over the
incident in Khaskovo (see Section l.f.), and the Minister of Internal Affairs had pub-
licly admitted police excesses. However, an investigation begun in August into the
Pazardzhik incident appeared to be making little progress (see Section l.f.}.

Schoolbooks printed in Bulgarian and Gypsy dialects were introduced, althou^
some Christian Gypsy groups complained these texts favor Gypsies who speak dia-

lects closer to Turkish. The President's Advisor on Ethnic and Nationality Issues
has sponsored studies of particular Gypsy problems in individual communities and
made efforts to work toward solutions. The Ministry of Labor began preparations
for pilot employment and literacy programs for a Gypsy-inhabited area in Plovdiv,

and local police forces hired several Gypsies.
Workplace discrimination against minorities became an increasingly important

issue as unemployment rates continued to rise. Supervisory jobs are generally given
to ethnic Bulgarian employees, with ethnic Turks, Bulgarian Muslims, and particu-
larly Gypsies often being among the first to be laid ofT During compulsory military
service, minorities are routinely shunted into labor units, where they perform civil-

ian as well as military construction and maintenance instead of serving in normal
military units. There are only a few ethnic Turkish, and reportedly no Gypsy, offi-

cers in the military. Despite threats by shadowy antiethnic groups, no concrete ac-

tions took place in 1992.
Several organizations exist to defend women's interests, including a number of

small political parties supporting both the UDF and BSP. While the Constitution
forbids privileges or restriction of rights on the basis of sex, in practice women are
sometimes Ifdd off from their jobs before men, a form of de facto discrimination. Pro-
visions in the old labor code which identified certain professions as being "more fa-

vorable" for women were removed from the new Labor Code passed in December.
However, the new Code provides relatively limited protection for pregnant women
and women with small children, and thus appears to conflict with International
Labor Organization Convention 3 on Maternity Protection, which Bulgaria has rati-

fied. No statistics are available for violence directed against women. Such figures
were not kept under the Communist regime and have not been gathered since then.
Rape is prosecuted in the courts, although it remains an underreported crime be-
cause some stigma still attaches to the victim. The maximum sentence for rape is

8 years; convicted offenders often receive a lesser sentence or are paroled early for

good behavior. There are no figures on the occurrence of domestic abuse, and no evi-

dence, anecdotal or otherwise, that it is either pervasive or increasing. There are
no oi*ganizations or government agencies which exist specifically to provide support
to victims of domestic violence.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^The 1991 Constitution guarantees the right of all

workers to lorm or join trade unions of their own choosing. Bulgaria has two large
trade union confederations, the Confederation of Independent Trade Unions of Bul-
garia (KNSB), and Podkrepa. The KNSB is the successor to the trade union inte-
n-ated with the former Communist Party but claims it is independent of the BSP.
Podkrepa, the independent confederation created in 1989, was one of the earliest op-
position forces but is no longer a member of the ruling UDF coalition. It has formed
a tactical alliance with KNSB on many, but not all, union and political issues.
Podkrepa's founder. Dr. Konstantin Trenchev, continues to play an active role in
union affairs and politics despite government threats to prosecute him on criminal
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charges. One of those charges, involving illegal occupation of a building, has been
dropped. The other, concerning a fire in the former security service headquarters,
is still pending. The Government during 1992 appeared to be progressively dis-
inclined to negotiate directly with the unions in a tripartite setting, and criticized

their activities sharply. However, there were no direct challenges to union activities,

political or otherwise. Both union confederations were active critics of various gov-
ernment policies throughout 1992. Podkrepa has sought to shape economic legisla-

tion through an informal labor lobby in the UDF parliamentary group. One con-
troversial issue is the return of union property to private citizens under legislation
providing for such restitution.

A new Labor Code passed in December recognizes the rif^t to strike when other
means of conflict resolution have been exhausted, but political strikes are forbidden.
Of the strikes that occurred in 1992, the most serious were those by uranium min-
ers, transport workers, and defense workers. The first two were settled without sig-

nificant concessions on the part of the Government and without accusations of im-
proper government action. As part of the resolution of the defense workers' strike,

the Government agreed to assume responsibility for some state enterprise debts. In
the wake of the transport strike, employers initiated legal action against some of
the unions involved on the grounds that their activities violated the constitutional
prohibition against political activities by citizens' associations, defined to include
trade unions. The outcome of these actions may help define this otherwise untested
provision of the Constitution.
The International Labor Organization's Committee of Experts urged the Govern-

ment in 1992 to continue and strengthen its ongoing eflbrts to eliminate employ-
ment discrimination against ethnic Turks, Gypsies, and other minorities.
There are no restrictions on afiiliation or contact with international labor oi;gani-

zations, and Bulgarian unions actively exercise this right.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The new Labor Code insti-

tutes collective bargaining and codifies prohibitions against antiunion discrimina-
tion. Podkrepa officials expressed concern that these prohibitions were too weak to
protect union activists adequately from retribution by employers, but these guaran-
tees appear to fit within Western norms.
The National Social Council, a three-part body composed of workers, employers,

and the Government, was formed in 1992 as a successor to the similarly constituted
Trilateral Commission. Smaller unions complained they were excluded from the
Council and had no effective forum in which to appeal their exclusion. The Council
was hampered in its activities because most employers remain servants of the State,
blurring the line between negotiating partners. As privatization proceeds, the Coun-
cil may become a more balanced and effective arbiter of work force issues.

Some newly established export processing zones exist on a small scale. There do
not appear to be any special restrictions on worker ri^ts.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Constitution prohibits forced
or compulsory labor, and there were no reported violations.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The Labor Code sets the minimum
age for employment at 16, and at 18 for dangerous work. Employers and the Min-
istry of Employment and Social Welfare enforce these provisions. An increasing
number of children are engaged in street trading in central Sofia, where informed
hsLzaars have become fixtures.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^A national minimum wage, set by the Tri-
lateral Commission in 1991, was adjusted upward in 1992 as inflation and devalu-
ation of the currency dramatically increased the cost of living. The minimum wEige
is not suflicient for a single wage earner to provide a decent standard of living for

a family. The Constitution stipulates the right to social security and welfare aid and
assistance for the temporarily unemployed.
The new Labor Code provides for a standard workweek of 40 hours, with at least

one 24-hour rest period per week. Enforcement is the responsibility of the Ministry
of Labor and Social Welfare.

Bulgaria has a national labor safety program with standards established by the
labor code. The Constitution states that employees are entitled to healthy and
nonhazardous working conditions. The Ministry of Labor and Social Welfare is re-
sponsible for enforcing these standards. The generally poor state of much industrial
equipment, often outdated and lacking spare parts, complicates enforcement of
health and safety regulations.
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CANADA

Canada is a constitutional monarchy with a federal parliamentary form of govern-
ment. Representatives in the multiparty political system are elected by universal
suffrage at local, provincial, and federal levels. The Constitution defines government
responsibilities and is subiect to interpretation by an independent judiciary.

Elected civilian ofliciaJs control tne federal, provincial, and municipal police
forces, which are responsible for national and local law enforcement, and the armed
forces, which have no role in domestic law enforcement except in strictly defined na-
tional emergencies.
Canada has an open economic system that encourages private ownership, invest-

ment, and entrepreneurship.
Canadians etyoy, in law and in practice, a wide range of freedoms and individual

rights as enumerated in the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, which was appended
to Canada's revised Constitution in 1982. Principal complaints of human rights
abuses arise in the areas of discrimination against nonwhite minorities (including
instances of use of excessive force by police) and discrimination (much of it familiafi
against women. The Constitution and laws provide avenues for legal redress of such
abuses, and the Government and private organizations try to ensure that human
rights are respected in practice at all levels oi society. Canada actively promotes re-

spect for human rights and democratic development around the world.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no politically motivated

or other extrajudicial killings.

b. Disappearance.—Secret arrest, clandestine detention, and politically motivated
disappearance did not occur.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Torture and ill-treatment are prohibited by law; however, credible reports of exces-
sive use of force (including deadly force) by police continue. The reports often, but
not always, involve nonwhite minorities. Incidents involving excessive force in To-
ronto, Montreal, and Halifax continue to strain relations between the cities' minor-
ity communities and the police. The growing realization of the potential problem of
the misapplication of deadly force has led some jurisdictions to take steps to address
the problem.

In Toronto, the shootings of 8 persons (all of whom were members of a black mi-
nority and at least 3 of wnom were unarmed) over 4 years were partly responsible
for noting which took place there on May 4. Ontario Premier Bod Rae established
a task force to inquire into the cause of the riot. In its report, the task force rec-

ommended improvements in police training, changes in the justice system, and more
controls on the use of lethal force by police. In response, Ontario reconstituted its

race relations and policing task force and wUl require police ofiicers to file written
reports each time tney draw a gun. The task force also proposed to narrow the jus-
tification for the use of lethal force.

In Montreal, 6 men—3 blacks and 3 Hispanics—^have been killed by the Montreal
Urban Police (MUC) in the past 5 years. A Special Coroner appointed by the Min-
ister of Public Security concluded in a report released on May 7 that there was a
"totally unacceptable" level of racism within the MUC which, if left uncorrected,
could endanger lives. The Minister of Public Security carried out the chief rec-

ommendation of the Coroner's Report when he appointed a retired appeals judge to

head a special inquiry into the MUC.
On December 7, the British Columbia Provincial Government's Commission on

Native Issues opened hearings on specific allegations of law enforcement abuses
against natives of the Chilcotin band. The Chilcotin allegations range from racial

and cultural insensitivity to more serious accusations of police brutality and cover-
up.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Canadian law prohibits arbitrary arrest
and imprisonment, and this prohibition is respected in practice. A 1988 law author-
izes the Federal Government to take special measures (including the suspension of
civil liberties) to ensure safety and security during national emergencies. The 1939
Official Secrets Act prohibits the private possession, distribution, and publication of
information deemed prejudicial to the interests of the State and provides that per-
sons under suspicion may be arrested without a warrant.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The judicial system is based on English common
law at the federal level as well as in most provinces. In the Province of Quebec, the
judicial system is based on the Napoleonic Code. Judges in Canada are appointed.
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In criminal trials, Canadian law provides for a presumption of innocence of the de-
fendant until proven guilty as well as the right to a public trial and to counsel. Free
counsel is provided to indigents.

The Official Secrets Act provides that trials involving classified government infor-

mation be held in secret, with certain presumptions in favor of the State. Prosecu-
tions under this statute are extremely rare, and convictions are hard to sustain on
appeal. There are no political prisoners in Canada.

I. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Canadi-
ans are afforded strong legal protection from arbitraiy interference under the Con-
stitution, and federal and provincial governments generally do not interfere with an
individual's basic ri^ts without due process. Intrusive searches may be carried out
only when there is a reasonable basis for presuming that the person is involved in

criminal activity. Police oflicials face judicial penalties if they abuse a person's pri-

vacy without first obtaining a judicial search warrant.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech and press is provided for by
the Constitution and generally respected in practice. Restrictive decisions by provin-
cial film censorship boards and laws prohibiting certain forms of hate literature and
pornography are some exceptions to these freedoms. The Canadian Human Rights
Act nuJces it illegal to make repeated communications by telephone that expose a
person or people to hatred or contempt. Minority language and cultural rights are
also protected by the Constitution. However, certain sign laws in the Province of
Quebec restrict the public display of any non-French-language signs by merchants
and other institutions.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Freedom of assembly and asso-
ciation is guaranteed. Permits are not required for meetings.

c. Freecutm of Religion.
—^There is comnlete freedom of religion.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^There are no restrictions on movement within or outside Canada, in-

cluding the ri£^ts of emigration and repatriation. Canada continues to be a haven
for many refiigees and displaced persons. However, continuing and widespread con-
cern that many economic refugees have taken advantage of Canada's generous refu-

f;ee
law to make spurious requests for asylum led to changes in the refugee law.

n December the parliament passed legislation tightening access to its refugee de-

termination system. These changes seek to Umit entry to the refugee and asylum
systems to legitimate applicants and to simplify dealings with persons whose claims
have been determined to be unfounded.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change their Govern-
ment

Canada is governed by federal and provincial governments that are freely elected
through universal suffrage. Legislative elections at both the federal and provincial

levels must be held at least every 5 years, and these often result in a transfer of
power to opposition parties. Voter participation rates are high. The Governor Gen-
eral is the British Queen's representative as Head of State. In practice, power is

exercised by the Prime Minister and the Cabinet, who usually are elected members
of the 295-seat House of Commons. Five parties are represented in the Commons,
and several others function at the provincial level. All provinces and territories have
similar freely elected legislatures.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

A wide variety of private human rights organizations operate freely. The Cana-
dian Human Rights Commission and its provincial counterparts investigate and
seek to resolve complaints of discrimination and abuses of civd rights in public and
private cases.

Canada has a record of cooperation with outside investigations of alleged human
rights abuses. In a prominent case, Canadian natives brou^t allegations of human
rights abuses in a 1990 standoff between Mohawk Indians and the Government
near Montreal and other grievances to the attention of the United Nations Human
Rights Commission (UNHRC) and various international human rights organiza-
tions. The Canadian Government submitted information to the UNHRC on the cases
and permitted a European-based human rights oi^anization to monitor the situation

involving the standofL
Canada actively promotes human rights in international forums, and the Federal

Government encourages nongovernmental organizations to pursue investigations of
human rights abuses throughout the world.
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Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or SocitU Status

Food, shelter, health care, and education are available to all inhabitants regard-
less of race, religion, sex, ethnic background, or political opinion. Article 16 oT the
Charter of Ri^ts and Freedoms guarantees equal benefits and protection of the law
regardless of race, national or etnnic origin, color, religion, sex, age, or mental or
physical disability. These rights are respected in practice. Nevertheless, Canada's
multicultural society does have r£unal problems. Canada's treatment of its native
geoples is probably the most important human rights problem facing the country,
lid disputes between the Canadian and provincial governments on the one hand

and aboriginals on the other have led to civil disobedience and confrontation. In
1990 natives, religious groups, and human rights activists alleged human rights
abuses during the 78-dav armed Mohawk standoff at Oka, Queb^. Most of the ap-
proximately 40 natives diarged in the aftermath of the Oka incident were acquitted
m 1992. However, the land claims issue that was the basis of the Oka confrontation
has yet to be fully addressed. Tension between police and natives resulted in several
confrontations in Quebec in 1991 and 1992.
During 1992 the Federal Government continued to address many of the issues un-

derlying aboriginal complaints. Together with provincial and territorial leaders, the
Government included aboriginal leaders as full participants in negotiations leading
to a constitutional reform package. In addition to other provisions, the reform padc-
age addressed many outstanding native concerns and recognized an inherent ab-
original right to seli-govemment within Canada. However, the complex package of
constitutional reforms failed in a nation-wide referendum on October 26. In the
aftermath of the referendum, the Federal Government committed itself to pursuing
a more limited, "community" form of self-government under existing laws and regu-
lations.

The Royal Aboriginal Commission, established in 1991, began hearings to exam-
ine aboriginal concerns, including self-government, land claims, and native justice.

Chilcotins in central British Columbia alleged that authorities failed for 24 hours
to respond to an automobile accident^ the deaths of several of the six native pas-
sengers might have been prevented if^the police response had been timely. On De-
cember 7 the Commission on Native Issues opened hearings to take evidence on this
and other allegations of systemic abuse of native communities by law enforcement
agencies.
With few exceptions, Quebec law requires immigrants to educate their children

in French. The province argues that the education and sign laws protect French lan-
guage and culture, but those who prefer English resent these restrictions. English-
speakers from the rest of Canada are reluctant to accept transfers to Quebec by
their employers. Because of the atmosphere engendered by the language laws and
because of a perceived lack of economic opportunity in ^ebec province for those
who mother tongue is not French, many young English-speakers bom there are
leaving. The government has announced its intention to reconsider the language
laws in 1993.
Federal and provincial governments, the private sector and women's groups have

been effective m keeping the issue of family violence and, in particular, violence
against women in the forefront of Canada's social agenda. Various reports have doc-
umented the incidence of physical, psychological, and emotional abuse within fami-
lies and the high rate of homicide of women by male partners. Federal and Provin-
cial Governments and nongovernmental organizations have attempted to address
the issue of family violence by funding various educational and preventive pro-
grams. The Government also passed a new rape law that defines consent and re-

stricts the introduction of a woman's sexual mstoiy in rape trials. The press has
given wide coverage to government studies of spousal violence against women. Tele-
vision advertisements and publicity campaigns have also targeted the abuse of
women and children within families. Police forces have taken a greater interest in
the handling of incidents of conjugal violence. The Government declared December
6 an annual "Day of Commemoration and Action Against Violence Against Women"
to commemorate the anniversary of the 1990 University of Montreal killing spree
that claimed the lives of 14 women.
Women are well represented in the labor force, including business and the profes-

sions, at wages comparable to those of men. Ontario law requires all employers
(public and private) with more than 10 workers to provide equal pay to men and
women for work recjuiring comparable skill. Women enjoy marriage and property
rights equal to those of men.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Except for members of the armed forces, workers in
both the piiblic and private sectors nave the right to associate freely. The Canada
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Labour code, which covers all employees under federal jurisdiction, protects these
rights at the federal level, while provincial labor legislation protects all other orga-
nized workers. Trade unions are independent of the Government and may afUliate
freely with international organizations. About 37 percent of Canada's non-
agricultural work force is orgtinized into trade unions. All worker rights protected
in law are respected in practice. The Canadian Labor Congress (CLC), the largest
of the countrys labor federations, is a member of the International Confederation
of Free Trade Unions. Slightly more than one third of CLC member unions are also
afiiUates of American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations
unions.
Canadian workers have the right to strike, with the exception of certain groups

of essential public sector employees. The Canadian Grovemment maintains that the
right to strike may be limited or prohibited "in respect of essential services." The
International Labor Organization (ILO), after reviewing complaints from workers
denied the right to strike, recently requested the Canadian Government to establish

a procedure when negotiations result in deadlock. Restrictions vary from province
to province. In the first 8 months of 1992, there were 29 major work stoppages (in-

volving 500 or more employees), only 4 of which were illegal work stoppages. Twen-
ty of uie 29 disputes have been resolved, either through direct bargaining, medi-
ation, or, in the case of public sector workers in Newfoundland, legislation.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Workers in both the public

(with some exceptions for police) and private sectors have the right to organize and
bai^ain collectively. Collective bargaining is protected by law and freely practiced,

though some essential public sector employees have limited collective bargaining
rights which vary from province to province. Antiunion discrimination is banned by
law, and there are effective mechanisms for resolving complaints.

All labor unions have full access to mediation, arbitration, and the judicial sys-

tem.
Canada has no export processing zones.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced labor is illegal and not

practiced.

d. Minimum A^e for Employment of Children.—Child labor legislation varies from
province to province. The Federal (Jovemment generally prohibits youth under 17
years of age from worising for the Federal (Jovemment while school is in session.

Provinces generally prohibit those under age 15 or 16 from working without paren-
tal consent, working in any hazardous employment, or working at night. These pro-

hibitions are effectively enforced through inspections conducted by the federal and
provincial labor ministries.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^Minimum wages are established in both fed-

eral and provincial jurisdictions. The federal minimum wage covers about 10 per-
cent of the Canadian work force. All provinces and territories have minimum wage
rates which are higher than the federal level. At the federal level, minimum wage
rates are established by ministerial order and enforced by the Department of Labor.
I'rovinciaUy, the rates are enforced by the labor wage boards or other labor boards.
Five provinces (Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia, Ontario, Alberta, and British

Columbia) have lower minimum rates for youths and students. Less than 1 percent
of workers covered by the federal minimum wage are paid at the minimum rate,

and approximately 5 percent of workers covered by provincial minimum wages re-

ceive the minimum rate. A family with only one member employed and working at
minimum wages would be below the poverty level.

Labor standards vary from province to province, but all limit the standard work-
week to 40 or 48 hours. The Employment Standards Legislation provides 1 full day
of rest per week.
The Federal Government establishes health and safety standards for the approxi-

mately 10 percent of woikers covered by federal labor legislation. Provincial and ter-

ritorial legislation provides for health and safety standards for other workers. Fed-
eral and provincial/territorial labor departments enforce these standards through in-

spections. Federal, provincial, and territorial laws protect the right of Canadian
workers with "reasonable cause" to refuse dangerous work and to file complaints
about such conditions.

CROATIA

The Republic of Croatia, whose territory formerly constituted one of the constitu-
ent republics of the former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, declared its

independence on June 25, 1991, and sought international recognition. That action
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precipitated a war with the federal authorities in which they sent the Yugoslav Na-
tional Army (JNA), led predominantly by Serbian and Montenegrin officers, against
Croatian towns and cities. The JNA established control over a number of areas
where Croatian residents of Serbian nationality were predominant, as well as over
areas where Serbs had been in a minority. The JNA was assisted in this effort by
paramilitary forces, who invaded from Serbia and Montenegro, and by local Serbian
irregulars. These elements were often organized and led by regular JNA oflicers or
their surrogates and all were directly supplied with weapons and ammunition by
the JNA.
On January 3, 1992, after 14 previous cease-fire agreements coUapsed, a cease-

fire negotiated by former U.S. Secretsuy of State Cyrus Vance and approved by the
United Nations Security Council (UNSC) went into effect. The Vance plan provided
for normalizing the occupied areas through demilitarization, the return of displaced
persons, and tne reestablishment of Croatian government authority, with assur-
ances for minority populations. The UNSC in March deployed a multinational mili-

tary and civilian force called the U.N. Protection Force (IJNPROFOR) to the areas
of Croatia that were occupied by Serbs and established four U.N. Protected Areas
(UNPA's). Withdrawal of JNA units from those areas was supposed to be completed
in the spring and summer. But many of the soldiers in the JNA units stayed on
in Serbian-occupied parts of Croatia which became the UNPA's and "converted" to

the so-called police foroe or special police. In addition, JNA units continued to oc-

cupy the Prevlaka Peninsula and the region around Dubrovmk long aft«r they had
agreed with U.N. negotiators to depart. The last JNA units left only in the first

week of November. Although the cease-fire was generally observed throu^out 1992,
Serbian armed forces effectively controlled most of the territory in the UNPA's and
were responsible for many violations of human rights. The Republic of Croatia was
recognized by the European Community nations on January 15 and by the United
States on April 8. Serbian "authorities declared the "Serbian Autonomous Region
of Krajina" ("RSK") on July 18 and set up "governmental" institutions. (The RSK
appears to have no international acceptance.

Croatia has a multiparty parliamentary sjrstem with a strong president. The
President, who serves as Chief of State, appoints the Prime Minister and chairs
both the 23-member Presidential Council and the 14-member Defense Council. In
August multicandidate presidential and parliamentary elections, the incumbent
President, Dr. Franjo Tudjman, was reelected to a 5-year term, and his party, the
Croatian Democratic Union (HDZ), won a majority of seats in the House of Rep-
resentatives. Elections to the House of Districts will be held in February 1993.
The Minister of Defense oversees the armed forces, including an army, a nominal

air force, a small navy, and a national guard reserve. The President is Commander-
in-Chief of the armed forces. The Ministry of Interior is primarily responsible for

directing and supervising the police. Both Ministries are headed by civilian officials.

The Office for the Defense of the Constitution, the head of which is appointed by
the President and reports directly to him, also plays a role in various areas of inter-

nal affairs. Despite the Vance plan, local Serbian "authorities" in the UNPA's main-
tained arsenals of heavy weaponry. The forces in the UNPA's, numbering at most
17,000 and comprised of paramilitary groups, Serbian "police," "special pouce," and
"border police," are directly involved in a continuing pattern of major human rights
abuses against non-Serbian populations and against other Serbs.

Croatia is moving from a largely state-owned or "socially owned" economy toward
a market system. Little progress was achieved in 1992 owing to the costs of the war,
the spillover effects of the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina m which Croatian forces
have Deen involved, and the burden of caring for reftigees from both conflicts. Na-
tional income fell, while unemployment rose and the rate of infiation approached
hyperinfiation levels.

Over 400,000 Croats were displaced by the war and its aftermath. There were nu-
merous substantiated reports of political and other extrajudicial killings in various
parts of Croatia in 1992. In the areas of Croatia under the Government's control,

the most serious violations of human rights occurred near the cease-fire lines and
were directed against ethnic Serbs. These violations included killings, disappear-
ances, physical abuse, illegal detention, house bombings, and loss oi employment.
Serbs continued to be driven from their homes. The Croatian Government has stat-

ed that all crimes against citizens will be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.
The Government tried and convicted some persons for these violations. In the areas
of Croatia under the control of ethnic Serbs, who claim that their territory should
be independent of Croatia, human rights violations included extensive killings, dis-

appearances, beatings, arbitrary interference with privacy, family, and home, and
forced resettlement or exile—all part of a campaign of "ethnic cleansing" designed
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to ensure Serbian dominance of the areas. The "authorities" in these areas showed
flagrant and systematic disregard for human rights.

See the report on Bosnia and Herzegovina for reports of human rights abuses by
Croatian forces there.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were numerous substantiated
reports of political and other extrajudicial killings throughout Croatia in 1992. Doc-
umented killings in areas under local Serbian control were more numerous and
often involved the complicity of senior local Serbian "authorities." In government-
controlled territory, there were also credible reports of killings of Serbs. Senior Min-
istry of Interior omcials announced the arrest on November 27, for example, of four
policemen from Podravska Slatina and Vocin on suspicion of the murder of a 62-

year-old Croatian citizen of Serbian nationality.

In the Serb-controlled areas, murders occurred regularly and there was no docu-
mented attempt to punish the perpetrators of political and other extrajudicial kill-

ing. In the UNPA called Sector East (the Vukovar area), for example, a Serbian ex-

tremist was identified as the gunman in three murders committed in the summer
of 1992. He was held and released twice by the ethnic Serbian "authorities" who
control the occupied Croatian city of Vukovar and then was allowed to cross over
into Serbia after his third arrest.

b. Disappearance.—^Accusations of disappearances continued. Most of the new
cases arose in Serbian-occupied areas of Croatia, particularly in Sector East. Reli-

able estimates place the numbers in the high tens or low hundreds.
The Croatian Conunission for Missing Persons attempts to ascertain the where-

abouts of 13,747 people. Many disappeared during the lighting in 1991, a significant

number of them after Vukovar fell to Serbian forces in Novernber 1991. A joint com-
mission of Croatian and Serbian officials from Belgrade is reviewing the question
of missing and dead. While the group has resolved some cases, the Serbian side has
not been nelpfiil with cases involving missing Croats last seen under JNA officers*

control after the fall of Vukovar. An international investigating team believes that

a mass grave found near Vukovar in October 1992 may be the site of the remains
of over 170 Croatian soldiers taken alive by JNA officers from the Vukovar hospital.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Constitution prohibits torture or cruel or degrading punishment.
Persons incarcerated for ordinary crimes are not usually treated harshly. The

treatment of prisoners of war (POW's) who are still near military front Unes and
of persons suspected of having collaborated with hostile Serbian forces has not met
international standards. Beatings, detention, and verbal harassment were some-
times used to enforce compliance with orders and instructions. Beatings of Serbian
POWs occurred in Croatian jails in Sector West at Daruvar and in detention facili-

ties in the Split area. The dovemment fired some police officials who did not take
sufficiently vigorous steps to prevent beatings and verbal abuse of detainees; none
was known to nave been prosecuted.

In Serbian-controlled places of detention within Croatia, harsh treatment is com-
monplace. No action is known to have been taken to punish those who conmutted
excesses against non-Serbs.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—The Constitution contains protections

from capricious arrest and protections for the accused's legal rights. Judicial or pros-

ecutorial warrants are required for arrests. Time limits vary for formal indictments
depending on the kind and seriousness of the charges and may range from days to

months, m practice, while these principles are generally upheld in the Croatiem-con-
trolled parts of the country, there have been some exceptions. Near Split, Osyek,
and Daruvar, ethnic Serbs have periodically been detained without apparent cause
and sometimes beaten. In Croatian-controUed parts of Sector West, ethnic Serbs de-

tained without probable cause were not allowed the same ri^ts and privileges

granted to non-Serbian detainees.

In early 1992, persons of one nationality (e.g., Serbs) were seized to exchange
them for captives of the other nationality (i.e., Croats) held by the other side. Al-

though Serbian elements were far more often the perpetrators of such prisoner sei-

zures, Croats, too, occasionally engaged in this practice.

In the Serb-controlled areas, virtually no safeguards existed against arbitrary de-

tention, which was used regularly to intimidate and frighten the non-Serbian popu-
lation.

The deliberate expulsion of persons from their homes based on their nationality

was a serious problem in 1992. Most of the excesses of this nature committed by
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Croatian extremists occurred in 1991, with some residual revenge-taking occurring
in 1992 along the cease-fire lines. In Serb-controlled areas, it is the practice of Ser-
bian "authonties" to drive out or eliminate non-Serbian persons. Such atrocities

against non-Serbs, especiaUy in Sectors East and South, numbered in the thou-
sands.

e. Denied of Fair Public Trial.—^The Croatian legal system consists of municipal
and district courts, the Supreme Court, and the Constitutional Court specified in

the Constitution, llie High Judicial Council appoints judges and public prosecutors.

The Council has a president and 14 members, drawn largely from among judges,
public prosecutors, lawyers, and university law professors. Members of the Council
are proposed by the House of Districts and elected by the House of Representatives
for a term of 8 years.

There is also a military legal system of six courts. Military courts handle offenses

by those in the armed forces, as well as charges against civiuans for offenses involv-

ing national security. Defendants in miUtaiy courts have the same legal rights and
privileges as defendants in civil courts. MiUtary courts in 7 Croatian cities Drought
charges against 8,000 persons, most of them in absentia. These indictments involved
mostly Serbs who were reportedly assisting the JNA in the 1991 attacks or who
were active in Serbian paramilitary groups.
Under the Constitution, a defendant has the right to a fair trial by a competent

court, to attend the trial, and to have an attorney. In addition, the defendant must
be informed of the charges and any evidence substantiating those charges and may
not be forced to admit guilt. There is a presumption of innocence. Evidence illegally

obtained is not to be aomutted in court proceedings. An attorney is provided to indi-

gent defendants.
In practice, the prosecuting attorney has a good deal of leeway in deciding wheth-

er to bring a case against an individual. In a "political" case, both the filing of
charges and the conduct of trial proceedings may be subject to political influence.

Critics have argued with the way in which Serbs are charged and convicted under
section 236(f) of the Croatian Criminal Code, which prohibits "rebellion against the
State." Critics have argued also that many of the accused were convicted on insuf^-
cient evidence.

International legal experts who queried Serbian "authorities" in areas the Serbs
control found the answers regarding their so-called legal system to be evasive. An-
other reliable source said no legal system exists in the Serbian-controlled areas.

So-called "judges" carry out extremist policies directed against non-Serbian mi-
norities.

Virtually all detainees in Croatia and the UNPA's are charged and classified as
criminals. In reality many are held for political reasons, but it diflicult to establish
the number.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

Constitution declares that homes are inviolable. Only a court may issue a search
warrant, and the reasons for the search of a home or other premises must be stated.

Police may enttr without either a warrant or the owner's consent only if necessary
to enforce an arrest warrant, apprehend a suspect, or to prevent serious danger to

life or major property. In practice, Croatian authorities do not always adhere to

these constitutional requirements.
Serbian "officials" in areas the Serbs control enforce almost no restraint against

arbitrary interference with the privacy, family, and home of non-Serbs. Serbian "au-
thorities" and paramilitary forces in Sector East regularly invaded non-Serbs'
homes, sometimes on the pretense of taking a "census of people and belongings.
Non-Serbs, including Hungarians and Slovaks, were then pressured by physical in-

timidation to sign over their property and leave. In isolated homesteads, gunmen
walked through the targeted farmyards shooting at windows and people in the
houses. International observers have documented reports of forcible entry into
homes and the murder or assault of the occupants, mostly old women and men.
The Constitution guarantees the safety and secrecy of personal data.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—Although the cease-fire changed the dimension of the internal conflict,

human rights abuses against civilian populations continued throughout the year,
with Serbs, Croats, Hungarians, and Muslims all targeted.

In the UNPA's, violations were the direct result of the prtictices and policies of
Serbian "authorities," typically carried out by former JNA troops and Serbian para-
military units that were transferred to the so-called regular and frontier police to

circumvent the Vance Plan's demilitarization requirements in the UNPA's.
"Ethnic cleansing" is commonly and aggressively employed with Serbian official

blessing against Croats, Hungarians, SlovaKs, Czechs, and other non-Serbs. Numer-
ous incidents of "ethnic cleansing" occurred. Typically, armed units blockaded a vil-
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lage and ordered the population to remain at home or to seek permission to move.
A few incidents of this nature reportedly occurred in Croatian-controlled parts of

Sector West. In the Serbian-controlled areas, "ethnic cleansing" occurred on a mas-
sive scale, including the establishment of strict curfews, pronibition of the move-
ment of clergy, and strict limits on or prohibition of travel oetween towns and near
military front lines.

Forced resettlement also occurred, for example, in the form of bombings and burn-
ings of homes and businesses of a particular ethnic group designed to compel its

Sermanent departure. Vigilante attacks took place against the homes of ethnic
erbs in Croatia. Through October 1992, some 2,753 bombs and 873 suspicious fires

had exploded or been set throughout Croatia. These attacks often taiigeted auto-
mobiles and businesses but also nit cultural monuments and railroad crossings. In
the first 9 months of 1992, some 85 Serbian homes were damaged or destroyed
around Daruvar (Sector West). The Government prosecuted a number of criminals
for house bombings, and, in one case, eight Croats were recently indicted for such
activity. The homes of some wealthy Gypsy and Serbian families on the island of
Krk were damaged by terrorist bombings in 1992.

Serbian officials in Sector East were especially aggressive in implementing "ethnic

cleansing" and forcing exUe. It was common in S«:tor East for non-Serbs to be ar-

rested, beaten, and otherwise aggressively harassed until they ultimately fled. Be-
fore their departure, they were Torced "voluntarily" to si^ over their property and
homes to Serbian control. Serbian "officials" in Bosanski Novi, Vukovar, and Dali

were directly involved in these violations of human rights. Serbian "officials" and
paramilitary groups in Knin, Sector South, continued to expel Croats from Serbian-
controlled areas into Croatian-controlled territory. These tactics have been a regular
and continuing practice of Serbian "authorities" in Serb-controlled areas.

In eastern Croatia, the JNA and Serbian paramilitary units razed Croatian sec-

tions of towns and entire villages such as Lipik, Nustar, and Vinkovci, deliberately

destroying house after house to force Croats to flee. Before the occupation, Barai^ja

had a population of 54,000 inhabitants, htdf of whom were Croats, but the Serbian
"authorities" forced out over 20,000 Croats and several thousand Hungarians and
moved in Serbs from West Slavonia, Bosnia, and Serbia.

In the Serbian-controlled area around Vukovar, forced resettlement took on a sub-

tler twist. According to numerous reliable reports, Serbian "officials" demanded that
Croatian, Hungarian, and Slovak families accept Serbian "refijgees" into their

homes. These 'refugees" then harassed and tormented their hosts until the latter

felt compelled to move out, thus "abandoning" their property. Such "abandoned" or
"donated" property was then used to house Serbian immigrants.

In another mciaent, Croats and Hungarians in August and September were fired

from the brick factory in Ilok, allegedly because of falling demand for building mate-
rials. As a result, they lost company-supplied housing and were forced into exile.

Serbian workers were immediately mred at the factory and moved into the vacated
houses. The formerly largely Croatian villages of Erdut and Ilok in Sector East have
been stripped of their non-Serbian populations, with Slovaks, Croats, and Hungar-
ians forced to emigrate in fear of their lives.

Infamous Serbian terrorist warlords operated in Sector East with the active sup-

port of local Serbian "authorities." One such paramilitary leader operated two
Tiraining centers," openly defying the Vance plan. Warlords from Serbia maintained
strong connections with the Government there and were suspected of being links be-

tween the Milosevic Government in Serbia and the Serb-controlled UNPA's. Thev
regularly and with impunity crossed back and forth into Serbia for supplies and ad-

ditional recruits.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The Constitution guarantees freedom of thought
and expression, which specifically includes freedom of the press and other media,
speech, and public expression, but the Government significantly restricted these

rights. In the Serbian-controlled areas, these rights virtually do not exist.

The Constitution states that "any call for or incitement to war, or resort to vio-

lence, national, racial, or religious hatred, or any form of intolerance shall be prohib-

ited and punishable." The rignt of judicial redress is provided "to anyone whose con-

stitutionally determined ri^ts have been violated by public communication."
Croatian authorities responded to certain forms of press criticism with a nunsber

of what appeared to be politically motivated dismissals of journalists and editors,

as well as with prosecutions ofjournalists for alleged libel and dissemination of false

information. Altnough these cases were eventually dropped, the indictments had an
intimidating effect. Moreover, during the armed conflict of 1991-92, the Government
enforced titter controls on the press.
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In general, journalists were circumspect, when writing on certain political and re-

ligious topics, to avoid oflicial censure. At the same time, however, some newspapers
occasionaUy criticized political figures. In December an Os^ek local government ofli-

cial revoked the accreditation oi a Slobodna Dalmacya correspondent because of an
article the journalist had written 2 days earlier criticizing the oflicial.

One area of continuing controversy was the effect on freedom of the press of ac-

tions by the Government s Agency for Restructuring and Development, whose man-
date is to supervise the privatization of "socially owned" property. Critics allege that
heavy-handed or politically motivated actions resulted in the eaitorial

straitiacketing or "financial" failure of several high quality independent periodicals,

incluoing the widely respected Danas and its short-lived successor, Novi Danas. Re-
cent controversy focused on the Agency's efforts to compel the reprivatization of the
respected daily Slobodna Dalmac^ja in Split by instituting new management. Critics

argued that government-imposed management undermined the independence of the
press and raised doubts about the Government's commitment to press freedom.
During the presidential and parliamentary election campaign, all newspapers de-

voted suDstantial space to each candidate and party platform. Political parties com-
plained, however, that, due to the great disparity in availability of funding, they
were not able to compete eflectively in buying time for radio and television spots.

State-owned television gained a reputation of being a messenger for the ruling
{)arty, reacting sympathetically to the Government's interpretation of events and
imiting the exposure of opposition spokesmen. One exception was the popular, late

night public affairs television program "Frame by Frame," which occasionally fea-

tured interviews with prominent opposition intellectuals and ran footage from inter-

national and Serbian networks.
State-owned radio offers a variety of music, news, and interview programming,

but radio frequencies are strictly controlled. To date, the Government has awarded
a license to only one private sports station, deferring some 40 other applications for

later review.
Academic freedom is generally respected in Croatia, but Serbs were being har-

assed and denied job opportunities because of their nationality.

In the Serbian-controlled areas, the concept of open debate free of ethnic bias is

not accepted. For example, in October local police m the Serbian-controlled area of
Knin began enforcing a ban on outside newspapers and reportedly seized private ra-

dios ana batteries used in transistor radios to prevent Serbs in these Serbian-con-
trolled areas from learning details of the Croatian amnesty law.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—The Constitution provides that
all citizens shall be guaranteed the right to peaceful assembly and public protest.

It also guarantees the right to free association for the protection of citizens' interests

or promotion of social, economic, political, national, cultural, and other convictions
and objectives. Citizens may freely form, join, and leave political parties, trade
unions, and other associations.

In practice, the ri^ts of peaceful assembly and association are respected in Cro-
atia. This right is enjoyed by other nationalities in Croatia, including Croatians of
Serbian nationality and Croatian Muslims. In Serbian-controlled areas in Croatia,
these rights are not respected or enjoyed. Many political partiesparticipating in the
national elections held rallies and demonstrations elsewhere in Croatia without inci-

dent. Permits are required for rallies, but they are panted routinely.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^There is no state religion. The Constitution guarantees
freedom of conscience and religion and free public expression of religious and other
convictions. It also states that all religious communities are equal before the law
and shall be separate from the State. Religious communities are free to conduct pub-
lic religious services and to open and operate schools and social and charitable insti-

tutions.

Roman Catholicism, Eastern Orthodox Christianity, and Islam are the main faiths

in Croatia. The majority of practicing Croats are Roman Catholic, and the Govern-
ment provides an option of Catholic religious education in the schools. There is an
active Jewish community, as well as several Protestant and eastern mystical sects

or groups. The Jewish community center in Zagreb, damaged by an explosion in

1991, was rebuilt with the help of a loan from the Croatian Government. It re-

opened in a formal ceremony in September attended by senior government oflicials

and world Jewish leaders and serves as a house of worship for believers. Foreign
clergy may live and work in Croatia. No formal restrictions exists on religious pub-
lishing or education.
Although there were no formal restrictions on any religious group, religion was

so closely identified with ethnicity in the former Yugoslavia that religious institu-

tions were often targeted. The Government listed some 325 Catholic churches and
chapels as seriously damaged or destroyed, many of them specifically targeted by
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Serbian forces. In addition, 44 monasteries, 17 Orthodox churdies, 4 synagogues,
and 7 Protestant churches, as well as many cemeteries, were attacked, damaged,
and looted. There are two mosques in Croatia, and some half dozen or so Islamic
conmiunity centers which serve as locations for prayer and worship. The Islamic
community center in Dubrovnik was destroyed hy Serbian shelling, and another in

Osyek was damaged, also by Serbian artillery. The destruction of Orthodox church-
es m Croatia and the bombings of Catholic churches in the Serbian-controlled areas
continued in 1992. For example, in Sector East around Vukovar, five Catholic
churches were leveled by explosions in August and September. An Orthodox church
in Varazdin was bombed and slightly damaged by a disgruntled Croatian refugee
who was arrested and charged with the crime.

TTiere is a Serbian Orthodox cathedral in downtown Zagreb which has remained
undamaged throughout the war. One of Croatia's two major mosques is also located
in Zagreb. It not only serves a religious function but also has been the temporary
residence for hundreds of Bosnian refugees.

Serbian community leaders expressed concern over what they described as pres-
sures to convert from Orthodoxy to Catholicism. Some reportedly believed that the
option of religious education in schools placed ethnic Serbian children at a social

disadvantage when their parents declined that option. There is virtually no freedom
of religion for non-Orthodox believers in Serbian-controlled areas.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign TYavel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^The Constitution states that anyone who is lawfully in the territory of
Croatia shall have the right freely to move and choose a residence. Any citizen has
the right at any time to leave, permanently or temporarily settle abroad, and return
home. The right of movement within Croatia and the right to enter or leave it may
be restricted by law if necessary to protect the legal order or the health, rights, and
freedoms of others.
The war in Croatia and the Serbian practice of "ethnic cleansing" both in Croatia

and Bosnia and Herzegovina left Croatia host to some 700,000 refugees and dis-

glaced persons, of whom 264,000 are from other regions of Croatia and 430,000 from
osnia and Herzegovina. The ethnic mix of this total is impossible to quantify; prob-

ably most of the Bosnian refugees are Muslims. The great majority of the Cfroat-

origin refugees and displaced persons are housed with local families. The Muslims
occupy camps and public facilities.

Following the large influx of refugees, the Croatian Government altered its de-
clared policy to prohibit the entry of new refugees unless they were guaranteed pas-
sage to third countries. In practice, many refugees have entered Croatia, but the re-

lease of prison camp detainees held in Bosnia to go to the transit camp at Karlovac
in Croatia has been timed to ensure a flow of detainees to other countries. The Gov-
ernment imposes no significant restrictions on the movement of these refugees and
displaced persons. The bureaucracy was criticized for slowness in meeting the mo-
mentous task of issuing new passports and residence permits. Many non-Croats sug-
gested that the delay in processing their cases was the result of discrimination.
There is reason to believe that the applications of persons not bom in Croatia, or
who held significant positions in such federal institutions as the JNA, were not proc-

essed expemtiously.
Despite the establishment of UNPA's, the goals of the Vance plan were not met.

At the end of the year, over one-fourth of Croatia was still controlled by hostile Ser-
bian elements sustained by links with the Serbian Government in Belgrade. No
Croats or Muslims were able to return to their homes in Serbian-controlled areas.

In fact, Serbian authorities actively promoted the resettlement of their own ethnic
groups in the areas under their control, thereby making it much harder to reverse
uie results of "ethnic cleansing." In this context, there was freedom of movement
only for the dominant ethnic group and only in the area that ethnic group con-
trolled. Nevertheless, a number of Serbian families did return to the Croatian-con-
trolled part of Sector West and to the area around Osijek (close to UNFA Sector
East).

Travel in the UNPA's differs from travel elsewhere in Croatia, where foreigners

and members of international organizations have no problem. In the Croatian-con-
trolled portion of Sector West, everyone traveling needs proper identification. In Ser-
bian-controlled areas, it is unwise for non-Serbian Croats to travel.

The Constitution states that foreign citizens and stateless persons may obtain
asylum unless they are sought for nonpolitical crimes and activities contrary to the
basic principles of*^ international law. No alien who legally finds himself in Croatia
may be banished or extradited unless a decision made in accordance with a treaty
or law is to be enforced. At the request of the Government of Bosnia and
Herzegovina and in accord with a bilateral cooperation agreement, however, Cro-
atian authorities in several instances refused to accept for entry into Croatia some
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Bosnian males liable for military service. There were also instances in which Cro-
atian authorities returned draft-age males to Bosnia and Herzegovina after they
had entered Croatia.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right o/* Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Croats have had the right to change their government since April-May 1990
when, in multiparty parliamentary elections, the opposition Croatian Democratic
Union (CDU) won 43 percent of the popular vote, as compared to 27 percent for the
ruling party, the League of Communists of Croatia-Party of Democratic Change. The
National Assembly (Parliament) elected the CDU candidate, Dr. Franjo Tu^jman, as
President. Afl;er passage of legislation reoiiganizing the Parliament, multicandidate
presidential and parliamentary elections were again held on August 2, 1992. Dr.

Tu4J™*n w*8 reelected as President to a 5-year term with 57 percent of the popular
vote. Under the Croatian system, the President exercises considerable power, au-
thority, and influence but is limited to two terms of office. His party, the CDU, won
85 seats out of 138 in the main chamber of Parliament. Elections to the second
chamber, the House of Districts, are planned for 1993.
The elections were generally considered to be fair and valid, but some Western

observers pointed out serious flaws centering around displaced persons' participa-

tion in the voting, composition of voter registries, civic education, and application

of citizenship laws. While there was some concern that the Government did not do
enou^ to instill public confidence in the integrity of the electoral system, opposition
parties who participated in the contest generally accepted the results. TTie Govern-
ment implemented procedures that allowed renigees of Croatian nationality from
Serb-controUed areas to vote not just for President but also for local parliamentary
representatives. Allegations of intimidation of voters were not substantiated. An ob-
server delegation from the European Council judged the elections overall as almost
unqualifiedly free and fair.

There is no restriction in law or practice on women or minorities participating in
politics or government. Four women hold seats in Parliament, one of whom serves
as a Vice F^sident and another leads one of the larger opposition parties.

Federal election law provides for representation of afl minorities in Parliament,
with proportional representation guaranteed for any minority that makes up more
than 8 percent of the population. Serbs, who at 11 percent of the population are the
only minority who met tnis qualification, would receive 13 seats according to the for-

mula. Because most Serbian Croats lived in the Serb-controlled areas and were
therefore unable to vote, the Federal Election Commission will choose 13 Serbs to

"represent" the Serbian minority in the designated parliamentary seats. The 13
Serbs were designated and now sit in Parliament. Croatia has its own election laws
and is presently completing laws about electing the House of Parishes.
Although the Serbian Democratic Party, based largely in the Serb-dominated

areas of Croatia, won several seats in the 1990 elections and one of its deputies be-
came Vice President of the National Assembly, Serbian "authorities" did not make
it possible for those under their control to participate in the 1992 elections. The elec-

tions held by the Serbian "authorities" for the Serb-controlled and other Serbian
"paaliaments" were not considered to have been open and fair and were not recog-
nized as legitimate.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigations ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Domestic human rights monitors are active in government-controlled territory tmd
reportedly did not meet government interference. The Government at the highest
level met with representatives of human rights groups and provided information
about human rights issues. Serbian "authorities" in the areas under Serbian control
deny violations of human rights there.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution specifies that all citizens shall enjoy all ri^ts and freedoms, re-

gardless of race, color, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or
social origin, property, birth, education, social status, or other attributes. It also
states that members of all nationalities and minorities shall have equal rights in
Croatia. One article provides for wartime measures but says that restrictions shall
be appropriate to the nature of the danger and may not result in the inequality of
citizens on the basis of race, color, sex, language, religion, or national or social ori-

gin.

Constitutionally, ethnic Serbs in Croatia enioy the same protection as other mi-
norities in the country. In practice, however, there continue to be many cases of se-
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nous discrimination against individuals based on their Serbian nationality, as noted
in the preceding sections of this report.

Women appear to suffer more than men from the impact of unemployment associ-

ated with the severe war-related economic downturn. Althou^, in general, there is

equal pay for equal work, women who held lower scale jobs were dismissed sooner
than men. Reliable information on the extent of spouse abuse and other violence

against women was not available. There is no legal barrier or discrimination in in-

heritance, marriage, and family laws and property rights of women.
Sex-based support groups are relatively new in Croatia. Zagreb and several other

large cities have started family crisis associations. There is no impediment in law
or practice to the establishment of such groups. For example, an association of the
"Women of Vukovar," who have relatives missing from the war in the east, is active

in Zagreb and operates without hindrance. In Zagreb, the Croatian women's group
Tresryevka is working to open a support center for wartime rape victims from
Bosnia.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^All workers, except military and police personnel,
may form or join unions of their own choosing without prior authorization. There
is an active labor movement in Croatia with three national labor federations and
independent associations of both blue-collar and white-collar members. In general,
unions are independent of the Government and political parties.

The right to strike is guaranteed in the Constitution out is limited in the armed
forces, police, government administration, and public services. Certain clerical staff

have a right to strike, but "essential services" personnel must remain on duty. Re-
tention of police personnel on duty is a particularly sensitive topic. In 1991 virtually

all of the Serbs in the Serbian-dominated police forces went over to the JNA in the
war, contributing directly to the breakdown of law and order, which continues to

be a problem. Several short work stoppages occurred during 1992 over wages and
working conditions. Most of the strikers agreed to accept an improvement in wages
and modest changes in working conditions.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Collective bai^aining is pro-

tected by law and practiced freely. Because of inflation, the major public service

unions sought relief through renegotiation of minimum wage agreements with the
Government. In October they expressed their dissatisfaction with the Government,
which did not meet its obligation to ensure a minimum wage level agreed to earlier

in the month. The Government finally agreed to stand by its original minimum
wage offer.

There are no export processing zones in Croatia.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Forced or compulsory work is for-

bidden and is not known to exist.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—The minimum age for youth em-
ployment is 16. Under the Constitution, children may not be employed before reach-

ing the legally determined age, nor may they be forced or allowed to do work which
is narmful to their health or morality. Young people are entitled to special protec-

tion at work.
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—There are national minimum wage standards.

In early October, public service unions, pacesetters for the rest of the work force,

won agreement on a new monthly minimum wage. But in late October the Govern-
ment announced that severe economic conditions prohibited it from meeting that
pay objective. Moreover, severe economic conditions related to the disruption caused
oy the war ensured that many companies were not able or willing to meet those
standards. The minimum wage is not sufficient to provide a worker and family a
decent living standard.
The basic national regulations include provisions for a 42-hour workweek, over-

time pay, a half-hour daily break, and a minimum of 18 days of paid vacation annu-
ally. Health and safety standards are set by the Government and enforced by the
Ministry of Health. In practice, industries generally are not diligent in meeting
these protection standards.

CYPRUS

Cyprus has been divided since the Turkish military intervention of 1974, following

a coup d'etat directed from Greece. Since then, the southern part of the country has
been under the control of the Government of the Republic of Cyprus, and the north-

em part under an autonomous Turkish Cypriot administration supported by the
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presence of Turkish troops. In 1983 that administration proclaimed itself the "Turk-
ish Republic of Northern Cyprus" ("TRNC"), which is recognized only by Tui^cey.

The internal political systems of the Republic of Cyprus and the Turicish Cypriot
administration are democratic, based on free elections, and in general ticcord basic

human rights to their populations both in law and in practice. However, the TRNC"
restricts the freedom of Turkish Cypriots to travel to the Republic of Cyprus.

Total military expenditures for tne Republic of Cyprus for 1989, the last year for

which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed analy-
sis, were $41 million. There is no indication that efforts wiU be made to reduce
these expenditures in the near future. Expenditure figures for the TRNC" were not
available.

Both Cjrpriot economies are based on free enterprise, private initiative, and the
right to property. The Greek Cypriot economy has prospered in recent years, par-
ticularly in the tourism and manufacturing sectors, and continued to be strong in

1992. The economy in the Turkish Cypriot area, closely linked to that of Turkey,
remained depressed in 1992, although a resurgence in tourism was evident in Au-
gust and September.

Conflict between the Greek and Turkish Cypriot communities during the 1963-
74 period, followed in 1974 by the abortive Greek Cypriot coup and subsequent
Turkish intervention, resulted in the uprooting of Greek Cypriots and Turicish Cyp-
riots from the northern and southern parts of the island, respectively. The resultant

loss of lives, homes, and livelihoods has led to continuing charges of human rights

violations.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no reports of political or
extraiudicial killings.

b. Disappearance.—There were no reports of persons abducted, secretly arrested,

or held in clandestine detention.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Both the Cyprus Constitution and the basic document governing the Turkish Cyp-
riot community specifically prohibit torture. Freedom from cruel, inhuman, or de-

grading treatment or punishment is provided for in law and generally respected in

practice in both communities. However, 1992 saw several allegations of brutality in

interrogations leveled against the Greek Cypriot police in Limassol and Nicosia.
Most oi these allegations did not lead to prosecution because the detainees involved
declined to press charges. A special commission established to investigate the allega-

tions continues its work, and the Government appears determined to pursue the re-

maining case.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Laws providing for freedom from arbi-

trary arrest and detention are respected in practice by the Government of Cyprus
and Turkish Cypriot authorities. Arrest warrants, issued by judges, are required. No
one may be held for more than 1 day for investigation of a crime without referral

of the case to the courts for extension of the period of detention. Most periods of
investigative detention do not exceed 8 to 10 days before formal charges are filed.

Attorneys have free access to detainees, and bail is allowed. Exile is specifically pro-

hibited Dy the Cyprus Constitution and by the basic document governing the Turk-
ish Cypriot community.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Cyprus inherited many elements of its legal sys-

tem from the British legal tradition, including the presumption of innocence, the
right to due process, and the right to appeal. In both parts of Cyprus, fair public

trial is proviaed for in law and accorded in practice. The judiciary is independent
of executive or military control. Defendants nave the ri^t to be present at their

trials, to be represented by counsel (at government expense for those who cannot
afford one), to confront witnesses, and to present evidence in their own defense.
Cases are generally tried before a judge or panel of judges, althou^ a request for

a jury triaiis usually granted. There are no special courts to deal with security or
political offenses.
On the Turkish Cypriot side, civilians deemed to have violated military zones are

subject to trial in a military court. These courts consist of one military and two civil-

ian judges and a civilian prosecutor. Defendants in military courts have all the due
process rights available in civilian courts. There were no trials of civilians in mili-

tary courts in 1992.
There are no political prisoners in Cyprus.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Both

the Cyprus Constitution and the basic document governing the Turkish Cypriot
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community include provisions protecting the individual against arbitrary inter-

ference by the authorities. A juaicial warrant is required, for example, for a police

ofilcial to enter a private residence. Abuses of privacy run counter to the democratic
traditions of both communities. Some Turicish Cypriots, however, continue to com-
plain that mail coming through the Republic of Cyprus postal system is delayed or
not delivered.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^These rights are provided for by law and are

freely practiced throughout the island. The press is free and represents the entire

political spectrum. There is no press censorship. The launching of a private tele-

vision channel ended the Greek Cypriot authorities' monopoly control over local tele-

vision broadcasting. Several privately owned radio stations have been in operation
since 1990. Turkish Cypriot authorities retain monopoly control over both radio and
television. Cable services ofTering several international broadcasts are available

throughout the island. In addition, the proliferation of party and independent news-
papers and periodicals in both communities enables ideas and arguments to cir-

culate freely. Opposition papers on both sides of the island frequently criticize the
authorities.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—The freedom to associate, oi^a-

nize, and hold meetings is protected by law and respected in practice.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Freedom of religion is respected in Cyprus. In the south,

the vast majority of the population is Greek Orthodox; in the north, Sunni Muslim.
The Greek Orthodox Church in the south has the character of a state institution;

all its activities and holdings are exempt from taxation. Missionaries have the legal

right to proselytize in both communities, although both Greek Cypriot and Turkish
Cypriot authorities closely monitor missionary activities.

Approximately 300 Turkish Cypriots who still live in the south of the island are
allowed to practice their religion freely. In the north, non-Muslims include approxi-

mately 550 Greek Cypriots, over 300 Christian Maronites, and some foreign resi-

dents—all of whom are free to practice their religions.

A law passed on January 9, 1992, allows alternative service for those Greek Cyp-
riots who conscientiously object to military service on religious grounds: they may
select either 34 months of unarmed military service or 42 months of Civil Defense
Force or social services, compared to 26 months of military service. Turkish Cypriot
conscientious objectors have no alternative to militaiy service and face imprison-
ment if they refuse to serve.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Turkish and Greek Cypriots enjoy general freedom of movement within
their respective areas. However, Turkish Cypriot authorities strictly regulate travel

into the Turicish Cypriot area and from that area into the south, Turkish Cypriots
who apply for permission to visit the south are required to justify their applications

with formal invitations to events. Applicants are sometimes not given a reply until

the last minute, and many are refused. Those who are denied permission are rarely

S'ven an official reason. Turkish Cypriot authorities also generally bar Greeks,
reek Cypriots, and even third-country nationals with Greek or Armenian sur-

names from entering the north. The applications of Greek Cypriot residents of en-

claves in the north to visit the south are usually granted, but the applicants must
return within a designated period or risk losing their right to return, as well as
their property. Turkish Cypriot authorities usually deny applications by Greek Cyp-
riots to visit relatives in the north.

Foreigners coming from the south must obtain Turkish Cypriot permission to

enter the north. The Government of Cyprus discourages travel by Greek Cypriots

to the north if it involves filling out entry cards issued by the "Turkish Republic
of Northern Cyprus." Occasional demonstrations by Greek Cypriot organizations at

the Ledra Palace checkpoint have effectively prevented crossings, with the acquies-

cence of the Greek Cypriot police. The Government of Cyprus nas barred travel to

the north by foreigners intending to depart the island from the Turkish Cypriot
area. At the same time, it bars entry into the Greek Cypriot area by foreigners who
have entered Cyprus from the north.

The right to travel abroad and to emigrate is observed, although persons facing

military service or legal action in either part of Cyprus may not travel without spe-

cific permission. Turkish Cypriots have difficulty traveling to some countries be-

cause travel documents issued by the Turkish Cypriot authorities are not generally

recopiized, and they normally are not granted passports by the Greek Cypriot au-

thorities. They are usually able to travel on Turkish passports provided by means
of a special arrangement with Turkey. Citizens may repatriate freely.
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The Government of Cyprus does not accept third-country refugees for resettlement
in Cyprus on the grounds that it already nas enough responsi Dilities in caring for

the Greek Cypriots displaced after the 1974 Turkish intervention. The Government
of Cyprus, however, has granted relatively large numbers of Lebanese citizens the
right to reside on the island without granting them formal refugee status. The Cy-

Srus Government refers all refugee and asylum claimants to tne United Nations
[igh Conunissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and then expects UNHCR to process

their applications and ensure their departure from Cyprus. The Cyprus Government
has been cooperative in extending residency permission to those under consideration
by UNHCR, and they do not generally repatriate claimants to their home country.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Both the Government of Cyprus and the Turkish Cypriot administration have
lively multiparty political systems. Parties compete for popular support actively and
without restriction. SufFrage is universal, and elections are held oy secret ballot.

Elections for the office of President of the Republic of Cyprus are held every 5 years
and for the House of Representatives every 5 years or less.

The Turkish Cypriots elect a leader and a representative body every 5 years or
less. Such elections were last held in 1990. Greek Cypriots and Maromtes living in
the north—the latter having chosen before independence in 1960 to be regarded as
members of the Greek Cypnot community—are barred by law from participating in
Turkish Cypriot elections but elect their own village officials. They are eligible to
vote in Greek Cypriot elections but must travel to the south in order to exercise that
right.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are organizations in both parts of the island that consider themselves
human rights groups, but all appear to be primarily concerned with alleged viola-

tions of the rights of members oi their community by the other community. There
are no restrictions preventing the formation of human rights groups in either part
of the island.

Representatives of international human rights organizations have access to both
the south and the north.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Both the Government of Cyprus and the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus"
have constitutional or legal bars against discrimination. Food, shelter, education,
and health care are usually available to members of both communities and the tiny
Maronite, Armenian, and Latin minorities, regardless of race, religion, ethnic back-
ground, or political opinion.

Nevertheless, there are continuing complaints that Turicish Cypriot restrictions on
housing and education impair the welfare of minorities in the north: Greek Cypriots
living in the north are unable to change their housing, and Greek Cypriot schools
in the north have their educational materials rigorously screened by Turkish Cyp-
riot authorities. The U.N. Secretary General, in his December 1 report to the Secu-
rity Council on U.N. operations in Cyprus, said that Turicish Cypriot authorities
took an inordinate time to review texttx)oks for Greek Cypriot elementary schools
in the north and refused 35 out of 89 titles on the rounds that they contained ma-
terial considered offensive to Turkish Cypriots. U.N. officials say that they receive
occasional complaints of human ri^ts violations from Turkish Cypriots living in the
south who claim that they are unable to speak with U.N. officials unless a police
officer is present.
The Cjrprus Red Cross sends supplies weekly to Greek Cypriots remainingin the

north; this effort is coordinated by United Nations Forces in Cyprus (UNFICyP) and
financed largely by the United States. UNFICYP monitors the welfare of the Greek
Cypriots ana Maronites in the north, as well as that of the Turkish Cypriots in the
south.
Throughout Cyprus, women generally have the same legal status as men. How-

ever, women's groups in the north contend that the current law regulating divorce
discriminates against women. In the north, legal provisions requiring equal pay for
men and women performing the same job are effectively enforced. In the soutn, gov-
ernment workers receive equal pay for equal work, regardless of sex. In 1989 a law
was passed requiring equality of pay between men and women working in the pri-
vate sector. The 3-year grace period for full implementation expired in October 1992,
and private employers, according to published accounts, are confident that they are
in full compliance. Many women work in occupations held almost exclusively by
women, so exact wage comparisons between men and women may not be possible.
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Social taboos, traditions, and family honor shroud incidents of wife and family
abuse in Cyprus. Moreover, it is understood that police files on incidents of domestic
violence are sometimes destroyed under the pretext that these are "personal mat-
ters." Nevertheless, the Crisis Center for Family Violence, a private organization in

the south, has indicated that the number of reported domestic abuse cases, includ-

ing wife beating, is on the rise. The Center, as well as several other support groups,

was established in part to draw public attention to this problem and to encourage
government action in dealing witn it. There is no similar center in the north. Nei-

ther the Government of Cyprus nor the Turkish Cypriot authorities have made pro-

nouncements or taken speciflc actions on this issue.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—All workers in both the north and the south, except

for members of the police and military forces, have the legal right to form and join

trade unions of their own choosing without prior authorization. In 1990 the Govern-
ment of Cyprus amended its trade union laws to allow trade unions to elect their

leaders regardless of whether they are union members—a previous source of conten-

tion with the International Labor Organization (ILXD).

More than 90 percent of Greek Cypriot workers and 40 to 50 percent of Turkish
Cypriot workers belong to independent trade unions. Union officials in the north,

however, allege that the ruling party has tried to weaken public sector unions by
supporting establishment of rival unions and have taken their complaints to the

ILO. In both communities, trade unions freely and regularly take stands on public

policy issues affecting workers and maintain their independence from the Govern-
ment, although most are closely aligned with political parties.

All Cypriot workers have the right to strike. There were no significant strikes in

1992. Strikes usually are of short duration. Both the Government of Cyprus and the

Turkish Cypriot authorities have the power to curtail strikes in what they deem to

be "essential services." At its 1992 meeting, the ILO Conmmittee of Ex(>erts reiter-

ated its concern that Cypriot legislation in this area does not conform to ILO Con-
vention 87 on freedom ol association and noted that the Government of Cyprus has
reported that this legislation is being reexamined.
Unions in both parts of Cyprus freely take part in international meetings. Most

unions are affiliated either with the International Confederation of Free Trade
Unions or with the Communist-dominated World Federation of Trade Unions. Labor
unions, more than most other organizations on Cyprus, attempt to maintain contact

and cooperation across the dividing line, but this remains limited.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—By law, trade unions and con-

federations are free to organize and to bargain collectively in both parts of Cyprus.

This is observed in practice in the south, and most wages and benefits are set by
freely bargained collective agreements. In the north, wage levels in many sectors are

largely pegged to the annual change in the minimum wage, set by a special commis-
sion comprised of five representatives each from organized labor, the employers, and
the authorities. Union leaders contend that private sector employers are able to dis-

courage union activity because enforcement is weak and penalties for antiunion

practices are minimal. In both the north and the south, parties to a dispute may
request mediation by the authorities. In both sectors, legislation prohibiting dismis-

sal for participation in trade union activity is effectively enforced.

Small export processing zones exist in Lamaca port in the south and Famagusta
in the nortn, but the laws governing working conditions and actual practice are uni-

form throughout the country.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Forced or compulsory labor is pro-

hibited by law, and no instances of it were reported.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—The Government of Cyprus has
set the minimum age for employment of children in an "industrial undertaking" at

age 16. In the north, the age is 15. The law is effectively enforced in both sectors

by government labor inspectors.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—There is a legislated minimum wage in the

south which is renewed every year and covers clerks, salespersons, nursery assist-

ants, practical nurses, and hairdressers. The legislated minimum wage is not suffi-

cient to provide an adequate living for a worker and family. All other occupations

are covered under collective bargaining agreements between trade unions and em-
ployers within the same economic sector, and the minimum wages set in these

agreements are significantly higher than the legislated minimum wage. The legis-

lated minimum wa^ in the north, while more broadly applicable and renewed an-

nually aflter tripartite negotiations, would not be adequate to support a worker and
family. Most workers earn more than the minimum wage.
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The Government of Cyprus has set 40 hours as the standard workweek except for

shop workers and drivers, whose legal workweek is 42 hours. In 1992, however,
Greek Cypriot unions won concessions that will reduce the workweek by one-half
hour per year until 1997 when a 38-hour workweek will be in place for most sectors
of the economy. In the north, the standard workweek is 38 hours in the winter and
36 in the summer. These laws are effectively enforced by government labor inspec-
tors.

Although in both sectors standards are not eauivalent to those in Western indus-
trialized countries, occupational safety and health regulations are administered ef-

fectively. In both sectors, a factory inspector receives and processes complaints and
inspects businesses in order to ensure that occupational safety laws are observed.
Workers who file complaints are orotected by law and the court system in the Greek
Cypriot sector but not in the Turkish Cypriot sector. In both sectors, however, work-
ers risk losing their jobs if they unilaterally remove themselves from a position
which they believe endangers their health.

CZECH AND SLOVAK FEDERAL REPUBLIC

The Czech and Slovak Federal Republic (CSFR), created in 1990 as the demo-
cratic successor to the Communist Czechoslovak State afler the November revolu-
tion of 1989, was dissolved at the end of 1992. The dissolution of the CSFR was
the result of democratic elections in June, in which the victorious parties in both
republics found that their different conceptions about the ftiture of the structure and
function of the CSFR were irreconcilable, and that a split into two independent
states was the only viable alternative. Both Czech and Slovak critics of this decision
objected that, in a democratic society, the people should have been allowed to ex-
press their views about such a fundamental decision through a referendum. Federal
structures, which existed until the end of 1992, were essentially chareed with exe-
cuting the dissolution of the Federation in the postelection period. On November 25,
the Federal Assembly (Parliament) passed by a narrow margin a law dissolving the
CSFR at midnight on December 31, 1992. On that date, the Federation was replaced
by independent Czech and Slovak Republics.
The Czech Republic, ruled by a parliamentary coalition led by the Civic Demo-

cratic Party (OE)S), ratified a new Constitution on December 16, which went into
effect on January 1, 1993. The Slovak Republic, ruled by a coalition led by the
Movement for a Democratic Slovakia (HZDS), ratified a new Constitution on Sep-
tember 1, which went into effect on October 1. The Slovak Constitution has been
criticized as insufficiently protective of minority rights.

By early 1992, the CSFR had effectively dismantled the repressive security appa-
ratus of pre-1989 Czechoslovakia. The CSF'R Federal Assembly exercised direct
oversight over the Federal Security and Intelligence Service (FBfS). Aft«r the June
1992 elections. Federal authority in security and intelligence matters devolved in
stages to the already extant Interior Ministries of the two Republics. In the second
half of 1992, disputes within the governing coalition over the staffing of leading

f)0st8 in the FBIS limited its effectiveness. Total military expenditures lor 1989, the
ast year for which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a
detailed analysis, were $8.36 billion. Defense spending has decreased and should
continue to decrease in 1993.
Economic reforms begun in 1990 and 1991 made further progress in 1992. By the

end of the vear, the Federal Government was nearing completion of the first wave
of large-scale privatization of state enterprises. In the Czech Republic, privatization
of large enterprises kept pace with or even exceeded government expectations by
midyear. Foreign investment accelerated, and inflation and unemployment were
kept at low levels. In the Slovak Republic, the concentration of heavy industry and
military production and the relative dearth of capital contributed to high regional
unemployment and economic uncertainty.

Independent institutions, such as the Helsinki Committee and the Slovak human
rights group Human, continued to monitor human rights in the CSFR throughout
the year and, in general, were supported by institutional guarantees of human
rights. Nonetheless, in the course oi the year, the Czech Republic experienced con-
tinued controversy over the legal and moral basis for, and implementation of. Fed-
eral and Republic laws screening officials for collaboration with the Communist re-
gime's secret police. In the Slovak Republic, the Government's failure to continue
screening collaborators was also a matter of some controversy. More important,
however, were government attempts in Slovakia to limit the independence of some
media. Some ethnic minorities expressed concern about the guarantee of their rights
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under what they perceived to be a nationalist government in the Slovak Republic.
Social discrimination, sometimes resulting in violence against the Romany minority,
and instances of police failure to protect Romany rights also remained a problem
in both Republics.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political or Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^No political or extrajudicial killings

were known to have occurred.
b. Disappearance.—There were no reports of abductions, disappearances, secret

arrests, or clandestine detentions.

c. Torture or Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
There was no evidence of any such practices.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^In the CSFR, Federal law required arrest
warrants issued by courts. Persons could be held without charge for 24 hours, dur-
ing which time the arrestee had the ri^t to consult with counsel. A person charged
with a crime had the right to appear before a jud^ for arraignment. At arraign-
ment, if charges were formalLzeo, the judge determined whether custody was nec-
essaiy pending trial. Pretrial custody could not exceed 1 year, and in such cases
monthly appearances before a judge were required. Counsel and family visits were
available.
These guidelines were followed in practice in both Republics. The new Slovak

Constitution specifically guaranteed against unlawful or unreasonable detention.
There was no exile either in law or in practice.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The court system of the CSFR consisted of district

courts, regional courts, and the supreme courts of the Republics or the Supreme
Court of the Federation. In addition, a Federal Constitutional Court was established
early in 1992. The judiciary was impartial and independent; press criticism of the
judiciary centered on the lack of qualified judges and the ensuing backlog of cases
under review, at times describing the situation in the courts as in a state of col-

lapse." This criticism reflected operational crises rather than purposeful government
abuse of the judicial system.
Persons chaj^ed with criminal offenses in the CSFR were entitled to fair and open

public trials. They had the right to be informed of the charges against them and
of their legal ri^^ts, to retain and consult with counsel, and to present a defense.
If a defendant could not afford a lawyer, a lawyer was still provided. Defendants
enjoyed a presumption of innocence and had the right to refuse to testify against
themselves. Defendants could appeal any judgments against them. These rights

were observed in practice in both Republics.

Early in 1992, the Federal Assembly commission charged with screening high of-

ficeholders of the Federal Government and other key institutions for past coll£U)ora-

tion with the pre-1989 secret police completed its work. A commission attached to

the Czech Parliament performed the same function for officials at the republic level.

The law barred many former Communist party officials, members of the People's
Militia, and secret police collaborators from holding a wide range of elective, nomi-
native, and appointive government offices, including appointive positions in state-

owned companies, academe, and the media, for a period of 5 years. Hundreds of per-

sons were fired, including at least 12 journalists.

The screening process was criticized because it was based on the records of the
Communist secret police which many thought were incomplete, unreliable, or both.
The version of the screening law that appued to most officials provided no mecha-
nism for appeal, although the FBIS had a committee that reviewed cases of collabo-

rators to assess whether they were witting or unwitting. If an accused collaborator
was found to have been unwitting, this could contribute to his exoneration and ulti-

mately to keeping his position. The screening process was also criticized as a viola-

tion of human rights principles prohibiting discrimination in employment and con-

demning collective guilt. Supporters of the screening process cited the political need
to prevent those directly responsible for abuses of power and repression during the
years of Communist rule from holding high public office during a 5-year transition

period to a free society. After the Feaeral Constitutional Court ruled on November
26 that one provision of the law was illegal. Federal authorities abolished screening
under this provision. Although the 1991 law establishing the screening process was
a Federal reouirement binding on both Republics, it was, at best, carried out in a
desultonr ana incomplete faslnon in the Slovak Republic. In September 1992, the
Slovak Interior Minister announced that Slovakia, when independent, would repeal

the Federal screening law.
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The Constitutions of both Republics afforded legal protection to those accused of

a crime and created Constitutional Courts to rule on the constitutionality of deci-

sions by lower courts.

There was no legislation, either in the Federation or in the Republics, addressing
political offenses. There were no political prisoners in the CSFR.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Elec-

tronic surveillance, the tapping of telephones, and interception of mail require a
court order. The Government complied with this requirement. Police had the right

to conduct searches of homes only with a warrant issued by a court. There were no
reports of arbitrary or unlawful interference with privacy in the Czech Republic.

Sporadic complaints that the post-June Government in Slovakia engaged in tele-

phone tapping could not be substantiated.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Federal law, as well as those of the Republics,
provided for freedom of speech and press. Persons spoke out on political and other
issues and freely criticized the governments and public figures in the CSFR. Hun-
dreds of newspapers, magazines, and ioumals continued to be published in 1992.
Newspapers were often associated with the interests of political parties, but inde-

pendent newspapers also existed. The print media enjoyed the right to print without
censorship or Tear of government persecution.

The new Slovak Constitution prohibits censorship and guarantees freedom of in-

formation and right of expression. In the latter half of 1992, however, some journal-

ists became concerned about what they saw as government moves to restrict free-

dom of the press. They pointed to Prime Minister Meciar's call for "ethical self-regu-

lation" as amounting to a demand to practice self-censorship. They were also con-

cerned that the Government's decision not to privatize Danubiaprint, the large

state-owned newsprint manufacturer, was another step toward controlling the
media. Both the Su)vak Minister of Culture and his deputy for media affairs strong-

ly criticized newspapers that published articles unfavorable to the Prime Minister
and the HZDS. Slovtdc government accusations of financial irregularities in the
management of some newspapers critical of the Government were interpreted as a
politick ploy- The Slovak Government insisted it sought only to ensure the press'

balanced coverage of Slovak news and journalists' conunitment to a professional
code of moral behavior.

In the fall of 1992, Prime Minister Meciar called for the creation of "journalist

senates" that would conduct accelerated hearings on cases in which journalists were
accused of slandering public ofliciab. This call to establish an extraconstitutional ju-

dicial body, as well as public statements to journalists by Slovak Cabinet-level gov-
ernment members that journalists not tellmg the truth about Slovakia wouM be
punished, contributed to a very tense atmosphere by year's end, leading independ-
ent journalists to be concerned about future press freedom.

Television broadcasting facilities remained state owned in the CSFR in 1992, and
plans to license private stations were postponed until after the dissolution of the
Federation. Local television stations began operating without licenses, engaging in
what was called "test broadcasting" in anticipation of expansion in 1993. Until mid-
year, the directors of the television channels were appointed by the Federal Govern-
ment and exercised editorial control over programming. After the elections, dis-

agreements arose, especially in the Slovak Republic, about the management of tele-

vision assets. The Parliaments of both the Slovak Republic and the Czech Republic
established television boards whose members are appointed by the respective Re-
public Governments. Their independence from political influence, therefore, became
an item of debate.

In Slovakia, Parliament passed a bill in September to transform the Television
Council into a nonpolitical body. Some opposition spokespersons expressed fears
that the new law, which stipulates that the Slovak National Council (parliament)
will elect the members of the Television Council for 6-year terms, and, on the rec-

ommendation of the Television Council, will elect the Television Director, was de-

signed to give the Slovak Government control of Slovak television. Even before the
new law could be enacted, the Minister of Culture and his deputy submitted a for-

mal Mrritten appeal to the Slovak Parliament requestingthe dismissal of the Slovak
Television Director on the grounds of incompetency. The parliamentary Cultural
Committee passed a resolution that same day recommending that the Director be
dismissed immediately, and the following day the Parliament adopted a resolution
replacing the Director. The new Director, in turn, removed several key subordinates
who were critical of the Government.
The Federal Government also supported radio broadcasting facilities whose pro-

gram content was determined by the management of each station. Althou£^ most
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radio stations were government sponsored, a number of privately owned and con-

trolled stations existed.

Legislation granted universities the authority to decide their internal affairs, in-

ducing pedagogic and academic orientation and internal structure. Academic free-

dom was guaranteed by law. In the summer and fall of 1992, controversy erupted
over the establishment of a new university in the Slovak town of Tmava. The Slo-

vak Minister of Education insisted that the rector of the institution had not been
appointed according to law, but the acting rector refused to resign pending a court

decision on the matter. Some critics interpreted the Government's action as an at-

tempt to clean out some members of the teaching staff who were closely associated

with the pre-June Slovak government. Toward the end of the year, efforts were

under way to find a compromise solution.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The ridit of persons to assem-
ble peacefully was protected in Federal and RepubUc law. Permits for some public

demonstrations were required by law but rarely refused. Police generally did not

interfere with spontaneous peacefiil demonstrations for which organizers lacked a
permit.
The rij^t of persons to associate freely and to form political parties and move-

ments was also protected by law and respected in practice. Some organizations, in-

cluding political parties, were reqpiired to register, but registration was essentially

a formality.
c. Freedom of Religion.—^The CSFR ei\joyed religious freedom. There was no offi-

cial religion, either in the Federation or in the Republics, and no religion was
banned or discouraged by law. Issues relating to the restitution of church property

remain to be resolved.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—^The CSFR had no restrictions on domestic or foreign travel, emigration,

and repatriation. Passports were readily available to all wishing to travel abroad.

Czechoslovak citizens who emigrated during the period of Communist rule were free

to return for visits and were able to regain Czechoslovak citizenship if they wished.

Refugees and asylum seekers were treated according to international norms. Most
refugees in the CSFR sou^t to use the country as a transit point en route to other

countries in the West. Those granted refugee status were given permission to reside

in the CSFR for 5 years and could then apply for citizenship; in practice, however,

most potential refugees applied for permanent settlement elsewhere.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-

ment
In the CSFR, citizens had, and exercised, the right to change their government

peacefully. Citizens over the age of 18 were eligible to vote in the Federal Republic

and local elections. Voting was carried out by secret ballot. Opposition groups, in-

cluding political parties, continued to fiinction openly and participate in the political

process.

Simultaneous Federal and republic elections were held in the CSFR in 1990 and
1992. The Constitutions of the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic mandate
regular elections at 4-year intervals. Federal and republic voting was based on pro-

portional representation within 12 large electoral districts by party or movement,

with a 5-percent threshold before parties could enter the Parliaments at both the

Federal and Republic levels.

There were no restrictions, in law or In practice, on women's participation in poli-

tics and government.
Article 260 of the Criminal Code, promulgated in 1991, outlawed the spread of

ideologies promoting ethnic, religious, or class hostilities, specifically mentioning

fascism and communism as examoles. It did not affect Communists legally elected

to Parliament in open elections alter 1989, although there were concerns by mem-
bers of the party that their actions could be declared illegal. The Federal Constitu-

tional Court ruled in September 1992 that the mention of fascism and communism
must be dropped or the law would be declared invalid.

Czechoslovakia's two main nationalities—Czechs and Slovaks—debated questions

of the appropriate division of power between the Federation and the Republics dur-

ing the entire life of the CSFR. The dissolution law passed by the Federal Assembly
inNovember provided for the Czech National Council (parliament) and the National

Council of the Slovak Republic (parliament) to determine how new legislative bodies

will be organized. It transferred the authority of the Federal Supreme Court and
Constitutional Court to the Supreme Courts of the two Republics. It further author-

ized the Nationsd Councils to pass laws, effective as of January 1, 1993, or later,

relating to the exercise of the authority of the new Republics. The Slovak Constitu-
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tion was passed by the Slovak Parliament in September, and the Czech Constitution
by the Czech Parliament in December.
Hie largest minority in Slovakia, ethnic Hungarians, participated in the political

{>rocess at all levels and achieved representation in the Federal and Republic Pai--

iaments. The Romany (Gypsies), also more concentrated in Slovakia, were much
less engaged in the political process, althou^ not because of any apparent obstacles
put in their way by the Slovak authorities. Romany parties were splintered and un-
able to cross the 5-percent threshold.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation (^Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The CSFR, under the Presidency of former dissident Vaclav Havel, took an active
role in encouraging human rights investigations. Human rights monitoring groups
in the CSFR continued their work after Havel's resignation in July without appar-
ent difficulty.

International and local representatives of humfin ri^ts organizations worked
freely in Czechoslovakia, without government interference at the Federal or Repub-
lic level.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Eauality of citizens and prohibition of discrimination's ^aranteed by law in both
the Czech and the Slovak Republics. Health care, education, retirement, and other
social services were provided m the CSFR without regard to race, sex, religion, lan-
guage, or social status.

Women were equal under the law and received pay equal to that of male col-

leagues for the same job, althou^ median wages for women averaged just over two-
thirds those of men. Only relatively small numbers of women were represented in
the higher levels of professional and government emplojncnent. There was little pub-
lic debate on violence toward women (spouse abuse), nor was there a government
policy on the subject. The question of violence against women has received virtually
no attention in tne CSFR. Women enjoyed equal property, inheritance, and other
legal rights with men.
The CSFR had two sizable minorities: ethnic Hungarians and Romanies. The

Hungarians, concentrated in southern Slovakia, numbered approximately 600,000.
The Slovak Republic provided a separate system of elementary and secondary
schools for its Hungarian minority as well as limited pedagogicfd training at the
university level. As a practical matter, virtually all Hungarians who resided in the
CSFR and who were of college age spoke Slovak or Czech and had access to higher
education within the CSFR in those languages. The Slovak Government provided
subsidies for minority language periodicals.

Some ethnic Hungarian leaders expressed concern after the Federation's rupture.
The new Slovak Constitution contains a preamble which begins by citing "the Slo-
vak nation" and ends with the phrase "citizens of the Slov^ Republic. For some
ethnic Hungarian citizens of Slovakia, the emphasis given the Slovak nation over
the national minorities engendered fear of exclusion in a countiy very concerned
about its national identity.

In addition, the Hungarian community expressed misgivings about the 1990 Lan-
guage Law, which established Slovak as the ofilcial language although it gave mi-
norities the right to use their mother tongue in communities where they constituted
at least 20 percent of the population. The new Slovak Constitution provides minori-
ties the right to develop their own culture, receive information in their own lan-
guajge, ana use their own language for official business. Some Slovaks of Hungarian
nationality complained that their right to register names of newborn children was
restricted. By year's end, Slovak government efforts to eliminate bilingual place
names on hirfiway signs were largely successful, and mention of Hungarian names
for towns in Slovtucia nad been banned in both Slovakand Hungarian-language tele-

vision broadcasts. Both initiatives evinced strong protests on the part oi the Hun-
garian minority.
The Romanies, whose numbers are estimated at between 100,000 and 400,000,

live throughout the area of the CSFR, though a majority live in Slovakia. They suf-
fer disproportionately from poverty, crime, and disease, which appear to stem more
from traditional conditions and a strong popular prejudice against them than from
conscious ^vemment policies.

In addition to documented evidence of acts of social prejudice, such as the refusal
to serve Romanies in shops or restaurants in both the Czech and Slovak Republics,
there were sporadic incidents of violence against Romanies in 1992. Romany groups
told huinan rights groups that they found no Slovak government office willing to
hear their case ana so were compelled to turn to nongovernmental human ri^ts
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organizations. They cited the example of reported police overreaction to a dispute
in the village of Lonmicka, in whidi a number of allegedly innocent people were in-

jured in a police raid on a private home.
llie Jewish community in the CSFR numbered only a few thousand. While public

life was generally free from anti-Semitism, hostile acts did occur in some isolated

instances. Czech, Slovak, and international Jewish groups continued to protest the
publication and dissemination of anti-Semitic publications in both Republics during
ue year. In both the Czedi and Slovak Republics, police moved against publishers
and distributors of the classic anti-Semitic libel *The Protocols of the Elders of

Zion." In Bratislava, the publisher of anti-Semitic tracts was indicted for violating

laws against propagating racism; his trial was not completed by year's end. In the
Czech Repubhc, uie editor of the anti-Semitic weekly Potitika suspended publication

Sending tne results of a similar suit filed against him. The Federal and both Repub-
c Governments publicly condemned all anti-Semitism.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—Legislation in 1990 and 1991 gave woikers the ri^t
to form and join unions of their own choosing without prior authorization. Two-
thirds of workers are members of labor organizations, though the Czech and Slovak
Confederation of Trade Unions (CSKOS) reported that union membership fell dur-
ing the year. Most workers in the CSFR were members of unions afiihated with
CSKOS, a democratically oriented federal umbrella organization, which succeeded
and assumed the assets of the previously existing Communist labor central. Some
small independent trade unions not affiliated with CSKOS also exist, including one
led principally by former Communist trade union officials. CSKOS and other unions
were entirely independent of the Federal and Republic Governments, as well as

from political parties or movements.
Workers had the ri^t to strike, except for those in the following professions:

judges, prosecutors, members of the armed forces and police, air traflic controllers,

nuclear power station workers, workers with nuclear materials, and oil or gas pipe-

line workers. Some limitations on the right to strike of iireii^hting and rescue work-
ers, telecommunications workers, and health woikers existed. By Federal law,

strikes were illegal unless mediation procedures had been exhausted; mediation and
arbitration of collective bargaining disputes were mandated for workers not per-

mitted to strike. Strikes were rare.

In some Slovak government institutions, there were significant turnovers in per-

sonnel once the new Government took office in June. Some opposition leaders claim
that mass dismissals took place for political reasons. However, Slovak trade union
officials stress that, while the dismissals raise some ethical concerns, they were fully

within the law. A number of ministries were amalgamated by the new Slovak Gov-
ernment, causing a reduction in the number of state employees.
Unions in the CSFR were free to form or join federations and confederations and

afiiUate with and participate in international bodies. This freedom was fully exer-

cised.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The tripartite system of col-

lective bargaining created in 1991, in which union, government, and enterprise offi-

cials negotiated labor agreements, fiinctioned only until midyear. By the end of the

summer, the tripartite system collapsed, chiefly because the Federal Ministry of
Labor and Social Affairs was eliminated in September as part of the streamlining

of Federal institutions. Collective bargaining was guaranteed by law, but by the end
of the year such arrangements were made increasingly ad hoc, in discussion with
local management and with political leaders at the Republic level. Wages were set

by free negotiation.

The Federal Labor Code provided that, when competing unions claimed to rep-

resent the same ^roup of workers, an employer had the obligation to deal with the

more representative organization in the workplace. However, the Code provided no
explicit administrative or other mechanism for making or challenging such a deter-

mination. Chains of antiunion discrimination could be filed with the Republic's

Ministry of Lat«r and Social AfTairs, which could impose fines against those found

to have violated the antiunion discrimination prohibition. Victims of such discrimi-

nation could also institute proceedings in the courts.

Only one export processing zone existed in the Czech Republic, and its workers
had the same right to organize and bargain collectively as other workers in the
CSFR. Two export processing zones in the Slovak Republic, expected to open in

1992, were delayed until 1993.

c. Prohibition offorced or Compulsory Labor.—Forced or compulsory labor was ex-

pressly prohibited by the Federal Declaration on Basic Rights and Freedoms of

1991. There was no evidence that such practices occurred.
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d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Generally, persons had to be 16
years of age before they coula work in the CSFR: however, tnose 15 years of age
who had completed elementary school could work. Those who had completed courses
at special schools (that is, schools for those with severe disabilities) could work at

the age of 14. Workers younger than 16 years of age could work no more than 33
hours per week. The Oflices of Labor Safety of the two Republics enforced these pro-

visions.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The Federal Ministry of Labor and Social Af-
fairs set minimum wage standards until its dissolution in September. At that time,

the task as outlined by federal law devolved to the Labor Ministries of the two Re-
publics. The minimum wage provided an adequate standard of living for an individ-

ual worker and, when comoined with special family allowances paid to families with
children, provided an adequate standard of living for a worker and family. Republic
Labor Ministries were responsible for enforcement of the minimum wage law. Iso-

lated claims of underpayment, especiallv in the rapidly expanding services sector,

could not be substantiated, but Federal and Repuhlic Ministry officials admitted
that Ministiy resources were not sufficient to guarantee that the law was followed
in all instances.
A standard workweek of 42^ hours was mandated by law, although collective

bargaining agreements brought the norm closer to 40 hours. Federal law required
paid rest of at least 30 minutes during the standard 8- .to 8V2-hour workday, as well
as annual leave of 3 to 4 weeks. Overtime generally could not exceed 150 hours per
year or 8 hours per week. Republic Labor Ministries responsible for the oversight
of overtime supervision reported that abuses were possible in the growing private

sector, but that enforcement was possible in most of the economy.
The Oflices of Labor Safety of tne two Republics were responsible for enforcement

of health and safety standards. Despite efforts by government and union ofiicials te

advance worker safety and health, conditions, especially in heavy industiy, contin-
ued to sufler from the neglect experienced during years of Communist economic
planning, and in some cases actually deteriorated.

DENMARK
Denmark is a constitutional monarchy with a tradition of democratic parliamen-

tary rule. Queen Maivrethe II is titular Head of State. The Cabinet, accountable
to the unicameral Folketing (parliament), leads the (jlovemment. A minority coali-

tion led by F*rime Minister Poul Schlueter has governed since 1982.
Denmark has a unified national police. Its higher ranks are often Hlled with law-

yers on internal rotation from the civil service. It is fully controlled by and respon-
sible to civilian authorities.

An advanced industrial state, Denmark has a mixed economy combining private
and public ownership. The Government is seeking ways to reduce the public sector's

share of the economy. Personal freedoms and the right to pursue private interests

and to hold private property are protected by law andrespected in practice.

Deeply rooted democratic principles, an egalitarian tradition, a lively press, and
highly developed educational and social welfare systems have made Denmark a
leading defender of human rights in the world. Anyone may protest to an Ombuds-
man, established by the Folketing as mandated by the Constitution, if he or she
feels wrongly treated by any national or municipal authority.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—Such killings did not occur.
b. Disappearance.—^There were no abductions or disappearances.
c. TorUire and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Such practices are prohibited by law. Torture does not occur. Allegations of inhuman
treatment are rare, and there are legal means of redress when it occurs. Two cases
alleging excessive use of police force against African tourists were investigated; the
result was a 1992 court finding that lorce was used, but that it was not done to

f^ain information or a confession, or to punish, frighten, or coerce. Finally, the court
ound that the force was not used as a manifestation of discrimination.
An innovative Center for Torture Victims (from abroad) at a Copenhagen hospital,

supported bv the Foreign Ministiy, treats patients, assists torture victims, and stud-
ies ways to hinder the use of torture worldwide.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—No person may be deprived of personal
liberty without due process of law. Hiose arrested must appear before a judge with-
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in 24 hours. A judge may order that they be held in pretrial detention, including

detention in isolation, for a period up to the length of the prison sentence for the
crime for which they were arrested. All accused have the right to obtain their own
attorney or a public attorney. Bail is allowed. There is no exile.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The Danish judicial system consists of a series of

courts, local and regional, up to the Supreme Court. Trials are usually public; judges
may make exceptions, e.g., in paternity and divorce cases. In criminal cases, trials

are closed when necessary to protect a victim's privacy, such as in rape cases, or

to safeguard a witness' identity.

The rights of the accused are carefully protected. Defendants have the right to be
present, to confront witnesses, and to present evidence. They eiyoy the presumption
of innocence. Both the defendant and the prosecution may appeal a sentence. The
judiciary is fully independent. Judges appointed by the Minister of Justice serve

until age 70. They may not be dismissea out may be impeached for negligence or
criminal acts. There are no political prisoners.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

constitutional prohibition against searching homes, seizing papers, and breaching
the secrecy of communications without a court order is respected.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^An independent press, an effective judiciary,

and a democratic political system ensure freeoom of speech and press. There is one
lai^e state-owned radio and television company. Editorial control is exercised by a
board independent of the Government. A second national television channel is one-

third government subsidized. In both cases, management decides programming con-

tent, but operational decisions are restricted by government mandate. Programs
critical of the Government appear on both channels. The growing popularity ofcable
television and satellite dishes has greatly increased access to loreign news broad-

casts.

The state radio operates the only normal watt{^ stations. The Government has
said it will favorably consider an independent nationwide radio station. Private sta-

tions are otherwise restricted to transmitters of 10 watts for radio or 100 watts for

television. Direct relay transmission of forei^ radio broadcasts such as those of the

Voice of America and the British Broadcasting Corporation is prohibited, although

both are carried on the cable net.

Publications, including books and newspapers, reflect a wide variety of political

opinion. Academic freedom is respected.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Danes may freely assemble
and form associations. Public meetings require permits, which are routinely given.

Any oi^anization may affiliate with international bodies in its field.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The Constitution provides for religious freedom. The
Evangelical Lutheran Church is the state churcn and is state supported. No religion

is banned or discouraged; conversion is unrestricted. No one may be discrinunated

against for relinous beliefs.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country. Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—Danes have fuU freedom of travel and movement. Persons determined

to be political refugees are never repatriated against their will. However, the Gov-
ernment decided in 1991 to start repatriating persons who had been unsuccessful

in claiming political asylum. In 1991, over 100 Palestinians aflected by this decision

took refuge in a state church to protest the decision. The situation was resolved this

year when a special law was passed by the Folketing letting the Palestinians stay,

but making clear that others denied fisylum would be returned to their homelands.

A large influx of asylum seekers from the former Yugoslavia began in September
1992; Denmark's financial and logistical resources are being stretched to help ab-

sorb the new arrivals. By year's end about 14,000 new asylum seekers had entered

Denmark. This was more than three times as many as came last year, and signifi-

cantly more than came in the previous record years of the mid-1980's (the era of

the Iran-Iraq war). The Minister of Justice is considering a reexamination of the

country's liberal asylum rules with a view to restricting the inflow of asylees.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right (^Citizens to Change Their Govern-

ment

Danes have the ri^t to change their government peacefully. Ministers are re-

sponsible to the Folketing and may be removed by a vote of no confidence. The
IMme Minister is appointed by the Queen after consultation with parties in the

Folketinff. Parliamentary elections must take place every 4 years, or earlier by deci-

sion of tne Prime Minister, a parliamentary vote of no confidence, or the Govern-

ment's resignation. The Folketing's 179 members are chosen in free and open elec-
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tions under a complex system of proportional representation designed to help small
parties and to reflect tne popular vote. Twelve parties ran in the 1990 election;

eight, with a wide range of political views, achieved the minimum 2 percent of the
vote needed to obtain seats. The current Government is a two-party minority coali-

tion. Danes over 18 years of age may vote. Foreigners who are permanent residents

may both vote and run in local elections; they hold 13 city council seats nationwide.
Women head 4 ministries and hold 56 seats in the Parliament. There are no restric-

tions, in law or in practice, on the participation of women in government or politics.

The territories of Greenland (which has a primarily Inuit population) and the
Faroe Islands (whose inhabitants have their own language) nave democratically
elected home rule governments with broad powers encompassing all but foreign £md
security affairs. Greenlanders and Faroese are Danish citizens and ei\joy the same
human rights as in Denmark. Each territory elects two representatives to the
Folketing.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Domestic human rights organizations operate freely. The Danish Center for

Human Rights, a govemment-mnded institution, conducts research and provides In-

formation on human rights. Denmark is party to various international human rights
conventions that promote and protect human rights.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The extensive state welfare system ensures that every member of Danish society

regardless of race, religion, sex, age, or ethnic background is provided with food[,

shelter, health care, and education. Qiildren in Denmark are protected by law; par-
ents are required to protect children from physical and psychological abuse. The au-
thorities act quickly to protect children from actually or potentially abusive or ne-
glectful parents.
The rights of the people in Greenland and the Faroe Islands are well protected.

Greenlandic law is specially designed for Inuit customs. It provides for tne use of
local people, rather than outsiders, as judges. There are holding centers—rather
than prisons—whose inmates are encouraged to work, hunt, or fish during the day.
Despite a recent high level of violence and murders in Greenland, the Government
rejected suggestions that the treatment of criminals be made more severe. '

The inflow of ethnically and racially dissimilar refugees and immigrants (mostly
Iranians, Palestinians, and Sri Lankans, but in late 1992, overwhelmingly former
Yugoslavians) has provoked tensions between Danes and immigrants. Incidents of
random racially motivated violence occur. The Government effectively investigates
and deals with all cases of racially motivated violence. In a major case, the Supreme
Court rejected racial and ethnic quotas in public housing. Towns may no longer
limit the number of immigrants who can live in a building. Proponents claimed me
policy prevented ghettos, while opponents thought it was discriminatory.
Denmark places no restrictions on the participation of women in the civilian work

force. Women hold positions of authority throughout society, including in politics,

though they are much less represented at the top of the business world. Some 76
percent of all women between 16 and 66 years old work; 46 percent of the woric force

IS female, whUe 22 percent of all supervisors are women. Wage inequality exists,

but wages are generally hi^ for both women and men.
Danish authorities do not tolerate, in law or in practice, violence or abuse against

women or children. Crimes against women and children are considered serious and
are vigorously investigated. Experts estimate, however, that very few cases of do-
mestic violence are reported. Denmark has no programs for the prevention of rape
and domestic violence, but there are 30 crisis centers for counseling and housing vic-

tims which are supported by local governments, volunteer woikers, and donations.
In addition, Denmark's first center for abused men and its first shelter for abused
families opened in 1991.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^The law states that all workers, including military
personnel and the police, may form or join unions of their choosing. Approximately
80 percent of Danish wage earners belong to unions, which are inaependent of the
(jovemment and political parties. The Danish Federation of Trade Unions (LO),
which includes about half of the country's work force, remains closely associated
with the Social Democratic Party. Over the years there have been a few—but widely
reported—incidents in which workers who joined trade unions not aflUiated with the
LO were harassed or rejected by members of the mainstream unions in the work-

Slaoe. All but civil servants have the right to strike. The number of workdays lost

ue to labor conflicts in 1991 was 1(X),979. Unions may freely affiliate with inter-
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national organizations and do so actively. Greenland and the Faroes have the same
respect for worker ri^ts, including full &eedom of association, as Denmaric.

b. The Right to Orsanize and Bargain CoUectivdy.—^Woriters and employers ac-

knowledge each others ri^t to oiiganize. Collective oargaining is widespread. In the
private sector, salaries, benefits, and working conditions are agreed upon in biennial

negotiations between the various employers' associations and the union counter-

parts. In the event of a stalemate, the Federation of Danish Employers' Associations

and the LO will conduct these negotiations. If the negotiations fail, a national con-

ciliation board tasked with mediating labor contracts mediates, and its proposal is

voted on by both mfinageinent and labor. If the proposal is turned down, the Gov-

is conducted between the public sector employees' unions and government represent-

atives, led by Uie Finance Ministry.

Labor relations in Greenland, a beneficiary of the Generalized Systena of Pref-

erences, are conducted in the same manner as in Denmark. Working conditions are

negotiated throu^ collective bargaining, usually led by the largest Greenlandic

union, SIK, which has about 8,000 members, virtually the entire indigenous work
force. In disputes, Greenlandic courts are the first recourse, but Danish mediation
services or the Danish Labor Court may also be used.

In the Faroes, there are several important unions, but there is no umbrella labor

organization. Labor relations in principle are a matter between management and
labor. Between them, they decide on salaries, wages, and terms of employment.
Should the parties not be able to readi an agreement, a mediator is called in to re-

solve the dispute. Faroese legislation exists to regulate conditions of apprenticeship,

cost-of-living adjustments to negotiated wages, minimum wages in the fisheries sec-

tor, length of the workweek, and annual vacations.

There are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Forced or compulsory labor is pro-

hibited and does not exist.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum age for full-time

employment is 15. The law prescribes specific limitations on the employment of

those between 15 and 18 years of age, and it is enforced by the Agency for Super-

vision of Labor Standards, an autonomous arm of the Ministry of Labor.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^There is no legally mandated national mini-

mum wage, but the lowest wage in any national labor agreement is suflicient for

a decent standard of living for a worker and family. Danish law provides for 5 weeks
of paid vacation, and a 37-hour workweek is generally applied. Danish law pre-

scribes conditions of woik, including safety and health; duties of employers, super-

visors, and employees; work performance; rest periods and days off; and medical ex-

aminations. The Labor Inspection Service ensures compliance with labor legislation.

Workers may remove themselves from hazardous situations without jeopardizing

their employment, and there are legal protections for workers who file complaints

about unsafe or unhealthy conditions.

Similar conditions of work are found in Greenland and the Faroes, except that

their workweek remains at 40 hours, and there is no publicly supported unemploy-
ment insurance available. Unemployment benefits in both places are either con-

tained in the labor contract agreements or come from the general social security sys-

tem. Sick pay and maternity pay, as in Denmaik, fall under the social security sys-

tem.

ESTONIA

Regaining its independence in 1991 afler more than 50 years of Soviet occupation,

Estonia moved in 1992 to reestablish itself as a sovereign, independent, anH demo-
cratic state.

Estonia is a parliamentary democracy. For the first half of 1992, the highest legis-

lative authority was the Supreme Council, the Chairman of whose Presidium served

as Head of State. A Prime Minister was elected by the Supreme Council to serve

as the chief executive oflicial. Day-to-day government operations were the respon-

sibility of the Council of Ministers, elected oy the Supreme Council and directed by
the Prime Minister.
The new Constitution, adopted by referendum on June 28, established a 101-mem-

ber unicameral legislature (State Assembly), a Prime Minister as head of govern-

ment, and a President as head of state. Free and fair elections were held on Septem-
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ber 20 for the State Assembly and the President. Because none of the four can-

didates for IVesident received a majority, the State Assembly, as prescribed by the

Constitutional Enabling Act, elected Lennart Meri as President on October 5.

Estonia insists that all Russian and Commonwealth of Independent States' mili-

tary forces should leave the country by the summer of 1993. Estonia and the Rus-

sian Federation have not yet reached agreement on a timetable for the withdrawal
of these troops. All borders came entirely under Estonian control.

Estonia is gradually transforming the centrally planned economy it inherited into

a market-oriented system. T^e most diflicult problems resulted from the collapse of

the trading network that existed in the Soviet Union, which has meant that Estonia

has had to identify new sources of fuel and new markets. Estonia has been surpris-

ingly successlul, however, in flnding Western markets, to which approximately two-

thirds of its exports are now directed. There has also been rising unemployment,
although the level remained manageable. Estonia introduced its own intemationallv

convertible currency in June—the first attempt by a former Soviet republic to break
out of the ruble zone. The currency has been remarkably stable. Parliament adopted
laiye-scale privatization legislation in August.
The treatment of members of minorities, particularly ethnic Russians, attracted

the greatest human ri^ts attention, with the major focus on the question of citizen-

ship. On February 28, the then Parliament brought the 1938 citizenship law into

effect, which meant that only those Qualifying under its provisions were considered

citizens, i.e., those who were citizens before June 16, 1940, and their direct descend-

ants. This law also provides for naturalization of aliens upon application after com-
pleting a 2-year residency requirement, followed by a 1-year waiting period, and
demonstrating a knowledge of the Estonian language. Consequently, most nonethnic
Estonian residents, approximately 38 percent ofthe total population, could not qual-

ify for citizenship at the time of the constitutional referenaum and the nationwide
parliamentary elections. This exclusion from the national elections caused the Rus-
sian Federation and members of the Russian-speaking community to criticize Esto-

nia for what they perceived as an attempt to limit the influence of the large Slavic

minority through restrictive citizenship laws. In the wake of this and other criti-

cism, Estonia on September 28 invited the Conference on Security and Cooperation
in Europe's (CSCE) Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights to send
a fact-finding mission to assess Estonia's compliance with human ri^ts standards.

This mission began its survey in early December and the final report, which will

be distributed to all CSCE member states, is expected to be issued in mid-January
1993.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no known instances of
such killing in 1992.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no known instances of abductions or disappear-
ances.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Such practices are prohibited by law. The harsh treatment of prisoners during both
interrogation and confinement, physical and psychological abuse, overcrowding, and
detention under extremely unhealthful conditions that were the rule during the So-
viet period were alleviated to some extent. The Government continues to address
the question of how prisoners are housed and treated and, in response to a highly
critical report by an international human rights group, destroyed the small cells

previously used for solitary confinement of prisoners in detention in the Tallinn
prison.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—The Constitution and laws forbid arbi-

trary arrest, detention, or exile. There were no known instances of Estonian authori-

ties' engaging in such activities. Under the new Constitution, warrants issued by
a court are required to make an arrest (previously, warrants could be issued by
prosecutors). Detainees must be promptly informed of the grounds for the arrest and
given immediate access to legal counsel. If a person cannot afford counsel, the State
will provide one. A person may be held for 48 hours without formally being chai<ged;

further detention requires a court order. A person may be held in pretrial detention
for 2 months', this may be extended up to a total of 9 months by a court order. Occa-
sional violations of these norms are the result of a poorly trained police force which
is being rebuilt and reorganized in the post-Soviet context. Criminal procedure and
the ri^ts of defendants are part of the curriculum at the Estonian Public Safety
Academy that trains supervisory police officers. A revised Code of Criminal Proce-
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dure, adopted by Parliament in May, went into effect on July 1. It clarifies criminal
law procedure and provides explicit protections for suspects in criminal cases.

In April an international human rijghts group criticized the condition of prison fa-

cilities. While adcQowledj^g that prisons are ovecrowded, undermaintained, and in
a general state of disrepair, the Government said it lacked the resources to upgrade
and expand prison facihties.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The Constitution establishes a three-tiered court
system for Estonia's independent judiciary: rural and city courts, district courts, and
the national court. The district and national courts are also courts for "constitu-

tional supervision." At the rural-city level, court decisions are hewed on majority
rule, with a judge and two lay judges sitting in judgment.
The Constitution provides that court hearings shall be pubUc but may be closed

by the court for specific reasons, such as protection of state or business secrets or
the interests ofjuveniles. It further provides that defendants may present witnesses
and evidence as well as confix>nt and cross-examine government witnesses. Defend-
ants have access to government evidence and ei^joy a presumption of innocence. The
judicifd reform law is to go into effect on Januaiy 1, 1993, out it is possible that
final implementation could be delayed by about 6 months because of the dif&culty

in filling all vacant judgeships in time.
Estoma has started to oveihaul its criminal and civil procedural codes. As a first

step, on June 1 a new but interim criminal code went into effect that basically re-

vised the Soviet Criminal Code, for example, eUminating political and economic
crimes.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Esto-

nian law requires a search warrant for search and seizure of property. During the
investigative stage, warrants are issued by the procurator upon a showing of prob-
able cause. Once a case has gone to court, warrants are issued by the court. The
Constitution guarantees secrecy of the mail, telegrams, telephones, and other means
of communication. Police must obtain a court order to intercept a person's commu-
nications, and illegally obtained evidence is not admissible in court.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Estonians legally eigoy wide and constitu-

tionally guartmteed^fireedom of speech, although the media are relatively restrtdned

in practice. The press and broadcast media cnticize the Government, althou^ indi-

viduals are rarely singled out because of harsh libel laws that put the burden of
proof on the media. There is no evidence of punishment or threat of punishment for

expressing antigovemment sentiment. Due mainly to joumaliste' opposition, the
Government has not yet passed a media law.
Although the application of the libel laws remains unclear, in one precedent-set-

ting case a politician sued the newspaper Eesti Express for referring to the politi-

cian's alleged past with the Committee for State Security (KGB). The court decided
in favor of the politician because the newspaper was unable to provide supporting
documentation.
With a long tradition of newspaper reading, many Estonitms follow three or four

different Estonian dailies. Tlie most widely read papers are Rahva Haal, Postimees,
and Molodyozh Estonii. Foreign newspapers and magazines are readily available

but are very expensive for most Estonians.
Newsprint, printing facilities, and distribution are still usually provided by the

State, 'mere is no indication hat the State has used this control to influence the

print media, althou^ there may be an inherent risk of a chilling effect.

State broadcast media continue to get large subsidies, but there are now several

independent radio stations and newspapers throughout the countiy. The state tele-

vision company continues to fund the retransmission of three Russian-language
channels from Russia.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Constitution provides for

the right to assemble freelv. Permits for all public gatherings must be obtained 3

weeks prior to the date of the public gathering. The authorities have wide discretion

to prohibit such gatherings on public safety grounds but seldom exercise it. Numer-
ous mass gatherings and political rallies took place peaoefiilly in 1992 without gov-

ernment interference.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Freedom of conscience and fi«edom of religious pros-

elytism are guaranteed by law and honored in practice.^ There were no known in-

stances of discrimination based on religious belief. There is no state church.
d. Freedom ofMovement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—^The law permits free movement within the country, and it is honored
m practice. Estonian law guarantees the right of foreign travel, emigration, and re-

patriation for Estonian citizens. Estonia begem issuing passports to its citizens in
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July. The Government decided to continue to honor the red Soviet external pass-
ports of all residents in the country until September 1, 1993. While the Estonian
Government did not pass laws defining the status of resident aliens nor issue its

noncitizens Estonian travel documents during 1992, no restrictions were placed on
their right to foreign travel, emigration, or repatriation.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Estonian citizens approved the new Constitution and the concomitant Enabling
Act in a referendum on June 28. This Constitution, drafted by a constitutional as-

sembly composed of members of the Supreme Council and the Congress of Estonia
(representing the citizens of the pre-1940 Estonian Republic and their descendants),
establi^ed a parliamentary form of government with a 101-member legislature

(State Assembly), a Prime Minister elected by the Parliament as head oi govern-
ment, and a President as head of state. While the Constitution provided Tor the
State Assembly to elect the President, the Enabling Act provided that the first

President should be elected by popular vote. If no presidential candidate received
an absolute majority in the popular vote, then the State Assembly would choose be-
tween the top two contenders. Estonia's voters went to the polls on September 20
to elect the first post-Soviet State Assembly from over 600 candidates representing
various political parties or no party. Four candidates ran for the Presidency, but
none received the required absolute majority. The new State Assembly met for the
first time on October 5 and elected Lennart Men as President.
The issue of citizenship remained at the center of political debate in 1992. Persons

who took up residence in Estonia after the Soviet occupation in 1940 and their de-

scendants were not permitted to participate in the constitutional referendum or the
elections. They also, under the law, do not have the right to an Estonian passport
because they are not citizens. They enjoy international^ recognized rights, such as
civil liberties and the right to own propertv (except Itmd), and, in accordance with
the Constitution, may participate in local elections if they are permanent residents.
However, permanent residency is not defined in Estonian law.

In February the Supreme Council (the then legislature) adopted a law to imple-
ment the 1938 citizenship law that had been reactivated in November 1991. This
citizenship law also covered naturalization requirements, including, inter alia, a 2-

vear residency requirement to be followed by a 1-year waiting period as well as
knowled^ of the Estonian language. The implementation law provided that the 2-

year residency reouirement for naturalization could be met by residency starting on
March 30, 1990. Thus, any noncitizen who had resided in Estonia since that date
was eli^ble to apply for Estonian citizenship as of March 30, 1992. The 1-year wait-
ing period would make them eligible for naturalization on March 30, 1993. By the
end of the year, a little over 5,000 people had been naturalized, with about another
1,000 having completed applications and awaiting processing. The law allows the
Grovemment to waive requirements for applicants who are ethnic Estonians or who
have performed valuable service to Estonia.

Article 16 of the Citizenship Law Implementation Act provides that applications
for naturalization shall not be accepted from "(1) foreign military personnel on ac-
tive service; (2) persons who have been in the employment of the security and intel-

ligence organizations of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics; (3) persons who
have been convicted of serious criminal offenses against persons or who have a
criminal record of repeated convictions for felonies; and (4) persons lacking a legal
steady income."

In May the City Council of Narva, a town with only a 4-peicent Estonian popu-
lation, began a campaign to collect signatures for a referendum on the cit^s future
status without specifyuig the nature of the question to be put before the local voters.
In September the City Council, unable to agree on the text, established a task force
to work out the proposed language. In ad(Ution, a group of noncitizen leaders pro-
posed the election of an assembly in early 1993 to represent the interests of
noncitizens at the national level.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are no restrictions on the formation or functioning of human ri^ts organi-
zations in Estonia. In response to criticism about the treatment of ethnic minorities
in Estonia, President Meri established a Human Rights Institute that convened for
the first time on December 10. The purpose of the Institute is to follow the situation
with respect to individual and collective human rights in Estonia and to provide in-
formation to the international community. A number of international bodies and or-
ganizations sent observers to Estonia during the 1992 elections. In addition, there
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were visits by human ri^ts organizations, and Estonia received a delegation from
the Council of Europe.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Discrimination on the basis of race, sex, or other grounds is prohibited by the

Constitution.
Relationships between Estonians and the large ethnic Russian population in Esto-

nia, however, remain tense. During the years of forcible incorporation into the So-

viet Union, large numbers of non-Estonians, predominantly Russians, emigrated to

Estonia both on a permanent and temporary basis to woric as laborers and adminis-

trators. These people and their descendants now make up ajpproximately one-third

of the total population. (About 8 percent of the population of the pre-1940 republic

consisted of Russians.)
Non-Estonians, especially Russians, continued to allege job, salaiy, and housing

discrimination based on Estonian-language re<{uirements for certain jobs. They are

feariul that laws may be adopted that discriminate against noncitizens during this

period when they have no representation in the legislature. (See Section 3 for dis-

cussion of citizenship and naturalization laws.) Estonian law makes no distinction

on citizenship or other such grounds as to who may enter into business or own prop-

erty (other tnan land). All residents of Estonia may participate equally in the pri-

vatization of state-owned housing.
Estonian language training is readily accessible. It is not clear, however, how the

Estonian-language requirement will be implemented for those applicants seeking
Estonian citizenship. According to the 1989 Icmguage law, Estonian-language re-

auirements to be implemented over a transition period of 4 years were set out for

[lose employed in government oflices and in the service sector. These provisions are

supposed to go into effect on February 1, 1993. Nevertheless, in districts where the

language of more than one-half of the population is a language other than Estonian,

the inhabitants are entitled to receive omcial information in that language, and the

local government may conduct business in that language.
There are less than 5,000 Jews in Estonia, most of them Russians who fled anti-

Semitic repression in the Soviet Union during the Cold War era. The Estonian Jew-
ish Society was reestablished in March 1988 to promote the social and cultural life

that existed during the period between the two World Wars. There are several reli-

gious schools, and Jewish papers are published in both Estonian and Russian. Al-

though Jewish leaders do not consider anti-Semitism to be a serious problem, there

were a number of anti-Semitic incidents in 1992, including desecration of two Jew-
ish cemeteries. The Government has condemned these acts, and police investiga-

tions are being conducted.
Women possess the same legal ri^ts as men and are legally entitled to eaual pay

for equal work. Although they carry major household responsibilities in addition to

their employment burden, they have not publicized their complaints.

Statistics on violence against women are not available, and there is little public

discussion of the subject. Women's rights groups thus far have not been notably ac-

tive or eflective in asserting women's rights.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—^The new Estonian Constitution guarantees the ri^ht

to form andJoin freely a union or employee association. The Central Organization

of Estonian Trade Unions (EAKL) came into being as a wholly voluntary and purely

Estonian organization in 1990 to replace the Estonian brandi of the official Soviet

labor confederation (AUCCTU). Workers were given a choice as to whether or not

they wanted to join the EAKL. While in 1990 the Soviet labor confederation claimed

to represent 800,000 members in Estonia, in 1992 EAKL claimed to represent about

500,000 members, or;^anized in 30 unions. In January Estonia reioined the Inter-

national Labor Orgamzation. In late spring, a {wlitical warning strike was organized

at the electric generator plants in Narva without government interference.

There is a legal right to strike, and the unions are independent of the Govern-

ment and political parties.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—While Estonian workers now
have the ri^t to bargain collectively, collective bargaining is still in its infancy. The
Glovemment remains by far the biggest employer, with 80 percent of the work force.

According to EAKL leaders, the distinction between management and labor is not

widely understood, and few collective agreements have been concluded between the

management and workers of a specific enterprise. The EAKL has, however, con-

cluded fraroeworic agreements with producer associations which it hopes will pro-

vide the basis for specific labor agreements. The EAKL was also involved with de-

veloping Estonia's new Labor Code covering employment contracts, vacation, and oc-
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cupational safetv. The Labor Code prohibits antiunion discrimination, and employ-
ees have the right to go to court to enforce their rights.

No export processing zones have been established.

c. Pronibition of Forced or Compulsory iMbor.—Forced or compulsory labor is pro-

hibited by the Constitution and is not known to occur.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^According to labor law prevailing

in Estonia, the statutory minimum age for employment is 16. Minors agea 13 to 15

may work with written permission oT a parent or guardian and the local labor in-

spector, if working is not dangerous to tne minor's health, considered immoral, or
interferes with studies, and provided that the type of work is included on a list the
Government is expected to prepare. State authorities effectively enforce minimum
age laws through inspections.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The Government, after consultations with the
EAKL and the Central Producers Union, sets the minimum wa^ and reviews it

monthly. However, the minimum wage is not suflicient to provide a worker and
family a decent standard of living. Under Estonian law, the standard workweek is

limited to 41 hours. Hie average workweek is 40 hours for most white-collar work-
ers and 41 hours for most blue-collar woricers. According to EAKL sources, legal oc-

cupational health and safety standards are satisfactory, but they are extremely dif-

ficult to achieve in practice. The overriding concern oi workers auring the period of

transition to a market economy is to hold on to their jobs and receive adequate pay.

FINLAND

Finland is a constitutional republic and a multiparty, parliamentary democracy.
Executive power is vested in the President. The Cabinet, consisting of the F*rime

Minister and 16 ministers who are responsible to Parliament, works with the Presi-

dent in governing the country. Legislative power is held by the unicameral Par-
liament. Judicial power is exercised by an independent judiciary that includes the
Supreme Court and the Supreme Administrative Court.
The security apparatus is controlled by elected officials and supervised by the

courts.

Finland has a mixed economy with state-owned, privatel3' owned, and publicly

owned companies. Citizens are free to pursue their legitimate private interests, hold
private property, and engage in economic activity witnout government interference.

During 1992 there were no reported violations in Finland of fundamental human
ri^ts. Menobers of national minorities and women ei^oy the same economic and po-

litical rights as all other citizens.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^Killing for political motives by the
Government or opposition political organizations does not occur.

b. Disappearance.—There were no reported cases of disappearance, abduction, or
clandestine detention.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Freedom from torture and cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment
is provided for by law and is respected in practice. By law, prisoners must be treat-

ed justly with respect for their human dignity and without distinction on the basis
of race, sex, language, nationality, religious or political conviction, social position,

wealth, or any other grounds.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Freedom from arbitrary arrest and im-

prisonment or exile is provided for in law and respected in practice. Police may hold
a suspect for up to 7 days without charge. The suspect has access to a lawyer auring
that time. Once arrested, the accused must be given a court hearing within 8 days
in a city or within 30 days in rural areas. The State pays legal fees for indigent
defendants.
Circumstances surrounding an arrest are subject to judicial review at the time the

accused is brought to trial. Ii found to have been innocent of the crime charged, the
accused may apply to the same court for civil damages, and the arrest is deemed
invalid.

Bail as such does not exist in Finland. While those accused of serious crinaes must
be held in custody pending trial, those charged with minor offenses may be released
on personal recognizance at the court's discretion. Preventive detention is author-
ized only during a declared state of war for narrowly defined offenses such as trea-

son, mutiny, and arms traillcking. Supervisory personnel from the Ministry of Jus-
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tice and the Ministry of the Interior, as well as the Parliamentary Ombudsman and
the Chancellor of Justice, have authority to enter prisons and to order the release

of prisoners held without diarges. There is no exile.

e. Denial of Fair Public Tnal.—The ri^t to fair public trial is provided for by
law and respected in practice. Finnish citizens and aliens legally residing in Finland
have the right to competent counsel. The law provides that charges must be clearly

stated and that civilians may not be tried by military courts except in time of war.

The general court system includes municipal courts, courts of appeal, and the Su-
preme Court. The President appoints Supreme Court justices, who in turn appoint

the lower court judges. The judiciary is not subject to political interference.

In addition to the general courts, a presidentially appointed Supreme Administra-
tive Court abjudicates appeals from govemnaent decisions on administrative and tax

matters. Other special courts htmdle labor matters, water rights, and prisoners'

rights. Local courts may decide to conduct a trial behind closed doors in juvenile,

matrimonial, and guardianship cases, or when publicity would offend morality or en-

danger the security of the State. In national security cases, the judge may withhold
from the public any or all information pertaining to charges against individuals, ver-

dicts, ana sentencing. Sanctions may be imposed if such information is made public.

Provisional tribunals are constitutionally prohibited.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

right to privacy and the sanctity of the home, including prohibition of eavesdropping
and mail tampering, are provided for by law and respected in practice. The police

are not allowed to tap telephones under any circumstances. A law was passed in

1992 giving police access to telephone records, and a bill has been introduced in Par-

liament to permit wiretapping under controlled conditions. Senior police oflicials

rather than judges have tne authority to issue search warrants; there is no indica-

tion that this power is abused. The police are subject by law to judicial scrutiny.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Freedom of speech and the press is provided

for in the Constitution and respected in practice. There have been no reports of

abuse or legal decisions restricting freedom of the press. A law remains on the books
allowing the Government to censor films for foreign policy reasons, but it is not ap-

plied. Full academic freedom exists.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Freedom of peaceful assembly
and association is provided for by the Constitution. Public demonstrations require

prior notification to the police. The Government encourages voluntary organizations

and subsidizes private {groups formed to adiieve public purposes. These associations

are permitted to maintain relations Mrith other international groups.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Finland has two state religions: Lutheran and Eastern
Orthodox. A special tax supports the state churches; non-members can be exempted
from the church tax by dianging their census registration from the church-main-
tained registry (where most people are registered) to the civil registry. Other de-

nominations and religions enjoy unrestricted freedom of worship. About 88 percent

of the population belongs to the Lutheran Church.
d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emulation, and Re-

oatriation.—^Finns are free to travel within the Nordic countries—Finland, Sweden,
Norway, Denmark, and Iceland—without passports and need not apply for exit visas

for travel to other countries. No restrictions have been placed on emigration or repa-

triation.

The granting of political asylum is a matter of frequent public debate, especially

because of increasmg numbers of a^Ium seekers. In the first 8 months of 1992,

2,847 people applied for asylum in Finland, compared with 2,124 in all of 1991. As
recentKr as 1989 there were only 174 asylum seekers annually. The largest groups

of asymm seekers in 1992 were Yugoslavs, Russians, Romanians, Somalis, and
Kurds. The Government states that it grants asylum in accordance with the stand-

ards of the 1951 United Nations Convention and the 1967 Protocol Relating to the

Status of Refugees and not to people wishing to escape economic hardship. Finnish

authorities accept relatively small numbers of refugees and asvlum seekers, who re-

ceive generous assistance once admitted. Finland automatically gives Ingrians (eth-

nic Finns from Russia) resident status and resettlement assistance.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-

ment
Finland is a multiparty, parliamentary democracy in which all citizens over the

age of 18 elect their representatives from amongmultiple lists of candidates, rep-

resenting a wide spectrum of political ideologies. The country has the longest tradi-

tion of women's suffrage in Europe (since 1906) and there are at present 77 women
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representatives (of a total of 200) in Parliament and 6 female ministers (of a total

of 17) in the Cabinet.
Elections to Parliament take place every 4 years, as do municipal elections. At

§resent, there are nine political parties in Parliament, of which four form a non-

ocialist coalition, headed by a Center Party Prime Minister. Presidential elections

are held every 6 years. Legislation passed in July 1991 provides for direct presi-

dential elections beginning in 1994.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation of Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Several oivanizations in Finland monitor human rights performance, including

the Finnish Ked Cross, the government-sponsored Equality Council, the Minorities

Rights Group, and TTie Women's Rights Union. In conjunction with the Swedish-lan-
guage university in Turku, a Human Rights Institute was founded in 1985 with the

stated purpose of conducting human rights research, performing studies, and dis-

tributing information on human rights.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Food, shelter, education, and health care are available to all inhabitants without
discrimination. Sami (Lapps), who constitute less than one-tenth of 1 percent of the

gopulation, benefit from legal provisions protecting minority ri^ts and customs,
ami language and culture are supported nnancially by the Government. The Sami

receive subsidies to enable them to continue their traditional lifestyle, which re-

volves around reindeer herding. Sami have full political and civil rights and are able

to participate in decisions aflecting their economic and cultural interests. Swedish
is established as a second official language; about 8 percent of the population speaks
Swedish as a native language.
The government-established Council for Equality coordinates and sponsors legisla-

tion to meet the needs of women as workers, mothers, widows, and retirees. In 1985
Parliament passed a comprehensive equal ri^ts bill which ensured equal treatment
for women in the workplace. The CJovemment's Equality Ombudsman monitors com-

Sliance with regulations against sexual discrimination. Of 102 complaints to the

Ombudsman in the first 9 months of 1992, violation of the law was established in

28 cases.

The law provides for stringent penalties for violence against women; this provision

is vigorousyr enforced by the police and the courts. The Union of Shelter Homes has
14 such homes for female victims of violence, while municipalities and other commu-
nities support 50 similar units all over the country. The Government Statistics Of-

fice estimates that 10,000 to 12,000 police calls each year relate to domestic vio-

lence, estimated by Shelter Home officials to be less than half of the number of ac-

tual incidents.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Trade unions are constitutionally guaranteed the

right to organize, assemble peacefully, and strike—rights which are respected in

practice inTx)th the public and private sectors. Trade unions enjoy a protected sta-

tus and play an important role in political and economic life. About 85 to 90 percent

of the work force is organized. Finland's principal labor confederation is the Central

Organization of Finnish Trade Unions (SAK), with about 1 million members, mostly
in blue-collar trades.

Two other central organizations and several unaffiliated unions cover white-collar,

professional, and technical employees. The two confederations divide along jurisdic-

tional rather than political lines. All trade unions are deniocratically organized and
managed and are independent of the CJovemment. The majority of tne SAK is close-

ly associated with the Social Democratic Party, which its unions helped to create.

There is also a significant minority faction aligned with the Left Alliance, compris-

ing various leftist groups and the remnants of Finland's defunct Communist Party.

The trade unions engage freely and actively in Nordic and international labor activi-

ties. The right to strike was exercised 251 times in 1991, according to government
statistics; 160,000 employees participated.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The right to organize and
bargain collectively exists in law and practice and is exercised extensively. Finland
is a highly organized society in which over 80 percent of both workers and employ-
ers are memters of trade unions and employers' collective bargaining associations.

With very few exceptions, collective agreements since 1968 have been based on na-

tionwide incomes policy agreements negotiated by central employees' and employers'

organizations and the State. The nationwide agreements cover the general level of

wa^ and salary increases, other terms of employment, and a "social policy package"

which provides for vacation, holidays, sick pay, maternity and paternity leave, trav-
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el costs, taxes, and rents. Workers are effectively protected against antiunion dis-

crimination, wmdi is prohibited by law.
Finland has no export processing zones.
c. Prohibitum. ofForoea or CompuUory Labor.—Forced or compulsory labor is pro-

hibited b^ the Ccmstitution and is not practiced.
d. Minimum Agf far Employment ofChildrtn.—Sixteen-year-olds may woric a full

8-hour day. Chilcupen between ages 14 and 16 may do 'IMit" woik for up to 6 hours
a day, or 36 hours a week, durinff sdiool vacations on^. Finland has compulsory
education leg^lation, and diild labor laws are effectively enforced by health and
safety authorities.

e. Acceptable Conditions KtfWork.—^lliere is no legislated national minimum wage,
althou|^ all enq>loyers—induding nonunionized employers—are re<juired to meet
the minimum wages agreed to in collective bargaining anneements in their indus-
trial sector, lliese minimum wages are sufficient to provide a worker and family a
decent standard of living. The standard legal workweek must not exceed 40 hours;
in practice, most oontrad» call for a workweek of about 37-38 hours. Finland's na-
tional occupational health and safely laws are both strict and comprehensive. They
are effective^ enforced by government inspectors and actively monitored by the

FRANCE

France is a democratic republic with constitutional provisions for human rights,

freely functioning political parties, regular elections, and universal suffrage.
France's militarv/security apparatus consists of the three traditional services, a

90,000-stronggenaannerie (national police/paramilitary force), and police forces in
major dties. Tneae forces come under dvilian control and generally are hi^y pro-
fessional, lliere were, however, indications that police may have used excessive
force upon occasion, particularly against members of minority groups (see Section
I.C.).

France has a developed and divnaified economy and a skilled labor force. It has
substantial agricultural resources and a modem industrial system based on a mix-
ture of public and private enterprises.
French authoritKS respect human ri^ts and dvil liberties, which are provided for

by the 1958 Constitution. Responsibility for encouraging respect for human ri^ts
both in France and abroad is shared among several senior offidals including the
Minister of Health and Humanitarian Affairs and the Minister-Delegate for Foreign
Affairs. The Government oonsistenthr condemned sporadic acts of violence against
ethnic and religious minorities, and discrimination against such groups which inter-

fered with their int^ration into society.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Int^rity ofthe Person, Induding Freedom from
a. Political and Other ExtranuUcUd KUling.—^Frendi authorities do not engage in

political or other extrajudicial killings. The level of terrorism in France remained
generally low. Four individuals were arrested in connection with the 1991 assas-
sination near Paris of former Iranian Prime Minister Shapur Bakhtiar, but the case
remains open. Inddents of violence perpetrated by domestic terrorist groups (par-
ticularly Basque and Corsican separatists) continued at a steady pace but remained
nonlethal and largely ^mbolic.

b. Disappearance.—Frendi authorities do not engage in abduction or secret ar-
rests.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Tyeatment or Punishment.—
French authorities do not condone or practice torture or cruel, inhuman, or degrad-
ing treatment or punishment. In the occasional instances of alleged police brutality,

there are administrative and judicial mechanisms for determining guUt and punish-
ingtransgressors.
There was one serious complaint of excessive force used by French police against

an American dtizen who was hlack. The individual, whose case is under appeal, was
apparently beaten and then tried expeditiously on narcotics charges and sentenced
to 1 year in prison. A report entitled "Radsm and Police in France," published in
June by a noncovemmental international human rights organization, attracted at-

tention with allegations of a 'iftudst culture" among police oflicers (see Section 5).

The Interior Minister disputed the report, stressing that instances of racist behavior
are individual and not ^temic and tnat such individuals are severely reprimanded.
Nonetheless, arbitrary identity checks by French police ofBcers on members of mi-
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nority groups have a tendency to transform blacks and individuals from Maghreb
countries into "suspects." While any individual in France is subject to identity

checks, minorities are stopped for questioning more frequently than non-minorities.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—French law provides for freedom from ar-

bitrary arrest and imprisonment. There is no direct equivalent of habeas corpus in
the French legal system, but there is a limit of 2 days—4 for drug and terrorist

cases—before a case must be referred to a magistrate for investigation.
Tlie judiciaiy plays a determining role in the detention process. There are no indi-

cations that French authorities detained any person for poUtical reasons. There is

no provision for exile.

e. Denied of Fair Public Trial.—^The ri^t to fair public trial is provided by law
and respected in practice. Suspects are presumed innocent until proven guilty and
have the ri^t to legal counsel as soon as their cases are transferred from tiie police
to the magistrate. For misdemeanors, pretrial coniinement—which is very rare—is

limited normally to 4 months, with extensions in special circumstances of approxi-
mately 8 to 12 months. Althou^ aU drug-related crimes are technically classified

as misdemeanors, those convicted of serious narcotics offenses are subject to pen-
alties otherwise reserved for felonies. Those found guilty of some drug offenses may
be sentenced to up to 20 years' imprisonment.

Pretrial confinement in felonies is not limited. This pretrial period can be lengthy,
depending upon the seriousness and complexity of the case. Evidence is gatiiered
and assessed by an independent examining judge. Defendants are free to request
and present evidence during this investigatory period. In August the European
Court of Human Ri^ts awarded substantial damages to a French citizen because
of violence he had suffered after his arrest on a felony charge and because he had
not been granted a trial within "a reasonable period." He was cleared of the charges
against him after spending 5 vears in prison awaiting trial.

Trials in France are normally open and public, but provisions exist for the defense
to request a closed proceeding. All felonies are tried before juries, and a defendant
does not have the n^t to renise a jury trial. The press has free access to records
of court proceedings, although under French law the prosecutor may not disclose in-

formation about cases being tried or investigated.
Amid a widely-publicized series of indictments of public officials for alleged in-

volvement in kickbadcs and campaign-financing scandals. Government ofilcials de-
clared their concern about the protection of the rights of the accused. One case in-
volved charges of influence-pedaling against the National Assembly President in his
former capacity as treasurer of the Socialist Party. The official subsequently filed

suit arainst the judge, claiming the indictment was politictdly motivated and that
the judge had released confidential information. The case has not yet been heard.
French law provides for the rij^t of appeal for those convicted of*^ misdemeanors.
Those convicted of felonies may appeal to the Court of Cassation only on procedural
grounds.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—French
law provides for fifeedom from invasion of privacv, and this freedom is respected in
practice. The search of a private residence may he carried out by police if there is

reason to believe a crime is taking place within. The search may only be carried
out between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m., except in special circumstances, such as in drug
cases, when the search may be undertaken at any time. Telephone conversations
may be monitored by authority of a court order in conjunction with criminiQ pro-
ceedings. However, no court order is required in national security cases.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom cf Speech and Press.—Freedom of speech and press are guaranteed
by law and respected in practice. Newspapers and mi^azines are free from govern-
ment control and present views ranging across the political spectrum. Under French
law, high government officials may pursue media representatives for defamation. In
practice, Uiese provisions are rarely invoked and do not interfere with free expres-
sion. There are three state-owned and three private television networks, in addition
to private cable channels. Hundreds of private radio stations offer a wide array of
independent, uncensored programming in French and several other languages. Aca-
demic freedom of expression is respected in both public and private academic insti-
tutions.

b. Freedom^ of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Freedom of peacefiil assembly
and association is widely respedied in France, although—except for a specific ref-
erence to trade unions—^it is not mentioned in the Constitution. Groups wishing to
organize public meetings, protest marches, or demonstrations must declare their in-
tent to do so to local authorities. NormaUy these authorities raise no objection to
either political or nonpolitical gatherings. On occasion, however, local authorities
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have denied permission to extremist groups, such as during periods preceding re-

tnonal elections in March and the September referendum on the Maastricht Treaty.
While the decision to deny permission for a demonstration rests within the discre-

tion of local oflicials, a denial may be appealed to the Council of State. Private asso-
ciations, whether political or apolitical, must register with the prefecture in the de-
partment in which they are established, but they do not require the prefecture's au-
thorization to exist. Such registration is considered routine in France. Informal asso-
ciations, such as those without officers, bylaws, or dues, need not register.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^All religions are tolerated. Roman Catholics are by far

the largest religious group. Separation of church and state is guaranteed by law,
althou^ both private and parochial schools receive substantial subsidies from the
Ministry of National Education.

d. Freedom of Movement within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^French law provides for freedom of internal movement, foreign travel,

emigration, and repatriation. All lawful resident aliens, including refugees, may un-
dertake foreign travel and, in most instances, return to France. France has a long
history as a haven for refugees. For that reason, there was considerable debate con-
cerning a new law regulatmg special areas at French airports and ports. The new
law designates the areas as waiting zones" and provides that within 4 days of ap-
p^/ing for entry into (or asylum in) France, an applicant who has not been admitted
will have access to a judge. The law also limits to a maximum of 20 days the time
travelers can be detaineain waiting zones. Representatives of human ri^ts groups
are allowed into the zones as monitors.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The people have the right and ability to change their government by peaceful
means, not only throu^ tne election of the President, the National Assemoly, and
local oflicials, but also through amendment of the Constitution by means of national
referendum. For example, following parliamentary amendment of the Constitution
in June to bring it into aUgnment with the Maastricht Treaty, a referendum was
held on the question of ratification of the Treaty. Seventy-one percent of eligible vot-

ers participated.

While the French generally question the notion of "indigenous" peoples, an at-

tempt is made to take local traditions into account within the administration of
some French overseas territories where distinct ethnic groups have preserved such
traditions and customs.
Varying special statutes—applicable to all citizens resident within the respective

territories, regardless of ethnic origin—govern the "collective territory" of Mayotte
and the territories of French Polynesia, Wallis and Futuna, and New Caledonia. The
citizens of these territories determine their legal and political relationships to

France by means of referendums.
In spite of differences in their respective administrative statutes—and resulting

differences in local government entities—French citizens within the territories par-
ticipate fully in the political process, electing both deputies and senators to the
French Parliament. All French citizens who have reached the age of 18 may vote,

except for most convicted criminals, bankrupt persons, and persons certified to be
mentally incompetent. These provisions are fully respected in practice.

Presidential elections are held every 7 years, and elections for the National As-
sembly are held every 5 years, unless the Grovemment is dissolved, in which case
elections may be called sooner. Voting is by secret ballot. A wide variety of political

parties compete freely in regularly scheduled national and local elections. Many spe-

cial interest groups—^business, labor, veterans, consumer advocates, ecologists, and
others—organize freely and regularly support candidates for elective office.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Both local and international human rights oi^anizations operate freely in France.
The French National Consultative Commission on Human Rights, which monitors
complaints and advises the Government on policies and legislation, is an independ-
ent body within the Prime Minister's Office,

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Statutes ban discrimination based on race, religion, sex, ethnic badcground, or po-

litical opinion. Nevertheless, anti-immigrant sentiment continued to provoke inci-

dents or racism directed at the large Arab/Muslim and black African immigrant
communities, as well as toward the Jewish population. The National Consultative
Commission on Human Rights published a poll m March which showed that 41 per-

cent of the French declared themselves to be "rather" or "a little" racist. In August
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nearly 200 graves were vandalized at a Jewish cemeteiy in Herrilsheim in eastern
France. The Government and a wide spectrum of public opinion have consistently
condemned such incidents. During 1992 a new penal code was approved (to go into
efiect in 1993); it sets up an escalating scale of penalties for desecration and related
activities.

There was increased public and governmental recognition of past crimes commit-
ted against Jewish citizens. President Mitterrand, as well as Cabinet ministers and
religious and political leaders, attended a July memorial service commemorating the
1942 "Vel' d'Hiv'" roundup and deportation of more than 12,000 French Jews to
German concentration camps. In this connection, there was a spirited media debate
about crimes committed during the Vichy regime.
Another subject debated widely was uie initial decision of a French tribunal not

to prosecute two former Vichv police oflicials, Paul Touvier and Rene Bousquet, for

crimes against humanity. The court also found no basis for prosecution against
Touvier on charges of responsibility for the deportation of two French Jews who
later died in concentration camps. Appeals agamst that dismissal began in June,
and—amid protests of the decision within the Jewish community and by leading
government figures—^the case prompted discussion of whether changes »iould be
made in the new penal code to define more precisely "crimes against humanity." In
November the Appellate Court partially reversed the lower court's decision, and the
case remains open. In the meantime, Bousquet has been charged in another court.

In September a government-sponsored report noted special duliculties faced by Af-
rican immigrants in securing appropriate housing, in part because the majority (ap-
proximately 70 percent) live in the densely popmatea Paris region. The report also
aealt with cultural factors which have a negative effect on the performance of Afri-
can immigrant children in French schools.

The French are assertive about the primacy of the French language in the edu-
cational system but are tolerant of the numerous residents of France who have non-
French origins and whose mother tongue is not French.
The Government strongly condemns and vigorously attempts to prevent violence

and abuse against women, and such violence, inclumng wife beating, is prohibited
under article 309 of the Penal Code. In 1992, a law was added to the Code providing
penalties of up to one year in prison and up to approximately $20,000 in fines for
supervisors convicted of sexually harassing employees.
While French law requires that women receive equal pay for equal work, this re-

tirement is not met in many cases. Women's rights groups actively lobby for full

implementation of equal ri^ts statutes and seek solutions to the increasingly pub-
licized phenomenon of violence against women.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Rijght of Association.—^Freedom of association for trade unions is provided
for by the Constitution. Although less than 10 percent (12-15 percent for the public
sector; 5-6 percent for the private sector) of^the work force is unionized, trade
unions exercise significant economic and political infiuence. Their principal role and
legitimacy derive from elections held by workers for professional works councils and
other tripartite (Government, employer, and woiker) Dodies dealing with social mat-
ters. These include labor courts and the Economic and Social Council, a constitu-
tionally mandated consultative body.
Most unions pride themselves on not being aligned with any political party, and

all are careful to avoid being stigmatized as government-influenced. However, many
of the leaders of the General Confederation of Labor (CGT) and its unions belong
to the Communist Party. Tradition prevents union officials from holding office in po-
litical parties, but leaders of most non-CGT unions are supporters of the SociaUst
Party. Supporters of other parties are also active in the labor movement. There are
no restrictions on the unions' international activities, and all three world trade
union confederations have French affiliates.

French workers, including civil servants, are free to strike, with a few exceptions
in cases where strikes are determined to be a threat to public safety. Given that
one-fourth of the salaried population works for one level or another of the Govern-
ment, the numerous public sector strikes receive extensive media coverage.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Woricers, including those in
the 3 small export processing zones, have the right to oi]ganize and bargain collec-
tively. French law strictly prohibits antiunion discrimination. Amendments added in
1982 require at least annual bargaining on wages, hours, and working conditions
at both plant and industry levels. The 1982 law does not require that negotiations
result in a signed contract. Outside mediators, drawn from tne upper ra^s of the
civil service, may impose solutions that are binding unless formally rejected by ei-

ther side within a week. Over 80 percent of France's private sector work force is
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covered by collective bargaining agreements negotiated variously at national or local

levels. There are also trilateral consultations on such subjects as the minimum
wage, temporary work, social security, and unemployment benefits.

French law requires that businesses with more than 50 employees have a works
council, in which workers are consulted on training, working conditions, profit-shar-

ing, and similar issues. Works councils are open to both union and nonunion em-
ployees, and elections are held every 2 years.

trade union rights, as provided for in the Constitution, extend to France's over-

seas departments and territories. Social benefits, such as the minimum wage or sup-

plemental retirement payments, may be reduced in the overseas departments and
territories to take into account the local economies.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is pro-

hibited by law, and this prohibition is effectively enforced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^With a few exceptions for those

enrolled in recognized apprenticeship programs, children under the age of 16 may
not be employed. Generally, work considered arduous or woric between the hours of

10 p.m. and 5 a.m. may not be performed by minors under the age of 18. Laws pro-

hibiting child employment are effectively enforced through periodic checks by labor

inspectors.
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^France has an administratively determined

minimum wage, revised whenever the cost of living index rises two percentage

points, and which is sufficient to provide a decent standard of living to a worker
and family. The legal workweek is 39 hours; in an effort to increase employment,
overtime is restricted to 9 hours per week. The previously discriminatory law pro-

hibiting women from performing arduous or night work, except in certain exempted
categories such as hospitals ana a few service industries, was revoked in 1992. In
this regard, France joined other European Community signatories in denouncing the

International Labor Organization (ILO) Convention 89 banning night work for

women, and in adhering to the new non-discriminatory ILO Convention 171 on
ni^t work.
French labor legislation and practices, including those pertaining to occupational

safety and health, are fully comparable to those in other industrialized market econ-

omy countries. The Ministry of Labor has overall responsibility for policing occupa-

tional safety and health laws. Standards are generally high and well enforced. To
assist the Ministry, French law requires that any enterprise with 50 or more em-
ployees have an occupational health and safety committee. Sixty-five percent of all

enterprises covering^ percent of employees had such committees as oi 1989.

GEORGIA

Georgia declared its independence from the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on
April 9, 1991. In early January 1992, Zviad Gamsakhurdia, who was popularly

elected President in 1991 largely on the strength of his record as an anti-Soviet dis-

sident, was overthrown after nis increasingly dictotorial rule led to an armed insur-

rection. A Military Council of insurrection leaders assumed power and imposed a

state of emergency and curfew in Tbilisi, the capital, and certain other areas. In

April, at the invitation of the Military Council, former Soviet Foreign Minister and
former First Secretary of the Georgian Communist Party Eduard Shevardnadze re-

turned to Georgia. In an effort to establish a responsible government, he set up the

State Council, a civilian lerislative body, and was elected Chairman of its four-mem-
ber executive Presidium. Acknowledgmg that this Government lacked legitimacy,

Shevardnadze committed it to holding democratic elections.

Shevardnadze's return did not lead to national reconciliation among the 5.5 mil-

lion people of Georgia, as had been hoped. The country was wracked by separatist

conflicts in South Ossetia and Abkhazia, as well as violence connected with support-

ers of the ex-president, known as Zviadists. The Zviadists held demonstrations

throughout the winter and spring and sometimes engaged in violent subversive ac-

tivities, including attacks on railroads, bombings, robberies, assassination atten^ts,

and kidnapings. In Mengrelia, a Zviadist stronghold in western Georgia, the Gov-
ernment responded to armed action by Zviadist bands by sending in National Guard
troops and members of the Mkhedrioni, a paramilitary group. Each side accused the

other of engaging in criminal activity. Zviadists briefly seized the Tbilisi television

station in a Taifed attenapt to seize power in June. In early July. Zviadists in

Mengrelia kidnaped the Deputy Prime Minister and head of the Commission on
Interethnic Relations and Human Rights and held him for over a month before re-

leasing him.
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South Ossetia's armed ethnic conflict, whidi began in 1989, continued until nego-
tiations among Georgia, Russia, and the Ossetians in June led to a largely success-

ful cease-fire and the introduction of a trilateral peacekeeping force. However, in the
autonomous region of Abkhazia, increasing political tensions led to a controversial
resolution passed by the Abkhazian minority in the regional parliament restoring
the constitution of 1925, under which Abkhazia was a separate Union republic, an
action widely interpreted as signifying Abkhazia's secession from Geor^a. Under
the 1978 Abkhaz Constitution, which was intended to be superseded by this act, the
Abkhaz Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic was a constituent part of Georgia.
The Georgian State Council promptly ruled the Abkhaz resolution null and void.

A period of relative calm, highlighted by Shevardnadze's August 4 announcement
of total amnesty for both armed and political opponents of the current Government,
ended on August 14 when Zviadists kidnaped 11 senior Georgian oflicials, including
the Interior Minister. The central Government sent a large armed force into

Mengrelia to find the hostages, secure rail lines, and bring order to the Republic.
The troops almost inmiediately moved north into Abkhazia to secure raU lines and
in pursuit of the hostages thought to be held in that region. The troops allegedly
had the concurrence of^Abkhazian authorities. Hostilities erupted, however, when
Abkhazian guards, strengthened by an influx of Caucasian Srolunteers" from the
Russian Federation, met the Georgians with force. Though casualty figures are un-
certain, several hundreds on both sides are thought to have perished. A September
3 cease-fire and political agreement went unobserved by Abkhazian and Russian
Federation and otner foreign combatants, and armed conflict continued through the
end of the year.

Despite these hcmdicaps, the State Council successfully conducted nationwide
elections on October 11 in 75 of 84 election districts. Voters elected 225 parliamen-
tary deputies and, in a separate race in which no one stepped forward to challenge
him, Shevardnadze was elected Chairman of the Parliament, in effect. Head of
State. Despite widespread minor technical violations, a few credible reports of at-

tempted voter manipulation, and arrests of a number of Zviadists just oefore elec-

tion day, international observers characterized the elections as a valid exercise of
free choice outside of the nonvoting areas in Abkhazia, Mengrelia, and South
Ossetia. The new Parliament, which opened on November 4, passed a temporary law
on the allocation of powers which made Shevardnadze Head of State with wide pow-
ers that did not^iowever, include the power to dismiss Parliament. It also made Par-
liament a strong entity entitled to review the woik of government ministers. How-
ever, Georgia has yet to adopt a new constitution that will determine the permanent
distribution of governmental powers.
The State Council's plans for the creation of a single, unified Georgian army were

derailed by the hostilities in Abkhazia. The National Guard, the largest single
armed force in Georgia, is commtmded by Ten^z Kitovani, Presidium member and
Defense Minister. In addition, the Mkhedriom ("cavalryO, is the most prominent
among several active paramilitary groups. The National Guard and, especially, the
Mkhedrioni were accused of excesses and human rights abuses, charges thev denied.
In May the State Council abolished the Security Ministry (which had replaced the
Committee for State Security or KGB) and established the Intelligence and Informa-
tion Service headed by a nonintelligence professional. Many ex-KGB officers, how-
ever, are thou^t to have been retained. The agency was involved in the arrests of
some pro-Gamsakhurdia individuals accused of involvement in subversive or terror-

ist activity.

Georgia is in the initial stages of transition from a centrally planned to a free
maiket economy, althou^ progress has been hampered by serious political instabil-

ity. Georgians experienced a dramatic decline in their standards of living in 1992,
with a drop in gross domestic product from the previous year that was expected to
reach 30 percent and an inflation rate currently running at an estimated 500 per-
cent annually. Although there are few reliable statistics, unemployment clearly has
increased significantly as a result of industrial slowdown. Georgia still uses the
ruble as its national currency, despite an interest in adopting its own currency.
The armed conflicts in South Ossetia and Abkhazia prompted allegations of

human ri^ts violations on all sides. Law enforcement officials were credibly ac-
cused of human rights violations, including arrests without warrant, the physical
abuse of detainees, and detention without ^rmal charges beyond legal limits. Free-
dom of speech and press was severely circumscribed, especially for Zviadists, and
government supporters, including paramilitary groups, took to policing the media.
A ban on demonstrations during the first half of 1992 was replaced by a law requir-
ing only 48-hour notice for public gatherings. Freedom of religion and movement
were generally respected.
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RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There appears to have been at least

one politically motivated extrajudicial killing in 1992, and several others, if not offi-

cially authorized, may well have been prompted by political enmities. (For fatalities

related to the fighting in Abkhazia and Soutn Ossetia, see Section l.g.) No perpetra-

tors were convit^d, and in some cases no investigations were openeoT

In February the son of a prominent pro-Gamsakhurdia newspaper editor was
found hanged in Tbilisi. The young man, an artist, had spent a short time sketching

the fighters in Gamsakhurdia's bunker during the armed insurrection. He was ques-

tioned by members of the procuracy shortly before he was found dead. The
Erocuracy's investigation concluded that the victim conunitted suicide, but many be-

eve that he was Killed in an act of political retribution. One of Gamsakhurdia's
personal secretaries was killed in February in Mengrelia. News reports at the time
said she was caught in crossfire in a connict zone, but some Zviadists believe she

was personally targeted.

Beginning in late spring, Mkhedrioni members were the victims of attacks that

were probt«)ly politically motivated. In June, two Tbilisi car-bombings targeted

Mkhemioni chief Djaba loseliani and a senior aide. The aide was kUled, and, in the

second bombing, a mistimed explosion killed five innocent bystanders. The govern-

ment investigation implicated proGamsakhurdia forces, and several suspects were
arrested. They remain in detention pending completion of the investigation.

A Mkhedrioni member was kidnaped in Tbilisi in July and found murdered soon

after. The perpetrators have not been identified. A senior Mkhedrioni oflicial, who
headed the intelligence service's economic crimes division, and another Mkhedrioni
member were shot to death in August by a police oflicer while attemptingto inves-

tigate the beatings of Mkhedrioni members at the police officer'a precinct. The police

officer is no longer at his old position but has apparently not been arrested. An in-

vestigation is under way.
b. Disappearance.—^Tliere were no cases of unexplained disappearances reported

in 1992; however, an ethnic Ossetian activist who disappeared in Tbilisi in 1991 is

still missing.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

The beatings of detainees by law enforcement officials is apparently routine, though
unauthorized. It appears that investigating officials sometimes resort to physical

abuse, including severe beatings, to extract information or force confessions. Mem-
bers of the police, paramilitary groups. National Guard, intelligence service, and
procuracy have been accused of reliance on physical abuse in their work.

The most public discussion of such practices erupted in August when the intel-

ligence chief publicly announced his intent to resign after having learned that offi-

cials in his agency had tortured a suspect in their custody. The victina, a suspect

in the June car-bombing incidents, had been burned and beaten, suffering multiple

broken bones and a concussion. The victim subsequently denied to a governmental

human rights commission investigating the issue and to other questioners that he
had been tortured, insisting that he had poured hot water on himself and had suf-

fered other injuries when jumping from a car. Many political and human rights ob-

servers did not find his denial credible and believe it was prompted by fear of fur-

ther reprisal. PoUce beatings of teenaged boys, frequently detained without war-

rants on suspicion of committing a crime, were a disturbing pattern in 1992.

The new Government alleged that Gamsakhurdia forces beat prisoners in their

bunker before their defeat on January 6, and reliable sources judge that at least

some beatings did occur. Pro-Gamsakhurdia forces claim that both law enforcement
professionals and paramilitary groups beat persons detained for political reasons, in-

cluding participation in antigovemment demonstrations.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—For the most part, Soviet-era legislation

and practices with regard to arrest and detention contmue in effect in Georgia.

Under existing law, an arrest order issued by a procurator is required for arrests.

A separate warrant, also issued by a procurator, is req[uired for a search. If a person

is caurfit committing a crime, he may legally be detamed without a warrant. How-
ever, tne law obliges the detaining officer to inform a procurator of the detention

immediately and to obtain an arrest order as soon as possible. A person may be le-

gally detained for 72 hours without an arrest order, but the procurator must issue

either an arrest order or an order for the prisoner's release upon expiration of that

period. If held over for further investigation, a detainee must be formally charged
with a crime within 10 days. A detainee may ask the procurator to determine if nis

detention is legal, a right that is sometimes exercised.
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A detainee has the right to demand immediate access to a lawyer and to refuse

a statement in the absence of counsel. The detaining oflicer must inform the de-

tainee of those rights and must notify his family of the detainee's location as soon
as possible. A suspect has the right to demand the presence of counsel during all

questioning, and tne presence of an attorney is mandatoiy during interrogation of
a minor or of a person accused of a capital crime. The presence of a teacher or a
parent is also obligatory during questionmg of a minor.
A person may be administratively detained without a warrant for several offenses,

including participating in an illegal demonstration and curfew violation. The detain-

ing ofiicer must send case materieds to a judge within 3 hours, and the judge must
then decide tiie case within 24 hours. There is no formal trial, although the judge
should consult with the accused and witnesses, ask the accused if he wants a law-
yer, and then rule on the case. The maximum sentence is 15 days.
Law enforcement personnel often ignore these legal protections in practice, and

Saramilitary groups who arbitrarily detained people m 1992 certainly ignored them,
.uthorities oilen detain people and search homes without warrants and frequently

exceed time limits for detention and charging without seeking the required author-
izations. Persons do not always have access to a lawyer or reject hiring a lawyer
because they are not aware oi their rights. The authorities frequently do not notify
families of the whereabouts of their detained relatives. Instances of such abuses of
the law reportedly involve both political and nonpolitical prisoners.
The autnorities also frequently violated the system oi protection for administra-

tive violations. The administrative detention process is onen used as a mechanism
for short-term poUtically motivated detentions. In one case, a number of former par-
liamentary deputies under Gamsakhurdia were arrested for violating curfew when
they returned from a session of the ousted parliament held across the border in the
Russian Federation. Paramilitary groups, particularly the Mkhedrioni, reportedly
relied widrfy on detentions for political reasons. Especially in the first half of the
year, the Mkhedrioni appeared to operate with impunity, intimidating and detaining
Zviadists or suspected Zviadists without legal sanction. Members of the NationtQ
Guard were also thought to engage in such actions. For their part, Zviadists en-
gaged in kidnaping and hostage-taking throughout the first half of the year.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Political instability has thus far hampered the ef-

fective rule of law. Georgia's legal structure is a hybrid of laws from Georgia's brief
period of pre-Soviet independence, the Soviet era, the Gamsakhurdia presidency,
and the State Council period. The court system consists of district courts, a city

court for Tbilisi, and the Supreme Court oi the Republic. The two autonomous re-

publics within Georgia have their own supreme courts, theoretically subordinate to
the Georgia Supreme Court.

In theory, Geoi^an citizens are by law guaranteed the right to a fair public trial

at which defendants have the right to be present. They have the ri^t to an attorney
immediately after arrest, at public expense if needed. They are entitled to confront
prosecution witnesses and present witnesses and evidence on their behalf. There is

a presumption of innocence, and defendants have the ri^t to appeal to either the

Erocuracy or the Supreme Court. Work on judicial reform proceeded only half-
eartedly during the interim ^vemmental period; it remains to be seen how quick-

ly it will progress. The judiciary's independence is limited by certain supervisory
rights over its fiinctions exercised by the procuracy, although the Supreme Court
has issued several proclamations that attempt to assert its independence. As part
of the Soviet-era system still practiced in Geoi^a, the procuracy has the right to

suggest that the Supreme Court review one of its own decisions. By contrast, the
iumciary has little influence over the procuracy. Moreover, particularly at the local
level, the judiciary is believed to be vulnerable to political or other forms of influ-

ence.
In 1992 there was also a pattern of judicial delay in processing politically related

cases, none of which actually came to trial. Although the law alfows pretrial deten-
tion of up to 18 months, the accused in certain high-profile cases were held for less-

er periods of time and released either pending or without trial. Both
Gamsakhurdia's Minister of Finance and the Chairman of the Budget Commmittee
were arrested after the President's overthrow, eventually charged with embezzle-
ment and corruption, and released without trial under the Government's August 4
amnesty.

It is difficult to estimate the number of political prisoners in Georgia. The Govern-
ment denies holding any political prisoners and states that all those held were or
are criminals or terrorists, such as those arrested for attempting the violent over-
throw of the interim government in June 1992. Pro-Gamsakhurdia and other opposi-
tion figures interpret the August 4 manifesto and amnesty as proof that there were
political prisoners in Georgia. Sixty prisoners were released as a result of the mani-
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festo, most of them detained in connection with the June 24 attempt to seize power.
As of October 31, Georgian authorities reported that they held 46 prisoners arrested

for sabotage, including the June car-bombings, and for other plots to commit terror-

ism or saTOtage.
Zviadist forces contend that many people were detained solely for political reasons

for periods usually varying from 3 days to 1 month. They allege as manv as 5,000
such arrests, but published lists of alleged detainees include only hundreds, a figure

that appears far more credible. Grovemment sources report their investigation of

such lists failed to substantiate most cases, but it is probable that such investiga-

tions are not thorough and that security forces at times withhold information from
other governmental authorities. While real numbers are difficult to confirm, illegal

and politically motivated detentions have occurred. Both the October elections,

which tJie Zviadists strenuously opposed, and the June attempt to seize power led

to detentions. According to the Government, most of the arrests related to the elec-

tions were intended to prevent agitation against, or violent disruption of, the elec-

tions.

f. Arhitmry Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Intel-

ligence agencies are widely believed to monitor telephone conversations. They also

conduct surveillance, according to the Zviadists. Entry into homes without judicial

sanction by both paramilitaiy forces and law enforcement representatives is report-

edly widespread. Some Soviet-era forms of interference, however, have diminished.

Radio and television broadcasts are no longer jammed, and receipt of foreign publi-

cations is unimpeded.
g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-

flicts.—^Armed conflict continued in the former South Ossetian Autonomous Oblast
(province) for nearly 3 years untU the signing of the June 24 Dagomys accord estab-

lishing a cease-fire and a tripartite (Russian, Georgian, and Ossetian) peacekeeping
force m the region. Prior to the largely successful implementation of the cease-fire,

Georgian and Ossetian forces had shelled civilian targets. Each side accused the
other of taking hostages, and many Georgian and Ossetian civilians died. In May,
36 South Ossetian civilians, including women and children, were murdered while

traveling along a road near the South Ossetian capital of Tskhinvali. The Geoi^an
authorities immediately condemned the incident and pledged to bring the perpetra-

tors to justice. The killers, however, have not yet been identified.

Although the peacekeeping forces succeeded in sepfu'ating the combatants, and
the cease-fire has been essentially observed, isolated killings of both civilians and
Reacekeeping troops continue. Many Ossetian refugees returned to Tskhinvali from
forth Ossetia, but Georgian authorities say they cannot guarantee the safety of

those who do. Some etlmic Georgians returning to their nomes report receiving

threats, and many returnees have been reevacuated.

Tlie Georgian introduction of troops into Abkhazia in mid-August provoked an es-

calation from political tensions to armed hostilities. Although the Georgian Govern-
ment asserts that Abkhazian authorities approved Georgian troops moving into the

region to protect transport lines from attacks by pro-Gamsakhurdia forces, Abkhaz
guards fired on those troops when they entered Abkhazia. The subsequent move-
ment of Georgian troops toward population centers ignited widespread fighting.

Abkhazian separatist spokesmen siibsequently asserted that the Cjeorgians intended

from the banning to seize Abkhazia's main cities by force. For their part, the Geor-

gians justimd the military action on the grounds that Georgian officials kidnaped
in Mengrelia were being held in Abkhazia.

Hostuities quickly widened, and accusations of excessive use of force and humani-
tarian violations were exchanged. Most are difficult to confirm given ongoing hos-

tilities, but there appear to be truth and exaggeration on both sides. Abkhazian ac-

cusations of genocide, however, are clearly unfounded. Each side accused the other

of holding civilians hostage in areas they controlled militarily. One Abkhazian, who
stayed in Sukhumi for 2 months after the conflict began, charged that Georgian sol-

diers entered her home and openly admitted they were robbing her family because

of its ethnic identity. Georgians cnarge that the Abkhazians and North Caucasian
(Russian Federation) guerrillas moved through captured towns with prepared lists

of addresses of ethnic Georgians, plundered and burned homes, and executed des-

igpaated civilians. Sources with first-hand knowledge confirmed that some executions

occurred. There were also rumors of atrocities committed by Abkhazians in the cap-

tured city of Gagra, including the roundup and execution of civilians at the Gagra
stadium; these executions have not been confirmed. Many now believe the incident

was either greatly exaggerated or never took place. Georgian refugees from the area

reported instances of rape and pillage.

The Georgian Government has allowed the delivery of humanitarian supplies to

the Abkhaz population; Georgian authorities, however, say Abkhazians have im-
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peded such deliveries to ethnic Geormans. The Abkhazians claim that the Georgian
Government imposed an economic blockade on one city and that Geoi^an forces

shelled Abkhaz villages near Georgian-controlled Ochamchire. The Georgians accuse
the Abkhazians of reluctance to exchange prisoners of war and claim uiat Abkhaz
forces shot one Georgian prisoner in the back while an exchange of prisoners was
under way.
A cease-fire agreement, including a somewhat ambiguous political settlement,

signed on September 3 was never implemented. Eadi side assigns responsibility to

the other, but the Abkhazians reportedly threatened to imore the agreement from
the start, while the Georgians asserted that observance m the agreement was com-
pletely in their interest. Georgians also claim that the Abkhazians signed a cease-
fire and an agreement on the return to the status quo in Gagra, with the joint sta-

bilization committee implementing the September 3 accord just hours before
Abkhazian forces attackea and seized the dty.

Tlie violent political upheavals affecting the central Government also claimed
many victims in 1992. Estimates of the number of those killed in the December 22-
January 6 overthrow of Gamsakhurdia range from over 100 to several hundred.
Continuing springtime clashes in Mengrelia between Zviadist forces and
progovemment National Guard and paramilitary forces also claimed from 100 to

more than 200 lives. Some noncombatants also perished in Mengrelia. It is convinc-
ingly alleged that some of these victims were killed by progovemment forces who
suspected them of involvement in the fighting.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech was limited in 1992, particu-
larly for supporters of the former president. The interim government ordered a ban
on demonstrations during the first 6 months of the year, and political opponents
generally had few opportunities to gain a hearing. Progovemment paramilitary
forces repeatedly harassed a prominent priest who served in Gamsakhurdia's par-
liament and who openly criticized the violent overthrow of the earlier government
in his sermons ana nonchurch contacts. Harassment included the spraving of the
church residence with gunfire and the physical abuse and short-term detention of
church woikers (althou^ the workers were immediately released after being hand-
ed over to police).

Freedom of the press was also limited in 1992. ProGamsakhurdia newspapers
were shut down when the Military Council took power in January. Some were later
allowed to recommence operations. Authorities shut down one such paper, Iberia
Spectre, and the Georgian-language paper Free Georgia again in June. The former
was indirectly accused in a media campaign conducted by other newspapers of fo-

menting the overthrow of the new Government. When the case came to trial in July,
the paper was charged only with failing to reregister a name change made several
months earlier. It resumed publication afler the court case, but paramilitsuy groups
repeatedW ransacked the paper's offices, and the police claimed they were unable
to identify the perpetrators. After one such incident, Shevardnadze openlv criticized

the harassment in the State Council; that night the paper was ransacked again. Its

editor, whose son died under mysterious circumstances m Januaiy (see Section l.a.),

claims that he was once told directly by a senior government oflicial not to publish
some of the articles scheduled for the next issue.
Many journalists who worked in central television, radio, and the print media lost

their jobs after Gamsakhurdia's overthrow. Zviadists further claimed that some
journalists had been killed but were unable to substantiate their assertions. Jour-
nalists employed on the staff of the closed Free Georgia reported that they were fol-

lowed and intimidated. One female journalist on the staff was briefly detained.
The practice of self-censorship is widespread in the Georgian media. While some

papers published by the political parties criticized government policies, most papers
avoided open opposition, particularly direct criticism of Shevaronadze. The continu-
ing "crisis situation" was often cited as the primary cause for avoiding critical or
self-perceived inflammatory articles. Fear of retaliation by paramilitary groups also
played a role. Law enforcement organs, including the procuracy, and paramilitary
groups which assumed a role in policing the media, broadly interpreted legal prohi-
bitions against material that allegedly incites the overthrow of the current Govern-
ment. Those who attempted to persuade mainline newspapers to publish informa-
tion qn human rights violations met with little success.
The broadcast media are affected by the same kinds of psychological and physical

barriers as the print media, although there are occasional attempts to present oppo-
sition viewpoints. A second television channel, nominally but not fully independent
in practice, was established in Georgia in 1992. A former foreign minister under
Gamsakhurdia, who joined the opposition during Gamsakhurdia's administration
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and remained in opposition to the current Government, appeared on television three
times in the first naif of 1992. Alter each appearance he was reportedly visited by
representatives of the procuracy or the intelligence service who discussed seemingly
unrelated issues. After his third appearance, his attempts to air critical views on
an editorial program were repeatedly rebuffed. When the new television channel
aired an interview in October with a Russian national active in dissident politics

in Geoi^a, unidentified individuals fired shots at the channel's offices.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—The right to peaceful assembly
was strictly limited in 1992. Demonstrations were completely banned in Georgia
until June, when the State Council passed a seemingly lioeral law requiring the or-

ganizer of a demonstration to notify citv authorities 2 days in advance of the event.
According to this law, the authorities nave the right to determine only if the sug-
gested location is acceptable but do not have the right to permit or deny the dem-
onstration. The law notes, however, the criminal character of actions which might
arouse national, ethnic, or religious hatred during a demonstration. The law also

stipulates that participants in demonstrations or other political actions that violate

the law must disperse at the request of the authorities. Despite the ban imposed
by the Military Council, opposition groups held demonstrations throughout the
spring. These demonstrations were routinely broken up by force, usually by a mix
of law enforcement officials and nonuniformed armed personnel commonly thought
to be Mkhedrioni members. They often fired shots to disperse demonstrators, some
of whom were killed. The break-up of a February 2 demonstration in Tbilisi was
particularly violent: Zviadists claim nine died. The total number of demonstration-
related deaths is difficult to determine: official estimates range from two to six

deaths; Zviadists claim "dozens." Authorities and paramilitary groups detained
many participants for varjdng periods of time and in some cases beat them, either

at the demonstration site or while in custody.

Even after the law permitting demonstrations was passed, Zviadists refused to

comply with its provisions requiring registration of demonstrations in advance. The
authorities continued to disperse Zviadist demonstrations by force; in the latter half
of 1992, however, no demonstration-related deaths were reported. A new opposition

bloc formed in September reports it notified Tbilisi authorities, in accordance with
legal requirements, of its intent to stage a demonstration in early October shortly

before election day. The organizers called off the demonstration after finding the site

occupied by a sizable armed police force supplemented by armored infantry carriers.

Freedom of association was generally respected in 1992. Forty-seven parties and
organizations registered before the October 11 elections. However, the Communist
party is banned.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Freedom of religion and of worship were widely exercised
in 1992. The Gamsakhurdia-era emphasis on the primacy of the Georgian nation
linked to the Georgian Orthodox faitn, was abandoned by the present Government,
although its effects linger. Some religious groups voiced minor complaints. Rep-
resentatives of the Georgian Catholic Church complained that they are still trying

to recover possession of churches given to the Georeian Orthodox Church during the
Gamsakhurdia period and allegea that elements of Georgian Orthodoxy oppose the
existence of the Catholic Church in Geor^a. The Jewish community experienced no
government interference in practicing its religion.

d. Freedom of Movement Within tM Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^The old Soviet system of registering residency still exists, although its

enforcement is uneven. Georgian officials accused the government of Abkhazia of

abusing the system in favor of ethnic Abkhazians. Both foreign and internal travel,

as well as emigration, are unrestricted, although there are practical problems in

areas of conflict. The Georgian Government provided notable assistance in facilitat-

ing the emigration of Jewish Georgians to Israel. Citizens generally eiyoy the rig^t

to return, but there is continuing controversy over the desire of former primarily

Muslim residents of the Meskheti region—deported from Georgia in 1944 by Sta-

lin—to return to that area. Over 200,000 Meskhetians now living in central Asian
republics and parts of Russia face significant popular opposition to their return, and
the Government has been reluctant to take a formal position. Although the State
Council established a committee to examine this issue, no conclusions were reached.

In South Ossetia, Ossetian refugees began returning to Tskhinvali, but Georgian
refugees remain afraid to return, and the authorities acknowledged that they are

not yet able to guarantee their safety.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The violent political events of 1992 restricted Georgians' right and ability to

peacefully change their government. Although the popularly elected Gamsakhurdia
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government drew heavy intemationeil and domestic criticism for its abuses of power
and human rights violations, its violent overthrow negated the freely expressed will

of the electorate. The ensuing months of rule under a state of emergency and subse-
quently by a nonelected Presidium and State Council restricted free political choice.

Those who supported the return of Gamsakhurdia to his post did not have a mean-
ingful political voice.

Tlowever, the October 11 parliamentary elections, despite shortcomings, were a
step toward real participatory democracy. Forty-seven parties and oi^anizations reg-

istered for and competed in the elections, with many combining into multiparty
blocs. Campaigns were unrestricted. Parties/blocs received equal, free advertising
time on television and radio. As a result of continuing armed conflict and dimin-
ished central government control, elections were postponed in 9 of 84 election dis-

tricts located in Abkhazia, South Ossetia, and MengreUa.
Although the elections were generally free and Tair, as attested by international

observers, there were minor but widespread technical violations and a few more se-

rious ones: it appears, for example, that oflicials of the Ajarian Autonomous Repub-
lic, which is stul tightly run by a Soviet-style political machine, attempted to influ-

ence the voting choices of their residents. Moreover, the abundant choice of parties
and candidates did not eauate to a fully mature development of the democratic proc-
ess and the offering of clear political alternatives. While parties and blocs dia de-
velop, their platforms were vague.
The election law was also modified several times before the final version, which

established that there would also be a separate nationwide race for Chairman of the
Parliament. Many politicians criticized the fact that candidates for this post were
not permitted afnliation with any political party. Eduard Shevardnadze ran unop-
posed, although the contest was open to other candidates, and won a resounding vic-

tory.

Minorities and women are less well represented in the new Parliament than they
were in the Gamsakhurdia-era parliament or during Soviet rule. In part this ap-
pears to be a reaction to the bitterly controversial Gamsakhurdia period. The cur-
rent Government and its supporters are ill-disposed toward the participation of
women in politics because they perceive that women were frequently the ex-presi-
dent's most fervent supporters. ,

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The All-Geoivian Association for Human Ri^ts, founded in 1990, currently has
187 members. The Association has not met with official resistance, although in one
instance it was denied permission to visit a prisoner suspected of being tortured.
A new Institute for Human Rights, an independent organization, was formed in Oc-
tober. Its focus will be on nationalities and issues of pluralism.
A government Commission on Interethnic Relations and Human Rights was

formed soon after Shevardnadze's return but was not fully staffed until August. The
Commission's ability to influence the behavior of the procuracy. National Guard,
and paramilitary groups is currently limited at best. Law enforcement agencies do
not always respond with complete openness to its inquiries.

The Government has welcomed tne visits of international organizations. Several
delegations from the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) vis-

ited Georgia in 1992. In May a rapporteur mission visited Geoi^a to report on
progress toward fuU implementation of CSCE commitments.
United States CSCE Commission members visited Geoi;gia several times and in-

vestigated human rights practices without obstruction. Two CSCE missions came to
investigate the oossibility of CSCE assistance in achieving a peaceful resolution of
the conflicts in South Ossetia and, later, in Abkhazia.
The Government welcomed the establishment in October of a permanent United

Nations presence in Geoi;gia. There is a permanent International Committee of the
Red Cross (ICRC) mission in Georgia. Both sides have permitted ICRC members to
travel freely throu^out the conflict zone in Abkhazia. A Pax Christiani representa-
tive also traveled unimpeded about the country to investigate minority and religious
freedoms.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Gamsakhurdia-era advocacy of the supremacy of the Georgian nationality,
language, and Orthodox religion ceased with his deptulure from power. The feelings
it aroused in the Georgian population, however, have lingered, sharpened by the
poor economic situation. As a result, non-Georgians sometimes experience harass-
ment from nonoflicial Georgians, usually because of competition for scarce resources
or opportunities. They suffer some job cuscrimination. Local police are sometimes in-
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different to requests for assistance from non-Georgians. Central authorities, when
notified of complaints about such treatment, usually try, often with success, to rec-

tify the situation.

Georgians have become increasingly angered by what they term "institutionalized

discrimination" against them in Abkhazia. Of particular concern are electoral rules
that apportion excessive representation in the regional parliament to ethnic
Abkhazians, who constitute only 17 percent of the population.

Educational and cultural autonomy has been accorded in Georgia. The Govern-
ment provides funding for ethnic schools, and the teaching of non-Georgian lan-
guages is freely permitted.
Government concern about the status of and discrimination against women is

minimal. That lack of concern is generally shared by society. There is no perceptible
women's movement, nor are there academic programs in women's studies. There is

a predominant stereotype held by the political elite (and shared by many women)
that the majority of Gamsakhurdia's supporters are middle-aged, unmarried women,
who are considered irrational fanatics. Ttiis image was in part shaped by television
coverage of the more rabid pro-Gamsakhurdia demonstrations, particularly in west-
em Georgia, in which black-garbed, shrieking women were prominent participants.

This attitude has discouraged women's involvement in Georgian politics.

Women's access to educational resources is unimpeded, but women are found
mostly in so-called traditional occupations. Their labor is usually low-paid and part-
time. Statistics on violence against women are not avaUable. According to sociolo-

gists and legal specialists, however, incidents of rape and domestic violence are rare
in Geoigia.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Asaociation.—^A mix of legislation survives from the Soviet era.

The Labor Code provides that Geoivian woricers are permitted to form or join
unions freely. Employees have the right to form associations, which may operate on
the basis of their own charters. Unions and associations are not required to register

with government bodies.

The old centralized Soviet trade unions have essentially been disbanded, and a
confederation of independent trade unions has emerged in their place. There are
also some independent branch trade unions. Several branches of the old unions are
competing for those unions' resources and property but have not been focusing on
labor issues. Georgians now appear largely uninterested in unionization.

Unions are not required to form a single central trade union federation, and
unions may join federations and affiliate with international bodies if they choose.
The few unions that are currently being formed are independent of government con-
trol and receive no government mnding. At present there are no restrictions on the
conduct of political activities by unions.
Under Georgia's previous parliament, Georgia acceded to the Universal Declara-

tion of Human Ri^ts and declared its superiority over local legislation. Therefore,

unions may be said to have acquired the right to strike. There is no specific legisla-

tion either permitting or preventing strikes. There were several strikes in 1992, but
these were largely driven by political and not labor issues and were not organized
by the unions.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The Labor Code provides that

trade union representatives in all enterprises sign an annual contract stipulating,

among other things, management's obligations toward the workers and worker
rights. Wages are still established primarily by the State. In the small but growing
private sector, employees negotiate directly with employers on wages and working
conditions. There is no legislation on antiunion discrimination.

There are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is pro-

hibited by laws dating back to the Soviet era and is not practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Based on legislation from the So-
viet era, the minimum age for children in the work force is 14 years, which appears
to be widely respected, liiis legislation is enforced.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The Government adjusts the current minimum
wage upward every month in an attempt to keep up with skyrocketing inflation. It

is widely believed that the minimum wage is not suflicient to meet the basic needs
of a Georgian family, although reliable statistics are not available.

The standard legal workweek is 41 hours. The Government has not yet addressed
the issue of occupational safety and health standards. Labor experts consider insuf-

ficient the provisions on health and safety remaining from Soviet days.
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GERMANY

The Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) is a constitutional federal republic and
a parliamentary oemocracy. The head of the Federal Government, the Chancellor,

is elected by the Bundestag, the lower house of Parliament. The powers of the Chan-
cellor and of the Parliament are set down in the Basic Law, Germany's Constitution.

Governmental authority is also divided between national and state governments.
The states ei\joy signiflcant autonomy, especially in matters relating to law enforce-

ment and the courts, culture and education, social welfare assistance, and the envi-

ronment.
As a result of German uniflcation on October 3, 1990, the laws and Constitution

of the Federal Republic were extended to the Germans of the five new eastern
states, who now enjoy the fiill rights and privileges of FRG citizenship.

llie police system is organized essentially at the state (Land) level and operates
under the direction of state governments. Tne western police forces, in the vast ma-
jority of cases, are well-trained, disciplined, and careful in respecting citizens' rights.

Their actions, however, in controlling demonstrators during an economic summit in

Munich in July came under criticism. Demonstrators protesting the Economic Sum-
mit said local police prevented them from approaching the summit site and used ex-

cessive force. The eastern states' Police Forces, in contrast, are generally
understaffed, underequipped, and undertrained. They were sharply criticized for

failing to act in defense of foreigners attacked by rightwing extremists. Subse-
quently, western police units were deployed in the eastern states to help control
antiforeigner violence.

The industrialized market economy provided one of the highest standards of living

in the world to those living in the western parts of Germany. In the eastern states,

however, the transition to a market economy produced high rates of unemployment.
As of November, nearly 1.1 million people, representing 13.4 percent of the work
force, were oflicially registered as unemployed in the eastern states. In all, the ap-
proximate equivalent oi one-third of the eastern German work force was either un-
employed, underemployed, or engaged in a retraining or job-creation program.
Transfer payments to the eastern states significantly increased disposable income
there.
The Basic Law, adopted in 1949, rests firmly on the principles of liberty, equality,

and the free exercise of individual rights. In practice, these human rights are pro-
tected in almost all cases. German law provides protection against racial and ethnic
intolerance. However, incidents of violence and Harassment directed at foreigners,

and particularly at non-European foreigners, occurred throughout the year in both
eastern and western Germany. Over 2,M)0 instances of rightwing extremist violence
occurred, most of them against foreigners. The violence claimed the lives of 17 peo-
ple (8 of them foreigners). Arson attacks accounted for almost one-third of the
crimes. Individual foreigners, including students and diplomats, were also harassed
and suffered verbal ana physical abuse. Jewish cemeteries and memorials also were
increasingly targets of vandalism. All the major parties and all of the leading rep-
resentatives of the Federal Republic denounced the violence. During the last 4
months of the year, well over 2 million people took to the streets in various dem-
onstrations to protest against extremism, witn crowds of over 300,000 in Berlin, Mu-
nich, and Hamoui^.
Organized rightwing attacks on an asylum seekers' shelter in Rostock in late Au-

gust led to several days of rioting and sparked a wave of similar attacks against
asylum shelters throughout mudi of eastern Germany and in a few western German
cities. To a lai^e degree, these attacks were perpetrated by rightwing extremists,
alienated youths (many of them "skinheads"), and a small core of neo-Nazis. In
many cases, the rightists and others who assaulted the shelters were applauded by
bystanders; often tne police manifested an inability, and at times a hesitancy, to

stop the violence. Many German politicians and outside observers, including human
rights groups, criticized the eastern police for their slow and inadequate response
to some of the violence, especially in Rostock. Some critics charged that the security
forces were unwilling to act and that the ri^tists were tried on minor charges and
received light sentences. Discussion of manifestations of antiforeigner sentiment
often centered on a review of the asylum law rather than focusing on the human
rights abuses sufiered by foreigners and the need to ouell lawbreaking by rightists.
Some German officials linked ttieir condemnation of tne antiforeigner violence with
calls for restricting the influx of asylum seekers, leading to accusations from a major
international human rights organization of "subtly shirting the focus and the blame
to the foreigners themselves." On December 10, Chancellor Kohl specifically rejected
such linkage in a statement before the Bundestag.
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On November 23, skinheads firebombed two houses in Moelln inhabited by long-

time Turkish residents. One woman and two girls died; several others were iiyured.

The murders prompted the Federal Government, which has only limited law en-

forcement jurisdiction, to step up its response to the violence. The Federal prosecu-

tor took over the Moelln investigation; two perpetrators were arrested, and tney con-

fessed to the crime.

In December the Chancellor created an interagency task force to coordinate a

range of measures to combat the violence. Using existing provisions of the German
Constitution, the Federal Ministry of Interior banned four small neo-Nazi groups.

In December the Federal and state Ministers of Interior placed the rigntwmg
Republikaner Party under nationwide police observation to determine whether they

were antidemocratic.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—Politically motivated killing by the

Government or by mainstream political organizations is unknown. For the first time
in years, the leitwing Red Army Faction (RAF) did not engage in any terrorist acts

in 1992. It remained to be seen, however, whether this represented a long-term pol-

icy change or a short-term tactical move.
b. Disappearance.—Governmental or police authorities do not abduct, secretly ar-

rest, or otherwise illegally detain persons.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
There is no indication that police authorities engage in these practices.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^No person may be arrested lawfully ex-

cept on the basis of an arrest warrant issued by a competent judicial authority. Any
person detained by the police must be brought before a judge and charged no later

than the day following the day of apprehension. The court must then either issue

an arrest warrant with stated reasons for detention or order the person's release.

There is no preventive detention. A suspect may be held in custody for up to 24

hours while awaiting a formal charee if tnere is evidence that he might seek to flee

the country to avoia prosecution. Tne right of free access to legal counsel has been
restricted only in the cases of some terrorists who were suspected of having used
contacts with lawyers to promote and continue terrorist activity, even while in pris-

on. Only judges may decide on the validity of any deprivation of liberty. Bail bond
exists but is seldom employed. There is no exile.

e. Denial of Fair Public TVioi.—Trials are public. The court system, largely spe-

cialized, has five components: "ordinary" (criminal and civil cases); labor (disputes

between employers and unions); administrative (administrative law); "social" (social

security); and fiscal (taxation). The Federal Constitutional Court is the supreme
court, in the new states, there has been substantial progress in reforming the courts

to meet western German standards. One remaining area of weakness concerns per-

sonnel. Many experienced judges from the former German Democratic Republic

(GDR) had to be disqualified for political and judicial reasons, and many judges had
to be brought in from the west, who then faced unfamiliar circumstances. The Basic

Law assures due process and prohibits double jeopardy. The judiciary is free of both

government interference and intimidation by terrorists. There are no political pris-

oners.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—The in-

violability of the home is ensured by the Basic Law and respected in practice. Prior

to forcible entry by police into a home, a warrant must be issued by a judge or, in

an emergency, by a public prosecutor. Electronic surveillance or monitoring of mail

may be undertaken only after authorization by a court order.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—The provisions of the Basic Law, an independ-

ent press, an effective judiciary, and a functioning democratic political system com-

bine to ensure freedom of speech and press. Criticism of the Government is unre-

stricted. The media and artistic works are not censored. On October 21, unknown
person(8) attacked the memorial at the site of the Ravensbrueck former concentra-

tion camp, and two Molotov cocktails were thrown, causing slight damage; state au-

thorities withheld information about the incident for 2 days. The State Minister-

President (Governor) said that the decision to withhold the information had been

made on a state, not federal, level, in order not to hinder the ongoing police inves-

tigation. Local Jewish leaders, the press, and other critics charged that the motive

had been to avoid publicity during the visit of Queen Elizabeth II of Great Britain.

After the criticism, state justice ollicials promised to take steps to ensure that simi-
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lar delays would not occur again. Anecdotal information from various parts of the
country suggested that press reporting of some other incidents was delayed or given
low-key treatment.
There is academic freedom. There is no censorship of foreign or domestic books,

although Nazi propaganda is illegal. Newspapers and magazines are privately
owned. Radio and television stations and networks function, for the most part, as
corporations under special public laws. They are governed by independent boards
made up of representatives of churches, political parties, and other organizations.
In accordance with the terms of the 1990 second unification treaty, the former East
German public broadcasting outlets were intepnted into an all-German system.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—The rights of assembly and as-

sociation are fully respected, as is the right to demonstrate. Organizers of street
demonstrations are required to obtain police pennits beforehand and mav be asked
to pay a deposit to cover the repair of^any damage to public facilities. Such police

permits are routinely granted. When demonstrators have not obtained the required
permits, police have exercised restraint, showing concern ultimately only for the
continued functioning of public facilities and for the safety of the general public.
There are no supplementary restrictions on freedom of assembly and association in

the eastern states.

Membership in nongovernmental organizations of all' types, including political

parties, is entirely open. Parties found to be "fundamentally antidemocratic" may,
nowever, be outlawed. Under this constitutionally based provision, the Federal Con-
stitutional Court in the 1950's declared both a neo-Nazi party and a Communist
party to be illegal, a ban still in effect. Several extremist parties are under observa-
tion by the "Ofnce for the Protection of the Constitution" (BFV, the internal security
service), but they nonetheless enioy all the freedoms of a political party. In 1992
two of these parties, the Deutsche Volksunion (German People's Union) and the
Republikaner, gained state representation in Schleswig-Holstein and Baden-
Wuerttember^, respectively. The BFV registered approximately 41,000 people as
members of nghtwing extremist groups. Some 6,400 are considered violence prone.

c. Freedom of Religion.—The mil practice of religion is allowed. Almost 50 dif-

ferent churches and religious denominations exist, out most of the population be-
longs to the Catholic or Protestant churches. Together with the small Jewish com-
munity, these churches hold a special legal status as corporate bodies under public
law, giving them, for instance, the rirait to participate in a state-administered
church tax system. The rest of the population either practices no religion or belongs
to small independent Christian churches or other faitns, such as Islam. The Govern-
ment subsidizes church-affiliated schools and provides religious instruction in
schools and universities for those belonging to the Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish
faiths.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
Datriation.—German citizens are free to move anywhere within the country and to
leave and return at any time. The Basic Law guarantees automatic German citizen-
ship and the right to legal residence without restrictions to ethnic Germans. The
number of such ethnic Germans coming from Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union
to settle in Germany in 1992 continued to be large, although less than the all-time
high of 2 years ago. In 1992, 231,000 ethnic Germans had registered to resettle in

Germany, including 196,000 from states of the former Soviet Union, 18,000 from Po-
land, tuid 16,000 from Romania. Immigrants who are not ethnic Germans can ac-
quire citizenship if they meet certain requirements: legal residence in Germany for
at least 10 years (5 years for those married to Germans); renunciation of all other
citizenships; and a basic knowledge of German (along with some other minor re-
quirements). German citizenship is not granted automatically (unlike the case with
ethnic Germans); application is necessary. Legal long-term residents often opt not
to apply. They receive the same social benefits as do German citizens and, after 10
years of legal residency, are automatically entitled to permanent residency.
The right of asylum for foreigners who are politically persecuted is provided under

Article 16 of the Basic Law and respected in practice. Shelter, clothing, and food
are provided to asylum seekers by the Government. They are not allowed to work
while their cases are being processed; this processing can take over a year. Con-
seauently, the financial maintenance of the asylum seekers and their families is an
added burden on an economy already severely strained by the financial costs of both
reunification and the integration of ethnic Germans from Eastern Europe and the
states of the former Soviet Union. The number of those seeking asvlum continued
to increase dramatically; the Government registered 438,000 asylum seekers in
1992—a 70-peroent increase from the 1991 figure of 256,000. Some of the increase
can be attributed to the 123,000 requests for asylum filed by refugees from the re-
publics of the former Yugoslavia. The next lai^gest group of asylum seekers were Ro-
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manians (104,000), followed by Bulgarians (31,000) and Turks (28,000). The visi-

bility of apices, who are distributed throughout Germany on a proportional basis

according to each state's population, became an easy focus for (jerman frustration

and discontent. Consequently, tremendous domestic political pressures built up to

restrict the constitutional right of asylum. In December the maior parties reached
a compromise to amend the constitutional right to apply for asylum and thereby to

restrict the flow of asylum seekers. Implementing legislation is to follow in 1993.

Once formally granted asylum status, and to a lesser extent while being proc-

essed, these persons have essentially the same access to social welfare benefits as

German citizens. Short of the right to vote, they also eiyoy complete civil rights.

While less than 5 percent of the asylum seekers succeed in their requests for politi-

cal asylum, denial of political asylum does not automatically result in deportation.

The majority of applicants who are rejected (especially those from the former Yugo-
slavia) typically are allowed to remain in the country for other humtmitarian rea-

sons. Deportations thus have been extremely rare and are often complicated by the
absence of documents proving country of origin. Under new procedures that went
into effect on July 1, 1992, ttie processing of asylum applications was centralized

and accelerated using independent adjudicators. The stated goal is completion of the

entire processing wiUiin 6 weeks, a standard that so far has rarely been met. Re-
sponding to the increasing visibility of and focus on asylum seekers, the Govern-
ment in September signed an agreement with Romania which provided for expedi-

tious deportation of Romanian asylum seekers, mostly Gypsies, who did not qualify

for asylum. Some human rights groups, journalists, ana others argued that the

agreement singled out a particular etnnic group for mass deportation. In fact the

GK>veniment negotiated similar agreements with Poland and Bulgaria. Gypsies, who
make up 60 percent of the Romanian applicants, cannot generally demonstrate the

likelihood of apolitical persecution" (the German constitutional grounds for granting

asylum).

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-

ment
Under the Basic Law, Germany's Government is chosen by the people through or-

derly elections based on universal suffrage. The Bundestag, which chooses the

Chancellor, is elected throudi a mixture of direct constituency candidates and party

lists. The upper house of Parliament, the Bundesrat, is composed of delegations

from state governments. New political parties are free to form and to enter the polit-

ical process, but the Basic Law and the state constitutions stipulate that parties

must receive at least 5 percent of the vote in order to be represented in the federal

and state parliaments. Although party discipline plays an important role, voting on
issues in tne Bundestag is ultimately a matter of individual decision. The first all-

German Bundestag elections took place on December 2, 1990.

Women are entitled by law to mil participation in political life, and all parties

have expressed tiie commitment to encourage their greater participation. The
Greens require that women comprise half of the party's elected officials. Social

Democrats nave a 40-percent quota for women on all party committees and govern-

ing bodies, with an eventual goal of 50-percent female representation in several

year's time. The Cabinet Minister for Women and Youth is responsible for further-

ing women's interests in both the public and private spheres. Women comprise 21

percent of the current Bundestag membership. The President of the Bundestag is

a woman.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovemmentcd In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Private nongovernmental human rights organizations operated freely and without

harassment in all of Germany, as did international organizations.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Denying access to shelter, health care, and education on the basis of race, religion,

sex, etnnic background, political opinion, or citizenship is illegal.

Incidents reflecting intolerance of foreign, religious, and ethnic minorities oc-

curred in both western and eastern Germany. Foreigners, particularly Romanians,

Poles, Gypsies, and non-Europeans, increasingly became the targets of violence in

1992. Rostock was the scene of extended violence against foreigners from August 22

through August 27. Repeated attacks against an asylum compound there culminated

on the third night in the firebombing of an asylum home and the evacuation of sev-

eral hundred asylum seekers. There were credible reports that the police were slow

to respond, coupled with allegations that they did not even try to prevent the arson

attacks; in fact the fire brigade had to withdraw under a barrage of stones because

of lack of police protection. On October 17, 13 German youths attacked and forced
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entry into a housing facility for foreigners in Thale. Armed with clubs, pistols firing

blanks, and flare guns, they threatened and beat 60 Vietnamese living in the facility

and sexually attacked several women. They also demolished furniture and tried to

set the building on fire. There were also attacks against refugee facilities through-

out Germany, in places such as Cottbus, Eisenhuettenstadt, Quedlinburg, Hesse,
and Wismar.
Asylum seekers were not the only victims, however. Resident Turks and North

Africans were also targets. A number of African and Asian diplomats in Berlin told

journalists that they lelt anxious about the increase of antiioreigner sentiment or

nad been victims oi antiioreigner threats or violence. On October 21, a large street

brawl occurred between 60 Geiman youths and 60 foreign university students in

Greifswald. Many on both sides were masked and armed with baseball bats, clubs,

and swords. Police required reinforcements to separate the groups. The rioting con-

tinued over the weekend, with foreign student dormitories and^ a foreign club the

main targets. On October 19, 46 French Jews were arrested in Rostock during a pro-

test against the German-Romanian repatriation agreement. In a confrontation with
the Grerman police, 8 police were injured by tear gas used by 3 protestors resisting

arrest. Rostodc police, while not able to protect asylum seekers and their homes in

August, intervened immecUately in this instance. The French Jews were held for 4
days, in contrast to the treatment of many rightwing extremists who were detained
during this period for firebombin^ asylee apartments, and who were released after

only a few hours. A number of critics drew the conclusion from these circumstances
that local police and law enforcement authorities were less vigorous in pursuing
rightwing extremists than in pursuing those who demonstrated or used violence to

oppose such extremism. Federal and state ofiicials have responded to this criticism

in public statements and also with measures to counter rightwing violence.

Federal ofiicials, including the Chancellor, condemned the attacks from the far

right element and, in the wake of the Rostock riots, moved to reinforce the eastern
German police forces. Furthermore, the Federal and state Interior Ministers, who
handle internal security affairs, strengthened their cooperation in combating far

right violence. On November 8, the Government participated in a Berlin raUy in

which 350,000 demonstrated against antiforeigner violence. Although leftist disturb-

ances disrupted the speech of the German President, the crowds marched oeacefuUv
for several nours, and foreign groups (principally Turks and Asians) walked with
the Germans.
Vandals increasingly targeted Jewish monuments. The concentration camp memo-

rial at Ravensbrueck was vandalized and desecrated. An arson attack on the former
concentration camp at Sachsenhausen destroyed a new exhibit on Nazi oppression
of Jews. Although the Government condemned such anti-Semitic attacks, Jewish
leaders and others felt that the response was inadequate and condemned what they
perceived to be a greater leniency in the judicial system for rightwing criminals.

Discrimination against the Gypsy population continued. One of the mam targets

in the Rostock riots was the Gypsies housed there by the Government while their

asylum requests were being processed. In addition to the asylees, there are 60,000
Gypsies resident in Germany.
Some laws discriminate against members of the Muslim faith and others by pro-

viding subsidies to Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish places of worship and schools

not provided to members of other faiths (see Section 2.C.).

Women generally enjoy full and equal protection under the law, including prop-

erty and inheritance rights. However, some regulations and social programs are ap-

plied divergently in the two parts of the country. Young women experience difficul-

ties in gaining access to training In some traditionally male fields, but recent court

rulings and government pilot programs have helped break down some of these atti-

tudlnal and mstitutional carriers.

Salaries for women in the private sector tend to be lower than salaries for men
in similar jobs. The (jovemment, through its Labor Ministry, has acknowledged the
existence of unequal, sex-differentiated pay scales in the private sector as a violation

of the constitutional prohibition against discrimination on the basis of sex, religious

affiliation, or race. Several decisions by the National Labor Court in recent years
ruled in favor of women who Initiated litigation to redress pay ineqpiities. The issue

of equal pay for equal work is subject to negotiation in privalie sector collective bar-

gammg between unions and firms.

The involuntary unemployment rate for women in the eastern states continued to

be high relative to the rate for men, with women comprising over 64 percent of all

unemployed workers in eastern Germany. In the former GDR, 95 percent of the
women worked. As of November 1992, ofncial figures indicated that approximately
18.5 percent of them were out of work, compared to 9.4 percent of the men.

61-307 0-93-26
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Violence against women, including wife beating, is not condoned either in law or
in practice. The women's movement nas urged piTblic discussion of the problem and
tourer penalties for crimes against women. Interim statistics for rape (through the
first 6 months of 1992) show 2,406 reported cases in the entire country, about the
same level compared to that of the first half of 1991.
While there is no persistent abuse of human rights of diildren in Germany, the

Government does recognize that violence against children is a problem. Approxi-
mately 75 percent of sexual abuse gainst chudren is committed by family members;
one-third by the child's biological fether. The Government has sought to curb the
violence through a public awareness initiative launched on June 30, 1992, by the
Minister for Vfoxnen and Youth. The initiative seeks to sensitize people to the prob-

lem, above all by making them more familiar with its dimensions and symptoms,
and by teaching them to recognize apjpeals for help. According to the Ministry for

Women and Youth, counseling and assistance in the area of child abuse have been
expanded in recent years, in part reflecting the emphasis (as set forth in the new
Child and Youth Protection Law) placed on prevention.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. T%e Right ofAssociation.—^The right to associate, choose representatives, deter-

mine programs and policies to represent members' interests, and publicize views is

recognized and freely exercised in Germany. About 35 percent of the total eligible

work force belongs to the highly organized labor movement. The German Trade
Union Federation (DGB) represents approximately 82 percent of organized woriters

in both eastern and western Germany and actively participates in various inter-

national and European trade union organizations. The trade unions are independent
of both the Government and the political parties. The two largest groupings, the So-
cial Democratic Party (SPD) and the Christian Democratic Union (CDU) along with
the Christian Social Union (CSU), have separate organizations for trade
unionists respectively, the Working Group for Worker Questions (AFA), the
Christian Democratic Workers' Group (CDA), and the (Christian Social Workers'
Group (CSA). These groups wield considerable influence both within the parties and
the DGB.
The right to strike is guaranteed hy law, except for civil servants (including teach-

ers) and personnel in sensitive positions (such as members of the armed forces) and
was extensively exercised in 1992. International Labor Organization (ILO) bodies in

1992 were critical of the Government's broad definition of "essential services" which
prevents teachers from striking legally. Sanctions imposed on teachers who struck
in Hesse in 1989 and the replacement of striking postal workers by civil servants
in an earlier incident were the specific cases that provoked a complaint to the ILO.
In May and June, public service workers (who hold less sensitive jobs than civil

servants do, and who do not ei^oy the same benefits) staged an 11-day national

walkout afiecting many services, including rail, airport, postal, garbage disposal,

and police. At its hei^t, some 400,000 worKers participated in the walkout.
b. Tfie Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The right to organize and

bargain collectively is guaranteed by the Basic Law and is widely practiced. No ^v-
emment mechanism to promote voluntary worker-employer negotiations is required
because of a well-developed system of autonomous contract negotiations, now ex-

tended to the eastern states. Tliere is a two-tiered bargaining system whereby basic
wages and working conditions are established at the industry level and then adapt-
ed to the circumstances prevailing in particular enterprises through local negotia-

tions. So far in 1992, an increasing number of firms in eastern Germany refused
to join, or withdrew from, employers^ associations and bargained independently with
workers. This development does not appear to impair the right of German workers
to bargain collectively, although it radically alters the fashion in which this right

is exercised. A characteristic of German incmstrial relations is the legally mandated
system of works councils that provides a permanent forum for continuing selective

worker participation in the management of enterprises. Workers are fiilly protected
against antiunion discrimination.
Germany has no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is

barred by the Basic Law and is nonexistent in practice.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^Federal law generally prohibits

the employment of children under age 15, with a few exceptions: children aged 13
and 14 may do farm work for up to 3 hours per day or may deliver newspapers for

up to 2 hours per day; children aged 3 through 14 may take part in cultural per-

formances under stringent conditions with regard to number of hours, time of day,
and form of activity. The Federal Labor Ministry effectively enforces the law
through its Factory Inspection Bureau.
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e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^There is no legislative or administratively de-

termined minimum wage rate. Wages and salaries are set either by collective bar-

gaining agreements between industrial unions and employer federations or by indi-

vidual contract. These agreements, which cover about 90 percent of all wage and
salary earners, set minimum pay rates and are legallv enforceable. These minimum
wage levels provide an adequate standard of living for workers and their families.

The number of hours of work per week is regulated bv contracts that directly or

indirectly affect 80 percent of the working population. The average workweek in the

western part of Germany is 37.6 hours, and in the eastern states, about 40 hours.

Germany has an extensive system of laws and regulations on occupational safeW
and health and incorporates agrowing body of European Commumty-wide stand-

ards into its own legislation. This system includes the right to refuse to perform
dangerous or unhealthy work without jeopardizing employment. Worker insurance

earners have established—and they enforce—a comprehensive system of safety re-

quirements in the work place for each occupation. This svstem has recently been
extended into the eastern states, where lax occupational health and safety stand-

ards and conditions under the Communist regime created serious long-term prob-

lems. The Federal Labor Ministry effectively enforces occupational safety and health

standards throu^ a comprehensive network of government structures, including

the Federal Institute for Work Safety. At the local level, professional and trade asso-

ciations oversee the prevention of workplace accidents as well as worker safety.

GREECE

Greece is a constitutional republic and parliamentary democracy. The Govern-
ment under Prime Minister Constantine Mitsotakis, formed alter free elections in

April 1990, holds a two-seat majority in the Parliament. President Constantine
Karamanlis, the largely ceremonial Head of State, was chosen by Parliament in

April 1990.
The police and security services are subject to a broad variety of legal and con-

stitutional restraints. TTieir activities are monitored by Parliament, a vigorous free

press, the judiciary, human rights organizations, and other private groups.

The Greek economy has a very large state sector with a strong tradition of patron-

age. To promote further economic development, Greece relies heavily on the Euro-
pean Conununity (EC) for subsidies and loans. Government efforts to reduce the

budget deficit and strengthen the private sector are hampered by, among other
things, political polarization and opposition from labor unions and other groups.

The Constitution protects, and the authorities respect, fundamental human lights.

In 1992 an international human rights group issued a report alleging that Greek
police, particularly the Narcotics Police, as well as prison guards at times tortured

or ill-treated persons in custody during 1986-91. Greek ofncials have publicly ac-

knowledged, in discussing terrorism, that police discipline needs improvement.
There were a few reports, investigated and denied by the Greek Government, of

Greek border guards and military persoimel abusing Albanian illegal aliens, result-

ing in four Albanians' deaths. The Greek and Albanian Governments took joint

steps during 1992 to reduce border tensions and the demger of incidents.

Other human rights problems include some continuing restrictions on freedom of

speech, associatioii, and religion, use of Article 19 of the citizenship code to revoke
the citizenship of Greek citizens who are not ethnic Greeks, discrimination against

Gjrpsies, and violence against women.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^Neither government forces nor legal

opposition groups engage in political killing. However, during 1992 there were alle-

gations, denied by the Government, that Greek border guards and military person-

nel killed four Albanians who had illegally entered Greece (see Section 2.d.).

Terrorists carried out several shooting, bomb, and rocket attacks on police and
public officials in 1992. In July terrorists fired an antitank rocket across a crowded
street in downtown Athens in an unsuccessful attempt to assassinate the Finance
Minister. The explosion killed a college student and wounded several other bystand-
ers.

As a result of the investigation into the case of accused drug dealer Suleyman
Al^ar, who was beaten to death in January 1991 while in official custody, the pros-

ecutor proposed that three police officers be charged with using excessive force lead-

ing to deatii, a felony, lliis case is stiU under the magistrate's abjudication.
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b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of disapjpearance.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Constitution si>eciflcallv forbids torture, and a 1984 law makes the use of tor-

ture an offense punishable by a sentence of from 3 years to life imprisonment. This
law has never been invoked.
An international human rights organization issued a report in late June describ-

ing incidents occurring in 1990 and 1991 in which police and prison guards allegedly

tortured or ill-treated individuals or groups of people in their custocfy. An appendix,
summarizing cases raised with the Greek authorities since 1986, included 54 alleged
victims in 1991. According to the report, methods of ill-treatment included punchmg,
kicking, and beating with sticks, clubs, or truncheons. Beating on the soles of the
feet was also reported. Several persons charged with drug ouenses reported that
antinarootics police struck them during interrogations.

l^e Government conducted its own internal reviews and reported that police and
guards in most instances had been exonerated. In a 1987 case, finally aqjudicated
in 1991, a policeman was sentenced to SVz years' imprisonment for unintentionally
inflicting a fatal ii\jury on a man detained in a police station. In 1992 felony wrong-
ful-death charges were recommended to a magistrate against three policemen in the
death of a suspect in custody in 1991. This case remains under the magistrate's ad-
judication.

Although concluding that most of the allegations were groundless, the Minister
of Public Order, in public statements about tierrorism, acknowledged shortcomings
in police discipline and promised corrective action. An official of the Ministrv of Jus-
tice acknowledged a small but growing problem of abuses in overcrowded prisons
by overworked guards. A court in Piraeus sentenced two former guards to 8 months'
imprisonment for injuring a juvenile inmate in Korydallos prison. The prison system
took steps in 1992 to relieve crowded conditions, including the opening of a new
prison in Volos. Greece is using over $52 million in EC funding to improve prison
conditions in fiscal years 1992-93.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^The Constitution requires judicial war-
rants for all arrests except during the actual commission of a crime, liie legal sys-

tem protects against arbitraiy arrest orders. A person arrested on the basis of a
warrant or while committing a crime must be brought before an examining mag-
istrate within 24 hours. The magistrate must issue a detention warrant or order the
release of the detainee within 3 days, unless special circumstances require a 2-day
extension of this time limit.

Defendants brought to court before the end of the day following the commission
of a charged offense (or the fourth day following the offense if charges are brought
under the "antiterrorist" law) may be tried immediately, under "speedy procedure."
All legal safeguards, including representation by counsel, apply in "speedy proce-

dure" cases. Defendants may ask lor delay to provide time to prepare their defense,
but the court is not obliged to grant it. Tne enective maximum duration of pretrial

detention is 18 months for felonies and 9 months for misdemeanors. A panel of
judges may grant release pending trial, with or without bail. A person convicted of
a misdemeanor and sentenced to 2 years or less may, at the court's discretion, pay
a fine in lieu of being imprisoned.

Exile is unconstitutional and does not occur.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The judicial system is characterized by three lev-

els of courts, appointed judges, an examining magistrate system, trial by judicial

panel, and the right of appeal by both prosecution and defense. The independence
of the judiciary is provided for in the Constitution, but there are credible charges
that judges sometimes allow political criteria to influence their judgnients.
The Constitution provides for public trials, and trial court sessions are open to

the public, unless the court decides thatprivacy is required to protect victims and
witnesses or national security matters. The latter provision is not abused. The de-
fendant enjoys the presumption of innocence, the standard of proof of guilt beyond
a reasonable doubt, the rignt to present evidence and witnesses, the ri^t of access
to the prosecution's evidence, the right to cross-examine witnesses, and the right to

counsel. Lavryers are provided to deiendants who need them.
There are no political prisoners in Greece. There are, however, about 370 persons

in jail for refusing, on religious grounds, to perform military service as Greek law
requires (see Section 2.c.).

1. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Greek
authorities comply with constitutional prohibitions against invasions of privacy and
searches without warrants. Monitoring of personal communications is permitted
only under strict judicial controls. Judicial warrants showing probable cause are re-

quired for home searches, and there are limits on conducting such searches at night.
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In 1992 the Parliament rescinded its 1989 indictment of a former prime minister
and his former national intelligence service director for wiretapping.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech and press is provided for in
the Constitution, and is respected in practice, but there are notable exceptions.
Greek publications, representing a diverse and robust expression of political and

ideological views, are published and sold freely, but there are some restrictions. For
example, the Constitution allows for seizure, though not prior restraint, of publica-
tions that insult the President, offend religious beliefs, contain obscene articles, ad-
vocate violent overthrow of the political system, or disclose military and defense in-
formation. Seizures are rare, however, and, according to one prominent human
ri^ts activist, did not occur in 1992. Tlie law also forbids "insulting authority," and
charges on these grounds are occasionally filed. In October three journalists with
the newspaper O Logos were sentenced to jail terms of 8 to 18 months, which could
be satisfied oy paying a fine, for insulting authority by suggesting that the Supreme
Court improperly accepted guidance from the Government. In September a leader
of the Athens bus drivers' union was charged with insulting authority by question-
ing the Greek courts' independence in a speech. As of December, his case nad not
come to trial.

Greek law prohibits "exposing the friendly relations of the Greek State with for-

eign states to danger of disturbance," "spreading false information and rumors liable
to create concern and fear among citizens and cause disturbance in the country's
international relations," and "inciting citizens to rivalry and division, leading to <ns-
turbance of the peace." That law was enforced on at least five occasions m 1992.

Five cases were brought against groups or individuals for disseminating posters
or publications critical of Greek ^vemment policy on Balkan and Macedonian is-

sues. None of those charged was m jail as of December. In January 1992, six mem-
bers of an organization were sentenced to 6V2 months' imprisorunent for putting up
posters critical of government policy on the Macedonian issue. They have appealed
their conviction. In April police in Athens arrested four students for distributing a
leaflet entitled, "The Neighboring Peoples are Not Our Enemies. No to Nationalism
and War." They were sentenced in May to a fine and 19 months in jail. They have
also appealed tneir convictions. Also in May, police arrested five persons for distrib-
uting a book about "working class" perspectives on Balkan issues, denouncing the
rise of Greek nationalism, and denying that the people of Greek Macedonia are
strictly Greek. Their trial is scheduled for January 26, 1993. In August two men
were charged in connection with statements they had made in a magazine interview
in March about Macedonian issues. Their trial was scheduled for April 1993. Fi-
nally, in December another person was sentenced to a year in jail for distributing
a leaflet on Macedonian issues that referred to Alexander the Great as a "war crimi-
nal". He is free, pending appeal.
A 1991 law, designed to con^at terrorism, includes a section authorizing the Su-

preme Court prosecutor to prohibit publicizing specific statements by terrorist
groups (specifically, groups acting in concert to commit certain serious felonies, in-
cluding murder). A 1991 offer by the Government to discuss this law with ioumal-
ists' associations was not taken up in 1992. In September six publishers ana editors
were tried for violating this law in Athens. One defendant was convicted and sen-
tenced to a fine and 6 months in jail (which may be satisfied by pajring another
fine). He appealed his conviction. Trial of the other five defendants was adjourned
until January 29, 1993.

Private television and radio stations flourish in the absence of regulatory media
legislation and air a wide range of political viewpoints. State-run stations tend to
emphasize government views but allot time as well to opposition figures' activities.

Television and radio stations, like the print media, occasionally are threatened by
a local prosecutor for "insulting authority," but to date no diarges have actually
been filed.

Academic freedoms are protected by democratically chosen faculty organizations,
though such groups tend to be politicized. One professor reported that he resigned
from a university because the faculty senate denied him permission to travel outside
Greece during the academic term to take part in a program in the United States.
Since such permission is usually pro forma, the professor believed that the denial
was a direct result of his public views on minority issues.
Throughout much of western Thrace, where turkish-speaking Greek citizens are

concentrated, Turkish-language satellite television broadcasts are available to those
with access to satellite nx)una-stations. Turkish-language publications are published
and circulate locally in Thrace, while newspapers and other periodicals from Turkey
are distributed privately when brought in by taxis and travelers.
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b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Constitution provides for

freedom of assembly. Police permits are routinely issued for public demonstrations,
and there were no reports that the permit requirement was abused.
The rieht of association is provided for by the Constitution and is generally re-

spected. In 1991, however, a 'Macedonian Cultural Center" in Fiorina, organized by
Greek citizens of Slavic descent, lost an appeal of a lower court decision denying
it registration because of the use in its title of the word "Macedonian," which the
court held would cause "confusion." Government policy holds that Greek citizens of
Slavic descent do not constitute a minority (see Section 5). The decision was ap-
pealed to the Supreme Court, which hfis not yet heard the case.

Greek authorities, while recognizing a Muslim minority, do not recognize sepa-
rately an ethnic Turkish minority (see Section 5).

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The Constitution provides for freedom of religion and
grohibits discrimination against religious minorities. It also establishes the Greek
•rthodox Church, to which 98 percent of the population at least nominally adhere,

as the "prevailing" religion and prohibits proselytizing. The Greek Jehovah's Wit-
nesses organization reported that, as of mia-December, 49 members of its faith were
arrested lor proselytizing, 25 were tried, and 3 were convicted and sentenced to 30
days in jail (which may be satisfied by paying a fine of less than $10 per day). These
convictions were appealed. Two persons arrested in 1991 for proselytizing were ac-

quitted in 1992. In contrast with past years, the Jehovah's Witnesses said that, ex-
cept for one case, persons arrested for proselytizing were not jailed overnight. In No-
vember a Greek Jehovah's Witness appealed to the European Court of Justice to re-
verse his previous proselytizing conviction and to order repeal of the Greek
antiproselytism law.
Although the Mormons have an active missionary program in Greece, no Mormons

were arrested for proselytizing in 1992.
All Greek men, irrespective of religion, are subject to the military draft, which

does not provide for nonmiUtary alternative service. Noncombatant alternative mili-

tary service has been available since 1977, but the Defense Ministry said in 1992
that no one had ever requested that option. As of October, about 370 draft refusers,
nearly all of them Jehovah's Witnesses, were serving prison sentences of between
3 and 5 years. About 185 were in Sindos military prison, where about 85 were able
to work and thereby earn 2 days off their sentences for each day served. Another
145 were in civilian agricultural prisons, where all were able to reduce their sen-
tences by working, though living conditions were reportedly more austere than in
Sindos. The Defense Ministry said its goal was to consolidate all imprisoned draft
refusers at Sindos and to make work available to all prisoners there.

Historically, Jehovah's Witnesses ministers were not granted the exemption from
military service accorded under Greek law to clergy of ^nown religions. However,
in 1990-91, the Council of State, declaring that the Jehovah's Witnesses were a
"known religion," ordered three clerics released who had refused induction. In 1992,
however, in a case that sparked controversy in the press and Parliament, Pastor
Tasos Georgiadis was arrested three times for draft refusal and each time was tried
by a military court and acquitted. The Government replied to a question by a mem-
ber of the European Parliament that the agency responsible for Georgiadis'
rearrests and retrials, the Hellenic military's recruiting division, had relied on a rul-

ing by the Holy Synod of the Greek Orthodox Church that the Jehovah's Witnesses
were "not religious...in character." In July, after winning an app>eal to the Council
of State, Georgiadis was freed. Current policy, according to a Defense Ministry ofH-

cial, is to send draft notices to Jehovah s Witnesses' pastors but not to act against
any pastor who refuses induction until he has had the opportunity to complete an
appeal to the Council of State, and to respect that Council s rulings. As of December,
there were no Jehovah's Witnesses clergy imprisoned for draft remsal.
Each church in Greece requires the local Orthodox bishop's permission to open

and operate. Such permission is sometimes delayed or withheld, though religious

services are often conducted while awaiting formal permission. In 1992 the Jeho-
vah's Witnesses lost one case and had another penoing in the Supreme Court in-

volving of>eration of unlicensed houses of worship. The Witnesses said that they had
referred both cases to the Council of Europe and that meantime both churches were
in use.
Mosques and other Muslim religious institutions operate in western Thrace,

where most Greek citizens of the Muslim faith reside. Some Muslims claim that
Greek law weakens the financial autonomy of the "wakfs," community funds used
for maintaining mosques and for charitable works, by placing the wakfs under the
administration of appointed muftis (Islamic judges and religious leaders). The Trea-
ty of Lausanne contains language allowing minorities to control their charitable in-

stitutions.
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In accordance with a 1990 presidential decree, the State appoints the three muftis

in Greece, all resident in western Thrace. According to Greek government policy,

muftis must be appointed because, in addition to their religious duties, they are ju-

dicial functionaries who are paid by the State, with authority in many civil and do-

mestic matters. The selection process includes formal consultations with local Mus-
lim leaders. Some members of the Muslim minority accept this arrangement, while

others oppose it, preferring to have muftis elected by the communities they will

serve. In March Greece barred entry to three Turkish imams wishing to preach in

Thrace during Ramadan because they had not sought invitations from official

muftis.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—^The Constitution protects freedom of movement within the country, for-

eign travel, and emigration. Ethnic Greeks intending to emigrate, and emigrants

who return to Greece, experience no discrimination. However, Article 19 of the

Greek citizenship code distinguishes between Greek citizens who are ethnic Greeks

and those who are not. Greek citizens who are not ethnic Greeks may be deprived

of citizenship if it is determined that they left Greece with the apparent intent not

to return. But under Greek law, immigrants who are ^thnic Greeks are recognized

as Greek citizens and accorded full rights (see below). Most Article 19 cases involve

Muslims, primarily persons of Turkish origin, from western Thrace.

Proceedings under Article 19 are initiated on the basis of reports by local authori-

ties in Greece or by Greek embassies or consulates abroad. The Interior Ministry

holds a hearing at which the affected person is not present, nor is the affected per-

son notified of the hearing. Those who lose Greek citizenship as a result of such

hearings sometimes learn of this loss only when they seek to reenter Greece. Accord-

ing to the Foreign Ministiy, 138 persons lost Greek citizenship under Article 19 in

1992, of whom 16 filed administrative appeals. Three of these appeals were success-

ful, while 13 were not. Despite assurances in 1991 that Article 19 would be abol-

ished in 1992, the Government by year's end had not introduced the requisite legis-

lation in Parliament to do so.

Persons who lose their Greek citizenship under Article 19 have the right of "ad-

ministrative appeal" to the Interior Ministiy and may also appeal to the Greek
Council of State and to the Council of Europe. Leaders of the Turkish-origin Greek
community complain that the time and expense involved tend to discourage such ap-

peals.

Increasingly a transit country for economic migrants, Greece frequently offers

temporary asylum, though rarely permanent resettlement, to a growing number of

refugees from Eastern Europe, AJFrica, and the Middle East. In late 1992, there were

reports of increasing numbers of Iraqi Chaldeans and Kurds attempting to enter

Greece illegally. There were reliable reports that two boats with such refugees had
sunk in the Aegean, resulting in the deaths of most of those aboard. Greece has
given temporary refuge to about 100 boat refugees.

Since 1986 about 35,000 ethnic Greeks from the former Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics have entered Greece, with 3,107 entries recorded in the first half of 1992.

These immigrants are recognized as Greek citizens and accorded fuU ri^ts. Perma-
nent resettlement in Greece is not usually available for nonethnic Greek refugees.

Albanian border crossers, some of whom were armed and dangerous, occasionally

clashed with Greek border forces and in a few instances reportedly suffered serious

mistreatment. Albanian authorities in January claimed that Greek forces near

Videlhova had beaten six Albanians, killing two. Albanian television in February

claimed that Greek forces, forcibly repatriating a group of 100 Albanians, had mis-

treated them, beating and burning a member of the group, Agur Emini. The Greek

Government stated that its investigations showed no wrongdoing by border forces

in these and other cases, but Greek officials informally indicated that several sol-

diers had been disciplined for using abusive language.

Both the Greek and Albanian Governments have attempted to alleviate the border

situation. They agreed to open new consulates and border-crossing points and in

July signed an agreement on cooperation in dealing with "urgent matters," such as

the mass influx of immigrants. FoUowup meetings were held in December in Ath-

ens, at both ministerial and working levels, to improve cooperation in border control

and to find emplojnment for some Albanians in Greece. In addition to the central

Governments' (^scussions, local officials met informally along the border to cope

with the large volume of border crossers, currently estimated by Greek officials at

about 1,000 per day.
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Section 3. Respect for PolUical Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Greece is a multiparty democracy in which the Constitution guarantees iuU politi-

cal rights for all citizens. See section 6 for allegations of some limitations on the
ability of some Gypsies to vote. Parliament elects the President for a 5-year term.
Members of the unicameral 300-seat Parliament are elected to maximum 4-year
terms bv secret ballot. Universal suffrage for those over age 18 is compulsory and
enforced by fines and administrative penalties. Opposition parties function freely

and have broad access to the media. Under a 1990 electoral law, no candidate may
be elected whose party does not receive 3 percent or more of the nationwide vote.

As a result, both current independent Members of Parliament, one of whom is of
Turkish and the other of Gypsy origin, are unlikely to be reelected unless they run
as candidates of one of the national parties.

There are no restrictions, in law or in practice, on the participation of women in

government or politics. Women's representation at the higner levels of Greek politi-

cal life is steadily increasing. In 1990 women for the first time were elected to the
presidencies of national political parties. Though small, the parties in question
(Communist and Left Alliance) are represented in Parliament. A female candidate
nearly won the mayorship of Athens in 1990; women held 5 of the 51 ministerial

and deputy ministerial seats in the Cabinet at the end of 1992. Women are rep-

resented, though not yet widely, in the leadership of the two largest parties (New
Democracy and PASOK).

Section 4. Governmental Attitudes Regarding International and Nongovernmental
Investigations ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Domestic human rights organizations are allowed to operate freely. The Govern-
ment has not obstructed human rights organizations' visits and investigations. One
international human rights group complained that the Government was not forth-

coming with information about cases the group raised.

The Government generally respects the right of foreign diplomats to meet with
Greek oflicials and other citizens, including critics of omcial policy, and such con-

tacts normally take place without adverse reaction. However, in August the Foreign
Ministry protested to the U.S. Embassy a meeting between the U.S. Consul General
in TTiessaloniki and a group of people who call themselves "Macedonian" activists.

In December the Prime Minister termed "unacceptable" a meeting between a visit-

ing U.S. Government ofllcial and two independent Muslim Members of Parliament
on the grounds that the location (the Parliament building) was inappropriate, al-

though foreign diplomats frequently meet with Members of Parliament in the Par-
liament building. Both meetings had received negative press coverage. In neither

case, however, did the Government seek to restrict future contacts.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The only minority Greece formally recognizes is a "Muslito minority," which is re-

ferred to in the Treaty of Lausanne (1923). The Muslim minority is comprised pri-

marily of ethnic Turks or Turkish speakers, in western Thrace. TTie Government es-

timates the Muslim minority in western Thrace at roughly 120,000 persons. In addi-

tion to people of Turkish origin, it includes Pomaks (speaking a language akin to

Bulgarian) and Gypsies. Some Muslims also live on Greek islands near the Turkish
coast and in Athens and other industrial areas. Gvpsies (both Christian and Mus-
lim) are scattered throughout Greece. The north of^ Greece is also home to Greek
citizens speaking or descended from speakers of one or more Slavic dialects.

Government eflbrts to eradicate certain discriminatory treatment of Muslims in

Thrace continued in 1992. Many complaints familiar from past years—greater im-
pediments in bujdng land and m obtaining hunting, drivers', and tractor licenses;

building construction and maintenance permits; permission to open, improve, and
expand mosques; trade and commercial Licenses; and land titles—did not recur in

1992. Complaints that Muslims were disproportionately required to sell arable land
to the State for public projects, a major allegation in earlier years, also did not recur

in 1992. (In addition, see Section 2.c. for complaints about wakf administration.)

Employment of Muslims in the public sector is much lower than the Muslim share
of the population. Some Turkish-origin Greeks claim that they are hired onlv in

small numbers for lower level public sector employment and rarely or not at all at

higher levels. The Government cites many Muslims' lack of fluency in Greek, as well
as the need for a university degree for nigh-level positions, as factors limiting the
number of Muslims eligible for public employment.

Public offices in Thrace do their business in Greek; the courts provide inteiyreters
as needed. In the Komotini district in Thrace, where many members of the Muslim
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minority live, the Office of the District Governor ("Nomarch") has interpreters avail-

able.

The Treaty of Lausanne guarantees the Muslim minority the right to Turkish-lan-
guage education, with a reciprocal entitlement for the Greek minority in Istanbul.
Western Thrace has both Koranic and secular Turkish-language schools. Govern-
ment disputes with Turkey over teachers and textbooks caused these secular schools
serious problems in obtaining suflicient numbers and quality of faculty and teaching
materials. There are only 656 places in Turkish-language secondary schools for

Muslims, although there are over 9,000 Muslim elementary school pupils. Many
Muslims reportedly go to high school in Turkey. Very few graduates of tne Muslim
secondary school system attend Greek universities.

To address some of these problems, the Greek Government issued in 1992 new
Turkish-language elementary texts, prepared m Greece, on a variety of subjects.

Texts on mathematics and several other subjects were also received from the Turk-
ish Government in mid-1991. The Greek Government reviewed their content in time
for the beginning of the school year in September 1992 and either issued or re-

turned them to Turkey with requested changes noted. However, some Turicish-origin
Greeks objected to having their schools use teaching materials prepeu^d in Greece,
and, early in the school year, between 20 and 30 persons seized the new texts from
as many as 90 village schools. Those who seized the books said that they did not
object to the books' quality. In September a court in Komotini sentenced three per-
sons to 17 months in jail m connection with these book seizures; the sentences may
be satisfied by paying a fine. Those convictions were appealed. As of December,
more than 20 persons still faced theft charges; hearings are set for early 1993. The
seized books have been returned.
Some Turkish-origin Greeks complain that it is difficult to obtain permission to

bring in teachers from Turkey or to hire Turkish-sp>eaking teachers locally, particu-
larly for the secular Turkish-language middle schools m Xanthi and Komotini.
Under a 1968 agreement, Greece and Turkey may annually exchange up to 35
teachers each to serve, respectively, in Istanbul and western Inrace. In 1992 Greece
sent 16 teachers to Istanbul, and admitted 16 of the 35 high school teachers whom
Turkey nominated to teach in Thrace. Muslim villages usually elect Muslim-domi-
nated local governments. In Komotini and Xanthi, both Muslims and non-Muslims
hold seats on the town councils. The use of the word Tourkos" ("Turic") is prohib-
ited in titles of organizations, though individuals may legally call themselves
"Tourkos." To most Greeks, the word "Tourkos" connotes Turkish citizenship and
loyalties, and many object to its use by Greek citizens of Turkish origin. Use of a
similar adjective, "Tourkoyennis" ("of Turkish descent/affiliation/ ethnicit}^"), is al-

lowed (see also Section 2.b.).

Members of non-Orthodox religions occasionally report difficulty obtaining occupa-
tional licenses. In 1992 the Jehovah's Witnesses' organization identified an account-
ant and three teachers who it claimed had been kept from practicing their profes-
sions on religious grounds, and a school principal wno claimed to have lost a posi-
tion as a school inspector after being questioned about his religious beliefs. As of
December, each of these persons had appealed to the Ministry of Education or the
Council of State. Most Jehovah's Witnesses are able to woric unhindered; one of the
teachers mentioned above reportedly has a sibling, also a Jehovah's Witness, who
teaches in a public school.
Northern Greece is home to a small number (unofficial estimates range from well

under 10,000 to nearly 50,000) of Greek citizens who are descended from speakers
of a Slavic dialect. Some still speak that dialect, and a few identify themselves as
"Macedonians." Organizations of these citizens are not allowed to use the word
"Macedonian" in their names. In 1991 the Thessaloniki appellate court upheld a ban
against a cultural center in Fiorina on these grounds (see Section 2.b.). That organi-
zation appealed to the Supreme Court, which had not ruled on the case by year's
end. Individual citizens are free to speak the Slavic dialect in public and perform
Slavic dances and music openly.

Unofficial estimates of the number of Gypsies in Greece range from 80,000 to
140,000. Gypsies in Greece suffer the same problems that Gypsies suffer throughout
Europe. Most Greek Gypsies are at least nominally Greek Orthodox, with Greek
names, who speak Romany at home but Greek in public transactions. In western
Thrace, where slightly over one-third of the population is Muslim, Gypsies tend to

be Muslim, with lurkish names and some knowledge of the Turkish lan^age. The
Government estimates the Muslim Gypsy population to be 22,000. Official govern-
ment policy is to encourage Gypsies to assimilate. For those who do not, illiteracy,

poverty, crime, and social prejudice continue to be significant problems. Greek
human rights activists allege that some municipalities attempt to prevent settle-

ment by Gypsies, refusing to register them as citizens. Without sucn registration.
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Gypsies are not allowed to vote and are excluded from a spectrum of government
services.

In March, allegedly in response to a series of armed robberies and other crimes
ascribed to Gvpsies, police raided some Gypsy encampments near Megara, rounding
up most of the male inhabitants and holding them, in some cases overnight, for

identification checks. A small number were arrested, mostly for outstanding mis-
demeanor warrants. Critics charged that these police raids were racist and unconsti-
tutional.

There are broad constitutional and legal protections for women, including equal
pay for equal work. Women are gradually entering traditionally male-dominated oc-

cupations, including the higher echelons of business and government. Women police

officers were assigned in 1992 to traffic control in high-visibility areas of downtown
Athens, but such assignments are of the lowest status. The Government's General
Secretariat for Equality of the Sexes coordinates efforts to remove barriers. Muslim
women in western Thrace have the option of Islamic or civil marriage and Islamic
or civil jurisdiction in domestic disputes.

Violence against women is a problem identified by women's rights groups, but
there is a strong cultural bias against reporting cases of rape, incest, and wile beat-
ing. There are no reliable statistics to indicate the extent of these problems. PoUce
and local authorities generally do not intervene in domestic conflicts. The social in-

frastructure for battered women is almost nonexistent, despite the EC's past fund-
ing. Women's groups continue to press the Government, which, despite acknowledg-
ing the need for more active measures, has yet to implement any speciflc remedial
programs.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—The right of Eissociation is provided for in the Con-
stitution and in legislation passed in 1987 and amended in 1992. All workers, except
the military and police, have the right to form or join unions of their own choosing.

In 1992 approximately 35 percent of Greek workers (some 1.5 million wage and ssu-

ary earners) were organized in unions.
Only the 5 most powerful public sector unions have dues-withholding provisions

in their contracts. In the past, unions received most of their funding from a Ministry
of Labor organization, the Workers' Hearth, which distributed mandatory contribu-
tions from employees and employers. Legislation passed in 1990 eliminated Work-
ers' Hearth funding for labor unions, effective in January 1992, and was the subject
of a Confederation of Greek Labor (GSEE) complaint to the International Labor Or-
ganization (ILO) in June 1991. A clause in tne 1991 nationwide collective labor
ag^%ement, negotiated between employers and GSEE, allows unions to continue re-

ceiving ^nds from the Workers' Hearth to cover their basic needs. The Parliament
approved this clause in November 1992. Unions are now receiving Workers' Hearth
funding.
Over 4,000 unions are grouped into regional and sectoral federations and two um-

brella confederations, one for civil servants and one for private sector employees.
The unions are highly politicized, and there are party-afliliated factions within the
labor confederations, but they are not controlled oy political parties or the Govern-
ment in day-to-day operations. There are no restrictions on who may serve as a
union official. There are no restrictions on international contacts, and Greek unions
maintain a variety of international affiliations.

Legislation passed in 1990 qualifies the right to strike by requiring a skeleton
staff during strikes affecting certain public services such as electricity, transpor-
tation, communications, and oanking. During strikes in September, a skeleton staff

did not completely ensure that essential services continued uninterrupted. The Gov-
ernment brought charges against unions and individuals for violating the legislation

and, as of December 1992, lawsuits against the unions and individuals were pend-
ing.

More than 250 strikes occurred in 1992, including a number in August and Sep-
tember by public sector (including public utility) workers protesting the Athens city

bus system's privatization and proposed social security system reforms. Public
transportation and electric company strikes in particular caused considerable dis-

ruption, the former turning violent in a few instances. The courts have the power
to declare strikes illegal. The Government may also declare the "civil mobilization"

of workers in case of danger to national security, life, or property, or the social and
economic life of the country. The ILO believes this "civil mobilization" power violates

the standards of ILO Convention 87 on freedom of association, and the ILO Commit-
tee of Experts criticized it. The Government did not resort to civil mobilization dur-
ing the strikes in August and September but instead used soldiers to drive some
Athens city buses.
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In response to union complaints that most labor disputes ended in compulsory ar-
bitration, legislative remedies were enacted in 1989 providing for mediation proce-
dures, with compulsory arbitration as a last resort, in 1991 the Ministry of Labor
completed work on implementing procedures, and the legislation establishing a na-
tional mediation, reconciliation, and arbitration organization went into effect in Jan-
uary 1992. A government decree in early 1992 suspending annual negotiations be-
tween public sector unions and public enterprises on wage levels and increases di-

minished the scooe of the organization. This decree was the basis for a complaint
lodged with the ILO by the GSEE for violation of ILO Conventions 98 and 87. These
negotiations were suspended because of a government-mandated wage freeze in the
public sector. The GSEE also filed complaints for violation of the same ILO Conven-
tions in September. These complaints concern legislation amending the election sys-

tem in the journalists' union, limiting paid leave for trade union activities in the

fmblic sector, and recognizing the right of employers to denounce retroactively col-

ective bargaining agreements that nave been ratified by law. The ILO had not
ruled on these complaints by the end of the year.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Legislation passed in 1955
and amended in 1990 ensures the right to organize and bargain collectively. There
are no restrictions on collective bargaining for private sector employees. Having no
formal system of collective bargaining, civil servants collectively negotiate their de-
mands with the Office of the Minister to the Prime Minister, with which the final

decision rests.

Antiunion discrimination is prohibited. The Labor Inspectorate or the courts in-

vestigate and work to resolve complaints of discrimination against union members
or organizers. Court rulings have mandated the reinstatement of improperly fired

union organizers. Greece has no export processing zones.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is pro-

hibited by the Constitution and is not practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum age for employment
in the industrial sector is 15, with higher limits for certain activities. The minimum
age is 12 in family businesses, theaters, and the cinema. These age limits are en-
forced by occasional Labor Inspectorate spot checks and are generally respected.
However, families engaged in agriculture, lood service, or merchandising often have
younger family members assisting them, at least part-time.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The minimum wage is determined through col-

lective bargaining between the GSEE and the employers' association. The Ministry
of Labor routine^ ratifies this minimum wage, wnich has the force of law and ap-
plies to all Greek workers. The minimum wage is sufficient for a decent standard
of living for a worker and family.

The maximum legal workweek is 40 hours in the private sector and 37Vi hours
in the public sector. A 1989 law permitted more flexibilitv in business hours, pro-
vided that the average workweek did not exceed the legal maximum over a period
of time. A law that took effect in 1992 broadened this provision by significantly ex-

tending legal operating hours for retail establishments. The law mandates paid va-
cation of 1 month per year and sets limits on overtime.

Legislation provides for minimum standards of occupational health and safety. Al-

though the GSEE characterizes health and safety legislation as satisfactory, it

charges that enforcement, the responsibility of the Labor Inspectorate, is inad-
equate. After an explosion and fire at a petroleum refinery in September in which
14 people were killed, the GSEE cited statistics indicating a fairly high number of
job-related accidents in Greece over the past 20 years. Inadequate inspection, failure
to enforce regulations, outdated industrial plants and equipment, and poor safety
training of employees contribute to the accident rate.

HUNGARY
Hungary is a parliamentary democracy with a freely elected legislative assembly.

The Prime Minister, Jozsef Antall, heads a three-party coalition Government which
was formed after the 1990 national elections.

The state internal and external security services report directly to a minister
without portfolio. The police are controlled by and are responsive to the Govern-
ment. Total military expenditures for 1989, the last year for which the U.S. Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed analysis, were $4,064 mil-
lion. Defense budgets are failing to keep pace with inflation, resulting in a net de-
crease in such expenditures.
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The Government continues to nurture the country's delicate transition from a
state to a market economy. Hungary has attracted over half of all foreign invest-
ment in Eastern Europe, and some three-fourths of its trade turnover is now with
advanced industrial countries. However, its privatization and liberalization pro-
grams were accompanied by declining standards of living, with a fourth of the popu-
lation living at or below the poverty line, and high unemployment, which exceeded
11 percent by the end of 1992.
Human rights and civil liberties are provided for in the Constitution and gen-

erally respected in practice. While the print media flourished, the lack of media leg-

islation contributed to uncertainty over the status of state broadcast n>edia. Efforts

to enact appropriate legislation (x>difying their status foundered because the coali-

tion Government and tne opposition in Parliament disagreed fundamentally over
the role of the broadcast media and the independence of its leadership.
Rightwing populists, especially from the Prime Minister's party, the Hungarian

Democratic Forum (MDF), exploited popular discontent with some of the negative
effects of the Government's economic restructuring program, such as rising unem-
ployment and a higher cost of living. A notorious example of cm antidenoocratic and
anti-Semitic outlook was Istvan Csurka's study in August. Csurka, at the time one
of six vice presidents of the MDF, blamed Hungary's problems on a conspiracy of
the Communist nomenklatura (ruling elite) albed with the liberal opposition to

maintain power, Jewish influence in the media and in the opposition, the
debasement of Hungarian values, and the Prime Minister's ineffective leadership.
The Prime Minister distanced himself and his Grovemment from Csurka's views
without repudiating them forcefully but has taken steps together with the partv
leadership to lessen Csurka's influence in the MDF. In December the MDF Presid-
ium abolished the position of vice president in the party, with the result that
Csurka and the other vice presidents lost their titles (although they all remain Pre-
sidium members).

Signiflcant prejudice against the Gypsy population continued. There was an in-

crease in physical attacks on Gypsies, Africans, and Arabs by "skinheads." During
the flrst half of the year, there were approximately 40 skinhead attacks against
Gypsies and foreign students, 22 occurring in Budapest. It is estimated that police

responded to only one-third of these attacks. The police, in an effort to ameliorate
the situation, stepped up their patrols and sought to engage skinhead leaders in dia-

log.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There was no evidence that political

killings occurred. However, in September a park ranger shot and killed two Gypsies
for allegedly stealing pears from an orchard. A Gypsy Member of Parliament (M.P.)
publicly questioned whether the ranger would have behaved in the same way if

Gypsies had not been involved. The ranger is currently under arrest, awaiting trial

for homicide.
b. Disappearance.—^There were no reported disappearances.
c. Tordire and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

No known instances of torture occurred. The press, however, regularly carried re-

ports of police abuse against Gypsies.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Upon arrest, suspects must be informed

of the chai;ges against them and may be held for a maximum of 72 hours before
charges must be filed. It is a requirement, followed in practice, that persons be al-

lowed access to counsel from the moment they are suspects undergoing questioning
and throughout all subsequent proceedings. The authorities must specifically pro-
vide counsel when a person is mentally handicapped, juvenile, or unable to afford
counsel. There is no bail system; however, depending upon the nature of the crime,
the accused may be released upon his or her own recognizance. Pretrial detention
is based on a warrant issued by a judge and is limited to 1 year while criminal in-

vestigations are in progress, after which the accused must be brought to trial or re-

leased. There were no known instances of incommunicado detention.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Under the Constitution, the courts are responsible
for the administration of justice, with the Supreme Court exercising policy control
over the operations and judicature of all courts. There are three levels of courts in

the current system. Original jurisdiction in most matters rests with the local courts.

Appeals of their rulings may be made to county courts or to the Budapest Municipal
Court, all of which also have original jurisdiction in some matters. The highest level

of appeal is the Supreme Court, whose determination in nonconstitutional issues are
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binding. There is no jury system; hence, judges are the flnal arbiters. In the case
of military trials, appeals also may be addressed to the Supreme Court.
The Constitutional Court is charged with reviewing the constitutionality of laws

and statutes brought before it for review. The Courts 10 members are elected by
Parliament to a 9-year term which may be renewed. (According to the law, the Con-
stitutional Court is to be composed oi 15 members; 10 have been elected to date,

and the remaining 5 are scheduled to be seated by 1995.) No judge or member of
the Supreme Court or the Constitutional Court may belong to a political party or
enrage in political activity.

The right to a fair public trial is provided for by law and respected in practice.

In some cases, however, judges may agree to a closed trial if it is for the protection
of the accused, such as in some rape cases. This is also true for military trials,

which follow civil law and may be closed if state, service, or moral grounds justify

a closed trial. In all cases, sentencing must take place publicly. Defendants are enti-

tled to counsel during all phases of criminal proceedings and are presumed innocent
until proven guilty. Judicial proceedings are generally investigative rather than ad-
versarial in nature.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Under
current law, search warrants may be issued independently by the prosecutor's office.

House searches must be carried out in the presence of two witnesses. A written in-

ventory of items removed from the premises must be prepared. These provisions are
observed in practice.

According to the law, only the Minister of Justice has the authority to approve
wiretapping for national security reasons and for legitimate criminal investigations.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Freedom of speech is provided for in the Con-
stitution and is respected in practice. However, tne Government's takeover of the
budgets of the state-owned television and radio at the end of the year raised serious

concerns about the freedom of the press from government control. A wide range of
newspapers, magazines, and books are available in Budapest, representing a broad
spectrum of political opinion, and the press is not subject to censorship.
There was one incident during 1992 of a government crackdown on a Budapest

tabloid. When the weekly Heti Super Pszt! published allegations on August 7 that
the Foreign Minister had been a double agent during the Communist regime, the
Government moved quickly to confiscate virtually all copies of the paper before it

could be sold on the street, basing its action on the existing media law (dating from
the Communist period) and charging that the article violated the personal rights of
the Foreign Minister and discredited the Government. The Government also filed

criminal charges against the publisher.
The case of Szent Korona, a weekly indicted in 1991 for incitement of anti-Semitic

feelings, was still pending. A corollary action concluded in May when the Constitu-
tional Court ruled on the validity of the law under which the newspaper was in-

dicted. In an attempt to balance freedom of speech with protection of minorities, the
Court stated that inciting hatred against nations, ethnic communities, or races was
an abuse of the freedom of speech; however, it noted that the law's provisions per-
taining to punishment for disseminating demeaning statements were unconstitu-
tional.

A moratorium on the granting of licenses for radio and television stations has
been in effect since the spring of^l990, due to Hungary's failure to enact media leg-

islation. Several attempts at passage of media legislation were blocked by disagree-
ment among political parties over who should have the authority to designate mem-
bers of the radio and television office and appoint presidents and deputies at the
state television and radio stations, with the opposition claiming that the draft laws
would give the Government excessive control over the media.
Hungarian radio (MR) and Hungarian television (MTV) ery'oyed near monopoly

status. There were two private commercial radio stations in Budapest and two other
stations owned by private investors and the Government. Many Hungarians, espe-
cially in Budapest, watched Western European programs on satellite television and
cable. Several stations started broadcasting illegally.

In another issue widely perceived as bearing upon press freedom, the Prime Min-
ister tried to remove the presidents of MTV ana MK, purportedly for mismanage-
ment, but President Arpad Goncz twice refused to sign the orders for their dismis-
sal. In December, after a November 30 deadline for enactment of a media biU im-
posed by the Constitutional Court passed without parliamentary action, a govern-
ment investigatory committee suspended MTV President Elemer Hankiss and
launched criminal proceedings (for financial malfeasance) against two of his top
aides. Also in December, Parliament approved, despite resistance in its own cultural
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committee (which has responsibility for media legislation), a government initiative

to transfer budgetary authority for MTV and MR from those entities to the ofRce

of the Prime Manister. Although the Government insists that this is nothing more
than an effort to impose needed fiscal discipline upon the state media, the opposi-

tion claims that the Government seeks the power to coerce or eliminate personnel

and programs perceived as unfriendly to its interests. Opposition parliamentarians

appealed this action to the Constitutional ourt, which, however, declined to rule

until passage of the Government's budget. International organizations have ex-

pressed concern over this apparent threat to freedom of soeech.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Peaceful public gatherings are

essentially unrestricted. In general, no permits are required for assembly except in

cases when a public gathering is planned near sensitive installations such as mili-

tary facilities, embassies, and Key government buildings. Police may sometimes alter

or revoke permits, but there is no evidence that this right is abused. Several mass
demonstrations reflecting diverse political views took place in 1992, including those

calling for immediate changes in the Government and in the state-run media.

Any 10 or more persons may form an association, provided that it does not com-
mit crimintd offenses or disturb the rights of others. Associations with charters and
elected officers must register with the courts.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Hungary is approximately 65 percent Roman Catholic;

members of other faiths practice their religions freely. There is no ofTicially pre-

ferred religion, and religious affiliation carries no benefits or penalties. Religious

groups may and do maintain international contacts. Religious orders and schools

have regained property confiscated by the Communist regime.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country. Foreign Travel. Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—Tliere are no restrictions on movement of Hungarian nationals within

or outside Hungary, including the rights of emigration and repatriation. Emigration

may be delayetC but not denied, for those who nave significant court-assessed debts

or who possess state secrets. Foreign students from countries not having a visa

waiver agreement with Hungary must obtain exit visas every time they leave the

country.
The fighting in the former Yugoslavia resulted in a continued flow of refugees into

Hungary. While the exact tally dianged from day to day, the Government estimated

the total to be between 50,000 and 60,000, most of them in private housing. Despite

its difficult economic situation, Hungary provided basic food and housing assistance.

Hungary is a signatoiy to the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees

and to its 1967 Protocol but with a caveat that it will grant refugee status only to

European nationals. Prospective refugees who only seek transit to Western Europe
are encouraged to return to their countries of departure. Local and international

human rights oi^ganizations and a Budapest local newspaper accused the Govern-

ment of detaining aliens in unacceptable conditions for excessively lengthy periods

at the detention center at Kerepestarcsa, which is operated by the police. Illegal

aliens, mostly non-European, are kept at the center pending their deportation or

their qualification for resettlement in a third countiy by the local office of the Unit-

ed Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). While the police seek the

timely deportation of detainees who do not qualify for refugee status, a lack of funds

and the detainees' lack of proper documentation, such as passports, often result in

lengthy stays. Recognizing there was vaHdity to the complaints from human rights

groups, the Government allowed some detainees to leave the center on temporary

passes. The detainees complained of inadequate food supplies, unsanitary facilities,

and the lack of opportunity to qualify for refugee status. The UNHCR, however, vis-

ited the camp regularly and stated that very few of the detainees met the definition

of a refugee. Besides UNHCR, several organizations, including Inter-Faith Services,

a religious group that operates a few refugee camps in southern Hungary, regularly

visit the detainees.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-

ment
Hungarians over the age of 18 have the ri^t to change their government through

national and local elections held every 4 years. The Parliament s 386 members are

elected through a complex formula of individual and party lists. The Prime Minister

is the head of the largest party in Parliament, the Hungarian Democratic Forum
(MDF). Currently, Hungary has a center-right coalition government, formed by the

MDF, the Independent Smallholders Party, and the Christian Democratic People's

Party. Three parties, ranging from left to center-right constitute an active opposition

in Parliament. Several parties have been formed recently; however, only those that

attract at least 4 percent of the vote in the 1994 elections may be represented in

Parliament.
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There are no legal impediments to women's participation in government or the po-
litical process; 27 of 386 parliamentary deputies are women. There are few women
in leadership positions in the Grovemment or the political parties. Several minori-
ties, including Germans, Gypsies, Croats, and Slovaks, arc represented in Par-
liament, as members of one party or another.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Several human rights organizations operate in Hungary, including the Hungarian
Helsinki Committee, the Wallenberg Association for Minority Rights, and the Hun-
garian Human Rights League. The newest addition is the Martin Luther King Orga-
nization, which was formed by the foreign student community in response to the
growing incidence of racially motivated attacks. A 25-member parUamentaiy com-
mittee for Human, Minority, and Religious Rights also considers human ri^ts is-

sues.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Although the Constitution allows each minority group one parliamentary ombuds-
man to speak for its collective ri^ts, this provision has not yet been implemented.
On the local level, minorities have the right to establish self-governing bodies, and
minority candidates need only two-thirds of the minimum number of votes required
of non-minority candidates for election to corresponding regional legislative bodies.
A Minority Roundtable, at which all minorities are represented, negotiates with the
Government over the content of prospective legislation on minorities. The Govern-
ment established an Ofllce for National and Ethnic Minorities (NEKH) in Septem-
ber 1990 to address the needs of national and ethnic minorities.

Gypsies constitute the largest minority group, oflicially estimated at between
400,000 and 600,000 in a total population oi 10.5 million. The second largest group
are the 200,000 Germans, followed by 111,000 Slovaks, and 80,000 Jews. There are
also Croatian, Romanian, Polish, Greek, Serbian, Slovene, Armenian, Ruthenian,
and Bulgarian minorities.

To varying degrees, education is available in almost all minority languages. There
are minority-language printed media, and Hungarian Radio broadcasts 20-minute
daily programs in the mother tongue of each nationality. Hungarian television car-
ries a 20-minute program for each minority, complemented oy 5-minute weekly
news bulletins. Minority groups were dissatisfied with the broadcasting hours allot-

ted them, complaining especially about early afternoon time slots for such programs.
Conditions of life within the Gypsy community are significantly poorer than

among the general population. Gypsies tend to be considerably less educated, with
lower than average incomes and life expectancy, and hi^er unemplojnment crime
rates. The Government sponsors programs both to preserve Gypsy languages and
cultural heritage and to assist social and economic assimilation. Nonetheless, wide-
spread popular pre^dice continues. The press regularly carries reports of police

abuse a^inst Gypsies. The Government has apparently made no significant attempt
to investigate these reports. Gypsies are generally assumed to be untrustworthy and
treated as such (see Section l.a.). In one incident, following a longstanding feud be-
tween a Gypsy family and non-Gypsy residents of a village, the Gypsies' homes were
firebombed one night. Arrests were made in the case. Gypsies in at least one com-
munity charged that local restaurants and clubs were using skinhead bouncers to

keep them out. Gjrpsies complained that skinheads followed them and made threats
and occasionally attacked lone Gypsies. They said if Gypsies filed complaints, the
courts acted as if the Gypsies were the perpetrators, not the victims. Anti-Gjrpsy
graffiti proliferated.

A founder of the Hungarian National Socialist Action Group, Istvan Gyorkos, and
four other members of the neo-Nazi group were arrested in February and chai^ged
with inciting hatred against minorities and aliens, as well as illegal possession of
weapons and ammunition. Gyorkos was convicted of incitement against the commu-
nity and possession of illegal firearms. He received a 1-year suspended sentence.
Three of the other four were convicted and were either fined or given suspended jail

sentences. Skinheads who harass or attack Gypsies and foreigners have generally
been charged either with the crime of hooliganism or assault with intent to do seri-

ous bodily harm. The Martin Luther King Organization claims that most skinheads
are charged with hooliganism. The Government has criticized attacks on the Gypsy
commumty, but few perpetrators have been tried and seriously punished for such
abuses.
The Jewish community in Hungary, although the target of occasional anti-Semitic

expression, is generally well assimilated. Jews are well represented in politics, the
media, culture, and business. Many Hungarians, however, are concerned that, while
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the Government does not actively condone anti-Semitic activities, prominent mem-
bers within the Prime Minister's party, the MDF, have fueled anti-Semitic and anti-
democratic sentiment with some of their writings. In particular, a study written by
Istvan Csurka, at the time one of six vice presidents of the MDF, and published in
August in his newspaper, Magyar Forum, created a furor with its antidemocratic
and anti-Semitic outlook and language. In his analvsis of the political scene, Csurka
alleged that, in an eflbrt to mamtain its political and economic power, the Com-
munist nomenklatura, in which Jews were well placed, under cover of the liberal
opposition parties, in which Jews also played leading roles, had joined an inter-
national conspiracy to destroy the MDF. He accused President Arpad Goncz of tak-
ing orders from the Communist, reform Communist, liberal, and radical members
of the nomenklatura influenced from Paris, New York, and Tel Aviv. He argued that
the MDF must take radical measures against the nomenklatura and support "Hun-
f[arian values." He blamed many of the evils in society on "^e disadvantaged, cumu-
atively disadvantaged strata, and groups in which the rigor of naturu selection
does not function... and who have been living among us for far too long." He also
suggested that, upon the expiration of the Yalta agreements in 1995 (sic), Hungar-
ians would have tne opportunity to reconsider the creation of an appropriate "living
space" (lebensraum).
In an August 31 speech to Parliament, the Prime Minister disassociated himself

and his Government from some of Csurka's treatise, asserting that it was fall of
misinterpretations and politically damaging proposals. The Cabinet also issued a
statement r^ecting "extremist political views and a policy of exclusion burdened b^
Srejudice." (Opposition parties considered Antall's statement insufficient because it

id not condemn Csurka's treatise forcefully, and they called for the Government
to repudiate Csurka. A demonstration in support of democratic ideals and against
rightwing extremism brought out tens of thousands of Hungarians in repumation
01 Csurka's views. Another MDF M.P. and member of the party presidium, Gjrula
Zacsek, published a newspaper essay in which he claimed that "former Communists,
liberals, and Jews" had seized power in Hungary. Anti-Semitic graffiti became more
prevalent. The MDF has taken some steps aimed at reducing Csurka's influence, in-

cluding elimination of the post of party vice president.
Hungary experienced an increase in skinhead attacks against foreigners of color,

including two African and Middle-Eastern ^lomats. Skinheads were arrested and
charged with hooliganism in both cases. The Martin Luther King Organization
claimed to have documented over 80 separate incidents against the foreign student
community. The police increased their patrols in areas where foreigners reside and
met with some of the skinhead leaders in an at least partially successful effort to

prevent further incidents. Successful prosecutions are usually for hooliganism and
generally result in light or suspended sentences.

Legally, women have the same rights as men, including identical inheritance and
property rights. While there is no overt discrimination against women, the number
of women in middle or upper managerial positions is low. Women are heavily rep-
resented in the judiciary and in the medical and teaching professions.
Women's rights groups, stiU in their infancy, have not nad a major impact on soci-

etal attitudes. Groups, such as the Feminist Network, have become more active lob-

bjrists with Parliament. While there are laws against rape, it is often unreported
for cultural reasons. Similarly, police attitudes towards victims of sexual abuse re-

portedly are often unsympathetic.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^A new Labor Code passed in 1992 recognizes the
right of unions to organize and bargain collectively and permits trade umon plural-

ism. Except for judicial and military personnel and the police, workers have the
right to associate freely, choose representatives, publish journals, openly promote
members' interests and views, and go on strike. The 1992 legislation guarantees
workers the right to strike, but strike action was limited during the year and more
ofi«n directed against government policies than those of employers. A separate law
applicable to pubUc sector workers was also passed in 1992. Under this law, public
servants may negotiate working conditions, but the final decision on increasing sala-

ries rests with Parliament. There are no restrictions on trade union contacts with
international oiganizations, and unions have developed a wide range of ties with
European and international trade union bodies.
The trade union movement is chtu-acterized by a conflict among the independent

unions, led by the Democratic League of Independent Unions (LIGA), the Federation
of Workers' Councils, and the Confederation of Hungarian Trade Unions (MSzOSz),
the successor to the former monolithic Communist union. MSzOSz had challenged
the constitutionality of a 1991 law that called for a complete accounting of trade
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union assets. In September the Constitutional Court ruled against MSzOSz, and the
Interest Reconciliation Council (IRC), a forum for tripartite consultation among rep-
resentatives from the employers, employees, and the Government, agreed on a for-

mula for the division of trade union assets which was presented to the Government
for approval. The assets of the old Communist labor confederation would be divided,

with approximately 40 percent going to MSzOSz, 35 percent to the LIGA, 20 percent
to autonomous unions, and 5 percent to other unions.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The 1992 Labor Code permits
collective bargaining at the enterprise and industry level, and it exists. Mmimum
wage levels are set by the IRC, and higher levels (but not lower ones) may be nego-
tiated at the plant level between individual trade unions and management. By
agreement, the legal minimum wage is centrally negotiated at the IRC to control
the rate of inflation. The Ministry of Labor is responsible for drafting labor-related
legislation, while special labor courts enforce laoor laws. The decisions of these
courts may be appealed to the civil court system. Under the new legislation, employ-
ers are prohibited from discriminating against unions and their organizers. There
are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is pro-
hibited by law, which is enforced by the Ministry of Labor.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Labor courts enforce the minimum
employment age of 16 years, with exceptions for apprentice programs, which may
begin at 15. There does not appear to be any signiflcant abuse of this statute.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The le^al minimum wage is established by the
IRC and subsequently implemented by Mimstry of Labor decree. The current mini-
mum wage is insuflicient to provide an adequate living for workers and their fami-
lies. Many Hungarians, therefore, supplement their primary employment with sec-

ond jobs.
The 1992 Labor Code specifles various conditions of employment, including termi-

nation procedures, severance pay, maternity leave, trade union consultation rights
in some management decisions, annual and sick leave entitlements, and labor con-
flict resolution procedures. It is too soon to judge the effectiveness of this legislation.

Under the new Code, the ofilcial workday is set at 8 hours; it may vary, however,
depending upon the nature of the industry. Labor courts and the Ministry of Labor
enforce occupational safety standards set by the Government, but specific safety
conditions are not always up to internationally accepted standards.

ICELAND

Iceland is a constitutional republic and a multiparty parliamentary democracy. Its

literate and educated people participate in high percentages in regular fair and free
elections which determine the distribution of power among political parties and
leaders. The civil and criminal justice systems ofier equal protection to all.

The nation has no indigenous military forces or political security apparatus.
Iceland has a mixed and open economy in which all of its citizens enjoy the right

to hold private property.
Icelanders have long been strong defenders of human rights both at home and

internationally, and the country has an exemplary human rigxits record.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—Extrajudicial killings do not occur.
b. Disappearance.—^There were no instances of abductions or disappearances.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment oA Punishment.—

Torture and other cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment are all

prohibited by law and do not occur. ^

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Due process is provided by law and ob-
served in practice. The Constitution states that any person arrested by the authori-
ties must be brought before a judge without undue delay. The judge must rule with-
in 24 hours whether the person is to be detained. Although the Constitution allows
for bail, it is not usually imposed as a condition for release. A judge's ruling may
be appealed immediately to a higher court. Preventive detention is not practiced.
There were no allegations of arbitrary detention. There is no exile.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Defendants may confront witnesses and otherwise
participate in public trials, which are fair and free from intimidation. They are
guaranteed the right to competent legal counsel of their own choice. In cases where
the defendants are unable to pay attorneys' fees, the State does so. The courts are
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free of political control. While the Ministry of Justice administers the lower court

system, the Supreme Court carefully guards its independence and fairness. Juries
are not normally used, but multijudge panels are common, especially in the appeals
process. There are no political prisoners.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Under
the Constitution and in practice there is deep respect for the autonomy and rights

of individuals. A warrant from a court is required for entry into a home except in

cases of hot pursuit. Arbitrary intrusions by official entities, political organizations,

or any other organized group into the private beliefs or personal liberties of individ-

uals ao not occur.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The Constitution expressly forbids censorship
and other restrictions on the freedom of the press and on a person's right to express
his thoughts. Citizens and the media exercise these freedoms extensively. Academic
freedom of expression is vigorously exercised.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Constitution provides for

the right to assemble unarmed, except when it is feared that such gatherings may
cause riots. In practice, plans for public meetings are virtually never rejected, and
the authorities only rarely modify them. In addition, the Constitution provides that
citizens have the right to join together formally or informally to form associations

without governmental authorization. A varied and wide spectrum of voluntary oi^a-

nizations plays a vital role in Icelandic politics and society.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Most citizens are members of the Lutheran Church, but
there is complete freedom for other faiths. Members of both Christian and non-
Christian faiuis are allowed to proselytize freely. They may maintain ties with, and
receive support from, coreligionists abroad.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Icelanders are free to travel at home and abroad, to emigrate, and to

return at will. Refugees are never compelled to return to a country in which they
would face persecution.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The political system is an open, fully functioning parliamentary democracy in

which voters freely choose the members of the Althing (ParUament) who, in turn,

make the laws of the land and determine the composition of the Cabinet. Parliamen-
tary elections are held at 4-year intervals unless the Althing dissolves itself before

the end of its full term. Voting in elections and membership in the various political

parties are open to all citizens who are 18 years of age or older. Primary elections

and party caucuses are used to select Althing candidates. Multimember districts and
proportional representation increase the chances for minority points of view to be
represented. In addition, there is a strong cultural insistence on having the views
of all significant groups represented in the Althing. Currently five political parties

are represented. The center/right coalition Government, formed following national

elections in April 1991, consists of the Independence Party and the Social Demo-
cratic Party. David Oddsson of the Independence Party is Prime Minister.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation of Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Human rights associations are active in Iceland. The Government and populace
support international efforts to improve human rights.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Iceland's ethnically homogeneous population is fiercely egalitarian and, as a mat-
ter of principle, is opposed to discrimination based on sex, religion, or any other fac-

tors. Government legislation and practice reflect this attitude. However, Iceland's

record is not perfect in this respect.

Both physical and mental violence occurs against women. The problem is gradu-
ally receiving greater public attention through the efforts of the Women's List politi-

cal party, which raises the issue periodically in political debate, as well as through
efforts of other concerned women's organizations. A public women's shelter operates

in Reykjavik and offers protection to approximately 320 women and 150 children

per year. There is also a rape trauma center sponsored and operated by women's
organizations, including those that operate the women's shelter. Both are supported
financially by national and municipal governments and private contributions. Ap-
proximately 400 women and children (aged 3 to 70) annually receive assistance at

the rape trauma center. There were dramatic increases in 1992 in the number of

clients seeking protection and assistance at both the shelter and the rape trauma
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center (78 percent and 31 percent, respectively). Approximately 50 percent of those
who make use of the shelter cite alcohol abuse by their male partners as a factor
contributing to the violence they suffer. Counseling is available from social workers
and lawyers at the shelter.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—All workers in Iceland have, and make extensive use
of, the right to establish organizations, draw up their own constitutions and rules,

choose their own leaders and policies, tind publicize their views. The trade unions
are not controlled by the Government or any single political party. Unions take an
active part in Nordic, European, and international trade union bodies. With the ex-
ception of limited categories of workers in the public sector whose services are es-

sential to public health or safety (e.g., air traffic controllers), unions have had, and
have used for many years, the right to strike. Only three labor unions went on
strike in 1992: the Union of Natural Scientists (for 24 hours in February),
playschool workers in the northwest (for 6 days in February and March), and mem-
bers of the Merchant Fleet and Fishing Vessel Officers Guild (for 15 hours in May).

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Approximately 76 percent of
all eligible workers belong to unions. There are no impediments to union member-
ship in law or in practice. Virtually all unions exercise their right to bargain collec-

tively on wages, working conditions, and related issues. Labor courts effectively ad-
judicate disputes over labor contracts and over the rights and provisions guaranteed
under the 1938 Act on Trade Unions and Industrial Disputes, which prohibits
antiunion discrimination.
There are no export processing zones or other special economic zones.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is pro-

hibited by law and does not exist.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The employment of children below
the ace of 16 in factories, on ships, and in other places that are hazardous or re-
2uire nard labor is prohibited by law, and this prohibition is observed in practice.
Ihildren of 14 and 15 years of age may be employed in light, nonhazardous work,

but their work hours may not exceed the ordinary working hours of adults in the
same occupation. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration enforces child
labor regulations.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Icelandic workers are protected by laws that
effectively ensure their health and safety, as well as provide for unemplojnment in-

surance, paid vacations, pensions, and reasonable working conditions and hours.
The standard legal workweek is 40 hours. Although there is no minimum wage law,
union membership is so pervasive and effective that labor contracts, in effect, assure
even the lowest paid workers a sufficient income for a decent standard of living.

Health and safety standards are set by the Althing and administered and enforced
by the Ministry of Social Affairs through its Occupational Safety and Health Admin-
istration. Food, shelter, health care, and education are all guaranteed without dis-

crimination to those lacking adequate income because of age, illness, or other rea-
sons.

IRELAND

The Republic of Ireland is a parliamentary democracy with a long tradition of or-
derly transfer of power. Individual liberties and civil rights are protected by the
1937 Constitution and subsequent Supreme Court decisions.

A civilian police force maintains public safety. Successive Irish governments have
had to deal with the spillover into the Repubhc of terrorist violence from Northern
Ireland. That violence led Irish authorities to adopt special legislation in 1984
granting the police increased powers to detain and interrogate those suspected of
acts of terrorism. During 1992 Irish officials continued to show restraint in exercis-
ing these powers.
The Irish economy, based largely on free enterprise, has grown rapidly as a result

of long-term policies of industrialization and tuversification which are agreed to
among government, the labor unions, and the business community. It performed
well in 1992 despite continued fiscal austerity and an 18-percent rate of unemploy-
ment. Exports were strong, and the budget deficit was held below 2 percent of gross
national product.
The Government and people of Ireland attach great importance to the observance

and maintenance of human rights. There were no reports of significant human
rights abuses in 1992.
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RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^In the past, politically motivated
killings have occurred in Ireland as a spillover from the violence in I^rthem Ire-

land. In these cases, such groups as the Provisional Irish Republican Army (PIRA)
or the Irish National Liberation Army (INLA) usuaUy claim responsibility. The Gov-
ernment uses the full force of law to pursue smd prosecute such cases wherever pos-
sible. There were no known instances of such political killings in 1992.

b. Disappearance.—^Persons are not abducted, secretly arrested, or held in clandes-
tine detention by the Irish authorities.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Torture and other cruel, inhuman, or degrading punishment are prohibited by laws
which are observed in practice.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^The Constitution provides that a person
shall be deprived of personal liberty only in accordance witn the law. This is re-

spected in practice. The same section of tiie Constitution provides for a judicial de-
termination of the legality of a person's detention and requires in such cases that
the arresting authorities make written explfmation to the court about the person
concerned. Neither in law nor in practice is anyone subject to arrest for the expres-
sion of political or religious views.
The use of short-term detention without charges being brought is restricted. It is

germitted for a maximum of 48 hours in cases covered by the Offenses Against the
tate Act of 1939, legislation designed to "prevent actions and conduct calculated

to undermine public order and the authority of the State." This legislation, reac-
tivated in 1972, was broadened to include other "scheduled offenses" against peace
and order. The police may now arrest and detain for questioning anyone suspected
of any terrorist offense involving firearms, explosives, membership in an unlawful
organization, or malicious damage to property. After the 48-hour period, the person
must be brought before a magistrate, presented with written cnai^ges, and given
legal representation.

Neither incommunicado detention nor exile is used.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Fair public trial is provided for by the Constitu-

tion and respected in practice. A defendant has the right to legal counsel. The courts
are independent, and jury trial is the norm. There is provision for free legal aid and
appeal of conviction or sentence.
The Constitution provides, however, for the creation of "special courts" to deal

with cases in which the "ordinary courts are inadequate to secure the effective ad-
ministration of justice, and the preservation of pulblic peace and order." The Of-
fenses Against the State Act of 1939 formally set up sucn courts and provided that
they may try persons for offenses against national security, particularly cases of po-
litical violence perpetrated by terrorist groups likely to intimidate regular juries.

Rather than having juries, these courts have panels of judges, each consisting of an
uneven number of judges, but in no instance less than three. Their verdicts are by
majority vote. Rules oievidence generally are similar to those of regular courts, ex-
cept that the sworn statement oi a police chief superintendent that the accused is

a member of an illegal organization is considered prima facie evidence of such mem-
bership. Court sessions are usually public but may exclude certain persons (other
than press representatives). Such "special courts' were used about six times in

1992.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Though

not specifically provided for in the Constitution, the inviolability of personal privacy,

family, and home is affirmed by the Supreme Court and generally observed. The
Constitution, however, provides that the state shall enact no law "providing for the
grant of the dissolution of marriage." A proposal to amend the Constitution to per-

mit divorce in limited circumstances was overwhelmingly defeated in a 1986 nation-
wide referendum. In the same year, the European Court of Human Rights ruled
that the prohibition of divorce is not a breach of the European Convention on
Human Rights, to which Ireland is a party.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Rights, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—These freedoms are provided for by the Con-
stitution and generally respected in practice. Publication or utterance of "blas-

phemous, seditious, or indecent matter" is an offense punishable by law. The law
in practice is directed against pornographic material. Convictions result in sentences
requiring fines.

The state-owned radio and television network uses constitutional provisions deal-

ing with public order and the authority of the State to deny air time to members
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of organizations on a list that includes (Provisional) Sinn Fein, the legal political

wing of the illegal PIRA. In 1982 the Irish Supreme Court upheld this action on
constitutional grounds. All political parties not on the list are given access to both
publicly owned radio and television facilities and major independent daily news-
papers. Criticism of the Government in such media flourishes. Academic freedom is

respected.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^These freedoms are provided

for by the Constitution and respected in practice. Certain terrorist orgamzations,
such as PIRA and INLA, however, are illegal, and membership in them is an offense
against national security punishable by a maximum of 7 years' imprisonment. Polit-

ical parties or groups associated with such organizations, such as (Provisional) Sinn
Fein, are not proscribed.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The population of Ireland is 94 percent Roman Catholic.
The Constitution provides for freedom of religion, and there are no restrictions on
freedom of worship. Some Irish laws, such as the prohibition against divorce, reflect

the point of view of the majority of the population. The area of family law—includ-

ing the rights of illegitimate children—is the subject of current debate in which mi-
nority religious conmiunities have taken a vocal and active role.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^There is freedom of movement within the country, as well as freedom
to engage in foreign travel, emigration, and voluntary repatriation. In one instance,
the Government attempted to restrict a citizen's freedom of foreign travel when au-
thorities prohibited a young teenage girl from traveling to the United Kingdom
where she planned to abort a pregnancy which was the result of an alleged rape
(abortions are illegal in Ireland; see Section 5). The Supreme Court reinstated her
right to travel. One of the constitutional amendments proposed by the Government
and approved in the November referendum was a provision that permits travel in
such circumstances.

Irish authorities have accepted asylum seekers only on a limited basis and firmly
apply international definitions to those who claim refugee status. Some applicants
for asylum have been held in detention for varying lengths of time pending the adju-
dication of their applications.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Since the end of the Irish civil war in 1923, periodic elections have resulted in
the orderly transfer of political power. There are several political parties, and inde-
pendents may stand for election to either house of Parliament. The constitutional
requirement that elections be held at least every 5 years has always been met. Ire-

land uses a proportional voting system, and the secrecy of the ballot is fully safe-

guarded. There is universal suffrage for those over 18 years of age.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation of Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The Irish Council for Civil Liberties operates freely and without hindrance as the
Principal independent organization interested in domestic human rights issues. The
ouncil for the Status of Women, representing over 70 national women's organiza-

tions, provides the central focus in Ireland for pursuit of legislative and other re-

forms to end discrimination against women and to promote fuller participation by
women in the social, economic, and political life of the countiy.

Irish governments generally cooperate with independent outside investigations of
alleged human rights abuses and nave become more responsive to prisoners' rights
groups. Ireland has also actively promoted observance of human rights in various
international forums, including the U.N. Human Rights Commission.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

(jovernment social services provide adequate shelter, nutrition, health care, and
education without regard to race, religion, sex, ethnic background, or political opin-
ion.

The Anti-Discrimination (Pay) Act of 1974 and the Employment Equality Act of
1977 seek to provide protection and redress against sex ana pay discrimination. The
Employment Equality Agency monitors their operation. The number of cases has
fallen in recent years, but there has been only modest progress in eliminating the
differential in the key index of average hourly earnings in industry. In June 1990,
women's hourly earnings in the manufacturing sector were 68 percent of men's
earnings.

Violence against women occurs, but there have been no reliable studies to show
the extent of the problem. The Rape (Amendment) Act of 1990 has criminalized rape
within marriage. It also makes provision for free legal advice to the rape victim.
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Women's groups are seeking the extension of this provision to that of actual legal

representation, as weU as increased counseling and other support services for tne
victims of rape and domestic violence.

The Prime Minister established a new Commission on the Status of Women in

1990 with the mandate of promoting greater equality for women in all facets of Irish

life. As priority objectives, the Commission identified child care, training and edu-
cation, tne development of employment opportunities, legal rights and protection,

and the appropriate funding oi representative bodies and support services. At the
Government's request, the Commission in 1992 continued to pay particular atten-

tion to the needs of the fuUtrme homemaker (only a third of Irish women work out-

side the home). In this regard, the Commission obtained from the Government the

promise of early introduction of legislation providing for automatic joint ownership
of the family home. In addition, the women's movement continues to highlight fam-
ily law, rape law reform, and social welfare discrimination as problem areas.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Workers have the right to associate freely and to

strike. The right to join a union is guaranteed by law, as is the right to refrain from
joining. The Industrial Relations Act of 1990 introduced some limitations on picket-

ing but generally renewed legal guarantees of immunity to union members and offi-

cials for industrial actions with regard to terms or conditions of employment.
About 60 percent of workers in the private and public sectors are members of

unions. Police and militaiy personnel are prohibited from joining unions or striking,

but they may form associations to represent them in matters of pay, working condi-

tions, and general welfare. The right to strike is freely exercised in both the public

and private sectors. In 1992 there were several significant strikes, including one by
postal workers which lasted several weeks. A 2-week strike by employees of the

state-owned Electricity Supply Board in the spring of 1990 led the Labor Relations

Commission to draft a code of conduct for industrial relations in essential services

which is still under discussion by the concerned parties.

The Irish Congress of Trade Unions (ICTU), which represents unions in both the

Republic and Northern Ireland, has 73 member unions with around 700,000 mem-
bers. Both the ICTU and the unaffiliated unions are independent of the Government
and of political parties. The ICTU is affiliated with the European Trade Union Con-
federation.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Labor unions have fiiU free-

dom to organize and to engage in free collective bargaining. Legislation prohibits

antiunion discrimination. Most terms and conditions oT employment are determined
through collective bargaining, which took place in 1992 in the context of a national

economic pact (Program for Economic and Social Progress, or PESP) negotiated by
representatives of unions, employers, farmers, and the (jovemment. The PESP in-

cluded an agreement between the ICTU and the Federation of Irish Employers es-

tablishing standard pay increases for the 3-year period of the PESP. In addition,

the agreement provides for a one-time wage increase of up to 3 percent to be nego-

tiated at local levels during the second year of the PESP.
The Industrial Relations Act of 1990 established the Labour Relations Commis-

sion which provides advice and conciliation services in industrial disputes. The Com-
mission may refer unresolved disputes to the Labour Court. That Court, consisting

of an employer representative, a trade union representative, and an independent
chairman, may investigate trade union disputes, recommend the terms of settle-

ment, engage in conciliation and arbitration, and set up joint committees to regulate

conditions of employment and minimum rates of pay for workers in a given trade

or industry.

There are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced labor is prohibited by law
and does not exist in practice.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—The minimum age for employment
is 14 years with the written permission of the parents. Irish laws limit tne hours
of employment for those 15 years of age to 8 hours per day and 40 hours per week.
Those from 16 to 17 years of age may work up to 9 hours per day and 40 hours
per week. These provisions are enectively enforced by the Labour Department.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—There is no general minimum wage legislation.

However, some workers are covered by minimum wage laws applicable to specific

industrial sectors, mainly those that tend to pay lower than average wages. Al-

though the lowest of these minimum wage rates would not be sufficient to provide

a decent living for a family of four, additional benefits are available to low income
families, including subsidized housing and children's allowances. Working hours in

the industrial sector are limited to 9 hours per day and 48 hours per week. Over-
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time work is limited to 2 hours per day, 12 hours per week, and 240 hours in a
year. As part of the national economic pact adopted in 1987, the standard workweek
has been reduced to 39 hours.
The Labor Department is responsible for enforcing four basic laws dealing with

occupational safety that provide adequate and comprehensive coverage. There were
no significant complaints from either labor or management in 1992 regarding en-
forcement of these laws.

ITALY

Italy is a democratic, multiparty republic with a parliamentary system of govern-
ment. Legislative power is vested in the Parliament, which is directly and freely

elected on the basis of universal adult suffrage. Executive authority is vested in the
CouncU of Ministers, headed by the President of the Council. Italy's iudiciaiy is

independent of the executive but subject to political party pressure. Tlie Chief of
State, the President of the Republic, is elected by Parliament and representatives
of Italy's 20 regions.

Terrorist violence of both the left and right has remained at low levels in recent
years. The virtual elimination of terrorism has freed law enforcement resources for

the struggle against organized crime, which remains a serious problem. Some Major
terrorist crimes of the 1970's and 1980's remain unsolved.

Italy has an industrialized market economy which is among the world's largest.

It is characterized by sizable government ownership of the primary industrial sec-

tors and a private sector in wmch small and medium-sized companies are especially

dynamic.
Italy continued to experience a substantial influx of third world and Eastern Eu-

ropean immigrants, and increased public attention was devoted to the problem of
racism. The human rights situation continues to be good, and the Government open-
ly addresses human rights issues which arise.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect For the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^Neither government forces nor legal

opposition organizations engaged in politicals motivated Killings.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no cases of politically motivated disappearance or
kidnapings. Six persons continue to be held by kidnapers.

c. Torture ana Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Freedom from torture is provided for by law and respected in practice. Cruel and
degrading punishment is forbidden by law. While cases of violations have been rare,

there have been credible reports that detainees and prisoners were abused during
police interrogation in several cases. Those perpetrating ill-treatment rarely have
been the object of disciplinary proceedings.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Police procedures are carefully controlled
by law and judicial oversight. Arbitrary arrest is not practiced. Anyone detained by
the authorities must be charged within 48 hours. Italian law imposes strict time
limits on pretrial detention, which includes all detention prior to the conclusion of
all appeals. In normal criminal cases, the maximum permissible duration of pretrial

detention varies according to the gravity of the crime. The maximum time that any
person may be held in pretrial detention is 4 years, with no more than 2 years at

each step of the trial and during the appeals process. The Government has moved
to extend the total period to 6 years for defendants accused of Mafia-related crimes.

Pretrial detention is not permitted for minor offenses. Judges may grant provi-

sional liberty to persons awaiting trial. As a safeguard against abuse, "liberty tribu-

nals" are empowered to review evidence in cases of persons awaiting trial and to

decide whether continued detention is warranted.
Exile abroad as a form of punishment is unknown. Legislation adopted in July

requires persons convicted of Mafia-type offenses to move their residence to their
region of origin.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^A fair and public trial is assured by law and
broadly observed in practice. Counsel is provided for the accused, free of charge if

necessary. Good faith efforts are made to guarantee due process rights. Neverthe-
less, trial procedures can be cumbersome, and trials frequently last years.

A revised Code of Criminal Procedure which entered into force in 1989 seeks to

streamline the process. The revised Code provides for a more adversarial system de-
signed to promote speedier trials. Unfamiliarity with the new system on the part
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of iudicial authorities, as well as bureaucratic problems, has led to disappointing re-

sults.

All court cases may be appealed to the highest appellate court.the Court of Cassa-
tion. There are no political or security courts or political prisoners. The judiciary is

independent of the executive, but it is widely accepted that the political views of

individual judges and their links to political parties may affect proceedings. Judges
are subject to intimidation by organized crime. Two prominent judges investigating

the Mafia were murdered in Sicily, one in May and one in July. In August the Gov-
ernment passed a comprehensive anticrime bill, and in September and October
there were several arrests of prominent alleged Mafia figures. In September the
Italian Judicial Directorate (CSM) began an investigation of a judge on Italy's High
Court of Appeals for alleged technical errors in reaching judgments in Mafia trials.

Newspapers alleged that his decisions to release numerous alleged Mafia figures

over the years were influenced by political figures and organized crime.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—The
concept of the privacy of the home is safeguarded legally and respected by the au-
thorities. Searcnes and electronic monitoring may be carried out only under judicial

warrant and in carefully defined circumstances.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Free speech and a free press are assured under
Italy's democratic political system, which allows expression of a wide spectrum of

political views. Although there is no censorship, publications may be seized for viola-

tion of obscenity laws or for defamation of state institutions. These powers are sel-

dom invoked.
In addition to government-run radio and television, many private radio stations

exist; political views of these stations differ widely. A lively political debate over the
issue of media regulation reflects public concern over the potential for monopolistic
power on the part of the private media. The Government's recent allocation of pri-

vate television channels was a controversial issue during the year because of the
belief that some political parties hope to gain an advantage from the distribution
of stations througn their links with tne private owners.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Italian citizens freely exercise
their right of peaceful assembly, which is limited only in cases where national secu-

rity or public safety is endangered. Permits are not required for meetings, but orga-
nizers of public demonstrations must notify the police in advance. Professional and
employer associations organize and represent their constituencies freely.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Persons are free to profess and practice any religious

faith. All religions are free to organize and proselytize within the limits imposed bv
the laws governing public order. ItalVs relations with the Roman Catholic Church
are governed by a 1984 agreement (Concordat) between the Government and the
Holy See, which was ratified in 1985. The agreement, which replaced the Concordat
of 1929, recognizes the rights and place of Catholicism but no longer accords it the
status of a state religion. The Roman Catholic Church continues informally to enjoy
special standing in Italy because of the presence of the Vatican and because the
overwhelming majority of Italians is Roman Catholic. Taxpayers may elect to des-
ignate a small percentage (determined by law) of their tax payment to the Catholic
Church or to other denominations or humanitarian organizations. This year the Ad-
ventist Church has also applied to receive state subsidies. When taxpayers do not
specify other denominations or organizations, their payments are proportionally di-

vided between the Catholic Church and the Adventist church on the basis of the
total percentage of voluntary donations received by each denomination.
Roman Catholic religious instruction is offered in the public schools as an optional

subject. The Ministry of Education has not resolved a controversy over the "hour
of religion" in schools. Proponents of religious instruction have advocated that stu-
dents who choose not to enroll in a religion course spend the hour studying another
subject instead. T^e Constitutional Court expressed the view that it would violate
the students' rights to force them to do so. Some schools, however, have not followed
the Court's view, which has the effect of an advisory opinion, and the issue remains
open.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Italian citizens may travel freely both within the country and abroad.
Emigration is unrestricted. Citizens who leave are guaranteed the right to return,
and the Constitution forbids deprivation of citizenship for political reasons. During
the year, the Government proposed a bill for the ratification of the European Com-
munity's (EC) Schengen Treaty on open borders among EC members.

In 1992 approximately 7,000 official and 10,000 unregistered refugees came to

Italy from the former Yugoslavia, according to the statistics of the United Nations
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High Commissioner for Refugees in August. The Italian Government arranged for
their temporary stay. Some regional governments provided assistance for employ-
ment, housing, health care, and education.
A new law on citizenship which came into force in August reduced from 5 to 3

years the period of residence necessary for immigrants to take on Italian citizenship.
Although details of the new law are still in dispute in the Constitutional Court, the
law also, in effect, recognizes dual nationality for the first time bv providing that
Italian expatriates do not give up their Italian citizenship when they are natural-
ized in another country.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Italy has a parliamentary system. Members of Parliament are elected on the basis
of universal adult suffrage. Although the Constitution outlaws the Fascist party, a
wide range of organized and active political parties exists from the far left to the
far right of the political spectrum. Election campaigns are free and open, and voting
is by secret ballot. The two chambers of Parliament and regional, provincial, and
municipal councils are elected either at regular intervals of 5 years or when special
elections are called by the President of the Republic.
There are no restrictions in law on the participation of women in government and

politics. Political and social customs result, however, in a lower percentage of par-
ticipation by women than by men.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation of Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Nongovernmental organizations, including human rights organizations, are free to
investigate conditions in Italy, attend trials, and publish their findings.
The Italian Government and nongovernmental human rights organizations sup-

Kort human rights around the world. Italy participates fully in various international
uman rights organizations and is a strong supporter of respect for human rights

and fundamental freedoms.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

There is no legal discrimination on the basis of race, religion, sex, ethnic back-
ground, or political opinion. Recently enacted changes in the special statute for Alto
Adige give German speakers there additional safeguards. The statute received final

approval in 1992 from the Government of Austria; it provides a highly advanced set
of regulations for safeguarding a minority. A new problem is emerging in the region,
however, as the Italian-speaking community in tne Alto Adige claims reverse dis-
crimination. Italian speakers, a minority in parts of the region, have been leaving
the area, where they have difficulty obtaining employment.
North Africans residing and working in Italy and. the population of Gypsy origin

have been subject to discrimination. Employees of international organizations from
third-world countries living in Rome report more difficulty than their European col-

leagues in finding housing . The Government funds nonprofit organizations which
provide social assistance to third world nationals living in Italy. In this area, the
Government also works closely with the Italian Catholic Church, which has been a
powerful public voice condemning discrimination against, and mistreatment of, mi-
norities.

The Lombard League and other grass-roots political groupings which espouse sep-
aratist and nationalist themes continue to attract followers. Some of the League's
positions are widely perceived to have racist overtones. The Lombard League's posi-
tion in favor of strict limits on third-world immigration into Italy, and on the rights
and benefits which those immigrants enjoy once in Italy, are two examples cited by
critics. Another is the League's advocacy of greater self-government for the north
on the grounds that the poorer regions of southern Italy are culturally and eth-
nically distinct areas that inhibit the economic growth and development of the more
prosperous north.
There were aggressive racial incidents aimed at foreigners and immigrants. Immi-

grant lodgings have been destroyed by arson. "Skinheads" knifed two North Africans
and beat up foreign students. They also claimed responsibility for the December 8
attack in Rome on a Somali-born Italian indigent wno was severely burned when
hit by a thrown container of burning liquid. The Government quickly denounced the
incident and mounted an investigation to find the perpetrators.

Despite official efforts to integrate the Gypsy population into Italian society,
Gypsy communities continue to stand out and to attract negative, sometimes violent
attention. Such attention is based, at least in part, on the increase in pickpocketing
and other street crimes in which some members of these groups appear to be pre-
dominant participants. During the first half of 1992, trailers in Gypsy camps in
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Rome and Bologna were set on fire. Police regularly investigate such incidents, and
the Government prosecutes perpetrators. Local administrations and communities
have shown sensitivity to the need to ensure equal treatment of those who belong
to nomadic groups and who are, for the most part, Italian citizens. Approximately
4,000 Gypsies reside in the greater Rome area. Most of them live in precarious and
unhygienic conditions.

There are about 35,000 Jews in Italy who are, for the most part, well assimilated.

In the second half of 1992, there were sporadic anti-Semitic incidents, such as the
desecration of tombs in a Jewish cemetery, appearance of anti-Semitic graffiti, and
threatening, anonymous letters. On November 9, over 100,000 Italians turned out
for marches in more than 33 cities on the 54th anniversary of Kristallnacht to show
solidarity against renewed outbreaks of anti-Semitism in Europe. The marches were
addressed by major politicians of the Italian left, right, and center. (Jovemment offi-

cials and the leaders of the Catholic Church of Italy have led efforts to counter
manifestations of anti-Semitism in Italy. On November 5, about 100 members of a
Jewish youth group assaulted the Roman headquarters of a small neo-Nazi organi-
zation.
Women participate freely in political and social life, but despite legal guarantees,

employers continue to favor men over women in filling jobs, particularly those with
prospects for advancement to management. In 1992, 2 of 25 cabinet members, 31
of 325 senators, and 51 of 630 deputies in the lower house were women. Women
fill only 3.3 percent of managerial positions and are poorly represented in the pro-

fessions. Women tend to remain in traditional employment areas, although there
are female police olTicers in many Italian cities. Until the early 1960's, employers
could legally dismiss a woman wno married. Since 1963 it has been illegal to dis-

miss a female employee within 1 year of her marriage date except "for cause." Some
sectoral labor agreements contain a paragraph prohibiting sexual harassment.
Women enjoy equal rights with men in marriage. In the event of divorce, a woman
is entitled to a share of the survivor's pension and any inheritance in the event of
the death of her ex-husband. The property of a married couple is considered commu-
nity property unless husband and wife agree to keep their property divided. All as-

sets acquired prior to marriage are exempt from the community property provision.

Italian legislation provides women protection from physical abuse. Police and
judges are not reluctant to intervene and mete out punishment in such cases. Al-

though there are no reliable studies indicating statistically the extent of domestic
violence against women, newspaper reports of such violence are common. The Prime
Minister's Office on the Status of Women has stated that, while laws exist to punish
those who commit acts of violence against women, and the laws are enforced, vic-

tims often do not bring charges due to fear, shame, or ignorance of the law. In re-

cent years, Italy has manifested growing concern over violence against children. A
nationwide telephone hotline service to help abused children was established in

1987. It has received over 200,000 calls since its inception. Parliament is considering
legislation to bring Italy into conformity with the Declaration of the World Summit
for Children.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—The Workers' Statute of 1970 provides for the right

to establish trade unions, to join unions, and to carry out union activities in the
workplace. Trade unions are not government controlled, and the Constitution fully

protects the right to strike, which is frequently exercised. In practice, the three
major labor confederations possess status and influence (in comparison to the small-
er independent unions) for reasons that go well beyond their membership size. They
have strong ideological ties to the three major political parties and administer cer-

tain social welfare services for the Government, which compensates them accord-
ingly. Moreover, the Workers' Statute favors the three confederations to the extent
that it is difficult for small unions, including the so-called 'Taase committees"
(COBAS) at the shop fioor level, to obtain recognition. In 1990, however, one of the
COBAS, the locomotive engineers, was recognized and admitted to the bargaining
table.

A 1990 law limits the right to strike in essential public services such as transpor-
tation, sanitation, and health. Public sector workers not covered by these restric-

tions engaged in demonstrations and a partial general strike in late 1992 in protest
against government economic policies. Italian unions associated freely and actively
with international trade union organizations.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The right of workers to orga-
nize and bargain collectively is protected by the Constitution and is freely practiced
throughout the country. Labor-management relations are governed by legislation,

custom, collective bargaining agreements, and labor contracts. A key element of
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labor-management-govemment cooperation aflecting the industrial relations cli-

mate, the 1986 agreement on indexing wages (scala mobile) to the cost of living
every 6 months, was nullified in December 1991 when the major labor confea-
erations accepted its termination as part of a new system of adjustments to be
worked out in 1992. No new system was worked out, and on July 31, 1992, another
tripartite agreement was negotiated, permanently abolishing the old system.

National collective bargaining agreements in practice apply to all workers, regard-
less of union membership. Collective bargaining at the national level (involving the
three confederations, the public and private employers' organizations, and, where
appropriate, the Government) occurs irregularly and deals with issues of mutual
concern. Sectoral negotiations involving national-level industry unions and employ-
ers' organizations typically occur every 3 or 4 years and cover all aspects of labor
relations; they also apply to all workers, whether unionized or not. Voluntary,
nonbinding mediation is provided by the Ministry of Labor and is often effective in
bringing labor and management together.
The law prohibits antiunion discrimination by employers against union members

and organizers. A 1990 law encourages workers in small enterprises (i.e., less than
16 employees) to join unions and requires "just cause" for dismissals from employ-
ment. Protection of worker rights in the case of transfer of company ownership is

provided in a new law which brings Italy into compliance with a European Commu-
nity directive on the subject. The law requires that the unions of both the former
and the new owners' companies be consulted in advance of the sale and that no
worker benefits be lost as a result of the transfer.
There are no areas of the country, such as export processing zones, where union

organizations and collective bargaining are impeded or discouraged.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is pro-

hibited by law and does not exist in practice.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^Under current legislation, no child
under 15 years of age may be employed (with some specified exceptions). The Min-
istry of Labor, having consulted with the labor organizations, may, as an exception,
authorize the employment of children over 12 years of age on specific jobs . There
are also specific restrictions on employment in various dangerous or unnealthful oc-
cupations up to the age of 18 for men and 21 for women. No women, regardless of
age, are permitted to be employed underground in quarries, mines, or tunnels. In
general, minimum age laws are effectively enforced. However, some employment of
children occurs in the shadow economy, particularly in the agricultural sector in the
less prosperous southern parts of Italy.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^There is no minimum wage set under Italian
law; basic wage and salary levels are set forth in collective bargaining agreements.
National collective bargaining agreements contain minimum standards to which in-

dividual employment contracts must conform. In the absence of agreement between
the parties, the courts may step in to determine fair wages on the basis of practice
in related activities or related collective bargaining agreements.
Working time and safety standards are established by law and buttressed and ex-

tended in collective labor contracts. The Basic Law of 1923 provides for a maximum
workweek of 48 hours—no more than 6 days per week and 8 hours per day. The
8-hour day may be exceeded for some special categories. Most collective bargaining
agreements provide for a 36- to 38-hour week. Overtime may not exceed 2 hours
per day or an average of 12 hours per week.

Basic health and safety standards and guidelines for compensation for on-the-job
injuries are set forth in an extensive body of law and regulations. In most cases
these standards are exceeded in collective bargaining agreements. Enforcement of
health and safety regulations is entrusted to labor inspectors, who are employees
of local health units and have the same status as judicial police officers. Inspectors
make periodic visits to companies to ensure observance of safety regulations. Viola-
tors may be fined or even imprisoned; it is common for Italian judges to fine employ-
ers guilty of infractions. Trade unions also play an important role in reporting safe-
ty violations to inspectors. Still, coverage is hampered by the inadequate number
of inspectors. Because of high unemployment, there is also pressure on workers to
accept unsafe conditions if they want jobs. There are many substandard work places
in Italy, especially in the south.

KAZAKHSTAN

Kazakhstan declared its independence in December 1991, the last non-Russian re-
public to do so following the dissolution of the Soviet Union. Nursultan Nazarbayev
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won the independent Republic's first presidential election the same month. He held
the same position under Soviet rule and ran unopposed in the election. He is the

dominantpolitical figure as the country attempts to move to democracy and a free

market. The Supreme Soviet, which remains the legislative branch, predates inde-

pendence. Its members, elected in March 1990 under the old Soviet system, do not
enjoy a democratic mandate and are only a modest check on presidential power. The
Supreme Soviet conducts much of its debate behind closed doors, and it usually sup-
ports the President; however, at the end of 1992 it failed to support the Govern-
ment's economic "anticrisis" program. The next parliamentary elections are not
scheduled until December 1994, but opposition groups are demanding earlier elec-

tions. The Supreme Soviet is considering a new constitution that continues to vest

most political power in the President.

Kazakhstan has nationalized the Conrmionwealth of Independent States' forces

stationed on its territory but has yet to geiin full control of them. The Committee
for State Security (KGB) has been reorganized as the Conunittee for National Secu-
rity (KNB). In many respects it is a continuation of the old KGB. The law defining

its role gives it authority to deny permission to travel in and out of the country,

to requisition property, and to demand cooperation by citizens (e.g., to inform on
other citizens). The criminal police are organized under the Ministry of Internal Af-
fairs.

Although Kazakhstan is rich in natural resources, its economy, like those of the

other states of the former Soviet Union, is in crisis. Unemployment is rising, and
industrial production is declining. The real purchasing power of the population has
fallen sharply. Basic medicines are in short supply. The Government proceeded with
economic reforms at a measured pace in hopes of lessening political fallout, and no
major privatization measures were adopted.
The numan rights situation is mixed. The transition to pluralistic democracy has

been slow to materialize, in part due to underlying ethnic tensions. Kazakhs were
the only titular nationality group in the Soviet Union that constituted less than a
majority in its national repuolic. Although Kazakhs comprise only about 40 percent
of the population, they predominate in the Government and discriminate against
non-Kazakhs, in part out of a sense that they themselves were discriminated
against under Russian colonial rule and later under the Soviets. The President has
sought to broker differences among ethnic groups in an effort to forge national
unity. Freedoms of assembly and religion are generally respected, but freedom of
movement within the country is limited. The press is increasingly pluralistic, al-

though there are credible reports of government harassment of independent media
and of preferential treatment for government-controlled outlets. New political

groups have appeared, but many have not been allowed to register or operate freely.

The Government is wary of aggressive opposition activity and has used laws prohib-

iting unauthorized demonstrations and the insulting of the President to stem it.

Several persons were imprisoned on charges of insulting the President, and one was
sent briefly to a psychiatric hospital. Language policy is a source of increasing fric-

tion between Kazakhs and other ethnic groups.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killings No political or other extrajudicial

killings are known to have occurred.
h. Disappearance.—No political disappearances or abductions are known to have

occurred.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Torture is prohibited by law and generally did not occur. In one incident, however,
one of three members of the Islamic "Alash" movement arrested on the charges of
assault, insulting the President, and participating in a violent demonstration at the
Alma Ata mosgue in December 1991, was reportedly taken from jail to a psychiatric
ward, given a forced injection, and compellea to take a drug (ammazine) against his
will. In protest, he went on a hunger strike. After 11 days, he was returned to jail.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—With only minor modifications,
Kazakhstan used the Soviet legal system in 1992. The system may undeivo signifi-

cant change with the adoption of the new constitution, which was being debated in
the Supreme Soviet as of December 1992.

Pretrial detention is sanctioned by law. Prosecutors issue arrest warrants. Accord-
ing to the Criminal Procedure Code, a detainee may be held for 3 days befbre being
charged. After 3 days, the detainee may be held with the sanction of a prosecutor
but no longer than 10 days without being charged. The detainee may be held up
to 1 year before trial. Detainees are not held incommunicado. Defendants in crimi-
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nal cases have the right to choose an attorney and to appeal the legality of their
arrest to the prosecutor before trial. If a defendant cannot afford an attorney, the
State will provide one free of charge. There is no provision for bail. Defendants re-
main incarcerated until trial. Defendants in political trials, such as those involving
"insulting" the President, have had difficulty in finding legal counsel. Some lawyers
fear reprisals if they represent a cHent unpopular with the Government.
There were two known arrests during the year with political overtones. The leader

of the unregistered opposition Kazakh nationalist party Zheltoksan was placed
under administrative arrest for several days. He was charged with organizing an
unauthorized demonstration in front of the U.S. Embassy. The demonstration was
a f>eaceful one. He stated that the real reason for his arrest was to keep him off
the streets on June 1, the deadline for his ultimatum to the Government to remove
all Soviet-era monuments. Zheltoksan members had earlier in the year demolished
a statue of Soviet Cheka (KGB predecessor) founder Dzerzhinsky.
Karishal Asanov's arrest for insulting the President also had political implications

(see Section 2.a.). Asanov was detained for nearly 3 months before his trial. He was
released from prison on the opening day of the trial. The court dismissed Asanov's
case for lack of evidence.
The three Alash party members arrested in 1991 (see Section I.e.) were held in

detention for 9 months before their trial.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Kazakhstan's court system is based on the Soviet
court system. The President reconmiends nominees for Supreme Court and oblast-
level (provincial) judgeships for Supreme Soviet approval. Regional or city councils
elect lower level iudges. All judges are appointed for 10-year terms. The Supreme
Soviet established a special, 11-member Constitutional Court in July. Its main func-
tions are to interpret the Constitution, resolve legal conflicts between oblasts, and
decide interethnic problems. The Constitutional Court declared a Presidential decree
"unconstitutional" in December. This represents the first major instance of separa-
tion of powers at work in Kazakhstan's courts.
There was one known case of denial of speedy and fair public trial. Three mem-

bers of the Alash party and two other persons were held in pretrial detention for

9 months after their arrest following the December 1991 demonstration at the Alma
Ata mosque. These five, plus two others who were not detained, were charged with
assault (hooliganism), organizing an unauthorized demonstration, and insulting the
President. The Alash members received 1-year sentences for hooliganism, with time
already spent in prison counting toward their sentences. TTiey were released on De-
cember 15. The two non-Alash members were also convicted of hooliganism: one re-
ceived a 1-year sentence, and the other, convicted of breaking the arm of the Mufli
(Islamic religious leader) of Kazakhstan, received a IV2 year sentence for
hooliganism. In addition, two female Alash members were tried (but not detained
before the trial) for organizing an unauthorized demonstration and insulting the
President. One was found innocent of insulting the President but guilty of organiz-
ing an unauthorized demonstration. She received a 1-year sentence of "corrective
labor" whereby she would be assigned to work at a state institution and pay 20 per-
cent of her salary to the Government as a fine. The other woman was found guilty
of organizing an unauthorized demonstration and insulting the President, calling
him a "traitor" and a "scoundrel." For the insult, she received 1 year of corrective
labor.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Arbi-

trary interference with privacy, family, home, and correspondence was pervasive
during the Soviet era and continues. Criminal police, who remain part of the inter-
nal security structure, are required by law to have a search warrant from a prosecu-
tor before conducting a search, but they sometimes search without a warrant. There
are credible reports that jwlice occasionally plant evidence. In a speech to the Su-
preme Soviet on the new national security law, the KNB chief said^the KNB would
have the right to continue monitoring telephone calls and mail.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—The Government permits a more liberal press
and freer speech than under Soviet rule. Nevertheless, the laws against insulting
the President and Supreme Soviet deputies contribute to the impulse to self-censor-
ship, which is already strong because of the history of repression during the Soviet
era.

Kazakhstan has hundreds of registered media outlets and a large number of unof-
ficial publications and radio and television companies. The (jovemment, however,
has also maintained direct control over a number of media outlets, such as the state
radio and television, and indirect control over others. The former Communist news-
paper, Kazakhstanskaya Pravda, is the "official" newspaper, although it sometimes
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prints articles critical of the Government. Personal relationships, or cronyism, be-

tween some government officials and individuals in the media limit objectivity. The
process of privatization in the media is in its beginning stages, and the media in

1992 had few alternatives to using government faoQities for purchasing broadcasting
and printing services. To a large extent, the press must still depend on a govern-
ment-controlled distribution system. The Government uses its power in these cir-

cumstances, and its control over media registration, to encourage self-censorship.

Karishal Asanov, a history instructor at Kazakhstan State University and a critic

of the Government, was arrested on August 19 for insulting the President because
an article he published implied that President Nazarbayev had slapped a popular
poet and political figure. The court dismissed Asanov's case for lack of evidence (see

Section l.d.).

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—The current law and Constitu-

tion provide for freedom of assembly and association, which is usually respected but
sometimes circumscribed. Prior approval by local authorities is required to hold a
demonstration. Demonstrations held without prior approval are considered illegal.

In June, however, the Supreme Soviet rejected a government proposal to place tight-

er controls on unregistered political groups that engage in "unauthorized activities,

although the text oT the government proposal was never made public. Also in June,
several thousand miners demanding higher wages staged a protest march from
Shakhtinsk to Karaganda (about 50 kilometers) without government interference.

To participate in elections, a pwlitical party must register with the Government.
To register, a party must submit a list of at least 3,000 members from a minimum
of 11 dilTerent oblasts (Kazakhstan is divided into 19 oblasts or provincial adminis-
trative units, including two cities having special status, Alma Ata and Leninsk). The
list must provide personal information about the members, including date and place

of birth, address, and place of employment. Submitting such personal data to the
(Government recalls for many Kazakhstanis old-style KGB tactics and inhibits them
from joining parties. Alash and Zheltoksan refused to register as political parties on
the principle that they should not have to submit personal information at)out their

members to the Government. Members of unregistered parties may run for elected

oflice as individuals but not as party members.
Organizations or "movements" that conduct public activity, hold public meetings,

or participate in conferences must also register with the Government. A minimum
of 10 members is required to register on the local level, and a minimum of 10 mem-
bers in at least 11 oblasts is required to register on the republic level.

Yedinstvo, a primarily ethnic Russian chauvinist group, had registered as a move-
ment under the preindependence government. The new Government refused to

reregister Yedinstvo, allegedly because its political agenda—to make Russian an of-

ficial state language and to assist the police in enforcing law and order when there
is a "violation of citizens' rights—would interfere with members' performance of

their regular jobs. The Government also cited the danger posed if Yedinstvo mem-
bers oi^anizea to help the police, thereby becoming a paramilitary force.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Freedom of religion is provided by law and generally re-

spected. Kazakhstan is a relatively secular society. Christians, Muslims, and Jews
report no interference from the Government or any other source. The Central Com-
mittee of the Communist Party of Kazakhstan confirmed the current Mufli (Islamic

religious leader) in his position in 1990.
d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—The Constitution provides for the right to emigrate, (jovemment control

of most housing and requirements for residence permits are obstacles to freedom of
movement within the country. A permit (propiska) is needed to reside in major
cities. The requirement for a propiska can function to limit freedom of movement.
For example, the city administration has limited transfer of residences in Alma Ata
to people already living in Alma Ata.
There is favoritism toward ethnic Kazakhs in the transfer of residences. For ex-

ample, the Alma Ata city administration is more likely to give permission to sell

or Darter a residence if an ethnic Kazakh is to receive the property. The (Jovem-
ment acknowledges that it accords si}ecial treatment to ethnic Kazakhs moving to

Kazakhstan from other countries.
An exit visa is required for travel abroad; while some officials demand bribes for

issuing one, there have been no known instances of refusals on political grounds.
Kazakhs in the diaspora—mainly ethnic Kazakhs and their descendants who Hed

because of Stalin's forced collectivization policies in the 1920's and 1930's—are en-
couraged to return to Kazakhstan. Any ethnic Kazakh living abroad is entitled to

Kazakhstani citizenship and may retain any other citizenship he or she may already
have. Anyone else must apply for permission to immigrate and must renounce any
other citizenship. Ethnic Kazakh citizens already living in Kazakhstan, as well as
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nonethnic Kazakh citizens, are not permitted to obtain another citizenship without
losing their Kazakhstani citizenship.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The right of citizens to efiect a peaceful, democratic change in their government
is untested. No multiparty, multicandidate elections have been held in Kazakhstan.
All men and women above the age of 18 have the right to vote. Shortly before inde-
pendence, F*resident Nazarbayev won election as the first President of the country,
the post he held during Soviet rule. He ran unopposed in the election and received
98 percent of the vote. While the President appeared to have broad support, there
were no international monitors invited to verify that the vote was free and fair. The
leader of the Zheltoksan party attempted to run against Nazarbayev and alleged
that the Govermnent used a series of legal technicalities, as well as force, to prevent
him from fulfilling the requirements to establish his candidacy.
Supreme Soviet deputies were elected in March 1990 when the Communist party

retained a monopoly on political power. Ninety percent of them are former members
of the party's nomenklatura (ruling elite), llie Supreme Soviet represents only a
modest check on the President's power. It conducts much of its debate behind closed
doors—the public and diplomats are not allowed to attend—and usually supports
the President. In the session beginning in December 1992, however, the Supreme
Soviet failed to support the Government's economic "anticrisis" program.
There are three legally registered political parties: the Socialist Party (the former

Communist party), the Social Democratic Party (which broke away from the Com-
rnunist party before independence), and the Azat Party, which is largely an ethnic
Kazakh party. Only about 15-20 members of the 360-member Supreme Soviet have
announced affiliation with a political party. President Nazarbayev is not a member
of any party. There are a wide variety of unregistered opposition parties and move-
ments, and without registration they are not permittea to participate in elections.
The Government has refused to register any party whose platform it believes will
foment ethnic tensions.
There are no legal restrictions on women participating in politics and government,

but, owing to discrimination and traditional attitudes, very few women are profes-
sionally active in these fields.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The Government did not interfere in the activities of the local Helsinki Watch
group which monitors observance of human rishts. The latter had limited means to
observe, contest, and report human rights violations but protested such actions as
the arrest of Karishal Asanov for insulting the President.
The Government permitted representatives of the American Federation of Labor-

Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO), the International Republican Insti-
tute (IRI), the National Democratic Institute, human rights groups, and foreign con-
stitutional lawyers to visit Kazakhstan and contact opposition groups. Some govern-
ment officials, however, including the KNB chairman, publicly criticized AFL-CIO
and IRI representatives for meddling in internal affairs by meeting with opposition
groups.

In July the Supreme Soviet established a committee on "Human Rights and Depu-
ties' Powers" to review the legislation of the past 2 years, as well as new legislation,
to ensure that it conforms to United Nations Universal Declaration of Human
Rights guidelines.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Kazakhstan's population of about 17 million is comprised, as of the 1989 census,
of 42 percent Kazakhs; 38 percent Russians; 7 percent other Slavs; and smaller pop-
ulations of (Germans, Uzbeks, Tatars, Uighurs, Koreans, and scores of other ethnic
groups.
Ethnic Slavs and others are concerned about the increasing discrimination in

favor of ethnic Kazakhs in employment in government and state-controlled enter-

Srises as well as in education, housing, and other areas. Although some officials are
lavs, ethnic Kazakhs increasingly predominate in government and in higher posi-

tions in state enterprises. The Supreme Soviet, for instance, has 360 deputies, of
whom only 80 are not ethnic Kazakhs. Nonetheless, President Nazarbayev has pub-
licly emphasized that all nationalities are welcome and entitled to equal treatment
under the law in Kazakhstan. Many ethnic Kazakhs, however, believe they were
second-class citizens under Russian domination for 200 years. Under Communist
rule, Kazakh and other minority languages and cultures were repressed.
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Kazakhstan's language law, due to go into effect in 1995, declares that Kazakh
is the ofiicial language of the State and Russian the oflicial language of interethnic
communication. In late 1992, President Nazarbayev proposed that Russian will have
"equal status" with Kazakh and that no citizen of Kazakhstan should be discrimi-
nated against on the basis of language. The Supreme Soviet, however, opposed this

formulation. The Government is increasrnglv usmg Kazakh for ofiicial purposes. Of-
ficial television programming is largely in Kazakh, but private television broadcasts
and newspapers are mostly in Russian. Less than half of the population speaks
Kazakh; everyone speaks Russian except some less educated people in rural areas.

Having become a major political issue, the way in which the law is implemented
could greatly affect interethnic relations. It remains unclear which branch of govern-
ment wUl interpret the language law. The Government has not yet initiated signifi-

cant activity to provide more Kazakh language education.
There is no de jure discrimination agamst women, but women are severely

underrepresented in hi^er positions in government and state enterprises and over-
represented in low-paying and some menial jobs. Women are disadvantaged in pro-
motions, but they generally have access to hi^er education. Several women's orga-
nizations exist, including the Union of Women of Kazakhstan, the Union of Women
Entrepreneurs, and the League of Muslim Women.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Kazakhstan inherited a system of state-sponsored
trade unions from the former Soviet Union. At the vast majority of enterprises, 1

percent of a worker's wages is automatically deducted as dues to the state union.
These unions also control important social benefits (e.g., housing, vacation retreats).

Often they use such power coercively to enforce labor mscipline.
All workers are legally entitled to join or form unions of their own choosing and

stop the automatic dues deductions for the state union. Workers are entitled to join
unions under the current Constitution. The new constitution is being debated by the
Supreme Soviet. To obtain legal status, an independent union must apply for reg-
istration with the local judicial authority at the oblast level and with the Ministry
of Justice at the republic level. Registration is generally a lengthy and difficult proc-
ess. The decision to register a union appears to be arbitraiy, with no published cri-

teria.

In Kentau, oblast authorities refused to register an independent trade union on
the grounds that the union's charter excluded management from membership, which
is expressly prohibited by Kazakhstan's law on trade unions. Eventually, the trade
union changed its charter to conform to Kazakhstan's law and submitted a new ap-
plication for registration. Approval of the new application is still pending. The local

government approved its registration on December 18.

Judicial authorities and tne Ministry of Justice also have the authority to cancel
a union's registration. In September a state coal mining enterprise, Karaganda
Ugol, wrote a letter to the oblast judicial administration asserting that the local free
trade union (which had won major concessions in a strike earlier in the year) was
illegal and that local conditions did not warrant existence of an independent trade
union. Allegedly on the basis of this letter, the authorities revoked the registration
of the independent coal miners' union of Karaganda and froze its bank accounts.
The union appealed the revocation of its registration to the oblast court, which de-
cided in favor of the union.
Workers who have joined independent unions have been subjected to various

forms of harassment, including firing, transfer to lower paying or lower status jobs,
threats, and intimidation. A leader of the Karaganda independent trade union was
severely beaten by unknown assailants in December. It is not known whether the
beating was related in any way to his union activities. State unions often take an
active part in the harassment to inhibit challenges to their hegemony and to pres-
sure new unions. During the summer, the state unions wrote to the National Bank
demanding that it transfer social benefit accounts of independent unions to state
unions. The independent unions appealed to the general prosecutor. Accounts are
now frozen pending resolution. The state unions sent a similar demand to private
banks, which did not comply.
Western trade union representatives who have visited Kazakhstan note obvious

hostility toward independent union activity by local authorities and state-sponsored
trade unions. About 250,000 workers out of Kazakhstan's work force of 5,600,000
have Joined independent unions.
Unions have the legal right to strike, and several major strikes occurred in 1992.

In Karaganda, the Independent Coal Miners Union (>rPG) went on strike against
Karaganda Ugol for better wages and the right to a percentage of the totd coal
mined. The union and management negotiated a compromise that ended the strike.
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Several months later, however, management persuaded the Karaganda oblast au-
thority to revoke the union's registration. The oblast court later overturned the rev-

ocation.
In Kentau, some 13,000 miners went on strike in July after not being paid for

3 months. Miners also went on strike in Tekele, demanmng higher wages. In both
instances, they negotiated settlements with management or government representa-
tives. Physicians and other health workers went on strike in June to protest low
wages and joined the June demonstrations against the Government.
By law, unions may freely join federations or confederations and affiliate with

international bodies. All independent trade unions are members of the Independent
Trade Union Center headquartered in Alma Ata. The independent unions are not
yet members of international federations but do maintain contacts with European
and U.S. trade union federations.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^There are significant limits

on the right to organize and bargain collectively. Most industry remains state owned
and is subject to the state's production orders. Although collective bargaining rights

are not spelled out in law, in some instances independent unions have successrully
negotiated agreements with management. If a union's demands are not acceptable
to management, they may be presented to an arbitration commission comprised of
management, union officials, and independent technical experts. There is no law
against antiunion discrimination.

There are no export processing zones. Several free economic zones exist, but labor
conditions there appear to be no different than elsewhere in Kazakhstan.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced labor is prohibited by law.
Compulsory labor, however, is used to gather the annual grain harvest. Some per-
sons are required to provide labor or tne use of privately owned equipment, with
no or very low compensation, to help gather the harvest on state-owned farms. Uni-
versity-level students also are required to help with the harvest at minimal com-
pensation.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum age for employment
is 16. A child under age 16 may work only with the permission of the local adminis-
tration and the trade union in the enterprise at which the child would work. Such
permission is rarely granted. Abuse of child labor is generally not a problem, except
that child labor is used during the harvest, especially the cotton harvest in the
south.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^There is no universal minimum wage that cov-

ers all employment sectors. The legal minimum wages for specific sectors are far
behind the rate of inflation and do not provide a worker and family a decent stand-
ard of living. The current economic crisis has made implementing and enforcing a
meaningful minimum wage difficult.

The legal maximum workweek is 48 hours, although most enterprises maintain
a 40-hour workweek. Working and safety conditions in Kazakhstan's industry are
substandard. For example, woikers in factories often do not wear protective cloth-

ing, such as goggles and hard hats, and work in conditions of poor visibility and
ventilation. Economic dislocation is a major cause of shortages of safety equipment.
The regulations concerning occupational health and safety, enforceable by the Min-
istry of Labor and the state-sponsored unions, are largely ignored by management
and are not enforced. Lack of management concern as well as economic dislocation,

resulting in shortages of hard hats and other safety equipment, are responsible.

KYRGYZSTAN

A former republic of the Soviet Union, Kyrgyzstan declared its independence on
August 31, 1991. The Government is headed oy President Askar Akayev, who as-

sumed office in November 1990 before the dissolution of the Soviet Union. A re-

former and an ally of former Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev, he was originally
chosen by the Supreme Soviet of Kyrgyzstan, which amended the Kyrgyz Constitu-
tion and established Presidential rule. In October 1991, he was popularly reelected
in a referendum-style election; he ran unopposed. Elections to the Supreme Soviet,
Kyrgyzstan's legislative body, were last held in 1990, a time when the Communist
Party retained a monopoly on power. Although the Communist Party itself was later
banned, the Supreme Soviet is still dominated by former Communists. The party
elite, or nomenklatura, also retains positions of influence in local politics and the
central security apparatus. It is in these two areas that resistance to reform is

strongest. A new constitution, which would redefine most if not all governmental in-

stitutions, is under discussion in the Supreme Soviet. Other reforms, including those

61-307 0-93-27
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of the legal and judicial systems, have been put off pending ratification of the new
constitution.

Kyrgyzstan's military forces are in a transitional stage. The forces of the Com-
monwealth of Independent States stationed in Kyrgyzstan, including border guards

and internal security forces, have been nationalized. Government leaders have dis-

cussed the possibility, of doing away with military forces altogether and relying on
a small national guard and a policy of neutrality to preserve the country's security.

The Government took its first steps in moving from a centrally planned economy
to one based on market principles. Before independence, Kyrgyzstan had few eco-

nomic ties outside the Soviet Union. All state enterprises depended on materials

from other parts of the Soviet Union and received orders from ministries in Moscow.
Despite the breakup of the Soviet Union, Kyrgyzstan's economy remained tied to the

economies of Russia and other nations of the former Soviet Union. It deteriorated

in 1992 as a result of increased unemployment and inflation. The Government in

January adopted laws on the disposal of state-owned property, privatization and en-

trepreneurship, and privatization of housing as part of the transition to a free mar-
ket economy.

President Akayev and his ministers have expressed strong commitments to

human rights, democracy, the rule of law, and a free market economy. Human
rights appeared to be well respected in 1992. Respect for democracy and human
rights, however, came after over 70 years of Soviet rule and has not been codified

and institutionalized. It is still uncertain to what degree this respect is shared at

lower levels of government. Minority relations constitute the other significant

human rights issue. Kyrgyzstan is home to over 80 ethnic groups, with the Kyrgyz

comprising slightly more than 50 percent of the population. The Government is

firnuy in the hancJs of the ethnic Kyrgyz, and members of minority groups have ac-

cused it, with some justification, of discriminating against members of other ethnic

groups. Nationalist sentiment among the Kyrgyz, long suppressed, also ran high

during the year. Interethnic tensions, which erupted into bloody rioting in the Osh
district in 1990, linger below the surface. President Akayev and his Government
have sought to reassure ethnic minorities while simultaneously trying to satisfy

KjTgyz aspirations.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person. Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no reports of such

killings by government authorities or others.

b. Disappearance.—There were no incidents of disappearance or abduction attrib-

utalale to government authorities or others.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
No reports of torture or other cruel, iiJiuman, or degrading treatment or punish-

ment were received.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—For the most part, Kyrgyzstan's judicial

system retains the laws and procedures of the Soviet period. The procurators oflice

decides who may be detained, arrested, and prosecuted. Investigations are carried

out by the Ministry of the Interior, the Committee on NationaF Security, and the

procurator. Since 1990, eveiyone arrested or charged with a crime has the imme-
diate right to defense counsel. TTie old procedure, however, in which the accused has

access to a defense counsel only after a case comes to trial, is often followed.

The Criminal Code permits the procurator to detain a suspect for up to 72 hours

before releasing him or informing nim of the crime he is suspected of having com-

mitted. The accused remains in detention while the procurator investigates the case

and prepares to present it to the court. At the procurator's discretion, the accused

may be kept in pretrial detention for up to 1 year. After a year, the procurator must
release the accused or ask the Supreme Soviet to extend the period of detention.

There were no known instances of the Supreme Soviet voting for such an extension.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The court system is largely a product of the Soviet

period. Once the procurator is ready, the case of the accused is brought to court and

tried before a judge and two people's assessors (citizens chosen from labor collec-

tives), liie accused and defense counsel are supposed to have access to all evidence

gathered by the procurator. They attend all proceedings, which are generally public,

and are allowed to question witnesses and present evidence. The court may render

one of three decisions: innocent, guilty, or indeterminate (i.e., the case is returned

to the procurator for further investigation). Verdicts may be appealed by both the

defendant and the procurator. However, the decision of a court to return a case to

the procurator for further investigation may not be appealed, and the accused is re-

turned to the procuratoi^s custody where he or she may remain under detention.
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During the Soviet period, the judicial system served the needs of the State and
the Communist Party. The Government has recognized the need to reform this sys-

tem, but few reforms were adopted in 1992. The procurator's ofiice indicated it had
implemented certain Western practices, including the presumption of innocence of
the accused, but delays in adoptinga new constitution, a deteriorating economy, and
a system exclusively staffed by oflicials trained during the Soviet period impeded
reforms.
Charges were often made by non-Kyrgyz citizens that the system was arbitrary

and unfair and that courts treated etnmc Kyrgyz more leniently than members of
other groups. These charges were based on the appointment of ethnic Kyrgyz to key
positions in the judicial system. Although there was no evidence of systematic dis-

crimination, it may have occurred in individual cases. Journalists and human rights
monitors also accused the Government of politically motivated prosecutions. The
case of Omurbek Suvanaliyev, a reformist police major sent to clean up an outlying
renon, Issyk-kul, was cited as an example. Suvanaliyev was arrested by local offi-

cims and taken to the capital, Bishkek, where he was charged with abusmg his sub-
ordinates. It is widely believed that the arrest was retaliation against Suvanaliyev
because he arrested the son of a prominent local government oiucial. Suvanaliyev
remained in detention at year's end after a court was unable to render a verdict
and returned the case to the procurator for further investigation.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The
1978 Constitution prohibits unlawful entry into a home against the wishes of the
occupant and states that a person's private life, privacy of correspondence, and tele-

phonic and telegraphic communications are protected by law.
Current law ana procedures require the General Procurator's approval for wire-

taps, searches of homes, interception of mail, and similar procedures. Since inde-
pendence, personnel and organizations that were responsible for violations during
the Soviet period have remained lai^ely in place; however, no widespread and sys-

tematic violations of the privacv of citizens were reported in 1992. Some citizens ac-

tive in politics or Interested in human rights issues reported visits from government
security agents who asked them questions about their activities. The questioning,
while not hostile or threatening, caused those questioned to suspect that their ac-
tivities were being monitored and that possibly the privacy of their communications
and homes had been violated. Evidence to this effect was not available.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The Supreme Soviet on July 2, 1992, passed a
law on the press and mass media which supports freedom of the press but also pro-
vides guidelines proscribing publication of certain information. The law supports the
right of journalists to work, obtain information, and publish without prior restraint.
It also guarantees a journalist's right to protect his or her sources. The law prohibits
publication of state secrets, material which advocates the overthrow of, or changes
to, the existing constitutional order in Kyrgyzstan or elsewhere. It also prohibits
publication of material that advocates war, violence, or intolerance toward ethnic or
religious croups. Desecration of national norms, ethics, and symbols like the na-
tional seal, anthem, or flag is prohibited. Publication of pornography is prohibited,
as is propagation of untrue information.
The law states that the press should not violate the privacy or dignity of individ-

uals, although a law that would have prohibited insulting the digmty of the presi-
dent was opposed by President Akayev and was not passed by the Supreme Soviet.
The law requires all media to register with the Ministry of Justice and to await the
Ministry's approval before beginning to operate. Since the law was passed, there
were no reports of the Ministry refusing to register a publication or tne law being
used in any prosecutions.
During 1992 the press was free to publish material without prior government ap-

proval or restraint. Similarly, no prior restriction or censorship existed for the elec-
tronic media or cinemas. The Government owned all radio and television facilities.

While a few fully independent newspapers and magazines existed, the Government
continued to exert varying degrees of mfluence over most other publications. Inde-
pendent publishers said they were disadvantaged because they paid higher prices
for materials and did not have some of the resources available to the government-
owned media, such as oflice space. There were no reports of government pressure
or threats against journalists, but government involvement in and ownership of the
media did raise concerns among journalists about self-censorship.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Citizens of Kjrrgyzstan have
the right to assemble and associate freely and generally did so without government
interference. Permits were required for public marches and gatherings out report-
edly were not denied arbitrarily.
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The 1991 Supreme Soviet law on public organizations includes labor unions, polit-

ical parties, and cultural associations. All public organizations must register with
the Ministry of Justice. Although most organizations registered without difficulty,

the Ministry did ask some organizations to revise their charters and refused to reg-

ister others. Among those denied registration was the Social Democratic Partv
(SDP), whose membership is made up largely of Russian speakers. The Ministry al-

leged that the Social Democrats did not meet all provisions of the law, including
a requirement that all political parties have at least 500 members. The SDP accused
the Ministry of a violation of human rights and discrimination, but admitted that
it did not have enough members to register as a political party. However, the Min-
istry of Justice refused to register it as a political organization. A bureaucratic men-
tality, which is a holdover of the Soviet period, is at least partly responsible for the
Ministry's refusal to register some organizations. However, charges that interpreta-

tion of the law on public organizations was not even-handed had some credence.

c. Freedom of Religion.—The Government has encouraged the practice and revival

of all faiths in Kyrcyzstan. Missionaries and evangelists are not restricted, and all

have access to facilities and are free to proselytize. For the first time, a Roman
Catholic church was opened in Bishkek. Members of the Jewish community have
complete freedom to teach Hebrew and practice their faith. Construction of mosques
accelerated in Bishkek and elsewhere in the country.
President Akayev and his ministers profess commitment to a secular government

with no official ties to any religion. However, the preamble of the draft constitution

supported by the President reters to Kyrgyzstan's commitment to the "moral prin-

ciples, national traditions, and spiritual values of Islam." Government spokesmen
explained that this phrase was intended only to awaken moral and spiritual values
that had been long suppressed under Soviet rule. Nevertheless, this language raised

concerns among members of other faiths and those committed to a complete separa-
tion of religion from the State. At year's end, the Supreme Soviet voted to include

a slightly modified reference to "Islam and other religions" in the prefunble.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Grovemment policy in 1992 supported Tree travel witnin and outside

Kyrgyzstan. However, certain policies imposed during the Soviet period remained in

effect and continued to restrict internal migration and resettlement and impede citi-

zens' ability to travel abroad. Citizens of Kyrgyzstan needed official government per-

mission ("propiska") to work and settle in a particular area of the country. Home
and apartment owners were legally restricted to selling their property to buyers
with such permission. This policy, imposed during the Soviet period, was used to

control and restrict internal migration. Its continued use in Kyrgyzstan restricted

freedom of movement. In addition, members of minority nationalities accused the
Government of partiality toward ethnic Kyrgyz while restricting the movement of

those belonging to other ethnic groups. For example, ethnic Kyrgyz squatters who
continued to live in Bishkek without official pei*mission receiveagovemment help
to construct housing.
Kyrgyzstan did not have a law on emigration, and no law had been adopted by

year's end. The administrative procedures that were used permitted free movement
of people without any evidence of discrimination. Citizens who apply for inter-

national passports need to present a letter of invitation from the country they in-

tend to visit or to which they interid to emigrate. This policy was instituted during
the Soviet period and impedes free and unrestricted foreign travel. There were no
reports, however, that citizens, after presenting such a letter, were denied a pass-

port or an exit visa. Earlier in the year, citizens who were trying to emigrate com-
plained that government officials, particularly customs agents, harassed them and
impeded travel out of Kyrgyzstan, barringthem from taking property such as auto-

mobiles and currency out of the country. Thereafter the Government saw to it that

the harassment stopped. Emigrants reportedly were not prevented from returning
to Kyrgyzstan.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Kyrgyzstan continued to use the Constitution adopted in 1978 and amended in

1990 to provide for a presidential system of government. President Askar Akayev
was elected President by the Supreme Soviet in 1990 and reelected by popular ballot

in 1991. Although he ran unopposed in 1991, his reelection appeared to reflect broad
support. As President, he may issue decrees that are binding unless abrogated by
a vote of no fewer than two-thirds of the Supreme Soviet. New presidential elections

are scheduled for 1996.
Most of the 350 members of the Supreme Soviet were elected in 1990 when the

first multiple-candidate elections were held. However, the Communist Party, with
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its monopoly on power still intact, manipulated the elections to ensure the victory

of candidates it favored. New elections for the Supreme Soviet are scheduled for

1995. Tlie ability of citizens to effect a peaceful, democratic change of government
remains untested.
President Akayev's suspension of the Conmiunist Party in 1991 removed an appa-

ratus which had monopolized all political power. During by-elections for the Su-
preme Soviet, several candidates for each seat appealed directly to the electorate,

and debate, discussion, and dissent were increasingly heard in the Supreme Soviet.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and NongovemmentcU In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The Government did not restrict the activities of local human rights monitors or
the delegations and representatives of international and nongovernmental human
rights groups that visited Kyrgyzstan. However, in one case, the Ministry of Justice
renised to register a human rights organization because, it said, one human rights
organization was already registered and another was not needed.

In December over 250 participants from at least 8 nations, including the United
States, took part in an international human rights conference in Bishkek. The Gov-
ernment of Kyrgyzstan welcomed the participants, and prominent government offi-

cials addressed the conference. However, on the last day of the conference, security
officials from Uzbekistan abducted three Uzbek human rights monitors. The procu-
rator in Tashkent had issued a warrant for the arrest of one of them, Abdumanov
Pulatov, and this was given as the reason for the abduction. As of year's end,
Pulatov remains under detention in Uzbekistan, charged with insulting the Presi-
dent of Uzbekistan. The Uzbekistan security authorities released the other two.
The Ministry of Internal Affairs of Kyrgyzstan said it permitted Pulatov's arrest

because it was obliged to do so under the provision of an agreement signed by the
Governments of Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan that permitted extraterritorial arrest of

criminals. After widespread criticism in the press and from human rights monitors,
the Ministry later softened its position and said it might have acted mfierently had
it known there was a human rights dimension to P'ulatov's arrest.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Government expressed strong commitment to protecting the rights of mem-
bers of all ethnic, religious, and linguistic groups as well as those of women. Re-
ported complaints of discrimination centered on the treatment of citizens who were
not ethnic Kyrgyz. This group, which makes up over 40 percent of the population
of Kyrgyzstan, is often called the Russian-speaking minority, although Russian-
speaking Uzbeks comprise 12.9 percent of the total population. Members of this
gMnp alleged discrimination in niring, promotion, and housing. More generally,

ussian speakers complained that government officials at all levels favored ethnic
Kyrgyz when formulating policy or making decisions.
Although complaints of discrimination were oft«n presented, documented and spe-

cific cases were seldom cited. Most often the complaints were based on perceived
discrimination. For example, Russian speakers pointed to ethnic Kjrrgyz squatters
in Bishkek who occupied land and who were later given government aid to build
houses. Russian speakers cited this as an example of a policy that favored ethnic
Kyrgyz at the expense of other groups, in that the authorities provided direct finan-
cial assistance and authorities allowed the squatters to bypass the "propiska" sys-
tem. Russian speakers also alleged that a "glass ceiling" existed in government em-
ployment which precluded their promotion beyond a certain level. The representa-
tion of ethnic Kyrgyz at high and intermediate levels of government is proportion-
ally much greater than the percentage of ethnic Kyrgyz in the general population.
Russian speakers have been replaced in many positions in government, industry,
and education by ethnic Kyrgyz. This gives credence to perceptions that career op-
portunities are limited for those who are not ethnic Kyrgyz.
A law adopted in 1989 designated Kyrgyz the language of government and Rus-

sian the language of interethnic communication. Many Russian speakers, particu-
larly ethnic Russians and Ukrainians, feel disadvantaged because they cannot speak
Kyrgyz. They have called on the Government to adopt a policy of bilingualism. The
Government did not establish in 1992 a viable and universally available program
of Kyrgyz instruction for adult non-Kyrgyz speakers, although some instruction was
available. In general, adults who did not speak the language were not interested
in learning Kyrgyz and did not demand language instruction.

President Akayev expressed his commitment to the rights of women, and a num-
ber of high-level government positions are occupied by women, including the Gen-
eral Procurator, Minister of Education, and Amoassador to the United States. The
law gives equal status to women in Kyrgyzstan, and women are well represented
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in the work force, professions, and institutions of higher learning. In rural areas,
women are still seen only in the role of homemaker, mother, and wife. The press
often reported abuse and violence against women which was frequently associated
with abuse of alcohol. Normal law enforcement procedures were used in cases of do-
mestic violence. More general programs to address these issues had not been estab-
lished.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^In February the Government adopted a comprehen-
sive law that includes provisions protecting the rights of all workers to form and
belong to trade unions. The new law reqpjires a minimum of five workers to form
a union. There was no evidence that government policy tried to obstruct the forma-
tion of independent unions. President Akavev stated his own belief that such unions
were needed in Kyrgyzstan to ensure freedom and democracy.
The Federation oT Independent Trade Unions of Kyrgyzstan (FITUK), successor

to the former official unions, remains the sole trade union umbrella orjganization in
the country under the same leaders, continuing to manage the State s social ftind

and retaining possession of its previously held properties, as well as of the Soviet
trade union-Iinanced resorts and sanatoriums on its territory. It professes to be
transforming itself from a passive recipient of orders from Moscow into a genuine
defender of working people. The Federation regards itself as in a process oi transi-

tion in which it has yet to work out its relations with the Government, with unions
in other former Republics of the Soviet Union, and with unions abroad. The Federa-
tion remains afliliated to the Moscow-based General Confederation of Trade Unions,
which succeeded the Soviet-era All-Union Central Council of Trade Unions.
Nineteen of Kyrgyzstan's 20 union organizations are afliliated to the Federation

with a claimed membership of 1.6 million. The exception is the 8,000-strong union
of entrepreneurs and cooperative members, which is more like an association of self-

employed.
While the right to strike is not codified, strikes are not prohibited. There were

a number of such actions during 1992 including FITUK strikes by taxi drivers,

teachers, and air traflic controllers. In nearly every case, the workers' demands
were met. There were no retaliatory actions against strikers, nor were there in-

stances of human rights abuses directed at unions or individual workers.
Unions are legally permitted to form and join federations and to affiliate with

international trade union bodies. In April Kyiwzstan became a member of the
International Labor Organization. The new laborlaw called for practices consistent
with international standards. Since independent unions were still in their infancy,

no meaningful afUliation with international trade union bodies took place. There
were no known prohibitions ageunst such affiliations.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^A law passed in April recog-

nizes the right of unions to negotiate for better wages and conditions. Although
overall union structure and practice remain consistent with the Soviet experience,

there is growing evidence of^ active union participation in state-owned and nearly
privatized enterprises. However, in most sectors of the economy, wage levels con-
tinue to be set by government decree, although many factories have begun systems
of bonuses and other incentives in keeping with the Government's commitment to

develop a market economy.
Union members are protected by law from antiunion discrimination, and there

were no recorded instances of discrimination against anyone because of union activi-

ties in 1992. However, because the old managementyiabor leadership continued to

dominate the labor movement, anyone who wished to form an independent union
faced formidable obstacles. This, along with a deteriorating economy, may have dis-

couraged independent union activity, rather than direct discrimination or intimida-
tion.

There are no export processing zones.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Forced or compulsory labor is for-

bidden and does not occur.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—The minimum age for employment
is 18. Students are allowed to work up to 6 hours per day in summer or in part-

time jobs from the age of 16. Restrictions on the use of child labor were largely ob-
served.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—There is a national, legally mandated mini-
mum wage that is set at a level to provide what is regarded as required for minimal
subsistence. In practice, even the higher median wage is also considered insufficient

to assure a decent standard of living for a worker and family. The FITUK was re-

sponsible for enforcing all labor laws, including the law on minimum wages. As the
Government provided the overwhelming proportion of employment, minimum wage
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regulations were largely observed. However, enforcement of labor laws was non-
existent in the growing underground economy. Nevertheless, market forces helped
wages in the unofficial sector to keep pace with official wage scales.

liie standard workweek was 41 hours, usually within a 5-day week. Safety and
health conditions in factories were far behind Western standards. The deteriorating

economy hindered enforcement of existing regulations and prevented investment to

improve health and safety standards. The April law also established occupational

health and safety standards as well as enforcement procedures. Besides government
inspection teams, trade unions are assigned active roles in assuring compliance with
these measures.

LATVIA

Latvia regained its independence in 1991 after some 50 years of Soviet occupation.

Latvia's form of government is a parliamentaiy democracy. The highest legislative

authority is the Supreme Council whose Chairman serves as Head of State. The
Prime Minister, elected by the Supreme Council, is the chief executive ofiicial. Day-
to-day government operations are the responsibility of the Council of Ministers,

elected oy the Supreme Council and directed by the Prime Minister. The Council
of Ministers is nominated by the Prime Minister and approved by the Parliament,
and Parliament is able to remove individual ministers from their posts. Pending the
adoption of a new constitution, the Supreme Council in December 1991 adopted a
Constitutional Law providing for basic rights and freedoms.

Latvian authorities are gradually replacing or retraining the police and members
of the security forces. Some Soviet-trained police are being dismissed, mostly for not
knowing how to speak Latvian. Latvian authorities continue to insist that all Rus-
sian military forces leave the country as soon as possible, with a deadline of the
end of 1993. Latvia and the Russian Federation have not reached agreement on a
timetable for the withdrawal of these troops, which remain a cause of tension both
in bilateral relations and domestically. Latvia's borders are patrolled by the Latvian
Home Guard and Border Guards.

Latvia's economy deteriorated in 1992. Trade with Russia collapsed, while trade
with the West and foreign investment did not absorb the decline. Industrial output
was estimated to have fallen by as much as 40 percent in 1992, and unemployment
rose steeply. Economic reform continued apace in 1992. Collective farms were abol-

ished, and private farmers are cultivating most farmland. Urban property is being
returned to its legal owners. In March the Parliament passed a framework privat-

ization law and in November approved privatization by voucher. In mid-year, Latvia
successfully introduced a transitional currency to isolate it from external inflation-

ary pressures.
The current Parliament was elected before Latvia regained its independence in

1991, and it has sought to put off decisions in a variety of fields such as naturaliza-
tion law, preferring to leave them to a parliament elected under Latvian laws. This
has slowed progress in codifying human rights protections.

The unresolved questions of citizenship and naturalization were the most signifi-

cant issues related to human rights. Due to a policy of Russification during the So-
viet occupation, ethnic Latvians now make up only 52 percent of the total popu-
lation, and none of Latvia's seven largest cities boasts an ethnic Latvian majority.
The possibility that non-Latvians who entered the country during the occupation
could control the balance of political power made citizenship and naturalisation is-

sues particularly contentious. The continued failure to resolve these issues exacer-
bated tensions between ethnic Latvians and other ethnic groups, mostly ethnic Rus-
sians.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—No such killings by Latvian authori-
ties are known to have occurred.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no known instances of political abductions or dis-

appearances.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Torture is prohibited under the Constitutional Law, and there were no indications
that such anuses occurred.

Latvian officials have moved to end the human rights abuses that occurred in Lat-
vian prisons during the Soviet era. There were no reports of physical abuse of per-
sons, and conditions generally have improved despite economic hardships and short-
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ages of blankets, food, and medical care. The press obtained access to and reported
on conditions in Latvian prisons.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—There are no known instances of arbi-

trary arrest or exile. Arrests are made on the basis of a prosecutorial warrant. The
law requires the prosecutor's office to mfike a formal decision within 72 hours after
arrest whether to chaise or release a detainee. Charges must be filed within 10
days of arrest. Detainees have the right to have an attorney present at any time.
Currently, the court reviews fulfillment of these reguirements at trial. Parliament
passed a court reform law on December 15 as part of the reorganization of the court
system. In general, the Latvian judiciary is inaependent of improper government in-

fluences.

During the August 1991 coup attempt, former Latvian Communist party chief Al-
fred Rubiks proclaimed himself head of the so-called Salvation Committee. He was
subsequently arrested, and his case (along with that of six of his colleagues) is still

being investigated.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Local courts are comprised of three judges, only
one of whom is a professional jurist. Particularly heinous crimes are heard in the
first instance by the Supreme Court. Latvia is moving to reorganize its court system
according to Western standards. There are no reports of judges having been improp-
erly influenced by the Government.

Trials may be closed if state secrets may be revealed, but there is no known in-
stance of this provision being used for political motives since Latvia regained inde-
pendence in 1991. All defendants have the right to hire an attorney, and the State
will lend funds to destitute defendants for this purpose. Defendants have the right
to read all charges and confront all witnesses. Defendants may ofler witnesses and
evidence to support their case.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The
Constitutional Law provides for privacy of communications and residence, except
when a person is being detained at the scene of a crime or the lives of other persons
are endangered. A judge's order must be obtained to intercept the mail, telephone
calls, or other forms of communications. Latvian authorities abolished almost all of-

fices and dismissed almost all substantive employees of the former Soviet state secu-
rity structure in Latvia that are under their control.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Latvia generally enjoyed freedom of speech
throughout 1992, and both Latvian and Russian-language papers printed a wide
range of criticism. The Constitutional Law contains provisions on free speech and
press, and the 1991 Latvian press law prohibits censorship of the press and other
mass media.
On September 14, the Government seized that day's edition of the Latvian nation-

alist newspaper, Pilsonis, for advocating disobedience of the government require-
ment that all residents of the country register with the Government. (Final registra-
tion figures on the percentage of nonethnic Latvians in Latvia may be a factor dur-
ing parliamentary debate of laws on citizenship and naturalization.) The suspension
of the paper lasted 1 day. This action came after the Government warned the paper
about its alleged support for violent overthrow of the Government. On October 22,
the (jovernment won a court order shutting down the paper indefinitely for libeling

a number of people, including Latvian officials, as former agents of the Soviet Com-
mittee for State Security (KGB). Within a few days, the paper reopened under a
new masthead.
As of the end of 1992, most major newspapers had been privatized or were in the

process of being privatized. The Government sold newsprint at subsidized prices
until the end of 1992. Due to the general economic crisis, over half of all newspapers
may have to cease publication in 1993.

In May a new law on broadcasting abolished the old Soviet State Committee on
Broadcasting, limited the amount of government-produced programming, and for-

bade state censorship. Broadcast media were free of government censorship
throughout 1992.

Independent radio and television were broadcasting in late 1992, but all broadcast
media, including the state radio and television, faced financial difficulties that
caused a reduction in the amount of Russian-language programming that Latvia
buys from Russia. There is private Russian-language radio and television in Latvia.
Several cable and satellite television companies have sprung up throughout Latvia,
and the number of privately owned satellite dishes is growing rapidly.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Latvian authorities legally do
not have the power to prohibit public gatherings but may change the time and
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place, for example, on the grounds of fear of public disorder. In 1992 numerous mass
meetings and public gatherings took place without government interference.

The Constitution provides for the ri^t to associate in public organizations. As a
result of the failed Soviet coup in August 1991, however, the activities of the Com-
munist Party of the Soviet Union, as well as of other organizations that actively

supported the coup (e.g., the political oi-ganization Interfront), were officially banned
in 1991. In September Communists in Latvia formed a public Union of Latvian
Communists, which has been free of government interference.

The Russian community has not been a unified political bloc, and, although some
small groupings have formed, it has not coalesced around a single political move-
ment.

c. Freedom of Religion.—The Government does not interfere in the exercise of reli-

gious freedom. The dominant faiths are Lutheran and Eastern Orthodox. Foreign
evangelists are permitted to hold meetings and proselytize. Religious groups are not
required to register with the Government.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—There are no obstacles to freedom of movement within the country, for-

eign travel, or repatriation of citizens. The number of Latvians traveling abroad has
increased dramatically over the past 3 to 4 years. Legal residents must have a nota-
rized invitation to obtain a document to travel outside the country. There is no evi-

dence that persons with invitations were denied exit visas.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The law provides for a universal, secret ballot and the right to establish political

parties. An increasing number of political parties and organizations represent a
wide array of views. The failure to resolve the citizenship and naturalization ques-
tions delayed the scheduling of elections and resulted in interim legislation. Impor-
tant legislation that would implement basic human rights guarantees has not been
passed. The right of citizens to change their government remains, therefore,
untested.
The Communist Party and Interfront were officially banned in 1991 (see Section

2.b.). The reconstituted Union of Latvian Communists may field candidates for elec-
tion. Following an investigation by a parliamentary committee into the events sur-
rounding the August 1991 Soviet coup attempt, the Latvian Parliament in 1992
ejected 15 members who had participated in or directly supported the 1991 coup.
These seats remain vacant and will be filled during national elections planned for
1993. Parliamentary representation in Latvia is not based on ethnic ioentity, and
many ethnic Russians are deputies in Parliament.
Under the resolution on citizenship passed by Parliament in October 1991, only

those who were citizens prior to June 17, 1940, and their direct descendants were
able to claim citizenship. The citizenship status of other residents of Latvia, includ-
ing those who arrived or were bom in Latvia during the Soviet occupation, was un-
resolved. The resolution also suggested principles for a future law on naturalization,
establishing five criteria—residence for at least 16 years in Latvia, a conversational
knowledge of Latvian, a knowledge of the Latvian Constitution, renunciation of
former citizenship, and a loyalty oath—in addition to excluding several groups, such
as members of the former Soviet army, alcoholics and drug addicts, and criminals,
as a class. While a majority of the Russians living in Latvia would meet the 16-
year residency requirement, less than 25 percent of the nonethnic Latvian residents
speak Latvian. (In fact, Russian speakers outnumber Latvian speakers in the coun-
try.) The Russian Government and some international human rights organizations
criticized these criteria as discriminating against ethnic Russians and other Slavs.
Parliament had passed a law that Latvia would not naturalize new citizens until
the Russian army had left;. This law stands as a political barrier to early action on
a citizenship law.
A fact-finding delegation from the United Nations Human Rights Commission vis-

ited Latvia in October at Latvia's request. The summary of its report suggested that
Latvia adopt a citizenship law at an early date so residents may regularize their
status and that non-Latvians not be excluded from the privatization process. The
report further recommended that the domicile qualification could be changed from
16 to 5 years.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation of Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The Government welcomes visits by human rights organizations and has received
delegations from, among others, the Council of Europe and the United Nations.
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Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Although the Constitutional Law provides that all persons are equal under the
law regardless of race, sex, religion, language, social status, or other grounds, and
grants equal rights to work and wages to all nationalities, the Supreme Council's
law on human rights and civic obligations says that only citizens may occupy state

positions, establish political parties, own land, choose a place of abode on Latvian
territory, leave Latvia, or return to it. As noted in Section 3, citizenship and natu-
ralization criteria have yet to be adopted. Furthermore, the Latvian language law
requires that employees of the State and of all "institutions, enterprises, and insti-

tutes" know Latvian as well as is required for their profession, the degree of knowl-
edge to be determined by statute. It also requires most of such groups to be able
to deal with the public in Latvian. There are diarges that these laws have been
used to discriminate against nonethnic Latvians, especially Russians. While all stu-
dents must study some Latvian in primary school, in practice the Latvian Govern-
ment has agreed to allow the main language of instruction to remain Russian in
public primary public schools for Russian speakers. State-funded technical and voca-
tional secondary education and state university education after freshman year is in
Latvian.
Some ethnic Russians have complained of de facto discrimination resulting from

Latvia's property laws. Most people in Latvia live in government-owned apartments,
which have not yet been privatized. Compensation offered by the Government for

state apartments is not enough for departing Russians to purchase any type of
apartment in Russia. Active-duty military personnel have no right to sell or swap
their apartments under any circumstances. These circumstances discourage emigra-
tion and also Russian troop withdrawals. The Government has argued that to pay
departing Russian military personnel for the apartments the Soviet Government
had assigned them in Latvia would legitimate the Soviet military presence in Lat-
via. Some officials point out that, without settling citizenship and residency ques-
tions, Latvia cannot give Russians the ri^t to ownership.
Women possess the same legal rights as men and, in addition, have significant

day-care and maternity benefits. While the law requires that women receive equal
pay for equal work, in practice, as a result of the extreme competition for jobs, par-
ticularly in the emerging private sector, women sometimes face discrimination in

hiring and pay.
Reliable statistics on domestic violence against women are unavailable. Cultural

factors and the current economic crisis suggest, however, the existence of domestic
violence, often associated with alcohol abuse. Some observers suggest that police are
sometimes reluctant to arrest in such cases since charees are often later dropped.
These observers also suggest that some judges are reluctant to impose sufficient

penalties. Some women's groups are beginning to form in Latvia, but their member-
ship is relatively low. Their main concerns are to improve enforcement of child sup-
port and public assistance for families headed by women.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Under a 1991 Latvian law, workers have the legal

right to form and join trade unions of their own choosing. At the end of 1992, about
70 percent of the work force belonged to unions. Union membership, though, is fall-

ing as workers leave Soviet-era unions that include management or are laid off as
Soviet-style factories fail.

Unions are non political, although some union activists advocate endorsing or
forming a political organization. Unions have the right to strike, with some limits,

and regularly exercise this ri^t. Unions are free to affiliate internationally and are
developing contacts with European trade unions and international trade union orga-
nizations.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Trade unions have the ri^t
to bargain collectively and are largely free of government interference in their nego-
tiations with employers. The law prohibits discrimination against union members
and organizers. ISome emerging private sector businesses, however, threatened to

fire union members; these businesses usually paid better salaries and benefits than
were available elsewhere. A Government-employer labor council now exists to advise
the Government on social and economic policies.

No export processing zones exist in Latvia.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Forced or compulsory labor is

banned and is not practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—The statutory minimum age for

employment of children is 16. This minimum age law is, by all accounts, enforced
by state authorities through inspections.
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e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The Labor Code provides for a mandatory 40-

hour maximum workweek, 4 weeks of annual vacation, and a program of assistance

to working mothers with small children. The minimum wasfe is now set at a figure

that is estimated by the Latvian authorities to be below the poverty line. Latvian

laws establish minimum occupational health and safety standards for the work-
place, but these standards seem to be frequently ignored.

LIECHTENSTEIN

The Principality of Liechtenstein is a constitutional monarchy and parliamentary
democracy wnose present Constitution dates back to 1921. The reigning Prince is

the Head of State. All legislation adopted by the unicameral legislature (Landtag)
must have his concurrence. The Government, whose members are appointed by the
Prince in agreement with the Landtag on the latter's proposal, is responsible for the
entire administration of the State.

TTie Principality's police force maintains internal order and is aided by a part-time

auxiliary police force. Both organizations are under the control of the elected Gov-
ernment, and they respect human rights.

Despite its small size (population 29,386, of which over one-third are foreigners)

and limited natural resources, Liechtenstein has developed during the last three

decades from a rural agrarian society into a prosperous, nighly industrialized, free

enterprise economy with an important service sector. Through a 1923 treaty, it par-

ticipates in a customs union with Switzerland and uses the Swiss Franc as its na-
tional currency. Unemployment is virtually nonexistent, and Liechtenstein enjoys

one of the highest standards of living in the world.
Individual human rights are provided for in the Constitution and protected in

practice. As it has become increasingly involved in international forums during the

past decade, Liechtenstein has demonstrated a strong interest in and commitment
to the protection of human rights.

RESPECT FX)R HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and other Extrajudicial Killing There is no history of politically moti-

vated killings, and none is known to have occurred in 1992.

b. Disappearance.—TTiere have been no known abductions, secret arrests, or clan-

destine detentions.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Torture and cruel punishment are prohibited by law, and there have been no reports

of violations.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Freedom from arbitrary arrest and de-

tention is provided by law and observed in practice. The rules of evidence and proce-

dure applied by the courts are to a great extent based on Austrian models. Any per-

son detained by the authorities must appear before an examining magistrate not
later than 24 hours after arrest. The magistrate must either state formal charges
or release the prisoner. The right to legal counsel is guaranteed. If the accused can-

not afford representation, the State provides the cost of defense. Release on personal
recognizance or bail is granted unless the examining magistrate believes the person
is a danger to society or will not appear for trial. There is no exile.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The Constitution provides for public trials. There
is a procedure for judicial appeal, and the judiciary is separated from the executive

and lerislative branches. Liechtenstein has a three-tier system of courts: Lower
Court, High Court, and Supreme Court. The Constitution also provides for an ad-

ministrative court which hears appeals against any government decisions. A state

court, which protects the rights accorded in the Constitution, decides on conflicts of
jurisdiction between the law courts and the administrative authorities and acts as
a disciplinary court for members of the Government. There are no political pris-

oners.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

Constitution provides for personal liberty, immunity of the home, and inviolability

of letters and telephone conversations, including freedom from wiretaps. Police need
a judicial warrant to search private property. No violations were reported.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^An independent press, effective judiciary, and
democratic political system combine to ensure freedom of speech ana press. There
are two newspapers, each representing the interests of one oi the two major political
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parties. There are no television or radio broadcasting facilities within the Principal-
ity, but residents freely receive radio and television broadcasts from neighboring
Switzerland, Austria, and Germany, and many are also cable television subscribers.
Academic freedom is respected.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Freedom of assembly and asso-
ciation is protected by the Constitution and observed in practice. Although permits
must be obtained for public meetings and demonstrations, they are routinely given.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Liechtenstein enjoys religious freedom. The state church
is Roman Catholic, and 87 percent of the population practice that faith. Other de-
nominations are entitled to practice their faiths and to hold religious services. For-
eign clergy are free to perform their duties in Liechtenstein.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Liechtenstein citizens have the freedom to travel in or outside the coun-
try and can emigrate without difficulty. There is no restriction on repatriation of
Liechtenstein citizens abroad.
Since Liechtenstein has no airport or international train station, it is not a coun-

try of first asylum. The few applicants for asylum are returned to the authorities
of*^one of the two neighboring countries of entry, Switzerland and Austria. Refugees
and asylees are not forced to return to countries in which they fear they would be
persecuted.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The monarchy is hereditary in the male line. The unicameral legislature, compris-
ing 25 deputies, is elected by the people every 4 years by proportional representa-
tion. The Constitution provides for the ri^t to vote, which is universal, equal, se-

cret and direct. A coalition of the two major political parties has formed the Govern-
ment since 1938. Although there are some historical differences between these two
parties, as well as disagreements over some local issues, a high degree of political

consensus exists, and the rights of emerging opposition and splinter groups are re-

spected. The electorate regularly makes use of^its right to participate in initiatives

and referendums. Women gained the right to vote in national elections in 1984.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation of Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The only known human rights group based in Liechtenstein, Justitia, is an infor-

mal group of three or four persons who monitor prison conditions and assist foreign

workers with immigration matters. They do so without government restriction.

There have been no requests for the investigation of human rights violations.

Liechtenstein has consistently cooperated with international and nongovernmental
groups in all areas of human rights and has demonstrated a particular interest in

and support for human rights and minority rights in international organizations.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

There is no legal discrimination on the basis of race, language, or social status.

On August 14, a constitutional amendment for the first time provided for equality
to women under the law. Laws governing citizenship and residency rights, social se-

curity and unemployment insurance, education, taxation, and conditions in the
workplace are under revision to bring them into compliance with the August 14
Constitutional Amendment. Additionally, legislation to give women equal pay for

equal work is presently under review. Several groups monitor and promote women's
rights. They report that the Government is cooperative with respect to their con-
cerns and in some cases provides financial support. The social and traditional dis-

crimination which still persists hinders opportunities for women in fields that have
been traditionally dominated by men. Wife beating is prohibited by law. Liech-

tenstein has facilities through which women who are victims of violence may obtain
help and counseling.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^All workers, including foreign workers in Liech-
tenstein, have the freedom to associate, join the unions of their choice, and select

their own union representatives. The existing social peace, in part due to the high
standard of living, has resulted in a low demand for organized worker representa-
tion. The one trade union comprises 13 percent of the work force but looks after the
interests of nonmcmbcrs as well. It is free to affiliate internationally but does not.

Workers have the right to strike, except in certain work categories, as outlined
in work contracts and agreed to by the employees concerned. No strikes are known
to have taken place in the last 25 years.
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b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The law provides workers the

right to organize and bargain collectively. This right is recognized for all professions.

However, because Liechtenstein enjoys the world's highest per capita income for a
state without oil resources, and, because wealth is well distributed, the right is rare-

ly exercised.

There are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Forced or compulsory labor is pro-

hibited by law and does not exist in practice.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—The employment of children under
the age of 15 is prohibited. Children are required to remain in school for 9 years.

Child labor laws are enforced by the Government, and adolescent workers are pro-

vided special protection by law.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—There is no national minimum wage; wages
are among the highest in the world. Liechtenstein law sets the standard woriiweek
at 46 hours in industrial firms and 50 hours in nonindustrial firms. In practice the
average workweek is between 40 and 41 hours. Workers under the age of 20 receive

a minimum of 5 weeks of vacation; after the age of 20, they receive a minimum of

4 weeks.
Occupational health and safety standards are set by law, and they protect the

worker in the workplace. A safe working environment is enforced by tne Depart-
ment for Worker Safety. The trade union also monitors working conditions. There
were no allegations of worker rights abuses.

LITHUANIA

Lithuania regained its independence in 1991 aft«r more than 50 years of occupa-
tion by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (U.S.S.R.). Lithuania's form of gov-

ernment is a parliamentary democracy. The new Constitution, adopted by a popular
referendum on October 25, 1992, provides for a popularly elected unicameral legisla-

ture, called the Seimas, a popularly elected President, who functions as Head of

State with considerable powers in wrei^ and security affairs, and a Government
led by a Prime Minister and other ministers, appointed by the President and ap-
proved by the Seimas. The Government exercises authority with the approval of the
Seimas and the President. In parliamentary elections on October 25 and November
15 (for undecided runoff contests), a majority of Lithuanians voted for candidates
from the Lithuanian Democratic Labor Party (LDDP), the successor to the Com-
munist Party of Lithuania, which in 1989 broke away from the Soviet Communist
Party. International observers, including those from the Council of Europe and from
the Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights of the Conference on Secu-
rity and Cooperation in Europe, deemed the voting to be free and fair. The Seimas
elected Algirdas Brazauskas, the LDDP chairman, as its Chairman and as Acting
President, pending the election to the newly established Presidency scheduled for

Februaiy 14, 1993.
The new Lithuanian security structure includes the domestic police subordinate

to the Interior Ministry; military forces administered by the Ministry of Defense; a
security service charged with internal security functions; and a Parliamentary De-
fense Service responsible for the protection of the Parliament and its leaders, includ-

ing the Head of State. According to the Constitution, the State Defense Council,

made up of the President, the Prime Minister, the Chairman of the Seimas, the De-
fense Minister, and the Chief Commander of the Army, addresses major security
and defense issues. The President serves as the Commander in Chief of the armed
forces. The Parliament's National Security Committee exercises routine oversight of
the military and security forces and must approve the annual defense budget. The
Lithuanian and Russian Defense Ministers signed an agreement on September 8 for

the complete withdrawal of Russian troops from Lithuania by August 31, 1993. De-
spite suDsequent announcements from Moscow about a postponement and suspen-
sion of troop withdrawals, Russian forces appear to be withdrawing in a regular and
orderly fashion.

Lithuania inherited from the U.S.S.R. a centrally planned economy that it is

gradually transforming into a market-oriented system. A broad-based privatization

program open to all citizens resident in Lithuania resulted in most of the housing
stock and considerable portions of farmland as well as small businesses reverting
to private ownership. Large industrial companies remain largely under state owner-
ship, but they are also scheduled for eventual privatization. 'The Government has
persevered in its price liberalization program. At the same time, the general eco-

nomic decline of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), with which Lith-
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uania conducted the bulk of its commerce, exacerbated Lithuania's economic difficul-

ties, leading to severe inflation, declining per capita income and industrial output,
material shortages, and some rationing, particularly of energy products.
Freedom of speech, press, assembly, association, and religion are provided in law

and respected in practice. In September 1991, the Lithuanian Parliament dissolved

four district councils, two of which represented predominantly Polish communities,
leading to allegations that the democratic ri^ts of these residents were being re-

stricted at the local government level. District council elections were held on Novem-
ber 22 but were not definitive because voter turnout was below the legally required
threshold of 50 percent. Another round of voting at the district level will take place

in the spring of 1993. Ethnic Poles participated in the national elections, and six

were elected to the Seimas, four representing the Union of Poles and two represent-

ing other political groups. Lithuania passed a citizenship law that is fully in line

with European standards (see Section 5). There is no evidence of state-sponsored
discrimination against any persons residing in Lithuania.

RESPECT FX)R HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no reports of

extrajudicial killings by Lithuanian authorities in 1992.

b. Disappearance.—There were no reports. of abductions or disappearances caused
by Lithuanian officials. By early 1992, virtually all Lithuanian men who had been
drafted into the Soviet army (including those who were forcibly inducted) had re-

turned home.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

There were no reports that Lithuanian officials engaged in or condoned torture and
other cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—By law, police may detain a person for

up to 72 hours based upwn reliable evidence of criminal activity. At the end of that
period, a warrant must be approved by a magistrate and a decision made whether
or not to make a formal arrest. The authorities have a total of 10 days to present
supporting evidence. Once a suspect is formally charged, prosecutors may keep the

susfxjct under investigative arrest for up to 2 months before taking him to court.

In exceptional circumstances, investigative arrest may be extended by a further 6

to 9 months with the written approval of the Procurator General. The right to an
attorney, provided for in the Constitution, exists from the moment of detention.

Two well-known political figures charged with collaborating with the Soviet-era

Committee for State Security (KGB) were kept under investigative arrest in accord-

ance with proper procedures. One was released on health grounds, while the other

remained in investigative detention.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Lithuania's judicial system consists of a two-tier

structure of district courts and the Supreme Court, which hears appeals from the

district courts. Court decisions are arrived at independently. The Procurator Gen-
eral exercises an oversight responsibility through a network of local prosecutors who
work with police investigators from the Ministry of Interior in preparing prosecution

evidence for the courts. Jury trials are not used in Lithuania.

A law reforming much of the structure and procedures of Lithuania's judicial sys-

tem was passed and scheduled to take effect in November 1992. The implementation
of the law, however, was suspended, pending completion of new civil and criminal

procedural codes in early 1993.
The Constitution provides defendants with the right to counsel. Public defense at-

torneys arc routinely assigned to persons charged with serious oflenses. Defendants
also have the right to hire an attorney of their choice. In practice, the right to legal

counsel is constricted by the shortage of trained lawyers—only 340 registered law-

yers practice in Lithuania—who reportedly find it difficult to cope with the esti-

mated 50-percent rise in criminal cases before the courts in 1992. Outside observers

have recommended the establishment of a public defender system to regularize pro-

cedures for provision of legal assistance to indigent persons charged in criminal

cases. By law, defense attorneys have access to government evidence and can
present evidence and witnesses. Routine, written requests for evidence generally are

nonorcd by the courts and law enforcement agencies. No political trials are known
to have taken place in 1992.
Government efforts to rehabilitate persons charged with anti-Soviet crimes led to

reports in 1991 that some people alleged to have been involved in crimes against

humanity during the Nazi occupation were also benefitting from this rehabilitation.

A special judicial procedure was established to examine each case to determine
whether a crime against humanity may have been involved and whether or not the
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person was ever formally charged with such an oflense. The rehabilitation of two
persons suspected of crimes against humanity was overturned in 1992. The Procu-
racy appealed to the Supreme Court to annul the rehabilitation of four other per-

sons aUeged to have committed war crimes. The cases are pending. Acting Presiaent
Brazauskas informed a visiting delegation of holocaust experts from Israel that, as

of early December, Lithuanian officials determined that five persons guilty of war
crimes had been mistakenly rehabilitated since 1991.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Lithua-
nian authorities do not monitor the correspondence or communications of citizens.

With the written authorization of the Procurator General, however, law enforcement
and national security agencies may engage in surveillance and monitoring activities

on grounds of exceptional national security needs. The evidence collected in this way
must be regularly submitted to a parliamentary committee for its review and ap-
proval. Except in cases of hot pursuit or the danger of disappearance of evidence,

search warrants signed by a procurator are required before police may enter private

dwellings.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech is widely respected. There
is no exercise of prior restraint over either print or broadcast media and no restric-

tion on disclosure, except in cases of national security. In early 1992, there were
occasional complaints from the press associated with opposition groups that it had
less access to government officials and official information than the progovemment
press.

Three private radio stations, including one broadcasting in Polish, began operat-

ing in Lithuania in 1992. A commercial television station partly funded by the State
also started limited broadcasts in Vilnius in September in addition to the two state-

run channels.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—There are no laws that pro-

hibit public gatherings. During 1992 a lai^e number of public meetings and dem-
onstrations took place, with nghtwing groups and blue-collar workers being espe-
cially active. Members of the Polish minority organized picketing timed to coincide
with visits by foreign dignitaries to draw attention to their concerns.
Both the Constitution and the 1990 Basic Law respect the right of Lithuanians

to associate freely, requiring only that they inform local government authorities of
glanned demonstrations. The Parliament, however, outlawed the Moscow-backed
ommunist Party in Lithuania in light of its support for the Januaiy 13, 1991, mili-

tary crackdown and the August 1991 Soviet coup attempt. Other organizations asso-

ciated with the Soviet occupation authorities were also banned. Some members of
the Communist Party contributed to the formation of the Lithuanian Democratic
Labor Party, which was not banned and was the victor in the fall elections. Former
officials of Communist-era Lithuania were not arrested, except those charged with
specific crimes.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^There were no restrictions on the exercise of religious

freedom in 1992. The Grovemment recognizes no state religion, although the Roman
Catholic Church has the largest following in the country, and its clergy is the most
visible in public life. Religious instruction was widely introduced in Lithuanian
schools in 1992, but parents have the ri^t to enroll their children in secular "eth-

ics" classes as an alternative. The former Jesuit College in Kaunas was reestab-
lished, and numerous Catholic Churches firound the country were reopened. A Jew-
ish culture center and museum were established in Vilnius. Protestant groups began
¥roseljrtizing activity, organizing public prayer meetings and religious instruction,

he Government has? clearly expressed and practiced its opposition to the handAil
of anti-Semitic events in 1992. There is no significant anti-Semitic activity in Lith-
uania at present, and the Government is firmly opposes to any such manifestations.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Under Lithuanian law, citizen and permanent residents are permitted
free movement within, and return to, their country. There are no restrictions on for-

eign travel, although the lack of hard currency makes such travel expensive for vir-

tually aU residents of Lithuania.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Lithuania is now a parliamentary democracy. Lithuanian election law requires
that parliamentary elections be conducted by secret ballot. The ballots are printed
in the Lithuanian language. Suffrage is universal. Forty political parties and asso-
ciations are registered, of which 27 took part, either as individual contenders or in
coalition with other groups, in the October 25-November 15 elections to Parliament.
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Of the 27 registered party, association, or coalition slates running in the elections,

only 6 won enough votes to enter the new Parliament. International observers deter-

mined that the national elections were free and fair.

Seventy of the 141 p^liamentaiv seats are proportionately mandated with the re-

maining 71 representatives elected directly. A party must draw 4 percent of the na-
tional vote to De represented in Parliament. National minority slates, however, are

exempt from this rule. Two of the four Union of Poles representatives elected to the

new iSeimas won their seats on a proportional basis, even though the Union slate

captured only 2 percent of the nationwide proportional vote. The other two won in

district races. In addition, two other ethnic Poles were elected representing other
political groups.
The Lithuanian Denoocratic Labor Party (LDDP) won an absolute majority, with

73 of the 141 Parliamentary seats. The ri^twing Sajudis, the mainstream Christian
Democratic Party, the Social Democratic Party, the Union of Poles, and one rep-

resentative from a separate Christian Democratic group nuike up the opposition.

Marking a smooth transition of power, the new Government was constituted in

early December. The LDDP decided to retain four of the former governing party's

ministers, including the former Deputy IMme Minister, who was nominated as the
Prime Minister (lAibys).

The new Parliament, called the Seimas after its prewar predecessor, was elected

to a 4-year term. One of its first acts was the election of LDDP Chairman Algirdas

Brazauskas as Chairman of the Seimas and Acting President, pending direct elec-

tions to the Presidency on February 14, 1993. According to the Constitution, the
I*resident appoints the Prime Minister with the concurrence of a majority of mem-
bers of the Seimas.

Lithuanian citizens voted on referendums in May and June: the first called for

a directly elected executive presidency; the second demanded the withdrawal of Rus-
sian troops £rom Lithuania by the end of 1992. The referendum on the Presidency
gained the support of 69 percent of those who voted. But the relatively low voter

turnout, 57 percent, meant tiiat the measure failed to obtein the necessary 50 per-

cent of all eligible voters. The referendum on troop withdrawals, however, suc-

ceeded. About 90 percent of those who voted were in favor of the measure, and 76
percent of eligible voters cast ballots. Thus 68 percent of all registered voters sup-

ported that referendum.
The citizenship law of December 11, 1991, extends citizenship to persons who

were bom in the territoiy of the Republic of Lithuania, who were citizens prior to

1940, as well as their children and grandchildren, and who became citizens under
the legislation in effect prior to the new effective date of December 11, 1991. All

applications for retention, restoration, and naturalization must go through a citizen-

ship committee appointed by Parliament. In order to qualify for natureiization, an
applicant: must pass a Lithuanian-language examination; must have been resident

in Lithuania for the last 10 years; must have a permanent job or source of income;

and must renounce his current citizenship. Moreover, the Lithuanian-Russian
Agreement of July 29, 1991, offered Lithuanian citizenship to Russian residents who
had taken up residence in Lithuania as of the date of the Agreement's signing. Well
over 90 percent of ethnic Poles, Russians, and others were granted Lithuanian citi-

zenship.
There are no de jure restrictions on women's participation in politics or govern-

ment, but for cultural or historical reasons they are underrepresented in political

leadership positions. There are 10 women deputies in the 141-member Seimas but
none currently in the Prime Minister's Cabinet.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Hoarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The Association for the Defense of Human Rights in Lithuania is an umbrella or-

f[anization for several small human rights groups. The Association lobbies Par-

iament on human ri^ts issues, and its members occasionally write articles in the

press advocating human rights causes, although the Association is not very well

known nor particularly active. Lithuanian authorities actively encouraged inter-

national and nongovernmental human rights groups to travel to Lithuania. The Sec-

retary General of the Council of Europe visited Lithuania from February 16 to 19

to investigate local human rights conditions and the status of ethnic minorities in

preparation for Lithuania's future accession to the Council of Europe.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion. Language, or Social Status

Lithuanian constitutional law prohibits discrimination based on race, sex, religion,

or ethnic background. Non-Lithuanian ethnic groups, comprising about 20 percent

of the population, include Russians, Poles, Belarussians, Ukrainians, and Jews.
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Minority nationalities have ready access to primary and secondary education in

their own languages. State radio and television programs include a fair selection of

programs in minority languages. Numerous periodicals are readily available in Rus-
sian and Polish.

Relations between the Lithuanian authorities and the sizable ethnic Polish com-
munity in the southeast region of Lithuania, however, remained strained. After the

August 1991 Soviet coup attempt, the Lithuanian Parliament voted to suspend four

district councils, two ot which were located in predominantly Polish communities.

The Parliament also suspended a county council in Snieckus (now called Visaginas)

representing a predominantly Russian conmiunity. The charges leveled against the
councils of Vilnius and Salcininkai districts (as well as the Snieckus county council)

were that they acted to preserve Soviet rule during Lithuania's independence strug-

gle and supported the August 1991 coup attempt. Lithuanian administrators were
appointed pending the election of new oflicials. In the November 22 elections to the

Vilnius and Salcininkai district councils, voter turnout was too low to allow for de-

finitive results under Lithuanian election law, and new elections will be held in the

spring of 1993. New elections to the Snieckus county council were set for February
14, 1993. The Polish community also expressed concern that the planned consolida-

tion of Lithuania's territorial administrative units might have the effect of diluting

the majority status of ethnic Poles in the reorganized districts.

Non-Lithuanieins, especially Poles, have expressed concerns about the possibility

of job discrimination arising from implementation of the language law, many public

sector employees were required to attain a functional knowledge of Lithuanian with-

in several years. Language-testing committees were scheduled to begin their work
in the fall of 1992, but their establishment was delayed until January 1993. Hence,
oflicial testing of Lithuanian-language proficiency in accordance with the 1989 law
has not yet commenced. There does not yet appear to be any documented evidence
of dismissals based on the provisions of this law. In addition, Lithuanian authorities

have asserted that no one would be dismissed solely because of an inability to meet
the language requirement.
The Constitution provides equal rights for men and women. Oflicial policy speci-

fies equal pay for equal work. There are, however, significant inequalities in Lifiiua-

nian society based on sex. Women are underrepresented in some professions and in

the managerial sector as a whole. Women, however, enjoy maternity and day-care

benefits. Statistics are not available on the incidence of abuse directed at women.
Several women's organizations were established in 1992. One, the League of Lithua-
nian Women, includes several female parliamentaiy deputies who are attempting to

introduce legislation protecting women's ri^ts. Another organization, the Associa-

tion of Women, groups businesswomen mainly from Kaunas, the second largest city

of Lithuania. The League's members and representatives of other groups report that

public awareness of women's issues is still at a rudimentaiy stage. Abuse of women
in the home is reportedly common, especially in connection witn alcohol abuse by
husbands, but institutional mechanisms for coping with this problem are generally

not available. Official statistics on the incidence of abuse of women are not avail-

able. Fledgling women's rights organizations are attempting to increase public
awareness of women's issues.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—The 1991 Law on Trade Unions and Article 50 of

the 1992 Constitution recognize the rights of workers and employees to form and
join trade unions. The Law on Trade Unions formally extends these rights to em-
ployees of the police and the armed forces, althou^ the Collective Agreements Law
of 1991 does not allow collective bargaining by government employees involved in

law enforcement and security-related work. On October 22, 23 of 25 Lithuanian
trade unions formed a Joint Representation of the Lithuanian Trade Unions. The
Lithuanian branch of the U.S.S.R.'s All-Union Central Council of Trade Unions re-

named itself the Confederation of Free Trade Unions before the advent of Lithua-
nian independence. A genuinely free trade union called the Lithuanian Workers
Union (LDS) emerged in 1990 and organized Lithuanian workers to defend their in-

terests. The LDS now claims a dues-paying membership of 50,0(X), oi^anized in 35
regional groupings.
There are no restrictions on Lithuanian unions affiliating themselves with inter-

national trade unions. The Union of Teachers (which is associated with the LDS)
reportedly is affiliated with the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions.
The LDS and its component organizations currently maintain loose cooperative con-

tacts with international trade unions.
The 1991 Law on Trade Unions and Article 51 of the 1992 Constitution provide

for the right to strike. In February, 70 percent of workers in the public service sec-
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tor engaged in a strike to preserve their jobs. Hairdressers and photo studio opera-
tors went on strike to protect their jobs, and scattered strikes by truck and bus driv-
ers generally reflectea dissatisfaction with the state management of their enter-
prises. In at least three or four cases, the drivers succeeded in replacing the direc-

tors of these firms.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Collective bargaining and the
right of unions to organize employees are protected by the Collective Agreements
Law, although several provisions of this law reportedly hinder the establishment of
new union organizations. According to the Collective Agreements Law, unions must
have at least 30 founding members in large enterprises or have a membership of
one-fifth of all employees in small enterprises to be registered. Difficulties commonly
arise in state enterprises whose employees are represented by more than one union.
LDS representatives charge that state managers sometimes prefer the old-style Con-
federation of Free Trade Unions over the LDS unions as collective bargaining part-

ners. In general, free trade union spokesmen say that managers often determine
wages without regard to trade union wishes, except in larger factories with well-

organized trade unions. The Government issues periodic decrees that serve as guide-
lines for state enterprise management in setting wage scales.

No export processing zones have yet been established in Lithuania.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Constitution prohibits forced

labor.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^Free trade union representatives
inddcate that the mechanisms for monitoring minimum wage legislation are rudi-
mentary. Complaints about infringements oi child labor regulations generally are
referrea to local prosecutors who mvestigate the charges and take legal action to

stop violations. A proposed labor inspection service responsible to the Cabinet of
Ministers would be empowered, among other things, to enforce minimum wage regu-
lations, but Parliament has yet to pass the necessary legislation establishing this

service. Available evidence suggests that child labor is not a widespread phenome-
non.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The legal minimum wage, although periodi-

cally revised to take inflationary trends into account, is still insufficient to provide
a worker and family a decent standard of living. These adjustments generally lag
behind the national inflation rate, which totaled approximately 800 percent in 1992.

If enacted, the labor safety bill before Parliament would set down the rights of
workers confronted with hazardous conditions and provide legal protection for work-
ers who file complaints about such conditions. The Constitution provides that work-
ers have the right to safe and healthy working conditions. Currently, however, the
Labor Code inherited from the Soviet period provides most of the legal guidelines
governing worker safety standards.

LUXEMBOURG

Luxembourg is a constitutional monarchy with a democratic parliamentary form
of government. Executive authority is exercised by the Prime Minister. The role of
the Grand Duke, the titular Head of State, is largely ceremonial. The Chamber of
Deputies, a unicameral legislature, encompasses the full political spectrum; an ap-
pointed body, the Council of State, reviews legislation before it is given final ap-
proval by the Chamber.
The police and gendarmerie maintain order throughout the country and are subor-

dinate to governmental and judicial authority. Judicial and penal systems are open,
efficient, and fair.

Luxembourg has a prosperous free market economy with active industrial and
services sectors. Its standard of living and its level of social benefits are high.

Human rights are valued and ssueguarded throughout Luxembourg. Individual
rights are protected by law and respected in practice by both the Government and
the populace. Luxembourg's large foreign population (almost 30 percent) is well inte-

grated into the society and the economy. National practices in apparent conflict with
human rights are quickly and publicly addressed.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—Killing for political reasons did not
occur.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no known instances of politically motivated dis-

appearance.
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c. Torture or Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Torture or other unusual punishment is prohibited by law and is not known to

occur.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Due process is provided by law and ob-

served in practice. Except in cases of hot pursuit, judicial warrants are required for

arrests. Detainees must be charged and must appear before a judge within 24 hours

of arrest. Prisoners are not held incommunicado, and immediate access to an attor-

ney is granted. Those who are charged are held pending trial or released on bail

at the judge's discretion. Exile is never imposed.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Luxembourg has an independent and fair judicial

system with the right of appeal. Civilians are not tried in military courts. All de-

fendants have access to legal counsel, at public expense if necessaiy. All charges are

formally and publicly stated. Defendants are presumed innocent until proven guilty

in a court of law. They have the right to public trial, cross-examination of witnesses,

and presentation of evidence. Either the defendant or the prosecutor may appeal a

ruUng. An appeal results in a completely new iudicial procedure, with the possibility

that a sentence may be either increased or decreased. There are no political pris-

oners.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

right to privacy is protected by law and respected in practice. A judicial warrant
is required to enter a private residence, to monitor private correspondence, or to

conduct electronic surveillance. Freedom of choice in private matters is respected.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Freedoms of speech and press are legally pro-

tected and respected in practice. Print media are privately owned and free of gov-

ernmental interference. The privately owned national radio and television company
has exclusive rights for television broadcasting within Luxembourg, but a newly in-

stituted permit system will allow establishment of other private radio stations. The
company is subject to governmental oversi^t but functions independently. Radio

and television broadcasts from neighboring countries are legally and freely avail-

able.

Censorship is not legally imposed, but societal consensus on propriety largely pre-

cludes dissemination of extreme pornography or of sensitive information concerning
national security or the royal fanuly. Academic freedom is respected.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Freedom of peaceful assembly
and association is provided by law and exists in practice. No limitations are imposed
on orderly public meetings or demonstrations. Permits for public demonstrations are

routinely issued.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^There is no state religion, and full freedom of religious

choice exists. There are no restrictions on maintaining places of worship, religious

training or instruction, publication of religious material, or participation in chari-

table activities. Foreign clei^ practice freely. The State pays the salaries of Roman
Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish clergy. Local governments often provide and main-
tain facilities. Luxembourg's population is about 95 percent Roman Catholic.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—^There is full freedom of domestic and foreign travel, emigration, and re-

patriation. Luxembourg asylum policy grants asylum seekers due process and fuU
consideration of their cases.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Luxembourg is a fully functional multiparty democracy. There is universal suf-

frage for all citizens aged 18 and above. Policy is freely debated within the Govern-
ment and the society. There is no risk in dissent; opposition groups and political

parties operate without fear of government repression. National elections are held
every 5 years, and local elections occur every 6 years. Representatives are chosen
by secret ballots in direct elections which are based on a proportional system. Mul-
tiple candidates run for most positions. Luxembourg's foreign population may not

vote but may influence the political process indirectly through membership in labor

unions and other organizations. Women participate freely in the political process.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The activities of international and local human rights groups are not restricted.

Luxembourg consistently supports international and nongovernmental investiga-

tions of alleged human rights violations.
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Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Racial, social, or sexual discrimination is prohibited by law. In practice, blatant
discrimination rarely occurs, and relations between groups are gooa. Approximately
85 percent of Luxembourg's foreign population comes from European Community
member states. Luxembourg recognizes a need for foreign workers, and foreigners

Generally are assimilated into the overall society and economy without difficulty,

kinheads and neo-Nazis are few, and antiforeigner incidents were infrequent and
confined largely to harassment.
Approximately 1,400 refugees fleeing former Yugoslavia entered Luxembourg dur-

ing 1992 under a program of temporary asylum. Perhaps an even larger number of
Yugoslav refugees entered the Grand Duchy without benefit of formal asylum sta-

tus. Government and private entities are actively working to ensure that the basic
needs of this refugee community are being met.
Women and men enjoy the same property rights, and equal pay for ec|ual work

is mandated by law. In the absence of a prenuptial agreement, property is equally
divided upon dissolution of a marriage. Violence against women is not widespread
and is not tolerated by society or the Grovemment. Several women's rights groups
are active in Luxembourg, including some that aid battered women.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—All workers have the right to associate freely, choose
their own representatives, publicize views, and determine agenda. Approximately 65
percent of the labor force is unionized. Membership is not mandatory. Unions oper-
ate free of governmental interference. The two largest labor federations are linked
to, but organized independently of, the Christian Social and the Socialist parties.

There are also several mdependent unions.
Except for some government workers providing essential services, all workers

have the right to strike. Those government workers who may strike must observe
certain conditions, such as preliminary cooling-ofF periods. Workers rarely strike in

Luxembourg; no strikes occurred in 1992. Still, the labor federations used a general
strike threat in the spring to reach agreement on a health insurance system reform
compromise that averted a cut in government contributions.

Unions maintain unrestricted contact with international bodies, including the Eu-
ropean Trade Union Confederation and the International Confederation of Free
Trade Unions.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Collective bargaining is pro-

tected by law and freely practiced throughout Luxembourg. Wages, benefits, and
working conditions are set in free negotiations between unions and employers. All

businesses having 15 or more employees must have worker representatives. Busi-
nesses with over 150 employees must form works councils composed of equal num-
bers of management and employee representatives. In businesses with more than
1,000 employees, one-third of the memoership of the supervisory boards of directors

must be employees' representatives.

Both Luxembourg law and practice promote union activity and protect union lead-

ers and members from discrimination. Effective procedures exist and are used to ad-
judicate employment-related complaints.

There are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Forced or compulsory labor is pro-

hibited by law and does not exist.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^Employment of children under the
age of 15 is prohibited. Children are required by law to remain in school until they
are 16 years old. Apprentices between 15 ana 16 years of age must also attend
school. Adolescent workers receive additional legal protection, including limits on
overtime and the number of hours that can be worked continuously. The Ministries
of Labor and of Education oversee strict enforcement of national child labor and
education laws.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The current minimum wage legislation, effec-

tive as 01 August 1992, provides for a minimum wage for workers at least 18 years
of age with no dependents. Lower, tiered minimum wage rates apply to younger
workers and students between 15 and 18 years of age and increase yearly by age.

Minimum wage rates apply, without exception, to all sectors of the economy. All

wages and salaries are indexed to the general cost-of-living index. Supplements to

the minimum wage are added for workers with dependents. Nonetheless, supporting
a family in Luxembourg is difficult on the minimum wage. In practice,

Luxembourg's wages are among the world's highest, and most employees receive

more than the minimum wage.
National legislation mandates a workweek of 40 hours. Premium pay is required

for overtime or unusual hours. Employment on Sunday is prohibited except in con-
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tinuous process industries (steel, glass, and chemicals) and for certain maintenance
and security personnel. All workers receive a minimum of 5 weeks of paid vacation
yearly, in admtion to paid holidays.

Luxembourg's health and safety standards are among the highest in the world.

A safe working environment is mandated by law and strictly enforced throu^ an
inspection system that provides severe penalties for infractions. Inspections are car-

riea out by the Labor Inspectorate of the Ministry of Labor and by Accident Insur-

ance Agency of the Social Security Ministiy.

MACEDONIA*

Macedonia is the only former Yugoslav republic to have gained independence
peacefully and without bloodshed. It is a parliamentary democracy. The Parliament
was elected in free and fair elections in November 1990 and elected Kiro Gligorov
as President in January 1991. It declared Macedonia's independence from Yugo-
slavia after a public referendum on the issue, and adopted a new Constitution in

November 1991. The nonparty "government of experts," which took office in Mardi
1991, lost a vote of no confidence in July 1992. A broad-based coalition of former
Communists, Socialists, liberals, ethnic Albanians, and others then formed a new
Government in September.
The Ministry of the Interior oversees the security apparatus, including uniformed

f)olice, border police, and the domestic and foreign intelligence services. Branch of-

ices in 13 Ministry precincts are in charge of security at the local level. Statutorily,

the Interior Ministry is under the control of a civilian Minister and civilian Govern-
ment, and its operations are overseen by a standing parliamentary commission.
Throughout 1992 the Ministry was widely accused by various sources of human
rights violations, including excessive use of force. In December the Alliance of Re-
formed Forces-Liberal Party, a member of the governing coalition, publicly called for

a major restructuring of the Ministry.
Historically, Macedonia was the poorest of the former Yugoslav republics. Its

economy, based on agriculture, mining, and light industry, was closely tied to those
of the other republics, especially Serbia. The conflict in the region, bringing with
it the imposition of international sanctions against Serbia and Montenegro and a
rising tide of refugees, severely disrupted the economy and caused increasing unem-
ployment and innation and the breakdown of trade. The Government is publicly

committed to a market economy; it has adopted an anti-inflation program, issued
a transitional currency, and established an independent central bank.
Fundamental human rights are provided for in the Constitution and are generally

respected. Minorities, including Albanians and Serbs, have raised various credible

allegations of human rights infringements and discrimination at the hands of the
majority Macedonian population. The Albanians have noted economic discrimination
ana incommensurate political rights, particularly inadequate representation in local

government, and demanded better access to minority-language schooling and public
sector jobs. They have also complained of insufficient media access. The Albanian
community also objected strongly to the Macedonian law on citizenship which states

that a person must reside in Macedonia for 15 years to be eligible for naturalized
citizensnip. On November 6, a riot in Skopje, the capital, erupted between Alba-
nians and Macedonian police, resulting in four civilian deaths (see Section l.a.).

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—On November 6, thousands of Alba-
nians demonstrated in an Albanian neighborhood of Skopje after the Macedonian
police allegedly beat a teenaged Albanian cigarette vendor. The Ministry of Internal
Affairs refused offers by leaders of various Albanian political parties to try to calm
the crowds on the grounds of security considerations. When rioting broke out, both
sides used firearms, and three Albanians and one Macedonian bystander were
killed. Over 20 people were injured, including 10 police officers. In the face of Alba-
nian accusations oi excessive and unjustifiable use of force, the Government de-

fended the police's actions and launched an inquiry. On November 9, aft«r hinting

* Macedonia has proclaimed independent statehood but has not been formally recognized by
the United States as a state. There has been a dispute regarding the name under which it

should be recognized. We use "Macedonia" in this repwrt informally for convenience; its use is

not intended to have international or diplomatic significance. Because there is no Unites States
Embassy in Macedonia, this report draws to a large extent on unofficial sources.
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that outside forces may have orchestrated the incident, the police apprehended 27
foreigners (16 from Kosovo and 11 from Albania), but no charges were filed, and
they were eventually released. Macedonian nationalists blamed Albanian black
mariceteers and criticized the Government for not quelling the rioting sooner. The
Ministry said Albanian black marketeers, smugglers, and drug dealers used the

beating incident as a pretext to riot, partly in reaction to the police's recent crack-

down against their illegal activities. (Jonference on Security and Cooperation in Eu-
rope (CSCE) monitors in Skopje at the time concluded that the police had used ex-

cessive force in attempting to arrest the teenager.

b. Disappearance.—There were no reported disappearances.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Constitution prohibits such treatment and punishment. Albanians, however, re-

ported numerous instances of brutality by Macedonian police officers, mostly in pro-

vincial villages near Struga, Skopje, and Grostivar, but most of these claims were
unsubstantiated. On April 15 in Debar, the wounding of an Albanian by an Macedo-
nian policeman resulted in a major demonstration by Albanians and the subsequent
suspension of the two Macedonian police officers involved.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^There were no confirmed reports of arbi-

trary arrest in 1992. Some ethnic Albanians reported instances of unprovoked police

harassment, but these claims were not confirmed.

The Constitution states that a person must be arraigned in court within 24 hours

of arrest and sets the maximum duration of detention pending trial at 90 days. The
accused must be informed of their legal rights and the reasons for their arrest and
detention. The accused is entitled to contact a lawyer at the time of arrest and to

have a lawyer present during police and court proceedings. The Constitution also

provides that a person illegally detained has the right to compensation. Judges issue

warrants at the request of prosecutors. Exile, internal or external, is not used as

a form of punishment.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Macedonia's courts are "autonomous and inde-

pendent" under the Constitution. The current court system is three-tiered: munici-

pal, district, and the Supreme Court. The Constitutional Court deals exclusively

with matters of constitutional interpretation. On December 16, Parliament passed
several key pieces of judicial reform legislation, including laws on the public pros-

ecutor's omce and on private lawyers. The Albanian parties unsuccessmlly lobbied

for the establishment of a public prosecutor's office in the predominantly Albanian
city of Gostivar. Presently, the mandates of virtually all of Macedonia's judges, who
were appointed prior to independence, have expired. An implementing law for the

seven-member Judicial Council, the constitutionally established judicial organ

charged with nominating judges at all levels, was passed in late 1992. Two of the

Council members are nominated by the President, two bv the Constitutional Court,

and three by Parliament, and all must be confirmed by Parliament. Procedurally all

judges will be selected by the republic Judicial Council and confirmed by Par-

liament, but the law on courts, which would provide for the selection of all of Mac-
edonia's 400 judges, is still pending. The Justice Minister promised that the election

of the new judges would be accomplished by April 1, 1993. They will have mandates
of varying terms.
The Constitution calls for public court trials and sentencing, except as specified

by law. Defendants have the right to be present, to confront witnesses, to present

evidence, to have counsel, and to appeal. Prosecutors and defense attorneys have the

same rights, including the right ol appeal. The operation of the judicial system ap-

pears to be consistent with the constitutional guarantees.

There were no known trials on purely political charees in 1992. A local human
rights group alleged that there were as many as 10 Albanian "political prisoners"

being held in Macedonia's Idrizova Prison.

The Constitutional Court has a mandate to protect the human rights of citizens,

but it has not yet taken any action in this area. The Assembly is to elect a people's

ombudsman to defend citizens' constitutional and legal rights, but it has not yet

passed an implementing law.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

right to privacy of person, home, and correspondence is provided in the Constitution.

Although searches without court order are prohibited, the Albanian community al-

leged that the police sometimes engage in illegal searches of Albanian honies. Dif-

ferent political groups alleged that government bodies engaged in wiretapping, but

no instance is known to have been substantiated. Only courts may grant permission

to install wiretaps. On July 6, the Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organization-

Democratic Party for Macedonian National Unity (VMRO-DPMNU) charged that the

Interior Ministry had wiretapped its office telephones. On December 22, a par-

liamentary commission charged with reviewing the allegation did not explicitly con-
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firm that the wiretapping took place but judged that such an infringement of a po-

litical party's right to privacy would be unconstitutional.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The Constitution forbids censorship and gufiran-

tees freedom of speech, public access, public information, and freedom to establish

institutions for puolic inrormation. These freedoms are generally respected.

TTiere are four daily newspapers in Skopje and numerous weekly political and
other publications. There is also an Albanian newspaper and a Turkish one, both
of which are published three times weekly and are widely circulated. Other cities

publish their own dailies or have them published in Skopje. Printing presses are

centralized and state-owned, however, limiting competition.

Macedonian Radio-Television (MRT) in Skopie, which is state owned, transmits

programs in the Macedonian, Rom, Turkish, Albanian, and Vlach languages. There
are currently three television and four 24-hour radio stations under SiRTs control.

In addition, there are several small private radio and television broadcasters

throughout the country.
The Albanian minority complained that insufiicient access to television limited Al-

banian-language programming to only 3 to 4 hours per week. They also charged that

the dependence of the main /Qbanian-language newspaper Flame of Brotherhood on
state-owned printing facilities deprived it oi some measure of independence. The
Serbian minority made similar allegations. The VMRO-DPMNU, the only significant

parliamentary opposition faction, alleged that the state-owned printing house and
radio and television outlets denied it fair access to their facilities.

There are no legal barriers to setting up independent media outlets, although air-

wave licensing requirements are not yet lirmly established. The media were not in-

cluded in the Government's privatization program; parliamentary leaders promised
this would be changed.
Foreign books and publications are freely available, principally in the larger cities.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—-The Constitution provides for

these rights. Groups and political parties may not advocate the forcible overthrow
of the constitutional order, encourage the commission of military aggression, or pro-

mote national, racial, or religious hatred or intolerance. Advance notification for an
assembly is required to ensure adequate security. Numerous public rallies were held
in 1992, inclumng a large assembly in July and several political rallies in the prov-

inces before by-elections in October.
Political parties and nongovernmental organizations are required to register with

the Interior Ministry in compliance with a comprehensive political party registration

law. More than 40 political parties and associations have registered since 1990, in-

cluding a political party of Serbs and a pro-Bulgarian party.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Freedom of religion is guaranteed, and there is no gov-

ernmental interference with the practice of religion. The dominant faiths are Ortho-
dox and Muslim. Although the Macedonian Orthodox Church is sp>ecifically named
in the Constitution, it does not enjoy any special legal status. That church and all

other religious communities and groups are separate from the State and equal
under the law. They are free to establish religious schools and social and philan-

thropic organizations. There are active Roman Catholic and Methodist dioceses.

Hare Krishnas, Mormons, and other proselytical groups are also active. The Govern-
ment has returned property confiscated by the Yugoslav government to the churches
and religious communities.
The &5rbian community has requested that the Macedonian Orthodox Church

allow Serbian clerics to administer a church and a monastery in northern Macedo-
nia. The Muslim religious contmiunity recently complained to the Government about
the Macedonian Orthodox Church erecting crosses on bell and clock towers in sev-

eral towns. Although government authorities ruled that the emplacement of the
crosses was illegal, local authorities have apparently not yet complied with the Gov-
ernment's decision.

There are no restrictions on foreign missionaries, and they are free to proselytize.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Citizens are permitted free movement within the country as well as the
right to leave and return. These rights may be restricted for security, public health,

and safety reasons.
Over 30,000 registered refugees from the crisis in Bosnia have been resettled in

Macedonia. The Government estimates that an equal number of unregistered refu-

gees have entered the country. Eighty-eight percent of the refugees are housed in

private homes, with the rest in refiigee camps. Since late summer, the Government
nas restricted the entry of refugees, and the current government position is that no
more refugees will be admitted.
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Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The citizens of Macedonia chose their government in 1990 by secret ballot in free

and fair, multiparty, multicandidate elections. The parliamentary term is 4 years.
The Constitution allows citizens who are at least 18 years of age to vote. There are
no restrictions on the participation of women in political activities, and two women
serve as ministers in tne coalition Government.
The country is governed by a unicameral parliament of 120 members called the

Assembly. The Prime Minister, who is the Head of Government, is the candidate
of the party or parties that are in the majority in the assembly. The Prime Minister
is appointed by the President and confirmed by the Assembly. The Prime Minister
and tne other ministers do not have to be members of the Assembly. The Constitu-
tion also provides for legislation by initiative and referendum. The President, elect-

ed to a 5-year term by secret ballot in a general election, is Head of State, chairman
of the Security Council and commander-in-chief of the armed forces.

The nonparty "government of experts" fell after a vote of no confidence in July.
The Presiaent gave VMRO-DPMNU, the largest party in the Assembly, the oppor-
tunity to form tne next government, but it was unable to do so. In September a coa-
lition of the Social Democratic Alliance (former Communists), the Alliance of Reform
Forces (liberal), the Party for Democratic Prosperity (Albanian), and other smaller
parties formed a (government headed by a member of the Social Democratic Alli-

ance, Branko Crvenkovski.
The (Jovemment participated in several rounds of talks with representatives of

the Albanian community under the auspices of the Peace Conference on the former
Yugoslavia. In accordance with the Constitution, the Assembly on October 26 nomi-
nated a 13-member Council on Interethnic Relations, comprised of the President of
the Assembly and two representatives each from six national and ethnic groups
(Serbs, Macedonians, Romas, Vlachs, Turks, and Albanians).
Over the strong objections and boycott of the Albanian political parties, the As-

sembly adopted a law on citizenship on October 27 which requires 15 years' resi-

dency as a precondition to acquire Macedonian citizenship. The Albanian commu-
nity, which had sought a maximum 5-year residency requirement, charged that the
law was inherently discriminatory and disenfranchised a large segment of the Alba-
nian population.
A special European Community (EC) arbitration commission, the Badinter Com-

mission, considered Macedonia's request for recognition on the basis of the following

criteria, among others: acceptance of the U.N. Charter and CSCE agreements and
provision of guarantees of the rights of ethnic minorities. The Badinter Commis-
sion's January 14, 1992, report stated that Macedonia fulfilled all EC conditions.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation of Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Human rights groups, such as the Democratic Forum for Human Rights in Mac-
edonia, and ethnic minority groups meet frequently with foreign representatives
with no government interference. The CJovemment did not oppose visits or inves-

tigations by international human rights groups.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Macedonia has a variety of national and ethnic groups: Macedonians, Albanians,
Turks, Romas (Gypsies), Serbs, Greeks, and Vlachs (Romanians). All citizens are
equal under the law. The Constitution guarantees the protection of the ethnic, cul-

tural, linguistic, and religious identity of ethnic groups.
In spite of these guarantees, Albanians allege that they are being discriminated

against. They expressed concern about undercounting and so refused to participate

in the 1991 census. (According to the 1981 census, Macedonians comprised 67 per-

cent of the population, Albanians 20 percent, Turks 5 percent, and Serbs 2 percent.

Some observers estimate that Albanians now account for some 25 to 30 percent of
the population, while the Albanians themselves claim up to 40 percent.) Albanians
also boycotted the vote in the 1991 independence referendum because of objections

to several provisions in the proposed constitution; however, they participated in the
1992 elections.

Albanians pressed their claims of discrimination in January at the Yugoslav
Peace Conference and from June onward in talks with the Government under the
auspices of the Peace Conference. They also pressed their claims within Parliament,
where they hold about 20 percent of the seats, and within the Cabinet, where they
hold five ministerial portfolios. They claimed there were limited opportunities for Al-

banian-language broadcasts on radio and television, inadequate scnooling in the Al-

banian language, and patterns of employment discrimination. Albanian advocacy
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groups and political parties charged that Albanians were also underrepresented in

both the military and police forces. The Government acknowledged this, and both

the Ministries of Defense and Interior instituted moderate measures to ameliorate

the imbalance, including special competitions for mid-level positions open only to

members of ethnic minorities and quotas for the induction of ethnic minorities into

the military college and police academy.
The Seroian minority made similar claims about limited opportunities and

underrepresentation.
Presiaent Gligorov has been a vocal advocate of interethnic cooperation and has

played an influential behind-the-scenes role in promoting such cooperation. He has
stated he is in favor of strict measures against discrimination and also favors en-

hanced linguistic and cultural autonomy. The Government considers the participa-

tion of Albanian parties and ministers in the coalition Government as an indication

of progress.
Women possess the same legal rights as men. Little is known of the extent to

which violence against women, including domestic violence, occurs.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^The 1991 Constitution guarantees citizens the right

to form trade unions. There are restrictions on that right for militaiy personnel, po-

lice, and government workers. However, the Government has not yet enacted new
laws on trade unions that would implement the constitutional guarantees. Reliable

statistics on the unionized proportion of the labor force are not available. Much of

Macedonia's total work force is rural and not unionized.

The Council of Trade Unions of Macedonia (SSSM) is the labor confederation

which is the successor organization to the old Communist labor confederation. It

continues to maintain the assets of the Communist group and remains the Govern-

ment's main negotiating partner on social issues. The Union of Independent and Au-
tonomous Trade Unions (UNNIA) is a totally new confederation formed in 1992 with

six member unions. A new independent journalists' association has not joined UNIA
because it sees itself primarily as a professional organization to deal with free press

issues.

The Constitution guarantees the right to strike. Difficult economic conditions,

brought on by the collapse of markets, fiiel shortfalls, and currency shortages, re-

sulted in high unemployment throughout 1992, and strikes were more or less a
daily occurrence. Several strikes early in the year resulted in confrontations with
security forces, and, in some cases, in injuries. Teachers and railroad mechanical
workers went on strike, demanding higher wages. In October thousands of construc-

tion workers staged a peaceful strike in downtown Skopje. In November farmers

partially blocked roads in southern Macedonia in protest over the low purchase

price of agricultural products. In most cases, the employers or Government offered

compromise packages, such as wage increases or purchase price increases, which
satisfied the strikers' main demands.
Trade unions are free to join international trade union organizations. American

Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Oi^anizations representatives met
with the new independent trade unions in Macedonia and supplied several of them
with information aoout international labor organizations, but to date no trade union

has affiliated with an international organization.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The Constitution implicitly

recognizes employees right to bargain collectively. Collective bargaining, however,

is still in its formative stages. Formerly, public employee official unions, which en-

compassed the majority of unionized workers, established so-called collective agree-

ments with the Government, which set minimum wages and various other stand-

ards. Collective agreements are still commonly used to govern employer-employee
relations and have the status of virtual law. Parliament has not yet approved legis-

lation defining collective bargaining rights or prohibiting antiunion discrimination.

There are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced labor is prohibited and is

not known to be practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The constitutional minimum age

for employment of children is 15.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^Yugoslavia had extensive laws concerning ac-

ceptable conditions of work, including an official 42-hour workweek with generous
vacation time and sick leave benefits. Macedonia adopted many of these provisions.

The Constitution guarantees safe working conditions, temporary disability com-
pensation, and leave benefits.

As part of a government stabilization package, the formerly Communist-domi-
nated labor federation (SSSM) in September negotiated with the Government and
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semiofTicial business associations a monthly net minimum wage to be effective

through 1992. That wage will be indexed only if monthly inflation exceeds 30 per-

cent. Although the minimum wage agreement represented a substantial increase
over previous average wages, numerous studies suggest that the current cost of liv-

ing still far exceeds the minimum wage.
Although Macedonia has laws ana regulations on worker safety remaining from

Yugoslav legislation, credible reports indicate they are not strictly enforced. The
Ministry of Labor and Social Welfare is responsible for enforcing regulations per-

taining to working conditions.

MALTA

Malta is a constitutional republic and parliamentary democracy. Executive power
is vested in a president who appoints as prime minister the leader of the party that
gains a plurality of seats in tne quinquennial elections for the unicameral legisla-

ture. The two major political parties reflect widely divergent political views. The Na-
tionalist Party, which was brought back to power in 1987 after 16 years of Labor
Party rule, won the elections again in 1992 with a three-seat majority in Par-
liament.
Law enforcement and internal security are the responsibility of the Malta police

under the command of a civilian commissioner. The Minister for Home Affairs and
Social Development has jurisdiction over the police. Specially trained riot police, the
Special Assignments Group, form part of the regular police force. Total military ex-

penditures lor 1989, the last year for which the Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency conducted a detailed analysis, were $22 million. The 1992 defense budget
continues a trend of slight increases which can be attributed in part to the armed
forces' assumption in recent years of physical security responsibility at the airport,

banks, and government offices, and to the purchase of equipment designed to en-
hance Malta s coastal surveillance capabilities.

The Maltese economy is a mixture of state-owned and privately owned industry.

In a gradual move toward a free market economy, the Government is attempting
to divest itself of some of the state-owned companies. Tourism and light manufactur-
ing industry are the largest contributors to the economy. Foreign investment is ac-

tively promoted; the Government is also developing Malta as a container trans-

shipment point and as a center for offshore business and ship registration.

The Maltese Government is strongly committed to human rights. Constitutional
protection for the fundamental rights and freedoms of the individual is upheld by
an independent judiciary. Women continue to encounter culturally and legally based
discrimination, and family violence against women and children has received in-

creased attention (see Section 5). A constitutional amendment that will prohibit dis-

crimination based on sex was passed in 1991 and becomes effective in July 1993.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There have been no reports of politi-

cal or extrajudicial killing.

b. Disappearance.—No cases of political disappearance are known to have oc-

curred.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

The Constitution prohibits inhuman or degrading punishment or treatment. These
prohibitions are generally respected in practice. A legal inquiry into a case, pending
since 1991, of alleged mistreatment of a foreigner imprisoned for drug muggling
cleared the prison authorities of any deliberate wrongdoing.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Freedom from arbitrary arrest and de-

tention is provided for in the Constitution and generally respected in practice. The
police may, on the basis of reasonable suspicion, arrest a person for questioning.

Within 48 hours, persons so arrested must be brought before the court and charged
or released. There is no right to legal counsel dunng this 48-hour period. Persons
incarcerated pending trial have access to counsel, ana periodic hearings are manda-
tory. Provision for bail exists.

Political exile is prohibited by law. There are no reports of such exile.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The Constitution requires a fair public trial before

an impartial court. Defendants have the right to counsel of their choice, including
court-appointed counsel at public expense ii necessary; they enjoy a presumption oT

innocence, may confront witnesses and present evidence, and nave the right of ap-

peal. The courts' jurisdiction is limited in certain areas. Lay tribunals (e.g., the In-
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dustrial Tribunal and the Inheritance Partition Tribunal) have exclusive authority

over certain judicial fiinctions. Defendants before these tribunals may be rep-

resented by lawyers.

There are no political prisoners.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Protec-

tion of privacy of the home is provided for in the Constitution and generally re-

spected in practice. There were only four claims of alleged violations of invasion of

privacy, none of which were upheld by the constitutional court. Police officers of the

rank of inspector and above may issue search warrants without a court order. Elec-

tronic surveillance is prohibited by law.

Membership and participation in political parties are voluntary. However, there

is strong societal (e.g., family or employment) pressure for affiliation with particular

parties.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Uberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Freedom of expression in speech and in the

press is protected by the Constitution and generally respected in practice. An excep-

tion is the 1987 constitutional amendment that bans foreign participation in local

politics (e.g., guest foreign speakers sponsored by a political party) during the period

prior to an election. Since the passage of the 1991 Broadcasting Law establishing

pluralism in the broadcast media, 7 new private radio stations have been licensed,

making a total of 10 stations operating in 1992. In addition to the govemnient
owned television channel, a commercial cable television company began operations

in 1992.

Eleven daily, weekly, and monthly newspapers freely express their views. Several

newspapers are associated with political parties. Academic freedom generally is re-

spected.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The right of peaceful assembly
is provided for in the Constitution. Police permits are routinely issued for political

meetings and other public activities of political parties or g^roups of citizens.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The right to practice the religion of one's choice is pro-

tected constitutionally and is respected. The overwhelmingly dominant religion is

Roman Catholicism; small numbers of people practice other religions. State sub-

sidies are granted only to Catholic schools. In the government schools, students

have the opportunity at any stage to opt out of religious instruction in the Catholic

faith.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—^There are no restrictions on movement within the country, foreign trav-

el, or emigration. Various civil ri^ts groups, among those the Association for Men's
Rights, initiated a campaign against abusive use of the "impediment of departure"

provision of Maltese law. According to this law, a court may place a temporary order

prohibiting a person from leaving the country for such offenses as nonpayment of

debts or non-support of an estranged wife and children. Maltese emigrants who
have acquired the citizenship of another country and resided abroad for a minimum
of 6 years may hold dual citizenship.

A large number of persons of various nationalities sought refuge in Malta in 1992.

Foreign nationals claiming refugee status while visiting Malta generally are not per-

mitted to remain permanently but often receive temporary work permits until ar-

rangements have been made for settlement in a third country. The Emigrants Com-
mission, established in 1987 as the local representative of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), has worked well in providing assistance and
counseling for refugees until they are accepted by the UNHCR.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Malta is a parliamentary democracy in which the incumbent Nationalist Party
and the opposition Malta Labor Party dominate public life. Elections in which all

parties participate freely are held every 5 years, with universal suffrage for those

18 years of age and over. During the 1992 election over 96 percent of the electorate

voted.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Several local human rights groups and persons interested in promoting and pro-

tecting human ri^ts operate freely. The Government places no restrictions on in-

vestigations by international human rights groups. It is strongly committed to

human rights and is active in international human rights forums.
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Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Maltese citizens have a legal right to housing, employment, and education on a
nondiscriminatory basis. However, for reasons derived from tradition and culture,
Maltese society has only recently begun to associate women's rights with human
rights. Current law subordinates married women to their husbands in economic and
financial matters, as well as in authority over the children. Although the Govern-
ment circulated a white paper draft of a reformed family law in 1991, it did not in-

troduce the legislation in Parliament in 1992 as expected, despite pressure by wom-
en's groups and the Government's own Commission on the Advancement of Women.
Under the constitutional amendment passed in 1991, to become effective in July

1993, the Government committed itself to promote economic, social, cultural, civil,

and political equal rights and to take appropriate measures to eliminate all forms
of discrimination between the sexes. As of the effective date, an aggrieved person
will be able to seek redress in court on the basis of sex discrimination. The constitu-
tional amendment to eliminate all forms of discrimination between the sexes will

not automatically invalidate the present family law. However, parties who feel they
are discriminated against may take legal action and expect to obtain redress from
the courts. A transition period was incorporated specifically to amend ancillary laws
and regulations, such as the family law, to conform with the constitutional amend-
ment.
There are no laws specifically prohibiting abuse of women. Violence in the family

and abuse of women and children are more widespread than was previously be-
lieved. Responding to increased publicity and pressure from various women's groups
demanding more government involvement and laws dealing with family violence,

the Government announced the creation of a special fmlice squad to work with vol-

untary organizations on problems of domestic Aaolence.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Woriiers have the right, respected in practice, to as-

sociate freely and to strike. The only groups restrained from striking are the uni-
formed personnel of the armed forces and the police. In 1992 there were 24 reg-
istered trade unions representing about 50 percent of the work force. During 1992
the institutional ties between the General Workers' Union and the Malta Labor
Party were ended. As a result, all unions are now generally independent of political

parties. They belong to a variety of international trade union groups. In 1992 there
were 4 strikes involving a total of 99 workers and a loss of 68 workdays.
Under the Industrial Relations Act of 1976, the responsible minister may refer

disputes to the Industrial Tribunal for binding settlement. The International Labor
Organization (ILO) objects to that provision, most recently in the 1991 Committee
of Experts' report, pointing out that it, in effect, limits the right to strike; however,
both labor and employers appear to have no objection to the clause. In practice, a
striking union can ignore an unfavorable decision by continuing the strike on an-
other ground. Last year the Government initiated a study of the 1976 Act aimed
at bringing it into conformity with European Community laws as well as ILO Con-
vention 87 on freedom of association ana also at improving certain provisions, such
as those affecting job security.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Workers are free, in law and
in practice, to organize and bargain collectively. While most wages are negotiated
between unions and employers, the Government in 1990 mandated a substantial na-
tionwide wage increase after reaching agreement with the unions and employers. In
December 1990, the three social partners (government, trade unions, and employers)
signed a comprehensive agreement regulating industrial relations and income pol-

icy. Cost-of-living increases are now established in accordance with government sta-

tistics based on the retail price index as calculated by a tripartite independent com-
mittee. During the term of this 3-year agreement, the Malta Council for Economic
Development will inform all three partners semiannually of the projected changes
in the price index. The projections are to serve as a basis for negotiations on collec-

tive agreements.
According to the Industrial Relations Act, an employer may not take action

against any employee because he or she belongs to a trade union. Complaints may
be addressed through a court of law or an industrial tribunal composed of one mem-
ber each named by the employer, the union, and the Government. Complaints of dis-

crimination may also be lodged with the Commission against Injustices.

There are no export processing zones in Malta.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Forced labor is constitutionally

prohibited and does not exist. Any claimed violations would be submitted for abju-
dication to the Constitutional Court.
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d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Children younger than 16 years

may not legally be employed. The law is generally respected, and the Department
of Labor, which is responsible for enforcement, does so elTectively.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The legal minimum wage, which is generally

enforced, provides a decent standard of living for a worker and family when govern-

ment subsidies for housing, health care, and Tree education are added.
Hours of work are regulated by Wage Council orders for various trades. For most

sectors, the standard is 40 hours per week, but in some trades the standard before

overtime is paid is 43 or 45 hours per week. Government labor regulations prescribe

daily rest periods of 1 hour. The annual paid vacation according to law is currently

22 working days. In general, these laws and regulations are effectively enforced by
the Department of Labor.
The government-proposed establishment of an authority for workers' health, safe-

ty, and welfare still has not occurred. Enforcement of occupational health and safety

standards, the responsibility of the Department of Labor, has been lax. Existing

laws are considered by some to be outdated and inadequate to protect workers effec-

tively.

MOLDOVA

The Republic of Moldova declared its independence from the Soviet Union after

the failure of the August 1991 coup attempt in Moscow. Most of the Republic was
part of Romania between 1918 and 1940, and the majority of its population is Roma-
nian-speaking. The President, Mircea Snegur, was elected by the Parliament in July
1990. A former government official of the Soviet Union, Snegur left the Communist
Party in 1989. After independence, he sought a stronger mandate. In direct presi-

dential elections held in December 1991, Snegur won an overwhelming victory de-

spite opposition calls for a boycott. Independent observers interpreted the results as

support for Snegur's pragmatic policies on Moldovan independence, negotiations

with domestic secessionists, and economic reform.

During 1992 Moldova took steps to consolidate itself as an independent country
and to effect the transition to democracy and a market economy. This process was
hampered by an ineffective Parliament, the lack of a new constitution, and above
all bv the military conflict that occurred in the Trans-Dniester area. In this area,

which includes the eastern (left) bank of the Dniester river, about 60 percent of the
population is Russian-speaking, and Slavs are a substantial majority in the major
cities there.

There were two significant separatist movements within Moldova. In the south,

the Gagauz (Christian Turkish) minority sought a special status. In the
Transnistrian region, a separatist movement, led by a group that supported the
1991 attempted coup d'etat in Moscow, initially sought independence for the region

but has on occasion indicated a willingness to accept a federal solution. It won the
support of some of the Russian-speaking minority in the region, caoitalizing on their

fears of ethnic discrimination and of the possible reunification of Moldova with Ro-
mania. While there is some question concerning the extent of local Slavic support
for the current Transnistrian leadership, it is clear that most ethnic Romanians in

the region do not support the Transnistrian authorities.

Elements of the Russian 14th Army actively supported and provided arms to the
separatist militia ("Guardists"), although the Russian Federation stated this was
done without official authorization. A cease-fire, brokered by Russian President
Boris Yeltsin, was signed on July 21. Fighting ended as a Russian-Moldovan-
Transnistrian peacekeeping force moved into place; at year's end, negotiations on
the political status of the region continued.
The current government structure is neither presidential nor parliamentary. It is

in a transitional stage, awaiting real political reform. Parliament was elected in

1990 for a 5-year term under the rules of the former Supreme Soviet. There are cur-

rently approximately 350 deputies, but about 65 representatives from the
Transnistrian region have boycotted Parliament, most since 1991. Although Par-
liament worked on a new constitution, approval would require a two-thirds
majority difficult to achieve given the continued absence oi deputies from the
Transnistrian region along with approximately 75 others who rarely fulfill their par-

liamentary functions. Resolution of" the political status of the Trans-Dniester area
should contribute to further political reform.
A new Government was selected in July after extensive negotiations among var-

ious factions. The Prime Minister was a leader of the Agrarians, the laivest single

group in Parliament. Other parliamentary groups include the Christian Democratic
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Popular Front (CDPF), which favors reunion with Romania, and the Group for Con-
ciliation, consisting mostly of Russian-speaking deputies. There are also a number
of independents. Due to the large number of parliamentarians absent, a small group
can block adoption of laws and government appointments it opposes.
The Moldovan armed forces are in a formative stage. Current manpower is about

7,000. DifTiculties with training and equipment hamper the development of a mod-
em force, although agreements for training of personnel exist with Russia and Ro-
mania. Claims that Moldova has purchased some military equipment from Romania
are credible, but the type or quantity cannot be confirmed. Internal law and order
are the responsibility of the Ministry of the Interior, which controls the police. There
are mechanisms to provide for limited parliamentary oversight of the activities of
the security organs. Independent observers report that some prisoners taken during
the fighting in the Transnistrian region suffered mistreatment, including beatings,
from Moldovan police, armed forces members, or volunteers before they were turned
over to officials at prison or detention facilities.

Moldova's lai^ely agricultural economy deteriorated in 1992, and progress on eco-
nomic reform was limited. Prices rose while output fell, and many goods were in

short supply. Laws laying the groundwork for a market system were passed, but im-
plementation of market-oriented economic reforms was delayed by the fighting in
Transnistria and by Parliament's generally cautious approach to economic reform.
In September Moldova unified the exchange rate for the ruble at the market rate,

abolishing various old rates, including an unfavorable rate for foreign investors.

In general, the human rights situation in Moldova improved in 1992, despite con-
tinued tensions between ethnic groups and political forces. Questions concerning
ethnic minorities remain pressing, and the legal framework to ensure protection of
their rights is not yet established. Allegations of employment discrimination against
minorities continued. Language policy has been a source of friction as the Govern-
ment linked government employment to proficiency in Romanian. The inclusion of
several non-Romanian speakers in the Government and statements supporting re-

consideration of the language policy in the Transnistrian region were positive steps
but not sufficient to reassure Russian speakers who fear the loss of their jobs due
to this policy. The fighting in the Transnistrian region led to deaths and injuries,

both of combatants and of civilians. Allegations of serious human rights abuses were
widespread. However, while some abuses occurred, press reports on both sides exag-
gerated their actual extent.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were a number of accusations
of politically motivated killings in the Transnistrian region in connection with the
fighting there during 1992. Each side in the confiict accused the other's forces of
killings, although there are still no reliable figures to indicate the scale of the
abuses. Opponents of the separatists have presented detailed accounts of
extrajudicial killings by the "Guardists" (armed supporters of the separatist move-
ment), and there is substantial evidence to support at least some of these allega-

tions. It docs not appear that the separatist-controlled prosecutor's office in the re-

gion has undertaken any investigation of these accusations. The Transnistrian side

claimed that Moldovan hit squads were active in the area. One separatist leader,

Nicolae Ostapcnko, was killed in the spring. According to Transnistrian authorities,

a group of ethnic Romanians were responsible for the Rilling (see Section l.d.).

The Government of Moldova does not exert effective control over most of the
former confiict zone. Moldovan government police and prosecutors have been dis-

missed or forced to fice the area. Therefore, central authorities cannot take steps
to apprehend or punish those on either side responsible for human rights violations

in the region.

b. Disappearance.—There were a number of cases of disappearances in the conflict

zone between March and July. Opponents of the separatist regime, regardless of
ethnic background, were the chiei targets. There are no reliable estimates of the
numbers involved, although in several villages in the confiict zone there were re-

ports that between 30 and 40 people were missing and presumed dead, whether as
a consequence of the fighting or due to direct attacks by Guardists is not clear. Even
after the cease-fire and installation of Russian-Moldovan-Transnistrian peacekeep-
ing forces, opponents of the separatists maintained, with some credibility, that
Guardists continued to be active in abduction, especially of young men. The militia

of the separatist-controlled city of Dubossary was singled out as a perpetrator of oc-

casional abductions and disappearances.
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There were no allegations of politically motivated disappearances outside the con-
flict zone.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
There were no allegations of torture of civil or criminal prisoners by Moldovan au-
thorities in 1992. Aji absence of oversight over police activities, however, may have
led to the use of excessive force in some cases against those detained for investiga-

tion of alleged criminal acts. During 1992 there were news accounts of several tilie-

gations of such mistreatment; however, it appears that no disciplinary action was
taken as a result of accusations against police. The Government permitted the rep-
resentatives of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICKC) to visit prisons
and verify that torture and other abuses do not occur.
Torture and other atrocities were reported in the Transnistrian region, but it re-

mained very diiBcult to identify the perpetrators. In one highly publicized case, a
photograph was circulated of a corpse of young man who had clearly been tortured.
Each side claimed that the victim was one of theirs.

Separatist authorities in the Transnistrian region have permitted the ICRC to ob-
serve prison conditions and speak to most prisoners. They have not, however, per-
mitted ^e ICRC to meet with the four ethnic Romanians held in Tiraspol on
charges of terrorism. Relatives of these ethnic Romanians ari:%sted in Tiraspol (see

Section l.d.) made detailed allegations of torture and inhuman treatment, such as
beatings, threats, and intimidation (including firing shots close to prisoners while
threatening to kill them). One prisoner, Andrei Ivantoc, was interned in a psy-
chiatric hospittd during part of his incarceration.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^The former Soviet Code on Penal Proce-
dure remains in force with some amendments. Arrest warrants are issued by the
prosecutor's office, not the court. A suspect may be held for 72 hours without charge
and is normally allowed family visits during this period. If charged, a suspect may
be released pending trial, often with the restriction that he or she not leave town.
There is no system of bail, but in some cases a friend or relative, in order to arrange
for his release, may give a written undertaking that the accused will appear for

trial. Suspects accused of violent or serious crimes are generally not released before
trial; the prosecutor's office makes this determination without any judicial review.
The Code permits pretrial detention for up to 18 months.

In 1992 the Penal Procedure Code was amended to permit suspects earlier access
to an attorney. Formerly, an attorney could be present during official questioning
only after an arrest or mer the prosecution had completed its investigation and for-

warded the case to the court. If a suspect were detained and under investigation
but not formalljr arrested, he had no right to have an attorney present. Under the
amended provisions, a suspect may have an attorney present during questioning
from the moment when the prosecutor files an "affidavit of retention," which re-

stricts the suspect's movements without putting him under arrest. If a person is un-
able to afford a lawyer, one is provided at public expense.

In the Trans-Dniester, several ethnic Romanians from Tiraspol were arrested by
separatist militia and accused of killing a separatist leader in the spring. The ar-

rests appear to have been politically motivated. All those arrested were politically

active in opposing the separatist re^me.
e. Denial of Fair Public TVio/.—There are local courts on the city or raion (dis-

trict) level, with the Supreme Court acting as an appellate court to lower ones. The
Supreme Court is divided into two sections, one handling civil cases and one crimi-
nal cases. A defendant may appeal to have his case reviewed by the entire Supreme
Court if dissatisfied with the results of the appeal to the appropriate section. In
criminal cases, the defendant is supposed by statute to enjoy a presumption of inno-
cence. In practice, the prosecutor's recommendation still carries considerable weight
and may limit the defendant's right to a presumption of innocence. In civil cases,
the court's decision is supposed to be based on the preponderance of evidence. Gen-
erally, trials are public. Defendants have the right to attend proceedings, confront
witnesses, and present evidence. Defense attorneys are able to review the evidence
against their clients when preparing their cases. The accused enjoys a right of ap-
peal to the Supreme Court. In a number of cases, decisions of lower courts were
overturned on appeal.

Judicial reform thus far has not yet resulted in a truly independent judiciary.
Many judges and chief prosecutors from the Soviet government were replaced dur-
ing 1990-1991 as a result of a review by a parliamentaiy commission. Some critics

charge, however, that the Romanian nationalist CDPF exerted undue influence over
the choices of replacements, resulting in a judiciary that is too politicized.

Members of the Russian-speaking minority express concerns that they will not re-
ceive equal treatment before the courts. To date, it is not possible to mscem a pat-
tern of discrimination in the judicial system. In one well-known case, for example.
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local ofllcials tried to expropriate the flat of an ethnic Russian who served as a dep-
uty in the Supreme Soviet of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. The local offi-

cial was flned, and the right of the family to retain its apartment was upheld.
No prisoners are known to be serving sentences based on political charges, nor

were there reports of convictions based on politically motivated criminal charges.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Accord-

ing to the 1990 law on the police, search warrants issued by the prosecutor's ofiice

are required. Under the terms of the state of emergency declared in March in re-
sponse to separatist activities, police were granted special authority to search vehi-
cles throughout the Republic to check for weapons. Tripartite peacekeeping forces
in the former conflict zone retained the right to check vehicles, but police check-
{>oints were removed in the rest of the Republic when the state of emergency was
ifted in Au^st.
Some critics of the Grovemment claimed that they were followed by security forces

and harassed. It is widely believed that the security forces continue to use electronic
monitoring of residences and telephones in some cases, although evidence of such
activities is not available.

Foreign radio broadcasts are not jammed, nor are foreign publications banned.
The radio broadcasts of the Tiraspol separatists, who took over Moldovan broadcast
facilities in the Transnistrian region, are reportedly jammed, and Transnistrian
publications are not generally available in the rest of Moldova.

In the Transnistrian region, opponents of the separatist forces state that the
Transnistrian security forces are extremely active in watching and harassing them.
Professors at the Pedagogical Institute in Tiraspol, which strongly opposed the sepa-
ratists, reported regular surveillance and harassment of their families as well as
themselves. Parents in Grigoriopol who opposed the separatists' decision to require
use of the Cyrillic alphabet in school instruction also report harassment by militia,

including surveillance.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—The lighting in the eastern part of Moldova led to hundreds of civilian cas-
uedties. A number of villages on the eastern bank of the Dniester, which have ethnic
Romanian majorities, experienced heavy shelling from separatist forces. Separatists,
in turn, claim that ethnic Russian villages were targeted for shelling by Moldovan
forces. Separatist forces and Moldovan police often sought shelter in civilian areas,
and it is diflicult to verify how much damage was caused by deliberate targeting
of civilian objects and how much was due to error. The most extensive destruction,
however, appears to have occurred in the ethnic Moldovan villages around
Dubosarry, east of the Dniester, which is controlled bv the separatist forces.

In June heavy fighting broke out in the city of Tighina (Bendery) when separatist
forces attacked a Moldovan police station. Moldovan army and police reinforcements
were sent to the city, and other Moldovan forces were mobilized to attack the sepa-
ratist forces. According to eyewitnesses, including foreign journalists, personnel and
equipment from the Russian 14th Army participated in the fighting against the
Moldovans. Civilian targets suffered serious damage during this encounter. Separat-
ists claimed that the Moldovans had deliberately teirgeted civilians. Moldovan
sources deny these accusations. Investigation of the damage in the city tends to sup-
port their denial, since the most serious damage is concentrated in the area around
the Moldovan police station that suffered the initial attack. The Russian human
rights group. Memorial, in a report on the fighting in Tighina, criticized both sides
for accidental civilian casualties.

Following the cease-fire established in July, both sides exchanged prisoners.
Moldova held three prisoners taken in connection with the conflict and offered to

release them when the balance of the prisoners held by the separatists, including
prisoners held on charges of "terrorism, were released. The separatists did not ac-
cept the offer, refusing to exchange the prisoners held on charges of treason, pre-
sumably because they themselves wished to try them. The ICRC was permitted to

visit captured combatants held by both sides and did not find evidence of unaccept-
able treatment in prisons. However, a number of prisoners stated that they had
been beaten and mistreated by their captors before reaching their places of deten-
tion.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech and press were widely prac-
ticed during 1992. Political parties and other groups publish their own newspapers,
which often take positions critical of the Government. Even "official" newspapers,
such as the daily of the Parliament, Sfatol Tarii, or the government daily, Moldova
Suverana, publish letters and articles critical of government decisions. In November
an independent news service, Basa Press, was established. It is not subsidized by
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the Government and it maintains direct contacts with international news organiza-

tions.

Journalists note, however, that the dependence of almost all newspapers on gov-

ernment subsidies makes it diflicult for the press to maintain complete objectivity.

While there is no longer overt censorship, newspapers too critical of the Grovemment
m^ find their newsprint or other supplies delayed without explanation.

Ihere are no independent broadcast media. Radio broadcasts seem more varied

than those of television, especially by offering a number of call-in programs in which

political and cultural figures answer questions from the public.

In addition to the NIoldovan state television station, Moldova receives television

broadcasts from Romania and from Ostankino, the former Soviet television station

which broadcasts in Russian. Many Moldovans criticize Ostankino's coverage of

events in the Transnistrian region, which they say favors the separatists, and they

have called on the Government to block reception of the broadcasts. The Govern-

ment resisted these calls, and Ostankino broadcasts are still received in Moldova.

Radio broadcasts by the Transnistrian separatists, however, are reportedly jammed,
and Transnistrian publications are not available.

In the area controlled by the separatist forces, Moldovan newspapers may some-

times be purchased, but radio broadcasts from the west bank of the Dniester may
not be received since the separatists control the radio retransmission facility in

Grigoriopol.
Academic freedom remained in flux in 1992. Procedures for choosing rectors and

other academic leaders and for replacing professors still do not correspond to West-

em concepts of academic freedom. In general, academic institutions have focussed

on revision of the former Soviet curriculum. All academic institutions seek increased

ties with foreign institutions and enjoy full government support for these efibrts.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—The right to peaceful assembly

and association is protected by law. Permits for demonstrations are generally issued

by the mayor's office, which may consult the national Government if the demonstra-

tion is likely to be extremely large.

In March the Government declared a state of emergency in response to the grow-

ing conflict in the Transnistrian region; among its provisions was a ban on public

demonstrations. Members of the Christian Democratic Popular Front alleged that

the state of emergency was imposed in part to prevent a large demonstration
planned for the following week. It was Ufted after the cease-fire was established in

the Transnistrian region, some 5 months later. While the state of emergency was
in effect, several small demonstrations were held by the CDPF and other organiza-

tions and at least one larger one, staged by those critical of the Government s poli-

cies toward the Transnistrian region, took place without government interference.

The Government maintained that the state of emergency was necessary to allow the

f>olice to set up roadblocks and search vehicles to prevent the spread of armaments
rom the conflict zone, and that it was not intended to stifle political expression.

Several CDPF members, on a hunger strike in a downtown park to protest the

dismissal of the Defense Minister, claimed that thev were beaten bv poUce. An in-

vestigation was undertaken, but no results were made public by years end.

FWvate organizations, including political parties, are required to register, but

their applications in 1992 did not appear to have been denied or delayed. They may
maintain relations with international organizations.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The practice of religion is generally free in Moldova. Par-

liament passed a law on religion in 1992 which codified religious freedoms, although

it contained restrictions that could inhibit the activities of some religious groups.

The law guarantees freedom of religious practice, including each person's right to

profess his religion in any form. It ^so provides for alternative military service for

conscientious objectors, protects the secrets of the confessional, allows denomina-
tions to establish associations and foundations, and states that the Govermnent may
not interfere in the religious activities of denominations.
The law, however, also requires that religious groups be recognized by govern-

ment decision in order to function and that denominations obtain specific govern-

ment approval to hire noncitizens. The law also prohibits proselytism. Government
ofiicials have explained that proselytism is defined only as the act of deliberately

trying to persuade a member of one church to leave it for another, especially by
denigrating his denomination. In practice, street preaching and the holding of reU-

P'lous revivals have flourished, apparently without government interference. Some
rotestant denominations are concerned, however, that the prohibition on pros-

elytism could inhibit their activities. In addition. Parliament did not issue imple-

menting regulations that provided a legal definition of the term, leaving open the

possibility of abuse. There has been no pressure on Parliament to address the sub-

61-307 0-93-28
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ject, and, to date, that provision of the law does not appear to have been invoked,

despite a substantial amount of evangelizing taking place.

Although the Orthodox Church was not designated as the official religion of

Moldova in the religion law, it continued to be the strongest religious force and ex-

erted significant influence. In one village, for example, the mayor reportedly re-

quired a Baptist congregation to get permission from the local Orthodox Church be-

fore it built its own church. In November the Moldovan Orthodox Church received

"administrative autonomy" from the Russian Orthodox Church, whose patriarch,

however, still holds jurisdiction over the Moldovan Church. There has been some
loosening of ties between these churches, including the reinstitution of Romanian
as the official liturgical language in churches with a Romanian-speaking congrega-

tion. In December a group of (primarily ethnic Romanian) priests led by the bishop
of Balti sought and received recognition by the Romanian Orthodox Synod as a
metropolitanate within the Romanian Orthodox Church. A number of Moldovan con-

gregations have chosen to join this group. By the end of the year, the Government
had not permitted the new group to register.

A number of specific measures have improved the conditions of smaller denomina-
tions. Several Protestant churches have received visits from foreign delegations, and
foreign missionaries have established residence in Moldova. In Chisinau, a Baptist

congregation which had long been denied permission to build a new church was
given a parcel of land by the city to build a church and educational facilities. How-
ever, a group of adherents of the Baha'i faith were refused permission to register

as a religious denomination in October.

Contacts increased between Jewish groups in Moldova and their counterparts in

other countries. A yeshiva, with children from Moldova and other former Soviet re-

publics, has opened. Much of the teaching in Orthodox Jewish traditions is provided
by American volunteers. In keeping with the policy of opening public schools with
instruction in each of the minority languages, a school for Jewish students which
offers instruction in Hebrew and Yiddish was opened. Summer camps for Jewish
youth were run in several locations.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^There are no closed areas or restrictions on travel in Moldova. The new
draft law on passports specifies that exit visas for travel abroad will be abolished.

Until it is adopted, the existing Soviet law is in effect; exit visas are routinely issued

with passports.

As a result of the conflict in the Transnistrian region, a number of Jewish refu-

gees from the area decided to emigrate to Israel. Moldovan authorities were coopera-

tive in expediting the issuance of travel documents to permit the refugees to depart

quickly.

Moldova has not passed new emigration legislation, and Soviet legislation is theo-

retically still in effect. This requires permission from close relatives before an indi-

vidual may emigrate. There were no known cases in 1992 in which anyone was de-

nied permission to emigrate.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Parliamentary elections in 1990 and Presidential elections in 1991 were Moldova's

first steps toward permitting a fully functioning democratic system that would allow

citizens to change their government. Parliamentary elections were freely contested,

although held under Soviet rules. The CDPF, opponents of incumbent President

Mircea Snegur, withdrew from the presidential race and urged voters to boycott the

election, but turnout was high, with a significant majority voting for Snegur.
The current Gtovernment and all the major political parties have made explicit

commitments to support democratic elections. However, tne right of citizens to effect

the peaceful democratic transition of their government to the opposition is untested.

There are no restrictions, in law or in practice, on the participation of women in

politics or government.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation of Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There is no Moldovan group that focuses primarily on human rights issues, but
a number of political parties, movements, and other organizations investigate or
comment on human rights issues without government interference. The Moldovan
Government has not imposed any restrictions on the activities of foreign human
rights organizations. Delegates from Helsinki Watch visited Moldova several times
and met with government officials and independent groups. The Romanian League
for the Defense of Human Rights also met with Moldovans in 1992.
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The Government encouraged the United Nations and the Conference on Security

and Cooperation in Europe to send representatives to examine human rights issues

connected with the conflict in the Transnistrian region and requested independent
human rights groups to provide expert analysis of proposed laws pertaining to

human ri^ts issues.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Moldova has a population of about 4.3 million, of which 65 percent are ethnic Ro-
manians. About 600,000 (14 percent) live in the region of Transnistria, of whom
about 60 percent are Russian speakers. Within Moldova, Ukrainians (14 percent)

and Russians (13 percent) are the two largest minority ^ups. A Christian Turkic

minority, the Gagauz, lives primarily in the southern regions; the Gagauz are large-

ly Russian-speaking and represent about 3.5 percent of the population. Bulgarians

also live in tne south and tend also to be Russophone. They represent about 2 per-

cent of the population.
Fears of discrimination, especially if Moldova were to reunify with Romania, have

led the Russian-speaking and Gagauz populations to be skeptical of the Govern-
ment's commitment to protect their rights. The leadership of the self-proclaimed

"Transnistrian Moldovan Republic" soudit to capitalize on these fears to gain sup-

port from the majority russophone population of the region. In the south, an autono-

mous Gagauz republic was also proclaimed in 1990, These separatist movements ex-

acerbated tensions between ethnic groups, as have the activities of Romanian na-

tionalist groups, such as the CDPF, whicn advocate reunification with Romania.
Language policy is an increasing source of friction. Before 1989, Russian was the

dominant language in Moldova. In August 1989, the Supreme Soviet of Moldova
adopted a law msHcing Romanian the omcial language of the Republic and replacing

the Cyrillic alphabet with the Latin. Although the law contains si^ificant protec-

tion for the use of Russian and other languages, it is widely criticized bv Russian
speakers who fear that its real intent is to dnve Russian speakers from tne Repub-
lic.

The principle inherent in the language law is that, in dealing with any official

or commercial entity, the citizen should pick the language to use, and the entity

should be in a position to accommodate mm. Officials and employees are therefore

obligated to know Romanian and Russian "to the degree necessary to fulfill their

professional obligations." State enterprises are expected to use Romanian as their

working language, unless their local authorities obtain approval from the Council

of Ministers to use Russian or another local language (e.g., Gagauz).
The law sets a deadline of January 1, 1994, tor implementing these requirements.

(A parliamentary commission proposed an extension until 2000 for the
Transnistrian region, but this has not yet been accepted by Parliament). In 1992
the Department of National Languages was instructed to develop guidelines to de-

termine the level of language capabiUty necessary for different types of employment.
Virtually aU Romanian speakers also speak Russian, while many Russian speakers
speak little or no Romanian. Therefore, the language law represents a substantial

burden for part of the Russian-speaking population, the severity of which will de-

pend on how its provisions are actually implemented.
Many older Russian speakers, especially, fear that they will lose their jobs as a

result of the language law. Russian speakers say that language has already been
used as an excuse to dismiss ethnic Russians from desirable jobs. They also state

that, particularly in 1990, there were a number of ethnically motivated dismissals

as institutes were reorganized. Government representatives maintain that it was
not the policy of the Moldovan Government to dismiss people on the basis of their

ethnicity, but admit that resentment against those who opposed Moldovan inde-

pendence may have played a role in dismissals in individual cases. They also note

that many institutes nad a disproportionate number of Russophones when compared
to the population, and that Russophones were therefore disproportionately affected

when financial conditions forced dismissals of personnel.
Tensions over the use of language remain ni^. Some Romanian-language news

media ui^ed Romanian speakers to refuse to reply in Russian if addressed in that

language. Russian speakers have criticized the Government for not providing suffi-

cient support to Russophones who want to learn Romanian. (Due to financial and
logistical reasons, there is a shortage of teachers and textbooks.) (JeneraUy, there

was a decline in the use of Russian in the political, cultural, and commercial sphere
as the use of Romanian and other languages increased. However, Russian remains
the language most commonly spoken in Chisinau, the capital, and in most Moldovan
cities. Russian-language theaters continue to operate, and most movie theaters show
films dubbed into Russian. Russian-language newspapers and books are widely
available.
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In 1992 more schools offering instruction in Ukrainian and other minority lan-
guages were opened. A Jewish public school was opened in Chisinau which provides
instruction in Hebrew and Yiddish; a privately operated yeshiva also operates with
international support. Although leaders of the Jewish conununity report that there
has been some anti-Semitic grafiiti at their community headquarters, there were no
other reported incidents of anti-Semitic vandalism or other actions in 1992, and
anti-Semitism was not a significant problem.

In 1992 the Gagauz community rescinded its declaration of an independent repub-
lic and now seeks local autonomy within a federal framework. Gagauz demands in-

clude their own constitution (which would not, they state, contradict the Moldovan
Constitution), preeminence of their own laws in certain areas that affect them close-

ly (largely language and cultural issues) and greater control of their financial re-

sources. They also wish to be able to hold Gagauz citizenship in addition to

Moldovan citizenship, and they want to use Russian, not Romanian, in their com-
munications with central government authorities. During 1992 the Gagauz commu-
nity expanded its ties with Turkey, exchanging a number of teachers and students
and meeting with Turkish political leaders and businessmen.
Moldova's citizenship law, adopted in 1990, offered an equal opportunity to all

persons resident in Moldova at the time of independence to adopt Moldovan citizen-

ship. It does not permit dual citizenship except on the basis of bilateral agreement.
No such bUateral agreements were in effect in 1992.
Women enjoy equal rights under the law in Moldova. Women are generally, how-

ever, underrepresented in government and leadership positions. Statistics also indi-

cate that women have been disproportionately affected by growing unemployment.
Women who suffer physical abuse by their husbands have the right to press
charges; prison sentences can be given to husbands convicted of physical abuse (up
to 6 months is not uncommon). Public awareness of the problem of violence in fami-
lies is not generally very high, and no special government programs exist to combat
spouse abuse.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—^The 1990 Soviet law on trade unions, which was en-
dorsed by Moldova's then Supreme Soviet and is still in effect, provides for inde-

pendent trade unions. Moldovan parliamentary decisions in 1989 and 1991, which

five citizens the right to form all kinds of social oi^anizations, also provide a legal

asis for the formation of independent unions. However, there have been no known
attempts to form alternative trade union structures independent of the successor to

the previously existing official organizations which were part of the Soviet trade
union system.
The successor organization, which at the republic level is called the Federation

of Independent Trade Unions of Moldova (FITU), stopped paying affiliation dues to

the Moscow-based General Confederation of Trade Unions in 1992. The FITU's con-

tinuing role in managing the state insurance system and retention of previously ex-

isting official union headquarters and tourist facilities provide an inherent advan-
tage over any newcomers who might wish to form a union outside its structure.

However, its industrial, or branch, unions enjoy considerably more independence
than they did in the past. Various industrial unions maintain that their member-
ship in the FITU is voluntary and that they can withdraw at any time. Several of

them, for example, threatened to pull out of the FITU if former Communist Party
First Secretary Eremei was elected to its presidency. After a 4-month stalemate,
Eremei withdrew his candidacy in late December in response to this pressure.

The FITU has sought to influence government policy in labor issues and has been
critical of a number of government decisions, especially economic policies connected
to the steep increase in prices. As inflation increased, the FITU, by its own account,
threatened a general strike if the Government did not take measures to compensate
workers. Union representatives now sit on a joint commission with government rep-

resentatives to examine wage issues.

Government workers do not have the ri^t to strike, nor do those in essential

services such as health care and energy. Other unions may strike if two-thirds of

their members vote for a strike in a secret ballot. There were brief strikes by trans-

port workers and by teachers in the autumn, demanding higher salaries in response
to rising prices. The teachers chose a strike committee which negotiated and
reached a settlement with the (government. The Government also agreed to consider
restructuring overall wage scales at the beginning of 1993 in order to address the

problems caused by inflation.

Unions may affiliate and maintain contacts with international organizations.

Some unionists have participated in conferences and other activities with Romanian
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unions, but have not established formal afliliations. Moldova was admitted to the
International Labor Organization in June.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Moldovan labor law, which
is still based on former Soviet legislation, provides for collective bargaining rights,

but collective bai^aining is just beginning in practice. Besides the examples cited
above, the union m a tractor factory negotiated a reduction in the workweek and
an increase in paid vacation days. Doctors also negotiated a salary increase in 1992.
According to trade union sources, the Government proposed new legislation which
would have limited the rights of unions to participate in collective bargaining, but
the unions, opposing this, insist that it will not become law.
There were no reports of actions taken against union members for their union ac-

tivities. The 1990 Soviet law on trade unions provides that union leaders may not
be fired from their jobs while in leadership positions for a specific period of years
after they leave those positions. Unionists state that this law is taken seriously in

Moldova, but it has not been tested.

There are no export processing zones.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is not

specifically prohibited, and there were no such cases reported.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum age for emplojnment
under unrestricted conditions is 18. Emplojnment of those aged 16 to 18 is permitted
under special conditions, including shorter workdays, no night shifts, and longer va-
cations. The Ministry of Labor and Social Protection is primarily responsible for en-
forcing these restrictions, and the Ministry of Health also has a role. WhUe enforce-
ment capacity is questionable, child labor is not considered a problem in the cities.

In the countryside, parents use children to woik, e.g., tending livestock and helping
with farming.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The minimum wage, supposedly linked to the
inflation rate, did not keep pace with inflation in 1992 and does not provide a decent
standard of living for a worker and family. The Labor Code sets a standard work-
week of 41 hours, including at least 1 day off weekly.
The State is required to set and check safety standards in the workplace. The

unions associated with the FITU also have inspection personnel who have a right
to stop work in the factory or fine the enterprise if safety standards are not met.
In practice, however, the declining economic situation has led enterprises to econo-
mize on safety equipment and generally to show less concern for worker safety is-

sues.

THE NETHERLANDS

The Netherlands is a constitutional monarchy with a parliamentary legislative

system. Executive authority is exercised by the Prime Minister and Cabinet rep-
resenting the governing political parties (traditionally a coalition of at least two
major parties). The bicameral ParUament is elected through nationwide proportional
voting. The police, Royal Constabulary, and investigative organs concerned with in-

ternal and external security are effectively subordinated to the executive and judi-
cial authorities.

The Netherlands has an economy which is based on private enterprise but which
also has extensive involvement by governmental entities. A complex social welfare
system provides a high level of social benefits.

The Netherlands attaches great importance to human rights in its foreign and do-
mestic policies. Individual rights are protected by Dutch law and are widely re-

spected in practice by both the State and the general public. The press, public inter-

est groups, and domestic and international human rights organizations are quick to
challenge practices which they believe violate established human rights norms. Such
complaints are thoroughly discussed by the media and in Parliament and are often
subjected to a judicial process.
There are no significant differences in human rights practices between the Neth-

erlands proper and the autonomous regions of the Kingaom, i.e., Aruba and the five

islands of the Netherlands Antilles.

RESPECT FX)R HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^No politically motivated killings by

government or domestic political groups are known to have occurred. An impartial
Netherlands Antilles Commission constituted to investigate the claims of police bru-
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tality in 1991 and previous years concluded in September, after extensive investiga-

tion, that the charges were unsubstantiated.

b. Disappearance.—No known abductions, secret arrests, or clandestine detention

by police or other oflicial security forces took place.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Torture and cruel or inhuman punishment are prohibited by law and were not

known to occur.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Freedom from arbitrary arrest is pro-

vided for by law and respected in practice. F*reventive detention is permitted only

in an emergency declared by national or municipal authorities, and even then the

detention may be for only a limited time. Under normal circumstances a suspect

may be held for no longer than 6 hours (or 9 hours if arrested at ni^t) before

charges must be brou^t. Persons suspected of having committed serious crimes

may De held in custody for 48 hours with the agreement of the public prosecutor,

who is authorized to decide on an extension of the detention for an additional 48
hours. Any further decision on extending detention is made by an investigating

judge. Search and arrest warrants issued by the judiciary are required in most
criminal cases. Forced exile from the Netherlands is not practiced.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The Netherlands has a court system which, as a

rule, provides the right of appeal in all civil and criminal cases. The judiciary is

independent. The right to a lair public trial is guaranteed by law and respected in

practice Defendants are presumed innocent until proven guilty. Charges must be
formally stated. Defendants have the right to counsel. A system of free or low cost

legal assistance exists for those defendants unable to pay. There are no political

prisoners.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^A judi-

cial warrant is required to enter a person's home or to monitor private correspond-

ence or telephone conversations. The state respects individual freedom of choice in

family matters.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^A functioning democratic political system, an
independent press, and an effective judiciary ensure freedom of speech and press.

Dutch media policy allocates broadcast time to a wide range of social, political, and
ethnic groups, ensuring that minority viewpoints are heard. In addition, a cable sys-

tem brings in numerous television and radio broadcasts from neighboring countries.

There are no prepublication restraints on any of the media. A traditional consen-

sus precludes the mainstream media from disseminating sensitive information in-

volving national security, defense, or the royal family. Violent or sensational crimes

are treated with discretion, with suspects and victims often identified only by their

initials. In ongoing investigations, only minimal personal data are released on crimi-

nal suspects, both to maintain the privacy of the suspect and his family and to pro-

tect the integrity of the investigation. Academic freedom is respected.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Freedom of assembly and asso-

ciation is virtually unrestricted. For large assemblies and demonstrations of a politi-

cal nature, permits from local governmental authorities are required. These permits

are routinely granted but may be denied when authorities believe that "public order

and safety" cannot be guaranteed as a result of a rally or demonstration. Public

meetings of extreme rightist or racist groups have been prohibited from time to

time. The Government does not arbitrarily impede membership in, or the formation

of, organizations.
c. Freedom of Religion.—There is full freedom of religion. State subsidies are pro-

vided to religious organizations that maintain educational facilities.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—There is freedom of domestic and foreign travel, emigration, and repa-

triation.

The Netherlands has elaborate procedures for deciding asylum applications; these

respect the applicant's right to due process and take into account conditions in the

applicant's country of origin. Applicants who do not meet the criteria for nolitical

asylum are nevertheless permitted to remain in the Netherlands provisionally with-

out refugee status if conclitions in their country of origin are so violent or unsettled

that returning them to that country would place them in danger.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-

ment

The Netherlands is a functioning multiparty democracy. Elections are based on
proportional representation. There is universal suffrage for citizens aged 18 and
older. Foreign residents may vote in municipal elections after 5 years of legal resi-
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dence. Dutch citizens elect the Second Chamber (House of Representatives) of Par-

liament every 4 years (sooner if a government resigns or falls due to a parliamen-
tary vote of no confidence). The most recent national elections, held in September
1989, resulted in the formation of a center-left coalition, with FVime Minister Ruud
Lubbers remaining in office. Four major and five minor political parties have seats

in Parliament, representing the political spectrum from far left to far right. There
are no restrictions in law or in practice on the participation of women and minori-

ties in government and politics. The Government has encouraged women to seek
elected office. The two Houses of Parliament now count 43 women among their 150
members.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation of Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Human rights groups, the media, and other interested parties are free to pursue
inquiries into human ri^ts issues, and Dutch authorities readily assist inter-

national and nongovernmental organizations in their investigations.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Integration of racial and ethnic minorities into the social and cultural mainstream
is a difficult domestic issue. Some 264,000 persons from the former Dutch colony

of Suriname have come to live in the Netherlands since 1975. There are also ap-

f>roximately 85,000 persons from the Netherlands Antilles and Aruba in the Nether-
ands. In addition, tnere are about 207,000 Turkish and 168,000 Moroccan workers
and family members. These groups face some de facto discrimination in housing and
employment, as well as practical limits on opportunities for economic and social ad-

vancement as a result of educational and skill levels which do not compare favor-

ably with those of the majority of Dutch citizens.

Unemployment among large minority groups is four times higher than the na-
tional average. Government, employers, and union leaders agreed in November 1990
on a series of measures designed to reduce minority unemployment levels to the na-
tional average. The goal was to increase minority employment by 15,000 jobs per
year over a 4-year period. The Government continues to work with employers to

meet this goal. However, the Government has said it will refrain from using con-

tract compliance measures or imposing quotas. Minorities now compose 3 jiercent

of the personnel employed in the national Government; the stated goal is to raise

this to 5 percent by 1995.
The National Advisory and Consultation Board on Minority Policy addresses the

problems of minorities in the fields of health, education, employment, and the law.

Chaired by the Minister of Internal Affairs, it includes representatives of seven eth-

nic minority groups and acts as a consultative body to the Cabinet on minority is-

sues and as a conduit to the Government for the expression of minority concerns.

Administrative tribunals have been set up for filing claims of discrimination both
against employers and the Government and in housing matters. They provide a
practical means of redress for discrimination claims.

Incidents of violence against foreigners are rare and isolated. The Government
has tried to increase public awareness of racism and discrimination. The Cabinet
published in October a general declaration opposing racial discrimination which is

to be signed by national and local authorities, political parties, employers, and em-
ployees' organizations.
According to a study of violence against women financed by the Dutch Ministry

of Welfare, Health, and Culture, and published in 1989, 20.8 percent of Dutch
women in heterosexual relationships are or have been victims of violence. Slightly

over half of these (11 percent) experience repeated severe violence. The Government
supports programs to reduce and prevent violence against women. Battered women
find refuge in a network of government subsidized women's shelters offering the
services of social workers and psychologists. In addition, battered women who leave

their domestic partners become eligible for social benefits which include an adequate
basic subsidy as well as an allowance for dependent children. There are also organi-

zations that advise and assist women who have been victims of sexual assault.

Traditional cultural factors, combined with structural impediments such as provi-

sions of the tax code that penalize two-income families, continue to discourage
women, especially married women and women with children, from entering or re-

maining in the labor force. Despite this, the trend—especially for younger women

—

is upward. Net participation of women rose by 180,000 labor years in the period
from 1988 to 1991, a rise of 4.5 percent per year, compared to a 1 percent annual
growth in male participation. However, participation of women in the Dutch labor
market is still below the European Community average; net participation of women
was 46.1 percent in 1990. When excluding women working less than 10 hours per
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week, net participation in labor years in 1990 dropped even lower, to 36.9 percent,
compared to the EC average of 44.6 percent under the same criterion. The unem-
ployment rate of women reentering the labor market is high; most of the jobs they
have are in the low administrative and services sector, women have less chance of
promotion; and day-care facilities are still limited. The situation is, however, im-
proving. In 1988 the Government started positive action programs for women, and
a study of 1990 collective labor agreements by the Social Affairs Ministry showed
that almost all of these contracts included one or more schemes to strengthen the
position of women. Legislation mandates equal pay for equal work; prohibits dismis-
sal because of marriage, pregnancy, or motnerhood; and provides the basis for equal-
ity in other employment-related areas. A legislatively mandated Equal Treatment
Commission actively pursues complaints of mscrimination in these areas as well as
allegations of pay differentials. Women have full legal and judicial rights and enter
marriage with the option of choosing community property or separate regimes for

their assets.
Women's groups dedicated to such issues as equal rights in social security, the

legal position of women, sexual abuse, taxation, education, work, and prostitution
operate freely throughout the Netherlands. In February 1991 the Eoual Rights
Council, in a report entitled "Sexual Intimidation in Work Situations, called for

tougher legislation to control sexual harassment in the work place. Nevertheless, a
study published in January showed that 20 percent of working women in the Neth-
erlands say they have been a victim of sexual harassment in the workplace. This
figure rises to 29 percent for women in the 25 to 34 age group.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—The right of Dutch workers to associate freely is well
established. The active trade union movement—two major labor federations (Fed-
erated Dutch Trade Union Movement-FNV and National Federal of Christian Trade
Unions-CNV), a separate smaller labor center of white collar employees, and a few
independent unions—includes in its membership 25 percent of the employee work
force. Members of the Dutch armed forces may belong to unions. Unions are entirely

free of control by the Government and political parties. They may and do participate

in political activities, and they and their federations maintain active relations with
recognized international labor organizations.
With the exception of most civil servants, all workers have the right to strike, emd

this right is exercised freely. In the first 3 months of 1992 there were 10 labor dis-

putes involving 3,150 workers and a total of 10,727 workdays lost. Disputes involv-

ing civil servant complaints may be appealed to an arbitration panel. The Govern-
ment and unions continue to discuss their longstanding differences over the issue
of the right of civil service workers to strike and the definition of "essential" civil

services.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.^-The right to organize and
bargain collectively is recognized and well establishea. Discrimination against work-
ers oecause of their union membership is illegal and does not exist in practice. Ap-
proximately 76 percent of all paid workers are currently covered by collective bar-
gaining agreements which are negotiated in the framework of the social partnership
in industrial relations developed among trade unions, private employers, and the
Government. Every year these three participants seek to develop a "central accord"
with agreed social and economic goals for tne coming year. Sectoral collective bar-
gaining then takes place under this umbrella agreement A central tripartite body,
the Labor Commission, oversees implementation of the industrial relations system.

International Labor Organization committees for a number of years have asked
the Government to amend the Wage Determination Act of 1970, which gives the
Government the power to freeze the terms and conditions of employment in the pub-
lic sector in the face of compelling reasons of national economic interest. The Gov-
ernment has now agreed to obviate any future question of freezes by including non-
discretionary funding for labor costs in the general budgets for those public sector
enterprises. Agreements to this effect, covering a total of two-thirds of all public sec-

tor employees, have thus far been concluded lor the hospital, railway, broadcasting,
and regional transport industries.

There are no export processing zones.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Forced or compulsory labor is pro-

hibited by the Constitution and does not exist.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—The minimum age for employment
is 16. At that age, young people may work full time only if they have completed
the mandatory 10 years of schooling. Those still in school at age 16 may not work
more than 8 hours per week. People under the a^e of 18 are prohibited by law from
working at night, working overtime, or working in areas which could be dangerous
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to their physical or mental development. The laws are eflectively enforced by the
Labor Commission, a tripartite entity which monitors hiring practices and conducts
inspections.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The minimum wage for adult workers is estab-
lished by law and is adjusted every 6 months for changes in the cost of living. There
is a reduced minimum wage for workers under 23 which ranges from 85 percent of
the adult minimum wage for workers aged 22 to 33 percent lor those aged 16. The
purpose of the reduced minimum wage law is to provide incentives for the employ-
ment of young people, one of the demographic groups with the highest rate of unem-
ployment. The legislated minimum wage, together with social benefits available to
all minimum wage earners, provides an adequate living for woixers and their fami-
lies.

The standard workweek is determined by calculating the average of collective bar-
gaining agreements; it is not imposed by statute or regulation. Full-time workers
over age 16 receive a paid vacation of at least 190 hours per year. There are also
generous welfare provisions for woricers who become sick or disabled. For unem-
ployed workers, there is an extensive system of benefits which allows recipients to

maintain an adequate standard of living.

Working conditions, including comprehensive occupational safety and health
standards set by law and regulation, are actively monitored by the Labor Commis-
sion. Enforcement is effective. Workers may refuse to continue work at a hazardous
work site. The Ministry of Social Affairs also polices standards through its Labor
InsjKJctorate.

NORWAY
Norway is a parliamentary democracy and constitutional monarchy with King

Harald V as the titular Head of State. Norway is governed by a Prime Minister,
Cabinet, and a 165-seat Storting (parliament) that is elected every 4 years and can-
not be dissolved.

The police, security forces, and the military are scrupulous in their protection of
human rights. The Government (including the judicial system and the Storting) ex-
ercises firm control over these organizations and investigates thoroughly any allega-
tions of human rights violations.

Norway is an advanced industrial state with a mixed economy combining private,
public, and state ownership. Personal freedoms, such as freedom of association and
of speech and the right to pursue private interests and to hold private property, are
protected by the Constitution and respected in practice.
Deeply rooted democratic principles, a strong egalitarian tradition, an independ-

ent press, and highly developed educational and social welfare systems have made
Norway a leading advocate of human rights.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—Such killings did not occur.
b. Disappearance.—Secret arrests and detentions did not occur.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Torture and other cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment do not
exist in Norway's penal system. Generous furlougn and visitation rights characterize
the system, which emphasizes rehabilitation. The maximum sentence for any crime
is 21 years.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Norwegian law provides for arrest war-
rants, which are used except in circumstances such as hot pursuit. Persons may be
detained for up to 4 hours without being charged. A person charged with a crime
has the right, observed in practice, to appear before a judge for arraignment within
24 hours. If charges are formalized at the arraignment, the judge then determines
whether the detainee should be kept in custody or released pending trial. Bail need
not be posted. A strong case must be made to justify detention. Possible grounds
include fear of flight, the needs of the investigation, and fear that a detainee will
commit further crimes.
Any person held in pretrial detention appears before ajudge every 4 weeks for

a determination of the necessity of continued detention. There is no legal limit on
the time a prisoner may be held before trial; however, lengthypretrial detention is

rare. Preventive detention also exists but is used infrequently. There is no exile.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The right to a fair, public trial is ensured by law

and honored in practice. Only in certain cases, including those involving state secu-
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rity or private family matters, are trials closed. In criminal cases, all Norwegian
citizens and aliens are entitled to free counsel. Indigent persons are granted free

counsel in certain civil cases as well.

Norway has a three-tiered system of district and city courts, high courts, and the
Supreme Court—all of which deal with both penal and civil cases—as well as special

courts, including the Labor Disputes Court and the Social Insurance Court. The ju-

diciary is independent of both tne legislative and the executive branches of the Gov-
ernment and tries military and security as well as civil and criminal cases. The
Labor Court mediates industrial relations disputes.

Persons refusing both military service and alternative civilian service may be held
in prison for up to 16 months (a period equivalent to military service) without a
trial. Detention is based on an administrative rather than a judicial decision, and
prisoners held in this manner receive the salary and benefits normally accorded to

military recruits during their period of confinement. Administrative decisions by the
Ministries of Justice and Defense expanded the grounds for conscientious objector

status in 1988.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The pri-

vacy of the family and the person is free from arbitrary interference by the Govern-
ment. Police may conduct searches of the home only with court approval and in in-

stances of hot pursuit or when they fear evidence is being destroyed. There were
no allegations of forced entry into Norwegian homes in 1992. In most cases, wire-

taps are prohibited by law, but they may be used in cases involving state security

or narcotics offenses when officially approved by the court within carefully drawn
legal guidelines. Correspondence may be opened only by court order in cases involv-

ing state security.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Freedom of speech and press is protected by the
Constitution and respected in practice. In addition to restrictions on slander and
libel, Norwegian law forbids racist or sexist remarks in print or public speech. It

is forbidden to publish information concerning national defense that could prove
damaging to Norwegian security.

Norway has an active and diversified press, and many pap>ers are sustained by
government subsidies. Some newspapers are loosely connected to various national

political parties. Norway's state broadcasting company is the major one of two na-

tional television broadcasters and retains a monopoly on national radio stations, but
the Government does not exercise editorial control over programming. Private local

radio stations exist, as do privately owned local cable stations. Private and foreign

television networks are also available on cable throughout Norway.
Certain restrictions apply to the showing of films. The Film Control Board has

the authority to censor or ban any film deemed overly violent, pornographic, or blas-

phemous. The blasphemy clause in the censorship law, however, has not been used
in the last 20 years. There is no evidence that any films have been censored because
of political content.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Norwegians exercise these

freedoms without restraint. Permits for public demonstrations are granted routinely.

c. Freedom of Religion.—The state church is the Evangelical Lutheran Church of

Norway, which is financially supported by the State, and to which 93 percent of the

population nominally belongs. There is a constitutional reauirement that the King
and half of the Cabinet belong to the state church. The Workers* Protection and
Working Environment Act permits prospective employers to ask job applicants

whether they respect Christian beliefs ana principles when applying (or a job in pri-

vate, religious-run schools and day-care centers.

Approximately 4 percent of the population are registered members of 20 other de-

nominations which operate freely and may proselytize. Foreign clergy are welcome
in Norway. No religious community is required to register with the Got^emment un-

less it desires state support, which is provided to all registered denominations on
a proportional basis in accordance with membership.
Altnough the state religion is taught in all public schools, children of other faiths

are allowed to be absent from such classes upon parental request. If there are

enough students of the same faith, the school will arrange religion classes in that

faith. Workers belonging to minority denominations are allowed leave for religious

holidays.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—The Government does not impede foreign or domestic travel. The right

to voluntary repatriation is guaranteed. Refugees and asylum seekers are provided

generous benefits, including social services, free medical care, and education while

awaiting decisions on their asylum applications. Norway maintains the right to re-
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patriate rejected asylum seekers involuntarily in certain situations. In practice,
nowever, there have been no recent cases in which a person with a valid claim to

fear of persecution has been involuntarily repatriated from Norway.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Norway is a multiparty democracy. Seven parties are represented in the Storting,
and the distribution of seats is based upon proportional representation by district.

The Storting may reject or modify government proposals; if a government loses a
vote on a major issue of confidence, it resigns, and a new government is formed.
The minimum voting age is 18, and voter turnout in the 1989 parliamentary elec-

tions was over 82 percent. Foreigners who have resided in Norway for at least 3
years, and are otherwise eligible, nave the right to vote in local elections only.

In addition to participating freely in the national political process, Norwegian
Sami (Lapp) elected their own constituent assembly, the Sameting, for the first time
in 1989. The 39-seat body is a consultative group which meets regularly to consider
issues of importance to the Sami people. In August 1990, the Sami population of
Norway hosted the annual convention of the World Council of Indigenous Peoples
in Tromso.
There are no restrictions, in law or in practice, on the participation of women in

government or in the political arena generally.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

A number of public and private organizations monitor alleged human rights
abuses either inside or, more often, outside the country. The Government cooperates
with nongovernmental investigations of alleged violations of human rights and, in
recent years, has cooperated with both the European Conunission of Human Rights
and the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees. Norway is an active par-
ticipant in international human rights organizations.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Through a highly developed social welfare system that reflects a lon^ tradition of
egalitarianism, the Government provides for the health, education, retirement, and
other needs of its people, regardless of race, religion, sex, ethnic background, or po-
litical opinion.
Apart from an extremely small Finnish population in the northeastern comer of

the country, the Sami (Lapp) people were Norwa/s only significant minority group
until the influx of immigrants during the 1970's. In recent years, the Government
has taken steps to protect the cultural rights of the Sami by providing Sami-lan-
guage instruction at schools in Sami-inhabited areas, radio and television programs
broadcast or subtitled in the Sami language, and subsidies for the publication of
newspapers and books oriented toward the Sami (see Section 3).

There is continuing political debate on whether current restrictions on non-Nordic
immigration, in effect since 1975, are racially motivated and whether inmiigrant mi-
nority px)ups such as Pakistanis, Vietnamese, Turks, and Africans are accorded
equal rights by Norwegian authorities. The Government provides legal protection for

the rights of all minorities and has taken active measures to help these groups ad-
just to Norwegian society, including free Norwegian-language instruction for any
foreign resident.

As a result of a dramatic increase in the number of persons seeking political asy-
lum in the mid-1980's, the Storting passed a bill in 1988 that would no longer allow
asylum applicants who are not Ibona fide refugees to remain on humanitarian
grounds.
The law, while limiting the number of those granted asylum, safeguards the

rights of those asylum seekers allowed to remain in Norway. Refugee policy contin-
ues to be a significant political issue; some groups call for reducing the inflow of
refugees, and others—human rights groups and political parties—urge the Govern-
ment to accept more refugees. Although some individual refugee cases have caused
problems, Norway has a well-organized system which includes advance planning,
careful dispersion of refugees throughout Norway, and generous welfare, edu-
cational, and vocational traming programs. Occasional raciafly motivated attacks on
non-European immigrant groups are dealt with firmly by the police and judicial au-
thorities.

Women are protected under the equal rights law of 1978 and other regulations.
Under that law, "women and men engaged in the same activity shall have equal
wages for work of equal value." An Equal Rights Council monitors enforcement of
the 1978 law, and an Equal Rights Omoudsman processes complaints of sexual dis-
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crimination. The Government provides liberal maternity leave and time off for ei-

ther parent to care for their children.

Crime against women is not widespread. A recent increase in the crime rate has
included crimes against women, although police authorities believe that much of the

increase in reported rapes and incidents of wife beating is due to a greater willing-

ness among women to report these crimes than has been the case in the past. The
police vigorously investigate and prosecute such crimes and have instituted special

programs for rape and domestic violence prevention and for counseling victims. Pub-
lic and private organizations run several free shelters which give battered wives an
alternative to returning to a violent domestic situation after an incident of wife

beating.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Workers have and exercise the right to associate

freely and to strike. The Government, however, has the right, with the approval of

the Storting, to invoke compulsory arbitration under certain circumstances. This
procedure, which was invoked several times in the 1980's, particularly in the oil in-

dustry, has been criticized repeatedly by the Committee of Experts of the Inter-

national Labor Organization, which argued that the situations were not a sufficient

threat to public health and safety to justify the action. The Government again in-

voked this procedure in 1992 to stop a public workers' strike.

With membership totaling about 60 percent of the work force, unions play an im-
portant role in political and economic life and are consulted by the Government on
important economic and social problems. Although the largest trade union federa-

tion is associated with the Labor Party, all unions and labor federations are free

of party and government control. Unions are free to form federations and to affiliate

internationally. They maintain strong ties with such international bodies as the

International Confederation of Free Trade Unions.
b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—All workers, including govern-

ment employees and military personnel, exercise the right to organize and bargain
collectively. Collective bargaining is widespread, with most wage earners covered by
negotiated settlements, either directly or through understandings which extend the

contract terms to workers outside of the main labor federation and the employers'

bargaining group. The 1992 collective bargaining round between the National Union
Organization (LO) and the Employers Organization (NHO), to set the nationwide le-

gally binding "basic agreement," required the services of a government wage medi-
ator. The last-minute resolution of wage negotiations resulted in moderate wage and
benefit increases. There have been no complaints in recent years of antiunion dis-

crimination, but such complaints would be dealt with through the Labor Court.

There are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Compulsory labor is prohibited by
law and does not exist. The Directorate of Labor Inspections ensures compliance.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Children aged 13 to 18 may be
employed part-time in light work that will not adversely affect their health, develop-

ment, or schooling. Minimum age rules are observed in practice and enforced by the

Directorate of Labor Inspections.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Normal working hours are mandated by law
and do not exceed 37.5 hours per week. The law also provides for 25 working days
of paid leave per year (31 for those over age 60). A 28-hour rest period is legally

mandated on the weekend and for holidays. There is ro minimum wage as such in

Norway, but wages normally fall within a national wage scale negotiated by labor,

employers, and the Government. The average annual per capita income, not includ-

ing extensive social benefits, is adequate to provide a family a decent living.

Under the Workers' Protection and Working Environment Act of 1977, all em-
ployed persons are assured safe and physically acceptable working conditions. Spe-
cific standards are set by the Directorate of Labor Inspections in consultation with
nongovernmental experts. According to the Act, working environment committees,
composed of management, workers, and health personnel, must be established in all

enterprises with 50 or more workers, and safety delegates must be elected in all or-

ganizations. Workers enjoy strong rights to remove themselves from situations

which endanger their health. The Directorate of Labor Inspections ensures effective

compliance with labor legislation and standards.
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POLAND

Poland has moved from a Communist state to a multiparty democracy with a live-

ly, independent Parliament and a vigorous free press, and it continues to consolidate

democratic institutions and processes. The minority coalition government of Jan
Olszewski that was formed after the free and democratic elections of October 1991
resigned after a vote of no confidence in the Sejm (lower house) in June. Five weeks
later, a new minority Government under Prime Minister Hanna Suchocka was voted
into office.

In November President Lech Walesa signed into law the so-called Little Constitu-
tion intended as a transition document while work continues on a "lai^e" (perma-
nent) constitution to replace the much-amended Communist-era Constitution of

1952. The Little Constitution clarifies, among other things, the division of powers
among the President, the Prime Minister, and Parliament. The President also sent
to Parliament a proposed bill of rights, outlining fundamental civil rights and free-

doms and intended for incorporation into the niture large constitution. The Sejm
(lower house) continued debate on a new electoral law embodying proportional rep-

resentation with a qualifying threshold of 5 percent.
ElTorts to restructure the Office of State Security (responsible for intelligence and

counterintelligence) within the Ministry of Internal Affairs were complicated when
the Olszewski government sent to Parliament a list of alleged secret police collabo-

rators. The resulting storm of protest led to a vote of no confidence in the govern-
ment and the replacement of both the Minister of Internal Affairs and the Minister
of Defense. Regular police forces, meanwhile, improved their operations and reduced
the incidence of brutality towards persons in custody. Total military expenditures
for 1989, the last year for which the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
conducted a detailed analysis, were nearly $15.5 billion. Future expenditures can be
expected to decrease as the Government continues to reduce its military force levels.

Continuing the transformation from a centrally planned to a market economy, Po-
land in 1992 kept its economic reform program on course. Although the (Jovemment
made little headway in privatizing large state-owned enterprises, the share of the
private sector in the national economy continued to grow. A larger than planned
budget deficit, unemployment at about 14 percent, and rising prices associated in

the public mind with reform efforts lessened public support for reform and contrib-

utea to a series of industrial strikes during the summer and fall, to which the Gov-
ernment responded firmly without major concessions.

In the area of human rights legislation. Parliament passed a broadcast law on De-
cember 29 and continued to work on a new labor law and penal code to strengthen
the legal framework for human rights and to reconcile laws passed during the Com-
munist period with democratic practices. The typical human rights violations that
characterized the former Communist rule were an exception in 1992. However, al-

most all broadcast media were still under government control, and for the first time
since the overthrow of communism, a citizen was convicted of insulting the Presi-

dent. Polish society continued to grapple with issues of social, gender, and ethnic
intolerance.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no reports of killings for

political motives by the Government or by domestic political groups.
b. Disappearance.—There were no reports of abductions, secret arrests, or clandes-

tine detention by police or other official security forces.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
There were no reported allegations of torture.

By all accounts, incidents of police brutality declined from 1991. Human rights
monitors, however, continued to report a number of beatings of persons in police

custody not yet charged with a crime. The Commissioner for Civil Rights Protection

(Ombudsman) continued to receive such allegations regularly. Most of these allega-

tions charged the police with excessive use oi force at the time of arrest.

According to the Ombudsman, local prosecutors, to whom the allegations are for-

warded, often conduct incomplete investigations, are biased in favor of the police,

and rarely find the police responsible for excessive use of force. Apart from the pros-

ecutor's office, no otner institution is responsible for investigating complaints of po-

lice brutality. The Senate Office of Intervention, which started an informal inves-

tigation in September 1991, found few cases of alleged police brutality and did not
think the problem warranted a full investigative report.
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According to civil rights monitors, overall prison conditions improved in 1992.
Most observers attribute this improvement to a decision by the Ministry of Justice
allowing greater access to prisons by human rights monitoring institutions—such as
the Ombudsman and the Helsinki Committee. There are still some deficiencies,

however, and a few prisons lack minimally acceptable standards.
While overall conditions in adult prisons improved, several independent investiga-

tions, including those conducted by the Helsinki Committee and the Senate Office

of Intervention, confirmed widespread accounts that conditions in juvenile reform-
atories were worse than those in adult prisons. In some reformatories, authorities

often overused solitary confinement as a means of punishment, and guards beat ju-

venile inmates regularly. Many detention centers were unsanitary, and no program
to correct these deficiencies has been set up.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—There were very few reported instances
of arbitrary arrest or detention. Reform of the judicial system, begun in 1990, has
done much to eliminate serious violations of due process. The Sejm Justice and Leg-
islative Committees continued to work on a new criminal code at year's end.

Polish law allows for a 48-hour detention period before authorities are required
to bring formal charges. Detainees are usually denied access to a lawyer during this

period. Once a prosecutor presents the legal basis for a formal investigation, the law
guarantees the detainee access to a lawyer. A detainee may be held under "tem-
porary" arrest for up to 3 months and may challenge the legality of his arrest

through appeal to the district court. A court of law may extend this pretrial confine-

ment every 3 months until the trial date. Human rights groups state that in 1992
detainees waited on average between 6 and 12 months before trial. In rare cases,

the confinement period lasted over 2 years. As a rule, judges do not allow bail be-
cause they suspect that the accused may cause further harm to society, thwart col-

lection of evidence, or otherwise hinder full investigation of the case.

There is no exile.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Poland has a three-tiered court system, consisting
of regional and provincial courts, and a Supreme Court that is divided into five divi-

sions—military, civil, criminal, labor, and family. Judges are nominated by the Na-
tional Judicial Council and appointed by the President for life.

All defendants are presumed innocent until proven guilty. Once formal charges
are filed, the defendant is allowed to study the charges and consult with an attor-

ney, who is provided at public expense if necessary, before a trial date is set. De-
fendants must be present during trial and may present evidence and confront wit-

nesses in their own defense. Most cases are tried in open court. The court, however,
retains the rarely used option of closing a trial to the public in some circumstances,
such as divorce cases, trials in which state secrets may be disclosed, or to protect

public morality.

At the end of a trial, the court renders its decision orally. The court then has 7

days to prepare a written decision. A defendant has the right to appeal within 14

days of the written decision. Appeals may be made, among other grounds, on the
basis of new evidence or procedural irregularities. In regional and provincial courts,

a panel consisting of a professional judge and two lay assessors tries criminal cases.

The seriousness of the offense determines which court will try the case.

In May the Sejm passed a resolution requiring the Interior Minister to make
available a list of high-ranking Polish officials who, between 1945 and 1990, served
as agents of the Communist security forces, but it provided no means of redress for

those who believed they were wrongly accused. On June 4, on the basis of this reso-

lution, the Ministry of the Interior sent to parliamentary clubs (groups of deputies
from the same party or from like-minded parties) lists of alleged secret police col-

laborators. Protests over the lists precipitated a vote of no confidence in the govern-
ment. Following the Olszewski government's dismissal. Parliament took no further

action on the release of the lists. In late 1992, a Sejm committee continued work
on reconciling several bills dealing with the fate of former Communists and secret

police collaborators in public life.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Polish

law forbids arbitrary forced entry into homes. Search warrants issued by a prosecu-

tor arc required in order to enter private residences. In emergency cases when a
prosecutor is not immediately available, police may enter a residence with the ap-
proval of the local police commander. In the most urgent cases in which there is

not time to consult with the police commander, police may enter a private residence
after showing their official identification. Polish police rarely abused search warrant
procedures in 1992. The Government docs not arbitrarily monitor private mail or
telephones.
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Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—These freedoms are provided for in the Con-
stitution and exist in practice.

Polish citizens express their opinions freely both in public and privately. Under
the current Penal Code, however, persons who insult a state body may be sentenced
to up to 2 years in prison. In August a district court handed a 3-year suspended
sentence to a person for insulting President Walesa. The insults involved common
vulgarities. Similarly, in October another district court gave a 2-year suspended sen-
tence to former newspaper editor for publishing an offensive remark about the Soli-

darity Trade Union. Unties of these decisions pointed out that they set a dangerous
precedent, reflected unequal application of the law, and were subtle forms of censor-
ship.

Print media in Poland are independent, uncensored, and politically diverse. The
Government owns a controlling interest (51 percent) in one major newspaper. No
barriers exist to the establishment of private newspapers other than readership de-
mand and capital.

Broadcast media are not yet fully developed and are still mainly under the control
of the Government, which owns and operates the two national television channels,
eight local television stations, and two television studios. The ei^t regional stations
broadcast as little as half an hour daily (as in Poznan) or as much as 7 hours daily
(as in Katowice). The Grovemment also operates 5 national radio channels and 16
regional stations.

There was debate about the Government's role in broadcast media and the appro-
Sriate level of ofiical control, including in the appointment of key personnm. In
[arch the Olszewski government, frustrated with \wiat it perceived to be biased re-

porting, replaced the head of the Polish Television Information Agency (TAI), which
produces all six Polish daily news broadcasts. The new head of TAI, in turn, made
personnel changes aimed at combating the alleged antigovemment bias of television
news and removing "former Communists." The conflict between the Government and
the press diminished after the TAI head himself was fired by the head of Polish
Radio and Television and after Olszewski's government fell m early June. While
also expressing dissatisfaction with news coverage, the Suchocka Government avoid-
ed conflict with the news media.

In December the Sejm passed a broadcast law and sent it to the President for sig-

nature. The law provides a mechanism for the issuance of broadcast licenses and
would end the State's official monopoly on broadcasting. In June 1991, Parliament
removed the power to grant broadcasting licenses from the Ministry of Tele-
communications but did not transfer it anjrwhere else. In the resulting legal vacu-
um, several new private television stations began broadcasting in ma)or cities. In
addition, over 30 private radio stations were on the air in late 1992. Many of these
took to the airwaves without official sanction. Unlicensed broadcasters have been or-
dered to shut down untU they obtain licenses. However, it is unclear how the Gov-
ernment can execute these orders.
The growing number of radio and television stations, those officially sanctioned

and those not, expose the public to diverse political and social commentary. Raddo
Free Europe also broadcasts directly from Warsaw on medium wave. Some political
figures beueve the lack of government control wiU lead to chaos, while others want
public television to be a tool to address societal problems. The broadcast law re-
quires public radio and television to "respect the reli^ous feelings of the audience
and in particular honor the Christian system of values.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Poles enjoy the freedom to join
together formally and informally to promote nonviolent causes and protest govern-
ment policies. Permits are not required for public meetings, but organizers must ob-
tain permits from local authorities, which issue them routinely. For large dem-
onstrations, organizers are also required to inform the local police of their planned
activities. The authorities do not interfere with otherwise peaceful and
nondisruptive demonstrations even if permits have not been sought. With govern-
ment approval, private associations are permitted to organize. Such approvm is al-

most always granted and is not withheld for political or other arbitrary reasons.
c. Freedom of Religion.—^The Constitution provides for freedom of conscience and

belief, and citizens enjoy the freedom to practice any religion. Poland is overwhelm-
ingly Roman Catholic. Religious groups may organize, select, and train personnel,
solicit and receive contributions, publish periodicals, and engage in consultations
with coreligionists without government interference. There are no government re-
strictions on establishing and maintaining places of worship.
The Grovemment does not interfere with the practice of minority religions. East-

ern Orthodox, Ukrainian Catholic, and much smaller Protestant, Jewish, and Mus-
lim congregations meet freely. Minority religions occasionally report that workers of
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their faith are more likely than Catholics to be dismissed from failing enterprises.

Ukrainian Catholics also consider as religious discrimination refusal oy local gov-
ernment officials to return churches and other property that used to belong to the
Ukrainian Catholics prior to expropriation by Communist authorities.

A Ministry of Education directive in April required students or their parents to

choose between a course in religion or one in ethics or neither, tmd instructed that

a grade for the course be indicated in student transcripts. Previously, a combined
reugion and ethics course was compulsory. The Ministry of Education ruling also

permits the pa3nment of religion teachers from public funds, the placement of reli-

gious syinbols in classrooms, and the saying of prayers before and after classes. The
Commissioner for Human Rights Protection in August requested the Constitutional
Tribunal to review this decision on the grounds that it violates the freedom and ano-
nymity of religious beliefs.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Polish citizens and legal permanent residents are no longer required to

register with the police each time they change their place of residence. Polish citi-

zens are able to obtain passports for worldwide travel.

Poland's approach to migration issues is framed by its desire to strengthen ties

to the European Community (EC) and adopt migration policies consistent with those
of the EC. Poland has placed more emphasis on stopping illegal transit into neigh-
boring countries, particularly Grermany, and has signed readmission agreements
with the Schengen Group of European countries, whereby Poland agrees to accept
the return of Polish citizens who do not possess proper travel documents or who are
residing abroad illegally. Similarly, in September 1991, Poland signed the 1951 Ge-
neva Convention on refiigees, taking on the legal responsibility to process refugees.

In 1992 Poland often served as a way station to Western Europe and Scandinavia
for a number of economic migrants and illegal immigrants from the east and south.

Beginning in May, refugees from the former Yugoslavia began to arrive in Poland
in significant numbers. Border guards permittea entry to persons with valid pass-
ports and enough money for transit.

Most would-be refugees want to settle farther west; they fear that if they make
formal application in Poland, their cases will not be considered by other refugee of-

fices. In 1992 fewer than 50 people applied for asylum status in Poland, compared
with 2,236 applications in 1991.
Poland has abandoned visa requirements for almost all countries in Europe, in-

cluding its East European neighbors and the countries of the former Soviet Union.
Visitors from the former Soviet Union are required to obtain an invitation from a
permanent resident of Poland to be presented at the border. Because of the laive

number of Romanians identified at Poland's borders as seeking to enter illegally, the
Government requires Romanians to show enou^ money for a minimum 5-day visit,

i.e., $100. All visitors and temporary workers have the right to stay for up to 90
days and may apply for extensions to the Ministry of Interior. Polish law empowers
the Ministry of Interior to intern and deport foreigners for violation of immigration
status.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Poland is a multiparty democracy in which all citizens 18 years of age and older
have the right to vote. In October 1991, the Polish people freely elected 460 mem-
bers to the Sejm (lower house of Parliament) and 100 Senators. The new Parliament
included representatives of 29 political parties and formations.The government
headed by Prime Minister Olszewski after those elections was dismissed the follow-

ing June by a vote of no confidence in the Sejm. In July the Sejm voted in a new
coalition government led by Prime Minister Hanna Suchocka, the first female Prime
Minister in Polish history.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The Ombudsman was established by law in 1987 as an independent body with
broad authority to investigate alleged infringement of civic rights or liberties. In
1992 the Ombudsman aggressively investigated public grievances and brought sev-

eral executive or legislative actions and decrees that allegedly violated human rights

before the Constitutional Tribunal, which determines the constitutionality of laws
and administrative regulations. In some cases the intercession of the Ombudsman
alone was enough to effect resolution. According to the Ombudsman, the Govern-
ment has cooperated with the Commissioner's Office.

Two other major institutions, the Helsinki Committee and the Senate Office of
Intervention, created in 1989, investigate a wide range of grievances and are com-
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mitted to political objectivity. Both groups conducted human rights investigations

without government interference. Leading members of these organizations report

that the Government harbors a positive and helpful attitude towards human ri^ts
investigations.
There are no restrictions on visits by international organizations for human rights

purposes.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Discrimination against ethnic and religious minorities and against women is pro-

hibited by law; however, a degree of social prejudice against members of national
minorities exists.

In 1992 the Government made efforts to improve conditions for ethnic minorities
living in Poland. Bilateral treaties with Germany and Belarus included sections

guaranteeing the right of national minorities to cultivate their national identities.

Currently there are no restrictions on Polish citizens from non-Polish ethnic groups
holding office. At present the German minority is represented by seven Members
of Parfiament who nave formed a German caucus.
The German minority, especially in southern Poland, achieved several cultural

goals in 1992. About 30 percent of primary and secondary schools in Opole province
offer some instruction in the German language. The number of churches conducting
Mass in German has risen from 8 in 1990 to over 100 in 1992. German minorities

are well represented in local politics; they publish local newspapers and broadcast
on radio.

Prejudice against Germans resulted in several instances of violence. Four Polish-
Americans were attacked by a group of Poles in a mountain resort, apparently be-

cause the Polish-Americans had a rental car with German license plates; the
attackers accompanied their assaults with shouts of "Grerman swine." Two police-

men who witnessed the incident reportedly failed to intervene actively. In October
"skinheads" in Krakow attacked three German truckdrivers with clubs, baseball
bats, and knives, killing one of them. Police reaction was swift and vigorous; by the
next morning, they had apprehended all the attackers. Skinheads also committed
several attacks on Arab students.

Several Ukrainian schools and Ukrainian newspapers opened in 1992. Some
Ukrainian communities complained, however, that local authorities did not provide
sufficient levels of support. Other ethnic minorities—Lithuanians and Belarusians

—

experienced some local discrimination.
Romanians (predominantly Gypsies) continued to cross Poland's borders in large

numbers. While physical attacks against Gypsies were isolated, Gypsies continued
to be discriminated against. In September and October, the Polish National Front,
a small radical "skinhead" organization, hung placards in several Polish cities call-

ing on Poles to expel Gypsies from Poland. Also in October, a group of Polish youths
threw stones at Gypsy homes and set fire to nearby bushes. These incidents pre-
ceded the court's verdict on the 1991 anti-Gypsy riots in Mlawa. In late Octooer,
a Warsaw court handed prison terms of between 6 months and 2y2 years to 17 of
the several hundred participants in the Mlawa riots in which many Gypsy homes
and cars were plundered or demolished. Ten of the sentences were suspended.
Some observers noted a rising trend of intolerance toward some social groups,

such as the victims of the acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). Attempts
in July to establish a U.S. Government-supported center in the Warsaw suburb of
Laski for children infected with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) had to be
abandoned because of the local communitjr's violent protests, including the stoning
and setting on fire of the houses at the site. Local police began an investigation,
but no findings were reported and no arrests made by year's end.

Polish law guarantees equal rights for women. The Constitution provides for equal
rights, regardless of sex, and gives women equal rights with men in all fields of pub-
lic, political, economic, social, and cultural Ufe, including equal remuneration for

equal work. Despite these legal guarantees, women continue to be discriminated
against in the workplace. According to the Ombudsman, the laws do not adeqpiately
address equality in hiring practices. Although women work in a broad variety of

Srofessions and occupations, advertisements often continue to designate jobs by gen-
er as well as by age. Firms sometimes hire men even when a woman is more (juali-

fied.

Some of the hardships caused by the transition to a market economy fall dis-

proportionately on women who are more likely than men to be laid oft. In some
cases, laws ostensibly designed to "protect" women are sometimes used to discrimi-
nate against them, as in the case of occupations barred to women for safety or
health reasons or when women are required to retire earlier than men. Although
the Constitutional Tribunal eliminated the latter provision in the case of women
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university professors in September 1990, women are sometimes forced into earlier
retirement in many other professions.

Scattered anti-Semitic incidents continued in 1992. The neo-Fascist Polish Na-
tional Community, a small but vocal group with approximately 4,000 members, was
responsible for many of them. In February and in April, the Polish National Com-
munity held demonstrations during which they chanted anti-Semitic slogans and
burned the Israeli flag. The group's leader, Boleslaw Tejkowski, was brought to trial

in March for defaming the Government, the Catholic Church, and Jews. The court
ordered that Tejkowski be detained in July after he refused to undergo psychiatric
tests to determine fitness to stand trial. Tejkowski, who went into hiding in April,

is currently being sought by the police.

Polish officials and political leaders strongly condemned anti-Semitic incidents. In
one concrete step, the newly established, government-sponsored "Remembrance
Foundation" is acting as a partner to the U.S. Commission for the Preservation of
America's Heritage Abroad, which is negotiating an agreement with the Govern-
ment on preserving Jewish cultural monuments in Poland.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—^AU workers, including the police and frontier guards,
have the right to establish and to join trade unions of their own choosing. In turn,
unions have the right to join labor federations and confederations, which have the
right to affiliate with international labor organizations. Within the context of the
November 1992 negotiations on the so-called Pact on State Enterprises (which
would directly involve workers in the process of restructuring state firms), the Gov-
ernment, employers, and trade unions will recommend changes to the 1991 laws
concerning trade union rights and collective bargaining.
According to the law that was in effect throughout 1992, as few as 10 persons may

form a trade union, and a founding committee of 3 persons must register the union
in the appropriate provincial court. A court decision to refuse registration is subject

to appeal to an appeals court. Interbranch national unions and national interbranch
federations must register with the provincial court in Warsaw. As of September
1992, 4 national interbranch federations were registered along with some 11 other
major independent industrial branch unions and 3 agricultural unions. Three new
unions were registered in 1992: the Alliance of Mining Supervisors "Kadra," the
farmers' trade union "Samoobrona," and the Confederation for Independent Poland
(KPN) trade union "Kontra."
The Independent Self-(joveming Trade Union (NSZZ) Solidarity is a national fed-

eration affiliated with the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions and the
World Confederation of Labor. Solidarity has a membership of 2.2 million, with
roughly 81 percent paying dues. The National Alliance of Trade Unions (OPZZ), the
Communist-origin trade union federation registered in 1983 as the sole legal alter-

native to the then repressed NSZZ Solidarity, is affiliated with the Communist-
dominated World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU). It claims a membership of
4.7 million, but that figure is widely regarded as exaggerated. The OPZZ does not
collect dues, and the (jovemment i;i 1992 had yet to institute a process by which
a union's claim to representation can be verified. The other federations are the
Christian Trade Union Solidarity, a small spin-off from mainstream Solidarity reg-

istered in January 1992, with some 24,000 members, and SolidariU' '80, the militant

rival of mainstream Solidarity, with about 200,0(>0 members. There are several

other independent industrial branch unions.
All these union organizations operate independently of state control, and most do

not have organic links to political parties. The OPZZ, in alliance with the post-Com-
munist Social Democrats of the Republic of Poland (SDRP), ran candidates in the
1991 elections under the banner of the Democratic Left Alliance (SLD). Several
OPZZ leaders, including its chaii"person Ewa Spychalska, are members of the SLD
parliamentary club. Organized labor, despite its divisions, is recognized as a major
actor on the national economic and political scene.

The Trade Union Act of 1991, although less restrictive than its predecessor, pre-
scribes a lengthy process before a strike may be legally launched. During this pe-
riod, the law, when strictly adhered to, provides several opportunities for employers
to challenge a pending strike—including the threat of legal action. An employer

—

the Act makes no distinction between state-owned and private firms—must start ne-
gotiations the moment a dispute begins. Negotiations end with either an agreement
or a protocol describing the differences between the parties. If negotiations fail, a
mandatory mediation process ensues; the mediator is appointed jointly by the dis-

guting parties or, lacking agreement between them, by tne Minister of Labor and
ocial Policy. If mediation lails, the trade union may launch a warning strike for
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a period of up to 2 hours or seek arbitration of the dispute. Both employers and
employees have frequently questioned the impartiality of tne mediators.

A full-fledged stnke may not be launched until 14 days after the Ministry of

Labor and Social Policy has been informed that a dispute exists. Strikes are pronib-

ited entirely in certain public services, namely the Ofiice of State Protection, units

of the police, firefighters, military forces, prison services, and frontier guards. A
strike may be called by the trade union after approval by the majority of voting

workers and should be announced at least 5 days beforehand. If the stnke is orga-

nized in accordance with the Act, the workers retain a ri^t to social insurance ben-
efits but not to wages. If a strike is "organized contrary to the provisions of the law,"

the woricers may lose social insurance benefits; organizers are liable for damages
and civU penalties.

The Government anticipated that the Trade Union Act would discourage labor
disputes, but the emphasis on discouraging disputes rather than establishing a proc-

ess aimed at resolving them contributed to a worsening of tensions on the shop floor

in 1992. Labor disputes were common throughout 1992; a wave of strikes in several

of Poland's largest industrial enterprises constituted a major challenge to the young
government of Prime Mrniste 1 Hanna Suchocka.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The May 1991 law on trade

unions and collective bargaining provides legal sanctions for antiunion discrimina-

tion and generally creates a more favorable environment for trade union activity by
providing union officials with time ofl" with pay, as well as facilities and technical

equipment in the enterprise. A notable weakness in the law, given Poland's ongoing
economic transition, is the lack of specific provisions to ensure that the union has
continued rights of representation when a state firm changes ownership through
privatization, bankruptcy, or sale. Solidarity is particularly concerned tnat many
joint ventures are ignoring Polish labor law. The Pact on State Enterprises, initialed

"by several of the major trade unions in late 1992, is designed to address this weak-
ness by codifjdng labor's involvement in the process of enterprise restructuring and
privatization.

The unions, management, and workers' councils set wages in ad hoc negotiations

at the enterprise level. Collective bargaining as such does not exist. Since 1988,
agreements no longer are legally required to be registered with the Government,
and formal sectorwide collective agreements were reached only in the hard coal, soft

coal, and transportation sectors. In the two coal mining sectors, those agreements
were ignored and superseded by agreements reached after enterprise-level strikes

that rippled through those industries in July and August.
Throughout 1992, the Government continued to try indirectly to hold down wages

in state enterprises through a penalty tax ("popiwek") in an effort to link wages to

increases in productivity and reduce inflationary pressures in the state industrial

sector. The tax is levied on any state company that increases its average wage in

excess of a government-set "inflation coefficient." The enforcement of the popiwek
tax on excessive wage growth effectively discouraged enterpriseor sectoral-level col-

lective bargaining on wages. A law passed in September exempted firms that export
at least 30 percent of their production.

Special duty-free zones exist in or have been contemplated for some 15 locations

throughout Poland but, with the exception of one zone in Poznan, have not so far

attracted much attention. Collective bargaining does not exist in these zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced and compulsory labor are
prohibited by law and do not exist.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The Labor Code forbids the em-
ployment of persons under the age of 15. The employment of persons aged 15 to 18
is permitted only if that person nas completed basic schooling and if the proposed
emplojntnent is a form of apprenticeship or vocational training. The age floor is

raised to 18 if a particular job might entail health hazards. The Government en-
forces the legal protection oi minors but is unable to monitor the growing private

sector effectively.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^Minimum wagea levels, which the Ministry of
Labor and Social Policy negotiates every 3 months with the trade unions, do not
provide a worker and his family a decent standard of living. The standard legal

workweek is 48 hours, but in practice most Poles work 40 hours a week most of
the year.

The Labor Code defines minimum conditions for the protection of workers' health
and safety; a new draft of that Code, approved by Parliament, took effect in 1992.
Enforcement is a growing problem because an ever-increasing share of Polish eco-

nomic activity is in private hands and outside the purview of the State Labor
Inspectorate, whose staff of 800 inspectors are only responsible for monitoring state

firms. In addition, it is not clear which government or legislative body has the re-
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sponsibility for enforcing the law in the private sector. Meanwhile, woric conditions
in Poland are poor; standards for exposure to chemicals, dust, and noise are rou-
tinely exceeded. There were about 116,000 serious work-related accidents in 1991,
involving 781 deaths and 4,925 cases of dismemberment, or, in other words, more
accidents but fewer deaths than in 1990.

PORTUGAL*

The Republic of Portugal is a parliamentary democracy with a president and legis-

lative assembly freely elected by secret ballot. Former Prime Minister and Socialist
Party head Mario Soares was elected Portugal's first civilian President in 60 years
in 1986 and reelected by a wide margin in 1991. In legislative elections in 1991,
Prime Minister Cavaco Silva and his Social Democratic Party (PSD) were returned
to office with an increased majoritv in Parliament.

Internal security is primarily the responsibility of the Ministries of Justice and
Internal Administration. Security forces are fully controlled by and responsive to the
Grovemment. Total military expenditures for 1989, the last year for whidi the Unit-
ed States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed analysis,

were $1,457 million. Plans to cut these expenditures substantially by downsizing
and restructuring military forces are being debated. There are indications that a
substantial reduction wUlbe implemented during 1993.
Portugal has a market-based economy and is a member of the European Commu-

nity. An increasing proportion of the population is employed in services. Employ-
ment in the agricultural sector continued to decline, and employment in the indus-
trial sector is static.

Portuguese citizens enjoy a broad range of civil and other human rights. Civil

rights are outlined in the Constitution. An Ombudsman, chosen by the Assembly of
the Republic (legislature) to serve a 4-year term, is Portugal's chief civil and human
rights officer. Any citizen may apply to the Ombudsman lor relief. The Ombudsman
receives about 3,000 compladnts annually, most of them concerning cases of alleged
maladministration by Portugal's cumbersome bureaucracy and delays in the judicial
process.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—Government-sanctioned political or

other extrajudicial killings do not occur. There were no killings attributed to domes-
tic terrorist groups.

b. Disappearance.—(jovernment or police authorities do not abduct, secretly ar-

rest, or otherwise illegally detain persons.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

The Constitution forbids torture, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment,
and the use of evidence obtained under torture in criminal proceedings. The Om-
budsman investigates complaints of mistreatment by police and prison authorities.

It was announced in late December that the Provedor de Justica will open a for-

mal investigation into allegations of police brutality and mistreatment of prisoners.
The investigation is in response to increased numbers (over 30) of complaints.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Under Portuguese law, an investigating

judge reviews the case against a person under arrest to determine whether that per-
son should be detained, released on bail, or released outright. Persons may not be
held for more than 48 hours without appearing before an investigating judge. Inves-
tigative detention is limited to a maximum of 6 months for each suspected crime,
n a formal charge has not been filed within that period, the person detained must
be released. In cases involving serious crimes, such as murder or armed robbery,
or in cases involving more than one suspect, investigative detention is permitted for

up to 2 years and may be extended by a judge to 3 years in extraordinary cir-

cumstances. A suspect must be brought to trial within 18 months of his or her being
formally charged. Detainees have access to lawyers, who are generally effective in

firotecting their clients' rights. Defendants who cannot afford representation have a
awyer appointed for them by the presiding judge, who chooses from a list main-
tained by the Lawyers Association. Fees are paid by the Government.

Exile and incommunicado detention are illegal and not practiced in Portugal.

*A separate report for Macau, a dependency of Portugal off the southern coast of China, fol-

lows this report.
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e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Portugal has an independent and impartial judi-

ciaJ system. All trials are public except those which may offend the dignity of the
victim, such as in cases involving the sexual abuse of children. The accused is pre-
sumed innocent until proven guilty.

In trials for serious crimes, a panel of three judges (which does not include the
investigating judge) presides. In trials for lesser crimes, a single judge presides. A
ministerial delegate assists the judges in reviewing the evidence. At the request of
the accused, a jury may be used in trials for major crimes, such as those against
security of the State and crimes against humanity. In practice requests for jury
trials are extremely rare. Sentence may be passed only in the presence of the de-
fense attorney.
Portugal holds no political prisoners.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

Constitution forbids both forced entry into homes and searches without a judicial

warrant. In addition, entry into a person's home at ni^t requires the consent of
the occupant. The State does not intercept private correspondence or place wiretaps
except with a court order.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech and press is provided for in

the Constitution and respected by the State. The constitutionally mandated High
Commission for Social Communication acts as a watchdog to protect freedom of
speech and access to the media. The Commission, members of which are chosen by
the Government and by the Assembly of the Republic, makes recommendations to

the Assembly and has enforcement powers. The academic community is free to ex-
press its views.
The State owns two television channels. However, the provision of the Constitu-

tion making television a state monopoly was removed in 1990, and Portugal's first

privately owned station began operating in October 1992. In principle, the Govern-
ment does not exercise direct control over the state-owned television system, thou^
it does wield considerable influence through personnel appointments. Opposition
parties sometimes charge that the state network ignores or distorts opposition views
and activities; station news directors defend their decisions as based on editorial

judgments, not political partisanship. All political parties, even veiy small ones, use
their legal right to "antenna time" during prime viewing and listening hours.

In 1989 the Government passed legislation permitting the operation of private
radio stations. More than 250 local stations are on the air.

The entire spectrum of political thought is represented in the Portuguese press.

There is no press censorship. All newspapers are privately owned.
"Fascist" organizations are prohibited by law, although some small, extreme ri^t-

wing groups hold meetings of their membership and run candidates for public omce
without interference. The law provides that a person may be prosecuted for "insult-

ing" certain state authorities ifthe "insult" is intended to undermine the rule of law,
but there were no such prosecutions in recent years.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Persons have the right, in law
and practice, to associate formally or informally to promote nonviolent causes. Pub-
lic meetings or protests require 24-hour advance notice to the civil governor of the
region in which the event is to be held. Permission is routinely granted. The official

registration of a new political party requires 5,000 signatures.
c. Freedom of Religion.—Portugal does not have a state religion. The Government

does not interfere with the practice of religion, missionary work, or religious publi-
cations. These freedoms extend to foreign clergy, many of whom work in Portugal.
Organized religious groups may establish places of worship, train clergy, and pros-
elytize without government interference. To qualify as tax-exempt institutions, reli-

gious groups must be established as nonprofit, private societies.

Roman Catholicism is the predominant religion in Portugal. Roman Catholic reli-

gious instruction is ofTered as an elective course in public schools. Other denomina-
tions offer religious education in their own institutions without interference. Success
in a civil, military, professional, or political career does not depend upon adherence
to a religious creed. There were no reported cases of religious persecution in 1992.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^The Constitution provides for the right of freedom of movement, foreign
travel, and emigration. There are no restraints on domestic travel or on the right
of a person to change his domicile. Citizenship is not revoked for political reasons.

Displaced persons who qualify as refugees as defined by the International Conven-
tion Relating to the Status of Refugees are entitled to permanent resident status
and work permits. Displaced persons are not forced to return to the country from
which they fled.
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Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Portugal is a multiparty, participatory democracy. Candidates for president and
for legislative, regional, and municipal offices are freely nominated and are elected

by secret ballot on the basis of universal suffrage.

The unicameral Assembly of the Republic is the legislative body. The Prime Min-
ister is the head of the Government. Opposition parties and candidates operate free-

ly and enjoy access to the media. General elections are held at least once every 4
years. The President has a 5-year term and may not serve more than two of sudi
terms consecutively.

There are no restrictions on the participation of women or minorities in the politi-

cal process, and women and minorities do participate. Women are represented in

parliament, holding 19 out of 230 seats, including the office of Vice F*resident of the
Assembly.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Local and international human rights groups operate freely in Portugal. The Gov-
ernment cooperates with independent outside investigations of human rights condi-
tions and actively participates in the monitoring of human rights by the Council of
Europe.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution forbids discrimination based on ancestry, sex, race, language,
territory of origin, religion, political or ideological convictions, education, economic
situation, or social condition. The principal minority groups are immigrants, legal

and illegal, from Portugal's former African colonies (Angola, Cape Verde, Guinea-
Bissau, Mozambique, and Sao Tome and Principe). The Cape Verdian population is

the largest—over 25,000. There is also a resident Gypsy population. The Govern-
ment has announced a 4-month period (October 1992 to January 1993) during which
illegal immigrants can regularize their status in Portugal. The Africans are actively

organizing associations to serve as pressure groups. They campaign against what
they perceive to be racism in Portugal. The Government denies that racist actions
are taking place. There are no laws discriminating against any racial, ethnic, or reli-

gious group; nor do any such groups have a privileged status in Portugal.
Various women's groups in Portugal have drawn attention to the largely hidden

problem of violence against women, particularly within the family. Portuguese law
provides for criminal penalties in cases of violence between husbands and wives,
without referring specifically to violence against wives. Women's groups point out
that traditional attitudes discourage many women who suffer such violence from
seeking recourse in the judicial system. They complain that Portugal lacks institu-

tions established specifically to provide reliei to battered women. There is no appar-
ent reluctance on the part of the judicial system to prosecute suspects accused of

abusing women.
The Civil Code provides for full legal equality for women. Women are increasing

their representation in universities, business, science, government, and the profes-

sions. Traditional attitudes of male dominance persist but are changing gradually.

The Commission on the Status of Women has been abolished, and its responsibil-

ities have been assumed by the Committee for the Equality and Rights of Women.
The Committee works under the direction of the Ministry of Employment and Social

Security. Its principal activities have been in the area of women's rights in the
workplace.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Both private and public sector workers have the
right to associate freely and to establish committees in the workplace "to defend
their interests." The Constitution provides for the right to establish unions by pro-

fession or industry. Trade union associations are guaranteed the right to participate

in the preparation of labor legislation. Strikes are permitted for any reason, includ-

ing political causes. They are common and are generally resolved through direct ne-

fotiations between management and the unions involved. Lockouts are prohibited,

'hese constitutional guarantees are respected inpractice.
There are two principal labor federations. The General Confederation of Por-

tuguese Workers Intersindical (CGTP-IN) is linked to the Communist Party and has
engaged freely in cooperative activities with the Communist-dominated World Fed-
eration of Trade Unions. The CGTP-IN is expected, however, to make its entry into

the European Trade Union Confederation (ETUC) in 1993. The General Union of
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Workers (UGT) is a pluralist democratic federation affiliated with the International
Confederation of Free Trade Unions and the ETUC.
Both federations and their affiliates function free from government control but are

closely associated with political parties. The CGTP-IN generally supports the Com-
munist Party's policies and causes, but this position was openly criticized by ele-

ments of the membership in 1991-92. UGT leaders are associated with either the
Socialist or Social Democratic parties. Although some UGT leaders serve in the As-
sembly of the Republic, the federation pursues a generally independent path that
occasionally puts it in conflict with the Socialist and Social Democratic Parties. The
labor movement in Portugal exercises significant influence on social and economic
policymaking.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Unions are free to organize
without government or employer interference. Collective bargaining is guaranteed
by the Constitution and practiced extensively in the public and private sectors.

When collective bargaining disputes lead to prolonged strike action in key sectors
(for example, health and transportation), the Government is empowered to order the
workers back to work for a specific period. While the Government has rarely done
so in practice, in part due to the fact that most strike activity is limited to periods
of 1 to 3 days, in May Lisbon subway workers were ordered back to work under
this provision. When collective bargaining fails, the Government, at the request of
either management or labor, may appoint a mediator.
Union officials and members are protected by law against antiunion discrimina-

tion, and this law is observed in practice. Complaints are promptly examined by the
General Directorate of Labor.
Portugal has no ejmort processing zones.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced labor is prohibited and

does not exist.

d. Minimum Age for Ernployment of Children.—^The minimum employment age is

15 years. The UGT and CGTP-IN charged that a number of "clandestine" companies
(operating out of homes and garages) in the textile and shoe industries in northern
Portugal exploit child labor. A report presented by Anti-Slavery International to the
United Nations in 1991, based on 2 months of investigation, alleged that as many
as 200,000 school-age children could be woricing. Althou^ the Government disputed
the 200,000 figure, it acknowledged that abuses exist and promised to act to curb
them; over a year has passed, but the problem has not been resolved. The General
Labor Inspectorate is responsible for enforcement of child labor laws. Progress to-

ward prosecution of those employing children has been slow, but funding of the
Inspectorate has been increased, and the number of inspectors is growing. The
Inspectorate has begun to levy large fines as a result of a 1991 change in the law
which raised the maximum fine for employers using child labor more than a hun-
dred fold.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^Minimum wage legislation covers full-time
workers, as well as rural workers and domestic employees age 18 or over. The cur-
rent minimum monthly wage, established on January 1, 1991, is generally enforced.
Even with rent control and various social assistance subsidies, it is difficult for a
single-income family to maintain a decent standard of living on the minimum wage
income, particularly in urban areas.

Current legislation limits regular work to 8 hours per day and 44 hours per week,
but agreement has been reached to reduce the wortweek to 40 hours by 1995. In
practice, the average workweek is 42 hours. Overtime is limited to 2 hours per day,
up to 200 hours annually. Work on a normal day off is restricted to 8 hours. These
limits are respected in practice. Workers are guaranteed 15 days of paid annual
leave per year. The Ministry of Employment and Social Security monitors compli-
ance through its regional inspectors.
Employers are legally responsible for accidents at work and are required by law

to carry accident insurance. Portugal has developed a body of legislation that regu-
lates safety and health. Labor unions consider these regulations inadequate and
continue to press for stiffer legislation. A new law was passed in 1992 as the first

step in an agreement reached with the unions in 1991 governing hygiene, safety,

and health in the workplace; it also authorizes the establishment of an institute de-
voted to these issues. Tne General Directorate of Hygiene and Labor Security devel-
ops safety standards, and the General Labor Inspectorate is responsible for enforce-
ment, but it lacks sufficient funds and inspectors to combat the problem eflectiveW.
Accidents average between 70,000 and 75,000 per quarter. These figures have fo-

cused government attention particularly on the construction industiy. There is also
considerable concern about poor environmental controls on the textile industry cen-
tered in northern Portugal. The ability of workers to remove themselves from situa-
tions where hazards exist is limited, but it is difficult to fire workers for any reason.
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About 4 percent of the strikes in Portugal in 1991 were over health and safety-

related issues. TTiree-quarters of those strikes saw the workers' demands completely
refused. In the remaining quarter, the workers' demands were only partially satis-

fied. Lawsuits are rarely initiated in accident cases.

MACAU

Macau, a tiny enclave comprised of a peninsula and two islands on the south
China coast and encompassing only 6 square miles, is recognized by both China and
Portugal as Chinese territory under Portuguese administration. The "Organic Stat-

ute" of 1976, which serves as Macau's constitution, grants it considerable adminis-
trative, financial, and legislative autonomy. Legislative power is shared by the Por-

tuguese Government and the territory's Legislative Assembly. Macau's Governor,
appointed by the Portuguese President, holds expansive powers under the statute.

Portuguese Metropolitan Law serves as the basis for the legal system, which fea-

tures an independent judiciary and jury trials. Legislation this year provided for the
establishment of a Supreme Court of Justice. The police force is firmly under the
control of the civilian authorities. Macau's economy is fueled by legalized gambling,
which has produced a thriving tourist industry, and by the export of textiles and
other light industrial products. With a population of less than half a million people,

Macau has a per capita gross domestic product of over $8,000.
Under the 1987 Sino-Portuguese Joint Declaration, Macau will become a Special

Administrative Region (SAR) of China on December 20, 1999, and operate under a
principle of "one country, two systems," with the enclave's social, economic, and
legal systems to remain unchanged for 50 years. The Macau SAR's future constitu-

tion, called the "basic law," is expected to be promulgated in 1993.

Citizens of Macau enjoy a wide range of rights and freedoms. The fundamental
human rights contained in the Portuguese Constitution apply in Macau, and China
has promised to include "relevant sections" of the International Covenant on Civil

and Political Rights in the basic law. The principal human rights problem in the
territory of Macau involves the restriction of the right of citizens to change their

government or determine their political futures: Macau's Governor is appointed by
the Portuguese President, only a third of legislators are directly elected, and the ter-

ritory's future path has been set largely by Lisbon and Beijing.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—Government authorities do not prac-

tice these abuses.
b. Disappearance.—The authorities do not practice or condone secret arrests or

clandestine confinements.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Such abuses are prohibited by law and were not known to occur in 1992.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Legal prohibitions against arbitrary ar-

rest exist and are honored. The examining judge, who conducts a pretrial inquiring
criminal cases, has a wide range of powers to collect evidence, order or dismiss in-

dictments, validate and maintain the detention of suspects, and determine whether
to release accused persons. Persons remanded in custody must be presented to an
examining judge within 48 hours of being detained. The accused's counsel may ex-

amine the evidence. If the judge is not convinced that the evidence is adequate, he
may dismiss the accused. Exile is not practiced.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Fair trial is guaranteed and practiced. The courts

are independent of the executive, and juries determine questions of fact in criminal

cases. At present, Macau's courts are integrated into the Portuguese judicial system,
and decisions are appealable to the superior Portuguese courts. However, Macau is

scheduled to set up a Supreme Court some time in 1993. This move will give the

enclave nearly complete judicial autonomy, although in cases involving "basic rights

of the citizen" defendants may appeal to Portugal's Constitutional Court, which can
overturn all lower court rulings.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Macau
currently has laws ensuring the inviolability of the home and of communication, the

right of ownership of private property and of enterprises, and the freedom to marry
and raise a family. There is no indication of any abuses either condoned or practiced

by the government authorities.
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Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Independent or critical opinions receive consist-

ent airing on radio and television and in public forums. The Government owns a
majority share of the radio and television service and ensures that all candidates
receive equal time during election campaigns. However, freedom of the press is more
restricted. Most of Macau's newspapers are pro-China publications that do not give

equal coverage to liberal and prodemocracy forces. Self-censorship is growing among
newspaper reporters, some of whom express fears that they will lose their jobs if

they criticize China or government policy. The academic community is free to ex-

press its views, though some academics report that they avoid research on topics

that entail criticism of China.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Legal guarantees exist and are

largely observed. However, the Government in 1992 attempted to enforce a ban on
gatherings within 50 meters of government buildings, which would exclude dem-
onstrations from the city center and allow them only on outlying islands.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Macau is a predominantly Buddhist society. Members of
other religious may and do exist and practice their religious freely.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—No restrictions exist on movement within the enclave; emigration and
foreign travel are unlimited. The Government reports that about 100,000 of Macau's
400,000 inhabitants have the right of abode in Portugal.
The Government's oflicial policy since 1982 has been to guide all Vietnamese boat

people arriving in Macau waters to Hong Kong territorial waters. There were no ar-

rivals of boat people in Macau in 1992. The 20 remaining boat people remaining in

Macau live in public housing and work in the local economy.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Citizens have only a limited ability to change their government. In a by-election
in the summer, 6 members were added to the Legislative Assembly (2 appointed,
2 elected, 2 indirectly elected through functional constituencies). The 23-member
Legislative Assembly is comprised of 8 members elected in universal, direct elec-

tions; 8 indirectly elected by local community interests; and 7 appointed by the Gov-
ernor. The Consultative Council, an advisory group to the Governor composed of
elected and appointed members, also provides some measure of popular representa-
tion. The Macau Government, by tradition, also consults informally on a regular
basis with local business and cultural leaders.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation of Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Local human rights organizations operate freely in Macau, and Amnesty Inter-

national sent a delegation to study a final draft, of the basic law, the constitution
of the future SAR. The delegation was received by Macau government authorities.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Freedom from discrimination is guaranteed by law. However, in practice Macau's
governmental and legal systems place a premium on knowledge of the Portuguese
language, which is spoken by less than 4 percent of the population. Thus, about 60
percent of the approximately 130 senior government officials come from Portugal.
Most of the other middle and upper ranking civil servants are Macanese—Eurasians
of Chinese and Portuguese descent. There is significant public pressure for the Gov-
ernment to speed up the process of making the civil service more representative of
the population. In January the Government gave the Chinese language official sta-

tus and the same legal force as Portuguese.
Traditionally, women have played a minor role in local political life. However,

they are becoming more active and visible in business and government, and some
enjoy considerable influence and responsibility in these areas. Women are members
of the Legislative Assembly and Cabinet, and many hold senior posts in the civil

service.

Cases of violence against women are not common. For cases that are reported,
Macau's criminal statutes prohibiting domestic violence are enforced and violators

prosecuted. Police and doctors report abuses to the Social Welfare Department,
which investigates them. If hospital treatment is required, a medical social worker
counsels the victim and informs her about social welfare services. Until their com-
plaints are resolved, battered women may be placed in public housing, but no facili-

ties are reserved especially for them.
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Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Macau labor law recognizes the right and freedom
of all workers to form and join trade unions and of private sector unions to strike.

The Government neither impedes the formation of trade unions nor discriminates
against union members. One maior strike occurred in 1992 when garbage collectors

walked out. The police are legally prohibited from striking but occasionally engage
in massive 'Mob actions" which are strikes in all Tjut name.

Local trade union activities, including the selection of union leadership, are heav-
ily influenced by mainland Chinese interests, which stress the importance of stabil-

ity and minimum disruption of the work force. Nearly all of Macau's 7,000 private
sector union members belong to a pro-PRC labor confederation. Many local observ-
ers claim that this organization is more interested in furthering the PRC political

agenda in Macau than in addressing classic trade union issues. A few private sector

unions and, two of the four public sector unions are outside PRC control.

Macau unions may freely form federations and afliliate with international bodies.

Three civil service unions are affiliated with the major non-Communist Portuguese
union confederation, which itself has international labor ties.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Unions tend to resemble local

traditional neighborhood associations, promoting social and cultural activities rather
than issues relating to the workplace. Local custom, moreover, normally favors em-
ployment without the benefit of written labor contracts—except in the case of impor-
tation of labor from China. Reflecting PRC influence, unions traditionally have not
attempted to engage in collective bargaining. While Portuguese laws protecting col-

lective bargaining apply to Macau, the Government does not impede or discourage
it. There are no government mechanisms to promote voluntary negotiations.
There is no minimum wage law in Macau; wages are set by the market. Por-

tuguese law applied to Macau prohibits antiunion discrimination. There were no
complaints about this issue in 1992. There are no export processing zones in Macau.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Compulsory labor is illegal and
does not exist.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Minors under the age of 15 are
forbidden legally to work except in businesses operated by their families. The law
is enforced by the Macau Labor Department, which refers offending employers to

the judicial authorities for prosecution. The Labor Department claims that the inci-

dence of child labor has declined radically since effective enforcement began in 1985.
There were two prosecutions for child labor violations in 1992.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—In the absence of any statutory minimum wage
or publicly administered social security program, some large companies have pro-

vided private welfare and security packages. Calls for labor reform, medical insur-

ance, a social security system, and increases in employee compensation figure regu-
larly in political campaign platforms. To offset a current labor shortage, the Macau
Government allows the importation of labor from China under contract, while at the
same time imposing heavy fines on employers harboring illegal immigrants. Roughly
12,000 imported Chinese laborers are now in Macau, most working on construction
of the new airport. The number of imported workers in other jobs totals between
2,000 and 3,000 out of an estimated work force of 195,000.

Existing labor legislation provides for a 48-hour workweek, (regularly 8 hours per
day, but no more than IOV'2 hours per day)l overtime, annual leave, medical and
maternity care, and employee compensation insurance. The Department of Labor
provides assistance and legal advice to workers on requestl but government enforce-

ment of labor laws can be lax because of limited resources.

Laws on occupational safety and health are enforced by the Labor Department
which reported 1,171 infractions of occupational safety and health laws through
mid-November, mostly in the construction sector. Failure to correct infractions leads

to government prosecution.

ROMANIA

A popular referendum on December 8, 1991, approved a Constitution that estab-

lished Romania as a constitutional republic with a multiparty parliamentary sys-

tem. Romania was governed by a caretaker coalition government headed by the po-

litically neutral Prime Minister Theodor Stolojan until parliamentary and presi-

dential elections were held on September 27, 1992. These elections, considered to

have been free and fair despite a large number of procedural problems, produced
a fragmented Parliament. The Democratic National Salvation Front (DNSF) won a
small plurality with 28 percent of the popular vote and 34 percent of the seats. In
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the Presidential runoff election on October 11, Ion Iliescu was reelected President
with 61 percent of the popular vote. On November 19, President Iliescu's designee
for Prime Minister, the economist Nicolae Vacaroiu, won a vote of confidence with
a Government composed of technocrats and members of the DNSF.
Romania continued to struggle in 1992 with the political, economic, and social

pressures produced by its transition from a totalitarian state with a centralized
economy to a democratic system of government and a free market economy. These
pressures contributed to ethnic tensions, social unrest resulting from unemployment
and inflation, and an increase in crime.

A new law governing the Romanian Intelligence Service (SRI) went into effect on
February 24. It provides a framework for subordinating the intelligence apparatus
to the rule of law, by establishing parliamentary oversight through a parliamentary
joint coixmiittee which would approve the appointment of any new SRI director, and
have the right to dismiss the director on its own initiative. However, the law also

contains loopholes, such as the lack of budgetanr control by Parliament and a provi-
sion allowing the SRI to justify otherwise prohibited actions on national security
grounds. Total military expenditures for 1989, the last year for which the U.S. Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed analysis, were nearly $15.5
billion. Future expenditures can be expected to decrease as the Government contin-
ues to reduce its military force levels.

The economy is in a slow transition from a centrally controlled model to a free

mar^cet system. The Government continues to emphasize its commitment to eco-
nomic reform and the establishment of a free market economy. Parliament enacted
laws on the privatization of state-owned enterprises and agriculture and on foreign
investment. The Government freed most prices, reduced subsidies, deregulated the
exchange rate of the Romanian currency, and expanded the access of businesspeople
and ordinary citizens to hard currency.
Respect for human rights continued to improve in 1992, particularly with regard

to institutionalizing democratic principles and respect for human rights in Roma-
nia's legal system and the conduct of generally free and fair elections. There was
continued improvement in the area of freedom of speech and of print and broadcast
media. There were instances, however, of attemptea or actual discrimination against
Gypsies and ethnic Hungarians. Allegations of surveillance and occasionally of in-

timidation and harassment of journalists and political activists, a significant prob-
lem in 1991, decreased. The Goverrmient did not effectively address these allega-
tions, but generally expressed willingness to comply with Western human rights

norms.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no reported political or
other extrajudicial killings.

b. Disappearance.—There were no reported instances of disappearance in 1992.
c. Torture and Other Cruel. Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

The Constitution prohibits torture and inhuman or degrading punishment or treat-
ment, and these prohibitions were generally respected in practice.

A Romanian human rights organization alleged that a small number of detainees
were beaten while in police custody. Government investigations were inconclusive.
There is no indication that the Government sanctions such mistreatment.

Several international groups found problems in Romanian prisons, such as over-
crowding, including sharing of beds; reliance upon a cell boss system, which one
group deemed "inherently abusive"; and the use of leg irons. The Grovemment, react-

ing to criticism, discontinued the use of leg irons.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, Exile.—^Ek>manian law forbids police from detaining
anyone for more than 24 hours without an arrest order from a procurator. Detainees
have the right to bail and may ask for a hearing before a judge. The case must be
heard within 24 hours of such a request. (In the absence of a request, however, a
[>erson may be held for up to 65 days without a court order.) The Goverrmient is

iable for damages to persons held in violation of these provisions.
An arrestee has the right to be informed of the charges. He or she also has the

right to have an attorney present at all stages of the legal process, and police must
inform the defendant of this right, in a language the defendant understands, before
obtaining any statement from the arrestee. However, the prosecutor's ofiice can
delay action on a request for a lawyer for up to 5 days from the date of arrest. The
local bar association provides attorneys to indigents and is compensated by the Min-
istry of Justice.
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In September 1991, Parliament passed a new public order law, replacing the high-
ly criticized Decree 153/1970 that allowed for detention for up to 6 months without
normal judicial procedures. The new law governing public order provides for fines
for minor infractions and imprisonment of up to 6 months only for more serious of-

fenses. In addition, the law stipulates that these sentences may be challenged in
court. While there were no substantiated reports of arbitrary arrest or detention in
1992, local human rights organizations were at year's end investigating a small
number of possible instances. Exile was not used as a means of punishment.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Parliament passed a law in 1992 to reorganize the
judicial system. The new law provides for the establishment of a four-tiered legal

system, including the reestablishment of appellate courts, which ceased to exist
under Communist rule in 1952. Either plaintiff or defendant can appeal. The final

recourse is to the Supreme Court or, for constitutional matters, to the Constitutional
Court, which was established in 1992.
Cases involving military personnel, criminal acts against the State (including

treason and espionage cases), and cases involving acts committed by police (consid-

ered to be military personnel) are tried in a three-tiered military court system.
Under the Constitution, the Ministry of Justice controls the selection and pro-

motion ofjudges. The Constitution authorizes life tenure for judges appointed by the
President upon recommendation from a panel of judges and prosecutors selected by
Parliament. This panel, and the Justice Minister, have broaa disciplinary authority
over judges. The judiciary appears to be generally independent of the executive
branch. The Constitutional Court, six of whose members are chosen by Parliament
and three by the President, has iudicial responsibility for constitutional issues, but
its decisions on the constitutionality of laws may be overridden by a two-thirds vote
of both chambers of Parliament.
The Procurator General is appointed by the President and is responsible for the

administration of the law, as well as for criminal prosecutions. The Procurator Gen-
eral, who reports to the Minister of Justice, appoints local procurators throughout
the country.
Defendants have a presumption of innocence. The Criminal Code requires that a

defendant be informed of his right to defense counsel. If the defendant cannot afford
legal representation or is otherwise unable to select counsel, an attorney will be ap-
pointed for him. In practice, these provisions of the law were respected.
The Constitution created the office of the People's Advocate, an ombudsman

whose responsibility is to "defend the rights and liberties" of Romanians. The Peo-
ple's Advocate does not have legal authority to redress grievances but, in reports
to Parliament, may provide recommendations regarding legislation or other meas-
ures for the protection of the rights and liberties of citizens. A People's Advocate
had not yet been appointed in 1992.
There were no known political prisoners in 1992.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

new Constitution provides for legal protection against the search of a residence
without a warrant, but this protection is subordinate to "national security or public

order." The National Security Law of July 29, 1991, defines national security very
broadly, and lists as threats to national security not only crimes such as terrorism,
treason, espionage, assassination and armed insurrection, but also totalitarian, rac-

ist, and anti-Semitic actions or attempts to change the existing borders. Entry into

residences without prior authorization from a prosecutor is possible if a threat to

national security is "imminent." The Constitution states that the privacy of legal

means of communications is inviolable. The law on national security and the law
on the SRI, however, contain provisions for monitoring communications when
deemed necessary by the SRI for national security reasons.
During the year, there appeared to be no interference with the rights of individual

citizens to privacy so long as they were not perceived as threats to national security

or the established order. In practice, credible allegations of unauthorized monitoring
of telephone conversations and written correspondence persisted in an environment
of continuing suspicion. The Government acknowledgea that there were abuses in

the past and investigated some specific cases but took few steps to investigate re-

ports of continuing abuses.
The legacy of abuses carried out by the Communist-era intelligence service,

Securitate, continued to haunt Romanian society in 1992. The new law governing
the SRI addresses some of these past abuses. It provides for the establishment of

a parliamentary joint committee to oversee the SRI and enables Parliament to es-

tablish rules for that committee and, most importantly, to force the SRI to comply
with its rules through parliamentary control over the appointment and tenure of the
SRI director. The law prohibits the hiring by the SRI of most former Securitate offi-

cers. The old Securitate files were turned over to the SRI which will keep them
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within its own archives for 40 years, after which they will become public. Access
is controlled by the SRI director.

While the law prohibits the SRI from engaging in political acts, an exception to
this restriction permits such actions in order to defend national security. Similarly,
although the SRI is required to obtain a warrant from a prosecutor to carry out in-

telligence activities involving "threats to national security," the SRI can engage in

a wide variety of operations, including "technical operations," in order to determine
if a situation meets the legal definition of a "threat to national security."

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Article 30 of the Constitution provides for free-

dom of expression and prohibits censorship, and Romanians generally are free to ex-
press any opinions they wish. However, the same article qualifies the protection by
prohibiting "defamation of the country"; this provision could be construed to restrict
criticisms of the Government.
The vice president of the Association of Free Psychiatrists received threats for

having publicized cases of psychiatric abuse, but the identity of the perpetrators was
never discovered.

In 1992 the press was free of state censorship or interference and published a
wide variety of opinions. The small but loud ultranationalist press increased its ex-
tremist diatribes against Jews, Hungarians, and Gypsies.
The League for the Defense of Human Rights (LADO), a Romanian human rights

organization, reported a complaint from a publication called Nu ("No") involving sev-
eral journalists who allegedly received written and telephone threats as a result of
their reporting on toxic waste dumping in Sibiu county.
Economic conditions—the price of paper and other materials, the shortage of mod-

em printing equipment, and lack of purchasing power by consumers—constituted a
practical constraint on publishers of periodicals as well as books. Some publishers
have accused the Government of manipulating the price and supply of newsprint to
the detriment of opposition newspapers.

Broadcasting was in a state of flux, following passage of an audiovisual law in
the summer of 1992. The law created an 11-person National Audiovisual Council
(NAC), which began issuing licenses to private television and radio broadcasters in
November. The official criteria for allocating licenses included programming quality
and diversity, and political and cultural pluralism, as well as technical and financial
standards.
Romanian state television (RTV) remained the only domestic television broad-

caster with nationwide facilities. RTV's first channel reaches the entire country,
while its second extends to about 30 percent of the population. Channel Two trans-
mits in full each evening in the original languages the nightly news broadcasts of
Moldovan television and three Western European networks. Satellite dishes capable
of picking up foreign broadcasts increased in popularity, expanding the choices
available to Romanian consumers. There were no government restrictions on pur-
chase or use of such receiver dishes.
About a dozen local, independent television stations have been operating under

provisional licenses. Some of them formed the Association of Private Local Tele-
vision Stations of Romania to create a framework for sharing production, equip-
ment, advertising, and know-how among the affiliates. In December when better fi-

nanced new commercial ventures beat out some of these stations for NAC licenses,
opposition press and parliamentary groups accused the NAC of bowing to political

pressure and discriminating against pro-opposition stations. The NAC compromised
in subsequent rulings, directing frequency sharing by various stations, a solution
which, if applied, would allow the independent stations to continue operations.
State-owned radio operates three nationwide programs which were increasingly

considered reputable. Independent radio stations also competed for audiences (and
advertising income) during 1992. The new stations featured mostly popular music,
but several also carried foreign news bulletins.

Broadcast coverage of the 1992 local, parliamentary, and presidential elections
was governed by fairness rules laid down by Parliament, the Central Election Bu-
reau, and the NAC. Time was allocated to political parties on the basis of clear, pub-
lished guidelines and was enforced by nonpartisan bodies. State broadcasters were
careful and restrained in their news coverage, in order to avoid a repetition of the
bias charges made in the 1990 campaign. Despite some complaints, most observers
concluded that bias was not significant. The 12 local television stations played an
important role in the local elections by presenting balanced coverage of the cam-
paigns.
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There were several allegations of unprovoked assaults on journalists, though far
fewer than in previous years. The Minister of the Interior investigated several re-

ported incidents, without uncovering political motives.
Foreign publications, including from Hungary, are freely imported and distrib-

uted. A small number of Hungarian publications were reportedly refused entry on
national security grounds.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly.—The Constitution provides for freedom of as-

sembly. In addition, the law on public assembly provides for the right of Romanians
to assemble peacefully while unarmed, and states that meetings must not interfere
with other economic or social activities. Meetings may not be held near locations
such as hospitals, airports, or military installations. Organizers of demonstrations
must inform local authorities and police before the event. The authorities may forbid

a public gathering by notifying organizers in writing within 48 hours of receipt of
the request to hold it.

Public gatherings to espouse Communist, racist, or Fascist ideologies or to commit
actions contrary to public order or national security are forbidden. Unauthorized
demonstrations or other violations of this law are punishable by imprisonment and
fines. Constitutional provisions and laws on free assembly were generally respected
in 1992, except in the city of Cluj in Transylvania. In April the Mayor oi Cluj,

Gheorghe Funar, prohibited the Hungarian Democratic Union of Romania (UDMR)
and other groups from holding a conference on local administration and issued a de-
cision requiring organizers to provide 3 days' notice to the Mayor's office of the par-
ticipants, purpose, place, and duration of future assemblies. In June Mayor Funar
canceled a public assembly organized by the UDMR to protest the draft law on edu-
cation. In December he banned a rally to protest a controversial plaque restored to

the statue of King Matthias Corvinus. An alternative protest took place without in-

cident. Romanian and international human rights groups protested these actions as
being contrary to both constitutional guarantees and international agreements en-
suring the rights of assembly and free speech.
Romanians participated in numerous political rallies in support of a broad spec-

trum of candidates during the recent parliamentary and presidential campaigns.
Romanians may form associations, including political parties, and may obtain

legal status for them by proving membership of at least 251 persons.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The Constitution provides for religious freedom, and the
Government does not impede the observance of religious belief. The clergy of legally

established faiths can ^ceive state financial support. Some 130 faiths and denomi-
nations are officially registered. The Romanian Orthodox Church, to which approxi-
mately 80 percent of the population at least nominally belongs, is predominant. Ap-
proval of applications for registration is now generally unproblematic, but an appli-

cation by the Mormon Church is still pending.
The dispute between the Byzantine Rite Catholic (or Uniate) Church, dissolved by

the Government in 1948 and restored in 1990, and the Romanian Orthodox Church
over restitution of the physical assets of the former riemained unresolved. The provi-

sional government in April 1990 decreed that all Uniate property still retained by
the State would be returned to the Church. A church-government commission estab-
lished by the end of 1990 a list of 91 properties to which the Uniates had clear

claim. The Government has continually deferred the official restoration of the prop-
erties on this list, although it turned over a few properties informally.

The Uniates asked the Government to compel the return of Uniate churches now
used by the Orthodox Church, but the Government maintains that the two religious

groups should resolve the question between themselves. With one exception, the Or-
thodox hierarchy to date has refused to return any of the Uniate churcnes. A recent
government decision provided for the return of unoccupied buildings to the Uniates
but did not provide an immediate solution to the problem of the disputed churches.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—No olTicial restrictions are placed on travel within Romania, except in

the case of certain small areas used for military purposes, nor do Romanian citizens

who wish to change their places of work or residence face any official limitations.

Romanian law stipulates that Romanian citizens have the right to travel freely

abroad. They may also emigrate and return to Romania. In practice, Romanian citi-

zens travel freely both within and outside the country, and the right to emigrate
and to return is respected.

On September 24, Romania and Germany signed a bilateral agreement to facili-

tate the repatriation of approximately 30,000 Romanians whose requests for refugee
status had been rejected by German authorities. The majority are Gypsies. The re-

turnees began arriving around mid-November, and received no particular resettle-

ment assistance. Reintegration is complicated by various types of discrimination

against Gypsies (see Section 5).
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Prior to Romania's 1991 signing of the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status
of Refugees and the 1967 Protocol, the few refugees in Romania were recomized as
being under the mandate of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR). Romania does not have an effective program to implement the Conven-
tion. The Government has not taken preparatory steps, such as issuing identifying
documentation or providing for work, education, and health care benents for refu-

gees. At present, refugees are housed in camps in inadequate conditions while
awaiting decisions regarding their fate from the Romanian Conunission for Migra-
tion. It appears that Romanian oflicials have no standard procedure for refugee
processing.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Citizens have the right to change their government. Despite allegations of fraud
and a range of procedural irregularities, most observers felt that the outcome of the
September 27 parliamentary and presidential elections and October 11 presidential
runoff reflected the popular will, as shaped by a free and open campaigti which in-

cluded media access for all major parties. Reported irregularities included the large
number of invalidated ballots in the parliamentary voting, and a hirfi percentage
of voters who voted on special registers outside the district in which they were reg-

istered. There were also problems of access by domestic election observers, particu-

lariy to the ballot materials needed to conduct a parallel vote count.
Tne low level of civic education and complexity of the ballot (which featured over

80 parties, many with similar names and symbols), seem to explain most instances
of invalidated ballots. Poor training of election officials and lack of agreed proce-

dures by local election committees were responsible for other procedural violations.

The political parties that alleged fraud did not establish direct evidence of deliberate

abuses, and most international observer groups concluded that the elections met
international standards of freedom and fairness.

The February 1992 local elections, likewise organized by Prime Minister Stolojan's

multiparty coalition, were also regarded as generally free and fair. International
and local observers were present in significant numbers on both occasions.

The Constitution and electoral legislationgrant each recognized minority political

party one representative in Parliament's Chamber of Deputies, provided tnat the
party obtains at least 5 percent of the average number of valid votes nationwide
needed to elect a deputy outright (only some 1,100 votes in the September elections).

Parties representing 13 minority m)ups elected deputies under this provision. The
Hungarians, represented by the IJDMR, obtained 27 seats in the Chamber through
the normal electoral process. Gjrpsies are underrepresented in Parliament, partly
due to low Gypsy voter turnout and divisions within the Gypsy community.
There are no restrictions, in law or in practice, on the participation of women in

government or politics. There are a few women in Parliament but none in the cur-
rent Cabinet.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Domestic human rights monitoring groups which were formed after December
1989 include the League for the Defense of Human Rights (LADO), the Pro-Democ-
racy Association, local chapters of Helsinki Watch and the Helsinki Conmiittee, the
Independent Romanian Society for Human Rights, and the Association of Former
Political Prisoners. Other groups, including political parties and trade unions, also

have human rights sections that monitor the observance ofhuman rights.

These groups and international human rights organizations were able to function
freely wiSiout government interference. International groups were free to meet with
Romanian human ri^ts organizations and, albeit with delays in some instances,
were able to meet with detained and arrested persons and to visit prisons.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Article 4 of the Constitution forbids discrimination on account of race, nationality,

ethnic origin, language, religion, sex, opinion and political allegiance, wealth, or so-

cial background. In practice, Gypsies and other minorities suffer various forms of
discrimination. There are approximately 22 ethnic minority groups in Romania, rep-

resenting 10 to 12 percent of the population.
Gypsies, estimates of whose nunabers in Romania range from 427,000 (euxording

to the 1992 census) to 3 million (according to some Gypsies), continued to suffer

many forms of unofficial discrimination which the Government is often unable to

prevent or unwilling to redress. Gypsies continued to face discrimination in work-
places and schools. For example, a 1991 International Labor Organization (ILO)
commission found that Romanian Gypsies suffered both direct and indirect discrimi-
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nation in the workplace. The commission found that Gypsies were relegated to low-
paying, low-statas jobs. It also reported that Gypsies were excluded from edu-
cational and work opportunities that mi^t lead to higher paying or skilled jobs and
such discrimination perpetuated their low status in society. The Government initi-

ated some job training programs for Gypsies and began experimental classes in the
Romanian lan^age for Gypsy children. However, a June 1992 ILO update showed
that the situation nad not cnanged appreciably.

Since the revolution in December 1989, several incidents have sparked "vigilante
style" attacks against Gypsy conmiunities. In July an off-duty military policeman in
Bucharest was beaten, allegedly by Gypsies, and subsequently hospitahzed. Several
days later, a group of masked military policemen were reported to have indiscrimi-
nately attacked Gypsies in a city maiket in retaliation. Local police officers inter-

vened to protect the Gypsies, some of whom were injured. Several victims filed com-
plaints, and the Ministry of Defense and the procurator's office began investigations
which were not completed by year's end.
A government ofler to rebuild approximately 20 Gypsy homes that were burned

by Romanian villagers in a 1991 vigilante attack in Valeni Lapusului ran into local

opposition and legal difficulties. According to the Procurator General's Office in Bu-
charest, seven of the Gypsies who originally filed compleiints never reported to the

Solice station to help police identify their assailants. Gypsy leaders were willing to

rop charges against villagers accused of arson and destruction of property in return
for monetary compensation for the Gypsies' homes. The local prosecutor agreed to

the proposal, but ongoing negotiations between the Gypsies and the local villagers
have not been concluded. Meanwhile, the local procurator's office determined that
the Gypsy homes had been built illegally on land belonging to an agricultural coop-
erative. The original private owner filed a claim under the land reform law, and the
land was returned to nim. The Gypsy victims of the violence stiU live in a makeshift
camp in miserable conditions.
The State is prosecuting 12 Romanians for 1990 mob violence against Gypsies in

Mihail Kogalniceanu near Constanta. With help from the Government, a Gypsy or-
ganization, and a French social worker, the Gypsy settlement is being rebuilt.

Hungarians, the largest ethnic minority, number 1.6 million (according to the
1992 census) to more than 2.2 million (Hungarian estimates). They are concentrated
in Transylvania, although more than 200,000 ethnic Hungarians reside in Bucha-
rest. Instruction in the Hungarian language is available in primary and secondary
schools when there are at least 7 elementary students or 15 secondaiy students to

form a Hungarian-language class. Some university courses are taught m Hungarian
in Cluj and Tirgu Mures. Ethnic Hungarians, who were unhappy with the constitu-
tional text declaring Romania a "unitary state," fear a gradual process of cultural
assimilation, and seek additional Hungarian-lan^age postsecondary instruction
and use of Hungarian (rather than Romanian with mterpretation) in court.

Local nationalists sometimes interpret laws in a manner that discriminates
against the ethnic Hungarian minority. The UDMR candidate for mayor of Tirgu
Mures was disqualified by the Tirgu Mures municipal court on January 23 as being
morally unfit for office, and the verdict was upheld in the appeals court on what
observers considered to be political rather than judicial grounds. After several
months of delays caused by efforts on the part of Vatra Romaneasca, an
ultranationalist organization, and the Mures Electoral Commission itself to prevent
the participation of the UDMR in the mayoral election, local elections in Tirgu
Mures occurred on May 24, and a new UDMR candidate won with approximately
57 percent of the vote.

In the Transylvanian city of Cluj, Gheorghe Funar, elected mayor in February
1992 as candidate of the nationalist Party of Romanian National Unity, banned
Hungarian-language signs in public places, attempted (unsuccessfully) to evict eth-

nic Hungarian youth organizations from part of their quarters under the pretext
that they occupied more than the legally permissible amount of space, and engi-

neered the removal (now under appeal) of the principal of one of the Hungarian-
language high schools. He also refused a permit for a scheduled conference oi ethnic
Hungarian and Dutch youth in the city (see Section 2.b.). The central Government,
acting through the local prefect (district head), declared several of Funar's actions

null and void, but the municipality continues to use local statutes and regulations
to harass local Hungarians. Funar ran for President in September, winning about
10 percent of the vote. He was elected president of his party after it garnered seats
in both houses of the new Parliament.
There were two incidents of vandalism against predominantly ethnic Hungarian

churches in Satu Mare that appeared to be a result of ethnic tensions in the region.

In the two Transylvanian districts where ethnic Hungarians form a clear majority
of the population, Hargita and Covasna, the Government's removal of the ethnic
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Hungarian prefects in July, allegedly under pressure from Romanian nationalists,

caused antigovemment protests. The Prime Minister compromised by appointing co-

equal prefects and deputy prefects, one Hungariem and one Romanian, in each dis-

trict, and the protests subsided.
There were no reports of physical attacks directed against Jewish individuals or

institutions or desecrations of graves or synagogues in 1992. Both the President and
the Prime Minister have publicly condemned anti-Semitism, other types of racism,
and xenophobia.

In principle, women are accorded the same ri^ts and privileges as men in all

areas, including education, access to employment, and wages. However, in a difficult

economic climate and in a society where traditional views of women predominate,
women are usually the first to be dismissed from employment. There is little oflicial

initiative on issues affecting women, including family planning, crimes against
women, and domestic violence.

Postrevolution Romania inherited a legacy of neglect of its severely handicapped
population, both children and adults. To redress the situation, the Gfovemment set
up special programs for the handicapped, including vocational training and special
schools for handicapped children. In addition, handicapped children are now given
precedence in foreign adoption placements. Orphanage conditions, similarly ne-
glected, have improved, partly as a result of massive inmsions of foreign assistance.
These problems are also diminishing following the revocation of the Ceausescu re-
gime's prohibition of birth control and abortion.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Current labor legislation, adopted in 1991, guaran-
tees the right of workers, except public employees and military and police personnel,
to associate freely, organize and join labor unions, and engage in collective bargain-
ing. The right to strike is specifically guaranteed, and severS major strikes or dem-
onstrations occurred in 1992. The primary exceptions are employees in certain criti-

cal industries involving the public interest, such as defense, health care, transpor-
tation, and telecommunications, in which there are limitations on the right to strike.
Some unions continue to complain that legal requirements calling for the submis-

sion of grievances to government-sponsored conciliation prior to initiating a strike
interferes with their freedom of action. The ILO Committee of Experts (COE) in
1992 noted that three basic acts adopted by Parliament in 1991, as well as the new
Constitution and the repeal of previous legislative provisions, change the general
orientation of the industrial relations system, estabush trade union pluralism and
the independence of the trade union movement, and recognize the right to strike.

However, it also registered concern that the current laws fall short of ILO standards
in several areas, including the free election of union representatives, binding arbi-
tration and financial liability of strike organizers. A Bucharest court ruled that a
nationwide railway strike in May was illegal because the union was not recognized
as a legitimate bargaining partner. The national railway company subsequently dis-
missed the union's leaders, prompting four of them to engage in a month-long hun-
ger strike, which ended only after the Government agreed to establish a neutral
commission to investigate allegations of antiunion activity by management. The
commission issued a preliminary decision favoring the union, but management ap-
pealed. The issue was still pending at the end of 1992.
The 1991 legislation stipulates that labor unions are independent bodies, free

from government or political party control, with the right to be consulted on labor
issues. No worker may be forced to join or withdraw from a union, and union offi-

cials who resi^ from elected positions and return to the regular work force are ac-
corded protection against employer retaliation.

In September the three largest labor confederations—the National Confederation
of Free Trade Unions (CNSLR), successor to the official Communist labor organiza-
tion, Alfa Cartel, and Fratia—endorsed a labor-based political party, the Convention
for Social Solidarity (CSS), and many of its members, including the CNSLR presi-
dent, competed (unsuccessfully) for parliamentary seats in the September general
elections. These unions engaged freely in nationwide street demonstrations to sup-
port the CSS and to press demands for greater protection of workers' well-being, es-
pecially increased unemployment benefits and job requalification training. The over-
whelming majority of Romania's approximately 10.8 million working people are
members of about 10 nationwide trade union confederations and smaller independ-
ent trade unions. The largest is the CNSLR. The year also saw the merger of sev-
eral smaller confederations into larger organizations.

^
Labor unions have the right to affiliate internationally, and representatives of for-

eign and international organizations freely visit and advise Romanian trade union-
ists. Alfa Cartel and Fratia are affiliated with the World Confederation of Labor

61-307 0-93-29
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(WCL) and the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTXJ), respec-

tively.

In June the ILO issued a report on Romanian compliance with ILO conventions.
Although it noted with satisfaction changes in the Lalbor Code prohibiting discrimi-

nation on the basis of political connections or sodal origin, it underscored the need
to increase measures to ensure a tolerant and discrimination-free workplace for the
country's ethnic minorities, particularly Gypsies (see Section 5).

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The 1991 legislation permits
workers to organize into unions and to bargain collectively. There is no clear proce-

dure to define which unions are recognized by management as negotiating partners,
but with the exception of the railway workers' stnke, this lacuna did not cause
major problems in 1992. Continued state control over most industrial resources and
the absence of independent management representatives complicates collective bar-
gaining efforts. In addition to basic wage scales established through collective bar-
gaining, most workers as well as pensioners receive thrice-yearly increases indexed
to prospective price increases. The amount of the indexed increases is determined
through government/trade union negotiations. There are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Constitution prohibits forced

or compulsory labor, and it was not practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum age for employment
is 16, although aiildren as young as 14 or 15 may work with the consent of their

parents or guardians but only "according to their physical development, aptitude,

and knowledge." Woricing children under 16 have the rirfit to continue their edu-
cation, and employers are obliged to assist in this regard. The Ministry of Labor and
Social Protection (MOLSP) has the authority to impose fines and close sections of
factories to enforce compliance with the law. No violations of this policy were docu-
mented by the media or the MOLSP in 1992, and child labor does not appear to

be a problem.
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Most wage scales are established throu^ col-

lective bargaining at the enterprise level, but based on minimum wages for given
economic sectors and categories of workers set by the Government after negotiations
with industry representatives and the labor confederations. Minimum wage rates

are generally observed and enforced. In 1992 the minimum wage did not keep pace
with inflation, and it is criticized for not providing a decent standard of living for

a worker and his family, althourii basic necessities like housing and medical care
' still are partly subsidized by the Government.

The Labor Code provides for a standard workweek of 40 hours or 5 days, with
overtime to be paid for weekend or holiday work or work in excess of 40 hours. Paid
holidays range from 15 to 24 days annually depending mainly on the employee's
length of service. Employers are required by law to pay additional benefits and al-

lowances to workers engaged in particularly dangerous or difficult occupations.

Some labor organizations press for healthier, safer working conditions on behalf
of their members. The MOLSP establishes safety standards for most industries and
is responsible for enforcing them. However, the MOLSP lacks sufficient trained per-

sonnel for inspection and enforcement, and employers generally ignore its rec-

ommendations. In general, workers are not committed to occupational safety and
health and appear to value increased pay over a safe and healthful work environ-

ment. Neither the Government nor industiy, still mostly state-owned, has the re-

sources necessaiy to improve health and safety conditions in the workplace.

RUSSIA

. In its first year of post-Soviet existence, Russia made substantial progress toward
democratic change, the reform of its political and economic systems, and the dis-

mantling of the remnants of the former Soviet state. President Boris Yeltsin, popu-
larly elected in June 1991, governs with the Russian Parliament under the amended
1978 Russian Federation Constitution. Structurally and constitutionally a holdover
from the Soviet period, the Parliament consists of the Congress of People's Deputies,
which generally meets twice a year, and the smaller Supreme Soviet, which sits per-

manently. Conilict between the two branches over economic and constitutional re-

form, which occurred throughout the yejir, peaked at the Congress' December ses-

sion. Nonetheless, at year's end a Yeltsin government, dedicated to the continuation
of reforms, was in place with former Deputy Prime Minister for Fuels and Energy
Viktor Chernomyrdin as Prime Minister. The Congress agreed to Yeltsin's proposal

for a referendum in April 1993 to determine the delineation of constitutional pow-
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In January 1992, the Govenunent initiated its deep and far-reaching economic re-

form intended to transform the Soviet command economy rapidly into a free market.
The program featured price Uberalization, a decree on bankruptcy, and by fall a
lai^ge-scale privatization program designed to turn eveiy Russian mto an owner of
shares in enterprises. As a result, the economy has become increasingly "mone-
tized," shortages have generally eased, and the private sector is growing rapidly.

Nevertheless, the economy continued its serious decline as industrial production
plummeted, inflation soared, the value of the ruble dropped precipitously, and tradi-

tional trade patterns were disrupted. Resistance to the reform package in Par-
liament increased through the year as the painfiil process of weaning unprofitable
state enterprises from government subsidies began to be felt. Attempts to maintain
an economic community on the basis of the Commonwealth of Independent States
unraveled as many former republics increasingly went their own way. However, to-

ward the end of tne year, competition between producers and a coherent system of
property and contract rights began to emerge.
Russia adopted legislation to end the repressive political activity of the former

Committee for State Security (KGB) in 1992. The Parliament passed two laws codi-

fying President Yeltsin's 1992 decree dividing the KGB into two separate agencies:
the Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR) and the Ministiy of Security (MBRF). Both
agencies are banned from monitoring domestic political activity. The 1992 laws re-

3uire both organizations to respect human and civic rights, outline rules and proce-
ures governing their activities and investigations, and establish presidential and

legislative oversi^t over each agencjr's activities. Legislative oversight of the secu-
rity services, however, is still in its infancy and is hampered by close ties between
the security services and the parliamentarians charged with their supervision. Al-
though the Russian Government began to plan military spending in a more open
and democratic fashion, figures for total military expenditures are not yet available.

As quickly as the Government began to work on the defense budget in this fashion,
however, it found itself having to reduce military spending. Last May the Govern-
ment announced plans to decrease expenditures by 12 percent.
The Russian authorities continued to implement the human rights gains of recent

years despite the state of flux in the political and economic arena. In April the Con-
gress further amended the existing 1978 Constitution to strengthen its political and
human rights provisions, adopting language from international covenants. A new
constitution is now in preparation but has been stymied by the conflict between Par-
liament and the President.
Freedom of speech and press, assembly and association, and religion were largely

respected. Restrictions on freedom of travel continued, pending the ftill implementa-
tion on January 1, 1993, of the 1991 law on exit and entry. In other areas, however,
the protection of human rights remained unevenly implemented. The judiciary, still

reflecting its Communist heritage in personnel and practice, is not yet fiiUy inde-
pendent or empowered to act as a guarantor of human rights in spite of legislation

to promote its independence. Other human rights problems include harsh prison
conditions, unofllcial discrimination against Jews, pressures exerted against inde-
pendent labor unions, and continued use of the residence permit system which re-

stricted freedom of movement.
The Russian armed forces appear to have used excessive force in North Ossetia

and Ingushetia. In addition, Russian troops are still in place in most of the republics
of the former Soviet Union. The troops became embroiled in a number of controver-
sial conflicts, some involving the Russian minorities in the republics. (See reports
on Moldova, Georgia, and Tajikistan.) They occasionally acted without the Russian
Government's approval. In some cases, Russian security forces also assisted the se-

curity forces of other republics in violating fundamental freedoms.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no confirmed reports of

political killings by Russian authorities in 1992. (See Section l.g. concerning re-

ported deaths of civilians in North Ossetia and Ingushetia.)
In the northern Caucasus, political rivals at times resorted to violence. In Dage-

stan for example, a people's deputy representing the Democratic Dagestan move-
ment was assassinated in February by unidentified assailants. Earlier, unidentified
persons also attempted to assassinate the chairman of the Dagestan Council of Min-
isters, the Trade J^nister, and other government officials.

b. Disappearance.—^Ingush sources claimed 687 persons were missing in early No-
vember as a result of lighting in North Ossetia. These sources believed many of
these persons are probab^ dead (see Section l.g.). As of late December, the Russian
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Ministry of Internal AiTairs in Prigorodny district had received requests to search
for 118 Ossetians and 210 Incushes.

c. Torture and Other Cruet, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
There are no legal prohibitions against torture and other cruel, inhuman, or degrad-
ing treatment or punishment in the amended 1978 Soviet Constitution or in any
other Russian law.

In North Ossetia, the Ingush alleged that in subduing Ingush villages Russian
and Ossetian forces tortured unarmed civilians. There were also reports that thou-
sands of Ingush taJcen prisoner by Ossetian irregulars were treated brutally.

Russian detention or incarceration practices inherited from the Soviet Union re-

main harsh. In many prisons, conditions threaten the health and the life of pris-

oners. Many prisoners continue to suffer from mental and physical abuse and mis-
treatment during interrogation, trial, and confinement, accorcung to a wide variety

of reliable sources. As in past years, there were no instances in which law enforce-

ment personnel were punished for using excessive force or in which victims were
able to seek redress.
Prisoners are frequently placed in unduly harsh punishment cells for violations

of rules. No administrative process exists to ensure that prisoners are not arbitrar-

ily or inappropriately sent to such cells. Changes in procedures instituted in 1992
limit the time a prisoner may be held in such cells to no more than 60 days during
a year and a maximum of 15 days at a time. In labor camps, where prisoners live

in barracks, prisoners may only be placed in cells for a maximum oi 6 months a
year.
During Soviet rule. Article 188-3 of what is now the Russian Federation's Crimi-

nal Code was used to extend the sentences of prisoners who had nearly completed
their sentences. The Article prescribes an additional 3- to 5-year sentence for a pris-

oner guilty of "malicious disobedience" in labor camps. Although this law still exists,

it was not reported to have been used in 1992.
Eleven corrective institutions for women in Russia also hold hundreds of children,

who suffer from poor conditions and are allegedly subject to physical abuse. Par-
liament recently passed amendments entitling pregnant women and mothers to bet-

ter conditions and food in prison, but few women inmates are believed aware of

these rights.

Cruel and degrading treatment of military conscripts, sometimes resulting in

death, remained a problem in 1992. The Committee of Soldiers' Mothers, an organi-

zation formed to draw attention to this matter, continued to press for a halt to vio-

lent hazing of new recruits.

At times local authorities allegedly still threaten persons with psychiatric exami-
nations and compulsory conumtment; however, no instances of long-term hos-

pitalization of sane persons were reported in 1992. In June Parliament passed a law
on psychiatric care that established norms and procedures for subjecting an individ-

ual to psychiatric care. The law calls for obligatory examinations of patients in insti-

tutions every 6 months to evaluate their condition and check for wrongful hos-

pitalization. Potential for abuse exists in provisions that allow the hospitalization

of a person on the basis of an oral complaint by a common citizen.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Persons may still be detained arbitrarily

and arrested without warrants. The Criminal Code requires that detainees be
charged or released within 72 hours. Criminal Code amendments enacted in May
provide for court review of arrests and empower judges to order the release of those

arrested. One of the authors arrested for the alleged publication of state secrets in

a Moscow News article about chemical weapons obtained his release under provi-

sions of these amendments. Several of the plotters of the August 1991 coup attempt
were also released under these provisions of law. The April Criminal Code amend-
ments also enhanced the right to counsel and implemented certain amendments to

the 1978 Constitution that further enhanced individual rights in the judicial proc-

ess. According to press reports from April, there are some 15,000 persons in pretrial

detention, many of whom have been held for longer than 18 months due to a serious

backlog of cases that was exacerbated in 1992 by the rising crime rate and a break-
down in the system for appointing new "people's assessors" or lay judges.

In September the Russian general prosecutor's office in Nalchik arrested Yuriy
Shanibov, President of the Confederation of Caucasian Mountain Peoples, on
charges of "inflaming ethnic hatred." The arrest was aimed at curtailing his political

activity. Shanibov has advocated separatism and the creation of an Islamic confed-

eration in the Northern Caucasus. Shanibov later was released following large popu-
lar demonstrations supporting him.

Internal exile was not known to have been used as punishment in 1992.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The courts, which historically served as tools for

enforcing state power, are still subject to infiuence on occasion by the political lead-
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ership at all levels. No trial date has been set for those accused of plotting the Au-
gust 1991 coup attempt. Six of the accused have been released pending trial; the
others remain incarcerated. Most judges remain poorly trained and have as yet little

understanding of the concept of an independent judiciary. In June, however, the Su-
preme Soviet passed a law strengthening the status of judges. The law, among other
things, substantially increased judicial salaries and benefits, established profes-

sional competency requirements for new judges, and mandated lifetime appoint-

ments for new judges. Russian judges say the new law has raised judicial morale
and has begun to attract better applicants to the judicial profession. Military tribu-

nals handle cases of offenses by active duty personnel under the military code.

Russian state prosecutors continue to exercise powerful influence over the inves-

tigative process and over courtroom proceedings. They, not the courts, supervise po-

lice investigators, leaving open the potential for coverup of police abuse and inves-

tigative errors.

In April the Russian Parliament passed amendments that declare the accused in-

nocent until proven guilty. In practice, however, Russian criminal justice is based
on the presumption of guilt. The acquittal rate is less than 1 percent of the cases.

Generally, trials are public. Defendants have the right to attend proceedings,

confront witnesses, and present evidence.

TTie court appoints an attorney for defendants who do not have one. Defense at-

torneys, however, operate within a system that is still biased against their clients.

They are often not able to work with their clients during the early stages of inves-

tigations, in spite of efforts to reform the system that included allowing defense at-

torneys to contact their clients from the onset of an investigation. Court-appointed
attorneys oft^en appear only at the trial, periiaps months into the proceedings. As
was the case in the Soviet system, defense attorneys typically approach the court-

room phase of a case as a last chance to appeal for leniency in sentencing rather
than as an opportunity to prove their client's innocence.
T^e Constitutional Court, created in late 1991, played a powerful role in popular-

izing the idea of an independent judiciary. Tasked only with review of constitutional

questions, the Court nevertheless pursued its activist agenda. It demonstrated that
it can successfully challenge both the executive and Parliament. Lengthy proceed-
ings on the legality of presidential decrees banning the former Soviet Communist
party and on the constitutionality of the Communist Party established the Court as
a symbol of the beginning of an independent judiciary. Its decision, rendered in No-
vember, upholding the essence of the ban while permitting the grassroots party
structures to organize, was another step toward judicial independence.
Former Soviet President Gorbachev's refusal to testify before the Court in October

was criticized for encouraging a lack of respect for the judiciaiy, thereby hindering
the establishment of a fully independent court system and the rule of law. Another
obstacle was the lack of appropriate judicial remedies allowing the court to exercise
authority. For example, tne Court attempted unsuccessfully to force Gorbachev to

testify by temporarily restricting his travel to the West. Comments about Gorbachev
by the Chief Justice also cast a shadow on the Court's impartiality.

Toward the end of 1992, the Supreme Soviet and the Ministry of Justice were
drafting legislation to reform the Russian criminal and civil codes as well as the
criminal procedure and civil procedure codes. Additional legislation on the legal sta-

tus of deiense attorneys was also being drafted. Various drafts of legal reform legis-

lation differ significantly and reflect a continuing battle between conservative adher-
ence to stale "Soviet" legal norms and creative introduction of more modem Western
legal criteria. In September President Yeltsin signed a decree ordering the establish-
ment of a legal reform experiment in several Russian regions, to be conducted in

1993, that would introduce legal innovations such as the jury system.
There are no known political prisoners in Russia. However, approximately 40,000

persons remain incarcerated for violating laws that prohibit a variety of commercial
activities, some of which are now legal, commonplace, and even officially condoned.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—In 1992
Russia adopted laws designed to end the repressive activities of the former KGB.
These laws codified President Yelstin's decree dividing the KGB into two agencies,
required both to respect human and civic rights, and established executive and leg-

islative oversight. A law passed in March and made public in May required the se-

curity services to seek permission from the public prosecutor to open mail, tap tele-

phones, and enter homes; the authorities, however, may proceed without such per-
mission if "inaction under the circumstances may result in a terrorist or subversive
act." Warrants for such actions may be obtained after the fact, within 24 hours.

In spite of these reforms, electronic monitoring of residences and telephones re-

portedly continued at reduced levels. Foreign radio broadcasts were not jammed.
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g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—Ethnic conflict in Russia's troubled northern Caucasus regions intensified in

November. The conflict has its origins in part in the resettlement of the Prigorodny
region of North Ossetia by the Ingush, who have returned to North Ossetia in re-

cent years after having been brutally deported by StaUn.
Declaring a state of emergency, President Yeltsin ordered Russian troops in the

area to separate the warring factions. What actuaUy ensued remains unclear. How-
ever, violations of international humanitarian conventions occurred. According to

the Ingushes, the Russians sided with the Ossetians and together they attacked
Ingush settlements in the area with artUlery and other weapons. Ingush spokesmen
claim that hundreds of persons, the majority unarmed civilians, were killed in the

November fighting and thousands more were taken hostage. (Ossetians were also

taken hostage by the Ingush side). In December the Ingush Information Center in

Moscow cited the number killed and missing at 10,000, a figure much hi^er than
earlier claims of more than 300 mostly civilian Ingush killed in the fighting and 687
missing and presumed dead. According to Russian oflicial figures as of December
31, 330 persons had been killed, including 14 Russian soldiers, 179 Ingushes, and
135 Ossetians. Reliable sources in the area confirmed that violations of humani-
tarian conventions occurred, but noted that while the Russian Government's oflicial

initial report of 261 fatalities was probably too low, Ingush claims were probably
exaggerated.
InDecember the Government extended the emergency decree and announced that

over 50 criminal proceedings connected with these events had been started.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Freedom of speech and press is widely re-

spected. Most major newspapers and magazines are now independent of government
control, and some are privately owned.
Although restrictions on the media's ability to function independently are pri-

marily financial (see below), press freedom cannot yet be taken for granted. Some
government officials have sought to take action against the media. For example, the

Supreme Soviet unsuccessfully sought to assert some control over the media by at-

tempting to establish an "observation council" to supervise state-run broadcast and
print media.

In July the Supreme Soviet approved a resolution to gain control over the

staunchly proreform newspaper Izvestiya. The Government temporarily blocked the

Supreme Soviet from assuming control of the newspaper's assets by issuing a decree

on August 27 stating that the newspaper's property belonged to the Government.
In late October, a parliamentary guard force was deployed to Izvestiya's offices.

President Yeltsin inunediately issued a decree disbanding the guard force. The de-

bate over how much, if any, control Parliament should have over the mass media
(either directly or in the form of some type of oversight committee) has become a
test case for the freedom of the press. The Constitutional Court will ultimately de-

cide Izvestiya's fate.

Early in the year, the Minister of Press and Information brou^t charges against

the newspaper Sovietskaya Rossiya for allegedly calling for the overthrow of the sys-

tem. In April the Government forced the state-owned Russian television (Ostankino)

to cancel a program that criticized a close associate of the President. In November
Yeltsin, under pressure from regional leaders, fired the head of Ostankino, Yegor
Yakovlev, because of allegedly "unbalanced" coverage of ethnic fighting in North
Ossetia.

In October, in connection with the publication in the newspaper Moscow News of

an article about the existence of a chemical weapons plant in Moscow, the MBRF
arrested one of the authors, Vil Mirzayanov, allegedly for revealing state secrets,

and searched the other's apartment. The authorities also went in force to newspaper
offices to obtain a photocopy of the article. In an unprecedented development given

the charge, Mirzayanov was released from detention in November. However, the

charges have not been dropped, and the investigation continues.

As they shift to a free market system during a period of economic hardship, many
publications are suffering from acute financial problems. The Government has cut

subsidies to most publications. By presidential order, only six "socially significant"

newspapers receive government subsidies. The Government indirectly subsidizes all

newspapers by guaranteeing a percentage of newsprint to each at controlled prices.

Paper and ink remain controlled by monopolies, distribution costs are rapidly in-

creasing, and many papers are underpriced and have seen their circulations fall.

Consequently, many publications, including well-known newspapers such as Pravda
and Komsomolskaya Pravda, are on the brink of financial collapse. Many publishers
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inaustry.
The Government sponsors several semiofiicial media oivanizations^ using them

largely as official news organs. It has shown favoritism in allocating omce space and
extending the annual subscription campaign for them alone; on occasion, nowever,
these organizations published information unfavorable to the Government.
Some Hussian newspapers have established joint ventures with foreign firms. We/

Miy is a Hearst/Izvestiya joint venture publishing in both English and Kussian. The
New York Times prints 100,000 copies of a weekly review in Russian with Moscow
News. Readers Digest publishes a Russian edition with Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga.

Television is one of the primary sources of information for most Russians. Two
Russian television companies, Ostankino and Russian Television, transmit nation-
wide and in most of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). Both are
owned by the Russian Government. There have been complaints that the Govern-
ment interferes in the stations' broadcasts, although this interference apparently
does not take the form of censorship. On occasion government officials have com-
plained about some broadcasts, leading to a certain amount of self-censorship of fu-

ture broadcasts, such as the decision oy Ostankino to shelve a French film about
Gorbachev. In addition, opponents of the Yeltsin regime, particularhr Russian na-
tionalists and hardline Communists, have accused hoth stations of*^ a pro-Yeltsin
bias.

Extreme ri^twing groups staged protests in June outside Ostankino to demand
uncensored access to national television broadcasting, which they believed they had
been denied. The authorities agreed to broadcast a program in July in which rep-
resentatives of Russian nationalist groups aired their views.

Television studios at the oblast (province) level that were part of the central sjys-

tem now operate more or less independently of it. They function as afiiliates, opting
to use programs from the national company and producing local news programming
independently. These afliliates may be subject to pressure by local authorities.

All broadcasters and cable networks, both public and private, use foreign broad-
cast material. Indeed, many depend on such material because they lack modem
equipment. In addition to the Kussian broadcasters, several foreign joint venture
cable companies now offer programming in Moscow.
The banning of the Communist Party, the failure of the August 1991 coup, and

the disarray of the new Ministry of Education in the post-Soviet era have resulted
in a rapidly changing academic environment. The disintegration of the centralized
academic structure resulted in increased local autonomy for virtually all institutions
of higher learning (from grade schools to universities to research institutes) as well
as decreased levels of federal funding and support. Many are operating at a subsist-
ence level. Russian scholars now enjoy unprecedented academic freedom, as evi-

denced by the free and open election of university rectors and department heads,
the revamping of social science curriculums and textbooks, and open relationships
with Western universities.

Among the entrenched nomenklatura (ruling elite), however, much "old thinking"
continues to exist. Many of its members have adopted the new common language
of democracy while still following the Soviet practice of hoarding resources and
privileges, thereby making life diflicult for aspiring, open-minded, and vocal schol-
ars.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Soviet law on demonstra-
tions is still in effect, and stipulates that organizers must apply locally for permis-
sion to demonstrate 10 days in advance, while officials must respond at least 5 days
before the scheduled event. Civil and criminal penalties, including fines, 15-day jail

sentences, and even stifTer punishment, may be levied against participants in unau-
thorized demonstrations.

Public demonstrations were commonplace during 1992. Small groups of protestors
and demonstrators routinely gathered without government interference at municipal
focal points such as Manezh Square in Moscow. Demonstrations were generally
peaceful and unhindered by police, even when, as during a neo-Communist protest
at Ostankino, protestors seemingly tried to provoke violence. In February, however,
Moscow city government efforts to control a demonstration by supporters of the
former Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) resulted in minor injuries.
The Soviet Union's 1991 law on public organizations remained in effect for Russia

during 1992. That law legalized a multiparty political system, allowed the formation
of political parties and mass social movements, and guaranteed such organizations
the right to propagate their views. The law also allowed political parties to field can-
didates in elections, guaranteed citizens the right to participate, and declared all

parties equal before the law. All public or^nizations must register their by-laws
and the names of their leaders with the Mmistry of Justice. Political parties must
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also present 5,000 signatures and pay 5,000 rubles to register as a Russian Federa-

tion partv.

Roughly 300 political organizations functioned unhindered in 1992. Many of them
were formed in 1991 and represented a wide political spectrum including monar-
chists, anarchists, nativists/Fascists, Socialists, and social democrats. More than 100
sociopolitical movements seeking greater autonomy for minorities continued to be
active in autonomous regions and oblasts throu^out Russia. The Russian Govern-
ment facilitated the activities of some of these groups. The Government promoted
an international conference to discuss the rights of indigenous peoples.

The law on public organizations does, however, ban groups advocating violent

change in the constitutional system or groups subordinating the moral order. A Mos-
cow-based gay and lesbian rights group was denied registration in the fall under
the latter provisions. President Yeltsin s ban of the Communist Party was in part

upheld ana in part overturned by the Constitutional Court in November. The Com-
munist Paries right to exist as a political organization was reaffirmed. The question

of Commumst Party assets was referred to lower Russian courts to be decided on
a case-by-case basis. The Liberal Democratic Party, banned for its alleged support

of the failed August 1991 coup, was permitted to resume political activities. The
Justice Ministry, however, ija June revoked the party's registration for falsifying its

registration documents. La October President Yeltsin banned the newly established

National Salvation Front, noting that the group called for the overthrow of the "law-

ful authorities, including the President."

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Freedom of reli^on prospered in Russia in 1992. With
the lifting of legal restrictions on its activities, the Russian Orthodox Church re-

turned to the mainstream of Russian daily life. On January 7, 1992, Orthodox
Christmas was observed as a national holiday in Russia for the first time since the

1917 Bolshevik Revolution. Government leaders, including President Yeltsin, at-

tended services. Legislation passed in September established Russian national holi-

days, including Orthodox Christmas.
The visibility of religion increased dramatically. Religious services and other pro-

grams were televised throughout the year. Official and unofficial religious groups

held seminars, conferences, and revival meetings, frequently in public facilities.

Public advertising of religious services and street proselytizing in major cities was
common. The press extensively covered religious issues, including statements of reli-

gious leaders and Orthodox Church events. Missionaries from almost every world

religion are present in Russia, and an increasing number of such groups opened per-

manent offices.

Relations between the Russian Orthodox Church and the Russian Government
were strengthened significantly in 1992. Government officials, including President

Yeltsin, frequently appeared at Orthodox Church-sponsored events. The Govern-

ment contributed to tne rebuilding or renovating of Orthodox Church buildings and
monasteries and returned many additional churches and other facilities to the

Church.
The Government sometimes limited the activities of Western religious organiza-

tions at the behest of the Russian Orthodox Church. For example, the Church
sought to restrict Billy Graham's proselytizing. Some Western groups experienced

difficulties in purchasing time for television programming or renting prestigious fa-

cilities for seminars and conferences, although in most cases alternatives were avail-

able. At the local level, authorities frequently displayed favoritism toward the Rus-

sian Orthodox Church (ROFC), especially in conflicts with the Russian Orthodox
Free Church over the use of church buildings.

Obstacles to complete freedom of religion still exist to some extent on the local

level, where remnants of the old state and party bureaucracy sometimes hinder or

harass religious believers. A primary cause of these local problems is the require-

ment under the 1990 Soviet Law on Religion that religious groups of 10 adults or

more register with local authorities. Some groups view the requirement itself as con-

tradicting their beliefs and therefore refuse to register. Although failure to register

has not resulted in harassment, groups must register to acquire the status of a "ju-

ridical person" and to receive benefits, including access to the media and the right

to establish their own schools, own property, and engage in social work. The reg-

istration process therefore allows for obstructionist tactics by local authorities, such

as lost applications, endless reviews of applications, or denial of adequate facilities.

This problem is most prevalent in cases of non-Russian Orthodox groups, principally

Protestants and the ROFC.
The number of clergy and places of worship in Russia is still inadequate for the

population, but churches were opened in 1992 in increasing numbers. Seminaries

and other institutions of clerical education continued to expand their enrollment,

limited only by their financial resources. Bibles and children's Bible stories were
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common items on sale at street kiosks in major cities. There are no restrictions on
the importation of religious materials.
Young men who object to military duty because of their faith continue to be sub-

ject to prison terms. Legislation providing alternatives to military service for con-
scientious objectors is still being discussed.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Citizens were generally free to travel within the country. All adults are
issued internal passports which must be carried during travel. Internal passports
are also used to register visits of more than 3 days with local authorities, although
this requirement is generally ignored by travelers not staying in hotels.

Nevertheless, the right to choose one's place of residence, though guaranteed bv
law, continued to be restricted in practice. Under the "propiska" (pass) system, all

citizens must register their place of residence. However, Russian authorities en-
forced provisions of the propiska law selectively. For example, while many persons
who did not register were not punished, numerous Chechens were rounded up from
Moscow hotels in September because they were in the city illegally.

The authorities also continue to apply restrictions on travel abroad. In April the
Government began to require a new invitation form designed to limit the number
of exit visa solicitations. Corruption in the passport and visa-issuing offices, exacer-
bated by a shortage of new passports, remained a major impediment to unrestricted
emigration and travel abroad.

Nonetheless, thousands of Russians traveled abroad and emigrated during 1992,
and many former Russian citizens who now reside abroad were allowed to return
to visit.

A Russian citizen leaving the country continues to need an exit visa, as well as
a passport valid for foreign travel, and permission to enter the country of destina-
tion. Prospective travelers must obtain passports and exit visas in their places of
residence. Local Offices of Visas and Permits were sometimes closed because of in-

stability, thereby restricting the issuance of passports and exit visas. Numerous per-
sons wishing to emigrate were also denied permission on secrecy grounds.
A new emigration bill, passed by the Soviet Union's Parliament in May 1991, is

scheduled to come fully into force in Russia on January 1, 1993. This law eliminates
the requirement to obtain exit visas before traveling abroad. According to the imple-
menting resolution, an invitation from a first-degree relative in the country to which
a person is emigrating will no longer be reauired. Instead, emigrants may submit
either an invitation from any relative abroaa or permission to enter the country to
which they are emigrating. The resolution also annulled the 1967 decree under
which emigrants to Israel were required to give up their Soviet citizenship.
The May 1991 law, however, perpetuates the practice of restricting the emigration

of those with access to state secrets. Under this law, Russians taking a position re-

quiring access to state secrets will now have the opportunity to acknowledge for-

mally their acceptance of restrictions on emigration and travel abroad. Further, the
normal maximum restriction is 5 years. The law also retains the requirement to re-

ceive permission from close relatives in Russia before emigrating. Would-be emi-
grants, however, will be able to settle this problem in the courts, i? they are unable
to secure the permission of close relatives. The law also added a new emigration re-
striction on draft-age men who have not yet completed their obligatory military
service.

Nevertheless, because the law is not in effect, there were many instances in which
access to state secrets or inability to obtain the permission of relatives blocked emi-
grants' ability to leave. A presidential commission was set up in the fall of 1991 to
review cases of refuseniks who had not worked with secrets for more than 5 years.
By January the commission had lifted exit restrictions in many such cases. How-
ever, the commission later became bogged down with the question of the citizenship
of Russians returning from the republics of the former Soviet Union.
Russian parliamentarians prepared their own version of an emigration law in

1992. The Russian draft law is similar to the Soviet law and also contains a provi-
sion on secrecy. According to press reports, however, the Russian parliament in De-
cember voted to uphold the Soviet emigration law. It was also agreed to establish
a new parliamentary commission with the participation of the Ministry of Internal
Affairs to review cases of persons refused permission to leave the country because
of their access to industrial secrets.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The amended 1978 Russian Federation Constitution, which remains in effect, in
principle allows the Russian people the right to change their government. President
Yeltsin was elected to a 5-year term in 1991 with approximately 60 percent of the
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vote. The Russian Parliament, however, has yet to be elected in a free and fair elec-

tion, and it is still not certain, therefore, that the Russian people have the ability

to change their government peacefully and democratically. The Russian Parliament
was elected under the Soviet system in 1990. While the election was relatively

democratic by Soviet standards (and included secret balloting and some competi-

tion), the Communist Party was able to ensure its continued dominant role. Hence,
the current parliament is dominated by ex-Communists, who have increasingly op-

posed Yeltsin's brand of radical reform. A constitutional crisis occurred in December,
brought on by Parliament's efforts to curb the President's powers to carry out his

reform agenda. President Yeltsin called for a referendum to decide the basic prin-

ciples of a new constitution, including the delineation of powers of the three

branches of government.
President Yeltsin has advocated the ratification of a new constitution and, with

it, early parliamentary elections (due in 1995), by the end of 1993. The 1978 Con-
stitution establishes the Congress of People's Deputies (parliament), as the highest

organ of state power. The Presidency was created oidy in 1991, and its power rel-

ative to that of Parliament was never fully resolved. TTie current Parliament is un-
willing to cede additional power to the Presidency. The proposed April referendum
on delineation of the separation of consitutional powers is intended to help break
the impasse between the two branches of government. The Constitutional Court is

beginning to emerge as an independent part of the government structure and may
play a crucial role in resolving the dispute.

ihe amended 1978 Constitution provides equal political rights for men and
women, but women do not occupy many leading positions in politics and govern-

ment. Members of Russia's ethnic and religious minorities face no legal limitations

on political participation.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are numerous domestic and international human rights groups active in

Russia. They have easy access to the local press and world media. A new human
rights center opened, providing offices for domestic groups that previously had dif-

ficulties in securing such space. Financing remained a problem for many groups but
was mainly a reflection of Russia's difficult economic situation and not of govern-

ment interference. Russian authorities encouraged international investigation of al-

leged violations of human rights.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The 1978 Constitution was amended in 1992 to include verbatim language from

international human rights documents to protect the ri^ts of all persons in Russia.

Ethnic Russians make up 81 per cent of the population of the country. Members
of ethnic minorities occupy high office in the Russian Government. In a number of

cases, titular minorities govern autonomous republics.

During the year, the Government sought to distance itself further from Soviet-era

anti-Semitism. Jews enjoyed increasing cultural and religious freedom. Some syna-

gogues were returned to congregations, and in other cases congregations made ar-

rangements to use the facilities without forcing the present occupants to leave.

Anti-Semitism continues to exist among the population, however, and was evident

in political expression. Anti-government demonstrators advocating a return to So-

viet-era policies and practices often used anti-Semitic imagery, brandishing placards

calling President Yeltsin a Jew and effigies decorated with the Star of David or

swastikas. The openly nationalist organization Pamyat continued to propagate anti-

Semitic ideas in its own newspaper, one of 30 Russian publications containing Fas-

cist and anti-Semitic material. In early October, members of Pamyat raided the of-

fices of the newspaper Moskovskiy Klomsomolets, demanding that the paper stop

embarrassing the Russian people and hand over the names of authors who had pub-

lished articles about Pamyat. Members of the organization paraded freely in Mos-
cow.

Public expressions of anti-Semitic feelings added to Jews' fear that in times of eco-

nomic hardship and political unrest they would be singled out for arbitrary retribu-

tion. In March, when openly anti-Semitic groups sponsored a rally in downtown
Moscow, some Jewish families kept their children home from school for fear they

would be harmed while out in public.

At the risk of being charged with violating press freedoms, the (General Prosecutor

in August initiated criminal proceedings against a number of openly anti-Semitic

newspapers. The publisher and editor-in-chief of Russkoye Voskreseniye, a news-

paper whose masthead features a "raving Fuehrer" and swastikas, was arrested.
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Earlier, human rights groups had charged that the prosecutor's Moscow office was
lax in pursuing such cases.

Women are entitled to the same legal rights as men, including the right to partici-

pate in all areas of the social, political, and economic life of Russia. An extensive
system of day-care and maternity leave allows women to retain employment after
having children. Women are well represented at many levels of the general economy
but generally not paid the same as men for equal work. Positions of influence and
prestige, moreover, are still disproportionately occupied by men.
As Kussia's economic situation has deteriorated, women have often been the first

to be laid off, a reflection of the resurfacing of the society's traditional view of the
male as breadwinner. Violence against women certainly occurs but its extent is un-
known. It is known, however, that police often do not take an interest in cases of
violence against women. Interest in women's issues in Russia is only now beginning
to g^w and is focused primarily on economic factors.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—On paper, the ri^t of workers to form and join
unions of their own choosing improvea in 1992. The Russian Government eased
trade union registration requirements and issued a decree requiring the old Com-
munist trade union center, the Federation of Independent Russian Trade Unions
(FNPR), to offer workers who had formerly been compelled to belong to the FNPR
the freedom to reregister with a union of*^their choice without fear of retribution.
In September the Labor Code was amended to reflect some elements of the Govern-
ment's reform agenda.
These decrees, however, had little practical effect in diminishing the role and sta-

tus of the FNPR and its hold on worker membership. The FNPR retains its inherent
advantages arising from close traditional links with enterprise directors and near
monopoly control over key social security benefits such as workers' vacations, chil-

dren's summer camps, and sick and pregnancy pay. In September the Supreme So-
viet bowed to strong pressure from the FNPR and blocked a government attempt
to transfer the vast FNPR-controlled social security funds to a neutral body. The
FNPR also did not implement the union reregistration decree, as required, and the
Government did little to enforce it.

The FNPR, the Russian successor organization to the former official Soviet All-

Union Central Council of Trade Unions (AUCCTU), sought to redefine its former
role as a "transmission belt from the Communist Party to the masses" by attacking
the Government's economic reform policies. FNPR attempts to recast its image into
that of a democratic trade union center lai^ely failed, as holdovers from the
AUCCTU continued to control the FNPR apparatus and a majority of its branch and
regional affiliates.

Democratic labor leaders consider the FNPR's control of social security functions
usually performed by the State or privately by individuals as the greatest obstacle
to the growth of independent, democratic trade unions in Russia. Vigorous and sus-
tained attempts throughout the year to break this virtual monopoly nad little prac-
tical effect. Tiie strong FNPR lobby in Parliamentprovided legislative cover, and the
Government seemed unwilling to confront the FNPR head-on.
An economy in deep crisis further limited the establishment of independent labor

groups. With the prospect of widespread unemployment looming, many workers
were reluctant to exercise their right to form and join free trade unions because
independent labor activists were often the first to be laid off or lose access to social

benefits provided by their enterprises or the FNPR. Enterprise directors, local

FNPR leaders, local government officials, and police and judicial authorities applied
various forms of direct and indirect pressure on workers who attempted to form free

unions. Democratic worker activists faced legal harassment and pnysical violence.

Several prominent democratic labor leaders were assaulted in circumstances they
believe were connected with their labor activities.

Notwithstanding these obstacles, the democratic workers' movement, which began
in Russia only in the summer of 1989, continued to grow. There now may be several
hundred non-FNPR, unionlike organizations across Russia. Most are small, how-
ever, and may serve more as workers' associations, for they do not seem to carry
out traditional union activities. Enterprise directors routinely ignore them.
The coal mining areas of Kuzbas in western Siberia and Vontuta above the Arctic

Circle continued to represent the largest and most potent centers of independent,
democratic organized labor in Russia. The Independent Miners Union (NPG) and
workers and strike committees in these areas have inspired new democratic labor
activity far beyond these regions.
Dunng the first half of 1992, strikes became workers' preferred means of resolv-

ing labor disputes, as alternative institutions to resolve such conflicts were weak or
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nonexistent. After the "social partnership" mechanism failed to stop frequent resort

to strikes, the Government sought to restrict the right to strike to maintain labor

peace. In May the Government declared that it would enforce a Soviet law dating
from 1989 which requires a lengthy dispute settlement process, bans strikes in the
Government and military services, and contains broad, undeflned references to "es-

sential services." The Government demonstrated this toucd^er, antistrike policy

against one union in particular, the Independent Air Traflic Controllers Union,
wiich faced a severe government crackdown following an August strike.

The FNPR's former parent organization, the AUCCTU (renamed the General Con-
federation of the Trade Unions—GCTU), lost its oflicial standing in the Inter-

national Labor Organization (ILO) when the Soviet Union dissolved. The GCTU has
requested the status of a nongovernmental organization in the ILO. The Russian
Government has designated for purposes of representing Russian workers in the
ILO. However, two members of an alternative union, SOTSPROF, were included as
technical advisors in the Russian delegation to the 1992 ILO conference. Democratic
leaders were rarely included in government delegations or at ILO conferences but
have been able to maintain extensive contact with other national trade union cen-

ters.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Almost all Russian workers
in the state sector are virtually automatically members of an FNPR affiliate. Out-
side the mining industry and some segments of the air transport industry, the vast

majority of Russian workers must still rely upon the FNPR and enterprise work
councils to represent their interests.

Russian government authorities in 1992 demonstrated greater willingness to deal
with democratic labor leaders, inviting them to become members of consultative bod-

ies and concluding separate wage agreements with their unions. Enterprise direc-

tors, however, dealt only with those democratic unions that were powerful enou^
to strike and were generally hostile toward or ignored other non-FNPR worker
groups that arose in their midst. Even in those enterprises in which strong demo-
cratic unions existed, management often resisted concluding collective bargaining
arrangements with them.
There are no export processing zones in Russia.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Russian Labor Code was
amended in September to prohibit compulsory labor.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The Labor Code was amended in

September to regulate the working conditions for minors aged 14 to 16. However,
with the loosening of central government economic controls, children beneath that

age began to enter the work force in noticeable numbers for the first time.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The bottom rung of the official pay scales for

each industry in effect serves as an administrative minimum wage. Reform plans

call for the establishment of minimum wages but do not stipulate how they should
function in a highly inflationary environment. Although wages rose considerably

during the year, severe shortages of cash throughout the country prevented many
workers from being paid for significant periods of time. A majority of the population

fell below the Government's minimum standard of living, and the minimum wage
was inadequate to provide a worker and family a decent living standard. The
amended Labor Code reduced the workweek to 40 hours; however, in practice, worit-

weeks can vary considerably. As enterprises faced the discipline of the mai4cet for

the first time, many workers were required to work significantly more hours or

under particularly dangerous conditions. Other workers worked far fewer hours be-

cause the disordered state of the Russian economy required them to spend many
hours a day searching for basic necessities for their families.

Workers received other benefits in addition to their wages, such as subsidized
prices for basic goods and foodstuffs in state stores and at their enterprises, but the

value of these benefits declined as many prices began to approach market prices.

In addition, the quality of state-subsidized housing, health care, and transportation,

on which the vast majority of the population must rely, continued to be very low.

Russian law establishes minimum conditions of workplace safety and woricer

health, but these standards were generally ignored. Furthermore, no effective en-

forcement mechanism exists. In 1992, as in previous years, thousands of Russian
workers died on the job, were injured or became invalids. Workplace safety contin-

ued to be a major issue for many new unions, including miners, air traffic control-

lers, pilots, locomotive drivers, and armed forces members. In 1992, there again
were numerous mine disasters in Russia. Miners report that these accidents will

continue as long as wages are tied directly to productivity. Few significant safety

measures were adopted in the aftermath of the.se accidents.
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SAN MARINO

San Marino is a democratic multiparty republic ruled by a coalition government.
Legislative authority is vested in a unicameral parliament, the Great and General
Council. Executive authority is exercised by the 11-member Congress of State (the
Cabinet), composed of two Captains Regent and nine members chosen by the Great
and General Council. The Captains Regent are assisted by three Secretaries of State
(Foreign Affairs, Internal Affairs, and Finance) and by several additional secretar-
ies. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs has come to assume many of the pre-
rogatives of a Prime Minister.

Police forces are centralized in one organization, the Civil Police which has three
branches, including an investigative branch. Security and ceremonial representation
are performed by two military corps, the Gendarmerie and the "Guardie di Rocca."
These forces are controlled by and responsive to elected government officials.

The principal economic activities in San Marino, whose population totals about
22,000, are farming and light manufacturing. Tourism is a vital but seasonal indus-
try. In addition to income, corporate, and sales taxes, the Grovemment derives most
of its revenue from the sale of coins and postage stamps to collectors throughout
the world and from payments of an annual budget subsidy by the Italian Govern-
ment under the terms of the Republic's Basic Treaty with Italy.

Individual human rights are provided for in the legal code of the Republic and
respected in practice. San Marino's legislature and Government have demonstrated
a strong interest in and commitment to the protection of human rights. Some laws
in the San Marino legal code, in particular with regard to transmission of citizen-

ship, do not accord the same rights to women as to men.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^Neither Government forces nor op-

position organizations engaged in political or extrajudicial killings.

b. Disappearance.—There were no cases of disappearance or abduction.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Torture and other cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment are pro-
hibited by law, and there were no reports of violations.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—There were no reports of arbitrary ar-
rests, detentions, or exile.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The rights of the accused are protected by proce-
dural safeguards which are guaranteed by law and observed in practice. Judicial ar-
rest warrants are required. Detainees may not be held more than a few days with-
out being formally charged or released. Although there is no legally prescribed limit
on pretrial detention, San Marino's uncrowded criminal dockets ensure that the
courts hear most cases within days or weeks. The procedural law grants trial judges
considerable discretion in this regard, but there were no indications in 1992 of any
abuse of this authority. The right to a public trial and legal counsel are provided
for. The accused may request that a court-appointed attorney be provided at no cost.

There is no incommunicado detention, and the accused may not be compelled to an-
swer questions or make statements without having an attorney present.

Judicial authority is turned over in part to Italian magistrates in both criminal
and civil cases. Cases of minor importance are handled by a local conciliatory judge.
Appeals go, in the first instance, to an Italian judge residing in Italy. The final court
01 review is the Council of Twelve, a group of judges chosen for 6-year terms (four
replaced every 2 years) from among the members of the Great and General Council.

I. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The
concept of privacy of the home is respected by the authorities; judicial warrants are
required for searches.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Freedoms of speech and press are respected.
There is no Government censorship. While there are no daily newspapers, periodi-
cals are published irregularly by the Government, some political parties, the labor
unions, and business associations. A private press publishes a weekly bulletin with
local news; such news is also available in local eoitions of several Italian dailies.

Daily television news coverage of San Marino is broadcast by a private Italian tel-

evision station located in Italy. This program is financed both throu^ advertising
and a contribution by the San Marino Government. A recent Italy-San Marino bilat-
eral agreement established a new television station financed jointly by the San
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Marino Government and Italjr's public television network in equal shares. This new
station is expected to begin operations in 1993.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^There is freedom of peaceful

assembly in San Marino. In order to hold a rally or demonstration, a San Marino
citizen must inform the police. No permits are required unless parking areas are

to be used. Permits are routinely granted.

Freedom of association is respected, as is academic freedom.
c. Freedom of Religion.—Freedom of religion is respected in San Marino. The ma-

jority of the population is Roman Catholic. Other denominations are entitled to

practice their faiths and to hold religious services. Foreign clei^ are free to perform
their duties.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Foreign travel, emigration and repatriation are freedoms enjoyed by all

citizens. San Marino has woriced with the United Nations High Commissioner for

Refugees in accepting a few refugee families, for example, from Chile, Vietnam, and
Romania.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Legislative authority is vested in a unicameral parliament, the Great and General
Council, consisting of 60 members who normally serve 5-year terms. The Council is

also the body that would consider any basic changes to the system of government.
Any group of 150 San Marinese citizens may petition the Great and General Council
to propose a new law. In the week following installation of the Captains Regent, any
San Marinese citizen may approach the Captains Regent at a special open forum
to request the examination of any subject whatsoever. The Captains Regent are

obliged by centuries-old custom to take up that subject in the Great and General
Council during their term in office.

Executive authority is exercised by the 11-member Congress of State (the Cabi-

net), composed of two Captains Regent and nine members chosen by the Great and
General Council. The Captains Regent are elected by the Council from among its

members for 6-month terms. Their functions are largely honorary, although they
also preside over meetings of the Council and the Congress and are empowered to

propose legislation and to represent San Marino in its foreign relations. The Cap-
tains Regent are assisted by three Secretaries of State (Foreign Affairs, Internal Af-

fairs, and Finance) and by several additional secretaries entrusted with specific

portfolios.

The Congress of State is composed of executives who head the various administra-

tive departments of the Government. These posts are divided among the parties that

form the coalition Government. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs has come
to assume many of the prerogatives of a prime minister.

Membership in the Great and General Council is based on proportional represen-

tation and is selected from nominee lists submitted by the political parties. Voting
is open to all citizens 18 years of age or older. Women gained the right to vote in

the early 1960's, voting in national elections for the first time in 1964.

Elections in San Marino are free and fair. Elections are held every 5 years unless

the Great and General Council votes to dissolve itself and hold early elections.

There are 4 parties in the Parliament, allowing the voters to choose from multiple

candidates. There are no impediments to women participating in government or pol-

itics since the passage of a 1973 law eliminating all restrictions. In 1974 the first

woman was elected to the Great and General Council. Since then, women have
served in the Council as Secretary of State for Internal Affairs and as Captain Re-

gent.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation of Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are no domestic human rights organizations, although there are no govern-

ment impediments to the formation of such organizations. The (jovernment has de-

clared itself open to investigations of alleged abuses by outsiders, but there have
been no known requests of such a nature from international organizations.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Discrimination based on race, sex, religion, language, or social status is not toler-

ated by the law or by the Government.
Refugees resettled in San Marino and other foreigners are eligible to apply for

San Marino citizenship only after 30 years of residence.

Several laws provide specifically for equality of women and equal pay. A San
Marinese woman who marries a foreigner, however, may not transmit citizenship
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to her husband or children, althoufl^ a San Marinese man in the same situation
does transmit citizenship to both wile and children.

Discrimination against women is social and traditional. However, women recently
have entered in signiflcant numbers into fields previously dominated by men, in-
cluding law and medicine.

Violence against women is unusual, and women are protected by law in these
cases. A national commission on women's rights in the law was disbanded (after the
passage of favorable laws by the Great and General Council in the 1970's and
1980's) as it was believed there was no further need for it. Women's branches of the
Political parties have all been integrated into the mainstream party oi^anizations.
fomen hold important positions in the various parties.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—AU workers in San Marino (except the military but
including police forces) are free to form and join unions. There are two trade union
federations: the Democratic Federation of San Marinese Workers (affiliated with the
International Confederation of Free Trade Unions), which has about 2,500 workers;
and the General Federation of Labor with about 2,400 workers. Union members rep-
resent approximately 50 percent of the country's work force (10,000 San Marinese,
or 12,000 including Italian workers).
Trade unions eire independent from the (Jovemment. Formally, they are also inde-

pendent from political parties. Political parties have close ties with and exercise
strong infiuence on trade unions.
Except for the military establishment, all categories of workers have the right to

strike, including the civil police. No strikes have occurred in the last 3 years.
Unions may Treely join international labor federations. Since 1961 trade unions

have been legally recognized by a law which sets the minimum conditions (member-
ship number and number of federations affiliated) for their establishment.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Collective bargaining is recog-
nized and protected by the law. The law includes the prohibition of antiunion dis-
crimination by employers, and effective mechanisms exist to resolve complaints. Col-
lective bargaining is freely practiced throughout the country; the collective bargain-
ing agreements are published in the Government's bulletin and have the force of
law. Negotiations are freely conducted, and the presence of government ofiicials
(usually from the Labor and Industry Departments) is often requested by the unions
and the employers' association. For the last several years, all complaints have been
resolved amicably by a "conciliatory conmuttee" composed of judges and government
officials.

There are no export processing zones.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Forced or compulsory labor is pro-

hibited by law and does not exist in practice.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum working age of 16
years is strictly enforced by tne Ministry of Labor and Cooperation, and there are
no exceptions.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The legal minimum wage assures a decent liv-

ing for a worker and family. According to trade unions, wages are generally higher
than the minimum wage.
The legal workweek in the public administration is 36 hours. In industiy and pri-

vate business it is 37Vi hours. At least 24 hours a week are dedicated to rest among
all categories of workers. Trade unions report no problems on this issue.
According to trade unions, San Marino has had advanced legislation on health

and safety standards since 1987. However, the enforcement to date has been weak,
due to employer resistance in some industries.

SERBIA/MONTENEGRO*

The dissolution of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, which began in
1991, was completed in 1992 with international recognition of the independence of
three of the former Yugoslav republics (Slovenia, Croatia, and Bosnia and
Herzegovina). On April 27, Serbia and Montenegro, two of the remaining constituent
repubfics of the former Yugoslavia, proclaimed tne establishment of thefederal Re-
piiblic of Yugoslavia" (FRY) and promulgated a new constitution. The international
community rejected the FRYs claim to be the sole successor of the former Yugo-
slavia, and Yugoslav participation was suspended in the United Nations General

The United States does not recognize the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia.
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Assembly and the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE). This
section of the Countiy Reports addresses human n^ts within the territory of Ser-
bia/Montenegro. Serbian responsibility for human ri^ts abuses on the territory of
Bosnia and Herzegovina —abuses characterized by a scale and level of sheer cru-

elty, brutality, and killing rarely equalled in this century—are addressed in tiie

Country Report on Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Elections were held in May for delegates to the bicamend Federal Assembly. The

democratic opposition in SeAia and Montenegro boycotted the elections, which the
CSCE denounced as unfair and illegitimate. In June the Assembly, controlled by the
Socialist Party of Serbia (SPS), selected as Federal President Dobrica Cosic, a
prominent Serbian writer known for his nationalist views. In July a Serbian-Amer-
ican businessman, Milan Panic, was named Federal Prime Minister and formed a
Government that included some respected opposition ^ures. Real power remained
in the hands of the President of the Republic of Serbia and SPS leader Slobodan
Milosevic, who led the Serbian bloc in usurping the authority of the Federal Presi-

dency in October 1991. Accusing Federal President Cosic and Prime Minister Panic
of betraying Serbian interests, President Milosevic used his party's dominance over
the FRY Assembly to water down democratic reforms, delay new federal and repub-
lic elections, and ensure continued support for militaiy aggression in Bosnia and
Herzegovina.

Federal, republic, and local elections which were held on December 20, 1992,
failed to meet international standards for a free and fair democratic process. In the
preelection period in Serbia, the ruling Socialist Parly of Slobodan Milosevic used
state-run television and radio for its own advantage and to the disadvantage of the
opposition. On election day, voter lists were found to have been manipulated so that
many eligible voters were excluded; procedures for ballot secrecy and ballot security

were inadequate, and other irregularities occurred. Milosevic retained complete con-

trol over Serbian republic police, who in October seized federal police headquarters
and did not relinquish it despite a court order to do so. Althou^ the Army of Yugo-
slavia (VJ), successor to the old Yugoslav National Army, (JNA), under the joint

command of the Federal, Serbian, and Montenegrin presidents, ostensibly remained
outside politics, its position was made clear in an interview just before the Decem-
ber election, when a senior Yugoslav Army general said that no Serbian general
would serve as Minister of Defense in a government led by opposition candidate
Milan Panic.
On January 2, 1992, Federal/Serbian and Croatian authorities signed a United

Nations-brokered cease-fire, the Vance Plan, which provided for the introduction of
U.N. peacekeeping forces (UNPROFOR) in Serb-controUed areas of Croatia (approxi-

mately one-third of Croatia's territory) and withdrawal of JNA forces. This resolved

the fluting, during the last 6 months of 1991, between Croatian forces and the
JNA, which had intervened on the side of militant Serbs opposed to Croatian inde-

pendence.
During the war in Croatia, JNA soldiers and Serbian paramilitary forces were

stationed throughout neighboring Bosnia and Herzegovina. When sporadic outbursts
of violence there escalated into mil-scale war in April 1992 as Serbian nationalists

attempted to establish an independent state witmn Bosnia and Herzegovina, the
JNA armed Bosnian Serb irregulars and fought on behalf of Serbian forces until its

nominal withdrawal in mid-May. At that time, federal and republic authorities

claimed that the 80 percent of the personnel of the JNA in Bosnia who were
Bosnian Serbs were free to remain in Bosnia and Herzegovina to fight. The approxi-

mately 80,000 "volunteers" who "left" the JNA formed the core of tne newly formed
Serbian Army of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The federal and Serbian authorities con-

tinued to provide fuel and other forms of support.
Because of the role of Serbia/Montenegro in the Bosnian war, the UJJ. Security

Council imposed broad miUtary and economic sanctions on Serbia/Montenegro on
May 30, aimed at forcing compliance with U.N. Resolution 752, which called for an
immediate cease-fire and an end to ethnic oppression in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
After the London International Conference on the Former Yugoslavia in August,
Federal President Cosic and Prime Minister Panic for the first time condemned the
practice of "ethnic cleansing," the brutal and systematic practice of forcing members
of one ethnic group to leave their homes by any means necessary, including murder
and the razing of villages. They also fulfilled the federal commitment under the
Vance Plan for the JNA's withdrawal from Croatia and began a dialog with Cro-
atian and Bosnian leaders on mutual recognition. Although federal officials prom-
ised a crack-down on Serbian nationalist paramilitaiy groups that were intimidating

minorities in Serbia/Montenegro and fignting in Bosnia and Herzegovina, federal

authorities arrested only a handful of paramilitary figures and did not confront the
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most notorious ones who were thought to have special links to Serbian President
Milosevic.
The disastrous economic policies of the Serbian Government, the cost of the wars

in Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, and the effects of international sanctions
produced a massive economic crisis in Serbia/Montenegro. Many essential commod-
ities were in short supply, and foreign trade was at a standstill. An estimated 60
to 80 percent of the work force was either unemployed or on mandatory leave, and
hypennJlation amounting to 20,000 percent in 1992 destroyed the value of the cur-

rency.
Serbian police under President Milosevic's control extensively, brutally, and sys-

tematically violated human rights in the Serbian province of Kosovo, continuing the
pattern oi gross human ri^ts violations and systematic repression of Kosovo's ma-
jority Albanian population. Serbian authorities maintained complete control over all

aspects of political, economic, social, and cultural Ufe. The police routinely and sys-

tematically carried out arbitrary arrests of Albanians, and police torture and brutal
beatings during interrogations resulted in a number of deaths; those responsible
were not prosecuted. Serbian nationalists and paramilitary groups, encouraged by
the Milosevic regime, used threats and violence to intimidate minorities—Muslims
in the Sandzak area, Croats and Hungarians living in Vqjvodina, and ethnic Alba-
nians in Kosovo—resulting in disappearances and deaths. Ethnic Serbian and Mon-
tenegrin democratic opposition leaders were routinely denied fair access to govern-
ment-controlled mass media and subjected to acts of intimidation. The Milosevic-
dominated Serbian Assembly adopted laws restricting freedom of assembly and uni-
versity autonomy. Freedom of press and speech are guaranteed by law but in prac-

tice not respected.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—Political violence in Serbia/
Montenegro resulted primarily from efforts by Serbian authorities to suppress other
ethnic groups. Leaders of minority communities centered in Vqjvodina, Sandzak,
and Kosovo reported that violence by the authorities or by Serbian paramilitary
groups was intended to intimidate non-Serbs into leaving Serbia and Montenegro
and ultimately to achieve the "ethnic cleansing" of these republics.
One of a number of extrajudicial killings trak place in tne village of Hrtkovci, in

Vqjvodina, where one ethnic Croat was killed, apparently by Serbian nationalists
carrying out "ethnic cleansing" in the village, and an ethnic Serb accused of fading
his non-Serbian neighbors was also attacked. In August, at the insistence of federal
authorities, the Hrtkovci mayor and a local Serbian paramilitary leader, together
with three other men, were charged in connection with violence in the village.

In the Sandzak, Muslim leaders alleged that several unsolved murders of ethnic
Muslims were politically motivated, including those of Selim Sejfic near Novi Pazar
on October 15 and of Berbo Ramo near Pnboj on August 26, the latter allegedly
killed by members of the Serbian "White Eagles" paranuUtary group. In October two
Muslim men were killed in Belgrade (Ismet Bektasevic on Octooer 14 and Ibro
Hajrovic on October 17), and Muslim leaders claimed their deaths also were con-
nected to a campaign to intimidate Muslims into leaving Serbia. On December 8,
a hand grenade exploded at a mosque in Belgrade. Two Muslim patients abducted
from the Priboj hospital in July were later found murdered across the border in
Bosnia, in an area controlled by Serbian paramilitary forces.

In Kosovo at least 15 ethnic Albanians died at the hands of police during 1992.
None of the incidents were investigated by the authorities, nor were the poucemen
involved in the killings indicted. In a well-documented case in mid-December 1992,
Adem Zeqiaj was severely beaten by policemen in the police station of Ponosnec.
When taken to a hospital, he was reported to have been in a state of shock, his kid-
neys had almost stopped functioning, and he suffered from internal bleeding. He
died the following day, reportedly from kidney insufiiciency. However, the Director
of the Institute oi Forensics, who was unwilling to give international observers de-
tails of the cause of death, denied that the victim's kidneys had been damaged. An
international human rights organization reported two deaths as the result of inju-
ries sustained during interrogations. Although the families of both victims requested
investigations of these killings, the Government did not respond. Kosovo Albanian
sources reported at least two other deaths as the result of police raids on the vil-

lages of Lesan and Ladrovic. In the latter case, police claimed one of the dead had
committed a crime. A number of Albanian citizens were killed by Serbian/Montene-
grin border guards in the vicinity of the border with Albania under circumstances
suggesting excessive use of force.
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b. Disappearance.—Serbian paramilitary forces and nationalist groups are largely

responsible for numerous disappearances of Muslims. In October Serbian para-

military forces kidnaped 17 Muslims who were traveling between the village of

Sjeverin and the town of Priboj in Serbia's Sandzak region on a section of road that

passes through Bosnian territory. Although Serbian republic police and federal army
units were subsequently dispatched to the area and two persons were arre^d, the

fate of the abducted Muslims remained unknown. Two men disappeared from the

predominantly Muslim district of Rozaje, Montenegro, after being forcibly mobilized

into the VJ in August, according to their parents, who were refused information on
their sons' whereabouts by military officials. On May 20, Seiko Kubat, a refugee

from Bosnia, was arrested in Sutomore, Montenegro. After 4 days in detention, he
was moved to an unknown location, according to his wife, who believes he may have

been turned over to the Serbian Democratic Party (SDS) in Bosnia, to be offered

in a prisoner exchange there.

c. Torture, and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.^^

Federal law prohibits torture, but there were numerous reports of severe beatings

of persons in detention, most frequently involving ethnic Albanians in Kosovo.

Among the hundreds of victims of such abuse were the Secretary of the Council for

the Defense of Human Rights and Freedoms and a member of the Executive Board
of the Kosovo Helsinki Committee. In many cases, police inflicted beatings on citi-

zens in the street, in fiiU public view. Although defense lawvers demonstrated that

19 Albanian youths were beaten while being held in pretrial detention, no police or

prison officials were prosecuted for the beatings. During demonstrations in Pristina

and other Kosovo towns in October, police used tear gas and truncheons against

geaceful ethnic Albanian demonstrators, and a number of people were injured (see

ection 2.b.). Police also beat ethnic Turks in Prizren for participating in a peaceful

demonstration and arrested and beat a German citizen observing the demonstra-

tion.

In Sandzak, several cases were reoorted in which army reservists and Serbian

Saramilitary members beat ethnic Muslims, including one incident near Tutin in

[ay in which an 85-year-old man was beaten.

Prison conditions are harsh. A citizen of Albania, arrested on suspicion that he
was traveling to Croatia to join the military forces there, was badly beaten while

incarcerated at the prison in Sremska Mitrovica. In women's prisons, iiunates were

reported to be forced to stand or sit on the concrete floor from 5:30 a.in. to 9:00 p.m.;

they were fed twice daily, allowed two 10-minute exercise periods (with handcuffs),

and permitted two bathroom breaks daily. Men's prisons are reported to be crowded

with meagre rations.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Federal law permits detainees to be ar-

rested without a warrant and held incommunicado up to 3 days without charge or

access to a defense attorney. After this period, a suspect must be turned over to an
investigating judge, who may order a 30-day extension of investigative detention.

The courts may extend this period an additional 5 months before charges must be

brought. During investigative detention, detainees have theoretical access to a law-

yer, althou^ in practice they often do not.

Arbitrary arrest continued to occur frequently in Kosovo in 1992. Ethnic Alba-

nians were frequently detained for as long as 2 months for peacefully exercising

their rights to freedom of expression, association, and assembly- Among those ar-

rested were the Chairman of the Albanian Teachers' Association, who was detained

in August and held for over 2 months, and the Vice President of the Democratic

Alliance of Kosovo (LDK), who was detained in June. No charges were filed in either

case. Mass arrests occurred in June when the Albanians attempted to convene the

assembly of the self-proclaimed "Kosovo Republic," in September when they at-

tempted to enter public schools without accepting the education program mandated

by the Serbian (Jovernment, and in October when they organized a mass education

protest.
o. •

For harassment with the intention of provoking departure and exile, see Section

l.g.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The court system comprises local, district, and su-

preme courts at the republic level, and a Federal Supreme Court to which republic

Supreme Court decisions may be appealed. There is also a miUtary court system.

According to the federal Constitution, the Federal Constitutional Court rules on the

constitutionality of laws and regulations, relying on the republic authorities to en-

force its rolings. The Federal Criminal Code of the former Yugoslavia still applies,

but until the new Federal Constitutional Court is established, republic constitu-

tional courts in effect have the final say on federal law. The Federal Assembly

blocked efforts by the Federal President and his Government to establish a new con-
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stitutional court under the new FRY Constitution. The result is that the constitu-

tionality of federal laws cannot be contested effectively.

Under federal law, defendants have the right to be present at their trials and to

have an attorney, at public expense if needed. The defense, however, is sometimes
restricted in the time allowed to prepare its case. Both the defendant and the pros-

ecutor may appeal the verdict. Trie judiciary is not free of political influence or of
ethnic bias.

As the army became embroiled on the side of Serbian forces in ethnic violence in
Croatia and Bosnia, thousands of Serbian and Montenegrin citizens refused military
service. In addition to direct legal sanctions, those who resisted conscription or mo-
bilization were sometimes fired from their jobs. According to Muslim leaders in the
Sandz^, criminal proceedings were being conducted against 2,000 ethnic Muslims
who refused military service.

Between March and July, many Croatian prisoners of war (POW's) were charged
with war crimes in military courts. Some of these were tried and found guilty. Many
had confessed to crimes after being beaten, and some defendants were not provided
with competent defense counsel. A military court in Belgrade sentenced four Croats
to death and seven others to long prison terms for crimes allegedly committed dur-
ing the 3-month siege of Vukovar. The FRY Constitution does not allow for the
death penalty, but tne Croats were tried under a law of the former Yugoslavia,
which does. Most Croatian POW's, including those sentenced for war crimes, were
released in a prisoner exchange negotiated by Prime Minister Panic under Inter-

nationed Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) auspices. At year's end, talks on ex-
changing the remaining POW's between Croatia and ^rbia/Montene^ro were
stalled by the fact that some Croatian POW's had been convicted by a civil court
on diarges of terrorism.
When Kosovo's status as a separate federal unit was annulled in 1989, provincial

courts in Kosovo were abolished. Only a handful of ethnic Albanian judges remain
at the district or appellate level in Kosovo. In the case of 19 Albanians sentenced
in Pec from 1 to 7 years under Federal Criminal Code Articles 136 (association for
hostUe activities) and 135 (endangering the territorial integrity of Yugoslavia), the
judge, contrary to the Penal Code, did not carry out the investigation of the alleged
crimes but turned it over to state prosecutors, and defense attorneys were not al-

lowed to be present during the interrogation of their clients or to examine evidence
before the indictment was nanded down. Albanian human rights groups report there
are at least 17 Albanian political prisoners in Kosovo sentenced to terms ranging
from 5 to 20 years.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Federal
law gives republic Ministries of Interior sole control over the decision to monitor po-
tential criminal activities, a power they routinely abused. Authorities continued to
monitor opposition and dissident activity, eavesdropped on conversations, read mail,
and tapped telephones. Although the law includes restrictions on searches, these
safeguards were often ignored, particularly in Kosovo.
In Kosovo, police searches were accompanied by indiscriminate use of force. Fol-

lowing an incident in Glogovac in which a Serbian policeman was killed, the police
conducted house-to-house searches and entered and vandalized a number of Alba-
nian shops, allegedly in order to collect evidence related to this murder.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—While the Governments of Serbia and Montenegro insisted they were not in-

volved in the war in Croatia in 1991 or the subsequent war in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, they were, in fact, deeply involved in the extensive and egregious vio-

lations of humanitarian law and human decency in the Bosnian war committed by
JNA and Serbian paramilitary forces there. They armed the Serbian forces in botn
Republics through the JNA, their citizens participated in the wars as members of
paramilitary formations with government sanction, and they permitted JNA regular
troops to remain in Bosnia after May in the renamed "Serbian Army" there. In addi-
tion, they continued to supply the Bosnian Serb forces with fuel, food, and other
suppUes, even while these items were in critically short supply in their own repub-
lics. They have not prosecuted personnel who appear to have been involved in war
crimes. The unspeakable human rights violations in Bosnia and Herzegovina are de-
scribed more fully in the report on that country.
Members of etnnic minorities in Serbia were frequently subject to intimidation,

with the goal of provoking the emigration of non-Serbs. The military and the police
did not interfere with or try to prevent paramilitary forces and other extreme na-
tionalists from carrying out numerous attacks and harassment against minorities
designed to drive them from their homes. In Vojyodina, paramilitary groups associ-
ated with such extremist groups as the Seii>ian Radical Party (SRS), led by Vojislav
Seselj, openly threatened Croats, Ruthenians, Hungarians, and others and waged a
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campaign to replace the non-Serbian population with Serbian reiiigees from Croatia

and Bosnia.
In Sandzak, ethnic Muslims were harassed by paramilitary forces and by army

reservists. In the districts of Priboj (Serbia) and Pljevlja (Montenegro), in particular,

Muslims were pressured to emigrate. Beginning in May, numerous bombings of

businesses and nomes owned by Muslims were reported in Pljevlja; Muslim leaders

claimed there were 32 such incidents by Septeinber. In August Montenegrin au-

thorities arrested the local SRS leader and some of his followers in Pljevlja oecause

of their paramilitary activities. Serbian paramilitary members who were arrested in

the Serbian town of Priboj by Serbian police in connection with the October kidnap-

ing and disappearance of 17 Muslims from a bus near Priboj were released from
custody, ^though the VJ has now agreed to provide villagers from the area with

protection when they travel to and from Priboj, it has not moved against the

paramilitaries.
In Kosovo, a village near Pristina that recently had an estimated 700 Croatian

families now has 100. In 1991 young men fled because of possible mobilization into

the JNA, then at war in Croatia. In response to searches by Serbian authorities

looking for draft resisters and intimidation by paramilitary groups, villagers began
emigrating.
The Serbian Government's actions in summarily firing local law enforcement and

judicial personnel and replacing them with ethnic Serbian officials, often from out-

side the area, had the effect of withdrawing the protection of the law from targeted

ethnic communities. Members of the ethnic Hungarian community in Vojvodina, for

example, have no confidence that threats against their lives and property will be

investigated because the new police officials normally fail to take any action when
called in. Members of an ethnic Hungarian family received murder threats from an
ethnic Serb wishing to buy their new home. Based on the experience of friends and
neighbors, they beSeved that the authorities would make no efibrt to protect them
and therefore succumbed to this intimidation.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Press and Speech.—^Although existing laws in Serbia and
Montenegro provide for freedom of speech and press, it is not respected in practice.

Media institutions are oi^anized and run under laws and guidelines established by
the two republic (Joveroments. The print media are subject to varying degrees of

government influence, although a few publications (particularly low-circulation

weeklies such as Vreme and Monitor) are highly critical of the (Jovemments of Ser-

bia and Montenegro. Both (Jovemments kept a firm grip on radio and television and
used them for propaganda purposes. Republic authorities use provisions of the Fed-

eral Criminal Code to restrict freedom of speech.

The laws under which Kosovo Albanians were charged because of political activi-

ties were most frequently Serbian Criminal Code Article 216, "Inciting to Resist-

ance" (punishable by imprisonment of 1 to 5 years), and Federal Criminal Code Arti-

cles 134, "Spreading of Ethnic Hatred" (6 months to 5 years), and 136, "Association

for niegal Activity" (up to 3 years). In addition, the leader of the Muslim Party of

Democratic Action (SDA) in April was sentenced to 6 months' imprisonment on
charges of spreading disinformation, inciting ethnic intolerance, and disturbing the

peace.
Montenegrin radio and television (RTV Montenegro) is controlled by the Govern-

ment and serves as its mouthpiece. In January 1992, Serbia implemented a new law

on radio and television, whicn consolidated control over government-run radio and
television (RTV) organizations in Belgrade, Pristina, and Novi Sad under the frame-

work of a new entity, Serbian Radio-Television (RTV Serbia). This consolidation in-

stituted government editorial control over all news programming. The most popular

evening news broadcast, produced by TV Belgrade, was used to present the ISerbian

Government's point of view on all issues. For example, broadcasts often featured

lengthy scenes of mutilated corpses presented as alleged Serbian victims of

"Ustasha" (a reference to World War II Croatian Fascists) or "Muslim fundamental-

ists."

Coverage of the Bosnian conflict was so one-sided that the independent daily,

Borba, accused TV Belgrade journalists of encouraging revenge and "ethnic cleans-

ing." As the December election campaign heated up, the attacks by TV Bel^ade and
TV Novi Sad against independent journalists, opposition parties, and ethnic minori-

ties became ever more scurrilous. For example, Borba and Vreme were accused of

enabling "slaughters in which tens of thousands of people died." The TV's nightly

commentaries ranged from accusing unnamed, but still readily identifiable, local

journalists as traitors in service to Bonn and Washington to charging that the Hun-
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garians in Voivodina wished the return of fascism and planned to rename a square
in the town of Subotica for Hitler.

Serbian authorities tightened control over Radio Belgrade, purging respected jour-

nalists from senior editorial positions. The ruling party also applied pressure
through the local government to replace key personnel in order to rein in the pub-
licly owned but independent-minded Radio Pancevo, located in a suburb of Belgrade.
Other independent electronic media, including Studio B Radio and Television, B—
92 Radio, and TV Politika, continued to broadcast but do not reach beyond the sub-
urbs of Belgrade. The Serbian Government used its control over fretpencies to re-

strict licenses to new, independent broadcasters and to threaten existing stations

(B-92, for example, has yet to receive a license for its frequency). The Serbian Gov-
ernment also set a frequency fee schedule that, if put into effect, would force most
private broadcasters into bankruptcy.
When regional electronic media showed independence, the Serbian Government

took steps to bring them under control. In Vojvodina, TV Novi Sad imposed tighter
editorial restrictions on its Hungarian-language service. At least 10 employees re-

signed during August and September because of pressure and interference from gov-
ernment-appointed managers. In Subotica, an ethnically mixed city, the Govern-
ment refused to renew the "experimental" broadcast license of a local radio station.

Government pressure on the independent Pan Radio in Novi Sad, resulted in key
personnel changes that curbed its independent editorial line.

The Serbian Government exerted strong but less direct influence over the print

media, although emboldened by the accession of Federal President Cosic and Fed-
eral Prime Minister Panic, newspapers thereafter took a more critical stance toward
the Milosevic regime. Unhappy with changes in key editorial positions, the Serbian
Government moved in July to convert the Politika publishing house, the most influ-

ential in Serbia, into a public enterprise but backed down in the face of strong nega-
tive public reaction. The independent daily, Borba, was hampered by high costs, a
weak economy, and a sanctions-related shortage of spare parts and newsprint. The
Serbian Government controlled the sole local producer of newsprint. The same was
true of the independent weekly, Vreme, the Novi Sad Hungarian-language daily,

Ma^ar Szo, and the recently founded Novi Sad weekly, Novosadski Indeks. In fact,

the nigh cost of newspapers and the weakness of the Serbian economy greatly re-

duced circulation—and therefore the influence—of all newspapers and magazines, to

the benefit of television and radio. Pressures hy the Serbian Government discour-
aged businesses from placing advertisements with private publications and private
radio and television stations.

In Montenegro, the major daily, Pobjeda, remained firmly in progovemment
hands. The only independent news publication, The Weekly Monitor, continued to

reach a significant but small audience. In May a Monitor journalist was given a sus-
pended sentence of 8 months for making the President and Prime Minister of
Montenegro "objects of public ridicule" by alleging that they had abused their offices

for personal financial gain. He was charged under the Communist-era statute pro-
hibiting criticism of government leaders. Other part-time Monitor journalists were
fired from their jobs at Montenegrin Radio and Television.

In the Kosovo region, the only local television service was TV Pristina, an affiliate

of the government-controlled TV Serbia. Although the primary Albanian-language
daily, Rilindja, was closed in 1990, other publications of the Rilindja publishing
house, such as the newspaper Bujku, provided an alternative source of information
in Albanian to the progovemment, Serbian-language daily, Jedinstvo. On several oc-

casions, however, Bujku was unable to publish because of difficulty in obtaining
newsprint. In order to control Rilindja publications, the Serbian Government de-
clared both Jedinstvo and Rilindja operations bankrupt, shut down their operations
for 10 days, and moved to establish a public corporation to manage the operations
of both, including the Jedinstvo printing press.

Both local and international journalists were harassed and intimidated. Right-
wing politicians publicly referred to independent journalists as "traitors." One West-
em reporter, singled out for criticism by TV Belgrade, subsequently received a num-
ber of threatening telephone calls. Another journalist representing a foreign publica-
tion was shot and slightly wounded, while other foreign journalists were harassed.
While the Serbian Government denied any involvement m these activities, it cam-
paigned actively to convince its citizens that foreign joumabsts formed part of an
international conspiracy against Serbia. At year's end, local journalists working for

foreign media received calls from the Serbian Ministry of the Interior asking why
they worked for foreigners and suggesting that they might like to come in for an
interview.

Representatives of news media from other former Yugoslav republics were also
harassed. In May armed men from the Serbian News Agency (SRNA) operated by
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Bosnian Serb insurgents seized the Belgrade ofiices of the Sarajevo daily news-
{)aper, Oslobodjenje. Despite a court decision finding the seizure illegal, Serbian po-

ice did nothing to overturn the illegal occupation of these oflices.

Activists in political groups opposed to war or to nationalist extremism in Serbia
and Montenegro received death threats and were subjected to other harassment.
In Montenegro a warrant remains in effect for the arrest of the Vice President

of the PEN Club there, Jevrem Brkovic. He is charged with "inciting ethnic and reli-

gious hatred," because of an open letter he wrote in 1991, apologizing to Bosnians
for the behavior of Montenegrin reservists in Herzegovina. Tlie authorities ordered
the immediate arrest and pretrial detention of Brkovic, who sought refuge in Cro-

atia and remained there through 1992.

Serbia's government-controlled media were highly critical of Belgrade University

at the time of antigovemment demonstrations in June and July, in which professors

and students played a prominent role. The Serbian Assembly (legislature) subse-

quently passed a new universities law, significantly curtailing the independence of
universities and increasing political control over management and personnel policies

through the republic Education Ministry. In Kosovo, Serbia's sweeping purge of Al-

banian faculty and administrators and associated measures have effectively denied
university education to most ethnic Albanians. The Albanian community chose to

educate many elementary and all secondary school students privately rather than
accept the curriculum imposed by Belgrade. Ethnic Albanianteachers and students
attempted to conduct Albanian-curricmum classes in public school buildings at the
beginning of the 1992/93 school year but were barred by police.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Although Serbian authorities

permitted opposition parties in most of Serbia to organize demonstrations with ad-

vance authorization, in Kosovo they sharply restricted freedom of assembly. Anti-

Milosevic opposition parties held a series of demonstrations in Belgrade and other
cities, beginning on June 28, with which the authorities generally <£d not interfere.

Following the demonstrations, however, the Serbian Assembly passed legislation

banning political demonstrations in front of public buildings, where peaceful pro-

tests had previously been held. The legislation also discouraged the organization of

demonstrations by requiring an (unspecified) cash deposit in advance to cover the

costs to municipal authorities for sanitation and possible damages.
In Kosovo, virtually any gathering of ethnic Albanians was likely to be broken up

on the pretext that the gathering had separatist aims or did not receive prior police

permission. In June Serbian police surrounded a building in Pristina where Kosovo
Albanian leaders were planning to convene the "Kosova Republic Assembly" in defi-

ance of a Serbian government ban, and some leaders were detained. In October Al-

banians held 2 days of protests over the closing of schools. On the first day, Serbian
police arrested and beat demonstrators in Pec, Prizren, and Klina, while on the sec-

ond day, police used tear gas and truncheons to disperse protestors in Pristina.

The federal law against association for hostile activities was used to prosecute
ethnic Albanians who advocated independence for Kosovo. The Serbian election law
denies registration to any party that does not accept the territorial integrity of Ser-

bia, a provision aimed at Albanian political parties, almost all of which nave sought
separate status for Kosovo. The Serbian Government lodged a motion to ban the
Muslim Party of Democratic Action (SDA) in December 1991. Although the Party
continued to function in 1992, the motion to ban it remained as a form of intimida-

tion.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^There are no legal restrictions on the practice of religion;

however, the rise of nationalism in Serbia and Montenegro was reflected in increas-

ingly intolerant attitudes in religious matters. In Serbia, a single school program
imposed throughout the Republic focused on the history of the Serbian people and
the development of Orthodox Christianity, a provocative development to ethnic mi-

norities practicing Islam, Roman Catholicism, and other faiths.

TTie authorities continued to block the Muslim community in Belgrade from build-

ing a mosque, since requests to build places of worship required changes in the

city's prescriptive "urban plan." In Sandzak, the Serbian Government refused to reg-

ister the Muslim charitable organization Merhamet, although it was allowed to

function unoflicially.

On at least two occasions, Serbian police in Kosovo harassed Roman Catholic Al-

banians who were attending religious services.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—The Constitution provides for freedom ofmovement. Exit visas are gen-

erally not required, except for travel to Albania, and passports are available to most
citizens of Serbia and Montenegro. Until May, citizens subject to mobilization had
to obtain permission from military authorities before a passport could be issued.
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Early in the Bosnian war, the Serbian authorities facilitated the work of Serbian
nationalists driving non-Sei4)s out of Bosnia. Transit camps were set up for Bosnian
Muslims in Vqjvoaina, and travel documents were rapidly issued allowing them to
proceed to other European countries. Some Muslim refugees said they were told by
authorities never to return to "Yugoslavia." This practice changed after the coun-
tries bordering Serbia refused to accept additional refugees. The U.N. High Commis-
sioner for Refugees reports a total of 433,000 refugees in Serbia who have come
from Croatia (162,000) and Bosnia (271,000). The majority are believed to be ethnic
Serbs displaced from their homes.
Ethnic Albanians in Kosovo and Montenegro were routinely harassed by police

and subjected to interrogation and searches when attempting to cross the border
with Albania. Border guards, in a number of cases, shot and killed Albanian citizens
in the vicinity of the border. Security oflicials claimed these individuals, in some
cases, were armed, which the Albanians denied.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Elections to the Federal Assembly and local government bodies were held on May
31. Most democratic opposition parties boycotted them, and international bodies re-

jected them as illegitimate. The 30-day period between the announcement of elec-
tions and election day was judged insufficient to allow political parties to organize
their campaigns and communicate their positions to the voters. In addition, govern-
ment control and manipulation of the principal news media, particularly state tele-

vision, made it impossible to hold a fair election.

Efforts by FRY President Cosic and Prime Minister Panic to hold new elections
at the federal and republic level were hindered by Milosevic's Socialist Party of Ser-
bia (SPS), which insisted on holding a referendum on whether Serbia should hold
elections (the referendum failed to draw the required majority of eligible voters), re-
fused to give up its control of RTV Serbia, and blocked opposition demands for a
straightforward system of proportional representation. Serbia eventually moved to
schedule elections for December 20 after decisions were taken to hold elections at
the federal level and in Montenegro. Anticipating the candidacy of Milan Panic, the
Serbian Assembly in November passed a law requiring candidates to have 1 year's
residence in Serbia. The Federal Election Commission twice tried to exclude Panic
from the ballot on that basis, although it was overruled by the courts. Officials re-
moved many names from electoral rolls, including many who had not voted in the
May 1992 elections, which the opposition boycotted. Procedures for reregistration
were cumbersome. In another example of misuse of the democratic process, Zeljko
Raznatovic, a Serb paramilitary leader and notorious criminal, better known as
"Arkan," was permitted to run for the Serbian Assembly from Kosovo. He was elect-

ed and wiU therefore enjoy immunity from prosecution.
Montenegro's Assembly adopted a new Constitution in October which contained

provisions to ensure representation for MusUm and ethnic Albanian minorities in
government institutions, but Muslim and Albanian political parties objected to the
Constitution as providing insufficient guarantees oi minority rijrfits. Other demo-
cratic opposition parties refused to participate in drafting the Constitution, given
the government party's dominance in the republic Assembly and its ability to over-
ride alternative views. On November 14, a Montenegrin opposition party convoy was
blocked by an armed paramilitary unit wearing Serbian insignia from reaching a
party rally in Bijelo Polje in the Montenegrin portion of the Sandzak. Again on No-
vember 18, leaders of an opposition party attempted the same trip with the same
result.

In Kosovo, ethnic Albanians boycotted elections, leaving the Serbian minority in
control of local government and the Albanians without representation in the Federal
and Republic Assemblies. Albanians instead held their own elections, which were
not recognized by the international community or the Serbian Republic, for the pres-
idency and parliament of a self-proclaimed "Kosova RepubUc" in May. While Serbian
police set up checkpoints and tne balloting had to be conducted in secret, the au-
thorities did not attempt to prevent the vote entirely. Police did prevent the assem-
bly that was elected from meeting in June and arrested several deputies, one of
whom received a 60-day sentence.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The Serbian Government frequently prohibited investigation of alleged human
rights violations by domestic organizations. For example, Kosovo Albanian human
rights monitors were stopped at a roadblock in Pec in June, were taken to a police
station, and beaten after numan rights material was found in their car.
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The Governments of Serbia and Montenegro formally maintained they had no ob-

jection to international bodies conducting human rights investigations on their terri-

tories. The Federal Government was more forthcoming in its dealings with inter-

national bodies, and a Federal Ministry of Minority and Human Rights Affairs was
created, headed by a widely respected human rights advocate. The new Ministry
lacked the authority to investigate and correct human ri^ts abuses, as real oower
(and, in some cases, formal authority) rested with the Serbian Government. Many
international groups sent missions to the two republics, and in September, the

CSCE, with the Federal Government's cooperation, established a Icng-auration mis-

sion to Kosovo, Sandzak, and Voivodina to monitor and investigate minority and
human rights issues. After an earlier visit to Belgrade, U.N. Special Human Kights
Rapporteur Tadeusz Mazowiecki visited Kosovo in October and reported on the

gross violations of the human rights of the Albanian population there. In a 1992 re-

6ort, an international human rights group described the human rights situation in

[osovo as deteriorating to the extent that civil war was considered a real possibility.

In practice, obstacles were placed in the way of human rights investigations in

Serbia by republic authorities. A staff member of an international human rights or-

ganization was robbed in Belgrade of documents, including the testimony and
names and addresses of contacts. Two U.S. election observers visiting Kosovo for the

May assembly elections were detained at gunpoint and held for 90 minutes.

TTie findings and recommendations of human rights groups invariably elicited a

defensive response from the Seri)ian Government, which, instead of taking measures
to stop abuses on its own territory, referred to abuses it claimed were suffered by
ethnic Serbs elsewhere.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race. Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Federal and republic laws guarantee equal rights to all citizens, regardless of eth-

nic group, religion, language, or social status. However, the ethnic minorities of the

FRY (that is, those who are neither Serb nor Montenegrin) suffered discrimination

in employment, education, housing, and other respects, in addition to the egregious

abuses described in previous sections of this report. For example, in the Subotica

district, Vojvodina, where ethnic Serbs make up about 15 percent of the population,

the directors of the vast majority of state enterprises are Serbs, appointed to their

positions by the Socialist Party of Serbia. In Sandzak, in the district of Tutin, whose
fiopulation is almost entirely ethnic Muslim, three of four school directors are Serbs,

n Kosovo, where Serbs constitute less than 10 percent of the population, virtually

all key positions in administration and the state sector of the economy are held by
Serbs.

Since 1989, tens of thousands of ethnic Albanians have been summarily dismissed

from their jobs. Among those dismissed were many physicians, teachers, and other

professionals in what amounted to an attempt to deprive the Kosovo Albanian com-
munity of its educated elite.

Federal and republic law prohibits discrimination against women; however, be-

cause of traditional attitudes, women have relatively limited access to senior posi-

tions in political or economic life. Women are entitled to equal pay for eqrual work;

maternity leave for employed women is granted, usually for 1 year and in some
cases for a longer period. Legal penalties for spouse abuse are the same as those

for assault on other persons, but the abused spouse must file a complaint, and this

is seldom done.
Gypsies have complained that they suffer discrimination in employment, social

services, and education.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Legally, all workers (except military personnel) are

entitled to form or join unions of their own choosing without prior authorization,

and this right is formally respected. Workers are no longer formally obligated to join

and pay dues to the official unions. However, the older progovemment union um-
brella organizations (the Council of Independent Trade Unions of Serbia—CITUS,
the Council of Independent Trade Unions of Montenegro—CITUM, and their federal

counterpart, the Council of Independent Trade Unions of Yugoslavia—CITUY) can

offer material benefits to members, such as preferential access to lower cost com-
modities from government reserves, that the fledgling independent unions are un-

able to match. Although statistics on the size of the organized work force are unreli-

able, the large bulk of Serbian and Montenegrin workers are probably members of

the semiofficial CITUS and CITUM. CITUS claims current membership of 1.8 mil-

lion workers, while the more loosely affiliated Serbian independent trade union or-

ganization (Nezavisnost) has between 80,000 and 200,000 members. There are re-

portedly no unions independent of CITUM in Montenegro.
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Since inid-1991, union activity has generally been at a reduced level, either out

of support for the Belgrade Government or due to fears of being perceived as dis-

loyal. As the economy also has continued to decline throughout 1992, independent
trade union leaders in particular have claimed workers are avoiding activism out
of fears for job security in extremely tou^ economic times.

The right to strike is recognized and was exercised by both the independent and
progovemment trade union organizations throu^out 1992. Serbian law requires a
30-day notification before striking, althou^ there are no reports of unions being
sanctioned for violating this provision in 1992. Strikes in the latter half of 1992 fo-

cused on demands for job security for the duration of U.N. economic sanctions

against Serbia and Montenegro, and for government-controlled wages to keep pace
with hyperinflation. Some unions also cafled for the resignation of the current Ser-

bian Government for failing to fulfill wage promises.
In Kosovo, the Independent Trade Unions of Kosovo (ITUK), formally recognized

by the Federal Government, continued to face huge obstacles at the local level in

representing a work foree that suffered from oflicial repression, repeated mass dis-

missals on ethnic grounds, and consequent massive unemployment. The ITUK re-

ceived significant support in October when the International Labor Organization
(ILX)) condemned the labor situation in Kosovo as "ethnic cleansing of the work
place" and demanded that all workers fired illegally from their jobs be reinstated

and compensated for lost wages.
Federal Prime Minister Panic requested the formation of a joint Albanian/Serbian

government working group to discuss this issue, but the Federal Government has
no authority to override Serbian government decisions. CITUS is well represented
in Kosovo and has taken over the oflices occupied by the Communist-era trade
union. According to ITUK, worker union fees deducted from paychecks are deposited
with CITUS, and benefits are only distributed to Serbian workers. Union fees from
ethnic Albanian woricers are all paid voluntarily by the workers. On the eve of the
attempted convening of the Albanian Kosovo Assembly in June, police raided the
ITUK offices and reportedly broke office equipment and confiscated printed mate-
rial.

b. The Right To Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^This right is guaranteed by
law, but Western-style collective bargaining has yet to take hold. Pending develop-

ment of economic reforms, plant management is not independent of the Government
nor an effective bargaining partner for the unions. Republic wage controls effectively

usurped the role of enterprises and the semioflicial Chambers of Economy. The re-

Eublic Governments promised that no workers would be discharged as a result of
r.N. economic sianctions and guaranteed that idled workers would receive an in-

come equal to 65 percent of their former wages. Some collective agreements were
negotiated with the Chambers of Economy but proved unsatisfactory for lack of the
Chambers' clear authority and management responsibility. Privatization of "social

property" is another problem in which the rights and interests of workers are not
well defined or understood.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced labor is prohibited by law
and is not known to occur.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum age for employment
is 16, although in villages and farm communities younger children often assist with
family agricultural obligations.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Minimum wages are guaranteed by the repub-
lic Governments, but delays and partial payments were pandemic throughout 1992.
In June the Governments of Serbia and Montenegro instituted strict wage controls,

with delayed monthly adjustments for rapidly increasing inflation. Massive unem-
ployment or underemployment due to both U.N.-mandated sanctions and internal
economic structural problems also reduced the number of families with two wage
earners. The minimum wage is insufficient to provide a worker and family a decent
living standard. The official workweek was listed as 42 hours, but many enterprises
and workers worked fewer hours for lack of raw materials. Formally, sick leave and
other benefits were generous. Federal and republic laws and regulations on occupa-
tional health and safety were adequate, although enforcement was reportedly lax.

SLOVENIA

Slovenia, formerly one of the constituent republics of the Socialist Federal Repub-
lic of Yugoslavia (SFRY), declared its independence from the SFRY on June 25,
1991. The Yugoslav National Army (JNA) attempted to prevent this action by force

but after 10 days of fighting agreed to a cease-fire ana withdrawal of JNA units
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from Slovenia. The United States recognized Slovenia as a sovereign state on April

7, 1992.
The Constitution adopted on December 23, 1991, proclaims that Slovenia is a

democratic republic governed by the rule of law. Slovenia has a multiparty system
with a mixed presicfential and parliamentary form of government. The President

serves as Chief of State and as commander-in-chief of the armed forces. The coali-

tion government of Prime Minister Lojze Peterle, formed in April 1990, fell in April

1992, and the State Assembly (legislature) confirmed a new coalition Government
headed by Janez Dmovsek on May 14. In the elections held on December 6, 1992,

Milan Kucan was elected President with 63.8 percent of the total vote. Janez
Dmovsek has been proposed as Prime Minister and is expected to be confirmed in

January 1993. In the multiparty parliamentary elections held at the same time, no

party won a clear majority. The three parties winning the most seats were the Lib-

eral Democratic Party with 22 percent, the Slovenian Christian Democrats with 15

percent, and the Associated List with 14 percent.

Police and security forces are under the control of the Ministry of the Interior,

which a civilian official heads. The security forces have been slower to adjust to the

democratic transition than other components of the Government. The armed forces

do not exercise civil police functions.

The Government is attempting to move from a largely state-owned economy to one
primarily based on private ownership. The collapse of the unified Yugoslav market
and a recession put serious strains on both labor and capital in Slovenia. Unemploy-
ment of 12 percent and the fall in industrial production of more than 20 percent

since 1990 struck hard at the relatively compact Slovenian economy. Inflation, how-

ever, was cut sharply in 1992, exports increased, and the new currency, introduced

in October 1991, remained stable. Nevertheless, unemployment and
underemployment continued to be major problems.

Human rights are generally well respected in Slovenia; however, the transition to

a democratic society and a free market economy has raised political and social ten-

sions, for example, on the issue of whether Communists and former Communists
should be allowed to continue in public life. Slovenia is also confronting decisions

regarding political activity, including dissent, and issues of minority rights.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—Unlawful killing instigated by offi-

cial organs or vigilante groups did not occur in 1992. In June, however, Ivan

Kramberger, a presidential candidate campaigning in Jurovksi Dol, was murdered
by a suspect who alleged personal motives lor the attack.

b. Disappearance.—There were no reports of politically motivated or government-

instigated disappearances.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

The Constitution prohibits torture and inhuman treatment, and such treatment is

not known to have occurred.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—The Constitution prohibits arbitrary ar-

rest or deprivation of liberty and requires that, on the detainee's request, the de-

taining authority must advise family or friends of the detention. A suspect may be

detained on the basis of a court decision and has the right to immediate legal coun-

sel of his choice. The suspect must be informed of the reason for his detention with-

in 24 hours and may appeal that decision, and the court must decide the appeal

within 48 hours. Such detention may not exceed 3 months, unless the Supreme
Court extends it for another 3 months. If not indicted, the suspect is released. These

rights and limitations are respected in practice. There is no exile.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The court system comprises local and district

courts, and the Supreme Court as the highest court in the State. The Constitution

states thatiudges are independent and fill their offices permanently, subject to an

age limit. They are elected by the State Assembly on the nomination of the Judicial

Council. The Council is composed of 11 members, 5 of whom are elected by the State

Assembly on the nomination of the President of the Republic, and the remaining

6 are sitting judges selected by their peers. The nine-member Constitutional Court

rules on the constitutionality of legislation and legal regulations and on jurisdic-

tional disputes, and it also acts as a final court of appeal in cases requiring a con-

stitutional interpretation. Members of the Constitutional Court are appointed for

one 9-year term. The President submits nominations to the State Assembly for their

approval.
.

Trials are public. Defendants have the right to be given time to prepare their de-

fense, to be present at their trial, to defend themselves on their own or with an at-
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tomey, to present evidence on their own behalf, and not to be obUged to testily

against themselves. They have the right of appeal, and there is a presumption of

innocence. These rights are generally respected in practice. There are no known px)-

litical prisoners.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

Constitution provides that a person's privacy and home are inviolable. A residence
or other premises may only be searched by court order in the presence of the owner
or person concerned and two witnesses. An official may enter such premises and
conduct a search without witnesses, if necessary to capture a criminal or to protect

people and property.
The privacy of correspondence and conmiunications may not be violated, except

by court order if necessary for criminal proceedings or state security. These rights

are generally respected in practice.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The Constitution provides for freedom of
thought, speech, public association, press, and other forms of public conununication
and expression.
Slovenia has lively print and broadcast media, with bothpublic and private own-

ers. Newspapers tend to be affiliated with political parties. There are four major dai-

lies, and a fifth began publishing in November. Weekly newspapers are numerous.
There are two television channels in Slovenia and radio stations in all the major
cities. Television and radio stations were socially owned under the Communist re-

gime, and formal privatization has not yet been completed; however. Television

Channel A (Kanal A) is privately owned and operated. The State Assembly regu-
lates the broadcast media through an appointed supervisory board. Journalists were
not immune from political pressure; a television newsperson received a 1-month sus-
pension for his comments on a statement by a Slovenian politician. Although the
journalists' trade union protested, the susp>ension was uphela.
As Slovenia emerged from over four decades of an authoritarian political system,

the legacy of self-censorship remained a problem amon^ journalists trained under
the old system. The newer group of print and broadcast journalists, however, do not
seem to share that perceived need for self-censorship.

Some representatives of the private and publicly owned media protested that Arti-

cle 5 of the election law is unfair. That article specifies that the media must offer

free space and time to political parties for party use. The owners claim that such
a regulation interferes with the media's commercial and editorial independence.
The Constitution provides that universities and other institutions of higher edu-

cation shall be autonomous and scientific and artistic endeavor shall be iree. Aca-
demic freedom is respected. Numerous private interest and academic journals and
publications are available in Slovenia.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Constitution provides for

the right of peaceful assembly and participation in public meetings, as well as the
right to associate freely with others. These rights may be restricted in the interest

of national security, public safety, or health. Career military and police personnel,
however, may not dkb members of political parties. In general, permits for meetings
and other gatherings are routinely granted.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The Constitution states that the profession of religious

and other beliefs of any person in private and public shall be free. No person may
be compelled to acknowledge his religious or other beliefs. There is no state religion.

While 70 percent of the population of 2.2 million is Roman Catholic, Protestant and
other religious clergy, churches, and centers operate without hindrance. There are
no restrictions on particular religious groups or on foreign clei^.
Some religious leaders have expressed concern that some teachers were continu-

ing to promote an antireligious outlook in the classroom, a legacy of the educational
system under the former Communist regime.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—The Constitution provides that each person has the right to freedom of
movement, to choose a place of residence, to leave the country, and to return. Any
limitations on this right must be legally executed, and only when necessary in crimi-

nal cases, in protecting public health, and in defense of the State. In practice,

Slovenes travel widely, freely, and often, without practical restrictions on their

movements. The right of political asylum is provided for those foreign nationals and
Sersons without citizenship persecuted for their stand on human rights and fiin-

amental freedoms.
Slovenia has taken in some 100,000 refugees from Bosnia and Herzegovina; it

serves primarily as a transit countiy for those going to third states. The Govern-
ment stated in September that there were 20,000 renigees in camps and 80,000 in
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private homes or awaiting housing. Many of these refugees hope to return home
once the fighting ends.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Slovene citizens have the right to change their government. In April 1992, Prime
Minister Peterle lost a vote of no confidence in the Assembly and was replaced in

May by Janez Dmovsek who formed a moderate-left coalition Government, retaining
12 of the 27 ministers from the previous government.

In the December elections for President and Parliament, Milan Kucan won the
Presidency handily with 63.8 percent of the vote. In the parliamentary contest, the
Liberal Democratic Party won 22 seats, the Slovenian Christian Democrats 15, the
Associated List 14, the Slovenian National Party 12, Slovenian People's Party 10,

Democratic Party 6, Greens of Slovenia 5, and the Social Democratic Party of Slove-
nia 4. The Hungarian and Italian minorities had one reserved seat each for which
they selected their candidates. Janez Dmovsek has been proposed as Prime Minister
and is expected to be confirmed in January 1993. Some public concern was ex-

pressed by the relatively strong showing of the rightwing Slovenian National Party
whose appeal was linked to economic problems and the lingering market crisis.

Slovenia has a mixed parliamentary and presidential form of government. The
President serves as Head of State and commander-in-chief of the armed forces, with
the power to call elections and proclaim statutes. He may not serve more than two
consecutive 5-year terms. The President nominates the Prime Minister, who must
be confirmed by the State Assembly (Parliament). The 90-member State Assembly
is headed by the president of the Assembly and has a 4-year term of office.

An elected 40-member State Council, representing social, economic, professional,

and local interests, is an advisory body that, among other duties, may propose legis-

lation, give the Assembly its opinion on legislation, and ask the Assembly to recon-
sider legislation before it becomes law. Its term of office is 5 years.

There are no de jure restrictions on women or minorities participating in politics

or government.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigations ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Slovenia has a well-respected, independent Council of Human Rights and Fun-
damental Freedoms, founded by law in 1990. The Council, composed of men and
women from various professions associated with human rights and freedoms, as well
as nongovernmental, judicial, and political officials, investigates complaints about
violations of human rights and governmental responsibility. The Government places

no formal obstacles in the way of visits or investigations by international or local

human rights groups.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

In addition to the majority Slovenes (88 percent of the population), the predomi-
nant ethnic groups living in Slovenia are Croats, Serbs, Muslims, Hungarians, and
Italians.

Hungarians and Italians are constitutionally guaranteed one seat each in the
State Assembly. In addition, the Italian and Hungarian ethnic communities have
special rights, including the right to use national symbols, establish organizations,

and enjoy bilingual education. The Constitution states that the position and special

rights of the Gypsy community are regulated by law.

Slovenia has made the equality of males and females a matter of state policy, and
the Constitution and various laws are intended to promote that policy. Slovenia gen-
erally provides equal pay for equal work for both males and females. In general,
there appears to be little official discrimination against women or minorities in

housing, jobs, education, or elsewhere in the society.

There is a government bureau for women's policy which, among other activities,

participated in the Female Entrepreneurship competition organized by the Fund for

the Promotion of Small Businesses. Women are active in trade, consulting, edu-
cation, marketing, advertising, tourism, design, and food production. In practice,

women, including those who are otherwise employed, continue to bear a dispropor-
tionate share of household chores and family care. Although many women still are
found more often in lower paying jobs in the society, they do not suffer dispropor-
tionately from growing unemployment. It is difficult to determine with specificity

the extent of violence against women in Slovenia. Informed observers have not high-
lighted domestic violence as a major problem.
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Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—The Constitution provides that the establishment
and activities of trade unions and the recruitment of their membership shall be un-
restricted. Except for the police and security forces, virtually all workers are eligible

to form and join labor organizations of their own choosing. Slovenian labor has three
main labor federations, with constituent branches throughout the society. Unions
are formally independent of government and political parties, but individual union
members may ana do hold positions in the legislature. For example, the head of the
Nezavidnost Trade Union Federation wtis a presidential candidate of the Social

Democratic Party of Slovenia.

The right to strike is constitutionally guaranteed. During 1992 a number of

strikes occurred, largely over wages and working conditions. Two independent trade
unions organized a 1-hour general warning strike on March 18 to protest the rapid
fall in the standard of living, and 400,000 workers participated without government
interference.

There are no restrictions on joining or forming federations or affiliating with like-

minded international unions.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Slovenia is in transition from
a Socialist to a market-based economy. The collective bargaining process is under-
going change. The Government still had a role in setting minimum wage and other
conditions, although private businesses, which are growing in number, set such pay
scales directly with their employees' unions or representatives.

There are no export processing zones in Slovenia.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Article 49 of the Constitution pro-

hibits forced labor, and it does not exist.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum age for employment
is 16. Some farm communities probably employ younger children during harvest or
for farm chores. In general, urban employers respect these age limits.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—In general, Slovenian enterprises and busi-
nesses provide acceptable conditions of work for their employees. The Government
and trade union feaerations try to set adeq[uate minimum wages through negotia-
tions. Such a wage base serves as a standard for both public and private firms. In-

solvent firms during this period of economic change have been reported to renege
or delay wage payments. Workers, faced with unemployment in a tight market,
often prefer to get a delayed payment than no wages at all. The standard woricweek
is 40 nours. Occupation health and safety standards are set by various government
oflices; standardization has not yet been achieved.

SPAIN

Spain is a parliamentary democracy with a constitutional monarch, King Juan
Carlos I. In free and open parliamentary elections in October 1989, Prime Minister
Felipe Gonzalez was elected to a third term.
The security forces (Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, Civil Guard, and National

Police) are under the full control of the Government; allegations of human rights

abuse are investigated, and those found guilty are punished by law. Since 1989,
there has been a Special Advisor for Human Rights in the Ministry of the Interior

who is in charge of promoting humanitarian law throughout Spain, as well as train-

ing senior members of Spain's law enforcement groups in human rights issues. Total
military expenditures for 1989, the last year for which the U.S. Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency conducted a detailed analysis, were $7,775 million. The Gov-
ernment's defense budget continues to shrink on a yearly basis.

The Spanish economy is market based, with primary reliance on private initiative,

although there are still many public sector enterprises. In 1992 economic growth
slowed to approximately 1.5 percent. Spain continued to experience hi^ unemploy-
ment, amounting to approximately 17 percent, although actual unemployment is es-

timated to be considerably lower because of employment in the ejctensive under-
ground economy.
The fundamental ri^ts of freedom of speech, assembly, press, religion, movement,

and participation in the political process are provided for in the Constitution of 1978
and are respected in practice. In 1992 the principal source of human rights abuses
continued to be the protracted campaign of terrorism waged by the Basque Father-
land and Freedom (ETA) separatist group, although the numbers of incidents de-

clined from 1991. The Government's efforts to bring individual terrorists to justice

resulted in some accusations by detainees of ill treatment. Judicial investigations
of complaints by both terrorist and criminal suspects that they were abusea in po-
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lice custody continued, leading to several indictments in one case. Incidents against

foreigners escalated to include violence, and one immigrant was killed in an
unprovoked attack.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no known political or

other extrajudicial killings by government forces. In approximately 31 terrorist-re-

lated incidents from January through November which resulted in deaths or inju-

ries, approximately 24 people were killed and 68 wounded. The number of incidents

decreased significantly since 1991, as did the severity of these attacks, resulting in

fewer deaths and injuries. As in previous years, the vast majority of those killed

were members of the Civil Guard and the National Police. Of the 31 incidents, 29
were attributed to the ETA, one to the First of October anti-Fascist Group (GRAPO),
and one to the Catalan group, Free Land (Terra Lliure).

In March French authorities, in close cooperation with the Spanish, dealt a severe

blow to the ETA by arresting three of its top leaders including its military chief.

Close cooperation with the French continued throughout 1992 with the extradition

in April of the highest ranking ETA leader ever to be returned from France to

Spain. The Spanish government also dealt other individual blows to ETA such as

the arrest in June of an ETA commando in the region of Navarra and the May dis-

ruption of commando operations in the Guipuzcoa and Vizcaya provinces.

Violence from other groups such as GRAPO and Terra Lliure continued to de-

crease throughout 1992; their attacks resulted mostly in material damage and light

injuries and caused no deaths.

b. Disappearance.—There were no claims that police or government security forces

carried out secret arrests or kidnapings.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Spanish law prohibits the use of torture or other cruel, inhuman, or de^ading treat-

ment. However, charges of abuse during detention continued to be levied by detain-

ees. During the January and February crackdown on the ETA in Basque country,

various police units arrested 37 persons who were subsequently charged with terror-

ist-related crimes; 28 of the 37 filed complaints of abuse and torture by the police.

According to a nongovernmental organization, all of the detainees were reportedly

held incommunicado fqr varying periods of time up to 5 days under the antiterrorist

legislation. Complainants said they were beaten, kicked, and hit with truncheons;

one woman claimed she was sexually assaulted with objects. Judicial investigations

were opened into the allegations.

In April the High Court of Justice for Catalonia charged 16 prison officers and
guards with ill-treatment after a 2-year judicial investigation into complaints stem-

ming from a May 1990 incident at Modelo prison in Barcelona. The prosecutor al-

leged that, in response to a disturbance at the prison, 17 prisoners were forced to

run a gauntlet of guards who "deliberately and repeatedly" punched, kicked, and
beat them with rubber truncheons.
The death of an American citizen after fleeing police in the Canary Islands still

has not been fully explained and remains under investigation by Spanish judicial

authorities.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—The Constitution provides for freedom
from arbitrary arrest and detention, and normally a suspect may not be held more
than 72 hours without a hearing. The Penal Code, as reformed in 1988, permits a
suspected terrorist to be held an additional 2 days without a hearing. Exile is not

practiced.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The Constitution provides for an independent judi-

ciary and the right to a fair public trial. This right is observed in practice. The judi-

cial structure comprises territorial, provincial, regional, and municipal courts with

the Supreme Tribunal at its apex. The Constitutional Tribunal has jurisdiction over

constitutional issues. The European Court of Human Rights is the final arbiter in

cases concerning human rights.

Defendants have the right to be represented by an attorney—at state expense for

the indigent. Also provided is the right to be released on bail unless the court has
reason to believe that a suspect may flee or may constitute a serious threat to public

safety. The law provides for an expeditious judicial hearing following arrest. Sus-

pects may not be confined for more than 2 years before being brought to trial, unless

a further delay is authorized by a judge. The period of pretrial custody may be ex-

tended up to 6 years, at the judge's discretion. In practice, pretrial custody generally

is less than 1 year. In cases of petty crime, suspects released on bail may face a
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wait of as long as 5 years before trial. Following conviction, defendants may appeal
to the next higher court.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The
Constitution protects the privacy of the home and correspondence. Under the Crimi-
nal Code, government authorities must obtain court approval before searching pri-

vate property, wiretapping, or interfering with private correspondence. The
antiterrorist law gives discretionary authority to the Minister of the Interior to act
before obtaining court approval "in cases of emergency." There were no complaints
that the Minister abused this authority.

In February the Spanish ParUament passed legislation intended to aid in the
fight against narcotics traflicking and terrorism which broadened police authority
to seardi certain residences and detain citizens without a court order. The law was
gassed amidst strong criticism from opposition parties that it was unconstitutional,
'ertain provisions of the law are currently being challenged in the Constitutional

Court.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech and the press are provided
for in the Constitution, and the Government scrupulously observes these provisions.
Opposition viewpoints, both from political parties and other organizations, are freely
aired and widely reflected in the media.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—As provided in the Constitu-
tion, all groups have the right of free assembly and association for political or other
purposes. This rirfit is fuUy respected and freely practiced.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^There is no state reUgion in Spain. Roman Catholicism
is the predominant religion, and the Catholic Church receives official funding. How-
ever, other religions are represented and function with full freedom. Adherence to
a particular faim neither enhances nor diminishes a person's status.

In February 1990, the Government concluded landmaik accords with federations
of Spanish Jews and Protestants which ended a state of official (Uscrimination
against the two religions. The accords place Protestants and Jews on an equal legal
footing with Catholics, except in the matter of financial support from the Govern-
ment, which both faiths have renounced. Protestant and Jewish students now have
the right to receive separate religious instruction in public schools as Catholics do.
In April the Spanish Parliament passed legislation which reafGrms the legal equal-
ity 01 all religions including the Muslim faith.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Spanish citizens have complete freedom to travel within and outside
the country. Tlie Government restricts neither emigration nor repatriation. TTie law
on illegal aliens permits detention of a person for up to 40 days prior to expulsion
but specifies that the detention may not take place in a prison-lUce setting. Spain
has a liberal refugee law. Grenerally, the Government grants refugee status on the
recommendation of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Spain is a multiparty democracy with open elections in which all citizens 18 years
of age and over have the right to vote for Parliament as well as for provincial and
local bodies. At all levels of government, elections must be held eveiy 4 years. Elec-
tions were held in May 1991 to elect mayors and municipal councils, as well as
members of legislatures in 13 of Spain's 17 autonomous regions. Candidates are
drawn from four major national parties, three major regional parties, and a number
of minor parties. The next general elections must take place by the fall of 1993.
Spanish politics contain an important reenonal element which is particularly

strong in Catalonia and the Basque country. These two "autonomous communities"
support several regional parties that reflect the desires of many Basques and
Catalans to give political expression to their own linguistic and cultural identities.
These parties advocate a variety of views and provide a legitimate democratic alter-
native to separatist groups that advocate achieving independence through terrorist
violence.

Participation of women in the political process continued to increase. However,
under Spain's electoral system, the percentage of votes won determines the number
of candidates elected from the party list; hence a candidate's place on the list is cru-
cial in determining election. Since many women candidates have been placed in the
lower half of the list, the number elected has never reached 25 percent. An increas-
ing number of women occupy senior positions, such as at the assistant secretary
level, in Spain's ministries.
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Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The Human Ri^ts Association of Spain in Madrid has a well-earned reputation

for independence and objectivity. The Human Rights Institute of Catalonia in Bar-
celona offers seminars on resolving human rirfits issues through the country's legal

system. The Foreign Ministry, through an Office of Human Rights Affairs, takes an
active interest in human rights issues internationally. The Government cooperates

readily with international organizations (such as the European Commission for the

Prevention of Torture) investigating allegations of human rights abuses and inter-

national nongovernmental human rights groups, as well as with independent na-

tional groups.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution provides for equal rights for all citizens, and an independent
Ombudsman actively investigates complaints of human rights abuses by the au-

thorities.

During the past 17 years, Spanish women have achieved a greater degree of

equality under the law, gained increased access to the educational system, and en-

tered the work force in larger numbers. Nonetheless, traditional attitudes continue

to result in discrimination. There is considerable regional variation in the extent of

such discrimination. In 1991 the Women's Institute oegan to draft an update of the

1988 plan for equality of opportunities for women that targets several areas of con-

cern; a second plan is anticipated in early 1993. Although one-third more women
(mainly those younger than 29 years of age) work outside the home than a decade

ago, the incidence of such employment in Spain is still relatively low.

Sexual abuse, violence, and harassment of women in the workplace continued to

be areas of concern for the Government. In spite of unsympathetic attitudes of some
police and judicial personnel, the number of reported cases continued to grow, pos-

sibly indicating an increased awareness among Spanish women of their right to seek

legal redress. La 1989 Parliament passed a law prohibiting verbal and nhysical har-

assment in the workplace, but there were no cases tried under this law in 1992.

Several levels of government provide a number of institutional remedies, such as

shelters for battered women. The Government also is attempting through edu-

cational programs to change public attitudes that contribute to violence against

women. The Women's Institute has chained that some judges are reluctant to get

involved in what they feel should remain a domestic problem. Similarly, in smaller

towns some police omcers have been reluctant to accept complaints from battered

women. To deal with this problem, the Ministiy of the Interior initiated a program
in 1986 that created special sections within police departments to deal with violence

against women, staffed by specially trained women ofiicers. In 1992 the overall

number of reports of rape continued to increase.

Gypsies, a minority group representing 3 percent of the population, continued to

suffer discrimination in housing, schools, ana jobs. Legal mechanisms exist by which
Gypsies may seek redress, and the Government has stated its commitment to secur-

ing equal rights and treatment for Gypsies. Cases of discrimination against Gypsies

by local communities received wide press condemnation in October 1991, and in re-

sponse, local authorities took positive action to bring peace to those communities.

The local government in Madrid, for example, began a program in 1991 to relocate

Gypsy faimlies living in shacks on the outskirts of the capital to housing projects

in established communities, and toughened enforcement of existing anticuug laws

to assuage fears that such relocations wiU increase drug-related crime. The program
to relocate Gypsy families continued in 1992, although cultural differences with the

communities where the Gypsies are to relocate makes the integration difficult.

In 1992 Spain's human rights groups and media gave increasing attention to the

question of human rights for the growing numbers of illegal immigrants from Africa.

The media criticized police authorities for their alleged mistreatment of northern

and sub-Saharan Africans illegally in Spain, although there were no confirmed cases

of abuse. Foreigners were subject to increasing discrimination. Antiforeign graffiti

and "Stop Immigration" posters proliferated throughout Madrid. African immi-
grants, both Arabs and blacks, increasingly feared for their safety. Police arrested

four "skinheads" for the fatal assault on a Moroccan in a Madrid suburb.

The windows of the principal club catering to immigrants from the Dominican Re-

public were stoned. Dominican immigrants complained of longstanding and inten-

sifying harassment by municipal police. When the Dominicans congregated regularly

at a local plaza, and there were neighborhood complaints, police began frequent

searches of their identity documents; tensions rose. On November 1, a crowd of

about 100 Dominicans stoned police officers and their vehicles as they attempted to

arrest 4 Dominican women who were apparently illegal aliens. On the night of No-
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vember 13, four masked gunmen fired indiscriminately on a group of Dominicans

living in an abandoned discotheque, killing one woman and seriously wounding a

man. The use of military-style munitions caused speculation about the possible in-

volvement of maverick security agents. An immediate top-priority investigation led

to the arrest of an off-duty member of the Civil Guard, who was charged with the

murder of the Dominican woman.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—All workers, except those in the militaiy services,

judges, magistrates, and prosecutors, are entitled to form or join unions of their own
choosing without previous authorization. The only requisites for organizing a union

are the formation of a Kroup of more than two workers and registration with the

Ministry of Labor and Social Security, which is routinely granted. Spain has over

200 registered trade unions. The only union presently in existence that is not legally

registered is the Unified Trade Union of the Civil Guard, which the Constitutional

Court ruled in 1986 could not be re^stered as it purports to represent military per-

sonnel barred from unionization by uie Constitution.

Under the Constitution, trade unions are free to choose their own representatives,

determine their own policies, represent their menabers' intel-ests, and strike. They
are not restricted or harassed by the Government and are independent of political

parties. A strike in nonessential services is legal when it fulfills the requirement

of 5 days' prior notice. Strikes affecting essential services remiire 10 days' prior no-

tice and must respect legal minimum service requirements, which are negotiated be-

tween the employer and the unions. Strikes occur frequently in Spain, although

most are of short duration. Initial 1992 data, including a May 28 nationwide strike,

reveal the highest rate of working days lost to strikes since 1988.

Spanish unions are free to form or join federations and confederations and affili-

ate with international bodies, and they do so without hindrance.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The right to organize and
bargain collectively was established by statute in 1980. Trade union tod collective

bargaining rights were extended to all workers in the public sector, except the mili-

tary services, in 1986. Public sector collective bargaining in 1990 was broadened to

include salaries and employment levels, but the Government retained the right to

fix salary and employment levels if negotiations did not achieve an agreement. Col-

lective bargaining is widespread in both the private and public sectors. Private sec-

tor collective bargaining agreements cover 60 percent of workers, although only a

minority are actually union members. Labor regulations and practices in free trade

zones and export processing zones are the same as in the rest of the country. Union
membership in these zones is reportedly higher than the average throughout the

economy.
The law prohibits discrimination by employers against union members and orga-

nizers. Discrimination cases have priority in the labor courts. A prominent multi-

national company was fined heavily in 1991 for discriminating against union orga-

nizers. One practice that the unions consider discriminatory is the use by employers

of temporary employment contracts. About 32 percent of the work force is emploj^ed

under this type of contract. The unions believe that employees engaging in union

organizing under this type of contract are frequently not allowed to renew their con-

tracts. Legislation adopted in 1990 has given trade unions a role in controlling work
contracts to prevent abuse of contract and termination actions.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is out-

lawed in Spain and is not practiced. The legislation is effectively enforced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The legal minimum age for em-
ployment as established by statute is 16 years. The Ministry of Labor and Social

Security is primarily responsible for enforcement. The minimum age is effectively

enforced in major industries and in the service sector. It is more difficult to control

on small farms and in family-owned businesses. Legislation prohibiting child labor

is effectively enforced in the special econonaic zones (see Section 6.b.). The employ-

ment of persons under 18 years of age at ni^t, for overtime work, or in sectors con-

sidered hazardous by the Ministry and the unions is also legally prohibited.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The legal minimum wage for workers over age

18 is considered sufficient for a decent standard of living. Minimum wages for those

aged 16 and 17 are less. The minimum wage is revised every year in accordance

with the consumer price index. A 40-hour workweek is established by law, with a

minimum unbroken rest period of a day and half following each 40 hours worked.

Spanish workers receive 12 paid holidays a year and a month's paid vacation.

Government mechanisms exist for enforcing working conditions and occupational

health and safety conditions, but bureaucratic procedures are cumbersome and inef-

ficient. Safety and health legislation is being revised to conform to European Com-

61-307 0-93-30
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munity directives. The National Institute of Safety and Health within the Ministry
of Labor has technical responsibility for developing labor standards, but the
Inspectorate of Labor has responsibility for enforcing the legislation through judicial

action when infractions are found. Workers have legal protection for ming com-
plaints about hazardous conditions.

SWEDEN

Sweden is a constitutional monarchy and a multiparty, parliamentary democracy.
The King is Chief of State. All executive authority is vested in the Cabinet which
is formed through direct parliamentary elections every 3 years and which consists
of the Prime Minister (Head of Government) and some 20 ministers. A four-party
non-Socialist minority government came to power in October 1991 after national
elections.

The police, all security organizations, and the armed forces are controlled by and
responsive to the civilian authorities and are scrupulous in their protection of
human rights. Either the Government, the judicial system, the Parliament, or an
ombudsman investigates thoroughly all allegations of human rights violations.

Sweden is an advanced industrial democracy with a high standard of living, ex-
tensive social services, and a mixed econoiny. Over 90 percent of businesses are pri-

vately owned.
Swedes are entirely free to express their political preferences, pursue individual

interests, and seek legal resolution of disputes. Ombudsmen, appointed by the Par-
liament but with fuU autonomy, investigate private complaints of alleged abuses of
authority by officials and prescribe corrective action, if required.
Respect for human rights is a basic social value that underlies Sweden's active

support of international efforts to improve human rights observance. Sweden affords
fuD protection to children's ridits and welfare, not only through legislation and ex-
tensive entitlements, but also oy the allocation of government funds to independent
organizations working for and monitoring children^ rights. The human rights situa-

tion was largely unchanged in 1992. One human rights group cjuestioned the Gov-
ernment about the possible expulsion of some refugees from Peru, who have links
to the Shining Path terrorist group, asking if this was in line with Swedish law that
prohibits expulsion of people if they risk execution or other severe punishment at
home. The Government replied that this would be considered on a case-by-case bais.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^Killing for political motives by the
Government or by domestic opposition groups did not occur.

b. Disappearance.—^Abduction, secret arrest, or clandestine detention by Swedish
authorities did not occur.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Swedish law prohibits these abuses, and the authorities respect such prohibitions.

Occasional accusations against individual policemen of excessive use of lorce in con-
nection with arrests are carefully investigated and have not produced evidence of
a systemic problem. After some of these investigations, police officers have been sus-
pended or subjected to other disciplinary action. One police officer was chained with
manslaughter for shooting a young man during a civil disturbance in southern Swe-
den in the spring. The officer is appealing the verdict.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exiie.—Statutory guarantees of individual lib-

erty are observed. Persons disturbing public order or who are considered to be dan-
gerous may be held for 6 hours without charge. Criminal suspects may be held no
longer than 12 hours without formal charges. If a person files for bankruptcy and
refuses to cooperate with the official investigation, a court may order detention for

up to 3 months, with judicial review every 2 weeks. Arrest is public and by warrant.
The time permitted by law between detention and arraignment is 48 hours. In par-
ticularly aiflicult cases, the time between arrest and the first court hearing may be
extended to 96 hours. Bail does not exist, but suspects not considered dangerous or
likely to destroy evidence are released to await trial.

By law, Swedish citizens may not be deported. Convicted foreign criminals are
often deported at the conclusion of their prison terms, unless they risk execution
or other severe punishment at home.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The Constitution forbids deprivation of liberty

without public trial by a court of law. The judiciary branch functions freely and
independently. The accused have a right to competent counsel, although the avail-
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ability of public defenders is restricted to cases where the maximum penalty could

be a prison sentence of 6 months or more. Convicted persons in most instances may
appeal to a court of appeals, and in some cases also to the Supreme Court. There

are no military courts in peacetime.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy. Family, Home, or Correspondence.—The law

provides assurance against such arbitrary interference. Home searches are limited

to investigation of crimes punishable by at least 2 years' imprisonment, such as

murder, robbeiy, rape, arson, sabotage, counterfeiting, and treason. Search warrants

are granted only on the basis of well-founded suspicion. Wiretaps are permitted only

in cases involving narcotics or national security. Searches and wiretaps normally re-

auire court approval. When time is critical, or when life is believed to be in imme-
iate danger, the ranking police officer may approve these measures. There is no

indication that telephone monitoring is done arbitrarily, and the vast majority of

such cases involve serious narcotics crimes.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Swedes enjoy these freedoms fully. Newspapers
and periodicals are, for the most part, privately owned. Government subsidies to

daily newspapers, regardless of political afflUation, help assure a plurality of views.

Broadcasting operates under a state concession. The Swedish Broadcasting Com-
pany and its independent subsidiaries (TV-1, TV-2, and national and educational

radio) previously had a monopoly over ground-based broadcasting, although a vari-

ety of commercial television channels now are available via satellite or cable. In

1991 the Gk)vemment decided to permit the establishment of one independent com-
mercisd television channel with ground-based broadcasting rights. The independent

channel started operations in March 1992.

Publications containing sensitive national security information as well as film and
television programs portrajdng excessive violence are subject to censorship. Com-
mercial video tapes are also censored (and possibly banned) if they contain scenes

of excessive violence.

Academic freedom is respected.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Swedes exercise these free-

doms without restraint. Public demonstrations require a police permit, for which ap-

plications are routinely approved.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Swedes have unimpaired religious freedom. There is a

state Lutheran Church, supported by public fiinds, but all faiths are freely observed.

Parents have full freedom to teach their children religious practices of their choice.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emwration, and Re-

patriation.—^Freedom of movement within and from tne country ana voluntary repa-

triation are guaranteed to citizens by law and respected in practice. Refugees, dis-

placed persons, and others seeking political asylum are on the whole generously

treated, although long waits and denial of asylum requests from appucants not

meeting intemationalfy agreed criteria have become common. Refugees who do not

meet the criteria for asylum are not returned to their countries of origin if the

Swedish authorities believe they wiU be subjected to persecution. Some are sent

back to the country from which they entered Sweden; many are allowed to stay in

Sweden. Changes in Sweden's Terrorism Act, effective in 1991, elimiiiated the con-

troversial provision of communal arrest. Such arrest allowed authorities to limit the

movement within Sweden of foreigners with suspected links to terrorist organiza-

tions, who were judged deportable under the Terrorism Act but could not be de-

ported under other provisions of Swedish law because they faced death or serious

punishment in their nome countries.

Under the amended Terrorism Act, foreign suspects may still be required to re-

port regularly to police authorities, but there are no travel restrictions, and each
case must be reviewed by the courts on a regular basis—at least every 3 years.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-

ment
Sweden has a long history of vigorous democratic political life within a represent-

ative, multiparty parliamentaryr system. The 349 seats in the unicameral Par-
liament are divided proportionally on an election district basis among the 7 political

parties currently represented. A party must win a minimum of 4 percent of the

votes cast to enter Parliament. Only citizens may be elected to Parliament. There
is universal suffrage beginning at age 18. Approximately 85 percent of eligible vot-

ers participated in the 1991 election. Voting takes place by secret ballot. Aliens who
have been legal residents for at least 3 years have the right to vote and run for

office in municipal elections. Women participate actively in government and the po-

litical process, accounting for 33 percent of the members of Parliament. A Women's
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Party was formed in October 1992 to offer an alternative to those who claim that
women's issues are not adequately addressed by the established parties. TTiere are
no de jure or de facto barriers to participation by Lapps, whose civil and political

rights are fuUy protected.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Active private organizations monitor issues such as the impact of comprehensive
social legislation and the condition of the native Lapp population. Ombudsmen serve
as official governmental monitors of individual rights in Sweden and are effective

both in making citizens aware of their rights and in publicizing and correcting
abuse of state authority. Govenunent agencies are in close contact with a variety
of local and international groups woricing in Sweden and abroad to improve human
rights observance.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Basic economic, social, and cultural needs for the entire population are thoroughly
met by the State without discrimination in the form of social welfare and memcal
services, benefits to families, pensions, and disability and unemployment insurance.
The Government runs special programs to help immigrants adjust to Swedish life

and culture (including 240 hours of free Swedish-language instruction).

Some 17,000 Lapps live in Sweden. While there are no formal obstacles to their
participation in the political process, they tend to address their specific interests
through various organizations earmarked for Lapps such as the National Associa-
tion of Swedish Lapps which was organized in 1918. Swedish Lapps maintain that
government efforts to preserve Lapp culture are insufiicient. The Lapps have de-
manded special legislation to secure their rights to land and water for hunting and
fishing and to provide legal protection for reindeer grazing. The Government sub-
mitted a proposal in 1992 to set up a specially elected Lapp "Parliament" in 1993;
the "Parliament" would be composed of 31 members elected by the Lapps and would
have authority over Lapp issues, including schools and culture. Tlie Lapps welcomed
parts of the Government proposal but criticized it on the grounds that it did not
provide Lapps exclusive rights to fish and hunt on designated reindeer pastures.
Two of Sweden's 284 municipalities have refused to permit refugees to settle in

them. Both the Government and the political parties have tried to persuade these
communities to change their attitude. There were a number of anti-immigrant inci-

dents in early 1992, some involving violence. Several immigrants were stabbed or
shot, and some immigrant-owned businesses and homes were burned or otherwise
vandalized.The Government supports groups working against racism and anti-immi-
grant sentiments. Swedish schools seek to provide education and information de-
signed to counter racist tendencies. The Government, political parties, and other
public and private institutions and organizations intensified their activities during
1992 toward curbing the growing anti-immigrant attitudes that arose in part as a
reaction to the economic downturn and rising unemployment. There are over 70,000
refugees from the former Yugoslavia in Sweden.

Iimnigrants continue to complain about difiiculties in finding professional employ-
ment. The Government continued its efforts to evaluate and translate diplomas from
foreign countries to facilitate the hiring of foreign nationals with documented profes-
sional skills.

Although there is no institutionalized job discrimination based on sex, surveys
show that women are under represented in higher paying jobs, particularly in busi-
ness, and often receive less pay for equal woik. Institutionalized efforts to extend
equality of the sexes continue. Employers are required to base hiring decisions on
merit and to pursue actively the goal of eqpality. A public oflicial (the Equality Om-
budsman) investigates complaints of sex discrimination in the labor maricet. The ex-

istence of sexual harassment at work received more attention in 1992; several work-
places started programs to prevent such practices. Sexual harassment is prohibited
by law.
Rape and abuse of women continued to receive a great deal of attention. There

are laws to protect abused women from having their abusers discover their where-
abouts or contact them. In a few cases, women were helped to obtain new identities

and homes. In 1992 the Government decided to provide bodyguards for women in

extreme danger of being assaulted by former male companions. Those in sli^tly
less danger were provided with electronic alarms that can summon the police. Both
national and local governments supported voluntary groups that provide shelter and
help to abused women. The number of reported rapes—some 1,400 yearly—has re-

mamed at approximately the same level since 1989.
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Swedish law prohibits parents or other caretakers from abusing children either

mentally or physically. Parents, teachers, and other adults are subject to prosecu-

tion if they pnysically punish a child. Children have the right to report such abuses

to the police; on some occasions parents have been found guilty of physical abuse
in a court of law, and the usual sentence has been a line.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Woricers have the right to associate freely and to

strike. A large majority of the woricing population, including career miUtary person-

nel, police oincers, and civilian government ofUcials, belong to trade unions. Unions
conduct their activities with complete independence from the Government and polit-

ical parties, although the Confederation of Labor Unions (LO), the largest federa-

tion, has been allied for many years with the Social Democratic party. Swedish
trade unions are free to affiliate internationally and are active in a broad range of

international trade union organizations.

Only a few minor strikes took place in 1992; most of them were settled quickly.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Workers are free to organize

and bargain collectively. Collective bargaining is carried out in the form of national

framework agreements between central organizations of woikers and employers, fol-

lowed by industry- and plant-level agreements on details. The Government set up
an independent commission for the 1991 wage negotiations with the task of curbing

the rate of wage increases and cooling the overheated economy. Many unions signed

agreements for comparatively low wage levels, but they reserved the right to reopen
negotiations should certain criteria not be met or should inflation exceed certain

limits. The agreement expires in March 1993.

Swedish law fiilly protects woikers from antiunion discrimination and provides so-

phisticated and effective mechanisms for resolving disputes and complaints. Dis-

putes concerning violations of labor laws are in the vast majority of cases solved by
informtd discussions between the involved parties. Should a settlement not be pos-

sible, there is a labor court that tries cases of general interest for guidance and in-

terpretation of the law, and its rulings in turn are followed by other courts.

"niere are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is ef-

fectively prohibited by law which is enforced by the poUce and public prosecutors.

d. Minimum Age of Employment of Children.—Compulsory 9-year education ends
at age 16, and full-time employment is normally permitted at that age, but under
supervision of municipal or local authorities. Those under age 18 may work only

during dajrtime and under a foreman's supervision. During the summer and in vaca-

tion periods, children as young as 13 may be hired for part-time work or light "sum-
mer jobs" for periods of 5 days or less. It is rare for people under 15 to be employed
except by family members. Violations are few, and enforcement—^by police and pub-

lic prosecutors, with the assistance of the unions—is considered good.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^There is no national minimum wage law.

Wages are set by collective bargaining contracts, which tjrpically have been ob-

served, even at nonunion establisnments. Even the lowest paid workers are able to

maintain a decent standard of living for themselves and their families because there

is substantial assistance available from social welfare entitlements.

The standard legal work week is 40 hours, or less. The amount of permissible

overtime is also regulated, as are rest periods. Since 1991, Sweden's vacation law
guarantees all employees a minimum of 5 weeks and 2 days of paid annual leave,

and many labor contracts provide more. Occupational health and safety rules, set

by the government-appointed National Board of Occupational Health and Safety in

consultation with employer and union representatives, are closely observed. Trained
trade union stewards and safety ombudsmen monitor observance of regulations gov-

erning working conditions. Safety ombudsmen have the authority to stop life-threat-

ening activity immediately and to call for a labor inspector. The courts have upheld
this authority. The authorities compiled a list of the 400,000 most dangerous jobs

that cause long-term health problems and started a program in the fall of 1990 to

improve the situation for those employees.

SWITZERLAND

Switzerland is a constitutional democracy with a federal structure. Legislative

power is vested in the bicameral Parliament. Given the nation's linguistic and reli-

gious diversity, the Swiss political system emphasizes local and national political

consensus and grants considerable autonomy to individual cantons.
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Police duties are primarily a responsibility of the individual cantons, which have
their own distinct police forces. The national police authority has a coordinating role
and relies on the cantons for actual law enforcement. Both local and national police
forces are subordinate and responsive to civilian authority.
Switzerland has a free enterprise industrial and service economy highly depend-

ent on international trade. There has been virtual full employment and labor peace
for many years. The standard of living is one of the highest in the world.
Human rights are widely respected. There were no major human rights problems

during 1992. Switzerland maintained its own strong association with numan rights
issues, exemplified by its being host to the U.N. Human Rights Commission in Ge-
neva,

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no political killings.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of abductions or disappearances.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

The Constitution prohibits such practices, and there were no reports of violations.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Freedom from arbitrary arrest, detention,

or exile is provided by law. A detained person may not be held longer than 24 hours
without a warrant of arrest issued by the magistrate conducting the preliminary in-
vestigation. A suspect must inamediately be shown the warrant and has the right
to contact legal counsel as soon as a warrant is issued. A suspect may be detained
with a warrant until an investigation is completed, but the length oi investigative
detention is always reviewed by higher judicial authority, and investigations typi-
caUy are completed quickly. Release on personal recognizance or bail is granted un-
less the examining magistrate believes the person is a danger to society or will not
appear for trial. There is no summary exile, nor is exile used as a means of political
control, although non-Swiss convicted of crimes may receive sentences that include
denial of reentry for a specified period following completion of a prison sentence.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The Constitution provides for public trials. All
courts of first instance are cantonal courts, with right of appeal to the federal courts
and freedom from interference by other branches of government. NDnor cases are
tried by a single judge, difficult cases by a panel of judges, and murder or other
serious crimes by a public jury. Even the most serious cases are usually brought
to trial within a few months. There are no political prisoners.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Police

entry into the premises of a person suspected of a criminal offense is regulated by
cantonal legislation. Regulations differ widely from canton to canton.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^An independent press, effective judiciary, and
democratic political system combine to ensure freedom of speech and press. Groups
or associations determined to be a potential threat to the State may have restric-
tions placed on their freedom of speech and press, but no groups are restricted at
the present time. Broadcast media are government funded but possess editorial au-
tonomy, and foreign broadcast media are freely available. Press and publishing are
private enterprises operated without government intervention. Academic freedom is

respected.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—The only restriction on peace-
ful assembly and association is a requirement to obtain permits from police authori-
ties before holding public meetings. These are routinely granted unless authorities
have reason to believe the meeting will lead to violence.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Switzerland enjoys religious freedom. There is no single
state church, but individual cantons may support a particular church out of public
funds, and most cantons do so. Foreign clergy are free to perform their duties in
Switzerland. The degree to which minority religious rights are explicitly recognized
in law varies among the cantons.
The legal requirement for universal male military service provides no exemption

for conscientious objectors. They may apply for military service which does not en-
tail bearing arms, but refusal to serve has nearly always led to prosecution and con-
viction. A new law, which took effect in July 1991, maintains that refusal to serve
is a punishable offense, but if the refusal stems from reasons of conscience, the pre-
scribed sentence is a period of alternative community service (up to a maximum of
IVi years and entailing no criminal record) rather than prison. Those objecting to
military service on grounds of conscience which are not recopiized by the military
tribunals (such as political grounds) and those failing to convince the tribunals that
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their refusal to perform military service is based on fundamental ethical values

which are irreconcilable with military service continue to receive prison sentences

and a criminal record.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Svfiss citizens are free to travel in or outside the country and can emi-
grate without difficulty. Switzerland traditionally has been a haven for refugees, but
public concern over the growing number of asylum-seekers, many of whom come for

economic reasons, generated pressure on the government to implement swifter proc-

essing of asylum-seekers ana expel more quickly those whose applications are re-

jected. Asylum-seekers continue to receive orderly consideration, and those whose
applications are rejected are allowed to stay temporarily if their home country is

torn by war or insurrection.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Switzerland is a highly developed constitutional democracy. There is universal

adult suffrage by secret ballot in federal elections. There is universal adult suffrage

in cantonal elections as well, but a few half-cantons still retain the traditional "as-

sembly of the people" style of voting by raising hands rather than by secret ballot.

Elections are free and contested actively by four major national parties and at

least a dozen significant regional or minor parties. Initiative and referendum proce-

dures provide unusually intense popular involvement in the legislative process.

Participation by women in politics has been limited historically but continues to

expand slowly. Psychological, social, and economic barriers still obtain for most
women who would participate at the top levels of national political life. Although
Swiss women have had the vote for only 21 years, they currently hold about 16 per-

cent of the seats in Parliament. The current President of the Council of States is

a woman, as is the head of a small independent political party. In 1991 the presi-

dent of the Christian Democratic Party—one of the four major parties—was a
woman. Women are currently members of some cantonal executive councils. Women
are also gradually achieving leadership positions in some federal departments. For
example, the Department of Foreign Affairs currently has three female ambas-
sadors.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Human rights advocacy groups in Switzerland concern themselves almost exclu-

sively with lobbying the Swiss and other governments about human rights situa-

tions in other countries. Switzerland cooperates with international and nongovern-
mental groups in all areas of human rignts. All major international human rights

groups are active in Switzerland, and some of the leading ones, such as the United
Nations Human Rights Commission and the International Committee of the Red
Cross (ICRC), are based there. The ICRC is made up of Swiss nationals, and Swiss
play prominent roles in other humanitarian nongovernmental organizations.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Although the Constitution prohibits discrimination against women in the work-
place, government and other sources noted that further implementation is necessary
to ensure equal pay and other benefits for women. The discrimination that persists

today, primarily social rather than legal, still delays to some extent the movement
of women into traditional male occupations. Nevertheless, a significant number of

women in recent years have broken the barriers into traditional male-dominated
professions, such as medicine, law, and engineering.

Differences in the treatment of men and women is most pronounced in the sala-

ries and wages paid. Despite the statutory requirement of equal pay for equivalent
work, women's wages lag behind those of men, in some cases by 30 percent. The
Government has said it plans amendments to the law on sex equality which would
forbid discrimination in employment, improve protection against dismissals, reverse

the burden of proof in discrimination cases, and thus facilitate law suits by individ-

ual women against discriminatory employers.
Swiss policymakers have become aware in recent years of the issue of violence

against women. Observers believe that many cases go unreported, so that accurate

statistics are lacking. There is, however, widespread agreement that a problem ex-

ists. The Federation of Women's Organizations and other women's advocacy groups
have hei^tened public consciousness. Each city has an emergency telephone num-
ber through which women who are victims of violence can obtain nelp and counsel-

ing. Specialists work with police authorities to interview women who report attacks.

Laws exist against wife beating and similar crimes. Parliament approved a change
in the Penal Code effective October 1, explicitly making spousal rape a criminal of-
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fense. In addition, new legislation on assistance for victims of violent crimes will

enter into force Januaiy 1, 1993. Both of these measures also contain provisions ex-

plicitly protecting children from such abuses. It is not yet clear what effect these
new laws will have on deterring violence against women or children. While the
Penal Code is established at the federal level, enforcement is the responsibility of

the cantons. Thus, variations in enforcement can occur. In 1992 the Feaeral Govern-
ment also undertook a comprehensive study of violence against women.

Italian and Romansch linguistic minorities (respectively about 10 and 1 percent
of the population) express concern that the limited resources made available to them
by the Federal GJovemment endanger the continued intellectual vitality of these lan-

guages. The Federal Governments policy is to ensure through apportionment of

funds that all linguistic groups can carry out cultural activities in their own lan-

guages.
ARhough instances of violence directed against foreigners are uncommon and ac-

tually declined in 1992, officials and politicians expressed concern that anti-for-

eigner sentiment was growing. As a result, the Federal Council urged Parliament
to ratify the 1965 United Nations Convention Against Racism and to pass legisla-

tion which would outlaw racist propaganda, racist attacks on human dignity, and
refusal of a publicly offered service on racial grounds. As a precursor to ratification,

the lower house of Parliament overwhelmingly approved the legislation in mid-De-
cember. The upper house is expected to act in spring 1993.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^AU workers, including foreign workers in Switzer-

land, have freedom to associate freely, to join unions of their choice, and to select

their own representatives. However, less than a third of the country's labor force

belongs to a union. The change from an industrial to a service-based economy, the

high standard of living shared by a prosperous work force, and the Swiss system
of popular referendum, which accords citizens a voice on important political, social,

and economic issues, are some of the reasons for the lack of interest in union mem-
bership. Unions are free to publicize their views and determine their own policies

to represent member interests without government interference. Unions may and do
form federations and affiliate with international bodies. Swiss trade federations be-

long to the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions and the World Confed-
eration of Labor, as well as to the European Trade Union Confederation.
The right to strike is legally recognized, but a unique labor peace agreement be-

tween unions and employers (in existence since the 1930's) has meant fewer than
20 strikes per year since 1975. There were no significant strikes in 1992. Federal
employees and most cantonal and local employees do not have the right to strike.

The only exception is the canton of Jura where both local and cantonal authorities

have the right to strike.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Swiss law gives workers the

right to organize and bargain collectively and protects them from acts of antiunion
discrimination. The (jovernment encourages voluntary negotiations between em-
ployer and worker organizations, although for the most part employers and workers
alike seek to exclude the CJovernment from involving itself in their affairs. OfUcials
estimate that about 40 percent of all Swiss workers are covered by collective agree-

ments.
There are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—There is no forced or compulsory
labor, although there is no specific statutory or constitutional ban on it.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—The minimum age for employment
of children is 15 years. Children over 13 may be employed in light duties (e.g., help-

ing in retail stores) for not more than 9 hours a week during the school year and
15 hours otherwise. Employment between ages 15 and 20 is strictly regulated. For
example, youths may not work at night, on Sundays, or under hazardous or dan-
gerous conditions. These laws are observed in practice and enforced through inspec-

tions by the Federal Office of Industry, Trades, and Labor.
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—There is no national minimum wage. Employer

associations and unions negotiate industrial wages during the collective bargaining
process. Such wage agreements are also widely observed by nonunion establish-

ments.
The Labor Act establishes a standard 45-hour workweek for blue-collar and white-

collar workers in industry, offices, and retail trades and a 50-hour workweek for all

other workers. The workweek for blue-collar workers in most industries is 43hours
and for white-collar workers 40 to 43 hours. Overtime is limited by law to 120 hours
annually. The economy normally is at or near full employment. The resulting take-
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home pay provides Swiss workers and their families with a standard of living
among the highest in the world.
The Labor Act and the Federal Code of Obligations contain extensive regulations

to protect worker health and safety. The regulations are rigorously enforced by the
Federal Office of Industry, Professions, and Labor, provi<Eng a nigh standard of
worker health and safety. There is no explicit provision in Swiss law that accords
an employee the right to leave his place of work without prejudice in case of occupa-
tional nazard. Some have sought justiiication for such a rignt in more general prin-
ciples of Swiss law, but this interpretation remains subject to consideraole criticism
and controversy. Swiss employees currently have the right to file a complaint with
an appropriate governmental regulatory body against employers who fail to adhere
to regulations on employee safety. Employees may not be discharged during the ex-
amination period of the complaint. The Government is in the process of completely
revising the labor law dating from 1948.
There were no allegations of woriier rights abuses.

TAJIKISTAN

As a result of the failure of the August 1991 coup in Moscow, the first president
of Tajikistan, a supporter of the coup, was forced to resign. Elections were subse-
quently held under the amended Soviet-era Constitution which declared Tajikistan
to be a secular, multiparty republic with a presidential system of government. In
the elections, Rahmon Nabiyev won a majority, collecting 58 percent of the votes
in a field of nine candidates. Although various opposition voices charged that there
had been serious irregularities, opposition leaders did not challenge the outcome of
the voting. However, within weeks of the balloting, the opposition began agitating
against the regime, including street demonstrations in Dushanbe. The young
Nabiyev administration responded to the public agitation with strong authoritarian
measures.
During the March-May period, the opposition mounted large-scale demonstrations

in Dushanbe. Subsequently thousands of pro-Nabiyev demonstrators assembled in
Dushanbe outside Parliament. Tensions rose dramatically after the May 10 shooting
deaths of more than a dozen opposition demonstrators marching on the Committee
for State Security (KGB) building and the nearby Ministry of the Interior. The Com-
mander of the President's Guard switched sides, and the demoralized Government
capitulated to opposition demands. A Government of National Reconciliation was
formed which limited the powers of the President and placed opposition nominees
in prominent parliamentary and ministerial positions.

The conflict in the capital polarized much of Tajikistan, exacerbating longstand-
ing, intraregional animosities and accentuating divisions between secular and more
Islamic segments of the overwhelmingly Muslim population. In June communal vio-

lence erupted in Kurgan Tyube, whose population originates from several regions
(see Section l.g.). The fighting, which continued throughout the year, displaced
scores of thousands of persons and was characterized by brutalities and atrocities
on both sides. The coalition central Government, paralyzed by internal divisions,

was slow to respond to the violence.
President Naoiyev sought involvement by Russian and Commonwealth of Inde-

pendent States (CIS) forces to quell the fighting. The opposition successfully blocked
an agreement that would have led to the arrival of additional Russian-CIS troops.
Youth groups in Dushanbe, under the conmiand of radical opposition second-rank
leaders, called for the resignation of Nabiyev and kidnaped over 50 senior govern-
ment oflicials. After a week of standoff, during which at least one of the hostages
was tortured and killed, Nabiyev himself was lured to the airport and captured.
Under duress, he resigned.

Following the coup d'etat, fighting intensified. The forces of the new Government,
headed by Akbarsho Iskandarov, were routed and gradually forced out of all major
positions. The consequences of their defeat were both political and military. Under
firessure of a thrust by old guard forces into the capital in late October, the
skandarov regime agreed to a parliamentary session in the secure northern re-

fional capital of Khojand. By an overwhelming majority. Parliament replaced the
skandarov regime with one headed by Kulyabi regional executive chairman Imomili
Rahmonov, appointing him Chairman of Parliament and Head of State. Parliament
also abolished the positions of President and Vice President, adopting a parliamen-
tary form of government.

Following installation of the new Government in Dushanbe, progovemment forces
launched an offensive against opposition forces retreating from the area around the
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capital into the Garm valley, homeland of most of the opposition. At the end of 1992,
those hostilities threatened to close that region off to sources of outside supply of
food and fuel. More alarmingly, armed progovemment gangs began combing the
capital for people originating from the regions of Garm or Badakhshan, kidnaping
and killing many. The new Government spoke out against these acts of retribution
but did not act effectively to control them. Of equal concern, the continuing hos-
tilities in the Kurgan Tvube region have driven over a hundred thousand remgees
from Taiikistan into Afghanistan.
The Committee for State Security (KGB) and the Ministry of the Interior theoreti-

cally share responsibility for security and public order. A new "national army^ to
be formed will nave responsibility for border defense, a responsibility also held by
KGB forces and CIS-Russian border forces. The heavily armed Ministry of the Inte-
rior police has until recently been composed to a large extent of Pamiri personnel,
who in the past have sided with the opposition. The Rahmonov Government appears
to be moving to broaden the ethnic-regional makeup of this force. CIS-Russian garri-
son forces at times took action at the request of Tajikistan's governments to safe-
guard key facilities and routes and to enforce curfews in the capital. Both old guard
and opposition elements have been responsible for extensive and continuing viola-

tions of human rights, including summary executions of captives, disregard for civil-

ian or noncombatant status, hostage-taking, torture, rape, looting, and wanton de-
struction of civilian and state property.
The centrally planned economy, highly dependent on cotton, declined sharply

owing to the violence. Production in all sectors plummeted, and little progress was
made toward a market economy. The only exception to this steeply negative trend
was in the northern region of Leninabad which did not suffer hostilities. There, al-

though the economy was undermined by structural transition problems and the in-

flux of refugees, economic activity in 1992 was more normal. Tajikistan is a net im-
porter of food and, prior to independence, had relied on subsidies from the central
Soviet government.

Political instability and expanding and intensifying conflict seriously imp>eded de-
mocratization and the protection of human rights. Nevertheless, Parliament's selec-

tion of a new Government was a positive step which drew qualified acceptance, even
from some prominent opposition iigures. Failure of the new Government to exercise
control over forces operating in its name or on its behalf, however, has greatly re-

duced hopes for a genuine national reconciliation. The breakdown of law and order,
the uncontrolled criminal action of vengeance-seeking forces, notably in the capital
and the far south, and the continuing flight of refugees are disturbing. In addition,
indications that the new Government may resort to authoritarian measures, notably
in the area of press freedom, are also worrisome.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Extrajudicial Killing.—The spring demonstrations culminated in
violence between supporters of the two factions, including assassinations. Unknown
persons shot and killed MuraduUo Sharlizoda, an opposition supporter and the edi-

tor of the Tajik daily newspaper Sardoi Mardum, as he departed the National As-
sembly building located at Ozodi Square, the site of the progovemment rally. In the
May takeover of the Dushanbe radio station, opposition supporters killed radio jour-
nalist Olimi Zarubek.

In August unknown assailants assassinated Chief Procurator Khovoydollayev,
who had received death threats, and his bodyguard. He had been a strong adversary
of the opposition and was responsible for the detention of opposition-supported
Dushanbe Mayor Ikramov.

In September the "Youth of Tajikistan" (YT) kidnaped 53 government ofUcials for

3 days and released the hostages only after forcing statements, some televised, call-

ing for President Nabiyev's resignation. One hostage, Deputy Chairman Sangarov
of the Kulyab City Executive Committee, was brutally tortured and killed after he
refused to comply with the kidnapers' demands. The opposition coalition which sub-
sequently took power did not open proceedings against tne YT.

In December former Parliament Chairman Aslonov, who had been appointed
Chairman of the Executive Committee of Kurgan Tyube region by acting President
Iskandarov, reportedly was killed. He had been taken prisoner by Kulyabi militia

forces in November following the collapse of his regional government. The killing re-

gortedly was carried out by these forces subsequent to the selection of Imomili
ahmonov as Parliament Chairman and Chief of State.
Also in December, armed groups from among old guard forces in the Hissar began

the systematic combing of Dushanbe nei^bornoods in search of young Pamiri and
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Garm-Karotegin males. These men were taken hostage, and manv were killed, their

bodies subsequently found in the streets of the capital. The number of such killings

appears to have reached several score, at a minimum, in December. Finally, in De-
cember, the Deputy Chief of the KGB was assassinated in Dushanbe. He had been
an important factor in designing security policy in the coalition government and the
Iskanaarov regime.

In December unknown elements, assumed to be sympathetic to the opposition

side, kidnaped, tortured, and killed three CIS-Russian garrison soldiers. Tneir bod-

ies were later discovered in opposition-controlled territory.

b. Disappearance.—In the spring and summer, conflict in the Kurgan Tyube area
escalated, with both sides taking civilians hostage. Hundreds of persons disappeared
from towns and villages, many of whom are either being detained as hostages or

were executed.
In addition, following the legal removal of the Iskandarov regime by Parliament

and both before and after the installation of the new Rahmonov Government in the
capital, armed groups, apparently principally groups based in the Hissar Valley
west of the capital, began searching for Garm and Pamir-origin citizens. Victims
were seized in their homes, from buses, at the capital's airport, and during docu-

ment searches in the streets. While the Government, including Chairman
Rahmonov, condemned these actions and pledged police and court action against

perpetrators, these activities continued. Charges from well-placed individuals, in-

cluding some in the Tajikistan Government, have contended that these actions by
the nongovernmental armed groups have the tacit support of senior government offi-

cials.

Approximately 15 Russian civilians were kidnaped along with the 3 CIS-Russian
soldiers in December. As of late 1992, their fate was unknown.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
During the September coup d'etat, YT members kidnaped 53 government officials.

Severed of the government officials were threatened with death and beaten, and at
least one was tortured and murdered (see Section l.a.). The present Dushanbe re-

gime, which came to power following Resident Nabiyev's forced resignation in Sep-
tember, has not initiated proceedings to bring the YT members to justice.

TTiere are credible reports that both sides in the civil conilict have in some in-

stances tortured, beaten, and raped civilians presumed to be sympathetic to the op-

Eosing side. Prisoners have protested prison conditions in the region of Yavan and
[urgan Tjrube where civil conflict has resulted in food, water, and electricity short-

ages.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile,—^The Criminal Code of Taiikistan has not

been significantly amended since independence, and the abuses enaemic to the So-

viet system are still evident. Persons may be detained arbitrarily and without arrest

warrants. Within 72 hours, the accused must be officially charged, at which point
the Criminal Code permits pretrial detention for up to 18 months at the sole discre-

tion of the procurator's oflice. There is no requirement for judicial approval or for

a preliminary judicial hearing on the charge or the detention. In criminal cases, de-

tamees may be released and restricted to their place of residence j>endin^ trial. De-
tained persons have the right to counsel in principle, though practice varies widely.

In March the mayor of Dushanbe, opposition leader Maksud Dcramov, was ar-

rested on the charge of corruption. The Supreme Soviet called for his arrest, and
the Dushanbe City Executive Council affirmed his removal from oflice. Ikramov was
transferred to the city of Khojand and jailed. Following the formation of the Govern-
ment of National Reconciliation in May, the Dushanbe Citv Executive Council re-

scinded its decision to remove Ikramov, stating that the decision had been made
under pressure. Nevertheless, Ikramov remained in prison until October, when the
authorities released him pending further investigation of the charge. Dcramov's re-

lease came during the Iskandarov regime.
Nineteen Members of Parliament (M.P.'s) were kidnaped by opposition supporters

in late April in Dushanbe. These M.P.'s were detained overnight, leading to the deci-

sion by then Parliament Chairman Kenayev to resign. His agreement to resign, as

well other concessions to the opposition, secured the release of the 19 M.P.'s who
were not harmed. However, the concessions offered to the opposition to secure the
M.P.*s release were withdrawn. This kidnaping was a catalyst for direct confronta-

tion between proand anti-government demonstrations in the capital.

There were no reports o? persons being sentenced to exile.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The Tajik court system remains unmodified from
the Soviet period. There are several tiers of courts: the district, city, oblast (prov-

ince), and republic levels. Higher courts serve as appellate courts for lower ones.

Local, provincial, and republic-level judges are, for the most part, poorly trained and
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lack an understanding of independent judicial function. The court system at all lev-

els remains strongly under the influence of local political leaderships.

Trials are public, and defendants have the ri^t to attend proceedings, confront
witnesses, and present evidence. The court appoints an attorney for defendants who
do not have one. The law now provides that a lawyer may be present at the initial

interrogation of a witness; however, it appears that few defendants have benefited
from such representation. The procurator's office remains responsible for conducting
all preliminary investigations of allegations of criminal conduct. If, following the
completion of an investigation, the procurator's office decides to go to trial, the de-

fendant is presumed guilty until otherwise demonstrated.
In Kurgan Tyube, where civil conflict is centered, judicial proceedings have halt-

ed, prolonging some defendants' detention in jail and leaving criminals undeterred.
During the spring demonstrations in Dushanbe and the September coup, opposition

demonstrators and the YT meted out sunmiary justice with the tacit support of
some elements of the opposition coalition which subsequently took power. The le-

f[ally constituted Rahmonov Government Tailed to take effective action against vigi-

ante groups in Dushanbe and southern districts which sought vengeance against

groups from the Garm and Pamir regions.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—The
Criminal Coae supports the inviolability of the home and prohibits interference with
correspondence. Entry and search of a private home by the militia may be conducted
with the approval of a procurator. In some cases, entry and search may be under-
taken without permission, but the procurator must be informed within 24 hours.

In practice, the breakdown of civil order in the capital and the southern regions
resulted in arbitrary violent actions by criminal and vigilante groups, occasionally

with the tacit support of senior officials in the Nabiyev, Iskandarov, and Rahmonov
administrations. Some residents of Dushanbe, particularly Russian speakers or eth-

nic Tajiks from northern Tajikistan, were ordered at gunpoint to eive up their

homes to refugees from the south. Following removal of the Iskandarov regime,
armed old guard, pro-Rahmonov groups harassed Garm and Pamir-origin civilians,

exacting retribution for acts by individual and armed elements of these two groups
in earlier months in a cycle of revenge that continues. In the regions of Kurgan
Tyube and Kulyab, militia groups destroyed homes, property, crops, and livestock.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—The fighting in Tajikistan, concentrated in Kurgan Tyube, has been charac-
terized by brutalities and atrocities on both sides. Both old guard and opposition ele-

ments have been responsible for extensive and continuing violations of human
rights, including sunmiary executions of captives, disregard for civilian and non-
combatant status, hostage-taking, torture, rape, looting, and wanton destruction of
civilian and state property.

In Kuiigan Tyube the fighting pitted Garm and Pamiri-origin settlers, aided by
the predominantly Pamiri Ministry of Interior forces, against settlers from other re-

gions and indigenous Uzbeks, aided by the remnants of the presidential "battalion,"

consisting of progovemment Kulyabis. Estimates of the civilian casualties range
from 1,000 to 3,000. The fighting resulted in shortages of food, water, and elec-

tricity; destruction of industrial enterprises; and a massive How of displaced civil-

ians whose numbers are above a quarter of a million.

Militia forces which support the opposition coalition that seized power in Septem-
ber completely blockaded the region of Kulyab, where over 800,000 people reside

and where an additional 150,000 internally displaced from Kurgan Tyube nad taken
refuge. All supplies of food and fuel to Kulyab were halted, and requests from the
Government of Uzbekistan to open a route for the delivery of humanitarian assist-

ance were refused. Credible reports indicate that opposition forces looted and de-

stroyed hospitals in Kurgan Tyube. Kulyabi forces also were accused of looting and
wanton destruction.

Old guard forces, led by former Parliament Chairman Kenjaev, advanced into

Dushanbe in late October, provoking fighting within the capital, already swollen
with displaced persons. There was some relatively minor damage to state and civil-

ian property as a result of this attack and some deaths in the fighting.

Following installation of the new Government in Dushanbe, progovemment forces

launched an offensive against opposition forces retreating from the area around the
capital into the Garm valley, homeland of most of the opposition. At the end of 1992,

those hostilities threatened to close that region off to sources of outside supply of

food and fuel.

Of equal concern, the continuing hostilities in the Kurgan Tyube region have driv-

en over 100,000 refugees from Tajikistan into Afghanistan.
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Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Press and Speech.—Freedom of speech, press, and expression ex-

panded greatly in the beginning of 1992 but steaaily contracted during the public
demonstrations of the March-May period, the May formation of the Government of
National Reconciliation, and the September coup.
The beginning of 1992 saw a continuation of press freedom which blossomed after

the September 1991 declaration of independence and the period leading to the No-
vember 1991 presidential election. Independent papers appeared throughout
Tajikistan, along with a host of professional and social publications. Government au-
thorities relinquished overt control over former state and party publications, al-

though budgetary contributions continued. The Government maintained control of
the printing presses but, in contrast to an earlier period of press liberalization in

1990-1991, did not threaten to deny publications access to publishing facilities.

The spring demonstrations polarized the political situation. Independent reporters
and papers critical of President Nabiyev received anonymous threats, including
some tm^atening death. In April a ioumalist for Charogi Kuz, Dodojon AtuoUo, was
beaten severely by an assailant, and the windows of his nome were shot out.

The Nabiyev government attempted to expand Criminal Code provisions by add-
ing fines and imprisonment for new offenses, such as insulting a public figure or
institution. The Nabiyev government also gave the procurator unchecked powers to

close newspapers that violated these provisions. Cfhief Procurator KhovoidoUayev
privately warned several newspapers that they faced imminent closure for printing
statements by opposition political parties that were critical of the Nabiyev govern-
ment.
The government of National Reconciliation abolished the proposed press amend-

ments, but press freedom continued to diminish, largely through self-censorship.
This process accelerated after the September coup as editors grew wary of govern-
ment-supported youth groups and thugs. On several occasions, articles critical of the
new regime's political figures resulted in threats of physical violence from various
youth groups which served as unofficial enforcers.
The State Committee of Radio and Television came under strong criticism for its

one-sided version of events. The State Committee eliminated Moscow Channel 2 and
the Uzbekistan Channel, but Moscow Channel 2 was restored by presidential decree
in October following mounting public resentment of the embargo.
The government of National Reconciliation and the post-September Dushanbe re-

S'me severely limited news on the civil war in the south. Moscow correspondents
om the Ostankino television station and other foreign correspondents were prohib-

ited from filing video rejxirts. In reaction to the State Committee's bias in favor of
the new regime, the northern region of Leninabad alternatively cut and then re-

duced central television and radio programming and is establishing an independent
television and radio station.

Under the Rahmonov administration, both television broadcasting from Russia
and Uzbekistan resumed. However, the new administration announced that it was
creating an information office under the joint administration of the Council of Min-
isters and the Parliament Presidium which would coordinate the flow of information
to the state-controlled broadcast media.
The collapse of the Soviet Union lifted de facto bans on academic debate, particu-

larly on topics dealing with nationalism and language. Academic expression is now
limited only by the financial inability of many journals to publish regularly.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—The Constitution ensures free-

dom of speech, publications, meetings, demonstrations, and rallies. Persons may join

together, formally or informally, to promote nonviolent causes or protest government
Policies but, according to regulations, must apply for a demonstration permit 10
ays in advance. Societies and organizations, including political parties, are re-

quired to register with the Minister of Justice, if a republicwide organization, or
with the appropriate city executive council committee, if the group's activities are
local in nature. There is no evidence that organizations face delays or difficulties

in registering. To date, 129 republicwide organizations have registered with the
Ministry of Justice. The new Government announced its opposition to the involve-
ment of religious movements or religious leaders in national politics. It is unclear
how this will affect the activities of the opposition Islamic Revival Party.

Public demonstrations changed the political structure of Tajikistan in 1992. For
51 days in the March-May period, up to 20,000 protestors gathered in a round-the-
clock vigil in the two central squares of Dushanbe, effectively closing the Cabinet
of Ministers and Presidential Office Building, shutting down public transportation
on the central avenue, and erecting semipermanent tents along the main and sub-
sidiary boulevards. Under the Government of National Reconciliation and following
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the subsequent ousting of President Nabiyev, demonstrations on a smaller scale con-
tinued to take place in Dushanbe's central squares.
The March-May demonstrations were "unsanctioned" in that demonstrators on

both sides did not seek or receive permits to hold their respective demonstrations
in the central squares. The Nabiyev regime was reluctant to use force to disperse
the unsanctioned demonstrators. Since May, no government organ or
extragovemmental force has had the authority or the means peacefully or forcefully

to disperse unsanctioned demonstrators.
c. Freedom of Religion.—According to the Constitution, church and state are sepa-

rate in Tajikistan. Protection of religious freedom is enshrined in the Law on Free-
dom of Faith and Religious Organizations passed in December 1990. After independ-
ence, the Government moved to recognize the important role of Islam in Tajikistan,
where approximately 90 percent of residents are Muslim. Islam's renaissance is

manifest in the boom in the construction of mosques around the republic and an
increase in religious observance. Islamic education has been reestablished through
the qaziate in Dushanbe (the Islamic center and seat of the chief Islamic judge in

Tajikistan) which oversees both a male and female madressah (secondary-level reli-

gious education institutions).

While Islam is the majority religion, minority religions enjoy both government
and individual tolerance and several churches are active in Dushanbe, including a
Jewish synagogue and a Seventh-Day Adventist Society, as well as Russian Ortho-
dox and German Catholic churches. Official discrimination against religious minori-
ties has not been detected under any of Tajikistan's successive governments, al-

though one incident took place involving serious mistreatment of a young Jewish
man by Dushanbe police. In 1992 there were no restrictions on visits of prominent
Muslims as well as visitors and proselytizers of different faiths.

d. Freedom, of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Tajikistan does not restrict the movement of people within its borders,
with one notable exception. Tajiks and foreigners alike are restricted from travel
into or through a 25-kilometer border zone which, according to Tajik officials, fol-

lows Tajikistan's borders with Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Afghanistan, and China. Of-
ficials state that the exclusionary zone was established in August 1992 for security
reasons to preclude travel near Tajikistan's disturbed southern border with Afghani-
stan. There are no restrictions on the ability of a Tajik national to change residence
or woricplace.

Tajik nationals who wish to travel abroad must obtain an exit visa; there is no
evidence these are withheld for political reasons.
The Iskandarov regime on several occasions delayed the issuance of international

passports to ethnic Russians. In each instance, the Government claimed that the
Russian passport applicant was unfairly chosen to represent Tfnikistan in an inter-

national scholar exchange or training program in the United States. The Govern-
ment eventually issued passports to the applicants. Neither the Nabiyev nor the
Rahmonov regimes took such actions.

Tajikistan has no law on emigration. For the time being, a person who wishes to
emigrate must proceed as if applying to travel abroad. Once settled abroad, the per-
son is required to advise the Tajik interests section of the nearest Russian embassy
or consulate of the fact of their emigration. That information is then passed back
to the Ministry of Internal Affairs in Tajikistan which either approves or dis-

approves the resettlement. Tajik officials add that emigrating nationals rarely make
this notification.

Since February 1990, there has been an exodus of Russian-speaking people, in-

cluding Jews and ethnic Germans. The passage of the Tajik language law, fear of
the development of an Islamic state, and continued political instability hastened
their departure (see Section 5). There were credible reports that some Russians
were denied permission to leave Tajikistan because of their particular professional

expertise.
Residents who have eniigrated and wish to return to live in Tajikistan must sub-

mit their request to the Tajik interests section of the nearest Russian embassy or
consulate. The Government adjudicates each request on a case by case basis. There
are no prohibitions against a Tajik national reclaiming citizenship after emigrating;
for instance, six Jewish families returned to Tajikistan after emigrating to Israel.

Tajik citizenship is not known to be revoked for political reasons.
In recent months, some of the fleeing refugees were driven across the river border

with Afghanistan by opposition forces seeking to use the civilians as shields. A large

number were forced across by old guard units, some of which appeared to be operat-
ing independently of any centralized command. Hundreds reportedly were drowned
or were shot to death in the chaotic winter crossing of the Amu Daria. As 1992 con-
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eluded, the forced flight of refugees to northern Afghanistan appeared to be continu-

ing.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Progress towards establishing the right of citizens to change their government
through democratic means was interrupted by the outbreak of civil war. The presi-

dential election of November 1991, won by Rahmon Nabiyev, is the only direct elec-

tion ever held in this country. It was democratically contested, and, although the
opposition claimed that the election was fraudulent, it was accepted that Nabiyev
had won at least a plurality of the votes. At the time, it represented progress in
democratization, particularly in relation to elections held during the Soviet regime.
The formation of the government of National Reconciliation was effected by armed

factions rather than by constitutional procedures for changing governments. The
resignation of Nabiyev at gunpoint in September and the extraconstitutional as-

sumption of power by the opposition coalition brought an end to all efforts at politi-

cal reform, including the drafting of a new constitution. The escalation of the con-

flict into civil war destroyed civilian order in much of the country. Parliament's 16th
session in November-December 1992, in the presence of international observers, in-

cluding from the International Committee of^the Red Cross (ICRC) and the United
States, selected a new Chairman of Parliament, Imonuli Rahmonov. With the elimi-

nation of the presidential system, he became Chief of State.

The current regime is composed principally of Leninabad and Kulyab regional po-

litical interests, with participation of former and current Conununist ofdcials in lead
roles. The new Government has representation from all regions, though no opposi-

tion representatives are government ministers. The Prime Minister in the opposi-

tion-installed Iskandarov regime, Abdul Malik AbduUajanov, has been retained in

his role as Head of Grovemment, as have a number of officials who served in both
the Nabiyev and Iskandarov adniinistrations.

Parliament was last elected in February 1990 under Soviet election laws and prior
to the emergence of some democratic movements and parties. It therefore reflects

the Communist-era, old guard power structure to a significant extent. It nonetheless
remains a legal institution recognized by all sides as a legitimate political body. Its

meeting in November was only the second time since the key May meeting when
it was able to achieve a quorum. A brief special session in August initially had dif-

ficulty in achieving a qpiorum and deadlocked over opposition-proposed initiatives.

The November session in Khojand easily achieved a quorum, collecting 197 of the
230 delegates. Various governments responded to an invitation to send observers to

the session, as did the ICRC. Senior opposition leaders, though not delegates, and
international journalists also were present.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Groups that monitor human ri^ts inside Tajikistan include the newly formed
Helsinki Watch group, the Russian Society, ana various ethnic-based groups that
focus on ensuring the freedom of emigration of minority populations. International
organizations concerned about human rights have been able to visit the Republic
during all three administrations, including two visits by senior representatives of
tiie United Nations.
The successive governments of Tajikistan have been willing to discuss human

rights issues with representatives of such international organizations as the Con-
ference on Security and Cooperation in Europe and the ICRC.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The civil war hastened the exodus of ethnic minorities, in particular the Russian-
spewing peoples from Tajikistan. While the fitting was primarily among Tajiks,

civilian populations, including large numbers of ethnic Uzbeks, who comprise 23
percent of the total population of 5.1 million, were displaced from their homes and
had their properties destroyed. Subsequent involvement of armed groups composed
of Uzbeks indigenous to the Hissar Valley and to Kurgan Tyube in support of old
guard forces has changed the nature of the conflict into one in which non-Tajiks are
also involved. There are credible reports that armed youth groups harassed both
Russian-speaking people and northern Tajiks who, as a result, are moving to the
Leninabad region or emigrating to Uzbekistan or elsewhere in the former Soviet

Union. There are credible reports that during the Iskandarov regime some Russians
were being denied permission to leave because of their particular professional exper-

tise (see i^ction 2.a.).

At various times since the March-May demonstrations, prominent political leaders

have warned the Russian population of'^Tajikistan that they wiU be held responsible
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for the actions of the Russian-CIS forces stationed in Tajikistan. Democrat Party
Chairman Shodman Yusuf implicitly threatened ethnic Russians with retribution in
May for supposed Russian interference in Tajik domestic aflalrs. Following 3 days'
captivity in September, Acting Deputy Prime Minister Karimov urged Russia not to
take one side or another in the civil conflict or the Russian population would be at
risk. Following inaccurate reports that the CIS garrison had nred on unarmed dem-
onstrators in October, armed groups took ethmc Russians hostage and threatened
others, Including several schoolchildren. The hostages were released.
The Tajik language law, passed in 1989, stipulates that Tajik will be the sole offi-

cial language of Tajikistan bv 1996 and reserves Russian as the language of
interethnic communication. A draft revision of the Tajik language law, completed in
the summer of 1992 but not yet reviewed by the National Assembly, eliminates the
role of Russian as an interethnic language. While the educational system will con-
tinue to conduct classes in Tajik, Russian, and Uzbek, all government workers must
conduct their written and oral business in Tajik by 1994. Tliere is debate about the
possible revision of this law to eliminate Russian as an interethnic language.
The collapse of the Soviet Union eliminated unofficial quotas that existed for hir-

ing women and ethnic minorities at all levels of the Communist party and other
state organs. As a result, the disproportionate number of Russians in high govern-
ment posts was eliminated. Concurrently, the proportionate number of women and
Uzbeks in government disappeared. For example, although there are no legal bar-
riers to female or ethnic minority participation in the electoral process, female Mem-
bers of Parliament declined from 150 out of 315 to 9 out of 150.
The criminal harassment of Afghan citizens residing in Tajikistan was in practice

sanctioned by the coalition government and the Iskandarov regime. Afghan resi-

dents, businessmen, and diplomats were the tai;gets of crime, kidnaping, and rape.
Despite frequent official protests to these governments, securitv organs overlooked
crime perpetrated against Afghans. Police units, as a rule, did not respond to Af-
ghan refugee pleas for assistance.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—^According to the Law on Social Organization and the
Law on Trade Union Rights and Activity, all citizens are guaranteed the right of
association. Included in this guarantee is the right to form and to join associations
without prior authorization, to form and join ^derations and affiliate with inter-
national organizations freely, and to participate in international travel.
There is no longer any requirement for a single labor union structure. However,

the Communist-era Confederation of Trade Unions remedns the dominant labor or-
ganization, although it has shed its subordination to the Communist party. TTie
Confederation claims 1.6 million members. In April 1990, the Labor Union of Pri-
vate Sector Enterprises and Organizations was formed, independent of the Confed-
eration. It claims 40,000 members, some of whom also have dual membership in the
Confederation. Both labor unions consult with the Cabinet of Ministers on worker
rights as well as on issues of social welfare. In August the unions worked with the
Cabinet of Ministers to raise the minimum wage.

In the event that arbitration fails, unions have the ri^t to strike. In 1991, 3 davs
of negotiations between the unions and the Government averted a nationwide strike
protesting low teachers' wages and the unpopular "President's Tax." As a matter of
principle, both labor unions publicly disavow the utility of strikes in a period of eco-
nomic crisis and high unemplo3Tnent and espouse compromise between management
and workers.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The right to organize and
bareain collectively is codified in the Tajik Soviet Socialist Repuhlic Labor Code and
is the subject of draft legislation. Currently, the Law on Trade Unions prohibits
antiunion discrimination or the use of sanctions to dissuade union membership.
There are no export processing zones.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced and compulsory labor is

considered to be prohibited, although there is no explicit injunction in the Labor
Code or in the Law on Employment of the Population. However, this law provides
that a person has the right to find work of his own choosing. Labor inspectors with-
in the local trade union structure enforce this law. The Soviet practice of compelling
students to harvest cotton was outlawed in 1989. There were reliable reports, how-
ever, that Kulyab militia commander Sangak Safarov forcibly conscripted labor bat-
talions from among Garm males with ancestral origin in the Garm area who have
attempted to return to their homes in Kulyabi-controlled, Kurgan Tyube area.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^According to the Labor Code, the
minimum age for the employment of children is 16. With the concurrence of the
local trade union, employment may begin at the age of 15. While official data is
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ladcing, children from the age of 7 often work during the harvest, but their work
is considered "family assistance."

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^After consultation with union representatives,

the Government in September raised the minimum wage by decree. It does not,

however, provide a decent standard of living for a woiker and family. The decree
affects sdl workers except those in the armed forces, police, and KGB. The standard
legal workweek is 40 hours. The Government established occupational health and
sfuety standards, but according to ofUcial data in 1991, more than a fifth of indus-
trial workers worked in substandard conditions.

TURKEY

Turkey is a constitutional republic with a multiparty parliament (the Turkish
Grand National Assembly-TBMM) which elects the presiaent. In parliamentary elec-

tions in October 1991, the center-right Correct Way Party (DYP) won a 27-percent
plurality of the national vote, and DYP leader Suleyman Demirel formed a coalition

Government with the Social Democratic Populist Party (SHP) and became Prime
Minister. The TBMM in 1989 elected Turgut Ozal as President.

A state of emergency declared in 1987, at the time martial law was rescinded,
continued in 10 southeastern provinces where the Government faced increasing ter-

rorist violence in its efforts to combat Kurdish separatist insurgency (see Section
l.g.). Three adjacent provinces also remained under the authority of the regional
governor for security purposes. The state of emergency allows civilian governors to

exercise certain quasi-martial law powers, includmg restrictions on the press and
removal from the area of persons whose activities are believed inimical to public

order, (jovemment decrees renewed in November retained stringent security meas-
ures in the state of emergency region.

Turkey experienced an upsurge in terrorist violence in 1992. The efforts of the
Turkish authorities to respond had a significant impact on the human rights situa-

tion. The Turkish National Police in the cities and the Jandarma (gendarmerie) in

the countryside are responsible for maintaining public order. Acknowledging pro-

longed domestic and international concern about the actions of these security or-

gans, the (jrovemment promised to establish a state of law based on human rights

and to put an end to the use of torture by security forces. These objectives were
not achieved during the Government's first year in office, and incidents of abuse and
excessive use of force by security personnel persisted throughout 1992. Total mili-

tary expenditures for 1989, the last year for which the U.S. Arms Control and Dis-
armament Agency conducted a detailed analysis, were $3.15 billion. The Grovem-
ment has undertaken efforts to restructure and reequip its military forces which
wiU most Ukely result in long-term reductions but short-term increases to fiind the
transition.

Turkey's economy has a strong free market orientation, although state-owned en-
terprises stiU account for an estimated 38 percent of manufacturing. Approximately
80 percent of Turkejr's exports are industrial sector goods. Through November 1992,
inflation was running at an annual rate of 68.6 percent, and annualized real eco-

nomic growth of the economy through September was 5.8 percent.
Turkey's primary human rights problem included torture of persons in police or

security forces custody during periods of incommunicado detention and interroga-

tion; political killings; "mystery killings;" disappearances; terrorist acts by armed
separatists, leftwing extremists, fundamentalist Islamic extremists, and unknown
persons; use of excessive force against noncombatants by security forces; and restric-

tions on freedom of expression and association. While the 1991 Anti-Terror Law
quashed capital sentences and nullified the so-called thought crimes articles of the
Penal Code, it introduced a broad and ambiguous definition of terrorism, under
which not only alleged terrorists but ordinary citizens suspected of "threatening the
indivisible unity of the State" by acts or ideas have been detained.

In May Parliament passed a judicial reform package that gave aU suspects the
right to immediate access to legal counsel and shortened permissible
prearraignment detention periods to between 24 and 96 hours. President Ozal ve-
toed the bill and returned it for reconsideration; after agreeing to exclude from its

provisions suspects detained for offenses within the jurisdiction of state security
courts. Parliament passed a truncated version of the bill, the Criminal Trials Proce-
dure Law (CMUK), in November. The CMUK does not apply to political offenders
and those accused of terrorist acts. Western governments, parliaments, and non-
governmental organizations publicly expressed disappointment at the Turkish Gov-
ernment's slow pace in implementing reforms to curb torture, its failure in most
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cases to try, convict, and punish those who engage in torture, and its failure to in-

vestigate effectively "mystery killings" and disappearances.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^The nunAer of political murders and
extrajudicial killings increased in 1992. In addition to deaths at the hands of gov-

ernment authorities (including deaths in official custody and by forces combating
terrorists) and those attributable to terrorist groups, there were a substantial num-
ber of "mystery killings" that could not be attributed to rival factions and led to alle-

gations by human ri^ts groups, journalists, and other independent observers of se-

curity forces' complicity.

Both local and international human rights oi-ganizations reported that during

1992 at least 15 persons died in suspicious circumstances while in ofiicial custody,

some possibly as a result of torture. Police claimed five of the deaths, including

those of three teenaged suspects, were "suicides." One teenaged youth was said to

have hanged himself with a blindfold. A 16-year-old girl was reported to have shot

herself in the back of the head with a guard's gun. Another alleged suicide was that

of Nurettin Asian, 55, detained as a drug smuggler, who died after plunging down
an eighth-floor stairwell in Istanbul. In Batman, a 65-year-old detainee suspected

of separatism died in similar circumstances. There is no public record indicating

that the Government made a serious effort to investigate these cases.

August police raids against Dev Sol (Devrimci Sol, the Revolutionaiy Left) safe

houses in Ankara led to claims of extrajudicial execution. Witnesses alleged that five

terrorists who died could not have escaped because barred windows would have
forced them to leave by the building's single door. Thev charged that police delib-

erately killed rather than captured the occupants. The Turkish Human Rights Asso-

ciation (HRA) immediately acted to revoke the membership of Minister for Human
Rights Mehmet Kahraman, who had accompanied police and observed the house
raids. Other house raids in Istanbul and Ankara brought similar charges of

extrajudicial killings. The Human Rights Foundation (HRF) reported instances in

which police in Istanbul and elsewhere fatally shot innocent passers-by from their

vehicles while in pursuit of suspected criminals and killed and injured civilians by
using gunfire to break up peaceml demonstrations.

One international human rights organization claimed that at least 100 unarmed
civilians were killed by security forces firing on peaceful demonstrations or ran-

domly firing on residential areas in "retaliation" for attacks by the Kurdish separat-

ist Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK) (see Section 1.^.). The European Parliament

said 205 people were killed during 1992 in extrajudicial executions carried out by
security forces. Prime Minister Demirel maintained that the issue in Turkey was
not a question of human rights abuse but rather the need to combat terrorists.

The number of "mystery killings" increased during 1992, especially in the south-

east where unknown persons murdered more than 100 Kurdish men—journalists,

local politicians, members of the People's Labor Party (HEP), and others identified

as sympathetic to Kurdish causes. The Government failed to initiate any form of

public inquiry and did not charge anyone in connection with the murders of these

civilians. In August Prime Minister Demirel said that the State knew who had car-

ried out some 55 unsolved murders but had not been able to capture and arrest the

culprits. An international human rights organization reported two cases in which
bystanders apprehended the alleged murderers and turned them over to oflicials;

however, the individuals were never brought to trial. In Julv unknown assailants

killed Razman Sat. Following his detention by police in March, Sat, in a complaint

of abuse filed with the prosecutor, stated that he had been told, "The next time, we
will kiU you in the street." Based on such incidents, some human rights organiza-

tions and local Kurds charged that the Government acquiesces in or even sponsors

murders of civilians.

Siddik Tan, a HRA board member in Batman who survived a 1991 car-bombing,

was shot dead by unidentified men in June 1992. Harbi Arman, an HEP board

member who disappeared from Diyarbakir in January was found dead 4 davs later;

Vedat Fidanci, kidnaped from Silvan on August 24, was found dead 2 weeks later;

an autopsy revealed he had been tortured.

Twelve journalists, most of them working for leftist or pro-Kurdish newspapers,

were assassinated in 1992. They included Musa Anter, a well-known Kurdish writer

and journalist (a previously unknown nationalist group, Grey Arrow, claimed re-

sponsibility); Halit Gungen, the first reporter killed in 1992 who had written for the

leftwing Dei Bine Dogru (Towards the Year 2000) about purported connections be-

tween the HizbuUah Islamic terrorist group and a counterguerrilla force allegedly
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linked to Turkish security forces; and Izzet Kezer, who worked for the mainstream
Sabah newspaper and was shot and killed by security forces in Cizre after the vio-

lence that followed the Kurdish New Year celebration. The Government has stated

that it is investigating these murders.
Political murders by terrorists occurred predominantly in the southeast renon but

also in the major metropolitan areas of Istanbul, Ankara, Izmir, and Adana. victims

of killings likely perpetrated by the PKK included state officials, paramilitary vil-

lage guards (and sometimes members of their families), and persons suspected of

being supporters of rightwing terrorist groups. In a 3-day period in September, the
PKK claimed responsibility for the murders of two judicial officers whose homes in

Diyarbakir province were raided at night, and for the executions of an SHP official,

a village headman, and a prominent member of the Assyrian Christian community
after forcing them from their cars at a daylight roadblock of a major highway near
Mardin. During 1992 at least a dozen village guards were found hanged Trom utility

poles with money stuffed into their mouths and notes aUegedlv from the PKK in

their pockets; several dozen more died when they were allegedly shot after being
identified as village guards at roadblocks erected by PKK militants on highways in

southeastern Turkey. PKK terrorists also made nighttime raids on homes of village

guards, killing them and family members.
Islamic fundamentalists, too, were targets of political murders, including the fol-

lowing deaths: fatal shootings in Diyarb^ir and Mardin of rehgious leaders known
as Hizbullah sympathizers; a fatal shooting in Izmir of a pro-Hizbullah truckdriver

just arrived from Nusaybin; and critical gunshot wounds to a KizUtepe shopkeeper
and lethal ones to his teenaged son, both known Hizbullah followers.

Dev Sol, a violent Marxist-Leninist group, continued its urban terror campaign
despite being weakened by police actions against it in 1991 and 1992. Among 41
killings attrmuted to the group, Dev Sol claimed responsibility for assassinating a
retired admiral in Istanbul in July and shooting dead two Istanbul policemen in
April, as well as for launching rocket attacks against the U.S. Consulate General
in Istanbul and various Turkish government installations, banks, and businesses.

Islamic Jihad claimed they killed an Israeli diplomat in Ankara in May. Death
threats signed Islamic Jihad-b (Fist of Islam) were received by 28 prominent Turks
including parliamentarians, human rights monitors, and a doctor who assisted Iraqi

Kurdish refugees.

b. Disappearance.—Disappearances continued to occur in 1992 while those re-

ported in 1991 (Husejrin Toraman, Muharrem Bozan, Yusuf Eristi, Haydar Altun)
remained unsolved. Mehmet Demir, an HEP official in Siirt and allegedly a PKK
sjntnpathizer, vanished after leaving his shop on January 10. Eyewitnesses reported
he was forced into a minibus by security forces checking identity papers nearby; po-

lice denied ever having had Demir in custody. No official investigation into the case

was initiated.

Security forces' complicity was alleged in several other disappearances, including
that of Hasan Gulunay, who vanished en route to a real estate office in Istanbiil

on July 20 and was reportedly taken to the Gajrrettepe political police center. Au-
thorities denied having detained Gulunay; however, his driver's license was found
on the body of a man who died in detention in Artvin, several hundred miles from
Istanbul.
PKK terrorists continued frequent abductions of local villagers, teachers, religious

figures, and officials in the southeast.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or De^raditig Treatment or Punishment.—
The Constitution outlaws torture, and Turkey is a signatory to the U.N. and Euro-
pean Conventions against Torture. Nevertheless, despite the Government's public

commitments, pervasive and credible reports of torture continue throughout Turkey.
As Turkey has recognized the jurisdiction of the European Court of Human Rights,
Turks are free to file applications alleging violations of the European Convention
on Human Rights with the European Commission, and several have done so.

Human rights attorneys and physicians who treat alleged victims of torture contend
that most persons charged with or merely suspected of political crimes are tortured,

and also contend that significant numbers of those detained for ordinary crimes are
subjected to police brutality. This mistreatment continues to occur in police stations

and Jandarma headquarters, largely during periods of incommunicado detention be-
fore a suspect is brought before a court.

Allegations of such abuses are not consistently investigated, and perpetrators
rarely sanctioned. Credible reports from former detainees and professionals who re-

habilitate alleged victims indicate that commonly employed methods include: high-
pressure cold water hoses, electric shocks, beating of the genitalia, hanging by the
arms, bUndfolding, sleep deprivation, deprivation of clothing, systematic beatings,
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including beatings on the soles of the feet, vaginal and anal rape with truncheons
and, in some instances, gun barrels.

For example, Nazli Top, a nurse who was 3 months pregnant when she was de-

tained in Istanbul in April, alleged she was tortured and raped with a trundieon
during 10 days of detention before police released her without charge, calling it a
case of mistaken identity. The Forensic Medicine Institute provided documentation
of the injuries she suffered from beatings on the stomach and breasts, electric

shocks to her genitals and abdomen, and suspension by her arms. Top filed criminal

charges against her alleged torturers. The case is under review by the Istanbul pro-

vincial administrative board which has the authority to determine whether to pros-

ecute. The HRA provided hospital photos of third-degree bums on the feet, legs, and
back of teenager Sevki Akinci, whom security forces allegedly compelled to stand in

a fire untU. he collapsed.

Other detainees give similar descriptions of methods employed by police. Huseyin
Karavar said he was subjected to 9 days of torture at Urfa pouce headqruarters

where, despite being weak from surgery 2 weeks earlier, he was repeatedly sub-

jected to electric shocks and deprived of water and sleep. Ramazan Savci, an appli-

cant for treatment at the HRF's Istanbul Torture Rehabilitation Center, was de-

tained for "looking suspicious" and alleged he was beaten, subiected to hanging by
the arms and electric shocks, and finally had a big toenail puUed out before being
released without charge. An 80-year-old woman said Diyarbakir police beat her and
four other family memners when the police faUed to find her grandson at home.
Another detainee, picked up for a common crime and held for 48 hours at

Istanbul's Kapikule station, alleged that police beat him, administered electric

shocks, puUed^out his moustache with a tweezers, raped him anally with a trun-

cheon, and finally put him in a cell to be savaged by a German shepherd; he dis-

played bruises and multiple bite marks at a press conference. The Turkish Medical
Association condemned the torture of Dr. Huseyin Usta in Izmit and demanded that

those reportedly responsible, including the Kocaeli province security director and
governor, be punished. In September mtemational human rights organizations al-

leged torture in Adana of several persons, including a leftist publisher, who were
forced to lie atop an ice block untu their body temperatures tell dangerously low.

Although the Government asserted that medical examinations occur once during

detention and a second time before either arraignment or release, former detainees

asserted that some government-ordered medical examinations took place too long

after the event to aflow any definitive finding, some examinations were cursory,

and some were done in the presence of police oiiicials.

Credible sources in the human rights and legal communities estimate that judicial

authorities investigate only about one-half olthe formal complaints involving tor-

ture and prosecute only a small fraction of those. According to government figures,

in the first 8 months of 1992, 13 cases of mistreatment came before the courts in

the area under the control of the Jandarma. As of November 1, the trials were con-

tinuing. According to government figures through August, iudicial authorities re-

ceived 293 complaints, involving 523 suspects, containmg allegations of torture or

mistreatment by state ofiicials; 306 public trials were launched against 409 sus-

pects, and 180 suspects were convicted. Those found guilty have historically received

fight sentences. A trial charging 76 prison officers with beating 19 prisoners at

Elazig type E prison in April began in September with the prosecutor seeking sen-

tences of "no less than 6 months for the defendants, who include two prison direc-

tors. In May, six police officers were brought to trial for the Novenber 1991 death

in custody of Yucel Ozen. The court case is continuing. HRF reported that 16 deaths

in detention occurred during 1992.

No government reforms tnat could contribute to a reduction of abuse were effec-

tively implemented, and the number of allegations of torture increased. As of the

end of June, more than 90 torture claims had reached the press; some 500 applica-

tions were filed with the parliamentary Human Rights Commission, but none had
been investigated. The HRF's Torture Rehabilitation Centers in Ankara, Izmir, and
Istanbul reported that their caseload of persons under treatment had increased from
about 125 at the end of 1991 to 240 in September 1992.

The new judicial reform law bans the use of confessions obtained by torture as

evidence in courts but does not apply to defendants arrested under provisions of the

Anti-Terror Law. Under the Anti-Terror Law, officials accused of torture or other

mistreatment may stay on the job while under investigation and may only be sus-

pended if convicted. Special provincial administrative Doards, rather than re^lar
courts, decide whether to prosecute such cases, and suspects' legal fees are paid by

their employing agencies.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Except in limited circumstances, such as

when a person is caught in the act of committing a crime, a prosecutor must issue
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a detention order. The detention period for those charged with common or individual
crimes is generally 24 hours, but persons detained because of individual crimes fall-

ing under the provisions of the Anti-Terror Law must appear before a judge within
48 hours. Those charged with any crime of a collective or conspiratorial nature may
be detained up to 15 days. Access to counsel is not permitted during these periods
of detention. In the 10 southeastern provinces under a state of emergency, incom-
municado detention for collective crimes may last up to 30 days.

The Turkish Criminal Procedure Code provides for an accused person to have the
right of access to counsel "at any and every stage of the proceeding," and states that
"a person under detention may at any time meet, confer with, and correspond with
his attorney." In practice, however, such access is often denied.

Under existing law, a detainee's next of kin must normally be notified "in the
shortest time" after arrest. Once fonnally charged by the prosecutor, a detainee is

arraigned before a judge and allowed to retain a lawyer. Once arraigned, the judge
may release the accused on presentation of an appropriate guarantee, such as bail,

or order him held in detention if the court determines that he is likely to flee or
destroy evidence.
According to Prime Ministry circulars (1989 and 1990) and a more recent Justice

Ministry circular (1991), suspects detained for individual or collective crimes are to

be allowed access to an attorney. Nevertheless, access to lawyers did not improve
for most detainees, particularly those charged with collective or political crimes. Be-
cause the final decision is left to the independent prosecutors, such access is rou-
tinely denied, usually with an explanation that access would prejudice an ongoing
investigation. The Justice and Interior Ministries have generally not intervened in
prosecutors' decisions or police actions den3ring access. Although the Constitution
specifies the right of detainees to request speedy conclusion of arraignment and
trial, judges have ordered a significant number of persons detained indeterminately,
sometimes for years. While many cases involve persons accused of violent crimes,
it is not uncommon for those accused of nonviolent political crimes to be kept in cus-
tody until the conclusion of their trials.

Lai^e-scale detentions occurred several times during 1992, especially in the south-
east, including those of an estimated 800 to 1,000 persons detained after a protest

march that blocked a highway near Nusaybin in June and many hundreds detained
following Kurdish New Year celebrations that turned violent in March in Cizre,

Simak, and other southeastern towns. On September 28, 11 HEP members were
taken into police custody for investigation into charges of advocating separatism in

connection with alleged PKK propaganda heard during the last HEP convention.
The State Security Court prosecutor gave the Ankara Security Directorate 10 days
to obtain the testimony of the HEP executives; the HEP leaders were detained when
they went to the Directorate to testify. A group of lawyers requested access but were
not allowed to see them. HEP district officials as well as the founder were arrested.

Most of those taken into custody in such mass detentions are released within 24
hours with no charges filed. For example, in the Simak detentions in August, only
about 30 out of 400 persons remained in custody and under investigation a week
later (see Section l.g.). Among arbitrary detentions during the year were those of
16 people, including Musa Anter (see Section La.) and Ismail Besikci (see Section
2.a.), who tried to lay a black wreath at the Press Council building in Istanbul in
March and were taken into detention for "making an unauthorized demonstration;"
10 persons detained in Ankara for laying a black wreath at the Interior Ministry
to protest Nazli Top's torture (see Section I.e.) and a 17-year-old detained for hang-
ing a poster in Istanbul.
There is no formal external exile, and Turkey's internal exile law was lifted in

1987. In 1990 the Government gave authority to the southeast regional governor to

"remove from the region," for a period not to exceed the duration of the state of
emergency, citizens under his administration whose activities (whether voluntary or
forced) "give an impression that they are prone to disturb general security and pub-
lic order. ' Although there were no known instances of this broad authority having
been used in 1992, credible reports from human rights monitors and residents oi

towns in the southeast indicate that oflicials used "administrative transfers" of gov-
ernment employees to remove persons thought "prone to disturb order."

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The ju(ficial system is composed of general law
courts, state security courts, and military courts. The majority of cases are pros-

ecuted in the general law courts, which include the civil courts, administrative
courts, and criminal courts. Appeals are heard in either the High (Ilourt of Appeals
or the Council of State. There is also a Constitutional Court and a Court of Cassa-
tion. The Anti-Terror Law set up provincial administrative boards that decide
whether cases involving state ofiicials accused of misconduct should be heard in
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criminal court. Military courts, with their own appeals system, hear cases relating
to infractions of military law by members of the armed forces.

The Constitution declares that judges should be independent of the executive in

the discharge of their duties and provides for the security of their tenure. The High
CouncU of Judges and Prosecutors, appointed by the President and including the
Minister of Justice, selects judges and prosecutors for the higher courts and oversees
those of the lower courts, trie Constitution also prohibits authorities from giving or-

ders or reconamendations concerning the exercise of judicial power. A September Na-
tional Security Council statement appearing to urge the Constitutional Court to

close the HEP drew press criticism for conflicting with constitutional strictures on
this point. In general, the courts act independently of the executive, and in many
instances courts dismiss charges brought by prosecutors.
Defendants normally have the right to a public trial, and the Constitution states

that no one shall be found guilty untU proven guilty in a court of law. The law re-

quires the Bar Association to provide free counsel to indigents who make such a re-

quest to the court. Costs are borne by the Association. Triere is no jury system; all

cases are decided by a judge or panel of judges. Defense lawyers generally have ac-

cess to the independent prosecutor's files after arraignment and before the trial (a

period of a few weeks). In cases involving violations of the Anti-Terror Law and
some other laws, such as insulting the President, or "defaming Turkish citizenship,"

access may be denied to files desuing with national intelligence or security matters.
Eight state security courts, composed of five members—^two civilian judges, one

military judge, and two prosecutors—^try defendants accused of crimes such as ter-

rorism, dru^ smuggling, membership in illegal organizations, and espousing or dis-

seminating ideas prohibited bv law as "damaging the indivisible unity of the State
with its territory and nation.' In 1992 these courts predominantly dealt with cases
covered by the Anti-Terror Law. Their verdicts may be appealed only to a special-

ized department of the High Court of Appeals dealing with crimes against state se-

curity. Although these courts are defended on the grounds that they were estab-
lished to try suspects of certain crimes more efficiently and speedily, in fact suspects
accused of crimes under the security courts' jurisdictions are permitted by the Anti-
Terror Law to be detained twice as long before arraignment as in other cases. State
security courts may hold closed hearings and mav admit testimony obtained during
police interrogations without presence of counsel or under torture if it is corrobo-
rated by other sources. According to government figures, 2,039 people were de-

tained, and 533 people are serving sentences for violations of the Anti-Terror Law.
The 16-year-old student "N A.," whose 4-month detention for having hung a "No

to war" poster on a classroom wall was reported in 1991, stood trial in the manbul
State Security Court and was sentenced in August to 6 months and 20 days in pris-

on.

The Constitutional Court examines the constitutionality of laws, decrees, and pro-

cedural rules of the Parliament, except that it may not consider "decrees with the
force of law" issued during a state of emergency, martial law, or in time of war. The
Constitutional Court was examining the constitutionality of several provisions of the
Anti-Terror Law but had rendered no decision by year's end. Figures provided by
the Government indicate that 25 cases continued m the three martial law courts
as of the end of September. A draft bill proposing to transfer all remaining martial
law court cases to civil courts and end the operations of the martial law courts has
been accepted by the National Defense Committee and forwarded for consideration
to the Parliament.

In part because mass detentions lead to enormous fluctuations in the number of
detainees from day to day, human rights monitors hesitate to offer figures on the
numbers of persons in custody who might reasonably be considered political pris-

oners. In a January 1992 report, the HRF identified some 1,500 prisoners whom it

considers political prisoners. In some state security court cases, the persons con-
cerned were charged for attempting to exercise their right to freedom of speech, as-

sociation, or some other internationally recognized human right.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

Constitution provides for the inviolability of a person's domicile ana the privacy of

correspondence and communication. Government ofiicials may enter a private resi-

dence or intercept or monitor private correspondence only ujwn issuance of a judicial

warrant. These provisions are generally respected in practice; however, in 1992 the
English-language Turkish Daily News published several complaints about violations

of the privacy of correspondence, especially correspondence coming into Turkey from
abroad.

In the 10 provinces under a state of emergency, the governor (or regional gov-
ernor) may empower authorities to search residences or the premises of political

parties, businesses, associations, and other organizations without a warrant. Au-
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thorities in these provinces may also search, hold, or seize without warrant persons,
letters, telegrams, and documents. Roadblocks are commonplace in the southeast,
and security ofUcials, in search of smugglers and terrorists, regularly search vehi-
cles and travelers.

According to newspaper reports, in several separate episodes during 1992, school
officials forced teenaged girls who had been seen in the company oi boyfriends to

undergo virginity tests. Several of the girls so examined either attempted or success-
fully committed suicide.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—Since 1984 a continuing and increasingly violent insurgency by the separat-
ist Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK) has claimed about 6,000 lives, more than a third
of them during 1992. The PKK's campaign of violence in southeast Turkey is di-

rected both against security forces ana against civilians who the PKK believes co-

operate with the State. In addition to casualties among security forces and mili-
tants, there were at least 400 noncombatant deaths (as of September 30) as a result
of actions by terrorist groups and security forces.

The PKK attacked rural Jandarma posts, inflicting casualties, and also continued
sporadic nighttime rocket attacks against Turkish towns, ostensibly aiming at secu-
rity establishments but in fact causing death, injury, or damage in surrounding
neighborhoods. In a series of attacks on oil exploration sites and storage facilities,

the PKK killed three petroleum engineers, wounded a fourth, and set fires. The
PKK continued its attacks against the educational system, killing or threatening to
kill teachers in many districts and burning down schools. The Government plec^ed
to send 1,700 new teachers to the southeast for the opening of the 1992-93 school
year, regional officials conceded, however, that some teachers had resigned rather
than accept the assignment. The Government converted some local school buildings
into security force barracks. As a result, schools again failed to operate during the
1991-92 school year in most rural areas of southeastern Turkey.
Government security forces on many occasions fired on homes of villagers sus-

pected of harboring PKK terrorists, thereby causing an unknown number of casual-
ties and destroying villagers' property, including livestock. In August, for example,
security forces fired on homes and shops in the provincial town of Simak for 44
hours, killing 14 civilians, causing heavy damage, and forcing more than 20,000
residents of Simak and the immediate vicinity (virtually the entire population of the
area) to leave their homes. Government officials alleged that a massive and heavily
armed PKK force had attacked by night; however, the final death toll (4 security
personnel and 14 civilians) and the final arrest figure (37) cast doubt on the accu-
racy of that statement. Observers stated that government buildings, police head-
quarters, and residential blocks were largely unoamaged. Journalists and other out-
siders were prohibited from entering Simak for days after the incident, and the
eventual reports of fact-finding delegations from various political parties and the
HRA concluded that security forces had used excessive force there. The (Jovemor
of Simak said "there may have been some mistakes."

Celebrations of the Kurdish New Year also led to charges of indiscriminate firing
and excessive use of force by security personnel in at least three cities in southeast-
em Turkey. A 22-hour gun 'Tsattle" in Simak left houses and shops pockmariced by
bullets, but no damage to government buildings. The New Year death toll was close
to 100 (including the Sabah journalist mentioned in Section l.a.).

Villagers complain that Jandarma and security team searches for PKK terrorists
and for evidence of local support for them have resulted in expulsions, beatings, tor-

ture, and arbitrary killing of innocent civilians. Examples include a press report of
a drunken shooting spree by security forces in a southeastern town near Bingol in
which 16 civilians were reported wounded and much property destroyed. Area hos-

Sitals reportedly refused to treat the victims without certificates from the local
andarma command confirming that they were not terrorists. International human

rights groups reported that following a l^ptember 29 raid by Jandarma and village
guards on the village of Hisar, in which 4 persons were killed and approximately
30 were arrested, 5 detainees subsequently were brought to the hospital in Cizre
bloody and unable to walk without assistance; police prevented the doctor treating
them from writing a medical report documenting their injuries. Human rights
groups cited 'Turkish newspaper" reports that, in apparent "retaliation" for an at-
tack on a military vehicle by PKK guerillas in Kulp, security forces fired randomly,
killing and wounding civilians, and detained scores of people. One civilian, Vahit
Nurin, reportedly died after being doused with gasoline and set on fire.

Government decree 430, codified in December 1990 and renewed in November, im-
poses stringent security measures in the southeast. The regional governor may cen-
sor news, ban strikes or lockouts, and impose internal exile (see Section l.d.). The
decree also provides for doubling the sentences of those convicted of cooperating
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with separatists. Informants and convicted persons who cooperate with the State

are eligu)le for rewards and reduced sentences. Provisions in the decree that specific

cally prohibited court challenges to the regional governor's administrative decisions

were later amended to provide limited judicial review.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The Constitution provides for freedom of speech

and press. However, in 1992 tiiere were significant limitations on these freeaoms.

The unsolved murders of 12 journalists (see Section l.a.) and the failure of the Gov-
ernment to arrest even a single suspect drew international opprobrium as well as

criticism inside Turkey. The International Press Institute (IPI) and the Committee
to Protect Journalists (CPJ) sent fact-finding missions to interview Turkish officials

and members of the press. IPI demanded an end to the murders and protective

measures for journalists, whUe the CPJ's researcher stated publicly that he had
seen evidence implicating Turkish security forces in at least some of the deaths. Ar-

ticle 19, a publication of the International Center on Censorship, charged Turkey
with "censorship by bullet" and claimed the killings of journalists nad become a sys-

tematic campaign. In August Prime Minister Demirel and Interior Minister Sezgin

made separate public statements claiming that the murdered correspondents were
"not journalists as we know them" and indicated they were spokesmen for terrorists.

The September 20 assassination of Musa Anter (see Section l.a.), the oldest and
most prominent of those killed, led Turkish Press Council Chairman Oktay Aksi and
many columnists to decry government inaction and to express fear that Anter's

death was meant to intimidate other journalists.

Prosecutions against authors, publications, and publishers continued under the

provisions of the Anti-Terror Law. It provides that "written and oral propaganda
* * * aiming at damaging the indivisible unity of the State of the Turkish Republic

with its territoiy and nation (is) forbidden, regardless of the method, intention and
ideas behind it. The law provides both for significant prison sentences and prohibi-

tively expensive fines, and in practice both are imposed. A Zaman (Times) writer

spent 2 months in prison for criticizing the armed forces; the editor of the journal

Social Liberation was sentenced to 12 months' imprisonment and a substantial fine

for violating the "law to fight terrorism." A journalist for Flag of Labor served 10

months for praising activities proscribed by the laws." As of June 30, some 41 mag-
azines and newspapers had been confiscated by court decision, along with 12 books.

Numerous issues of leftist and pro-Kurdish periodicals, including virtually every

edition of Yeni Ulke, were ordered confiscated by state security court prosecutors

throughout the year, and court proceedings were instituted against several editors

and publishers. A correspondent for the daily, Ozgur Gundem (Free Agenda), was
arrested and charged witn giving aid and comfort to the PKK. Istanbul correspond-

ents of Ozgur Gundem and Mucadele were detained for attending a meeting of

squatters protesting urban renewal projects. The Kurdish weekly Azadi alleged offi-

ciad harassment, pointing to seizures of its papers, obstacles to publication,

confiscation or prohibition of Azadi advertising posters, unusual difficulty in secur-

ing distribution, police harassment of journalists, and the impoundment of the sec-

ond edition of the paper on orders of the State Security Court in Istanbul. Many
editions of Kurdish-onented periodicals were seized before they could be distributed

nationally to newsstands.
The Communist Party was legalized by the 1991 abolition of a law prohibiting ad-

vocacy of a state based on class or race dominance. However, the Constitutional

Court outlawed both the Turkish United Communist Party and the Socialist Party

in 1992 (see Section 3). As of December 15, the Court was considering whether to

close HEP for allegedly violating the law on political parties and the Constitution.

On September 28, 11 members of the HEP executive board were taken into custody

for interrogation and ordered detained under a prosecutor's order for 10 days. All

but three were subsequently released. The three were charged under the Anti-Ter-

ror Law with making separatist propaganda at HEPs September 19 convention. The
chief prosecutor of the State Security Court sought on three separate occasions to

have Parliament's Constitutional and Justice Commission lift the immunity of the

22 HEP deputies. The lastest occasion, in November, was based on their participa-

tion in the HEP convention where some allegedly pro-PKK sloganeering was heard.

The prosecutor's first two requests, in December 1991 and May 1992, were made
so that their behavior at their November 1991 swearing-in ceremonies—one spoke

in Kurdish; a second added a slogan to the oath; and all wore Kurdish colors—could

be investigated under the treason provisions of Article 125 for endangering the in-

tegrity of the State.

Legislative reforms in 1991 partially removed the ban on using the Kurdish lan-

guage and prompted a surge of Kurdish-language cassettes and publications on

I
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Kurdish subjects, although suppression continued. A weeklv Kurdish-language
newspaper began publishing in Istanbul in early 1992. It published one issue before
Istanbul police raided its premises in March, confiscated its files, and took an 18-

year-old clerk into custody on suspicion of disseminating separatist propaganda. The
proprietor thereafter abandoned the enterprise. One Kurmsh-language newspaper,
Wefat, is publishing currently. Kurdish-language broadcasts are still illegal.

Sociologist and writer Dr. Ismail Besikci, who has spent years in Turkish jails and
who was on trial in 1991 for "defaming Turkish citizenship and the Turkish Repub-
lic," was acquitted. Besikci's pro-Kurdish views, however, continued to prompt state

security court prosecutors to open proceedings against his works; he spent much of
1992 in and out of jails and courtrooms defending his writings. One of his con-
fiscated books had been published in 1976 and had never been previously con-
fiscated or labeled separatist propaganda. Besikci and his publisher face charges in

30 separate cases. His publisher was also sentenced to several major fines.

Journalists sometimes face harassment and mistreatment by police and other au-
thorities. In 1992 journalists attempting to enter Diyarbakir on the anniversary of
Vedat Aydin's death were taken from their vehicles and beaten by police. Many
southeastern correspondents, especially for the pro-Kurdish press, alfeged they were
beaten and tortured in police stations during periods of detention. An American
freelance journalist detained by security forces at a roadblock near Diyarbakir on
October 2 had her luggage searched and her notes seized. After a translator arrived
and assured security forces that the notes contained no proseparatist information,
thejoumalist was released unharmed and her belongings returned.
The public prosecutors' aggressive application of the law also affects the content

of TurKey's press. Publications must designate a "responsible editor" who is legallv

accountable for a publication's contents. Many have faced repeated criminal proceed-
ings. Gunes newspaper correspondent Deniz Teztel, the only journalist reported con-
fined at the end of 1991, was released in January 1992. Her trial in Ankara State
Security Court on charges of "attempting to destroy the constitutional order through
violence," continued as of November 30. The editor of the rightwing monthly Son
Mesaj was indicted by the Istanbul State Security Court because of two inflamatory
articles about Jews which the court says "attempt to provoke people into racial and
religious discrimination."
Decree 430 requires self-censorship on all news reporting from or about the south-

east and gives the Interior Ministry the authority to ban, upon the regional gov-
ernor's proposal, the distribution of any news regarded as misrepresenting events
in the region. It provides for the suspension of operations for 10 aays for a first of-

fense and 30 days for subsequent oftenses if a government warning is not obeyed.
The Turkish press demonstrated its fidelity to the self-censorship strictures in mid-
October when all mainstream dailies ignored Ozgur Gundem's pnoto and print cov-

erage of an alleged PKK captive being dragged behind a Turkish tank. The Govern-
ment claimed that security forces had dragged a corpse they suspected was
boobytrapped. The Government nonetheless promised to investigate the incident.

There is limited independent reporting on southeastern Turkey. After the Turkish
Daily News published a series on problems in the southeast, its editor received a
telephone call from the chief of the Turkish General Staff suggesting that the paper
should focus equally on deaths of members of the security forces. The Criminal Code
provides penalties for those who "insult the President, the Parliament, and the
army," ranging from a 3-year minimum sentence for insulting the President to a 6-

year maximum for insulting the other branches of government. Although judges
have generally been rigorous in examining evidence and have dismissed many
charges brought under these laws, police still detain people and prosecutors still

charge them, resulting in long and expensive trials in many cases. In September a
case was brought against the Turkish Daily News for calling President Ozal "cheeky
and irresponsible" in a March editorial; the public prosecutor is seeking a term of

5 years' imprisonment and a maximum fine for the writer and the "responsible edi-

tor."

Turkish radio and television (TAT) is a government monopoly. Opposition figures

assert that its broadcasts have a progovernment bias, despite coverage of opposition

leaders and their parties. A government commission generally apportions party ac-

cess to television and radio during election and referendum campaigns based on the
proportion of parliamentary seats that each party holds. Since 1991 Turkish viewers
with access to cable facilities or satellite dishes have been able to watch foreign

broadcasts, including several Turkish-language private channels. Although legisla-

tion authorizing their broadcasts has not been completed, private radio stations

have begun operating in Turkey as well.

While Culture Minister Fikri Saglar lifted bans against all formerly prohibited
books at the end of 1991, the Education Ministry continued to make recommenda-
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tions on the "utility" of books proposed for school curriculums or libraries. Books de-

clared "without utility" are not allowed.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Peaceful assemblies are per-

mitted with prior notification to government authorities but may be restricted to

designated sites. Permission may oe denied if the authorities believe the assembly

(for example, a May Day rally or the laying of a black wreath at a government
building) is likely to disrupt public order. Some 300 people tried to demonstrate in

Igdir in protest against Turkish military operations in northern Iraq. Security forces

forcibly broke it up, and one demonstrator died.

The law prohibits associations and labor unions from having ties to political par-

ties or engaging in political activities. Police raided the Istanbul HRA and closed

some HRA branches in various cities in Turkey during 1992. Police also raided of-

fices of the Patriotic Women's Association, the Kartal Culture and Art Association,

the Unemployed Persons Association, and the Freedom Association, confiscating doc-

uments and padlocking premises.
Associations must suTbmit their charters for government approval, which is a

lengthy and cumbersome process. The Constitution and the law governing political

parties proscribe student and faculty involvement in political activities.

c. Freedom of Religion.—The Constitution establishes Turkey as a secular State

and provides for freedom of belief, freedom of worship (in specifically designated

f)laces of worship), and private dissemination of one's religious ideas. Turkey's popu-

ation is 99 percent Muslim. Turkish law states that religious services can take

place only in designated places of worship. In Adana, Turkey's fourth largest city

with a population exceeding 1 million, the only approved sites are mosques, one

Jewish synagogue, and one Roman Catholic church. A Protestant expatriate group
has petitioned to have a house of worship designated for its use; the petition is

under consideration in Ankara. Although Turkey is a secular State, Islamic religious

instruction in state schools is compulsory for Muslims. Turkish law exempts non-

Muslims from Muslim religious instruction upon written verification of their non-

Muslim background, although students who wish to attend may do so with parental

consent. The Alawi Muslim minority expressed interest in Alawi religious instruc-

tion in schools.

Many prosecutors view proselj^ism and religious activism on the part of either

Islamic fundamentalists or evangelical Christians with suspicion, especially when
their activities are deemed to have political overtones. However, courts dismissed

virtually all charges brought against Islamic fundamentalists and Turkish and for-

eign Christians during the year. Police also continued their surveillance and deten-

tion of evangelical Christians, refused to renew some residence permits, and ex-

pelled some from the country. The Foreign Ministry asserts that such expulsions are

administrative measures taken against activities harmful and disturbing to public

order. Some such detainees denied having broken Turkish laws, and almost all as-

serted they were never granted even an administrative hearing before actions were
taken against them. One American citizen successfully fought the revocation of his

residence permit through the Turkish courts in 1992 and was granted a new resi-

dence permit.
Among Turkey's non-Muslim religious groups, there are some 60,000 Armenians,

25,000 Jews, 20,000 Syriac Christians, 18,000 Arab Orthodox, 4,000 Greek Ortho-

dox, and several thousand Roman Catholics and Chaldean Christians. Most reli-

gious minorities are concentrated in Istanbul. The State must approve the operation

of churches, monasteries, synagogues, schools, and charitable religious foundations

such as hospitals and orphanages. The Jewish community reported no problems in

1992, and the Government contributed to commemoration of the 500th anniversary

of Turkey's receiving Jews expelled from Spain.

Armenian and Greek churches and their affiliated operations are subject to care-

ful official monitoring of their activities. The curriculums in their schools are tightly

controlled by the Ministry of Education. Greek and Armenian theological seminaries

in Tuiiey, ordered closed in 1971, have not been allowed to reopen. Armenian and
Greek churches claimed that legal and bureaucratic regulations hindered their abil-

ity to manage or dispose of their considerable real estate holdings.

Bureaucratic procedures relating to historic preservation deter repairs to some re-

ligious facilities. Under Turkish law, religious buildings that become "extinct" (i.e.,

due to prolonged absence of clergy or of lay persons to staff local religious councils)

revert to government possession. Some non-Muslim minorities, particularly the

Greek Orthodox and, to a lesser extent, Armenians and Jews, are faced with the

danger of losing their houses of worship.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigratiori, and Re-

patriation.—Turkish citizens generally enjoy freedom of movement within Turkey
and freedom to travel abroad. The Constitution provides that a citizen's freedom to
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leave may be restricted only on account of the national economic situation, civic obli-

gations (i.e., military service), or criminal investigation or prosecution. Each Turkish
citizen must pay a departure tax of $100 for every departure from the country.
Travel in the southeast is sometimes restricted for security reasons. Roadblocks, set

up by both the PKK and security forces, seriously impede travel in the region.
Turkey sheltered more than half a million iuirds and other Iraqis who fled the

Gulf War. The Government has since cooperated with the eflbrts of "Provide Com-
fort n" to establish and maintain a secure zone in northern Iraq for returning refu-

f[ees. Turkey still hosts some 3,500 refugees who did not feel tney could return to

raq. An additional 4,000 Iraqi refugees, granted residence permits by the Turkish
Government in 1991, are living independently in Turkey. Virtually all of the 60,000
Iraqi Kurdish refugees who arrived in 1988 achieved either repatriation to Iraq or
resettlement in third countries by October 1992, according to the United Nations
High Conmiissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). The Government does not recognize the
Iraqi Kurds' claims to refugee status but in line with historic practice has agreed
not to return them to Iraq.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Turkish citizens have the right and ability to change their government peacefully.
Turkey has a multiparty parliamentary system, in which elections are held at least
every 5 years on the basis of mandatory universal suffrage for all citizens aged 20
and over. At year's end, 20 political parties were operating in Turkey. Several politi-

cal parties banned after the 1980 military takeover benefited from a 1992 Constitu-
tional Court decision ratifying legislation permitting them to reorganize and to re-

sume custody of buildings and assets that had belonged to them before their closure.
The Turkish United Communist party, which had been decriminalized in 1991, was
outlawed in 1992 along with the Socialist Party on grounds that they violated Arti-

cle 14 of the Constitution which prohibits "establishing the hegemony of one social

class over others."
The Grand National Assembly (Parliament) elects the President as Head of State

every 7 years, as it did in 1989. The 1991 parliamentary elections gave the Correct
Way Party (DYP) a plurality of 27 percent of the vote and 178 seats in the 450-
member unicameral Parliament. The DYP formed a coalition with the Social Demo-
cratic Populist Party (SHP) to achieve a parhamentary majority. To prevent political

fragmentation, seats are allocated on a weighted proportional representation basis
in which parties that poll less than 10 percent of the total national vote are ex-
cluded. The 1991 elections brought five parties into Parliament; however, parW
alignments have since changed, and nine parties are now represented, alongsiae al-

most two dozen independent deputies, who resigned from the parties under whose
banners they won election.

The Constitution provides equal political rights for men and women; however,
only 8 women, representing 3 parties, were elected to the 450-seat Parliament in
1991. There are two women Cabinet ministers. Members of minorities, Muslim and
non-Muslim, face no legal limitations on political participation. The HEP was har-
assed by authorities during the year (see also Section 2.a.) and was under threat
of being banned by the Constitutional Court.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

A nongovernmental Human Rights Association (HRA), officially approved in 1987,
has branches in 50 provincial capitals, including branches in Adana and Konya,
which at year's end were closed pending court cases against them. It claims a mem-
bership of about 20,000. In 1990 the HRA established its companion Human Rights
Foundation (HRF) which, besides operating torture rehabilitation centers in Ankara,
Izmir, and Istanbul, serves as a clearinghouse for information on human rights.

Some government officials, including some prosecutors and police, punitively apply
the various laws that permit restrictions oi their activities. For example, the Gov-
ernment contended that HRA statements on some subjects violated the law on asso-

ciations which restricts political activities to political parties. It ordered various
branches of the HRA closed for periods of weeks or months. The Simak HRA office

was closed by order of the (Jovemor, and most of its personnel were either detained
(including its president) or left the area. The Nusaybin HRA was closed in June and
its board indicted. Police have also raided HRA branches in Istanbul, Adana,
Diyarbakir, and elsewhere and confiscated written materials.
The Adana HRA president said he and his board are under surveillance and have

received police threats for filing complaints against alleged torturers. Many HRA
branch omcers have spent time in detention or under arrest, and Diyarbakir board
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member Siddik Tan was assassinated in June (see Section l.a.). The president of

the Istanbul chapter of the HRA was unable to accept an invitation to visit the
United States during 1992 because of ongoing police investigations and pending
prosecutions against the organization. Many of these investigations and prosecu-

tions, as well as many arrests of human rights monitors, stemmed from alleged vio-

lations of the law on associations or the holding of illegal demonstrations.
Parliament's multiparty Human Rights Commission, authorized in 1990 and oper-

ative in 1991, failed to take any action, although it supposedly has the authority

to oversee Turkey's compliance with the human rights provisions of Turkish law and
of international agreements to which Turkey is a signatory, to investigate alleged

abuses, and to prepare reports. After the Commission s chairman resigned in April,

the Commission did not cnoose a successor until late November, and was, in effect,

inactive throudi liiat month. Even its announced investigations (the 1991 dis-

appearance of Huseyin Toraman, the circumstances surrounding New Year's vio-

lence in the southeast, and individual complaints) gelded no known results. While
representatives of diplomatic missions or foreign private organizations who wish to

monitor the state of numan rights in Turkey are free to speak with private citizens,

official visitors to the southeast may be followed by security police, and the presence
of security officials may have an intimidating effect upon those interviewed. Access
to government officials or facilities at times may be restricted. However, for the first

time Helsinki Watch visitors to Turkey obtained every appointment they requested
as well as access to detention facilities.

In April and September, the European Parliament's human rights group sent fact-

finding missions to southeastern Turicey. The September report charged that "state

terrorism * * * occurs so often and on such a scale that it must be sanctioned at

the highest level" and recommended a UNHCR mission to southeast Turkey under
the Rapporteur on Torture and an investigation into recent disappearances there by
the U.N. Working Party on Enforced and Involuntary Disappearances.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution proclaims Turkey to be a secular State, regards all TuAish citi-

zens as equal, and prohibits discrimination on ethnic, religious, or racial grounds.

The Government officially recognizes only those minorities mentioned in the Treaty
of Lausanne (1923), which guarantees the rights of Turkey's non-Muslim religious

minorities.

Ethnic and religious minorities face difficulties in maintaining distinct separate
identities within Turkish society. Some Alawis allege informal discrimination, in the
form of failure to include any Alawi doctrines or beliefs in religious instruction

classes and limits on university entrance and professional advancement. Alawis, an
offshoot of Shi'ite Islam, total 12 to 20 million adherents in Turicey.

Millions of Turicish Kurds who were long-term residents in industrialized cities

in western Turkey are by and large fully integrated into the political, economic, and
social life of the nation. However, some Kurdish-owned houses and shops in

Balikesir, Kusadasi, and Alanya were attacked after funerals for soldiers killed in

southeastern Turkey. The Kurds who are currently migrating westward bring with
them their Kurdish cultural identity from the villages of the east. Most parliamen-
tary representatives from southeastern Turkey are ethnic Kurds, but representa-

tives of Kurdish ethnic origin have been elected from districts far removed from the

southeast. A number of Cfabinet ministers, as well as other government officials,

claim an ethnic Kurdish background.
The 1991 repeal of the law prohibiting publications or communication in Kurdish

legalized some spoken and printed Kurdish communications, except for broadcast-

ing. Court proceedings (and all government functions, including public education)

continued to be conducted in Turkish, and the varying Quality of court-provided

translators disadvantages Kurdish-speaking defendants. Moreover, materials deal-

ing with Kurdish history, culture, and ethnic identity continued to be subject to

confiscation and prosecution under the "indivisible unity of the State" provisions of

the Anti-Terror Law. Foreign publications were confiscated for criticizing govern-

ment policy towards the Kurds. There was at least one reported instance in which
a judge denied Turkish citizens of Kurdish origin the right to give their child a

Kurdish name.
The Gypsy population is extremely small, and no reported incidents of public or

government harassment directed against a Gypsy tribe occurred during 1992.

The Greek community complained of harassment by police, restrictions on free-

dom of expression and religion, discrimination in education involving teachers,

books, and curriculum, limitations on the right to control their charitable institu-

tions, and the denial of their ethnic identity. The CJovemment denied allegations by
members of the Greek minority that they must refer to themselves as Christian
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Orthodox Greek." The Government approves teacher candidates and new textbooks
in step with the reciprocal approval by the Greek Government for the Turkish mi-
nority in Thrace.
Although women are improving their situation in Turkish society, including the

professions, business, and civil service, they continue to face discrimination to vary-
ing degrees. Many traditional values prevent many women from entering some ca-

reer fields. Turkey's first female vali (governor) was appointed in 1991. The Con-
stitution prohibits women from engaging in physically demanding jobs and from
working at night. Applicable laws are eflectivelv enforced.

Traditional family values in rural Turkey place a greater emphasis on advanced
education for sons than for daughters. Primary education reached all children in

1992, but attendance levels thereafter declined dramatically for females. In 1992
Parliament passed a law increasing universal mandatory education from 5 to 8
years. Women comprise about 36 percent of the paid Turkish work force and gen-
erally receive equal pay for equal work. Although seldom enforced, some laws that
discriminate against women remain on the books. For example, the husband deter-

mines the legal domicile of the family, and a married woman needs her husband's
consent to be a legal partner in a company.
Spousal abuse is still considered an extremely private matter, although interest

in tne problem is growing. The police do not normally intervene in domestic dis-

f>utes. Turks of either sex may file civil or criminal charges but rarely do. Turkish
aw and courts make no discrimination between the sexes in laws concerning vio-

lence or abuse. In July the Purple Roof Foundation (which runs homes for battered
women) opened a "hello shelter telephone line; it attracted 3,300 callers in its first

3 months, even under Transportation Ministry regulations restricting its operating
hours to weekdays. The Government also has opened shelters in major cities for

abused women (and their children) who have left their homes.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Most workers have the ri^t to associate freely and
form representative unions. Exceptions are schoolteachers (both public and private),

civil servants, the police, and military personnel. Upon taking office in November
1991, the (jrovemment of Prime Minister Demirel declared, as part of its pledge to

bring Turicish labor legislation into conformity with the standards of tne Inter-
national Labor Organization (ILO), its intention to grant trade union rights to civil

servants. Implementation requires a three-step process: parliamentary ratification

of ILO Conventions 87 on freedom of association and 151 on freedom of association
in the public sector, amendment of the relevant article of the Constitution; and revi-

sion of the law on trade unions.
In practice the Government has taken a cautious step-by-step approach to fulfill-

ing this commitment. On November 26 Parliament ratified seven ILO conventions,
including Conventions 87 and 151 as well as Convention 59 on minimum age of em-
ployment in industry. President Ozal subsequently vetoed the ratification of ILO
Convention 158 on the termination of employment at the behest of the employer.
Permission for civil servants to form trade unions and for unions to engage in politi-

cal activity will require amendments to the Constitution—a procedure further com-
plicated by the need to gain support among the opposition parties in order to secure
the requisite two-thirds majority.
The law states that unions and confederations may be founded without prior au-

thorization based on a petition to the governor of the province where the union's
headquarters are to be located. Although unions are independent of the Government
and political parties, they must have government permission to hold meetings or
rallies and must allow police to attend conventions and record the proceedings.
Union officers may serve no more than eight consecutive 3-year terms in a given
union position. The Constitution reauires candidates for union office to have worked
10 years in the industry represented by the union.
Unions and their officers have a statutory right to express views on issues directly

affecting members' economic and social interests, but the Constitution prohibits any
union role in party politics (such as organic or financial connections with any politi-

cal party or other association). In practice, unions have been able to convey clearly

in election and referendum campaigns their support for, or opposition to, given polit-

ical parties and government policies. Prosecutors may request labor courts to order
a trade union or confederation into liquidation based on alleged violation of specific

legal norms. The Government, however, may not summarily mssolve a union.
After the 1980 military coup, the Turkish Confederation of Revolutionary Workers

Unions (DISK) was suspended, its property and assets seized, and some 1,500 of its

active members arrested. More than 260 of the latter were subsequently convicted
of subversion. Following the repeal of the "thought crimes'* provisions of the Penal
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Code, the Militaiy Court of Appeals in July 1991 lifted the 11-year ban on DISK
activity, and DISK held national conventions to amend its bylaws and elect officers

in December 1991 and January 1992. In March, after a lengthy legal battle, the
Constitutional Court ordered the return to DISK of financial assets and property
(estimated to be worth nearly $300 million). Complete recovery of these assets and
property must await the passage of legislation.

The right to strike, while guaranteed in the Constitution, is partially restricted.

For example, workers engaged in the protection of life and property and those in

the petroleum industry, sanitation services, national defense, and education do not

have the right to strike. Collective bargaining is required before a strike. The law
specifies the series of steps a union must take before it may strike or an employer
may engage in a lockout. Nonbinding mediation is the last of those steps. In sectors

in which strikes are prohibited, disputes are resolved through binding arbitration.

A party that fails to comply with these steps forfeits its rights. The struck employer
may respond with a lockout but is prohibited from hiring strikebreakers or using
administrative personnel to perform jobs normally done by strikers. Unions are for-

bidden to engage in secondary (solidarity), wildcat, or general strikes. The (jovem-
ment also has tne statutory power to suspend strikes for 60 days for reasons of na-

tional security or public health and safety. Unions may petition the Council of State

to lift such a suspension, but if this appeal fails the stnke is subject to compulsory
arbitration at the end of the 60-day period.

The (jovemment suspended two strikes during 1992: those by 10,600 state agri-

cultural workers and oy 55,000 municipal employees. The Agricultural Workers
Union was briefly successful in getting tne Council of State to lift the suspension,

but aft«r a government reappeal the Council accepted the Government's argument,
and the strike was once again suspended. The municipal workers' strike was sus-

pended after 2 weeks, when the Government determined that the lack of garbage
collection in midsummer was a major public health hazard. Some 92 strikes, involv-

ing about 61,000 workers, took place in the first 10 months of the year. All were
peaceful, and most resulted in sizable wage and benefit settlements.

With government approval, unions may and do form or join confederations and
international labor bodies, but not affiliations with organizations hostile to Turkey
or to freedom of religion or belief. The International Confederation of Free Trade
Unions approved DISK as an affiliate in December. Turk-Is is a longstanding mem-
ber.

b. Tfie Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^All industrial workers have
the right to organize and bargain collectively, and most industrial activity and some
public sector agricultural activities are organized. The law requires that, in order
to become a bargaining agent, a union must represent not only 50 percent plus one
of the employees at a given work site but also 10 percent of all the workers in that

particular industry. This 10-percent barrier has the effect of favoring established

unions, and particularly those affiliated with Turk-Is, the confederation that rep-

resents nearly 80 percent of organized labor in Turkey. The ILO has called on Tur-
key to rescind this 10-percent rule, and the recently relegalized DISK, which is seri-

ously disadvantaged by it, raised the issue with the ILO in 1992. Both Turk-Is and
the Turkish employers' organization favor retention of the rule, however, and the

Government has not announced any plans to repeal it. Antiunion discrimination by
employers is prohibited by law. An effective means for resolving complaints of such
discrimination exists within the system of labor courts.

Union organizing and collective bargaining are permitted in the duty-free export

processing zones at Antalya, Istanbul, Izmir, and Mersin. Workers in those zones,

however, are not allowed to strike during the first 10 years of operation. Until then,

settlements not otherwise reached will be determined by binding arbitration.

In a report issued in March, the ILO reiterated that current Turkish labor legisla-

tion was incompatible with freedom of association on five specific points: the prohi-

bition on political activity by trade unions; restrictions on the right to strike; the

ban on strikes by teachers; the use of compulsory arbitration to end strikes sus-

pended for reasons of national security or public health and safety; and the denial

of collective bargaining ri^ts to unions with insufficient membership.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Compulsory labor is prohibited by

the Constitution and statutes and is not oracticed.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The Constitution and labor laws
forbid employment of children younger than 15, with the exception that those aged
13 and 14 may engage in light part-time work if enrolled in school or vocational

training. The Constitution also prohibits children from engaging in physically de-

manding jobs, such as underground mining, and from woncing at night. The laws
are effectively enforced by the Ministry oi Labor only in the organized industrial

sector.
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In practice, many children work because families frequently need the supple-
mentary income. There is an informal and essentiaUy unsupervised apprenticesnip
system in which youne boys work at low wages, e.g., in auto repair snops, in the
hope of learning a trade. Girls are rarely seen working in public, but many are kept
out of school to work in indoor handicrafts, especially in rural areas.

In 1992 the Government took steps to improve the enforcement of existing laws
against child labor. With technical assistance from the ILO, it established a child

labor unit within the Ministry of Labor tasked with training labor inspectors for bet-

ter enforcement of child labor laws.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The Labor Ministry is legally obliged to set

mimimum wages at least every 2 years through a minimum wage board, a tripartite

govemment-industry-union body. In recent years it has done so annually. On July
21, the minimum wage was increased by 81 percent over the year before. Inflation

increased about 67 percent during the same period.

Without support from other sources, it would be diflicult for a single worker, and
impossible for a family, to live on the minimum wage. Most workers earn consider-

abfy more. In addition to wages, workers covered by the labor law, who constitute

about one-third of the total labor force, also receive a hot . meal or food allowance
daily; transportation to and from work; a fuel allowance; and other fringe benefits

which, according to the Turkish employers' organization, makes basic wages alone
only about 34 percent of total remuneration.
Labor law provides for a nominal 45-hour workweek, although most unions have

bargained for fewer hours in the workweek. Labor law limits the number of over-

time hours to 3 hours a day for up to 90 days in a year. The labor inspectorate of

the Ministry of Labor in the unionized industrial, service, and government sectors

effectively enforce wage and hour provisions.

Occupational health and safety regulations are mandated by law, but the Govern-
ment has not carried out an effective inspection and enforcement program. In prac-

tice, financial constraints, limited safety awareness, carelessness, and fatalistic atti-

tudes result in scant attention to occupational safety and health by workers and em-
ployers alike. A breakdown of safety procedures on March 3 resulted in the worst
mining disaster in Turkish history; 263 workers died in a gas explosion at the Kozlu
coal mine, near Zonguldak.

\

TURKMENISTAN

Turkmenistan became independent following a referendum on October 27, 1991,
with the support of 94 percent of those who voted. Saparmurad Niyazov, head of
the Commumst Party since 1985 and President since October 1990 when the post
was created, was elected President of the country in a direct election on June 21,

1992. He ran unopposed in the election, announced barely a month before voting
day, leaving the opposition insufficient time to organize. According to oflicial govern-
ment results, 99.9 percent of eligible voters participated, with 99.5 percent support-
ing the President.
Progress in moving from the Soviet-era authoritarian style of government toward

a democratic system was nonexistent in 1992, and economic reform was cautious.

The Communist Party, renamed the Democratic Partv, retained a monopoly on
power; the Government registered no opposition political parties and actively inhib-

ited their activities. The Rresident emphasized stability over reform and worked to

create a renewed sense of Turkmen nationalism as part of his declared effort to

build a nation. This nationbuilding effort took plfice amidst growing signs of a per-

sonality cult developing around the President.
The Committee on National Security (KNB) took on the responsibilities formerly

held by the Soviet Committee for State Security (KGB), with membership and oper-

ations essentially unchanged. The Ministry of Internal Affairs directs the criminal
police, which woiks closely with the KNB on matters of national security.

Turkmenistan remained a centrally planned economy. Althou^ the Government
announced a step-by-step transition to a market economy, and laws and regulations
encouraging foreign investment were passed, little progress was made toward pri-

vatization. Under the transition plan, the Government will maintain control over 80
percent of the economy for at least the next 3 years, including the lucrative natural
gas, oil, and minertds industries and the important cotton industry.
Turkmenistan largely avoided abuses against the integrity of the person (e.g.,

extrajudicial killing, torture), but the Government severely restricted political par-
ties. It maintained strict controls over the political opposition and completely con-
trolled the media, censoring all newspapers and rarely permitting criticism of gov-
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emment policy or ofiicials. The Government deported two members of Amnesty
International in October, after they met with members of the opposition. As part

of its efforts to foster a sense of nationhood among the Turkmen, the Government
reversed decades of favoritism toward Russians; ethnic Turkmen now receive fa-

vored treatment, leading ethnic minorities to complain of discrimination, especially

in employment practices.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killings.—^There were no reports of political

or extrajudicial killings.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of abductions or disappearances.

c. Torture and CHher Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading TVeatment or Punishment.—
The Constitution specifica^ prohibits torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment or punislunent." Tftiere were no reports of torture. Police beat one political

opponent after apprehending him following his escape from detention in October,

but police brutality is not a conmion complaint. On at least two occasions, unknown
assedlants attacked political dissidents; police made no arrests in these cases.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—On several occasions, political critics

were temporarily detained during 1992. Authorities held at least one member of the

opposition AgzybirUk movement at a police station during the brief visit of U.S. Sec-

retary of State James Baker in February. Police stationed outside the doors of other

political dissidents prevented them from leaving their homes during the visit. Police

also took in for questioning some of the same activists and closely monitored their

activities during the October National Day celebrations. The police in Ashgabat, the

capital, also briefly detained a former deputy of the then Supreme Soviet who had
attempted to organize a meeting in May to discuss the draft national constitution.

They returned him to his provincial home, where local authorities held him under
house arrest, preventing hun from participating in deliberations on the constitution.

Later, unknown assailants attacked and shot him. At year's end he was undergoing
medical rehabilitation in Moscow.
Members of the political opposition claimed that the Government routinely si-

lenced political critics by arresting them on trumped-up criminal charces—for exam-
ple, by planting illegal drugs on the person or property of political dissidents. The
Government has publicly linked one of their most vocal opponents, the editor of the

journal Dayanch, to known criminal elements. His alleged links with a local crime

gang have been a subject of discussion on local television and in front of student
groups. Supporters of the editor fear that the Government is lajring the groundwork
to bring trumped-up charges against him.

e. Denial of Fair Public Tried.—^The court system in Turkmenistan consists of a
Supreme Court, 6 provincial courts (including 1 for the city of Ashgabat only), and
61 district and city courts. There are also military courts, which handle crimes in-

volving military discipline, criminal cases concerning military personnel, and crimes

by civilians against military persoimel; and a Supreme Economic Court, which hears

cases involving disputes between state economic concerns and ministries. The Presi-

dent appoints all judges for a term of 5 years without legislative review, except for

the Chairman (Chief Justice) of the Supreme Court, and has the sole authority to

remove them from the bench before the completion of their terms. The new Con-
stitution theoretically established judicial independence; however, this concentration

of power regarding selection and dismissal of judges effectively subordinates the ju-

diciary to the Presidency.
Turkmen law provides for due process rights, including a public trial, the right

to a defense attorney, access to accusatory material, and the right to call witnesses

to testify on behalf of the accused. The accused has the right to select counsel, but
independent lawyers, with the exception of a few retired legal officials, do not exist.

When a person cannot afford the services of a lawyer, the court appoints one. A per-

son may represent himself in court. Decisions of the lower courts may be appealed

to higher courts, and, in the case of the death penalty, the defendant may petition

the ftesident for clemency.
Adherence to due process rights is not uniform, particularly in the lower courts

in rural areas. A young shepherd, Bairumgeldi Chariyev, was convicted and exe-

cuted cf the murder or two men who allegedly attempted to rape his wife in his

presence. Chariyev's family claims that he did not receive a fair trial because of the

political connections of the families of the alleged rapists. His family noted that the

court refused to consider evidence that would have demonstrated that the killings

were justifiable. Human rights monitors also claim that the failed appeal of
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Chariyev*8 death sentence was illegal because neither the defendant nor his lawyer
were present.
There are no known political prisoners in Turkmenistan.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

Constitution guarantees the right to protection from arbitrary interference in a citi-

zen's personal life. However, no meaningful legal scheme exists to regulate these
kinds of surveillance activities. The state security apparatus regularly monitors the
activities of opponents and critics of the Grovemment. This takes the form of routine
surveillance, telephone tapping and electronic eavesdropping, and the use of inform-
ers. Government critics also report credibly that their mail is intercepted before de-
livery, with correspondence to and from international human rights organizations
being coniiscated.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—The Constitution guarantees the ridit to hold
personal convictions and to express them freely. In practice, however, freedom of
speech is severely restricted, and there is no freedom of the press. Radio and tele-

vision are completely government controlled. Only one print entity, a bimonthly
business newspaper, is not funded through the government budget. The Government
censors all newspapers; their prepubUcation gaUeys must be stiomitted for approval
to the Conomittee for the Protection of State Secrets. The Government also refuses
to allow the media to report the views of opposition political leaders and generally
allows criticism of government policy only in those areas where it has already de-
cided to implement reform.
During a brief period at the beginning of 1992, before its censorship procedures

were fuUy in place, the Government permitted a limited degree of free expression
in the press. Since then, however, it repeatedly threatened to close the Turkmen-
language newspaper Yash Konomunist, which published independent views regu-
larly during that period, and subsequently replaced its editorial leadership. Journal-
ists who protested the change in management and reimposition of censorship lost

their positions.

The authorities confiscated more than 20,000 copies of the first issue of the oppo-
sition journal Dayanch, published in Moscow, upon arrival in Ashgabat in February.
They justified their action on the grounds that the publication was produced by an
unregistered group which advocated the overthrow of the Government. They also
fined people for distributing Dayanch and confiscated subseauent issues, along with
those of a second opposition publication, Ata-Vatan, publisned in Azerbaijan. The
editor of Dayanch appeared in court and was fined three times for preparing and
distributing an illegal publication. In October, the day after his last court appear-
ance, unidentified assailants attacked and beat him in the street.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Government restricts the
freedom of peaceful assembly. Unregistered organizations, Including political par-
ties, are not allowed to hold demonstrations or meetings. No political groups that
are critical of government policy have been able to meet the requirements for reg-
istration (see Section 3). Social and cultural organizations without political aims
normally may register and hold meetings without difficulty.

Citizens theoreticaUy have the freedom to associate with whom they please. How-
ever, supporters of opposition movements have been fired from their jobs for politi-

cal activities or threatened with dismissal or with the loss of their homes or work
space. Police questioning of organizers thwarted attempts to hold discussions on the
new Constitution prior to its adoption. Security personnel have also at times warned
members of opposition groups not to meet with foreigners (see Section 4).

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Turkmen are overwhelmingly Muslim, but after 70 years
of Soviet domination Islam does not play a dominating role in society. The new Con-
stitution guarantees freedom of religion and does not establish a state religion.

State harassment of religious groups has largely ended, and religious freedom is

generally respected. While antireligious sentiment remains in some elements of the
Government, there is another element that has given preference to Islamic groups
as part of Turkmenistan's efforts at nationbuildmg. The revival of Islam is closely
tied in this respect to resurgent Turkmen nationalism. One evidence of Islam's re-
vival is the great increase that has occurred in mosque construction, which the Gov-
ernment has helped facilitate.

The Government's Council on Religious Affairs plays an intermediary role be-
tween the government bureaucracy and religious organizations. Religious congrega-
tions are technically required to register with the (jovemment, but tnere are no re-

ports that the Government prevented those that have not yet done so from practic-
ing their faith. Nor were there any reports that attempts to register religious groups
were denied.

61-307 0-93-31
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There is no law specifically addressing religious proselytizing. Permission to hold
mass meetings or demonstrations for this purpose would, however, have to be
sought from the Government and would not be granted to nonregistered groups. The
Government does not restrict the travel of clergy or members of religious groups to

Turkmenistan. Religious literature is generally available, but some religious groups
voluntarily limit the public distribution of their publications for fear oi a negative
reaction from Muslims.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
fatriation.—^The Government does not generally restrict movement within
urkmenistan. Turkmen citizens still carry internal passports, more as a form of

identification than a means of controlling movement. Persons may be asked to

produce identification when purchasing air tickets, but identification is not required
for other modes of transportation. Residence permits are not required, althou^
place of residence is registered and noted in passports.

Travel between the former republics of the Soviet Union requires no passport or
visas and is generally unhindered. However, the Government has limited the move-
ment of political critics who it feared would attempt to spread negative information
about its policies abroad. In August police detained the editor of the opposition
newspaper Ata-Vatan while he was trying to board a domestic train and later re-

moved him from a public bus. Both incidents apparently were aimed at preventing
his departure from the country. The Government warned at least eight political op-
ponents not to leave Turkmenistan in December to attend an international human
rights conference in Kyrgjrzstan.

Travel outside the former Soviet Union requires an exit visa. Citizens of
Turkmenistan are permitted to emigrate without undue restriction. Many Russians
and other non-Turkmen residents left for other former Soviet republics during the
year, and many members of the small Jewish community emigrated to Israel.

The govemment-Ainded Council of World Tuikmen provides assistance to ethnic
Turkmen abroad who wish to return to Tuikmenistan and claim citizenship; several
thousand did so in 1992.
Over 40,000 refugees of various ethnic groups entered Turkmenistan during the

year to flee the fighting in Tajikistan. The Government provided them temporary
housing and other social assistance.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The 1992 Constitution declares Turkmenistan to be a secular democracy in the
form of a presidential republic. In practice, it remains a one-party state dominated
by the President and his closest advisers within the Cabinet of Ministers. Citizens
have no real ability peacefully to change the government and have little influence
on government policy or decisionmaking.

In the June presidential election, the sole candidate was Saparmurad Niyazov,
the incumbent and nominee of the Democratic (formerly Communist) Party. The
Government announced the election barely a month before voting day, giving opposi-
tion groups insufiicient time to organize and qualify to submit a candidate. Accord-
ing to ofucial government results, 99.9 percent of eligible voters participated, and
99.5 percent of them supported Niyazov. The members of the Mejlis (parliament)
were last elected in 1990, under the old Communist system which allowed little pop-
ular participation in the selection of candidates. These members will remain in of-

fice untU the next scheduled elections in 1995. The next Presidential election will

be in 1997. In December 1992, 60 members of the Halk Maslahaty (People's Council)
were elected by popular vote. Registered political and other organizations nominated
candidates in the 60 nationwide election districts. The Government prevented the
only attempt to put forward a genuine opposition candidate by disrupting a nomi-
nating meeting in the provincial town of Essenguly. In the actual election, only 61
candidates competed for the 60 seats.

The Constitution establishes the various branches of government, including: the
Presidency, the Mejlis (National Assembly), the Cabinet of Ministers, the Supreme
Court, and the Supreme Economic Court. The Halk Maslahaty (People's Council),

defined as the supreme representative body of popular rule, encompasses all of the
above plus 60 popularly elected members and local government oflicials. Primarily
an advisory body, it has some authority to ratify treaties.

The Constitution calls for the separation of powers between the various branches,
with concomitant checks and balances. However, it vests a disproportionate share
of power in the Presidency, particularly at the expense of the judiciary. In practice,
the President, in concert with his Cabinet of Ministers, makes all policy decisions,
appoints government officials down to the level of city mayors, and decides on which
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legislation will be considered by the Mejlis. The Mejiis has no genuinely independ-

ent authority.
Government officials state that their goal is political pluralism and the establish-

ment of a multiparty system. However, there were few indications in 1992 that the

Republic's present leadership will permit any serious opposition to develop. In addi-

tion to its near total control over the flow of information, the Government also used
laws on the registration of political parties to control the opposition. At present the

only registered party is the Democratic Party of Turicmenistan, which is the succes-

sor to tne Communist Party of the Turkmen Soviet Socialist Republic. The policy

of the Democratic Party, according to its leadership, is to implement the policy of

the President.
AUies of the President are attempting to form a second party, the Peasants' Party.

The Government has refused to register any of the genuine opposition parties,

claiming that they do not meet the legal requirements for registration. According
to the Government, opposition parties may register once they have done three

things: shown that they have the support of at least 1,000 voters; developed a party

Srogram spelling out internal rules and regulations; and presented a party platform
etailing its proposals for governing.

The opposition movement Agzybirlik attempted to hold a members' convention on
January 19 to approve party rules and platform. The authorities broke up the meet-
ing and arrested the movement's 15 principal leaders, holding them for a day under
a Communist-era law prohibiting mass political gatherings. Opposition leaders

claim that the Government refuses to permit them to organize the meeting nec-

essaiy to fiilfill the requirements of registration.

The Constitution also prohibits the formation of political parties based on religion

and ethnicity, and one Russian organization was reportedly denied registration for

that reason in 1992.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are no local human rights groups in Turkmenistan. In October the Govern-
ment deported two representatives of Amnesty International (AI) who had traveled

to Ashgabat to investigate the human rights situation. They reportedly met with
leaders of an opposition political movement. While the (Jovemment forced the AI
representatives to leave because they did not hold proper visas, it said they could
come back once they had obtained proper documentation, which would be issued
promptly. However, security police reportedly warned the opposition leaders about
meeting with foreigners, and the AI representatives did not return before the end
of 1992.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution guarantees equal rights and freedoms to all citizens. Turkmen
comprise 72 percent of the population of about 4 million, Russians 9.5 percent, and
Uzbeks 9 percent. There are smaller numbers of Kazakhs, Armenians, Azerbaijanis,

and many other ethnic groups. In 1992 Turkmenistan was spared the ethnic turmoil
that afflicted other psuts of the former Soviet Union. However, as part of its

nationbuilding efforts, the Government has attempted to foster Turkmen national

pride, in part through its language policy. The Constitution desimated Turkmen the
official language and made it a mandatory subject in schools. There is an expecta-

tion that afl citizens of Turkmenistan will eventually speak Turkmen. However, the
Constitution also guarantees speakers of other languages the right to use them.
Russian remains in common usage in government and commerce. The Govern-

ment insists that discrimination against Russian speakers wiU not be tolerated.

However, efforts to reverse past poBcies that favored Russians work to the benefit

of Turkmen at the expense of the other ethnic groups and not solely ethnic Rus-
sians. Non-Turkmen fear that the designation oi Turkmen as the official language
will put their children at a disadvantage educationally and economically. They com-
plain with some justification that some avenues for promotion and job advancement
are no longer open to them, and there are reports that some non-Turkmen have
been threatened with job dismissal unless they learn Turkmen. To date, the Govern-
ment has not established a program for teaching Turkmen to non-Turkmen speak-
ers.

The Constitution guarantees fuU equality for women. In practice, however, women
are underrepresented in the upper levels of government and state economic enter-

prises and are concentrated in nealth care, education, light industry, and other tra-

ditional low-paying sectors. Women are restricted from working in some dangerous
and ecologically unsafe jobs. Under the law, women are protected from discrimina-

tion in iimeritance and marriage ri^ts. In traditional 'Turkmen society, however.
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the woman's primaiy role is as homemaker and mother, and family pressure often
limits opportunities for women to enter outside careers and advance their education.
Among practicing Muslims who seek the advice of religious authorities on matters
concerning inheritance and property rights, men often take precedence over women.
The Women's Council of Turkmenistan addresses issues of concern to women.

While no reliable statistics on domestic violence against women are available, wom-
en's groups and medical personnel say that it is not a major problem. The Govern-
ment has no program specifically aimed at rectifying the disadvantaged position of
women in Turkmen society, as it does not believe women suffer discrimination.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Turkmenistan has inherited the Soviet system of
government-associated trade unions. The Federation of Trade Unions claims a mem-
bership of some 1.6 million and is divided along both sectoral and regional lines.

Turkmenistan has announced it wiU seek membership in the International Labor
Organization.
While no law specifically prohibits the establishment of independent unions, there

are no such unions, and no attempts were made to register an independent trade
union in 1992. The state-sponsored unions control key social benefits such as sick
leave, health care, maternal and childcare benefits, and fiineral expenses. Deduc-
tions from payrolls to cover these benefits are transferred directly to the Federation,
raising uncertainty as to how or whether members of independent unions would be
covered.

Strikes are not prohibited by law, but no strikes occurred in 1992. Disputes over
working conditions or other grievances were resolved through negotiations among
the trade union, government, and management (whidi represents, invariably, a
state-owned enterprise).

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Turkmen law does not protect
the right to collective bargaining. T^e Ministry for Economics and Finance prepares
general guidelines for wages and sets wages in health care, culture, and some other
areas. In other sectors, it allows for some leeway at the factory level, taking into
account local factors. Annual negotiations involving the trade union and manage-
ment determine specific wage and benefit packages for each factory or enterprise.
In practice, the association of both the trade union and the enterprise with the Gov-
ernment seriously limits the workers' ability to bargain. The Turkmen economy re-

mains almost entirely state controlled, and while the Grovemment has passed laws
facilitating privatization, little progress towards that end has been made. There are
no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Constitution specifically pro-

hibits forced labor. No incidents of compulsory labor were reported in 1992. For-
mally, the Government no longer requires students to pick cotton at minimal rates
of pay during the annual harvest.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum age for employment
of children is 16; in a few heavy industries it is 18. The law prohibits children aged
16 through 18 from working more than 6 hours per day (the normal workday is 8
hours). Fifteen-year-old children may work only with the permission of the trade
union and parents; this rarely is granted. Such children are permitted to work only
4 to 6 hours per day. Violations of child labor laws occur in rural areas during the
cotton harvesting season, when enterprises regularly take teenagers away from
school and sometimes employ children less than 10 years of age to help with the
harvest.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—In January the Government set the national
minimum wage for Turkmenistan and subsequently raised it on July 1 and again
on October 1. The Ministry of Economics and Finance reviews a market basket of
commodities quarterly to adjust the minimum wage to prevailing prices. Despite low
rents and other subsidies, the minimum wage is inadequate to support the needs
of an average family, given rising prices for food, clothing, and other basic commod-
ities.

The standard legal workweek is 40 hours. Turkmenistan inherited an economic
system with substandard working conditions from the Soviet era, when productivity
took precedence over the health and safety of workers. Industrial workers often
labor in an unsafe environment and are not provided proper protective equipment.
Agricultural workers in particular are subjected to ecological health hazards. TTie
Government recognizes these problems exist but has not moved effectively to deal
with them.
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UKRAINE

The Ukrainian Parliament's declaration of independence in August 1991 was rati-

fied by a popular referendum on December 1, 1991, in which over 90 percent of

those voting approved the Parliament's action, with 84 percent of eligible voters par-

ticipating. In a presidential election held the same day. President Leonid Kravcnuk
won with over 61 percent of the vote. Both the referendum and the election were
considered free ana fair.

Ukraine is stiU covemed by the 1978 Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic Con-
stitution modified oy the institution of the presidency and the introduction of a
multiparty system. The Government is a parliamentary democracy with separate ex-

ecutive, judicial, and legislative branches. The President, elected for a 5-year term,

nominates the Prime Minister and members of the Cabinet, who are then subject

to confirmation by the Parliament. The 450-member Parliament, called the Supreme
Rada, is responsible for initiating legislation, ratifying international treaties and
agreements, and approving the state budget. Day-to-day government operations are

the responsibility of the FWme Minister and the Cabinet. In February the Supreme
Rada granted President Kravchuk extraordinary powers to appoint Presidential rep-

resentatives to head oblast (provincial) and municipal governments to exert more
centralized control over the implementation ofeconomic and administrative reforms.

Parliament also granted extraordinary powers to Prime Minister Leonid Kuchma
until May 1993 to reform and regulate the economy. He may issue economic decrees

which have the force of law unless vetoed by Parliament within 10 days. A par-

liamentary commission was formed to prepare a new Ukrainian constitution which
envisions a strong presidency, a bicameral legislature, and an independent judiciaiy.

In January Ukraine began to establish its own armed forces from among the con-

ventional troops and equii)ment formerly in the service of the Soviet Union. Ukrain-
ian defense doctrine envisions a gradual demobilization of existing forces to person-

nel levels consistent with Ukraine's defense needs. Security forces are under the

President's control, and their activities are nominally subject to investigation by a
permanent parliamentary commission.
The Ukrainian economy showed only slight movement from a command-adminis-

trative system toward a market-oriented one. ParUament adopted a privatization

program for 1992-93 in July, but implementation is proceeding slowly. Production
in state-owned industries has declined rapidly, but private economic activity, espe-

cially in trade and services, is growing. Commercial and agricultural land may be
leased for up to 99 years and the leases inherited by family members upon the les-

see's death. The Cabinet is currently considering adoption of a decree that would
allow private ownership of individual and garden plots. Citizens are allowed to par-

ticipate in entrepreneurial activities and to engage in foreign economic activity after

registration with government authorities.

Despite many bureaucratic obstacles, Ukraine made significant progress in the

area of human rights during 1992. Transition from the old, centralized Communist
system to open, effectively functioning democratic institutions and practices remains
the major task. Since 1991 democratic reforms have included adoption of a
multiparty system and legislative guarantees of basic civil and political rights for

the national minorities.

However, a new constitution to replace the Soviet-era document has yet to be rati-

fied, and the ability of the legislature and judiciary to function independently from
the executive branch remains limited. The November 1991 law on protection of na-

tional minorities guarantees ethnic minority groups the right to schools and cultural

facilities and the use of their respective languages in business and official cor-

respondence, but ethnic tension, particularly in Crimea, still exists. Other problem
areas include religious affairs, where violence accompanied the return to the various

churches of property the Soviets had seized, freedom of expression, where the Gov-

ernment has attempted to suppress criticism of its policies, searches of homes with-

out warrant, and surveillance of individuals and communications.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^No such killings are known to have
occurred.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reported incidents of abductions or disappear-

ances.

c. Torture and Other Cruel. Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Torture is prohibited by Ukrainian constitutional law. PoUce beatings occasionalhr

have been reported. During student demonstrations in front of the Parliament build-
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ing in October 1992, police reportedly beat several students and a foreign reporter
severely.

Ukraine's legacy of Communist rule is apparent in its penal system; prisons are
stm administered under Soviet standards. While physical abuse of prisoners does
not appear to be systematic, food and sanitary conditions are below Western stand-
ards, m August members of a British human rights organization, who were per-
mitted to visit a prisoner at the Volnyansk labor camp near Zaporozhye, reported
that the prisoner was a victim of arbitrary punishment because he openly practiced
his Jewish religion. Prison authorities reportedly deprived the prisoner of ba(Uy
needed medicines and confined him to tin isolation cell.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—There were no reported cases of arbitrary
arrest or detention of persons on the basis of their religious or political convictions.
A Ukrainian citizen, Alexander Fridson, claimed he was arrested (in 1972) because
of his religious beliefs. Fridson's case was examined by the U.S.-Ukrainian Organi-
zation for the Defense of Human Rights, which determined he was not a political

prisoner.

A person suspected of a crime may be detained by the police or an investigator.
Investigators may work for the police, prosecutors, or the security forces. If a person
is detained more than 3 days, the prosecutor must issue an arrest order which per-
mits detention during the course of the criminal investigations before formal
charges are filed with a court. Detention may not last longer than 3 months without
charges being filed unless there is an order from the General Prosecutor of the Re-
pubUc. Even with such an order, detention may not extend longer than 6 months.
Beginning in March, a new law permitted citizens to appeal the legality of an ar-

rest either to the court or to the prosecutor. Increasingly such appeals are being
filed with the courts as the practice under the new law takes effect. If detention
exceeds the legal limits, superiors in the prosecutor's office or the investigator's of-

fice can discipline the prosecutor. There have been individual cases in which pros-
ecutors have been dismissed for not adhering to legal guidelines. In theory, courts
can order a defendant released if detained illegally. Ifowever, the court appellate
process is still weakly developed, and this right is underutilized. There is no bail

system, although once charges are filed the court may release the defendant on his
own recognizance.
A judge has less than 3 weeks from the time that charges are filed to initiate the

trial. The law provides for access to a defense attorney from the moment of deten-
tion or the filing of charges, whichever comes first. The prosecutor or investigator
files investigative dossiers with the court. To protect the defendant, each investiga-
tive file must contain a document signed by the defendant and his counsel attesting
that the defendant's rights were explained to him in the presence of an attorney.
An appeals court may dismiss a conviction or order a new trial if this document is

missing.
There has been increased use of these procedures as the new changes in criminal

procedure take effect and defendants become aware of their new rights. However,
people generally do not use these new procedures because they do not understand
the system and because defense attorneys now charge high fees.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The Ukrainian court system follows the Soviet
model. Aside from a December 1991 law modifying the Ukrainian system of prosecu-
tion and a June 1992 law creating a Constitutional Court, there nas not yet been
m^or structural reform. Parliament is reviewing draft legal reforms.
The courts are organized on three levels: rayon courts, also known as people's

courts; oblast (provincial) courts, divided into criminal and civil sections, Dotn of
which hear cases directly and handle a limited number of appeals from the rayon
courts; and the Supreme Court, which may hear very serious cases directly (e.g.,

murder) and also handles appeals by prosecutors and defendants of lower court ver-
dicts. Parliament is reviewing the functions and organization of the Supreme Court.
The division of labor between the Constitutional Court and the Supreme Court as
courts of last instance is not yet clear.

There are no clear rules to determine what court first hears a case. Serious or
politically sensitive cases are often first heard at the oblast level. For example, dis-

puted claims over church property between the Greek Catholic and Orthodox
Churches have been referred directly to oblast courts, and appeals are taken to the
General Prosecutor or the Supreme Court. Military tribunals handle cases involving
military personnel only, as a rule.

Prosecutors, like the courts, are organized into offices at the rayon, oblast, and
republic levels. They ultimately are responsible to the General Prosecutor whom
Parliament appoints. A December 1991 law declares the prosecutor equal to the de-
fense attorney before the courts.
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Oblast and Supreme Court judges must have at least 5 years of legal experience

and are selectea by Parliament on the basis of the Ministry of Justice's rec-

ommendations. These recommendations, in turn, are beised in part on examination
results. Judges are banned from being members of political parties. Many iudges

and prosecutors were appointed under the Communist system, when political influ-

ence pervaded the judicial system. It is unclear whether the judiciary is free from
influence and intimidation by the executive branch of government. At the provincial

level especially, judges, prosecutors, and other court ofUcials are closely attuned to

local government interests. Ukrainian human rights monitors report that political

influence still exists at the local court level. According to a U.S.-Ukrainian human
rights organization, the assistant prosecutor in Mikolajriv Oblast was fired in March
on false pretenses after attempting to expose corruption in the local government.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Ih-ivacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Intru-

sive surveillance by the security service is permitted for reasons of national security.

Security officials may search homes without a warrant. According to the securitv

service charter, persons subject to surveillance must be informea after a months
time. Over the past year, the security services have become more sensitized and
have self-imposed restrictions on surveillance of individuals or communications. The
Prosecutor General's office has oversight responsibility over the security services

and is utilizing its authority to monitor their activities and to curb excesses by secu-

rity officials. In the oblasts where incidents of wiretapping and mail surveillance

have been reported, old-style bureaucrats still dominate security organs.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^There is no Ukrainian law protecting freedom
of speech and press. In August the President issued a warning that foreign critics

of the Government (including journalists) could be deported within 24 hours. To
date, no such action has been taken (see Section 4). The President clarified that the
decree did not apply to accredited diplomats or journalists. However, a Ukrainian
journalist, Mikola Knyazhivskiy, is under investigation for libel against the Presi-

dent for giving a newspaper interview critical of the Government.
Limited criticism of the Government is tolerated, but lack of funding for independ-

ent media makes it difficult for opposition leaders to disseminate their views widely.

Most newspapers receive state subsidies and faithfully reflect government policy.

While no curect government censorship mechanism exists, official newspapers are

reluctant to publish antigovemment editorials or information that may offend the
(Jovemment for fear of losing their subsidies. Independent newspapers face obsta-

cles in publishing regularly, e.g., in obtaining newsprint from state outlets. Further-
more, editions of independent periodicals were reported lost en route from printing
presses to warehouses. Soyuzpechat, the state publication and distribution agency,
reportedly broke contracts for disseminating independent newspapers in Ukraine.
At the local level, oblast authorities often control which newspapers are to be sold

as well as their distribution.

State radio and television are censored. The Government restricts discussion of
domestic politics in the broadcast media. For example, there is currently an internal

prohibition on reporting conflicts between churches. The State has ^ven broadcast-

ing time to some (nongovernment) commercial chaimels but restricted what they
may broadcast.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The 1989 Ukrainian Soviet So-

cialist Republic law on public assembly, which is still in force, stipulates that orga-

nizations must apply to the respective local administration 10 days before a planned
demonstration. Ptulicipants in demonstrations are prohibited by law from instigat-

ing violence or ethnic conflict and from calling for the violent overthrow of the con-

stitutional order. Demonstrations must not interfere with traffic or otherwise hinder
municipal life. In Kiev, permits are routinely granted, and demonstrations take
place almost daily at the Supreme Rada building while Parliament is in session. In

1992 a number.of unsanctioned rallies and demonstrations took place in Kiev with-
out police interference.

The June 1992 law on public organizations prohibits the State from financing po-

litical parties and other public organizations. According to the law, politicalparties

may not receive funds from abroad or maintain accounts in foreign banks. Tne law
prohibits organizations advocating the violent overthrow of the government and con-

stitutional order or undermining Ukraine's state security by collaboration with other
states. Political parties are barred from having administrative or organizational
structures abroad. Members of police and the armed forces and executive branch of-

ficials are prohibited from joining political parties. Parties may be dissolved only by
a court decision. The only party that has been dissolved is the Communist Party
of Ukraine, a subsidiary of the former Communist Party of the Soviet Union
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(CPSU). However, the Communist Party has be allowed to re-form under the name
Socialist Party of Ukraine. There have been no trials against ranking CPSU mem-
bers.

c. Freedom of Religion.—The April 1991 law on freedom of conscience and religion

permits religious organizations to establish places of worship and train clergy. Reli-

gious organizations are required to register with local authorities and with the Gov-
ernment's Council of Religious Affairs. As a rule, the registration process lasts about
1 month. The State has not interfered with the registration of minority religions

(i.e., Islam, Mormons, Jehovah's Witnesses, and the Church of the Nazarene). Ob-
stacles to complete religious freedom still exist at local levels, where the bureauc-
racy reportedly has delayed registration of Greek Catholic or Orthodox parishes

pending resolution of disputed claims over church property.

Churches are permitted to maintain links with coreligionists in other countries.

Religious publications are freely allowed. Greek Catholic, Orthodox, and Jewish
services on major religious holidays are televised. Easter and Christmas were de-

clared oflicial holidays in 1991. Religious groups are allowed to proselytize and dis-

tribute Bibles and other religious publications. Religious education classes are per-

mitted in public schools as an extracurricular activity. The Greek Catholics and Or-
thodox have seminaries. Jewish religious schools (yeshivas) are operating in Kiev,

L'viv, Odessa, Kharkiv, and Vinnitsa.

The dominant faiths are the Ukrainian Greek Catholic and the Orthodox. The lat-

ter is divided over the issue of independence from the Russian Orthodox Church
(ROC) and the Patriarch in Moscow. The Ukrainian Orthodox Church (UOC) retains

its links to the ROC and recognizes the primacy of the Patriarch in Moscow. The
Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox Church (UAOC) is nationalist oriented and
independent of Moscow. The former head of the UOC, Metropolitan Filaret, joined

the UAOC. Filaret is second only to Patriarch Mystyslav in the UAOC hierarchy
and is likely to succeed the Patriarch as head of the UAOC. The rift between ROC
and UAOC involves the Government, which appears to side with the UAOC for po-

litical reasons.

Most claims of discrimination have been connected with the reapportionment of

religious property seized by the Soviet State. Both the Greek Catholics and the UOC
claim that the (jovemment has given the UAOC preferential treatment, and violent

clashes have accompanied the division of property. According to Greek Catholic au-

thorities, UAOC members, often with the local authorities' tacit approval, beat
Catholic clergy and laymen and disrupted services. Appeals to the President and the
General Prosecutor to investigate these incidents have gone unanswered. Confronta-
tions between Catholics and the UAOC diminished in the latter half of the year.

However, violent incidents increased between supporters of the UOC and the

UAOC, again with claims that the authorities were tacitly supporting the latter.

There have been incidents of anti-Semitism among the population at large. Never-
theless, Jews in Ukraine have had expanded opportunities to pursue their religious

and cultural activities. In 1991-92, sjrnagogues were restored to Jewish commu-
nities in Khmelnitskiy and Dnepropetrovsk. The Jewish community in Vinnitsa

opened a synagogue in rented quarters, but the local bureaucracy held up return

of the traditional synagogue building.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign TVavel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Ukraine maintains the former Soviet law requiring its citizens to reg-

ister with a local "Visas and Registration Office" (OVER) to obtain employment or

living quarters. The law remains in effect for quarters leased from the Government
but apparently is not strictly applied. This practice does not restrict the movement
of Ukrainians but does impose additional bureaucratic requirements.

Most Ukrainians who wish to travel abroad, but not emigrate, obtain exit permis-

sion, despite cumbersome bureaucratic requirements. Ukraine still has Soviet laws
that require citizens to apply for a special foreign travel passport and an exit visa.

Exit permission has been denied to a handful of individuals seeking to leave

Ukraine for good, usually because the applicant allegedly possesses information

deemed vital to Ukrainian national security. As a rule, reapplications are accepted

every 6 months, but some applicants have been waiting for several years without

a favorable resolution.

Ukraine seems interested in assuring the right of return for all those it considers

its citizens. In mid-1992 the Government issued a statement allowing all those bom
in Ukraine to receive a document from any Ukrainian diplomatic mission abroad
that would serve as a travel document to Ukraine.
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Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens To Change Their Gov-
ernment

The right to vote is granted to all adult citizens of Ukraine regardless of national-

ity or sex. However, the peaceful, democratic transfer of power from an incumbent
government to an opposition party has yet to be tested.

Though elected in a fair election to a 5-year term in December 1991, President
Kravchuk, formerly Chairman of the Ukrainian Supreme Soviet, depends on support
in the old Communist party nomenklatura (ruling elite). He dominates the country's

political life. Most recently. Parliament temporarily relinquished (until May 1993)
its powers to the Prime Minister in a number of crucial areas, including monetary
reform, taxation, privatization, regulation of state industries, and price liberaliza-

tion.

The political system is still evolving, and the relationship between the branches
of government has yet to be codifled. President Kravchuk has coopted much of the
democratic opposition, largely by appealing to its political and economic nationalism.
He has offered ambassadorial or ministerial positions to opposition politicians. Dur-
ing 1992, at his behest. Parliament passed a law on "Presidential Representation"
which gives him the authority to appoint a representative to each oblast. The law
provides the representative with broad powers over local government and further
concentrates political power in the executive branch.

Parliament, the Supreme Rada, has relatively little democratic legitimacy and has
not always served as an effective counterweight to the Presidency. The deputies to

Parliament, as well as the members of the oblast councils, were elected to 5-year
terms in 1990 before independence when the Communist party was still the domi-
nant force in Ukrainian society. Except for western Ukrainian oblasts where can-
didates from Rukh and other parties of the democratic opposition prevailed, most
of the deputies to legislatures at both the national and local levels were conserv-
atives drawn from the Communist party nomenklatura. After the attempted coup
in August 1991, Communist party activity was suspended. A number of reform-
minded Communist deputies formed new parties or joined forces with the opposi-
tion. Hence, the Parliament is divided about equally between the conservatives and
the opposition coalition of nationalists and reform-oriented deputies.
New parliamentary elections were expected to be held after ratification of the new

constitution, which had been foreseen in 1992. Both the elections and ratification

of the constitution have now been delayed. Many deputies have criticized the draft

constitution for giving the President too much authority, and the draft is currently
under review by Parliament's Constitutional Committee. A coalition of democratic
forces, including Rukh and a political alliance, "New Ukraine," is pushing for new
parliamentary elections as well as accelerated economic reform. They organized a
signature campaign in favor of a popular referendum calling for new elections as
early as the spring of 1993, but their campaign rejxirtedly failed to obtain sufficient

signatures. In October virtually all elements in Parliament united to force the res-

ignation of Prime Minister Fokin, an old colleague of the President, for ineffective-

ness. His replacement, Leonid Kuchma, a factory manager with ties to reformers,
has formed a more broadly based Government which includes opposition elements.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The Government allowed local and international human rights groups to operate
freely. In May the Union of Councils for Soviet Jews opened a Kiev office, which
local human rights activists staff. Human rights monitors were extremely critical

of the President when he warned that foreign critics of the Government could be
deported in 24 hours (see Section 2.a.) but did not react publicly. Many felt the
statement was directed as much against domestic political opponents and intellec-

tuals as against Kravchuk's critics in the Ukrainian diaspora.

The Government also welcomed visits by foreign human rights organizations. The
U.S. Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe was invited to observe the
independence referendum and presidential elections. In August an American Jewish
Committee delegation of educators held talks with the Ukrainian Ministry of Edu-
cation on developing a curriculum unit for Ukrainian schools on human rights and
democratic pluralism.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Discrimination on the basis of race, sex, and other grounds is prohibited in the
Constitution. Although a 1989 law promotes Ukrainian as the state language, the
November 1991 law on the rights of national minorities allows individual citizens

to use their respective national languages in conducting personal business. In areas
where there are large Russian minorities (Crimea and eastern Ukraine), Russian is
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permitted as a language of oflicial correspondence alongside Ukrainian. Russian is

recognized as the oflicial language of Crimea.
There were a few complaints of discrimination by the Russian minority, but there

was no evidence of serious Russian-Ukrainian ethnic tension except in Crimea (see

below). Some Russians complained about the increased use of Ukrainian (the oflicial

state language) in schools and in the media. However, little evidence of forced

Ukrainization has been observed: in russophone areas, Russian remains the primary
language of instruction and commerce, and laws and decrees are published in both
Russian and Ukrainian. Polish, Hungarian, and other ethnic minorities have been
granted sites for schools and cultural organizations.

The Ukrainian citizenship law confers the same legal status on all citizens, re-

gardless of ethnic affiliation. However, it does not recognize dual citizenship, unless

specifically guaranteed by a bilateral treaty. In 1991 Parliament amended the citi-

zenship law to remove notations in internal passports identifying citizens by eth-

nicity or religion.

In 1992 ethnic tensions were most pronounced in the Crimean peninsula, inhab-
ited by 1.5 million Russians, 800,000 Ukrainians, and 150,000 Tatars, as well as

by other nationalities. A number of pro-Russian political organizations, including

the Russian Association of Crimea and the Republican Movement of Crimea (RDK)
advocated secession of Crimea from Ukraine and annexation to Russia. Meanwhile,
ethnic Ukrainian organizations in Crimea pressed for increased cultural and linguis-

tic rights. Before 1992, there were no Ukrainian-language newspapers in Crimea.
Local Russian-language broadcasts often preempt Ukrainian-language television

programs.
In 1992 the pro-Russian RDK spearheaded a signature campaign on Crimean se-

cession from Ukraine. Although the required number of signatures was collected,

the Crimean parliament voted in June to postpone the referendum issue indefinitely

and to stipulate in the draft Crimean constitution that Crimea is an integral part

of Ukraine. In July the Crimean and Ukrainian P«u*liaments agreed that in return

for political, cultural, and economic autonomy Crimea would remain under Ukrain-
ian territorial jurisdiction.

The Crimean Tatars, who have been returning to Crimea over the past several

years from Uzbekistan and other Central Asian republics to which they had been
deported in 1944, encountered difficulties in acquiring adequate housing and other

amenities. According to official statistics, about 150,000 Crimean Tatars are legally

settled in Crimea; about 300,000 more wish to return. The Ukrainian Government
allocated funds for Tatar resettlement, much of which remains unspent owing to in-

adequate construction capacity. Crimean Tatar political leaders are pressing for

guarantees of their ethnic rights and privileges in the future Crimean constitution.

Tatar political leaders support the integrity of the Ukrainian State, and the Tatar
vote was crucial for the passage of the Ukrainian independence referendum in Cri-

mea.
Jews are the second largest minority in Ukraine, although their numbers declined

from about 630,000 in 1980 to less than 500,000 in 1992. Emigration to the West
and Israel accounted for much of the decline. Jewish emigration reportedly in-

creased at the beginning of the Ukrainian national revival (1990-91) as many Jews
feared that an upsurge of Ukrainian nationalism would lead to anti-Semitic activity.

To counter this fear, the Ukrainian (lovemment and Rukh issued numerous state-

ments denouncing anti-Semitism. In 1992 Ukraine established formal diplomatic re-

lations with Israel and supported rescinding the United Nations anti-Zionist resolu-

tion. Ukrainian official support for Jewish newspapers, schools, and Hebrew lan-

guage and literature departments in universities as well as a state-sponsored com-
memoration of the massacre at Babi Yar had much to do with the overwhelming
Jewish vote supporting the independence referendum.

Nevertheless, manifestations of anti-Semitism continue to occur. In February an
American citizen rabbi in Kiev reported an arson attempt at his apartment. In

March unknown persons set fire to the apartment of the Ukrainian-Jewish writer

Abraham Katznelson and smeared anti-Semitic slogans outside his door. Local po-

lice are investigating the incidents, but no one has been apprehended.
There are some reports of violence against women, often involving the high inci-

dence of alcoholism, but no statistics are available. Ukrainian labor law guarantees

all work-related rights to women as well as men. Although equal pay for equal work
is the law in Ukraine, women are not visible in high-level managerial positions.

However, educational opportunities for women are improving, and more women are

entering the legal, medical, and journalism professions.
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Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Ri^ht of Association.—^Until the end of 1991, Ukrainian labor unions were
afHliated with the All-Union Central Council of Trade Unions in Moscow. In 1992
the oflicial Ukrainian trade unions were named the Federation of Independent
Trade Unions, but later, in November, dropped the word "independent." In some
cases, the Federation of Trade Unions began to work independently of the Govern-
ment and has been vocal in opposing draft legislation that would have restricted the
right to strike. In 1992 many independent Ukrainian unions emerged and now pro-

vide an alternative to the official unions in most sectors of the economy. Some, such
as the Independent Miners' Union of Ukraine (NPGU), emerged out of the former
U.S.S.R. independent unions. Independent unions were established in the Black Sea
fleet, among the military oflicers of Ukraine, emd among the scientific workers of
the Academy of Sciences. In early 1992, the NPGU, the pilots, civil air dispatchers,
locomotive engineers, and ground crew union formed the Consultative Council of
Free Trade Unions. This entity acts independentlv of the Federation of Trade
Unions. In negotiating wage deals, the Government has invited all unions, not just
the Federation of Trade Unions, to participate.

Soviet law, or pertinent parts of tne 1978 Ukrainian Constitution, continue to reg-

ulate the activities of trade unions. A new constitution and new law on trade unions
are being debated, which will affect the future status and activities of trade unions.
In principle, all workers and civil servants (including members of the armed forces)

are free to form unions. In practice, the Government discourages certain categories
of workers (e.g., nuclear power plant employees) from doing so.

The law on labor conflict resolution guarantees the right to strike to all but mem-
bers of the armed forces, civil and security services, and employees of "continuing

ftrocess plants" (e.g., metalluiyical factories). The law prohibits strikes that "may in-

ringe on the basic needs of the population" (e.g., rail and air transportation).
Strikes based solely on political demands are considered illegal. However, this did
not stop miners and transportation workers from making political as well as eco-

nomic demands during their September strike. Although the law forbids penalizing
union members who participate in strikes, some workers reportedly were threatened
with wage cuts and demotions in the wake of the September transportation strike.

All trade unions vociferously denounced a proposed law that would allow only work-
er collectives and not unions the right to strike.

Ukraine is a longstanding member of the International Labor Organization. There
are no official restrictions on the ri^t of unions to affiliate with international trade
union bodies; however, the lack of hard currency resources practically inhibits

Ukrainian unions from joining such organizations.
b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—In accordance with the law

on enterprises, joint worker-management commissions should resolve issues con-
cerning wages, working conditions, and the rights and duties of management at the
enterprise fevel. The mvision of responsibilities between the joint commissions and
structures (i.e., trade unions and the council of the enterprise) left over from the
Soviet system are not clearly defined. Overlapping spheres of responsibility fre-

quently impede the collective bargaining process. Tne law on labor conflict resolu-

tion introduced another bureaucracy, the National Mediation and Reconciliation
Service, to mitigate labor-management disputes that cannot be resolved at the en-
terprise level. The President appoints the head of this service.

There are no export processing zones in Ukraine.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Ukrainian Constitution for-

bids compulsory labor, and it is not known to exist.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum employment age is

17. However, in certain nonhazardous industries, enterprises can negotiate with the
Government to hire employees between 15 and 17 years of age. Education is compul-
sory up to age 15. The Ministry of Education rigorously enforces the law on edu-
cation.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—In 1992 the Government established a country-
wide minimum wage, which at the end of the year was significantly below the esti-

mated cost of living. Wages in each industrial sector are established by government
agreements with trade unions. All unions are invited to participate in these negotia-

tions. The current law on wages, pensions, and social security provide for mecha-
nisms to index the minimum wage to inflation.

The Labor Code provides for a maximum 41-hour workweek and mandates at
least 1 uninterrupted rest period lasting 42 hours each week. In addition, the law
provides for at least 15 workdays of vacation per year. Economic stagnation in some
industries (e.g., defense) have significantly reduced the woikweek for some cat-

egories of workers. Gross undercompensation for overtime work in some sectors

(e.g., railroad workers) was one of the causes of the September transportation strike.
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The Ukrainian Constitution and other laws contain occupational safety and health
standards, but these are frequently ignored in practice. Lax safety conditions were
the principal causes of two serious mine accidents that occurred in the summer of
1992, resulting in dozens of casualties. The Labor Ministry is currently rewriting
the Mine Safety Law. The NPGU is demanding that the Government improve work-
er safety in the mines.

UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN
IRELAND*

The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (UK) is a constitu-
tional monarchy with a democratic, parliamentary government elected in periodic,

multiparty elections. As there is no written constitution, human rights are "resid-

ual," I.e., assumed unless limited by statute.

ITiroughout the UK, public order is maintained by civilian police forces responsive
to and controlled by elected officials. Because of terrorist violence, the Royal Ulster
Constabulary (RUC) in Northern Ireland is supported by army units.

The United Kingdom has a highly developed industrial economy. Persons may
own property and pursue private economic interests. The GJovemment provides com-
prehensive social welfare services.

Terrorist bombings and killings carried out by the illegal Provisional Irish Repub-
lican Army (PIRA) and other "republican" (Catholic) and loyalist" (Protestant) ter-

rorist groups in Northern Ireland and Britain are the greatest threat to public order
and security in the UK. By the end of 1992, over 3,000 people had died in 23 years
of "the troubles" in Northern Ireland, which has a population of 1.5 million. Dozens
more have been killed in PIRA attacks on the mainland of Great Britain, including
four in 1992. Emergency measures enacted because of the terrorist problem in the
past 20 years suspend certain due process guarantees and restrict freedom of move-
ment, expression, and association. In 1992 there were a few instances of the use of
excessive force by security forces. Seven persons were killed in 1992 by on-duty se-

curity forces in Northern Ireland. The (jovemment investigated each case; two sol-

diers were charged with murder in one instance. Nine members of the security
forces were killed in Northern Ireland. After British courts held in several cases
that convictions of alleged terrorists in past years were based on unreliable evidence
and coerced confessions, the Government in 1991 appointed a Royal Commission to

review the criminal justice system in England and Wales and announced that con-
sideration would be given to applying to Northern Ireland any resulting rec-

ommendations (see Section I.e.). The tensions and long-held grievances between the
two communities in Northern Ireland have caused some persons. Catholic and
Protestant, to be denied equality of rights and opportunities despite government ef-

forts to redress these grievances.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no political killings by
the Government. However, questions about instances of extrajudicial killing contin-
ued to be raised. In Northern Ireland, 84 persons were killed in incidents related
to terrorism, including 34 by republican terrorists, 38 by loyalist terrorists, and
seven by on-duty security forces. Three were killed by an off-duty policeman who
later committed suicide, and, in the two remaining cases, the perpetrators or mo-
tives are unknown. Nine of those killed were members of British security forces.

Deaths as a result of shootings by security forces in Northern Ireland continued to

prompt charges that soldiers resort to letnal force precipitately and were carrying
out a "shoot to kill" policy. In one such incident in Feoruary, four acknowledged
PIRA terrorists were killed by security forces shortly after having attacked an RUC
station in Coalisland. Human rights groups claimed that excessive force was used
and that the men could have been arrested rather than killed. The police are inves-

tigating whether the use of force was warranted. In September Peter McBride was
shot and killed while running away from an army patrol. Two soldiers have been
charged with murder. In November Pierce Jordan was shot and killed by police after

a car chase. A police investigation has begun, but no charges have been filed. Fol-

lowing an RUC investigation, a police officer was charged with murder for the Sep-

*A separate report on Hong Kong, a dependent territory of the United Kingdom, follows this

report on the United Kingdom.
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tember 1991 shooting death of a 19-year-old student. Two Royal Marines were
charged in February with murder for the December 1990 killing of Fergal Caraher
in South Armagh. The Government has denied that a "shoot to kUl" policy ever ex-

isted. All killings by security forces—police or army—are investigated by the police.

The Independent Commission for Police Complaints (ICPC), established by the Gov-
ernment, monitors these investigations but has little independent investigative ca-

pability. Although the European Convention on Human Ri^ts establishes a stand-
ard for use of lethal force only when "absolutely necessary" in specific cir-

cumstances, British law requires only that the use of lethal force be "reasonable in
the circumstances." Soldiers involved in shooting incidents have argued that they
were in "imminent danger" before opening fire. The courts have generally accepted
this defense, and there have been very few convictions of on-duty soldiers.

In cases involving killings, the emergency laws stipulate that soldiers and police-

men must be charged with murder; there are no provisions for lesser charges such
as manslaughter or unlawful killing. Prosecutors and judges have been reluctant to

seek and impose such heavy penalties.

Security forces in Northern Ireland continued the use of plastic bullet rounds
(PBR's) for riot control, thou^ their use has declined sharply in recent years; there
were no fatalities from PBR's in 1992. The PIRA continued to carry out killings in
Northern Ireland and Great Britain. PIRA bombs have caused extensive property
damage, and a large bomb in London in April killed three people, including a 15-

year-old girl. There has also been a substantial rise in the number of persons killed

by loyalist terror groups in Northern Ireland.

b. Disappearance.—There were no disappearances attributed to government
forces. There continued to be instances of persons abducted or held hostage by ter-

rorists in Northern Ireland.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
British laws forbid torture and other cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment of
prisoners and provide penalties for violations of those laws. Confessions obtained by
such methods are not admissible as evidence in court. A new code of practices that
came into force in 1991 brought about greater standardization of police interrogation
procedures and strengthened oversight requirements. However, allegations of tor-

ture and mistreatment of persons detained by the police in holding facilities in
Northern Ireland continued.
The Independent Commission for Police Complaints in Northern Ireland has lim-

ited powers. It reviews all complaints against the police, and automatically super-
vises police investigations of those involving death or serious injury, as well as any
others of its choosing. It may insist that disciplinary charges be preferred against
police officers and may comment on the quality of police investigations but has no
control over the outcome of disciplinary cases or prosecution decisions by the Direc-
tor of Public Prosecutions. In its first 2 years of operation, the ICPC failed to sub-
stantiate any of the 840 claims of ill-treatment in police custody submitted to it. In
a majority of cases, complainants refused to cooperate with police or ICPC investiga-
tions of their claims. Others point out that complainants often prefer to sue in civil

court, where they may be awarded payment oi significant damages as a result of
court rulings or out-of-court settlements.
Although the Government acknowledges the widespread perception of abuses dur-

ing detentions, it has so far refused to accept human rights groups' recommenda-
tions that interrogations in police custody be videotaped, on the grounds that the
tapes could compromise ongoing operations and jeopardize the safety of detainees
who cooperate with the police. Instead, the Government announced in December the
appointment of a senior barrister as Independent Commissioner for Holding Cen-
ters. He has the authority to make irregular and unannounced visits to any of the
three holding centers, observe interrogations on television monitors, and interview
detainees.

Security forces in Northern Ireland frequently harass citizens verbally, particu-
larly young people in areas where community support for PIRA is considered high.
Security forces nave also been accused of more serious incidents of mistreatment.
In May, after a member of the Paratroop Regiment lost his legs in a PIRA bombing,
a series of confrontations between members of the regiment and residents of the
town of Coalisland resulted in the beating of several townspeople and four soldiers

and in shooting injuries to three local youths. The regional army commander was
relieved of his post, and the RUC announced in November that six soldiers would
face criminal charges.
Northern Ireland terrorist groups frequently carry out "punishment shooting" of

persons allegedly engaged in "antisocial activities." These assaults, which typically
involve shooting through one or both knees at short range, have been widely con-
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demned. One person died in December from injuries sufTered in a PIRA
"kneecapping."

Prison facilities in the UK are generally good, although a Government-appointed
investigator has found problems of overcrowding, substandard conditions and lax
discipline at some prisons in Great Britain. In Northern Ireland, prison facilities

have improved notably in recent years, but conditions at some holding centers are
substandard. Uniformed police observe all interrogations on television monitors but,

as noted above, they do not allow tapes to be made.
In March, in a prison for female offenders at Ma^aberry in Northern Ireland,

female police conducted a "full search" of about 21 inmates after receiving informa-
tion that a weapon had been smuggled into the prison. Some of the women resisted,

and several were injured. Human rights groups condemned the use of a "strip

search" and questioned the use of force. The Grovemment maintained that with the
cooperation of prisoners a "full search" does not involve physical contact and can be
completed quickly.

d. Arbitrary Ajrest, Detention, or Exile.—In instances when reasonable cause to

suspect criminal guilt exists, police may make arrests without warrants. Those ar-

rested without warrant must be released on bail within 36 hours unless brought be-

fore a magistrate's court. The court may authorize an additional 60 hours of deten-
tion before charges must be brought. Generally, persons charged with what British
law defines as nonserious" offenses mav be released on bail. In cases such as
crimes of violence, however, magistrates have remanded persons for periods of up
to 18 months before trial.

Reacting to the violence in Northern Ireland, the Government adopted the North-
em Ireland (Emergency Provisions) Act of 1991 (EPA), which is applicable only to

Northern Ireland, and the Prevention of Terrorism (Temporary Provisions) Act of
1989 (PTA), most of which is applicable to the entire United Kingdom. Both acts

replaced earlier versions dating back to 1973 and 1974 respectively. Both must be
renewed annually by Parliament.
Under the EPA, police and military personnel, in dealing with cases of suspected

terrorism, may enter and search without warrants, and members of the armed
forces on duty may arrest without a warrant, any person suspected of having com-
mitted or being about to commit any offense. Such persons may be held for up to

4 hours, after which they must be transferred to police custody or released. The
1991 EPA introduced new offenses—of directing a terrorist organization and pos-

sessing items intended for terrorist purposes—and gave authorities new powers to

examine financial and other documents found in terrorist-related searches. The PTA
allows the police to arrest without warrant persons anywhere in the UK whom they
reasonably suspect to be involved in terrorism. The authorities may detain such per-

sons for up to 48 hours without legal representation or judicial review. Suspects
may be interrogated during this time, and confessions obtained may be used in sub-

sequent court proceedings. Judicial review may be delayed up to a further 5 days
on the authority of the Home Secretary or, in Northern Ireland, the Secretary of
State for Northern Ireland. In 1988 the European Court of Human Rights ruled that
detention of terrorist suspects beyond 4 days without iudicial review violated the
European Convention for the Protection of Human Rignts and Fundamental Free-
doms. The Government, arguing that no satisfactory judicial mechanism could be
found, filed a derogation from the Convention.
The Government does not practice exile (see, however. Section 2.d. on freedom of

movement within the country). In Northern Ireland, PIRA has forced a substantial

number of Catholics to leave the province, by threatening them with death or injury
if they remain. Such threats are made generally on the grounds that these Catholics
have cooperated with security forces or engaged in "antisociail behavior."

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Fair trial is provided for by law and generally ob-

served in practice, but there have been serious exceptions in the past. An indigent
defendant has the right to counsel of his choosing. All criminal proceedings must
be conducted in public, with the exception ofjuvenile court cases and cases involving
public decency or security. In a trial under the Official Secrets Act, the court may
be closed at the judge's discretion, but the sentence must be passed in public.

The UK has a multitier court system. The vast majority of criminal cases are
heard by magistrate's courts, which are managed by locally based committees. Their
decisions may be app>ealed to the Crown Court, which also hears criminal cases re-

quiring a jury trial, or to the High Court. From the Crown Courts, convictions may
be appealed to the Court of Appeal, which in turn may refer cases involving points

of law to the House of Lords. The Appellate Committee of the House of Lords (which
consists of senior judges and is functionally distinct from the legislative arm of the
House) is the final court of appeal in the UK. Once all these appeals have been ex-

hausted, defendants in England and Wales may appeal to the Home Secretary to
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refer a case back to the courts if fresh evidence has emerged which casts doubt on
the conviction. (Appeals may be made to the Northern Ireland Office emd the Scot-

land Office in those areas.)

Since 1989, following referrals from the Home Secretary, courts in England have
overturned the convictions of 18 persons previously imprisoned in connection with
PIRA terrorist attacks in the 1970's. The most recent such decision, in June, in-

volved Judith Ward, convicted in 1974 of involvement in three bombings, in one of

which 12 persons died. In the Ward case (repeating similar findings in the Bir-

mingham Six, Maguire Seven, and Guildford Four cases), the Appeal Court con-

cluded that Ward's confession was unreliable, that forensic evidence against her was
tainted, and that exculpatory evidence had been withheld from the defense. The
Court's ruling in the Ward case established a precedent that all evidence held by
the prosecution, whether or not intended for use in court, may be released to the
defense at the judge's discretion.

Twenty additional convictions have been quashed in nonterrorist cases since 1989,
most of them on grounds similar to those in the Ward case. According to critics in

the UK and abroad, the pattern that emerged brings into question whether trials

under the British judicial system always meet international standards of fairness.

In at least the cases in question, lower courts relied too heavily on uncorroborated
confessions and assumed that the integrity of the police was irreproachable. Appeal
court judges tended to accept lower court rulings and occasionally displayed open
hostility to defendants and their lawyers.

In Northern Ireland in July, the Court of Appeal overturned the convictions of
three former soldiers for the murder of a Catholic in 1983. The conviction of a fourth
soldier was upheld. The RUC is investigating apparent irregularities in police ques-
tioning of the soldiers.

Such apparent miscarriages of justice prompted the Government in March 1991
to appoint a Royal Commission to review all aspects of the criminal justice process
in England and Wales. The Commission has collected submissions from numerous
professional bodies, nongovernmental organizations, and individuals, and has com-
missioned survejrs of lawyers, defendants, and the general public on how the admin-
istration of justice is perceived. The Commission is scheduled to publish its findings
in June 1993. Although the Commission is not studying Northern Ireland, the Gov-
ernment indicated it would consider whether changes implemented as a result of the
Commission's findings might also be applied in Northern Ireland.

In 1973 the Government suspended the ri^t to trial by jury for certain terrorist-

related offenses in Northern Ireland because of intimidation of the judiciary, jurors,

and lawyers. In such cases, a "Diplock Court," in which a single judge presides over
a trial without juiy, is used. The judge in a Diplock Court must justify his or her
decision to convict in a document that becomes part of the court record, and appeal
courts may overturn Diplock Court convictions on substantive as well as legal

grounds. These courts have been widely criticized by human rights groups, although
the conviction rate for defendants pleading not guilty is virtually identical to the
rate in regular courts.

Under a 1988 change of law, a court in Northern Ireland may draw whatever in-
ference it deems proper, including an inference of guilt, if a subject remains silent

during questioning, though he cannot be convicted solely on the basis of such an
inference. The change was intended to deal with a PIRA tactic of advising members
not to say anything under interrogation, then to present a surprise alibi at trial,

but it substantially erodes the presumption of innocence. Courts in Northern Ireland
have drawn inferences from silence in approximately 10 cases in 1992, though in
each case there was additional evidence to support conviction.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

right to privacy is generally respected in both law and custom. Warrants are nor-
mally required for a police search of private premises. However, under the EPA, on-
duty members of the armed forces or policemen may enter any premises or other
place if they consider it necessary to preserve peace or maintain order. The Act re-

quires a standard of "reasonable grounds of suspicion" before a dwelling may be en-
tered without a warrant.

In the Catholic communities in Northern Ireland, where distrust of the Govern-
ment has deep historical roots, many believe that the conduct of some members of
the security forces in carrying out security checks constitutes unwarranted harass-
ment and intimidation. The Government conducts intensive training of security per-
sonnel in proper procedures but acknowledges that official guidelines are sometimes
violated.
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Section 2. Respect for Civil Ldberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Strongly held tradition, an independent press,

and a democratic political system combine to secure freedom of speech and press.
Viewpoints critical of the Government are well represented. British print media are
dominated by a handful of national daily newspapers, all privately owned and high-
ly independent (though often generally aligned with one of the major political par-
ties). About half the electronic media is run by the British Broadcasting Service
(BBC), which is funded by the Government but ei^joys complete editorial independ-
ence. The remainder are run by corporations under renewable government license.

The Government continued to prohibit British radio and television from broad-
casting the voices of members of proscribed terrorist organizations such as PIRA
and of representatives of Sinn Fein (the legal political arm of the PIRA), as well
as the voices of those who "solicit, support, or invite support for such organizations."

Critics chaiffe that the vagueness of this last category intimidates broadcasters into

appl3ring the ban even in ambiguous cases. There are no restrictions on reporting
such persons' words, and exceptions are made for coverage of elections and par-
liamentary proceedings.

In 1991 an independent television station broadcast a documentary that alleged

that poUce forces in Northern Ireland worked in collusion with loyalist death
squads. Officials protested the documentary, and in July the High Court fined those
responsible for the program for revising to divulge the identity of a key anonymous
informant. In September police arrested the researcher who worked on the program
on perjury charses, which were later dropped.

b. Freedom ^ Peaceful Assembly ana Association.—^Except in cases of extreme
civil disorder in which public safety is judged to be at risk, the authorities do not
exercise their statutory right to limit the freedom of public assembly. The PIA and
EPA include sections prohibiting membership in, or support of, organizations in-

volved in terrorism. These organizations are specifically listed in the statutes. The
lists do not include political parties. In August the loyalist Ulster Defense Associa-
tion (UDA), nominally the political wing of the banned Ulster Freedom Fighters,
was added to the proscribed list.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Government policy and general practice ensure freedom
of religion. There are two established churches in Britain—^those legally recognized
as official churdies of the State: in England the (Anglican) Church of England, and
in Sa)tland the (Presbyterian) Church of Scotland, in Northern Ireland, the Con-
stitution Act of 1973 prohibits discrimination by public authorities on the basis of
religious belief or political opinion (see Section 5 concerning the Fair Employment
Act). There is no similar law in Great Britain. There are no religious bars to holding
public office, although ministers of the Church of England and the Church of Scot-

land are not eligible to be Members of Parliament.
Tlie Government provides funds for many schools maintained by various religious

denominations, including Anglicans, Catholics, Methodists, and Jews. In May 1992,
the High Court ruled that a local council's decision to deny funding to a Muslim-
run school was "manifestly unfair" and that the Education Secretary should recon-
sider. In Northern Ireland, the Government provides full funding for nonsectarian
(but overwhelmingly Protestant) state schools. For denominational (mostly Catholic)

schools , the Government provides 100 percent of operating costs and 85 percent of
capital costs. In December, the (jovemment announced that denominational schools

could qualify for fuU state funding if no single (sectarian) group comprised a major-
ity of the school's board of governors.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign TYavel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^UK citizens enjoy freedom of movement within the country and in for-

eign travel, emigration, and repatriation. The Home Secretary, however, may ex-

clude from mainland Britain anyone connected with terrorism in Northern Ireland,

unless that person was bom in Great Britain or has been resident on the mainland
for 3 years. Similar authority is granted to the Secretary of State for Northern Ire-

land to exclude persons not native to or resident in that province. In ordering exclu-

sion, the Secretary of State need only be "satisfied" that a person is or has been
involved in the commission, preparation, or instigation of acts of terrorism. Chir-

rently 91 persons are subject to such exclusion orders. No additional exclusion or-

ders were issued in 1992. Human rights groups have objected to such orders be-

cause the evidence used is not tested in any court.

Immigration rules require that all requests for asylum be considered by the Home
Office in accordance with the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees.

The (Jovemment makes generous provision for political refugees, but faced with an
exponential rise in asylum applications in recent years, it has introduced legislation

to speed processing of^unsubstantiated requests. Human rights groups claim the leg-
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islation would undermine Britain's conunitment to provide haven for legitimate ref-

ugees.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The Government is formed on the basis of a majority of seats in the House of
Commons, won in elections held at intervals not longer than 5 years. Participation

in the political process is open to all persons and parties. In the 1992 general elec-

tion, 2,903 candidates representing 93 parties were ofiicially registered. All citizens

18 ^ears of age and older may vote. Northern Ireland has city and district councils,

as m the rest of the UK, but with somewhat fewer powers. England and Wales also

have county councils, which Northern Ireland does not. (Scotland's structure is dif-

ferent still.) From 1922 to 1972, Northern Ireland had a devolved provincial Par-
liament at Stormont, which was suspended because its domination by the unionist
majority was seen as contributing to the troubles. Several attempts have been made
since then to restore devolved government. A third major efTort is now under way.
Most British dependent territories have small populations, under 60,000, and are
ruled by appointed governors or administrators assisted by executive councils (usu-
ally appointed) and legislative assemblies or councils (partly elected).

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

A lar^ number of local nongovenunental human rights organizations operate
freely with no government interference or restriction. In 1973 a Standing Advisoiy
Commission on Human Ri^ts was established by the Government to monitor
human rights in Northern Ireland.
A number of international nongovernmental human rights organizations, includ-

ing Amnesty International, are based in the UK. The Government cooperates fully

with international inc^uiries into alleged violations of human rights and usually
takes steps to rectify its own laws and policies when they are found not to be in
conformity with human rights agreements to which it is a party.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Socicd Status

British law bars discrimination on the basis of race, color, nationality, or national
or ethnic origin and outlaws incitement to racial hatred. Although racial discrimina-
tion is not specifically outlawed in Northern Ireland, its incic^nce is mudi lower
than that of religious discrimination. The Secretary of State for Northern Ireland
has agreed to investigate the scope for possible legislation on racial discrimination
and determine what additional action should be taken by government departments
to further enhance equal treatment of ethnic groups. A government-appointed, inde-
pendent Commission for Racial Equality (CRE) supports persons taking court action
under the Race Relations Act of 1976, provides guidelines on goodpractice, and may
initiate court action. After formally investigating complaints, me CKE may issue no-
tices requiring that discrimination cease. Such notices are followed up over a 5-year
period to ensure compliance.
Persons of African and south Asian origin face substantial unoflicial discrimina-

tion. Several studies have shown that they are less likely to obtain jobs and mort-
gages than are whites. Members of Asian and African minorities are occasionally
victims of "skinhead" violence. The Government is strongly opposed to such discrimi-
nation and violence, and prosecutes cases in which evidence is available.
Equal opportunity for both sexes is protected by law. An Equal Opportunities

Commission (EOC) supports persons who bring discrimination cases befbre indus-
trial tribunals and courts and produces guidehnes on good practice for employers.
The number of sex discrimination complaints rose 40 percent in 1991. Large compa-
nies have begun to revise job classiHcations and pay structures in an effort to
achieve parity. In one 1992 case, a court ruled that a woman teacher was due, retro-
actively, eqrual pay with her male colleagues, setting a potentially important prece-
dent. In a landmark sex discrimination suit before the mdustriaf tribunal, a senior
female police officer who repeatedly had been denied promotion reached a settle-

ment with police authorities in July, under which she received compensation, and
the EOC, was invited by the Home Office to participate in an in-depth review of
promotion and selection procedures for high-level police positions. Women have
equal property ri^ts and equal rights in the divorce courts.

Offenders in domestic violence cases are prosecuted and may be imprisoned. Wom-
en's shelters provide refuge for battered wives, and local governments provide coun-
seling services. Rape victims receive similar support. In a 1991 court case brought
on appeal, the House of Lords ruled for the first time that nonconsensual sex within
marriage could constitute a criminal offense.
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Discrimination on religious grounds continued to occur in Northern Ireland, in-

cluding at times by local governments. Discrimination in employment on the
grounds of religious belief or political opinion has been unlawful since 1976. Within
tiie Northern Ireland civil service, the proportion of Catholics under age 36 reflects

overall demographic patterns, but they continue to be underrepresented in the
upper age groups and grades. Government eflbrts to increase recruitment of Catho-
lics into the police force and related security fields have been hampered by PIRA
assassinations and death threats. For a variety of historical and social reasons, the
Protestant community controls much of the local economy, and anti-Catholic dis-

crimination persists in the private sector. Despite an overall increase in employment
in Northern Ireland, the Catholic male unemployment rate remained 2V2 times that
of Protestant men.
The Fair Employment (Northern Ireland) Act of 1989 is intended to end eniploy-

ment discrimination and is aimed at outlawing even unintentional or "indirect dis-

crimination. All public sector employers and private firms with more than 25 woric-

ers must register with the Fair Employment Commission, monitor the religious com-
position of their worit force, supply annual monitoring reports to the Commission,
and review their overall employment practices at least once every 3 years. These
obligations were ejctended to small firms (employing between 11 and 25 workers) be-

ginning in 1992. While the Fair Employment Act has been criticized for not estab-

lishing sufficiently rigorous targets and timetables, in general it has been praised
by leaders of the Catholic community. Employers who fail to comply face criminal
penalties and loss of government contracts. A Fair Employment Tribunal has been
established to adjudicate individual cases of alleged discrimination. In 1992 for ex-

ample, tribunals found five local councils, including that of Belfast, guilty of dis-

crimination against Catholic job applicants, and directed payment of compensation.
Although most companies are in compliance with the legislation, fines for violations

have been imposed on some firms.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—Workers have the right to form and join representa-
tive organizations, associate freely, choose representatives, publish journals, openly
promote members' interests and views, and elect representative assemblies to deter-

mine union policies and procedures. Unions participate freely in international orga-
nizations.

Unions are free of government control but, like employers' associations, must reg-

ister their accounts with a government-appointed "certification officer." Senior union
officers must be elected by secret ballot. The law mandates secret ballots before a
strike call, prohibits unions from disciplining members who reject a legal strike call,

and allows individual trade union members to lodge complaints against their union
with a government-appointed "Commissioner for the Rights of Trade Union Mem-
bers."

There is no specific statutory "right to strike" in the UK. Voluntary cessation of

work may be considered a breach of contract. A system of legal immunities which
protected unions from prosecution when engaged in lawfiil industrial action has
been narrowed by a series of acts of Parliament introduced in the 1980's. These acts

have excluded secondary strikes and actions judged to have political motives.

Unions encouraging such strikes are subject to fines by the courts and may have
their assets seized. The legislation also restricts the ability of unions to act against

subsidiaries of prime employers with whom they are in dispute when the subsidi-

aries are not party to the dispute and are the employers of record. This has led to

union complaints that they have no protection against the transfer of work within

the corporate structure (making unions the victims of a form of employer secondary
action). The 1990 Employment Act made unions Uable for aU industrial actions, in-

cluding unofficial strikes, unless the unions concerned write to strikers repudiating
their action. Unofficial strikers may be legally dismissed. In instances where the

right to strike is prohibited (e.g., for police officers), there are alternative means to

resolve differences.

The International Labor Organization (ILO) in 1989 and again in 1991 upheld
complaints against government bans on the disciplining by unions of members who
reject lawful strike calls and on union indemnification of members and officers for

sanctions imposed for engaging in approved union activities. Following a case in-

volving the dismissal of 2,000 striking seamen, the ILO called for changes in legisla-

tion to protect workers taking industrial action. The Government has contested the
conclusions of the ILO and in 1990 adopted legislation that the Trades Union Con-
gress (TUC) alleges violates ILO conventions by narrowing the range of situations

in which lawfiil industrial action may be taken.
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b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The right to organize and
bargain collectively is deeply rooted. There is no legal obligation for employers to

bai^ain with workers' representatives, nor have collective oargaining agreements
historically been legally binding or enforceable in the courts, but collective bargain-

ing is extensive, involving over 10.2 milHon workers, or about 40 percent of the work
force. It is illegal to deny a worker employment on the grounds that he or she is

or is not a union member, except in the case of the armed forces, the police, or the

security services.

The 1984 ban on membership in national unions by employees of the sensitive

Government Communications Hfeadquarters (GCHQ) led to complaints being lodged

at the ILO by the TUC. The ILO and COE has affirmed that the ban and the dis-

missal of workers retaining union membership are in violation of ILO Convention
87. The 1991 and 1992 International Labor Conference expressed "deep concern" at

the continuation of the ban. The British Government maintains that its actions in

the GCHQ case fall within Convention 87's exemption for the armed forces and are

also consistent with ILO Convention 151 on labor relations in the public service. In

November the CFA found that in another case covering the civil service, the Govern-
ment's unilateral termination of a long-standing civil service arbitration agreement
was a violation of the ^reement, although not in itself a violation of Convention
151, and called on the Government and uie unions to "bargain in good faith" and
develop a new framework to settle disputes.

Workers who believe themselves victims of antiunion discrimination may seek re-

dress through industrial tribunals. Remedies include payment of indemnities and
reinstatement by employers found guilty of discriminatory practices, although rein-

statement rarely occurs. A backlog of tribunal cases has developed in recent years.

The ILO has ^so questioned whether British legislation adequately protects against

denial of employment on the grounds of past or present trade union activity. Evi-

dence of blacklisting was collected by a House of Commons Select Committee. In

September 1991, press reports detailed one organization's compilation and distribu-

tion of a list of 22,000 activists to prospective employers.
Following a breakdown and abolition by the Government of a longstanding bilat-

eral collective baivaining negotiating process, teachers' pay and conditions have
been unilaterally ^termined since 1987 by the Secretary of State for Employment.
The ILO concluded that these procedures are not compatible with ILO Convention
98 on the right to organize and bargain collectively. In 1991 legislation was adopted
that provided that teachers* pay and conditions »iould be determined by an inde-

pendent review body, which was appointed in September.
Export processing zones do not exist.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is pro-

hibited in the UK and its dependent territories and possessions and is not practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—School attendance until the age
of 16 is compulsory. Children under the age of 16 are not permitted to work in an
industrial enterprise except as part of an educational course.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^There is no legislated minimum wage. In 26
low-wage industries employing approximately 2 million workers, wage councils of

employers and trade union members establish minimum hourly wages and overtime
rates for adult workers. Provisions are legaUy enforced by a team of inspectors. Min-
imum wage rates vary from one industry to another, but all are substantially below
the national average earnings figure, tne UK does not have a law limiting daily

or weekly working hours. In I^vember the Government introduced a bill that
would, if enacted, abolish the wage councils.

The Health and Safety at Work Act of 1974 requires that the health and safety

of employees not be placed at risk. A health and safety commission enforces regula-

tions on these matters and may initiate criminal proceedings. The system of occupa-
tional health and safety is efficiently managed and operates with the fuU involve-

ment of workers' representatives.

HONG KONG
Hong Kong, a small, densely populated British dependency, is a free society with

legally protected ri^ts but without a broad democratic base. Its constitutional ar-

rangements are defined by the Letters Patent and Royal Instructions. Executive
powers are vested in a British Crown-appointed Governor who holds extensive au-

thority. The judiciary is an independent oody adhering to English common law with
certain variations. Fundamental rights ultimately rest on oversight by the British

k
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Parliament. In practice, however, Hong Kong largely controls its own internal af-

fairs.

A well-organized civilian police force maintains public order and respects the
human rights of the populace.
Hong Kong's free market economy continued its transition toward becoming a

shipping, marketing, and finance center. It serves as an investment center of trade
with China and as a communication and transportation hub for Asia. Annual per
capita gross domestic product increased by 6 percent in 1992 to a projected $16,420.
The BiU of Rights, passed in June 1991, continued to make an impact on legisla-

tive process and criminal law. The 1-year freeze, during which six laws relating to
law and order were exempted from the bill, was lifted in June. Although the Gov-
ernment established a subcommittee to educate the public on human ri^ts, it re-

jected calls for the establishment of a human rights commission which would have
nad oversight over the implementation of the bul. The impact of the bill has been
limited by a court ruling tnat individuals may not invoke it in disputes with other
private citizens.

The principal human rights problem is the inability of citizens to change their
government. Discrimination and violence against women are continuing human
rights concerns.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no reports that such

killings occurred.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of any disappearance.
c. Torhtre and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Torture and other extreme forms of abuse are Torbidoen by law and subject to pun-
ishment. In 1992 an investigation into allegations of police brutality during a dis-

turbance in 1989 at a camp for Vietnamese boat people resulted in disciplinary ac-

tion agfdnst 42 officers. No criminal proceedings were recommended, largely because
of a lack of clear evidence identifying the oflicers involved. Individual acts of police
brutality occurred. From January to September, about 1,200 allegations of police as-

sault were lodged. The total number of complaints against the police during this pe-
riod numbered about 2,350. As of August, 41 cases were substantiated. Disciplinary
action can range from criminal proceedings to dismissal or waminj^. Complaints
are investigated by an internal police unit, subject to outside review. The authorities

rejected calls from some legislators that investigations should be conducted by an
independent body.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^British legal protections and common law
traditions govern the process of arrest and detention and ensure substantial and ef-

fective legal protections against arbitrary arrest or detention. Exile is not practiced.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Hong Kong's judicial and legal systems are orga-

nized according to principles of British constitutional law and legal precedent and
feature, inter alia, an independent judiciary and trial by jury. The right to a fair

public trial is guaranteed and respected in practice. The Giovemment expanded eli-

gibility for legal aid. Various court decisions striking down several presumption of
guilt provisions as incompatible with the Bill of Rights made a substantial impact
on criminal rights. A court decision also ruled that defendants have the right to trial

without undue delay.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

right of privacy is generally respected and provided for by law. Some human ri^ts
groups maintained that the amendments to the ordinances governing the Independ-
ent Conunission Against Corruption (ICAC) did not go far enough to curb its powers.
The ICAC is vested with powers which are normally exercised only by a judicial ofli-

cer. The amendments deprived the ICAC of its independent authority to issue arrest
or search warrants, (it must now go to the courts.) but it stUl operates on the as-

sumption that any excessive, unexplainable assets held by civil servants are consid-

ered ill-gotten until proven otherwise.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—There is a tradition of free speech and press
as practiced in Great Britain. Numerous views and opinions, including those inde-
pendent or critical of the British and Hong Kong Governments, are aired in the
mass media, in public forums, and by political groups.

International media organizations operate freely in Hong Kong, but restrictions

may be placed on the press under several ordinances of Hong Kong law. However,
such restrictions are rarely imposed. Hong Kong media representatives have ex-
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pressed concern over the provision of a 1988 ordinance that permits the censoring
of a film if it would seriously danaa^e good relations with "other territorial units.

In April the People's Republic of China (PRC) criticized the showing of a film on
Tibet at a film festival and succeeded in preventing the showing of a documentary
on life in Bering. In September the local PRC-controlled press launched an attack
against government-owned Radio Television Hong Kong (RtHK) for producing a tel-

evision m'ama series which was viewed as anti-Qiina. These attacks led to concern
that self-censorship was rising when {>ublishers were dealing with matters where
the PRC is involved. Some observers said that publishers are reluctant to print any-
thing that would jeopardize their business relations with the PRC. The PRC also

objected to the Government's proposal to "corporatize" RTHK, giving rise to concern
that the PRC wants to use it as a propaganda organ after 1997, when control of
Hong Kong wiUpass to the PRC.

In June the Grovemment applied the less restrictive British 1989 Official Secrets
Act in place of the 1911 version. Removing from criminal sanction the unauthorized
disclosure of the great majority of official information, the 1989 Act made it an of-

fense to disclose such information only in six specific categories such as security,

intelligence, and defense. Critics favored replacing the 1911 Act with locally enacted
legislation since the 1989 Act will be void after Hong Kong reverts to PRC sov-

ereignty.

The Government refused to consider freedom of information legislation.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^These freedoms are practiced
without significant hindrance, although the amended Societies Ordinance requires
office holders to notify the authorities of the formation of a society.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Government policy and general practice ensure freedom
of religion.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Travel documents are obtainable freely and easily, subject to neither
arbitrsuy nor discriminatoiy practices. There is freedom of movement within Hong
Kong.
By 1991 more than 200,000 Vietnamese had arrived in Hong Kong seeking refu-

fee status. Prior to June 1988, they were automatically accorded refiigee status,

hereafter they were screened to determine their status and were held in prison-
like detention centers awaiting resettlement in other countries or repatriation to

Vietnam. As of late November, 12 Vietnamese had arrived in 1992 following agree-
ments reached in late 1991 that provided for the mandatory repatriation to Vietnam
of those determined not to be refugees, the immediate screening of new arrivals, and
the decision by the VN. Hi^ Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) to cease provid-
ing a reintegration subsistence allowance.
A February riot claimed the lives of 24 Vietnamese who burned to death in a hut

barricaded shut by other detainees. This clash, fueled by tensions between northern
and southern Vietnamese, resulted in the trial of 42 (still ongoing in December) and
a reexamination of camp management practices. A slow response by police, with an
inadequate number of personnel on duty, was blamed for the severity of the tragedy.
Most of the 13 recommendations made by an independent commissioner appointed
after the riot were implemented. A recommendation to add personnel to accelerate
screening was aimed at keeping the camp population from languishing in a state

of uncertainty. At year's end, even wth augmented staff, the authorities had com-
pleted determination of status only through 1989 arrivals. Reintegration assistance
programs from the European Community, the Hong Kong Government, and most re-

cently, the United States, provided incentives for those not eligible for resettlement
to return to Vietnam. Of those found ineligible for resettlement or not yet screened,
more than 12,000 persons voluntarily returned to Vietnam by year's end.
The Government maintained its policy of forcibly returning Chinese citizens to the

People's Republic of China, except in rare instances in which a person qualified as
a refugee within the meaning of the U.N. Protocol Relating to the Status of Refu-
gees, m 1992 an average of 88 illegal immigrants, mostly young men, were arrested
every day and were returned.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

While Hong Kong is a free society, with most individual freedoms and ri^ts pro-
tected by law and custom, citizens of the territory do not have the right to change
their government. The Governor is appointed by and serves at the pleasure of the
Crown. He is advised on policy by an Executive Council which he appoints. Legisla-
tion is enacted and funds are provided by the Legislative Council, which also de-
bates policy and questions the administration. Although the legislature has virtually
no power to initiate legislation, it has become more assertive since the September
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1991 direct elections. The Governor has ultimate control of the administration of

Hong Kong, but, by convention, he rarely exercises his full powers. In practice, deci-

sions are arrived at by consensus. Political parties and independent candidates are
free to contest seats in free and fair elections. Representative government employing
universal franchise, however, does not exist. Only 18 of 60 legislators were elected

by universal suffrage. Of the rest, 21 were either appointed by the Governor or are
themselves government officials. Another 21 were elected by functional groupings,
e.g, lawyers. Functional constituencies disproportionately represent the economic
and proiessional elites and, moreover, violate the concept of one person-one vote,

since voters in functional constituencies may vote both m a functional and a geo-

graphic constituency.
In his first policy address in October, the Governor introduced several proposals

to make the 1995 legislature more democratic. K adopted by the Legislative Council,

they will greatly increase the franchise by giving all eligible voters in the woiking
population of 2.7 million a second vote in one oT 30 functional constituencies. The
Election Committee, which will elect 10 legislators, will draw all or most of its mem-
bers from the local district boards, which will henceforth be directly elected, rather
than one-third appointed, as is the case now. The number of legislators to be elected

by universal suffrage will increase to 20. China has denounced these proposals and
warned that any changes which do not "converge" with the Basic Law, Hong Kong's
post-1997 Constitution, will be dismantled after the PRC resumes its exercise of sov-

ereignty in 1997. However, both the British and Chinese Governments earlier

agreed that the number of legislators to be elected by universal suffrage in 1995
will increase to 20.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are no official barriers to the formation of local human rights groups. The
Government has consistently cooperated with international and nongovernmental
organizations on human rignts issues. The UNHCR and nongovernmental human
ri^ts organizations have full access to Hong Kong's camps for Vietnamese boat peo-

ple.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Chinese language has equal status with English in many government oper-

ations. The Government is continuing its efforts to place Hong Kong Chinese in sen-

ior positions, but progress has been slow, especially in the legal and police depart-

ments and the judiciary.

Violence and discrimination against women remain significant problems. The only
legislation to protect the rights of battered women is the 1987 Domestic Violence
Ordinance, which enables a woman to take out a 3-month injunction on her hus-
band. This may be extended to 6 months. In addition, domestic violence may be
prosecuted as common assault under existing criminal statutes. The Government
enforces these laws and prosecutes violators. Nevertheless, women's action groups
are pressing for better legal and government provisions for battered wives. They call

for public housing to house women as soon as they leave their violent husbands.
Harmony House, a private voluntary agency, and the Social Welfare Department op-

erate two homes which offer refuge to a small number of women.
Many instances of domestic violence, however, are not reported, owing partly to

cultural factors which frown on exposing family crises to the public eye but also to

a lack of well-publicized information about the assistance and resources available.

In September uie police, woricing with Harmony^ House, announced the availability

of leaflets setting out new sidelines for the police to deal with the issue of domestic
violence and providing victims with information about their legal rights and the as-

sistance available.

Women face discrimination in the areas of employment, salary, welfare, and pro-

motion. In March the Government set up a working group to look into the problem
of discrimination against women in employment and to advise whether the Govern-
ment should extend the Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against
Women to Hong Kong. Nevertheless, the Government itself admitted that it was
"cautious" in its response to calls to accede to the Convention and to set up a wom-
en's commission. While a number of women hold senior appointive government posi-

tions, only two women were elected to the legislature.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^The ri^t of association and the right of workers to

establish and join organizations of their own choosing are guaranteed under local

law. Trade umons must be registered under the trade unions ordinance. The basic

precondition for registration is a minimum of 7 persons who serve in the same occu-
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pation. The Government does not discourage or impede the formation of unions.

During 1991, 21 new unions were registered. Nevertheless, only about 489,000
workers (or 17.5 percent) out of a total labor force of 2.8 million belong to one of
the 511 registered unions, most of which belong to one of three major trade union
federations.
Work stoppages and strikes are permitted. However, there are some restrictions

on this right for civil servants. Employees hired on a contract basis may be fired

for breach of contract if they walk off the job. Hong Kong labor unions may form
federations, confederations, and affiliate with international bodies. Any afliUation

with foreign labor unions requires the consent of the Government. All such requests
have been granted.
As a dependent territoiy of the United Kingdom, Hong Kong is not a member in

its own right of the International Labor Oi^anization (ILO). The United Kingdom
makes declarations on behalf of Hong Kong concerning the latter's obligations re-

garding the various ILO conventions. To date, Hong Kong has implemented provi-

sions applying 29 conventions in full and 18 others with modifications. In the Basic
Law, the PRC undertook to continue to adhere to these conventions after 1997.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The right to oi^anize and
bai^ain collectively is guaranteed by law. Hong Kong laws pertaining to collective

bai^gaining cover mainfy the shipping, textiles, public transport, public utUity, and
carpentry trades and the catering, construction, pubUc service, and teaching profes-

sions. Wages are determined by market factors. While collective bargainmg does
take place, it is not widely practiced, and in general there are no mechanisms spe-

cificaUy to encourage it. LJnions generally are not powerful enough to force manage-
ment to engage in collective bargaining. The Government does not encourage it,

since the Government itself does not engage in collective bargaining with civil serv-

ants' unions but merely "consults" them. Free conciliation services are afforded by
the Labor Relations Division of the Department of Labor (DOL) to employers and
employees involved in disputes dealing with arrears of wages, wages in lieu of no-

tice, severance pay, breaches of contractual employment terms, etc. This division is

charged with fuuung a mutually acceptable settlement, although it does not have
the authority to impose a solution. The division is not reoruired by law to allow

unions to represent employees in these proceedings. Instead, union representation
depends upon tiie mutual consent of both the employee and the employer.
Workers are protected against antiunion discrimination under Hong Kong legisla-

tion. Employees who allege such discrimination have the right to have their cases
heard by the DOL's Labor Relations Division. Employers who attempt to prevent
or deter an employee from joining a labor union, or who terminate an employee for

joining a labor union, are liable to a fine of approximately $650. However, the em-
ployers are not required to reinstate the employee or to compensate him. Individual

labor claims are also adjudicated by the labor tribunal, a part of the judicial branch,
which is supposed to provide quick and inexpensive machinery for resolving certain

types of disputes. The tribunal complements the conciliation service provided by the
Labor Relations Division. Union leaders complain, however, that the tribunal takes
too long—an average of 133 days—to hear workers' cases.

There are no export processing zones in Hong Kong.
c. Prohibition ofForced or Compulsory Labor.—^Existing labor legislation prohibits

forced labor, and it is not practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The Employment of Children Reg-
ulations prohibit the employment of children under age 15 in any industrial estab-

lishment. Children aged 13 and 14 may be employed in certain nonindustrial estab-

lishments, subject to conditions aimed at ensuring a minimum of 9 years' education
and protecting their safety, health, and welfare. During 1991, 8 campaigns against

the employment of children covered about 27,000 establishments and found 39 chil-

dren working in violation of the law, according to the Annual Report of the Commis-
sioner for Labor.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^There is no minimum wage. Aside from a
small number of trades and industries where a uniform wage structure exists, wage
levels are customarily fixed by individual agreement between employer and em-
ployee and are determined by supply and demand. In view of continued tightness
in Hong Kong's labor market (unemployment averaged about 2 percent for 1992),

wage increases were given to most workers, particularly those in the construction

industry and service sectors. Many employees also enjoy a year-end bonus of a
month's pay or more. Some employers in the manufacturing sector provide workers
with various kinds of allowances, free medical treatment, and free or subsidized

transport.
There are no legal restrictions on hours of work for men. The Women and Young

Persons (Industry) Regulations under the Employment Ordinance control hours and
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conditions of work for women and young people aged between 15 and 17. Hours of
work are limited to 8 per day ana 48 per week oetween 6 a.m. and 11 p.m. for

women and between 7 am. and 7 p.m. for persons age 16 or over. Overtime is re-

stricted to 2 hours per day and 200 days per year for women and is prohibited for

all persons under 18 in industrial establishments. The regulations also prohibit

women and young persons from working underground or, with the exception of

males aged 16 and 17, in dangerous trades. The Labor Inspectorate conducts work-
place inspections to ensure compliance with these regulations. During 1991 it car-

ried out 220,828 inspections of almost 27,000 establishments in industrial and
nonindustrial sectors, which resulted in 567 prosecutions of employers. The employ-
ment of underaged workers is generally not a serious problem.
The DOL Factory Inspectorate sets basic occupational safety and health stand-

ards, provides education and publicity, and follows up with enforcement and inspec-

tion in accordance with the Factories and Industrial Undertakings Ordinance and
subsidiary regulations. The Inspectorate pays particular attention to safety in high-

risk areas of factories and construction sites. During 1991 inspectors visited 24,682
factories and 1,181 construction sites and issued 1,393 summones. As part of a com-
plementary effort, the DOL Occupational Health Division investigates claims of oc-

cupational diseases and iiyuries at worii, conducts environmental testing in the
workplace, and provides medical examinations to employees in occupations that in-

volve the handling of hazardous materials. The small number of inspectors—about
200—and the inability of workers to elect their own safety representatives weaken
the enforcement of safety and health standards at the workplace.

UZBEKISTAN

With the breakup of the Soviet Union, the Republic of Uzbekistan declared its

independence in August 1991. The most populous of the Central Asian states with
about 21 million people, Uzbekistan is engaged in what has proven to be a difficult

transition from an authoritarian legacy to a pluralistic democracy.
The National Democratic Party of Uzbekistan (NDPU), in many respects the suc-

cessor organization to the Communist Party, controls the political system. Islam
Karimov, the First Secretary of the Communist Party during Soviet rule, won elec-

tion in December 1991 as the country's first President. Along with the NDPU, he
continues to dominate the political life of the country. Despite the Government's ofli-

cially stated goal of a multiparty democracy, it has been slow to put democratic re-

forms into practice.

The Committee for State Security (KGB), renamed the National Security Service,

and the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MVD) retained their traditional roles as impor-
tant instruments for maintaining the Government's control over society, especially

the political opposition. In that role, they were responsible for significant numan
rights abuses. Uzbekistan began establishing its own armed forces in 1992, using
staff and equipment remaining from the stiU sizable Soviet military forces in the
country. The Government also began to establish an armed border service.

Uzbekistan is the world's fourth largest producer of cotton, and its industry is

geared to support cotton harvesting and processing. It is also a major producer of

minerals, such as gold and uranium, as well as natural gas. The Government took

some steps in 1992 towards introducing a free market economy, mainly through leg-

islative cnanges, but the vast majority of enterprises remained in state hands. Gov-
ernment efforts to attract foreign investment were handicapped by the cautious pri-

vatization policy and a sometimes unpredictable business climate. While the Gov-
ernment continued to subsidize energy products and basic consumer goods such as

bread, it freed other prices, and inflation increased.

Relative to the Soviet era, Uzbekistan made some progress in human ri^ts in

1992. TTie Parliament adopted a relatively progressive Constitution on December 8
which establishes a number of important rights for individuals and groups, although
in most cases implementing legislation will also be required. A number of new laws
were passed, sucn as those denning citizenship and minority ri^ts and protecting

religious freedom. The regime's heavy-handed control of the political process, how-
ever, was a major impediment to further progress and left in doubt its commitment
to democratization.

In several cases, unknown persons assaulted opposition activists, sometimes se-

verely, and a promised governmental investigation of one serious case did not iden-

tify the perpetrators. Despite government denials, the frequency of assaults on oppo-
sition political figures, with the assailants never being apprehended, suggested gov-
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eminent involvement. Security forces frequently detained or arrested opposition ac-

tivists arbitrarily for their political activity.

The Government reiusea to register a number of political groups and parties and
harassed some of those it did register. The ban on outdoor public meetings was en-
forced by the security services, which broke up some unauthorized meetings and
prevented others. Government censorship of the media prevented effective criticism

of government policies and activities, llie security services continued to interfere

witn the privacy of persons through surveillance and telephone tapping. Some oppo-
sition activists were dismissed from places of employment due to uieir political be-

liefs.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no reported incidents of politi-

cally motivated killings in 1992. During the January 16-17 student demonstrations
over bread price rises, security forces opened fire on an unarmed crowd and killed

three participants.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reported cases of abductions by ofiicial forces

or politically motivated disappearances.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

There were no reports of torture in 1992. There were credible reports that police

occasionally beat detainees while they were taking them into custody or in the pe-

riod between arrest and trial.

The number of opposition figures beaten on the streets in 1992 by persons who
were never caught indicated a calculated government effort to intimidate the opposi-

tion. The most serious incident was the beating of Chairman Abdurahim Pulatov
of the Birlik (Unity) movement on June 29 in Tashkent. After emerging from the
local Ministiy of the Interior headquarters where he had been called for question-

ing, Pulatov was severely beaten with metal clubs by a group of youn^ persons who
fractured his skull. The Government denied responsibiuty and promised an inves-
tigation; by year's end, however, they had not produced a report. In separate beating
incidents, other victims from the opposition included the Khorezm Regional Chair-
man of Birlik, AbduUa Yusupov, Birlik Presidium member Miralym Adylov, who
was attacked three times this year, the leader of Birlik's youth movement Ravshan
Dzuraev, the journalist Abdurashid Sharipov, and the leader of the People's Move-
ment of Turkestan, Bahram Gaib.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^According to law, a person suspected of
committing a crime may be held by the police for questioning ior up to 3 days. At
the end of this period, the suspect must be either ofliciallv charged or released. A
court case must be scheduled within 15 days of arrest and begin by the 22nd day.

These deadlines have sometimes been overlooked in cases with political overtones.
A number of opposition figures complained of legal irregularities in the handling of
their cases, including arrest without proper prosecutorial warrants and detention
beyond the legally sanctioned 15-day period. These complaints appear to be borne
out by the facts. Prosecutorial orders are reauired for arrests, but such orders or
warrants are not required for detentions. In tne absence of bail, detainees who are

deemed not to be violent may be released on their own recognizance pending trial.

TTie legal provision permitting detention for 3 days without charges led to dozens
of instances in which opposition figures were detained arbitrarily for questioning
and then released without being charged. In most cases, opposition figures were ar-

rested on nonpolitical charges such as drunkenness or disorderliness rather than for

criticizing government policy. For example, Birlik activist Pulat Akhunov was
charged with hooliganism, and the leader of the People's Movement of Turkestan,
Bahram Gaib, was chained with drunkenness. These charges appear to have been
fabricated as part of a systematic effort to silence the opposition. Defendants may
not have access to defense counsel during detention. Only after they are formally
arrested may they have such access.
Three human rights activists were seized from a conference in Bishkek,

Kyrguzstan, by the National Security Service. Two of the three have been released
(see Section 3).

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Uzbekistan inherited the Soviet judicial system
which features trial by a panel of three judges: one professional judge and two "peo-

Jle's assessors" who are chosen by workers' collectives for a period of 2V2 years,
udges may be removed for crimes or for failure to fulfill their obligations, but the

procedure for dismissing judges is complicated. No evidence has appeared that any
judges have been removed for political reasons. The new Constitution provides for

appointment of all judges for 10-year terms by the President but, according to inter-
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national legal experts, does not seem to provide mechanisms to ensure the judges'
independence once they are appointed.
There is a three-tiered court system: the People's Court on the district level, the

Regional Courts, and the Supreme Court. District court decisions may be appealed
to the next higher level within 10 davs of the rulrne. The Constitution forbids the
establishment of alternative courts. Tne Islamic fundamentalist group Adolat (Jus-
tice) attempted to set up alternative Islamic courts in the city of Namangan to insti-

tute a system of Islamic justice. After incidents allegedly perpetrated by individuals
intent on enforcing Islamic justice and standards of dress, the Government cracked
down on Adolat members, arresting 10 of them on March 17. Those arrested in
March were taken to Tashkent where they were still being held in December pend-
ing completion of criminal investigations.

Most court cases are open to the public, but the courtroom may be closed in some
exceptional cases, such as those involving rape or murder. Defendants have the
right to attend the proceedings, confront witnesses, and present evidence. The ac-

cused has access to the lawyer of his choice. The State will provide a lawyer without
charge; if the accused chooses his own, he must make his own financial arrange-
ments.
The legal system is undergoing a process of reform as Soviet-era crimes such as

speculation and parasitism are removed from the legal code.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Search
warrants are required from a prosecutor. Security agencies have the technical abil-

ity to monitor telephone calls, and there is evidence that they employ surveillance
and wiretap telephones in the cases of persons involved in opposition political activi-

ties.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech is severely limited. It is an
offense, for example, to "offend the honor and dignity of the President." Moreover,
although the newly adopted Constitution prohibits censorship, it is widely practiced.
The central Government tolerates little, if any, criticism of its actions. Since state
enterprises control the printing presses, newspapers cannot be printed without the
censor's approval. Journalists and writers who want to ensure that their work is

published practice self-censorship.

The majority of Uzbekistan's newspapers are government controlled. Independent
newspapers may be established but must be registered with the Government in

order to be legally published. The Government reftised to register the opposition or-

ganization Birlik's newspaper, allegedly because it received finaiicing from outside
the country. Birlik activists went on a hunger strike in February, unsuccessfully de-

manding registration of their newspaper. Birlik published several editions of its

paper in Russia and smuggled them back to Uzbekistan for distribution. Three secu-
rity force raids on offices and homes of activists resulted in the confiscation of ap-
proximately 8,000 copies of the paper. Several members were questioned on charges
of possessing an illegal newspaper, but no arrests resulted from any of these
confiscations.

Editors of the newspaper published by the legally registered Erk (Freedom) politi-

cal party complained that censors deleted a significant portion of their material in

each issue. In one instance, censors eliminated the party's economic program and
its statement on the draft constitution. Although the newspaper was permitted to

publish, the denial of access to newsprint often limited its circulation. Later in 1992,
another government injunction removed the paper from the newsstands, limiting its

circulation to registered subscribers. A government crackdown on the Eric party
headquarters and newspaper printing offices in early December implied that the
Government intended to close down the newspaper and possibly even the party.

The Government also censored material in locally printed editions of newspapers
originating in the Russian Federation. To signal its displeasure with articles critical

of Uzbekistan that appeared in the Moscow edition of the Russian newspaper,
Izvestia, the Government twice suspended local printing of the Central Asian edi-

tion of Izvestia during the summer. Finally, in November, following publication of
an appeal from the editors to President Karimov to end censorship, the (jovemment
fully suspended local operations of the newspaper and refused to allow subscriptions
to be accepted for 1993. It also temporarily prevented distribution of the Russian
newspaper, Komsomolskaya Pravda. While the latter has reappeared on the news-
stands, Izvestia is no longer available in Uzbekistan.
A new commercial newspaper. Businessman, was officially registered in April but

shut down in August, reportedly after it published several articles critical of the
(jovemment's economic policies.
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b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Freedom of assembly is not

guaranteed in Uzbekistan. Demonstrations must be government sanctioned, and the

Uovemment does not routinely grant this permission. The Supreme Soviet adopted
the regulation against holding unsanctioned meetings outdoors after ethnic violence

in Fergana valley in 1989, to maintain public order and stability. Opposition re-

quests for permission to hold outdoor meetings were in most cases denied. A cordon

of militia prevented several attempts by groups such as Birlik to hold unsanctioned
demonstrations. On July 2, opposition meetings were planned to coincide with the

opening session of the Supreme Soviet in Tashkent, out police blocked the main
square, and in some cities such as Samarkand and Namangan they arrested many
opposition members.
The Government limited the exercise of freedom of association in Uzbekistan on

1992, particularly with respect to political parties (see Section 3). The Government
blocked an attempt by the political opposition in the spring of 1992 to set up an
alternative "parliament" the Majlis Melli, was dealt a decisive blow by the Govern-
ment. Althou^ the Majlis Melli met only once and no final documents were signed,

most participants were called in for questioning. Three of the meeting's orgamzers.
Babur Shakm)v, Hazratkul Khodaberdiev, ana Atanzar Aripov, were arrested and
are under investigation for attempting to overthrow the Government. At year's end,

the case had not come to trial. Shakirov, however, remains in detention months be-

yond the legal detention period (see Section l.d.).

c. Freedom of Religion.—Freedom of religion is guaranteed in the new Constitu-

tion, as is the principle of separation of church and state. After the enforced atheism
of the Soviet years, religious communities are experiencing a significant revival.

Mosques are reopening, and new ones are being built. Religious education is becom-
ing more widespread. vWiile Islam is the religion of the majority, ethnic minorities

also may practice their religion in relative freedom. Synagogues for the Jewish com-
munity are openly functioning; Hebrew education, long banned under the Soviets,

Jewish cultural events, and the publication of a community newspaper take place

undisturbed.
Christian Pentacostals, a small group of some 70 members, complained that the

Government refused to register their church. The (Jerman Lutheran Community in

Tashkent has complained that, despite repeated requests, its church, built in 1899
and closed by Stalm in 1937, has not been returned to the community as their prop-

erty. However, other Christian groups are functioning without problems.

df. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^The new Constitution guarantees free movement within the country

and across its borders. Travel within Uzbekistan is not controlled; however, chang-
ing residences to another city requires a new residence permit, which may be dif-

ficult to obtain. In 1992 the uovemment paid less attention to enforcing the permit

system than the Soviets had formerly done. As the availability of private housing
increased, permits were not as necessary for securing new housing.

Travel by foreigners, including journalists, within Uzbekistan is stiU controlled.

Visitors must have each city they wish to visit noted in their passports.

Most barriers to emigration were lifted before the Soviet breakup. Although in

some instances emigrants are delayed by long waits for passports and exit visas, po-

tential emigrants who can find a host country willing to accept them are able to

leave the country.
Although the Constitution guarantees free movement across Uzbekistan's borders,

the right of citizens to leave freely for nonimmigrant travel is at times infringed

upon by government withholding of exit visas or passports, sometimes for political

reasons. A new law "in defense of constitutional organs of power'' specifies a punish-

ment of 1 to 3 years for the first offense of exiting the country "in violation of the

established order" and 2 to 5 years for a repeat offender. See Section 4 for detfdls

of the Bishkek Human Rights Conference.
Tlie law on citizenship adopted in 1992 stipulates that citizens do not lose their

citizenship if they reside overseas. If they return to Uzbekistan as foreign citizens,

however, they are subject to foreign visa regulations. There is no evidence that any-

one, including emigrants to Israel, was denied permission to return.

Many thousands of refugees entered Uzbekistan in 1992 fleeing violence in neigh-

boring Tajikistan. The Government did not want to host a massive refugee influx,

and in July and August it returned an estimated 30,000 persons to Tajikistan. The
official poiiQr is not to give residence permits to such refugees. As fighting in

Tajikistan increased, more refugees crossed into Uzbekistan during October, some
of them staying with relatives in Uzbekistan. While not encouraging them to stay,

the Government took a more tolerant attitude toward their presence than was the

case during the summer. However, as of late December, it appears that the border
is effective^ sealed.
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Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The right of citizens to change their government through peaceiul and democratic
means is open to considerable doubt, despite the multicandidate presidential elec-

tions held in December 1991. Islam Karimov, then First Secretary of the
Uzbekistan's Communist Party and the country's effective leader, ran in a two-man
race against Erk Partv leader Mohamed Solikh. Karimov won with 86 percent of

the vote to Solikh's 12 percent. However, Solikh complained that he did not have
the access to the media enjoyed by the incumbent and that there were voting irreg-

ularities. Credible sources indicate that Karimov not only had at his disposal the
Republic's state apparatus but also controlled the media^ which he exploited. In ad-

dition, the election 8 validity was called into question by the careful exclusion of

Birlik leader Abdurahim Pulatov, whose potential candidacy was derailed by a com-
plex series of hurdles stemming from the fact that the movement had not been reg-

istered as a party.

The Government's professed desire to create a multiparty democracy is belied by
its actions since independence. The Government has sought to control the opposition

is throu^ the legal requirement that all pwUtical parties register. By law, organiza-

tions and movements must be registered with the Government. To register, a politi-

calparty must submit a list of at least 3,000 members.
Tnere are currently three legally registered parties. The leaders of Uzbekistan's

Communist Party, including ft^sident Karimov, created the National Democratic
Party of Uzbekistan (NDPU) after the failed August 1991 coup in Moscow. It domi-
nates the political scene. In addition to Karimov, its members include the majority

of the Supreme Soviet, elected in February 1990 for 5-year terms under conditions

of Communist Party dominance. Usman Azimov, an adviser to President Karimov,
formed the Fatherland Development Party during the summer and was able to reg-

ister it quickly.
The only opposition party to register successfiilly so far is Erk (Freedom), which

was registerea in 1991. Erk was a faction that broke away from Birlik (Unity) in

1990. Both groups, however, claim to share similar goals, including the development
of a pluralistic and secular democratic system and a mixed economy. The Govern-
ment and some foreign observers question the sincerity of the secular goals and be-

lieve that at least Birlik now has a more fundamentalist agenda. Erk leaders claim
that the Government has not allowed it to operate freely. In July the Supreme So-

viet amended the law on parties and added a clause that allows the legal registra-

tion of a party to be stripped for holding demonstrations against the Government.
On December 3, the Government presented Erk oflicials with a 3-day ultimatum

to vacate their headquarters and newspaper offices in downtown Tashkent. Authori-

ties impounded the party's four cars and sealed some of their offices, purportedly

for nonpayment of expenses. This serious increase in government pressure left in

doubt whether the Government will permit the Erk Party to continue to function.

Despite this ultimatum, Erk members continued to operate out of their head-
quarters through at least the end of December.
The (Jovemment permitted Birlik to register as a movement but has consistently

denied it permission to register as a party, citing irregularities on the membership
list, a legal requirement tnat prohibits a movement and a party from having the

same name, ana the failure of Birlik to present proper documentation. Grovemment
officials claim that Birlik is not really interestea in registering but rather in using
the issue to embarrass the Government. Birlik, which claims to have 500,000 adher-

ents, has contended that its failure to secure registration is evidence of the (Jovem-
ment's undemocratic nature. It appears that the (jovemment's consideration of

BirUk's registration application has been significantly more intensive and critical

than its review of other applications. A December parliamentary session raised the

2uestion of Birlik's legality and referred this case to the Supreme Court. If the

lourt determines the group guilty. Parliament may then seek to ban the movement
altogether.

A government crackdown on opposition activists in early December, before a

human rights conference in Bishkek and the Supreme Soviet s session of December
8, further increased the pressure on the opposition. On December 3, the authorities

detained leaders of Birlik, Erk, the Human Rights Society, and the Free Peasants'

Party who had planned to attend the Bishkek Conference. The MVD issued formal

warnings that if the activists went to Bishkek, they would be charged with attend-

ing an unsanctioned meeting and could be imprisoned for up to 3 years under the

current CrLtninal Code. MVD agents subsequently abducted three of those activists

in Bishkek while they were in attendance at the Conference and returned them to

Tashkent. The authorities arrested one of the three, Abdumanov Pulatov but

charged him for an earlier incident of "insulting the honor of the President," not for
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attending the conference. Most of the other Uzbekistani participants in the Bishkek
Conference were called in for questioning upon their return to Uzbekistan but were
not arrested.
An amendment to the law on public organizations prohibits any political party

based on religion or ethnicity. The Government has used this law to deny registra-

tion to other political parties, including the Islamic Renaissance Party, which ap-
pears to have a measure of popular support, and the People's Movement of
Turkestan, which advocates unification of the Muslim Central Asian republics.

In addition to the laws on registration, the Government has also sought to control

the opposition throudi harassment and intimidation. Political opponents have been
arrested, dismissed trom their jobs, beaten, and threatened in a systematic manner
under circumstances which suggest the involvement of government aeencies. The
Government froze the bank accounts of both Erk and Birlik and seizea the assets
of the former. Active members of both Erk and BirUk were fired from their jobs,

while other members were threatened with loss of employment if they continued
their association with these organizations. Birlik cochairman Shukrat Ismatullaev
was dismissed from his job as a professor at Tashkent State University.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation (^Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The Government disapproves of independent nongovernmental local human rights
organizations and has restricted their operation. The Uzbekistan Human Rights So-
ciety, a local group organized in 1992, was denied permission to register. Subse-
?[uently, its deputy chairman, Mikhail Ardzinov, was arrested on June 30 and held
or 10 days without charges being filed. After his release, a suspicious explosion
burned down his house.
The Government typically regards international criticism as interference in its in-

ternal affairs. It is particularly sensitive about the involvement of foreign govern-
ment and nongovernmental organizations (NGO) in the investigation of numan
rights issues, even though it has pledged to observe the human rights obligations
in CSCE. While the Government did meet with NGO representatives in 1992, it

amended the law on public organizations in July to require international public or-

ganizations to register, thus providing itself the legal basis to oust any foreign orga-
nization that displeases it by talking with the political opposition. The Government
interfered with attendance oy opposition figures from Uzbekistan at the Bishkek
Conference in December 1992, both before and after the event (see Section 3).

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

There is no officiaUy sanctioned discrimination on the basis of sex, religion, lan-
guage, or social status. The 1992 law on citizenship and the Constitution both en-
shrine this principle. In a population of about 21 million, 71 percent are Uzbeks,
8 percent Russians, 5 percent Tajik, 4 percent Tatar, and 3 percent Kazakh.

Uzbekistan's citizenship law passed in July 1992 does not institute language re-

?uirements for citizenship. Nonetheless, the language issue remains very sensitive.
Tzbek has been declared the state language, and non-Uzbek speakers increasingly

feel themselves threatened. Many report unpleasant experiences with their neigh-
bors or in stores. When government organizations and academic institutions have
been compelled to reduce their work force, it is frequently the Russian speakers who
have lost their jobs.

There is no legal discrimination against women. However, women are severely
underrepresenteain high-level positions throughout society. They are not formaUy
impeded from seeking employment, but due to traditional family roles they usually
marry young and bear many children. In rural areas, women often find themselves
confined to backbreaking labor in the cotton fields.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Uzbekistan's new law on unions, adopted on June
2, 1992, represents a significant shift toward legal recognition of woreer rights in
some respects. In sharp contrast with the Labor Code of 1988, the new law specifi-

callv proclaims that all workers have the right voluntarily to create and join unions
of tneir choice. In addition, trade unions themselves may voluntarily associate terri-

torially or sectorally and may choose their own international affiliations. The law
also declares all umons independent of the State's administrative and economic bod-
ies (except where provided by law) and provides that trade unions develop their own
charters, structure, and executive bodies and organize their own work.
So far, however, the overall structure of trade unions has not really changed, nor

have the unions exhibited much autonomy. Most of the same people remain in place
in leadership roles. Independence eliminated subordination to Moscow but dia not
alter the centralized trade union hierarchy within Uzbekistan. There are a few new
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unions; for example, a union of entrepreneurs and one of renters. These appear to

replicate the structure of existing trade unions in almost every detail. No "alter-

native" central union structures exist.

The union pyramid is now capped by a Soviet of the Federation of Trade Unions.
The new trade union law specifically names this group as having a consultative

voice in preparing legislation affecting woriiers and in drafting laws on labor and
social issues.

Trade union representatives in Uzbekistan are quick to explain that their func-

tions have changed considerably since the breakup of the Soviet Union. In the new
union law, trade unions are described as organizations that defend the right to work
and protect jobs. The law eliminates the once carefully defined trade union role in

state planning and in the management of enterprises. The emphasis now is on the
unions' responsibility for "social protection," especially for unemployment compensa-
tion, pensions, and worker retraining in view of the country's difficult economic cir-

cumstances.
The trade union law does not mention strikes or cite a right to strike. However,

the law does give the unions oversight over both individual and collective labor dis-

putes. Labor disputes are defined in the law as those involving alleged violations

of labor laws, worker rights, or collective agreements. This extends union power
compared to the old law, under which local unions shared limited rights to review
such disputes with local courts and special commissions within factories or enter-

Erises.
Except for a hunger strike by journalists (see Section 2.a.), no strikes were

nown to have occurred. "^

Uzbekistan became a member of the International Labor Organization on July 13,

1992.
b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The new Trade Union law

empowers trade unions to conclude agreements with enterprises. However, since pri-

vatization has just begun, there is no experience yet with negotiations between
unions and private employers. With very few exceptions, the State is still the major
employer, and the unions do not appear to presume conflicts of interest with the

State. The minimum wage and wages for government employees are set by the Min-
istry of Finance. Enterprises operating on a self-financing basis set their own wage
rates.

Discrimination against union members and their officers is forbidden by law. No
complaints have been reported, which is not surprising in view of the trade unions'

veiT close association with the Government, and therefore with the major employer.
Tliere are no export processing zones in Uzbekistan.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced labor is not known to be

practiced and is specifically prohibited by the Constitution except as a court-imposed

punishment, or "in other cases as prescribed by law."

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum working age is 16.

Those aged 15 may work with permission but have a shorter workday. In rural

areas, 14-year-olds turn out to help with the cotton harvest.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The minimum wage is set by the Ministry of

Finance in consultation with the Federation of Trade Unions. It was raised several

times in 1992 but is still not sufficient to provide food for the average family. The
standard workweek is set at 41 hours. Some factories have apparently reduced work
hours in order to avoid layoffs. Some workers are entitled to overtime pay, but it

is rarely paid. Occupational health and safety standards are established bv the

Labor Ministry in consultation with the unions and implemented by the Healtn and
Safety Inspectorate within the Labor Ministry.



NEAR EAST AND NORTH AFRICA

ALGERIA

Under a CJonstitution adopted in 1989, Algeria was converted fi?om a one-party So-
cialist state, in which the National Liberation Front (FLN) held power, to a
multiparty parliamentary system. However, political power continued to be held by
a government composed overwhelmingly of present and former FLN members, with
the President wielding executive power. On December 26, 1991, the Islamic Salva-

tion Front (FIS) won the first round of elections for the National Assembly. How-
ever, on January 11, 1992, President Chadli Bendjedid was forced to resign by the

army and elements within the Government. The next day the regime cancelled the
second round of National AssenJbly elections. A five-member Hi^ State Committee
was created on January 14 to serve as the country's collective presidency. Mohamed
Boudiaf, the President of the High State Committee, was assassinated on June 29;

he was replaced by Ali Kafi, who remains in office.

The National Police, the Gendarmerie, and the army maintain internal security.

Security forces resorted on occasion to excessively harsh treatment of prisoners and
detainees. This has included mental and physical harassment and, in isolated cases,

torture. According to the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, total mili-

tary expenditures for 1989 were $2,313 million. There is no indication that efforts

will be made to reduce current expenditures in the near fiiture.

Algeria's industrialized economy (agriculture accounts for less than 10 percent of

the gross domestic product) remains largely under government control, with the
State operating almost all major industries, much of the distribution and retail sys-

tems, and the entire banking and credit system. Under Prime Minister Ghozali (who
resigned in July) the Government pursued a reform pro-am emphasizing the de-

centralization of economic decisionmaking. The econonuc program enunciated by
current Prime Minister Belaid Abdesselam, however, calls for an increased state

role in managing some sectors of the economy. High population growth, an acute

housing shortage, a scarcity of foreign exchange, and the legacy of years of economic
inefficiency and corruption continue to hamper the Government's efforts to meet so-

cial needs.
The human ri^ts situation deteriorated severely in the wake of the cancellation

of parliamentaiy elections in January and the declaration of a state of emergency
in February. Provisions under the state of emergency allowed the re^me to detain
administratively thousands (the Government cites 9,000; the FIS claims 30,000) of

people in detention camps in southern Algeria without benefit of legal representa-
tion or due process. In August, however, the regime pledged to close all the camps
and release or transfer to me judicial system all the detainees. As of late December,
four camps remained open, vdth around 1,000 people still in detention, according

to the Government. A rash of assassinations and terrorist bombings followed the
cancellation of elections. Citing a need to protect security and public order, the Gov-
ernment suspended 9 publications (one of them twice) by administrative action and
on at least seven occasions seized single-day editions of publications.

Apart from these actions, which have frustrated an electoral process that for the

first time could have resulted in a democratic change of government and severely

restricted the fireedom of the press, other human rights proolems included arbitrary

interference with privacy, excessively harsh treatment oi detainees, and restrictions

on freedoms of assembfy, religion, and women's rights.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killings.—There were no known instances of

politically motivated extrajudicial killing by the Government in 1992. Nevertheless,
two detainees died from dehydration in May after escaping into the desert from a

(977)
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southern detention camp. Government forces were subject to frequent armed attacks

after the cancellation of elections in January, resultmg in the deaths of over 200
security force members. The Government charged that most of these killings were
acts of politically motivated terrorism rather than criminally motivated murder and
reacted by issuing, hy administrative decree, increasingly strict laws. Although
armed attacks were amied predominantly against security force members and gov-

ernment representatives, private citizens were also targets. A bomb explosion at Al-

giers airport on August 26 killed 9 and wounded 124. Bombs also exploded at a
modem shopping center and at an Air France office in Algiers, caiising damage but
no deaths. Among other incidents, an anti-Islamist university professor was assas-

sinated, and an unsuccessful assassination attempt was made against the leader of

Algeria's largest trade union.
See Section l.g. for a discussion of killings resulting from the security forces' use

of excessive force in dispersing crowds of demonstrators following the cancellation

of elections.

b. Disappearance.—^A number of people seized by security forces in January and
February were not heard from for several months (as many as 3,000, according to

local human ri^ts observers), but almost all were eventually locatea in detention

camps. The Government acknowledged that it maintained poor detainee identifica-

tion records.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
There continued to be reports of torture and brutal treatment of prisoners by the

security forces, although there were fewer such reports than in past years. The inde-

{>endent Algerian League for the Defense of Human Rights (LADDH) asserted pub-
icly that it had evidence of numerous cases of torture oy the security services, but
declined to provide evidence of these allegations when requested to do so by the
Government's National Observatory of Human Rights. A medical team under the

auspices of the Algerian League for Human Rights (a different organization than
the LADDH) found no evidence of torture in detention camps but did report in-

stances of the security forces mistreating the detainees before the latter were sent

to the camps. Government officials acknowledged that individual cases of improper
behavior by the security forces occurred, but stressed that the Government did not

sanction torture and would investigate any allegations of torture for which evidence

was presented. Arresting officers subjected some detainees to mental and physical

abuse including kicks, punches, and gratuitous insults, according to a number of

sources. Detainees in the camps faced hardships on a daily basis; according to press

accounts, detainees faced temperatures reaching 120 degrees Fahrenheit, poor food,

inadequate bedding, and overcrowding.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—The Constitution prohibits arbitrary ar-

rest and detention and stipulates that detention for questioning in criminal inves-

tigation cases may not exceed 48 hours, after which the suspect must be charged
or released. This period may be extended to 4 days by written request of the govern-

ment prosecutor. Provisional liberty may be authorized if the detainee shows that

he can guarantee to be present at aU necessary stages of the inquiry. Detainees
must be informed immediately of charges against them. Once charged, however, a
person may be held under pretrial detention indefinitely while the case is being in-

vestigated. For security-related crimes, under provisions established in Article 5 of

the state of emergency declared in February, tne Ministry of Interior is empowered
to "order that anyone of full legal age, whose activity is clearly found to constitute

a danger to public order and security or to the proper ftinctioning of public services,

be placed in a security center." Under this provision, government security forces ar-

rested and detained thousands (the CJovemment cited 9,000 while the Islamic Salva-

tion Front claimed 30,000).
Although a few of the detainees were reportedly involved in criminal activity

when seized, the majority were arrested exclusively for participating in demonstra-
tions or expressing their views. According to the Government, after arrest and proc-

essing, an estimated 9,000 detainees were sent to detention camps in southern Alge-

ria (there were eight camps operating in March), without being formally charged

and often without camp authorities notifying next-of-kin about their detention. The
(Sovemment released a small number of sick and elderly detainees in May and,

under increasing pressure from Algerian and international human rights groups,

announced on August 8 that all detention centers would be closed. The (jovernment
indicated that all detainees would be released except the few charged with criminal

acts.

The release procedures were reportedly disorganized, with authorities frequently

failing to notify the families of detainees about those being released and releasing

detainees near the camps without transportation home. The majority of detainees
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were released, but as of the end of the year, around 1,000 people continued to be
held in four remaining camps.
An antiterrorist law issued in October increased the permissible length of

prearraignment detention from 2 days to 12 days. The new law defined terrorism
DroadJv as "any act committed against individuals * * * or symbols of the republic

with the aim ofjeopardizing life, security, or property, or the obstruction of the work
of public authorities or institutions * * * or the encouragement of such acts, includ-

ingthrough the reprinting or redistribution of documents or recordings."

There is no bail system. Lawyers are normally permitted access to their clients,

although this right is sometimes disregarded. Lav/yers for seven FIS leaders tried

in July were prevented from meeting with their chents on several occasions. Law-
yer-client meetings are supervised visually by a guard.

Exile is not a legal form of punishment in Algeria and is not known to be prac-

ticed.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The judicial system consists of civil and military
courts and, since December, special antiterrorist courts made up of civihan Judges.
There are no Islamic courts, although Shari'a law forms much of the basis for civil

court rulings on social matters. The Constitution provides for the independence of
the judiciary, and it is generally independent of the executive branch in cases not
involving security or public order. In such cases, and particularly in military courts,

the Government is able to influence court decisions. Civilian judges are appointed
and promoted by the Ministry of Justice through an independent board created in

1991.
The antiterrorist law issued in October provided for three special courts with civil-

ian judges to try crimes specifically relating to terrorism. As indicated above, these
courts were formally established in December. It was widely believed that these
courts were established to allow the Government more influence over the outcome
and sentencing in security-related criminal cases.

In civilian courts, defendants are usually permitted unrestricted access to counsel,

who operate without government interference. The Algerian Bar Association is le-

gally required to provide free legal services to defendants unable to afford counsel.

Defendants are advised of the charges against them at the time they are bound over
for trial. Defendants have the rignt to confront witnesses and present evidence.
Trials are public, although generally not publicized, and defendants have the right

of appeal.
Article 10 of the declaration of the state of emergency jrives military courts broad

jurisdiction over crimes (including felonies and major offenses) related to security

and public order. The vast majority of criminal cases in 1992 remained in the civil-

ian court system. Criminal cases heard by military courts included the trials of the
men accused of attacking a border police installation in Guemar in November 1991
and the trials of seven FIS leaders, including Abassi Madani and Ali Belhadj, who
were found guilty of threatening the security of the State. Although prosecutors re-

quested life sentences, Madani and Belhadj were sentenced to 12 years each. A
number of observers said that the regime assigned the FIS leaders' tnal to the mili-

taiy tribunal to afford itself more influence over the trial's outcome.
Some of the rights normally protected and observed in civil court proceedings

were ignored or circumscribed by the military courts. Defendants were denied the
unrestricted right to call witnesses and the right to be represented by counsel of
choice. The Government denied that there were any political prisoners in Algeria
in 1992. Some human rights observers, including the Algerian League for the De-
fense of Human Rights (LADDH), considered the Algerians held in detention camps
in the South to have been political prisoners. Of the people held in the camps earlier

this year, an estimated 1,000 remain in detention.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Al-

though the Constitution provides for the inviolability of the home. Article 6 of the
declaration of the state of emergency authorizes the Ministry of Interior and the
governors of provinces to designate specific areas where visitors and nonresidents
of particular areas must stay, refuse residence to anyone whose activity is perceived
as threatening to public order, and issue "exceptional search warrants at any time
of day or night. Security forces have used these special provisions to enter resi-

dences and question suspected FIS members. The police and security services are
also believed to use telephone-monitoring systems, reportedly without the prior

court authorization that is required by law.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violation of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—Following the resignation of President Bendjedid and the cancellation of par-

liamentary elections, mass demonstrations occurred in January and February. In
dispersing crowds, security forces reportedly used excessive force. Security wrces
fired live ammunition over the heads of, and occasionally at, demonstrators, and
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fired tear gas over, and occasionally into, crowds, causing a number of deaths. The
Algerian media reported between 30 and 35 civilian deaths and at least 9 security
personnel deaths, while local and international human rights groups placed the
death toll for civilians and security force members at between 60 and 70.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^These freedoms were substantially impaired in

1992 both by the climate of fear created by the arrest and detention of thousands
of Algerians in January and February and by the Government's action in suspend-
ing a number of publications and seizing several other single-day editions of publica-
tions containing articles the Government deemed harmful to puolic order.

The broad authority the regime gave itself in February to reestablish public order,

bolstered by new antiterrorist legislation, resulted in self-censorship and discour-

aged public expression of views supportive of the now banned Islamic Salvation
Front. While the Government said it did not object to criticism as long as such criti-

cism did not weaken the institutions of the State or threaten security or public
order, the Government determined what criteria to apply. In January the Govern-
ment suppressed two FIS journals. Under authority panted to it by Article 5 of the
February emergency declaration (and Presidential Decree No. 92-320 of August),
the Government suspended nine additional publications. On October 7, the Govern-
ment authorized the four suspended dailies to resume publication, although on De-
cember 19, the Government again ordered the suspension of one of these dailies.

Five weekly newspapers remain suspended. The Government on a number of occa-

sions also seized editions of dailies, weeklies, and FIS journals that contained arti-

cles the Government said were false, unconfirmed, misleading, and damaging to

public order. These closures were accompanied by government warnings that jour-
nalistic irresponsibility would no longer be tolerated, causing the press to become
much more cautious in its reporting. The Government also detained at least 15 jour-

nalists in February and March for criticizing the state of emergency and in May ex-

Selled a French journalist who wrote articles unfavorable to the regime. The press
id carry expressions of opinion contrary to those of the Government, including criti-

cism of government economic and social policies, but criticism of the state of emer-
gency was avoided.
Independent newspapers currently go through state-owned companies to get their

publications printed. Tney do so for financial reasons and not as a result oT a legal

requirement.
There were two terrorist attacks on the press: one bomb was exploded at a

compound housing several newspaper headquarters in Algiers in March and another
was set off at the headquarters of the state-owned television station in Algiers in

June.
Radio and television remained under government control, with coverage biased in

favor of the Government's policies. Because of the widespread accessibility of sat-

ellite dish antennas among the Algerian middle class, however, many have access

to European television news, which is watched regularly.

There continued to be some restrictions on academic freedom. There is social pres-
sure from some students and Islamist student groups on campuses urging conform-
ity to Islamist norms of dress and behavior. In this atmosphere, some female teach-

ers have complained that they found it difficult to continue teaching. Algerian pro-

fessors attend international conferences regularly, and many Algerian professors are
active in human rights circles without apparent prejudice to their professional ca-

reers.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Although the Constitution and
legislation adopted in 1989 provide for the rights of assembly and association, free-

dom of peaceful assembly was sharply curtailed under the state of emergency. Arti-

cle seven of the state of emergency declaration allows the Government to close "all

places of entertainment, halls, and assembly places, as well as btin all demonstra-
tions likely to disturb peace and threaten public order." The authorities refused
after February to issue permits for marches or demonstrations in public squares or
streets. Permits were generally granted, however, to the Front for Socialist Forces
(FFS) and the Rally for Culture and Democracy (RCD), and other legal parties, for

public gatherings held indoors.

According to the July 1989 Political Associations Law, membership in political or-

ganizations is permitted for all Algerians except judges, army and security service

personnel, and members of the Constitutional Councir All nongovernmental associa-

tions must be approved bv the Interior Ministry. On March 4, the Interior Ministry
obtained judicial approval to rescind the FIS's authorization to act as a legal politi-

cal party. Most political groups operate openly. These range from political parties

—
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there were over 60 parties, including Islamic parties such as Hamas, active in

1992—^to specialized groups such as human rights organizations.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^While the Constitution declares Islam to be the state reli-

fion (almost all Algerians consider themselves Muslim), it prohibits discrimination

ased on belief or any other personal or social circumstance or condition. The Gov-

ernment protects the rights of the very small Christian and Jewish populations and
includes leaders of these communities at ceremonial state functions. The Jewish
community numbers fewer than 300, and it maintains a synagogue in central Al-

fiers. Algerian Christians reportedly number fewer than 600. Conversion from
slam to Christianity is extremely rare and is severely sanctioned by familv mem-
bers and the community. Algerians who convert from Islam do so clandestinely.

The Islamic clergy is government trained, and the Ministry of Reli^ous Affairs

appoints imams to ooth state and privately funded mosques. Beginning m February,

the Ministry of Religious Affairs removed a number of imams for preaching

antigovemment views, replacing them with progovemment imams. In January ana
February, a number of mosques known for the antigovemment sentiment of their

leaders and followers were surrounded following prayer by security forces; this often

led to clashes.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—^Freedom to travel within Algeria and abroad and to emigrate is pro-

vided for by law and is generally respected in practice, althou^ minor children are

not allowed to travel abroad without their father's permission. A curfew announced
in early December, however, prohibited people from traveling within Algiers and
surrounding provinces between 10:30 p.m. and 5:00 a.m. Gendarmerie checkpoints

in the cities and countryside routinely stop vehicles to inspect vehicle registrations

and occasionally search for signs of terrorist activity or evidence of black-marketing.

There are some administrative restrictions on foreign travel related to mandatory
military service and the obligation to repay state education scholarships.

The Constitution provides for the right of political asylum. Based on data OTovided

by the Government, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
estimates that approximately 165,000 Sahrawi refugees live in camps in southwest-

em Algeria. Of these, some 80,000 are considered by UNHCR to be in vulnerable

groups, and thus in need of aid. Sahrawi refugees in southwestern Algeria are sup-

ported by both the Government and the UIviHCR. Another estimated 50,000 dis-

placed Tuaregs from Mali and Niger live in settlements in southern Algeria.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The cancellation of National Assembly elections and assumption of power by the

High State Conunittee in January effectively denied citizens the rimt to change
their government. Constitutional provisions approved by the National Assembly in

1989 which convert Algeria from a one-party Socialist state to a multiparty system
have been effectively suspended.
Although multiparty elections for local and municipal councils took place in 1990,

implementation on a national level was delayed until the National Assembly elec-

tion in December 1991. The election resulted in a major victory for the FIS (188 of

the 430 assembly seats went to the FIS; 15 went to the governing FLN) and evi-

denced strong popular condemnation of the Government. In January President

Bendjedid resigned under pressure from the army, election results were cancelled,

and a five-member executive body, the High State Committee (HSC), was named to

replace Bendjedid and to serve as a collective president until December 1993 (when
Bendiedid's term of office was to end). In April the HSC appointed a 60-member Na-
tional Consultative Council (CCN) to advise the executive. Although approximately

60 political parties remain legal and operative, the (Jovemment postponed indefi-

nitely a resumption of the electoral process.

Two levels of local government exist: 1,541 local districts elect municipal councils

to 4-year terms, and 48 provinces elect provincial councils to 5-year terms to work
in consultation with provincial governors appointed by the Interior Ministry. Follow-

ing local and regional elections in June 1990, the FIS controlled 853 mumcipal and
32 provincial councils. During 1992, under Article 8 of the state of emergency, the

Govemment replaced about 800 of the 885 FIS-controlled councils with government-
appointed executive committees; about 85 FIS-controlled councils thus remain in op-

eration.

Very few women are active in govemment. Less than 1 percent of the candidates

for Assembly seats in the last election were women, a result of strong social pres-

sures against women's participation in politics and govemment.
Tlie Berbers, an important indigenous minority group, participate freely and ac-

tively in the political process. Two important Kabyiie-based (see Section 5) political
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parties exist, including the Front for Socialist Forces (FFS), which came in second
to the FIS in terms of seats won in the first round of parliamentarv elections in

December 1991, and the Rally for Culture and Democracy (RCD). Furthermore, Ber-

bers hold a number of influential positions within the Government. Tuaregs (a peo-

ple of Betber origin) do not play as important a role in the political process, due
in lai]TC part to uieir small numbers (estimated at 10,000) and their nomadic na-

ture. Systemic or government-sanctioned barriers to politicfd participation, however,
do not exist against any Berber groups, including the Tuaregs.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

A nun^)er of human rights organizations are active in Algeria, including the Na-
tional Observatoiy of Human Rights (a government-created organization chained
with monitoring and reporting developments to the HSC), the Committee Against
Torture, the iUgerian League of Human Rights (which is afTiliated with the
Maghreb Human Rights Association), and the Algerian League for the Defense of

Human Ri^ts. Algerian human rights monitors receive wide publicity in the inde-

gendent press and regularly hold press conferences to publicize their initiatives,

ome say, however, that they are ignored by the government-controlled press.

The Government permitted visits by the International Committee of the Red
Cross (ICRC), Amnesty International, and Middle East Watch in 1992. In some in-

stances, their access was restricted. Several Middle East Watch requests to visit de-

tention camps were denied. The IC^RC suspended its visits because the Government
refused to meet the ICRC's conditions for conducting the visits. Local security au-

thorities in the eastern city of Constantine detained the Middle East Watch rep-

resentative during his visit. TTie Minister of the Interior subsequently apologized to

the representative for his detention.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The 1989 Constitution specifically prohibits discrimination based on birth, race,

sex, belief, or any other personal or social conditions or circumstance. The declara-

tion of the state of emergency did not affect these prohibitions. The 1989 Constitu-

tion omits, however, the specific guarantees for women's political, economic, social,

and cultural rights which had been included in the 1976 constitution.

Minority groups and women do not appear to be treated unfairly in their access

to housing, education, and health care. Algeria's population is ethnically mixed, and
ethnic minorities, except blacks, seem to tare no better and no worse than the Arab
majority. Black Algerians (who make up a very small percentage of the population)

face continued social discrimination at all levels of society and traditionally perform
the most menial and lowest paying jobs.

The Berbers, who were the original inhabitants of the region prior to its settling

by Phoenicians, Romans, Arabs, and later by Europeans, can be divided into four

subgroups: 1) Kabylie Beibers, who live in the Kabylie mountains east of Algiers,

2) Chaoui Berbers, who live in the Aures Mountains south of Constantine; 3) Tua-
regs, largely nomadic tribes living in southern Algeria; and 4) the Mozabites of the

northern paat of the Sahara region.

Berber ethnic consciousness remains strong and is fueled by the Berbers' desire

to preserve their distinctive cultural identity and language in the face of the Gov-
ernment's emphasis on the development of an Arab identity. Many Algerians are

both Arab and Beiber, and many Berbers, including Prime Minister Belaid

Abdesselam, achieve positions of influence in government. Nevertheless, some Ber-

ber spokesmen assert that the Government implicitly seeks to repress the Berber
culture, including the teaching and propagation of Amazight, the language of the

Kabylie Berbers. Amazight is not taught in primary and secondary sdiools but is

taught at Tizi Ouzou University.
Tne situation of the nomadic Tuaregs of Algeria's southern desert continues to be

of domestic and international concern. The drouffht in the central Sahara continues

to disrupt traditional Tuareg patterns of life. Notwithstanding agreements nego-

tiated between the governments of Algeria, Mali, Niger, and Libya and Tuareg rep-

resentatives, Tuareg-related grievances and conflicts outside Algeria remain unre-

solved. As a consequence, large numbers of Tuareg refugees (from Niger and Mali)

remain in Algeria. Algerian Tuaregs are encouraged to settle and are genertdly

treated fairly by government authorities.

Women's rights are restricted by Islamic law and custom. Women's ridits to work,

live indepen<fently, and generally function outside the traditional Muslim social

norm have come under heated attack from Islamist leaders and conservative ele-

ments of society. Revisions to Algeria's Family Code in 1984 effectively curtailed

some women's rights. Under the Code, much of which is based on Shari'a law.
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women, regardless of their age, employment, or civil status, remain like minors
under the legal guardianship of a husband or father. Althou^ the Family Code al-

lows husbands to have four wives (a rare occurrence), it requires the husband to

disclose his marital status and intent to both his present and future spouses. If he
fails to tell the truth, any of his wives may file a suit in court against him for fraud

or divorce. The Code awards only 4 months of alimony to the woman regardless of

the husband's means and the circumstances of the divorce, althou^ under the Code
the wife may receive a significant settlement in cash or property after divorce if so

stipulated by a prenuptial agreement. Because Islamic law and the Family Code for-

bia Algerian Muslim women from marrying non-Muslims, women engaged to non-

Muslim men are sometimes subjected to harassment, including confiscation of their

passports by authorities.

With the rise of Islamic fundamentalism, secularist women regard themselves as

increasingly under attack from proponents of the implementation of Islamic law.

Conservative societal and family pressures, as well as support or fear of the FIS,

resulted in an increasing number of Algerian women wearing Islamic dress, includ-

ing the hijab headcovering with ankle-length overdress.

An estimated 14 percent of the Algerian work force are women, most of whom
work in urban areas. Many of these women are trained and eniployed in the fields

of medicine and teaching, and some women serve in the armed forces. Some radical

Islamists blame male unemployment on female participation in the workplace and
argue that women should not be allowed to work outside the home. At the same
time, some moderate Islamist leaders have publicly defended the right of women to

work. Girls represent just under 50 percent of aU children enrolled in primary and
secondary schools and 35 percent of all students enrolled in universities.

The extent of violence against women is unclear. Formal studies on this problem
do not exist, but knowledgeable sources have suggested that wife and sister oeating

are not rare occurrences, particularly in more traditional, male-dominated families.

Both tjrpes of abuse, however, are increasingly unacceptable among middle-class Al-

gerians and seem to be declining in society at large. Abuse within the family is sel-

dom mentioned publicly. Wives who are beaten by their husbands may file criminal

charges or sue for divorce, but such legal actions are rare. Cases of rape are

underreported to police, due to the social stigma attached in Algeria to victims of

such crimes.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—^Algerian workers have the right to form and be rep-

resented by trade unions of their choice. Government approval for the creation of

a labor union is not necessary, although considerable limits are imposed on union
activities. Unions are not legally allowed to be associated with political parties, al-

though in practice some, including the National Patriotic Rally-backed General

Union of Algerian Workers (UGTA), still are. Unions are forbidden to receive funds

from abroad, and the Government may suspend a union's operations if it violates

the law. Unions are also subject to dissolution by judicial means if a court finds the

union has engaged in illegal activities.

Article Six of the state of emergency declaration authorized the Government to

require woricers to do their usual jobs in both public and private enterprises in the

event of an unauthorized or illegal strike. The 1990 law on industrial relations per-

mits strikes only after 14 days of mandatory conciliation, mediation, or arbitration

efforts. IWis law states that arbitration decisions in worker-management disputes

are binding on both parties. If no agreement is reached, and provided a majority

of the workers vote by secret ballot to strike, the workers may legally strike. A mini-

mum level of public services must be maintained during public service sector

strikes.

Numerous (at least 20) strikes in all sectors occurred in 1992. Although many of

these strikes did not satisfy terms set by the 1990 law (in many cases there were

no attempts at arbitration or mediation before striking), the Government did not

prosecute the workers involved. Strikes included those by dockworkers, taxi-drivers,

and customs officials. Many strikes were averted due to successful mediation or ar-

bitration. Most of the strikes were resolved by wage or other concessions from man-
agement. The Government did not rely upon the state of emei^ency provisions to

force striking workers back to work.
Unions may form and join federations or confederations and affiliate with inter-

national bodies. Several Algerian unions, including the UGTA, have soudit inter-

national contacts beyond the quasi-official Arab ana African Trade Union Organiza-

tions in which they participate.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The 1990 law permits collec-

tive bargaining for all unions, and this right has been freely practiced. The law also
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prohibits antiunion discrimination by employers against union members and orga-
nizers and provides mechanisms for resolving trade union members complaints of

antiunion practices by employers. It further permits all unions, whether longstand-
ingor newly created, to recruit members at the workplace.
There are no special economic zones in Algeria.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is in-

compatible with the Constitution s provisions on individual rights, and the Penal
Code was amended in 1990 to ban compulsory labor explicitly. This ban is effec-

tively enforced by labor inspections and penal sanctions.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum employment age is

16 years. Work inspectors, who report to the Ministry of Labor, are responsible for

enforcing the minimum emplo)naaent age by periodic or unannounced inspection vis-

its to the woricplace. The minimum age is enforced in the state sector, the country's

largest employment sector. It is not effectively enforced in the agricultural or small
private sectors, but violations are not widespread. However, there was an increase

in the number of children occupied in informal employment, such as street vending,
due to the poor state of the economy.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The 1990 Law on Work Relations defines the
overall framework for acceptable conditions of work, but leaves specific policies with
regard to hours, salaries, and other work conditions to the discretion of employers
in consultation with employees. Minimum wages are fixed by government decree

after negotiations between the Government and the UGTA. Although Ministry of

Labor work inspectors are responsible for ensuring compliance with the minimum
wage regulations, enforcement has been inconsistent. The minimum wage is not
adequate to provide a worker with a family a decent standard of living.

A^eria has a 44-hour workweek and well-developed occupation ancThealth regula-

tions, but enforcement by government work inspectors is generally lax.

BAHRAIN

The extended family of the Al Khalifa has ruled Bahrain since the late 18th cen-

tury and dominates its society and government. The Constitution confirms the Amir
as hereditaiy ruler. The current Amir, Shaikh Isa bin Sulman Al Khalifa, governs
Bahrain with the assistance of his brother, the Prime Minister, his son, the Crown
Prince; and an appointed Cabinet of Ministers. The Government has suspended
some provisions of Bahrain's 1973 Constitution, including those articles relating to

the National Assembly, which the Government disbanded in 1975. There are few ju-

dicial checks on the Amir and the actions of his Government.
Bahrain's is a relatively heterogeneous society in which social ties and inter-

personal associations are formed in a complex web of family, tribal, economic, and
religious afliliations. Bahrainis belong to the Shi'a and Sunni sects of Islam, with
the Shi'a comprising over two-thirds of the indigenous population. There are impor-
tant sectarian and ethnic divisions among the Shi'a. Despite their minority status,

the Sunnis predominate because the ruling family, supported by the armed forces,

the security service, and powerful merchant families, is Sunni.

The Ministry of Interior is responsible for public security. Under its auspices, the

police force and the extensive and highly effective Security Service are responsible

for maintaining internal order and preventing sectarian violence and terrorist ac-

tions. According to the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, total military

expenditures for 1989 were $196 million. Defense spending decreased somewhat
over last year and will probably remain constant for the near future.

Bahrain has a mixed economy, with government ownership of many basic indus-

tries, inclu(hng the important oil and aluminum industries. Possessing limited oil

reserves, Bahrain is intensifying efforts to diversify its economic base and has at-

tracted companies doing business in financial services, petrochemicals, and light

manufacturing. It has used its oil revenues to build an advanced infrastructure in

transportation and telecommunications and has become a leading regional financial

center.

There was little formal change in the human rights situation, although some gov-

ernment restrictions on speech and assembly were informally relaxed. Over a third

of all political prisoners and detainees were released by Amiri decree, an amnesty
was decreed for Bahraini exiles living abroad, and a new legislative council (majlis

al-shura) was initiated with the right to question ministers and initiate legilation.

Civil liberties, however, remained circumscribed. Principal human rights concerns

continue to include the occasional practice of arbitrary and incommunicado deten-

tion; the absence of impartial inspection of detention and prison facilities; restric-
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tiona on the ri^t to a fair public trial, especially in the Security Court; and restric-

tions on freedom of speech and press, freedom of assembly and association, women's
rights, and worker rights. Citizens do not have the right to change their govern-

ment.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no known political or

other extrajudicial killings.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no known disappearances.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Torture is prohibited by law, and there were no credible reports of torture in 1992.

Little is known about what happens inside Bahrain's prisons, since nonofiicial visits

are generally prohibited. However, Bahrain's small size and social structure would
make it extremely difficult for the Government to conceal abuses if they were fre-

quent or systematic.
The Government continues to deny that torture takes place, but it has not imple-

mented procedural safeguards consistent with international norms that would help

deter such practices, nor has it been willing to allow inspection of detention facilities

by impartial international organizations. Allegations of torture, however invalid, are

lent credence by government regulations permitting the practice of incommunicado
detention and detention without trial. There were no known instances in 1992 of

authorities being punished for human rights abuses committed in previous years.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—There were two known cases of arbitrary

arrest and detention without trial in 1992. In both cases, the detainees were re-

leased after 3 months. Political activity is strictly controlled by the Government.
Under provisions of security law, most often applied to those suspected of

antiregime activity, persons may be detained and arrested for attempting to exercise

the rights of free speech, association, or other rights. However, in 1992 there was
some foosening of control on activities previously considered "subversive."

Activities that could lead to detention, questioning, warning, or arrest include:

membership in illegal organizations or those deemed subversive; painting

antiregime slogans on walls; joining antigovemment demonstrations; possessing or

circulating antiregime writings; preaching sermons with an extreme antiregime po-

litical tone; or harboring or associating with persons committing such acts.

Under the State Security Act of 1974, persons accused of subversive or antiregime

acts may be detained without trial for a period not to exceed 3 years. Detainees
have the right to appeal such detentions after a period of 3 months and, if the ap-

peal is demed, every 6 months thereafter from the date of the original detention.

Abdullah Fakhroo, detained in April, is believed to be the only person detained in

1992 under the provisions of the 1974 Act. Mr. Fakhroo, who reportedly had also

been charged with offenses under the 1976 Penal Code, was released from prison

following his initial 3-month detention.

TTie Government is not believed currently to be holding any prisoners without
charge.
The Ministry of Interior, in addition to overseeing the Security Service and police,

also controls the office of the Public Prosecutor, whose officers initially determine

if sufficient evidence exists to continue to hold a prisoner in "investigatory deten-

tion." The Ministry is responsible for all aspects of prison administration. In the

early stages of detention, prisoners and their attorneys have no recourse to any au-

thority outside the Ministry of Interior.

In the 1980's, following the Iranian revolution, there were confirmed reports that

young Bahraini men suspected of antigovemment activity were forced to reside out-

side Bahrain without benefit of trial. There were no such reports in 1992.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—A person arrested may be tried in an ordinary

criminal court or, if required by the prosecution, in the Security Court. Ordinary
civil or criminal trials provide procedural guarantees for an open trial, right to coun-

sel (with legal aid available when necessary), and right to appeal.

I^cedures in Bahrain's Security Court do not meet international fair trial stand-

ards. Security cases are tried directly by the Supreme Court of Appeal, sitting as

the Security Court. The Security Court is exempted from adhering to the procedural

guarantees of the Penal Code. Proceedings are held in secret, and there is no right

to judicial review of the legality of arrests. Although there were no such reports in

1992, in the past there have been credible allegations that convictions in the Secu-

rity Court have been based solely on confessions obtained while in official custody

and possibly elicited under duress. Of 11 Bahraini citizens who were tried by the

Security Court in 1992, 8 were acquitted, 1 was released, 1 received a 2-year sen-
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tence and 1 a 4-year sentence. Bahraini attorneys are appointed by the Ministry of
Justice and Islamic Affairs to act as counsel. Some defense attomejrs report that in
the past they have been denied access to "secret information" upon which accusa-
tions against their clients were based. Sentences imposed by tne Security Court
may, at the discretion of the Court or the reouest of uie defendant's family, be re-

ferred to the Amir for clemency. The Bahrain Defense Force (BDF) maintains a sep-
arate court system for military personnel accused of offenses under the Militaiy
Code. Military courts do not review cases involving civilian criminal or security of-

fenses.

The number of political prisoners in Bahrain cannot be determined because the
Government does not release data on security cases, such cases are not tried in open
court, and prisoners convicted of security offenses are not always allowed visits. Be-
tween 220 and 270 persons are believed to be held in Bahraini prisons, some of
whom may be political prisoners.

Credible sources indicate that, while the number of prisoners has decreased in the
past year, between 40 and 70 persons convicted in trials in previous years for

antiregime activity remain in Bahraini jails. The conduct of these trials did not
meet generally accepted international norms. The Government continued to release
a small number of prisoners following Ramadan, but it is not known if this included
political prisoners. On December 30, the Government released 30 additional political

prisoners.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Accord-

ing to Bahraini law, the Ministry of Interior is empowered to authorize entry into
private premises without specific judicial intervention, although the Ministry is

thought to use such power infrequently. Telephone calls and correspondence are
subject to monitoring. Police informer networks are extensive and sophisticated.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^While the Constitution provides for the right
"to express and propagate opinions," Bahrainis are not, in practice, free publicly to

challenge the legitimacy of, or even express opposition to, the regime in speech or
writing. Politicaimeetings are not permitted. Gatherings that might take on a polit-

ical tone frequently are monitored. However, the informal relaxation of some gov-
ernmental restrictions on freedom of speech and assembly begun in 1991 continued
in 1992, and private discussion of political issues was more widespread.
The Information Ministry exercises broad authority over local media. All news-

papers are privately owned but routinely exercise self-censorship of stories on sen-
sitive topics. The Government does not condone unfavorable coverage of its domestic
affairs by the international media and in the past has occasionally revoked the press
credentials of offending journalists. Since the Ministry also sponsors the journalists'
residence permits, this action can lead to deportation.

The State owns and operates all radio and television stations. Iranian radio and
television broadcasts (in Arabic and Farsi) can be received. Many senior government
oflicials, ruling fanuly members, and major hotels use satellite dishes to watch
international broadcasts, and more private citizens are using dishes to pull in tele-

vision signals from outside Bahrain, although this is still theoretically illegal. Cable
News Network (CNN) is now broadcast 3 hours a day on a local television chaimel
without censorship and may soon be available on a 24-hour basis by subscription.
The British Broaacasting Corporation's World News Service is carried on a local

channel 24 hours a day, free of charge and uncensored. U.S. Armed Forces Radio
is also available in a limited area of Manama, the capital.

Although the Government has no formal regulations regarding limitations on aca-
demic freedom, as a practical matter, academia tries to avoid contentious politiceJ

issues. In general, there is greater latitude to discuss politics in an academic set-

ting. Nevertheless, strict limits apply, and research, publications, and discussions
critical of the Government are at best infrequent.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Although the Constitution af-

firms the right of free assembly, all public political demonstrations or meetings are
prohibited. Political oi-ganizations are also prohibited, but many social and sports
clubs have traditionally served as forums for discreet political discussion, although
even these are closely monitored by the Government. Informal discussion of political

issues is tolerated more now than in the past, but organized discussions and meet-
ings are discouraged.

c. Freedom of Religion.—The population is overwhelmingly Muslim, and Islam is

the state religion. However, Christians and other non-Muslims, including Jews, Hin-
dus, and Baha'is, enjoy considerable freedom to practice their religion and build
places of worship. Bibles and other Christian publications are displayed and sold
openly in local bookshops, which also sell Islamic and other religious literature. Ad-
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herents of faiths other than Islam also maintain places of worship; some small
groups worship in their homes. Religious tracts of all Islamic sects, cassettes of ser-

mons delivered by Muslim preachers from other countries, and publications of other
religions are readily available.

P?oselvtizing by non-Muslims is not encouraged and anti-Islamic writings are pro-

hibited, but conversions from Islam to other religions are tolerated. Both Sunni and
Shi'a sects are subject to government control and monitoring, but there is no inter-

ference with routine worship, preaching, or religious activities. Public religious

events, most notably conmiemorative marches by the Shi'a, are permitted but are

closely watched by the police. There are no restrictions on the number of Bahrainis
permitted to make pilgrimages to Shi'a shrines and holy sites in Iraq. However,
owing to conditions inside Iraq, only a very few Bahrainis currently make such pil-

grimages. Religious study in, and pilgrimages to, Iran were strongly discouraged in

the past. Bahrainis are now free to visit Iran, although the Government continues
to monitor such travel and scutinizes carefully those who choose to pursue religious

study there.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Bahrainis are free to move within the country and change their place

of residence or work. Passports, however, may be denied on political grounds. At
least 3 to 5 percent of the indigenous Bahraini population, mostly Persian-oripn
Shi'a, do not have passports and cannot readily obtain them. Bahrainis livmg
abroad who are suspected of political or criminal offenses may face arrest and trial

upon return to Bahrain. Shaikh Abdul Latif al-Mahmoud, a professor at Bahrain
University, was briefly detained at Bahrain International Airport on December 14,

1991, after arriving from Kuwait where he had participated in a debate in which
he criticized the lack of democracy in the region. Al-Mahmoud was released on Jan-
uary 1. Bahraini authorities reportedly banned him from delivering sermons at Fri-

day prayer services.

In 1992 the Government initiated an amnesty program to allow the return of cer-

tain persons who, because of their known opposition to the Government, have re-

sided outside of Bahrain since 1980. A total of 121 persons and several hundred
family members were given permission to return to Bahrain, and the Government
waived charges against them for disrupting the security of the State and violating

passport and immigration laws. A few amnestied dissidents have been picked up for

resuming their activities, but all were released into the custody of tneir families
after having been warned by the authorities.

Generally, Bahrain does not accept refugees. However, in practice refugees are not
repatriated to countries from which they have fled. Some Iranian emigres who fled

Iran since 1979 have permission to remain in Bahrain, but they have not been
granted citizenship. A similar group of 3,000 to 5,000 Persian-origin, Shi'a Bah-
rainis, commonly known as Bidoon, enioy less than full citizenship under the Bah-
raini Citizenship Act of 1963. The law does not address the citizenship rights of per-

sons who were not registered with Bahraini authorities prior to 1959, creating a
legal lacuna for such persons and their descendants.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Citizens do not have the right or ability peacefully to change their government
or their political system. Since the 1975 dissolution oi the National Assembly, there
have been no formal democratic institutions, and neither political parties nor opposi-
tion organizations are permitted. All government positions are appointive. Aoout
one-third of the Cabinet ministers are Shi'a, although they do not hold security-re-

lated offices. The ordinary Bahraini can attempt to influence government decisions
through submission of written petitions and informal contact with senior oflicials,

including appeals to the Amir and other officials at their regularly scheduled public

audiences, called majlises. The Government on December 16 created an all-appoint-

ive, 30-member consultative council, known as a majlis al-shura. This body will be
drawn from Bahrain's Sunni and Shi'a business, religious, and professional commu-
nities.

In a manifestation of dissatisfaction in some circles with the slow pace of political

change in Bahrain, a 1992 petition, which the Government allowed to circulate

without hindrance, called upon the Amir to reinstate the elected National Assembly
dissolved in 1975.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Because of the restrictions on freedom of association and expression in Bahrain,
any independent, domestically based investigation and public criticism of the Gov-
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emment's human rights policies would face major obstacles. The Government has
consistently characterized as baseless charges of torture and denial of access to de-

tainees. The Government's formal invitation to Anmesty International had not re-

sulted in arrangements for a visit by year's end.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Socicd Status

Although there are notable exceptions, Sunni Muslims enjoy a favored status in

Bahrain in comparison with the Sni'a. Sunnis generally receive preference for em-
ployment in sensitive government positions, including the Bahraini Defense Force
and managerial ranks m the civil service. Shi'a, however, occupy most of the senior

positions in the major government-owned industries. In general, employment oppor-

tunities for Shi'a are more restricted than for Sunnis, and Shi'a tend to be employed
in lower paid, less skilled jobs. Social and municipal services in most Shi'a neighbor-

hoods, particularly in rural villages, are inferior to those found in Sunni urban com-
munities. In an effort to remedy social discrimination, improve living conditions for

the Shi'a, and encourage integration, the Government nas built numerous sub-
sidized housing complexes open to all Bahrainis on the basis of financial need.

Islamic law (Shari'a) governs the legal rights of Bahraini women. Specific rights

vary according to Shi'a or Sunni interpretations of Islamic law, as determined by
the person's faith or the court in which various contracts, including marriage, have
been made. Bahraini labor law does not discriminate against women; however, some
women's groups complain about informal discrimination in the workplace, including

inequality of wages and denial of opportunity for advancement.
While both Shi'a and Sunni women have the right to initiate a divorce, the court

may refuse their request. Shi'a women seeking divorce often must travel outside of

Bahrain, as the Ja'afari sect courts in Bahrain are said to lack a religious scholar

of sufficient rank to grant a divorce. Women of either sect may own and inherit

property and may represent themselves in all public and legal matters. In the ab-

sence of a direct male heir, Shi'a women may innerit all property; in contrast, Sunni
women—in the absence of a direct male heir—inherit only a portion, with the bal-

ance being divided among uncles and male cousins of the deceased. In the event of

divorce, the courts routinely grant Sunni women custody of daughters until mar-
riage and custody of sons until puberty. Shi'a women are allowed custody of dau^-
ters until the age of 9, and sons under age 7. In all circumstances except mental
incapacitation, the father, regardless of custody, retains the right to make certain

legal decisions for his children. A non-Bahraini woman automatically loses custody

of her children if she divorces their Bahraini father. Women may obtain passports

and leave the country without the permission of a male head of the household. Bah-
raini women are free to wear the clothing of their choice (a large percentage wear
Western dress outside the home), to work outside the home, and to drive a car with-

out an escort. As the Bahraini economy has developed, women have increasingly

taken jobs previously reserved for men.
Women now constitute over 20 percent of the Bahraini work force. The Govern-

ment has encouraged the hiring oi women, enacted special laws to promote female

entry into the worii force, and is a leading employer of women. Generally, women
work outside the home during the years between secondary school or uniyersityand
marriage. Women make up the majority of students at Bahrain's universities. There
are women's organizations which seek to improve the status of women under both

civil and Islamic law.

Some women have begun to express the view that, despite increasing female par-

ticipation in the work force, women in Bahrain are not significantly advancing their

rights and Uiat much of their lack of progress is due to the influence of Islamic reli-

gious traditionalists, especially in the government-run school system and in the

Shari'a courts. Some women, however, desire a return to more traditional religious

values and support calls for a return to Islamic patterns of social behavior.

Violence against women is known to occur, but knowledge of incidents is usually

kept within the family in this traditional society, and it is diflicult to judge its ex-

tent. In general, there is virtually no public attention to, or discussion of, violence

against women and no government policies that address it. Women's groups and
health care professionals state that spouse abuse is relatively common, particularily

in poorer communities. There are very few known instances of Bahraini women
seeking legal redress for violence, and anecdotal evidence suggests that the courts

are not receptive to such cases.

More evidence exists regarding violence against foreign women woriting as domes-
tics in Bahrain. Infrequent cases of domestics being beaten and sexually abused
have been reported to local embassies and the police. Most victims are too intimi-

dated to sue their employers. Those who do, however, appear to be received sympa-
thetically in the courts.
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Section 6. Worker Rights

a. Ttie Right of Association.—^Although the Constitution recognizes the right of

workers to oivanize, there are no trade unions; their formation is actively discour-

aged by the CK)vemment. In response to labor unrest in the mid-1950's and in 1965
and 1974, the Government encouraged—and now closely controls—the formation of

elected workers' committees in major companies. Since 1982, when the Government
granted permission to form the first joint labor-management consultative committee
(JCC), 12 JCC's have been establisned in the major state-owned industries. The
JCC's, composed of equal numbers of management and worker representatives and
serving in a purely advisory role, cover close to 70 percent of the island's indigenous
industrial workers (but not foreign workers). Nonindustrial foreign workers, who
comprise about 60 percent of the overall work force, are denied partidpation even
in these limited rights. The General Committee of Bahraini Workers (GCBW), estab-

lished in 1983 by law, is a quasi-independent tripartite organization, controlled by
its government and management representatives, that oversees and coordinates the
work of the JCC's. The Committee also hears complaints from workers, Bahraini
and foreign alike, and assists them in bringing their complaints to the attention of
the Ministry of Labor or the courts. In Maroi 1992, the ItXD Committee on Freedom
of Association reported that a Bahraini worker who had been incarcerated while
serving as chairman of the GBCW in 1987 had been released and amnestied by the

Bahraini authorities.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Bahraini law does not grant
workers the right to organize and bargain collectively, and, in the absence of legiti-

mate trade unions, there are no collective bargaining entities or collective agree-

ments. While the JCC's described above are empowered to discuss labor disputes,

organize workers' services, and discuss wages, working conditions, and productivity,

the workers have no independent, recognized vehicle for representing their interests

on these or other labor-related issues.

Minimum wage rates are established by Council of Ministers* decree. Increases in

wages above the minimum are set by management, with government salaries for

comparable work serving as an informal guide.

There are two export processing zones, but labor law and practice are the same
in these zones as in the rest of the country.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is le-

gally prohibited, and the Labor Ministry is chained with enforcing the law. The
press nas reported instances in which private sector employers occasionally com-
pelled foreign workers from developing nations to perform work not specified in

their contracts. Once a complaint has been lodged by a worker, the Labor Ministry
opens an investigation and often takes appropriate remedial action. Many abuses,
however, undoubtedly go unreported (see Section 6.e.).

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Juveniles under the age of 16 may
not be employed in hazardous conditions or at night and may not work over 6 hours
per day or on a piecework basis. Child labor laws are effectively enforced by Min-
istry of Labor inspectors in the industrial sector, but child labor outside that sector

is less well monitored.
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^Minimum wage scales, set by government de-

cree, exist for both private and public sector employees and generally afford a decent
standard of living for workers and their families. For foreign woricers, employers
consider benefits such as annual repatriation and housing and education bonuses
part of the salary.

In practice, however, foreign workers, particularly those from developing coun-
tries, are disadvantaged by the requirement that all foreign workers be sponsored
by Bahrainis or Bahrain-based institutions and companies. Sponsors are able to can-

cel the residence permit of any person under their sponsorship and thereby blacklist

them so that they cannot obtain entry or residence visas from another sponsor.

Thus, foreign workers are often unwilling to report abuses for fear of forced repatri-

ation. Instances of foreign workers being denied their guaranteed holidays, days off,

and vacations without compensation have been reported by the English-language
daily newspaper, which serves as an unofficial ombudsman for the foreign commu-
nity.

Bahrain's Labor Law, enforced by the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs, man-
dates acceptable conditions of work for all adult workers, including adequate stand-

ards regarding hours of work (maximum 48 hours per week) and occupational safety

and health.
Bahrain's Labor Law does not recognize the concept of equal pay for equal work.

Asian workers are paid lower wages than their Bahraini counterparts (excluding

housing and educational allowances). Western expatriates and Bahraini workers are

paid comparable wages; women are generally paid less than men.
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Women are entitled to 60 days of paid maternity leave, nursing periods during
the day, and up to 1 year of unpaid maternity leave.

EGYPT

The Arab Republic of E^ypt is by its Constitution a "socialist democratic state"
in which Islam is the religion of the State. President Hosni Mubtirak was reelected
to a second 6-year term in 1987 by the People's Assembly. The Cabinet is appointed
by, and responsible to, the President. The National Democratic Partv (NDP) has
been in power since 1978 and commands large majorities in the elected People's As-
sembly and the Shura (consultative) Council. One opposition party is represented
in the People's Assembly. Some opposition parties boycotted the 1990 People's As-
sembly election.

In addition to regular police, there are two security services under the Ministry
of Interior the General Directorate for State Security Investigations (GDSSI); and
the Central Security Forces (CSF), a 300,000-strong force that is sometimes used
to make arrests, enforce curfews and bans on public demonstrations, and take part
in paramilitary operations against armed extremists. Both have been implicated in
many reports of torture ana other abuse of prisoners and detainees. According to

the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, total military expenditures for

1989 were $3,499 million. There is no indication that efforts will be made to reduce
these expenditures in the near future, although the Government says its military
modernization will result in force reductions.
Egypt has a mixed economy dominated by an inefficient public sector. With sup-

port from the International Monetary Fund and World Bank, the Government is

moving slowly to restructure, or privatize, many state-owned companies. It already
has reduced subsidies on consumer and capital goods and services and has liberal-

ized the currency and interest-rate markets. Rising prices and unemployment were
serious problems in 1992.
The Constitution provides for various human rights, including a multiparty politi-

cal system, regular elections, rule of law and an independent ludiciary, freedom of

opinion, and the right to peaceable private assembly. Many of these rights are freely

Siracticed. However, the pattern of human rights abuse seen in E^pt over the past
ew years remained essentially unchanged in 1992, and many basic rights continue
to be significantly restricted. The primary abuses were the torture of hundreds of
detainees by security forces, the Government's failure to punish those responsible,
and infractions under the Emergency Law, especially the mcidence of arbitrary ar-

rest and detention without trial. Two military trials of suspected Islamic extremists
set a disturbing precedent. Islamic extremists attacked government officials, Egyp-
tian Christians, foreign tourists, and murdered a prominent secular Muslim inteUec-
tual. The NDP dominates the political scene to such an extent that, as a practical

matter, Egyptians do not have a meaningful ability to change their srovemment.
Women and Christians face discrimination based on tradition and some aspects of
the law. Important worker rights are restricted, including prohibition of the right

to strike.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^According to the Egyptiem Organiza-
tion for Human Ri^ts, there was one apparently extrajudicial killing in 1992, a de-

tainee who died in December due to police torture.
In August and September, citizens in two Nile delta towns staged antipolice riots

in protest against the deaths of two arrested persons who allegedly died after re-

lease as a result of mistreatment while in police custody. The Government claimed
that the deaths were not related to alleged police abuse and promised an investiga-

tion.

More than 80 persons were killed in civil disturbances in 1992, the highest re-

corded level since 1981. Most violence was instigated by Islamic extremists. The ex-

tremists killed 47 p>ersons including 27 Copts and 9 police officers. In antiextremist
operations, security forces killed at least 33 persons, including 6 innocent bystand-
ers. Local and international human rights observers maintain that security forces

have become accustomed to using lethal force quickly and usually do not give the
warning prescribed by law. The number of innocent bystanders killed by security
forces incucates an excessive use of lethal force.

On August 23, police in Assiyut killed seven Islamic extremists. The Government
claimed the suspects opened fire on a police patrol, but opposition press reports sug-
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gested the victims were not given sufficient opportunity to surrender. Selim al-Amir
Sormani, a reported Islamic extremist leader in Assiyut, was killed by police on Au-
gust 21 while they were attempting to arrest him. Ahmed Mohamea al-Kafrawi,

sought for the roboery and murder of a Coptic jewelry store owner, was killed in

November in a 90-minute gun battle with Cairo police who were searching for him.
Throughout the year Islamic extremists killed a number of security officers and

at least 27 Copts. Seeking revenge for the killing of a Muslim by a Copt in a land
dispute, a group of Islamic extremists entered a predominately Christian village in

Assiyut Gk)vemorate on May 4 and shot to death 13 Copts and a Muslim bystander.
In October, six Copts were killed in Sohag Govemorate during 2 days of anti-Chris-

tian rioting. In November suspected Islamic extremists opened fire on a tourist bus
carrying 55 Coptic pilgrims, wounding 10 passengers, and a Coptic pharmacist was
stabbed in Assiyut. In Giza Govemorate, a Coptic shop owner was killed by sus-

pected Islamic extremists in October.

On June 8, two Islamic extremist suspects shot to death Farag Foda, a noted
human rights activist and critic of Islamic fundamentalism, outside his office in

Cairo. The police arrested an assailant who reportedly said that Foda was slain for

his secularist views. Subsequently, the Government assigned guards to the homes
and oflices of some prominent Muslim secularists who were viewed as possible fun-

damentalist targets.

b. Disappearance.—There were no reports of new disappearances in 1992. The
cases of tnree persons reported missing in previous years, Zakariya al-Sayed Bakr,
Mustafa Mohamed Abdelhamid Othman, and Nasra Fathi Ibrahim, remain un-
solved. Except in the case of Othman, the Government has not responded to inquir-

ies about their fate. In the Othman case, the Government claims he was released
from prison in 1989, while the Egyptian Organization for Human Rights (EOHR)
claims he was never released and was probably killed under torture.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
There is convincing evidence that police and security forces systematically practice

torture. Perpetrators are seldom punished, although officers convicted of torture

may receive up to 10 years in prison, and murder charges may be brought against
those responsiole for a victim's death. Government officials deny that torture is an
official policy and maintain that all torture allegations are investigated. In Decem-
ber a court in Fayyoum Govemorate sentenced four policemen to 3 to 5years in

jail for the 1990 death by torture of detainee Nasser Mustafa Khairy. The court

found that the prison doctor had falsified KhaiiVs medical report, sentenced him to

1 year in jail and revoked his medical license. However, as a matter of practice, the
Government fails to investigate torture allegations effectively or prosecute those in-

criminated in mistreating detainees.
Most torture is perpetrated by officers of the Interior Ministry's GDSSI. Torture

is used primarily to extract information about Islamic extremist groups, to coerce

those being tortured to end their antigovemment activities, and to deter others from
such activities. In 1992 nearly all torture victims were persons suspected of belong-
ing to, or having knowledge of, extremist Islamic groups. Amer Abdel Menem, a
journalist for the Islamist newspaper Al-Shaab, was detained in July and August
and allegedly tortured because his paper criticized the Government.
On December 15, a local human rights group released a report documenting 315

cases of alleged torture by GDSSI officers and others in camps of the Central Secu-
rity Forces in Assiyut, Qena, Fayyoum, Beni Suef, and Hurgnada. The Government
responded that all prisons and detention camps are under the control of the Pros-

ecutor General's office, and there are no such "undeclared prisons."

Physical abuse by local police of those arrested for criminal offenses is common
(see Section l.a. concerning a detainee killed in December by police torture.).

The following is the generally accepted pattern of security forces' procedure where
torture is involved: Individuals, mostly Islamists, are arrested during early morning
hours at their homes by a large squad of armed officers. Police deny information

to family and friends as to where the individuals are being taken. Arrests occur
under the Emergency Law which permits arrest without warrant and detention for

90 days without a court order or a formal indictment of charges. Detainees are

taken to a security forces' office or camp and handcuffed, blindfolded, and ques-
tioned about their associations, religious beliefs, and political views. During interro-

gation, detainees are frequently stripped to their underwear; hung by their wrists

with their feet touching the floor or forced to stand for prolonged periods; doused
with hot and cold water; beaten; and subjected to electric shocks. The insertion of

solid objects, including electric devices, into the anus has been reported.

Written records of detainees' whereabouts are not kept while they are in the secu-

rity forces' custody (usually about 10 days). A written record only begins when the
security forces formally remand the detainee to the prison authorities, a practice
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that invites abuse and frustrates the investigation of torture complaints. The secu-

rity forces have also transferred some detainees from the regular prisons to other
facilities where thev are interrogated, tortured, and then returned to prison. No
written records are kept on such transfers.

Female detainees have been threatened with, and in some cases subjected to,

rape. To facilitate apprehending male fugitives, security officers have also detained

female family memhers as hostages.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Arbitrary arrest and detention are widely
practiced, most often against Islamic extremists and others accused of threatening
national security, including some nonviolent Islamists. Such arrests and detentions

are conducted under the State of Emergency which has been in effect since Presi-

dent Anwar Sadat's assassination in 1981. Under authority of the Emergency Law
powers, which were extended until June 30, 1994, the Interior Minister may detain

a person without indictment for 90 days. Detention orders also may be issued by
puolic prosecutors, who have limited powers to commit individuals to confinement.
Some detainees are not allowed to mform their relatives of their detention, and

access to legal counsel is often delayed. In theory, those arrested under the Emer-
gency Law should be released after 90 days; in practice, the Government sometimes
rearrests detainees who have been released by court order—in elTect detaining them
without due process for prolonged periods without trial. Most detainees, however,
are released after interrogation, and there has been a continuous flow of new arrests

and releases from detention under the Emergency Law. An estimated 1,780 persons

were in detention at the end of the year under the Emergency Law, many of whom
may have been detained for political reasons.

Under ordinary criminal procedure, arrested persons are charged with violations

of specific laws, have the right to a iudicial determination of the legality of arrest,

and should be formally charged within 48 hours of arrest or be released. Arrests
under this procedure occur openly and with warrants issued by a district prosecutor

or aJudge. There is a system of bail. However, the regular Penal Code also gives

the State wide detention powers. State prosecutors may obtain court orders to de-

tain persons for 45 days and to confine tnem for up to 6 months to complete inves-

tigations. Detainees are often released without explanation or acknowledgment that

charges have been dropped.
Following the outbreak of Islamic extremist violence, the People's Assembly in

July passed several antiterrorism amendments to the Penal Code. These amend-
ments broadened the definition of terrorism to include "spreading panic" or obstruct-

ing the work of authorities. The amendments allow the police to hold suspects for

24 hours before obtaining arrest warrants and prescribe the death penalty or life

imprisonment for membership in a terrorist group.

e. Denied of Fair Public Trial.—^There are three levels of criminal courts: primary
courts. Appeals Courts, and the Court of Cassation, the final stage of criminal ap-

peal. There is also a Supreme Constitutional Court, but its jurisdiction is limited

to constitutional challenges.
It does not hear criminal appeals. There are no juries, and criminal cases are

heard by tribunals. Most trials are public.

There are two special courts for criminal cases: the State Security Courts and the

Courts of Ethics. The State Security Courts have jurisdiction over serious oflenses

such as armed insurrection. Three judges preside over upper and lower division tri-

bunals, but two military officers may oe added by presidential decree to an upper
division tribunal. Defendants before a State Security Court may be charged under
the penal code or the Emergency Law. When an indictment is handed down under
the Emergency Law, the court is designated an Emergency State Security Court. A
defendant has no judicial appeal from an Emergency State Security Court; however,

he may file an appeal for clemency from the President who is empowered to amend,
commute, or cancel a sentence or order a retrial. These powers mean that an acquit-

tal may be canceled and the defendant retried for the same offense.

The Prime Minister, acting on powers delegated from the President, has some-
times refused to ratify acquittals from Emergency State Security Courts and ordered

the defendants retried. Typically, these retrials never taike place, and the defendants

are released.

Courts of Ethics hear cases falling under Law 95 of 1980, which makes illegal

such activities as "endangering the public safety," inciting youth "to depart from re-

ligious values and loyalty to the fatherland," and denying the three "heavenly reli-

gfions." In recent years, the Ethics Courts have been used to try "economic crimes"

such as corruption and drug trafficking. An Ethics Court conviction denies the de-

fendant the right to engage in certain occupations and activities. A p)erson may be
tried in a State Security Court and an Ethics Court on similar indictments: in the

former for criminal offenses, in the latter for economic gains associated with those
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ofienses. Ethics Courts have confiscated economic gains obtained under indictable

ofTenses and may add prison terms to those that the State Security Courts mete out.

If the Ethics and State Security Courts reach difTerent verdicts, tiie defendant may
appeal to the President for a pjirdon.

in October President Mubarak ordered 2 cases involving 48 suspected Islamic ex-

tremists tried in military courts. On December 7, the court acquitted nine defend-

ants, sentenced eight to death (seven in absentia), and the remainder to prison

terms. An administrative court later suspended the sentences on grounds that the

military court lacked jurisdiction. The Government is appealing the suspensions.

The defendants have no right of judicial review but may appeal to the President for

clemency.
The IVesident appoints all judges based on nominations from the Higher Judicial

Council, a constitutional body designed to ensure the independence of the judiciary.

The Council is composed of senior judges, lawyers, and law professors, and is

chaired by the President of the Court of Cassation. It regulates judicial promotions,

salaries, transfers, and disciplinary actions. Judges may be appointed as prosecutors

and vice versa.
In recent years, the judiciary has at times shown considerable independence from

the executive branch. Judges have ordered inquests into torture cases; acquitted de-

fendants when confessions were extracted by torture; challenged the legal ban on
worker strikes; defended nonviolent political expression; overturned bans on prohib-

ited political parties; overturned an election law which discriminated against inde-

pendent candidates; and dissolved the People's Assembly elected thereby. However,
the judiciary is still subject to considerable political and other outside influence. The
Ethics Court allows nonjurists to try cases; the President may appoint military

judges to Emergency State Security Courts, from which there is no appeal; and the

executive branch does not always enforce court orders—sometimes rearresting per-

sons, without formal charge under the Emergency Law, who earlier had been re-

leased by court order.

There are no reliable statistics on the number of political prisoners.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^In 1992
there continued to be substantial abridgment, under the Emergency Law, of con-

stitutional provisions regarding the right to privacy. Under the Constitution, homes,
correspondence, telephone calls, and other means of communication "shall have
their own sanctity, and their secrecy shall be guaranteed." Police must obtain war-
rants before undertaking searches and wiretaps. Courts have dismissed cases in

which warrants were issued without sufficient cause. Police officials who conduct
searches without proper warrants are subject to criminal penalties, although in

practice these are seldom imposed.
The Emergency Law, however, empowers the State to search persons or places

without warrants. The security agencies frequently place political activists, sus-

pected subversives, journalists, and writers under surveillance, screen their cor-

respondence (especially international mail), search them and their homes, and con-

fiscate personal property.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The Constitution provides for freedom of speech
and the press, and the Government has largely refrained from curtailing political

expression. Egjrptians openly express their views on a wide range of political and
social issues, including vigorous criticism of the Government, without fear of govern-
ment retribution. Tliere are, nevertheless, a number of limitations on freedom of

speech and press. The Prime Minister and the Cabinet are often targets of criticism,

but the press law stipulates fines or imprisonment for criticizing the President or

a foreign head of state. In recent years, opposition journalists have, within limits,

criticized the President without harassment, although he may not be satirized in

cartoons.

Most major dailies are government owned, their editors in chief are appointed by
the President, and they generally follow the government line. However, criticisms

of government policies are frequently found in these government-owned newspapers.
The opposition newspapers are privately owned and associated with political par-

ties. Most are weeklies with small circulations, except the respected opposition daily

Al-Wafd and the smaller Islamist semiweekly Al-Shaab. Opposition newspapers fre-

?juently publish tough criticisms of the Government, which in turn inspire rejoinders

rom tne establishment press. They also give greater prominence to human rights

abuses in Egypt than do state-run newspapers, although the Islamist press tends
to cover only abuses of Islamists. Even though the opposition press is independent,
much of it is printed and distributed by a government-owned publishing house.
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The Government influences the press in several ways. The Higher Press Council,

chaired by the speaker of the Shura Council and composed of senior press figures,

has the power to approve applications for new publications. Most Council members
are close to the ruling National Democratic Party and are thus inclined to follow

the Government's lead. The Prosecutor General may ban reporting on an issue if

there is an ongoing criminal investigation. Opposition journalists nave been har-

assed or arrested, m October Adel Hussein, the editor of the opposition newspaper
Al-Shaab, was questioned by state prosecutors for publishing articles which alleg-

edly incited public opinion, misrepresented government policies, and impaired Egyp-
tian-Sudanese relations.

The Government firmly controls the right to publish throu^ its power to license

the media and tJirough controls find influence on private oraanizations and political

parties. The newsletter of the Arab Women's Solidarity Association (AWSA) was
Danned when AWSA was ordered disbanded in December 1990 for alleged violations

of the private organizations law (see Section 2.b.). In May the opposition newspaper
Misr al-Fatah suspended publication for several weeks during a leadership struggle

in the Misr al-Fatah political party. When new party leaders more friendly to the

ruling National Democratic Party took over, the newspaper reappeared—with a less

critical editorial line.

Radio, television, and the Arabic-language news service are government owned
and follow the government line. State-owned television and radio are more re-

stricted in the news they cover t^an are newspapers. Political parties do not have
access to broadcast facilities, even during election campaigns. The state monopoly
on broadcasting is gradually being weakened by satellite mshes which bring inter-

national programming to a growing number of Egyptians, although this does little

to afford the public access to local opposition parties' views.

Books and works of art may be confiscated or banned by decree of various min-
istries without a court order. The Ministry of Interior regularly confiscates leaflets

and other works by Islamic fundamentalists; the Ministry of Defense may ban
works about sensitive security issues; and plays and films must pass Ministry of

Culture censorship tests as scripts and as final productions. The Ministry of Culture

also censors foreign films but is more lenient when these are in video format. The
Ministry of Information censors television productions. Censors ensure that foreign

films made in Egypt portray Egjrot in a favorable light. Censors review scripts be-

fore filming, are present duringnuning, and have the right to review the film before

it is sent out of E^^ypt.

The Islamic Research Association at Al-Azhar Universitv has legal authority to

censor the publications of the Koran and Islamic scriptural texts. In May Al-Azhar
authorities declined to approve the shooting in Egypt of scenes for an American
company's documentary on the Bible, reportedly because the film's account of bib-

lical stories varied from the teachings of the Koran. In recent years, the Association

has also passed judgments on the suitability of nonreligious books and artistic pro-

ductions. Although tnese pronouncements do not have the force of law, Al-Azhar as-

serts the ri^t to confiscate works it finds offensive. At the Cairo book fair in Janu-
ary, a group of Al-Azhar clerics removed from display eight books, five of which
were critiques of political Islam long available in the Egyptian maiket. The books
were eventually returned and displayed by order of the President.

Islamic activists are frequently arrested and detained for distributing

antigovemment pamphlets. The Government's new antiterrorism laws (see Section

l.d.) may inhibit freedom of expression, especially for proponents of Islamic law or

forjoumaUsts who have contacts with groups the authorities deem terrorist groups.

Tlie Government does not impinge on academic freedoms at universities. How-
ever, some critics maintain that Islamist influence, which they believe induces dis-

crimination against Christian students, has gained prominence in public primary
and secondary schools.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—There continue to be substan-

tial restrictions on this freedom. Under the Emergency Law, Interior Ministry ap-

proval is required for public meetings, rallies, and protest marches. Permits are gen-

erally granted for indoor rallies and those restricted to university campuses. The
Ministry of Social Affairs has the authority to license and dissolve private organiza-

tions." Licenses may be revoked if a private organization engages in political or reli-

gious activities. The Private Organizations Law authorizes the Mimstry to "merge
two or more associations to achieve a similar function," a provision that can be used
to merge an undesirable organization out of existence.

In May a court upheld the Government's 1991 decision to dissolve the Arab Wom-
en's Solidarity Association (AWSA) and transfer its assets to the Islamic Women's
Association. AWSA was founded in 1985 by feminist-secularist author Nawal al-

Saadawi. The court argued that AWSA violated the Private Oi^anizations Law
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when it engaged in political or religious activities by publishing articles on political

and religious subjects in its newsletter, sponsoring conferences of a political nature,
opposing tenets of Islamic law, and harming Egypt's relations with other Arab coun-
tries. AWSA is appealing the decision, and Ms. Saadawi still controls its assets, al-

though the newsletter is still banned.
Since 1985 the Government has refused to Ucense as "private organizations" the

Egyptian Organization for Human Rights (EOHR) and the associated Arab Organi-
zation for Human Rights (AOHR) on grounds that they are political organizations.
Both continue to operate openly from the same Cairo office (see Section 4).

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The Constitution guarantees "^he freedom of belieP and
the practice of religious rites. There are, however, important limitations. Islam is

the state religion. Most Egjrptians are Muslim, but approximately 10 per cent of the
population, 5 million people, belong to the Coptic Orthodox Churdi, the largest
Christian minority in ttie Middle East. There are other small Christian denomina-
tions. The small Jewish community practices its religion without harassment. Mem-
bers of recognized religions maintain links with coreligionists abroad.

Foreign clergy pursue their ministries without harassment, but non-Muslims are
barred from proselytizing.

Islam accepts Christian and other converts, but Muslims face legal and social
pressure if they convert to another faith. There is no clear legal prohn)ition against
conversion or proselytizing of Muslims, but Article 98f of the Penal Code prohibits
any person from "degrading or disdaining any of the holy religions or any of its reli-

gious sects" with "the intention of harming national unity and social peace." This
is interpreted as forbidding conversion of Muslims. Conviction under /^icle 98f is

punishable by imprisonment. Egyptian courts have upheld the principle that Mus-
lims may not change their identity papers to reflect conversion to a new religion.
As a consequence, married male converts from Islam must still register their chil-

dren as Muslims, as the law regards the fathers as Muslims.
Security forces harassed, detained for prolonged periods, and sometimes tortured

Egyptian Christians for proselytizing Muslims. An 1856 Ottoman decree still in
force requires non-Muslims to obtain what is now a presidential decree to build or
repair a place of worship. Coptic Christians maintain that they are frequently un-
able to obtain such authorization, and as a result some communities use private
buildings and apartments for religious services. In the first 5 months of 1992, the
presidency issued two permits to construct Protestant and Coptic Orthodox church-
es. Christian and moderate Muslim intellectuals have argued for legislative reform
to abolish the Ottoman decree and other limits, while Islamic fundamentalists have
defended the building restrictions.

In theoiy, mosques must also be licensed by the Government. The Penal Code pro-
hibits using a place of worship for antigovemment speeches, and the Ministry of Re-
ligious Affairs proposes themes and monitors sermons. In practice, however, the
Ministry cannot control all sermons, especially at "unauthorized" mosques. In 1992
the Government increased its efforts to bring private mosques under administrative
control to counter Islamic extremism. In recent years the police have closed several
unlicensed churches and mosques, although others continue in operation.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Egyptians and foreigners are free to travel within Egypt except in cer-
tain military areas. Egyptian males who have not completed compulsory military
service may not travel abroad or emigrate, although this restriction can be cir-

cumvented. Unmarried women under 21 must have permission from their fathers
to obtain passports; married women require permission from their husbands. Citi-

zens who leave the country have the right to return, and millions of Egyptians work
abroad.

The deportation of Egyptian citizens and aliens granted political asylum is prohib-
ited and not practiced. Egypt is host to thousands of refugees, but only a few are
granted the right to resettle in Egypt. In the past, some Ethiopians and other Afri-
cans seeking documentation as refugees by the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees have been detained by the police and transported to areas near the
Libyan or Sudanese borders where they were released. Some have returned to their
countries; others have found their way back to Egjrptian cities.

Approximately 100 Palestinians have been held in long-term detention on security
charges. Some have been tortured. Many entered Egypt illegally froxn the Israeli-
occupied territories. Others are legally resident in Egypt and are under investiga-
tion for alleged political activities, including, in some cases, opposition to Egypt's al-

liance with the members of the coalition against Iraq's invasion of Kuwait.
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Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The ruling National Democratic Party (NDP) dominates the 454-seat People's As-
sembly, the Shura Council, local governments, the mass media, labor, the lai^e pub-
lic sector, and the licensing of new political parties, newspapers, and private organi-
zations. Thus, as a practical matter, Egyptians do not have a meaningful ability to

change the national government. The police did not interfere in the November 1992
local councU elections in which opposition parties defeated the ruling NDP in sev-

eral constituencies. However, the election rules prevented fair competition: the elec-

tions were based on a winner-take-aU party-list system that favors the NDP; the
government manipulated the announcement of the election date; some licenses for

opposition political rallies were denied; and all parties, including the NDP, were de-

nied access to state-owned radio and television. In 1990, the Supreme Constitutional

Court found the party-list system unconstitutional for national elections. In early

1992, the Government drafted legislation that would have abolished the lists in local

elections, but it never brought the bill to a vote.

In the 1990 People's Assembly election, NDP candidates won 383 seats of 444
elected, independents won 55, and a leftist party won 6. Seven opposition parties

boycotted the election. The Constitution reserves 10 Assembly seats for presidential
appointees, which assures some representation for Copts ana women. Women were
granted suffrage in 1956. Ten women hold Assembly seats: seven elected and three
appointed. The single female Cabinet member has served since 1978. Six Copts sit

in the Assembly: one elected and five appointed.
Tlie Assembly debates government proposals, and members exercise their author-

ity to call Cabinet ministers to explain policy and legislation, but it has little effec-

tive power. The legislature does not have sufficie'nt authority to challenge or re-

strain the executive, and many executive branch initiatives and policies are carried

out by ministerial decree without significant legislative oversight. Presidential ap-
pointments do not require legislative approval; the executive initiates almost all leg-

islation; the Assembly may not modify tne budget except with the Government's ap-
proval; there is no recent record of an Assembly defeat of a major executive pro-

posal; and there is little oversight of the Interior Ministr3^s use of Emergency Law
Sowers. The executive prepares the militant budget, and it is not debated publicly.

loU-call votes in the Assembly are rare. Votes are generally reported in aggregate
terms of yea's and na5r's, and thus constituents have no independent method of
checking a member's voting record.

There are 10 officially recognized opposition parties. New parties must be ap-

groved by the Parties dommittee, a semiofficial body. In 1992 the Political Parties
lommittee disapproved the applications for recognition of three parties. A fourth

party withdrew its application before final adjudication. Meanwhile, administrative
courts overturned two previous committee disapprovals in favor of the People's

Democratic Party and the Arab Democratic Nasserist Party but upheld the Commit-
tee's disapproval of the Egyptian Socialist Party. In December the People's Assem-
bly approved a law that bans meetings organized by parties that are still in the
process of formation.

In May the Parties Committee recognized the new leadership of the Misr al-Fatah

party after a group of party dissidents, reportedly supported by the NDP, ousted the

old leadership. Critics argue that the Committee's recognition of the new leaders
constituted unwarranted government interference in the affairs of an opposition

party.
To form a party without a license is a felony. The law prohibits political parties

based on religion. Nevertheless, Muslim Brotherhood partisans are publicly Known
and openly voice views associated with the Muslim Brotherhood. Some have served

in the Assembly as independents or members of other recognized parties.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation of Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are no officially recognized local human rights organizations in Egypt, as

the Government refuses to license them as private organizations (see Section 2.b.)

on the grounds that they are political organizations. Nevertheless, the Egyptian Or-
ganization for Human Rights (EOHR) and the associated Arab Organization for

[uman Ri^ts (AOHR) operate openly out of the same Cairo office, and EOHR's
lawyers visit prisons and collect information from government offices. Both EOHR
and AOHR have challenged the ruling on their legal status in the courts. EOHR's
last court hearing was in 1991, and no further hearings are scheduled; AOHR has
not had a court hearing since 1989 and none are scheduled. EOHR lawyers report

being exposed to provocations and threats, including questioning by the security

forces.
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In Februarjr a Middle East Watch (MEW) delegation visited Egyipt to investigate

reports of arbitrary arrests, prolonged detention, and torture. MEW representatives
met with the Minister of Interior and the Prosecutor General, visited prisons and
interviewed detainees without interference, and released a 224-page report in Cairo
in July. In May President Mubarak received the Secretary General of Amnesty
International.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Egyptian law provides for equality of the sexes, but aspects of the law and many
tramtional practices discriminate against women. Under Egjrptian law, women need
their husband's or father's permission to obtain a passport or travel abroad (see Sec-
tion 2.d.). Only males can transmit Egyptian citizenship. In rare cases this means
that children bom to Egyptian mothers and stateless fathers are themselves state-

less.

Laws affecting marriage and personal status generally correspond to a person's
religion, whidi for most Egjrptians is Islam. A 1979 liberalization of the family sta-

tus law strengthened a Mluslim woman's rights to divorce and to child custody. In
1985 the changes were found unconstitutional on grounds they conflicted with Is-

lamic law and were repealed.
Under Islamic law, non-Muslim males must convert to Islam to many Muslim

women, but non-Muslim women need not convert to marry Muslim men. Muslim fe-

male heirs receive half the amount of a male heir's inheritance, while Christian wid-
ows of Muslims have no inheritance ri^ts. A sole female heir receives half her par-
ents' estate; the balance goes to desi^ated male relatives. A sole male heir inherits
all his parents' property. Male Mushm heirs have the duty to provide for all family
members who need assistance.

Egyptian women have employment opportunities in government, medicine, law,
acaotemia, the arts, and, to a lesser degree, business. About 100 officers in the Egyp-
tian diplomatic service are women, including three ambassadors. Social pressure
against women pursuing a career is still strong, and some Egyptian feminists say
that a resurgent Islamic fundamentalist trend Umits further gains. Women's rights
advocates also point to other discriminatory attitudes and practices such as female
circumcision; Islamic practices on marriage, divorce, and inheritance; and the male
relative's role in enforcing women's compliance with religiously prescribed codes of
sexual conduct.
Family violence against women does occur, but its extent is unknown. Abuse with-

in the family is seldom discussed publicly, owing to the value attached to personal
privacy in this traditional society.

There are few reliable statistics on female genital mutilation (circumcision), but
the practice is less common in the cities. The less extreme form of excision and the
more dangerous infibulation are practiced in some parts of upper Egypt. Female
genital mutilation is not against the law, but doctors are prohibited from performing
it in government hospitals.

The approximately 5 million Copts are the objects of violent assaults by Islamist
extremists and of discrimination by the (Jovemment. In 1992 Islamic extremists
killed at least 27 Copts, robbed and murdered Coptic shopowners, and burned scores
of Copt-owned properties, including several churcnes. Seeking revenge for the killing

of a Muslim by a Copt in a land dispute, a group of Islamic extremistf, entered a
predominately (Hhristian village in Assiyut Govemorate on May 4 and shot to death
13 Copts and a Muslim bystander. In October, six Copts were killed in Sohag
(jovemorate during 2 days of anti-Christian rioting. In November, suspected Islamic
extremists opened fire on a tourist bus carrying 55 Coptic pilgrims, wounding ten
passengers; and a Coptic pharmacist was stabbed and Copt-owned properties
Dumed during anti-Christian rioting in Assiyut City. In Giza Govemorate, Coptic
properties were burned in April and a Coptic shop owner killed by suspected Islamic
extremists in October.
Extremists also obstructed church repairs and construction and harassed Copt-

owned businesses. In some cases, extremists have imposed "taxes" on Christian resi-

dents to protect their person and property. Security forces arrest extremists who
perpetrate violence against Copts, but the (Jovemment does not always prevent at-

tacks and does little to correct nonviolent forms of discrimination—including its

own.
Government discriminatory practices include: suspected statistical under-

representation of the size of the C!hristian population; delays in issuing church
building and repair permits; the detention and mistreatment of some Muslim con-
verts to Christianity; laws preventing Muslims from changing their identity papers
to reflect their conversion to Clhristianity (upheld in a 1980 court decision); a re-
quirement that public school students—^including Christians—memorize Koranic
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verses as part of their Arabic studies; heavy emphasis on Islamic television pro-
gramming—some cturying anti-Christian themes; job discrimination in the public
sector, the police, the armed forces, and government agencies; discrimination in ad-
mission to state medical schools, as some Islamists find medical treatment of Mus-
lim women by Christian doctors and pharmacists offensive; and underrepresentation
in government. There are no Copt governors and few Copts in the upper ranks of
the armed forces, police, and diplomatic service.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Egyptian workers may, but are not required to, join
trade unions. A union local, or worker's committee, may be formed if 50 employees
express a desire to organize. Most union members, about 25 percent of the labor
force, are employed by state-owned enterprises. The law stipulates that "high ad-
ministrative" officials in government and public enterprises may not join unions.
There are 23 trade unions, all required to belong to the Egyptian Trade Union

Federation (ETUF), the sole legtdly recognized labor federation. The International
Labor Organization's Committee of Experts (COE) has long noted that the law re-

?[uiring all national trade unions to join a single federation infringes upon woikers'
reedom of association. The Government has shown no agn that it intends to accept
the establishment of more than one federation. TTie ETUF leadership asserts that
it activelypromotes workers' interests and that there is no need for another federa-
tion. ETUF ofiicials have close relations with the NDP, and some are members of
the People's Assembly and the Shura Council. They speak vigorously on behalf of
workers concerns, but public confrontations between the ETUF and the Government
are rare. Disputes are more often resolved by consensus behind closed doors.
The Government considers strikes a form of public disorder, not a contractual dis-

pute. Hence, they are de facto illegal. Nevertheless, strikes do occur. The union lead-
ership keeps its distance from woikers who oi;ganize job actions because the law em-
powers the Government to remove from office any union executive board member
who provokes a strike. Strikers may be sentenced to up to 2 years in jail, and those
who incite others to strike may receive more severe penalties. A 1977 law stipulates
hard labor for strikers in key industries, the disruption of which would pose a
"threat to the national economy." In the past, police haVe used lethal force to break
up strikes at state-run companies. In some cases, the Government has forcibly relo-

cated strikers to new jobs in diflerent parts of the country. Strikes occurring in 1992
were brief and isolated. The ETUF leadership is seeking the right to strike as part
of economic reform.
The ETUF is affiliated with the International Confederation of Arab Trade

Unions and participates in the tripartite forums of the ILO and the Arab Labor Or-
ganization. Some unions within the ETUF have affiliated with international trade
union organizations, and others are in the process of doing so.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Law 137 of 1981 authorizes
collective bargaining agreements for the public ana private sectors. In theory, the
law should apply to the export processing zones. However, Egypt's public sector is

undergoing reorganization, and the law has not yet been applied. There have been
no known agreements negotiated under this law. Furthermore, the law does not
specify how disputes arising from negotiated agreements would be resolved. Never-
theless, in 1992 the ETUF leadership began training union leaders in collective bar-
gaining techniques. Meanwhile, the Government stul sets wages, hours, and condi-
tions 01 employment by law. Unions may negotiate work contracts with public enter-
prises if the latter acquiesce voluntarily, but unions otherwise lack collective bar-
gaining power in the state sector. However, the ETUF leadership anticipates a
greater role for collective bargaining as a result of the Government's economic re-

form program and is training union leaders in collective bargaining techniques.
Labor Taw and practice are the same in the export processing zones as in the rest

of the country.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is ille-

gal and not practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum age for employment
is 12. Education is compulsory until age 15. An employee must be at least 15 to

join a labor union. The labor law of 1981 states that children 12 to 15 may work
6 hours a day, but not after 7 p.m. and not in dangerous or heavy activities. Child
workers must obtain medical certificates and work permits before they are em-
ployed. A 1989 study estimated that two-thirds of the child labor population of per-

naps 720,000 work on farms. However, some children also work as apprentices in

repair and craft shops and as workers in heavier industries such as brickmaking
and textiles. It is difiicult to verify how closely the Ministry of Labor enforces child

labor laws, especially in family-owned enterprises.
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e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^For government and public-sector employees,
the minimum wage for a 6-aay, 48-hour workweek is determined by a combination
of law and presicfential decree. Base pay is supplemented by a complex system of
fringe benefits and bonuses that may double or triple a worker's take-home pay. It

is doubtful that the average family could survive on a worker's base pay in the pri-

vate sector, and laiver private companies generally observe the requirement and
pay bonuses as well. Smaller firms do not always pay the minimum wage or bo-
nuses.
The Ministiy of Labor sets worker health and safety standards, which also apply

in the export processing zones, but enforcement and inspection are uneven.

IRAN*

Iran is an Islamic Republic under the leadership of AyatoUah Ali Khamenei. The
formal system of government, based on a Constitution approved in 1980 by popular
referendum and revised in July 1989, features a parliament and a president elected
from among multiple candidates by universal suffrage. However, aU candidates
must meet highly restrictive religious and political criteria imposed by the Council
of Guardians, and as a result the choice offered to voters is narrow. The Govern-
ment, dominated by a political elite composed of Shi'a Muslim clerics and of laymen
allied with these clerics, attempts to impose its views of political and socioreligious

orthodoxy. However, there remain significant factional differences on important eco-

nomic and political issues.

The Government's hold on power continues to be reinforced throu^ arrests, sum-
mary trials and executions, and other forms of intimidation implemented by an ex-
tensive internal security system. Political arrests are made by the Revolutionary
Guards and by security forces operating under the Ministiy of Intelligence and Se-
curity.

Iran has a mixed economy. Although Islam guarantees the right to private owner-
ship, the Government has nationalized the banks and owns several basic industries,

including the petroleum and utilities sector. Oil exports are the primary source of
foreign exchange. The disruptions of the revolution, the destruction from the Iran-
Iraq war, and government mismanagement have caused serious economic deteriora-

tion. Inflation continues to run at an estimated 30 to 50 percent, about 30 percent
of the work force is stUl unemployed, and corruption and black market activities

continue to be widespread.
Iran continues to be a major abuser of human rights, and there was no evidence

of significant improvement in 1992. Owing to the efforts which the Government
takes to conceal its human rights abuses, however, it is difficult to know precisely

the details and numbers of such abuses. Domestic elements that might monitor and
report on the Government's practices are ruthlessly suppressed.
Abuses continued to include summary executions; widespread torture; repression

of the freedoms of speech, press, assembly, and association; arbitrary detentions;
lack of fair trials; repression of the Baha'i religious community; denial of citizens'

right to change their government; and severe restrictions on women's and worker
rights. The Government did not implement various measures recommended by the
Special Representative on Human Rights in his 1991 report. In his February 1992
report, covering a December 1991 visit, the U.N. Special Representative noted that
"Statements of intent have been made concerning observance and the elaboration
of legislative reforms, together with promises, although for the time being those in-

tentions and promises have not been carried out to a sufiiciently significant extent
to ensure normal observance of human rights."

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person. Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There is no reliable estimate of the

number of people killed for political reasons in 1992. Given the lack of basic proce-
dural safeguards in political trials, most of the executions ordered each year in such
cases amount to summary executions.
The Special Representative has cited Iranian media reports of persons executed

for political reasons, and the Government has repeatedly indicated in public state-

ments that it equates active political opposition to Iran's Islamic revolution with ter-

*Becati8e of the absence of a United States Mission in Iran, this report draws heavily on unof-
ficial sources.
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rorism. In addition, the Government continues to carry out political assassinations
of its opponents residing abroad. The French GJovemment's investigation into the as-

sassination in August 1991 of former Prime Minister Shahpour Bakhtiar and his
assistant has resulted in warrants for the arrest of two Iranian government officials.

German authorities were also investigating the killings in September 1992 of four
Iranian Kurdish dissidents in Berlin. A prominent member of the Baha'i commu-
nity, Bahman Samandari, was summarily executed in March 1992, the first such
execution of a Baha'i since 1988.

b. Disappearance.—No reliable information is available on the number of dis-

appearances in 1992. Many families of executed political prisoners reportedly have
not been informed ofiicially of their relatives' deaths. The Government has re-

sponded to many of the Special Representative's requests for information on specific

prisoners by denying that it had any judicial record of them.
c. Torture ana Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Persistent reports continue to indicate that detainees are tortured in detention, and
that arbitrary brut^ization of prisoners is common. Common methods of torture are
said to include suspension for long periods in contorted positions, burning with ciga-

rettes, and most frequently, severe and repeated beatings with cables or other in-

struments on the back and on the soles of the feet. Prisoners are frequently held
in solitary confinement or denied adequate rations or medical care as a way of forc-

ing them to confess. In the past, guards have threatened and intimidated family
members of detainees, and relatives or other prisoners have occasionally been forced
to watch torture; it is not known, however, if such practices occurred in 1992.

Prisoner protests against poor prison conditions have reportedly been met in the
past with beatings, denial oi memcal care, and, in some cases, execution. The Spe-
cial Representative reported in 1991 the existence of a "Prisoner's Organization to

redress mistreatment. However, no information has been made available on its ac-

tivities. The Government signed an agreement with the International Committee of
the Red Cross (ICRC) in January allowing the ICRC to visit detainees but subse-
quently expelled ICRC workers in March. As of late 1992, the ICRC had not re-

sumed its activities in Iran (except for some isolated cases).

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Arbitrary arrest and detention has been
a major abuse, but it is not known how many cases there may have been in 1992.

It is known that some persons were arrested on trumped-up criminal charges when
their actual "offenses" were political. The lack of fair trials and other procedural
safeguards encourage such practices.

Bmia'is continued to face arbitrary arrest and detention. As of August 1992, there
were nearly 20 Baha'is in prison, as the Government continued its practice of de-
taining a small but relatively steady number of Baha'is at any one time.

No judicial determination of the legality of detention exists in Iranian law. There
is reportedly no legal time limit on incommunicado detention. Suspects are held for

questioning at local Revolutionary Guard offices or in jails.

e. Denied of Fair Public Trial.—^There are essentially two different court systems.
The civil courts deal with criminal offenses, and the revolutionary courts, estab-

lished in 1979, try "political" offenses as well as cases involving narcotics trafficking

and "crimes against Grod."

By international standards, trials by revolutionary courts cannot be considered
fair or public. If the trial is staged publicly, it is generally because the prisoner has
already been forced to confess to a crime. Persons tried by the revolutionary courts

(inclumng drug trafficking cases) enjoy virtually no procedural or substantive safe-

guards; hence any executions carried out in such cases must be considered equiva-
lent to summary executions. The Special Representative reported that trials lasting

5 minutes and less are common. He also noted in his February 1991 report many
examples of the lack of basic procedural guarantees, mentioning particularly the

problem of limited access to a lawyer. The right to a defense counsel is theoreticallv

provided for in Iranian law and in the Constitution, but in actual practice defend-

ants are not known to have access to a lawyer; moreover, they are unable to call

witnesses on their behalf and are unable to appeal. Some persons have been impris-
oned beyond the limit of their sentence and even executed after the formal expira-

tion of their prison term.
There was again no evidence in 1992 of any judicial reform that would bring Ira-

nian courts into compliance with international standards, despite claims by judici-

ary officials in 1991 that reforms would be implemented in response to recommenda-
tions by the Special Representative.
The judicial system is weakened by the fact that revolutionary courts may con-

sider cases formally under the jurisdiction of the civil and criminal courts. Assign-
ment of cases to regular rather than revolutionary courts is haphazard and appar-
ently occurs mainly when arrests are made by regular police. Revolutionary courts
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may also overturn the decisions of the civilian courts. The review authority of the
Supreme Court is also limited.

For common criminal offenses, many elements of the prerevolutionary iudicial sys-
tem survive, and the accused often have the right to a public trial with benefit of
lawyers of their own choosing, assuming they can afford the fee. Even this judiciary
is not fully independent, however. Many of the former judges were retired afler the
revolution, and new judges were selected. One criterion for new judges is grounding
in Islamic law, and political acceptability is a requirement for any government posi-
tion. Favorable verdicts reportedly can often be "purchased" from the judges serving
on civil and criminal courts and to a lesser degree from judges of the revolutionary
courts.
No reliable estimate is available on the number of political prisoners. One human

rights group reported that 10,000 prisoners allegedly benefited from amnesties or
reductions m their sentences to mark the 13th anniversary of the Islamic revolution
in 1992, but the amnesty excluded those accused of opposing ^he system."

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The
Government rejects the Western distinction between a public sphere which the State
may control and a sphere of private life (religion, culture, thou^t, and private be-
havior) which the State may not properly control. Authorities enter homes and of-

fices, wiretap telephones, and open mail, but these activities are less common now
than they were before 1982.

Special Revolutionary Guard units and security forces check on social activities.

Women whose clothing does not completely cover the hair and all of the body except
hands and face, or who wear makeup, are subject to arrest. Men have also periodi-
cally been required to dress "modestly," eschewing, for example, short-sleeved shirts.

Enforcement of standards of Islamic morality has appeared to vary with the political

climate and the jurisdiction. There have been periodic crackdowns by the I^ad Of-
fice for Combating Unlawful Acts on dress code and moral violations. However,
there were continuing reports in 1992 of instances in which women challenged the
authority of the Special Revolutionary Guards to impose "proper" dress.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^According to the Constitution, "publications and
the press may express ideas freely, except when they are contrary to Islamic prin-
ciples, or are detrimental to public rights." In practice, most publications are con-
trolled by the Government; independent publishers run the risk not only of press
shutdowns and confiscation of publications and equipment but of arrest and sum-
mary punishment if they are overly critical of the Government. The magazine Farad
was banned in April, and its editor and two employees arrested after the magazine
published a cartoon which the authorities deemed insulting to the late Ayatollah
Khomeini.

All books must be submitted to the Ministry of Islamic Guidance for review before
they may be published. Publishers, authors, and printers also engage in substantial
self-censorship before submitting books to the Ministry in an effort to avoid the sub-
stantial penalties, including economic losses, incurred when books are rejected. Ira-
nian authorities have interpreted broadly their right to censorship on reUcious
grounds, including official acceptance of the religious decree condemning British au-
thor Salman Rushdie to death for his book "Satanic Verses."
Newspapers, which are usually associated with various government factions, re-

flect a variety of viewpoints. Generally, newspapers can and do criticize government
policies and officials both in their reporting and editorials. They are forbidden, how-
ever, to criticize the concept of the Islamic republic or to promote ethnic minority
rights. Nevertheless, some independent publishers out of favor with the Government
continue to survive, and some books and pamphlets critical of the Government are
published without reprisal. The Freedom Movement, for example, reportedly began
publication of a monthly magazine in 1992, producing at least one issue. Foreign
books, newspapers, and magazines may be imported only after they have been re-
viewed by the Ministry of Islamic Guidance.

All broadcasting facilities are government owned, and the content of their broad-
casting reflects the political and socioreligious ideology of the Government.
Although restrictions on academic freedom has been eased somewhat, course con-

tent is still monitored and there is little genuine critical discussion of issues. In-
formers are said to be common on campus and in the classroom. To achieve tenure,
professors reportedly must cooperate with government authorities over a period of
years. All textbooks proposed for use at the universities are reviewed by government
authorities to determine their acceptability.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—The Constitution permits un-
armed assemblies and marches "provided they do not violate the principles of
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Islam." In practice, the only ones permitted are those sponsored by the Government,
such as Friday prayers and parades and demonstrations on official occasions. There
were reports again in 1992 of unofficial and spontaneous demonstrations against the
Government, many of them centering on the deteriorating economy. These dem-
onstrations were suppressed by government forces, and official Iranian sources re-

ported that at least 8 persons were executed for their involvement in them; the ac-

tual number executed is thought to be much higher.
Article 26 of the Constitution allows the formation of political parties, groups, and

professional associations, as well as Islamic and some minority religious associa-
tions, provided they do not violate the principles of "freedom, sovereignty, [and] na-
tional unity" or question Islam or the Islamic Republic. In practice, most independ-
ent organizations have either been banned, co-opted by the Government, or are mor-
ibund.
The Freedom Movement, founded in 1961 and declared illegal in 1991, continues

to be harassed by Iranian authorities. According to reliable reports, the Movement's
telephones are tapp>ed, its mail opened, and its members subjected to intimidation.
While the Movement participated in the first parliamentary election after the revo-
lution, it was prevented from doing so in all subsequent elections. A few of the nine
persons belonging to the Association for Freedom and Democracy who were tried
and sentenced in 1991 had their sentences suspended (but not lifted) and were al-

lowed to return home because of their severe health problems.
c. Freedom, of Religion.—The state religion is Islam, and religion is almost insepa-

rable from government in Iran. The President and many other top officials are
mullahs (Islamic clergymen), as are the Speaker of the Parliament and many of the
parliamentary deputies.
Approximately 90 percent of Iranians are Shi'a Muslims. Aside from slightly over

1 percent who are non-Muslims (Baha'is, Christians, Zoroastrians, and Jews), the
rest are Sunni Muslims. The Sunnis are mostW Kurds, Arabs, Turkomans, Baluch,
and other ethnic minorities whose political influence is very limited. The Constitu-
tion declares that "the official religion of Iran is Islam and the sect followed is

Ja'fari Shi'ism," but it also states that "other Islamic denominations shall enjoy
complete respect."

The small Christian, Jewish, and Zoroastrian (the pre-Islamic religion of Iran)
populations are concentrated mainly in urban areas. Their religions are recognized
by the Constitution, and they elect representatives to seats reserved for them in the
Parliament. They are permitted to practice their religions, to instruct their children,
and—although with a great deal of disruptive interference—to maintain schools.

Administrative and other official harassment nevertheless is reported to be com-
monplace. In the case of the Chaldean Catholics (numbering about 14,(X)0), the Gov-
ernment has reportedly refused to renew the church's registration and has, as a re-

sult, denied requests to print Bibles, construct chapels, or engage in registered char-
itable activities. The Presbvterian Church has allegedly suffered similar interference
from the authorities. A Christian convert from Islam, Mehdi Debadj, arrested in

1983, reportedly is still being held in prison.

The Grovemment continues to discriminate against the Baha'i community, Iran's

lai^est non-Muslim minority (300,000 to 350,(K)0 members). The Baha'i religion is

considered a "misguided sect" by the authorities and is not officially recognized. In
legal matters, the Government has stated that it will protect the "social and legal

rights" of Baha'is as "normal citizens." However, the (jovemment has continued to

attack the Baha'i community as a front for political and espionage activities and
prohibits the community from electing leaders or conducting religious activities. The
actual treatment of Bana'is varies depending on the jurisdiction. Baha'i marriages
are still not recognized. Baha'is are now generally able to bury their dead in Baha'i
cemeteries, although this remains a problem in a number of areas. Baha'is are for-

bidden to participate in social welfare organizations, and they may not teach their

faith.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Iranians may travel to any part of Iran, although there have been re-

strictions on travel to Kurdish areas at times of heavy fighting. Persons may change
their place of residence without obtaining permission. Between 3 and 4 million refu-

gees, primarily Afghans but also Kurdish and Shi'a refugees displaced from Iraq in

the aftermath of the Gulf war, remained in Iran as of late 1992.
Males of draft age are not issued exit permits except for approved courses of

study, and Iranians who are suspect politically, such as some retired military offi-

cers and high-level public officials under the former regime, are not able to leave
the country. Some Iranians, particularly those whose skills are in short supply and
who were educated at government expense, have had to post bonds to obtain exit

permits. In his February 1991 report, the Special Representative recounted several
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instances in which passports were denied, sometimes for apparent political reasons,
and on other occasions with no reason given. There was no evidence that this situa-
tion ameliorated in 1992.

Iranian Jews are permitted to obtain passports and to travel, even to Israel, but
thev are normally denied the multiple-exit permits given to most Iranians and must
make a new application (with anotner fee) for each planned trip. Permission is not
normally granted for all members of a Jewish family to travel outside Iran at the
same time.

Iranians are generally able to return to Iran after long periods abroad without
reprisal. The Government actively encourages the many thousands of skilled Ira-
nians living abroad to return to nelp rebuud the country. Of those who have re-
turned in recent years, a number have been able to pursue, through the Iranian ju-
dicial system, the restoration of their properties. However, many exiles complain
that formal legal guarantees of their safety have not yet been provided, and, as a
result, many remain reluctant to return.
There are some categories of persons who may be in danger if they return to Iran.

Some of those with close ties to the former regime, draft evaders, and those who
departed the country illegally face possible arrest upon their return. Members of or
sympathizers with the People's Mojahedin Organization of Iran or the Communist
Tudeh Party, both opposition groups banned by the Government, are subject to im-
Srisonment and torture or even execution should they return. Nevertheless, imme-
iate relatives of persons wanted by the Government are often able to live in Iran,

travel outside, and return without undue difficulty.

Iranian passports have always been stamped not valid for emigration," but the
Government does not make a clear distinction between legal residence in another
country and emigration. According to the regulations, Iranians with a legal resi-
dence outside Iran may be issued passports and advance exit permits by the Iranian
embassy, consulate, or interests section in their country of residence. The Govern-
ment does not recognize dual nationality and considers Iranian-bom U.S. citizens
to be Iranians unless they formally renounce their Iranian citizenship in accordance
with Iranian law. There have been many instances in which Iranian authorities
have confiscated the U.S. passports of dual nationals. There are no known instances
of the denial of Iranian citizenship to Iranians who left Iran, or to those who have
remained there.

The Government of Iran and the United Nations High Coimmissioner for Refu-
f;ees (UNHCR) estimate there were approximately 2.8 million Afghan refugees in
ran at the beginning of 1992, 700 to 800 of whom arrived as economic migrants

before 1978-79. The majority of the Afghan refugees are beUeved to have been inte-
grated into local Iranian life. The remainder live either seminomadic lives or reside
in government settlements in central and eastern Iran. The Government of Iran pro-
vided assistance to those refugees. During the late spring and summer of 1992,
some 200,000 Afghan refugees repatriated from Iran to Afghanistan. ITiere were
govemment/UNHCR plans in late 1992 to establish a formal repatriation program
for the Afghan refugees.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Iranian citizens do not enjoy the right to change their government peacefully. Iran
is ruled by a group of religious leaders (mullahs) and their lay associates who share
a belief in the legitimacy of a theocratic state based on Ayatollah Khomeini's inter-
pretation of Shi'a Islam.
The revolutionary Government has held elections at fairly regular intervals for

president. Parliament deputies, members of the Assembly of Experts (responsible for
choosing the Revolutionary Leader's successor), and members of local government
councils. Parliamentary elections were held in April and May. Voting is by universal
suffrage of everyone age 15 and older and is by secret ballot. All candidates must
be approved by the Council of Guardians, however, and only those meeting the
Council's vaguely described political and religious criteria may run. In practice, only
supporters of the theocratic state are accepted. Even within this group, there were
complaints from some Iranian politicians that the Council of Guardians deliberately
used its authority to block their candidacies in the 1992 parliamentary elections.
A few political parties have been licensed following the Ministry of Interior's an-

nouncement in December 1988 that political parties would be allowed to form, pro-
vided they met the (jovemment's religious and political criteria.

The Constitution provides for an independent Parliament which exists to a lai^e
degree in practice. While Parliament deputies are typically allied with various pow-
erful political and religious oflicials, they may speak and vote independently and
may shift from one faction to another. Vigorous parliamentary debates—normally

k
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covered extensively in the press—cover a wide variety of issues. Harsh criticism of
government officisus is often heard in these debates, and, in some cases, laws pro-
posed by the executive branch have been voted down.
The Constitution provides for a Council of Guardians composed of 12 members:

6 clerics unilaterally appointed bv the Leader, and 6 lay members well grounded
in Islamic law who are nominated by the head of the Judiciary, subject to the Par-
liament's approval. The Council of Guardians must certiiy all bills passed bv the
Parliament as being in accordance with Islamic law and the Constitution. If bills

fail to be certified, they are sent back to the Parliament for revision. The Council
of Guardians can and does reiect important bills and portions of bills passed by the
Parliament. The Council for the Discernment of Expemency, a body created in 1988,
resolves those legislative issues on which the Majlis and Council of Guardians dis-

agree.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Iranian organizations that attempt to speak out on human rights, such as the
Freedom Movement and the Association for the Protection of Liberties and Human
Rights, face severe harassment by the Government (see Section 2.b.). In the past,
the Government generally has been uncooperative with foreign human rights
groups, whether government-sponsored or independent, regarding their activities as
interference in the country's internal affairs. Foreign diplomats stationed in Tehran
who attempt to develop information about human rights abuses face strong inter-

ference from Iranian authorities.

In late 1991, the Government permitted the U.N. Special Representative to visit

the country for a third time and interview both opponents and supporters of the
Government, including high-ranking government omcials such as tne head of the
Judiciary. Nevertheless, his access to victims of abuse was limited, many potential
witnesses were intimidated or prevented from testifying, and some of those who had
testified during earlier visits reported having suffered reprisals. Government-im-
posed controls during the Special Representative's visits prevented him from being
able to investigate fully all reports of human rights abuses. As of late 1992, the Ira-

nian (Jovemment had not responded to the Special Representative's request to make
a return visit to Iran.

In his February 1992 report, the Special Representative found that in 1991 the
Islamic Republic of Iran had made "no appreciable progress towards improved com-
pliance with human rights in accordance with the current international instru-
ments." There were no developments in 1992 indicating that subsequent progress
had been made. At the United Nations, Iran continued its efforts to end, or at least
restrict, the Special Representative's mandate.

Iran continued to assert that it should be judged by "Islamic," rather than West-
em, human rights principles.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The discrimination that women have traditionally faced in Iranian society has in-

creased since the revolution. Ultraconservative dress, entirely hiding the hair and
all of the body except the face and hands, is a requirement for all women, regardless
of their religion, national origin, or citizenship. Women have been harassed, de-

tained, or physically attacked if they appeared in public in clothing that official or
self-apfwinted guardians of public morality deemed insufficiently modest. Enforce-
ment of these rules has varied considerably since Ayatollah Khomeini's death in

1989, and, as noted in Section l.f., there was evidence in 1992 of continuing resist-

ance by women to the authority of the Special Revolutionary Guards to impose a
dress code.

Although violence against women is known to occur in Iran, little is known about
its extent. Abuse within the family is considered a private matter in this conserv-
ative society and is seldom discussed publicly. There are no official statistics on the
subject. In the past, there have been credible reports of the torture and execution
of women detainees, some of whom were allegedly raped before execution; it is not
known if any such incidents occurred in 1992.
Under legislation passed in 1983, women have the right to divorce their husbands,

and regulations promulgated in 1984 substantially broadened the number of

grounds for which a woman may seek divorce. A husband may obtain a divorce
without stating a reason or going to court.

The Christian, Jewish, Zoroastrian, and Baha'i minorities suffer varying degrees
of officially sanctioned discrimination in a number of areas, particularly with respect

to employment, education, and public accommodations. Muslims who have converted
to Christianity are similarly discriminated against, and under Shari'a (Islamic) law
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the ultimate penalty for apostasy is execution. One reauirement of university admis-
sion is passing a test on Islamic theology, which has tne effect of limiting most reli-

gious minorities' access to higher education, although all students must receive in-
struction on Islam regardless of their religion. Applicants for public sector employ-
ment are similarly screened for adherence to standards of Islamic orthodoxy, with
much the same effect. There have also been reports that religious minorities have
suffered discrimination in the legal system, sudi as receiving lower awards in intury
and death lawsuits, and of suffering heavier punishments than those imposed on
Muslims. Although Sunnis have encountered religious discrimination on the local
level, the Government has tried to reduce Shi'a-Sunni antagonism.
The Government continued to return some of the property of individual Baha'is

that it had previously confiscated, althou^ the amount represents a small fraction
of the total seized. Some 25 families, however, were evicted from their homes in
September following court decisions in Tehran, Isfahan, and Yazd. Property of the
community, such as places of worship, remains confiscated. Most Baha'is are now
able to obtain food ration booklets. Baha'i children are now permitted to attend
grade school and high school but are generally not permitted to attend college or
be employed on college faculties. A small number of Baha'is were permitted to leave
the country. While some Baha'i's have been issued passports, tiie Special Represent-
ative reported that the vast majority of such applications are denied.
Some Baha'is continue to be denied public sector (and often private sector) em-

Sloyment on account of their religion; in a number of cases ration cards have been
enied on the same grounds. Thousands of Baha'is dismissed from government iobs

in the early 1980's receive no unemployment benefits and have men required to
repay the Government for salaries or pensions received from the first day oi employ-
ment. Those unable to do so face severe prison sentences.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Article 131 of the Labor Code grants workers and
employers alike the right to form and join their own organizations. In practice, how^
ever, there are no real labor unions in Iran. A national organization Known as the
Worker's House, founded in 1982 as the labor wing of the now defunct Islamic Re-
publican Party, is the only authorized national labor organization with nominal
claims to represent all Iranian woikers. It works closely with the workplace Islamic
councils that exist in many Iranian enterprises. Tlie Woikers' House is largely a
conduit of government influence and control, not a trade union founded by workers
to represent their interests.

The officially sanctioned Islamic labor councils also function as instruments of
government influence and not as bodies created and controlled by workers to ad-
vance their own interests, although the councils have frequently been able to block
layoffs or the firing of workers.
A network of guild unions operates on a regional basis. These guild unions issue

vocational licenses, fund financial cooperatives to assist members, and help woikers
to find jobs. The guild unions operate with the backing of the Government.
No information is available on the right of workers in Iran to strike. It is unlikely

that the Government would tolerate any strike deemed to be at odds with its eco-
nomic and labor policies. There were reports throughout 1992, however, of brief
strikes in factories and in the petroleum industry, sparked chiefly by economic con-
ditions.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^In practice, the right of work-
ers to organize independently and bargain collectively cannot be documented. It is

not known whether labor legislation and practice in the export processing zones dif-

fer in any significant respect from the law and practice in the rest of the country.
No information is available on the mechanism used to set wages.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Section 273 of the Iranian Penal
Code provides that any person who does not have definite means of subsistence and
who, through laziness or ne^igence, does not look for work may be obliged by the
Government to take suitable employment. This provision has been frequently criti-

cized by the International Labor Organization (iLO) as contravening ILO Conven-
tion 29 on forced labor.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^Iranian labor law, which exempts
agriculture, domestic service, family businesses, and, to some extent, other small
businesses, forbids employment of minors under 15 years (compulsory education ex-
tends through age 11) and places sp^ecial restrictions on the employment of minors
under 18. In admtion, women and minors may not be used for hard labor or, in gen-
eral, for night work. Information on the extent to which these regulations are en-
forced by the Labor Inspection Department of the Ministry of Labor and Social Af-
fairs and the local authorities is not available.
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e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The Labor Code empowers the Supreme Labor
Council to set minimum wage levels each year determined by industrial sector and
region. It is not known if minimum wage levels are in fact issued annually or if the
Labor Ministry's inspectors enforce their application. The Labor Code stipulates that
the minimum wage should be suflicient to meet the living expenses of a family and
should take into account the announced rate of inflation. Information on the share
of the working population covered by the minimum wage legislation or the share
of the work force receiving a decent wage is not available.

Labor law establishes a 6-day workweek of 48 hours maximum (except for over-
time at premium rates), with 1 day of rest (normally Friday) f>er week as well as
at least 12 days per year of leave with pay and a number of paid public holidays.
According to the Liabor Code, a Supreme Safety Council, cnaired by the Labor

Minister or his representative, is responsible for promoting workplace safety and
health and issuing occupational safety and health regulations and codes of practice.

The Council has reportedly issued 28 safety directives. The Supreme Safety Council
is also supposed to oversee the activities of the safety committees that have report-
edly been established in about 3000 enterprises employing more than 10 persons.
It IS not known how well the Labor Ministry's inspectors enforce the safety and
health legislation and regulations nor whether industrial accident rates are com-
piled and show positive trends (Iran does not furnish this data to the ILO for publi-

cation in its Year Book of Labor Statistics).

Given the large segments of the economy exempted from the labor law, the State's

still unresolved administrative disorganization resulting from the revolution, the ef-

fects of the war with Iraq, and the general lack of effective labor unions, it is un-
clear to what extent the provisions oif Iran's labor law affect most of the labor force.

The ILO has long been concerned with official discrimination in employment
against members of the Baha'i religion.

IRAQ

Political power in Iraq is concentrated in a repressive one-party apparatus under
the domination of Saddam Hussein. The provisional constitution of 1968 stipulates
that the Arab Ba'ath Socialist Party (ABSP) governs Iraq, with executive and legis-

lative authority exercised by the Revolutionary Command Council (RCC). Saddam
Hussein wields decisive power as Chairman of the RCC, Secretary General of the
Regional Command of the ABSP, and President of the Republic.
m addition to both Shi'a and Sunni Muslim Arabs, the population includes Kurds,

Turcomans, Assyrian Christians, and Jews. Sunni Arabs, comprising some 12 per-
cent of the population, have traditionally dominated Iraq society. Ethnic and geo-

graphic divisions have resulted in civil uprisings, particularly among the people of

tne north and south, whom the Government has repressed severely.

The Government's security apparatus, including militias attached to the Presi-

dent, the ABSP, and the Interior Ministry, has been responsible for widespread and
systematic human rights abuses; security forces continue to play a central role in
maintaining the intimidation and fear on which government power rests.

The Government controls Iraq's oil-based economy and owns all the major indus-
tries. Damaged by the Gulf war and under U.N. sanctions as a result of Iraq's 1990
invasion of Kuwait, the economy remains hobbled. With limited exceptions, the
sanctions ban all Iraqi exports and all imports except food, medicine, and essential

humanitarian supplies. Iraq's failure to comply with United Nations Security Coun-
cil Resolution (UNSCR) 687 has led to repeated Security Council extensions of the
sanctions.
The Iraqi regime's abysmal record on human rights continued without improve-

ment in 1992. Systematic violations of human rights in virtually all categories con-
tinued. There were mass executions of political opponents, widespread use of tor-

ture, extreme repression of ethnic groups, disappearances, denial of^due process, and
arbitrary detention. Freedom of expression ana association do not exist, and citizens

do not have the right to change their government. Particularly flagrant abuses com-
mitted in 1992 involved military operations against noncombatant Shi'a civilians in
southern Iraq in which hundreds and probably thousands of innocents, including
children, were killed. In both the north and parts of the south, the regime has im-
posed complete internal embargoes that cover such basic necessities as food, medi-
cine, and niel. In flagrant disregard of United Nations Security Council Resolution
(UNSCR) 688's injunction against interfering with the international community's
provision of humanitarian assistance, suspected government agents planted bombs
on trucks carrying humanitarian relief supplies from Turkey to northern Iraq.
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RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^The Iraqi regime, which has long en-
gaged in political killing on a large scale, continued that practice in 1992. During
the spring and sununer, Iraqi armed forces launched numerous attacks against the
civilian population in the southern marshes, which are inhabited lai^gely by Arabs
of the Shi'a sect as well as significant numbers of Iraqi army deserters. Helicopter
gunships and fixed-wing aircraft participated in some of these attacks, and there
were unconfirmed reports of the use of napalm and chemical weapons. Even after

the imposition of a no-fly zone over southern Iraq in August, government forces used
land-based artillery to continue to shell marsh villages. Some of these attacks ap-
peared to be specifically focused on civilian targets. (An armed opposition movement
in the southern marshes draws on both the Shi'a tribes and the army deserters for

men^ership). Indeed the current Prime Minister, in a meeting with army generals
during the operation, was recorded on videotape instructing them to wipe out"
three Shi'a Marsh Arab tribes. The estimate of tne number of casualties from these
attacks range in the thousands. Credible accounts implicate Iraqi armed forces in

the draining of some marsh areas in order to afford military units better access to

targets.
There were also reports that Shi'a civUians were arrested, removed from the area,

and executed. For example, a human rights group reported that, in the first week
of August, 2,500 men, women, and chiloten were rounded up from the al-Keba'ish
marsh and taken to an army camp called Manareh where they allegedly were held
in sheds guarded by Military Intelligence and Special Security Agency units. An es-

capee from the camp said that about 100 of the detainees were taken out and shot
every night.

As of the end of the year. Operation Provide Comfort, the joint U.S., British,

French, and Turkish command, had at least temporarily inhibited attacks on the in-

habitants of northern Iraq, althou^ reports persisted of intermittent, sometimes
heavy shelling of northern villages by long-range artillery.

The Iraqi regime has a well-established record of executing perceived opponents.
In August authorities in Baghdad executed by hanging 42 merchants—mostly Iraqi
Sunnis—ostensibly for exploitative trade practices. jBeiore being executed, they were
forced to submit to public ridicule and abuse, a punishment that app>eared to be part
of a campaign to create scapegoats for Iraq's economic woes. There were reports that
15 Irams of Turcoman extraction were executed on September 23 on orders from De-
fense Minister Ali Hassan al-Majid in response to the convening of the Iraqi Opposi-
tion Conference in Salahuddin. There were also credible reports in the spring that
the al-Radwaniya prison near Baghdad was the site of mass executions. According
to these reports, 100 or more executions, thought to be of political prisoners, were
being carried out each day.

In December the Iraqi regime was implicated in the murder of a nuclear scientist

on the streets of Amman. The scientist was reported to be trying to immigrate to

a third country when he was murdered. In addition to the abuses perpetrated by
the Government, there were credible reports that the Iraqi Kurdish Front killed

some prisoners taken during its military operations against the Turkish Kurdish
Workers Party (PKK).

b. Disappearance.—^As in previous years, there were numerous credible reports,

including from the U.N. Special Rapporteur, that large numbers of people "dis-

appeared" while in the custody of Iraqi authorities.

In February the Special Rapporteur reported 18,000 alleged cases of disappear-
ance, of which 12,000 were sufficiently detailed to be taken up by the UJ^. Working
Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances. To date few of these cases have
been resolved.

In September a London-based human rights oi^anization released a list of 19
Iraqi Army officers who were arrested in June and July. Their whereabouts and
conditions of detention and the chaises against them remain unknown. The same
group also released the names of 10 people who were said to have returned from
refuge in Turkey, Syria, and Iran in March and June in response to an announced
amnestv for military deserters, only to disappear into the state security system.

Iraq has failed to return or account for a large number of Kuwaiti citizens taken
to Iraq during Iraq's occupation of Kuwait, althou^ it is obligated to do so under
UNSCK 687. The Kuwait Government's list of missing citizens believed to be held
in Iraq stood at 850 in late 1992. Despite the mediation efforts of the International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), the fate of these persons is unknown.

c. Torture and Other Cruel. Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Though forbidden by the Iraqi Constitution, torture is routinely practiced by the se-
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curity services. Techniques employed by these services reportedly include electric

shocks administered to the genitals and other sensitive areas, beatings, burnings
with hot irons, suspension from ceiling fans, dripping acid on the skin, rape, threat-

ening rape of relatives, breaking of limbs, and denial of food and water. Mutilation,
including castration and removal of eyes, has also been documented. The highly cen-
tralized authority structure of the Iraqi regime indicates that torture, along with
other egregious human rights abuses, is an essential component of domestic control,

formulated at the highest level of the regime.
The U.N. Special Rapporteur reported on allegations of systematic rape sanc-

tioned by Iraqi authorities. He found that young women are sometimes raped in

order to blackmail them into becoming informants. Credible reports indicate that
others are raped as a form of degradation.
Knowledgeable sources report that al-Rashidiya prison, on the Tigris River north

of Taji, contains torture chambers in its basement. Another prison, al-Shamma'iya,
located in the East Baghdad quarter of that name, is known as the site of both tor-

ture and disappearances. Al-Radwaniya prison (see Section l.a.) is also the reputed
site of torture and arbitrary killings.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Although the Constitution and legal code
prohibit it, arbitrary arrest and detention, as the Special Rapporteur noted in his

February 1992 report, "are routinely practiced in Iraq and remain a major contrib-

uting factor to the general climate of fear. In the context of other violations, such
as torture, enforced disappearance, and summary or arbitrary execution, victims are
almost always arbitrarily arrested and detained. In fact, arbitrary arrest and deten-

tion is often the precursor to much greater violations."

The case of Grand AyatoUah Abdul Qasim al-Khoei is indicative of the Govern-
ment's practice. In March 1991, authorities arrested the 93-year-old Khoei (one of
hundreds of Shi'a clerics arrested in a drive against persons suspected of taking
part in opposition activities) and took him to Baghdad where they compelled him
to make proregime statements. While under arrest, he was occasionally subjected
to the humiliation of government-supervised visits by foreign visitors, during which
he was obliged to express support for the regime. When Khoei became seriously ill,

the Government delayed nearly 2 weeks before bowing to international pressure and
allowing an international medical team to treat him. Khoei died in July, while
under house arrest in Najaf. Authorities forbade both a public burial and the
mourning ceremony traditionally accorded Shi'a religious leaders. The whereabouts
of 105 of his associates (family members, supporters, families of the supporters) who
were originally taken into custody with him are unknown, except in the case of one
man, a Pakistani national, who was released.

A human rights group has furnished the names and occupations of 146 Iraqi

Turcomans from the Kirkuk area, who are said to have been detained since May
and June of 1992. (See Section l.a. regarding execution of 15 members of this

group.)
There were credible reports that the Iraqi Kurdish Front denied the ICRC access

to PKK prisoners and that some PKK prisoners were turned over to Turkish mili-

tary officials.

While there is currently no known policy of exiling Iraqi citizens abroad, the re-

fusal of Iraqi authorities to allow tens of thousands of Kurds and Turcomans to re-

turn to their homes in Kirkuk amounts to a policy of internal exile (see Section 2.d.).

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Although the Revolutionary Court system was
abolished by RCC Decree in 1991, the change was cosmetic. Iraq retains a bifur-

cated judicial system, involving a distinct legal system for all cases deemed to have
a security component and a more conventional court system to handle other charges.
The procedural rules applicable in the regular (i.e., nonsecurity) court system em-

body many internationally accepted legal norms. They provide for investigation by
police and then by an inquiry judge, who may refer a case to the courts or dismiss
it. Trials are open to public view, and defendants are entitled to counsel—at govern-
ment expense if the defendant is indigent. Charges and evidence are availaole for

review by counsel. Judges try criminal cases; there are no juries. Convictions may
be appealed to the Court of Appeal and then to the Court of Cassation, Iraq's high
court.

There are no Shari'a (Islamic) courts as such in Iraq; however, family courts ad-

minister Shari'a law according to Iraqi custom. Special security courts deal with a
variety of charges, including espionage and treason, peacefulpolitical dissent, smug-
gling, currency exchange violations, and drug trafficking. The security courts' ap-
proach to these cases, like that of the nominally defunct Revolutionary Courts, is

to subsume the rights of the defense to the political interests of the regime. Defend-
ants can be held incommunicado, and confessions extracted by torture are admissi-
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ble and often serve as the basis for conviction. In theory, appeals may be taken to

the Chairman of the RCC, but there are also reports of executions shortly after trial.

The prohibition against political dissent encompasses an extremely wide range of
activities in Iraq, and thousands have been imprisoned without charge or trial or
aftier trials which do not meet international standards of fairness. Since public ac-

knowledgement of arrest or imprisonment is rare, it is diflicult to estimate the num-
ber of political prisoners in Iraa.

f. Arbitrajy interference with Private. Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The
Government frequently disregards constitutional protections of the ri^ht to privacy,
particularly in situations where national security is deemed to be mvolved. Iraqi
military and security forces oft;en disregard constitutional guarantees of the invio-

labiUtv of the home in their operations—particularly in southern Iraq. Iraq's tradi-

tionally broad definition of security offenses was extended to exempt Iraqi authori-
ties in virtually all circumstances from the le^al requirement to obtain a search
warrant before entering a suspect's home. Despite constitutional safeguards for the
confidentiality of mail and telegraphic and telephone correspondence, official tele-

phone monitoring and censorship of private mail are common practice.

Pervasive networks of informers maintained by the security services and the
ABSP serve to deter dissident activity and instill fear of the regime.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech and of the press do not exist
in Iraq; political dissent is not tolerated. The Government and tne ABSP own all

grint ana broadcast media and operate them as propaganda outlets for the regime.
Opposition views are not reported, and the Grovemment periodically attenapts to jam

news broadcasts from outside Iraq (e.g., the Voice of America, the British Broadcast-
ing Corporation, and radio stations maintained by Iraqi opposition groups in neigh-
boring countries). During the second half of 1991, senior regime officials gave re-

Eeated assurances that new laws expanding press freedom would be promulgated,
ut no action was taken.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Iraqi citizens may not legally

assemble or organize for any political purpose other than to support the regime.
Further, two oivanizations, the Communist Party and al-Da wa al-Islamiya ("Call

of Islam") are outlawed; men^ership in either is a capital ofTense. Though Iraqi au-
thorities insist that the penalty has never been invoked in such cases, the Special
Rapporteur has received the particulars, including photographs, of over 50 persons
allegedly executed for membership in these groups.

c. Freedom of Religion.—While the ABSP has traditionally sought to submerge re-

ligious differences mrou^ the promotion of secular nationalism, affiliation with a
religious community remains important for most Iraqis. The Grovemment closely
regulates Islamic anairs under a 1981 law giving the Ministry of Endowments and
Religious Affairs authority over places of worship, appointment of clergy, publication
of religious literature, and participation in religious councils and meetings.

Despite legal guarantees of sectarian equality, the Government's calculated drive
against the Shi'a of the south betrays a deep prejudice against Shi'ism. The regime
reflected a similar animus in 1991 when, in its brutal response to the spring upris-
ing, it destroyed Shi'a mosques, holy sites, libraries, and archives. The regime has
targeted Shi'a clergy for arbitrary arrest and other human rights abuses. Moreover,
it appears to seek to influence, through coercion, the selection of the next Grand
Ayatollah, to replace the late Abul Qasun Khoei (see Section l.d.)

Since the uprising, the Iraqi armed forces have controlled the most important
Shi'a holy cities of Karbala and al-Najaf. A human rights group reports that "reli-

gious life is sharply restricted" in the two cities.

The Government has been less intrusive into the religious affairs of Iraq's Chris-
tians—a small community of around 300,000. Their freedom of worship in churches
of established denominations is legally protected, but they may not proselytize or
hold meetings outside church premises. However, most Christians live in the North,
and have suffered from the regime's military campaigns in that region and from
Baghdad's current internal blockade of the area.
The Jewish community has decreased from 150,000 following World War 11 to an

estimated 150, all in Baghdad. There is no recent evidence of overt persecution of
Jews, but the regime restricts travel (particularly to Israel) and contacts with Jew-
ishgroups abroad.
There are no penalties under Iraqi law for conversion from one religion to an-

other, although there is a social stigma for Muslims who convert.
d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—^Within the country, sensitive border areas and numerous designated se-
curity zones are ofT-limits to all travelers. There are police checkpoints on nighways
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and outside major towns. Inspection teams of the International Atomic Energy
Agency and the U.N. Special Cfommission (charged with overseeing the elimination
01 Iraqi weapons of mass destruction programs and the dismantling of current
stocks of such weapons) are authorized to travel to any site in Iraq without impedi-
ment, as stipulated by U.N. Security Council Resolutions 699 and 707. Nevertheless,
Ira^i authorities have repeated^ and materially impeded the movement of inter-

national inspectors. While UNSCR 688 called for access for U.N. relief workers to

all ports of Iraq, the regime has denied such access to many areas, such as the
southern marshes.
A travel restriction imposed in 1992 limited all citizens to two trips outside of Iraa

annually. The traditional requirement that a married woman have the approval of
her husoand to travel abroad remains in effect. There is no legal ban on emigration
or special restrictions for members of minority groups, although emigrants often
must leave behind substantial property because of the difficulty of exporting assets.

Currency exchange violations are considered security offenses, and penalties can be
severe.
There is considerable evidence that the regime was attempting to pursue the dis-

criminatory resettlement policies of recent years in which mass forced relocations

and government demolition of villages denied hundreds of thousands of Kurdish, As-
syrian, and Turcoman residents of northern Iraq the right to choose their places of

residence. Both the campaign against the Kurds and the recent drive in the south-
em marshlands seemed to have as prime goals the removal of certain people from
their remote ancestral homelands to urban areas where the regime mi^ht more eas-

ily control them. According to persistent reports, the Government offers pecuniary
inducements to Arab famihes from central Iraq to resettle in the north.

As a result of those policies and, even more, of the regime's widespread bloody
suppression of the uprising in the spring of 1991, some 1.5 million Iraqis (roughly
10 percent of the population) fled tne country. Most went to Iran, Tureey, Saum
Arabia, or Kuwait, while others sought refuge in Jordan or Syria. However, the U.N.
High Commissioner for Refugees estimates that fewer than 100,000 of those refu-

gees remain abroad. The great majority of them, particularly the Kurds, repatriated
themselves to the area of northern Iraq which includes the area in which the allies

have proscribed overflights by Iraqi aircraft and to those areas not under control

of the Iraqi government. Of those who remain abroad, the distribution is approxi-

mately as follows: Iran—45,000, Saudi Arabia—22,000, and Turkey 8,000.
A 1987 RCC decree requiring Iraqi students abroad who refused to return to Iraq

to reimburse the (jrovemment for all education received at government expense (in

Iraq or abroad) remained in effect. The decree is applicable retroactively to students
who have refused to return since May 16, 1983, when the Government began requir-

ing employees leaving government jobs before 20 years of service to reimburse the

State for the cost of meir education. Amounts due can be recovered by confiscation,

and nonpayment may result in imprisonment of family members. Each student
must provide a guarantor before traveling abroad. The guarantor and the student's

parents may be held liable if the student fails to return.
Non-Iraqi spouses of Iraqi citizens who have resided in Iraq for 5 years must take

Iraqi nationality or leave Iraq. Many people have thus been obliged to accept Iraqi

citizenship and become subject to official travel restrictions. In March 1984, an
order by the RCC reduced the residency period before naturalization to 1 year for

the spouses of Iraqi citizens employed in government offices. The Iraqi spouse faces

penalties for noncompliance, including loss of job, a substantial financial penalty,

and repayment of the costs of education. Iraq does not recognize the concept of dual
nationality, and many Iraqi "dual nationals, especially the children of an Iraqi fa-

ther and a mother of non-Iraqi birth, have been denied permission to leave Iraq to

visit the country of their other nationality. Some, including U.S. citizens, were forc-

ibly conscripted into the Iraqi armed forces.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Iraqi citizens do not have the right to change their government. Full political par-

ticipation is confined to members of the ABSP, estimated to number IV2 million, or
about 8 percent of the population. The ABSP governs the country under the provi-

sional Constitution of 1968, with legislative and executive authority vested in the
RCC. The National Assembly is completely subordinate to the executive branch, as
was the legislative assembly that existed in the Kurdish Autonomous Region before
the war. General elections were last held for the 250-seat National Assembly in

April 1989.
Saddam Hussein continues to wield decisive power over all instruments of govern-

ment as President of the Republic, Chairman of the RCC, and Secretary General
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of the Regional (i.e., Iraq-wide) Command of the ABSP. A oersonal relationship with

Saddam Hussein is much more important for political aavancement than is ABSP
membership or ideological affiliation. Almost all of Iraq's most powerful officials are

either members of the President's family or long-time family allies from his home
town of Tikrit.

Along with the ABSP, two small progovemment Kurdish parties constitute the

Patriotic and Progressive National Front (PNF), essentially a vehicle of support for

the Government. The Communist Partv (CP) was removed from the PNF and de-

clared illegal in 1979. Membership in the CP is now punishable by death (see Sec-

tion 2.b.). ABSP membership is not reouired for appointment to senior militaiy or

government positions or election to the National Assembly but is essential to attain

political influence. Opposition political organizations are illegal and severely sup-

D116SS6Q.

In 1991 the RCC adopted a law which theoretically authorized the creation of po-

litical parties other than the ABSP. In fact, it merely reinforced the preeminent po-

sition of the ABSP by prohibiting parties based on any organizing principle other

than complete support tor Saddam Hussein and the present Government. New par-

ties must be based in Baghdad and are forbidden to have any ethnic or religious

character. That stipulation effectively bars natural opposition constituencies like the

Shi'a of southern Iraq or the Kurdish, Assyrian, and Turcoman communities in the

north from forming legal political organizations.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The one authorized human rights group in Iraq operates under official control and
routinely corroborates official denials of any violations. In 1992 Middle East Watch
and Amnesty International reported similar experiences with the Iraqi Government.
Baghdad spoke in general terms of receiving human rights inspectors from each or-

ganization, but when the groups set forth their requirements (e.g., freedom to travel

throughout the country, broad access to officials and documents, permission for pri-

vate interviews with and medical examinations of detainees), the invitations were
never extended.
The Government allowed the U.N. Special Rapporteur to visit in early 1992 but

did not grant his request for permission to conduct on-site research in areas where
human rights abuses were reported. Because of the chronic nature of the abuses and
because of the Government's manifest unwillingness to investigate or cooperate in

investigations, the U.N. Special Rapporteur has recommended that on-site monitor-

ing teams be sent to Iraq. U.N. bodies have yet to adopt this proposal.

Iraq has failed to comply with the provision of UNSCR 688 that requires it to af-

ford unrestricted access to humanitarian workers. Through most of 1992, the Gov-
ernment threatened, harassed, and assaulted employees of the United Nations and
nongovernmental organizations. Their equipment was damaged or destroyed by re-

gime personnel. Other workers were denied entry. The regime also refused to issue

visas for new U.N. guards—who protect U.N. personnel and operations—to replace

guards who had finished their tours. By blocking the guards replacements, while

intimidating those who remained, the Government succeeded early in 1992 in reduc-

ing the guard contingent from 500 to just over 100.

In November the regime agreed to a new Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
with the United Nations on U.N. operations in Iraq. The MOU increases the num-
ber of guards but confines them to the north. Nonetheless, the Government contin-

ued to fail to comply with UNSCR 688's injunction against interfering with the

international community's provision of humanitarian assistance to the Iraqi people.

Agents of the regime are believed to have planted bombs which exploded on trucks

bringing relief supplies from Turkey to northern Iraq. The Government continued

to refuse to avail itself of the provisions of UNSCR 706/712 which allow Iraq to sell

oil and purchase humanitarian goods, the equitable distribution of which the UN
would monitor.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race. Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The striking cultural, religious, and linguistic diversity of Iraqi society is not re-

flected in the country's political and economic structure. Sunni Arabs, who con-

stitute only about 12 percent of the country's population, have effectively controlled

Iraq since independence in 1932. Shi'a Arabs, who make up nearly 60 percent of
the population and live mainly in the Baghdad area and the south, have long been
economically, politically, and socially disadvantaged. Like the Kurds of the north,

the Shi'a of the south have, as a people, been targeted for particular abuse, includ-

ing large-scale forced resettlement and closure and destruction of parochial schools,

mosques, shrines, and libraries. (See Section l.a.)

61-307 0-93-33
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Iraq's Kurds, who make up 17 percent of the population, historically have suffered

political and economic discrimination, despite tne token presence of a small number
in the Government. Kurds serve in the Iraqi military, including the officer corps,

but are excluded from senior conmiand positions.

An example of discrimination against the Kurds and the Shi'a is the maldistribu-

tion of basic supplies imposed by the regime on both peoples since the Gulf war.
The regime's total blockaae of the north includes humanitarian necessities like food,

medicine, and fiiel. At the beginning of the embargo in October 1991, the Govern-
ment withdrew all its employees from the area, adding to the chaotic situation there

which affects all the people of the north, including Turcomans, Chaldeans, Assyr-
ians, and Kurds. ITie embargo in the north caused serious hardship there in the

winter of 1991-1992 and was expected to do so again in 1992-1993. The embargo
of the south also causes real distress, particularly as regards the nutritional and
medical needs of the populace. While all water treatment facilities in the Baghdad
areas are operational, those in the south have been neglected.

TTie small but significant Iraqi Christian community has traditionally suffered lit-

tle overt religious discrimination. Some churches were targeted by Iraqi forces dur-

ing the uprising in 1991, however, and a number of Christians who fled to Turkey
in the aftermafli of the fighting cited both oppression by Iraqi authorities and dis-

crimination by the Kurdish majority in the north as factors in their decision to re-

main in Turkish refugee camps rather than return to Iraq. Moreover, as noted
above, the Christians of the north have had to endure both nulitary campaigns and
Baghdad's internal blockade of the region.

The use of minority languages is unrestricted. Kurdish is an official language
used by the media and schools in predominantly Kurdish areas, although the official

curriculum disregards Kurdish history and culture. Turcomans publish in their dia-

lect of Turkish, and Assyrian Christians often use Aramaic as well as Arabic. Citi-

zens considered to be of Iranian origin carry special identification. They are often

precluded from desirable employment.
The ABSP is formally committed to equality for women, who comprise about 20

percent of the Iraqi work force. Laws have been enacted to protect women from ex-

ploitation in the workplace and from sexual harassment; to permit women to join

the regular army. Popular Army, and police forces; to require education for female

children; and to equalize women's rights in divorce, land ownership, taxation, suf-

frage, and election to the National Assembly.
Violence against women, such as wife beating and rape, is known to occur, but

little is known about its extent. Such abuse is customarily addressed within the

tightly knit Iraqi family structure. There is no pubUc discussion of the subject, and
there are no official statistics. Excessive violence against women would be grounds
for divorce and criminal charges, but suits brought on these charges in Iraq are be-

lieved to be rare.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Trade unions independent of government control do

not exist in Iraq. The trade union organization law of June 2, 1987, prescribes a

monolithic trade union structure for organized labor. Workers in private and mixed
enterprises and in cooperatives—^but not public employees or workers in state enter-

prises—have the right to join a local union committee. The committees are linked

to trade unions, which in turn are part of provincial trade union federations. At the

top is a single umbrella organization, the Iraqi General Federation of Trade Unions,

which is li&ed to the Ba'ath Party and is utilized to promote parUr principles and
policies among union members. The General Federation is affiliated with the Inter-

national Confederation of Arab Trade Unions and the Communist-dominated World
Federation of Trade Unions.
Although workers are legally supposed to have the right to strike aft«r providing

notice to the Labor Ministry, no laoor strike has been reported over the past two

decades. The Committee of Experts (COE) of the International Labor Organization

(ILO) commented in March on the Iraqi authorities' use of penal sanctions against

workers who participate in strikes and noted that the only right to strike that seems
specifically allowed relates to worker actions against private sector employers who
refuse to abide by final decisions issued by the Court of Cassation to resolve labor

disputes.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The right to bargain collec-

tively is not recognized. Salaries for public sector workers (i.e., the bulk of the em-
ployed) are set by the Government. Wages in the much smaller private sector are

set by employers or negotiated individually with workers.

The Labor Code does not protect workers from antiunion discrimination, a failure

that has been repeatedly criticized by the COE.
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There are no export processing zones in Iraq.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Lafcor.—^Although compulsoiy labor is pro-

hibited by law, ILO committees have noted that Iraq's Penal Code allows punish-

ment of civil servants and employees of state enterprises with imprisonment, includ-

ing compulsory prison labor, for breaches of labor discipline, including resignation

from the job. According to ILO commitee reports, foreign workers in Iraq have been

prevented from terminating their employment to return home because of the legal

provisions imposing penal sanctions on persons who do so.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^Employment of children under age

14 is legally forbidden except in small-scale family enterprises, but children are fre-

quently encouraged to work as necessary to support the family. The law stipulates

that employees between the ages of 14 and 18 woric fewer hours per week than

adults.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The workweek in urban areas is 6 days, 7 to

8 hours per day, for workers in the private and mixed sectors. These provisions do

not apply to agricultural workers, whose workweek and workday vary according to

individual employer-employee agreements. Hours for govenunent employees are set

by the head of each ministry.

Occupational safety programs are in effect in state-run enterprises, and inspectors

are supposed to make periodic inspections of private establishments. Enforcement

varies widely.

ISRAEL AND THE OCCUPIED TERRITORIES*

Israel is a parliamentary democracy with a multiparty political system and free

elections. There is no constitution, but a series of basic laws defines the responsibil-

ities of government institutions. The legislature (the Knesset) can limit the Govern-

ment and force its dissolution. Israel has an independent judiciary. Public debate

on issues of concern to Israelis is open and lively. A vigorous free press scrutinizes

all aspects of Israeli life and politics.

Since Israel's founding in 1948, it has been in a formal state of war with most

of its Arab neighbors, except Egypt, with which it concluded a peace treaty in 1979.

As a result of the 1967 war, Israel has occupied the areas of the West Bank, the

Gaza Strip, the eastern sector of Jerusalem, and the Golan Heights. Throughout its

existence as a state, Israel has experienced numerous terrorist incidents, within and
outside its borders. In this atmosphere of hostility and threat, Israel has relied

heavily on its military and security services and has retained many security-related

emergency regulations from the preindependence British Mandate period.

IntemaJ security is the responsibility of the General Security Service (Shin Bet),

which is under the authority of the Prime Minister's office. The police are under the

authority of a separate minister. The Israel Defense Forces (IDF), which include a

significant portion of the Israeli adult population in either active duty or reserve

status, also play a role in maintaining internal security. The IDF is under the au-

thority of a civilian Minister of Defense. The Knesset Foreign Affairs and Defense

Committee reviews the activities of the IDF and the Shin Bet. According to the U.S.

Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, total military expenditures for 1989 were

$5,745 million. Defense spending has shown a decreasing trend and is a perennial

topic for debate during budget negotiations.

Israel has a developed maiket economy. While there is substantial government
regulation, intervention, and ownership in the economy, the Government recently

adopted an economic reform package aimed at reducing government involvement in

the economy. Israel enjoys a relatively high standard of living.

There was no significant change in the human rights situation in Israel in 1992.

Israeli citizens enjoy a range of civil and other rights. While the Government's de-

clared intention is to strive for greater eqpiality between the Arab and Jewish sec-

tors of the population, Israel's Arab citizens do not share fiiUy in the rights granted

to, and the levies imposed on, Jewish citizens. As in the past, Israel's main human
rights problems arise from its policies and practices in the occupied territories.

* Because the l^al status and the political and human rights conditions of the West Bank,
Gaza, and East Jerusalem difTer sharply ftx)m those in Israel, the situation in those territories

is dealt with in a separate report following the report for Israel.
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RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extraiudicicd Killing.—^Political killings in Israel are nei-

ther practiced nor sanctioned by Israeli autnorities. In the context of the extreme
political tension between Israel and the Palestinians, intercommunal killings are

often assumed to have political motivation. In 1992 Israeli authorities ascribed the
murders of at least 13 Israelis to Arab nationalist motivations. Among the most se-

rious incidents were the kidnaping, near his home in Lod, and murder 2 days later

of an Israeli border policeman by Hamas militants, the February slaying of three

IDF recruits in GUaa by three Israeli Arabs, alleged to be members of the Islamic

Jihad Oiiganization, and the murder in May of Helena Rapp, aged 15, in Bat Yam
by a Gazan. The latter incident sparked anti-Arab rioting and resulted in a 2-week
closure of the Gaza Strip along with restrictions on Gazan workers' entry into Is-

rael. There were no reported killings of Arabs in Israel by Israelis.

b. Disappearance.—-There were no reports of government-condoned disappear-

ances.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Israeli laws and administrative regulations prohibit such practices. (See the occu-

pied territories report for a discussion of allegations of mistreatment of prisoners

from the occupied territories incarcerated in detention facilities located in Israel.)

In June the Ministry of Justice established a division to investigate accusations

of official misbehavior and iU treatment of prisoners. These investigations had pre-

viously been done by the internal offices of the involved government agencies.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Israeli law and practice provide guaran-
tees against arbitrary arrest or imprisonment. Writs of habeas corpus and other pro-

cedural and substantive safeguards are available. Defendants are considered inno-

cent until proven guilty.

Administrative detention, with no formal charge or trial, is permitted under a
1979 law. The Minister of Defense may issue a detention order for a maximum of

6 months. Within 48 hours of issuance of such an order, a detainee must be brought
before a district judge. The process of review to confirm, shorten, or overturn a de-

tention order must be carried out as quickly as possible, and, if the order is con-

firmed, an automatic review must take place after 3 months. Administrative deten-

tion orders are renewable. The detainee may be represented by counsel and may ap-

peal to the Supreme Court. The Government may withhold evidence from the de-

tainee and counsel on security grounds. The Ministry of Justice reports that no Is-

raeli citizens were held in administrative detention in 1992. Israel continued to hold

most Pfdestinian administrative detainees from the occupied territories in detention

centers inside Israel. (For a full discussion of administrative detention and deporta-

tions of Palestinians, see the separate report on the occupied territories.)

The (Jovemment acknowledges that 90 prisoners detained for terrorist activities

in southern Lebanon are being held in Israel. According to human rights sources,

42 of these are Lebanese citizens, 10 of whom, after being imprisoned and convicted,

continue to be held even though they have served their sentences. An Israeli court

dismissed an October 1992 appeal by some of these detainees that they be expelled

from Israel and confirmed administrative detention orders against them.

A judge of a district court may, in cases involving a felony, permit the postpone-

ment of notification to an attorney of the arrested person. This period normally can-

not exceed 48 hours. It may, however, be extended for a total of 7 days when the

Minister of Defense has certified in writiiig that national security requires the ar-

rest to be kept secret or if the Inspector General of Police certifies in writing that

secrecy is required in the interest of the investigation. Human rights groups say this

may be extended to 15 days in cases of espionage.

Israel does not exile its citizens.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—There are both civil and military courts in the ju-

diciary system. There are also religious courts, labor relations courts, and other ad-

ministrative tribunals. The judiciary is independent and effectively insulated from
political interference. The right to a hearing by an impartial tribunal with represen-

tation by counsel is guaranteed by law and observed in practice. All nonsecurity

trials are open except for those instances where the interests of parties are deemed
best served by privacy. Security cases may be tried before a military court or a civil

court and may oe partly or wholly closed to the public. The Attorney General deter-

mines whether a security case is tried before a military or civil court.

The prosecution must justify nonpublic proceedings. Defense counsel is present,

even during closed proceedings, but may be denied access to some evidence on secu-

rity groun<fc. In security cases in which access to some evidence is denied, that evi-

dence may not be used to convict a defendant.
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f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Al-

though privacy of the individual and the home are generally protected by law within

Israel, interference with mail and the tapping of telephones are practiced in some
cases. Israeli law permits wiretapping bv court order in criminal cases; in security

cases the order has to be issued by the Ministry of Defense. Emergency regulations

permit mail to be stopped, opened, and even destroyed on security grounds.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—(S€« the separate report on the occupied territories.)

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Individuals, organizations, the press, and the

electronic media freely debate a wide range of public issues and criticize government
officials and policies. Nonetheless, emergency regulations authorize censorship or

outlaw statements or written materials that express or encourage support for illegal

organizations. Publications and domestic or foreign press articles dealing with secu-

rity-related matters must be submitted to the military censor.

Arabic-language publications and press are censored more strictly than Hebrew-
language equivalents. In August Israel's Interior Ministry ordered the closure of the
quarterly Arabic language magazine Al-Siyassah on security grounds. Press creden-

tials of two Western journalists were lifted after they reported on an IDF training

accident in which several soldiers died, but their credentials were later reinstated.

The lifting of credentials only affects journalists' ability to attend official briefings;

they can still worii in Israel.

The Government occasionally initiates prosecution for statements or writings on
behalf of terrorist organizations; such action is almost always directed against Is-

raeli Arabs. The Government asserts that at various times it has initiated prosecu-

tion against Jewish individuals and groups for imflammatory statements and
writings. No cases were filed against Jews in 1992, but investigations into state-

ments made by Kach and Kahane Chai members are currently under way. In 1992
the poet Shafiq Habib received an 8-month conditional sentence and a 3-year proba-

tionary period and a fine for violating the 1949 Antiterror Act which bans the publi-

cation of statements praising, supporting, or encouraging any acts of violence which
could lead to personal injury or death. Habib had published poems in 1990 which,

according to Government officials, praised the revolutionary aspect of the intifada.

Provisions against maintaining contact with, or accepting support from, terrorist or-

ganizations apply to the media as well as to individuals. No media organization was
prosecuted on these grounds in 1992. It is government policy to withhold licenses

for publishing Israeli Arab magazines in the West Bank ana Gaza. In September,
however, security authorities lifted a 25-year ban on the distribution of Al-Ittihad,

an Israeli Arabic-language daily published by the Communist Party.

All newspapers are privately owned and managed. The quasi-independent Israel

Broadcast Authority, whose director is appointed by the Government, retains signifi-

cant control over electronic media. There are now six cable companies operating in

Israel under franchises granted by cable councils whose members are appointed by
the Government.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The law and court rulings pro-

tect the rights of Israelis to assemble and associate. Emergency regulations prohibit,

however, membership in, or contact with, outlawed organizations, primarily the Pal-

estine Liberation Organization (PLO), its subdivisions, or its individual members. A
prominent Israeli peace activist, convicted and sentenced in 1991 to a jail term of

18 months, was released in 1992 after serving 6 months of that term. Another Is-

raeli peace activist began serving a 7-month term in April but was freed in Septem-
ber after serving 5 months of his sentence. A bill repealing the provision of the Pre-

vention of Terrorism Ordinance of 1948 which forbids contact with terrorist organi-

zations passed a first reading in the Knesset in December. Following review by the

Knesset^ Law, Constitution, and Justice Committee, this bill will be brought to the

Knesset plenum for a second and third reading. If approved, Israelis will no longer

be subject to prosecution for meeting with PLO members.
c. Freedom of Religion.—Israeli law provides strong guarantees of freedom for all

faiths. Approximately 82 percent of Israeli citizens are Jewish. Muslims, Christians,

and Druze, and members of other minority religions make up the remaining 18 per-

cent.

Each recognized religious community in Israel has legal authority over its mem-
bers in matters of marriage and divorce. Secular courts have primacy over questions

of inheritance, but parties, by mutual agreement, may bring the case to religious

courts. Orthodox religious authorities have exclusive control over marriage and di-

vorce in all sectors of the Jewish community, whether or not they are Orthodox.
Missionaries are allowed to work in Israel. A 1977 antiproselytizing law, prohibiting
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the offering and receipt of material benefits as an inducement to conversion, was
not applied against any individuals or organizations in 1992, according to the Min-
istry of Justice.

Travel to visit religious sites or perform relignious obligations in and outside Israel

is widely permitted. In 1992 Israel approved tne pilgrimage to Mecca (for both the
little and regular haij) of over 4,400 Israeli Muslims. However, for security reasons,

the Government forbids participation in the hajj by males under 30 years of age.

The Government asserts that travel to Saudi Arabia, a country formally still in a
state of war with Israel, is a privilege and not a ri^t for Israeli Muslims. The Gov-
ernment doubts many Muslims under 30 would apply if the restriction were lifted.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Israeli citizens may move freely within Israel except in military or secu-

rity zones, or in cases where they may be confined to their neighboihood or village

by administrative order under emergency regulations. Israeli citizens are free to

travel abroad and to emigrate, provided they have no outstanding military obliga-

tions or are not restricted oy administrative order.

Israel welcomes Jewish immigrants, including Jewish refugees, to whom it gives

automatic citizenship and residence rights under the Law of Return. It accepts the
return of Jewish Israeli citizens who have emigrated. The Law of Return does not
apply to Israeli Arabs. Under the principle of^family reunification, Israel has al-

lowed the return of a very few Arab refugees who fled Israel in 1948—49 but has
rejected the great majority of requests by such refugees to return.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Israeli citizens have the right and ability to change their government peacefully.

Israel is a parliamentary democracy, with a multitude of parties representing a wide
range of political views. Relatively small parties, including those whose primary
support is among Israeli Arabs, regularly win seats in the iGiesset. All adult Israeli

citizens have the right to participate in the political process and to vote by secret

ballot. According to official figures, 77.4 percent of Israeli citizens over the age of

18 voted in the 1992 parliamentary elections.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Private Israeli organizations are active in publicizing and litigating human rights

issues and cases. Israel is responsive to international and nongovernmental interest

in its human rights situation and treats seriously responsible challenges to its

human rights practices.

Israel permits regular visits by a wide range of private and international organi-

zations concerned with human rights such as Anmesty International (AI), Middle
East Watch, the Lawyers Committee for Human Rights, the International Labor Or-
ganization (ILO), and others. It hosts and works with a delegation of the Inter-

national Committee for the Red Cross (ICRC).
The Ministry of Justice has a human rights office which responds to human rights

inquiries, and the Government has designated specific points of contact within the
Ministries of Defense and Foreign Affairs to give timely responses to human rights

inquiries from foreign governments, international bodies, and human rights organi-

zations.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Israel does not have a constitution. However, the Equal Opportunity Employment
Law prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex or marital status. The Labor Ex-
change Law prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, religion, political beliefs,

and age. A general law prohibits government bodies from practicing discrimination

on any of these grounds.
The Equal Opportunity Employment Law requires employers to pay male and fe-

male workers equal wages for equal work. However, domination oi personal status

law by religious courts means that women are subject to restrictive interpretations

of their rights in such crucial areas as marriage ana divorce.

The Government has a senior advisor on the status of women, and the Civil Serv-

ice Commission and several government ministries have officers responsible for

women's rights. Nongovernmental women's organizations work actively in promoting
women's rights and welfare. Women are drafted into the IDF but do not fill combat
positions.

In 1992 the Government expanded rights regarding maternity leave pay, provided

more equal ri^ts in tax procedures, improved benefits for single parent families,

and passed legislation to protect women against spouses who have fled the country
during divorce proceedings.
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The courts in Israel deal with persons convicted of violence, including violence

against women. The Government asserts it condemns violence against women and
the subject is being dealt with on an ongoing basis. Human rights groups, especially

women's groups, are increasingly active in dealing with the issue of domestic vio-

lence agamst women, and the Government provides some funding for intervention

activities.

In general, Israeli Arabs have not attained the same quality of education, hous-

ing, employment, and social services as Israeli Jews. A 1992 report by the Comptrol-

ler criticized goveroment policies which have resulted in a wide disparity between
educational performance among Jewish and Arab schoolchildren. Arab Israeli mu-
nicipal officials assert the Government continues to underfund Arab municipalities

and have consistently protested government policies on budget allocations throu^
actions including stnkes. Responding to this pressure, the Government agreed m
1992 to increase development funds for the Arab sector. Government officials assert

policies are being implemented to close this gap, including more funding for teach-

ing time and an mcrease in funds for infrastructure in the Arab sector. It also abol-

ished the post of the Prime Minister's Advisor on Arab affairs, a move welcomed
by the Israeli-Arab community since they saw that office as institutionalizing their

separate status as a special minority without providing any benefits. The post has
been replaced by a committee composed of the directors geheral of various noin-

istries under the supervision of the Director General of the Prime Minister's Office.

Relative to their numbers, Israeli Arabs are underrepresented in the student bod-

ies of most universities and in higher level professional, academic, and business

ranks. A relatively small number of Israeli Arabs, who comprise approximately 18

percent of Israel's population, have risen to responsible positions in the civil service,

generally in the Arab departments of government ministries. Two Arab Israelis

serve as deputy ministers in the current Cabinet. There are 6 Arab members of the

120 member iGiesset and 12 Arab judges in the magistrate and district courts out

of a total of 287. The Arabic-speaking community has access to local and foreign Ar-

abic press, publications, and media.
TTie Israeli Druze and Circassian communities, at their initiative, are subject to

Israel's military draft, and some Bedouin and other Arabs serve voluntarily. Other
than Druze and Circassians, Israeli Arabs are not subject to the draft. Con-
sequently, they have less access than do other Israelis to a variety of social and eco-

nomic benefits for which military service is a prerequisite or an advantage, includ-

ing housing and new-household subsidies and government or security-related indus-

trial employment. The Government asserts that it maintains an open-door policy

with respect to Israeli Arabs who volunteer for military service and that hundreds
of Muslim and Christian Arabs are voluntarily inducted into the IDF and serve in

various units including the infantry, armored corps, and paratroopers. The Israeli

Arab community has objected to the idea of alternative national service.

While the Government accorded legal status to a number of unrecognized Arab
villages in 1992, the residents of the village of Ramyah (see the 1991 Country Re-

port) remain subject to eviction orders absent a resolution of their status with gov-

ernment authorities. The Government asserts that the issue is not one of govern-

ment recognition of the village but of the Government's authority to acquire land

for public purposes. Residents of Ramyah counter that they have been singled out

for discrimination since the land will be used for housing Jews, that they are ex-

cluded from the new housing, and that they have not been offered fair compensa-
tion. By the end of 1992, the Government had agreed to a postponement of an evic-

tion notice against Ramyah residents while representatives of the village negotiate

a resolution of the problem with Israeli officials.

The Fundamental Human Rights bill, intended to enshrine the principle of equal-

ity before the law and prohibit discrimination on the basis of religion, nationality,

race, or place of national origin, is currently being discussed by the Ministerial Com-
mittee on Legislation and the Knesset Committee of Constitution, Law, and Justice.

Religious parties and women's groups oppose certain provisions of this bill, but the

Freedom of Occupation law and the Privacy and Freedom from Arbitrary Arrest

laws, less controversial components of the general legislation, were passed sepa-

rately.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Ri^ht of Association.—Israeli woikers may join freely established organiza-

tions of their own choosing. Israeli Arabs are free to form their own unions but have
not done so. Most unions belong to the General Federation of Labor in Israel

(Histadrut) or to a much smaller rival federation, and are independent of the Gov-
ernment, even though a majority of the elected leadership is identified with the
Labor Party and a significant Likud Party minority. About 75 percent of the work
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force, including Israeli Arabs, are members of Histadrut trade unions and still more
are covered by Histadrut's social and insurance programs and collective bargaining
agreements. Histadrut members democratically elect national and local oflicers and
ouicials of its affiliated women's organization, Na'amat, from political party lists.

Plant or enterprise committee members are elected individually.

The right to strike is exercised regularly. A 15-day notice prior to a strike or a
lockout is legally mandated, unless otherwise specified in the collective bargaining
agreement, but unauthorized strikes also occur. If essential public services are af-

fected, tiie Government may appeal to labor courts, which include employee and em-
ployee representatives, for back-to-work orders while negotiations continue. Strike
activity in 1992 was concentrated in the public and health sectors. No general
strikes occurred.
Unions freely exercise their right to form federations and affiliate internationally.

Nonresident workers, including the approximately 90,000 nonresident Palestin-

ians from the West Bank and Gaza working in Israel, may not be members of
Histadrut and thus may not belong to Histadrut's health system, participate in

Histadrut elections or other activities.

Palestinian workers mav not oiganize their own trade unions within Israel. Pal-
estinian trade unions in the occupied territories are not permitted to operate in Is-

rael. However, nonresident workers in the oraanized sector, including Palestinians
from the occupied territories, are entitled to Histadrut contract and grievance pro-

tection and may join, vote for, and be elected to shop-level workers' committees if

their numbers in individual establishments exceed a minimum threshold. Palestin-

ian participation in such committees is minimal.
Labor laws applicable in Israel also apply to Palestinians in East Jerusalem and

Syrian Arabs and Druze on the Golan Heights. (See the occupied territories report

for discussion of worker rights in East Jerusalem and the West Bank and Gaza.)
b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Israelis fiilly exercise their

legal right to organize and bargain collectively. The majority union (Histadrut) is

the exclusive bargaining agent. Nonresident workers may not organize on their own
or bargain collectively, but are entitled to representation by the bargaining agent
and the protection of collective bargaining agreements. They do not pay membership
fees but pay a l-percent organization fee which entitles them to union protection

by Histacfrut's collective bargaining agreements.
While there is no law specifically prohibiting antiunion discrimination, the basic

law against discrimination could he cited to contest discrimination based on union
membership. No antiunion discrimination has been reported.

There are no export processing zones.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The law prohibits forced or com-

fiulsory labor, and neither Israeli citizens nor nonresident Palestinians working in

srael are subject to such practices.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—By law, children under age 15

may not be employed. School children aged 15 may not be employed without special

permission except as apprentices or during school vacations. Employment of those

aged 16 to 18 is restricted to ensure time for rest and education. Israeli labor ex-

changes do not process work applications for West Bank or Gaza Palestinians under
age 17. A labor inspection service enforces these provisions, although enforcement
is difficult in smaller, unorganized enterprises.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Legislation in 1986 established a minimum
wage at 45 percent of the average salary, calculated periodically. In 1992 the (Jov-

emment came under criticism from Knesset members and other political figures for

lax enforcement of minimum wage laws. The minimum wage is often supplemented
by special allowances, and is generally sufficient to provide workers and tneir fami-

lies an acceptable standard of living. Most wages and salaries are established in col-

lective bargaining agreements. Along with union representation, the labor inspec-

tion service enforces labor, health, and safety standards in the workplace.

By law, maximum hours of work at regular pay are 47 hours per week, 8 per day
and 7 the day before the weekly rest, which must be at least 36 consecutive hours
and include the Sabbath. By national collective agreements, the private sector es-

tablished a maximum 45-hour workweek in 1988 while the public sector moved to

a 5-day, 42V2-hour workweek in 1989.
The Government continued to enforce restrictions on West Bank and Gazan work-

ers imposed in the aftermath of the Gulf war. Gazan workers were also subject to

special restrictions in May and June following the murder of an Israeli teenager by
a Gazan worker. By November, most of the restrictions had been lifted except a pro-

vision excluding Gazans between the ages of 16 and 20 from entering Israel, unless
they are married or the sole support of a household. The number oT woikers from
the occupied territories employed through the Israeli employment service labor ex-
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change was 70,100 in August 1992 compared with 60,000 in 1991. Government ofli-

cials estimate that 20,000 illegal workers enter Israel on a daily basis. All workers
from the occupied territories are employed on a daOy basis and, unless they are em-
ployed on shiftwork, are not authorized to spend tne night in Israel. Police carry
out identity checks of Palestinians found outside the workplace and arrest and fine
those without valid work permits.

Palestinians working in Israel are technically covered by the laws and collective

bai-gaining agreements that cover Israeli workers, includmg minimum wage, sick
leave, severance pay, paid vacations, and pensions administered by the Ministry of
Labor and Social Affairs. However, it is widely believed that many Palestinian
workers do not receive the full benefits to which they are entitled under these laws
and agreements. Workers' rights organizations and Histadrut continued to defend
the rights of Palestinian workers, including those who, having lost their jobs be-
cause of government-imposed curfews, were denied severance pay.

Palestinians working in Israel are paid through the employment service, which
receives their wages and benefits from employers and pays the recipient after de-
ducting taxes, a 1-percent union fee, and contributions to the National Insurance
Institute (Nil). The same percentage (5.35 percent) for Nil contributions is deducted
from the pay of legally hired Palestinians and from Israeli workers. In return for
their Nil contributions Palestinian workers receive some, but not all, of the benefits
Israeli workers receive. Because of these restrictions, only 1.2 percent of Palestinian
workers' pay goes to the NIL The remaining 4.15 percent is nonetheless deducted
from their pay in order to equalize the labor costs of Palestinians and Israelis.

These funds are deposited with the Ministry of Finance, which applies them to pro-
grams administered by the Grovemment in the West Bank and Gaza. Palestinians
have criticized the lack of public accounting for the Government's use of these funds.
The Government insists tnat all money collected is used exclusively in the West
Bank and Gaza for the benefit of Palestinian workers.

In 1991 an employer brought a suit to the Supreme Court, arguing that Palestin-
ian workers and their employers should have to contribute only that part of the sal-

ary which applied to benefits directly received by the employee. In response to the
Supreme Court's recommendation, the Government formed an interagency commis-
sion to study the issue. The commission presented its findings to the Government
in 1991, but by year's end the Government had not acted on the report.

Israeli settlers living in the occupied territories but working inside Israel have the
same benefits as all other Israeli woikers.

OCCUPIED TERRITORIES

This report deals with territories under military occupation, whereas most others
in this volume describe practices within sovereign states and deal with the relation-
ship between governments and their own citizens. Israel occupied the lands known
as the "occupied territories" (the West Bank, Gaza Strip, Golan Heights, and East
Jerusalem) as a result of the 1967 war.

Israel is not recognized internationally to have sovereignty over any of the occu-
{)ied territories, but has asserted sovereignty over and annexed East Jerusalem. The
egal regime in the West Bank and Gaza derives from Ottoman, Jordanian, Egyp-
tian, and British law, as modified by more than 1,300 Israeli military orders in the
West Bank and a similar number in Gaza. Israel has extended its law and adminis-
tration to the Golan Heights.
The United States considers Israel's occupation to be governed by The Hague Reg-

ulations of 1907 and the 1949 Fourth Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection
of Civilians in Time of War. Israel claims to observe their humanitarian provisions
as a matter of policy.

Israel governs the West Bank and Gaza through a military-backed Civilian Ad-
ministration (CIVAD), ultimately responsible to the Minister of Defense. Some Arab
municipalities have elected mayors while in others they are Israeli appointed. How-
ever, municipal and local elections have not been held since 1976. Palestinians do
not have the opportunity to participate in significant political or economic decisions
regarding the occupied territories, except for East Jerusalem, where Palestinians
have largely boycotted the political process. Israeli settlers in the territories (about
5 percent of the Palestinian and Jewish population of the territories, exclusive of
East Jerusalem) are subject to Israeli law and receive better treatment than Pal-
estinians under military occupation law. Israeli economic policies discriminate in
favor of Israeli interests and Israeli settlers in the territories. Negotiations, includ-
ing the subject of elections, between Israelis and Palestinians are ongoing to estab-
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lish an interim self-governing authority which would give Palestinians greater con-

trol over the economic and political decisions aflecting their lives.

The security forces in the occupied territories consist of the Army (Israel Defense
Forces-IDF), the Shin Bet (General Security Service), the police, and the para-

military border police. Crimes by Palestinians related to security, as defined by the

authorities, are tried in military courts staffed by IDF ofiicers. Since 1967, Palestin-

ians have protested against Israel's occupation. The civilian unrest known as the

intifada erupted in December 1987. The massive Palestinian protests and dem-
onstrations and certain punitive Israeli countermeasures associated with the

intifada continued to subside in early 1992. However, killings by both sides in-

creased during the year, and violence escalated toward the end of the year.

The economies of the West Bank and Gaza Strip are small, poorly developed, and
highly dependent on Israel. The West Bank produces many agricultural items and
some light memufactured goods. Gaza's economy is more focused on agriculture and
depends heavily on earnings from day-laborers working in Israel. Both economies
have suffered from the effects of the occupation, the 5-year-old Palestinian uprising

against Israeli rule, and the Gulf war.
Despite the overall reduction in intifada violence, IDF killings of Palestinians

were 62 percent higher in 1992 than in 1991 (158 killed in 1992 compared to 98
in 1991). The longstanding U.S. position is that several Israeli practices, such as

transfer of prisoners outside the occupied territories and demolition or sealing of

houses as a form of collective punishment, contravene specific provisions of the

Fourth (jteneva Convention. During the year there continued to be instances of Is-

raeli mistreatment of Palestinians during arrest and interrogation, bans on travel

and movement, restrictions on family reunifications, administrative detention, house
demolitions, and discriminatory policies in land and resources use and trade. Israel

continued to require that all Palestinian residents of the West Bank and Gaza ob-

tain special permits to enter Jerusalem or Israel. Several times during 1992 Israeli

forces sealed off the West Bank and Gaza, sometimes as a preemptive measure and
sometimes in response to the killing of Israeli civilians. Palestinian killing of Pal-

estinians for alleged collaboration with Israeli authorities and other reasons also

continued; such killings decreased in the West Bank as compared to 1991, but in-

creased overall due to a high level of internecine violence in Gaza. (In 1992, 182

Palestinians were killed by other Palestinians, compared to 140 in 1991.)

On December 17, Israel deported 415 Palestinians associated with the Hamas and
Palestinian Islamic Jihad fundamentalist organizations to Lebanon. The Govern-

ment stated this was a temporary measure to deal with an upsurge in attacks

against security forces, inclutUng the abduction and killing of an Israeli policeman.

Although the Supreme Court rejected a last-minute appeal of the deportation order,

thus aflowing the deportations to proceed, further appeals regarding the legality of

the deportations were pending at the end of the year.

At the same time, there were some improvements in the human rights picture in

the occupied territories in 1992. In August the (}ovemment announced plans to re-

lease 800 Palestinian prisoners and removed seals and barricades on some houses

and streets. House demolition as a punishment for security offenders and adminis-

trative detention continued but was used less frequently than in 1991. The Govern-

ment used curfews less extensively in most of 1992 than in 1991 thoudi use of cur-

fews rose toward the end of the year. The new Government elected in June canceled

January expulsion orders pending against 12 Palestinians, replacing them with or-

ders for administrative detention. Since an October prison strike, Israeli authorities

and representatives of prisoners have been negotiating improvements in prison con-

ditions. Bir Zeit University, the last Palestinian university to remain closed under

military order during the intifada, was reopened in late April.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—\sr&e\\ security forces killed 158 Pal-

estinians in 1992; of these, at least 45 were killed by undercover units operating

disguised as Palestinians. Most of the victims had been either wanted for alleged

crimes, wearing masks, eluding arrest, or engaged in writing graffiti; eyewitness ac-

counts report that approximately two-thirds were unarmed at the time of death, al-

though Israeli authorities say that half of those killed by the squads were armed.

Some human rights groups have charged that the undercover units targeted cer-

tain activists for execution. Although the Government states there is no olficial pol-

icy permitting such behavior, numerous reports suggest that the units frequently

killed suspects under circumstances in which it may have been possible to appre-
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hend them without killing. In a number of cases, these squads also killed or wound-
ed bystanders or individuals mistakenly identified as wanted persons.

The Government of Israel acknowledges the operation of the special undercover
units and that some abuses occurred. It asserts, however, that the units operate
under the same rules of engagement as all other IDF units in the occupied terri-

tories (see Section l.g. for a description of these rules) and that all deaths caused
by undercover or other IDF units, as well as allegations of abuse, are investigated.

In November a Nazarene district court awarded damages to a Palestinian who
was injured and to the familv of a Palestinian who was kuled as a result of a 1988
undercover operation in the West Bank. The judge ruled that the undercover squad
had used excessive force under the circumstances.

In 1992 one IDF lieutenant colonel in an undercover unit was convicted of neg-
ligent conduct (giving an inappropriate order to open fire) and given a 1-month sus-
pended sentence. The officer also was dismissed from his post. In a separate case,

a lieutenant was brought to trial on charges of causing the death of one Palestinian
and the wounding of another in 1991; proceedings were still in progress as of late

1992. According to the Government, there were 34 investigations of actions of border
police undercover units between January and October 1992. In 24 cases, the State
Attorney's office decided that opening fire was justified under the circumstances; the
remaining 10 cases are under investigation.

Palestinian attacks against Israeli soldiers and civilians in 1992 resulted in 23
deaths, while estimates of Israelis wounded range from 322 to 700, an increase over
the number of such attacks in 1991. Most deaths were by knifing or gunfire, while
most injuries were by stone throwing.
During 1992, 182 Palestinians were killed by other Palestinians (compared to 140

in 1991), most often because of alleged coUabJoration with Israeli security services,

disputes between political factions or street gangs, or personal feuds. Of these
killings, 149 took place in Gaza; in the West Bank, on the other hand, this phe-
nomenon diminished significantly. As in previous years, some Palestinian leaders
appealed for an end to such killings.

Israeli authorities prosecute Palestinians accused of killing other Palestinians as
well as those accused of killing Israelis, and although there is no capital punish-
ment, sentences are severe. Palestinians suspected of killing alleged collaborators
have been a principal target of undercover unit operations.

The Government also prosecutes Israeli civilians accused of killing Palestinians,
though sentences given to Israelis are generally much lighter than sentences hand-
ed down to Palestinians convicted of killing either Israelis or Palestinians. In March
an amendment to Israel's penal law provided greater discretion in 8entencing_for
cases of self-defense or necessity where a defendant has used excessive force. Pal-
estinians raised concerns that this might result in unjustifiably lenient sentences
for Israeli settlers who use force. No actual cases were reported by year's end.

(For further discussion of killings, see Section l.g.)

b. Disappearance.—^There were no confirmed reports of disappearances in 1992.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

In 1992 international, Israeli, and Palestinian human rights groups offered detailed
accounts of widespread abuse, which they claim in some cases amounted to torture,

of Palestinian detainees. According to numerous reports, hooding, forced standing or
tyin^ up in contorted positions, blows and beatings, confinement in a small space,
deprivation of sleep and food, and threats against the detainee's family were com-
mon practice in interrogation facilities. The Israeli human rights organization
BTselem charged that death threats were also made by interrogators in about a
third of the cases they surveyed in 1991. In 1992 there were no reports of electric

shock torture during interrogation, of which there were credible accounts in 1991.
The Government has not made public the results of an Israeli police investigation
of this practice.

Israeli law forbids torture. Israeli authorities say that torture is not authorized
or condoned in the occupied territories but acknowledge that abuses occur and are
investigated. In 1987 the Landau Commission specifically condemned "torture" but
allowed for "moderate physical and psychological pressure" to be used to secure con-
fessions and to obtain information; a classified annex to the report defining permis-
sible pressure still has not been made public.

The Ministry of Justice established a division in 1992 to investigate allegations
of abuse by police and Shin Bet officers, including ill-treatment of detainees during
interrogation. The Ministry of Police investigated 12 complaints against policemen
in 1992; 1 case was dismissed, 2 resulted in either criminal charges or court martial,
and the remaining 9 cases are still under investigation or legal examination.
Charges of beatings and physical abuse by Israeli security forces continued. The

IDF sajrs that it investigates automatically every fatality but does not routinely in-
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vestigate nonlethal violent incidents unless a complaint is made. According to the

IDF, indictments have been handed down against 35 soldiers for acts of wrongdoing
carried out in the territories. Of these, it says 23 resulted in convictions, 1 case was
dismissed, 1 soldier was acauitted, and 10 trials have not yet been concluded.

In May the IntemationaJ Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) took the unusual
step of releasing a public statement on the treatment of Palestinian detainees under
interrogation, concluding that "means of physical and psychological pressure are

being used that constitute a violation of the Gfeneva Convention" and that numerous
representations to the Israeli Government on this subject over a period of years had
brought about "no substantial or lasting improvement." In response, the Govern-
ment said the ICRC's public statement was inconsistent with the tradition of co-

operation and understanding between the ICRC and Israel." It further stated that

the Israeli Supreme Court is reviewing interrogation procedures and that high-level

government authorities are also examining them. The Government stated that be-

tween January 1 and November 12, 59 complaints were made against Shin Bet in-

terrogators for alleged mistreatment of detainees during detention. Of these, 47
have Deen investigated to date, wad 12 are currently under investigation. The Gov-
enmient did not make public the results of these investigations.

As of December 15, five Palestinians had died in custody either during the period

of interrogation or shortly thereafter. In three of these cases, autopsies showed that

an aggravation of preexisting conditions (such as asthma or heart trouble) brought
on by mistreatment during interrogation caused death. The other two cases appar-

ently were suicides.

most convictions in security cases are based on confessions. Although Israeli mili-

tary regulations provide for the right to counsel as soon as possible, an attorney is

normally not allowed to see a client until after interrogation is complete and a con-

fession, if obtained, has been made. The ICRC is not allowed access to detfunees

until the 15th day after arrest. Detainees frequently tell judges that confessions

were coerced. In such cases, a trial-within-a-trial may be held and interrogators

summoned to testify. Israeli and Palestinian attorneys and human rights groups

were unaware of any case in 1992, however, in which a confession was disallowed

as evidence because this procedure was followed.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Any soldier may arrest without warrant
a person who has committed, or is suspected of having committed, a criminal or se-

curity offense. Persons arrested for common crimes in the occupied territories are

by regulation provided the opportunity for bail, access to an attorney, and a state-

ment of charees; these provisions are usually honored in practice, although they are

often delayed. Bail is rarely available to those arrested for security offenses. The
vast majority of arrests are for security offenses.

Persons may be held in custody without a warrant for 96 hours, and then must
be released unless a warrant is issued. A police officer may issue a warrant for two

Seriods of 7 days each. For extensions beyond 18 days from the date of arrest, the

etainee must be brought before a military judge, where he is entitled to defense

counsel. In 1992 Israeli authorities shortened this period to 8 days for minors and
those accused of less serious offenses (such as stone throwing). A military judge may
extend detention for 30-day periods up to a total of 90 days from the date of arrest.

Further renewal of detention may be made by the military appeals court.

While Israeli military regulations hold that a detainee has the right to see a law-

yer as soon as possible, in Uie cases of security detainees an officer may issue a

written order to delay access to counsel for up to 15 days for reasons of security

or the efficiency of investigation. Higher ranking officials or judges may extend this

period by up to 75 more days for the same reasons. In practice, security detainees

are usually denied access to a lawyer during the initial investigation for periods of

7 to 15 days. Israeli regulations also permit prisoners to be held in isolation from
fanuly and from other detainees during interrogation.

Israeli procedures provide for immediate notification of arrest to family members,
with some exceptions for security reasons. Notification may be delayed by up to 12

days in security cases by order of a senior officer. Government officials assert that

postcards are given to detainees immediately upon arrest and in addition the names
of those arrested and the place of detention are listed at CIVAD district head-

quarters throughout the West Bank and Gaza. The ICRC, by agreement, is notified

within 12 days. Israeli authorities state that they attempt to post notification of ar-

rest within 48 hours; Palestinians assert that families and lawyers are normally no-

tified much later and generally locate the detainee through their own efforts. The
ICRC attempts to help by passing on to families (by telephone) the information it

receives from Israeli prison officials.

District military commanders may also order administrative detention without

formal charges. Detainees may appeal detention orders or renewal of detention be-
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fore a military judge. In appealing detention orders, detainees or their attorneys,

while not having access to secret evidence, may question security service witnesses
concerning the general nature of that evidence. Tne High Court may review rulings

by military judges and may examine secret evidence.

As of the end of the year, Israeli officials reported 520 Palestinians held in admin-
istrative detention. This figure represents a substantial increase in the number of

administrative detentions in the wake of the December 14 abduction and murder
by Hamas activists of border policeman Nissim Toledano. After that incident, Israeli

security arrested over 1,500 Palestinians, some of whom were placed in administra-
tive detention. Before the kidnaping and murder of Toledano, administrative deten-

tion for security reasons without formal charges was used somewhat less frequently
than in 1991. The number of administrative detainees ranged from the high of 520
in December to a low of 203 in October, as compared to 350 at the end of 1991.

Detention periods are for a maximum of 6 months and are renewable.
Administrative detention involves no formal charge or trial, and evidence used at

hearings frequently is declared secret and not releasable to either the detainee or

his attorney. Israeli oflicials state that administrative detention is used only when
IDF legal advisors have determined that there is sufficient evidence to detain a per-

son and that the evidence has been corroborated by two sources. They assert, how-
ever, that the evidence cannot be presented in open court because to do so would
compromise the method of acquiring the evidence, which is often provided by in-

formers whose lives would be jeopardized if their identities were known. Human
rights monitors respond that administrative detention is often used when evidence
against a suspect would not stand up in court.

As of October, approximately 10,150 Palestinians were incarcerated in Israeli

prisons and detention centers. Of those, approximately 60 percent had been tried

and were serving sentences, 38 percent were awaiting charges or completion of trial,

and 2 percent were detained administratively, i.e., incarcerated for a specific period

of detention without formal charge or trial.

The authorities continued to transfer detainees and prisoners out of the occupied
territories to detention facilities in Israel, especially to the Ketziot camp in the
Negev desert and Megiddo prison near Afula. Palestinians sentenced to "less seri-

ous^' offenses are usually detained at IDF-run facilities in Ketziot and Megiddo
while those charged with "more serious offenses" are consigned to prison service fa-

cilities. Family visits to Megiddo and Ketziot prisons, begun in autumn 1991, contin-

ued in 1992. Palestinian prisoners staged an 18-day hunger strike in September-Oc-
tober to protest prison conditions. In response, the Government accepted a number
of the strikers' demands regarding improvements.

In January, following the killing of several Israeli civilians by Palestinians, the
Government issued oraers to deport 12 Palestinians, none of whom was suspected
of the killings but who were alleged to have incited violence. All 12 orders were sub-

sequently canceled, and the Palestinians in question were sentenced to administra-
tive detention instead.

On December 17, Israel deported 415 Palestinians associated with the Hamas and
Palestinian Islamic Jihad fundamentalist organizations to Lebanon. The Govern-
ment declared this a temporary measure intended to deal with a series of Hamas
attacks on Israeli soldiers and the kidnaping and murder of an Israeli border police-

man, and stated that the deportees will be allowed to return after 2 years. Although
the Supreme Court rejected a last-minute appeal of the deportation order, further
appeals regarding the legality of the deportations were pending at the end of the
year. The IDF has established a military appeals commission to review appeals of
the deportation orders; as of the end of'^the year, no individual appeals had been
filed. The IDF announced that 10 of the deportees had been deported by mistake
and preparations were under way to allow them to return, possibly to face trial.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Palestinians accused of^ nonsecurity offenses are
tried publicly in local courts by Palestinian judges appointed by Israeli officials, ex-

cept where jurisdiction has been transferred by miUtaiy order. Since the beginning
of the uprising, regular local law enforcement has deteriorated seriously. Many Arab
policemen ana judges have resigned, and Palestinian courts have functioned spo-

radically.

Palestinians accused of security offenses are tried in IsraeU military courts. Israel

broadly defines security offenses which may include charges of nonviolent political

activity, such as membership in outlawed organizations.

Serious charges are tried before three-judge panels, and defendants are entitled

to appeal the court's judgments. Charges are brought by military prosecutors, and
suspects are entitled to counsel. Lesser offenses are tried before single-judge courts.

The Court of Military Appeals may accept appeals of decisions by the military courts
based on the law applied in the case, the sentence imposed, or both. The right of
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appeal does not apply in aU cases, and appeals sometimes require court permission.
In practice, it is extremely rare for Palestinians tried for security offenses to be ac-

quitted, though their sentences sometimes are reduced through the appetil process.

Trials are routinely delayed for a variety of reasons: witnesses (including Israeli

military or police officers) do not appear, the defendant is not brought to court; files

are lost; or attorneys fail to appear. These delays create an additional source of

pressure on the defendant to plead guilty to avoid serving a period of pretrial deten-
tion which would exceed the sentence likely to applv as the result of a plea bargain.
In cases involving minor offenses, such as stone throwing, a "quick trial" may be
held, in which a charge sheet is drawn up within 48 hours and a court hearing
scheduled within days. In October the IDF reported that approximately 60 percent
of detainees had finished their trials and were serving sentences, the same percent-
age as in 1991.
By law, military trials are public, although access is limited. According to Israeli

officials, exceptions are rare. Consular officers are allowed to attend military court
proceedings involving foreign citizens, but there have been delays in gaining admis-
sion.

Most convictions in military courts are based solely on confessions, though Israeli

authorities say that some additional corroborating evidence (such as having the ac-

cused reenact the offense) is required. Physical and psychological pressures (see Sec-

tion I.e.) and the probability oi reduced sentences for those who confess contribute

-to the likelihood that security detainees will sign confessions. Confessions are usu-
ally recorded in Hebrew, the court language of record, which many defendants can-
not read. Israeli authorities say that confessions are taken and repeated to the de-

fendant in Arabic, and defendants are encouraged to write confessions in Arabic,

even though they usually are recorded in Hebrew; they note that Israeli court per-

sonnel often speak Arabic but cannot write it.

Crowded facilities and poor arrangements for attorney-client consultations in pris-

ons hinder effective legal defense eflbrts. Palestinian attorneys report that appoint-

ments to see clients are difficult to arrange, and that prison autnorities often fail

to produce clients as arranged, resulting in delayed consultations. In addition, pris-

on authorities often limit the time available to meet with clients.

Israeli authorities in 1992 passed military order 1369, allowing them to sentence
to 7 years' imprisonment any person who does not respond to a special summons
which is delivered to him or to a family member or is posted in the Civil Adminis-
tration office nearest his home address. The special summonses are typically issued

to Palestinians wanted by the authorities for serious security offenses.

Israeli settlers in the occupied territories accused of security and ordinary crimi-

nal offenses are tried in the nearest Israeli district court under Israeli law. Civilian

judges preside over these courts, and standards of due process and admissibility of

evidence are not governed by military occupation law. Settlers convicted in Israeli

courts of crimes against Palestinians regularly receive lighter punishment than Pal-

estinians convicted of comparable crimes against either Israelis or other Palestin-

ians.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Military

authorities in the occupied territories have the authority to enter private Palestin-

ian homes and institutions, including hospitals, without a warrant on security

grounds. However, authorization by an officer of the rank of lieutenant colonel is

required before entry. Forced entries are used in IDF operations and are sometimes
accompanied by beatings and destruction of property, including foodstuffs. Under-
cover units (see Section 2.a.) have occasionally engaged in destructive and violent

behavior during searches, as well as harassment of families of wanted Palestinians.

Israeli authorities state that forced entry may lawfully occur only incident to arrest

when entry is resisted and that beatings and arbitrary destruction of property dur-

ing searches are punishable violations of military regulations. Government officials

acknowledge that damage may result at times from the units' activities; 15 allega-

tions about such behavior were reportedly filed in 1992 with the Judge Advocate
General's office and are in various stages of investigation. Government officials say
that, in cases in which there is evidence that damage was done illegally or was "un-
reasonable," Palestinians are entitled to file claims for compensation.
As of December 15, the security authorities had demolished 12 and sealed 33

houses for security reasons, a decline from the 55 homes demolished and 62 sealed

in 1991. Security forces may demolish or seal the home of a suspect, whether he
is the owner or only a tenant, before any trial is held. The final decision to seal

or demolish a house is made by a number of high-level Israeli military officials, in-

cluding the coordinator of the Civil Administration. The Minister of Defense must
review the decision, although his signature need not appear on the final notice. Is-

raeli authorities assert that they demolish or seal only rooms or houses occupied by
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Palestinians known to have actively participated in a murder or caused serious

Ehysical iiyury, though the accused generally does not own the property. Owners of
ouses ordered to be demolished have 48 hours to appeal to the regional IDF com-

mander, and final appeals may be made to the Supreme Court. A successful appeal
generally results in converting a demolition order to sealing. When a house is de-

molished, the Israeli authorities confiscate the land on which it sits and the house
owner is not allowed to rebuild or even remove the rubble.

Israeli authorities say there is a formal procedure whereby owners may apply to

regional military commanders for permits to rebuild or unseal, but this is rarely

done. In September the Grovemment permitted several dozen buildings in the West
Bank to be unsealed, aU of which had oeen sealed for at least 5 years.

The security services sometimes monitor mail and telephone conversations. The
authorities sometimes interrupt telephone service to specific areas.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—^Even though throughout most of the year the number of large-scale dem-
onstrations declined and the Government relaxed some restrictions, casualties at-

tributed to the IDF's use of force rose in 1992. IDF regulations permit using live

ammunition only when soldiers' lives are in real and immediate danger, to halt flee-

ing suspects, or to disperse a violent demonstration. According to IDF policy, after

finng a warning shot, soldiers are to direct fire at the legs only and at a fleeing

suspect only if they suspect a serious felony and have exhausted other means of ap-

prenending the suspect. In practice, however, uniformed soldiers, police, and under-
cover units used live fire in cases other than those described above (see Section l.a.)

and often shot suspects in the upper body and head. Uniformed soldiers, police, and
undercover units also injured many bystanders, including children, by live fire, rub-

ber bullets, or beatings, while pursuing suspects.

Estimates vary of the number of casualties from violence in the occupied terri-

tories. Figures compiled from press, Palestinian, international organization, and Is-

raeli government sources indicate that, as of December 31, security forces had killed

a totS of 158 Palestinians, compared to 98 in 1991. Estimates of the numbers of
Palestinians wounded during the same period vary from 1,914 to several thousand.
Palestinians had killed 23 Israeli soldiers and civilians in 1992, and estimates of
the number of Israelis wounded ranged from 322 to 700.
On a number of occasions Israeli security forces forcibly removed from hospitals

Palestinian suspects undergoing medical treatment or prohibited Palestinians need-
ing medical care from crossing roadblocks or going out during curfews in order to

obtain medical attention.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The authorities impose some restrictions on
freedom of speech. The display of Palestinian political symbols, such as flags, na-
tional colors, and graffiti, for example, is punishable by stiff fines (usually $150—
300 for graffiti), or imprisonment. Security forces often force Palestinians to erase
graffiti lound on their property, regardless of whether they are responsible for it.

Israeli authorities prohibit public expressions of support for the Palestinian Libera-

tion Organization CPLO), its component factions, Nluslim extremist groups (such as
Hamas), and other banned oi^anizations.

East Jerusalem is an active center of Arabic publication, including newspapers.
There is only one weekly paper published elsewhere in the West Bank or Gaza, al-

though Jerusalem papers are distributed there.

The Israeli authorities impose restrictions on the Arabic press, citing security rea-

sons. Publications in East Jerusalem must submit to the military authorities for

prior censorship all copy relating to the security, public order, and safety of Israel

and the occupied territories. Many reports and editorials related to the uprising and
Palestinian political goals were permitted, but articles and editorials were routinely

expui^gated. Arabic translations of news stories related to the uprising, which had
previously appeared in the Hebrew-language press, were routinely censored from
the Arabic press.

Israeli authorities permitted the Palestinian press service to resume its daily fac-

simile report in September but closed one press office, Aseel, in Jerusalem in Octo-
ber. In May Israeli authorities took away the license of the East Jerusalem periodi-

cal Al-Tifl Al-Arabi due to alleged ties with the PLO. As of October 1, Israeli au-
thorities had arrested or detained at least 22 Palestinian journalists on security

cheirges, such as filming in a closed military area.

A permit is requirea for publications imported into the occupied territories. Im-
ported materials may be censored or banned for anti-Semitic or anti-Israeli content
or support for Palestinian nationalism. Possession of banned materials, such as up-
rising leaflets, is punishable by fine and imprisonment. The IDF periodically de-
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clared all or parts of the West Bank and Gaza closed military areas, one primary
eflect of which was to exclude journalists, except under military escort. Foreign jour-

nalists' reports are subject to censorship under a system of self-regulation.

No broadcast media originate from the occupiea territories. The authorities have
jammed radio broadcasts considered inflammatorv from nei^boring countries, but
Jordanian radio and television is broadcast throughout Israeiand the occupied terri-

tories.

In April Israeli authorities permitted the reopening of Bir Zeit Universit)r, the last

Palestinian university to remain closed by military order as of the beginning of

1992. The Arab Studies Society reopened in late July after a 4-year closure. Second-
ary and elementary school closings in the 1991-1992 academic year varied greatly

from region to region but on the average were less frequent in uie West Bank and
about the same in Gaza compared to the previous year. Israeli authorities continued
to close individual schools Tor short periods, citmg security problems emanating
from the schools. In addition, strike days called by Palestinian activists caused stu-

dents to lose an average of 2 or 3 days per month.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Military orders ban public

gatherings of 10 or more people without a pennit. Political parties and other groups,
including some labor unions viewed as political, are banned. Private oi^anizations

must be registered, though some operate without licenses. Israeli authorities per-

mitted Palestinian charitable, community, professional, and self-help organizations
to operate unless their activities were viewed as overtly political or supporting the
uprising. In the second half of 1992, the Israeli authorities were more lenient in en-

forcing some of the restrictions on Palestinian contacts with the PLO and permitted
manypublic gatherings to discuss the peace process.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Freedom of religion is respected in the occupied terri-

tories, and no group or sect is banned on religious grounds. Muslim and Christian
holy days are observed, as are Jewish holy days in Jerusalem and the settlements.

All faiths operate schools and institutions. Religious publications circulate subject

to the laws on publications described in Section 2.a. Authorities periodically re-

stricted access to the Haram Al-Sharif in Jerusalem (which houses the Dome of the

Rock and the Al-Aqsa mosques) by male worshipers under a certain age for security

reasons.
d. Freedom of Movement Within the Occupied Territories, Forei0n Travel, Emigra-

tion, and Repatriation.—Secarity measures adopted in 1991 continued to hinder se-

riously Palestinians' freedom of movement inside the occupied territories. Any Pal-

estinian wishing to enter Jerusalem or Israel is required to obtain a special permit
the Civil Administration issues. Gazans must have a permit to travel to Jerusalem
and the West Bank. Any Arab resident of the territories found without such a per-

mit is subject to a fine (usually about $160) or arrest. Because most main roads pass
through Jerusalem, the permit system effectively divided the West Bank into two
parts, with the result that Palestinians from the north could not travel to the south
without special permission, and vice versa. Permits to enter Jerusalem were valid

for periods varymg from a few hours to 3 months, and were denied for a variety

of reasons including security concerns and nonpayment of taxes. Similar restrictions

were not applied to Jewish settlers in the occupied territories. The permit system,

by inhibiting the free movement of goods and people, contributed to deteriorating

economic conditions in the occupied territories and disrupted patterns of religious,

educational (some students experienced problems in traveling to universities), cul-

tural, and family life.

Israeli authorities also continued to issue "green" identity cards, identifying the

bearer as a security risk and precluding travel in or through Jerusalem, as well as

travel abroad. Green cards generally were valid for 6 months, renewable indefi-

nitely, Israeli authorities issued over 1,800 green cards between January and Sep-
temljer; some 11,000 were in circulation as of October. The issuance of such cards,

like administrative detention, is a form of punishment without formal charge or

trial. The IsraeU authorities have stated that they consider the issuance of green
cards a necessary security tool to deter acts of violence by certain persons who nave
spent time in jail or who are considered risks by security ofiicials. Officials assert

that there is an appeals process once a Palestinian has received a green card. Ac-
cording to Israeli authorities, 309 appeals against issuance of green cards were
lodged between June 1 and December 1. Of these, 124 appeals were upheld, leading

to uie revocation of the cards and the reissuance of standard identity cards.

The Israeli authorities continued to impose curfews and military closures as secu-

rity controls. Curfews were more frequent in villages and refugee camps than in

urban areas and were imposed less frequently in the West Bank during the second
half of the year. The nignttime curfew in Gaza, imposed in the early days of the
intifada, continued to be in effect. In addition, various parts of Gaza were put under
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curfew for periods of from 5 to 9 days during the prisoners' strike in October and
again during periods of increased violence later in the year. In the first 6 weeks of
1992, the Ramallah area was under nighttime curfew (following a 24-hour curfew
during the latter half of December 1991) after the shooting of a settler.

Such prolonged curfews had a burdensome effect on the population and were criti-

cized by some tiuman rights groups as a form of collective punishment. TTiese cur-
fews do not apply to Israeli settlers. Thousands of Palestinians in the occupied terri-

tories travel abroad each year, though Israeli authorities imposed travel restrictions
on certain political activists. In addition, Palestinian men between the ages of 16
and 35 who cross the bridge to Jordan must remain out of the occupied territories
for at least 9 months. All Palestinians need permits, which require several clear-
ances, to travel outside the occupied territories.

Palestinians with valid permits frequently were turned away from crossing the Al-
lenby Bridge to Jordan, however, often with the explanation that they did not have
the required clearances from security or other authorities.

Obstacles to emigration include oifficulties in obtaining a travel permit and the
fear of losing residency. Israeli authorities sometimes remse to renew laissez-pass-
ers of Palestinians from the occupied territories who live or work abroad on the
grounds that they have abandoned their residence, even though they may not have
acquired foreign citizenship. Palestinians who obtain foreign citizenship ordinarily
are not allowed to resume residence in the occupied territories; those who acquire
the right to reside elsewhere or who remain outside the occupied territories for over
3 years are often not permitted to resume residence. They are permitted to return
only as tourists and sometimes are denied entry entirely.
Most Palestinians who were abroad during the 1967 war (estimated to be one-

fourth of the Palestinian population at that time) or who have lost their residence
permits for other reasons are not permitted to return to reside permanently with
their families. Permanent residency permission is usually denied to foreign-bom
spouses and children bom in the occupied territories of nonresident mothers, al-
though they are generally allowed to reside as temporary residents with renewable
permits.

Israeli authorities limit family reunification for demographic, political, security
and economic reasons. Restrictions on residence, tourist visas, reentry, and family
reunification apply only to Palestinians resident in the occupied territories.

Israeli authorities say they dealt with 867 family reunification applications be-
tween January and Sentember, of which they approved 514. Accormng to human
rights groups, thousands of applications submitted over the years received no re-
sponse. Adjudication of applications is at the discretion of the Civil Administration
and the Ministry of Interior. Residents may not apply for family reunification while
their family members are in the occupied territories on visitors' permits. According
to human ridits groups, visitors' permits were extremely difficult to obtain between
January and June, when the summer visiting season began. In November the Is-
raeli Government confirmed that the Ministry of Defense nas approved requests to
remain in the territories by approximately 1,000 immediate familv members
(spouses and minor children) of Palestinian residents. The family members will be
granted temporary residence permits renewable eveiy 6 months. The agreement
now applies to immediate relatives present in the occupied territories as of August
31; the agreement does not resolve requests for permanent residency, however, and
it does not apply to immediate relatives arriving in the territories after August 31.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The people of the occupied territories do not enjoy this right. Israel's Ministry of
Defense rules the West Bank and Gaza, under occupation, through a military gov-
ernment and civil administration. The Government of Israel does not recognize the
right of Palestinians to participate in policy decisions concerning land and resource
use and planning, taxation, trade, and industry. Negotiations, including the subject
of elections, between Israelis and Palestinians are ongoing for the estaolishment of
an interim self-governing authority which would enable Palestinians to have greater
control over policy decisions. Israeli authorities permit some Palestinian municipali-
ties, whose town plans they have approved, to issue building permits within uieir
boundaries. Municipal elections were last held in 1976 in the West Bank and under
British Mandate authority in 1946 in Gaza; Israeli authorities later dismissed most
of the mayors elected in the 1976 elections and exiled some on security grounds.
Palestinians appointed by Israel have filled most vacancies.

Palestinian residents of East Jerusalem are permitted to vote in municipal elec-
tions but have largely boycotted them. In the last municipal election in 1989, less
than 5 percent of Jerusalem's Palestinian population voted!. No Palestinian resident

I
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of East Jerusalem sits on the city council. East Jerusalem is governed «8 part jrf

Israel.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Many local groups—Israeli, Palestinian, and mixed—are concerned with human
rights. Israeli authorities permit these groups' publications and statements to cir-

culate in the occupied territories, and tney are allowed to hold press conferences.

Some human rights workers encountered administrative obstacles in 1992, such as

being denied permits to enter Jerusalem, where their oHlces are located, or being

issued green identity cards (see Section 2.d.). One of the authors of a 1991 report

on electric shock torture, for example, was given a green identity card shortly after

the report's release and has not been allowed to return to his Jerusalem office since.

Israel normally permits international human rights groups to visit the occupied

territories. Israel cooperates with a number of organizations, and officials are gen-

erally available for meetings on human rights issues. Some of these organizations,

however, have had their requests for meetings with officials or access to detention

facilities denied.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race. Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Israel has extended Israeli law to govern most activities of Israeli settlers who
live in the occupied territories; Palestinians live under military occupation law.

Under the dual system of governance applied to Palestinians and Israelis, Palestin-

ians are treated less favorably than Israeli settlers on a broad range of issues, in-

cluding applicability of the right to due process; residency rights; freedom of move-
ment; sale of crops and goods; water use; land tenure, ownership, and seizure is-

sues; and access to healtn and social services. Offenses against IsraeUs are inves-

tigated and prosecuted more vigorously than offenses against Palestinians.

Some Israeli agriculture and manufacturing are protected against Palestinian

competition from the territories, whereas all markets in the territories are open to

Israelis. Any export of goods from the territories requires a permit. A general permit

was issued for the export of goods into Israel, but an individual permit is required

for fresh fruit, vegetables, pickled olives, olive oil, almonds, raisins, fruit tree sap-

lings, gas canisters, and animals.
Significant disparities exist between the personal income taxes levied on Palestin-

ians as compared to the taxes levied on Israeli settlers. Despite tax reforms that

took effect in the occupied territories in January, the minimum taxable income aj)-

Elied to Israelis and Palestinians differs markedly: while an Israeli pays no tax if

is monthly income is below about $1,000, Palestinians pav taxes on any monthly

income in excess of about $250. Corporate tax breaks available to Israelis in the set-

tlements are not available to Palestmians.

Palestinian women living under military occupation face similar human rights

problems as do Palestinian men in their contact with Israeli authorities. Women
tend to be less frequently involved in clashes with Israeli soldiers than are men,

and so fewer of them are incarcerated (approximately 70 at the end of 1992). Within
Palestinian society, there is some discrimination and domestic violence against

women. Women often work outside the home and are prominent in many profes-

sions, including medicine, law, and teaching. In 1992 Islamic fundamentalists used

violence, including torture and killing, against Palestinian women accused of pros-

titution or collaboration with Israeli authorities.

Section 6. Worker Rights

The applicable sections for West Bank and Gaza Palestinians working in Israel

are contamed in the report for Israel.

a. The Right of Association.—The labor law in the West Bank is Jordanian Law
21 of 1960, as amended by military orders. It permits workers to ioin unions without

government authorization. It also permits formation of unions by any group of 20

or more from the same trade or workplace, with prior government authorization.

While trade unions are not required under existing labor law in the West Bank to

be registered, a union that is not registered cannot legally be a party in litigation

or labor contracts. During 1992, no new unions were registered by the authorities.

Israeli authorities have registered 32 unions out of approximately 90 unions func-

tioning in the West Bank.
The labor law in Gaza is Egyptian Military Order 331, which supplements the

prior British Mandate labor law and which has been amended by Israeli military

orders. It allows the organization of unions on a workplace or craft basis; however,

the Israeli authorities barred unions from operating in Gaza until 1979. Since 1979,

unions have been permitted to operate under strictly enforced restrictions that,

among other things, prevent election of new union leaders and opening of branch
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ofiices. Some unions held elections illegally in 1991 and 1992. As a result, only the
six unions that existed in 1967 function in Gaza; all operate out of one office in

Gaza city.

Palestinian residents of East Jerusalem are governed by the same law as workers
in Israel and are free to establish their own labor unions. The Israeli authorities

officially bar East Jerusalem unions from joining the West Bank trade union federa-

tions, though this restriction has not been enforced. Individual Palestinian workers
in East Jerusalem may belong to both local unions, some of which are afliliated with
a West Bank federation, and to the Israeli Histadrut labor federation.

The Israeli authorities occasionally inhibit union activities in the West Bank and
Gaza, citing political and security concerns. The International Labor Organization's
(ILO) Director General's 1992 report notes that "there is considerable and convinc-
ing evidence of continuing harassment and obstruction of trade unions and their of-

ficials by the military occupation forces, ranging from arrests and administrative de-
tention to other more petty forms of harassment such as interrogation, refusal of
permission to travel abroad, and the reftisal of telephone and fax facilities." How-
ever, the ILO report noted that raids on trade unions, accompanied by the
confiscation of files and other assets, were virtually nonexistent.

An estimated 100,000 West Bank Palestinians, representing a fiiU range of blue-
collar and white-collar professionals, were members of approximately 90 trade
unions and professional associations in 1992. The great majority of West Bank
unions belong to either the General Federation of Trade Unions in the West Bank
(GFTU) or the General Federation of Trade Unions in the West Bank-Workers'
Uni^ Bloc (WUB). The GFTU participates in meetings of the International Confed-
eration of Arab Trade Unions (ICATU), although it is not formally affiliated. Both
the GFTU and the WUB have applied for membership in the International Confed-
eration of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU). The West Bajok unions are independent of
the Government of Israel and are not affiliated with the Israeli Histadrut labor fed-

eration.

Military Order 825 of 1980, officially applied in the West Bank and unofficially

in Gaza, requires that Palestinian unions present lists of candidates for union office

to the Civil Administration (CIVAD) for approval 30 days before elections. The order
authorizes the CIVAD to remove from the lists any candidates who have been con-
victed of a felony, including those sentenced for security-related offenses. Despite
this restriction, nearly half a dozen West Bank trade unions held elections in 1992
without reported interference from the Israeli authorities. Preparations for general
elections oi the GFTU got under way during the year, likewise without Israeli inter-

ference.
Like all organizations in the occupied territories, Palestinian labor unions are

subject to disciplinary measures for engaging in political activities. All meetings of
10 or more non-Israeli citizens in the occupied territories must have prior CIVAD
approval. During 1992 unions were able to conduct meetings Mrithout reported inter-

ference. There was no dissolution of unions by administrative or legislative action.

Strikes are legal, and several took place in various factories and public institu-

tions in 1992, some as a result of disputes with management or nonpayment of
wages. No Israeli interference with these strikes was reported.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Collective bai^aining is pro-
tected by Jordanian or Egyptian law. The CIVAD does not record collective agree-
ments because it does not recognize some unions and union leaders. However, most
union-employer agreements are honored without interference from the authorities;

approximately 60 are currently in force in the West Bank. According to the ILO Di-
rector General's report, 7 labor committees, consisting of from 3 to 5 members each
in businesses employing more than 20 workers, have been formed to mediate labor
grievances. The Center for Trade Union Rights, headquartered in Bethlehem, is also
active in conducting labor courses and working with many different trade unions on
labor-related issues.

There are no export processing zones in the occupied territories.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^There is no forced or compulsory
labor in the occupied territories.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—A 1978 military order raised the
minimum working age in the West Bank and Gaza to 14, though this order is not
effectively enforced, and underage labor is used in the agricultural sector and in

some West Bank and Gaza factories.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^There is no minimum wage provision in the
West Bank or Gaza. In the West Bank, Jordanian law allows a maximum woricweek
of 48 hours, except for certain hotel, food service, and cinema employees, whose
workweek is 54 hours. In Gaza, Israeli authorities amended this law to provide for
a 45-hour workweek for day laborers and a 40-hour week for salaried employees.
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There is no effective enforcement of maximum woricweek laws. The Ministry of La-
bor's Ofiice of Inspection Services is charged with enforcing health and safety stand-

ards in the West Bank and Gaza, and claims to have undertaken a small number
of inspections. Health and safety conditions in some factories do not meet industry
standards established by international labor union organizations.

JORDAN

According to the 1952 Constitution, Jordan is a hereditary monarchy in which the

King forms and dismisses governments, may dissolve Parliament, and is the ulti-

mate arbiter of domestic and foreign policy. In practice, the King sets the broad pa-
rameters of foreign and domestic policy while the Prime Minister and the Council

of Ministers exercise management of daUy affairs. The Parliament—consisting of a
40-member Senate whose members are appointed by the King and an 80-member
lower house whose members are elected—is seeking to assert greater influence over

policy.

The General Intelligence Directorate (GID) and the Public Security Directorate

(PSD) have broad responsibility for internal security and wide powers to monitor
segments of the population thought to pose a threat to the security of the regime.

Although martial law directives were revoked in 1991, important elements of mar-
tiaJ law, such as the broad scope of police powers, remain operative until new laws
are enacted. According to the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agencv, total

military expenditures for 1989 were $548 million. There should be a modest in-

crease in 1993 to pay for a smaller but more expensive aU-volunteer force and for

the replacement of equipment.
Jordan has a mixed economy, with government participation in key sectors, in-

cluding industrial production, transportation, and communications. Although the
country has few natural resources and one of the highest population growth rates

in the world, the economy showed surprising strength in 1992, considering that the

Gulf Cooperation Council states had stopped all financial aid over Jordan's stance

during the Gulf war. Until the war, Jordan was highly dependent on foreign assist-

ance and remittances from its nationals abroad. Moreover, Jordanian exports to

Iraq, a major trading partner, were reduced mostly to food and medicine as a result

of U.N. sanctions. It is estimated that unemployment dropped from above 20 percent

in January to 14 percent by October, while Jordan's gross domestic product grew
substantimly and its inflation rate moderated.
The political liberalization begun in 1989 was carried a step further in 1992 with

the legalization of political parties, and a royal decree issued in November an-

nounced the release of all prisoners convicted of crimes committed in the pursuit

of political aims. Nevertheless, citizens stUl do not have the right to change their

government. Other continuing human rights problems included the broad scope of

police powers, abuse of prisoners, prolonged detention without charge, lack of fair

trial in some security cases, official discrimination against adherents of the Baha'i

faith, and restrictions on women's rights.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no reports of such
killings.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of disappearances.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Although the Government denies that torture occurs and cites the legal code which
calls for the humane treatment of prisoners, physical abuse of prisoners during in-

terrogation and detention continues to occur, liawyers often do not receive access

to their clients in cases allegedly involving state security, and this lack of access

makes confirmation of abuse in specific cases difficult.

Jordan has ratified the U.N. Convention Against Torture. The government mves
the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) full access to detainees. How-
ever, in August 1992, the Public Freedom Committee of the lower house of Par-

liament issued a report charging the Government with human rights violations, in-

cluding torture. The FVime Minister denied the charges and challenged the Public

Freedom Committee to cite specific cases. The report was not releaseoi^to the public,

so independent observers were unable to verify the Committee's charges.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Most persons are arrested and held in

accordance with the Criminal Code, which requires filing of formal charges within

10 days. This period of detention may be extended if a court approves the Prosecutor
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General's renewable request for 10-day extensions. The Ministry of Justice is re-

sponsible for monitoring cases to ensure that persons are charged on a timely basis.

A new Defense Law, approved in early 1992, provides for monthly judicial review
of detentions.
The above notwithstanding, the practice of prolonged detention without charge

continued in 1992, especially in "security" cases. After obtaining an arrest warrant,
the GID detained persons without formal charges or trial for indeterminate periods.

Governors may order arrest and detention, under a law authorizing them to do so

in order to prevent crime.
Several Islamists were detained in 1992 for acts construed by the Government as

Potentially threatening to public or state security: violent intimidation of secular
ordanians, antiregime sermons in mosques, and the distribution of inflammatory

leaflets. In these cases, detainees were released without charge after varying periods
of detention by the GID.
Two Islamist Members of Parliament were tried and found guilty in November of

membership in an illegal Islamic militant group (The Vanguard of the Islamic
Youth), aiming to overthrow Jordan's Constitution, attempting to disrupt Jordan's
relations with Iraq, unlawfiil possession of explosives and automatic weapons, using
slanderous expressions against Members of Parliament, and slandering the dignity
of the King. They were handcuffed during detention, and the Government denied
them private consultations with defense counsel and hearings within the initial 10-

day arraignment period. The two were among those included in a general pardon
announced in November.
The Constitution prohibits the exiling of Jordanian citizens, and the Government

does not engage in the practice.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The judicial system consists of civilian courts,

which hear most criminal cases; the Appeals Court; the State Security Court, which
replaced the Martial Law Court in 1991; religious courts; and special courts, includ-
ing one which deals exclusively with disputes involving government agencies.
In the civilian courts, trials are open, except in a few cases such as those involv-

ing sexual offenses. Defendants are presumed innocent until proven guilty and are
entitled to counsel, to question witnesses, and to choose whether to testify. Defend-
ants facing the death penalty or life imprisonment must have legal counsel; if they
cannot afford counsel, or do not wish to be represented by counsel, the Government
must appoint one. Decisions may be appealed to the Appeals Court. Religious courts
have jurisdiction over such family matters as marriage and divorce, l^e Shari'a
Court handles all family and religious cases involving Muslims. Religious courts
handle similar matters for members of the main Christian sects (Greek Orthodox,
Catholic, and Protestant courts). Shari'a laws are generally applied in matters of in-

heritance, regardless of the religion of those involved. There have been a few in-

stances in which inheritance matters involving (Uhristian families were settled ac-

cording to Christian tradition.

Observers have expressed concern about the impartiality of the judiciaiy, citing

low judicial salaries and strong tribal affiliations as undermining the court system.
The State Security Court comprises three civilian judges and two military judges.

State Security Court procedures give rise to concern because of the routine denial
of private unimpeded access to lawyers in the pretrial period and the absence of the
right of appeal consistent with international standards for a fair trial. A State Secu-
rity Court sentence of death or imprisonment of more than 10 years must be re-

viewed by the Court of Cassation (the highest court) within 30 days. The Cassation
Court will not review the facts of the case or the decision but onlv whether the court
{)roperly applied the law. The State Security Court is theoretically open to the pub-
ic, but, in prfictice, most courtroom seats are reserved for oflicial guests and jour-
nalists. The lower house of Parliament passed on December 20 a oraft State Secu-
rity Court law which would, if passed by the Senate and promulgated by the King,
permit appeals of all Security Court decisions to an appellate body appointed by the
Prime Minister. That body would have civilian or military judges, or both.
Claiming that no one is currently serving a prison term solely for political views,

the Government denies that it holds any political prisoners. Before King Hussein's
feneral amnesty in November, there were approximately 100 prisoners who had
een convicted in military courts of crimes committed in pursuit of political aims;

the charges in these cases included arms possession and terrorism, but in at least
some of these cases the legal proceedings did not meet international standards for
fair trial because of the State Security Court's denial of unimpeded access to law-
yers in the pretrial period and the absence of the right of appeal. Following the
King's amnesty, about 50 prisoners who had been convicted in military courts re-
mained in captivity.
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f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Current
law stipulates that search warrants must be issued by the Prosecutor General or

a judge for searches of premises, except in cases involving security matters. Security

personnel reportedly monitor telephones, read correspondence, and engage in sur-

veillance. These practices are legal according to Jordanian law but are not believed

to be widespread.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^In principle, the Constitution provides for free-

dom of speech and the press, and Jordanians freelv express wide-ranging opinions,

including criticism of the Government. However, the Government exercises limited

censorship of the local media by pressuring news editors to change or omit coverage

which the Government finds embarrassing or contrary to what it perceives to be

Jordan's interests. Often, however, the print and broadcast media censor themselves

without specific prompting from the Government because of fear of the authorities.

The Parliament is also sensitive to public censure and as an institution has been
quick to sue critics for slander.

Tlie Government continues to hold from 40- to 90-percent ownership in the three

main newspapers, and editorial opinion in these papers generally reflects the gov-

ernment view. A draft press law being debated in Parliament calls for the govern-

ment to reduce its ownership share to 30 percent. The Government owns and runs

the broadcast media. Foreign newspapers and magazines are widely available, and
there have been no reports of Jordanian censorship of the foreign press. Western
cable television, such as the Cable News Network (CNN), is increasingly available,

without government interference, through satellite links.

A draft press law currently under consideration would deprive journalists of the

right to keep sources secret under some circumstances and would require journalists

to be licensed by the Jordan Press Association. It also prohibits any insult to the

royal family or heads of states of "Arab or Muslim or friendly" nations and contains

language stipulating respect for "freedom and national responsibility." The draft

press law is seen as companion legislation to the political parties law enacted in Au-
gust (see Section 2.b.) because it authorizes the parties to publish newspapers.

Academic freedom is respected. In August the Public Freedom Committee of the

lower house of Parliament issued a report alleging that the Government had banned
some employees from government positions because of their political views. The
Prime Minister denied the charges, although in practice dismissals on this basis do

occur occasionally.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Public demonstrations require

permits, which have been readily granted for peaceful protests since the beginning

of political liberalization in 1989.

Political parties were legalized in October. Many political parties—notably the Is-

lamic Action Front and several centrist parties—had already begun organizing, and
over 70 parties have declared their intention to organize. The political parties law

is designed to prohibit the formation of parties based exclusively on one ethnic or

religious group, although Islamist parties or parties appealing almost exclusively to

one or the other of Jordan's ethnic communities appear to be forming.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Under the Constitution, Islam is the state religion, and

over 90 percent of Jordanians are Muslim. The Government adheres to the constitu-

tional guarantee of freedom of worship, and followers of most religions experience

no governmental persecution. Religious groups must be registered and recognized by

the Government in order to manage property and administer schools. Non-Muslim
sects are not allowed to proselytize among Muslims, but Muslims are allowed to con-

vert.

The Government does not recognize the Baha'i faith as a religion, and the small

Baha'i community continues to encounter discrimination (see Section 5).

Several other religious groups are not oflicially recognized by the Government but

are able to meet without harassment: Jehovah's Witnesses, the United Pentecostal

Church, the Church of Christ, and the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—^Movement within the country is restricted only in military areas. Mar-
ried women must have the written approval of their husbands to obtain passports

for foreign travel.

Passport renewals for citizens residing in Jordan require clearance from the po-

lice. Palestinians residing in the East Bank may obtain 5-year passports while Pal-

estinians residing in the West Bank may obtain 2-year passports. Jordan also

grants some Palestinians of Gazan origin 2-year passports regardless of where they

live. The Interior Ministry routinely grants permits for travel between the East

Bank and the Israeli-occupied territories and neighboring states.
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Repatriation problems for Palestinian refugees in Jordan were compounded by the
influx of what the Government claims were 300,000 returnees (the actual number
may have been substantially lower) from the Gulf states after the Gulf war—^the

majority from Kuwait. Jordan's registered Palestinian refugee population was
1,001,000 persons, 220,000 of whom resided in Jordan's 10 official and 3 unoflicial

refugee camps run by the United Nations Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA). The
Gull war added about 7,000 new students to UNRWA schools and 160,000 to govern-
ment schools.

Jordan acknowledged that 120,000 Iraqi refugees moved into Jordan in the
months after Ira<ji travel restrictions were lifted in May 1991. The International Or-
ganization for Migration (lOM) estimates that 20,000 to 25,000 Iraqi refugees cur-
rently reside in Jordan, but unofficial estimates range well over 100,000. Jordan has

franted fiiU citizenship to all Palestinians who fled to the East Bank following the
948 and 1967 Arab-Israeli wars. This amounted to a refugee population exceeding

its own indigenous population at the time. AU Palestinian refugees residing in Jor-
dan prior to August 1988 have the unrestricted right to live, work, and own prop-
erty m Jordan.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Jordanian citizens may elect municipal officials and members of the Chamber of
Deputies but are not ultimately free to change their system of government or its

leaders. Executive and legislative powers are constitutionally vested in the King,
who rules with the assistance of an appointed Council of Mimsters. The Parliament
is composed of an appointed Senate and an elected lower house. The Parliament is

overshadowed by the executive branch but has the right to approve, reject, or amend
laws proposed by the Council of Ministers. According to the Constitution, the Par-
liament has the right to approve or reject treaties and agreements with a majority
vote. The King may also propose extraordinary sessions of Parliament and postpone
sessions up to 60 days—ne proposed an extraordinary session in July ana August
1992 and postponed a session from October 1 to December 1. The Kin^ must ap-
prove all laws, which are then put into effect by royal decree. The formation of polit-

ical parties was legalized in October (see Section 2.b.). Ten parties had applied for
recognition by the end of the year, and many more were preparing to apply. Of the
10, 5 parties were recognized, including the Islamic Action Front. Two parties (the
Jordanian Communist Party and the Ba'ath Socialist Party) were denied recognition
on the grounds that their platforms contradicted the Constitution and the political

parties law. Explaining the denial, the Interior Minister noted that communism is

atheistic and thus unconstitutional, since Islam is the state religion, and that politi-

cal platforms based on socialism and communism contradict the constitutional ^ar-
antees of property ownership. Banned parties have 30 days to appeal to the Higher
Court of Justice.

According to government figures. Bedouin tribes constitute approximately 36 per-
cent of the population. These tribes participate freely in the political system.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Local human and women's rights organizations pursue changes in the laws
through contact with Parliament and the GovemmentAmnesty International (AI)
delegations made three highly publicized visits to Jordan in 1992. In November, 18
Jordanian human rights groups were consolidated into a Jordanian chapter of AI.
The Arab Organization for Human Rights has an office in Amman and has publicly
and privately raised several controversial cases with the Government. The Jordan
Bar Association also raises human rights concerns with regard to laws and proce-
dures, as well as with individual cases. The ICRC operates freely in Jordan and is

given access to both detainees and prison facilities.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Government does not recognize the Baha'i faith as a religion. Unless the com-
munity is granted such recognition as a result of a current court case, it will have
to continue to register property in the names of individual members. There is official

discrimination based on etnnicity, sex, or religion. Many Palestinians experience dis-
proportionate scrutiny in taxation and discrimination in the awarding of university
scholarships and government and military jobs, especially at the senior levels.

Women experience legal discrimination regarding pension and social security ben-
efits, inheritance, and divorce. However, Parliament effectively blocked Islamists
from enacting further legislation discriminating against women in the 1992 sessions
of Parliament, withholding action on a draft law on civil status which governs mat-
ters of divorce, marriage, custody of children, and polygamy.
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Under Shari'a law, which applies to all Jordanian citizens in inheritance matters,

a female heir's inheritance is only half that of male heirs. The son is required to

use his inheritance to support his mother and unmarried sisters, while a daughter
is free to retain her inheritance for herself. In practice, non-Muslim women occa-

sionally have been able to obtain rulings based upon their own religious laws. The
divorce law allows men to obtain a divorce more easily than women, but men may
have to pay considerable compensation based on the original marriage contract. A
woman whose husband takes additional wives may seek and obtain a divorce under
Shari'a law. The law grants women equal pay for equal work, but in practice the

law is sometimes ignored and women are paid less. Tradition also constrains wom-
en's freedoms, particularly the entry of women into professional and academic

realms.
Nevertheless, some women have successfully entered the fields of engineering,

medicine, and law, and women's issues are receiving increasing attention in the

media and at sjnmposia. Women's groups stress that the problem is not only one of

laws but also of social constraints, including women's unawareness of their rights

or unwillingness to assert these rights. A broad-based business and professional

women's club gives seminars on women's rights and is beginning to assist women
in establishing small businesses, but overall change in women's status has been
minimal.
The Koran allows a husband to discipline his wife, which some men apparently

interpret as a license to discipline with force. Sources in the medical field say that,

while they know wife beating occurs, family and cultural norms constrain the victim

from seeking medical or legal help and prevent any realistic quantification of the

extent of abuse. The issue is considered a private one by the police and the iudici-

ary. In addition, public discourse rarely focuses on incidents of child abuse, altnou^
a well-publicized press story in the spring provoked a brief discussion of the prob-

lem, mfe beating is technically grounds for divorce, but the husband may dem-
onstrate in court that the beating occurred because the wife is irreligious or did not

obey him. It is within the discretion of the judge to deny a divorce in such cases.

Baha'is suffer various forms of discrimination. An October 1991 government de-

cree requires all students to be classified on student identification documents as ei-

ther "Quistian" or "Muslim." Previously, Baha'i students were permitted to be so

identified. A further stipulation requires that Baha'is take national postsecondary

examinations on Islam, unlike Christian religious minorities who take examinations

on Christianity. Tlie Baha'i community is too small to sustain its own court, and
Baha'is' family legal matters, including marriage, must be handled in the Shari'a

courts. Most Baha'is are unwilling to be married in these courts.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^AU nongovernmental woricers, except foreigners,

have the legal right to form and join trade unions. Workers in some government-

owned companies, such as the airlines, are also allowed to form unions. Jordanian

labor unions are apolitical. Union leaders are elected by secret ballot for 1-year

terms. The Jordan Federation of Trade Unions (JFTU) comprises 17 unions; unions

are not required to belong to the Federation, but at the present time all unions are

members of the Federation. Union officials estimate that some 25 percent of workers

are unionized. All unions must register with the Government. Government influence

over the JFTU decreased following political liberalization in 1989, but the JFTU is

not totally independent. Labor laws forbid strikes if an arbitration committee has

been appointed by the Government to end the dispute. If arbitration fails, the mat-

ter is referred to an industrial tribunal, a formal, independent body made up of

judges appointed by the Ministry of Labor. The judges sit in individual cases and
the tribunal's decisions are binding, although both parties to a dispute must agree

to have the tribunal hear their case before it can be considered. Strikes are not per-

mitted during the arbitration or during the tribunal's deliberations. Government
employees, who make up roughly half of the work force, are barred from striking.

Unions are free to affiliate and participate in international labor bodies.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Unions in Jordan have the

right to organize and bargain collectively. JFTU member unions regularly engage

in collective bargaining with employers. Negotiations cover a wide range of issues,

including salaries, safety standards, and working conditions. In its 1992 rejport,

however, the International Labor Organization (ILO) Committee of Experts (COE)
repeated earlier requests that the Government enact specific provisions and sanc-

tions against employer interference in the affairs of worker organizations and ex-

tend coverage of the law to domestic servants and agricultural workers.
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The Constitution bars smtiunion discrimination. Allegations of such discrimination
may be taken to the Ministry of Labor, which on occasion has ordered the reinstate-
ment of employees discharged because of their union activities.

Duty-free trade zones, in Aqaba and Zarqa, are governed by the same labor provi-

sions that apply countrywide. Private sector workers employed in these zones are
part of a national union and are thus allowed to organize and bargain collectively.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Compulsory labor is forbidden by
the Constitution, except in a state of emergency such as war or natural disaster,

and it is not practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The labor laws forbid children
under age 16 from working except in the case of professional apprentices, who are
allowed to leave the standard education track and Tbegin part-time (6 hours per day,
no night shift) training at age 13. Ministry of Labor inspection teams attempt to

enforce these laws. In practice, some underage children work, primarily in family
businesses. Despite compulsory education, a small number of children m more re-

mote areas are kept from school by their parents in order to work.
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—There is no nationwide legally mandated mini-

mum wage, but the Government periodically prepares and adjusts a minimum wage
schedule for various trades, based on recommendations of an advisory panel com-
posed of representatives of workers, employers, and the Government. Unskilled
workers earning the lowest scheduled wage face increasing difiiculties earning
enou^ to provide a family a decent living by local standards.
Laws mandate maximum work hours and paid leave: workers are not supposed

to work more than 48 hours per week (54 hours for hotel, restaurant, and cinema
employees), and may not work more than 16 hours in any continuous period or more
than 60 hours overtime per month. Employees are entitled to 1 day off each week.
The Labor Ministry maintains a group of full-time inspectors to oversee occupa-

tional health and safety standards. A parliamentary committee works wdth the Min-
istry to monitor conditions in the workplace. Jordanian law specifies a number of
health and safety requirements for workers, including standards for bathrooms,
drinking water, and safety and first aid equipment. The Government appears to ad-
minister and enforce its labor laws fairly, but the deployment of too few inspectors
hinders its effectiveness. The ILO, again in 1992, expressed the hope that a draft
labor code under consideration by the Council of Ministers will confer on labor in-

spectors the power to make, or to have made, orders having immediate force and
impose an obligation to notify the Labor Inspectorate of industrial accidents and oc-

cupational diseases.

KUWAIT

Kuwait's rulers (amirs), drawn from the Al-Sabah family, have governed the coun-
try in consultation with prominent conmiercial families and other community lead-
ers for over 200 years. TTie 1962 Constitution provides for an elected National As-
sembly and details the powers of the Government and the rights of citizens. How-
ever, although the Constitution only permits the Amir to suspend its articles during
a period of martial law, the Amir has on several occasions suspended constitutional
provisions by decree and ruled extraconstitutionally. The Anair dissolved the Na-
tional Assembly from 1976 to 1981 and again from 1986 to 1992. The holding of Na-
tional Assembly elections in October 1992 and the subsequent convening of the Na-
tional Assembly marked a return to parliamentary life.

The Ministry of Interior supervises the country's security apparatus, including the
Criminal Investigation Department (CID) and Kuwait State Security (KSS), which
investigates internal security related offenses. Kuwaiti security forces continued to

commit some human rights abuses, particularly in dealing with Iraqis, Yemenis,
Jordanians, Palestinians, and Sudanese.

Before the 1990 Iraqi invasion, which devastated the economy, Kuwait enjoyed a
high standard of living, with an estimated per capita income of $10,175 in 1990. En-
dowed with rich oil resources, the economy has made extraordinary progress in re-

covering from the destruction wrought by the Iraqi occupation. However, it is likely
to be at least 2 to 3 years before Kuwait is able to stabilize its fiscal situation. De-
spite the emphasis the Government places on an open market economy, foreign na-
tionals are not permitted to own property or majority shares in significant local
businesses and are subject to restrictive labor laws.

Kuwait's human rights situation showed measurable progress in 1992; parliamen-
tary elections were held in a free and open atmosphere, prepublication censorship
was eliminated and the Government showed a willingness to cooperate with the Na-
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tional Assembly, for example by permitting ministers to submit to Assembly aues-
tioning. Nevertheless, significant problems remained. Principal concerns were limi-

tations on the right of citizens to change their government, arbitrary arrest, and
continuing limitations on the freedoms oT assembly and association and on women's
rights. There were also reports of abuse of detainees, as well as continuing pres-

sures against, and harassment and mistreatment of, foreign nationals. Some restric-

tions remain on freedom of speech and press.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There was one instance of apparent
extrajudicial killing in 1992. A Sri Lankan national died in police custody. The pre-

cise cause of death was not established, but forensic examination revealed that the
victim had been phvsically abused. Three police officers subsequently were charged
with beating him. The Government stated that it was continuing to investigate the
many extrajudicial killings that occurred during the chaotic period after Kuwait's
liberation in 1991.

In one case a Kuwaiti officer was convicted of killing a bidoon (stateless resident
of Kuwait of Bedouin origin) whom he had stopped at a checkpoint in March 1991.

Most of the killings and disappearances, however, remain unresolved.
b. Disappearance.—^There were no reported cases of permanent disappearance

during 1992, but there were several reports of foreigners (particularly Iraqis, Yem-
enis, Jordanians, Palestinians, and Sudanese) being taken from their homes by un-
identified Kuwaitis, held for a few hours, and then released as a tactic of harass-
ment. According to Kuwait's latest figures, provided to the International Committee
of the Red Cross and Iraq, 850 Kuwaitis and residents of Kuwait were taken pris-

oner by Iraqi authorities during the occupation and are still missing or detained in

Iraq. Approximately 10 percent of the missing are women. The Govenmient of Iraq
has failed to respond to U.N. and other international calls for the detainees' release

under U.N. Security Council Resolution 687, denying that it holds Kuwaiti detain-
ees and refusing to account for missing Kuwaitis taken into Iraqi custody during
the occupation.
There were numerous reports of disappearances following Kuwait's liberation in

1991 as elements of the military and vigilante groups sought retribution against
persons, particularly foreigners, whom they suspected of being pro-Iraqi. While
there is no reliable estimate of the total number of disappearances, over 100 cases
remained unresolved in 1992. The Government of Kuwait says it is continuing to

investigate the remaining cases of disappearances from 1991.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

The Kuwaiti Constitution specifically prohibits the use of torture, but some cases

of serious abuse or torture continued to be reported in 1992. In January a Sudanese
detainee was tortured, taken to the deportation center, then to a hospital. After the

incident was brought to the attention of the Prime Minister's office, the Kuwaiti
Government arrested the officials responsible and paid restitution to the victim. At
year's end, the case is still under investigation but does not appear to be progress-

ing.

There were credible reports of abuse in Kuwaiti detention facilities, especially at

the KSS facility. Reportea abuses included blindfolding detainees, verbal abuse, and
some physical abuse. In some cases detainees were slapped, kicked, or shoved into

walls. The ICRC has access to all places of detention in Kuwait. The Government
has responded to specific allegations of abuse by investigating them and punishing
at least some of the offenders. However, it has not been willing to provide details

concerning the types of abuse and the punishment meted out.

Evidence of mistreatment during interrogation can be submitted to Kuwaiti
courts, and confessions or other evidence obtained through torture are not admissi-

ble. However, a number of sentences handed down by the 1991 Martial Law courts

were based on confessions apparently obtained under torture. In the State Security

Court trials, defense lawyers have, in at least one case, sought exclusion of confes-

sion on the basis of torture.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Arbitrary arrest and detention are pro-

hibited by the Constitution, but this prohibition is not always honored in practice.

There are two different standards in the Kuwaiti Penal Code: one for criminal cases
and one for cases involving state security. In all cases, a detainee may not be held
for more than 4 days without charge, but in practice that requirement has occasion-

ally been ignored in cases involving the KSS. Thereafter, in cases not involving the

KSS, the suspect must either be released or charged by a prosecutor, who may au-

thorize detention for an additional 21 days. Further detention pending trial may be
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authorized by a judge. Detention rules are different for cases involving state secu-

rity. In July 1991, tne Government amended the State Security Law to limit to 6
months the period of detention that may be authorized by a prosecutor. A judge may
authorize longer detentions pending trial. After 21 days in detention, a defendant

may appeal the detention order to the State Security Court. If the appeal is rejected,

the defendant may appeal again 30 days after the rejection. The Government, espe-

cially the KSS, wiU occasionally prevent families from visiting detainees during the

first 4 days, while they are being interrogated. Afl«r that families are allowed to

visit the detainees. There does not appear to be any long term incommunicado de-

tention.

There were continuing reports of arbitrary arrests, especially of persons picked up
at police checkpoints around Kuwait City. Foreign nationals from Yemen, Sudan,
Jordan, and Iraq as well as Palestinians were especially subject to harassment and
arrest at these checkpoints, as were people without valid iCuwaiti residency visas.

In September there were credible reports that foreign nationals employed in the

Sublic sector who had worked during the occupation, in violation of a boycott or-

ered by the Kuwaiti govemment-in-exile, were subject to arrest, interrogation, and
possible deportation, mdividuals detained by the police and the KSS were held for

3 to 4 days, then released, charged, or deported. Families were able to visit detain-

ees in the deportation center, police stations, or prisons. However, families were
rarely able to visit people being interrogated in the KSS facility. The ICRC had ac-

cess to places of detention in Kuwait for non-Kuwaiti civiUans detained in connec-

tion witn the Gulf War. Approximately 900 persons remained in detention as of Oc-

tober, including those who had been convicted in either the State Security or the

Martial Law courts. As of October, almost 500 of these persons were detained under
administrative deportation orders, which may be issued arbitrarily and which pro-

vide no judicial recourse. Some of these persons, especially Iraqis or bidoon, were
long-term detainees.
Under Kuwaiti law, no Kuwaiti may be exiled. Noncitizens, even long-term resi-

dents, may be expelled without charge or judicial recourse if deemed "trouble-

makers" or "security risks." In addition, foreign nationals may be expelled if they

are unable to obtain work or residency permits. During 1992, the Kuwaitis deoorted

approximately 1,250 detainees and approximately 2,000 family members of Palestin-

ians, Yemenis, Sudanese, Jordanians and Iraqis. The ICRC only monitors deporta-

tions of protected persons, but the Government also deports Iranians and other na-

tionalities, including Americans and other Westerners, for violating residency re-

quirements or other offenses.

A much larger number of long-term foreign workers, particularly Palestinians,

chose to leave Kuwait due to less favorable economic, residence, and social condi-

tions. Government policies pressured Palestinians and nationals from Iraq, Yemen,
Sudan, and Jordan to leave and made it difficult for foreigners in general to sponsor

their family members' entiy into the country. The Government's actions reflected a
deliberate policy aimed at changing Kuwait's demographic balance to reduce reli-

ance on foreign workers. The Palestinian population in Kuwait dropped to approxi-

mately 27,000 from a postwar figure of 120,000 to 150,000.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Kuwait's judicial system comprises the regular

courts, the State Security Court, the Court of Cassation, and the military courts,

which have jurisdiction only over offenses committed by members of the armed or

security forces, except during periods of martial law.

Kuwait's judicial system, while nominally independent, is subject to executive

branch control over its administrative and financial matters. In most recent cases

the courts have provided for fair public trials and the right of appeal. Judges in the

regular courts are appointed by the Amir on the recommendation of the Justice Min-
istry. Kuwaiti nationals who serve as judges usually receive lifetime appointments,

while many non-Kuwaiti judges serve renewable 1 to 3-year contracts. The Justice

Ministry may also remove judges for cause, but this authority is rarely exercised.

By law, all defendants in felony cases must be represented by attorneys, court-

appointed if necessary. In misdemeanor cases, defined as crimes punishable by less

than 3 years' imprisonment, legal counsel is optional, at the discretion of the defend-

ant, and the court is not reouired to appoint a defense attorney if the accused can-

not afford to pay for one. Defendants tried in absentia have the right to appeal.

In July 1991, the Government amended the State Security Law to provide for a
limited appeals process in cases prosecuted under that law. Under tne new law,

both defendants and prosecutors may appeal verdicts of the State Security Court to

the Court of Cassation. TTie Court of Cassation may conduct a formal review of

cases to determine whether the rule of law was properly applied in each sentence.

A number of state security cases were appealed to tne Court of Cassation in 1992,

but, as of October, the court had not rendered any final verdicts.
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In 1991 the Government prosecuted 74 cases, involving 164 defendants, in martial

law courts. These trials did not generally meet international standards of due proc-

ess, although the Government has resisted international appeals for retrials. Cases
which were not completed before the end of martial law were held for the State Se-

curity Courts which resumed hearing cases in Aoril 1992. Two state security court

circuits, each consisting of a 3-judge panel, heara approximately 60 cases involving

124 people. Forty-nine of these cases were referrals from the earlier Martial Law
courts, and the rest were cases develojied after the end of martial law. A succession

of state security trials continued throughout 1992. These trials were observed by the

Kuwaiti press, international human rights organizations, and foreign missions, and
most observers commented favorably about the procedural standards applied. De-

fense counsel were given access to the evidence against their clients. In some in-

stances, iudges dismissed cases summarily due to lack of evidence. In cases in which
verdicts nave been pronounced, some defendants have been found not guilty but in

most cases the courts have found the defendants guilty and pronounced sentence-j-

generally imprisonment followed by deportation. Under the Constitution, the Amir
has the power to pardon and commute all sentences.

Kuwait holds no Kuwaiti political prisoners, but there are approximately 210 Pal-

estinian-Gazan, Iraqi, and bidoon prisoners held in longterm administrative deten-

tion in deportation centers. Cases against them are not apparently strong enou^
to take to trial, but the Government is unwilling to free them. The Government will

not deport them to Iraq against their will; the prisoners have nowhere else to go.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

right to individual privacy and sanctity of the home is provided for in the Constitu-

tion, but this right was ignored by the authorities in some cases in 1992. Search
warrants issued by the court or the prosecutor are required under Kuwaiti law un-

less the pohce are in hot pursuit of a suspect fleeing the scene of a crime or there

is an indication of the presence of alcohol or narcotics on the premises. Search war-

rants to enter public premises are issued by the prosecutor. During 1992 Kuwaiti

police frequently manned checkpoints on major roads to search for weapons, infiltra-

tors, or people without legal residence permits. The number of checkpoints varied

depending on the Government's concerns about internal security.

Although individuals technically could refuse to have their vehicles searched, in

practice police at these checkpoints felt at liberty to search vehicles. There were nu-

merous reports of foreign nationals (especially Palestinians, Jordanians, Iraqis,

Yemenis, and Sudanese as well as bidoon) being harassed or arrested at check-

points. Foreigners without residence permits were also subject to arrest and deten-

tion.

In 1986 the Government restricted the right of Kuwaiti males to marry foreigners,

decreeing that advance official approval would be required. Government oflicials in-

dicated mat the action was motivated by concern about meeting the State's respon-

sibilities toward the children of non-Kuwaiti spouses residing outside the country.

The Government and the public at large were also concerned about the CTOwing

number of Kuwaiti males marrying foreigners rather than Kuwaiti women. Kuwaiti

women were publicly advised against marrying foreign nationals. The Government
has only sporadically enforced the law.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Laws exist which permit the Government to re-

strict speech and press freedoms, and the press laws were applied on a few occa-

sions in 1992. Nonetheless, Kuwaitis freely and openly discussed issues and offered

their opinions in public and private without fear of official retaliation. Opposition

viewpoints were freely discussed in public and in private meetings, although public

meetings were subject to surveillance by Interior Ministry personnel. No one was
allowed to publicly criticize the Amir, the ruling family, or Islam.

On January 12, the Government rescinded the 1986 decrees which provided for

prepublication censorship. The Kuwaiti Journalists' Association concurrently drafted

ana implemented a Code of Journalists' Ethics.

The press law restricts the press from publishing materials that contain direct

criticisms of the Amir, that involve official confidential communications or treaties

and agreements with other states, or that "might incite people to commit crimes,

create hatred, or spread dissension among the people. With the end of

prepublication censorsnip, the Kuwaiti press was required to exercise its own judg-

ment about what to print under the press law, subject to potential government legal

action.

The Government occasionally used the threat of legal action to control and punish

the press during 1992. Twice during the year, the Government detained the editor

of an independent newspaper for questioning about the articles in his newspaper.
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In the first instance, he and a journalist were questioned and charged with reveal-

ing classified information about promotions in the Kuwaiti military. In a second

case he was charged as an accessory and a journalist was chained with "abuse, slan-

der, defamation, and infringement of the dignity" of the former Minister of Informa-

tion for a series of eight articles on the Government's media policy that contained

sharp personal criticisms of the former minister. The former mimster also filed a

civil libel suit against the editor. In another case the Government deported a non-

Kuwaiti news correspondent for filing a report that was deemed to nave insulted

the Amir.
Some Kuwaiti reporters complained that the repeal of the 1986 decrees led to a

greater degree of self-censorship, because their editors feared legal reprisals from
the Government. However, the ^sa was free to discuss a wide varietv of social,

economic, and political issues. The Kuwaiti press extensively covered the 1992

Chamber of Commerce elections and the election campaign for the National Assem-
bly. The press was free to criticize government policies and officials as long as the

criticism was not of a personal nature. However, the press did launch several stri-

dent attacks against senior Kuwaiti officials, including the Prime Minister. Foreign

press reporting from Kuwait is uncensored, and foreign journalists have generally

open access to the country. Newspapers must have a license from the Mmistry of

Information. By law, publishers lose this license if their publications do not appear

for 6 months.
Radio and television are Government owned and controlled. They remained strict-

ly neutral in their election coverage.
Kuwait has a Censorship Department which reviews all books, films, videotapes,

{leriodicals, and other material entering Kuwait in bulk or for conunercial purposes,

n practice, such censorship is sporadic and aimed mostly at material considered to

be morally offensive or pornographic. In addition, the General Organization of Print-

ing and Publishing controls the printing, publishing, and distribution of materials

in Kuwait. Private Kuwaiti cooperative societies occasionally boycott publications

that offend moral sensibilities or Islam. For example, a local English-language

newspaper was removed from several local cooperative supermarkets because it car-

ried material deemed offensive.

Academics operate in a free and open atmosphere with no apparent censorship of

their teaching, research, or writings.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Political parties are banned in

Kuwait, as they were before the Iraqi occupation. Political activity finds its outlet

in informal, family-based social gatherings known as diwaniyas. The Constitution

affirms the right to private assembly and also to public meetings, processions, and
gatherings that are peacefiil and not contrary to morals." Public gatherings, how-
ever, must receive prior government approval, as must private gatherings of more
than five people that result in the issuance of a public statement.

During 1992 the Government denied three permits for public gatherings. In one
instance, the Government denied permission for the Kuwaiti Graduates' Society to

host an election seminar, saying the Society did not have a mandate to sponsor po-

litical events. However, in the month before the Kuwaiti elections, the Government
approved the Societys request to sponsor the same seminar. The Government also

turned down permit applications for one lai^e opposition rally and for an Islamic

group's forum on Afghanistan. In practice, however, opposition groups were able to

hold large public meetings without interference. The Government monitored large-

scale opposition diwaniyas in the spring of 1992 but did not interfere. Each night

during the election campaign, candidates (including opposition candidates) held

lai^e public rallies. They also published political platforms and operated without

government interference.

Professional groups, bar associations, and scientific bodies operate and maintain
international contacts without government interference.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The Constitution declares that "freedom of belief is abso-

lute" but must not "conflict with public policy or morals." Kuwait's state religion is

Islam; the Shari'a (Islamic law) is, according to the Constitution, "a main source of

legislation." The ruling family and many prominent Kuwaiti families are Sunni
Muslims. There are no restraints on worship by Shi'a Muslims, who constitute ap-

proximately 40 percent of all Kuwaitis. Kuwait has a tiny Arab Christian minority

who are allowed to practice their religion freely. There are a number of legally rec-

ognized expatriate Christian conCTegations and churches, including a Catholic dio-

cese and an American-sponsored Protestant church. Foreign nationals who practice

eastern religions (e.g., mndus, Sikhs, and Buddhists) are not allowed to build places

of worship but may worship privately in their homes.
d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—In general, Kuwaiti citizens have the right to travel nreely within the
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country. In theory, both men and women enjoy the same freedom to travel abroad,
but there are some limitations in practice. Husbands may prevent their wives and
minor children from leaving the country, and representatives of societies, associa-

tions, and trade unions wishing to travel abroad and participate in international
meetings must receive prior permission. Kuwaitis are free to emigrate and, with an
important exception described below, to return.

The Government's preinvasion practice of revoking citizenship contradicted the
Constitutional provision that "no Kuwaiti may be deported from Kuwait or pre-
vented from returning thereto." In some cases, revocation was based on the vol-

untary acquisition by the individual of foreign citizenship, although many Kuwaiti
citizens are dual nationals carrying U.S. passpmrts. However, as far as is known,
there have been no recent revocations of citizenship. A former opposition member
of Parliament whose citizenship was revoked in the mid-1980's for his support of
Iran during the Iran-Iraq war was allowed to return to Kuwait in 1992, and nis citi-

zenship was restored.
An anomalous situation exists in the case of the stateless bidoon who resided in

Kuwait prior to the Iraqi invasion and claimed not to have any ^ther nationality

but were unable to document claims of Kuwaiti citizenship. While some percentage
of the bidoon have long standing ties to Kuwait, others inmiigrated to Kuwait in

the 1960's and 1970's in response to Kuwait's oil and construction booms. An esti-

mated 100,000 of the preinvasion bidoon population of around 250,000 remained in
Kuwait in 1992. TTie Government also made it difficult for bidoon who had left the
country during the Iraqi invasion to return, either denying or delaying their entry
visas. The Government's position imposed severe separation hardships on some fam-
ilies.

In 1992 the Government continued its postwar policy of reducing the number of
Iraqis, bidoon, Palestinians, and other foreign nationals in the country. The deporta-
tion of prominent Palestinian writer and columnist Walid Abu Bakr, a 30-year resi-

dent of Kuwait, on February 29 appeared to underscore the Government's deter-

mination to reduce its Palestinian population.
Under the arrangements worked out between the Kuwaitis and ICRC representa-

tives, the ICRC was able to interview deportees to verify that they were willing to

return to Iraq. The Government also generally abided by its agreement not to deport
Gazan Palestinians with Egyptian laissez passer travel documents. As of October,

almost 40 percent of the 9,000 Gazans remaining in Kuwait had been given 1-year

residence permits. The Government allowed the remainder to stay in Kuwait pend-
ing the resolution of their status by the governments concemea. Despite the Ku-
waiti pledge not to deport Gazans, many Gazans left Kuwait voluntarily in response
to social and economic pressure.

In 1991 the Government set November 15 as the expiration date for temporary
identification documents. This expiration date was subsequently extended several

times until August 15, 1992. After that date, foreign nationals without valid legal

residence facea fines and possible deportation. Certain groups, including Palestin-

ians, Iraqis, and bidoon, found it extremely difficult to find employment and main-
tain residency. As of October, however, most of the remaining Palestinians and
Iraqis had obtained residency permits. Only the Gazans and the bidoon remained
as significant groups with unresolved status.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Kuwaitis do not enjoy the right to change the head of state. However, Kuwaitis
eligible to vote choose the membership of the National Assembly. Under the Con-
stitution, executive power is vested in the Amir and under him in an appointed
Council of Ministers headed by the Prime Minister who, in the Al-Sabah family's

tradition, has been the Crown Prince. Following the 1992 election, the Prime Min-
ister formed a 16-member Cabinet, which included 6 elected National Assembly
members, the largest percentage of elected Assemblymen in the Cabinet in Kuwait's
history. The Constitution places legislative power in the hands of the Amir and an
elected National Assembly, which was suspended from 1986 until October 1992.

The dissolution of the National Assembly, decreed bv the Amir in Julv 1986, was
in effect until the October elections in 1992. Although the Amir has the constitu-

tional right to suspend the National Assembly, according to the Constitution, elec-

tions for a new Assembly must be conducted within 2 months of the dissolution, oth-

erwise the old Assembly regains its authority until the "new Assembly is elected."

The 1986 decrees circumvented the election requirement by suspending the section

of the Constitution that called for new elections. The Constitution only gives the
Amir the authority to suspend its articles during periods of martial law. The Amir
had previously dissolved the Assembly from 1976 to 1981. In the Assembly's ab-
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sence, the Amir rules by decrees having the force of law. The National Assembly
has the constitutionid right to review and approve amiri decrees made in its ab-
sence. The 1992 National Assembly began to review all of the amiri decrees after

its convocation and has the power to overturn them.
TTie electoral law provides that candidates for the National Assembly be self-nom-

inated, with multiple candidates permitted for the 50 seats. In 1992, 303 candidates

registered for parliamentary elections. Kuwaiti law prohibits the establishment of

political parties; however, the Government of Kuwait tacitly permitted the establish-

ment of several opposition political groups which acted as poutical parties.

Kuwaiti law limits suffrage to adult males who resided in Kuwait before 1920 and
maintained a residence there until 1959 and to their adult male descendants (21
and over). In 1986 the National Assembly approved an amendment to the National-
ity Law postponing until 1996 the enfranchisement of Kuwait's naturalized citizens

who do not meet the pre-1920 qualification.

Tlie NationaUty Law was fiirther amended in 1987 to extend from 20 to 30 years
the total period that all naturalized Kuwaitis must wait before acquiring the ri^t
to vote. Distinctions based on parentage, length of residence, and gender limit citi-

zenship to a fraction of the resident population. In 1992 approximately 82,000 eligi-

ble Kuwaitis (almost the entire enfranchised male population) registered to vote.

The first National Assembly election since 1985 took place in 1992. The Kuwaiti
Government scrupulously adhered to the required procedures for elections and the
subsequent convocation of the National Assembly. An activist organization, the
newly elected National Assembly is both challenging and cooperating with the Gov-
ernment on a wide range of issues.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

The privately organized Kuwait Association for the Defense of War Victims
(KADWV), created in March 1991, seeks to help in the repatriation of internees
from Iraq and address the physical and psychological needs of former prisoners of
war and torture victims of tne Iraqi occupation. KADWV also seeks to curb human
rights abuses in Kuwait and has taken special interest in alleviating the problems
01 the bidoon. The Government has not recognized the Association but has not inter-

fered in its work, although it did censor a KADWV publication on December 10,

1991, (Human Rights Day) which commemorated the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights. The Government's grounds for censorship was that the publication
implied criticism of the Government. Since Kuwaiti law makes no provision for inde-

{>endent nongovernmental organizations, KADWVs status remains legally anoma-
ous.

The National Committee for Missing and POW Affairs, created in May 1991, was
entrusted by the Government with primary responsibility for leading efforts to se-

cure the release of Kuwaiti captives stiU held in Iraq. The National Committee did
not monitor the human ri^ts situation inside Kuwait.
For the past 2 years, me Government has permitted visits and often met with

representatives oi various international organizations and private agencies con-
cerned with human ri^ts. Observers from the press, the ICRC, and diplomatic mis-
sions also monitored the state security trials.

Government officials also cooperated with international humanitarian oi^aniza-
tions, including the ICRC, the International Organization for Migration (lOM), the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), and the United Nations
Relief and Works Agency for Palestinian Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA).
ICRC delegates monitored the status of "protected persons" in detention. The Gov-
ernment also finalized a headquarters a^eement allowing the ICRC to establish its

regional headauarters for the Arabian Peninsula in Kuwait. The UNHCR was al-

lowed to establish an office in Kuwait, and the lOM was given several million dol-

lars by the Kuwaiti Govenunent to operate its office in Kuwait.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

In the late 1980's and up to llie time of the invasion, the Government promul-
gated a series of measures which, inter alia, dropped the bidoon (and other stateless

eersons) from the census roles and stripped them of civil identification cards which
ad entitled the bearer to a variety of social services. Many of these persons were

in a legal limbo, without the legal right to woik, attend school, or travel in and out
of Kuwait. The Government established a screening process for bidoon who had
served in the Kuwaiti military and security forces and their families and for bidoon
in special categories (children of Kuwaiti/bidoon marriages). Those who met the
screening requirements were ^ven residency permits; others were reqpiired to re-

turn to their "countries" of origin. By mid-1992, the Government had rehired ap-
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proximately 10,000 bidoon in the police and military. These bidoon were reportedly
hired on 1-year contracts, at the end of which they had to provide the Government
with proof of their "actual nationality."

In many spheres, Kuwaiti women are allowed only a subordinate role by statute

and practice. Women are denied the right to vote and are traditionally restrained
from freely dioosing certain roles in society. Kuwaiti women are able to work, drive,

and have access to nigher education. Particularly since liberation, a number of Ku-
waiti women have demanded a broader role in Kuwaiti society.

The active role that Kuwaiti women played during the Iraqi occupation translated
into some post-liberation caJls for women's suffrage, and legislation to this eflect

was introduced in October by members of the newly-elected National Assembly.
Kuwaiti women have a number of educational and employment opportunities.

Women have full access to government-provided higher education, and an estimated
60 percent of women of working age are employed. Women work as doctors, engi-

neers, lawyers, and professors. A few women have reached senior government posi-

tions. In July a woman was appointed to the Amiri Diwan (royal court) as Director

of Political Affairs.

The extent of violence against women in Kuwait is unknown; the physical and
sexual abuse of expatriate Asian women (especially from the Philippines, Sri Lanka
and other South Asian countries) who woric as domestic servants received consider-

able attention in the press. Some observers believed that the problem worsened
after liberation. Both Kuwaiti and foreign women are subjected to sexual harass-

ment, but again the extent is unknown.
On several occasions during the spring, over 300 women were sheltered at the

Philippine Embassy at one time. Althou^ most of these women sought shelter due
to contractual or financial problems with their employers, there were significant

numbers of cases involving severe physical and sexual abuse. In one widely reported
case, a Filipina maid was allegedly raped by her employer and his friends and then
coniined in a fourth stoiy room. She was seriously injured when she escaped by
jumping out of the window. In another case, two policemen were arrested and
charged with raping a Sri Lankan maid.
Domestic servants may take legal recourse against their employers for abuse, but

generally do not because of fear of reprisal and a generally substantiated fear that
me police will side with the Kuwaiti employer. The Government said it has acted

to punish abusers, but government action has not effectively dealt with the problem.
The Government has established an office to investigate crimes and complaints in-

volving domestics and initiated plans to establish a shelter for runaway maids.
Before the dissolution of the National Assembly in 1986, Islamic groups within

that body were able to secure a bar on the granting of citizenship to non-Muslims.
Foreign nationals are prohibited from having majority ownership in virtually

every business other than certain small service oriented businesses and are not al-

lowed to own property. The (jovemment continued its Kuwaitization policy, begun
in 1991, with the result that significant labor and educational access restrictions

continued to be applied to foreigners, especially Palestinians and other "suspect na-

tionalities." These persons found it difficult to obtain work and residence permits.

The Government also made it very difficult for foreign workers to sponsor their fam-
ilies for residency by installing high minimum wage requirements for family visas.

There was no evidence of discrimination among citizens in the administration of

Kuwait's extensive welfare programs. Kuwait's Sni'a minority are less likely to be

appointed to sensitive government positions, although two ministers, including the

important Minister of (Til and a high ranking militaiy officer, are Shi'a. The (Jovem-
ment tied access to education to possession of a vahd residence permit and further

restricted access to public education, creating hardships for some foreign nationals

with families.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Kuwaiti workers have the right to join unions, but
Kuwaiti law prevents the establishment of more than one umon per functional area

or more than one general confederation. Union membership in 1992 was approxi-

mately 33,000, (roughly 7 percent of the total work force) organized in 14 unions.

All but two of the unions, the Bank Workers Union and the Kuwait Airways Work-
ers Union, are afiiliated with the Kuwait Trade Union Federation (KTUF). Foreign

workers, who constitute the vast majority of the work force, were permitted by law
to join unions after 5 years' residence but only as nonvoting memDers. In practice,

foreign workers interested in union membership are able to join within a year or

less of starting employment and residency in Kuwait. However, only 15 percent of

the unionized workers are non-Kuwaitis. Kuwaiti labor law stipulates that any new
union must include at least 1(X) workers, 15 of whom have to be Kuwaiti. The Min-
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ister of the Interior must certify that he has no objection to any of the founding

members before a trade union may be established.

Although unions are legally independent organizations, in fact, the Government
maintains a large oversight role with regard to union financial records; 90 percent

of union budgets are in the form of government subsidies. Unions must also follow

a standard format for internal rules and constitutions, which includes prohibitions

of any involvement in domestic political, religious, or sectarian issues; in practice,

these proscriptions are generally neither observed nor enforced.

Under the law, a union may be dissolved by a court decision for violating labor

law or laws concerning the "preservation of public order and morals"; such a court

decision may be appealed. The Amir may also dissolve a union by decree. No union

has been dissolved in either manner. Kuwaiti citizen union members have the right

to elect representatives of their own choosing, provided the candidates are also Ku-
waitis and can demonstrate that they have no criminal record.

The right to strike is recognized but is limited by Kuwaiti labor law, which pro-

vides for compulsory negotiation followed by arbitration if a' settlement cannot be
reached between labor and management (see Section 6.b.). The labor union for the

Ministry of Municipalities briefly went on strike in 1992. It was not disciplined.

The titemational Labor Organization's (ILO) Committee of Experts (COE) reiter-

ated again in 1992 its longstanding criticisms of a number of discrepancies between
the Kuwaiti Labor Code and ILO Convention 87 on freedom of association and noted

the Government's assertion that draft revisions to the Labor Code fulfill all provi-

sions of the Convention "except those which run counter to national security."

The KTUF, which consists of nine civil service unions and three oU sector unions,

is a member of the International Confederation of Arab Trade Unions and the Com-
munist-dominated World Federation of Trade Unions.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Kuwaiti workers have the

right to organize and bargain collectively, subject to the restrictions cited above

These rights have been incorporated in Kuwaiti labor law and have, according to

all reports, been respected in practice. Antiunion discrimination is prohibited by
law. There were no reports of discrimination against union or nonunion employees.

Kuwaiti labor law provides for direct negotiations between employers and "labor-

ers or their representatives" in the private sector. In practice, most agreements are

resolved through negotiations, possibly with the assistance of the Ministry of Social

Affairs and Labor. Some employers have wage scales set by wage surveys. If an ami-
cable agreement is not reached, the parties may petition the Ministry of Social Af-

fairs and Labor for settlement. If no agreed solution is reached by this means, the

dispute is referred to a labor arbitration board composed of officials representing the

High Court of Appeals, the Attorney General's office, and the Ministry of Social Af-

fairs and Labor. Most differences do not reach arbitration.

The Civil Service Law makes no provision for collective bargaining between gov-

ernment workers and their employers. Civil service wages are administratively set

by the Government. In practice, government workers' representatives and ministry

officials hold coordination meetings on a periodic basis. If no agreement is reached
between the individual ministry and its workers, the issue is raised to the Council

of Ministers, whose chairman, the Crown Prince and Prime Minister, is also chair-

man of the Civil Service Council. Union officials are able to resolve most issues at

the working level and enjoy free access to the Crown Prince and other senior offi-

cials.

There are no export processing zones in Kuwait.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Constitution prohibits forced

labor "except in cases specified by law for national emergency and with just remu-
neration." This prohibition appears to be respected. However, there are credible re-

ports that foreign nationals employed as domestic servants have been denied exit

visas if they seek them without their employers' consent.

Foreign nationals are required to obtain a sponsor in Kuwait in order to obtain

a residence permit and cannot change their employinent without permission from
their origiam sponsors. Domestic servants are particularly vulnerable to abuses
from this practice, because they are not protected by Kuwaiti labor law. Sponsors
are frequently reluctant to grant their servants permission to change jobs because
of their financial investment in the servants. In many cases employers exercise

some control over their servants by holding their passports. Domestic servants who
run away from their employers can be treated as criminals under Kuwaiti law. Do-
mestic servants frequently work long hours, greatly exceeding the 48-hour work-
week. In some reported cases, employers withhold wages from domestic servants to

cover the costs involved in brinsini; them to Kuwait.

61-307 0-93-34
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The Grovemment of Kuwait took some steps to deal with problems facing domestic
servants by repatriating many of them at its own expense and establishing a law
to regulate employment agencies that hire domestic servants.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum age under Kuwaiti
law is 18 years for all forms of woric, both full and part-time. This law is not fully

observed in the nonindustrial sector. Some small busmessmen employ their children

on a part-time basis, and some South Asian domestic servants are under 18. The
Ministry of Social Affairs and Labor is charged with enforcing minimum age regula-

tions. Employers can also obtain permits from the Ministry to employ juveniles be-
tween the ages of 14 and 18 in certain trades.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^There is no legal minimum wage in the private

sector. A two-tiered labor market ensures high wages for Kuwaiti employees while
foreign workers, particularly unskilled laborers, receive substantially lower wages.
However, their wage rates are higjier than what they could expect to earn in their

home countries. The minimum wage in the public sector is sufficient to provide a
decent living for a worker and family.

General conditions of work are established by Kuwaiti labor law for both the pub-
lic and the private sectors, with the oil industry treated sepeirately. The Kuwaiti
Civil Service Law also prescribes additional conditions for the public sector. Labor
law limits the standard workweek to 48 hours with 1 fiiU day of rest per week, pro-

vides for a minimum of 14 workdays' leave per year, and establishes a compensation
schedule for industrial accidents. In 1989, the last year for which statistics are
available, the industrial sector employed 24 percent of the woric force.

The ILO has ui^ed Kuwait to guarantee the weekly 24-consecutive-hour rest pe-

riod to temporary workers employed for a period of less than 6 months and workers
in enterprises emplojring less man five persons.

Reflecting the petroleum sector's importance to Kuwait, the law governing em-
ployment in this area is more generous than the general laws. It provides for a 40-

hour workweek, 30 workdays' annual leave, and a generous sick leave policy which
authorizes sick leave for up to 2 years. Laws establishing work conditions are not
always applied uniformly to foreign workers.
Women are permitted to woric, except in "dangerous industries and trades harm-

ful to the health." They are promised remuneration equal to that of a man provided
she does the same worK."
The Ministry of Social Affairs and Labor is responsible for enforcing labor laws.

The Government has issued occupational health and safety standards; however,
compliance and enforcement appear to be poor, especially with respect to unskilled

foreign laborers. Foreign workers, especially unskilled or semiskilled South Asian
workers, frequently face contractual disputes, poor working conditions, and some
physical abuse (see Section 5). Most foreign workers are not well protected by Ku-
waiti labor laws. Domestic servants, for example, are specifically excluded from the
Private Sector Labor Law.

LEBANON

According to its Constitution, Lebanon is a parliamentary democratic republic. By
tradition, the President is a Maronite, the Prime Minister a Sunni Muslim, and the

Speaker of the Chamber of Deputies a Shi'a Muslim. The 128 deputies are divided

equally between Christians and Muslims. General parliamentary elections were held
in 1992 for the first time in 20 years but in an atmosphere of acrimony and discord.

The Government continued to consolidate its authority over Lebanese territory,

reasserting control over government buildings and properties long controlled by var-

ious militias, including Hizballah, the Lebanese Forces, and the Druze Progressive

Socialist Party. Hizballah and its allies (supported by Iran) refused to disarm and
were responsible for operations against the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) and its sur-

rogate militia, the South Lebanon Army (SLA), inside Israel's self-proclaimed "secu-

rity zone," prompting retaliatory raids.

Much of Lebanon, however, remains outside direct government control, and the
gresence of non-Lebanese forces further impinges on Lebanese central authority,

alestinian groups in the south stUl operate autonomously in their refugee camps
and maintain a separate and arbitrary system ofjustice to deal with fellow Palestin-

ians. A security and defense pact signed in 1991 by Syria and Lebanon establishes

a framework for joint cooperation between Lebanese and Syrian armed forces, but
Syrian military and intelligence elements in fact operate independently of Lebanese
authorities.
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Syrian troops in parts of Beirut, North Lebanon, and the Biqa' Valley numbered
35,000. According to the Taif Agreement, the Governments of Lebanon and Syria
were to take a decision in September to redeploy Syrian troops to the western en-
trances to the Biqa* Valley, with redeployment to occur shortly thereafter. However,
as of the end of the year no decision had been taken, and there had been no signifi-

cant movement of Syrian troops.

Israel has about 1,000 troops in southern Lebanon but maintains controls in and
near its self-proclaimed "security zone," lai^ely through the SLA. The SLA main-
tains a separate and arbitrary system of justice in the zone, without reference to

central Lebanese authority. In 1992 Israel also undertook occasional military oper-
ations outside the security zone. In areas controlled by Syria and Israel, soldiers

from those countries as well as local militias sometimes conducted security and
other functions normally reserved to a central government. According to the U.S.
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, Lebanon's total military expenditures for

1989 were roughly estimated to be between $259 million and $273 million. Any de-
crease in spending is unlikely in the near future as the Government is faced with
rebuilding its armed forces following the 16-year civil war.

Lebanon's free enterprise economy deteriorated shaiply. Excess government
spending and a lack of public confidence produced a 70-percent devaluation of the
currency and inflation of over 50 percent. The advent of Prime Minister Rafiq al-

Hariri's Government in November 1992 brou^t renewed confidence in the economy.
The pound improved, and prices dropped amidst expectations that the new govern-
ment would embark on needed budget reforms and obtain foreign construction aid.

Although there was some improvement in the human rights situation attributable
to the consolidation of central government authority, normal constitutional and legal

protections still did not apply in the lai^e part of Lebanon outside government con-
trol. Civilians continued to be victims of artillery and aerial attacks, bombings, snip-
ing, abductions, summary executions, and assassinations. The level of violence was,
however, at its lowest level since civil strife began in 1975.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—The overall number of political

kiUings declined further in 1992 as the Government consolidated its authority over
portions of the country. However, there were some politically motivated killings by
rival Palestinian factions, mostly in Sidon and the nearby refugee camps, but also
in Beirut and the Biqa' Valley. At least 25 such killings occurred in the months of
October and November alone. Among the assassinated were the Palestine Liberation
Organization's (PLO) Chief for the Fatah militia in Lebanon, the head of the Abu
Nidal Organization in the Biqa' Valley, the spokesman of the Fatah Revolutionary
CouncU, and a major in the Fatah movement. An officer in the Christian Lebanese
Forces (LF) militia was assassinated in May.
Some political and religious figures, including candidates in and opponents of the

parliamentary elections, received death threats, but none was carried out. The num-
ber of bomb attacks dropped sharply compared with 1991. On Deceniber 30, 1991,
a boobytrapped car exploded in the Basta district of West Beirut, a densely popu-
lated Shi'a neighborhood. Twenty were killed and 100 persons were wounded in the
attack. No one claimed responsibility.

On February 15, Israeli helicopters rocketed the automobile of Hizballah Sec-
retary General Abbas Mussawi, who was killed along with his wife and infant son
as well as his driver and bodyguard.

b. Disappearance.—Despite improvement in the overall security situation, thou-
sands of Lebanon's inhabitants kidnaped during the years of civil unrest remained
unaccounted for. Local militias and non-Lebanese forces appeared to be responsible
for most of these kidnapings. Some victims are believed to have been summarily ex-
ecuted. The last Western hostages, two German nationals, were released in June.
The Government has taken no judicial action against the groups which had held
these and other Western hostages.
Two lawyers who were members of the Iraqi Ba'ath party disappeared in Feb-

ruary while attempting to leave the country by ferry. There were credible reports
that they were arrested by the state security service and handed over to Syrian au-
thorities. A lawyer and tnree companions were kidnaped in August in an area of
southern Lebanon under the control of the United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon
(UNIFIL). They were returning from an election rally in Israel's self-proclaimed "se-
curity zone." Tne lawyer was released after 115 days in captivity, and the body of
one of his companions was found in southern Lebanon; there was no word on the
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fate of the other two or on the identity of the kidnapers. Gunmen kidnaped an offi-

cial of the Christian Kataib party in September.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

There were reports of beatings and the use orexcessive force against detainees by
the Lebanese security services. One nongovernmental human rights oi^anization
transmitted to the Nunister of Justice in September a report of beatings and mis-
treatment of persons detained by military security for cuxnilating antielection lit-

erature (see Section l.d.). The Minister did not reply. It was said that the military
used excessive force in interrogating students associated with the Lebanese Forces
who were arrested in October.
Overcrowding in Lebanese prisons reportedly reached a point in 1992 that threat-

ened the health of detainees. In some cases, up to 30 detainees were being held in
20-square-meter cells.

Incidents of torture by Lebanese militias and Palestinian factions appeared to

have declined in number with the extension of the central Government's authority.
There were, however, credible and persistent reports of torture and abuse by Syrian
security elements and at the SLA's al-Khiam prison in Israel's self-proclaimed secu-
rity zone."

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—By law, arresting officers must refer sus-
pects to a prosecutor within 24 hours of arrest. Some government prosecutors, how-
ever, authorized the indefinite detention of suspects for interrogation without ref-

erence to a court or a judge. Every person arrested has the right to legal counsel,
but there is no public defender's omce. The Lebanese Lawyers' Syndicate estab-
lished an office in 1992 to serve those who could not afibrd a lawyer. Bail is per-
mitted in most cases (excluding felonies).

Militias have virtually ceased the practice of detaining people arbitrarily for in-

definite periods in those areas where the central Government has extended its au-
thority. There are widespread and credible reports, however, of arbitrary detention
by the SLA, Hizballah, and Syrian security elements. Palestinian elements arrested
individuals without due process; the press has reported, for example, that 62 per-

sons are held by the PLO Fatah movement in southern Lebanon, accused of murder
and violent attacks.

Military security arrested 70 to 80 civilians in July and August, accusing them
of distributing pictures of ousted General Michel Aoun (former Prime Minister and
Lebanese Armed Forces Commander) and pamphlets calling for a boycott of Leb-
anon's parliamentary elections. They were neld for periods ranging from 36 hours
to about 2 weeks without judicial proceedings. Several claimed they were beaten
and mistreated during detention. At least another dozen civilians were detained by
militaiy security for alleged involvement in djnoamite attacks during the electoral

campaign; aU but two were released after several weeks' detention. No iudicial pro-

ceedings were initiated. Nearly two dozen students who comprised a political action

group supportive of the Lebanese Forces were arrested in October and held incom-
municado for nearly 2 weeks. They were eventually charged with threatening the
security of the State and released on bail. It is said they were warned against fur-

ther political activity. An unknown number of civilians were arrested by the army
in November and remain in detention. They were printing pamphlets which chal-

lenged the Taif Accord, ridiculed the commander of the army, and lionized an army
officer who killed himself while assembling an explosive in an apparent plot to blow
up an army installation. One international human ri^ts group reported that be-

tween 15 and 50 arrestees were being held, out of as many as 200 initial arrestees;

the army admitted it had arrested 11 civilians. Twelve persons were indicted on De-
cember 28 and may be sentenced to jail terms ranging from 2 months to 2 years.

Associates of the arrestees privately believed their number exceeded the armys fig-

ure but fell well short of the group's figure. In December the Attorney Cfeneral

began an investigation of Amnesty International (AI) charges regarding the arbi-

trary nature of the arrests, the absence of due process, and the use of torture during
interrogation. Prolonged pretrial detention is reported to be a continuing problem.
The SLA continued to nold at least 200 Lebanese detainees in a facility in the

town of al-Khiam in southern Lebanon. It is not known how many Palestinians were
detained at the center. The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) has
not been permitted access to those held at al-Khiam. As noted in Section I.e., there

are credible reports that prisoners suffer torture and are denied contact with their

families.

Exile is not used as a means of political control.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Lebanese law, practice, and custom provide the

right to a fair public trial, with each confessional group having its own court for

family and personal status cases and with a separate military courts-martial sys-

tem. Palestinian elements continued to operate an autonomous and arbitrary system
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of justice in parts of the country, however. Rival Palestinian factions often try their

enemies without due process, and these trials cannot be considered fair. For exam-
ple, the Palestinian Itevolutionary Judicial Court tried (for murder) and sentenced

to death in September three members of the Fatah Revolutionary Council at a refu-

gee camp in southern Lebanon.
Although the judiciary is considered relatively independent and impartial and

courts exist throughout the country, influential politicians continued to be able to

intervene to protect supporters from detention and prosecution. The appointment of

judges, like tnat of all other government appointments, is based on the confessional

system (allocating appointments based on an individual's religious affiliation).

Efforts to speed up adjudication and clear up a backlog of cases which had devel-

oped during the war years suffered a setback when lawyers stopped work in August
and September to protest the kidnaping of an attorney in the south. A large but
unknown number of prisoners remainecTin jail without recourse to the courts as a

result of this strike. Other causes of trial delays included a shortage of judges and
obstacles to conducting investigations in areas outside effective government control.

Aside from the Aounists currently being held, there is no information that others

are being held as political prisoners.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Leba-

nese authorities generally evince no interest in controlling personal life. Laws re-

quire that government prosecutors obtain the equivalent of a warrant before enter-

ing homes, except when the Lebanese Army pursues an armed attacker. Rights of

privacy, however, were violated frequently by militias and non-Lebanese forces. It

is widely believed that various factions in Lebanon and the Government use in-

former networks and monitor telephones to gather intelligence on their adversaries.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—^Violations of international humanitarian standards with respect to treat-

ment of prisoners taken by nongovernmental groups dropped markedly in 1992 but
continued to occur in areas outside the control of the central Government.

TTie situation in the south remained explosive. Militia attacks against the SLA
and Israeli troops, as well as Israeli air strikes and commando raids on alleged

guerrilla and terrorist targets, led to casualties among the civiUan population of

southern Lebanon. Credible reports indicate that during the first half of 1992, 28
civilians died, 150 were wounded, and 400 houses and buildings were damaged as

a result of Israeli raids and attacks. On February 20, Israeli forces launched a mili-

tary operation outside the Israeli "security zone." Israeli tanks drove into the vil-

lages of Kafra and Yater after the IDF clashed with UNIFIL troops. Residents of

the two villages sought refuge in Sidon and Beirut.

On March 23, five persons were killed and an unspecified number wounded in a
clash in Beirut between Sjrrian security forces and a unit of the Lebanese Internal

Security Force (ISF). It is widely suspected that two Lebanese ISF members in-

volved in the incident were detained for several days by the Syrians and later hand-
ed over to Lebanese authorities, who jailed them for about 1 month. They were
never chained.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Lebanon has a strong heritage of freedom of

opinion, speech, and press. Governmental authorities traditionally have respected

the rights of those who opposed government policies through peacefiil means.
However, a law exists that prohibits attacks on the "dignity of the President," and

the Government has attempted to stifle direct public criticism of the President of

Lebanon and the President of Syria. For example, 23 university students were de-

tained for several days after distributing caricatures lampooning the 2 leaders. The
owner of a prominent periodical was interrogated aft«r publishing an attack on
President Hrawi. Another prominent journalist received threats after he criticized

the timing of the parliamentary elections. Dozens of newspapers and magazines are
published throu^out Lebanon, traditionally representing a wide spectrum of opin-

ion. While the press in Lebanon is nominally independent, virtually all newspapers
and many magazines are financed by specific Lebanese and foreign groups. As a re-

sult, these supporters, which included Lebanese political and militia figures as well

as foreign governments, were able to influence the content of the press.

Some direct press criticism of Sjrria is found in the media, although journalists

and editors are known to practice a high degree of self-censorship. The Lebanese-
, Sjrrian security agreement of 1991 contained a provision effectively banning infor-

mational activity that could endanger the security of either state. The owner of a
major newspaper was subjected to interrogation after publishing an article scath-

ingly critical 01 a donation to the London zoo by the Amir of Kuwait.
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Diverse political groups, particularly militias, operated a wide variety of radio and
television stations, out neavily slanted propaganda diminished with the acceptance

by most groups of the spread of government authority. The Government continued
during 1992 to study ways to compel all radio and television stations to register,

as well as other methods of controlling the media, but no action was taken.

Lebanon has a flourishing private educational system, bom in part from the inad-

equacy of the public schools, and its tradition of academic freedom survived the
years of civil war. Students exercise the right to form campus associations, although
links between some students' groups and former militias are a source of anxiety for

administrators. The Government aoes not formally interfere with student groups,

but in 1992 the army arrested some students linked to the Lebanese Forces (see

Section l.d.).

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Lebanese are theoretically free

to assemble and associate in a peaceful manner. By law, any group wishing to orga-

nize a rally must obtain the prior approval of the Interior Ministry. This law is not
uniformly appUed. Tlie police and army succeeded for the most part in protecting

rallies organized on behalf of candidates in the parliamentary elections. Hizballah

held many demonstrations and marches in its areas of strength throughout the

year, unhindered by the authorities. Amal and Druze groups also held rallies. How-
ever, the army obstructed several peaceful demonstrations organized by Christian

political elements throu^out the year, including an antielections rally, a dem-
onstration protesting the army's takeover of government-owned property held by the

Lebanese Forces miUtia, and a rally oi^anized on behalf of a kidnaped Kataib party

official.

Israel did not permit political groups opposed to the Israeli occupation to operate

in areas under the control of the IDF or the SLA, nor did the Syrians allow groups

openly hostile to them to operate in areas they controlled.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Lebanese practice their various religions freely. These
sects include numerous Christian denominations, Muslims (Sunni, Shi'a, and oth-

ers), and Druze. There is no state religion, but Lebanon's confessional political sys-

tem means that a wide range of government positions are filled on the oasis of reli-

gion.
There are no restrictions on particular religious grouos, foreign clergy, or places

of worship. The various religious groups are free to publish reUgious material, par-

ticipate in charitable activities, and provide religious education for their children.

Many religious groups operate private schools.

The comessional cnaracter oi the society makes conversion to another reUgion dif-

ficult, except in the case of women, who often adopt the religion of their husbands
in the relatively rare cases of mixed marriages. Conversion can mean ostracism

from family ana friends. In small villages, local religious leaders often exert pres-

sure on members of their congregations not to take part in the religious activities

of other religious groups.
d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—Lebanese traditionally have enjoyed freedom of travel, both domestic

and foreign, but the occupation of^ parts of Lebanon by non-Lebanese forces has re-

sulted in impediments to internal travel. The spread of government authority has

removed some of the barriers to internal travel which existed during the years of

war, prompting a boom in internal tourism, but many barriers remain. The Govern-

ment was confronted with the problem of providing appropriate shelter to an esti-

mated 800,000 Lebanese displaced during the years of civil unrest and still unable

to return to their homes until issues of security and financial aid have been re-

solved.

Checkpoints were maintained by Lebanese and Syrian troops in areas under gov-

ernment or Syrian control. In parts of the south, militias maintained checkpoints.

The SLA and IDF maintained tight restrictions on the movement of people and
goods into and out of Israel's security zone and other areas under their control, such

as the city of Jazzin.
The authorities did not restrict foreign travel by Lebanese citizens. There was no

legal impediment to voluntary repatriation by Lebanese or Palestinians with valid

identity papers.
Lebanon does not grant citizenship to male Palestinians and other foreigners.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-

ment
Constitutionally, Lebanon is a parliamentary democracy in which the people theo-

retically have the right to change their government. However, until the parliamen-

tary elections in 1992 the people had not been able to exercise this right during 16

years of civil war. The flawed nature of the Parliamentary elections casts doubt on
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the ability of the Lebanese people to change the government throudi democratic
means. According to the Constitution, dirwt elections must be held for the Par-

liament every 4 years. Parliament, in turn, elects a President every 6 years. The
President and Parliament choose the Cabinet. Political parties may be formed and
some in fact flourish. Since the emergence of the post-1943 state, national policy has
been determined largely by a relatively restricted group of traditional regional and
sectarian leaders. The 1943 National Pact allocated political power on an essentially

confessional system based on the 1932 census. The unwritten National Pact stipu-

lated that the President would be a Maronite Christian, the Prime Minister a Sunni
Muslim, and the Speaker of the Parliament a Shi'a Muslim. Until 1990, seats in

Parliament were divided on a 6-to-5 ratio of Christians to Muslims. Positions in the
government bureaucracy were allocated on a similar basis.

Efforts to alter or abolish the confessional system of allocating power were at the
center of Lebanese politics for more than 3 decades. Those religious groups most fa-

vored by the 1943 formula sought to preserve it, while those, who perceived them-
selves to be disadvantaged sou^t to revise it on the basis of updated demographic
data or to abolish it entirely, llie struggle gave a strongly sectarian coloration to

Lebanese politics and to the continuing civil strife in the country. Under the Na-
tional Reconciliation Agreement reached in Taif, Saudi Arabia, in October 1989,
Members of Parliament agreed to alter the National Pact to create a 50-50 Chris-

tian-Muslim balance in the Parliament and reorder the powers of the different

branches of government. Constitutional amendments embodjring the political re-

forms stipulated in the Taif Agreement, which represented a dramatic political and
psychological change, became law in 1990. They included an expansion of the num-
ber of seats in Parliament and the division of seats equally between Muslims and
Christians and the transfer of some powers from the President to the Prime Min-
ister and Council of Ministers.

The first parliamentary elections in Lebanon since 1972 were held in 1992. The
elections were not prepared and carried out in a manner to ensure the broadest na-
tional consensus. The turnout of eligible voters in some Christian locales was ex-

tremely low, with many voters not participating in the elections because they ob-

jected to voting in the presence of non-Lebanese forces. There were also widespread
reports of irregularities, which might have been obviated had there been forei^ ob-
servers. There were credible reports of the Syrian Government's involvement in the
formation of candidacy ticket alliances, as well as widespread credible reports of
irregularities in the process of voting and the counting of ballots. The electoral rolls

were themselves in many instances unreliable because of the destruction of records
and the use of forged identification papers. As a consequence, the results do not re-

flect the full spectrum of the body politic in Lebanon.
Elements of the 1992 electoral law, which paved the way for elections, represented

a departure from stipulations of the Taif Agreement, expanding the number of par-
liamentary seats from 108 to 128 and employing a temporary districting arrange-
ment designed to favor certain sects and political interests.

An estimated 17 Palestinian factions operate in Lebanon, ranging from several
characterized as "Islamic" to numerous pro- and anti-Arafat organizations, many
built around prominent individual leaders. Most Palestinians live in refugee camps,
better described as neighborhoods or ghettos, under the control of one or more politi-

cal factions. Leaders are not elected, and there are no representative institutions

which would permit popular participation in running the camps. Fundamental pro-
tections and freedoms expected of governments exist in some but not all Palestinian
areas.

There are no legal barriers to participation by women in politics, but the culture
discourages open participation. Nevertheless, three women were elected to Par-
liament in 1992.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Several local associations are devoted to human rights, including the Foundation
for Human and Humanitarian Ri^ts (Lebanon), the Lebanese Association for

Human Rights (headed by a Member of Parliament), and a children's rights lobby.

None of these organizations reported government intimidation or interference in its

activities. There were no known requests by international human rights organiza-
tions to investigate the situation in Lebanon in 1992, although occasional inquiries
were made. The Government did not object to international investigations of human
rights in Lebanon. However, the limited control exercised by the Government over
some militias and non-Lebanese armed forces hindered its ability to respond to in-

quiries regarding human rights abuses outside areas of central government control.
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The SLA has refused requests for access by the ICRC and international humani-
tarian groups to visit the prison facility it maintains at al-Khiam in southern Leb-
anon.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Discrimination based on religion is built into the system of government. The
amended Constitution of 1990 embraces the principle of abolishing confessionalism
as a criterion for fiUingall government positions, but no practical steps have been
taken toward this end. The Shi'a Muslim community is now the largest confessional
group in Lebanon, as the proportion of Maronites in the population declined signifl-

cantly during the war.
Although the Government in 1991 ended its practice of denying work permits to

Palestinians, a strong bias against Palestinians continues to compel often highly
trained Palestinian refugees to take menial or mai^nal work. Palestinians and
other aliens may own land only of a limited size and only after the approval of five

district oflices. The law applies equally to all aliens, but for political, cultural and
economic reasons it is unevenly applied to the disadvantage of Palestinians and, to

a lesser extent, Kurds. Under Lebanese citizenship law, only Lebanese males can
transmit citizenship to their spouses and children.

Approximately 180,000 stateless undocumented persons also suffer broad discrimi-
nation since they are not accorded the legal rights enjoyed by the rest of the popu-
lation. This figure includes Kurds, Syrians, and the inhabitants of Wadi IGialid, an
area in dispute between Lebanon and S)rria. These people are not allowed to benefit
from such government services as the national social security fund or to be em-
ployed by the government. Some encounter difficulties in obtaining employment in

the private sector as well.

Lebanese women, many of whom possess advanced professional degrees, are able
to work outside the home. Increasing numbers of unmarried and divorced women
work out of necessity. The idea that women should be supported by men prevails,

however, and many, including those with professional training, remain home with
their families or untU their children are grown. Men exercise considerable control

over women, often restricting their activities outside the home such as travel or con-
tact with friends and relatives. Women mav own property but may not be able to

exercise full control over it due to both legal and cultural restrictions. For example,
the law stipulates that a woman must obtain the prior approval of her husband to

open a business or engage in trade.

Violence against women occurs but, owing to the value attached to personal pri-

vacy in this traditional society, the issue is normally discussed only in private. Since
no official statistics are produced on the subject, and it is widely believed that most
abused women do not seek medical treatment or legal redress, it is difficult to esti-

mate the extent of the problem. Many experts nevertheless acknowledge that the
problem is a serious one.

Divorce is not permitted among Catholics and those adhering to the Catholic rite,

but other Christians may obtain divorces. Divorce is permitted to Muslims, although
Shi'a and Sunni practices and legal arrangements difler.

The plight of cnildren is a growing concern in Lebanon. Children's rights activists

report that large numbers of children are neglected, abused, exploited, and even sold

to disreputable adoption agents at a going rate of $5,000 for an infant. Hundreds
of abandoned children are found each year in the streets and at the doors of orphan-
ages and other social welfare institutions. Juvenile delinquency is also rising. The
Government's limited financial means have hindered efforts to build adequate facili-

ties to rehabilitate delinquents. Many are detained in ordinary prisons.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^AU workers, except government employees, may
form and join unions and have a legal right to strike. Worker representatives must
be chosen from those employed within the bargaining unit. Trade unions may deter-

mine their own policies and programs as long as they do not involve themselves in

politics. The active labor force is estimated at 600,000 persons, many of whom are

members of Lebanon's 160 labor unions and associations. Twenty-three of the
unions, with about 250,000 workers, are represented in the General Confederation
of Workers (CGTL). Lebanese authorities do not control or restrict unions, although
union leaders allege that there have been unsuccessful attempts by the Government
to interfere in elections for union officials.

Palestinians in Lebanon are permitted to organize their own unions. Restrictions

on their right to work in the country, however, make this right more theoretical

than real. Few Palestinians participate actively in trade unions in Lebanon. There
was a widespread national strike in May in protest against deteriorating economic
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conditions, including severe inflation and currency devaluation. The strike was con-
cluded upon the resignation of the Grovemment. Similar strikes on July 29 and Oc-
tober 14 succeeded in shutting down much of the commercial sector. Power plant
workers also went on strike during the year.
Unions are free to afliliate with international federations and confederations, and

Lebanese unions maintain a wide variety of affiliations.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The ri^t of workers to orga-
nize and to Dargain collectively exists in law and practice. Most workers' groups en-
gage in some form of collective bargaining with their employers. Stronger federa-

tions are able to obtain signiflcant gains through their own collective bargaining ef-

forts. Weaker unions rely heavily on the mediation of the CGTL, which negotiates
across-the-board pay increases with private employers' associations. The CGTL often

assists unions not afflliated with it in their bargaining efforts and on occasion has
assisted nonunionized workers. There is no government mechanism to promote vol-

untary labor-management negotiations, and workers are not protected against
antiunion discrimination. While such discrimination exists, its practical impact on
union rights is negligible largely because of CGTL activism. For example, in the
past woreers have encountered resistance by some employers to plans to form or

join a union, forcing them to seek CGTL's help.

There are no special economic incentives or export processing zones.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—-While not prohibited by law,

forced labor is not practiced or condoned by the Government.
d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Lebanese law specifies the mini-

mum age of 16 for employment of children, but many younger children work in fam-
ily businesses. The Ministry of Labor enforces the minimum age requirement. How-
ever, as has occurred throughout the Government, the civil war left the Labor Min-
istry with few resources and a demoralized and corrupt staff. Therefore, the law is

not rigorously applied.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The legal minimum wage is set by the Min-
istry of Labor, but the law is not enforced effectively in most of the private sector.

In theory the courts could be called upon to enforce it, but in practice they are not.

Trade unions, however, are actively engaged in assuring the payment of at least

minimum wages in both the public sector and large-scale private sectors, such as
teaching and transport. Inflation and the devaluation of the currency have made it

impossible for a worker and family to live on the minimum wage; most workers
have to earn additional income to make ends meet.

Labor law prescribes a standard 6-day workweek of 48 hours. In practice, workers
in the industrial sector work an average of 35 hours a week, and workers in other
sectors of the economy work an average of 30 hours a week. The law includes spe-

cific occupational health and safety regulations. Enforcement, which is the respon-
sibility of the Ministry of Labor, is uneven.

LIBYA*

The Great Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya is a dictatorship ruled by
Colonel Mu'ammar Al-Qadiiafi, aided by extragovernmental Revolutionary Commit-
tees operating at his behest. The governing principles of the society are expressed
in Col. Qadhafi's "Green Book" rather than in a constitution. He has created a polit-

ical system borrowing from pan-Islamic and pan-Arab sources and purporting to es-

tablish a "third way" superior to both capitalism and communism. In the past, he
has used assassination and intimidation as ways to control his enemies abroad; at

home he continues to use a variety of summary judicial proceedings to suppress all

popular resistance. Ethnic minorities, such as Berbers, are tightly controlled.

Libya maintains an extensive security apparatus, consisting of several elite mili-

tary units, including Col. Qadhafi's personal bodyguards. The local Revolutionary
Committees and People's Committees also have security functions, designed to mon-
itor as well as protect the populace. The result is multilayered, pervasive surveil-

lance and control of individual activities.

Despite continued marginal efforts at privatization, the Libyan economy remains
essentially state controlled. It is based almost exclusively on the country's rich oil

resources, Libya's principal source of foreign exchange earnings. Libya has used its

oil income to finance internal development (new schools, hospitals, roads), but much

* Because the United States has no Embassy in Libya and because the r^me strictly limits
access to information, it is difficult to comment authoritatively on conditions in Libya.
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has been wasted. The Government also continued to spend vast sums on military

and weapons procurement. Foreign exchange controls remained tight in 1992.

There was no significant change in the human rights situation in 1992, and these

rights remained tightly restricted. Legal freedoms and rights are generally lacking.

There are no effective rights to peaceful association or assembly, to freedom of

speech, including expression of views opposing those of the Government in any form,

to formation of trade unions, or to strike. The same is true of personal rights such
as the right to be considered innocent until proven guilty, to a public and speedy
trial, to legal counsel, to be secure in one's home or person, or even to hold property.

While some of these rights are guaranteed in principle by the Libyan Government,
they do not exist in practice. Althou^ Col. Qadhafi announced his support in 1988
for policies and reforms aimed at remedying past abuses of human rights, there has
been no evidence of significant change.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were reports bv opposition

groups that political killings took place in 1992, but it was not possible to verify

these reports. There were reliable reports that 5 to 10 alleged leaders of Islamic

groups and other political detainees arrested in 1989-90 were executed in 1991.

A lai^e number of offenses, including political offenses, are punishable by death
under Libyan law. For example, Law No. 71 of 1972 provides for the death penalty

for anyone involved with any group activity based on any ideology opposed to the

principles of the revolution. Despite his publicly stated intentions. Col. Qadhafi has
not acted to abolish the death penalty for this offense. La fact, in the September
1991 Consolidation of Liberty Law No. 20, Article 4 stipulates that the death pen-

alty may be imposed on "those whose behavior constitute a threat or cause deprav-

ity to society."

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of disappearance in 1992 (but see Sec-

tion 1. c).

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Libya is a State Party to the United Nations Convention against Torture and Other
Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment. However, prisoners are

reportedly tortured during interrogations or for discipline. Reporting in 1991 and
1992 indicates that some of the thousands of black African workers who were de-

tained and then expelled may have been tortured while in detention. One related

death was reported in 1991, and at least 16 workers were reported to have "dis-

appeared" wlule under detention. Some black African workers are reportedly still

held in detention camps (see also Section 6.e.). Many prisoners are held incommuni-
cado, which makes confirmation of torture difficult.

Means of torture reportedly include: chaining to a wall for hours, clubbing, electric

shock, corkscrews in the back, lemon juice in open wounds, breaking fingers and al-

lowing the joints to heal without medical care, suffocation using plastic bags, depri-

vation of food and water, and beatings on the soles of the feet.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Under Libyan law, detainees may be held
incommunicado for unlimited periods. Many political prisoners are held in unofficial

detention centers, controlled by members of the Revolutionary Committees, where
prolonged periods of incommunicado detention are common. Many allegedly are held

without charge or trial, apparently as an example to other would-be opponents of

the regime. Tnere continuea to be reliable reports that between 400 ana 500 politi-

cal detainees were still being held at the end of the year, most of whom were ar-

rested within the past 3 years. While undergoing interrogation, sometimes for peri-

ods of several months, prisoners are given no access to legal representation. Al-

though Col. Qadhafi has claimed to be opposed to secret arrests, there is still no
evidence he has issued explicit orders to stop the practice. Foreigners have also been

subject to aAitrary arrest and torture. There have been credible reports that some
foreign workers in Libya have been forced into military training and military service

on behalf of Libya or coerced into subversive activities against their own countries.

Exile is not a form of punishment practiced in Libya; to the contrary. Col. Qadhafi

seeks to pressure Libyans working or studying abroad to return to Libya. The re-

gime does, however, arbitrarily expel noncitizens (see Section 6.e.).

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Most civilians are tried in regular courts, but their

cases may be referred to less formal "people's courts," or to military or revolutionary

courts, depending on the arbitrary decision of the security forces. Security forces

have the power to judge persons guilty without trial, particularly "traitors to the

people." Some trials are held in private or in the absence of the accused.
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A 1981 law prohibits the private practice of law and makes all attorneys employ-
ees of the Secretariat of Justice. Libya claims it "guarantees prisoners all necessary
means of defense and safeguards of justice adequate to the principles contained in

the [Universal] Declaration of Human Rights" and provides lor legal assistance "as
soon as possible with respect to the exigencies of interrogation." Nevertheless, there
continue to be numerous reports that these rights are denied.
Alleged political offenses have at times been tried before ad hoc revolutionary

courts rather than by civilian courts, with opportunities to engage defense counsel
severely restricted. A number of these trials have been held in secret. Despite the
regime s 1988 announcement of their abolition, "extraordinary" courts are still in op-
eration and have been publicly discussed in the case of Islamic fundamentalists. Of
the 400 to 500 known political prisoners currently held in Libyan prisons, most were
never formally charged or tried. At least one has remained in prison since 1984 de-
spite having been tried and acquitted in 1985.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

Government does not respect the right to privacy. The legal requirement that judi-

cial warrants be obtained before entering a private home is often disregarded. Local
and international telephone calls are routinely monitered. An extensive government
informer network is encouraged by both security agencies and Revolutionary Com-
mittees. Libyan exiles report that mere family ties to suspected regime opponents
can result in harassment or even persecution and detention by the authorities. Prop-
erty can be seized and burned if it belongs to "enemies of the people" or those who
"cooperate" with foreign powers.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Some difference of opinion is tolerated in Peo-
ple's Committee meetings and at the General People's Congress, but in general free-

dom of speech is severely limited. This is especially true with regard to criticism
of Col. Qadhafi or his regime. In the summer, the Libyan media carried reports crit-

ical of Qadhaii, but these appear to have been orchestrated by the regime as part
of its propaganda campaign to deflect international pressure on Libya to respond ef-

fectively to United Nations I'esolutions 731 and 748 regarding its role in the bomb-
ings of Pan American flight 103 and Union de Transports Aerens flight 772.

Political speech is repressed through legislation banning all political activities not
sanctioned by the Government, including the nonviolent expression of conscien-
tiously held beliefs. The legislation, which makes the dissemination of "hostile infor-

mation" a crime, is so all-encompassing that almost any form of expression may be
deemed Illegal. Fear of being informed upon by elements of the Revolutionary Com-
mittees ana an underlying climate of mistrust at all levels of society further inhibit

freedom of speech.

Libyan media are owned and controlled by the State. There is a state-run daily
newspaper, with a circulation of 40,000. Several smaller newspapers are run by the
Revolutionaiy Committees. JANA, the official news agency, is the designated con-
duit for politically acceptable opinions. Publishing opinions contrary to government
policy is not permitted. Newsweek, Time, the Herald Tribune, and Express Jeune
Afrique are available, but censorship is applied at times. There are strict controls
of foreign publications at the Tripoli airport. Foreign broadcasts can be received.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Public assembly is repressed
unless it is government controlled and supportive of regime positions. The right of
association is limited and granted only to institutions affiliated with the regime. Ac-
cording to Law No. 71 of 1972, party activities constituting "treason" are punishable
by death. Offending activities include "any grouping, organization, or formation, of
whatever kind or number, which is based on a political concept opposed in its aims
to the principles of the * * * Revolution." Organizations such as independent trade
unions and professional associations are viewed as unnecessaiy, since Col. Qadhafl
has vowed not to "accept intermediaries between the revolution and its working
forces."

c. Freedom of Religion.—Libya is overwhelmingly Muslim. In an apparent effort

to eliminate all alternative power bases, the regime has banned the once-powerful
Sanusiyya Islamic religious sect. In its place. Col. Qadhafl established the Islamic
Call Society (ICS), which became the outlet for state-sanctioned religion, as well as
a tool for exporting the Libyan revolution abroad. In mid-1992, the Government an-
nounced the disbandment of the ICS; however, there is no evidence it has actually
been disbanded.
Members of some minority religions (e.g. Christianity) may conduct services, but

Islamic groups at variance with the state-sanctioned version are banned. Services
in Christian churches are attended by the foreign community. There is a resident
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Catholic bishop operating two churches with a small number of priests. Nuns re-

portedly are permitted to wear religious habits.

In 1990 Col Qadhafi stepped up a campaign against Islamic fundamentalists. Lik-

ening fundamentalists to the Mafia, he denounced them as threats to the Govern-
ment and to Arab existence. As a result of this campaini, many fundamentalists

left Libya in 1990. In 1992 there were renewed reports of increased arrests of fun-

damentalists, harassment of bearded males, and an increase in surveillance of

mosques. A majority of the political detainees in Libya are reported to be associated

with Islamic groups.
d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—^With the exception of security areas, movement is not usually restricted

for Libyan citizens. Traditionally, exit permits have been required for travel abroad,

and currency controls have also served to restrict travel. Women must have their

husband's permission for them or their children to travel abroad.

In September Libya tightened border restrictions and began enforcing currenQr re-

strictions that had not previously been enforced at the Tunisian border, possibly in

response to Tunisia's implementation of U.N. sanctions against Libya. In 1991 Libya
and Egypt agreed to allow the unrestricted flow of each other's nationals across

their mutual border. Thousands of Libyans reportedly go back and forth regularly.

These borders remained open in 1992 despite increased tensions which at times re-

sulted in some ti^tening of restrictions on border crossings. The Revolutionary
Committees maintain surveillance of some Libyans while abroad. The right of re-

turn of Libyan nationals is theoretically fully protected even for opponents of Col.

Qadhafi. However, this "right" may be more nearly an obligation; the regime often

calls for students, many of whom are under government subsidy, and others work-

ing abroad to return on little or no notice ana without regard to the impact on their

studies or work. Libyans who study abroad are interrogated on their return home.
A number of Libyans have refused to return.

Some exiled Libyan opposition leaders reported in August that the Libyan Gov-

ernment had renewed contacts with them encouraging their return. All refused to

do so.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-

ment

The people of Libya have no right to change their government. Major government
decisions are controlled by Col. Qadhafi, a few key associates, or by committees act-

ing in his name. He appoints military officers and official functionaries down to jun-

ior levels. Power flows through a small circle of trusted associates. Corruption and
favoritism (based on tribal origin) in the administration are major problems, ad-

versely affecting the efficiency of government.
Political parties and tribal or local groupings are prohibited. Participation in elec-

tions is mandatory, and all candidates are cleared by the Revolutionary Committees.

Candidates may not be "merchants, contractors, tribal advocates, election brokers,

officials of the former (pre-1969) government, or people who have been attacked by
the power of the revolution."

Popular participation in government is theoretically provided by the grassroots

People's Committees which send representatives annuafly to the national General

People's Congress (GPC). In practice, the GPC is a rubberstamp assembly, approv-

ing all recommendations made by Col. Qadhafi.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

No independent human rights organizations are permitted to function in Libya.

The Libyan Arab Human Rights Committee, a government organization, was cre-

ated in May 1989, reportedly to implement reforms announced in 1988. However,
there are no reports of any activities by the Committee.

Libyan oflicials last met with Amnesty International (AI) representatives during

a June 1988 visit. Since then, the Government has repeatedly refused to reply sub-

stantively to Ars appeals on behalf of political detainees in Libya. However, in 1991

the Government expressed willingness to discuss AI's concerns with AI r^resenta-
tives. Preparations for an AI visit were under way in 1992, but by yearns end no
visit had occurred.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Discrimination based on tribal status is frequently alleged, particularly against

Berbers in the interior and Tuaregs in the south. Col. Qadhafi s complaints about

the continued power of tribal and other groups have not prevented him from utiliz-

ing these groups for political action when he sponsors proregime demonstrations. In
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past years, he sought unsuccessiullv to assure that Berbers married only non-Ber-
Ders, presumably in an effort to erode their tribal identity.

In 1991 and 1992 Col. Qadhafl expelled thousands of black African workers from
Libya under circumstances that appeared discriminatory (see Section 6.e.).

Tne conservative cultural attitudes of Libya's Islamic society serve to restrict the
rights of certain groups, most notably women. Col. Qadhafl has led efforts to change
the status of women and expand their access to educational and employment oppor-
tunities. With some exceptions, women currently receive basic military training and
are subject to the military draft. However, the husband's permission is still nec-

essary for women or children to travel abroad. Female circumcision is reportedly
still practiced among tribal groups in remote areas of the south. No information is

available on the extent to which violence against women is a problem in Libya.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—^Workers do not have the right to form or join unions
of their own choosing. The official trade union organization, the General Federation
of Producers' Trade Unions, which was created in 1972, is under government control

and administered through the People's Committee system. Every Libyan worker is

required to join a trade union (expatriates are not allowed to join). Although unions
are assured the right to "safeguard their interests," there is no right to strike, and
no strikes by Libyan workers nave been reported for years. In a June speech, Col.

Qadhafl stated that workers have the right to strike but added that strikes do not
occur in Libya because the workers are in control and can change authority any
time they wish. Despite this statement, no law authorizes workers to strike.

With government funding, the official trade union organization plays an activist

role in uie International (Jonfederation of Arab Trade Unions, the Arab Maghreb
Trade Union Federation (USTMA), and the Organization of African Trade Union
Unity and exploits international trade union contacts to engage in propaganda ef-

forts on behall of the (jovemment.
b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Although the Libyan Labor

Code provi(ks for collective agreements, with the stipulation that the validity of

these agreements must be subject to government approval, there is no collective bar-

gaining in Libya.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The International Labor Organiza-

tion's (ILO) Committee of Experts, in its 1992 Report, repeated its earlier observa-
tion that "persons expressing certain political views or views ideologically opposed
to the established political, social or economic system may be punished with pen-
alties of imprisonment * * * involving * * * an obligation to perform labor." It also

noted that public employees in Libya can be imprisoned and sentenced to compul-
sory labor * * * as a punishment for breaches of labor discipline or for participa-

tion in strikes even in services whose interruption would not endanger the life, per-

sonal safety, or health of the whole or part of the population." The Libyan Govern-
ment has repeatedly told the ILO's Conference Committee on the Application of
Conventions and Recommendations that there have been changes in legislation

which abolish these provisions, but no corroborating evidence has been submitted
to the ILO.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum age for emplojnment
of children is 18.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Libya maintains a woric force of around
1,120,000 workers (plus an additional 1.75 million foreign workers) in a population
of 4.3 million. There is a legally mandated minimum wage, which is adequate to

afford a woricer emd his family a decent standard of living. The legal maximum
workweek is 48 hours. Libyan labor law defines the rights and duties of workers,
including matters of compensation, pension rights, minimum rest periods, and worst-

ing hours. A corps of labor inspectors, based in the seven municipalities of the coun-
try, are assigned to inspect workplaces for compliance with legal standards includ-

ing occupational health and safety. Certain industries, such as the petroleum sector,

try to maintain standards originally set by foreign companies.
Libyan labor law does not accord equality of treatment to the approximately 1.75

million foreign workers in Libya, who do much of the blue-coUar and technical work.
Foreign woreers may stay in the country only for the duration of the contracts
under which they are employed. Foreign workers are subject to arbitrary pressures,
such as changes in work rules and contracts, with little option but to accept or to

depart the country, oft«n without full compensation for work already performed.
Conditions of employment are subject to negotiation between the worker and the
employer. Foreign workers who are not under contract enjoy no protection.

In the spring of 1990, Col. Qadhafi suddenly began expelling thousands of black
African workers, claiming they were in Libya illegally. Chadians, Nigerians,
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Nigeriens, Malians, and Ghanaians were rounded up at their homes or work sites,

detained for varying amounts of time, and returned destitute to their countries, usu-
ally with no warning to their governments. Press reports in several of these coun-
tries have carried unsubstantiated accounts of arbitrary detention and mistreatment
of these workers by Libyan authorities prior to their expulsion, as well as the dis-

appearance of at least 16 woricers and the kUling, probably extrajudicially, of one
Malian laborer. There were reports that the expulsions continued in 1992 and that
many woikers continue to be detained under dimcult conditions.

MOROCCO
The Constitution of Morocco provides for a pluralistic political system and a par-

liamentary form of government with an Independent judiciary. However, while
amendments to the Constitution approved in a Septemher referendum gave some-
what more pwwer to the Prime Minister and Parliament, ultimate authority remains
with the King, who appoints and dismisses the Prime Minister and who may dis-

solve the Parliament and rule by decree. Past elections to Parliament and municipal
councils were not free of government manipulation. Official results of the September
constitutional referendum showed a 97.27-percent voter turnout with 99.96 percent
voting in favor of the amendments, a result widely challenged by opposition and
other observers.
The security apparatus is composed of several overlapping police and paramilitary

organizations operating within a framework of written legal provisions designed to

maintain public order. The Direction de la Surveillance du Territoire (DST), Surete
Nationale, auxiliary forces, and judicial police are under the supervision of the Min-
ister of the Interior, while the Gendarmerie Royale, though technically a branch of
the armed forces, reports directly to the palace. Security forces continued to commit
human rights abuses, including torture. According to the U.S. Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency, total imlitary expenditures for 1989 were $1,203,000,000.
There is no indication that efforts will be made to reduce these expenditures in the
near future.

In Morocco's free enterprise economy, about 40 percent of the work force is en-
gaged in agriculture, which provides on average about 16 percent of the gross do-

mestic product. Since the early 1980's, Morocco has actively pursued a program of
economic reform and liberalization which has recently helped spur growth and in-

vestment, particularly in light industry. Total employment has been increasing, but
not enou^ to offset the rapid growth of the available work force.

The human rights situation in Morocco regressed somewhat in 1992. The Royal
Consultative Council on Human Rights (CCDH), created by King Hassan in 1990
to make reform recommendations, made no new recommendations in 1992. Rather,
the CCDH appeared increasingly to be manipulated by the Government for propa-
ganda purposes. There was increasingly strong government pressure on the rignts
of free speech and press in cases perceived to affect the security of the State, most
notably in the politically motivated trial and sentencing of labor leader Noubir
Amaoui. A few political prisoners were released in 1992, including the last three
members of the leitist group, Hal Amam, jailed since the 1970's, although signifi-

cantly fewer political prisoners were released than in 1991. Also released were the
last two inmates of the infamous secret detention facility at Tazmamart who were
transferred to Kenitra prison in 1991. Widespread abuses and important restrictions

on basic human rights continued. Credible reports persisted of torture and police

brutality, with no new reports of government efforts to punish perpetrators. Other
principal problems included inability of citizens to change the government, arbitrary
arrest and detention, lack of fair trial in political and security cases, lack of an inde-
pendent Judiciary, and restrictions on the freedoms of travel, assembly and associa-

tion, ana religion. Constraints on women's rights also continued. King Hassan un-
dertook a campaign in August to reform Moroccan law to better insure observance
of equal rights for women, but no specific improvements had been implemented by
years end.

RESPECT FX)R HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom, from

a. Politiccd and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were several credible reports
of death in police custody in 1992, the most publicized of which was the death in
January of a member of a group of striking workers conducting a sit-in at the Royal
Office of Complaints. The striker reportemy died as a result of injuries inflicted by
the police as they broke up the sit-in. The Government oflicially denied the allega-
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tion, claiming the man died of a heart attack. In December a 62-year-old street ven-
dor taken in a sweep in Marrakech died after 1 hour in police custody. A separate,
well-publicized case involving a death in custody in October 1991 remained unset-
tled, with the trial of police oHicials implicated in the death apparently postponed
with no date set.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reported permanent disappearances in 1992.
Temporary "disappearances" continued to result from the practice of holding persons
in pretrial inconmiunicado detention, without notifying families or attorneys, for
longer than the legal limit of 48 hours. In some cases, these disappearances took
the form of apparent kidnapings in which the victims were abducted by security
force elements in unmarked cars. The victims were released days or sometimes
weeks later, either by the police or by their unidentified "kidnapers."

In March the family of Houcine el-Manouzi, a union activist who disappeared in
1972, issued a oonununique claiming el-Manouzi was still alive and being held in
a secret detention facility at the military fortress of Ahermoumou. In August a com-
mittee of support for el-Manouzi demanded information on his whereabouts but re-
ceived no official response. Relatives publicly sought information about three other
men who disappeared in 1964 and 1973 and claimed that the men were being de-
tained at Ahermoumou. An oraanization in Europe called the Conmiittees for the
Fight Against Repression in Morocco claimed in May that the Government main-
tained four other clandestine detention centers. The existence of the detention cen-
ters and the detention of the four men were not independently confirmed. Moroccan
human rights groups continued to assert that an indeterminate number of perma-
nent "disappeared persons" remain to be accounted for by the Government.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Constitution contains no specific guarantee against torture or abuse at the
hands of government officials. Credible reports of torture and degrading treatment
persisted at the reduced level seen in 1991. Torture and mistreatment occurred
most oiten during the initial period of incommunicado detention following arrest and
were used to extract confessions. Methods of torture included beatings (particularly
on the soles of the feet), sleep deprivation, partial suffocation, electric shocks, keep-
ing prisoners blindfolded and handcuffed for weeks on end, or keeping them naked
and alone in daik punishment cells or latrines. Following conviction, prisoners are
ofl«n subjected to random violence by guards and deliberately deprived of family
visits, sleep, baths, blankets, medical care, and wholesome food. Political prisoners
also complained of beatings by criminal offenders incited by prison guards.

Local newspapers continued to publish complaints of prisoners concerning harsh
treatment and degrading prison conditions, often in the form of communiques from
the prisoners or their families. In several instances prisoners went on hunger strike
to protest their treatment and prison conditions. In December the nonpartisan Mo-
roccan Human Rights Organization (OMDH), citing the apparent suicide deaths of
four prisoners in &ptemDer, criticized the "growing deterioration" of Moroccan pris-
on conditions.

The detention facility in the military fortress at Tazmamart, notorious for its
harsh treatment of prisoners and the fact that its existence was never acknowledged
by Moroccan authorities, was reportedly destroyed in 1992 afl«r being closed in
1991. Rumors of its renewed use, however, continued to be heard. Three former
Tazmamart prisoners, freed in late December 1991, left Morocco in early January
for France, where they publicly complained of their treatment in Morocco and their
resulting poor health. In mid-January former Tazmamart prisoner Mbarek Touil,
who was released in September 1991, was issued a passport by the Grovemment and
allowed to leave Morocco to rejoin his family in the United States. The last two
former Tazmamart prisoners, Mohamed Raiss and Ghani Achour, were released in
September and November. The Government refused to comment on other prisoners
who died in detention at Tazmamart.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^The (Jovemment often ignores legal
guarantees oi procedural due process. Moroccan law requires that a detainee oe
rought before a judge within 48 hours of detention (extendable to 96 hours upon

approval of the prosecutor) and informed of the charges against him. Incommuni-
cado (garde a vue) detention was shortened to 48 hours, plus a one-time 24-hour
extension if requested by the prosecutor, under the CCDH reforms adopted by Par-
liament in April 1991 and promulgated into law by King Hassan on December 30,
1991. Other CCDH recommendations, many stUl not acfopted by the Government,
provide for expanded court and prosecutorial oversight, speeding up initial hearings,
the right of access to an attorney during detention, and autopsy in cases of prisoner
death. According to Moroccan human rights groups, observance of the new require-
ments was spotty and particularly poor in rural areas. Human rights groups and
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members of the security forces reported that resistance to the new constraints

among some members of the security forces was considerable.

Arrests usually take place in public view, but police sometimes reftise to identify

themselves, and warrants are not always used. Moroccan law requires that a lawyer
be present after the detainee's first appearance in court. Morocco does not have an
extensive system of bail, although defendants are sometimes released on their own
recognizance. The bail system was expanded by ParUament in December 1991 to

give judges greater latitude in granting bail or provisional liberty, but the expansion
aid not apparently result in sm)stantially increased use of bail. Moroccan law does

not provide for habeas corpus or its equivalent. Under a separate Code of Military

Justice, military personnel may be detained without warrants or public trial, but
no such instances were reported in 1992.
Abdessalam Yassine, leader of the banned Islamist oi^anization Justice and Char-

ity, remained under house arrest at his home in Sale after 2 years' detention Mdth-

out trial for smy crime, even though members of his organization, tried and con-

victed of membership in a banned organization and distributing leaflets, were re-

leased on expiration of their prison terms in December 1991 and January 1992. His
supporters say tiiat the authorities frequently forbid his contact with members of

his family and friends.

In February there were several credible reports of widespread arbitrary arrests

of Sahrawi (i.e., native Saharan) youths in the Western Sahara. The Government
officially denied the reports, assertingthat all Sahrawi prisoners were freed follow-

ing a 1991 pardon by King Hassan. The reports persisted, however, with one sug-

gesting that some prisoners were transferred to detention centers within Morocco.
Moroccan human rights groups also accused the Government of maintaining secret

detention facilities where detainees were held without judicial process. Two such fa-

cilities identified by the groups were the Ain Atik and El Ank centers in Casa-
blanca. The Government did not respond to public requests for information on the

alleged centers.
There are no known instances of Moroccans being sentenced to exile. There con-

tinue to be, nonetheless, a number of poUtical activists who remain abroad, mostly
in France, Belgium, and Switzerland, rather than risk arrest on their return to Mo-
rocco.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—Morocco has a dual legal system: A secular system
based in part on French legal tradition and a parallel Islamic system which adju-

dicates family matters and inheritance law for Moroccan Muslims. The secular sys-

tem includes courts of original jurisdiction, appellate courts, and a Supreme Court.

Those accused of political and security offenses are tried in the secular courts.

In general, cases are brought before an initial review court—the court of first in-

stance—which may call for a hearing auickly to bring cases to trial. The detainee

is informed of charges and questioned by a judge who determines if charges have
merit. If the infraction is minor, the judge may release the detainee or impose a

light sentence. If a more extensive investigation is required, the ju(^e may release

detainees on their own recognizance. In cases of alleged political crimes, detainees

are often held for long periods before trial. There are credible reports of detainees

being convicted on the oasis of confessions extracted under duress. The criminal

court system is heavity dependent on confessions, and authorities are apparently

motivated to apply sufficient pressure on the detainee to extract a statement ade-

quate to assure his conviction.

The Moroccan judicial system is generally considered susceptible to political inter-

vention and control when a case involves challenges to royal authority or state pol-

icy, and those accused of such crimes often do not enjoy the procedural safeguards

needed to ensure a fair trial. Human rights groups often provide legal counsel for

defendants in such cases. In criminal cases defendants often receive only cursory

hearings, and judges depend on police reports to decide cases. Althoudi the State

provides an attorney at public expense for serious crimes (when the alleged offense

carries a sentence of over 5 years), appointed attorneys often provide inadequate

representation. For lesser crimes, needy defendants usually are not represented by
counsel.

One case that received unusual attention was the trial of the labor leader, Noubir
Amaoui, who was charged with defamation based on statements he had made to a

Spanish journalist about the corruption of government ministers (see also Section

2.a.). He was found guilty and sentenced in April to 2 years in prison. The trial,

widely seen as politically motivated, was conducted in Rabat under unusually strict

security conditions. Public access was ti^tly restricted, as was the entry of defense

attorneys and journalists, some of whom were roughed up and injured by the secu-

rity forces. The OMDH accused the Government of packing the courtroom with po-

lice in civilian clothes and of blocking court access to the press and public. The Gov-
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eminent also invoked press controls (see Section 2.a.) in an efibrt to limit coverage

of the trial. Moroccan legal experts criticized court procedures, the length of the sen-

tence, and the failure of the prosecutor to send the case to the Court of Appeal in

a timely manner as contravening Moroccan law. Amaoui's case was finally set for

appeal in January 1993. Numerous protests in support of Amaoui were held

throughout the year. In November a demonstration m front of the Sale prison

(where Amaoui was held) was broken up by poUoe with such violence that the

OMDH described the security forces' behavior as "having the character of a punitive

action."

The OMDH issued a list of prisoners in June that contained the names of 102
prisoners "of opinion", 80 prisoners accused of armed conspiracy or attack for politi-

cal reasons, and 350 prisoners convicted following demonstrations or strikes. In Au-

Sst the coordinating committee of the Moroccan Human Rights Association

MDH) and the Moroccan League for the Defense of Human Rights (MLDHR) an-

nounced it had a list of 567 "sjmdical or political prisoners" and 60 "disappeared
persons." On August 7, the opposition Istiqlal party daily al Alam published part

of that list, including 137 names of "political prisoners" and 27 "disappeared per-

sons." Tlie general secretariat of the CCDH, without convening the Cfouncil itself,

issued a statement refiiting the al Alam list and asserting, like the Government,
that there are no political prisoners in Morocco. Because the Government defines

several categories of speech as criminal (see Section 2.a.), it regards most who de-

scribe themselves as political prisoners to be common criminals.

The figures given by Moroccan human rights groups for the number of political

prisoners do not include Sahrawis held in Morocco or the Western Sahara. The best

estimate for the number of Moroccan political prisoners at the end of 1992 was be-

tween 160 and 180. A few political prisoners were released fiDm confinement during
the year. In January King Hassan pardoned and released the last three members
of the Hal Amam Oi^anization jailed in tiie 1970's.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—The
Constitution states tliat the home is inviolable and that no search or investigation

may take place without a search warrant issued in compliance with the law. Cur-
rent law stipulates that a search warrant must be obtained from a prosecutor on
valid grounds. This stipulation is not always observed, however, and there were con-

tinued reports of illeg^ searches of the homes and offices of suspected political ac-

tivists.

Selective government surveillance of certain persons and oi^anizations, both for-

eign and Moroccan, includes monitoring telephones and opening mail. The univer-

sity campuses continued to be under close surveillance. An extensive informant sys-

tem exists, especially on the campuses and in the cities.

Section 2. Respect for Civil liberties, Including

a. Freedom ofSpeech and Press.—^The Constitution provides for freedom of expres-

sion, but by Moroccan law and tradition there are three forbidden topics: the monar-
chy, Morocco's claim to the Western Sahara, and the sanctity of Islam. In an inter-

view with French journalists in September, the King reiterated that to state that
the Western Sahara is not Moroccan is a crime against state security. Many Moroc-
cans are carefiil about criticizing government policies for fear of government re-

prisal. In November Moroccan authorities arrested Ahmed Belaichi of the AMDH for

affronting the military," based on remarks he made about the military on a local

television show concerning illegal emigration to Europe. At his December trial,

Belaichi was sentenced to 3 years' imprisonment and fined. The April trial of labor

leader Noubir Amaoui on defamation charges was widely regarded as a politically

expedient method for jailing Amaoui after he gave an interview in March to a small

opposition weekly in which he suggested political change would come "from the
street" and questioned the utility ofthe monarchy. In May a provincial labor leader
was sentenced to 5 years in prison without parole for "insulting the person of the

King" during a pubUc discussion between members of different unions. Press sen-

sitivity about the case was such that newspapers refrained from reporting details

of the actual offense and reported only the section number of the law under which
he was convicted. Tlie severity of the sentence was generally attributed to political

motivations on the part of the Goveroment.
Press freedom is significantly restricted, though the limits are not clearly defined.

Under a 1958 decree the Government controls the licensing of newspapers and jour-

nals through a registration procedure. In practice the requirement of registration is

used, both by central and regional authorities, to prevent the issuance of publica-

tions by organizations or persons considered to be "suspect," for example, those who
advocate the overthrow of the monarchy. Publications that are issued by persons or
organizations that have not complied with the registration procedure or that are
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deemed to be a threat to state security may be seized and destroyed. During 1992
the Government forbade the distribution of editions of a number of Moroccan publi-
cations. In May pubhcation of the opposition journal Houriyat al-Mouaten, successor
to the banned al-Mouaten, was suspended. In July the related journal al-Mouatana
was also banned, apparently for its coverage of the Amaoui case. Also in July an
edition of the Islamist journal Arraya was seized by the Government. The opposition
daily al-Ittihad al-Ishtiraki complained in September that the Government olodced
the sale of the journal at Moroccan airports in an effort to prevent its distribution
abroad.
The Government also has the power, under Article 55 of the Press Code, to censor

newspapers directly by ordering them not to report on specific items or events. In
April the Government invoked Article 55, ordering opposition journals to limit their
coverage of the Amaoui trial to official Maghreb Arab Press releases. In an unusual
move, several journals openly defied the order, citing a public duty to publish their
own reporting of the trial. The Government retaliated by bringing charges against
the directors of al Anoual and al-Ittihad al-Ishtiraki. Their trials began in May,
after the Amaoui verdict was announced, and the prosecution quickly requested and
was granted indefinite postponements. An unrelated appeal of Monamed el Brini
and Abdelkader Haimer, respectively editor and reporter of Al-Ittihad al-Ishtiraki,

who were sentenced in 1990 to 3 months in prison for a "defamatory" article on judi-
cial corruption, was also heard in May. The case was postponed indefinitely, leaving
the prosecutor the option to raise the case at a later aate. The three postponements
occurred in three different courts on three successive days, all at the prosecution's
request, prompting widespread speculation about the Government's manipulation of
the courts.

The Grovemment does tolerate satirical and often stinging editorials in the opposi-
tion parties' dailies. In addition, press coverage continued to contain reports oi tor-

ture and abuse of authority and prisoners' complaints of harsh treatment and de-
grading prison conditions.

None of the news media is entirely independent of government control, which is

exercised through directives from the Ministry of Interior and Information. Media
self-censorship is assisted by the Interior and Information Ministry's practice of of-

fering "guidance" on certain topics. The Government owns the official press agency,
Maghreb Arab Press, and the Arabic Daily al Anbaa.
Tne Moroccan public has access to a variety of foreign newspapers and magazines,

particularly from Europe and the United States, that reflect a broad spectrum of
opinion. M^ny contain regular and often critical coverage of events in Morocco. The
Government continued in 1992, with reduced frequency compared to previous years,
to ban editions of foreign publications that contained articles about Morocco the au-
thorities considered particularly offensive. For example, distribution of the February
13 edition of Le Monde was blocked, apparently because it contained an interview
with three former Tazmamart prisoners. The Government also seized the November
and December issues of Le Monde Diplomatique to prevent their distribution in Mo-
rocco; the November issue contained an interview with Moroccan exile Abraham
Serfaty, whUe the December edition included an expose on illegal emigration from
northern Morocco to Spain. Opposition dailies also reported that distribution of var-
ious August and September editions of the French journals Le Monde, Liberation,

Figaro, and Quotidien was banned by the Government because of their coverage of
the Moroccan constitutional referendum. An issue of the London-based, Arabic-lan-
guage weekly Al-Wasat was reportedly seized by authorities in December because
it contained an article on Islamic fundamentalism in Morocco.
The Government owns the only television station broadcasting nationwide (the

sole private station, 2-m, can be seen in most urban areas) and one radio station.

Satellite dish antennas, though expensive, are available, permitting free access to

a wide variety of foreign broadcasts. Residents of northern Morocco can also receive
Spanish television with normal antennas. The Government does not impede recep-

tion of foreign broadcasts.
Academic freedom is somewhat limited. There are strictures against scholarly in-

vestigation of the monarchy and Islam, although there continues to be limited re-

search and publishing on Islam and Islamic fundamentalism.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—This right is significantly re-

stricted. Although there are constitutional guarantees of assembly and association,

they are limited by three decrees, dating from 1935, 1939, and 1958, which permit
the Government to suppress even peaceful demonstrations and mass gatherings. In
December 1991 and January 1992, local authorities in Casablanca brote up regular
meetings of the OMDH, claiming that the group had not followed established proce-
dure for obtaining permission to hold a public meeting. In Februaiy the authorities

finally permitted a meeting after the OMDH publicly threatened legal action. The
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Government also banned a number of Labor Day demonstrations and meetings on
May 1.

The Government broke up a variety of other peaceful demonstrations, often ar-

resting and giving prison terms to the participants. In March the authorities ar-

restea high school students striking to protest examination procedures in Safi, Fes,

and Ifrane. A peaceftil gathering of35 Islamist University students in Fes in March
resulted in convictions and sentences of up to 1 year in prison. Police arrested 110
members of the baimed Islamist group Justice and Charitv who staged a sit-in in

el Kelaa des Sra^ma in May. Sympatnizers of the group claimed 12 of the protest-

ers were "kidnaped" and tortured. Twelve of the protesters were sentenced to prison

terms. In May ttrree unemployed university graduates were sentenced to 6 months
in prison and fined for participation in an unapproved march in Rabat.

The right to form organizations is limited. Under a 1958 decree, persons wishing
to create an organization must apply to the Ministry of Interior and wait for ap-

proval before holding meetings. In practice, the Government uses the requirement
to prevent persons considered "suspect" or who advocate replacement of the monar-
chy from forming legal organizations. Islamist and leftist groups experienced consid-

erable difficulty in obtaining official sanction. An Islamist association in Sefrou

called Dar al Quran complained in April that it was arbitrarily prevented by local

authorities from meeting. Interference with the right of association also occurs at

the individual level. In March a member of Justice and Charity was arrested and
tried solelv on the basis of his alleged membership in the organization.

Political parties must be approved by the Ministry of Interior, which uses this

power to control participation in the political process. The Islamist group Reform
and Renewal reportedly was denied status as a political party and chose instead to

seek an electoral alliance with a small, legal political party.

c. Freedom ofReligion.—Islam is the official religion of Morocco, 99 percent of Mo-
roccans are Sunni Muslims, and the King bears the title "Commander of the Faith-

ful." The Moroccan Jewish community of approximately 7,000 is permitted to prac-

tice its faith, as are Christians. Although the Constitution provides for freedom of

worship, only the practice of Islam, Christianity, and Judaism is tolerated in keep-
ing with Islamic law and tradition. The King has stated that all religions other than
Islam, Christianity, and Judaism are heresies. The Baha'i community (150-200 peo-

ple) has been forbidden to meet or hold communal activities since 1983. Attempting
to convert a Moroccan to any faith other than Islam is punishable by imprisonment.
According to Islamic law and tradition, conversion of any kind from Islam is strictly

prohibited. Moroccan Jews may convert to Islam, but they are not actively encour-

agfed to do so.

Ihe Government monitors Friday mosque sermons and the curriculum of Koranic
schools to ensure that approved doctrines are taught. Fundamentalist Islamic activi-

ties are sometimes subjected to official repression but are largely tolerated so long

as they remain restricted to the propagation of Islam and educational and charitable

activities. Islamist groups that question the King's status as Commander of the
Faithfiil are suppressed.

d. Freedom ofMovement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Although freedom of movement within Morocco is guaranteed by the
Constitution, in practice the security forces set up roadblocks throughout Morocco
and stop traffic at will. Roadblocks, maintained in some regions in the same spot

for years, create what some characterize as internal frontiers. In the Western Sa-
hara, which is administered by Morocco, movement is restricted in areas regarded
as militarily sensitive.

Freedom to travel outside Morocco is controlled by the Ministry of Interior

through passport issuance and immigration control processes. Though delays are not

uncommon, most Moroccans receive passports within 1 month of application. There
are frequent allegations of corruption in the passport offices; applicants are report-

edly forced to pay gratuities to ootain application forms and to make sure that the
application is not lost in the bureaucratic labjrrinth.

The Grovemment has refused to issue passports to a number of Moroccans, includ-

ing political activists, former political prisoners, and Moroccan Baha'is. In February
the OMDH publi^ed a list of 29 former political prisoners, human rights monitors,
lawyers, and others who were denied passports. In December the OMDH said it had
received an additional 29 complaints and that of the total 58, only 9 had received

fiassports during the year. The OMDH said inquiries it made with the Ministry of

nterior about uiose and other cases received no response. The oi^anization de-

scribed instances in which the border police seized passports or otherwise blocked

the exit of Moroccans trying to leave the country, usually without explanation. One
applicant stated that officials of the Ministry of Interior told him that, as a pre-

condition of passport issuance, he would have to sign a statement promising to re-
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port to the Ministry any political or other information he might gather while abroad.
The man refused ana was not issued a passport. In July Casablanca lawyer
Abderrahim Berrada, who had been seeking renewal of his passport since 1977, re-

ceived a new passport apparently after a French magazine reporter asked the Late-

rior Minister about his case.

Women must have permission from either their fathers or husbands to obtain a
passport. A divorced woman must have her father's permission to obtain a passport
and, if she has custody of children, she must obtain permission from the children's

father before passports can be issued to the children. In a speech in September,
King Hassan announced he would seek to reform the laws governing passports and
travel for women, characterizing the male consent requirement as contrary to Islam
and the Moroccan Constitution.

There were no reports that the Government deported a Moroccan citizen in 1992.
Moroccan law considers any person who acquires Moroccan nationality to be a citi-

zen for life. Moroccans may not renounce their citizenship, thou^ the King may re-

voke it—which he does very rarely. Tens of thousands of Moroccans hold dual na-
tionality and travel on passports from two countries; while in Morocco they are re-

garded as Moroccan citizens. The Government has sometimes reftised to recognize
the right of foreign embassies to act on behalf of dual nationals or even to receive
information concerning their arrest and imprisonment. Dual nationals also complain
of harassment by Moroccan immigration inspectors. The law encourages voluntary
repatriation for Moroccan Jews who have emigrated; Moroccan Jewish emigres, in-

cluding those with Israeli citizenship, freely visit Morocco. The law also encourages
the return of Saharans who have opposed Morocco in the Western Sahara conflict.

Returning former members of the Polisario, a group seeking independence for the
Western Sahara, who are deemed to pose no tm^at to security are integrated into

Moroccan Ufe.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Moroccan citizens do not have the right to change their government peacefully.

The King, as Head of State, appoints the Prime Minister, who is Head of Govern-
ment. The Parliament has the theoretical authority to effect change in the system
of government, but has never exercised it. Moreover, the Constitution may not be
amended without the King's approval. In 1991 the King expressed his view that de-
mocratization should come slowly to the region. Two-thirds of the members of Par-
liament are elected directly by universal adult suffrage, while one-third are elected
indirectly by municipal councils and by business, labor, and agricultural "chambers."
The Ministry of Interior appoints provincial governors, though municipal councils
are elected.

In May the King announced an electoral process designed to culminate in the elec-

tion of new municipal councils and a new parliament. The electoral laws were re-

formed to create electoral commissions witn power to oversee the process and to

hear complaints of irregularities. The administration of the elections remained, in

spite of opposition party objections, in the hands of the Ministry of Interior. The cre-

ation of new voter rolls—^the first step in the process—took place in July and August
amid numerous charges of irregularities, some of which were reviewed and corrected
by the electoral commissions. However, many irregularities, such as government of-

ficials going door to door to require individuals to register, went uncorrected.
The first vote under the new electoral process occurred in September in a referen-

dum on the King's proposal for a revised Constitution. The new Constitution in-

creases slightly the powers of the Prime Minister and Parliament but leaves no
question that the King will continue to rule. It also creates a Constitutional Council
to review the constitutionality of laws, as well as an Economic and Social Council,
and devolves certain powers to regional political units. Despite the call of four oppo-
sition parties for nonparticipation in the referendum, official results showed a 97.27
percent participation rate, with 99.96 j>ercent voting for approval. The results are
widely regarded as having been manipulated by the Government.
The balloting process itself was susceptible to abuse in that the voter was re-

quired to cast one colored ballot (yes or no) and retain the other. The retained ballot

thus provided evidence of a yes or no vote, and opposition parties claimed that gov-
ernment ofiicials, especially in rural areas, demanded to see retained ballots in

order to assure "yes votes. The Parliament, elected in 1984 in a vote challenged
by opposition parties as having been rigged by the Government and extended in a
1990 referendum for 2 years, was dissolved at the end of its term in July. Following
the constitutional referendum in September, municipal and professional organiza-
tion elections were held in October and direct parliamentary elections are scheduled
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for April 1993. In the absence of a parliament, King Hassan is, in accordance with

the Constitution, ruling by decree.

The old parliament included representatives of nine political parties, including op-

position parties. The beginning of the new electoral season brought the formation

of a number of new political parties. By the end of the year, 16 parties were offi-

cially recognized by the Government, and another 5 existed unofficially.

Women enjoy the right to vote and to run for office. Some women have been elect-

ed to municipal coun(^, but there were no women in the Parliament that left office

in July, and there are no women on the CCDH. In the October 16 local elections,

despite the King's calls for increased political participation by women, women can-

didates did notlare well and played a marginal role.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are three officially recognized human rights groups in Morocco: two are af-

filiated with opposition poUtical parties, while the third is nonpartisan. The Moroc-
can League for the Defense of Human Rights (MLDHR) (Istiqlal party) and the Mo-
roccan Human Rights Association (Party of the Socialist Avant Garde) have formed
a coordinating committee and generaUy issue joint communiques. The MLDHR
chose, however, to participate in the CCDH, while the association did not. The non-
pfirtisan OMDH also chose to participate in the CCDH.

In general, the Government neither hinders nor cooperates with investigations

conducted by Moroccan human rights groups. An investigation into the 19^0 Fes
and Tangier riots by the OMDH collapsed because of a lack of cooperation from local

officials. A parliamentary commission investigating the riots reportedly fared better

but complained that officials interviewed were concerned mostly with shifting blame
elsewhere. The commission presented its report to the King at the end of December
1991, and at least part of it was formally disclosed to Parliament in April. The re-

port described the incidents, set the number of dead at 43 (the official toll was 5)

and injured at 360, and made a series of recommendations for reform. By the end
of the year, no significant steps had been taken to act on those recommendations.
The Government does not cooperate with international investigation of violations

of human rights in Morocco. It generally does not respond to inquiries about specific

politic£d prisoners transmittea by diplomatic missions. Requests by nongovern-
mental organizations (NGO's) to send investigative teams to Morocco are usually re-

fused. If adlowed in the country, human rights monitors are generally refiised access

by the Government to people or things they want to see. For example, a group of

Spanish union leaders visited Morocco in July to meet with the jailed labor leader

Noubir Amaoui but was denied access to him.
In 1990, in response to criticism of Morocco's human rights performance, the King

created the CCDH which represents Morocco at certain international human ri^ts
forums such as the United Nations Human Rights Commission (UNHRC) and with
foreign NGO's. The Moroccan Government has regularly participated in inter-

national human rights forums and serves as interim president of the Preparatory
Conunission for the 1993 World Conference on Human Rights in Geneva.

In February 1991, the CCDH issued a series of recommendations to the King con-

cerning, inter alia, govenmient contact with international human rights organiza-

tions. Parliament enacted the recommendations into law in April (see also Section

l.d.), and the King promulgated the new laws by decree at the end of 1991. Since

the issuance of its reconmiendations, the CCDH has ceased to meet regularly. In

1992 it focused on sending delegations to the United States and Europe to present

government positions on human rights and on publicizing alleged human rights

abuses at the Polisario-controlled refugee camps at Tindouf In August the CCDH
General Secretariat, acting without convening the Council itself, issued a statement
denouncing the Al Alam list of political prisoners (see Section I.e.) and asserting

that Morocco has no political prisoners. The statement was sharply attacked by
human rights groups and opposition parties and was viewed as an indication of gov-

ernment control of^the CCDH. The OMDH threatened to withdraw its representa-

tive on the Council if the CCDH continued to appear to be manipulated by the (jov-

emment.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Constitution affirms the legal equality of all Moroccans, and the Government
does not discriminate based on ethnicity.

Although there is no official discrimination, Moroccan blacks generally occupy the
lower social strata^ though a few hold high government or palace positions. Some
Moroccan descendants of sub-Saharan African slaves suffer various forms of social
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discrimination arising out of prejudices on the part of some Arabs and Berbers, the
two major ethnic groups in Morocco.
Under the Criminal Code Moroccan women are accorded the same treatment as

men but not under Moroccan family and estate law, which is based on the Malikite
School of Islamic law. In marriage, for example, a husband may repudiate his wife,
but the wife may not repudiate her husband. The situations under which a woman
may sue for divorce are more limited than for men. Women inherit only half as
much as their male siblings. Well-educated Moroccan women often succeed profes-
sionally, particularly in the areas of law, medicine, education, and government serv-
ice. There are, however, few women in the top echelons of their professions, and
there are no women ministers or members of Parliament. Women compose approxi-
mately 24 percent of the woric force, with themajority of them in the industrial,
service, and teaching sectors.

Women suffer most from inequality in the rural areas. Rural women perform most
hard physical labor; the rate of literacy is noticeably lower for women than for men;
and girls are much less likely to be sent to school than boys. Women who earn their
secondary school diploma, however, have equal access to university training.
The law and social practices governing violence against women reflect Morocco's

Islamic culture and the importance placed on the honor of the family. The Criminal
Code includes severe punishment for men who are convicted of raping a woman or
girl, and the defendant bears the burden of proving his innocence. Human rights
monitors estimate, however, that many sexual assaults go unreported because ofthe
stigma attached to being a victim. In situations in which the victim is a virgin, fami-
lies stiU occasionally opt for the victim to marry the assailant in order to preserve
honor. Otherwise, in those cases where rape is reported (perhaps as few as 1 in 10),
the assailant is prosecuted and imprisoned.
Although a woman who is the victim of wife beating has the right to complain

to the police, as a practical matter she would not generally do so unless she were
prepared to file for divorce and leave her husband's home, "nie law excuses the mur-
der or injury of a wife who is caught in the act of committing adultery. A woman
would not be excused of committing violence against her husband under the same
circumstances.
The civil law status of Moroccan women is governed by the Moudouwana, or code

of personal status, which is based in part on the Koran. Women's and other political

organizations have called for reform of the Moudouwana. Some Islamists attacked
the move for reform as heretical, and one theologian issued a fatwa, or religious
opinion, in May saying advocacy of Moudouwana reforms should be punished by
death. In a series of speeches in August and September, King Hassan announced
he would consult with women's groups £ind with senior religious authorities to deter-
mine what parts of the Moudouwana could be reformed without contravening its Is-

lamic underpinnings. Noting that reform would take time, he pledged to change the
family law in a manner consistent with Koranic law to provide women the equal
treatment guaranteed them in the Constitution.

Some Berber spokesmen believe that the Berber identity is not adequately main-
tained because Berber languages are not taught in schools and there are no Berber
Eublications (a situation compounded by the lack of a written Berber script). Ber-
ers are well represented in the Government and the officer corps of the militaiy.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—^The Constitution guarantees "the right of association
and the right to join any trade union and political organization." Workers are free

to form and join unions throu^out the country. The right is exercised widely but
not universally. According to the trade union federations, well over a million of Mo-
rocco's 9 million workers are unionized; 5 percent of the work force is a more accu-
rate estimate. Substantial numbers of workers in the public sector are unionized.
Three of the 17 existing trade union federations dominate the labor scene; all are

organizationally independent of the Government. Thev are the Union Marocain de
Travail (UMT), the Confederation Democratique de Travail (CDT), and the Union
Generale des Travailleurs Marocains (UGTM). The UMT has no political affiliation,

the CDT is linked to the Socialist Union of Popular Forces (USFP), and the UGTM
to the Istiqlal party. Both the USFP and Istiqlal are currently opposition parties.

Unions are not entirely free of government influence. The internal intelligence

services of the Ministry of the Interior keep the Government fuUy apprised of trade
union activity, and the selection of union ofncers and the carrying out of their duties
is sometimes subject to government pressure.
Workers have the right to strike and do so. Most work stoppages are intended to

advertise grievances and last 24 hours or less. However, strikes can be prolonged
and arise not only from economic demands or working conditions but also from
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union rivalries; all three.of these elements were present in a long and inconclusive

strike at Casablanca's bus transpori; authority eariy in the year. The first months
of 1992 also saw a series of 24-hour "sector strikes"—^by health workers, teachers,

and transport workers—led by the trade union federations associated with the oppo-

sition political parties. In the second half of 1992, strike activity was limited.

Labor activism was dampened by the intimidating effect of the separate arrests,

trials, and sentencing of Noubir Amaoui and UGTM activist Driss La^nimi.
Unions belong to regional labor organizations and maintain ties with inter-

national trade secretariats.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The Constitution acknowl-
edges the right to strike (Article 14), and includes labor organizations among the
entities that serve to "organize and represent the citizens" (Article 3). An implied
right to organize and bargain collectively is exercised. The multiplicity of trade

union federations creates competition to organize workers. Any group of eight work-
ers may organize, and it is easy for a worker to change trade union affiliation. Thus
a single factory may contain several independent locals or locals affiliated with more
than one labor federation.

In both the process of organizing and during collective bargaining, labor laws are
observed most often in the corporate and parastatal sectors of the economy, where
ad hoc government mediation and arbitration procedures to promote worker-em-
ployer negotiations are more easily applied. These mediation procedures do not in

practice umit unions' freedom to bargain collectively. The unions' most common
complaint against employers is that they refuse to negotiate seriously.

In the informal and underground economies and in the textile and artisanal

(handicrafts) fields, labor laws and regulations are routinely ignored. Small employ-
ers, especially in the agricultural sector, are often ignorant of labor laws and regula-

tions. While the protection of the right to organize and bargain collectively exists

in the Constitution and Labor Law, the Government does not always enforce the
protections fiiUy. As a practical matter, in Morocco the unions have no judicial re-

course to oblige the (jovemment to act when it has not met its obligations under
the law. Moreover, political considerations often lead the Government to hinder the
full exercise of worker rights in an effort to control the unions.
Laws protecting collective bargaining are not highly developed. In some parts of

the industrial and parastatal sectors there is a long-established tradition oi collec-

tive bargaining, but this practice is not spreading to emerging sectors of the econ-

omy. The wages of unionized workers are established throurfi practices that include
discussions between employer and worker representatives. However, wages for the
vast majority of workers are set unilaterally by the employer.

In the industrial sector collective bargaimng agreements are often invoked in

legal disputes when a worker claims to have oeen reprimanded or dismissed for

trade umon activity. Employers usually cite work-related reasons for the dismissals.

An employer intending to fire workers without replacing them must apply in ad-
vance to the provincial governor through the labor inspector's office. In cases where
employers plan to replace fired workers, the labor inspector provides replacements
and mediates the cases of workers who protest their dismissal. Anv worker fired for

a serious infraction, such as sabotage, is entitled by law to a court nearing.
Notwithstanding legal safeguards, employers regularly fire workers for trade

union activity that they see as threatening to employer interests. Reinstatement is

sometimes ordered by courts, but legal proceedings can be expensive and time-con-
suming. Labor complainants are often vindicated in court proceedings, but court de-

cisions awarding damages and back pay can be difficult to enforce. Ministry of
Labor inspectors serve as investigators and conciliators in labor disputes; the in-

spectors are not very effective, however, because they are few in number, carry

heavy workloads, and do not have the resources to investigate all cases. In addition
to pursuing their complaints through the Ministry of Labor's inspectors, unions in-

creeisingly are going directly to court with their conaplaints.

Moroccan lator law applies equally to the small Tanrier export zone. The propor-
tion of unionized workers there is about the same as in Morocco as a whole.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Morocco has ratified both Inter-

nationsd Labor Organization (ILO) Conventions against forced labor. The ILO's
Committee of Experts in its report for 1990 noted, however, that there is no Moroc-
can legal or constitutional prohibition against forced or compulsory labor. As far as
is known, forced or compulsory labor is not practiced in Morocco.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Children may not be legally em-
ployed or apprenticed before age 12. Special regulations govern the employment of

children between the ages of 12 and 16. In practice, children are often apprenticed
before age 12, particularly in artisanal work. The argument is made that tney need
to acquire skills, such as weaving or rug-making, before they reach the age of 12.
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Safety and health conditions as well as salaries in enterprises employing children
are often substandard. The use of minors is common in the rug-making and tanning
industries. Children are also employed informally as domestics and usually receive

little or no wages. Poverty and a pervasive cultural acceptance of child labor keep
abuse of the cluld labor laws prevalent nationwide. The Ministry of Labor, through
its corps of labor inspectors, is responsible for enforcing child labor regulations.

Child labor laws are generally well observed in the industrialized, unionized sector

of the economy. The inspection mandate of labor inspectors does not, however, in-

clude domestic employees.
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^The King in May set a new minimum indus-

trial wage and granted a wage increase to agricultural woriters. Despite food, diesel

fuel, and public transport subsidies, a family cannot maintain a decent standard of
living on the minimum wage of a single worker. In many cases several members,
some of them working in the informal economy, combine their income to support the
family. The minimum wage is not enforced effectively in the informal and artisanal

sectors of the economy. It is enforced fairly effectively throughout the industrialized,

unionized sector of the economy, though unionists complain that employers often,

by means of deductions and other techiniques, pay their workers less than the law
requires.
Most workers in the industrial sector of the economy, except for those employed

in garment assembly, earn more than minimum wage. Moreover, workers are cus-
tomarily paid between 13 and 16 months' salary for every 12-month year. The infor-

mal sector provides a safety net for those who would otherwise be unemployed or
underemployed. The extensive parallel economy employs directly or indirectly an es-

timated 50 to 75 percent of the working population, often in part-time jobs. The law
provides a 48-hour maximum workweek, with not more than 10 hours for any single

day, premium pay for overtime, paid public and annual holidays, and minimum con-
ditions for health and safety, including the prohibition of night work for women and
minors. As with other regulations and laws, these are observed unevenly, if at all,

in the informal sector. Labor inspectors endeavor to monitor woricing conditions, ac-

cidents, and labor disputes, but lack sufficient resources and authority to investigate

many complaints and mandate full compliance with the law.

WESTERN SAHARA

The sovereignty of the Western Sahara remains the subject of diplomatic and
military dispute. Morocco assumed administration of the northern three provinces
of the Western Sahara after the withdrawal of Spanish forces in 1975 and of the
southernmost province of Oued ed Dahab in 1979 when Mauritania renounced its

claim to the area. Aft«r unifying the territory, Morocco undertook a massive
infrastructural and economic development program that resulted in substantial

growth in the region's cities.

Since 1973 the Polisario Front, with support from Algeria, has sought independ-
ence for the Western Sahara by challenging first Spain s and later Morocco's claim
to the territory. Moroccan and Polisario forces have continued to fight intermittently

since 1975. Several military actions occurred in the weeks leading up to the U.N.-
monitored cease-fire that began on September 6, 1991, but no fighting has occurred
since then.
At the request of the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA), the Inter-

national Court of Justice issued an advisory opinion in 1975. The Court held that

the ties of Morocco and Mauritania to the Western Sahara did not establish a rela-

tionship of sovereignty, nor did they affect the decolonization process set out in the

UNGA resolutions, including application of the principle of self-determination

throiigh the free and genuine expression of the will of the peoples of the Territory.

The Organization of African Unity (OAU) attempted without success to mediate a
solution. In 1981 Morocco agreed to hold a referendum to determine the population's

wishes regarding independence or integration with Morocco. Attempts to resolve the
Question of sovereignty through mediation or referendum collapsed in 1984 when
tne Saharan Arab Democratic Republic (SADR), the civilian arm of the Polisario,

was seated at the OAU sununit and Morocco withdrew from the OAU in protest.

In 1986 Morocco agreed to revive efforts to reach a solution and asked the United
Nations to administer a referendum; the same year U.N. Secretary General Perez
de Cuellar began efforts to arrange it. In November and December 1987^ a U.N.
technical team visited the territory to explore the practical arrangements for a ref-

erendum. On August 30, 1988, Morocco and the SADR accepted in principle the Sec-
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retary General's proposal for a referendum under U.N. and OAU auspices, and the
Secretary General named a special representative to work out the detads.

In April 1991 the Secretary General presented a plan for a referendum in the
Western Sahara in whidi the Sahrawis (Western Sahara natives) would decide be-
tween integration with Morocco and independence. The plan, approved by the Secu-
rity Councu in May 1991, called for a cease-fire established under the supervision
of a U.N. Monitoring Force (MINURSO), to be followed within 20 weeks by a ref-

erendum vote. This was to be accompanied by the voluntary repatriation to Western
Sahara of the Sahrawi refugees in Algeria under the auspices of the United Nations
High Commissioner for Remgees (UNHCR). The 1974 Spanish census of the region
was to serve as the basis for the voting list. Morocco challenged the accuracy and
completeness of the list and presented to the U.N. a supplemental list containing
in excess of 120,000 names.
On September 6, 1991, the cease-fire went into effect and the initial MINURSO

forces were deployed. Siinilarly, the UNHCR mobilized an international team to im-
plement the repatriation of Sahrawi refugees. Although the referendum was origi-

nally scheduled to take place in late January 1992, the Secretary General an-
nounced in December 1991 that the resolution of the contentious voter identification

issue would delay the referendum for at least several months. Before he left office

in late December, the Secretary General presented to the U.N. Security Council a
report containing proposed criteria for resolving the voter identification issue. On
December 31, 1991, the Security Council passed a resolution "welcoming" the report,

but the Polisario rejected the Secretary General's proposed criteria for eligibility of
voters.

On March 3 UJ4. Secretary General Boutros-Ghali issued a report to the Security
Council outlining unresolved problems in the dispute. On Marcn 24 Boutros-Ghali
named a new special representative for the Western Sahara, Sahabzada Yaqub-
Khan, who undertook to resolve remaining disagreements between the two sides.

The Secretary General issued further status reports to the Security Council in May,
Aiigust, and September.
The Polisario accused Morocco of undermining the U.N. peace process by: (a) dis-

patching over 100,000 people from Morocco to the Western Sahara; (b) including the
Western Sahara in a constitutional referendum and in local and legislative elec-

tions; and (c) violating the cease-fire. The Secretary Greneral's report of August 22
noted that it would have been preferable for Morocco to postpone its plans lor elec-

tions and a plebiscite. At his request, Morocco gave formal assurances to the United
Nations that the voting would not prejudice the final status of the Western Sahara.
The Secretary Generafs reports noted a substantial decline in cease-fire violations,

but attributed almost all oi the violations to Morocco.
Since 1977 the northern provinces of Laayoune, Smara, and Bouidour have par-

ticipated in Moroccan elections. The southernmost province of Oued ed Dfihab also

participated in the 1983 and 1984 Moroccan elections. In the Moroccan Parliament
that left office in July, Sahrawis filled all 10 of the seats allotted to the Western
Sfihara. Three of the four governors of the region, who are appointed by the King
of Morocco, are Sahrawis.
When it became apparent in May that a referendum would not be held before Sep-

tember, King Hassan chose to proceed with national elections, including in the
Western Sahara. The region participated in the September referendum to amend
the Moroccan Constitution, and the Moroccan Government reported that 99.99 per-
cent of registered voters in the provinces turned out for the referendum, with over
99 percent approving the changes. The region also participated in October 16 munic-
ipal elections.

The civilian population in the approximately 85 percent of the Western Sahara
under Moroccan control is subject to Moroccan law. U.N. observers and foreign
human rights groups have reported that Sahrawis often have more difficulty obtain-
ing passports, that their political views are more closely monitored than those of
residents of Morocco proper, and that police and paramilitary authorities react
harshly against those suspected of supporting the Polisario. There were credible re-

ports in February of widescede arrests of Sanrawi youths, especially in Laayoune.
Several hundred youths were said to have been held incommunicado for varying
lengths of time. The Moroccan Government formally denied those charges, counter-
ing with reports of Polisario human rights abuses. TTie Polisario also accused Moroc-
can authorities of mistreating some participants in demonstrations in Laayoune and
elsewhere in the Western Sahara in October and November 1992, but the Moroccans
denied these accusations. A number of Sahrawis who returned to Morocco from
Polisario camps near Tindouf stated that the Polisario tortured and mistreated
Sahrawis of Western Saharan origin residing in the camps. For its part, the
Polisario claims that the Moroccans tortured suspected Polisario supporters. Given
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the difficulty of access, neither the Moroccan nor the Polisario allegations can be
confirmed or refuted.

In June 1991 King Hassan II of Morocco granted a general amnesty to an unspec-
ified number of Sahrawi prisoners arrested during military operations or because
of their alleged cooperation with the Polisario. Many of those released included
Sahrawis who "disappeared" in the 1970's and 1980's and whom the Moroccan Gov-
ernment had previously denied holding. Despite this release of about 300 prisoners,
the PoUsario and foreign human rights groups continued to claim that Morocco was
holding in excess of 800 Sahrawis as political prisoners. The Government responded
informally to the charge by claLxdng that the 800 names consisted of people who
were dead, released former prisoners, and persons who were never detained and
who reside in Moroccan-controlled territory. The Royal Consultative Council on
Human Rights (CCDH) asked the Moroccan Government to verify the release of all

Sahrawi prisoners. The Government provided the CCDH with a list of the released
prisoners names but did not tell the CCDH which government agency was respon-
sible for making the list. The Government formally denied that any more Sahrawis
were in Moroccan detention. Given the reports of arbitrary arrests during the year
and the Government's history of denying such charges even when true, the accuracy
of the Government's statements was questionable.

The UNHCR, using figures provided by the Government of Algeria, estimates that
approximately 165,000 refugees reside in camps near Tindouf, Algeria. Recently re-

turned Sahrawis in Morocco and members of MINURSO estimate, however, that no
more than 80,000 refugees inhabit the camps. They believe that 40,000 to 50,000
of those are Sahrawis, with the remainder coming from other countries in the re-

gion. The Government of Morocco alleges that the Sahrawis are held in the Tindouf
camps against their wUl, but the Polisario denies these allegations.

Freedom of movement within the Western Sahara is limited in militarily sensitive

areas. While technically unrestricted elsewhere, travelers inside and outside the
cities are reportedly subjected to arbitrary questioning, detention, and even abuse
by the Moroccan security forces.

The same labor laws that apply in Morocco apply in the Moroccan-controlled areas
of the Western Sahara, and enforcement is equivalent to that in Morocco proper.
Within the Western Sahara there is little organized labor activity. Since salaries in

both the private and public sectors are significantly higher than those in Morocco,
wage demands are not an issue.

Outside the territory controlled by Morocco, the Polisario established a labor wing
called the Sario Federation of Labor (UGTSARIO), which in the past reportedly en-
joyed close relations with a few Arab and African national labor centers. The
UGTSARIO does not engage in customary trade union activities in the Polisario-con-

troUed areas.

OMAN
The Sultanate of Oman is an absolute monarchy without popularly elected rep-

resentative institutions or political parties at any level. Sultan Qaboos bin Sa'id al

Sa'id, the 14th ruler of the current dynasty, celebrated the 22nd anniversary of his
accession in 1992. Sultan Qaboos maintains the al Sa'id family's long tradition of

firm control over all important matters affecting the State, while bringing notables
from the tribal system into the national administration. Decisionmaking procedures
are consensual in accordance with longstanding traditions. The Cabinet of" Ministers
is appointed by and responsible to the Sultan. The Majlis ash-Shura (consultative

council) is charged with receiving all new laws in the economic development and so-

cial fields for comment prior to their promulgation.
Oman's strategic location on the south shore of the Strait of Hormuz exposed the

country to the increased tension in the Persian Gulf area during the 1980's, cul-

minating in the 1991 Gulf war against Iraq, in which Omani ground troops partici-

pated. Because of its concerns about national security, the Government continues
to devote a considerable share of its revenue to defense. There has been no credible

internal security threat since the defeat of the insurrection in the southern province
of Dhofar in 1975. According to the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency,
total military expenditures for 1989 were $1,552 million. The Government has been
examining ways to reduce these expenditures, but no reductions have been imple-

mented. The security services are large and eflicient but do not have a record of,

or reputation for, abuse of human rights. There has been no organized opposition
to the Government in recent years.
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Almost totally undeveloped when Sultan Qaboos came to power, Oman has used
its modest oil revenues to achieve an improvement in living standards for its citi-

zens. Oman's free market economy remains heavily dependent upon petroleum ex-
ports. Public expenditures, the driving force in the economy, are aetermined largely

by the price of oil.

Iliere was no significant change in the human rights situation in 1992. A number
of rights continued to be tightly restricted, particularly the freedoms of expression,
peaceftil assembly and association, the right of citizens to change their government,
and worker rights. Civil and political rights are not formally codified. In the absence
of any challenge to the current order, the authorities usually respect the integrity

of the individual. Various forms of discrimination against women continued to occur.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no known political or
extrajudicial killings in 1992.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of disappearances.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Torture or other forms of cruel punishment are not systematically practiced or coun-
tenanced by Omani authorities. There were no reports of physical beatings in prison
in 1992.

Prison conditions are harsh, vdth temperatures sometimes exceeding 120 degrees
Fahrenheit in cells that are often without climate control or proper ventilation.

However, the authorities began installing air conditioning at the main prison in the
country at Ar-Rumais in 1992.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Arbitrary detention and other abuses of
the power of arrest have been infrequent. The Criminal Code imposes penalties for

unjustified arrest or detention. Citizens have several channels through which to

seek redress of grievances against law enforcement authorities. These channels in-

clude traditional and tribal leaders, local sheikhs, and district administrators who
mediate regularly on a broad variety of matters. The Civil Court has become aware
of one or two cases of arbitrary detention annually in receipt years, and it sought
investigation of the circumstances and, if warranted, punishment of those respon-
sible. However, there were no public disclosures of disciplinary actions against police

officials, making it difficult to fuUy evaluate the effectiveness of the mechanisms of
redress.
The police do not require a judicial warrant to make an arrest but must obtain

1'udicial concurrence to hold a suspect. Under current procedures, the police have 24
lours after an arrest to file charges or submit papers to a magistrate showing the
grounds for holding the arrestee. When the police provide the courts with documen-
tary justification for an arrest, the magistrate may exercise his option to order bail

or release the detainee into the custo(fy of another or on his own recognizance. Al-
ternatively, the judge may order that the suspect be held up to 14 days. If the police

require more time to gather evidence, the judge may grant extensions of the deten-
tion period.

Although Omani law does not provide for habeas corpus or its equivalent, the pe-

riod of detention prior to trial is usually short. Police notification to detainees' fami-
lies is often slow and is made in response to inquiries rather than on police initia-

tive. In the capital area, the authorities post outside the criminal court building a
list of names of persons being held pending trial.

The Civil Court publishes a semimonthly schedule assigning a "judge in charge"
each day during ou-duty hours and weekends. These magistrates are available to

review charges or grounds for holding a detainee. The occasional failure of the police

to promptly seek judicial approval has caused tension between the civil judges and
the police.

Incommunicado detention is rare, but the police do not always permit attorneys
and visitors to see detainees. Judges occasionally intercede to ensure access to cte-

tainees. A detainee or persons interested in the detainee's case may appoint an at-

torney upon arrest.

After his accession in 1970, Sultan Qaboos granted amnesty to all Omanis who
were in exile. Oman does not practice exile as a form of punishment.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—In addition to civilian courts, which treat mis-
demeanor and felony criminal cases, the court system includes Shari'a courts, which
handle family law; military tribunals, before which civilians do not appear; and an
authority for the resolution of commercial disputes. A rarely used security court sys-

tem handles internal security cases. Provincial governors arbitrate minor matters
in rural areas.
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The various judicial systems are subordinate to the Sultan. In most cases they
operate independently, but they are susceptible to his influence in cases of particu-
lar interest, especially those concerning national security. Judicial practice in Oman
conforms in most part to Islamic prescriptions for a fair trisi before experienced and
impartial judges. Oman's criminal ana civil judges, both Omani and expatriate
Arab, are professionals who have trained at legal institutions in various Arab coun-
tries after completing bachelors degrees. In tne Islamic, or Shari'a, court system,
Omani hi^ school graduates are able to join the ranks of expatriate qadis (judges)
after completing a 5-year course at one of Oman's four higher institutes for Islamic
studies. There were no reports in 1992 that judges were transferred or dismissed
for political reasons.
Oman's Criminal Code, enacted in 1974, does not explicitly state the ri^ts of the

accused during the criminal process but instead relies heavily on tradition. It has
no rules for admission of evidence during trials or codified procedures for entering
cases into the criminal system.

In a criminal trial the accused is presumed to be innocent. He may be represented
by an attorney, but this is not a legal requirement, and the Government will not
pay for counsel. Defendants have the right to, and are expected to, be present at
trial; they may present evidence; and they may confront witnesses by asking ques-
tions put through the judge, who generally is the only one to question witnesses.
Trial is before a single judge for misdemeanors and minor felonies and before a
panel of three judges for serious felonies. There are no jury trials, and, while there
is no explicit right to a public trial, court proceedings are generally open to the pub-
lic. The accused, or his lawyer, may read the police "charge sheet," which summa-
rizes the case against him. There is no procedure by which the defense may seek
the deletion of elements of the charge sheet prior to trial, but the magistrate may
delete charges during the trial. The police or public prosecutor (a senior police ofli-

cer) may add charges after inspection of the file by the defense and during the trial.

During the trial, witnesses may be called by the judge, prosecution, or defense.
The prosecution or the defense may cross-examine witnesses throu^ (and with the
approval oO the judge, but there is no procedural right to cross-examine. The pros-

ecution and defense may challenge the reliability of statements or authenticity of
documents in their closing statements to the judge. Judges frequently pronounce a
verdict and sentence within 1 day after a trial s end.

Jail sentences of over 3 months and fines of over $1,300 are subject to appeal.
The public prosecutor's office may also appeal a sentence that it believes to be too
light, although it may not appeal an innocent verdict. The President of the Mag-
istrate Court chairs the Court of Appeal, which may opt not to consider an appeal
it finds ill-grounded.

A capital sentence requires the Sultan's ratification. There were no reports of po-

litical prisoners in Oman in 1992.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The po-

lice do not require a warrant to search a private residence, office, or vehicle. There
is a widespread belief that the Government eavesdrops on both oral and written
communications, and Omanis are guarded in both areas. Searches and monitoring
of telephones and private correspondence are believed to be confined to cases in

which the Government perceives a security threat or criminal activity.

A 1986 law banned, with few exceptions, marriage between Omanis and foreign-

ers. The law, promulgated in an effort to stem what the Government considerea to

be the erosion of Omani culture, is widely resented.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—There is no legal protection of speech or of the
press. Criticism of the Sultan in any form or medium is prohibited by law. Criticism
of individual officials, agencies, and their programs is tolerated but rarely receives
media coverage. In a notable exception, television and print media coverage of the
late May session of the new Majlis ash-Shura featured spirited questioning of a
number of ministers by council members.
The 1984 Press and Publication Law mandates government control over all print-

ed matter, including newspapers and magazines. The law provides for strict prior
censorship of all information in printed form in both domestic and imported publica-

tions. Imported printed material is screened by government censors, and Omani
publications operate under general, unwritten government guidelines on tone and
content. In practice, publishers in Oman censor themselves, avoiding anything that
might be construed as an attack on the Government. Editors and reporters usually
give government ministries an opportunity to respond before critical stories are
printed. Friendly nations are also protected from direct attack. While the law pro-

vides for censorship prior to publication, in practice, publications often receive pro
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forma clearance and are distributed and reviewed concurrently. There were no re-

ports of publishers having been forced to recall any editions in 1992.
TTie Government owns two of the four daily newspapers, and subsidies to the re-

maining dailies and several privately owned periodicals provide an effective incen-
tive for self censorship. Editorials and news coverage largely reflect the Govern-
ment's views, though some leeway on foreign policy issues is tolerated. Publications
and video and audio cassettes arriving in Oman from foreign countries are censored
for politically, culturally, or sexually offensive material and are occasionally banned.
Whue there are no formal Usts of objectionable material available to the public, the
censors' attention focuses primarily on articles that directly attack or embarrass the
Gkivemment.
The Government controls all radio and television broadcasting and does not pro-

vide for airing political debate or nongovernment viewpoints. However, the Ministry
of Information broadened dramatically the range of radio and television program-
ming available to the pubUc by permitting a free market in dish antennae.
Oman has only one institution of hi^er learning, Sultan Qaboos University,

which graduated its third class in 1992. Courses in poUtic^ and lectures on con-
troversial subjects are prohibited, and access to the campus by persons outside the
university community is Umited.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Freedom of assembly is not
guaranteed by law, and public gatherings do not take place without government
sponsorship. Associations of any Kind must register with the Government and sub-
mit their bylaws to the concerned ministry for approval. Those that oppose the pre-
dominant social or political views of the Sultanate are prohibited.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Oman is an Islamic state. Non-Muslims in the Sultanate
are prohibited from proselytizing, and conversion to Islam is encouraged and pub-
licized. There are ample facilities for the training of Muslim clergy and for religious

instruction. Non-Muslim foreigners, both Christian and Hindu, are allowed to wor-
ship at designated locations on land donated by the Sultan. Although there is no
indigenous Jewish community, Jews are not barred from living and working in

Oman. Religion is not a factor in gaining entry into Oman, nor is it commomy a
basis for job discrimination (see also Section 5).

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^With the exception of a few military areas, there are no restrictions on
travel bv Omanis within their country. However, while male Omanis may travel
abroad freely, a woman must have authorization from her husband, father, or near-
est male relative to obtain a passport.

Omanis living abroad before 1970 have returned to Oman in large numbers with
official encouragement and without legal obstacles. The returnees include the many
Omanis who sought refuge in Yemen during the 1965-75 Dhofar rebellion. Thou-
sands of ethnic Omanis from east Africa, particularly Tanzania, have been resettled

and integrated successfully.

Oman does not have a standard policy on refugees and traditionally has not
harbored stateless or undocumented aliens. Tight control over the entry of foreign-

ers into the country has effectively screened out would-be refugees. The rare state-

less or undocumented person who arrives in Oman may be detained pending a de-

termination that he or she has not violated immigration or other laws. Persons
seeking resettlement are dealt with by the Government on an ad hoc basis. Oman
has assisted some non-Arab, Muslim refugees to find accommodations in third coun-
tries.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Oman has no formal democratic institutions, and its citizens do not, therefore,
have the ability peacefully to change their leaders or the political system. Oman is

an absolute monarchy in which the Sultan has the final word on all government de-
cisions, in theory and in practice. The next successor to the monarchy will probably
be determined through a consensus of the royal family and leading public figures.

There are no political parties, legal opposition groups, or elections, and there is

no constitution. Citizens have indirect access to senior officials throiidi the tradi-

tional practice of petitioning local leaders for redress of grievances. Successful re-

dress depends on the effectiveness of personal contact and the status and influence

of the intermediary. The people have free access to their government at the level

of provincial governor and to their district representatives in the Majlis ash-Shura;
Erovincial and tribal leaders and Majlis members in turn have access to the Sultan,
is advisers, and ministry officials to present the views of their constituents. The

Sultan makes an annual 3-week tour oi the country to listen directly to his subjects*

problems. In rural eireas, local government reflects the tribal nature of Omani soci-
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ety, as traditional elites dominate the tribal and appointive town councils. Final au-
thority outside Muscat, however, is with the provincial governors, who are named
by the Sultan.
The Majlis ash-Shura, established in 1991, represents a modest effort to systema-

tize and broaden popular participation. The Sultan chose 59 of its 60 members from
among the nominees selected in caucuses held in the spring of 1991 in which hun-
dreds of leading citizens in each district participated. In contrast to the practice
under the predecessor Council, no serving government officials are eligible to sit tis

members of the new Majlis. In accordance with the Sultan's decree, the full body
convened four times in 1992, while its five committees met on virtually a weekly
basis, preparing reports on agenda items for the full Council. The CounciPs purposes
are to serve as a conduit of information between the people and the government
ministries and to provide a citizens' perspective, sometimes local in scope and some-
times national, on issues which heretofore were the preserve of bureaucrats whose
focus might be narrower.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are no independent organizations to monitor human rights violations. F*ub-
lic criticism of the (government s human rights practices would face major obstacles
under the existing restrictions on freedoms of speech and association. There were
no known requests by international human rights organizations to visit Oman in
1992.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Omani society's interpretation of Islamic precepts on the status of women results

in de jure and de facto discrimination in a number of areas. However, women have
shared in thebenefits of the social and economic growth of recent years. A few
women have reached high positions in the private and public sectors, and gradually
the occupational areas available to women are expanding beyond the traditional
field of teaching. Secretarial woik, medicine, and communications have become ac-
ceptable professional areas for women over the last several years.
Schooling for girls is available to the same extent as for boys in urban areas and

increasingly so in rural areas. In general, the level of education that girls attain re-

mains below that of boys; however, girls reportedly made up just over half the
29,000 students starting school for the first time in 1992. Women constitute roughly
half of the 3,000 students at Sultan Qaboos University, and they composed two-
thirds of the class that matriculated in September. Women constitute the majority
of students in the college of arts and the college of education and Islamic sciences.
Admission of women to faculties in the technical fields has become severely re-

stricted in a reflection of a reluctance among employers to hire trained females for

work in those fields outside of the capital area and among trained females (or their
families) to accept woric in them.
The gains achieved by a small minority of women are largely irrelevant to the

great majority, who live their lives within the confines of the house. All but the
youngest females in the rural areas are illiterate. This general lack of female edu-
cation, combined with communal and tribal customs that dictate a subsidiary role

for women, makes it difficult for most adult women to participate fiiUy in the mod-
em sector. Educational facilities for girls (including university training) have ex-
panded in recent years, but communal and tribal customs continue to work against
equal opportunity for women.
By law, women receive equal pay and benefits for equal work. The Government,

by far the largest employer of women in the country, enforces this regulation within
its ministries, where women serve in professional and senior managerial positions.

Islamic inheritance laws are strictly interpreted in Oman. A woman may receive
only one-eighth of her husband's property when he dies. Daughters receive less than
sons. In urban, educated families, many women have property in their own names;
less-educated women do not usually have that protection. Because of the relative
lack of education among older women, many are unaware of their rights. Others are
reluctant to use the court system out of fear that they might forfeit family support
by bringing a matter before the court.

Women nave sometimes been the victims of spouse abuse in 1992; however, no
statistics are available on its extent, and the anecdotal evidence does not suggest
a trend. Communities in a few towns in the interior and in the Dhofar region prac-
tice female genital mutilation (circumcision). The total number of cases nationwide
is small ana declining annually. However, in some regions the practice poses a sig-

nificant health hazard, and the central Grovemment continued its efforts in 1992 to

educate the people against it.
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While there are no government restrictions directed against Omanis of East Afri-
can origin, a few of them believe they face de facto discrimination in employment
opportunities. Some public institutions ostensibly favor members of one or another
regional, tribal, or religious group in their hiring. Each segment of the society has
its effective patronage organizations; no group is barred rrom employment in any
of them.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^The Omani Labor Law does not anticipate or ad-
dress the formation of labor unions. In practice, organizations formed to represent
only workers do not exist in Oman, a fact which has been raised as a concern by
the American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations. The
Labor Law specifies that '^t is absolutely forbidden to provoke a strike for anv rea-
son." Labor unrest has been rare during the two decades Oman has been developing
a modem economy, and there were no reports of informal work stoppages or related
activities in 1992.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—According to the Labor Law,
employers of more than 60 workers are required to form a joint bodv of labor and
management representatives as a forum for communication between the two groups.
Generally, such committees discuss living conditions, for example in a company
housing compound. Wages and hours are not under the purview of these commit-
tees; they are agreed upon by workers and employers in individual contracts, within
the guidelines delineated by the Ministry of Social Affairs and Labor under the law.
The committees are not formed across company lines; membership is coniined to

management and labor representatives from each individual company.
The 1973 Labor Law (as amended) defines conditions of employment for both

Omanis and foreign workers, who constitute 50 percent of the work force (setting
aside the traditional Omani occupations of fishing, subsistence farming, and
herding, foreign nationals make up 80 to 90 percent ofthe work force in the modem
sector.) Foreign nationals from India, Pakistan, the Philippines, Bangladesh, and
Sri Lanka continue to seek employment in Oman in large numbers, oiten entering
into employment contracts prior to their arrival. Work rules must be approved by
the Ministry of Social Affairs and Labor and posted conspicuously in the workplace.
Similarly, any employer with 50 or more workers must establish a grievance proce-
dure.
Regardless of the size of the company, any employee, Omani or expatriate, may

file a grievance with the Labor Welfare Board, which comprises 6 inspectors who
arbitrate disputes. Lower paid workers such as clerks, mechanics, and salesmen use
the board regularly. Both plaintiff and defendant may retain and be represented by
counsel. Representative workers may present collective grievances, but most cases
are filed on behalf of individual workers. The board has a docket of about 150 cases
§er month, about 80 percent of which involve foreign nationals. Sessions convene
ally; procedures are informal and summaiy in nature. The Labor Welfare Board

operates impartially and generally gives workers the benefit of tiie doubt in griev-

ance hearings. Disputes that the board cannot resolve go to the Minister of Social
Affairs and Labor for decision.

There are no export processing zones in Oman.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Although prohibited by law, a

form of compulsory labor occurs occasionally. Some employers withhold the letters

of releasethat foreign workers require in order to transfer employment and resi-

dency sponsorship from one employer to another. Failing to secure a letter of release
and legal transfer to another firm in Oman, a foreign national must either continue
working at his current workplace or become technically unemployed. To avoid that
status and the consequent possibiliW of mandatory departure from the oountiy,
some employees submit to their employers' coercion. Some employers demand that
foreign workers perform overtime or remain at a firm for several months against
their wish, in some cases without compensation, in exchange for the promise of a
release letter. This practice is proscribed by law; however, labor inspections in the
workplace are rare, and it generally falls to the worker to approach the Labor Wel-
fare Board to report a violation. Workers may engage attorneys to argue cases be-
fore the Board, and in most cases the Board releases the employee immediately
from service with back compensation for the time worked under compulsion. ITie
employer faces no penal sanction. The only penalty against an employer is the loss
of the worker and tne compensation pmrment made to nim.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^Under the law, children, defined
as those under the age of 13, are prohibited from working. Juveniles, defined as
those over 13 years and under 16 years of age, are prohibited from performing
evening or ni^t work or strenuous labor. Juveniles are also forbidden to work over-
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time or on weekends or holidays without Ministry of Social Aflairs and Labor per-
mission. Education is not compulsory, but the Government encourages school at-

tendance; over 90 percent of eligible school age children begin primaiy school.
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^Using its legal authority to determine the min-

imum wage and make adjustments according to economic circumstances, the Gov-
ernment issues minimum wage guidelines for various categories of workers. Mini-
mum wage guidelines do not cover domestic servants, farmers, government employ-
ees, or workers in small businesses.
There is also a statutory minimum wage for foreign workers. However, many for-

eign workers are in categories exempt from the minimum wage statute. For menial
work that is subject to the minimum wage, lax enforcement usually permits employ-
ers to pay less than the legal standard. The minimum wage is sufficient to provide
an Omani worker in the capital area with a decent subsistence, with something left

over to send to family members living in rural areas, as is the custom. The com-
pensation for foreign manual laborers and clerks (mainly South Asians) is sufficient

to maintain a standard of living in Oman superior to that which they left behind
and to send a portion of their income home. The private sector woricweek is 40 to
45 hours (less for Muslims during Ramadan) and includes a rest period from Thurs-
day afternoon to Saturday morning, which many shopkeepers and their employees
opt not to observe. While the law does not designate tne number of days in a work-
week, it requires at least one 24-hour rest period per week and mandates overtime
pay for hours in excess of 48 per week. In practice, the workweek is 5 days in the
public sector and generally SVz days in the private sector. Some menial laborer not
protected by the labor law are required by a few employers to woik longer hours
under substandard working conditions.
Supplemental income through compensated overtime work is common for lower

level employees. Every worker has the right to 15 days of annual leave during the
first 3 years of employment and 30 days per year thereafter. Employers provide
many foreign nationals, including maids, with annual or biennual round-trip tickets
to their countries of origin. Employers commonly hold foreign workers' passports, as
thw are legally responsible for the workers' actions whUe they are in Oman.

llie labor law and regulations cover in detail issues of occupational safety and ac-

cess to medical treatment. Employees covered under the labor law can recover com-
pensation for industrial injury or illness through medical insurance, which the em-
ployer must provide. The health and safety standard codes are scrupulously en-
forced by inspectors who make frequent on-site inspections, as required by law. The
laws on child and female labor are effectively and uniformly enforced by inspectors
throughout the country.

QATAR

An Arab state on the Persian Gulf, Qatar is ruled by an Amir from the Al Thani
family. The 1970 Basic Law institutionalizes the customs and social mores of the
country's conservative "Wahhabi" (a rigidly puritanical school of Isl£unic jurispru-
dence) heritage. These include respect for the sanctity of private property, freedom
from sirbitrary arrest and imprisonment, and punishment of transgressions of Is-

lamic law (the Shari'a). The Amir holds absolute power, but his role is influenced
by continuing traditions of consultation, rule by consensus, and the citizen's right
to appeal personally to the Amir. The Amir, while directly accountable to no one,
cannot violate the Shari'a and, in practice, must consider the opinions of leading
notables and the religious establishment. Their influence was institutionalized in

the Advisory Council, an appointed body that assists the Amir in formulating policy.

The Government, concerned by the presence of a laive number of non-Qatari
workers, has established an efficient security apparatus. The civilian security appa-
ratus, controlled by the Interior Ministry, has two sections, the police and the Gen-
eral Administration of Public Security. A second branch of the Interior Ministry, the
Mubahathat (Investigatory Police), deals with sedition and espionage. The
Mubahathat is nearly independent of the regular civil security forces and has been
known to use severe force during its investigations. It can incarcerate suspects with-
out charge, but reportedly does this infrequently. The armed forces have under their

iurisdiction another enforcement organization, known as the Mukhabarat (Intel-

ligence Service), whose function is to intercept and arrest terrorists and to monitor
political dissidents.

Qatar's economy is mixed, the State owning and operating most basic industries
and services, while retail trade and the construction industry remain in private
hands. Oil is the principal product, accounting for about 70 percent of the gross na-
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tional product. In an effort to increase public participation in the service sector, the
Government signed the first of three agreements designed to privatize the produc-
tion of water and electricity. The economy, still recovering from the fall in the price

of oil, was able to expand only slightly over the last 2 years. The rapid development
of Qatar's infrastructure in the 1970's and early 1980's led to the creation of a ratio

of expatriates (mostly South Asian and Arab) to nationals of four to one. The Gov-
ernment continued efforts, begun during the economic downturn of the mid-to-late

1980*8, to reduce the expatriate-to-national ratio by offering employment in many
positions in government to Qatari citizens only.

There was no important change in the human ri^ts situation in 1992, and these
rights remain significantly restricted. The main human rights problems include
abuse of detainees; arbitrary detentions in security cases; restrictions on freedom of

speech and press, freedom of assembly and association, and worker rights; and de-

nial of the right of citizens to change their government. Non-Qatari workers also

continued to lace systematic (tiscrimination; Qatari resentment against them makes
foreign workers more likely than nationals to be the victims of arbitrary police ac-

tion or harassment. Those who are not Muslim are denied the right to bring suit

against a Qatari national in the Shari'a court, although they can do so in a civil

court.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no known political or
extrajudicial killings in 1992.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of disappearances.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

The Government follows the conservative teachings of Wahhabi Islam, which form
the basis of Qatar's legal system and which forbid torture. There were no reports

of torture in 1992. Instances of torture in connection with security force actions in-

volving political and security-related cases, however, have been reported in the past,

usually during the investigative phase following detention. Improved standards of

conduct were reportedly introduced in late 1989 in an effort to end unacceptable
practices. Most of the corporal punishments prescribed by Shari'a law are adminis-
tered by the Government, out it does not allow physical mutilation.

In 1992 two foreigners were arrested and charged with selling liquor and possess-
ing pornography. The court sentenced them to time in prison and ordered each
flogged. Tne two served their prison sentences but were excused from the flogging.

Several expatriate Muslims, one a United States citizen, were flogged for public in-

toxication. After a protest from the U.S. Embassy, the Government said that for-

eigners would not be subject to corporal punishment. There have been complaints
by non-Qataris of mistreatment after their arrest by Qatari authorities. There were
no such complaints in 1992.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^The authorities generally charge suspects
before a competent court within 48 hours. In most cases involving foreigners, th^
police promptly notify the appropriate consular representative. Suspects detained in
security cases, however, are generally not afforded their right to counsel and may
be detained indefinitely while under investigation.

Involuntary exile is rare, and there were no reported cases ia 1992.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The judiciary is nominally independent, but most

judges are non-Qataris holding resident permits granted by the civil authorities and
thus hold their positions at tne Government's pleasure. Qatar's legal system is bi-

ased in favor of Qataris and the Government of Qatar. There are two types of
courts: the civil courts, which have jurisdiction in civil and commercial matters, and
the Shari'a court, which has jurisdiction in family and criminal cases. In September
the number ofjudges who have a vote in deciding each case was increased from one
to three. Previously, a case was heard by three judges, but only the chiefjudge could
decide the case; now, aU three have an equal vote in the final verdict. There are
no permanent security courts; security cases are tried by ad hoc military courts.

Such cases have been extremely rare. Defendants tried by all types of courts may
submit their cases to an appeals court. However, in cases tried by the Shari'a court,

it is possible that the same judges will hear both the original case and the appeal.
Technically, the Shari'a court may assume jurisdiction in commercial or civil cases

if requested to do so by one of the litigants. In practice, the Shari'a court exercises
discretionary jurisdiction only if a Muslim litigant makes the request. Non-Muslims
are not allowed to bring suits as plaintiffs in the Shari'a court. This anomaly pre-
vents non-Muslim residents from obtaining full legal recourse when being sued by
or trying to sue a Qatari national. There are no statutes preventing individuals from

61-307 O - 93 - 35
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suing the Government, but the prospect of losing a residence permit in retaliation

discourages such suits.

Many non-Qataris find proceedings in the Shari'a court bewildering. Only the dis-

puting pfirties, their relatives and associates, and witnesses are allowed in the
courtroom. Lawyers may not play any formal role, except to prepare litigants for

their cases. Although non-Arabic speakers are provided with translators, foreigners

are disadvantaged, especially in cases involving the nonperformance of contracts.

Shari'a trials are nonnaUy brief. After both parties have stated their cases and ex-

amined witnesses, judges are likely to deliver a verdict after only a short delibera-

tion. Criminal cases are normally tried 2 to 3 months after suspects are detained.

There is no provision for release on bail in criminal cases. However, persons charged
with minor or economic crimes may be released to a Qatari sponsor, they are re-

quired to deposit their passport with the police and are prohibited from leaving
Qatar until the case is resolved.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Tradi-
tional attitudes of respect for the sanctity of the home provide a great deal of protec-

tion against arbitrary intrusions for most citizens and residents of Qatar. A warrant
must normally be obtained before police may search a residence or business, except

in cases involving national security or emergencies, but warrants are issued by po-

lice officials themselves, operating under the Ministry of Interior, rather than by ju-

dicial authorities. There were no reports of unauthorized searches of homes in 1992.

The police and security forces are oelieved to monitor the communications of sus-

pected criminals, those considered security risks, and selected foreigners. With prior

permission, which is usually granted, Qataris may many foreigners of any national-

ity, and Qataris who had previously-married foreigners may apply for residence for

their spouses.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Although foreigners and Qataris may express

political opinions in private, public criticism of the ruling family and its policies or
of Islam is not tolerated. The Government also discourages pubuc criticism of other
Arab governments. This policy applies to the electronic media, which are govern-

ment owned and operated, and the press, which is completely privately owned and
operated. Since December 1989, the Government has permitted slightly more free-

dom of the press, although still within limits. In September Qatar signed a contract

with an American company for cable television service, but it is unclear if the con-

tent of programming to fee-paying customers will be censored. Journalists, particu-

larly non-Qataris, generally avoiachsdlenging press restrictions because of the risk

of having residence permits canceled. The Customs Division of the Ministry of Fi-

nance and Petroleum routinely screens all video cassettes, audio tapes, books, and
periodicals for objectionable political sentiments and pornography. Locally published

books and other materials and all dramatic productions must be cleared by a board
of censors before release.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Government allows pri-

vate social, sports, trade, professional, and cultural societies to operate. These orga-

nizations must register with the Government, and their activities are closely

watched. Membership in international professional oi^anizations critical of the Gov-
ernment of Qatar, or any other Arab government, is not permitted. The Government
does not allow political parties or political demonstrations.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Qatar's state religion is Islam and its legal code is based
on Islamic Shari'a law. Adherents of religions other than Islam are prohibited from

fiubUc worship, and they may not prosetytize. Apostasy from Islam is a capital of-

ense, althougn no one is known to nave been executed for it. The Government toler-

ates the private practice of non-Muslim religions, and non-Muslim parents may
raise their children in their own faiths. Private gatherings of non-Muslims for reli-

gious purposes are tolerated but are closely monitored for political content. The Gov-
ernment does not formally restrict Shi'a Muslims from practicing their beliefs, al-

though the latter have tacitly agreed to refrain from practicing the more public as-

pects of their faith such as self-flagellation.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^There are no restrictions on internal travel, except around certain off-

shore areas and sensitive Qatari military and oil installations. In general, both

Qatari and foreign women do not require permission from a male guardian to travel

either within the country or abroad. However, Qatari men may prevent their female

relatives from leaving the countiy by placing their names with immigration officers

at the ports of departure. Technically, Qatari women employed by the Government
must obtain qfllciaJ permission to travel abroad when requesting leave; it is not

known to what extent this regulation is enforced.
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AU Qatari citizens have the riffht to return. Foreigners are subject to immigration
restrictions designed to control the size of the local labor pool. Foreigners who woric

in Qatar —^both men and women—must have a sponsor to enter Qatar and the
sponsor's permission to leave.

The Government has no formal refiigee policy. Those attempting to enter illegally,

including ofHcials seeking to defect from neaihy countries, are refused entry. Asy-
lum-seekers who can obtain local sponsorship or employment wiU be allowed to

enter. However, if they lose their jobs, they are expected to leave or face deporta-

tion. In 1989 the Government reversed its policy of not issuing residence permits

to the foreign wives of Qataris. Foreim women married to Qataris are now granted
residence permits and may apply for Qatari citizenship.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Qatar has no formal democratic institutions, and citizens do not have the legal

right or the ability to change their government or the political system peacefully.

There were reports that some of the 19 signers of a December 1991 petition calling

for greater political freedom and constitutional reform were subjected to interroga-

tion, harassment, and, in the case of three persons, prevented from leaving the
country to attend a human rights conference. Qatar's political institutions blend the
characteristics of a traditional Bedouin tribal state and a modem bureaucracy.
There are no political parties, elections, or organized opposition to the Government.
The Amir exercises most executive and legislative powers, including appointment

of cabinet members. His rule, however, is tempered somewhat by local custom.
Interlocking family networks and the recogpoized right of citizens to submit appeals
or petitions personally to the Amir provide informal avenues for the redress of^many
grievances and also serve as a check on abuses. The custom of rule by consensus
leads to extensive consultations among the Amir, leading merchant families, reli-

gious leaders, and other notables on important policies. Under Qatar's basic law of

1970, the Amir must be chosen from and by the adult males of the Al Thani famihr.

The current Amir, KhaJifa bin Hamad, has designated his son, Hamad bin Khalifa,

as the heir apparent. This designation was made with the consent of the notables
and religious leaders in accordance with local custom.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Local human rights organizations are not permitted to exist. No international or
nongovernmental organization monitoring human rights abuses is known to have
asked to investigate conditions in Qatar.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Government discriminates against foreigners and persons of non-Qatari ori-

gin even though they may be citizens of Qatar. Qatar had naturalized a number of

Sersons of Iranian origin, but, after the fall of the Shah and the rise of Shi'ite fiin-

amentalism in Iran, the Government began to revoke the Qatari citizenship of

manv of them. There were reports in the past of Qataris of Iranian descent being
forcibly returned, fired from their government jobs, and deported without the benefit

of due process. In recent years, however, some of those affected by this policy have
successfully regained Qatari citizenship.

Violence against women, primarily foreign domestic workers, occurs in Qatar but
is not believed to be widespread. However, while the problem had not attracted at-

tention or publicity in the past, some foreign domestics working in Qatar (especially

those from South Asia and the Philippines) have suffered from severe mistreatment
or otherwise been treated in a manner unacceptable in terms of basic human rights

and inconsistent with local labor law. Foreign media reports of several sensational
cases in Saudi Arabia and the Gulf have awakened some elements of the public to

the existence of this problem in Qatar. La March the plight of an Indian maid who
was severely and repeatedly tortured by her Palestinian employers caused members
of the foreign community to urge that criminal charges be instituted against the ac-

cused emp&yers. This was done, and in December 1992 the employers were found
guilty and sentenced to fines and prison terms. In keeping with Islamic law, all

forms of physical abuse are illegal, and the maximum penalty for rape is the death
sentence. Tiie police actively investigate reports of violence against women; few
cases come to tne attention of the authorities, however, since most victims do not
press chaises for fear of losing their jobs and being repatriated. The law continues
to be applied unevenly, with Qataris—particularly members of the ruling family

—

facing less severe punishment than do foreigners.

The activities of Qatari women are governed by strict Wahhabi customs and
quasi-legal restrictions, such as a prohibition against the issuance of driver's li-
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censes to women unless they have permission from a male guardian and can dem-
onstrate a need to drive based on employment or other acceptable reasons. These
restrictions generally do not apply to non-Qatari women. Qatari women are largely

relegated to the roles of mother and homemaker, but some women are now finmng
jobs in education, medicine, and the news media, and more Qatari women are re-

ceiving government scholarships to pursue degrees in these fields at universities

overseEis. Although Qatari women are legally able to travel abroad without a male
escort, social pressiires cause most women to travel abroad with an escort. Qatar
adheres to Shari'a law in matters of inheritance and child custody. Women may at-

tend court but are generally represented by a male relative.

Non-Muslims are routinely discriminated against in employment, particularlv in

sensitive £ireas such as security and education. Many beheve that those who hold
to Wahhabi fundamentalist tenets have an advantage in employment and hiring
practices. ^

Section 6. Worker Rights'

a. The Right of Association.—^The right of association is strictly limited^ and all

workers, including foreigners who make up about 85 percent of the woik force, are
prohibited from lorming labor unions. Despite this prohibition, workers have the
right to strike after their case has been presented to the Labor Conciliation Board
and a decision has been made. Workers may belong to a "joint consultative conunit-

tee" composed of woricer and employer representatives. If, after 6 days, agreement
cannot be reached between the two sides, a board of conciliation is appointed by the
Government, with one member for each side. No strike may occur untU a board has
heard the case. The right to strike exist for all workers, Qatari or foreign, except
government employees; security forces employees; domestic workers; or members of

the employer's family. No worker in a public utility or health or security service

may strike if such a strike would harm the public or lead to property damage.
Strikes fire rare, and there were none in 1992.

AU workers, Qatari or foreign, are covered by the Labor Law of 1964 as amended
in 1984 except the categories fisted above.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Workers in Qatar are prohib-

ited from engaging in collective bargaining. Wages are generally set unilaterally by
employers. Ix>cal courts handle all disputes between workers and employers. There
are no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^There have been no reports of
forced or compulsory labor, which are prohibited by law.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum working age is 18
years, but younger non-Qatari children sometimes work in small family-owned busi-

nesses and shops after school or during school holidays. Although the laws govern-
ing the minimum age for employment of children are not strictly enforceo^ child

labor, either Qatari or foreign, is rare. Very young children, usually of African or
SouUi Asian background, may be employed as camel riders in camel racing. While
little information is available on wages and woiking conditions, accidents involving

serious i^juiy or death are known to occur.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^There is no minimum wage in Qatar, although
a 1962 law gives the Amir authority to set one. The 48-hour woikweek is prescribed

by law, although most government offices follow a schedule of 36 hours a week. Em-
[>loyees who work more than 48 hours a week, or 36 hours a week during the Mus-
im month of Ramadan, are entitled to overtime. The law is enforced in government
offices and major private sector companies, but not for domestic or personal employ-
ees. Domestic servants frequently work 7 days a week, 12 hours a day, with few
or no holidays, and have no effective way to redress grievances against their em-
ployer.
Qatar has enacted regulations concerning worker safety and health, but enforce-

ment, which is the responsibility of the Ministry of Industry and Public Works, is

lax. The Department of Public Safety oversees safety training and conditions, and
the state-run petroleum company has its own safety standards and procedures. The
Labor Law of 1964 as amended in 1984 lists partial and permanent disabilities for

which compensation may be awarded, some connected with handling chemicals and
petroleum products or construction injuries, but does not specifically set rates of

payments and compensation.
Foreign workers in Qatar must be sponsored by a legally recognized organization

or Qatari citizen. In practice, foreign workers need a sponsor to enter Qatar as well

as the sponsor's permission to leave. Theoretically, any worker may seek legal relief.

Unskilled workers, including domestic servants, who constitute the group most like-

ly to experience onerous working conditions, generally accept their situation rather

than risK repatriation.
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SAUDI ARABIA

Saudi Arabia is a monarchy ruled by the descendants of its founder, King Abd
al-Aziz Al Saud, known in the West as Ibn Saud, who unified the country in the
early part of the 20th century. The concept of separation of religion and state is for-

eign to Saudi society and governance. The legitimacy of the royal regime depends
to a large degree on its perceived adherence to the precepts of a puritanically con-
servative form of Islam.
There is no written national constitution. The legal system is based on Islamic

religious law. Most Saudis share a respect for this legal system, which they believe
to be divinely inspired, as well as for ancient customs which call for consensus in
government, internal social cohesion, respect for private property, and private eco-
nomic enterprise. Since the death of King Abd al-Aziz, the King and Crown Prince
have been chosen from among his sons, who themselves have had preponderant in-

fluence in the choice. Government reforms announced in March, however, granted
the King the exclusive power to name the Crown IMnce. The reforms also called
for the establishment oi an appointed consultative council (majlis ash-shura). The
Government also announced plans for similar provincial assemblies. The King
named a speaker for the planned consultative council but by year's end had not im-
plemented the reforms. Political parties are not permitted in Saudi Arabia, and all

forms of political expression except those favorable to the regime are forbidden.
There are no elected assemblies.

Police and border forces under the Ministry of Interior are responsible for internal
security. Security personnel committed human rights abuses during the year. Ac-
cording to the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, total military expendi-
tures for 1989 were $14,690 million. There is no indication that efforts will be made
to reduce these expenditures in the near future.
Massive oil revenues have transformed Saudi Arabia's centuries-old pastoral, agri-

cultural, and commercial economy. Agriculture now accounts for only about 5 per-
cent of the gross domestic product. This transformation has been marked by rapid
urbanization, large-scale development of economic and social infrastructure, the
emergence of a welfare state and technocratic middle class, and the importation of
millions of foreign workers for skilled and menial labor. It has also been marked
by widespread expenditure of public funds in ways that improved the quality of life

for most Saudis but also have enriched members of the royal family and their asso-
ciates. With some important exceptions, the economy remains lai^ely in private
hands.
The human rights situation in 1992 remained largely unchanged, and these rights

continued to be pervasively abused. Principal human rights jproblems included tor-

ture and other abuse of prisoners and incommunicado detention; execution for apos-
tasy; prohibitions or severe restrictions on the freedoms of speech and press, peace-
ful assembly and association, religion, women's rights, and worker rights; and denial
of the right of citizens to change their government. Abuse (usually verbal but some-
times physical) of Saudis and foreigners of both sexes by the Mutawwai'in, Saudi
Arabia s official proctors of proper moral behavior, or other religious zealots acting
as vigilantes without government control was again commonplace in 1992.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—There were no confirmed reports of

political killings.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no known disappearances.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

There were confirmed reports in 1992 of torture and abuse of persons, the majority
foreigners, while detained by Saudi authorities. Abuse included the practice of
fallaqa, beating the soles of the feet to cause intense pain. There was one confirmed
report that a person in official custody had his toenails puUed out. In another case,
a detainee was subjected to fallaqa and burned by cigarettes. Another person was
beaten so badly that his kidney had to be removed, and he requires dialysis to sur-
vive; he left the Kingdom for treatment abroad. A Ghanaian citizen awaiting depor-
tation by immigration authorities in Jeddah was reportedly abused while in official

custody and later died from lack of medical treatment. There were credible reports
that torture by electric shock was also practiced.
Saudi guards tortured and beat refugees at refugee camps at Artawiyah and

Rafha (see Section 2.d.). Those Saudi officials who forcibly returned Iraqi refugees
to Iraq in late 1991 were immediately relieved of their duties, although they were
not otherwise punished. Subsecpient commanders have been responsive to interven-
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tions by the International Committee of the Red Cross, the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refiieees, and the Embassy on behalf of the refiigees. The Govern-
ment's failure to punisn human rights abusers is a salient factor in the climate of

impunity that prevails.

Agents of the Ministry of Interior were alleged to be responsible for most incidents

of torture. Although it is general government policy not to respond to reports of

abuse, the Government has been responsive to criticism in some cases. Regular ac-

cess to detention facilities by impartial observers has been rare in the past, but rep-

resentatives of the ICRC and the UNHCR both visited Saudi detention facilities in

1992. The ICRC and the UNHCR reported that the Saudi Government improved
conditions and treatment for some detainees in specific cases based on their obser-

vations. The Government allowed the Lawyers Committee for Human Rights to visit

Iraqi refugee camps in the Kingdom. There was no indication, however, that these

visits materially altered the prevailing climate of impunity for abuses.

The Saudis rigorously observe criminal punishments prescribed in the Koran, in-

cluding execution by beheading, stoning, and amputation for repeated theft. In the

absence of two witnesses (four witnesses in the case of adultery), confessions before

a judge are almost sdways required for conviction—resulting in credible charges that

this induces many forced confessions. For the first time in many years, the Govern-
ment handed down and carried out a death sentence against a member of the Shi'a

minority for apostasy (see Section 2.c.). According to Saudi officials, the sentence

was carried out only after the man refused several chances to recant.

All 59 capital sentences in 1992 were carried out by beheading, sometimes fol-

lowed by gibbetting. Death by firing scjuad or stoning may be imposed for adultery.

Repeated thieveiy is punishable by amputation of the right hand as prescribed by
Shari'a law. For less severe crimes, such as drunkenness or publicly flouting Islamic

precepts, the Shari'a punishment of flogging with a cane is often imposed.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or ExUe.—Since criminal orocedure and the

grounds for arrest are generally determined at the discretion of the arresting ofiicer,

arbitrary arrest and detention can and does occur. Under normal circumstances

most arrestees are held no longer than 3 days before being formally charged. How-
ever, despite regulations issued by the Interior Ministry in 1985 to eliminate

lengthy pretrial detention without charge, prisoners are frequently held for long pe-

riods before they are charged or released; 40 Shi'a, for example, have, according to

sources outside Saudi Arabia, been in a prison near Riyadh since 1988. Saudi law
makes no provision for bail or habeas corpus; prisoners, are, however, sometimes re-

leased on uie recognizance of a patron or employer.
There is no automatic procedure for contacting a detainees's family or employer.

In cases involving foreigners, however, Saudi aurhorities, if asked, usually confirm

an arrest promptly. Embassies usually hear about arrests of their nationals through

informal cnannels; ofiicial arrest notification almost always takes several months,

if it is given at all.

Problems particularly may arise when persons are arrested by the General Direc-

torate of Intelligence, the Nunistry of Interior's security service, commonly called the

"mubahith" or investigative police. The GDI regularly holds prisoners incommuni-
cado during the initial phase of an investigation, which may last weeks or months.

It has held at least four suspects incommunicado in Jeddah since February 1991

while investigating their suspected connection with a terrorist incident against U.S.

soldiers there dunng the Gulf war. It has denied relatives permission to visit the

prisoners. It is not known if the GDI permitted legal counsel. Human rights groups

from outside Saudi Arabia continued in 1992 to report cases of long-term incommu-
nicado detention of what they termed political prisoners.

One human rights group from outside Saudi Arabia alleges that a large number
of Shi'a who are suspected of being political opponents were being arrested without

warrants and held for long periods without trial. The detainees, 25 of whom appar-

ently remain in detention, were reportedly tortured or otherwise abused in the first

days or weeks of detention and denied access to counsel and family. Shi'ite scholar

Sayyid Tahir Al Shimimy was reported among them. As the Government made no
comment on these reports and refuses access to the detainees, first-hand verification

of these cases is not possible. For the same reason, the number and condition of po-

litical detainees cannot be accurately verified.

The CJovemment does not use exile as a form of punishment.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The judicial system is based on Islamic jurispru-

dence (the Shari'a). Regular Shari'a courts exercise jurisdiction over common crimi-

nal cases and civil suits regarding marriage, divorce, child custody, and inheritance

of real or personal property. In Saudi courts, the defendant ajipears before a judge

who determines guilt or innocence in accordance with Shan'a standards, and, if

warranted, imposes the sentence. Trials are generally closed and are normally held
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without legal counsel, although the advice of lawyers is available before trial, and
lawyers may act in court as interpreters for those unfamiliar with Arabic. Sentenc-
ing is not uniform, and a sentence may be changed at any of the stages of review.
Appeals against judges' decisions are automatically reviewed by the Justice Min-

istry or, in more serious cases, by the Court of Cassation and the Supreme Judicial

Council to ensure that court procedures were correct and that judges applied appro-
priate legal principles and punishments. Cases involving capital punishment must
also be reviewed by the King. The Shi'a community is permitted to adjudicate exclu-

sively noncriminal intra-Shi^ disputes within their own legal tradition.

The independence of the judiciary is prescribed by law and is usually respected
in practice, althou^ jurists are nevertheless aware of, and reportedly have on occa-

sion acceded to, the power and influence of royal family members and their associ-

ates. The Justice Mmistry is responsible for the appointment, transfer, and pro-

motion of judges. Judges may be disciplined or removed only by the Supreme Judi-
cial Council, a body ofsenior jurists.

The military justice system has jurisdiction over uniformed personnel and civilian

government employees charged with violations of military regulations. Court-mar-
tial decisions are reviewed by the Minister of Defense and Aviation and by the King.
Under Shari'a law as interpreted and applied in Saudi Arabia, crimes directed at

Muslims receive harder penalties than those against non-Muslims. In the case of
a Nigerian drug trafficker arrested while transiting Riyadh's international airport

en route to Nigeria with 30 kilograms of heroin, the judge ruled that, since the nar-
cotics were going to a country with a large Islamic popmation, the trafficker should
be sentenced to the death penalty.
Although human rights groups allege that there are political prisoners, the num-

ber being held at yesa's end was unknown because of the Government's policies of
not providing data or responding to inquiries about such persons, conductmg closed
trial^, and detaining persons incommunicado for long periods while under investiga-

tion.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Saudis
and foreign nationals alike continued to experience interference, by Mutawwai'in
and by vigilantes, in these various areas. The sanctity of family life and the invio-

lability of the home are among the most fundamental of Islamic precepts. Saudi po-
lice must generally demonstrate reasonable cause and obtain permission from the
provincial governor before searching a private home, but warrants are not required,
tiovemment reforms announced in March included clauses calling for the Govern-
ment to maintain the sanctity of the home from unlawful incursions. However,
Saudi religious police (Mutawwai'in) continued to enter homes to search for evidence
of un-Islamic behavior and to harass and abuse perceived transgressors.
Wiretaps and mail surveillance may be carried out on the authority of officials

of the Interior Ministry or the Directorate of Intelligence. Informants are reliably

reported to be widely employed in internal security matters. Saudi customs officials

routinely open maU coming into the Kingdom to look for forbidden items, including
non-Muslim religious material. Materials deemed offensive are seized.

Most social and Islamic religious norms and strictures affecting personal life are
matters of law and are enforced by the Government. Saudi women may not marrv
non-Saudis without government permission, which is rarely given. Although Saum
women are prohibited from marryine any non-Muslim, Saudi men may marry Chris-
tians and Jews. Saudi men must obtain approval to marry women originally from
countries other than the six members of^ the Gulf Cooperation Council. During
Ramadan, the Islamic month of fasting and abstinence, the prohibition against pub-
lic eating, drinking, or smoking during daylight hours is enforced on Muslims and
non-Muslims alike.

Prohibitions against alcohol and material deemed pornographic are strictly en-
forced and apply as well to foreign residents. A rigid standard of dress for women
and modest aress for men, as weU as the closing of shops for a half-hour period dur-
ing the daily prayers, are enforced by the Mutawwai'in.
Both Saudis and foreigners were targets of harassment by members of the

Mutawwai'in or by unsanctioned religious zealots acting as vigilantes. The
Mutawwai'in sought to enforce their increasingly strict standards of social behavior,
from observance of prayer time closings of commercial establishments to appropriate
dress in public and patronage of video tape rental shops. The Mutawwai in some-
times exceeded their legal mandate by detaining suspects for up to 24 hours before
turning them over to the civil authorities and by verbally and sometimes physically
abusing detainees while seeking to elicit confessions for supposed social misconduct.
They often used switeh-like stidcs to harass those whom they perceived as violating
religiously mandated standards of behavior and sometimes hit or slapped persons
for alleged infractions of proper behavior. In September Mutawwai'in raided an
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international women's group meeting attended by 200 people in the Eastern Prov-
ince, verbally abusing and harassing the women before allowing them to leave.
Members of the group, which included 25 to 30 American citizens, said the
Mutawwai'in searched the building, confiscated cookbooks, club stationer/, news-
letters, and other property. In a separate incident in August, Mutawwai'in msrupted
a Christian prayer service held in a private home. The Saudi Government has stat-

ed that such meetings are Ulegal. Fourteen members of the group were held and
forced to sign confessions at a Mutawwa detention center. Some incidents escalated
into violent confrontations. In May a commissioned officer with a U.S. security as-
sistance organization was restrained and assaulted by a policeman and a crowd in-

cited by a Mutawwa.
The U.S. Government protested to the Saudi Government the instances involving

American citizens; the Saudi Government often placed the blame on self-appointed
vigilantes acting outside oflicial channels. However, government authorities did not
act to prevent recurrences and did not issue specific guidance for dress that would
precluae Mutawwai'in harassment.

In addition to the Mutawwai'in harassment of non-Muslims attempting to conduct
religious services (see Section 2.c.), the number and seriousness of incidents in
which Saudi and foreign women were harassed for alleged failure to observe
Mutawwa-enforced dress codes rose still further in 1992.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom ofSpeech and Press.—^Freedom of speech and press is severely limited.
Criticism of Islam, the ruling family, or the Government is not allowed. The poten-
tial presence of informers renders public criticism of the regime rare.

A number of clandestine audio tapes and two petitions signed by dozens of reli-

gious figures calling for government reform were circulated widely through informal
channels in 1991 but were not published in the local press. The country's senior
body of religious scholars formally criticized their circulation, and the local press did
so obliqpely. Ministry of Interior oflicials reportedly interviewed some of the peti-

tions' signatories. In September 1992, another petition was informally circulated,

again drawing censure from Saudi reUgious scholars and negative press comment.
Kang Fahd, in a pubUc speech in December, directly criticized the authors of the pe-
titions and their improper use of the pulpit. He stressed the right of aU Saudis di-

rectly to approach senior oflicials to offer advice.

The press is privately owned. It is effectively controlled by a 1982 media policy

statement and a 1965 national security law which expressly prohibits the dissemi-
nation of public criticism of the Government in any print or broadcast medium. The
media policy statement enjoins the press to uphold Islam, oppose atheism, promote
Arab interests, and preserve the cultural heritage of Saudi Arabia. Editors in chief
are appointed with the explicit approval of the Ministry of Information, and the
Government has the power to have them removed. Newspapers receive guidelines
issued by the Information Ministry on government positions on controversial issues,

and the government-owned Saudi IVess Agency (SPA) expresses the official view-
point on such issues. Domestic news concerning sensitive subjects, such as crime or
terrorism, is usually published only after the perpetrators have been arrested, con-
victed, and sentenced. Most foreign news that does not directly concern Saudi Ara-
bia is presented objectively. There was a dramatic increase in forei^ press access
to Saudi Arabia folu)wing Iraq's invasion of Kuwait in 1990, but this increase proved
to be tempwrary, and access is again tightly restricted. However, a few foreign jour-
nalists were allowed to visit Iraqi refugee camps in the Kingdom and enjoyed!^ rel-

atively free access while at the camps.
Saudi television and radio are state owned and operated. Foreign programs and

songs are heavily censored, with references to politics, religions other than Islam,
pork or pigs, alcohol, or sexual innuendo removed. Although foreign news is gen-
erally presented in an objective manner, news about subjects affecting Saudi Arabia
is tightly controlled, and conflicting viewpoints are usually not offered.

There are an estimated 100,000 to 200,000 private satellite dishes operating in

the Kingdom which receive foreign broadceists. Despite widespread installation of
satellite dishes, the status of these devices remains ambiguous. The importation and
public sale of satellite dishes was stopped in late summer at the behest of religious

leaders who objected to television programming available on satellite channels.
Mutawwai'in were reported to have damaged satellite dishes on the tops of private
residences with air rifles and sling shots to prevent their use.

Foreign publications circulate but may be censored for materials deemed immoral
or critical of Saudi policies and actions. Entire publications are sometimes withheld
from distribution. Issues of Newsweek and the Economist were briefly banned in

1992 because of news stories viewed unfavorably by the Grovemment.
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Academic freedom is constrained by similar guidelines; for example, the study of

evolution, Freud, Marx, and Western philosophy is proscribed. Some professors be-

lieve that classroom comments that would be taken as antiregime will be reported
to the authorities. There continues to be an injunction against the study of music
in educational institutions through the university level, although there are some
private organizations for the study of Western classical music.

Nevertheless, there continues to be a very gradual increase in some artistic activi-

ties in schools and universities and in society in general. The mass communications
faculty at King Saud University instituted a liberal arts major in drama during the
1991-1992 academic year. There are also private art galleries. Abstract and rep-

resentational artists as well as photographers are allowed to work. Cinemas and
most public musical or theatrical performances are, however, still prohibited. There
was a credible report that a Saum singer was placed under house arrest for objec-

tionable lyrics used in a performance recorded outside the Kingdom.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Public demonstrations as a

means of political expression or presenting grievances are prohibited. Tribal, famil-

ial, and economic interest groups informally aggregate puolie opinion which their

leaders express to higji officials. Political parties are prohibited (see Section 3). Non-
political clubs and professional groups may be organized with the permission of the
authorities. The few existing professional bodies are permitted but not encouraged
to maintain contacts with their recognized international counterparts. Public meet-
ings are segregated by sex. Unless they are sponsored by diplomatic missions, expa-
triate memoers of groups seeking to hold unsegregated meetings risk arrest, incar-

ceration, and deportation.
c. Freedom of Religion.—Freedom of religion does not exist. Islam is the official

religion, and all Saudi citizens must be Muslims. An injunction against other reli-

R'ons in Arabia, attributed to the Prophet Mohammed, is enforced in the Kingdom,
jblic apostasy is a crime under Shari'a law punishable by death. On September

3, the authorities publicly beheaded Saudi citizen Sadiq Malallah for the crime of
apostasy based on charges of importing a Bible and other religious material, accord-

ing to sources outside Saudi Arabia. There was also an unconfirmed report that a
Saudi court had sentenced two other Saudi Shi'a to death for apostasy. There was
no confirmation that the sentences had been carried out.

Islamic practice in Saudi Arabia is generally limited to that sanctioned by the
Wahhabi sect's interpretation of the Hanbali jurisprudential school of Islam. Prac-
tices contrary to this interpretation, such as the visiting of graves of famous Mus-
lims by pilgrims to Mecca or Medina or public Shi'ite prayer practices are discour-

aged. The Shi'a Muslims, mostly in the Eastern Province, usually estimated at up
to 500,000 persons, constitute a religious minority subject to omcially sanctioned
forms of social and economic discrimination. Historically, the Government has pro-

hibited Shi'ite public processions during the Islamic month of Muharram and re-

stricted public processions and congregations to specially designated areas within
the major Shi'a cities. However, as in 1990 and 1991, reliable reports indicate that
authorities permitted marches on the Shi'a holiday of Ashura in 1992, provided they
took place without banners or public self-flagellation.

The Government occasionally offers to provide financial support for the Shi'a reli-

gious establishment, which is generally refused. The Government seldom permits
!>rivate construction of Shi'ite mosques, and the Shi'a have refused government of-

ers to build state-supported mosques, in which Shi'ite motifs would be prohibited.

Public or private non-Muslim religious activities are not permitted, and in 1992
this was enforced. Persons wearing non-Islamic religious symbols in public may be
arrested or publicly harassed by the Mutawwai'in. There are no public non-Muslim
places of worship, and foreign nationals must practice their religions in secret. Pros-
elytizing, large gatherings, or elaborate organizational structures are likely to at-

tract official attention and lead to the imprisonment or expulsion of those involved.
Mutawwai'in raided a clandestine Christian religious service in the Eastern Prov-
ince, confiscating Bibles and relipous literature, and are considering deporting the
man who hosted the service in his home. In a separate incident, a man suspected
of conducting secret Christian worship services was expelled from the Kingdom.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Travel for women, Saudi and non-Saudi, is restricted; tney must obtain
written permission from their closest male relative before being allowed to travel

on public transportation between different parts of the country or to leave the coun-
try. Male Saudis may travel freely anywhere within the country. A regulation pro-
mulgated in 1990 requires most single Saudi men under the age of 18 to obtain per-

mission before traveling abroad; such permission may easily be obtained. In the case
of government officials, the permission of the Royal Court is required but appears
to be routinely granted.
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All foreigners liviof in Saudi Arabia are required to carry identification cards.
Foreigners are ofiicially not permitted to travel outside the city of their employment
or change their workplace without their sponsor's permission. Officials at internal
checkpomts within the Kingdom enforce travel restrictions on foreigners, checking
for letters of permission from employers.
Foreign employees are prevented from traveling abroad without their sponsor's

permission, since sponsors generally hold their passports and are responsible for ob-

taining exit visas for them. Foreign diplomats are ordered by the. Government not
to travel outside the major cities without notifjring the Government, but this is rare-

ly enforced. Foreigners involved in commercim disputes are sometimes not allowed
to leave the country until the dispute has been resolved. Some sponsors have taken
advantage of this arrangement to exert pressure to resolve commercial disputes in

their favor. Occasionally, Saudi sponsors or business partners have been able to pre-
vent foreign nationals from departing Saudi Arabia for years or to have them ar-

rested or deported. In criminal cases, Saudi regulations require that the passports
of all potential suspects and witnesses be seizecC which sometimes forces foreign na-
tionals to remain in Saudi Arabia for lengthy periods against their will. Denial of

exit visas is a fairly common form of punishment. Passports of suspected subver-
sives have occasionally been seized. Shi'a believed to have pro-Iranian sympathies
may not be allowed to travel abroad.
Saudis are permitted to emigrate and assume foreign nationality, which results

in the loss of Saudi nationality. There was a reliable report that a long-term resi-

dent who had been granted Saudi citizenship had that citizenship revoked years
later after leaving his employer for another job in the Kingdom. Dual citizenship

is illegal, and Saudis bom in the United States, and thus required to travel to the
United States on a U.S. passport, have had their passports confiscated by Saudi im-
migration authorities.

There is no explicit formal policy regarding refugees or the granting of asylum.
Refugees and displaced persons—^the urgency of many eases notwithstanding—are

often dealt with like other foreign workers who must meet strictly enforced require-

ments of sponsorship and employment or risk being turned back at the border.

Saudi authorities are responsive, however, in some cases where deportation of refu-

gees to their home country would jeopardize their safety. In the aftermath of the
Gulf war, 22,000 Iraqi citizens, primarily Shi'a, fled Iraq and were granted refuge

in camps in Saudi Arabia near the city of Rafha. Similarly, 13,000 Iraqi prisoners

of war declined repatriation to Iraq and remain in the Kingdom under government
custody near the city of Artawiyah. This population of approximately 35,000 Iraqis

is, with a few exceptions, restricted to refugee camps. Saudi officials have worked
with international humanitarian organizations to provide care for these Iraqis but
have stressed that Islamic principles rather than international humanitarian law
are the basis for this policy. Reports in 1991 and 1992 indicated that about 300
Iraqi refugees from the Raiha and the Artawiyah camps were forcibly repatriated

to Iraq. While Saudi officials said repatriations were contrary to government policy

and began an investigation, the official report on the investigation denied that any
Iraqi refugees were forcibly repatriated. Others seeking refuge in Saudi Arabia were
turned away at the border, although smuggling activities across Saudi Arabia's bor-

ders make it difficult to distinguish refugees from those engaged in illegal com-
merce. There were reports that Saudi officials may have denied asylum to Somali
refugees as well. There were confirmed reports that Somali refugees arrived in

Jizan province of Saudi Arabia. The United Nations Hi^ Commissioner for Refu-

gees (UNHCR) was informed that a few Somali refugees are on one of the Farasan
islands but was not asked to provide assistance.

There are over 250,000 other resident foreigners who left their native countries

—

primarily Palestinians, Lebanese, Eritreans, Somalis, and Afghans. Most of these

rersons generally receive no special treatment, privileges, or services as refugees,

ndividual Saudis, including many members of the ruling family, permanently spon-

sor such persons to enable them to remain in Saudi Arabia, permitting them to find

work where they may. Some sponsors reportedly have charged fees to such persons

for providing documentation required by the Government.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Citizens cannot change their government peacefully. There are no formal demo-
cratic institutions, and only a few Saudi citizens have a voice in the choice of leaders

or in changing the political system. The King rules the country in matters civil and
religious, within limits estabUshed by religious law, tradition, and the need to main-
tain consensus among the ruling family and religious leaders. The King's legitimacy

is based upon his adherence to the tenets of Islam, his descent, his selection by con-
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sensus of the royal familv, his ability to govern, and his perceived concern for the
welfare and security of the nation. The King is also the Prime Minister, and the
Crown Prince serves as First Deputy Prime Minister. The King appoints all other
ministers, who in turn appoint subordinate offlcials with cabinet concurrence. Min-
isters may retire only witn the King^ permission.
There are no popularly elected omcials in Saudi Arabia. Political parties are not

{>ermitted, and there are no publicly organized opposition groups. Traditionally^ub-
ic opinion has been expressed through client-patron relationships and aflmity
groups such as tribes, fainilies, and proiessional hierarchies. The open-door audience
(majus) remains the primary forum for expression of opinion or grievance. Any male
citizen or male foreign national may attend these sessions held by the King, princes,
or important national and local oflicials. Occasionally, women without male relatives

present petitions in some majlis sessions. Since the assassination of King Faisal in
1975, Saudi kings have reduced the frecpency of their personal contacts with the
public. Access to King Fahd, to whom decisions even on some apparently minor mat-
ters are referred, is considered by ordinary Saudis to be quite mfficult. Typical top-
ics raised in a majlis are complaints about bureaucratic delay or insensitivity, re-

quests for redress or assistance, and criticism of particular acts of government af-

fecting personal or family welfare. Broader "politicaJ" concerns—Saudi social, eco-
nomic, or foreign policy—are raised only occasionally. As governmental functions
have become increasingly complex, time consuming, and centralized in Riyadh, di-

rect public access to senior omcials has become more diflicult. Either the King or
the Crown Prince meets with Sunni religious leaders at least once a week. This in-
stitutionalized but relaxed means of ascertaining public opinion through consulta-
tion falls far short of Western democratic practice.

Participation by women in the process is severely restricted, although there are
reports that women may seek redress through female members of the royal family.
In the Eastern Province, women may make written appeals to the provincial gov-
ernor, thou^ ^^?y ^'^ barred from appearing in person at his weekly majlis.

In 1992 King Fahd announced the formation of a consultative council, or Majlis
ash-Shura, which is to be an advisory body to the King. The members, aU to be ap-
pointed by the King, are to represent different segments of society. Plans for similar
bodies to be named at the provincial level were also announced. In September King
Fahd named an Islamic jurist to act as speaker of the Majlis ash-Shura. Further
implementing action on these reforms remains under discussion.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are no human ri^ts groups publicly active in Saudi Arabia, and none criti-

cal of Saudi policies would be permitted. However, as noted earlier, members of the
Lawyers Committee for Human Rights were permitted to visit Iraqi refugee camps
in the Kingdom in March. Amnesty International has been invited to the Kingdom.
Some U.N. agencies concerned with humanitarian issues, including the U>JHCR,

maintain offices in Saudi Arabia and have regular contact with Saudi authorities.
The Saudis have generally facilitated the work of the ICRC and UNHCR with Iraqi
ex-prisoners of war, refugees, and displaced persons from the Gulf war. Cooperation
between the UNHCR and the Saudi Government has grown stronger in 1992, with
a corresponding improvement in the living conditions for Iraqi refugees living in
Saudi camps. However, the UNHCR has not been asked to provide assistance or
been allowed access to Somali refugees reported in Jizan province.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Although racial discrimination is illegal in Saudi Arabia, substantial societal prej-

udice based on ethnic or national origin exists. Foreign workers from Africa and
Asia are subject to various fonns of informal discrimination. In 1992 there contin-
ued to be credible reports of informal discrimination against Jordanians, Palestin-
ians, and Yemenis, primarily because of positions taken by the governments on the
Gulf crisis.

Women in Saudi Arabia have few substantive political and social rights, and they
are not equal members of society. Women, including foreigners, may not legally
drive motor vehicles or ride bicycles, and there are restrictions on their use of public
facilities when men are present. In 1990, 49 women were arrested in Riyadh for

driving cars to protest the ban on women driving. Eighteen months later, all had
their passports returned and received compensation for for some of the wages lost

while in disfavor. Most have returned to work, although some who were previously
enaploved in government jobs have not resumed their positions.
By law and custom, women may not undertake domestic or foreign travel alone.

They must have the written permission (and sometimes phjrsical escort) of their
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nearest male relative, especially for travel abroad. Some women, however, report-

edly travel by air between major Saudi cities without such permission. Women are
restricted to specially designated sections in the rear of urban buses with separate
entrances. In public, Mushm women are required to wear the abaya (a lightweight,
black garment covering the entire body and often the face).

Saudi authorities have repeatedly said that non-Muslim women need not wear the
abaya. However, Saudi custom encourages many to do so or at least to wear loose-

fitting clothing extending below elbows and knees. Mutawwai'in have traditionally

appeared to expect women from Arab countries, Asia, and Africa to comply more
fuUy with Saudi customs of dress than women from Western countries, but women
from Western countries came under increasing pressure in 1992 to conform to strict-

er norms of dress.

Female circumcision may persist among African nationals, especially in the south-
western Tihama region, lliere was a report of a genital mutilation performed in a
doctor's office in Riyadh. Hospital workers report that it is not uncommon that
women are admitted for treatment of injuries that appear to be the result of domes-
tic violence. Little is known about the extent of violence against women in Saudi
society, and the Government does not keep statistics on such abuse. "Islamic advice"
columns in the Saudi press sometimes recommend "strict disciplining" of women,
which is understood to encompass some degree of physical force as part of a proper
marriage.
Foreign embassies receive repeated reports of physical and sexual abuse of female

domestics by Saudi employers. The Government, in general, considers cases involv-

ing domestic servants to be private family matters and will not intervene unless
clear-cut charges of severe abuse are brought to its attention. It is almost impossible
for these women to obtain redress in the courts due to the court's strict eviaentiaiy
rules and the women's own fears of reprisals. Few employers have been punished
for such abuses. There are as yet no private support groups or religious associations

to which these women could turn for assistance.

In addition to customary and legal restrictions, Saudi women are subject to dis-

crimination inherent in the Islamic legal system. Under Islamic law, a daughter's
share of an inheritance is half that of her brother, reflecting the fact that the broth-

er has financial obligations to his mother and sisters. Women must demonstrate le-

gally specified grounds for divorce, but men may divorce without grounds. If di-

vorced or widowed, a woman normally may keep her children until tney attain the
age of 7, but then they revert to the husband's family, to which they belong under
Islamic law. Western women married to Saudis have frequently been barred from
visiting their children after divorce. In a Shari'a court, the testimony of one man
equals that of two women. Althou^ Islamic law permits polygamy, it is becoming
less common, especially in cities and among younger Saudis. Islamic legal precepts
limit the number of wives to four and require a husband who has more than one
wife to treat each of his wives equally. In practice, this norm is not always achieved.
Employment opportunities for Saudi women are extremely limited. This fact,

along with the ease of divorce for males, creates a situation of great economic vul-

nerability and a sense of insecurity for many women. A recent study conducted by
a research firm showed that such insecurity is greatest among married women who
fear their lack of legal protections if their husbands decide to divorce them and that

some women join together to form clandestine savings clubs as insurance against

the possibility of divorce. The younger generation of educated Saudis, men and
women, tend to express a greater interest in having women work and, in fact, the

number of employed women in Riyadh has doubled in the last few years. StiU, al-

though women constitute about 55 percent of all university graduates, they make
up only 5 percent of the work force. In practice, most employment opportunities are

in the field of education, with some available in health care and a relatively few
in business, engineering, and the media. Free but segregated education through the
university levelis available to Saudi women, and the number of women enrolled in

the university system is said to be more than a million and to be rising rapidly.

Saudi men are able to study oversesw; Saudi women cannot, unless accompanied by
a spouse or an immediate male relative—usually a practical impossibility.

The large foreign work force does not generally receive the same economic and
social benefits available to native Saudis and must conform to restrictive Saudi so-

cial standards. Highly skilled or high-ranking foreign workers are allowed to bring
their immediate families to live with them. However, visits by other relatives of for-

eigners working in Saudi Arabia, including foreign diplomats, are difficult to ar-

range. Employment opportunities for non-Muslims are circumscribed.

Saudi Shi'a are subject to stringent religious repression (see Section 2.c.) and also

face discrimination in government and industrial employment, especially in jobs

with national security implications, which is broadly defined. TTie Government pe-
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troleum company, Saudi Aramco, which traditionally provided laree numbers of jobs

to Shi'a, reportedly was instructed several years ago to cease all further hiring of

Shi'a and to phase out gradually all Shi'a workine in responsible positions. There
was no sign that restrictions let up in 1992. Shi'a also face some limitations on their

access to social services, despite efforts by the Government to improve the social

service infrastructure in predominantly Shi'a areas of the country. Since the Iranian

revolution, some Shi'a have been subjected periodically to surveillance and limita-

tions on travel abroad.
Members of the royal family and of other powerful families are not subject to the

same legal constraints as other Saudis. The luggage of princes and other influential

persons may not be subject to customs inspection on entering the country. Govern-

ment contracts are often awarded on the basis of influence, and foreign companies
doing business in Saudi Arabia are often said to need an influential sponsor," fre-

quently a member of the royal family, to be successful.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—Government decrees prohibit the formation of labor

unions and strike activity.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Collective bargaining is for-

bidden, and there are no special economic zones in the country. Foreign workers
comprise the overwhelming majority of the work force. Wages are set by the market.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced labor has been prohibited

since 1962 by a royal decree that abolished slavery, and Saudi ratification of Inter-

national Labor Organization Conventions 29 and 105 has the force of law. Nonethe-
less, vestiges of the master-slave relationship remain; a great number of former

slaves chose to remain in the princely households where many now enjoy a qpiasi-

familial status as household supernumeraries. Additionally, since employers gen-

erally exercise control over the movements of foreign employees, situations that

could be described as forced labor can occur, especially in remote areas where worii-

ers are unable to leave their place of work. There were reports that diplomats desir-

ing to visit work sites to check on the welfare and condition of citizens of their coun-

tries were denied access. There were also reports that female domestic workers were
sometimes prevented from leaving the homes of their employers and forced to work
12 to 16 hours a day, 7 days a week. Maids who run away from their emplovers
are often returned to the employers by Saudi authorities against the maids' wishes.

In addition, there were reports of workers whose employers refused to pay several

months or even years of accumulated salary or other promised benefits. In such
cases woricers have recourse to the labor courts, where workmen's wages are consid-

ered "first-class privileged debts," secured by a lien on all of the employer's property

and enforceable for collection before all other debts.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^There is no minimum age for

workers employed in family-operated businesses or in other situations that are con-

strued as extensions of the household, e.g., farmers, herdsmen, and domestic serv-

ants, since they are not covered by Saudi Arabia's labor regulations. In other cases,

the labor regulations provide for a minimum age of 13, which may be waived by
the Ministry of Labor with the consent of the juvenile's guardian. Children under
age 18 and women may not be employed in hazardous or harmful industries, such

as mines or industries employing power-operated machinery. While there is no for-

mal government entity charged with enforcing the minimum age for employment of

children, the Ministry of Justice has jurisdiction and has acted as plaintiff in the

few cases that have arisen against alleged violators.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—There is no legal minimum wage. A provision

providing for the Council of Ministers to set a minimum wage has not been imple-

mented. Saudi labor regulations establish a standard 48-hour workweek at regular

pay and allow employers to require up to 12 additional hours of overtime at time-

and-a-half pay.
There are numerous reports of foreign nationals coming to Saudi Arabia on prom-

ises by private contractors of a certain level of pay and benefits, only to find that

the contract they sign upon arrival specifies lower levels of both. Other reports sug-

gest that some workers sign contracts in their home countries and are then asked
to sign ones less favorable to them upon arrival. Reliable reports indicate that the

lengui of service called for in the original contract is sometimes increased upon ar-

rivS by as much as 3 years and that employees reaching the end of the term of

service in a contract have been refused permission to return home by their em-
ployer, effectively extending the workers' term of employment involuntarily. There
are reports as well of workers who are indentured to Saudi sponsors for a set

amount each month and who must then find their own employment upon arrival

in the Kingdom. To solve those problems, some foreign governments have begun uti-
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lizing employment organizations which negotiate salary and benefits in advance for
their nationals. These organizations periodically check on the results of their efforts
through their embassies and the Saudi labor courts.
Saudi labor regulations require employers to protect most woricers from job-relat-

ed hazards and disease, but workers employed m family-operated businesses, farm-
ers, herdsmen, and domestic servants are not covered by these regulations. TTie law
specifically prohibits employers from requiring workers to work outside when the
temperature exceeds 122 degrees Ffihrenheit. Labor Ministry inspectors and the
labor courts are seeking, with some success, to enforce the Labor C^de, but foreign
nationals report frequent failures to enforce health and safety standards.

SYRIA

Syria is ruled by an authoritarian regime which exhibits the forms of a democratic
system but in which President Hafez al-Asad wields almost absolute authority. Key
decisions regarding forei^ policy, national security, and the economy are made by
him with counsel from his principal advisers. The Parliament, in which the Ba'ath
party is guaranteed a majority, is elected every 4 years but has no independent au-
thority. It cannot initiate laws; it may only react to initiatives by the executive. All
three branches of government are guided by the views of the Ba'ath party, whose
primacy in state institutions is assured by the Constitution. Except for a hiatus in
1973-1974, Syria has been under a state of emergency since 1963. The Government
has justified martial law by the state of war with Israel and continuing threats
posed by terrorist groups (Islamic fundamentalist, Iraqi, and Lebanese). However,
the regime's suppression of all opposition has been so effective that antiregime
manifestations have been very limited for several years.
The central Government maintains an extensive security apparatus. The several

main branches of the security services operate independently of each other and out-
side of the legal system. Each continues to be responsible for severe human rights
violations.

Syria's mixed economy, based on commerce and agriculture, is dominated by an
inemcient public sector but also includes private and joint sectors. During the
1960's, citing its state Socialist ideology, the Government nationalized most major
enterprises and espoused economic policies designed to correct previous regional and
class disparities. The private sector continues to expand gradually, with tne regime
promoting it to spur investment. Most agricultural land is privately owned. None-
theless, the economy has remained stagnant for several years. Average real growth
during the 1980's lagged behind the average population pnowth, and living stand-
ards declined. Per capita income in 1991 was estimated at $980.
Following its publicly announced amnesty of 2,864 security prisoners and detain-

ees in December 1991, the Government in March announced a second mass amnesty
for 600 persons and in December announced a third amnesty for 554 persons who
had been arrested for alleged offenses against state security. Nonetheless, virtually
all basic human rights remained tightly restricted. Major human rights problems
continued to include torture; arbitrary arrest and detention; lack of a fair trial in
security cases; and the denial of freedom of speech, press, association, the right of
citizens to change their government, and certain worker rights. Syrian government
resistance to human rights monitoring makes it difficult to know precisely the de-
tails and numbers of such abuses.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—While there were no reports of exe-

cutions for political beliefs in 1992, it is widely believed that the regime continues
to execute detainees held in secret at security facilities such as the one at Tadmor.
A human rights organization reported that Syrian journalist Munir al-Ahmad died
on January 23 while under detention following his arrest after a trip to Switzerland;
the Government reportedly accused al-Ahmad of having criticized the Syrian Gov-
ernment while abroad. There is no indication that government agents responsible
for political or extrajudicial killings, either in 1992 or in previous years, have ever
been tried and punisned for such abuses.

b. Disappearance.—There were no reports of disappearances in 1992, but the
whereabouts of hundreds of persons held incommunicado from previous years re-

main unknown (see Section l.d.).

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Although the Penal Code prohibits torture and provides stiff penalties for it, au-
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thorities continued to employ widespread and systematic torture, primarily during
arrest and interrogation in criminal as well as in political or secunty-related cases,

and often in speciaUy equipped torture chambers. Detainees are suDJected to both
physical and psychological aouse. Among the forms of physical abuse practiced by
government-employed torturers are the application of electrical shocks to sensitive

parts of the botty, beatings (sometimes while the victim is bent over and suspended
from the ceiling in a tire), and extracting fingernails and toenails. There are no indi-

cations that the Government has ever investigated or punished those alleged to

have committed physical abuse.
Prison conditions in Syria continue to be poor, particularly in older, more over-

crowded facilities, and security prisons are markedly worse than civilian prisons.

IMsoners in civilian facilities must prepare their own food, usually provided by rel-

atives or purchased from personal funds, and water for drinking and other purposes
is chronicaUy in short supply. Medical treatment and facilities are inadequate m all

prisons, and iiyuries and chronic ailments from torture and grossly inadequate de-

tention facilities are either not treated or are treated unsatisfactorily.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^The civil law code generally provides for

due process, out the provisions of this code do not apply to security or {mlitical of-

fenses, which are treated under the state of emergency law. Under provisions of the

state of emergency, the Government continues to suspend normal safeguards. Per-

sons are arrested secretly without warrant, held indefinitely without charge or trial,

and denied the ri^t to a judicial determination of the basis for pretrial detention.

Detainees have no redress for false arrest and usually cannot be contacted by family

or friends, who most often do not know where the detainee is being held. Many per-

sons who appear to have disappeared are believed to be held in the security prisons.

Frequently, the detained person is released without ever being charged or convicted.

No exact estimates of persons detained without trial exist.

Following its pubUcfy announced amnesty of 2,864 prisoners and detainees in De-
cember 1991, the Government in March 1992 announced a second mass amnesty of

an additional 600 detainees. In December 1992 the Government announced a third

amnesty of 554 detainees which reportedly included 45 Lebanese Islamists. The
Government was also reported to be bringing an estimated 600 longtime detainees

to trial. An unknown number of untried security detainees, including Palestinians

and Lebanese as well as Syrians, were said to be among those released. This group
reportedly included some of the scores of Ba'ath party members who had been ar-

rested in 1970 and 1971 following the coup that broudit Hafez al-Asad to power,
among them fonner president Nur al-Din al-Atassi (who subs^uently died m De-
cember while seeking medical treatment in France), as well as Syrian Communists,
members of dissident offshoots of the Ba'ath Party, and persons believed by the Gov-
ernment to have sympathized with or indirectly assisted persons accused of involve-

ment in violent attacks during the Muslim Brotherhood rebellion of the late 1970's

and 1980's. Although the Government has not replied to requests from the U.S. Gov-
ernment and human rights organizations for a list of names of those amnestied,
many individuals are known to nave been released.

However, at least 15 of these former Ba'ath Party members remain in detention

in a special wing of Mezze prison. All reportedly are allowed occasional family visits

under guard in government rest houses in Damascus. In February and March, secu-

rity services reportedly rounded up scores of suspected members and sympathizers
of the outlawed Party for Communist Action, most of whom were later released after

interrogation. Accoroing to one human rights organization, at least 14 persons have
been detained since December 1991 without trial.

The Government is known to have detained the relatives of suspects in both
criminal and security cases as a means of compelling individuals bemg sought by
authorities to surrender. The Government has exiled persons in the past, but there
were no known instances in 1992.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The SjTian court system comprises separate civil

courts; penal and criminal courts, whose jurisdiction includes economic crimes; and
religious, military, security, and constitutional courts. Civil and criminal courts are

un^r the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Justice. The accused in a criminal case is

detained provisionally upon the accusation of the public prosecutor, then remanded
to a judge for arraignment. The judge may either dismiss the charges on the basis

of insufucient evidence or refer the case to a criminal court.

Defendants are entitled to le^al representation of their choice. If they caimot af-

ford a lawyer, one will be appomted oy the court. Civil and criminal courts impose
no restrictions on lawyers representing their clients and allow the right of appeal

to criminal or civil appellate courts found in each province. Criminal courts also pro-

vide for bail. In noncontroversial cases, courts are normally free of governmental co-

ercion, although the Government can bring pressure to bear if it wishes to do so.
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Defendants in criminal cases are allowed to present evidence and confront their
accusers. Trials are public, except for cases involving juveniles or crimes such as
rape. Cases are tried before a judge; there is no jury system. The slow and cum-
bersome legal system can leave suspects languishing in prison for months.
Persons chared with security or political offenses fall under the jurisdiction of

the State Security Court, which is under military control. Such persons have no say
in the selection of a lawyer, who is chosen by the court. Court sessions are generally
closed, and no ofiBcial channel exists for providing information on the trial or sen-
tencing. Relatives with influence in the Government, however, may ultimately suc-
ceed in obtaining information and even effecting the release of the accused.
Family members and an observer from the Geneva-based International Commis-

sion of Jurists (ICJ) in March were permitted to attend the final session of the trial

in the State Security Court of Aktham Nu'aysa and 16 others (see Section 2.a.). The
ICJ observer noted numerous irregularities in the court proceedings, including the
inability of defense attorneys to consult with their clients outside me courtroom, or
to call witnesses to refute prosecution charges, and the Government's refusal to
allow for an independent medical examination of the defendants to determine
whether physical abuse had occurred during pretrial detention.
A special military Field Court, created miring the period of the Muslim Brother-

hood rebellion, may still exist to deal with grave security infractions applicable
under the state of emei^ncy, though the Field Court's precise nature and the types
of offenses over which it has jurisdiction are not clear. The accused is not permitted
legal representation at this Court's proceedings, which are held in secret.

The High Constitutional Court investigates and rules on petitions submitted bv
the President or at least one-fourth of the members of the People's Assembly chal-
lenging the constitutionality of laws or legislative decrees. The Court has no appel-
late jurisdiction over cases from the civil or criminal courts.

The Government does not release information on the number of persons detained
for political or security offenses, but credible estimates run from 3,800 to 10,000 (in-

cluding persons held in Syrian detention facilities in Lebanon). The Government
contends that it holds no political prisoners and that persons are detained not be-
cause of their political beliefs but because of criminal acts or actions that violate
the state of emergency; it is clear, however, that manv persons have been jailed
without charge or as a result of uidair trials for nonviolent opposition (real or sus-
pected) to the regime.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Al-
though the legal system provides theoretical safeguards, including the requirement
of an arrest or search warrant before police are allowed to enter private homes, reg-
ulations under the state of emei^ncy suspend these protections in security-related
cases. Domestic inteUigence organizations maintain a network of guards to protect

officials and important buildings, as well as to monitor the activity of people living
in the neighborhoods of protected officials. The presence of police and security offi-

cials is pervasive, especially in Damascus, although it is less pronounced in the

Srovinces. Security checkpoints can be set up anywhere by ^vemment authorities,

ecuritv personnel require no warrant for search or arrest in dealing with persons
stopped at such locations. Security forces at the checkpoints are mostly concerned
with clandestine shipments of weapons and subversive literature but also search for

smuggled goods.
It is widely believed that telephone conversations are monitored and sometimes

recorded. The government-run postal system selectively censors the mail, including
foreign publications.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^This freedom is severely restricted. Public criti-

cism of the President is not permitted, and criticism of the Government and the
Ba'ath party is effectively discouraged.
Syrian authorities arrested lawyer Aktham Nu'aysa and 16 other persons in De-

cember 1991 for distributing leaflets, produced by the Committees for the Defense
of Human Rights and Freedom in Syria, critical of the 1991 presidential referen-

dum. Fourteen of the 17 received sentences ranging from 3 to 10 years under the
terms of the state of emergency laws for having disseminated information injurious
to the security of the State, receiving funds from foreign sources "with the aim of
committing a verbal or physical act against the goals of the March 8, 1963 revolu-

tion," and withholding information about a crime against the security of the State.

Four of the 10 were convicted only of the latter offense and were subsequently re-

leased as part of the March amnesty.
The Government or the Ba'ath party wholly owns and operates all publishing

houses and strictly controls the dissemination of information. Censorship of foreign
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and domestic news is exercised through oflices in the Ministries of Information and
Culture and Nationcd Guidance. Any subject deemed sensitive to government inter-

ests will not appear In the press. In 1992 censored subjects included Syria's human
rights record, the state of lawlessness that prevailed in the province of Latakia for

much of the year, allegations of Syria's involvement in the Lebanese drug trade,

various aspects of Syria s continuing political and security role in Lebanon, and as-

pects of the Middle East peace negotiations in Washington. Criticism of government
policies or operations usually has oflicial approval, and officials above the middle
rank are rarely criticized.

The Government also owns the broadcast media. Althou^ reports on sensitive

subjects are not broadcast, most radio and television broadcasts from neighboring
countries, including Israel and Iraq, mav be received in Syria, and thus reports not
carried in the Syrian media are nonetheless generally well known.
The Government censors imported printed material and films. Articles critical of

Syria or S3rria's role in Lebanon are occasionally deleted fi\)m foreign magazines and
newspapers before distribution. Fiction and nonfiction literature is censored if it is

considered overly critical of Syria, offensive to one of Syria's religious groups, or too

graphic in its description of sex. Control is particularly strict on materials in Arabic.

The Government closely controls public schools at all levels. Private primary and
seoondcuy schools run by the United Nations Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA)
for the Palestinian refugees, as well as those operated by minority religious groups,
are required to follow the curriculum dictated by the Ministiy of Education and are
subject to regular inspection. In all schools 1 hour each day is devoted to instruction

on Syrian patriotism. Teachers are not permitted to express ideas contraiy to gov-
ernment policy, althou^ some fi«edom of expression is tolerated at the university
level.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Public meetings, assemblies,
or demonstrations may be held only with official permission and are usually held
at the instigation of the Government or the Ba'ath party. Private societies, including
religious groups, are allowed to meet if they receive government permission to orga-
nize. Such permission is usually granted, but only for nonpolitical activities.

c. Freedom o^ Religion.—^There is no state religion, but nearly two-thirds of Syr-
ians are Sunni Musmn. As a concession to Islamic fundamentalists who object to

Ba'ath party secularism, the 1973 Constitution requires that the President be Mus-
lim. Moreover, the Constitution refers to Islamic jurisprudence as a principal source
of legislation. Otherwise, no official preference is given to one religion over another,
and tdl major Christian and Muslim holidays are officially observed by the Govern-
ment. Ba'ath party secular ideology and modernizing influences have nad some im-
gact in diminishing the uoMmrtance attached to religion and ethnicity, but individual
yrians continue to identify themselves by their communal associations.

Most religious groups, including Syria's small Jewish community, are largely free

to practice their different religions. The Government closely controls flindraising,

the construction of worship sites, and the holding of all meetings, except for wor-
ship, but generally permits such activities under restrictive conditions. Religious
training in the language of the religion is permitted within the curriculum for Jews
and Christians in Jewish and Armenian scnools. Non-Muslim groups maintain links
with coreligionists outside Syria.

One exception to the official policy of religious tolerance is the treatment of Jeho-
vah's Witnesses and Seventh-Day Adventists, who are forbidden to practice their re-

ligion or to own church property. The Government has, at various times, detained
members of the Jehovah s Witnesses for suspicion of involvement in activities that
threaten the security of the state.

Foreign missionaries are permitted to preach and practice. While proselytizing

and conversion are not legally proscribed, in practice, the Government discourages
such activities aimed at Muslims. The publication of religious material is subject to

the same controls as secular material.
d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—Internal travel is restricted in the security zone of the Golan Heights
and occasional^ near the borders with Lebanon, Jordan, and Iraq. Syrian women
over the age of 18 have the legal right to travel, but, in practice, a husband may
file a request with the Ministry of Interior to prohibit ms wife's departure from
Syria. Similarly, a father may request that the Ministry prohibit travel abroad by
minor and dependent children, as well as by unmarried daughters, even if they are
over 18 years of age.

In general, the Government restricts foreign travel for citizens liable for military
service and for certain categories of professionals trained at public expense who
have not completed required government service. Students traveling abroad for

higher education must obtain permission from the Foreign Ministry and, like all
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Syrians, are subject to recall by the Government. Travel to Israel, with which Syria
remains in a state of war, is iUegal for all Syrian citizens. Druze inhabitants of the
Israeli-occupied Grolan Heights may visit relatives in l^rria under a system operated
by the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC); Syria sets an annual quota
of 120 adult visitors per year. As a result of negotiations under the auspices of the
ICRC, Syria permitted, in addition, an official delegation comprising more than 200
Druze notables from the Israeli-occupied Golan Heights to visit Syria for 10 days
in September.
The Government lifted foreign travel restrictions on Syrian Jews in late April, fol-

lowing a meeting between President Asad and leaders of the Syrian Jewish commu-
nity. This policy change enabled entire Jewish families to travel together and elimi-

nated the requirement that Syrian Jews post a bond to ensure their return. The
Government, however, remains opposed in principle to Jewish emigration, and Jews
must have their applications for passports and exit permits approved by Syrian mili-

tary intelligence. While approximately 2,850 Syrian Jews received passports and
exit visas from late April through mid-October of 1992, only a very few exit visas

were issued to the approximately 900 Syrian Jews who had applications still pend-
ing in the last 2V2 months of the year. Those Syrian Jews who had previously been
issued exit permits were allowed to travel freely to and from Sjria during this latter

period, however. Those Sjrrian Jews stUl in prison in 1991 for violations of previous
travel restrictions were freed in late 1991 or 1992. This included the Soued brothers,

two Sjrrian Jews arrested in 1987 for traveling to Israel, who were freed in April.

Young Palestinians sometimes experience difficulties obtaining travel documents.
Any Syrian caught trying to emigrate or travel abroad without permission, or sus-

pected of having visited Israel illegally, may be arrested and prosecuted. According
to S3rrian statistics, by early 1992 Sjrria had absorbed more than 120,000 out of

150,000 Syrian expatriates who previously resided in Kuwait and who returned to

Syria after Iraq's invasion of Kuwait in 1990. Refugee flows out of Iraq into Syria
peaked in 1991. Approximately 4,700 Iraqi nationals, many of them Iraqi Chris-

tians, are currently registered at a refugee camp in northeastern Syria operated
under U.N. auspices. There are an estimated 478 Somali refugees at the same camp.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Syrians do not have the ability to change their government legally and peacefully.

President Asad and his senior advisers effectively control all aspects of political and
economic life. The ruling Ba'ath party, which emphasizes socialism and secular

Arabism, is dominated by the military. In recent years, the party has served prin-

cipally to legitimize Pi-esident Asad's rule. Although Ba'ath party doctrine seeks to

build national rather than ethnic identity, ethnic, religious, and regional allegiances

remain important. Members of President Asad's own sect, the Alawis, hold most of

the important military and security positions. President Asad's current term will ex-

pire in March 1999.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are no human rights groups legally operating inside Syria, and the Govern-
ment discourages the formation of any such organizations (see Section 2.a.).

The Government denies charges of human rights violations, often ignoring them
or calling them an intrusion into its internal affairs. In a speech in March upon be-

ginning his fourth term in office. President Asad assailed Western governments for

their criticism of Syria's humein rights record. Syria's officially controlled media at-

tacked the U.S. Government over the decision in June to suspend Syria's eligibility

to export goods to the U.S. under the Generalized System of Preferences program
because ofoyria's record on worker rights (see Section 6).

The Gk)vemment generally refuses to respond to human rights inquiries on spe-

cific cases by international human rights organizations and the U.N. Human Rights

Commission (UNHRC), although it now replies more frequently to inquiries than in

the past. In February it submitted to the UNHRC a comprehensive paper on the

Syrian Jewish community. Amnesty International (AI) did not receive a response to

the concerns raised by the mission it sent to Syria in 1989, despite AFs subsequent
communications and offers to send a followup mission. Neither AI nor Middle East
Watch has been permitted to send observers to Syria to attend trials or investigate

conditions, although the International Commission of Jurists was permitted to send
an observer to the final session of a security trial in March, the first time Syria has
let a foreign observer attend a security trial.

The ICRC has no access to detainees.
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Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The Syrian Constitution stipulates that the State shall guarantee to all citizens

the principle of equal opportunity and that it shall respect all relimons. The Con-
stitution, moreover, guarantees to women all opportunities allowing them to contrib-

ute fUUy to the political, social, cultural, and economic life of Syria and commits the

State to removing those impediments that hinder the development and participation

of women in the construction of a Socialist Arab societv.

Membership in the Ba'ath party or close familial relations with a prominent
Ba'ath party member can be important to prospering in Syria. Party connections can
pave the way for entrance into better elementary and secondary schools, access to

more lucrative employment, and greater power in the Government. Religion is also

a factor in determining one's obligations and opportunities. Members of the Alawi
sect often eiyoy job preference.

Tliough Jews hold some low-level government jobs, such as clerks and teachers,

they are generally barred from government service. Jews are also prohibited from
joining the military, and Jewish professionals are exempt frop the requirement to

give the 5 years of government service expected of other Syrians trained at public

expense. Jews are the only minority whose passports and identity cards note their

reugion. Jews are under more thorough surveillance by the intelligence services

than is the general population. Despite some easing of the situation since a meeting
in April between President Asad and Jewish community leaders, contact between
Syrian Jews and foreigners except on business is difficult. Although the official state

of war with Israel continues to influence the status of Syrian Jews, the community's
situation has improved since the mid-1970's. The Jewisn community enjoys freedom
of economic opportunity, a relatively high standard of living, access to higher edu-
cation, and entrance into the professions.

Syria's Palestinian community, which numbers over 300,000, also suffers some
forms of discrimination. Althou^ Palestinians enjmr many rights similar to those

of Syrian citizens and generally are integrated into Syrian societv, they are officially

considered to be temporary residents pending the resolution of the Arab-Israeli con-

flict. While generally free of socioeconomic restrictions, they may not vote in Syrian
elections or acquire Syrian citizenship except throu^ marriage to a Syrian male cit-

izen and may not own agricultural land.

The Syrian Government's sensitivity over Kurdish national aspirations has caused
it to place limits on the use and teaching of the Kurdish langu^e, Kurdish cultural

expression and, at times, the celebration of Kurdish festivals. Human rights groups
claim that tens of thousands of Kurds bom in Syria continue to be denied passports

or other documentation for foreign travel. Unconfirmed reports, moreover, indicate

that security forces in northeastern Syria may have arrested hundreds of Kurds in

October for participating in demonstrations supporting the radical Kurdish Workers
Party. These arrests reportedly followed the appearance of an unauthorized pam-
phlet marking the 30th anniversary of the beginning of the Sjrrian Government ef-

fort—never completely carried out—to move Syria's Kurdish population out of the
northeastern comer of Syria. The pamphlet also purportedly depicted an idealized

Kurdish state extending southward into Sjnria.

S3rrian law provides lor the equal rights of women, and the Government continues

to make efforts to overcome conservative and religiously inspired discriminatory

treatment of and attitudes toward women. The Government encourages women's en-

rollment at all levels of education, and its policies include equal pay for similar

work.
Traditional concepts of male guardianship of women continue to run counter to

official policies, however. Particularly among Muslims, these concepts often limit a
woman's rights in matters of marriage, divorce, chUd custody, inheritance, and per-

sonal decisions. Moreover, the Government accords religious authorities or courts

the right to rule on tiie majority of matters involving social and interpersonal rela-

tions. >Vife beating and other physical abuse of women are known to occur, but con-

servative social mores in Synan society discourage public discussion of the issue,

thereby making it difficult to estimate the extent of the problem. There are no offi-

cial statistics on domestic abuse. Under the Syrian legal system, women have access

through the courts to redress any grievance caused by violent acts against them,
but many cases of domestic abuse are not pursued because of the social stigma at-

tached to legal proceedings in such cases.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Although the 1973 Constitution provides for the
ridtit to form trade unions and although the General Federation of Trade Unions
((3* rU) is purportedly an independent mass organization, in practice the Govern-
ment uses it as a framework for controlling nearly all aspects of union activity. Ef-

r
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fectively, workers are not free to form trade unions independent of the government-
prescribed structure. In June the International Labor Organization (ILO) Commit-
tee of Experts reiterated its view that the single union system enshrined in Syrian
law violates ILO Convention 87 on freedom of association. While unions are used
primarily to transmit instructions and information to the labor force from the Syr-
ian leadership, elected union leaders also act as a conduit through which workers'
grievances are transmitted to the leadership.
While strikes are not legally prohibited (except in the agricultural sector), in prac-

tice they are activeljjr and effectively discouraged. There were no reported strikes in

1992. The GFTU, like other popular organizations sanctioned by the Government
and under the effective control of the Ba ath Party, is charged with providing views
on draft legislation, issuing regulations, dcAasing rules for workers, and organizing
labor. The elected president of the GFTU is a senior member of the ruling Ba'ath
party and a member of the Regional Command. With his deputy, he participates in
all meetings of the Cabinet's ministerial committees on economic matters. The
GFTU is affiliated with the International Confederation of Arab Trade Unions and
is a longtime member of the Communist-dominated World Federation of Trade
Unions.

In June the U.S. Trade Representative announced that owing to Syria's failure

to take steps to afford internationally recognized worker rights, its eligibility for tar-

iff preferences under the U.S. Generalized System of Preferences program was being
suspended.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^In the public sector, unions
do not normally bargain collectively on wage issues, but union representatives par-
ticipate with the representatives of the employer and the respective ministry to es-

tablish sectoral minimum wages according to legally prescribed cost-of-living levels.

The board of directors in public enterprises includes two union representatives as
well as representatives oi enterprise management and the relevant Grovemment
ministries, but such boards are firmly under government control. Unions also mon-
itor and enforce compliance with the labor law.

La the private sector, unions are active in monitoring employers' compliance with
labor laws and ensuring workers' health and safety. Under the law, the unions may
engage in negotiations for collective contracts with employers. In June the ILO com-
mitt^ of experts reiterated its longstanding concern over the SjTian legal provision
that empowers the Minister of Labor and Social Affairs to declare all or part of any
collective agreement invalid on grounds of Sjoian economic interest. Unions have
the right to litigate contracts with employers and the right to litigate in defense of

their own interests or those of their members (individually or collectively) in cases
involving labor relations. Union organizations may also claim a right to arbitration.

Workers are protected by law from antiunion discrimination, and there were no
reports of it being practiced (see also Section 6.e.).

There is no union representation in Syria's seven free trade zones, and firms in

the zones are exempt from S3rrian laws and regulations governing the hiring and
firing of workers, though some provisions concerning occupational health and safety,

hours and sick and annual leave do apply.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^There is no Sjrian law banning
forced or compulsory labor, and such labor may be imposed as punishment, usually
in connection with prison sentences for criminal offenses, under the Economic Penal
Code, the Penal Code, the Agricultural Labor Code, and the Press Act. Resignations
of public employees from their jobs are not automatically accepted but require an
administrative and occasionally even a judicial process.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The minimum age in the predomi-
nant public sector is 14, though it is higher in certain industries. The minimum age
varies more widely in the private sector. The absolute minimum is 12, with parental
permission required for children under age 16 to work. Children are forbidden to

work at night. The Ministry of Social Affairs and Labor is responsible for enforcing
minimum age requirements but has only a small number of labor investigators. Vio-

lation of the law is believed to be extensive, particularly in the agricultural sector.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The Government legislatively establishes mini-

mum and maximum wage limits in the public sector and sets limits on maximum
allowable overtime for public sector employees. The minimum wage provides a work-
er and family only a minimal standard of living, and, as a result, many workers
take additional jobs or rely on extended families for support. There is no single min-
imum wage for permanent employees in the private sector. According to the 1959
labor law, minimum wage levels in the private sector are set by sector and are fixed

by the Minister of Social Affairs and Labor. The Minister receives recommendations
from a committee including representatives of the Ministries of Industry and Econ-
omy, the employers' association, and the employees' unions. In practice, private sec-
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tor monthly minimums are not less than those in the public sector. In both the pub-
lic and private sectors, the Ministry of Social Affairs and,Labor is responsible for

enforcing minimum wage levels.

The statutory workweek consists of six 6-hour days, although in certain fields not

requiring continuous labor a 9-hour day is permitted. Labor laws also mandate a
fuU 24-hour rest day per week. Provisions of the labor law on the statutory work-
week are closely observed throughout the government and public sectors. Observ-
ance is less strict in the private sector. Enforcement, as is the case with all aspects

of Syria's labor law, is limited by the inadequate number of government inspectors.

The Syrian labor law extensively regulates conditions of work. There are rules

and regulations that severely limit the ability of an employer to fire an employee
without due cause, an issue that the employer may take to a local labor conunittee.

Labor committees are composed of representatives of the municipality, the Ministry
of Social Affairs and Labor, and the union, as well as a judge and the employer.

In the majority of cases heard in the past, labor committees have decided in favor

of the employee. One exception in the heavily regulated labor, field relates to day
laborers. They are not subject to minimum wage regulations and receive compensa-
tion only for job-related injuries. Small private firms and businesses commonly em-
ploy day laborers in order to avoid the costs of permanent employees, who are well

protected even against firing. Public laws mandate safety standards in all sectors,

and managers are expected to implement them fully. A special department of the
social security establishment works, through its regional branches, with inspectors

at the Ministries of Health and Labor to ensure compliance with safety standards.

In addition, workers may file suit against their employers if dangerous working con-

ditions threaten their health. Foreign workers theoretically receive the same oene-

flts but are often reluctant to press claims because their woric permits may be with-

drawn at any time. Moreover, many work without permits and are not covered by
the government system.

TUNISIA

Tunisia is a republic in which the Constitution provides for a parliamentary de-

mocracy with separation of the executive, legislative, and judicial powers. In prac-
tice, the President and his party dominate decisionmaking at all levels. The Presi-

dent appoints the Prime Minister, the Cabinet, and all 23 regional governors. His
Constitutional Democratic Rally Party (RCD) holds all 141 seats in the Chamber of
Deputies. The outlawed Islamist party, An-Nahda, was dealt a severe blow in 1992
when 265 of its top members were sentenced to prison terms ranging from 1 year
to life after being convicted by two military tribunals for plotting to assassinate the
President and overthrow the Government.

Tunisia's internal security is maintained by civilian services which include a para-

military national guard, backed by armed forces in times of crisis. In 1992 there
continued to be reports of harassment and arrests of opposition activists and their

family members, arbitrary interference with the privacy of the home, and torture

by the police and security apparatus. Police maintained a heavy presence in urban
areas and at universities. According to the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency, total military expenditures for 1989 were dollars 273 million. Military ex-

penditures represent a small share of the national budget and have not been a sig-

nificant public issue.

Tunisia has a mixed economy composed principally of revenues from tourism, tex-

tile and clothing exports, worker remittances, agricultural products, and crude pe-

troleum. It is in the sixth year of a structural adjustment program designed to make
the economy more market oriented, reduce staple food subsidies, and increase the

role of the private sector. The average annual real growth rate has been 4.2 percent
over the last 5 years, with 8.6 percent in 1992. Inflation has been held to an average
annual rate of about 7.5 percent; the rate in 1992 was 6 percent. Despite the cre-

ation of 51,000 new jobs in 1992, unemployment has remained at approximately 15
percent.
Although the Government undertook serious initiatives in the human rights area,

significant restrictions remained in effect in 1992. The Government, for the most

EMt, had completed a crackdown begun in 1991 on the outlawed Islamist party, An-
[ahda. However, persons suspected of involvement with An-Nahda and their family

members continued to face widespread harassment, the press remained hesitant to

criticize the Government, reports of police torture and mistreatment continued, and
new legislation led to the closure of the Tunisian League for Human Ri^ts. Inter-
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ference with the right to privacy and the ability of citizens to change their govern-
ment also remained significant problems.
The Islamists arrested in 1991 were either released or convicted by civil and mili-

tary courts. Many of those convicted received heavy sentences. Although the trials

were open to international observers and family members, questions remained as
to the mdependence of the courts, whether the guUty verdicts were adequatelv sup-
gorted by the evidence, and whether proper legal procedures were followed. The
'hairman of the Tunisian Higher Committee for Human Rights and Basic Free-

doms, appointed by President Ben Ali, issued a second report regarding compliance
with the recommendations in his 1991 report. He reported that police and govern-
mental officials were receiving more human rights-related training and were being
held accountable for their actions. The Government also further opened the media
to opposition party views.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There was one report of a death in

police custody. Mouldi Omar reportedly died in January following his arrest on De-
cember 15, 1991. The Government claims he died of natural causes after being
transferred from prison to a hospital for treatment. The Grovemment a^eed to reex-
amine the circumstances of the death of Faisal Barakat, who died in October 1991.
Notwithstanding eyewitness accounts and an independent autopsy attributing the
death to systematic beating and torture, the Government had claimed that Barakat
died in a road accident. By year's end, the Government had yet to release any infor-

mation on the progress of the investigation.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no confirmed reports of disappearance.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

Tunisian law forbids iU-treatment of detainees. However, there continued to be cred-

ible reports that security forces mistreated detainees, particularly Islamists sus-
pected of antigovemment activities. There also were continuing allegations of tor-

ture. The slapping and beating of suspects is believed to remain widespread. Many
of the defendants in the two Islamist trials made credible claims that their confes-
sions had been extracted through torture, such as beatings and water immersion,
following their arrests in 1991. A committee of doctors appointed by the courts failed

to substantiate these charges. The charges were rejected by the iudges although vid-

eotapes of some confessions revealed signs of abuse, and some defendants had to be
physically assisted to enter the courtroom. Members of the opposition who live

abroad and some human rights groups charged that use of torture continued. The
Government aimounced in late 1992 that the Chairman of the Higher Committee
for Human Rights and Basic Freedoms would be authorized to visit prisons without
notifying officials in advance.
The Government denied that torture was or ever has been practiced as a matter

of state policy but admitted that unsanctioned abuses had occurred. In an effort to

halt such abuses, human rights training was given to police, who are now required
to sign a statement attesting to their awareness of Tunisian and international

human rights standards and their commitment to abide by them. Ofiicers were pro-

vided with a manual including the texts of many human rights documents, human
rights directives were posted in police stations, and the Minister of Justice publicly

stated that any police officer guilty of human rights abuses would be punished. In
January three national guardsmen were sentenced to IV2 years' imprisonment and
a fourth to 6 months wt beating an accused thief, and in December four other
guardsmen were sentenced to 15 to 20 years' imprisonment for their involvement
in the beating death of another theft suspect. A report issued in July by the Chair-
man of the Ifigher Committee for Human Rights and Basic Freedoms indicated that
55 ofiicers had been found guilty of various abuses and that 50 cases remained
pending. The Government, however, declined to announce publicly the names of per-

sons found guilty of misconduct or to indicate the nature of any punishment that
may have been meted out. It was thus not possible to determine whether the past
practice of according impunity to police ofiicials had been reversed.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Under Tunisian law, sirrests may be
made without a warrant. Under a law adopted in 1987, prearraignment detention

is limited to no more than 10 days. Attorneys, human rights activists, and former
detainees charge that this limit is frequently circumvented simply by delaying reg-

istration of the arrestee. The accused must be informed of the grounds for arrest

before questioning. A detainee may request an examination by a medical doctor but
may otherwise be held incommunicado. During prearraignment detention, detainees

do not have the right to a lawyer. They do have a right to a lawyer at their arraign-



ment, and the Government provides legal representation to indigents. In certain in-

stances, such as cases involving national security or felony indictments, pretrial de-

tention may be for 6 months, renewable for up to two additional 6-month periods.

Within 10 days of arrest, the examining magistrate in a preliminary hearing is sup-

posed to decide whether to invoke pretrial detention. While the law provides for bail,

in practice it is veiy rarely granted.

Under Tunisian law, a detainee may be questioned in a police station but should
be returned to jail each night. During the two Islamist trials, many defendants
cledmed that the law limiting incommunicado detention had been routinely violated

and arrest records falsified following their arrests in 1991. All their requests for re-

lease pending trial were denied.

Tunisian law specifies that no citizen shall be exiled from the country, and there

were no reports of government-imposed exile in 1992.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Tunisia's court system is composed of regular

(civil and crimintd) courts, with appellate and supreme courts and a Military Tribu-

nal. The Constitution provides for the presumption of innocence and states that ac-

cused persons will be accorded "necessary guarantees" (not further specified in the

Constitution) for their defense. Although the court system is overloaded, in normal
criminal cases the rights of the accused are generally respected. There were also

continuing complaints in 1992 that the rights of those accused of involvement in the
alleged plot to overthrow the Government—or even less serious crimes of a political

or security nature—^had not been adequately protected.

The regular court system is highly centralized under the Justice Ministry. Civil-

ian trials are usually open to the public, and both domestic and foreign observers
are permitted to attend. An elected Supreme Council of the Magistrature, represent-

ing the judges, nominally decides matters of transfer and judicial discipline. How-
ever, in practice, the executive branch retains control in naming, assigning, granting
tenure to, and transferring judges, thus making them susceptible to influence in po-

litically sensitive cases.

The Military Tribunal is presided over by a civilian judge with military rank and
four military judges. In adchtion to hearing cases involving the military, the Tribu-
nal also may hear cases against civilians when national security is deemed to be
involved, although this right was challenged, unsuccessfully, by lawyers defending
Islamists in the 1992 trials. The proceedings in this court are normally conducted
in secret and, although defendants theoretically have the right to counsel of their

choice, in practice the latter are frequently denied access to the proceedings. Defend-
ants who cannot afford legal representation are represented by unpaid attorneys ap-
pointed by the lawyers' association. As with the civilian courts, decisions of the Miu-
tanr Tribunal may be appealed to the country's highest court.

During 1992 two militaiy tribunals presided over the cases of 279 Islamists ac-

cused of plotting to assassinate the President and overthrow the Government. These
proceedings were open to family members, the local and international press, observ-

ers from international human rights organizations, and members of the diplomatic

corps. The defendants were represented by attorneys of their choice, and those who
could no. afford to pay were represented by attorneys appointed by the lawyers' as-

sociation Of the 279 defendants, 265 were found guilty and sentenced to prison

terms ranging from one year to life. The proceedings produced serious doubts as to

whether the verdicts had been supported by the evidence. Evidence was not linked
to specific defendants and consisted primarily of uncorroborated confessions that de-
fendants later repudiated as having been extracted under torture. Questions remain
as to whether proper procedures were followed and whether the court acted inde-

pendently of political considerations. The defendants unsuccessfully appealed the
verdicts in both proceedings.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The Tu-
nisian Constitution provides for the inviolability of the person and the home, as well
as privacy in correspondence, "except in exceptional cases defined by law." Police

must have a search warrant, but this requirement is sometimes ignored in cases in
which the authorities consider that state security is involved or in which a "flagrant

crime" is deemed to have been committed. Tunisian law specifies that, b£irring ex-
ceptional circumstances, arrests are to be made between 6 a.m. and 8 p.m.

In 1992 the Government continued to surveil Islamists and others believed to as-

sociate with them. Islamists complained that their homes and offices were watched,
their visitors were often detained for questioning, and their homes were entered and
searehed without warrants. There were continuing reports of mail being opened and
telephone conversations monitored. The Government is believed to record some tele-

phone conversations.
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Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—These rights remain controlled, but a limited
opening of the press to opposition views was evident in late 1992. The press in-

creased coverage of opposition party activities, and three opposition publications re-

sumed publication with the assistance of government subsidies. Tunisians discuss
politics and sensitive issues in private with relative freedom, both among them-
selves and with foreigners, but do so less in public. Some laws pertaining to subver-
sion and defamation are based on broad internal and external security concerns,
which are neither defined nor subject to judicial review. These laws have been in-

voked in cases involving opposition members, particularly for alleged possession or
circulation of illegal political tracts or correspondence. Such charges were flled

against many of the defendants in the two Islamist trials.

Freedom of the press was curtailed, in part by restrictive laws and practices and
in part by self-censorship and fear of sanctions. The F*ress Code prohibits defama-
tion of the Head of State, a member of the Government, or an agency of the Govern-
ment. In the past, charges of libel and spreading false information have been the
two main bases for suits against the media, although no such charges were filed in
1992. Journalists were at times called to the Ministry of the Interior after publish-
ing articles critical of the Government.

Prepublication censorship under the 1988 Press Code, which is still valid, requires
the printer to deposit copies of all publications prepared in Tunisia with the Sec-
retary of State for Information and the Interior and Justice Ministries prior to pub-
lic release. The Interior Minister may order seizure of all copies of a single issue
of a publication if the Ministry judges that the issue would ' disturb public order."
A ruling on the publication must be made within 3 days from the time of submis-
sion. Political tracts must also be submitted for approval. In 1991 the Government
announced the President's decision not to enforce prepublication censorship (al-

though in fact it retained the right to do so). Publications are no longer routinely
censored at the printing plant. However, the possibility of seizure without com-
fiensation after publication significantly increases the financial risk to publishers,
n 1992 the Government seized copies of several issues of French newspapers which

carried reports on the French Government's conviction in absentia of the President's
brother on money-laundering chaises. The Government also barred from distribu-

tion an edition of a French newspaper that carried an article critical of the Ben Ali

Government.
The Government controls television and radio, and its coverage of government ac-

tivities and policies was consistently favorable in 1992. The regular newscasts of the
French state channel, France 2, were blocked in December 1992 afHer the French
network broadcast a story about the criminal charges against the President's broth-
er. The Government claimed France 2's journalistic ethics do not conform to Tuni-
sian standards. The Italian state television channel Rai Uno was available to all

viewers. Satellite dishes are available to those who can aflbrd them.
In September the Government announced major reforms in the information sector,

including a directive calling for ofiicial media coverage of opposition activities and
the formation of a multiparty Higher Communications Council. The Council, which
is composed of 10 members of the media appointed by the President, serves as an
advisory body to make recommendations concerning possible amendments to the
1988 Press Code. Immediately following announcement of these actions, coverage of

opposition parties in the media increased.
While there are no official limitations on academic freedom, professors practiced

a form of self-censorship, avoiding classroom discussions that were either critical of
the Government or supportive of An-Nahda. Police presence on campus was heavy.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Constitution provides for

freedom of assembly, but any group wishing to hold a public meeting, rally, or
march must apply to the Government for a permit 3 days in advance. Tne Govern-
ment normally approves such permits, except in cases involving proscribed political

parties or associations.
The law on political parties stipulates that every political party must reject all

forms of violence, including fanaticism, racism, and other discrimination. No party
may claim to represent a religion, race, sex, or region. No party may receive funds
from a foreign party or material aid directly or indirectly from foreign countries or
foreigners. All party members must have been Tunisian citizens for at least 5 years.
There are seven legal parties; no new parties were registered by the Government
in 1992. There are also several unrecognized parties, including the Islamist An-
Nahda Party and the communist Workers Party, which claim Targe memberships
and aspire to recognition. An-Nahda is ineligible for recognition under current laws
because it is a party that claims to represent a religion.
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In March the Government amended the law on associations making it illegal for

an officer of a political party to serve as an officer of a private "general" association

and also for such an association to reject membership applications. The result of this

amendment was the closure in June of the Tunisian League for Human Rights, one

of the oldest and most respected human rights organizations in Africa and the Mid-

dle East (see tdso Section 4).

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The Constitution establishes Islam as the state religion,

but allows the free practice of most other religions. Since 1984 there has been a ban
on Baha'i religious activities because the Government considers this faith to be a

heretical sect of Islam.

Proselytizing for religions other than Islam is prohibited, althou^ no specific

sanctions are prescribed. The Constitution calls on all political parties to respect

and defend Tunisia's Arab-Muslim identity. The President as well as the parents

and grandparents of the President must be Muslim.
The Government controls the mosques and pays the salaries of the prayer leaders.

According to the 1988 law on mosques, only government-appointed personnel may
lead activities in the mosques, except with the permission from the Prime Minister's

office.

Jews comprise the largest indigenous religious minority, with a population of

about 3,000. The Government assures freedom of worship for the Jewish commu-
nity, safeguards its safety, and pays the salary of the Grand Rabbi of the commu-
nity. Tunisia's very smaU community of Christians is comprised mainly of foreign

nationals, who freely attend church services.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—^There is freedom of movement within Tunisia, and people are free to

change at will their place of residence or work.
The Government withheld passports in certain cases, and Islamists continued to

complain of difficulties in obtaining international travel documents. The Govern-
ment stated it denies passports only to persons with unsettled legal problems at

home or abroad and to those persons who are likely to use them for other than tour-

ist purposes.
Tnere is no arbitrary restriction on emigration or repatriation. Approximately

350,000 Tunisians are working overseas. Tunisia does not accept refugees for per-

manent resettlement and is not a country of first asylum. There were no cases of

forced repatriation. TTiere remain 52 remgees with resident status and 2,000 to

3,000 Palestinians residing in Tunisia.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The ability of the citizens of Tunisia to change their government through demo-
cratic means has yet to be demonstrated. The ruling RCD and its direct predecessor

parties have controlled the political arena since Tunisia's independence. The largest

opposition party, the outlawed Islamist An-Nahda party, received 18 percent of the

vote in the legislative elections in 1989, when its candidates were permitted by the

Government to run as independents. However, the party remains illegal on the

grounds that it violates the law prohibiting religion-based parties, and it is in dis-

array following the conviction in 1992 of nearly all its leaders for plotting to over-

throw the Government. Rachid Ghannouchi, the nominal head of the party who has
been living in self-imposed exile abroad, was sentenced in absentia to life in prison

and has sought political asylum in Great Britain.

The Constitution provides for a parliamentary democracy with separation of the

executive, legislative, and judicial powers. The all-RCD legislature remains subordi-

nate to the executive branch, although Chamber of Deputies' members in the last

2 years have begun to exercise some independence. The President appoints the

Prime Minister, the Cabinet, and the 23 governors. The executive is dominated at

the national, regional, and local levels by the President and his party. Government
and RCD mechanisms are hardly distinguishable; the President of the Republic is

also the president of the party.

The Tunisian electoral code, applied to legislative elections, continued to provide

for a winner-take-all majority system. As a result, the dominant RCD was alloted

all parliamentary seats after winning 80 percent of the popular vote in the last par-

liamentary elections in 1989. At the end of 1992, the President asked the Chamber
of Deputies to adopt a modified proportional representation system before the next

elections, scheduled for March 1994. Elections for the Presidency and the Chamber
of Deputies are held every 5 years. All legal parties are free to present candidates.

Voting is by secret ballot for the party of choice.
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There is a very small Berber minority which constitutes about 3 percent of the

fiopulation. There have been no complaints by them that they have been prevented
rom participating in Tunisia's political process or denied free cultural expression.

Although there are few women in top level political or government positions, in

1992 the President appointed three women to ni^-level government positions and
one to a high position in the RCD. There are six female members of the Chamber
of Deputies, and a woman holds the position of second vice president of the Cham-
ber. In municipal councils, 11 percent of the members are women. Ten percent of
the members of the Economic and Social Council are women.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Several human rights organizations are active in Tunisia and are recognized by
the Government, but they are subject to a variety of restrictions. The Tunisian
League for Human Rights was forced to suspend operations in June for refusing to

comply with government amendments to the associations law (see discussion in Sec-

tion 2.b.). I*rior to the League's closure, its president was taken to the Ministry of

the Interior for interrogation after he spoke with several Western journalists about
the human rights situation in Tunisia. Several other League leaders were sum-
moned to police stations for questioning in June.
Amnesty International (Al) also operates an office in Tunisia. In early 1992 all

copies of its 1991 annual report were seized from its office prior to distribution after

the Government claimed the proper administrative steps concerning importation of

the report had not been complied with. AI had never been required to take such
steps in previous years. AI was permitted to distribute its 1992 report. The Arab
Institute of Human Rights, founded in 1989, is a collaborative effort of the Tunisian
League for Human Rights, the Arab Organization for Human Rights, and the Union
of ^ab Lawyers. The Maghreb Human Rights League also has its office in Tunis.

There are no other domestic human rights groups that report on the internal Tuni-
sian situation.

AI officials, including its Secretary General, visited Tunisia in July and met with
government officials, including the President. High-level representatives of the Law-
yers Committee for Human Rights visited the country in June and also met with
high-level officials. In June the Foreign Minister met with officials of Middle East
Watch in New York. Daniel Jacoby of the International Federation of Human Rights

Leagues met with President Ben Ali in September, and Adama Diang, Secretary
GJeneral of the International Commission oi Jurists, also visited in 1992. AI, the

Lawyers Committee, and other international human rights groups sent observers to

the two mass trials of Islamists conducted by military tribunals. One visiting group
of human rights observers asserted that they were followed and stopped several

times by the authorities during their tour of the country and that people with whom
they spoke were later questioned by police.

In July the Higher Committee for Human Rights and Basic Freedoms, formed by
President Ben Ali in 1991, released a second report to follow up recommendations
made in its 1991 report. While it found the situation to be improving and cited ad-

vances in the training and accountability of police and other governmental officials

in the field of human ri^ts, it did not—except in a few instances—provide proof

that officers actually have been held accountable for specific abuses. The President

created offices to coordinate human rights concerns in the Ministries of Interior,

Justice, Social Afi'airs, and Foreign Affairs and an administrative mediator position

to handle citizen complaints against government officials.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Polygamy is forbidden, and women have equal rights in divorce and child custody
cases. In many areas, however, women do not enjoy the same rights as men. The
1956 Personal Status Code (PSC), which established equal rights for men and
women in some fields, stipulates that the husband is the head of the family and
that his wife owes him obedience. The PSC also gives daughters a smaller portion

of an inheritance than sons receive.

In 1992 the President appointed a commission to recommend measures to expand
the legal rights of women and children. The commission recommended changes in

the PSC and labor and nationality laws which have broad support and are expected

to win easy approval in the Chamber of Deputies.

According to the 1989 census, 48.1 percent of females over the age of 10 were illit-

erate, compared with 26.3 percent oi males. There is a significant trend, however,
toward greater educational and professional opportunities for women, and the num-
ber of women in the medical, legal, and other professions continues to grow steadily.

Seventy-six percent of the eligible female population were enrolled in primary school
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as of 1989, and secondaiy and universitv enrollments were over 40 perbent female.

In 1992 women comprised an estimated 25 percent of the work force, a 6 percent

increase over the figure for 1989. This figure probably understates their presence,

as many women were employed in the informal sector and seasonally in agriculture.

According to figures released in 1992, 21 percent of civil service employees were
women, predominantly found in the fields oi education, health, and social affairs at

the lower or middle levels.

Violence against women occurs in Tunisia, but little information is available about
the extent. Because of the traditional nature of Tunisian society, formal complaints
are rarely made. The Commission on Women's Rights reports that cases of physical

violence against women are numerous, but there are no official statistics on the sub-

ject, and no support groups or shelters are known to exist. A battered woman was
still most likely to seek shelter with her extended family. The Commission rec-

ommended measures to protect women who make formal complaints of abuse. In
August the media began oreaking the society's silence on this issue, printing front-

page articles on the topic of spousal abuse and the abuse of women in the home
generally.
There are several active women's rights groups in Tunisia, the most influential

being the National Union of Tunisian Women.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—^The Tunisian Constitution and the Labor Code stiji-

ulate the right of workers to form unions. The Central Labor Federation, the Tuni-
sian Genertu Federation of Labor (UGTT), claims about 15 percent of the work force

as members, including civil servants and employees of state-owned enterprises. The
UGTT and its member unions are legally independent of the Government, the ruling
garty, and other political forces but operate under government regulations which
ave to some extent restricted their freedom of action. The UGTTs membership and

officers include persons associated with all political tendencies, whether legally rec-

ognized or not. 'The current leadership, however, follows a poj^cy of cooperating with
the Government, and there are credible reports that the UGTT receives substantial

reguleo* payments from the Government.
Dissolution of a union requires action by the courts. There is no requirement for

a single trade union structure; the fact that Tunisia has a single central labor orga-

nization (the UGTT) is a result of historical circumstances, not government action.

However, tihe Government has decreed that UGTT member federations are the labor

negotiators for collective bargaining agreements that cover 80 percent of the private

sector work force, whether unionized or not (see Section 6.b.).

Unions (including civil servants) have the right to strike, provided 10 days' ad-

vance notice is given and the UGTT approves. The 1991 report of the International

Labor Organization's (ILO) Committee of Experts (COE) cited the government-man-
dated UGTT approval of strikes as being inconsistent with ILO Convention 87 on
freedom of association. These restrictions are rarely enforced. In recent years, the

majority of strikes were not approved in advance and technically were illegal. In the

first 6 months of 1992, there were 36 legal strikes and 237 illegal strikes. The CJov-

emment did not prosecute workers involved in illegal strike activity.

Labor disputes are settled through conciliation panels on which labor and man-
agement are equally represented. If conciliation fails, arbitration may be pursued
provided both sides agree on an arbitrator. The need for agreement, however, has
meant that the latter mechanism is rarely used. Nearly all strikes in 1992 were set-

tled through conciliation.

Unions in Tunisia are free to join federations and international bodies. The UGTT
is a member of the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions and various

regional groupings.
b. The Rignt to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The right to oi^ganize and

bargain collectively is protected by law and practiced throughout the country. Wages
and working conditions in Tunisia are set through negotiation by the UGTT member
federations and employer representatives of approximately 45 collective bargaining
agreements, which set standards applicable to entire economic sectors. The UGTT
is by law the labor negotiator for these agreements, which cover 80 percent of the
private sector work force, whether unionized or not. The Government s role in con-

cluding these agreements is minimal. It has, however, lent its good offices whenever
talks appeared to be stalled. The Government must approve the collective bargain-
ing agreements (although it cannot modify them) ana publish them in the omcial
journal before these agreements acquire legsd validity. No agreement between a
union and an individual firm may be concluded unless mere already exists an agree-

ment applicable to that firm's economic sector.
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Antiunion discrimination by employers against union members and oi^^aaizers is

prohibited by law, and there are mechanisms for resolving such complamts. How-
ever, the UGTT has complained about what it claims are increasingly vigorous

antiunion activities by private sector employers, particularly employers use oT tem-
porary woricers as a pretext to avoid unions, which in certain factories, especially

in the textile sector, account for up to 80 percent of the work force. The Labor Code
extends the same worker rights protection to temporary as to permanent workers,

but its enJTorcement in the case of the former is much more difficult.

There are no export processing zones, although their establishment was author-

ized by a 1992 law. Workers in export firms have the same rights to organize, bar-

gain collectively, and strike as those in nonexport firms. The unionization rate is

about the same, even though export firms are more likely to be antiunion. The State

pays the employer contribution to the social security system if the firm produces pri-

marily for export.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Compulsory labor is not specifi-

cally prohibited by local law, but there have been no reports of its practice in recent

years. The COE, nowever, noted in its 1991 report that certain provisions of Tuni-

sian law, particularly relating to Tunisian workers jailed for illegal strikes, con-

travene ILO conventions on forced labor. There were no reports in 1992 that any
workers were jailed for participating in illegal strikes.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^For manufacturing, the minimum
age for employment is 15 years; in agriculture it is 13. Tunisian children are re-

ouired to attend school untU age 16. Inspectors from the Social Affairs Ministry

check the records of employees to verify that the employer complies with the mini-

mum age law. Despite this law, young children often perform agricultural work in

rural areas and sefi food and other items in urban areas. Small entenprises in the

informal sector (which employs approximately 20 percent of the work force) report-

edly violate the minimum age law frequently. Child labor—frequently disguised as

apprenticeship—still exists, principally in the traditional craft sectors such as ce-

ramics and stone carving. The ILO recommends that Tunisia bring child labor law

and practice into conformity with its international obligations.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The Labor Code provides for a range of admin-

istratively determined minimum wages. An increase in both the agricultural and in-

dustrial minimum wage in 1992 omy matched the rise in the cost of living. Even
supplemented by transportation and family allowances, the miniinum wage is barely

adequate to provide a decent living for a worker and his family, it is even less ade-

quate in the aftermath of August 1992 price increases for some staple food items.

Negotiations for new union-management agreements in the public and private sec-

tors began in late 1992.

The Labor Code sets a standard 48-hour workweek for most sectors and requires

one 24-hour rest period. The workweek is 40 hours for those emploved in the en-

ergy, transportation, petrochemical, and metallurgy sectors. Regional labor inspec-

tors are responsible for enforcing standards. Most firms are inspected about once

every 2 years. However, in general the Government encounters difficulty in enforc-

ing the minimum wage law, particularly in nonunionized sectors of the economy.

Moreover, a considerable amount of labor takes place in the informal sector and
falls outside the purview of labor legislation.

The Social Aflairs Ministry has an oflice with responsibility for improving health

and safety standards in the workplace. There are special government regulations

covering many hazardous jobs—e.g., mining, petroleum engineering, and construc-

tion. These regulations are enforced more strictly in Tunis than in the rest of the

country, where much woric, especially in construction, is performed in the informal

sector. Working conditions and standards tend to be better in firms that are export-

oriented than in those producing for the domestic market. A new Labor Code on

work-related accidents and illnesses was enacted in 1992.

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

The United Arab Emirates (UAE) is a federation of seven emirates established in

1971. Each emirate retains extensive control over mineral wealth (including oil) and
some aspects of defense and internal security. There are no popular elections, either

local or federal. Most emirates are governed throu^ traditional tribal mechanisms,

relying heavily on the open majlis or meeting wherein citizens may express their

concerns directly to their leaders. In accordance with the 1971 Constitution, the

seven emirate rulers comprise a Federal Supreme Council, the UAE's highest legis-

lative and executive body. The Supreme Council selects a President and vice Presi-
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dent from its membership; the President in turn appoints the Prime Minister and
his Cabinet. The Supreme Council meets officially only occasionally, although the
leaders meet frequently in more traditional settings. In practice, the legislative and
executive work is delegated to the Council of Mimsters, which manages the federa-

tion on a day-to-day basis.

Each emirate maintains its own police force, but only the Federal Government
and the emirate of Dubai have independent internal security organizations.
The largely free market economy, based on oU and gas production and light manu-

facturing, has made the UAE's per capita income one of the world's hi^est. The
Government owns the majority share of the oil enterprise in the largest emirate of
Abu Dhabi, with the other shares held by various private oil company equity part-
ners. The UAE's four emirates with small or nonexistent petroleum resources are
dependent on federal government subsidies for such essential services as health,
electricity, water, and education. The UAE economy is heavily dependent on foreign

labor, which maJtes up 80 percent of the population. These workers, primarily from
Asian and other Arab countries, perform most manual and technical labor.

There was no significant change in the human rights situation in 1992. The prin-
cipal problems were incommunicado detention and restrictions on the freedoms of
speech, press, assembly, association, and worker rights, and denial of the right of
citizens to change their government. Although women continue to make progress in
education and in the work force, certain types of discrimination persist. Although
the trend toward somewhat freer expression of opinion in the media continued in

1992, the press continued to avoid direct criticism of the Government and exercised
self-censorship on topics sensitive to the Government. President Zayed signed into

law a new Criminal Procedures Code which codifies basic rights for the accused in
the federal courts of aU seven emirates. It includes, for the first time, the ri^t of
the accused to have defense counsel at trial in cases of a capital offenses or if the
sentence is life imprisonment.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killings.—^There were no reports of political

or other extrajudicial killings.

b. Disappearance.—^No political disappearances were reported.
c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—

The Constitution prohibits torture or degrading treatment, and there were no re-

ports of such abuse in 1992. Shari'a courts are Known to sentence Muslims to flog-

ging for crimes related to alcohol abuse and adultery. In July a foreign national was
convicted of stealing and was sentenced to have his left hand amputated. The sen-
tence is under appeal.

d. Arbitrary Ajrest, Detention, or Exile.—The Constitution prohibits arrest, search,
detention, or imprisonment except in accordance with the law, and the laws of each
emirate prohibit arrest or search without probable cause. However, there were cred-
ible reports of persons, particularly Iraais and Palestinians, who were arbitrarily de-
tained in 1992. They were sometimes neld in incommunicado detention for 1 to 2
months before being released.

Some long-term residents of Palestinian, Iraqi, Yemeni, Jordanian, and Sudanese
origin have nad their residence permits and employment visas revoked, or have not
been able to have them renewed, and are being neld in jail because they are unable
or unwilling to return to their countries of origin.

A new Criminal Procedures Code, applicable in the federal courts of all the emir-
ates, went into effect in 1992. Under this new Code, the police must report any ar-

rest to the Attorney General within 48 hours and he must determine within the
next 24 hours whether to charge, release, or, with sufficient police justification,
allow limited, further detention pending an investigation. Once chaived, detainees
are brought to trial reasonably expeditiously, althou^ the code includes no specific
right to a speedy trial. There is no formal system of bail, but detainees sometimes
are released upon the deposit of money or an important document such as a pass-
port. The Government has not denied its use of incommunicado detention. 'There
were also several instances of prolonged detention without charge but with access
to legal counsel.

Exile of citizens is prohibited by the Constitution and is not prficticed. Noncitizens
convicted of crimes are subject to deportation.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The UAE has a dual system of Shari'a (clerical)

and civil courts, eadi of which deals with both criminal and civil cases. The Shari'a
courts are administered by each emirate, but the civil courts are usually part of the
federal system and are answerable to the Federal Supreme Court in Abu Dhabi.
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However, the court systems in the Emirates of Dubai and Ras al-Khaimah Eire inde-

pendent of the federal system. Each court system has a multilevel appeals process,

and verdicts in all capital cases are appealable to the President of tne UAE. The
nature of the case determines which court system hears a particular case. Due proc-

ess rights are uniform under both Shari'a and civil court procedure, and the new
Criminal Procedures Code applies to both court systems. There is a presumption of

innocence until guilt is proven.

Legal counsel is readily available and permitted to represent a defendant in both

court systems. The court may appoint legal counsel if counsel agrees to provide serv-

ices free; there is no office of puolic defender. The losing party may be recjuired to

pay the winner's legal fees. The judge is responsible for looking after the mterests

of a person not represented by counsel. Under the new Criminal Procedures Code,

the accused has a right to defense counsel at trial in cases that involve a capital

crime or possible life imprisonment. If the defendant is indigent, the Government
will provide counsel.
There are no jury trials. All cases, except national security cases and those

deemed by the judge likely to harm public morality, are open to the public. Most
judges are foreign nationals, primarily from other Arab countries. A sentence of exe-

cution requires a unanimous decision by a three-judge panel and the approval of the

President of the UAE. TTiere has been little evidence in recent years of rulers inter-

fering in the judicial process.

There is no separate national security court system. The military has its own
court system based on Western military judicial practice. Military tribunals try only

military personnel.

TTiere are no known political prisoners.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family. Home, or Correspondence.—^The

Constitution prohibits entry into homes without the owner's permission, except in

accordance with the law. Although the police may enter homes without a warrant

and without demonstrating probable cause, an officer's actions in searching prem-
ises are subject to review, and he is subject to discipline if he acts irresponsibly.

Anyone other than a police officer must have a court order to enter a private home.
Local custom and practice place a high value on privacy, and entry into private

homes without the owner's permission is rare. There is no surveillance of private

correspondence. Except for occasional instances involving national security, no cases

of arbitrary interference with privacy have been reported in recent years.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties. Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Although UAE citizens are constitutionally as-

sured freedom of speech, in practice there is censorship, and most inhabitants, espe-

cially foreign nationals, are circumspect in public discussions of sensitive political

topics or in criticizing the Government.
Many of the local English- and Arabic-language newspapers are privately owned,

but all receive government subsidies. Self-censorship by the press, following govern-

ment guidelines, makes formal censorship rare, and there were no instances in

1992. Journalists in the UAE must also conform to the code of self-censorship in

articles concerning the UAE destined for publication abroad.

The UAE press continues to be cautious in reporting on government policy, the

ruling families, national security, religious matters, and relationships with neigh-

boring states. During 1992 a trend, noted during the Gulf war, continued toward

more open expression of opinion on subjects sensitive to the Government. Articles

were published on some political issues, such as current international events, and

some domestic issues, such as local drug abuse.

All television and radio stations are government owned and conform to govern-

ment reporting guidelines. However, television stations in Abu Dhabi and Dubai

continue to broadcast the programs of the Cable News Network (CNN), with no ap-

parent censorship.

The censorship department of the Ministry of Information and Culture reviews all

imported newspapers, periodicals, books, films, and videos, and bans items consid-

ered pomograpnic, violent, derogatory to Islam, favorable to Israel, unduly critical

of friendly countries, or critical of the Government or the ruling family. Authorities

confiscate material written in the Hebrew language. The small publishing industry

is subject to government censorship in accordance with the above criteria.

The Government dropped previous prohibitions on the private ownership of sat-

ellite dishes, and an increasing number of residents now receive uncensored enter-

tainment programming.
In 1991 the Sharjah Government responded to the staging of an Indian satirical

play, "Ants That Feast on Corpses," critical of religion by filing charges of blas-

phemy and sacrilege against Islam and Christianity in a civil court agamst the for-
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eign group that sponsored^t'he play and requiring that all fiiture plays staged by
this sponsor be screened by the Ministry of Information and Culture. Iiie court con-

victeci and sentenced 10 Indian nationals and the playwrirfit (who was tried in

absentia) to 6 years in prison, the minimum sentence provided for under the law.

The conviction is under appeal.
The unwritten but widely accepted ban on criticism of the Ckivemment also re-

stricts academic freedom. However, the recent trend toward more overt criticism of

the Government by academics continued to be evident in 1992. This criticism ap-

pears in articles written by academics and published in the UAE press, as well as

in viewpoints expressed by professors in their classrooms.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^These freedoms are restricted.

Political organizations are prohibited. Oi]ganized public gatherings require a govern-

ment permit. Each emirate determines its own practice on public gatherings, with
some emirates taking a more liberal approach to seminars and comerences on sen-

sitive subjects. Citizens normally confine their poUtical discussion and debate to the
numerous "assemblies" (majlises), held in private homes, whi,ch are a local tradition.

There are no restrictions on the formation of private associations.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Islam is the official religion. UAE citizens are predomi-
nately Sunni Muslims, but Shi'a Muslims are also free to worship and maintain
mosques throughout the UAE. By tradition and social custom, non-Muslims are free

to practice their religion but may not publicly proselytize or distribute religious lit-

erature. Christian churches and Hindu and Sikh temples built on land donated by
the ruling families exist in the major cities. Foreign clergymen are allowed to min-
ister to expatriate congregations. Christian teaching is permitted in private schools

for Christian children. Religious groups are allowea to engage in private charitable

activities.

(See Section 2.a. on the arrest and conviction of Ladian expatriates on blasphemy
charges.)

6.. Freedom ofMovement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^There are no restrictions on freedom of movement or relocation within
the country except for security areas such as defense and oil installations. Unre-
stricted foreign travel and emigration are permitted to citizens, except those in-

volved in financial disputes under adjudication. Exit visas are not recjuired, al-

though children may not leave the country without their fathei's penmssion. All

citizens have the rimt to return.

ill the past, the UAE accepted large numbers of Palestinians and other displaced
persons. This practice was reversed in the wake of the Gulf war. In 1992 the em-
ployment contracts of some Palestinians, Iraqis, Jordanians, Yemenis, and Sudanese
were terminated, and would-be refiigees of other nationalities also continued to be
affected by more restrictive immigration and employment policies. Only persons in

specific occupations, primarily professional, may change employers wiuiout leaving
the country for 6 months.
There are no formal procedures for accepting refugees, and persons who seek refii-

gee status are routinely jailed or detained while awaiting resettlement in a third

countiy. Although one may acquire a UAE passport thiou^ marriage or presi-

dential fiat, there is no formalized procedure for naturalization. Nondtizens are ex-

pected to leave the country at retirement age.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The UAE has no formal democratically elected institutions, and citizens do not
have the right to diange their government or even to form political parties. Al-

though there are consultative councils at the federal and national levels, most exec-

utive and legislative power is in the hands of the seven emirate rulers, their ex-

tended famihes, and tnose persons and families to whom thev are allied by histori-

cal ties, marriage, or common interest. These emirate political leaders constitute the

dominant political force at the national level.

Members of the Federal National Council are appointed by the rulers of each
emirate in a ratio depending on the size and wealth of the emirate. Certain tjrpes

of legislation must go before this Council to be approved; however, in reality, the
Council has only advisory power.
Decisionmaking at the federal level is through consensus of the seven emirates

and their leading families. This need for consensus tends to slow decisionmaking at
the federal level. Citizens have the opportunity to make their views and grievances
heard through attendance at majlises held by the rulers of each emirate. Women
may attend women's majlises presided over by the vdves of the rulers.

^though the rulers and ruling families by tradition are presumed to have the
right to rule, their incumbency ultimately depends on the quality of their leadership
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and their responsiveness to their subjects' needs. Emirate rulers are accessible, in
varying degrees, to citizens who have a problem or a recpest. The choice of a new
emirate ruler falls to the ruling family in consultation with other prominent tribal
rulers.

Women are free to hold government positions, but there are few women in hi^-
level government positions because they are relatively new to government service
and because there continues to be strong family pressure against women entering
the workplace. Although the UAE's Shi'a minority has enjoyed commercial success,
few of their members manage to reach top positions in the Federal Government.
The political dominance of the ruUng lamilies is intertwined with their substan-

tial involvement and influence in economic life. The ruling families and their close
allies control and profit from petroleum production and, with important merchant
families, have a major stake in the UAE's commercial life. A complex system of dis-

tribution of wealth, including through the federal and emirate governments, ensures
generous subsidies and a high standard of living for most UAE citizens.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Vic^ations ofHuman Rights

The UAE does not have any internal groups that monitor human rights, and there
were no reports of such groups attempting to form. No outside human rights group
was known to have sought permission to visit the UAE in 1992.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Discrimination based on national origin, while not legally sanctioned, is prevalent
in the UAE (see Section l.d.). Employment, immigration, and security policy as well
as cultural attitudes towards foreign workers are conditioned by national origin.

There is some discrimination against the UAE's Shi'a minority, but it is apparently
based on national origins rather than on their religious afiiUation.

Most UAE women still play a traditional family-centered role because of the fre-

quency of early marriage and traditional attitudes about women's roles. However
women's education continues to advance rapidly. Female enrollment at the UAE
University, for example, now constitutes 70 percent of the student body. Opportuni-
ties for women are growing in government service and in traditional occupations
such as the media, education, and health. Women are officially encouraged to con-
tinue their education, and government-sponsored women's centers provide adult
education and technical training courses. The UAE military service accepts women
volunteers and is expanding its training program for female ofiicers and enlisted
ranks.
There are no restrictions on the right ofUAE women to own property or to engage

in marriage contracts as equal partners. A woman's property is not commingled
with that of her husband. However, a woman may not take her children out ofthe
UAE without their father's permission. In cases of divorce. Islamic law is observed.
The woman gets custody of children untU they are 7 years of age. After this a child
usually lives with his or her father unless there are circumstances that convince ju-

dicial authorities that custody should be given to the mother. In divorce cases in

which the mother is a non-Muslim or a foreigner, the court usually grants custody
to the father regardless of the child's age. A woman who remarries forteits her right

to the custody of children from a previous marriage. Polygamy is legal, with the
stipulation that all wives be treated equally. In practice, few UAE men have more
than one wife.

Due to a deep respect for privacy, spousal abuse is rarely reported in the UAE.
Knowledgeable sources report a low mcidence of medical treatment for spousal
abuse. However, when reported, the local police authorities wUl take action to pro-

tect women from abuse. UAE laws also protect women from verbal abuse or harass-
ment from men, and violators are subject to criminal action. There continue to be
credible reports of abuse of female domestic servants by both UAE national and for-

eign employers. In 1992 a small number of maids sought shelter from abusive em-
ployers.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—^UAE law is silent on the right of workers to organize
unions and to strike, except that it is a criminal offense for pubUc sector workers
to strike. In practice, there are no unions and no strikes. Foreign workers who
might attempt to organize a union risk deportation.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—There is no legal provision

for the ri^t of workers to engage in collective bargaining. Most of the work force

is foreign. Workers in the industrial and service sectors are normally employed
under woric contracts that are subject to review by the Ministry of Labor and Social
Affairs. For the resolution of work-related disputes, workers must rely on concilia-
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tion committees organized by the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs, or on special
labor courts. Domestic servants and agricultural workers are not covered by UAE
labor laws and thus have great difficulty in obtaining any assistance in resolving
labor disputes.
There is manufacturing in the free port, but the same laws and regulations apply

there as in the rest of the country.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is ille-

gal and not practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Labor regulations prohibit employ-
ment of persons under age 15 and have special provisions for employing those aged
15 to 18. Labor regulations allow contracts only for adult foreign workers. In Janu-
ary 1993, the Government announced that new regulations for camel racing would
be changed to eliminate the employment of small boys as jockeys in camel races.
In addition, the Government announced that small children now employed as jock-
eys would be returned to their parents. In 1992 the Government tolerated the em-
ployment of 5- to 8-year-old boys who ride as jockeys in the dangerous local sport
of camel racing. These children apparently enter the country Ulfegally, often with the
assistance of organized agents. There were several press reports in 1992 that Indian
authorities broke up rings of agents who procured children to ride camels in the
UAE. Reportedly underfed (the preferred weight for a camel jockey is under 40
pounds), these boys are kept in conditions described as inhumane by a local judge
ruling on a case in which two 10-year-old jockeys killed a 6-year-old boy who was
perceived as threatening because he wanted to learn how to become a jockey. There
are a number of children being treated in government hospitals for injuries sus-
tained during riding accidents. When local police are summoned to deal with a labor
dispute involving these children, they are usually repatriated.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^There is no lenslated or administrative mini-
mum wage. Supply and demand determine salaries. However, according to the Min-
istry of Labor and Social Affairs, there is an unoHicial, unwritten minimum wage
rate which would afford a worker and family a minimal standard of living. The
Labor and Social Affairs Ministry reviews labor contracts and does not approve any
contract that stipulates a clearly unacceptable wage.
Work hours are restricted to 8 hours per day, 6 days per week, but these stand-

ards are not strictly enforced. The law provides for a minimum of 24 days per year
of annual leave plus 10 national and religious holidays.
Most foreign workers receive subsidized housing, medical care, and homeward

passage through their employers. The vast majority of such workers, however, do
not earn the minimum salary ($1,000 per month) required for them to sponsor their
families for a UAE residence visa. Foreign workers must have the approval of an
existing employer in order to obtain a new work permit to move to a new job with
a different employer.
The (jovemment sets health and safety standards, which are enforced by the Min-

istry of Health, the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs, municipalities, and Civil

Defense. Every large industrial concern is required to employ an occupational safety
officer certified by the Ministry of Labor. If an accident occurs, a woncer is entitled
to fair compensation. Health standards are not uniformly applied in the housing
camps provided by employers. All workers have the right to complain to the Labor
Ministry, whose ofUcials are accessible to any grievant, and an efiort is made to in-

vestigate all complaints. The Ministry, which oversees worker compensation, is,

however, chronically understaffed and underbudgeted so that complaints and com-
pensation claims are backlogged.
Foreign nationals from India, Pakistan, the Philippines, Bangladesh, and Sri

Lanka continue to seek work in the UAE in large nuinbers. There are many com-
plaints that recruiters in the country of origin use unscrupulous tactics to entice for-

eign manual laborers and domestics to the UAE, promising false salaries and bene-
fits. Such cases may be appealed to the Labor Ministry and, if this does not resolve
the issue, to the courts. However, many laborers are reluctant to protest or to en-
gage in such a lengthy process because of fear of reprisals by their employers. More-
over, since the UAE tends to view foreign workers through the prism of their var-
ious nationalities, employment policies, like immigration and security policies, have
at times been conditioned upon national origin.

YEMEN
The Republic of Yemen was proclaimed in 1990 with the unification of the Yemen

Arab Republic (YAR) and the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen (PDRY). The

61-307 0-93-36
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Constitution provides for a Parliament elected by universal suflrage, a five-member
Presidential Council elected by the Parliament whose chairman serves as Head of
State, a Council of Ministers, and an independent judiciary. According to the unifi-

cation agreement, the term of the present Parliament, consisting of the former YAR
and PDRY legislatures and 31 members appointed by the President, was to have
ended no later than November 21, 1992, by which time multiparty elections for a
new Parliament were to have been held. In November, however, the Grovemment,
citing technical complications in preparing for the elections, announced that they
would be held April 27, 1993. The Government in Sanaa exercises its authority over
much of Yemen, but tribtd leaders in the north and east continue to hold consider-
able power based on their traditional prerogatives.

An extensive state-security apparatus, the National Security Organization (NSO),
exists as part of the Ministry of Interior and Security. Its officers have broad discre-

tion over perceived national security issues and, despite constitutional prohibitions,

routinely detain citizens for questioning, frequently mistreat detainees, monitor per-

sonal activities, and search homes. The Government is believed to have intensified

such searches in 1992. According to the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agen-
cy, total military expenditures for 1989 were $618 million. There is no indication

that efibrts will be made to reduce these, expenditures in the near future.

Yemen is a poor countiy of 14 million people with a rudimentary infrastructure.

Agriculture and oU dominate the Yemeni economy, and modest oil exports provide
a large percentage of government revenues and virtually all of its hard currency
earnings. Remittances irom Yemeni workers in Saudi Arabia and the Gulf states,

formerly an important source of hard currency, declined significantly in the after-

math of the Gulf war and the effective expulsion of many Yemeni workers from the
Gulf. Foreign aid from the Gulf states, also an important source of revenue before
the Gulf war, has almost completely ended. After unification, the Marxist economy
in the south was liberalized, but significant former PDRY state institutions remain.

Significant human rights abuses continued in 1992. Major problems included po-

litick violence, which in 1992 claimed at least 10 lives, and tne Government's fail-

ure to investigate these attacks efiectively and punish those responsible; the lack
of an effective administrative system, resulting in uneven implementation and en-
forcement of laws; torture and abuse of prisoners; and arbitrary detention. There
were also continuing limitations on civil liberties, including freedom of speech, as
well as widespread mscrimination based on sex, racial origin, and religion.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were a number of reports of
possible political and extrajudicial killings in 1992. A wave of apparently politically

motivated bombing and assassinations claimed at least 10 lives. Attacks were di-

rected against prominent government ofiicials, particularly those from the former
PDRY. The Justice Minister was wounded, and the brother of the Prime Minister
was assassinated. A military adviser to the Minister of Defense was killed in a con-
frontation with security forces at a road checkpoint. Official sources stated that the
officer was killed after attempting to run the checkpoint. However, it was widely
reported that he survived a firefight with security forces and was subsequently
killed after being taken to a hospital for treatment. Although a few individuals were
arrested, there has been no conclusive determination as to who was behind the var-

ious attacks. There were also reports of the deaths of two former National Demo-
cratic Front (NDF) members in prison after being tortured and, in one case, being
allowed to starve to death (see Section I.e.).

b. Disappearance.—There were occasional reports of Yemenis disappearing follow-

ing detention by the security forces. Most such detainees were eventually released.

Most reports about disappeared persons are related to former members of the NDF,
which waged a guerrilla war against the YAR from the mid-1970's through the early
1980's. Families of an estimated 200 to 300 persons who disappeared in the former
PDRY have been unable to obtain any documentation from tne Government about
the fate of their relatives. It is widely believed that the vast majority of these per-

sons were killed while in the custody of PDRY state security officials.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
The Constitution proscribes "physical punishment and degrading treatment." How-
ever, security officials are commonly believed to resort with impunity to force or the
threat of force to extract information from detainees. There were widely published
reports in the Yemeni press alleging torture and mistreatment by prison officials.

One report alleged that a former NDF member, Sufyan Hamoud Afian, was tortured
severely in Taiz prison and then allowed to starve to death. Prison officials claimed
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that he died "of ilhiess" on March 1. A second NDF member, Mahdi Abdo Haydara
al-Salimi, is also believed to have been tortured by prison oflicials prior to his death
on April 23. Credible reports indicate that Mansur Muhammad Ahmad Rajih, a
writer and NDF activist, who remains imprisoned, has been subjected to torture

throughout his incarceration.

In contrast to 1991, there were no reported instances of amputation. In at least

seven cases, the Yemeni Supreme Court refused to confirm amputation sentences

and in several cases ordered the prisoners released upon a finding that their periods

of incarceration (which ranged up to 10 years) were adequate punishment.
Substandard conditions in Yemeni prisons represent a threat to the health of in-

mates. Visitors from human rights organizations and local press reports have de-

scribed inadequate food, medical, and sanitaiy facilities, and severe overcrowding.
In the women^s section of Sanaa central prison, prisonevj were in some instances
unable to obtain milk for their children who were mcarcerated with them. The Gov-
ernment said in June it would take measures to improve these conditions. Ofiicial

press reports in late June cledmed that some improvements had been made, but this

could not be verified. Despite official decrees banning them, shackles are still used
in a number of Yemeni prisons. Mentally ill persons are also occasionally shackled.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Despite constitutional and other legal

guarantees, there continued to be reports of arbitrary arrest and prolonged deten-
tion without charge. Moreover, relatives of the accused are sometunes held while,

in accordance with customary law, compensation for the victim or victim's relatives

is negotiated.
Under the law, persons arrested may not be detained for more than 24 hours

without being brought before a court and formally charged. Upon arrest, a detainee
has the right to notify a person of his or her choice, but this right is seldom honored
or is observed only upon payment of a bribe, especially in cases of arrests b^ secu-

rity officials. ^A^liIe there are provisions for release on bail, arrested Yemenis more
commonly have a close family member pledge surety for them. In court, the accused
has the right to hear the charges being brought and has an opportunity to respond
to those chaises. A judge then decides whether the accused is to be held for trial

or released. A detainee may not be required to answer questions without an attor-

ney present.
Credible sources report that as many as 4,000 prisoners are held in Yemeni jails

without documentation concerning their imprisonment. Most of these prisoners were
moved to state prisons from outlying jails following unification and are held cur-

rently without a record of their sentences or why they were arrested. Although press
reports in March indicated that the Government was continuing its investigation of
these cases, the Government announced no releases in 1992 similar to the 1991 re-

lease of 700 prisoners.

In May the Government announced the pardon of Ali Nasser Mohammed, former
President of the PDRY, and five associates. Ah Nasser, currently living in Damascus
in self-imposed exile, was sentenced to death in absentia in 1986 by PDRY courts.

The Government also announced the pardon of 16 former members of the NDF. Par-
dons of persons associated with guernlla movements that the YAR and PDRY spon-
sored in each other's territonr prior to unification were issued, according to govern-
ment officials, to strengthen Yemeni unity.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^In accordance with an August 1991 decree, judi-

cial systems have been unified at the Supreme Court level. The lower courts have
not yet been merged and continue to function in their respective halves of the coun-
try. In the former YAR, there are two court systems: Shari'a (criminal and family)

and commercial. The Shari'a courts are based on Islamic law and, viewed within
their traditional Islamic context (e.g. no juiy trials), are considered generally to be
impartial. The judge actively questions witnesses. Attorneys are allowed to counsel
their clients and may also address the court and examine witnesses. Foreign liti-

gants in the commercial courts have frequently complained of biased rulings, and
both Yemeni and non-Yemeni litigants have maintained that tribal ties as well as
outright bribery are often decisive in obtaining a favorable verdict. Defendants enjoy
the right of appeal and court sessions are generally open, although the Constitution
permits the courts to hold closed sessions "for reasons of security or general morals."
The Shari'a and commercial courts are largely independent of the executive, but

judicial authorities have complained of executive branch interference in sensitive

cases and of the continued existence of extrajudicial prisons maintained by some
ministries. Former YAR state security courts were formally abolished after unifica-

tion.

In the former PDRY there are three court systems: magistrate or divisional

courts, provincial courts, and military courts. Magistrate's courts have jurisdiction

over most criminal and traffic offenses, juvenile cases, family cases, housing and
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agrarian disputes, and minor civil matters. Provincial courts have jurisdiction over
serious criminal cases iavolving the death sentence or long prison terms, inheritance
cases, major civil claims, and appeals from magistrates' courts. Military courts have
jurisdiction over crimes by members of the armed forces.

The Government denies that it holds any political prisoners, although nongovern-
mental Yemeni sources dispute this. Concerns expressed by Amnesty International
and other human rights oi^nizations have tended to focus on NDP members still

held in northern prisons. There are no figures available on the number of NDF
members still in prison. Most NDF prisoners appear to qualify as political prisoners
on the basis that they have not received fair public trials. In adoition, some NDF
members are apparently still held despite a 1985 general amnesty declared for all

former NDF members.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

Constitution contains guarantees of the freedom and confidentiality of mail, tele-

phones, telegrams, and other means of communication, except in cases determined
by law and court order. The Constitution also specifies that residences, places of
worship, and educational institutions are not to be searched except in cases specified
by law. Nevertheless, security forces routinely search homes, monitor telephones,
read personal mail, and otherwise intrude into personal matters, alleging security
concerns. Yemeni visitors to foreign embassies and consulates are sometimes ques-
tioned by security agents.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—The new Constitution provides for freedom of
speech and press "within the limits of the law." Yemenis tjrpically engage in unin-
hibited discussions of both domestic and forei^ policies in qat (a mildly narcotic
leaf many Yemenis chew) sessions, an institution deeply ingrained in Yemeni life.

However, some Yemenis remain cautious in exercising tiieir freedom of speech, be-
lieving that they may experience difficulty if security agents overiiear them criticiz-

ing particular government leaders. Since unification Yemen has enjoyed greater
press freedom. In addition to several major newspapers owned by the Government,
some 90 papers have appeared and are widely distributed. These papers represent
a wide spectrum of political opinion and freqpiently criticize government policies and
leaders by name. Despite this openness, sensitive areas remain and the press is

widely seen as practicing self-censorship, particularly regarding Yemen's policies to-

ward the Gulf crisis and on Yemeni-Saudi relations. In September a Ministry of In-
formation spokesperson specifically criticized three Yemeni papers for failing to ad-
here to "appropriate standards," and the Yemeni press clearly takes its line from
the Government on issues of interest to the Government. In addition. Ministry of
Information subsidies to most papers give the Government added control over the
print media. The Government has on occasion prevented the distribution of foreign
press articles deemed critical.

The Ministry of Information also owns and operates Yemen's radio and television

stations. News broadcasts appear to be closely controlled by the Government and
virtually never contain reports critical of the Government. However, Yemen's two
television channels regularly broadcast uncensored parliamentary sessions even
though some speakers vociferously denounced various government policies.

Materials carried by both foreigners and Yemenis are subject to inspection at cus-
toms points, and those of a religious, political, or pornographic nature are often con-
fiscated. Self-censorship is sometimes practiced at Sanaa University, where profes-
sors and senior administrators require a security clearance before being hired. How-
ever, recent faculty elections at the university were conducted without government
interference, and there were no reports of government interference in teaching pro-

grams or curriculum development.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Article 39 of the new Constitu-

tion contains guarantees of freedom of association. Organizations must register with
the Ministry of Social Security and Social Affairs but licensing does not routinely
offer any problems.
Yemeni citizens have a right to demonstrate peacefully. Citizens continued to

demonstrate regularly in front of the President's office, Parliament, and provincial
government offices to voice their views on domestic issues. In August a confronta-
tion between the police and religious activists protesting the planned use of a ceme-
tery for a commercial project in Aden became violent. Two persons were reported
killed and nine wounded. In December government security forces put down violent

demonstrations apparently stemming from Yemen's worsening economic situation.

Official reports inoicated that 15 people were killed and 61 injured, although the
actual toll is probably higher.
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c. Freedom of Religion.—^Islam is the state religion, and there are some restric-

tions on the practice of other religions. Most Yemenis are Muslims, either members
of the Zaydi sect, which is a form of Shi'ism, or followers of the Shafi'i Sunni school
of Islamic law. Islamic associations with ties to Pan-Islamic organizations enjoy a
degree of freedom; however, the right of these organizations to run sdiools inde-
pendent of the government school system was restricted by the passage of a new
education bill in August.
Most of the once sizable Yemeni Jewish population has emigrated; somewhat

fewer than 1,000 Jews remain, mostly scattered in norfliem rural areas. There are
no formal synagogues, but services are routinely held in private homes. Despite oc-

casional hindrances, the Government has allowed contact with foreipi Jewish
groups and has permitted these groups to build and operate schools and ntual baths
in the two main centers of Jewish population. In 1992, however, security authorities
in Saadah refused to allow foreign groups to meet with local Jews on three occa-
sions, claiming that such meetings required a permit. Nevertheless, foreign groups
traveled and met with local Jews in many villages.

There are no indigenous Christian Yemenis. Foreign Christians throughout
Yemen and the Indian-origin Christian community of Aden regularly conduct serv-
ices. While there are no churches in the former YAR, there are Christian churches
and a Hindu temple in Aden. Foreign clergy may not proselytize but are present
in Yemen, often teaching or working in social services or health care. By religious
convention, Muslims may not convert to other religions.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Yemeni citizens enjoy freedom of travel within Yemen, although there
are some checkpoints on major roads. Foreigners are required to obtain permits for
travel outside the capital, but regulations are not strictly enforced. Permission for

most tourists to travel is easily obtainable through travel agencies.
Most Yemenis are able to travel abroad freely and to emigrate, but Yemeni Jews

encounter discrimination which effectively limits their freedom in both respects. For
most Yemenis, obtaining passports is a relatively simple matter. Exit permit proce-
dures have been simplined and permits are generally available at the airport. How-
ever, young males who have not yet completed their military service sometimes are
prevented from traveling abroad. Moreover, women seeking exit visas are often
asked to prove that male relatives do not object to their travel. Despite frequent
statements by high-ranking government officials affirming that Yemeni Jews enjoy
the same right to travel that other Yemenis enjoy, Jews continue to face discrimina-
tion in obtaining passports, and the number of Jews able to travel is believed to
be far below the number of those desiring to travel. Passports issued to Jews rou-
tinely cany heindwritten designations of the holders' religion.

There have been no reports of Yemenis being denied the right to return. The num-
ber of refugees (primarily from Horn of Africa countries) increased dramatically in
1992 from about 10,000 to over 60,000. The overwhelming majority were given asy-
lum, and there were no reports of forced repatriation. Many of these refugees have
family or tribal ties to Yemen and have found work in Yemen. The Government
closefy monitors all political activity by refugees. Many of the Palestinians who ar-
rived in Yemen from Lebanon in 1982-1983 have departed; the remainder live in
camps near Sanaa and Aden and are closely watched by security services. Other
Palestinians are employed, often as teachers or business people, and do not face sig-

nificant restrictions on their freedom of movement.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The right of the citizens of Yemen to change their government remains to be test-

ed. Although the unification agreement called for the holding of Parliamentary elec-

tions before the end of the transitional period on November 21, 1992, the Govern-
ment announced in November that the elections would be delayed until April 27,
1993. The Government said that technical problems mainly involving difficulties in
obtaining reliable census figures and the drawing up of district boundaries had
forced the delay. While the legal implications of the delay are unclear, most observ-
ers believe that the current Parliament may legally be extended past November 21
under Article 43 of the Constitution.

All the top leaders of the YAR and PDRY remained in power after unification.
Even before unification, while technically illegal in both the YAR and the PDRY,
new political parties began to organize. Article 39 of the Constitution, which allows
freedom of association Tor political, professional, and labor organizations, permits
political parties, although by law their programs may not oppose the Islamic religion
or the goals of the Yemeni revolution or violate Yemeni international commitments.
Under the law, government financial support must be given to recognized political
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J>artie8 and parties may establish their own newspapers. More than 40 parties
brmed, but as of year's end none had registered in accordance with the 1991 Politi-

cal Parties law.

In accordance with the Unification Agreement, the current Parliament is charged
with enacting laws providing for the unification of ministries and other government
bodies and establishing joint legal codes until the first unified Parliament is elected.

The 301-member transitional Parliament consists of 159 members from the former
YAR Consultative Assembly, 111 members from the former PDRY Supreme People's
Council (including 10 women), and 31 members appointed by President Salen at

unification. The Constitution gives broad powers to the Psirliament: these include
electing the Presidential Council, withdrawing confidence from the Government,
questioning the Prime Minister and government ministers, ratifjdng international
agreements, and approving the budget. The transitional Parliament has vetoed
some government-sponsored biUs and demanded modifications in others. However,
implementation of laws passed by the Parliament, as well as the accountability of
individual ministers to it, has been uneven and local ministry and other officials re-

tain considerable power to exercise their discretion in interpreting and enforcing the
law.
A five-member Presidential Council with broad executive powers has functioned

since unification. Its chairman is the former YAR president, Ali Abdullah Saleh, and
its Vice Chairman, the Yemeni Socialist Party (iSP) Secretary General, Ali Salem
al-Bidh. The Council has executive powers, including the right to pass legislation

by decree when the Parliament is not in session. Laws passed by decree must be
submitted for review by the Parliament within 30 days.
The Council appointed Haydar Abu Bakr al-Attas Prime Minister in May 1990,

and he formed a Government, comprising 39 ministries, with approximately equal
representation between northerners and southerners. In addition, a 45-member Con-
sultative Council was appointed by the Presidential Council to advise the Govern-
ment on broad policy issues. There is no constitutional provision for the Consult-
ative Council, and it has met irregularly since its creation. Women may vote and
hold ofiice by law, although this right is limited in practice by cultural and religious
traditions.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

A government-sanctioned human rights organization exists as a committee of the
Parliament. Initial attempts to form a nongovernmental human rights organization
were frustrated both by government opposition and infighting between leftists and
Islamists.

The Government again permitted Amnesty International representatives to inves-

tigate prison conditions and allegations regarding political prisoners in 1992.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Although the Constitution prohibits discrimination based on sex, race, origin, lan-

guage, occupation, social status, or religious belief, in practice various forms of dis-

crimination exist. For example, Yemeni Jews face discrimination in exercising their
rights to travel and to meet with foreign groups. Also, by tradition, non-Muslims
are not permitted to carry weapons, traditionally carried by Muslim Yemenis.
Yemenis with a non-Yemeni parent (so-called muwalladin) face both institutional-

ized and informal discrimination. For example, the Constitution requires that mem-
bers of the Presidential Council be "bom of Yemeni parents." Sanaa University, ad-
ministered by the Government, applies the same restriction when hiring teaching
and senior administrative stafl", as does Yemen's military academy in selecting ca-

dets. However, discrimination against muwalladin is not universal; many senior
government officials, including ministers, are muwalladin. Some muwalladin com-
plain that they are required to pay substantial bribes to receive residency permits,
passports, and other official documentation. Another smaller group Known as
Akhdam, the descendants of ancient Ethiopian occupiers who later became slaves,

also faces persistent social discrimination.
Although the Constitution provides for equality, significant restrictions on women

are imposed by tradition and law. In Marcn the Presidential Council issued by de-
cree a new family law based largely on the former YAR law. Under the law, polyg-

amy is allowed, husbands may divorce their wives without justifying their actions
before the court, and, in cases of divorce, both the family home and the children
are automatically awarded to the husband. Courts in the north are applying the
new law, but a group of jurists in Aden, where women enjoyed substantially greater
rights in the past, said they would refuse to implement it and questioned the con-
stitutionality of the decree. There are frequent cases of child marriage in rural
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areas. The institution of dowry payments is widespread. The amount of payments
has increased in spite of government attempts to limit their size.

Societal pressures often force women to defer to the guidance of male colleagues
and the general supervision of male relatives as, for example, in seeking to travel
abroad. Education for women in significant numbers began in the YAR only at the
end of the civil war in 1970; education for women in the PDRY was more advanced.
An estimated 85 percent of all Yemeni women are illiterate, compared to 46 percent
of all men.

In Aden women work in midlevel jobs in several ministries and also in banks and
other businesses. Yemen's largest mctory group employs women on the same pay
scale as men, and women have risen through the ranks to lower management posi-
tions. There are female Judges and lawyers in Aden and lesser numbers in the
north, but the Ministry of*^Justice has only one female employee.
A form of female genital mutUation, clitorectomy, is practiced in the Tihama Red

Sea coastal region and in the region of the Hadhramaut along the Gulf of Aden, es-
pecially among Yemenis of African origin. The extent of the practice is unknown.
While some individual government health workers in the Tihama actively discour-
age clitorectomy, there is no government directive or guidance against the practice.
Conservative social mores effectively prevent public discussion or government ac-
knowledgment of the practice.

Wife beating and otner physical abuse of women occurs frequently in Yemeni fam-
ilies. Althou^ there is little public discussion of this matter, it has received increas-
ing attention in the press. The female victim usually turns to a male relative to
pressure the perpetrator to stop the abuse; she may seek a legal remedy, but social
traditions usually compel women and their male relatives to seek mediation and
keep the matter within the extended family.
There is a government-sponsored women's association which promotes female edu-

cation and civic responsibilities.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^As the united Yemen has not yet enacted a new
labor code, the labor codes for the former YAR and PDRY remain in effect for their
respective parts of the country. In both the YAR and PDRY, labor unions were close-
ly controlled, if not organized, by the respective ruling parties. Under the YAR
Labor Code, a union may be set up by 100 or more workers upon application to and
approval by the Grovemment. The Code prescribes a single union system with one
union committee per enterprise, one union branch per focality, one general union
per economic sector, and one national umbrella organization, wnich was the Yemeni
Trade Union Confederation. Public servants, employees and manual workers em-
ployed in the state administration, as well as some categories of farm workers, are
excluded from union membership.
Under the YAR Labor Code, the Council of Ministers may dissolve trade unions

without judicial action. The Code also prohibits unions from engaging in political
activity. Financial records are subject to government oversight. YAR trade unions
were reported to be under heavy security forces' influence and were not known to
challenge the Government. In the PDRV, the General Federation of Trade Unions
(GFTU), the only labor association, was under close Yemeni Socialist Party control.
The YAR and PDRY labor confederations merged in 1990, forming the Yemeni

Confederation of Labor Unions (YCLU). The YCLU is affiliated with the Inter-
national Confederation of Arab Trade Unions and the Communist dominated World
Federation of Trade Unions.

In the YAR, labor-related legislation neither allowed nor outlawed strikes. At
least 10 major strikes occurred in Yemen in 1992, including a 24-hour general strike

that halted all transportation, and strikes by Aden dock workers and Aden munici-
pality workers. During several weeks in November, Yemenis employed by the Gov-
ernment, banks, and educational institutions staged peaceful strikes for hi^er pay.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Although the YAR Labor
Code calls for employers to treat workers collectively, it does not provide for a sys-
tem of collective bargaining, nor does it contain provisions to ensure worker protec-
tion against acts of discrimination by employers. There are conseqpently no formal
collective bargaining agreements now in force. Unions do negotiate wage settle-
ments for their members and have often resorted to strikes or other actions to
achieve their demands. According to the YAR Labor Code, collective agreements
must be registered and may be unilaterally revoked by the Government if they do
not conform to the security and economic interests of the country. No such revoca-
tions were reported in 1992.
The YAR was criticized by the International Labor Organization's (ILO) Commit-

tee of Experts (COE) in 1991 for discrepancies between its Labor Code and ILO con-
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ventions. The COE charged that YAR labor laws excluded large cate^ries of work-
ers, including public servants, from union protection and permitted "mterference by
the public authorities" in financial administration of unions and their right to sell-

regulation. Moreover, the COE reiterated its past criticism that the collective bar-

gaming process had stiU not been implemented, and called upon the Government
to "take measures to encourage the collective negotiation of terms and conditions

of employment, in view of of the fact that no collective agreement had yet been con-

cluded." Until a new labor code is passed, woricers in the north enjoy limited protec-

tions under the YAR Labor Code. In the PDRY, the State, through the YSP-con-
trolled unions, purported to represent the rights of the workers. There was no collec-

tive bargtdning, and there were no nongovernmental bodies that addressed labor

grievances.

There are currently no export processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor is for-

bidden by the Constitution, and there are no reports of it in practice.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—There was no minimum age for

employment of children in the YAR. Labor bv minors aged 12 to 14 was regulated

by the Labor Code. In the PDRY, the Labor Code prohibited the employment of chil-

dren (defined as between 7 and 12 years of age) and regulated that of young persons
(between 12 and 16 years of age). Apprentice employment of young persons aged 14

and older is permitted.
Throughout Yemen, child labor is common, particularly in rural areas. For the

most part, it is sanctioned by family tradition and it is not uncommon to see chil-

dren working in workshops or stores. In the south, child labor often occurs on fam-

ily, cooperative, and state farms.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—There was no established minimum wage in

the YAR. In the former PDRY, the labor laws set a minimum wage which provided

a worker a minimal standard of living. The prevailing daUy wage for unskilled labor

in Yemen allows a very modest standard of living for a worker with a famUy.
YAR legal codes prescribe a maximum 8-hour workday (6 hours during Ramadan),

but some workshops operate 10- or 12-hour shifts without penalty. The YAR Labor
Code does not prescribe the number of workdays, only that the maximum workweek
consist of 48 hours. The PDRY Labor Code stipulates a 42-hour workweek. These
provisions are not widely enforced in either part of Yemen. The Ministry of Labor
in the YAR investigated complaints of alleged violations and, if found valid, sought
restitution from the employer. Enforcement of the Labor Code is more prevalent

against foreign employers of Yemeni workers.
Little attention is paid to health and safety standards in either part of Yemen.

The majority of Yemen's population practices traditional agriculture. Industrial pro-

duction involves mainly light manufacturing and food processing. YAR and PDRY
legal codes did not effectively regulate working conditions and health hazards in the

workplace, and this remains the case. In the past, the YAR government set general

safety requirements for larger organizations but only occasionally checked compli-

ance. There was legislation regulating conditions of labor in the PDRY, but there

was no agency for euective enforcement.
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AFGHANISTAN*

The political situation in Afghanistan changed dramatically in 1992. After 14
years in power, aided by massive support from the former Soviet Union, the
NajibuUah regime collapsed in April, and power was assumed by leaders of the Af-
ghan resistance. Most of the resistance leaders agreed to a series of power-sharing
arrangements to span 2 years with an interim Government in three phases. The
first, a Council under the leadership of SibghatuUah Mojadeddi, took control of
Kabul in April. Its mandate expired after 2 months at which time it was replaced
by a Leadership Council under Burhanuddin Rabbani. The Leadership Council was
originally to govern the country for 4 months, during which time it would prepare
a Pan-Afghan Grand Council (Shura), which would choose an 18-month interim
Government. The third phase of the interim government was to draft a constitution,

establish permanent governmental institutions, and make preparations for holding
nationwide elections. This third phase was delayed several times by factional com-
petition for power. This competition pitted the factions that formed the resistance
against one another, and included elements that supported the previous regime. In
late December, a Grand Council finally met and selected Rabbani to continue as
President for a period of 2 years. The Grand Council also reportedly selected mem-
bers of a national assembly. However, a number of Afghan leaders questioned the
legitimacy of the Council and the means by which its members had Tbeen selected.

It is unclear whether the successive interim governments have established any
formal internal security apparatus. Many of the resistance factions, including those
in the interim governments, almost certainly developed ad hoc security arrange-
ments prior to their victory over the NajibuUah regime. Bloody rivalries freouently
emerged between and within these groups. Differences were oftien settled, and oppo-
sition controlled, through the use oi force. Such tactics may still be employed by the
various factions. It is also possible that elements of the NajibuUah regime's security
apparatus, the Ministry of State Security, have been retained by the interim govern-
ments.
The Afghan economy is agricultural, with land tenure in the hands of individuals

or family/tribal groups with some land remaining under feudal control of the tradi-

tional Hians. An entrepreneurial/trading class and some small-scale manufacturing
exist.

The absence of any effective central authority was the factor of greatest signifi-

cance to human rights problems in 1992. In most areas of Afghanistan, civil author-
ity was in the hands of local councils, resistance leaders, or a combination of the
two. While some councils and leaders have managed to govern effectively, observers
have noted the absence of the rule of law and a clear legal system throughout much
of the countiy. Because of the weakness of the interim governments and the contin-

ued factional violence, the human rights situation changed from one marked by
broad governmental oppression to an environment in which individual rights were
neither defined nor protected and were routinely violated. Although the interim gov-
ernments declared an amnesty for members of the former regime and issued a num-
ber of proclamations guaranteeing human rights, the Government does not have suf-

ficient power to give force to these guarantees throughout the country. Reports of

torture, ill-treatment, and extrajudicial execution of prisoners were widespread dur-

ing the fighting in Kabul which followed Najibullah's ouster. Innocent civilians were
taken hostage, and several politically motivated revenge killings of prominent per-

sonalities of the former Communist regime were reported. Robbery, looting, and kid-

naping for ransom were common in Kabul. Members of the Sikh and Hindu commu-

* Since the staff of the American Embassy in Kabul was withdrawn for security reasons in

January 1989, the United States has no official presence in Afghanistan. This report, therefore,

draws to a large extent on non-U.S. Government sources.
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nities were frequent victims of crimes and attacks, despite interim President
Rabbani's call for protection of their basic rights, and thousands fled to Pakistan
and India. The ri^ts of women also appeared to be in jeopardy.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^While precise information is difficult

to obtain, it is generally known that poUtical killings, including summary executions
of political opponents, were common under the Najibullah regime. Revenge killings
of prominent Afghans associated with the Najibullah regime took place in the
months after his government lost power. Some killings were carried out by forces
loyal to the interim Government, otners bv factions acting independently. In the im-
mediate aftermath of the fall of the Najibullah regime, the central Government in
Kabul was unable to control such violence.

The former Afghan Supreme Court Justice Abdul Karim Shadan was abducted,
tortured, and killed in Kabul on May 3. Other Afghans prominent in the former re-

gime believed to have been assassinated include: Mansoor Hashmi, the Minister of
Water and Power during the Taraki and Amin governments; Dost Mohammad, a
Pushtun Army officer and former commander of the Kabul garrison; Dur Moham-
mad Wafakash, former governor of Badghiz; Sher Mohammed Shuar, a Pushtun
from Nangarhar province who served as PDPA (People's Democratic Republic of Af-
ghanistan) Secretary in Nangarhar, and Abdol Ahad Wolessy, a diplomat and
Najibullah's ambassador to East Germany. In addition, other reports stated that re-

sistance forces killed about 40 members of the former government security forces
who were taken prisoner on April 30. Eyewitnesses also reported the torture and
execution of a member of the former ruling party in the Ministry of Interior.

b. Disappearance.—Under the Najibullah regime, Afghans opposed to Communist
rule frequently disappeared; many were killed and otners imprisoned indefinitely.

Under the interim Governments, some officials of the former Communist regime dis-

appeared; some were abducted and later executed for alleged political crimes. In ad-
dition, hostage taking was common, particularly by members of rival factions. In
June sectarian clashes between Sunni and Shi'a factions in Kabul resulted in wide-
spread hostage taking. Media sources reported several thousand hostages were
taken, most of whom were later released, although some prisoners were reported
hanged by both sides. The Government was unable or unwilling to stop hostage tak-
ing, but was reportedly able to negotiate the release of some Shi'a prisoners (see
Section l.g.).

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Before the ouster of the Najibullah regime, torture and other forms of cruel and in-

human treatment were common. Former prisoners of Kabul's Pul-e-Charkhi prison
confirmed that the Najibullah regime's torture techniques included electric shock,
severe beatings, confinement of many prisoners to small cells, and psychological tor-

ture. There were also reports of torture and ill treatment under the interim govern-
ments.
Some reported executions took place after inadequate legal procedures, including

no ri^t oi appeal. At least three public hangings of criminals convicted by the new
(jovemment of robbery, looting, and murder were conducted by amateur hangmen,
resulting in needless prolonged suffering. Some members of the interim govern-
ments advocated the imposition of traditional Islamic punishments such as amputa-
tion, public lashing, and stoning for a variety of offenses.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^According to informed observers, the rule
of law has broken down in most of Afghanistan. Justice is administered locally with-
out regard to any clear legal system. Little is known about legal protections under
current conditions, and it is doubtful that any uniform proceoures exist for taking
persons into custody and bringing them to trial. Since there have been few Western
observers in Kabul since the fall of the Najibullah regime, it is impossible to provide
an accurate assessment of the extent to which arbitrary arrest and detention has
occurred in the capital. There was a report of one foreign national being detained
arbitrarily by Kabul authorities.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—The new Rabbani Government declared its com-
mitment to the imposition of Sharia, or Islamic law, and it appeared that the secu-
lar court system of the Najibullah regime was to be reorganized along traditional
Islamic lines. Little is known about how these courts now operate, but there have
been media reports of summary trials and punishment, including executions. Tradi-
tional, tribal procedures probably also play a prominent role in the judicial process,
particularly in areas outside the central (jovemment's control. In many cases, these
procedures constitute denial of a fair public trial by international standards.
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f. Arbitrary Interference with Privaty, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^After

the change of government in April, there were many instances of looting, forced
entry of homes, and other forms of arbitrary interference, some allegedly committed
by forces associated with the interim governments. Much of this coiud be attributed
to the deteriorating law and order situation and the release from jail of prisoners
held on criminal charges.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—^Afghanistan's civilian population has borne the brunt of more than a decade
of civil war. More than 1 million Afghans have died, 5 million have fled to other
countries, and upwards of 1 million more are internally displaced.
The fighting that marked the fall of the Naiibuflah regime and the struggle

among Afghan factions for control of Kabul resulted in a large number of civilian

casualties.

In June and July, intense fighting between Shi'a and Sunni forces provoked re-

prisal attacks against civilians, including kidnapings, beatings, and indiscriminate
shelling and rocket attacks in residential areas. Tnis fitting left more than 100
dead and 400 wounded in the streets of Kabul. There were reports of mass hangings
of captured prisoners by both sides. The interim Government reportedly negotiated
the release of Shi'a prisoners kept in shipping containers for several days.

In August the Hezb-i-Islami group of Gulbuddin Hekmatyar began a 3-week rock-
et and artillery atteick on Kabul that killed as many as 2,000 people. Thousands
more fled the capital to the countiyside or to Pakistan. Millions of landmines sown
by Soviet, regime, or resistance forces remain scattered around fortifications and
roads and in the countryside. There is a U.N.-sponsored program to detect and re-

move mines, but the devices will pose a significant hazard to civilians for years to

come.
There were continuing security problems for humanitarian assistance workers in-

side Afghanistan, including attacks on convoys of relief goods and the murder in
April of an International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) nurse. These problems
forced most humanitarian assistance organizations to reduce their programs in
Kabul.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—The interim governments declared that Afghans
have a right to free press and free speech, but lacked the authority to protect free-

dom of expression throughout the country. The Rabbani Government decreed that
all publications, broadcasts, and academic activities must conform to Islamic norms.
It also announced its intention to confiscate all "un-Islamic" books, but reports on
enforcement were sketchy. There are few independent newspapers or journals being
published in Kabul.

President Rabbani's Jamiat-e-Islami faction allegedly used the radio and tele-

vision transmitters under its control in Kabul to further its own goals, to the exclu-
sion of other groups. A number of faculty members from Kabul University report-
edly left aft«r the change of government in April, fearing they would be persecuted
for their views or previous poHtical affiliations.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Rabbani Government
made no formal statements regardmg the right to peaceful assembly and associa-

tion; however, it announced a ban on all non-Islamic groups.
c. Freedom of Religion.—^The population of Afghanistan is overwhelmingly Mus-

lim. The interim governments have sought to promote greater adherence to strict

Islamic codes of conduct.
President Rabbani called for the protection of "life, property, honor, and prestige"

for the roughly 50,000 Sikhs and Hindus in Afghanistan and declared their complete
freedom to perform religious rituals. There were, however, numerous reports of as-

saults against Sikhs and Hindus during the general disorder in Kabul. Substantial
numbers of Af^an Sikhs fled to India and were granted the protection of the U.N.
High Commissioner for Refugees.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Domestic travel remains severely constrained by wartime conditions.
However, civilian travel between regions does occur, despite arbitrary checkpoints,
the prevalence of mines, and unexpected outbreaks of violence. The airport was at-

tacked several times after July and the control tower destroyed, making air travel
into Kabul difficult.

Fourteen years of fighting in Afi^anistan have created the world's largest refiigee

population, comprised predominantly of women and children. During 1992 at least
1.1 million Afghans voluntarily returned to Afghanistan from Pakistan. RoueWy
250,000 of the approximately 2 million Af^an refugees in Iran also returned. The
interim governments did not appear to restrict the movement of refugees; neither
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did local authorities other than, in some cases, to demand payment for transit of
their territory.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

In late December, a Grand Council met and selected interim President Rabbani
to continue as President for a period of two years. The Grand Council also report-
edly selected delegates to a 200-plus member national assembly. However, a number
of Afj^an leaders questioned the legitimacy of the Grand Council and the means
by which its members had been selected. It is unclear what steps the new Govern-
ment intends to take to ensure that the political process is representative of the
country's diverse ethnic and religious groups. The delegates to the Grand Council
reportedly issued decrees barring the activities of un-Islamic groups, and requiring
that only those "faithful to the Islamic revolution" be appointed to government
posts.

Women traditionally have not played an active role in Afghan politics. This began
to change during the decade of Communist rule. It is unclear whether women will

be permitted to participate in the political process in the future.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are no known local human rights groups in Afghanistan, and the extremely
unsettled conditions in Kabul have made it oifiicult for nongovernmental human
rights organizations to play a role in monitoring human ri^ts issues. The ICRC
was forced to withdraw its personnel working at its hospital in Kabul as a result
of the fighting in August. One organization, the Afghan League of Human Rights
(which is based in Peshawar, Pakistan), condemned extrajudicial executions and ap-
pealed to the interim governments to establish the jury system to ensure fair trials

and to abolish "secret special courts" of the type that were prevalent under the Com-
munist regime. The interim government did not respond.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The participation of Afghan women in activities beyond the home and fields is

limited by longstanding beliefs, customs, and religious practices. In the late 1950's,
Afghan governments officially sanctioned a wider public role for women, and some
women began working in the government and the private sector. Girls from else-
where in the country attended secondary schools and sou^t admission to institutes
to pursue careers, including teaching and nursing, which in some cases permitted
employment in the provinces. The social position of women in areas controlled by
the Communist regime improved, and the role of women in some nontraditional oc-
cupations expanded. Whether the Rabbani Government will permit the continuation
of such practices is unclear.
The interim Grovemment announced in May that it did not believe that Islam pro-

hibited women's activities in political, social, and cultural spheres but that Islamic
attire should be worn. There were reports that women wearing Western dress in
Kabul were sent home to change to traditional Islamic dress. President Rabbani
later announced that women may work but that they ou^t to do jobs that are "suit-

able" for them and do not violate Islamic laws. Subsequent to that declaration, re-
ports surfaced of women being forced from positions in various government min-
istries. Women reporters on television and radio were also removed from their posi-
tions.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—There was little reliable reporting on labor laws and
practices under the interim governments. No labor rallies or stnkes were reported.
The Government does not have the means to enforce woricer rights at the present
time, nor is there a functioning constitutional or legal framework which defines
them.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—There is no tradition of genu-
ine labor-management bargaining in Afghanistan. There is no information on any
progress in establishing labor courts and other mechanisms for the resolution of dis-

putes.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—There were no reports on govern-

ment edicts regarding forced or compulsoir labor, nor on its incidence.
d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^There is no evidence that the Gov-

ernment enforces a labor law relating to the employment of children.
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^No information on any statutory minimum

wage is available. Provision appears to be m^de for time off for prayers and observ-
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ance of religious holidays. There appear to be no effective enforcement mechanisms
to ensure fair and safe labor practices.

BANGLADESH

Bangladesh is a parliamentary democracy in which Prime Minister Khaleda Zia's

Bangladesh Nationalist Party (BNP) enjoys a parliamentary majority. The party at-

tained a plurality in the February 1991 election and reached a majority through the
nomination of female members of Parliament to reserved seats and through subse-
quent by-elections.

The police and paramilitary forces, which are controlled by the Home Affairs Min-
istry, bear primary responsibility for maintaining internal security. The army and
the paramiutary forces play an mtemal security role in the Chittagong Hill Tracts
(CHT), where an insurgency by a tribal group, the Shanti Bahini, is entering its

20th year. The first 7 months of 1992, some of the most violent in recent years, were
marred by a series of attacks by the insurgents and reprisals by the security forces

and Bengali settlers. On April 10, a reprisal attack involving security forces oc-

curred at Logong Village in the CHT. According to the official government report

on the incident released in October, 13 tribals were killed, 13 injured, and 550 nuts
burned. The report also criticized the security forces for concentrating on areas like

law enforcement best left to civil authorities. In August the insurgents proclaimed
a unilateral cease-fire, which lessened tensions and led to the scheduling of talks

between the insurgents and the Government in the fall. The initial meetings be-
tween the two sides in November and December were introductory in nature, and
the two sides were planning to meet again in February 1993. According to the US
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, total military expenditures for 1989 were
$323 million. There is no indication that efforts will be made to reduce these ex-

penditures in the near future.

Bangladesh remains one of the world's poorest countries. Agriculture, largely sub-
sistence farming heavily dependent on monsoonal rainfall, makes up about half of
the gross domestic product. Jute, garments, and fish are the nation's leading ex-

ports. The new Government has promised to undertake reforms in the economic sec-

tor, but so far implementation has been slow and uneven. These reforms face resist-

ance from many who fear losing de facto monopolies and guaranteed jobs or who
want protection from foreign competition.
The human rights situation deteriorated in 1992 compared with the previous

year. Free and fair elections to local government councils were held, but' the Govern-
ment showed hei^tened sensitivity to criticism and dissent and increasingly used
the Special Powers Act (SPA) t' detain citizens without formal charges. There were
credible reports of custodial abuse and death. A rally of former president Ershad's
party, the Jatiyo Party (tJP), was disrupted by orchestrated attacks by government
supporters, reportedly with police assistance. The Government's own commission on
the Logong incident criticized the military for overreacting. Lethal force was used
on four occasions to quell disturbances among the Rohingya refugees, who fear
forced repatriation to Burma. Antirepatriation refugees attacked both refugees wish-
ing to return and government officials working in the camps. There were also credi-

ble reports that the Government used coercion in repatriating a number of refugees.

Child labor also remains a serious problem, with an estimated 3 million children
in the work force. There were numerous reports of violence against women in 1992.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—Violent confrontations between rival

student groups, representing different political parties, plagued university and
lower-level educational institutions throughout 1992. A rash of particularly grue-
some executions took place at several universities. The year also witnessed an in-

creased number of politically motivated strikes which resulted in violence. The par-

ticipants in these clashes were often armed, and their confrontations resulted in in-

jury and sometimes death. The police and security forces, aware of the political na-
ture of these disputes, were reluctant to intervene.
The Union Parishad (local council) elections in January and February resulted in

approximately 20 deaths (compared to several hundred killed during the previous
such elections in 1988). There were a number of credible reports of deaths in police

custody during 1992 (see Section I.e.). There was no indication that the authorities

investigated these reported deaths or punished those responsible. However, in an
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effort to curb abuse in prisons, the Minister of Home Affairs now requires a mag-
istrate's investigation ofany deaths in police custody.
For a discussion of killings related to the Chittagong Hill Tracts (CHT) insur-

gency, see Section l.g.

b. Disappearance.—There were no confirmed reports of disappearance resulting
from official actions in 1992. There were press reports that tribal insurgents in the
Chittagong Hill Tracts kidnaped an undetermined number of Bengali settlers. Most
of these settlers were reportedly released after the payment of small ransoms.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Although the Constitution forbids torture and cruel, mhuman, or degrading punish-
ment, police treatment of accused criminals and other detainees, including those
held on political charges, is usually rough and can include torture and other abusive
treatment during interrogations. Sometimes the abuse leads to the death of the pris-

oner, and in 1992 human rights activists reported that between 5 and 15 persons
died while in police custody. Although the exact figure of deaths in police custody
cannot be confirmed, a large proportion of such deaths are believed to occur while
detainees are held under police remand, the period between arrest and incarceration
in one of the country's jails. In practice, remand often appears intended to extract
confessions or other information throu^ the use of physical intimidation. While de-

tainees are legally entitled to see an attorney during remand, many detainees in

fact are not allowed to contact legal help, cannot afford it, or are not aware of their
rights. The Government requires a magistrate's investigation of deaths in detention.
While there were no reported prosecutions for such deaths in 1992, there were re-

ports of suspensions pending the outcome of administrative investigations.

There are three classes of prison facilities. Class "C" cells generally hold common
criminals, suspected terrorists, and low-level political workers. They often have dirt

floors, no furnishings, and poor quality food, and the use of handcuffs and fetters

is common. Prisoners in these cells reportedly suffer the most abuse, such as beat-
ings and being forced to kneel for long periods. Conditions in "B" and "A" cells are
maricedly better, with the latter reservea for prominent persons.
Supporters of former President Ershad continue to maintain that his prison condi-

tions are inhumane. They complain that he is being kept in solitary confinement
and denied access to medical tests he can only receive outside of prison. In October
a fact-finding report sponsored by the Supreme Court stated that Ershad receives
substantially better treatment than other "A" cell prisoners. The Supreme Court has
not yet rendered judgment on the merits of the case.

In 1992 there were a number of claims filed with magistrates against police and
jail officials involved in alleged cases of abuse. However, none of the accused was
brought up on legal charges, although several police officers were temporarily sus-

pended pending an administrative inquiry into the beating of a suspect.

The Government seldom undertakes an investigation or punishes those respon-
sible for such abuses. The Government does not interfere with human rights groups'
inquiries into cases of alleged prisoner abuse.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Under the Special Powers Act of 1974
(SPA), the Government may detain a person without charge for an initial period of
30 days to prevent the commission of any prejudicial act,' as loosely defined in the
legislation. The Government is obligated to charge the detainee formally by the end
of this period or release him if it fails to file a chaise. In practice, prisoners are
held for longer periods without charge. The person may legally be held until comple-
tion of an investigation if the Government brings a chaiye. In practice, though not
in law, the detainee has 15 days to respond to the specific charge in writing to the
Home Affairs Ministry, which may grant early release.

Detentions under the SPA are not subject to judicial review until after 6 months,
at which time a panel of three officials, including two judges, examines the case to

ascertain whether there is sufficient reason to continue the detention. Although the
detainee is legally entitled to see a lawyer at the time he is detained, in practice

a lawyer is generally not allowed to see the detainee until a specific charge has been
filed. Detainees are allowed to see visitors and are not held incommunicado.
Although the Government pledged to repeal the SPA during the 1991 election

campaign, it now asserts that the SPA is needed to deal with the deteriorating law
and order situation. The Home Ministry confirmed that over 3,000 people are cur-

rently being detained under the SPA. Additionally, in the year from August 1991
until July 1992, out of 1,742 detainees held under the SPA whose cases nave been
examined by the High Court, 1,691 were freed on the grounds that their detention
was illegal.

These statistics belie the Government's claim that the SPA is only used against
those facing legitimate criminal changes. Human rights monitors allege, with some
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justification, that the SPA is being used to settle political scores against members
of the opposition, including members of Ershad's Jatiyo Party.

In September a new antiterrorism ordinance was promulgated by the Government
and approved by Parliament in November. The new law, entitled "The Suppression
of Terroristic Offenses Bill," provides that special tribunals will be created to try
various offenses within specined and compressed time frames. The listed offenses

include: extortion, destruction of property, n^acking, abduction, and "creating anar-
chy." No warrants will be required for the arrests, and during the initial investiga-

tory stage of 1 month no bail may be set for the detainee. Following considerable
controversy after the ordinance was first promulgated, the bill was rewritten to

allow the Chief Justice (instead of the Government) to select the tribunal judges,

appeal of all sentences to the High Court, and compensation for those wrongfully
convicted by the special tribunals. Additionally, the bill will only be operative for

a period of 2 years, unless extended by Parliament. Even with these adjustments,
opponents of the bill remain concerned that it could be applied as indiscriminately

as the SPA and lead to many more arbitrary detentions.

There were no reports of persons being exiled in 1992.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The Supreme Court and the High Court division

are considered to act independently in most cases. Civilian courts hear civil and
criminal cases in public trials, and the right of counsel is respected but not guaran-
teed. Criminal courts are considered to be rife with corruption. Civil courts are over-

burdened and effectively available only to those who can afford representation. The
time-consuming and expensive process of pursuing cases discourages many from
seeking redress throu^ the courts. There are few legal aid programs to assist liti-

gants and no public defenders. A shortage ofjudges and courts and a backlog of over
500,000 criminal emd civil cases makes long delays a common occurrence. Addition-
ally, the appellate courts report a backlog of 47,465 cases. Prominent lawyers be-

lieve there is little chance these backlogs will be cleared, especially since the Gov-
ernment has taken no measures to augment the size and efficiency of the judiciary.

Former President Ershad, who had earlier been convicted on charges of illegal

possession of weapons, was convicted and sentenced in 1992 on the charge of pos-

sessing wealth beyond his known source of income. He was sentenced to 3 years'

imprisonment and is currently interned in Dhaka's central prison. Other cases
against him and members of his regime for corruption are currently being tried.

Ershad has been represented by counsel throughout the proceedings. His trims have
been open to the press and public, and appear to conform to standard Bangladesh
legal practice.

The Government claims to hold no political prisoners. Bangladesh human rights

groups assert, however, that some persons detained under the SPA are political

prisoners, including individuals arrested for allegedly aiding the CHT tribal insur-

gency as well as members of Ershad's Jatiyo Party.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Ban-

gladesh law ordinarily requires a judicial warrant before authorities may enter a
home, and courts require evidence supporting a reasonable suspicion before issuing
a warrant. However, the SPA permits authorities to search premises without a war-
rant under certain circumstances. The Government's civilian and military intel-

ligence services are believed to monitor the opposition by such means as selective

wiretaps and interception of mail.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—^A Bangladeshi tribal insurgent group called the Shanti Bahini has been en-

faged in a low-level conflict with Bangladesh security forces in the Chittagong Hill

racts (CHT) since the early 1970's. Ine insureency is sustained by the tribal peo-
ple's fears that their traditional way of life and special status in the hill areas are
being undermined by Bengali settlers.

The Government is attempting to address tribal grievances by establishing and
supporting elected district councils and by discouraging further settlement. First es-

tablished m 1990, the councils assumed de jure control of local government in June
1991, subject to the military's veto power over any matter that could affect security.

The councils have not yet been given control over the issues of greatest concern to

the tribals, including control over land and law and order.

Since 1985, the Government has tried to discourage Bengali settlement in the Hill

Tracts, and there has been no fiirther large-scale systematic settlement. Individual
Bengalis continue to settle in the CHTT, however. Although there are no precise fig-

ures available, the number of Bengalis residing in the Hul Tracts continues to grow
but not at the same rate as in the 1960's and 1970's. In 1947 only 3 percent of the
CHT's inhabitants were Bengali. At present, Bengalis make up 45 percent of the
CHT's population.
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Both the Shanti Bahini and the Government accuse each other of human rights
violations. Because access to the Hill Tracts is limited by government travel restric-

tions, difTicult terrain, and the unsafe travel conditions caused by the ongoing insur-
gency, it is difficult to verify allegations of atrocities. In the past, Shanti Baliini at-

tacks on Bengali settlers have led to reprisal attacks by Bengalis on tribal settle-

ments.
On April 10, a reprisal attack took place in Logong village in Khagrachari district.

According to the Government's Inquiry Commission's report issued in October, 13
tribals were shot and killed and 13 otners injured by regional and village security
forces, while Bengali settlers burned down 550 huts. These actions were taken in
retaliation for the killing of one Bengali settler by the Shanti Bahini. The Inquiry
Commission criticized the military for strajdng from counterinsui^ency efforts into
areas—such as law enforcement tmd judicieu areas—^best left to the civil authorities.
Human rights monitors have asserted that the Inquiiy Commission's report
underestimates the number of tribal casualties, and they continue to claim that any-
where from several dozen to hundreds died in the attack. The Commission's expla-
nation of events at Logong is credible, but it is not possible to confirm the nunu>er
of casualties. The Logong incident coincided with an mcrease in CHT violence whidi
began in June 1991 when the Shanti Bahini mounted a number of attacks against
Bengali settlers and security forces. This was viewed by many observers as an at-

tempt to disrupt the Government's local autonomy program. In July the Govern-
ment formed a parliamentary committee to look into tne causes of CHT violence and
assess possible solutions. In August, possibly in response to the formation of the
parliamentary committee, the Shanti Bahini unilaterally announced a 3-month
cease-fire. On November 5 and December 26, the parliamentary committee met with
representatives of the Parbattya Chattagram Jana San^ati Samity (PCJSS), the
politicEil wing of the Shanti Bahini which includes Shanti Bahini members. The two
sides agreed to meet again in February 1993, and the PCJSS agreed to extend the
cease-fire until March 31, 1993.

In May 1991, the Chittagong HiU Tracts Commission, composed of a group of Eu-
ropean, Canadian, and Australian nongovernmental organizations, issued the first

concise report on the human rights situation in the CHT. The report was critical

of some aspects of past and present Bangladesh government policy in the CHT. In
particular, the report criticized the militarization of all facets of life in the CHT and
the destruction of tribal society and culture, as well as its indigenous economy, by
concentrating the population into cluster villages aspart of the counterinsurgency
strategy. Logong village was itself a cluster village. The Commission also concluded
that government development and agricultural programs are causing grave ecologi-

cal damage to the area and destrojdng the habitat of the tribal peoples. The Com-
mission noted that all parties to the conflict suffer violence and human rights
abuses, but it was most critical of the effects of continued Bengali settlement and
government policies on the indigenous tribal peoples of the CHT. The Government
disputed many of the report's claims and criticized it as one-sided.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Freedom, of speech and the press are provided
for in the Constitution, subject only to "reasonable restrictions." Freedom of speech
is generally respected, although some entertainers working for the Government re-

portedly were blacklisted temporarily due to their opinions on the controversy sur-
rounding Golam Azam, the leader oi the fundamentalist Jamaat Islam! Party who
is now in prison. Under the current Government, speech and press rights are re-

spected to a far greater extent than they were under the Ershad regime, which
ended in December 1990.

There are a large number of publications, with a wide variety of editorial views.
There is no overt censorship but, according to some journalists, self-censorship is a
routine practice. No newspapers were seized or shut down in 1992. The Prime Min-
ister is criticized directly by the opposition press, as are government policies, and
opposition leaders and policies receive ample press coverage. However, in 1992 two
monthlies published by tribals in the Chittagong Hill Tracts were banned for alleg-

edly supporting the cause of tribal insurgents there. Additionally, two other
monthlies were oanned on the grounds that they contained pornography. The import
of an Indian journal, Desh, also was banned.
The Government's control of a significant advertising budget continues to fiiel

charges that the it uses its leverage to pressure editors to moderate their criticisms.

Government advertising reportedfy accounts for as much as 75 percent of advertis-
ing revenue. All publications are legally eligible to receive public sector advertising
if they meet circulation requirements. Editors complain, however, that the placing
and withholding of advertising, as well as pajnment for it, are used as a means of
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influencing the press and punishing those publications that frequently criticize gov-
ernment policies.

Concerns about government advertising policy were heightened in 1992 due to the
Minister of Information's repeated remarks that the Government would distribute
advertisements to publications based on their "objectivity." Such a policy would
mean overturning tlie present sjrstem of giving papers with the highest circulation
the most advertisements. The Minister's comments were sharply criticized by the
journalists' union, and no govenmient policy changes had been implemented as of
the end of the year. The Government continues to provide at least some advertising
to all papers. Such allotments are not always in direct proportion to circulation,
however. The opposition Jatiyo Party newspaper Janata receives less advertising
than its circulation would merit, while the ruling party's newspaper Dinkal has
more advertisements than this relatively less popular daily would merit.
The relationship between the press and the police became heated following a

widely publicized incident on June 21 when police beat several photographers, then
chased a group of journalists into the National Press Club. This incident took place
during a protest over the imprisonment of Golam Azam. The incident was substan-
tially defused when the Government subsequently appointed an inquiiy commission
to investigate the incident. The commission's report has not been released, and no
police officers have been disciplined.

The political storm around Golam Azam also led to attacks on several newspaper
offices Dy private citizens. During these attacks, a number of journalists were in-
jured, and several offices were destroyed. The Government was not implicated in
these attacks, which were reportedly carried out by extremists on both sides of the
Azam issue.

Foreign publications are generally available in Bangladesh. However, the Govern-
ment has sometimes used the Customs Act of 1969 to prevent or delay the importa-
tion of foreign material. For example, the Government ban on the book "The Satanic
Verses'* remains in effect, and an issue of the Far Eastern Economic Review was
delayed 1 week due to an article on the Golam Azam matter. However, no foreign
journalists were arrested, barred from entry, or expelled in 1992. No arrests were
reported under the 1991 Penal Code which contains a clause prohibiting the publica-
tion or circulation of any statement "prejudicial to the interest of the security of
Bangladesh or public order."

A pledge made by the BNP before the February 1991 elections to grant autonomy
to the broadcast media has not been carried out, and they remained under govern-
ment ownership and editorial control. While both television and radio did cover op-
position activities in 1992, this coverage was not extensive; the Government consist-
ently received substantially lai^ger and more favorable coverage. The Government
also owns BSS, the national news service. The other wire service, the United News
of Bangladesh, is privately owned.
Academic liberties, for the most part, are not challenged. Teachers and students

enjoy free expression, but drama giDups are required to obtain official approval to
perform. An American musical group featuring imitation of current rock stars was
banned after two performances, apparently because the performances were found
morally offensive. South African ana Israeli films continue to be banned. Films and
publications are routinely censored for pornography.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—The Constitution assures every
citizen the right to form associations, subject to 'Reasonable restrictions" in the in-
terest of morality or public order. In practice, individuals are free to join private or-

fpnizations and associations. Permits from a local district magistrate are required
or public meetings. Sit-ins, marches, and rallies are common forms of political ex-
pression in Bangladesh. They occasionally lead to violence. The Jatiyo Party of de-
posed President Ershad attempted to hold a rally in Dhaka on February 29. The
Government refused permission for the rally to be held in front of the national Par-
liament building, the usual venue for such demonstrations. The rally was moved to
a suburban location but was disrupted by what were reportedly systematic attacks
by government supporters. The police reportedly did not intervene.

c. Freedom of Relieion.—^With the passage of the Eighth Amendment to the Con-
stitution in 1988, Islam was recognized as the state religion in Bangladesh, where
87 percent of the population are Muslims. Despite official assurances of freedom of
religion and equality of treatment, the establisnment of Islam as the state religion
continued to cause concern in 1992 among Hindu, Christian, and Buddhist minori-
ties. Some minority group members complain that this constitutional change has
emboldened some Muslims who are hostile to other religions.

Proselytizing by Bangladeshi citizens is permitted by the Constitution. Although
conversion is possible, there is strong social resistance to conversion from Islam.
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Most proselytizing by Bangladeshi citizens is directed toward such minority groups
as Hindus and tribal people.
Government policy continues to permit various religions to establish places of wor-

ship, train clergy, travel for religious purposes, and maintain links with coreligion-

ists abroad. Foreign missionaries are permitted, but they may not proselytize Mus-
lims. Some missionaries perceive the various obstacles they face, including lengthy
delays in obtaining or renewing security clearances and residence and reentry visas,

as intended to curb Christian influence.

There are also reports that Christian nongovernmental organizations face bureau-
cratic obstacles in carrying out their activities, including the threatened withdrawal
of their government registrations. Appeals to the Government have sometimes been
successful in removing such obstacles.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Except in designated areas of the CHT^ Bangladeshi citizens are free

to move about within the country. Travel by foreigners is also restricted in the CHT
and some other border areas. Bangladeshis are generally free to visit and emigrate
abroad, subject to foreign exchange controls, but civil servants wishing to travel

abroad must obtain clearance from the Prime Minister's office. In soma instances,

persons considered to be security risks are barred from traveling abroaa. Tfie right

of repatriation is observed.
Since the fall of the Ershad regime, the former President, his family, and several

senior members of his regime have been barred from leaving the country. A leader
of the small JSD party, &rajul Alam Khan, was arrested at the airport to stop him
from attending an academic seminar in the United States. In addition, the passports

of Jatiyo Party Members of Parliament and others associated with the previous re-

fime have been confiscated by the Government, even though the Supreme Court in

uly 1990 declared illegal the seizure in 1986 of a former Member of Parliament's
passport. Some of those affected by such restrictions have successfully challenged
them in court. Some former hig^-level oflicials in former President Ershad's Govern-
ment have been banned from traveling even though they won their passports back
in the courts; several say they need to travel for medical treatment.
More than 250,000 non-Bengali Muslims, known as Biharis, remain in Ban-

gladesh pending resettlement in Pakistan. After independence in 1971, these per-

sons opted for Pakistani citizenship, and Pakistan agreed in principle to accept

them. The Pakistan Government is now said to be building housing for an unspec-
ified number of returnees. During Prime Minister Zia's visit to Pakistan in August,
she received assurances that 3,000 families could be accepted as early as January
1993. TTie Biharis, most of whom stUl reside in 66 camps throu^out Bangladesh,
may seek employment and conduct other activities, but as noncitizens they do not

vote, hold seats m Parliament, or hold passports. Biharis may apply for Bangladeshi
citizenship at any time, and those who do are granted fuU rights of citizenship.

Since early 1991, approximately 265,000 Rohingyas, Muslims from Burma's
Arakan province, have crossed into southeastern Bangladesh, fleeing the repression

of the Burmese security forces. Currently, they are living at 19 sites near Cox's Ba-
zaar. The internal movement of these refugees has been severely restricted by the

Bangladesh Government, which is under heavy domestic pressure to repatriate the

refiigees expeditiously. On September 22, 49 Kohingyas were repatriated, according

to the Bangladesh Government, voluntarily. The United Nations High ConMnis-
sioner for Ifefiigees (UNHCR) was not permitted to interview these refugees prior

to their departure, and consequently it is not possible to verify the Govermnent's
claim. In two separate repatriations in October, a total of 167 refugees were re-

turned to Burma after UNHCR representatives had determined that their return

was voluntary in predeparture interviews. On November 25, amid credible reports

that the Bangladesh Government was using coercive means to convince some refu-

gees to return to Burma, 932 refiigees were repatriated. There has been chronic un-
rest in the refugee camps prompted in large part by refugee fears about forced repa-

triation. To queU this unrest, Bangladesh security forces resorted to lethal force on
four separate occasions, resulting in over 15 deaths and over 100 wounded. The
Government claims that the security forces only shoot in self-defense. Refugees op-

posed to r^atriation have attacked both refugees willing to be repatriated and gov-

ernment ofncials. Excesses by the security forces in dealing with this situation may
in some instances have precipitated violence.

There are varying estimates of the numbers of Bangladeshi tribal refugees resid-

ing in India. The Government of India claimed there were 50,000 in 1992. The Ban-
gladesh Government disputed this figure, claiming that there were never more than
40,000 such refugees. There have been reports that some refugees have already re-

turned. The number of returnees is difficult to verify, but it is believed that up to

15,000 may have returned in the last several years. During the Prime Minister's
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visit to India in 1992, Bangladesh and India agreed to work toward eventual repa-
triation of all refugees.

There are also conflicting claims regarding the treatment of the returned refugees.
The Government has announced an ambitious rehabilitation program which in-

cludes subsidies, housing, and job training. Some tribals charge that the military
is concentrating returnees in camps with little opportunity to work, thus perpetuat-
ing dependence on the national Government.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Since the change of Government following President Ershad's resignation in De-
cember 1991, Bangladesh's citizens have enjoyed the right to change their govern-
ment democratically. Bangladesh has a multiparty parliamentary system in which
elections by secret ballot are to be held every 5 years on the basis of universal suf-
frage for all citizens 18 years of age and over. The parliamentary opposition is led
by Sheikh Hasina Wajed, who heads the Awami League. Ershad's Jatiyo Party and
the fundamentalist Jamaat Islami are the other major opposition parties. The Par-
liament has 300 elected members and 30 reserved seats for women, who are chosen
after the election by the seated Parliament. Candidates may contest a maximum of
five seats in any one election. Bangladesh's President is elected to a 5-year term by
Parliament. The President's duties are largely ceremonial.
Under the Ershad regime, Bangladesh citizens had little confidence in their abil-

ity to change their government through elections. Violence at the polls and ques-
tions about the impartiality of voting officials led various opposition parties to boy-
cott elections. The February 1991 parliamentary elections, by contrast, were rel-

atively free of these impediments. International and domestic observer groups
praised the holding of the election, calling it the freest and fairest in Bangladesh's
history. The Bangladesh Nationalist Party emerged from the election with a plural-
ity of seats and was invited to form a Government. It successfully did so and cur-
rently holds a slim majority in Parliament.

In 1992 the only elections of note were the January and February Union Parishad
(local council) elections. These elections were held on a nonparty basis, with no par-
tisan political activity allowed. They were largely free of the violence that marred
the 1988 Union Parishad elections in which several hundred people were killed in
election-related violence. In comparison, in 1992 only 20 people were believed killed

in such violence. Overall, the elections were considered free and fair, with only
minor irregularities reported.

Tribals in the Chittagong Hill Tracts have full national voting rights, and are rep-
resented in the Bangladesh Parliament by three members. Tribals by law control
the majority of seats, including the chairmanship, of the three local district councils
in the CHT. However, tribals complain that issues such as law and order and land
rights are not yet within the purview of the councils.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are a number of local human rights oivanizations that investigate allega-
tions of abuse and seek prosecution of human rights violators. Human rights groups
are also active in promoting awareness of human and legal rights among the coun-
try's largely uneducated rural majority. Althou^ the Government generally does
not hamper these groups' activities, it occasional^ reminds them to avoid sensitive
political issues, sum as the CHT issue.

The Government remains sensitive to international opinion regarding human
rights issues and in the past has responded to inquiries concerning specified inci-

dents. In 1992 an Amnesty International team visited Bangladesh and did not re-

port any interference from the Government. When security conditions permit, the
Government has allowed occasional escorted visits to the Chittagong Hill Tracts by
members of the diplomatic corps or concerned organizations. In part because of criti-

cism by international and domestic human rights groups, the Government decided
to appoint a one-person inquiry commission headed by a retired justice to inves-
tigate the events that led up to the violence in the CRT's Logong village in April
1992 (see Section l.g.).

In August 1991, two members of the independent Bangladesh Human Rights
Commission were arrested under the SPA for distributing copies of the CHT Com-
mission report, "Life is Not Ours." The two were soon released; however, they con-
tinue to claim that 1,0(X) copies of the report were seized by the (jovemment. The
Supreme Court has not yet ruled on a leg^d challenge to the alleged seizure.
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International human rights organizations represented in Bangladesh include the
International League for Human Ki^ts, the Law Association for Asia and the West-
em Pacific, and the International Commission of Jurists.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

By custom and Islamic tradition, women occupy a subordinate place in society.

The underljring attitudes and social barriers circumscribing the participation of
women in activities beyond the home are strongly entrenched and show few signs

of weakening. For the approximately 86 percent of Bangladeshi women who Uve in

rural areas, early marriage, high childbearing rates, and long hours of household
and fann labor leave little opportunity for nonfamily interests or outside employ-
ment. Even in urban areas and eunong the affluent, the traditional social system
makes women economically dependent upon their husbands and other male rel-

atives. Except in the export-oriented garment industry, women are virtually absent
from the cash-earning work force.

Bangladeshi women are also subject to discrimination inherent in Islamic family
and inheritance law. While women must demonstrate legally specified grounds for

divorce, men may divorce without grounds. Islamic family law also permits MusUm
men four wives, and requires a man with more than one wife to treat each of his

wives equally. In practice, men sometimes favor some wives and abandon others.

Under Islamic inheritance law, a daughter's share of an inheritance is half that of

her brother's, although the brother has financial obligations to his mother and sis-

ter. Property rights in Bangladesh are a matter of civil law, and women are allowed
to own and enter into contracts concerning land and its uses.

Although there are no reliable statistics on the extent of violence against women,
there were hundreds of press reports of such violence: murder, rape and other phys-
icsJ abuse, breach of matrimonial contract, denial of inheritance rights, and deser-

tion. There have also been reports of Bangladeshi women being lured into travel to

foreign countries, where they are often sold into prostitution.

Laws to protect women include the Anti-Dowry Prohibition Act of 1980, the Cru-
elty to Women Act of 1983, the Child Marriage Restraint Act of 1984, and the Illegal

Trafficking of Women Act of 1988. Enforcement of these laws is lax, however. It is

a capital offense to traffic in women, to kill a woman in the course of rape, or to

murder a woman over dowry. Even so, dowry killings, in which the husband or his

family attack and sometimes murder the bride for nonpayment of a supposedly
promised dowry, are believed to occur frequently in rural areas. Although news-
papers occasionally print reports of cases in which a husband accused of dowry kill-

ing is tried and punished, the vast majority of these cases are believed to go unre-
ported and unpunished.
The National Advisory Committee Against Repression of Women has established

local branches in rural areas to address the problem of abused women. Most observ-

ers agree that this Committee's impact has been negligible in providing recourse for

victims of crimes within the family or home.
Members of minority religious groups are disadvantaged in practice, though not

in the law, and their access to government jobs, including in the military, and politi-

cal office is limited. Selection boards for these jobs are often without minority group
representation. Despite the fact that minorities make up 13 percent of the popu-
lation, only 12 members of the Parliament, including one woman, are from minority
groups.

In the years immediately following Bangladesh's independence, members of some
minorities, principally Hindus, lost or had serious difficulty retaining their prop-

erties as a result of the prejudicial administration of vested property laws. These
laws permitted the Government to use or even sell property belonging to persons
who left what is now Bangladesh between 1965 and 1971. Although President
Ershad reaffirmed a 1984 executive order requiring the return of such property to

the original owners, in practice this order has not oeen widely followed, and there

has been no indication that the current Government is planning to implement such
laws.

Discrimination against the tribal people in the CHT with respect to property
rights has been an issue in the past. Until 1985, tribal land, for which there is fre-

2uently no deed, was parceled out by authorities to Bengali Muslim settlers in the
IHT. Tribal people's property rights were also violated by the issuance of false

deeds, physical attacks, sudden foreclosure following the failure to meet mortgage
payments, or confiscation by the army in areas where the tribal insurgency was ac-

tive. There have been no reports of such violations in the past 5 years. Tribals in

other areas of Bangladesh have also reported that they have lost land to Bengalis
through legal trickery and other means.
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The Government has suspended the transfer of land and taken additional steps
to grant authority over land allocations and regulation to the tribal-dominated local

government councils. In July 1991, the councils assumed control over primary edu-
cation, health, family welfare, and agricultural extension. However, many tribals
still believe that the Bangladesh security forces have inordinate control over their
lives and they remain concerned about tneir ability to retain their distinct culture
in the face of incessant pressure from the dominant Bengali culture.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Freedom of association and the right to join unions
are guaranteed in the Bangladesh Constitution. The right to form a union, subject
to government approval, also is guaranteed. Military, police, and state administra-
tion workers are forbidden to join unions, except workers in the railway, postal, tele-

graph, and telephone departments. The constitutional right to join a union does not
apply in the country's Efxport Promotion Zone (EPZ), though EPZ workers (as well
as Bangladeshi civil servants) have formed associations which perform functions
similar to labor unions. The Government has stated that labor law restrictions on
freedom of association and formation of unions in the Chittagong EF'Z will be lifted

in the next 5 years.
Bangladesh s work force numbers approximately 50 million people, with only

about 3 million in the industrial sector. Approximately SVz percent of the work force
is unionized. Labor unions remain most powerful in the traditionad jute, textile, and
transportation industries. Under current law, professional and industry-based
unions are not allowed. Ten to 15 percent of Bangladesh's approximately 4,200 labor
unions are affiliated with 23 National Trade Union (NTU) centers. There are no
legal restrictions on political activities by labor unions. Unions in Bangladesh are
highly politicized, and virtually all the NTU centers are afliliated with political par-
ties, including one with the ruling BNP. Some unions are militant and engage in
extortion ana other strong-arm activities. The lai^e numbers and politicization of
Bangladesh's labor unions cause dissension within the labor force. At Adamjee jute
mill, for example, clashes between rival labor groups resulted in numerous injuries
and several deaths in 1992.
To obtain and maintain its registration, 30 percent employee participation in a

union is required. Workers are eligible for membership on the unions' executive
stafT, the size of which is set by law in proportion to the number of union members.
Registration of a union may only be canceled by the Registrar of Trade Unions with
the concurrence of the Labor Court, but no such actions were known to have been
taken in 1992. There are no restrictions on afiiliation with international labor orga-
nizations, and Bangladeshi unions and federations maintain a wide variety of such
links. Trade unionists are required to obtain government clearance to travel to
international labor organization meetings. However, no clearances were denied in
1992.
The right to strike is not specifically recognized in the law but is an accepted form

of protest. There were a number of strikes in 1992. Early in 1992, primary and high
school teachers struck for wage increases and other benefits. Other sectors affected
by agitation at that time were power, chemical, steel, sugar, and the national air-

lines. Though the teachers received some concessions, the other actions were largely
unsuccessful. In June and July, there were a number of "Ulegal" (i.e., without proper
notification) strikes over the Government's failure to honor a memorandum of un-
derstanding (MOU) signed in 1991 with textile and jute workers in which it agreed
to establish a tripartite commission to address grievances, including over minimum
wages. The strike actions resulted in another, similar MOU being signed. The coun-
try nas also been subject to a number of "hartal" (general strike) actions. TTiese po-
litically motivated stnkes had the effect of shutting down industry for a day or half-
day and keeping workers at home.
The Essential Services Ordinance permits the Government to bar strikes for 3

months in any sector deemed "essential," and the Government occasionally has ap-
plied this authority to sectors not usually considered essential. In cases of pubnc
utilities, the Government is empowered to prohibit a strike or lockout at any time
before or after the strike or lockout begins and refer the dispute to the Labor Court.
Public utUity services include electric power generation and supply, sanitation, hos-
pital and ambulance services, fire fighting, railroad, air transport security services,
and communications.
Mechanisms for conciliation, arbitration, and Labor Court dispute resolutions

were established under the Industrial Relations Ordinance of 1969. Workers have
the right to strike in the event of a failure to achieve a bipartite settlement. If a
strike lasts 30 days or longer, the Government may prohibit the strike and refer
the dispute to the Labor Court for adjudication.

I
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b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—Free collective bargaining is

legal only for private sector workers in Bangladesh, on condition that the workers
are represented by unions legally registered as collective bargaining agents by the
Registrar of Trade Unions. Pubfic sector industries' workers' pay levels and other
benefits are recommended by the National Pay and Wages Commission. The Com-
mission's recommendations are binding and may not be msputed except on the issue
of implementation.
Under the Industrial Relations Ordinance, there is considerable leeway for dis-

crimination against union members and organizers by employers. For example, the
Ordinance allows arbitrary transfer of workers suspected of union activities. Com-
plaints that employers routinely flout ordinance rules against antiunion discrimina-
tion are particularly high in the garment industry. The Registrar of Trade Unions
disposes of discrimination complamts. There have been a number of cases in which
the court has ordered the reinstatement of workers fired for union activities. How-
ever, the Labor Court's overall effectiveness is damaged by a serious case backlog,
and there have also been allegations that some of its deliberations have been cor-

rupted by employers.
As noted in Action 6.a., no collective bargaining takes place in the Chittagong

EPZ.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Constitution prohibits forced

or compulsory labor. The Factories Act and Shops and Establishment Act, 1965, set

up inspection mechanisms to enforce laws against forced labor, but resources for en-
forcement are sUm, and the laws are not rigorously enforced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Bangladesh has laws that osten-
sibly prohibit labor by children, with legal working ages determined by type of in-

dustry. For example, children between the ages of 15 and 17 are allowed to work,
but not for more than 9 hours a day, inclusive of a 2-hour break for rest. They are
not allowed to work between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. Children under 12 are forbidden
employment in such industries as railroads, garments, construction, rickshaw pull-

ing, and street trading.

In reality, however, enforcement of these rules is lax. The United Nations has es-

timated that fully 32 percent of Bangladesh's population under the age of 18 is

working. The widespread prevalence of child labor is a consecpience of Bangladesh's
condition of extreme poverty, one of the worst in the world. In January 1990, in an
attempt to curb child labor, the Bangladesh Government began implementing a
compulsory education bill. Under the law, each child must attend school through the
5th grade. However, the Government maintains that it does not have the resources
to implement this law immediately in the entire country. The initial program has
concentrated in only a few areas; to be effective, it must be expanded considerably.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^There is no national minimum wage. Instead,

the Minimum Wage Commission sets wages industry-by-industry. In most cases,

private sector employers ignore this wage structure with apparently little fear of
prosecution.

The law sets a standard 48-hour workweek with 1 rest day mandated. However,
a 60-hour workweek, inclusive of a maximum 12 hours of overtime, is allowed. The
law is poorly enforced in industries such as hosiery and ready-made garments,
elative to the average standard of living in Bangladesh, the average monthly wage
could be described as a living wage but not by any means a decent wage for a fam-
ily-

The Factories Act of 1965 provides occupational health and safety standards. The
law is comprehensive but is largely ignored by most Bangladeshi employers. En-
forcement by the Labor Ministiys Industrial Inspectorate is weak in terms of per-

sonnel and logistical support. Workers may also resort to legal action for enforce-

ment of the law's provisions, but few cases are actually prosecuted.

BHUTAN*

The Wangchuck dynasty of hereditary monarchs has ruled Bhutan since 1907. Lo-

cated in the Himalayas between India and Tibet, the small Kingdom has been able

to escape domination by any external power since the 10th century. King Jigme
Dorji Wangchuck (1952-72), while retaining strong executive powers, took several

steps to move the Kingdom toward a more representative political system, including

* Bhutan and the United States do not have diplomatic relations, and U.S. ofHcials travel

there infrequently. Since few scholars have published studies on the Bhutanese polity or society,

information on Bhutanese practices which bear on human rights is often incomplete.
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creation of a National Assembly, a Royal Advisoiy Council, and a Council of Min-
isters. There is no written constitution or bill of rights. The present monarch, King
Jigme Singye Wangchudc, on the throne since 1974, has continued Bhutan's social

and political evolution, although progress has been seriously disrupted by civil strife

involving ethnic Nepalese. Budohists constitute aporoximately naif of the popu-
lation; another third of the population, mostly from tne southern districts, is of Ne-
pali Hindu ethnic origin.

Internal security is maintained by the Royal Bhutan Police, a force of about 5,000,
assisted by the Royal Bhutan Army, with approximately 7,000 lightly armed men.
A large majority of the population is illiterate emd rural and lives on subsistence

agriculture in a largely barter economy. India is Bhutan's principal source of foreign
assistance and main trading partner. Tourism is a potential source of foreign ex-
chan^; however, the Government restricts access by the outside world in an effort

to minimize the spread of foreign influence and limits the number of tourists to

about 3,000 a year.

The human rights situation deteriorated further in 1992 as the Government con-
tinued to implement a 1985 citizenship law and related legislation designed to

"Bhutanize" tne country. The target of the policy is the ethnic Nepalese minority,
whose growing percentage of the population was perceived by the ruling Drupka
Buddhists as a threat to their culture. The citizenship law retroactively stripped
citizenship from Nepalese immigrants who could not document their presence in
Bhutan prior to 1958 and ethnic Nepalese bom in Bhutan who could not prove that
both their parents satisfied the requirements for citizenship under the 1985 law.
These are nearly impossible requirements in a country with widespread illiteracy,

which only recently adopted administrative procedures. Tens of thousands were de-
clared to be illegal immigrants and were forcibly evicted from the country. StiU
more fled the country voluntarily in the face of officially sanctioned pressure, report-
edly including arbitrary arrests, beatings, rape, robberies, and other forms of intimi-
dation by police and the 8irmy. By the end of the year, some 72,000 ethnic Nepalese
had arrived at refugee camps in southern Nepal. Up to 20,000 are believed to have
taken refuge with relatives in India. Exiled ethnic Nepalese leaders organized the
Bhutan People's Parly (BPP) and the Bhutan National Democratic Party (BNDP)
to resist Bhutanization, which they see as an attempt to suppress their ethnic and
cultural identity and drive many of them out of the country. The Government, which
outlawed the BPP in 1990 as antinational, accused it in 1992 of kidnaping and kill-

ing government officials, as well as intimidation and extortion of southerners who
did not support its cause. Other human rights abuses included: denial of the right
of citizens to change their government; limitations on the right to a fair trial; re-

strictions on peaceful association and assembly, and worker rights; and traditional
cultural practices which result in some gender discrimination.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no independent con-
firmations of such killings. The Human Ri^ts Organization of Bhutan (HUROB),
an organization of ethnic Nepalese Bhutanese operating primarily in Nepal, accused
government forces of targeting dissidents for execution; the Government denied such
accusations and pointed to an order by the King for police and army forces not to
use lethal force when dealing with dissidents or demonstrators as evidence of its de-
sire to avoid bloodshed. In a report issued in August, the Government charged the
dissidents with responsibility for 46 murders and acknowledged that 4 dissidents
had been killed since the outbreak of hostilities in late 1989.

b. Disappearance.—The HUROB, as well as Nepalese and Indian human rights
groups, interviewed hundreds of ethnic Nepalese in southern Bhutan, Nepal, and
India. They reported numerous instances since September 1990 of police and army
forces rounding up men suspected of supporting the resistance movement. The
HUROB claimed hundreds of^ these men were never seen again after being taken
away; it presumed they were either being held by the Government without charge
or had been killed. These claims could not be confirmed; however, the consistency
of the stories among so many people lent them credence. The Government denied
such disappearances took place; it claimed that a total of 4 dissidents were killed
in military action and 28 arrested. It accused the HUROB and other organizations
(BPP, Student's Union of Bhutan, BNDP) of carrying out "antinational" propaganda
campaigns.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Ethnic Nepalese refugees in India and Nepal recounted to human rights groups
hundreds of cases in which police and army forces had allegedly beaten, raped, and
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robbed suspected supporters of the resistance and their families. The HUROB
claimed government authorities regularly tortured detainees and prisoners; there

was no independent confirmation ofthese charges, but their credibility is enhanced
by the number of similar accounts. The Government denied these allegations. How-
ever, the recent conviction of three government officials in southern Bhutan on
charges related to intimidation of ethnic Nepalese lends credence to these claims.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Bhutanese law contains no specific guar-

antees against arbitraiy arrest, and until recently there has been little discussion

of reforming the country^s highly traditional criminal justice system. The November
session of Bhutan's National Assembly witnessed an unprecedented public debate

about criminal procedures and produced a new national security law which elimi-

nates the mandatoiy death penalty for treason. The Giovemment previously cited

the death penalty requirement, and their desire to avoid executions, as an excuse
for delay in trying those held on charges related to the unrest in the south.

On February 4, the Government released under an amnesty decree 313 prisoners

detained, but never tried, for "antinational activities." It released another 45 mili-

tants under a similar amnesty on September 11. According to the Grovemment, a
total of 1,526 people accused of "antinational activities" have been released under
amnesties since the outbreak of hostilities in late 1990. As of late 1992, about 200
people were being held in Bhutanese jails on charges related to political unrest in

southern Bhutan. Charges against 41 of these detainees were forwarded to the High
Court for a trial that began on May 18. In judgments handed down late in the year,

32 of the defendants were found guilty and given sentences ranging from 9 months
to life in prison. Five defendants were acquitted. Exile is not formally used as a

form of punishment. However, political opponents of the Government have been
driven from Bhutan along with ethnic Nepalese (see Section 2.d.).

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The judicial system consists of local, district, and
national courts. Criminal cases and a variety of civil matters are adjudicated under
an 18th-century legal code, revised in 1957, which applies to all Bhutanese regard-

less of ethnic origin. Judges appointed by and accountable to the King are respon-

sible for all aspects of a case, including investigation, filing of charges, prosecution,

and judgment. Appeals to higher courts are permitted, and final appeals may be
made to the King. The legal system does not provide for jury trials or the right to

a court-appointed defense attorney. The Bhutanese legal system has no provision for

lawyers or solicitors, although it does allow for the appointment of a "jambi" (a per-

son well versed in the law) if the defendant so desires. Questions of family law, such
as marriage, divorce, and adoption, are resolved separately according to traditional

Buddhist law for the majority of Bhutanese and Hindu law in areas where persons

of Nepalese origin predominate.
The Government reportedly holds one political prisoner, Tek Nath Rizal, an ethnic

Nepalese. Rizal, a former member of the Bhutan National Assembly and founder of

HlmOB, was abducted in 1989 from eastern Nepal where he had fled after clashing

with the Bhutanese Government over ethnic Nepalese rights. Rizal is being held on
charges of conspiracy and treason. Two other prisoners of conscience, Josen
Gasmere and Sushil Pouhrel, were released in 1992.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—There
are no written guarantees of privacy, but cultural tradition is highly respectful of

personal privacy. At the same time, the Government places great emphasis on
promotingnational integration. For example, in 1989, bv royal decree, the wearing
of Bhutanese national ob^ss was made compulsory for all citizens. Anyone found vio-

lating the decree may be fined or sentenced to jail for a week. In the north the de-

cree is not widely enforced, except in government offices, while in the south officials

appear to enforce the decree rigorouslv. According to human rights groups, police

regularly conduct house-to-house searches for suspected dissidents without onering
explanations or justifications.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—Bhutan's population, whose adult literacy rate

is around 12 percent, is relatively unaflected by the print media. The Government's
weekly newspaper Kuensel is the country's only regular publication, but Indian and
other foreign newspapers are distributed without government interference. Bhutan
has no television, hi 1989 the Government ordered the dismantling of all television

antennas to prevent people from watching programs originating outside Bhutan.
The government radio station broadcasts for 3 hours daily in the four major national

languages (Dzongkha—the language of the western highlands, Nepali, English, and
Sharchop). Criticism of the King is permitted in the National Assembly but not in

the pubnc media. The use of Nepalese language in schools was banned at the end
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of 1990. Public schools in the south, closed throughout 1991, began to reopen during
1992.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^No written guarantees of these
freedoms exist. Bhutanese may engage in peaceful assembly and association only for

purposes approved by the Government. Political parties are discouraged. The Bhu-
tan Peopled Party and the Bhutan National Democratic Party, organized by ethnic

Nepalese Bhutanese in exile, have been labeled "terrorist and antinational" and, ac-

cording to the Government, "have no standing inside the country." Both parties ad-

vocate a constitutional monarchy with a parliamentary democracy and claim wide
support in southern Bhutan.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Buddhism is the state religion. The Government sub-

sidizes monasteries and shrines and provides aid to about half the Kingdom's 12,000
monks. The monastic establishment eiyoys statutory representation in the National
Assembly and Royal Advisory Council and is an influential voice on public policy.

Citizens of other faiths, largely Hindus, enjoy freedom of worship but may not pros-

eljrtize. Under Bhutanese law, conversions are illegal. The King has declared major
Hindu festivals to be national holidays, and the royal family participates in them.
Foreign missionaries are not permitted to prosel3rtize in the Kingdom, but inter-

national Christian relief organizations are active.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—There is freedom of movement within Bhutan for all Bhutanese citi-

zens, and there is no bar on emigration or foreign travel. For many years, Bhuta-
nese seldom traveled inside or outside the Kingdom, but the construction of roads
and the establishment of air links with New Delhi, Calcutta, Dhaka, and
Kathmandu encouraged travel. Bhutan's southern border with India is open, and
people residing in the immediate areas freely cross this border. Indians from other

regions who enter Bhutan by airplane or stay in hotels must have visas and fall

under the overall limitation of about 3,000 tourists per year. By treaty, Bhutanese
are free to reside and work in India.

For several years, Bhutan has soudit to reduce the ethnic Nepalese population

by implementing a 1985 nationality law that significantly tightened the require-

ments for transmitting citizenship. Until 1985, citizenship was transmitted as long
as at least the father was a Bhutanese citizen under the 1958 nationality law
(which granted citizenship to all ethnic Nepalese then residing in Bhutan). The 1985
nationality law tightened this standard by requiring that both parents be Bhutanese
citizens in order to transmit citizenship. Residents of Bhutan who could not satisfy

this new requirement were retroactively declared illegal immigrants. People losing

their citizenship under the 1985 law may apply for naturalization, but only after

satisfying a rigorous set of standards including proficiency in the Dzongkha lan-

guage and proof of residence in Bhutan during the previous 15 years. Exile political

groups complain that the law makes unfair demands for documentation on largely

illiterate people in a country that has only recently adopted basic administrative

procedures. 'Oiey claim many ethnic Nepalese who have been in Bhutan for genera-

tions were expelled because they were unable to document their claims to residence.

The Government denies this and asserts, for example, that the word of village lead-

ers is an acceptable substitute for written documentation.
Beginning in early 1992, increasing numbers of ethnic Nepalese from Bhutan

began arriving in refugee camps in eastern Nepal. By year's end, 72,000 Bhutanese
had arrived in five camps run by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refu-

fjees (UNHCR) and its cooperating agencies. Up to 20,000 more are believed to have
eft Bhutan and settled with family members in India. In a Bhutan population of

less than 700,000, the departure of over 100,000 people constitutes a major demo-
graphic change.
Tne Government claims those who have been expelled are Nepalese citizens who

came to Bhutan to work aft«r the 1958 citizenship decree was issued. It also claims

that the majority of those arriving in Nepal have left voluntarily after selling their

land and property. Many refugees, however, claim they were pressured to leave by
local authorities. These pressures are said to include the threat to confiscate prop-

erty, denial of public services, and physical intimidation.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Citizens of Bhutan do not have the right to change their Government. Bhutan is

a traditional monarchy, with sovereign power vested in the King. The Government
has resisted democratic changes. It is a highly elitist system, with decisionmaking
centered in the palace and involving only a small number of officials in the civil and
religious establishment. Although the present King and his father have made some
attempts to integrate women and southerners (ethnic Nepalese) into the body poli-
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tic, the system is stUl dominated by the male members of an aristocracy of Tibetan
Buddhist ancestry. Political parties do not exist, and their formation is discouraged
by the Government. The Bhutan People's Party (BPP), founded in 1989, was out-

lawed in 1990 as antinational. The BPP operates primarily out of Nepal and India
but claims support in the predominately Nepali southern regions. The Bhutan Na-
tional Democratic Party (BNDP), founded by ethnic Nepalese exiles in February
1992, also was outlawed.
The 150-member National Assembly is composed of 105 members elected by lim-

ited franchise (heads of family in Hindu areas, village headmen in Buddhist re-

gions), 12 elected by the monastic establishment, and 33 high-level officials of the

government administration appointed by the King. Its principal functions are to

enact laws, approve senior appointments in the Government, and advise the King
on matters of national importance. It also provides a forum for presenting griev-

ances and rectifying cases of maladministration. Voting is by secret ballot, with a
simple majority needed to pass a measure. The King cannot formally veto legislation

passed by the Assembly, but he may refer bills back to it for further consideration.

The Assembly occasionally has rejected the King's recommendations or delayed their

implementation, but the King has always had enough influence to persuade the As-

sembly to approve legislation he considers essential or to withdraw proposals he op-

poses. Government officials may be questioned by the Assembly, and ministers can
be forced to resign by a two-thirds vote of no confidence.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

There are no local human rights groups active in Bhutan. International Commit-
tee of Red Cross representatives held discussions with government officials in

Thimpu in December and reached agreement to begin prison visits in January. The
HUROB, representing ethnic Nepalese dissident opposition, claims to be based in

Bhutan but operates primarily from Nepal. The Government allowed a high-level

Amnesty International delegation to visit Bhutan for 6 days in January. The delega-

tion met with senior government officials and traveled to the southern district of

Samchi, but their request to visit the district of Chirang, where there have been
hostilities, was turned down on security grounds. Several other international groups
and individual investigators have been denied access to Bhutan.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The origins of the 1985 nationality law and the Government's subsequent
"Bhutanization" drive lie primarily in the ethnic composition of Bhutan. The coun-

try's ruling Buddhist majority feared that their culture would be overwhelmed in

the long run by the Hindi ethnic Nepalese, whose percentage of the population had
risen to a third by 1991. The Indian annexation of neighooring Sikkim in 1974,

where just such a development occurred, was seen as an object lesson. Early efforts

at halting the unfavorable demographic trends focused on tightly limiting immigra-
tion, restricting employment and residence of the Nepalese to the southern portion

of the country, and attempting to assimilate the existing ethnic Nepalese. Attempts
at assimilation included liberalizing policies onintermarriage, educating some stu-

dents in regions other than their own, and giving priority to economic development
in the south.
Over the last decade, the King has allocated 2,500 acres of land to landless house-

holds in southern Bhutan, and several hundred farmers and orange growers have
been given special loans, according to Bhutanese government sources. By law,

southerners may own land and establish business in the north, and northerners
have the same right in the south. Nonetheless, it is reportedly still difficult for non-

Buddhist Bhutanese (except government officials) to buy property in Buddhist areas.

In recent years assimilation has given way to Bhutanization. Measures aimed at

preserving a national identity require the wearing of Bhutanese dress, make the

teaching of Dzongkha compulsory, and ban the teaching of Nepalese. The national-

ity law retroactively stripped citizenship from ethnic Nepalese who could not docu-

ment their presence in tne country prior to 1958, a near impossibility in a country
with widespread illiteracy, which only recently adopted administrative procedures.

Tens of thousands were declared to be illegal immigrants and forcibly evicted from
the country. The 1985 reform also stripped citizenship from ethnic Nepalese bom
in Bhutan who could not prove that both their parents satisfied the requirements
for citizenship under the new law. Still more fled the country voluntarily in the face

of officially sanctioned pressure, reportedly including arbitrary arrests, beatings,

rape, robberies, and other forms of intimidation by police and the army.
Exile student groups accuse the Government of revoking the foreign scholarships

of students from Nepalese families and discriminating against ethnic Nepalese in
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government hiring. Families with ties to the palace and senior levels of the Grovem-
ment are strongly favored in their access to state scholarships for foreign education.

Nevertheless, the King has also made a serious effort to send other qualiiied can-

didates for education overseas as well, drawing particularly from Bhutan's pres-

tinous civil bureaucracy.
Bhutan has not developed either a rigid caste system or customs which sequester

or disenfranchise women. Family land is divided equally between sons and daugh-
ters. Bhutanese traditionally place girls in a lower status than boys, however, and
girls receive poorer nutrition and less medical attention than boys. Boys outnumber
girls by about two to one in primary school and seven to one at secondary level. The
disparity between the higher mortality rates of female versus male infants has re-

sulted in an overall ratio of 97.2 females per 100 males, one of the lowest in the

world.
The sexes mix relatively freely, marriages may be arranged by partners them-

selves as well as by their parents, and divorce is common. Polygamy is stiU per-

mitted, a man is allowed by law to have three wives, but polyandry is no longer
sanctioned. Marriage registration is compulsory, and legislation favoring women in

matters of alimony has been enacted. About 10 percent of the persons employed by
the various government ministries and departments are women. There is no evi-

dence that violence against women is a problem in Bhutan.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Ri^ht of Association.—^Trade unionism is not permitted, and Bhutan has
no labor unions. Bhutan is not a member of the International Labor Organization.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^There is no collective bargain-

ing or legislation addressing labor-related issues pertaining to the small industrial

work force, which makes up less than 1 percent of the population. There are no ex-

port processing zones.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^As far as is known, there is no
law prohibiting forced or compulsory labor, but it is not practiced.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^There are no laws governing the

employment of diildren. Children are not employed in the industrial sector, but
many assist their families in the traditional economy.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^As noted above, there is no legislation address-

ing labor issues. There is no legislated minimum wage, standard workweek, or
health and safety standards. Labor markets are highly segmented by region, and
monitoring wage developments is inhibited by the preponderance of subsistence ag-

riculture and the practice of barter. The largest salaried labor market is the govern-
ment service, which has an administered wage structure last revised in 1988. Only
about 18 industrial plants employs more than 50 workers. Apart from a few of these

larger plants, the entire industrial sector consists of home-based handicrafts and
some 60 privately owned small or medium-scale factories producing consumer goods.

INDIA

India is a secular republic with a multiparty political structure based on Indian
political traditions and aspects of the British parliamentary system. National elec-

tions held in 1991 in all states except Jammu and Kashmir and Punjab resulted

in a Congress (I) party government headed by Prime Minister P.V. Narasimha Rao.
By-elections and party shifts gave the Congress (I) and its allies a parliamentary
majority in September 1992. President's Rule (direct rule from New Delhi) remained
in force in Jammu and Kashmir, was declared in the states of Uttar Pradesh,
Madhya Pradesh, Himachel Pradesh, and Rajasthan following massive communal
violence in December but was lifted in Puiyab on February 25, following the instal-

lation of an elected state government.
The 25 state ffovemments have primtuy responsibility for internal security,

though the central Government provides guidance and support, particularly through
use of national paramilitEuy forces, and in law has ultimate responsibility for pro-

tecting the fundamental rights guaranteed under the Constitution. The Union Min-
istry lor Home Affairs controls the nationwide Indian police force, the paramilitary

forces, and the internal intelligence bureaus and has increasingly assumed control

of law and order operations. Triis tendency stems in part from the rapid growth of
the internal intelligence bureaus, which function under the Home Ministry with lit-

tle reference to the state governments, and in part from the increased use of para-
military forces against armed separatist groups and communal unrest throu^out
the country. These forces, backed by the Indian army, have been deployed exten-
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sively in Jammu and Kashmir, Punjab, and the northeastern states. Army, para-
military, and police forces have been responsible for significant human rights
abuses. Ultimately, these abuses are questions of the effectiveness of civilian over-
sight and the extent of the Government's wilUngness and ability to prosecute offend-
ers vigorously. According to the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, total

military expenditures for 1989 were $8,174 million. During the past 4 years, the
growth in military expenditures has been below the rate of inflation, and military
spending is steadily decreasing as a percentage of the gross domestic product and
government spending.

India has a mixeaeconomy, with the private sector dominating agriculture, most
nonfinancial services, consumer goods manufacturing, and some heavy industry. The
Congress (I) Government pursued economic structural reforms begun in 1991. Trade
and foreign investment restrictions were relaxed, certain goveroment subsidies were
reduced, foreign exchange and price controls were modified, and the deficit was re-

duced. India's economic problems continued to be compounded by rapid population
growth (about 874 million, growing by 2.2 percent per year). Income and wealth re-

mained very une(|ual. Forty percent of the urban population and 51 percent of the
rural population live below the poverty level.

Although India is a functioning democracy with strong and legally sanctioned
safeguard for individuals and an mdependent judiciary, there continue to be signifi-

cant abuses of human ri^ts, many of which are the product of violent ethnic, reli-

gious, caste, communal, and secessionist activities and the Government's reactions
to them. As in past years, the main problems continue to include: police, para-
military, and army excesses against civilians, particularly in Punjab, Assam, and
Kashmir in response to attacks by militants; political killing, kidnaping, and extor-

tion by militants in Punjab and Kashmir, extrajudicial actions (beatings, extortion,

torture, rape, and fake "encounter" killings) by tne police against detainees through-
out India; incommunicado detention for prolonged periods without charge under na-
tional security legislation; general failure to prosecute police and security forces im-
{>licated in abuse of detainees; widespread intercaste, religious, and communal vio-

ence; inadequate implementation of laws protecting women's rights; infrequent
prosecution of "dowry deaths" (wife murder); and widespread exploitation of inden-
tured, bonded, and child labor.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person. Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^Political killing by both militant and

government forces continued at an alarming rate, particularly in the states of Pun-
jab, Jammu and Kashmir, and Assam where separatist insurgencies continued in

1992. Terrorist attacks by militant groups accounted for hundreds of killings, as did
excesses by security force members in encounters with militants. Additional killings

resulted from ethnic and communal strife in other parts of India. Security and police

forces were also responsible for the extrajudicial killing of some prisoners in aeten-

tion. Extrajudicial killing of detainees by poUce received increased public attention

in 1992, but there was nttle evidence that those responsible were punished. More-
over, a September 1991 amendment to the Code of Criminal Procedure granted
broad protection to all public servants, including the security forces, from prosecu-
tion for acts committed while discharging their official duties in states under Presi-

dent's Rule; any such prosecution may now be pursued only after the central (jov-

emment's permission has been received. (See Section 4 for discussion of the case of

Hirdai Nath Wanchoo, a human rights activist murdered by an unidentified gun-
man).

In Jammu and Kashmir state, militant groups seeking Kashmiri independence
continued to carry out politically motivated Killings on a wide scale, targeting gov-
ernment and police officials, alleged police informers, members of the press, and
members of rival factions. Among the victims were the daughter of a former Mem-
ber of Parliament, an employee of the state road transport corporation, and Nazir
Siddiqui, who earlier mediatied the exchange of militant detainees for a kidnaped
Indian oil executive. Press reports indicate that 1,106 civilians died in insurgency-
related violence in Kashmir during the year ending November 30, 1992. Combatant
casualties during this same period numbered 982, many of whom died in encounters
with security forces or under other suspicious circumstances.

In Punjab, there were credible reports that police, in particular, continued to en-
gage in faked "encounter killings." In the typical scenario, police take into custody
suspected militants or militant supporters without filing an arrest report. If the de-

tainee dies during interrogation or is executed, officials deny that he was ever in

custody and claim he died during an armed encounter with police or security forces.

I
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Afterwards, the bodies reportedly are sometimes moved to distant police districts for

disposal, making identification and investigation more difficult. The Armed Forces

(Punjab and Chandigarh) Special Powers Act of 1983 and the Punjab Disturbed
Areas Act of 1983 grant army, paramilitary, and police members wide discretion in

the use of lethal force, thus permitting easy claims by authorities of encounter
killings. Indian human rights groups estimated that 1,350 people were killed in

faked encounters in India during the first 9 months of 1992.

In January at least a dozen bodies were found in irrigation canals in Punjab.

Some of the bodies were reportedly found with hands and feet tied together, others

with facial hair burned off, lending credence to accusations that the police were
dumping militants into the canals following execution. The state government or-

dered the police to conduct an investigation into the charges. The Police Inspector

General responded by conducting a survey of district police superintendents to as-

certain whether any of them had seen bodies in the canals in their districts. This
survey uncovered two other incidents in which bodies were found in canals, but
there was no foUowup to confirm identities or determine the causes of death. There
was no indication that any police officers were held responsible and punished.

Militant Sikh organizations engaged in random attacks on public sites and tar-

geted civil servants, political activists, journalists, presumed government informers,

members of rival groups, and police officials and their families. Their area of oper-

ation spread from Punjab into the neighboring states of Haryana and Uttar
Pradesh, as well as Delhi. Six principal militant groups carried out terrorist activi-

ties in the name of the struggle for an independent Sikh state, Khalistan.

On March 10, a militant gang entered a factory in Sangrur district, separated 18
non-FHinjabis and gunned them down, killing 15. They left a letter saying that the
attack was punishment for the factory employees having ignored calls for general

strikes and warning that only Punjabis should be working in Punjab. On March 14,

militemts went on a shooting spree in downtown Ludhiana, killing 18 shopkeepers
and customers. Fifty other civilians were killed during similar incidents in March
as militants sought to destabilize the newly installed Punjab state government.

In August militants massacred 29 villagers in Pilibhit district, Uttar Pradesh.
Sikh separatists have used the Pilibhit area as a corridor for transporting arms
from Nepal, and the killings were reportedly carried out to keep other peasants from
venturing into forests where the militants were hiding. Later that month, militant

gangs killed 47 policemen and family members during a 2-day spree in retaliation

for the killing of several separatist leaders by police. A total of 133 family members
of police were killed by nulitants during 1991. On October 30, militants killed 27
Bihari migrant laborers in a shooting spree near Ludhiana. On December 1, seven
armed militants boarded a bus near Jagraon and shot 22 passengers, mostly Hin-
dus.

Civilian deaths in Punjab were down about half from the 1991 rate, due mainly
to a heavy army presence which helped keep militant activities in check. Neverthe-
less, the Punjab insurgency remained one of the most violent in the world, with

4,049 people killed during the year ending November 30, 1992.
Press reports for this period indicates the following breakdown of insurgency-re-

lated deatns: 2,036 civilians, 226 security force personnel, and 1,787 alleged mili-

tants.

The past 3 years have brought increased violence between police and Naxalites
(militants using violence to bring about radical land reform and other populist poli-

cies) in Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, and surrounding areas. Naxalites targeted politi-

cians, landlords, and opponents, killing at least 1,200 since 1989. Incidents of

Naxalite violence, accoroing to government records, climbed from 901 in 1989 to

1,876 in 1991. Peiramilitary forces were deployed throughout Andra Pradesh follow-

ing the December 1991 assassination of (Jongress (I) leader T. Hayagrivachary by
the People's War Group, the most militant Naxalite faction. During sweep oper-

ations, government forces claimed to have killed 40 Naxalites in armed encounters.

Credible reports indicate that many of the encounters were faked to cover execu-
tions by paramilitary forces. The most prominent case was the killing of Gulam
Rasool, a local investigative journalist, in an encounter with the state police in De-
cember 1991. Following public protests by journalist unions and civil liberties

groups, the Supreme Court ordered the Andhra Pradesh government to investigate

the death. A retired High Court justice was appointed to lead the inquiry, but no
report was issued. The editor's guild of India subsequently launched its own inves-

tigation which concluded that Kasool was killed by the police in a fake encounter.
Indian human rirfits groups cite credible reports of 97 Naxalites killed in encoun-
ters during the first 4 months of 1992, the highest recorded rate of encounter
killings involving Naxalites.
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In Assam, some 40,000 Army personnel were deployed throughout 1992 to combat
terrorism by the United Liberation Front of Assam (ULFA). ULFA has been respon-
sible for killings cf politicians, police oflicials, businessmen, and other innocent civil-

ians. Under the Disturbed Areas Act and the Armed Forces Special Powers Act for

Assam, the army and security forces were given wide discretion to use lethal force

in Assam. According to government statistics, government forces apprehended some
5,400 ULFA partisans during 1991 and early 1992, killing 24; human rights groups
claimed the army killed at least 40 people under custody, charges denied by the
army. In July a senior inquiry committee appointed by the Assam government held
the Indian army responsible for the deaths of two persons who the army claimed
were killed in crossfire on April 16. The state government accepted the report and
initiated prosecution of the live soldiers involved. A pact signed in April between
the Government and some ULFA leaders spariced factional violence. Two ULFA par-
tisans who had attempted to reenter civilian life were found dead in July. In August
the bodies of three ULFA activists who favored negotiations were found with their
tongues and hands cut off. State authorities blamed these killings on a rival mili-

tant group. Militants reportedly killed over 50 civilians after kidnaping them. Bodo
separatists were also active in Assam, and were blamed for an October 13 train
bombing that killed at least 27 people and injured 45, along with two November 21
blasts that killed 30 and injured about 100.

In Bihar, police killed over 20 people and injured many more in a number of inci-

dents over a 4-day period in March. Police reportedly looted homes and beat or shot
resisters after being refused "gifts" by villagers during the Holi holiday period.

On the final day, villagers attacked a police convoy in retaliation; the police shot
over a dozen people, and one police officer was seriously injured.

b. Disappearance.—Disappearances are believed to occur on a wide scale, but indi-

vidual reports are hard to verify. There are credible reports that police throughout
the country, and especially in troubled areas, often fail to file the required arrest
reports, with the result that there are hundreds, if not thousands, of cases of un-
solved disappearances in which relatives claim an individual was taken into police

custody and never heard of again. Police usually deny these claims, countering that
there are no records of arrest. (See Section 2 for discussion of the case of dis-

appeared journalist Ram Singh Biling).

For several years Kashmiri separatists have used kidnaping of prominent Indians
to force the Government to release militants in detention. These kidnapings dropped
off in midyear, however, reflecting an apparent change in the militant groups' tac-

tics. Militants in Assam kidnaped hundreds of civilians, and reportedly killed over
50. In Andhra Pradesh, Naxahtes also kidnaped local officials, trading the victims
for persons being held by the jwlice.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Although torture and cruel treatment or punishment are prohibited by law, there
is credible evidence that torture of detainees is common throughout India. Some-
times this abuse is part of interrogation procedures, sometimes it is to extort money
from the victim or his relatives, and sometimes it is summary punishment doled out
by individual police officials.

Confessions or information extracted by force may not be admitted in court. How-
ever, under Section 15 of the Terrorist and Disruptive Activities (Prevention) Act
(TADA), a confession made to an officer above the rank of superintendent of police

is admissible as evidence, provided the police have "reason to believe that it is oeing
made voluntarily." Press accounts and reports by human rights groups indicate that
police brutality in extracting confessions under this law is common. Scheduled
castes (Harijans, or untouchables) and tribes remain particularly vulnerable to po-

lice violence. There were persistent reports that police, usually drawn from the
upper castes, deliberately tai]geted members of these backward castes for beatings
and rape. In a highly publicized case in Haryana, a policeman was charged with
dereliction of duty after reportedly castrating a lower caste detainee. Numerous In-

dian human rights groups have detailed cases of torture during interrogation by po-

lice and paramilitary forces in Kashmir, Punjab, and Assam, including beatings,
burning with cigarettes, suspension by the feet, crushing of limbs with heavy rollers,

and electric shocks.
In theory, citizens may lodge a complaint for assault, wrongful confinement, and

death in custody, but in many cases this requires authorization of the state govern-
ment or other local authority. In the case of a death in police custody, magistrates
are required under by the Criminal Procedure Code to hold inquiries. However, such
inquiries may be carried out by an executive, not a judicial magistrate. Moreover,
such inquiries are often not carried out and, when an investigation does occur, the
results are generally not made public beyond a statement in some cases that depart-
mental action was initiated against the concerned police officials. Human rights
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groups say most custodial abuses are directed at the poor and uneducated backward
castes, who are unlikely to understand their right to redress.
The army, paramilitary, and police forces in Assam arrested over a hundred sus-

pected ULFA militants and sympathizers during the first several months of 1992,
and were accused by opposition parties and student and civil liberties groups of tor-

turing many of the detamees. The army denied speciiic charges but maintained that
in cases in which personnel had been found guuty of wrongdoing, they were pun-
ished. In July a senior inquiry committee appointed by the Assam government found
an army officer responsible for "inhuman torture, cruelty, and consequent death" of
a person held in army custody in April. A government doctor and a subinspector
of police were found guilty of giving a false death certificate in this case. The report
also recommended court-martial of one junior commissioned officer accused of raping
a girl during an army operation on April 12. Army officials did not disclose if pun-
ishments were meted out in these cases.

The Government sajrs many members of the police have been disciplined for abuse
of detainees, though punishment is usually mild (suspension or transfer) and only
occurs in a small percentage of abuse cases. A government review of seven custody
deaths reported in Delhi during 1991, for instance, indicates that in two cases offi-

cials were placed under suspension and charges were filed, in two cases officials

were suspended without charges being filed, in two cases investigations were contin-
ued, and in one case the magisterial inquest determined that no foul play was in-
volved. In none of these cases nas a conviction resulted.
As of December, the Government had reviewed 230 of more than 400 cases docu-

mented in Amnesty International's (AI) 1992 report on "^rture, rape, and deaths
in custody." The Government claimed that 153 of the 230 were insufficiently docu-
mented to allow any official followup or were not substantiated after inquiry. In
many of these 153 cases, the Government's investigation determined that death was
due to natural causes, suicide, or crossfire. In 14 cases, the government reported
that the officials implicated were under investigation. Forty-two of the AI cases re-
portedly remained before the court, while 15 have been formally acquitted. In some
instances compensation was paid to victim's families before any judgment, and in
others departmental action was taken even if guilt was not established. In only 6
out of 230 cases that AI documented did the Government report that trials had oc-
curred leading to the prosecution of the officials involved.

Press reports about prison conditions include charges of sexual abuse of prisoners,
the use of prisoners by prison officials for domestic labor, the sale of food and milk
meant for prisoners on tne black market, and the sale of women prisoners to broth-
els. Women constitute 2 to 6 percent of the total prison population, according to the
1987 Justice Krishna Iyer report, which also noted that cells are seldom segregated.
It was only after a female inmate had been raped in custody that she could be
transferred to a cell staffed by women, the report continued.
At least 20,000 diUdren and youngsters under 18 years old are reported to be in

jail, comprising nearly one-eighth of the prison population. Although Parliament
passed the Chudren's Law in 1960 to safeguard young prisoners against abuse and
exploitation, most states have not followed suit with their own laws to implement
it. The Supreme Court has criticized the states for not providing separate racilities

for children in jails and for not constructing reformatory institutions. It is estimated
that at least 10,000 people with mental olsorders who have committed no crimes
are held in prisons throughout India.
There are three classes of Indian prison facilities. Class "C" cells are the worst.

They often have dirt floors, no furmshings, and poor quality food. They are over-
crowded, and the use of handcuffs and fetters is common. Prisoners in these cells

reportedly suffer the most abuse. Prisoners are designated class "C," not based on
the nature or severity of the crimes involved, but on tneir standing in society. Those
who cannot prove they are either college graduates or income taxpayers when they
come before the magistrate are class "C."

Class "B" cells are for college graduates and taxpayers, again regardless of the
crimes involved. Crowding is less of a problem in "B" cells, and the food and treat-
ment of prisoners are reportedly better than in class "C." Class "A" cells are for
"prominent persons," as designated by the Government. Such prisoners are accorded
{>rivate rooms, visits, and adequate food, which can be supplemented by their fami-
ies. In fact, very few prisons actually maintain class "A cells; class "A" prisoners
are usually held in government guest houses.
The Minister for Jails in the state of Madhya Pradesh revealed in August that

50 convicts and 125 detainees under trial had died from health problems in various
state jails between July 1991 and June 1992. He also acknowledged that the num-
ber of prisoners in these jaUs far exceeds their capacities.
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d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or ExUe.—^There were credible reports of wide-
spread aii)itrary arrest and detention. The Constitution requires that an arrested
person be informed of the grounds for arrest, given the ridit to be represented by
counsel, and (unless he is being held under a preventive detention law) to be pro-

duced before a magistrate within 24 hours of arrest. At this initial appearance, the
accused must either be remanded for fiirther investigation or released, provisions

that have been upheld by the Supreme Court. However, these provisions do not
apply to persons arrested under national security laws and are not always respected
even when national security is not involved.

The Constitution permits the enactment of preventive detention laws in the event
of threats to public order and national security. Several such laws have been adopt-
ed and provioe for limits on the length of detention (up to 2 years) and for judicial

review of such detention.

TTie National Security Act (NSA) of 1980 permits detention of persons considered
security risks; police anywhere in India (except Kashmir) may charge suspects
under NSA provisions. The Jammu and Kashmir Public Safety Act (1978) covers
corresponding procedures for that state. To be released from detention under the
NSA, a court must determine that all grounds for detention are invalid. NSA detain-

ees are permitted visits by family meinbers and lawyers. Under NSA's strong special

and preventive detention provisions, a person may be detained for up to 1 year with-

out cnarge or trial (2 years in Punjab) on loosely defined security grounds, but must
be informed of the grounds for detention within 5 days of arrest and brought before
an advisory board of three high court judges within 7 weeks of arrest. At that time
the detainee may be released on the basis of "insufficient grounds." 14,400 people
have been arrested under NSA since 1990, and all but about 500 have been released
on baU.
The Terrorist and Disruptive Activities (Prevention) Act (TADA), though enacted

in 1985 to fight terrorism in Punjab, is applicable in all states and to all Indians
abroad. In 1992, 23 of 25 state governments had formally invoked the TADA,
though only a handfiil of states face actual insurgencies. The TADA is subject to

renewal every 2 years and will next expire in May 1993. The law was promulgated
to punish those found guilty of terrorist and disruptive acts with no less than 5
years' imprisonment and up to the death penalty for certain terrorist crimes. Dis-

ruptive activities are defined broadly to include speech or actions which disrupt or
challenge the sovereignty or territorial integrity of^India. In some cases, the Govern-
ment has been accused of using the TADA in criminal proceedings in order to avoid
the lengthy process of building a criminal case. The TADA extends the period to 60
days during which a detainee may be held in police custody afler remand by the
court and allows additional administrative detention up to 1 year while an inves-

tigation proceeds. Persons held under the TADA must be presented within 24 hours
before an executive magistrate, but this requirement reportedly is oflen ignored.

It is difficult to determine how many people are held at any one time under the

TADA. Civil liberties organizations often use a figure of 37,000, the majority of

whom are being held in Punjab Mid Kashmir. The Government stated in October
1991 that about 48,000 people had been arrested under the TADA since its incep-

tion. Of these, over 31,000 had been released and only a few hundred convicted. In
March Punjab Chief Minister Beant Singh aimounced that 13,535 people were being
held under the Act in Punjab alone. In August the Government announced that 838
people had been arrested in Delhi under the TADA during the previous 3 years. Of
these, the Government said 144 were militants and that 1 was convicted. In Tamil
Nadu, police said 143 people were arrested under the TADA in 1992, of whom 36
have been released.
There were widespread accusations that the Act was being misused in states not

experiencing civil unrest, including Gujarat, Haryana, Madhya Pradesh, and
Maharashtra, as a convenient way to hold people without trial. In Tamil Nadu,
there were credible reports that the state government was using the TADA to arrest

political opponents under the pretext of combating terrorism by the Liberation Ti-

gers of Tamil Elam (LTTE). In Punjab, state autnorities on several occasions ar-

rested Sikh political leaders for short periods under the TADA in order to prevent
opposition rallies and demonstrations.
ExUe is not practiced.

e. Denial of Fair Public Tried.—India has an independent judiciary with strong

constitutional safeguards. Supreme Court Justices are appointed by the President
and serve up to age 65. Judges of the state high courts are appointed by the Presi-

dent in consultation with the C!hief Justice and the governor of the state, and may
serve up to age 62. India's legal procedures generally assure a fair trial when they
function normally, but the process can be drawn out and inaccessible to the poor.

Defendants have the right to choose counsel from an Indian bar that is fully mde-
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pendent of the Government. Effective appeal channels exist at all levels of the judi-

cial system.
The Indian Criminal Procedure Code provides for an open trial in most cases.

Under certain circumstances it allows significant exceptions, including in proceed-

ings involving official secrets, trials in wmch statements prejudicial to the safety of

the State might be made, or under provisions of national security legislation such
as the TADA. Sentences, however, must be announced in public. The TADA author-

izes secret testimony to protect witnesses and suspends the usual restrictions on the

use of evidence obtained during police interrogation. Persons charged under the

TADA with certain categories of crimes are presumed guilty and carry the burden
of proving their innocence. Human rights groups charge that these categories are

so broad—including cases where weapons are recovered, where a codefendant has
made a confession, or where there is strong incriminating evidence—^that they can
be manipulated to fit any case. TADA trials are held before special courts, which
sit in closed session in any district of the state where the crime was committed.

Some 450 petitions have been filed before the Indian Supreme Court challenging the

constitutionality of the Act, but none has been heard.

The judiciary is independent of the executive branch. Judges are selected bv the

Law Ministry following consultations with the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court.

Islamic religious law governs many noncriminal matters involving Muslims, includ-

ing family law, inheritance, and divorce. The Government's declared policy is not

to interfere in the personal laws of the minority communities, with the result that

discriminatory personal laws, often against women, are upheld.
In Kashmir and Punjab, where armed militants demand independence for their

states, the legal svstem barelv functions. In both states, threats against judges, wit-

nesses and their family members have created a situation in which no court is will-

ing to hear cases involving militants. As a result, there were no convictions of al-

leged terrorists in these states during 1992, even though some militants had been
in detention for years. Security forces appear on many occasions to have meted out

their own hasty nustice" with deaths in custody and faked encounter killings, rather

than rely on the legal system.
f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^Under

Indian law, warrants are normally required for searches and seizures. In a criminal

investigation, police may conduct searches without a warrant if obtaining one would
cause undue delay, but they must justify such searches m. writing to the nearest

magistrate with jurisdiction over tne onense being investigated. Under the dis-

turbed areas legislation in Assam, Punjab, and Jammu and Kashmir, the authori-

ties have specim powers to search and arrest without a warrant and to shoot to kill

suspected lawbreakers or disturbers of the peace.

Surveillance of communications, including tapping of telephones and intercepting

personal mail, is authorized under the Indian Telegraph Act "on the occurrence of

any public emergency or in the interest of the public safety or tranquility." These
powers have been used by every state government.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—^Human rights abuses by both militants and security forces continued
unabated in Jammu and Kashmir, India's only Muslim-majority state. The Muslim
population in Kashmir valley has become severely alienated both by the central

Government, because of the repressive tactics used by its forces to combat insur-

gency, as well as by the militants for acts of wanton violence sometimes directed

at innocent civilians. Hundreds of thousands of Indian army and paramilitary forces

remain in the state to maintain law and order and check the militant separatist

movement. Under the Jammu and Kashmir Disturiied Areas Act and the Armed
Forces (Jammu and Kashmir) Special Powers Act, both passed in July 1990, secu-

rity force personnel have sweeping powers, including authority to shoot to kiU sus-

pected lawbreakers or disturbers of the peace and to destroy structures suspected

of harboring militants or arms.
Paramilitary and army forces used excessive force against mass gatherings, as

well as in retaliation against attacks on them by armed militants. On May 5, secu-

rity forces kUled four bystanders and wounded seven when returning fire in a mili-

tant attack on a motorcade accompanying the Union Communications Minister in

Srinagar. Kashmir observers report that house-to-house searches, torture, and gang
rapes of innocent civilians (especially in remote villages) increased following the

launch of Operations Tiger and Shiva by security forces in Sentember and October.

These operations reportedly involve intensive cordon-searches, large-scale burning of

homes and businesses suspected of aiding militants, and faked "encounter" killings

of militants in police custody. On October 1, nine people in and around a village

north of Sopore were reportedly killed and three women (including a 60-year-old and
an 11-year-old) were raped following a militant attack on an army convoy one-half

61-307 0-93-37
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mile away in which a security force member was killed. Homes and cattle reportedly
were burned and apples recently harvested were destroyed. Kashmiris allege secu-

rity forces steal food, money, and personal property. Kashmiri human rights activ-

ists report that medical personnel also have been the tai]gets of violence. The Indian
Government reports that in Kashmir 33 army and paramilitary personnel were im-
prisoned (27 received sentences of 1 month or less), 18 were dismissed, and 45 were
demoted or reprimanded. In Punjab, 135 policemen were dismissed and 75 were pre-

maturely retired. In three cases, senior omcers were given jaU sentences.

Except for granting a brief visit in 1990, the Government has resisted offers by
the International Committee of the Red Cross to visit Kashmir in order to monitor
and report confidentially on prison conditions and treatment of civilians.

Militants maintained a reign of terror in the valley throughout the year, targeting
security force personnel, public employees, supposed police informers, members of
rival groups, and others perceived as opposing their cause. Invariably, innocent ci-

vilians were caught up in the violence. On October 7, for instance, 13 people were
killed and about 50 injured when a bomb allegedly placed by militants destroyed
an overcrowded bus in Jammu. Militants routinely planted bombs in and around
military and paramilitary installationsj as well as at bridges and communications
targets. Militant groups kidnaped dozens of government officials, family members
of prominent politicians, and businessmen, killing some of them. Kashmiri miU-
tants, unlike their counterparts in Punjab, have not routinely engaged in mass
killiags. They also carried out extortion and protection rackets. (See also Sections

l.a., l.b., and 2.a.)

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties. Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The Constitution protects these freedoms, and
they are, with some limitations, exercised in practice. A vigorous press reflects a
wide variety of public, social, and economic beliefs. Several major national publica-

tions regularly publish investigative reports and allegations of government wrong-
doing, and the press as a whole champions human rights causes and criticizes per-

ceived government lapses. However, this is not always the case in disturbed areas,

such as Punjab and Kashmir. Press reports there often are based on official state-

ments and frequently do not dig deeply into allegations of abuses by government
forces. In troubled areas, journalists and editors are harassed and intimidated by
terrorists, local government leaders, and special interest groups.

The Press Council of India is an independent board of journalists, with the direc-

tor appointed by the Government. Designed to be a self-regulating mechanism for

the press, it investigates complaints of irresponsible journalism and sets a code of
conduct for publishers. This includes the avoidance of articles that might incite

caste or communal violence. The Council publicly criticizes newspapers or journal-

ists it believes to have broken the code of conduct, but its findings carry no legal

wei^t. Many journalists complain that the Council's actions promote self-censor-

ship, resulting in a "chilling effect" on investigative reporting.

National television and radio, which are government monopolies, are frequently

accused of manipulating the news to the benefit of the Government. A 1990 par-

liamentary reform intended to grant greater autonomy to the electronic media has
never been implemented. However, international satellite television is widely dis-

tributed in middle class neighborhoods via cable and is gradually eroding the Gov-
ernment's monopoly on electronic media.
Under the Official Secrets Act (OSA), the Government may restrict publication of

sensitive security stories, but this is sometimes interpreted quite broadly to sup-

press criticism of government policies. In Punjab, the Government frequently im-
posed censorship or restrictions on the press and regularly impounded issues of

newspapers because of what it considered objectionable reporting, (jovemment offi-

cials reviewed issues of local newspapers before allowing distribution. Censorship
was heaviest in the period before the Punjab elections in February. In protest, the

Punjab-based Tribune left blank spaces with "censored" or "removed by government
orders" where stories would have been placed. The Government also seized several

editions of the principal Punjabi language daily both during and after the elections.

In August the Punjab Chief Minister provoked a minor furor by calling in local jour-

nalists and threatening them with airest under the TADA if they wrote stories fa-

vorable to militant groups. At least one journalist, a correspondent for the tribune's

Puiyabi edition, was arrested and booked under the NSA. (See Section 4 regarding
the disappearance ofjournalist Ram Singh Biling.)

The 1971 Newspapers Incitements to Offenses Act was still in effect in Jammu
and Kashmir througnout 1992. Under the Act, a district magistrate may restrict the

media from carrying material resulting in "incitement to murder and other of-
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fenses." Punishment permitted under the Act includes forfeiture of newspapers and
printing and other media equipment.
On May 18, an All India Kadio engineer, M.L. Manchanda, was kidnaped by mili-

tants who threatened to kill him if the station did not follow militant oirectives to

broadcast all programming in Punjabi and eliminate programs from Delhi. When
the kidnapers deadline passed, he was shot and beheaded. His body was dumped
in Punjab and his head m Haryana. In Kashmir, a hand grenade was thrown into

the house of Yusuf Jameel, a journalist for the British Broadcasting Corporation
(BBC) and several other international news services. In response, journalists in
Srinagar went on a 3-day strike to protest attacks and harassment of journalists
by boui militants and government forces.

In Assam, two journalists from local weeklies and one high court lawyer were ar-

rested in March under the National Security Act. The Assam Chief Minister stated
the two were arrested for seditious activities. Most independent observers claimed,
however, that the journalists were jailed because they belonged to an organization
that collected evidence of excesses "by security forces and released a report on al-

leged deaths and rapes in custody.
In Tamil Nadu, Chief Minister Jayalalitha proposed a legal ban on "scurrilous

writing" by the press in apparent retaliation against what she called a press cam-
paign against her. In April an arrest warrant was issued for one journalist, and two
others were summoned to receive a reprimand from the speaker of the state assem-
bly for "breach of assembly members' privileges." The journalists challenged these
actions in the Supreme Court, and the court granted a stay of the arrest warrant.
One reprimand order was upheld on grounds that the editor in question should have
apologized to the assembly speaker. (See Section l.a. concerning the encounter kill-

ing ofGhulam Rasool, a journalist in Andhra Pradesh.)
Films are reviewed by the Censorship Board before being licensed for distribution.

The Board deletes material deemed offensive to either pubUc morals or religious or
communal sentiment. Producers of video news magazines in the private sector also

are required to clear their products with government censors. This has resulted in
numerous delays in the release and editing of a number of stories on controversial
issues.

Indians enjoy complete academic freedom, and students and faculty espouse a
wide range of views. In addition to 10 national universities funded by the central
Government and about 160 state universities, states are empowered to accredit lo-

cally run private institutions.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—The Constitution protects the
right of peaceful assembly and the right to form associations, and these rights are
generally respected in practice. (Jovemment authorities sometimes require permits
and notification prior to holding parades and demonstrations. At times of civil ten-
sion, local governments may ban public assemblies and impose a curfew. Ordinarily,
local governments respect the right to protest peacefully, including such traditional
Indian forms of protest as "gherao," in which an officim or his office is surrounded
by protesters who allow no access, and sitdowns blocking public thoroughfares.

Srinagar, in Kashmir, continued under a ni^t curfew throughout the year. In the
northeast state of Meghalaya, an indefinite curfew was imposed in the capital on
August 13, following the outbreak of violence involving tribal groups and local mer-
chants. Three weeks later, the state governor promulgated an ordinance empower-
ing the police to detain any person for the maintenance of internal security and pub-
lic order. Despite these measures, at least 20 people were killed and over 50 were
injured in ethnic violence during October. (Jovemment authorities routinely imposed
day curfews on other cities experiencing violent disturbances, as during the after-
math of the December 6 destruction of a mosque in Ayodhya. In Punjab and Assam,
also, night and day curfews were imposed sporadically in response to militant activi-

ties.

c. Freedom of Religion.—India is a secular state in which all faiths enjoy freedom
of worship. (Jovemment policy does not favor any religious group. Nevertheless, ten-
sions over religious differences continue to be a serious problem and pose challenges
to the secular foundation of the Indian State.

Indian religious organizations may maintain communications with coreligionists
abroad. Financial contributions from abroad are subject to scrutiny and licensing by
the Ministry of Home Affairs. The Religious Institutions (Prevention of Misuse) Or-
dinance makes it an offense to use any religious site for political purposes or to use
temples for harboring persons accused or convicted of any crime. Although designed
to deal with Sikh places of worship in the Punjab, the ordinance technically applies
to all religious sites. In general, the Government exercises care to avoid placing re-
strictions on Sikh religious practices or on the management of Sikh places of wor-
ship.
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Hindu-Muslim tensions flared in December following the destruction of a mosque
in Ayodhya by Hindu activists. Subsequent rioting throughout India left over 1,200
dead and some 4,000 seriously ii^jured. In an effort to stem this violence, the Gov-
ernment invoked tiie Unlawral Activities Prevention Act to ban five communal
groups (3 Hindu, 2 Muslim). The Government arrested over 5,000 people in a crack-

down on the banned organizations, but all but a few hundred were quickly released.

On August 6, unknown assailants attacked the chief of a hard-line Muslim group,

the Islamic Sevak Sangh, outside a mosque in Kerala. Hindu-Muslim rioting after-

wards left 1 dead and over 100 injured.

There is no national law to bar proseljrtizing by Indian Christians, but the Gov-
ernment limits the number of foreign missionaries, and laws in some states discour-

age them from openly proselytizing. The rise in conversions among tribals of the
northeast state of Arunachal Pradesh continued to create tensions; as in the past,

state ofiicials refiised to issue permits for foreign Christian missionaries to enter the
state.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—^Indian citizens enjov fuU freedom of movement within the country, ex-

cept in certain border areas where, for security reasons, special permits are re-

quired. Foreigners (including diplomats) must obtain restricted areas permits to

visit Assam as well as other sensitive border areas in the northeast. Foreign travel

and emigration are without political restrictions. Millions of people of Indian origin

live abroad.
India admitted millions of displaced persons at the time of partition in 1947,

granting them citizenship so they could integrate fully into Indian society. Subse-
quent migration to India has been the result largely of upheavals in nearby coun-

tries, ana few of the refugees have been granted citizenship. Although India is not

a simatory to the U.N. Convention and Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees,

the Government follows the general principles laid down in those documents (includ-

ing tiie principle of non-refoulement). India does not, however, offer permanent re-

settlement. Refugees it recognizes are placed in camps. Afghans and Burmese are
generally neither deported nor recognized as refugees. These and other nationalities

either receive a renewable residence permit and are recognized as refugees by the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) or are ignored.

Bangladeshis formerly received the same benign treatment, but as internal political

pressure increased during 1991 and 1992, the Indian Government began to bar their

entry. Durinc 1991, according to government statistics, 53,733 illegal immigrants
from Bangladesh were apprehended on the border and pushed back. In September,
in the face of political pressure from Hindu groups, the (jovemment staged a "de-

portation" of 132 Bangladeshis taken from shanty towns in Delhi, (jovemment offi-

cials say there is no firm figure, but estimates of the number of Bangladeshis living

illegally in India range from 2 to 15 million.

By 1989, at least 40,000 Chittagong Hill Tracts tribal people from Bangladesh had
fled to camps in Tripura where they receive assistance from the Indian (jovemment.
Up to 15,000 of these refugees returned to Bangladesh over the years 1991-1992,
following discussions between the two governments. Meanwhile, increased border
patrols slowed the influx of Chittagong mil Tracts tribal people to a trickle.

About 88,000 Tamil refugees from Sri Lanka were living in 130 government-run
camps, and up to 100,000 more lived with friends and relatives throughout Tamil
Nadu. The state government, using central government resources, provided shelter

and subsidized food to those in the camps. Between January and September, ap-

proximately 24,000 Tamil refugees returned to Sri Lanka. There were initial reports

that some of these refugees were being forcibly repatriated. These concerns largely

disappeared once the (Jovemment agreed to allow the UNHCR to screen the return-

ees.

India continued to provide humanitarian assistance and protection to commu-
nities of over 1(X),000 Tibetan refugees in Himachal Pradesh, Kamataka, and else-

where in India. There were credible reports that local governments forced Nepalese
and ethnic Nepalese Bhutanese, who had moved to parts of Assam, Meghalaya, and
Tripura in 1990 and 1991, to leave. Most of them moved to refugee camps in Nepal.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-

ment

India has a democratic, parliamentary system of government with representatives

elected under full adult suffrage; the voting age is 18. Multiparty elections are held

regularly at local, state, and national levels. A P«u*liament sits for 5 years unless

dissolved earlier for new elections, except under constitutionally defined eniergency

situations. State governments are also elected at regular intervals except in states

under President's Rule.
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On the advice of the Prime Minister, the President may proclaim a state of emer-
gency in any state in the event of war, external aggression, or armed aggression.

Similarly, resident's Rule may be declared in the event of a collapse of a state's

constitutional machinery. The central Government has indicated its desire to re-

elace President's Rule with an elected state government in Jammu and Kashmir,
ut it states that law and order problems remain obstacles to the holding of state

assembly elections. Kashmiri political leaders have also stated that they do not wish
to have elections outside a negotiated settlement. President's Rule in Jammu and
Kashmir remained in place throughout the year.

President's Rule in Punjab was lifted on Februarv 25 following the installation of

an elected state government; it was Imposed in Manipur on January 7 and lifted

on April 8; and it was imposed in Nagaland on April 2 and remained in force

through the rest of the year. Both northeastern states have suffered from problems
of weak state administration, corruption, and political infighting. President's Rule
was imposed in the opposition-ruled states of Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh,
Himachel Pradesh, and Rajasthan following the destruction of a mosque in Ayodhya
on December 6.

Polling in Punjab for the state assembly and the lower house of the National Par-
liament took place on February 19. All but one of the Sikh Akfdi parties boycotted
the elections. Overall voter turnout was around 20 percent, with participation neg-
ligible in many rural areas. The low turnout was a response to the Akalis' boycott

of the elections and militant threats to punish voters who participated. The result

was a virtual sweep by Congress (I) candidates, who won 87 of 117 state assembly
seats and 12 of 13 national parliamentary seats. Municipal elections in Punjab's
heavily Hindu urban areas were held in September amid a significantly improved
security climate, with voter turnout over 70 percent. The majority of votes went to

independent candidates.
Indigenous peoples participate actively in national and local politics. Numerous

political parties and tribal groups work to advance the interests of indigenous peo-

ples, and on several occasions have extracted specific concessions from the central

Government. Under Articles 330 and 332 of the Constitution, seats are reserved for

"scheduled tribes" (historically disadvantaged indigenous peoples) in the Parliament
and state legislatures in proportion to their population.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Independent Indian human rights organizations are active and vocal. They in-

clude tne People's Union for Civil Liberties, the South Asia Human Rights Docu-
mentation Center, Citizens for Democracy, and numerous regional organizations. All
these groups send out teams to study specific allegations of human rights abuses
and publisn reports on their findings, which are often highly critical of government
authorities. All of India, including Kashmir and Punjab, is open to investigation by
Indian civil liberties groups.
Following a Chief Minister's conference on human rights in September, the Gov-

ernment established a ministerial-level subcommittee to prepare authorizing legisla-

tion for a national human rights commission. The power of this commission and its

sc^e of woik remained unclear.
The central Government is generally tolerant of dissent within India. There have

been, however, numerous instances oi human rights monitors arrested or targeted
for police harassment. Among the most notable was that involving Justice Ajit

Singh Bains, a 70-year-old former High Court justice and human ri^ts monitor,
who was arrested after delivering a speech that authorities said was seditious be-
cause it advocated an independent Sikh homeland. Justice Bains was released on
bail in August after being held over 4 months under the TADA. In February two
Gujarat human ri^ts monitors were arrested under the National Security Act for

protesting oppression of tribals. Other Indian human rights monitors have received
threatening anonymous phone calls and have had their offices searched by govern-
ment agents. Ram Singh Biling, a journalist and Punjabi human rights activist, was
taken from a bus by uniformed gunmen on January 3 and was never heard from
again. Although several local residents completed affidavits stating that Biline was
abducted by police, the state government denied that he was ever arrested. Hirdai
Nath Wanchoo, a labor lawyer and Kashmiri human rights activist, was killed by
unidentified gunmen on December 5. The Government, denying any involvement in

his death, turned the case over to the Central Bureau of Investigation.

The central Government is sensitive about international allegations of human
rights violations. Anmesty International (AI), unlike some other international
human ri^ts groups, has requested specific government authorization to send re-

search teams to Kashmir, Punjab, and several other states. A high-level delegation
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from AI visited New Delhi in November to discuss these requests. Government offi-

cials stated afterwards that they were not opposed "in prindple" to a research visit

and hinted at an invitation to visit Punjab alter further discussions, but ruled out
such a visit to Kashmir.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

The traditional caste system as well as differences of race, religion, and language
severely divide Indian society despite laws designed to prevent discrimination. Spo-
radic violence occurred throu^out the year based on these differences, as well as
longstanding Hindu-Muslim tensions. Despite several provisions in the Constitution

promising equality before the law and prohibiting discrimination on the basis of

gender, uie family, marriage, and inheritance laws of several of India's religious

communities manifest legmly sanctioned gender discrimination. In recent years,

changes have been made m personal, criminal, and labor laws governing women, in-

cluding the Dowry Prohibition Act, the Equal Remuneration Act, the Prevention of

Immoral Traffic Act, and the Sati (Widow Burning) Prevention Act. Nonetheless
deeply rooted traditions, often tied to religious or social practice, continue to contrib-

ute to uneven enforcement of these laws, particularly in the countryside.

Existing laws relating to asset and land ownership give women little control over
land use, retention, or sale. The Hindu Succession Act provides equal inheritance

rights for Hindu women, although in practice married daughters are seldom given

a share in parental property. Islamic personal law, while recognizing the right to

inheritance of both sons and daughters, specifies that a daughter's share should be
only one-half of a son's. Under the tribal land system, notably in Bihar, tribal

women do not have the right to own land; the practice of putting women to death
there as "witches" is closely linked to the denial of property rights. Female bondage,

forced prostitution, and child marriage remain common in parts of Indian society.

Child prostitution is rampant in the larger urban areas. In Bombay alone, there are

approximately 100,000 prostitutes, many of them minors, held in bondage at broth-

els.

Sex-determination tests (amniocentesis) are widely used, resulting in a dispropor-

tionate number of abortions of female fetuses and, in turn, resulting in discontinu-

ation of such tests in many states. Coupled with a marked disparity between mor-
tality rates of male versus female infants in the 0-5 age group, this has resulted

in the unusually low ratio in the Indian population of 929 females per 1,000 males
(the ratio varies considerably among states). Parents often give priority in both
health care and nutrition to male infants over females. Women s ri^ts groups point

out that the burden of providing an adequate dowry for girls is one factor in making
female births less desirable to the parents. Human ri^ts groups estimate that at

least 10,000 cases of female infanticide occur each year throughout India, primarily

in the poorer areas of the countryside.

Women's rights groups challenge the claim that "dowry deaths" (usually by burn-

ing) of young married women result from their inability to meet material demands
from their husband's families. They contend that insufficient dowry is often used as

an excuse for socially condoned violence against married women. Dowry crimes are

a complex issue involving attitudes of parents toward daughters, the social and eco-

nomic status of women. Taws that do not adequately stipulate investigation and en-

forcement procedures, and the failure of police to enforce existing laws.

The overwhelming majority of female workers are employed in agriculture, where
work is not adequately regulated by labor laws and where contractors customarily

pay women lower wages than those fixed by the states.

According to an Indian government study, which is borne out by press reporting,

violence against women—including molestation, rape (including while in police cus-

tody), kidnaping, and wife murder ("dowry deaths")—has increased over the past

decade. Whether this is due to more reporting, a higher incidence, or a combination

of both is unknown. Government reports put the total number of dowry deaths dur-

ing 1991 at 5,157, up about 7 percent from 1990. By law, every unnatural death

of a woman in the first 7 years of marriage must be investigated by the police and
a magistrate. In Delhi, however, of 329 cases of dowry death between 1989 and
1991, only 45 have come to trial, resulting in 3 convictions. A member of the Indian

police serving on the Union Public Service Commission stated in 1990 that about

95 percent ofregistered cases of dowry death end in acquittal because corrupt police

and medical officers tamper with crucial evidence.

Reports of rape were also up about 3 percent, totaling 9,793, during 1991. In most
cases, the perpetrators of these crimes were not brought to justice. In West Bengal,

for instance, 322 reported rape cases during 1991 produced 1 prosecution. One nota-

ble exception was the case olNehar Bano, a 35-year-old street dweller raped by po-

lice in CTalcutta. The involvement of uniformed police in this incident sparked wide-
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spread protest, which was fanned by opposition politicians. In September the offi-

cials involved were arrested and at years end were awaiting trial. About 150 wom-
en's organizations in India are active in working for social justice and economic ad-

vancement of women and in linking women's problems to larger social concerns.

The Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act of 1989
adds to the existing protective legislation by specifying a new range of offenses and
providing stiffer sanctions with special courts. However, this law has not checked
atrocities committed against these disadvantaged groups. According to government
records, there were a total of 18,336 crimes (including murder, rape, robbery, burn-
ing, and beating) against scheduled castes in 1991. The corresponding figure for

scheduled tribes was 4,168. The anti-Naxalite drive of the state governments in

Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, and Gujarat often led to harassment of tribal peo-

ples in western India. In January the deputy speaker of the Maharashtra legisla-

ture alleged that four tribals in the Chandrapur district were killed by police who
wrongly identified them as Naxalites. In the Pangs district of Gujarat, one tribal

woman died after allegedly being gang-raped by police in an.anti-Naxalite drive in

March. The leader of the opposition in the Maharashtra state legislature, himself
a tribal person, went on a fast protesting a police assault on indigenous people in

Dhulia district that killed one woman. Some 25 tribal Sarpanchas—elected village

heads—in Madhya Pradesh resigned in protest against harassment of tribals for

their alleged support of Naxalites.
Many tribal activists were arrested in Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, and

Maharashtra for opposing construction of the Narmada dam complex. They were
never charged in a court of law but were kept in police custody for several days be-

fore being released unconditionally. Many of^ those arrested say they were subjected
to beatings and other forms of physical abuse.
The Innerhne Regulations, enacted by the British in 1873, still provide the basis

for safeguarding tribal rights in most of the border states of northeastern India.

These regulations prohibit any person, including Indians from other states, from
going beyond an inner boundary without a valid permit. No rubber, wax, ivory or

other forest products may be carried out of the protected areas without prior author-
ization. No outsiders are allowed to hold land in the tribal areas without the ap-

proval of competent tribal authorities.

In the northeastern state of Meghalaya, tribal chiefs still hold sway in certain vil-

lages. Under an agreement with the Government, the Nagaland government con-
trols the rights to certain mineral resources. Autonomous District Councils (in

Tripura, Assemi, and Meghalaya) control matters such as education, rural develop-
ment, and forestry within their areas and are supposed to work directly under the
state governors.

Despite constitutional safeguards, the ri^ts of indigenous groups in eastern India
are often ignored. There has been encroachment (including by illegal immigrants
from Bangladesh) on tribal land in almost all the states of eastern India, and busi-
nessmen, flouting Innerline Regulations, have taken out forest and mineral re-

serves. Spaces in National Education Institutions reserved for tribals and backward
classes are often taken by more influential people from other backgrounds.
These violations have given rise to numerous tribal movements demanding protec-

tion of land and property rights. The Jharkhand movement in Bihar and Orissa, the
Gorkhaland movement in Darjeeling, and the Bodo movement in Assam all reflect

deep economic and social grievances among indigenous peoples. In the Jharkhand
area, tribal people complain that they have been relegated to unskilled mining jobs,

have lost forests to industrial construction, and have been physically displaced by
development projects. The (jovemment responded to these complaints by floating

the idea of an independent Jharichand state, but this proposal faced strong resist-

ance from the state governments that would be affected. Encroachments by
nontribal traders and shopkeepers sparked serious ethnic violence in Meghalaya in
which at least 20 people were killed in October.
Scheduled tribes benefit from targeted development funds, government hiring

quotas, and special training programs. A national commission on scheduled castes
and scheduled tribes reports annually on the status of tribal peoples and inves-
tigates specific complaints about deprivation of rights of scheduled castes and tribes.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—The Constitution guarantees the right of association.
Workers are guaranteed the right to form and join unions of their own choosing
without prior authorization, including in export processing zones (EPZ's), and sev-
eral trade union centrals exist. Most trade unions have some tie to a political party,
national or local. However, trade unions make a point of stressing their formal inde-
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pendence from political parties and, on occasion, differ from their respective political

allies on labor-related issues.

Trade unions have the legally protected right to strike, but public sector unions
have to give at least 14 days' notice prior to striking. Some states have laws requir-

ing workers in certain nonpublic sector industries to give prior strike notice. The
Essential Services Maintenance Act allows central government authorities to ban
strikes and requires conciliation or arbitration in specified essential industries.

Legal mechanisms exist for challenging the assertion that a given dispute falls with-
in the scope of this Act. At least two of the EP77s limit the right to strike. In 1991
(the last year for which data are available) there were 963 strikes in India.

By and large, human rights abuses against nationally organized unions or union-
ized workers have not been a problem in India. However, as with other peripheral
groups in Indian society, unaffiliated unions of low caste or tribal workers cannot
always avail themselves of protections and rights guaranteed by law. Shankar Guha
Nyogi, the leader of an unaflUiated tribal workers union in the Madhya Pradesh
steel town of Bhilai, was killed by unidentified assailants in September 1991. The
Indian Central Bureau of Investigation concluded that his death had been planned
by local industrialists. Arrests were made, but charges were not filed, and a prime
suspect escaped from custody. On July 1, 1992, with little evident progress toward
resolving the disputes that led to his death, Nyogi's followers organized a sitdown
protest that blocked Bhilai's raU tracks. State police fired on the protesters, killing

18 or more persons and injuring and arresting scores of others. Hospitalized victims

displayed numerous upper torso bullet wounds, apparent corroboration of the union
charge that police had fired to kill.

Unions are free to affiliate with international trade union organizations. For ex-

ample, the IncUan National Trade Union Congress (INTUC) is affiliated with the
International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU), and the all India Trade
Union Congress (ATTUC) is affiliated with the Communist-dominated World Federa-
tion of Trade Unions (WFTU).

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The right to oi^anize (includ-

ing protection against antiunion discrimination) and to bargain collectively has ex-

isted in Indian Taw for decades. Trade unions carry out these activities independ-
ently and without government or, in general, employer attempts to interfere. A sys-

tem of specialized labor courts exists to hear and adjudicate labor-related com-
plaints.

Collective bargaining is the normal means of setting wages and settling disputes,

and trade unions are usually vigorous in defending worker interests in this process.

When collective bargaining fails to establish locally equitable wage levels, tne Gov-
ernment may set up tripartite boards, including trade union representation, to de-

termine them. The Trade Union Act prohibits discrimination against union mem-
bers and oi^ganizers, and employers may be penalized if theydiscriminate.
There are seven EPZ's in India. Physical access to the EPZ's ordinarily is limited

to those who work in them, and union oreanizers are not exempt from these limita-

tions. While workers in EPZ's have the legal right to organize and bargain collec-

tively, trade union activity is rare. Women workers constitute the bulk of the work
force in the EPZ's.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^The Constitution prohibits forced

labor, and legislation passed in 1976 specifically bans the practice of "bonded labor."

A Supreme Court decision defined "forced labor" as work at less than the minimum
wage (minimum wages are usually set by the states, not the central Government).
Under this definition, "forced labor" is widespread throughout India, particularly in

rural areas. "Bonded labor," the result of a private contractual relationship whereby
a worker incurs or inherits debts to a contractor and then must work oil the debt
(plus extensive interest), is illegal but prevalent. While violations are punishable by
imprisonment for up to 3 years, individual state labor departments are responsible

for law enforcement, and prosecutions are rare.

Based on reports from the states, the Government estimates that there are ap-

proximately a quarter of a million bonded workers in India, of whom 223,108 had
been "rehabilitated" by March 31, 1992. Other sources, including the Bandhua
Mukti Morcha and the Gandhi Peace Foundation, however, estimate the number at

10 times the government figure. Private and autonomous social organizations, such
as trade unions, the Council for Advancement of Peoples' Action and Rural Tech-
nolo^, and Action for Welfare and Awakening Rural Environments, attempt to

identify cases of bondage and pursue them with the appropriate officials. However,
even with better coordination and increased resources to overcome the complicated
jurisdictional division between central and state governments, the eradication of

bonded labor is proceeding slowly.
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d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^Article 24 of the Indian Constitu-

tion prohibits emplojnment of children under 14 years of age in factories, min^s, ofj5

in other hazardous employment; Article 45 encourages states to provide free and
compulsory education for all children up to the age of 14. However, these constftu-

tional provisions have had little impact. As in the case of bonded labor, the central

Government often blames divided jurisdiction with state governments for its inabil-

ity to curb the practice. Poverty, social acceptance, and the failure of state govern-

ments to make primary school education compulsory make child labor an especially

serious problem. According to a Labor Ministry survey, one out of four Indian chil-

dren between the ages of 5 and 15 is working. Government statistics put the total

at 17.5 million in 1985. Other figures, inclumng those cited by the ILO, put it as

hi^ as 44 million.

Both houses of Parliament passed legislation in 1986 to ban the employment of

children under 14 in hazardous occupations (such as glass making, fireworks, match
factories, and carpet weaving) and regulate their employment in others. A child

labor division set up in 1987 in the Labor Ministry is carrying out child welfare

projects, including health and nutritional programs, designed to rehabilitate child

workers. Government efforts were augmented in 1992 by two ILO projects, funded
by Germany, that seek to end child labor in the formal sector and reduce it else-

where through promotion of primary school and vocational training alternatives. De-
spite these efforts, progress has been slow. Certain industries, especially carpet

weaving, have expanded their presence in the export market by exploiting the low
cost of child labor. Together with other groups in the region, Indian activists con-

cerned about child labor in July formed the South Asian Coalition on Child Ser-

vitude (SACCS) which threatens to organize foreign boycotts of regionally produced
carpets made with child labor. SACCS aimed its efforts at the world's two largest

maikets for South Asian carpets, the United States and Germany.
e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—In the "unorganized sector," each state sets

separate minimum wages for agricultural workers, which are not well enforced.

While the basic minimum wage varies according to the state and sector of industry,

most "organized" workers receive much more than the minimum wage, especially

when legislatively mandated bonuses and other benefits are included. The minimum
wage is considered adequate only for the most minimal standard of living.

'file Factories Act established an 8-hour woritday, a 48-hour workweek, and var-

ious standards for working conditions. These standards are generally enforced and
accepted in the modem industrial sectors but tend not to be observed in the more
extensive older, smaller, and less economically robust industries. State governments
are responsible for enforcement of the Factories Act. However, the large number of

industries covered by a small cadre of factory inspectors and their limited training

and susceptibility to bribery make for lax enforcement.
Although occupational safety and health measures vary widely, in general neither

state nor central government resources for inspection and enforcement of standards
are adequate. Safety conditions tend to be better in the EPZ's. The ILO plans to

hold its XIII World Congress on occupational safety and health in New Delhi in

April 1993.

\

MALDIVES

The Republic of Maldives has a parliamentary form of government with a strong
executive. In practice, government authority in this small, homogeneous society

rests largely in the hands of the President and a number of powerful Cabinet min-
isters. Political parties are officially discouraged. Candidates lor the unicameral leg-

islature, the Citizens' Majlis, run as individuals. The Majlis selects a single nominee
for president who is subsequently approved or rejected by the voters. In 1988 Presi-

dent Maumoon Abdul Gayoom began a third 5-year term after being nominated by
the Majlis and approved by 95 percent of those voting in a referendum.
The National Security Service (NSS), which includes the army and police, is re-

sponsible for maintaining internal law and order as well as defending the country.

The police division investigates crimes, does other security intelligence work, makes
arrests, and enforces house arrest. Maldives has a small military service. No infor-

mation is available on military expenditures, nor is there is any indication that ef-

forts will be made to reduce military expenditures in the near future, especially

since the Government believes the existing military forces are too small to protect
the extensive shoreline.
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Maldives is comprised of 1,190 islands in 26 natural atolls scattered across an
area 500 miles long by 75 miles wide in the Indian Ocean. The population totals

some 225,000 persons.
Nearly half the work force engages in traditional activities such as fishing and

small-scale agriculture. Industry accounts for only 14 percent of the gross national

product. Tourism is the largest foreign exchange earner.

The Government continues to restrict human ri^ts closely in several areas, in-

cluding speech and press, religion, the right of citizens to change their government,
and women's and workers' rights. Other problems include instances of arbitrary ar-

rest and incommunicado detention and lack of an independent judiciary. The dis-

sident press has been effectively eliminated as a result of government revocation of

press registrations and other actions over the last 3 years (see Section 2.a.). Some
of these restrictions, on religion and women's rights, for example, are linked with

the observance of the Shari a (Islamic law) and other Islamic principles and cus-

toms.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were no reports of such

killings.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of disappearances.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
There were no reports in 1992 that persons were beaten whUe in police custody. At
times prisoners are held incommunicado as a way to extract confessions. Convicted

criminals are floggedunder judicial supervision when this punishment is prescribed

by the Shari'a. tfsually, however, punishment is confined to fines, compensatory
payment, house arrest, imprisonment, or banishment to a remote and sparsely pop-

ulated atoll. Banishment is considered a particularly severe punishment oecause the

banished person is not allowed visits by family members.
Police autiiorities said they initiated several measures to improve prison condi-

tions, including allowing regular visits by relatives and permission for prisoners to

earn income by pursuing their occupations in prison. Political prisoners and drug
offenders are excluded from this reform, however. A bill specifying the rights of the

accused and convicted, proposed in the Majlis in 1990, was dropped when its spon-

sor left Parliament.
d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—The Constitution states that "no person

shall be apprehended, except on a verdict specified by Shari'a or (civil) law." Police

undertake investigations either on suspicion of criminal activity or in response to

a formal written complaint alleging commission of a crime. Depending on the results

of the police investigation, the Attorney General may refer the case to the appro-

priate court. Complainants may also directly petition a court for its intervention. It

is customary not to disclose to the public the details of the charges against a person

until it has been established that the charges are likely to be upheld.

Persons under investigation generally are free pending trial, provided they do not

leave a specified atoll. There is no provision under Maldivian law for bail. Depend-
ing on the charges, however, a suspect may be imprisoned or placed under house

arrest without trial for 15 days while the case is being investigated. In most cases

not brought to trial within 15 days, the subject is freed. After the first 15 days, de-

tention or house arrest may be extended for 30 days by authority of the President.

There is no limit on the detention of persons suspected of such crimes as illegal dnig

use, terrorism, or attempted overthrow of the Government. As a result, such detain-

ees may be held without trial indefinitely. Neither is there a requirement in law

that persons be formally charjged before being detained on suspicion, so some sus-

pects, especially for political offenses, have been imprisoned or held under house ar-

rest for weeks or months without charge. Some detainees reportedly have been held

without access to lawyers, friends, or family. Persons held under house arrest may
be prohibited visits by nonfamily members and access to a telephone.

Most of the more than 50 persons arrested in November 1990 on a variety of

charges—which included terrorism and political subversion but which appear to

have been exaggerated—have been either released or tried, convicted, and sentenced

to terms of imprisonment or banishment to outer atolls. There were no such arrests

in 1992. Several of the prisoners arrested in 1990 are believed, however, still to be

in police custody or under house arrest without having had a proper trial.

There were no cases of foreign exile in 1992. The practice of deportation to remote

atolls is a form of internal exile.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^There are eight lesser courts and a High Court

in Male'. The High Court handles a wide range of cases, including politically sen-
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sitive ones, and acts as a court of appeal. Each of the lesser courts deals with spe-
cialized cases, such as debt, theft, or property claims. On other islands, there are

all-purpose courts. There are no jury trials. Most trials are open to the pubUc and
conducted by judges trained in Islamic law. The trials of persons charged with polit-

ical crimes are not open to the public, however, and are not covered by the press.

Cases on outer island!s are usually abjudicated bv traditional legal practitioners, but
more complex legal questions are referred to the appropriate specialized court in

Male'. The Male' court may in turn refer the issue to four judges attached to the
Justice Ministry. AU judges are appointed by the President and serve at his pleas-

ure; they are not subject to confirmation by the Citizens' Majlis. The High Court
falls under the authority of the Office of the President. Under the law, the President
has the final word in all legal cases and, according to some reports, occasionally has
reviewed court decisions.

During trial, the accused may defend himself and call witnesses. He also may be
assisted by a lawyer, but most defendants do not use them because there are few
professionally trained lawyers. Courts do not provide lawyers to defendants who
cannot obtain legal counsel on their own. Traditional Islamic judges question the
concerned parties and attempt to establish the facts of a case as well as reach a
legal judgment. Generally, the length and type of sentence are established by law
and custom. No reliable estimates exist of the number of political prisoners.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

Constitution prohibits opening, intercepting, or reading letters, telephone conversa-
tions, telegrams, and wireless messages exchanged between persons "except in ac-

cordance with the specific provisions of the law." The NSS sometimes opens the maU
of private citizens and notifies them that it has done so. There are indications that
telephones may be tapped; in 1990, for example, a politically embarrassing tape of

a telephone call by a government minister suspected of embezzlement mysteriously
surfaced in Male'. The Constitution requires that private premises and dwellings be
respected, but there is no legal requirement for search or arrest warrants, and pri-

vate residences are sometimes searched by police officials without prior warning.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The Constitution provides for freedom of speech
and expression "so long as the specific provisions of Shari'a and the law are not con-
travened." In practice, freedom of speech, press, and broadcast are sharply re-

stricted. Under Maldivian law and custom, a citizen may criticize or complain to the
Government without fear if he does so through recognized channels. These include
letters or oral complaints to the President, a Majlis member, a civil servant, or other
person in authority. A provision of the penal code makes illegal those actions that
arouse the people against the Government. In November 1990, the 17th amendment
to this law decriminalized "any true account of any act of commission or omission
past or present by the Government in a lawfully registered newspaper or magazine,
so as to reveal dissatisfaction or to effect its reform. Although this amendment may
eventually have an impact on freedom of expression, it has had no appreciable effect

thus far.

The detention, harassment, and threats against journalists that occurred after a
short period of unprecedented press freedom in early 1990 eliminated the dissident

press and created a persisting atmosphere in which a number of journalists are

afraid to publish articles critical of the Government. The Government has also

begun to hold printers responsible for the material they print, resulting in the print-

ers refusal to accept anything even slightly controversial.

Seventy-six newspapers and periodicals are registered, of which 13 are published
by the Government. The only two dailies are owned by government ministers. Two
politically outspoken newspapers, Sangu and Hukuru, whose official registrations

were revoked in mid-1990, remain closed. The two journalists affiliated with Sangu
who were among the 50 persons detained in 1990 have been tried and sentenced,
and both are now under house arrest. A human rights organization has received re-

ports that one of these detainees, Sangu editor Mohammed Shafeeq, confessed
under duress to involvement in a fire bombing and other efforts to cause public dis-

order.

There is no prior censorship of newspapers, but officials in the Department of In-

formation and Broadcasting sometimes call publishers to point out that certain arti-

cles are unacceptable for political or other reasons. Publications ma^ be banned for

containing criticisms of the Government "based on falsehood and unfounded specula-

tion." The Government also reserves the right to take action against journalists who
"bring discredit and dishonor to individuals or groups through the malicious use of
mass media and create social unrest among the general public." Because these regu-
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lations are often broadly construed, self-censorship is well ingrained among writers

and editors.

The Government owns and operates the only television and radio stations. Foreign
broadcasts are not jammed.
There are no legal prohibitions on the import of foreign publications, except those

containing pomograpny or material otherwise deemed objectionable in terms of Is-

lamic values. No seizure of foreign publications was reported in 1992.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.^-Ait\c\e 15 of the Constitution
guarantees Maldivians the right to assemble as long as they do not violate the law
or the Islamic code of behavior. Public political meetings are permitted during elec-

toral campaigns, with Home Ministry permission, but so far political meetings have
been limited to small gatherings on private premises. Clubs and other private asso-

ciations are pennittea if they do not contravene Shari'a and civil law. They must
be registered with the Government.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^Freedom of religion is significantly restricted. The Con-
stitution designates Islam as the official refigion and requires 8dl citizens to be Mus-
lims. A recent constitutional amendment makes it possible for Maldiviein citizens le-

gally to be members of the Shi'a as well as the Sunni sect of Islam. There are no
places of worship for adherents of any other religion, and the importation of figu-

rines for worship is prohibited. Clergy and missionaries of non-Muslim faiths may
enter Maldives but are forbidden to proseljrtize or hold public worship services. Con-
version of a Muslim to another faith is a violation of Shari'a law and could result

in loss of citizenship for the Maldivian convert, although law enforcement authori-

ties say this provision of the law has never been applied. The practice of any reli-

gion other than Islam is prohibited by law. However, citizens oi other nations resi-

dent in Maldives are allowed to practice their religion if they do so privately.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

Satriation.
—^There are no formal restrictions on freedom of movement within the

lEkldives. Although no law explicitly prohibits migration to the capital island of

Male' or its surrounding atoll, these have become so overcrowded that the Govern-
ment discourages migration there except for short periods of work, education, or

medical treatment. Tnere are no arbitrary restrictions on foreign travel or emigra-
tion. A Maldivian who has acquired another nationality must maintain Maldivian
nationality concurrently and must enter and leave Maldives on a Maldivian pass-

Kort. The Government is not known to have revoked the citizenship of any
laldivian. There are no refugees or displaced persons. As far as is known, no

Maldivians have been exiled abroad or are refugees or displaced persons elsewhere.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-

ment
Maldives traditionally has been governed by a limited circle of persons, and

Maldivians have only limited and indirect influence on the selection and organiza-

tion of their government. A change in leadership could come about only through in-

direct means, such as a group oi reform-mindea parliamentarians blocking renomi-

nation of the President. This has never occurred. The President and several key
members of his Cabinet wield controlling power. A single nominee for president,

who constitutiontdly must be male and a Sunni Muslim, is chosen by secret ballot

in the Majlis from as many candidates as are proposed by members. His nomination
is confirmed or rejected in a nationwide referendum, also by secret ballot. President

Gayoom was elected for a third 5-year term by this process in 1988, receiving 95
percent of the popular vote.

Members of the Citizens' Mailis, a unicameral legislature, are chosen for 5-year

terms by secret ballot. All Maldivians over 21 years of age may vote. Of the body's

48 members, 40 are elected—2 from each of the 19 inhabited atolls and 2 from
Male'—and the President appoints 8. Individuals or groups are free to approach
members of the Majlis with grievances or opinions on proposed legislation. The most
recent Majlis election was held in November 1989. Under the Constitution, Islamic

law rather than the Majlis has legal preeminence. The President, in addition to

being the Head of Government and State, is responsible for the protection of Islam

in the Maldives.
While not expressly forbidden by law, political parties in practice are not per-

mitted. President Gayoom has publicly discouraged their formation, declaring politi-

cal parties inappropriate to the homogeneous Maldivian society, at least for the

present. In place of political parties, factions in the Majlis tend to form around indi-

viduals or points or view. Any member may introduce legislation. If seconded, it

must be considered by the entire legislative body. The Majlis may not interpellate

ministers but may send them written questions to answer and call for their removal.

The Government has said that members of the Majlis are protected by law for state-
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ments made during Majlis debates; however, since the arrest and banishment of a

menJber of the Majlis in 1990 on charges which were not made pubhc, and the har-

assment of several others for outspokenness in 1990 and 1991, the atmosphere in

the Majlis reportedly has become more subdued than it was in early 1990. The
Majlis still, however, proposes new legislation and debates some draft bills vigor-

ously.
Women are not eligible to become president but may hold all other government

f>osts. For reasons of tradition and culture, however, few women seek or are selected

or public oflice. In 1992 two women served in the 48-member Majlis. There were
no iemale members of the Cabinet.
There is no identifiable indigenous ethnic group in Maldives. The Maldivian popu-

lation is a complex amalgam of cultural and racial influences from South Asia, Per-

sia, the Arabian Peninsula and Africa.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

An association calling itself the Law Society of the Maldives, with the professed

aim of protecting the legal and constitutional rights of Maldivians, was registered

with the Government in mid-1990 but has never become active. In general, the Gov-
ernment does not welcome international human rights organizations or the human
rights inquiries of foreign governments, consioering them an intrusion into

WSldives' domestic affairs. The Government responded to a report on Maldives by
Amnesty International (AI), published in January 1991, with a letter that com-
plained about alleged inaccuracies. Later in 1991, however, the Government per-

mitted a foreign lawyer representing AI to meet with its officials to gather informa-
tion on the trial of a number of political prisoners. In October a three-member dele-

gation from AI visited Male' for 3 days. The delegation was received by the Govern-
ment but did not meet with private citizens or visit places of detention.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Women traditionally have played a subordinate role in Maldivian society, al-

though they now participate in public life in growing numbers and gradually at
higher levels. Well-educated Maldivian women report that although the upward pro-

fessional mobility of women is not limited by statute, the education, career choices,

and achievement of women is circumscribed by cultural norms and expectations. Be-
cause Islamic practice is the basis for Maldivian civil law, it is easier for husbands
to divorce wives than vice versa. Islamic law also governs inheritance, according
men twice the share of women. Women who worit for wages—for the Government,
in business, or in garment factories—generally receive pay equal to that of men in

the same positions. Approximately 10 percent of uniformed NSS personnel are now
female.
The Government has shown interest in promoting the welfare of women in both

the public and private sectors. A Department of Women's Affairs and a National
Women's Councu have been created and have organized seminars and counseling
sessions to promote an awareness of women's rights and their role in a developing
nation and to expand opportunities for them in nontraditional occupations. These
efforts must contend, however, with conservative sentiment among small business-
men and residents of the outer islands, due largely to orthodox Islamic training,

which opposes women being active outside the home.
There are no firm data on the extent of violence against women. Violence against

women is probably underreported to authorities because of the value attached to pri-

vacy within the family in this conservative society. Police officials report that they
receive only three or four complaints of assaults against women each year, and
Maldivian women's rights advocates agree that wife beating and other forms of vio-

lence are not widespread. Rape and other violent crimes against women are rare.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Maldives has a work force numbering some 57,000
persons, about 40 percent of whom are employed in traditional fishing. The great
majority of economically active Maldivians work outside the wage sector. Employ-
ment statistics do not exist, but the industrial sector employs only a few thousand
persons, accounting for about 13 percent of gross domestic product.
While unions are not expressly prohibited, the Government recognizes neither the

right to form them nor the right to strike.

D. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Workers' ri^ts to organize
and bargain collectively are neither recognized nor protected by law. Wages in the
private sector are set by contract between employers and individual employees and
are usually based on the rates for similar work in the pubUc sector.

There are no export processing zones.
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c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^There is no legal code regulating
the conditions of labor. Forced or compulsory labor is not prohibited, but there are

no reports that it is practiced.

d. Minimum Age For Employment of Children.—^There is no compulsory education
law. However, in 1990 some 77 percent of those 5 to 19 years of age were enrolled

in government or private schools, and the Government is trying to make schools

available to all children. A law passed in 1992 bars children under 14 years of age
from "places of waged work" and from woric that is "not suitable for that child's age,

health, or physical ability" or that "might obstruct the education or adversely affect

the mentality or behavior of the child. An earlier law prohibits government employ-
ment of children under the age of 16. There are no reports of children being em-
ployed in the small industrial sector, although children do work in family fishing,

agricultural, and commercial activities.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—^There is no national minimum wage for the

private sector, although the Government has established wage floors for certain

kinds of work. There are no statutory provisions for hours of work and length of

annual leave. Given the severe shortage of labor, however, employers must offer

competitive pay and working conditions to attract skilled workers. In the public sec-

tor, a 6-hour day and a 6-day workweek have been established through administra-
tive circulars from the President's office. Overtime pay for those who work more
than a 6-hour day was instituted in the public sector in 1990. Government woricers

receive 3 weeks' leave per year. There are no laws governing health and safety con-

ditions.

NEPAL

Nepal is a constitutional monarchy with a democratic, parliamentary form of gov-

ernment. Nepal was formerly an absolute monarchy, but the King in 1990 legalized

political parties and invited formation of an interim government that promulgated
a new Constitution. Under that Constitution the King retains important residual

Powers, but he has effectively disassociated himself from the exercise of power. The
arliament consists of the House of Representatives (lower house) and the National

Council (upper house). In multiparty elections held in May 1991, the Nepali Con-
gress Party won a majority in the House of Representatives, which chose G.P.

Koirala as Prime Minister.
Internal security is maintained by the Nepal police, under the Home Minister,

and, as necessary, by the Royal Nepalese Army, of which the King is Commander-
in-Chief. Because communication links in Nepal are limited, local officials have a

great deal of autonomy and exercise wide discretion in enforcing law and order. In

1992, as in previous years, the police on several occasions used excessive lethal

force, and police mistreatment of criminal suspects continued. According to the U.S.

Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, total military expenditures for 1989 were
$33 million. 'There is no indication tnat efforts will be made to reduce these expendi-

tures in absolute terms in the near future. However, the portion allocated to defense

in the 1992-1993 budget fell slightly compared to the previous year.

Nepal is one of the poorest countries in the world, with a per capita gross domes-
tic product estimated at around $170. Over 80 percent of its 19 million people are

engaged in subsistence agriculture. Carpet and ready-made garment sales and tour-

ism revenues are the major sources of foreign exchange, and foreign aid covers 69
per cent of Nepal's development budget. Under the new Government, efforts are

under way to provide a greater role for the private sector.

The 1990 Constitution guarantees a broad range of fundamental human rights,

and the Parliament has passed most of the legislation necessary to bring the law

into conformity with the Constitution. The human rights situation has improved
considerably smce 1990, and much progress has been achieved in the transition to

a more open society. Substantial human rights problems remain, however. The prin-

cipal problems concern the abuse of police powers, including arbitrary detention and
beatings (which, in at least one instance, included torture) by a police force that is

poorly trained, and the Government's unwillingness to investigate or enforce ac-

countability for recent and past abuses. Police fired into crowds on several occasions,

most notably during demonstrations against the (Jovemment on April 6 that re-

sulted in the deaths of seven persons. &me restrictions continue on freedom of ex-

ftression. Trafficking in women and child labor remained serious problems. A new
aw granting freedom of religion was passed; however, proselytizing remains prohib-

ited.
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RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^There were a number of incidents

involving political violence and killing orior to the February parliamentary by-

electionsand, on a wider scale, before the May local elections. All of the major politi-

cal parties traded charges of killings, but the majority of allegations were believed

to have been distortions made for political advantage.
On April 6, at least 7 people were killed, almost 100 injured, and over 500 ar-

rested in Kathmandu and its suburb of Patau after police fired on protesters dem-
onstrating against the Government's economic policies. The demonstration was orga-

nized by a coalition of parties, led by the Communist Party of NepalAJnity Centre,

and called for a general strike to protest recent price increases by the Government,
This demonstration became violent in several places with incidents of arson and at-

tacks on public and private property. The Government claimed that force was nec-

essary to prevent further damage to public property. However, well-documented re-

ports by human rights groups and eyewitness accounts indicate that the police were
ill-trained in crowd control and overreacted. Most of the victims were innocent by-

standers and, in one flagrant case, a woman who was a considerable distance away
from the rioting was shot in the leg at point-blank range without provocation.

Human rights organizations also condemned the use of bullets during the dem-^-

onstrations.

The Government failed to conduct an investigation of the incident or take discipli-

nary action against the police for using excessive force. It acknowledged that the

police are inadequately equipped and trained to cope with civil disturbances, but
claimed that the level of force was justified in response to deliberate provocation.

The families of the seven deceased were compensated approximately $500 each.

In two incidents, on January 3 in Solukhumbu District and on August 28 in

Okhaldhunga District, Nepalese police shot and killed Tibetan refugees who were
members ofgroups transiting Nepal en route to India. The Government has not in-

vestigated either incident or taken disciplinary action against the officers involved.

The Government also did not publish the results of the Home Ministry's inquiry into

incidents in 1991 at Argakhanchi and Khotang—in which police fired on crowds,

killing two persons and wounding several others—or take disciplinary action against
the police involved in those incidents.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of permanent disappearances. In May
there were several cases in which rival political factions claimed their opponents
had abducted and held prospective candidates briefly to prevent their registration

in local elections. The report of the five-person commission to investigate the where-
abouts of those missing or dead since December 1960, presented to the Parliament
in 1991, still has not oeen published, nor has the Government made any public

statements regarding its contents, despite pressure from human rights groups to act

on its findings.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
There was one particularly significant incident of torture in 1992. Following the
January 15 murder of a policeman in Baglung District, over 500 people were de-

tained for investigation. Most were released within 2 days; however, 10 persons
were held for a period of nearly 2 months without being brought to court. According
to a reliable team of investigators, all were tortured, including beatings on the soles

of their feet, and at least three of the detainees received bums on their feet as well.

AU 10 denied any involvement with the murder and allege that they were arrested
for political reasons. Local authorities did not deny the use of torture, and the local

investigator commented that torture was necessary as a means to ejctract informa-
tion. No disciplinary action was taken against these local authorities, although the
Home Minister reported that he had instructed the police to stop such practices.

Beating is stiU reported to be a routine means for police to extract confessions

from common criminals. The Government has rarely conducted investigations into

allegations of police brutality or acknowledged public concern about its prevalence.

Nepal's Constitution now provides for compensation to those subjected to physical

or mental torture, but the Supreme Court has ruled that legislation must be passed
to determine levels of compensation before the courts can make awards.
Three classes of prison facilities exist in Nepal. Class "C cells—which generally

hold common criminals—are the worst. They often have dirt floors, sparse or no fur-

nishings, and poorer food than class "A" and "B" cells. Overcrowding is common, and
the use of handcufi"s and fetters is sometimes reported. Conditions in "A" and "B"
cells are markedly better, with the former reserved for "prominent" persons. Women
are incarcerated separately from men in equally poor conditions. Children are incar-

cerated together with adults, either because uiey have committed crimes or their
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parents have done so and the children have nowhere else to live. There has been
Sonne slow improvement in prison conditions; sick prisoners are now more likely to

be referred to nospitals for treatment.
Reflecting the low level of general medical facilities in the country, facilities for

care and treatment of the mentally ill are inadequate. Such persons are often placed
in jails under conditions that are degrading and sometimes inhuman by inter-

national standards.
The Mallik Commission's report on its investigation of the loss of life and property

during the Movement to Restore Democnu^s OnlRD) agitation in 1990, in which it

looked into chai^rcs of torture and other mistreatment, was submitted to the Attor-

ney General on December 31, 1990. However, the report remains unpublished, al-

thouc^ it may be read in the parliamentary library. The report's principal author
disputed the Attorney General's 1991 finding that the report supplies neither firm
evidence nor a legal basis for prosecution. Human rights monitors urged the Gov-
ernment to publish the report and take appropriate action based on its contents.

d. Arbitrcay Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—^Accordin^ to the Constitution, a suspect
must be brou^t before a court within 24 hours and informed of the general grounds
for his arrest or be released. If the court upholds the detention, the police are au-
thorized up to 25 days, with a possible 7-day extension, to complete their investiga-

tion. Alihou^ the ^preme Court ordered the release of a detainee on at least one
occasion on the grounds that he had been held for over 24 hours before being pre-

sented to a court, tJie police reportedly often violate this provision of the law in prac-

tice. Under current law, persons are permitted access to a lawyer onlv after they
are no longer in police custody. There is a functioning system of bail, but it is too

esnpensiveror most Nepalese.
The law most often used to detain and arrest persons arbitrarily during the MRD

agitation was the Public Security Act. The Act was amended, but not repealed, by
the new Government in 1991. It permits the Home Ministry to detain an individual

for up to 6 months upon presentation of written notice that includes "grounds and
reason." Hie district court must be notified of the detention within 24 hours. It may
extend the period of detention once, for an additional 6 months, before charges must
be filed. The grounds for detention under the Act are open to broad interpretation:

to ensure the security of Nepal; order and tranquility inside Nepal; amicable rela-

tions between Nepal and other friendly states; or amicable relations among people

of difierent classes or religions within Nepal. Persons detained under this Act are
considered to be held in preventive detention and are not brought to trial.

There are oUier laws that allow for arbitrary detention, including the revised Pub-
lic Offenses Act. It was under this Act that hundreds of civil servants were detained
in 1991 during a 55-day protest strike against the Government. Despite the Act's

revision in 1992, human rights monitors nave expressed concern that it continues

to vest too much power in uie Chief District Officer, the highest ranking civil serv-

ant in Nepal's 75 districts, and could give rise to abuses in the future.

The 10 persons arrested in Baglung District following the murder of a policeman
on January 15 were held for 30 to 55 days on chai-ges of conspiracy and murder
before being brought to court, a violation of the law. The detainees were also pre-

vented from seeing any visitors or lawyers, also a procedural violation.

Exile is prohibited by the Constitution and is not practiced.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^Nepal's judicial system consists of three layers:

The district courts, appellate courts, and the Supreme Court. The judges of all three

layers are appointed oy the King upon the recommendation of the Judicial Council,

a constitutional body chaired by the Chief Justice, which makes recommendations
and gives advice on matters of appointment, transfer, disciplinary action against

judges, and other matters relating to judicial administration.

AuUtaiy and civilian courts are separate. Military courts generally deal only with
mihtary personnel who are immune from prosecution in civilian courts. In 1992 the

Supreme Court ruled that civilians may no longer be tried in military courts for

crimes involving the military. In the past, cases of terrorism or treason were often

dealt with under the Treason Act in closed trials held before specially constituted

tribunals. No such cases were tried in 1992, but the Treason Act remains in effect.

Nepalese law provides for the ri^t to a public trial except in some security and
customs cases, llie Constitution provides for protection from double jeopardy, pro-

tection fiT>m retroactive application of the law, and the right to counsel; the Gfovem-

ment provides free counsel to indigents. There were no reported instances of abuse
in this area in 1992. The judiciary is legally independent and has the right of judi-

cial review under the Constitution. Uncfer the previous Panchayat system, the judi-

ciary often collaborated with the police in upholding politically-motivated detentions;

in 1992 the process of judicial strengthening continued, and the courts confronted

the police in several cases of illegal detention.
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The Constitution also allows the Supreme Court to initiate contempt proceedings

and to impose punishment for contempt of the Supreme Court or subordinate courts.

All lower court decisions, including acquittals, are subject to appeal. The Supreme
Court is the court of last appeal, but the King may grant pardons and may suspend,

commute, or remit any sentence by any court.

The Government has declared that it holds no political prisoners. There is no
credible evidence that any political prisoners (as denned for the purpose of this re-

port—see Appendix A) are oein^ held in Nepal's iails, althou^ some political par-

ties occasion^ly claim that political prisoners are oeing held.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The

new Government generally respects the privacy of the home and family, principles

bolstered by Neptxiese law and tradition. Search warrants are required before search

and seizure, except in cases involving suspected security and narcotics violations.

The Police Act of 1955 as amended empowers the police to issue warrants for search

and seizure in criminal cases upon receipt of information about criminal activities.

The Chief District Officer in misdemeanor cases and court judges in felony cases

must approve warrants within 24 hours after issuance.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^The Constitution specifies that all citizens shall

have freedom of tnought and expression; it also provides that no news item, article,

or any other reac^ng material shall be censored. These rights are circumscribed,

however, as the Constitution permits restriction of speech or press if the action

would: threaten the sovereignty and integrity of the Kingdoin; disturb the harmo-
nious relations among peopte of different castes or communities; promote sedition,

defamation, contempt of court, or instigation to commit crime; or contradict decent

public behavior or morality. These restrictions were invoked in Novenaber when an
editor served a 1-week jau sentence for contempt of court after printing a cartoon

satirizing the Chief Justice.

The I^ss and Publications Act provides for the licensing of publications and the

granting of credentials to journalists. It includes penalties for violating these re-

of materials that, inter alia, foment disrespect toward the King or royal family; un-

dermine the integrity and sovereignty of the Kingdom; undermine the security,

peace, and order of the Kingdom; create animosity among people of diflerent castes,

religions, etc.; or adversely affect the good conduct or morality of the public. A simi-

lar list establi^es the basis for banning the importation of foreign publications.

Notwithstanding the law, a large number of Nepal's more than 400 publications

(some political party organs, some independent papers, and many small papers with

circulation limited to a few hundred copies) remained vigorous in their criticism of

the Government. A few published attacks on the monarchy without being prosecuted
or closed down.
The two Nepalese dailies with the largest circulation are government organs.

While their editors may publish critical views and alternate policies, editorial views
in these dailies still tend to reflect government policy. The Ministry of Communica-
tion has also provided occasional guidance to the editors. While the CJovemment can
exert pressure on the independent print media through its control of the price of

newsprint and throu^ the high proportion of advertising it purchases, there was
no evidence that such pressure was applied in 1992.

TTie sole radio and television stations in Nepal are government owned and con-

trolled. While programming continued to reflect a broader range of interests and po-

litical viewpoints than it did before the political transformation was begun in 1990,

it stiU followed closely the views of the (jovemment.
There were no reported restrictions on academic freedom.
b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^Under the Constitution, free-

dom of assembly is gueu-anteed. However, a caveat allows restrictions on such vague
grounds as undermining the "sovereignty and integrity" of Nepal or disturbing "law

and order." There were no reports of arrest or detention for exercising the freedoms
of peaceable assembly or association.

c. Freedom of Religion.—^The majority of Nepalese are Hindus, and Nepal is de-

scribed in its (Constitution as a Hindu Kingdom. There is a large minority of Bud-
dhists, a smaller number of Muslims, and a small but growing number of Chris-

tians. Non-Hindus are allowed to practice their religion and maintain places of wor-
ship. A number of foreign (Christian clergymen reside and work in Nepal in various
flelds. Religious education is offered by non-Hindus, including Muslims and Chris-

tians. Religious publications are imported mainly from India and widely circulated.
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The Constitution and a law passed in 1992 allow self-conversion but outlaw pros-
elytizing. The law provides a maximum penalty of 6 years for converting a person
to another religion and a maximum sentence of 3 years for attempting to convert
someone. No arrests were made under this provision in 1992. The law also protects
the functioning of all religions but prohibits discrimination on the basis of caste;
however, such discrimination is pernutted at temples.

In the past, Nepalese authorities, particularly in conservative rural areas, took
the prohibition on conversion very seriously. The current Glovemment's more toler-

ant policies have allowed Christians and other non-Hindu groups to engage freely

in a wide variety of religious eictivities which have, however, yet to inclu(te attempt^
at conversion. Keligious groups may establish their own organizations and acauire
their own places of worship, suthough the Government has been slow in establisning
procedures for registering religious organizations.
There is continuing concern that the prohibition against religious conversion in

the new Constitution raises the possibility that it may be used against people solely

for the expression of their rehgious beliefs. For this reason various non-Hindu
groups occasionally propose amending this provision of the Constitution.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-
patriation.—Citizens of Nepal may move freely and reside where they wish, a right
provided for in the Constitution. Foreigners (including Tibetans resident in Nepal)
and journalists are restricted from traveling to some areas on the Chinese border
unless they are part of a licensed trekking group escorted by a police liaison officer.

Travel outside of Nepal is not restricted for Nepalese citizens. Tibetans resident in

Nepal ma^ travel freely only to India, although permission is routinely granted for

their business travel to other countries. All Nepalese abroad are free to return
home. Although it is not explicitly prohibited by the Constitution, there are no
known cases of revocation of citizenship for political reasons.
Nepal has no official refugee policy and is not party to the 1967 Protocol Relating

to the Status of Refugees. The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR) has maintained an office in Kathmandu since 1989. The current Govern-
ment is aiding the UNHCR's efforts by facilitating access to refugees from both
China and Bhutan. In the past, Nepal accepted and assimilated approximately
14,000 Tibetan refugees. Border restrictions, tightened in 1986 by a joint Nepalese/
Chinese agreement, are observed haphazardly on the Nepalese side of the Border.

Tibetan refugees transiting through Nepal to India are usually permitted passage,
although there are reports of police demanding payment from, and occasionally ad-
ministering beatings to, these refugees. In January and again in August, Nepalese
police shot and killed Tibetans who had entered Nepal illegally. Government claims
that the victims had attacked the police were not borne out by UNHCR interviews
of the surviving group members. Cfredible reports continue to be heard of some Ti-

betan refugees being turned back by Nepalese authorities near the Nepal-China bor-

der; however, the incidence of this practice declined as the UNHCR established
more regular procedures with the Government for handling undocumented Tibetan
arrivals.

There was another sharp increase in the number of ethnic-Nepalese Bhutanese
fleeing into Nepal after reportedly suffering abuses or being expelled from Bhutan.
At the end of 1991, the camps in southeastern Nepal housed 10,000 of these refu-

gees, and at least 65,000 more arrived in 1992. They arrive to face unhealthful con-
ditions, including overcrowding, shortages of clean water, poor sanitation and nutri-

tion, and risk of epidemic disease. The UNHCR monitors these refugees' condition

and provides assistance for their basic needs. The Government tolerates the refu-

gees' presence on a humanitarian basis, although it can offer them little except a
place to stay. The Government raised the issue of the refugees with the Government
of Bhutan in 1992, but the flow of new arrivals continued unchecked, and there was
no agreement on refugee screening and repatriation.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Under the Constitution promulgated in 1990, Nepal is a constitutional monarchy
with sovereignty vested in the people. The people, through their elected representa-
tives, have the ri^t to amend the Constitution to change all but the most basic as-

pects of the body politic—sovereignty vested in the people, the multiparty system,
fundamental rights, and the constitutional monarchy.
Parliamentary elections, based on universal suffrage for citizens over the age of

18, are to be held every 5 years by secret ballot. On May 12, 1991, the people exer-

cised their franchise for the first time in 32 years in a general election that Nepa-
lese and more than 60 international observers described as basically free and fair.

The Nepali Congress Party won 110 out of 205 seats in the House of Representa-
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tives and was able to form the Government without need of a coalition. The King
appointed G.P. Koirala, leader of the Nepali Congress Party in the Parliament, as

Prime Minister. The next parliamentaiy elections are scheduled to be held in 1996.

Local elections were held on May 28 and 31, 1992, for municipal and village devel-

opment councils, and the winners of these offices, some 46,000 in all, voted for dis-

trict development conmiittees in July. These elections were also generally free and
fair, althoudi scattered acts of violence and polling irregularities were reported. The
governing Nepali Congress Party won over 50 percent of the offices contested. The
main opposition party, the Nepal Conmiunist Party/United Marxist and Leninist,

won approximately 26 percent of the offices, and the conservative National Demo-
cratic Party, led by former leaders of the Panchayat government, won 10 percent.

The King continues to exercise certain powers "with the advice and consent of the

Council of Ministers," These powers include exclusive power in enacting, amending,

and repealing laws relating to succession to the throne. The King's income and prop-

erty are tax exempt and inviolable. No question may be raised in any court about

any act performed by the King.

The new Constitution also permits the King to exercise emergency powers in the

event of war, external aggression, armed revolt, or extreme economic depression.

The emergency powers allow him to suspend the freedoms of expression and assem-

bly, freedoms from censorship and preventive detention, and other basic freedoms
without judicial review. The rights to form associations and of habeas corpus may
not be suspended. The lower, but not the upper, house of Parliament may be dis-

solved. A state of emergency may be maintained for up to 3 months without legisla-

tive approval and up to 6 months, renewable only once for an additional 6 months,
if legislative approval is granted.
The new Constitution bars the registration and participation in elections of any

political party that is based on caste or community or that does not operate openly

and democratically.
There are no specific laws that restrict women or minorities fivm participating in

the government or political parties, but lingering conservative social traditions limit

the influence of both women and some castes and tribes in the poUtical process. The
Constitution requires that at least 5 percent of the candidates tor the House of Rep-
resentatives from each registered political party be women.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Nepal has over a dozen nongovernmental human ri^ts organizations. The major
organizations are the Human Rights Organization of Nepal (HURON) and tiie

Forum for the Protection of Human Rights (FOPHUR), although their activities

have dropped off somewhat following the advent of democraty. The Nepal Law Soci-

ety also monitors human rights issues, and a number of nongovernmental organiza-

tions focus on single issues such as child labor or women's ri^ts. Both government-
appointed commissions and nongovernmental human right groups continue to report

that police authorities are do not cooperate with their efforts to gather information.

In June Amnesty International (AI) published a report criticizing the Govern-
ment's inaction in addressing past human rights violations and its poor handling
of the April 6 demonstrations. The Government stated that the report is politically

biased and exaggerates the Government's human rights violations, and it has indi-

cated a willingness for AI to send a team to assess the situation in Nepal. An inde-

gendent Nepalese commission, named the Tuladhar Commission after the jurist who
eaded it, published a separate report on the April 6 incidents that criticized the

Government's handling of the riots but also ascribed some blame to the leftist lead-

ers of the general strike. The Tuladhar Conmussion complained that the Govern-
ment and the official media obstructed its efforts to investigate the facts.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Lcmguage, or Social Status

The Constitution specifies the right to equality, whereby the State shall not dis-

criminate against citizens on grounds of religion, race, sex, caste, or ideology. How-
ever, Nepal is still largely a traditional society wedded to the caste system, and
caste discrimination is conmion, especially in the rural areas of western Nepal. Al-

though the public shunning of Sintouchables" has been outlawed, an exception was
retained for traditional practices at religious sites. Economic, social, and educational
differentiation tend to be a function of historical patterns, geographical location, and
caste. The spread of education and higher levels of prosperity, especially in the
Kathmandu valley, are slowly reducing caste distinctions and increasing opportuni-

ties for lower socioeconomic groups. Although politics and senior jobs in the govern-
ment administration and anny in Nepal continue to be dominated by higher and
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better educated urban-oriented castes (Brahmin, Chhetri, and certfdn elements of
the Newar community), the representation of other castes is increasing slowlv.
Women in Nepal face gender discrimination, particularly in rural areas, where the

wei^t of tradition, lack of education, and ignorance of the law remain severe im-
pediments to the exercise of basic rights, such as the ri^^t to vote or to hold prop-
erty in their own names. According to preliminary figures from the 1991 census, the
female literacy rate is 26 percent, compared to a male literacy rate of 57 percent.
Over the years, women have benefited from various changes in marriage and in-

heritance laws. However, these laws continue to remain discriminatory, (fespite the
constitutional prohibition against discrimination based on sex. The divorce law
grants Nepalese women the right to divorce but on narrower grounds than those
available to men. Likewise, the law governing property rights favors men in a num-
ber of ways, including division of family property, the disposition of property, inher-
itance, and land tenancy. The new Constitution strengthened some provisions re-

garding women, including equal pay for equal work.
Wife beating is common, though its extent is difficult to measure owing to the

value attached to family privacy in Nepal's traditional society. Several unconfirmed
cases of dowry deaths were also reported over the year. In general, there is little

public attention given to violence against women in the home.
Trafficking in women is a deeply ingrained social problem in several of Nepal's

poorest areas. Estimates of the total number of Nepalese girls and women working
as prostitutes in the red-light districts of India's major cities vary widely but aver-
age around 100,000. Coercion is often involved, although it is impossible to gauge
its extent. Newspapers occasionally report the arrest oT men attempting to abduct
young women or trick them into going to India. Economic incentives also entice
many other women. In certain parts of Nepal, families raise their daughters with
the expectation that they will spend several years in the brothels of India and then
return with their earnings and settle in their native villages. In addition, the tradi-

tion of religious prostitution among the Badini and Dev^i of western Nepal is an
ongoing concern of the Government. The Government prosecutes instances of coer-
cive trafficking brou^t to its attention but takes few active measures to stop it. The
spread of the acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) in India's red-light dis-

tricts has discouraged the Government from aggressively promoting the return and
rehabilitation of Nepalese prostitutes.

Government efforts thus far focus more on preventing voluntary prostitution than
on rehabilitation. The Women's Development Division of the Ministry of Labor and
Social Welfare sponsors income-generating skill training programs in several dis-

tricts known for producing prostitutes to be sent to India, and several nongovern-
mental organizations have similar programs.

In Nepal's more open political atmosphere, a growing number of women's advo-
cacy groups are taking up women's issues. Nearly all political parties have their

own women's groups to press for women's causes.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right of Association.—^Article 12 of the Constitution provides for the free-

dom to form and to join unions and associations. The Constitution permits restric-

tion of unions only through legal measures in cases of subversion, sedition, or simi-

lar conditions. Since the political transformation begun in 1990, there has been an
increase in trade union activity in every sector, with virtually all the unions closely

linked to one or another of the political parties. Union participation in the formal
sector is significant, but the formal sector comprises only a small portion of Nepal's
overall labor maricet. Due to their recent formation and Nepal's lack of experience
with trade unionism, the unions are still developing effective structures for oi^aniz-

ing, collective bargaining, and education. Moreover, while the Parliament passed
new labor and trade union acts in 1992, the Government has yet to bring out regu-
lations to implement them fiiUy.

Under current law, strikes are permitted except in "essential services" such as
water supply, electricity, and telecommunications. The Government also is legally

empowered to stop a strike or suspend the workings of a trade union if it disturbs

peace and security or adversely alTects the nations economic interests. Under the
new Labor Act, a secret ballot must be held to determine whether to strike, and
a 60-percent vote in favor is required for a strike to be legal. A number of illegal

strikes took place in 1992, especially to protest retrenchment in the public enter-

}>rises under the Grovemment's program of administrative reform, but most received
ittle publicity and were ineffective.

The Trade Union Act of 1992 establishes the procedures and requirements for

forming and registering trade unions, associations, and federations, including the
provisions required in all union constitutions. The Act also protects unions and ofli-
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cials from lawsuits arising from any actions taken in the discharge of official duties,

including collective bargaining.
There are no restrictions on forming confederations or joining international labor

bodies. Several federations exist, and Nepalese trade union organizations maintain
a variety of such affiliations.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—The Labor Act of 1992 pro-

vides for collective bargaining and stipulates that an organization must have the
signatures of at least 51 percent of the eligible woikers in order to negotiate collec-

tively. Although the organizational structures (e.g., labor courts) to implement the
Act's provisions have not been created, In practice, collective bargaining has been
the primary mechanism for setting wages since April 1990.
There are no current legal provisions prohibiting discrimination by employers

against union members or oi^anizers.

lliere are no special economic zones.

c. Prohibition ofForced or Compulsory Labor.—^Article 20 of the 1990 Constitution

Erohibits traffic in human beings, slavery, serfdom, or forced labor in any form. The
•epartment of Labor enforces laws against forced labor in the organized sector of

the economy. However, bonded labor is an aspect of traditional society, and over

100,000 low-caste ethnic Tharus are estimated to be under the "Kamaiya" system
of lx)nded labor in the Terai region. (See also the discussion of trafficking in women
in Section 5.)

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^The Constitution stipulates that
children shall not be employed in factories, mines, or similar hazardous woik, and
the law establishes a minimum age for employment of minors at 16 in industry and
14 in agriculture. Despite the law, child workers are found in all sectors of the rural

and urban economies where the families consider child labor essential to alleviate

poverty. The Department of Labor's enforcement record is spotty, but in the urban
formal sector it has had some success in enforcing laws relating to permanency,
minimum wage, and holidays. However, it has seldom enforced the minimum age
law. Child Workers in Nepal (CWIN), the only national social action group dedicated

to children's rights and welfare, estimates that 4.8 million Nepali children work at

least part- time. As with the population at large, the overwhelming majority of these
children are engaged in family subsistence agriculture, but chUc&en can be found,

usually doing menial jobs, in almost every occupation. C!hild employment is particu-

larly common in the smaller enterprises in construction, carpet weaving, res-

taurants, garment manufacturing, transport, and domestic work. Human rights

monitors estimate that diildren constitute between one-third and two-thirds of the
work force in the carpet industries, where they generally work long hours in

unhealthy conditions for low pay. Although a law specifically designea to protect

children's rights was passed in May, stipulating that children may not be used as
beg^rs or face discrimination on the basis of caste, religion, or sex, the Government
has little ability to implement it comprehensively.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—The new Labor Act sets a minimum monthly
wage in factories and in the organized labor sector. This wage is sufficient only for

the most minimal standard of living. Rates in the unorganized service sector and
in agriculture are often as much as 50 percent lower.
The Labor Act calls for a 48-hour workweek, with 1 day off, and limits overtime

to 20 hours per week. Health and safety standards, and other benefits such as a
provident fiind and maternity benefits, are also established in the Act. Implementa-
tion of the new Labor Act has been slow, as the Government has not created the
necessary regulatoiy or administrative structures to enforce its provisions.

PAKISTAN

In the fourth year since Pakistan's return to democratic rule. Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif, who is also head of the Islamic Jamhoori Ittehad (IJI) political partv
coalition, and President Ghulam Ishaq Khan continued to work together as the civil-

ian leaders of Pakistan's federal parliamentary democracy. The Chief of Army Staff,

(jeneral Asif Nawaz, also wields considerable influence on many major policy deci-

sions and is the third member of the unofficial "troika" which governs the nation.

Responsibility for internal security rests primarily with the police, although peira-

military forces, such as the Rangers and Frontier Constabulary, are charged with
maintaining law and order in frontier areas. Police forces are under provincial con-
trol, as are paramilitary forces when assisting in law and order operations. Both
forces were responsible for human rights abuses in 1992. The army and para-
military forces, under the nominal control of the Sindh provincial government (but
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under the effective control of the army and Central government), were called upon
in May to help restore law and order in Sindh provmce. This law and order oper-
ation also sparked chaises of human rirfits violations by the army units invohred
and of selective targeting of certain political elements in Sindh. According to the
U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, total military expenditures lor 1989
were $2,488 million. While the Government recognizes that too much of its gross
national product is devoted to military spending, there is no indication that efforts
will be made to reduce these expenditures in the near future.
Pakistan has a mixed economy of both state-run and private industries and finan-

cial institutions. Cotton textiles and apparel, rice, and leather products are the prin-
cipal export products. The Government is pursuing an ambitious program of^eco-
nomic reform, emphasizing the privatization of government-owned financial institu-

tions, industrial units, and utilities and the continued diminution of the public sec-
tor's role in the economy. The liberalization of foreign investment and exchange con-
trols are also important priorities. The Constitution assures the ri^t to private
property and of private businesses to operate freely in most sectors of the economy.

liiere was little change in the human rights situation in 1992, and serious prob-
lems remained in several areas. The press and political organizations continued to

exercise considerable, but not unfettered* freedom of expression. The overt repres-
sion of political opponents, a particular problem in Sindh, lessened but nonetheless
remained an issue of concern. Selective prosecution of opposition political leaders
continued. The arbitrary detention, arrest, torture, and other abuse of prisoners and
detainees also continued to be a serious problem. There were no significant efforts
to reform either the police or judicial systems, and responsible authorities did little

to prosecute and punish those responsible for abuses.
Heightened sectarian clashes between the Sunni and Shi'a communities resulted

in numerous murders. Non-Muslim minorities continued to be the subject of unofii-

cial persecution by religious zealots. The Government did little, despite complaints,
to curb these activities and continued its support for religious legislation designed
to Islamize Pakistan.

Social and legal constraints kept women in a subordinate position in society, and
significant restraints remained on workers' ri^ts. The use of child and bonded labor
remained widespread in spite of legislation to prohibit these practices.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from
a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—Extrajudicial killings, often in the

form of staged "police encounters"—shootouts resulting in the death of suspects

—

continued in 1992. There were also scores of credible reports from the media and
human rights monitors concerning prisoners' deaths while in police custody, includ-

ing reports of instances in which prisoners alleged to have been kUled in shootouts
probably died as a result of police torture. Law enforcement personnel were rarely
charged or tried for these killings, which human rights groups say numbered in the
hundreds.
Many questions remain regarding the deaths in May of seven men alleged by the

authorities to have been terrorists of the Al-Zulfiqar Organization (AZO). The seven
were reportedly killed in an exchange of fire with a naval patrol boat at sea, near
Shah Bandar. Official reports say that on May 9 the group was intercepted on its

way to India for terrorist training. Family members of the deceased claim that only
one or two of the badly decomposed bodies returned to them had gunshot wounds;
all reportedly showed signs of torture. The other 14 alleged AZO members arrested
in this incident are being tried in special courts in Karachi.

In the course of the army cleanup operation in Sindh, at least nine villagers of
Tando Bhawal were killed in a massacre on June 5. Journalists produced evidence
that the victims were farm laborers involved in a land dispute rather than "terror-

ists and saboteurs," as the army had originally announced. The army subsequently
took responsibility for the deaths, relieving four senior officers and arresting a major
for a field general court-martial. The major was convicted and sentenced to death,

and 13 soldiers who participated in the massacre received life sentences.
Several deaths reportedly occurred in army custody during the operation in Sindh.

One of the reported deaths in army custody was that of political activist Mohammad
Yusuf Jakhrani. Arrested at his village home in Sindh without charges on June 7,

Jakhrani was tortured during several days of political interrogation before succumb-
ing to his injuries on June 12. Subsequent to his death the 55-year-old Jakhrani
was charged with possession of liquor and pornography.
Two Christians accused of blaspheming the Prophet Muhammad were murdered

before a legal judgment could be rendered in their cases. Teacher Naemat Ahmar
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was stabbed to death in Faisalabad on January 6. His teenage assailant said he
took the law into his own hands when the authorities did not respond to unsubstan-
tiated accusations of blasphemy appearing in anonymous posters. The assailant's

bail application is pending in the High Court.
A paraplegic detainee, TeJiir Iqbal, died under suspicious circumstances in July

at Kot Lakhpat prison in Lahore, where he had been in custody since the end of
1990. Iqbal, who nad converted to Christianity some 5 years before, was on trial for

having allegedly desecrated the Koran and insulted the Prophet of Islam, charges
which the defendant denied. Suspicions that Iqbal had been poisoned, perhaps by
religious zealots, led to a iudiciai inquiry into the circumstances of his death. The
inquiry is still under way, but to date no charges have been brought.
EUmic and sectarian tensions were also a cause of politically motivated killings,

as rival ethnic/political parties and organizations and their student wings frequently
clashed. Leaders of both Shi'a and Sunni organizations were assassinated tlmiugh-
out Pakistan, and sectarian clashes left dozens dead. The authorities made little

progress in preventing this tjrpe of violence or punishing those responsible, in part
due to the random and often spontaneous nature of these incidents, the influential

connections of many of the perpetrators, and the political risks associated with pro-

ceeding against the radical elements in either community.
In addition to these extrajudicial killings, there was a substantial problem with

interfactional violence, including murder and kidnapings, involving Afghan refugees
and their foreign supporters resident in Pakistan. Such abuses are addressed in the
countnr report for Afghanistan.

b. Disappearance.—^There were no reports of government-instigated disappear-
ances, but there were continuing credible reports of government-instigated abduc-
tions in which the victims were subsequently found to have been detained in govern-
ment custody or arrested (see Section l.d.).

There were reports of kidnapings by rival ethnic/political parties. Perpetrators
were rarely apprehended in these cases. Most victims were eventually relefised after

ransoms were paid, but several perished.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
As in past years, there continued to be persuasive evidence of misuse of police pow-
ers. Army units in Sindh were also accused of abusing political activists and their
families. In one incident, with the apparent complicity of army and Sindh govern-
ment officials, members of a dissident wing of the Mohajir Qaumi Mahaz (MQM)
political party severely beat former Provincial Assembly member Afzal Munif to

force him into joining their ranks. Police and jailers routinely use force to elicit con-
fessions and to compel detainees and prisoners to incriminate others.

Beating, whipping the soles of the feet with rubber whips, sexual assault, and pro-

longed isolation occur in Pakistani jails. When deaths result, suicide is the com-
monly offered explanation. Police frequently use the threat of abuse to extort monev
from prisoners and their families. Whole families have been detained to force a rel-

ative who is the subject of an arrest warrant to surrender.
In November police arrested thousands of opposition supporters in conjunction

with the opposition's "long march." By early December most had been released, but
critics objected to police inattention to legal requirements in apprehending and de-
taining those arrested. Human rights groups recorded credible reports of abuse of
detainees (many of whom were prevented from communicating with their families)
and several credible reports of torture. There were credible reports that Pakistan
People's Party (PPP) Central Information Secretary Salman Taseer was badly beat-
en by police and hung upside down for several hours. In addition to beating the
soles ol his feet, police also reportedly rolled weighted iron bars over Taseer's legs,

causing muscle damage.
There were continuing credible reports that women in police custody, or who went

to a police station to file a report or inquire after a detamee, were sexually abused.
This abuse is often not reported due to societal taboos, police intimidation, and fam-
ily pressure. One international human rights group reported that more than 70 per-
cent of women in police custody are subjected to sexual or physical violence. Accord-
ingto the report, not a single officer has been punished for such abuses.
There are few policewomen to perform matron duties, despite regulations requir-

ing that policewomen be present for the questioning or detention oi female suspects
in station houses. Some women under detention are reportedly coerced by police offi-

cers to trade sexual favors for their release; other women are simply raped. Despite
the promulgation of regulations in 1991 to prohibit police from keeping women over-
night in custody, in practice women are arbitrarily detained overnight and are sexu-
alfy abused both in police custody and in prisons. Upon release from prison, women
are often ostracized by their family and friends and barred from their nomes.
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In the widely publicized 1991 case of Aasia Ayub, in which the defendant alleged
physical and sexual assault when held overnight for questioning in a Rawalpindi
stationhouse, the Chief Justice of Pakistan in 1992 ordered the Riniab government
to file a petition against the judgment of a "speedy trial" court, whicn acquitted the
police officer defendant. The appeal is being heard by the Supreme Appellate Court.

In general, however, police accused of abuse are seldom tried and punished; they
are generally released on bail or quietly transferred to another district. Similarly,

ftolice assigned to investigate abuses by other police generally shield their colleagues
rom such charges, and courts seldom charge policemen with offenses other than
contempt of court. Those who attempt to bring charges against police are often
threatened and end up dropping the charges.
There continued to oe reliable reports that some ethnic/ political parties tortured

opponents and, in some cases, usea torture to enforce party discipline among their
own members. In the course of the military cleanup operation in Sindh, the army
turned up torture cells it alleged were used by the MQM for these purposes.
Many observers credibly maintain that the use of torture was common knowledge

but that the Government had previously deferred action against the MQM for fear
of losing its political support. At the time of the army action, the MQM was a mem-
ber of the national Government, with three ministers in the national Cabinet.
The Hadood Ordinances, promulgated by the central Government in 1979, provide

harsh punishments for violating the Islamic code of behavior. They apply to Mus-
lims and non-Muslims alike, but weigh most heavily on women. A woman who re-
ports a case of rape to the authorities or files for a divorce can find herself charged
with adultery under these Ordinances. All consensual extramarital sexual relations
are considered violations of the Hadood Ordinances. The predominantly male police
force reportedly uses the Hadood Ordinances to threaten people on the basis oi per-
sonal and political animosities. The Committee for the Repeal of the Hadood Ordi-
nances estimates that over 2,000 women are in jails in Pakistan awaiting trial

under this law. It is estimated that three-fourths of the female prisoners in I&rachi
and Lahore are awaiting trial or are imprisoned under these Ordinances. Minor
children are also frequently held under the Hadood Ordinances, often charged with
adulteiy or with being "addicts" under the Hadood prohibition provision. Extended
imprisonment is the most common punishment for those convicted under the
Hadood Ordinances, although there have also been reports of floggings.

Convicted criminals and those in pretrial detention are hela in three classes of
prison facilities. Class "C" cells, which generally hold common criminals, suspected
terrorists, and low-level political activists. Th^r often have dirt floors, no furnish-
ings, and poor food. The use of handcufis and fetters is common. Prisoners in these
cells reportedly suffer the most abuse, such as beatings and being forced to kneel
for long periods. Conditions in "B" and "A" cells are markedly better, with the latter
reserved for "prominent" persons.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Pakistani law permits the detention for
30 days under court order of persons suspected of threatening public order and safe-
ty. Such court orders are renewable for 30 days at a time, up to a total of 90 days,
if the Government can demonstrate that the detainee threatens public safety. Under
the law, detainees must be informed expeditiously of the reason for their detention,
but this requirement is not always met.
The Government made extensive use of police and paramilitary forces to prevent

opposition marchers from participating in the PPP's "long march" agitation cam-
paign in mid-November. Thousands of opposition activists were arrested. In most
cases the detainees were never charged with an offense, nor were legal justifications
for their detention provided. Detainees were held for extended periods ranging up
to 3 weeks. Most had been relesised by early December. The Government maintains
that such measures were necessary to prevent an illegal march on the capital.

In the first months of 1992, the Sindh government detained hundreds of opposi-
tion activists, mostly from the PPP, accusing them of being "terrorists." Many of the
detained PPP woricers were held for long periods of time without charge or were
falsely implicated in criminal cases. Some of them, however, were charged with
what observers considered to be legitimate criminal counts. By midyear, the number
of opposition members (both PPP and Jeay Sindh, a Sindhi nationalist party) being
held, either under preventive detention or in pretrial status on criminal charges,
had swelled with the inclusion of MQM supporters. The press estimated that the
number detained through October was around 3,500. Former detainees claim that
prisoners under preventive detention frequently are held incommunicado. The PPP
made repeated and credible charges that many of the detained workers were moved
to station houses and detention centers far from their homes and that family mem-
bers were often unable to locate them for several days or weeks. The Sincui Hi^
Court reprimanded the army and Sindh police for detaining family members of un-
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derground MQM leaders in order to discover the whereabouts of the activists or to

force their surrender. The police sometimes detain citizens without charge in order
to extort payment for their release.

e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—^The civil judicial system provides for an open
trial, cross-examination, representation by an attorney, and appeal of sentences. At-

torneys £ire appointed for indigents in capital cases. There are no juries. Owing to

the limited number of judges, the heavy backlog of cases, and outdated court proce-

dures, cases can drag on for years. There is also a special Shari'a Court which oper-

ates as an appellate court for cases relating to the enforcement of the Hadood Ordi-

nances. It also rules on whether laws are onensive to Islam.

In some cases, although provided for by law, bail was arbitrarily denied. Human
rights groups complain uiat bail is often set at unreasonablv hi^ levels for indigent
defendants. By presidential ordinance, the Code of Criminal Procedures was amend-
ed in November to revoke the statutory right to bail in serious cases when the trial

lasted more than 2 years. Sinulariy, a I>ecember ordinance amendment provided
that no courts other than the special court may grant bail to any accused person
being tried before such a court. Both ordinances were widely seen as deliberate at-

tempts to prevent the granting of bail to Asif Zardari—^husband of former Prime
Minister Bhutto—who has been detained since November 1990.
Although the courts have traditionally experienced pressure from the executive,

the high courts have exhibited a degree of independence, deciding a number of im-
portant cases against the Government. There continued to be concerns, however,
that the judicia^s independence from the executive is not yet complete, especially

at levels below the highest courts. In particular, critics point to the Presidents

Sower to transfer high court justices or decline to grant new appointees tenure as
evices that could provide the executive undue influence over the provincial high

courts.

There were continuing charges that magistrates and police, under pressure to

achieve high conviction rates, persuade persons in custocly to plead guilty without
informing them of the consequences. Politically powerful persons also attempt to in-

fluence magistrates' decisions and have used various forms of pressure, including
the threat of transfer, to do so. Magistrates also perform a wide variety of adminis-
trative functions for the provincial governments, reducing the time they devote to

their judicial duties.

The judicial process continued to be impeded by bureaucratic inflating and inac-

tivity on a considerable scale. Although appointments in 1992 of new judges in-

creased the number of judges at the Lahore High Court to 38 (of 50 seats) and at

the Karachi High Court to 21 (of 28), many high court seats remained vacant.
Scores of positions in the lower magistracy also remained unfilled. Dozens of people
are reportedly awaiting trial in Sindh jails who have been held for periods longer
than the sentence they would receive if convicted. Among these are Africans and
citizens of other South Asian countries jailed for having overstayed their visas or
for being involved in the drug trade.
Administration of justice in the Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA) is

normally the responsibility of the elders and maliks (appointed leaders) of individ-

ual tribes who, in response to complaints, conduct a pubUc hearing according to the
dictates of Islamic law and tribal custom. There is no professional legal representa-
tion for the accused. The usual penalties consist of fines, even for murder, although
the (jrovemment's political agents directing the assemblies of elders and maliks
(jirgas) have the authority to levy prison terms of up to 14 years. In more remote
areas outside the effective jurisdiction of the political agents, jirgas occasionally levy
harsher, unsanctioned punishments, including flogging or death by shooting or ston-

ing.

Also in the FATA, paramilitary forces under the direction of the political agent
freauently perform punitive actions during enforcement operations. For example, in

raids on narcotics trafUcking facilities they have been known to bulldoze surround-
ing homes as extrajudicial punishment of residents for having tolerated nearby
criminal activity. Similarly, vigilante groups have increased their activities within
the FATA, administering public floggings for drug trafUcking, theft, for disrespect
to women, and even for shaving off one's beard, considered to be an act of deliberate
disrespect toward the elders.
Cases referred to the Federal Shari'a Court are heard jointly by Islamic scholars

and judges from the civilian court system who usually employ ordinary criminal pro-
cedures. Both judges and attorneys must be Muslim and be familiar with Islamic
law. Defendants in the Shari'a court are entitled to bail and lawyers of their choice.

A 1990 Shari'a court decision called for the Islamic concepts of Qisas (roughly an
"eye for an eye'O and Diyat ("blood money") to be made part of the Penal Code. The
Qisas and Diyat Ordinance, promulgated to comply witn the court ruling, was en-
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acted in 1990, amended twice in 1991, and remains in effect. The Ordinance allows
compensation to be paid to a victim's family in lieu of the accused receiving punish-
ment. The right to seek pardon or commutation is not available to defendants under
the Ordinance.
Under the Suppression of Terrorist Activities (Special Courts) Act of 1975, the

Government established special courts to try cases involving crimes of a "terrorist"

nature (e.g., murder and sabotage). In 1987 another ordinance was passed establish-

ing special "speedy trial" courts. The jurisdictional authority of both types of special
courts was modified under amendments made in 1988, and they have continued to

operate since that time. The Twelfth Constitutiontd Amendment, passed by Par-
liament in July 1991, created another tier of special courts to deal with particularly
heinous crimes. Cases involving bomb blasts, sabotage, highway robberies, banditry,
or kidnaping may be brou^t before these courts, and the Government may transfer
cases from any other court to a special court, or from one special court to another
(in the same province).

In August 1991, the President promulgated new versions of the Terrorist Affected
Areas (Special Courts) Ordinance and the Special Courts for Speedy Trials Ordi-
nance. Under the new provisions, the provincial government's right to set up speedy
trial courts and to refer cases to these courts was made the exclusive domain of the
Federal Government. An appeal goes to a special court, the Supreme Appellate
Court, rather than to the high courts. In addition, the Government may refer a
broader range of cases to the special courts. Persons tried in these courts are
charged with violent criminal offenses, however, rather than nonviolent or jwlitical

acts.

Critics, including many lawyers and human rights monitors, believe the special

courts violate the principles of fair trial. Time constraints on investigations and
trials, including the strict limitation on adjournments, may detract from the
accused's right to an adequate defense. Some critics believe the special court proce-
dures have effectively repudiated the principle of the presumption of innocence.
They also cite the encroachment of the federal authorities upon the provincial gov-
ernment's constitutional authority to administer justice and the inherent unfairness
of parallel courts to which cases may be more or less arbitrarily assigned. In 1991
a special unit was established in the Prime Minister's office to decide which cases
would be referred to the new speedy trial courts, a process that many see as having
become highly politicized. Another problem faced by those brought to trial under the
special courts is obtaining bail. Under the special courts provisions, bail is denied
if it appears to the court that there are reasonable grounds on which to believe the
accused committed a scheduled offense.

Government officials and some attorneys argue that, in spite of their disadvan-
tages, these courts are necessary to ease the judicial backlog; that all requirements
of the rules of evidence still apply, as well as the right to counsel; and that the
judges must meet the same standard as those appointed to a high court. They note
that decisions of the speedy trial courts may be appealed to the Supreme Court.
However, for these courts only one appeal is allowed and it may only be made
through a special appellate bench appointed bv the Government. The press reported
a number of convictions in these speedy trial courts, usually for illegal possession
of arms or kidnaping. In 1992 the Supreme Court did remand one case because the

sentence given appeared to be inappropriate to the section of the law under which
the accused was charged.

After the dissolution of the Bhutto government in 1990, President Ghulam Ishaq
Khan, citing a 1977 law, established special "accountability" tribunals to try mem-
bers of the previous federal and provincial governments on criminal and corruption
charges. Trials under these tribunals continued in 1992. Only members of the

Bhutto government, all of whom belong to the PPP, were charged with corruption

and misconduct, while no members of other political parties were brought to trial.

International observers maintain that the accountability tribunals do not meet
minimum standards for due process and that the trial procedures used could pre-

vent the accused from presenting a full defense. Some Pakistani attorneys and
judges, however, maintain that in practice the actual conduct of the tribunals has
nonetheless been balanced and fair.

The most prominent of the accused to be convicted, former law minister Iftikhar

Gilani, appealed his conviction in 1991. The Supreme Court's hearing of the appeal
was stUl under way late in 1992, and Gilani has retained his National Assembly
seat, which would be forfeited if his conviction stands, while the appeal is under
consideration. The remaining "Presidential references" cases, including seven
against Benazir Bhutto, are still before the accountability tribunals.

In the first months of 1992, legal proceedings against Asif Zardari, continued to

be held in closed session in the Landhi Prison. Concern was voiced that this process
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could spark numerous "due process* abuses. Since the Sindh Hig^ Court's May 4
decision declaring iUegal the Federal Govemnaent's order to try two of the pentfing

civil cases against Zardari in the prison, only criminal proceedings against Zardari

have been held in the prison. Zardari has been held without bail for 2 years. He
has been acquitted on 8 of the 10 charaes the Government brought against him.

Since Zardan's acquittal in the so-called MQM firings case, his trials have been con-

ducted in an open courtroom.
Estimates as to the number of political prisoners in Pakistan vary widely, since

human rights groups disagree on tne definition of a political prisoner. Political activ-

ists arrested on criminal oiarses as well as party woikers detained for political rea-

sons have been called politicalprisoners by some human ri^ts groups.

f. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—-Al-

though police are required by law to obtain a warrant before entering a private

home, this legal requirement is often ignored, particularly during arrests of sus-

pected bandits and during communal disturbances. Pakistan maintains several do-

mestic intelligence services which monitor politicians, political activists, suspected

terrorists, and suspected foreign intelligence agents. Informed sources maintain that

wiretapping is commonplace, mail is occasionally intercepted and opened, and sur-

veillance is often used.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—^Freedom of speech and the press is guaranteed
in the Constitution of Pakistan. Pakistanis generally discuss and debate public pol-

icy issues freehr, but some laws restrict free speech. Laws against bringing Islam

or the armed forces into discredit or ridicule remain in force, and the Shari'a bill

signed by the President in 1991 calls for promoting Islam through the mass media
and the censoring of "objectionable" and "obscene material. Article 6 of the 1985
Constitution provides for the death penalty for those who damage the Constitution

by any act, wriich includes publishing statements against the spirit of the Constitu-

tion. Reporters and editors exercise self-censorship in these areas.

The Snari'a Court decision of 1990 making death the punishment for anyone con-

victed of intentionally uttering contemptuous remarks or offering insult to the

Prophet Muhammad, or to any of the prophets, was supported by the Federal Cabi-

net, which voted in July 1991 to bring tlie Pakistani Penal Code into compliance

with the court's finding. Most of those accused of blasphemy are Ahmadis or Chris-

tians. In November Gul Masih, a Christian, became the first person sentenced to

death for blasphemy. He and his brother were accused by a neighbor of having in-

sulted the Prophet of Islam and were arrested for blasphemy. 'The brother was re-

leased after a month and a half in custody. Gul Masih's case is on appeal.

In 1992 a prominent sociologist and development worker, Akhtar Hameed Khan,
faced trial on blasphemy charges, brou^t by a disgruntled former employee, in two
jurisdictions. In both cases IQian is accused of publishing a document that blas-

phemes the Prophet and defiles Islam. The charges appear to have been motivated
by personal vengeance. The blasphemy charge levelea against him in Karachi has
been dropped, and he anticipates the charge filed in the Punjab will be dropped in

the near future.

The press in Pakistan enjoys a remaricable degree of freedom compared to the

past, but some restrictions remain. A government-owned press trust still controls

two newspapers, an English-language oaily and an Urdu daily. Other holdings of

the National Press Trust have been privatized, however, as the Sharif Government
moved to fulfill its promise to disband it. One of the two main wire services is con-

trolled by the Ministry of Information. Other newspapers are privately owned and
their circulation far exceeds that of the government-owned press.

The Government owns and operates radio and television stations and strictly con-

trols the news they cany. The Shalimar Television Network (STN), a semiprivate

television station established in 1990jprovides programs with considerable inde-

pendence from government oversi^t. STN began broadcasting Cable News Network
(CNN) programs in 1990; CNN is diown live, but segments that are considered so-

cially offensive are scrambled or blocked out for the local audience. Live CNN broad-

casts were disallowed for a brief period in November to permit government censors

to black out coverage of opposition activities before ainng the programs after an
houi^s delay. Satelhte television reception, which has become increasingly wide-

spread, is not susceptible to such censorship or scrambling. In June a policy of open-

ness in the electronic media was announced. In the latter half of 1992, opposition

activities received increasing television news coverage, althou^ it remained quite

limited in comparison to coverage of governmental activities.

The Shari'a Law did not include guidelines for censorship. However, after the pas-

sage of the law, there was a signifKant increase in censorship of "objectionable ma-
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terial" on television. The Ministry of Information also keeps a close watch on adver-
tisements broadcast by STN, editing or removing those found objectionable. In 1992
critics objected to the strict enforcement of the requirement that women cover their
heads with a long head scarf in all locally producea television programming.

Since 1985 there has been relatively free discussion of government policies and
open criticism of the Government in the privately owned press. The press routinely
reports remarks critical of the Government made by opposition politicians, and edi-
torials reflect a broad spectrum of views. Grovemment newspapers and wire services,
however, are circumspect in their coverage of the news, ana criticism of the military
is rare. The Sharif Government continued to use the government press to project
the government line. The Government also exploits the newspapers dependence on
government advertising, an important source of revenue for tnem, as a way of influ-
encing editorial policy. In June government advertising in a national daily was
abruptly hslved in t espouse to the first of a series of articles critical of the current
Government; the paper was warned that all government advertising would be with-
drawn if further installments were published. The paper stopped the series but con-
tinued printing stories critical of the Government.
The Government in 1992 ceased exercising control over the quota of newsprint al-

located to publications. Importation of newsprint is freeW allowed, with tariffs paid
by all parties in proportion to the amount they import. The Government also signifi-

cantly eased requirements for launching new publications.
Government oflicials often provide informal "advice" on stories, and the advice is

often followed. One weekly. The Friday Times, has frequently been a sharp critic

of the Grovemment, ignoring oflicial press "advice." It receives no government adver-
tising but continues to be pressured in the form of threats of violence, including
rape and kidnaping, against its editor and publisher and their children.

in September charges of sedition were brought against a reporter, the editor-in-
chief, and editor of a major newspaper group for publication of a poem sharply criti-

cal of the Government. The Government ordered that the case be heard in the
speedy trial court but withdrew the action afl«r the Pakistani press and political

leaders charged the Government with assaulting freedom of the press. The almost
universal condemnation of the Government's decision to press its sedition charges
prompted it to reconsider and withdraw the case.

The final version of the Shari'a bill contained a provision limiting the use of con-
fidential sources in press stories about the Government or prominent politicians.
While no journalist has been accused under this provision, some observers fear it

may be used to restrict press reporting. A 1989 press act allows journalists access
to all federal and provincial government files except "highly sensitive defense files."

Under this act, puolication permits are still required but in theory may be obtained
at the local level; in practice, however, journalists say that they have never been
allowed access to any government files.

A print, press, and publications ordinance requires the registration of printing
presses ana newspapers and allows the Government to confiscate newspapers or
magazines deemea objectionable.

At the beginning of 1992, two cases of contempt of court were registered against
a national daily. The action was taken in the hign court of Sindh against comments
published on a special tribunal's findings in the widely publicized Veena Hayat rape
case. The case is still being heard.
A human rights group reported the unlawful detention and torture in April of four

journalists covering a by-election in Sanghar. Police and armed oflicials of the pro-

vincial government reportedly dragged the journalists from their vehicle, beat them
with rifle butts, and tnreatened to kill them. Two managed to escape, but the other
two were held for interrogation and were severely beaten. The district magistrate
eventually apologized to the journalists, but the police superintendent reportedly ad-
vised them not to file a complaint or publish photographs they had taken of election
rigging.

In September and November, police attacked journalists and photographers in
Islamabad who were recording police action against opposition protestors. Threats
and harassment, including arrests on trumped-up charges, continued against jour-

nalists throughout Pakistan. The lack of government action in response to these
events, coupled with public criticism of the press by high government oflicials, led
to concern that the Clovemment was not doing enough to prevent violence against
the press.

Academic freedom is generally recognized by government and university authori-
ties. A threat to academic freedom, however, is found in the atmosphere of violence

and intolerance fostered by student organizations which typically are tied to politi-

cal parties. On campuses, well-armed groups of students of varying political persua-
sions clash frequently and intimidate other students, instructors, and administra-
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tors on matters of language, syllabus, examination policies, doctrine, and dress. On
July 1, the Supreme Court issued an interim order banning student politics from
all educational institutions. The provincial governments are preparing proposals for

the implementation of the decision, which requires entering stuaents and their par-

ents to pledge that the students will not take part in politics on campus. Those who
violate the oath will face expulsion. Those already enrolled must also renounce par-
ticipation in politics.

Literary and creative works are generally free of censorship. Obscene literature,

a category broadly defined by the Government, is subject to seizure. Authorities
have occasionally banned or confiscated books and magazines dealing with sensitive

political topics. However, dramas and documentaries on once taboo subjects, includ-

ing corruption, social privilege, narcotics, violence against women, and female in-

equality, are aired on Pakistani television. Conservative religious and political

groups have been active in enforcing their own code of morality on Pakistani society.

There is concern that the Shari'a bill's passage in 1991 has bolstered these groups'
efforts by placing greater pressure on individuals to conform to Islamic sensibilities.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—Peaceful assembly was per-

mitted in most cases, although district magistrates occasionally exercised their
power under Section 144 of the Criminal Procedure Code to ban meetings of more
than four people whenever violent demonstrations seemed in the offing. This section

was invoked in July in Karachi, allegedly to prevent opposition demonstrations, and
remains in eflect. Section 144 is frequently employed in the capital for the same rea-

son. Section 144 was imposed in Islamabad and extended to Rawalpindi in Novem-
ber to discourage the opposition from mtirching on the federal capital. The usual
route for processions in Lahore was also off-limits to such groups during parts of
November and December.
For the most part, political leaders were able to travel freely and address large

rallies. Leaders of politicoreligious parties were sometimes barred from travel to cer-

tain areas. The Federal and the Northwest Frontier Province (NWFP) governments
issued extemment orders to prevent PPP cochairperson Benazir Bhutto from enter-
ing Islamabad-Rawalpindi and the NWFP for a period of 30 days beginning Novem-
ber 18. She was forcibly detained and flown out of the capital area on November
18. The orders were lifted on November 26.

c. Freedom of Religion.—Pakistan is an Islamic republic with a population that
is 97 percent Muslim. The Constitution as now amended requires all laws to be con-
sistent with Islam. Generally, members of minority groups may practice their own
religion openly, maintain links with coreligionists m other countries, and travel for

religious purposes.
Conversions are permitted, but the Government prohibits proselytizing among

Muslims and has refused to renew the residence permits of some foreign mission-
aries who have ignored this ban. Although enabling legislation has yet to be passed,
some minority groups fear that the 1991 Shari'a law's goal of "Islamizing" all as-

pects of Pakistan's government and society may further restrict freedom to practice

their religion. In practice, the religious legislation has encouraged an atmosphere
of reli^ous intolerance which has led to acts of violence directed at Ahmadis and
Christians. In the wake of the destruction of the Babri mosque in Ayodhya, India,

angry mobs attacked Christian and Hindu homes and places of worship at several
places in Pakistan. The Government promised compensation to the victims, but
numan rights monitors believe it could nave taken stronger measures to protect the
minorities.

A 1974 constitutional amendment declared Ahmadis to be a non-Muslim minority
because they do not accept Muhammad as the last prophet. The Ahmadis, however,
look on themselves as Muslims, for whom many Muslim practices are an impwrtant
feature of the practice of their religion. In 1984 the Grovemment made it illegal for

an Ahmadi to call himself a Muslim and banned Ahmadis from using Muslim termi-
nology. Legislation passed in 1986, apparently aimed at Ahmadis, making blas-

pheming the prophet Muhammad a capital offense was upheld by the Shari'a Court
in 1990 and supported by the Federal Cabinet in 1991. In 1992 the Senate unani-
mously adopted a bill to amend the blasphemy law so that the death penalty is

mandatory in cases of conviction for defiling the name of the Prophet Muhammad.
In 1992 there were new reports of the forced conversion of female members of the

Ahmadi sect. Police continued to close down Ahmadi places of worship, which cannot
be called mosques under Pakistani law. A number of attacks on individual congrega-
tions were reported. Early in 1992 police raided an Ahmadi house of worship in
Kotri (Sindh), arresting all the worshipers at their prayers. Some of those detained
were reportedly beaten and abused at the police station.

In 1992 Ahmadis were again detained for displaying the Islamic Profession of
Faith (Kalima) and other Koranic verses. Two of those detained without bail were
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charged with blasphemy for having translated the Koran into a regional Pakistani

language. Many Ahmadis were eventually released, but several were tried, con-

victed, and received prison sentences. On February 25 in Sargodha, a magistrate
sentenced four Ahmadis to 8 years' rigorous imprisonment and a fine of approxi-

mately $32 for having built an Ahmad! house oi worship on their own land. Anti-

Ahmadi plaintiffs had charged that the "non-Muslim" place of worship injured their

religious feelings.

In March a public notice for applicants to a general nursing course in Lahore re-

quired candidates to submit a statement saying, in effect, that they were not

Ahmadis. On July 15 the Lahore High Court reserved judgment on several bail ap-

plications for a family, including a 9-month old child, against whom a case had been
registered for using Islamic phrases on a wedding invitation. Three Muslim neigh-

bors of the Ahmadi family were also accused of blasphemy for providing the invita-

tion cards to the Ahmadis. The father of the bride-to-be has been jailed since May
17.
Hindus complain of continued kidnapings and forced conversion of young women,

desecration of^Hindu shrines and temples, disruption of prayer services, and the

burning of Hindu texts as well as the torture of detained Hindus. Christians have
had dimculty obtaining permission from local and federal officials to build new
churches and continue to work through the courts to regain possession of edu-

cational institutions nationalized during the 1970's.

AH minority groups expressed concerns about the Government's order that the na-

tional identity card include designation of the holder's religion. Pakistani passports

already carry designation of religion. Ahmadis find the required statement of reli-

gious fiffiliation on passports especially vexing as it effectively prevents them from
performing the religious pilgrimage to Mecca, the hajj. The decision to include reli-

gion on the identity card, a longstanding proposal of the Islamists, was not submit-

ted to Parliament and has been condemned oy a broad spectrum of Pakistanis. It

spariied violent demonstrations by the Christian community in Lahore and threat-

ens to polarize further Pakistan's religious communities.
In Balochistan, a sectarian political party pushed to have a group of heterodox

Muslims known as Zikris declared a non-Muslim minority. The provincial govern-

ment arrested 29 anti-Zikri activists who attempted to prevent the group from mak-
ing its annual local pilgrimage.

d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—Pakistanis generally enioy freedom of movement within the country. In

1992 the Sharif Government banned certain politico-religious leaders from traveling

to certain districts or provinces for specified time periods through use oT

"extemment" notices. As noted earlier, opposition leader Benazir Bhutto was forbid-

den entry to the federal capital and the ISWFP for a period in November.
Pakistanis are generally free to travel abroad. Travel to Israel is legally prohib-

ited, but Pakistanis nevertheless succeed in traveling to Jerusalem for religious pur-

poses. Restrictions have been lifted on travel of Pakistanis to South Africa.

Government employees must obtain "no objection certificates" (NOC's) before trav-

eling abroad. Students are also required to have NOC's from their institutions. The
exit control list, used broadly by previous governments to control foreign travel, re-

mains a tool available to the Government but was reportedly used by the Sharif

Grovemment only against serious criminals.

More than 3 million Afghans fled to Pakistan as a result of the Soviet invasion

of Afghanistan and the ensuing civil war there. The treatment of Afghan refugees

by the national and provincial governments has generally been exemplary. The
movement and employment of Afghans in Pakistan has generally not been re-

stricted, and many Afghans reside outside the camps set aside for them in the

NWFP and Balochistan. With the change of government in Kabul, however, hun-
dreds of thousands of Afghans returned to their homes in the spring and early sum-
mer. At the same time, the outbreak of new fighting in Kabul among different fac-

tions of the Government sparked a new flow of thousands of refugees, including

many Sikhs and Hindus, into Pakistan. In August the Government attempted to

seal the border, but traffic, human and commercial, continued to flow in both direc-

tions over the traditionally porous line.

Hundreds of illegal Bangladeshi immigrants are held in prisons throughout Paki-

stan, charged with immigration violations. Almost all of these detainees are without

the documents necessary to prove Bangladeshi citizenship. Many of the women are

alleged to be in Pakistan as a result of trafficking in women for purposes of prostitu-

tion, and some are detained under the Hadood Ordinances. The Government, with

the help of the Bangladesh Government, took steps in 1990 to document and repa-

triate some of these Bangladeshis, but the influx continues, and few are able or will-

ing to return to Bangladesh. Many are released from jail into the custody of their
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exploiters, and the cycle repeats itself. Nongovernmental organizations (NGO's) pro-

vioe legal assistance to these Bangladeshi women and girls, but their legal ana so-

cial proolems remain largely unsolved.
Similarly, the repatriation to Pakistan of the Biharis (Urdu-speaking immigrants

from the Indian state of Bihar who went to East Pakistan, now Bangladesh, at the

time of partition in 1947) continued to be a contentious issue. Approximately
250,000 Biharis have been in refiigee camps in Bangladesh since 1971, waiting to

be brought to Pakistan. Their repatriation continues to be a Pakistani political issue

tied to the country's various ethnic problems. While the Mohajir community, made
up of Pakistanis who emigrated from India during partition, actively supports
Bihari repatriation, ethnic Sindhis oppose the move. Following the August visit to

Pakistan of Bangladesh's Prime Minister, the Government of Pakistan announced
that approximately 12,000 Biharis would be flown from Dhaka to Lahore by the end
of 1992. The first group of some 3,000 families would be settled in Punjab rather

than Sindh. Thereafter, repatriation would take place in phases, as funds become
available and further housmg is completed. By the end of the year no repatriations

had begun and, while Pakistani officials were still saying they supported such move-
ments, no firm dates were given for the commencement of repatriations.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

The citizens of Pakistan have the right and the ability to change their government
peacefiilly. The President, who is incBrectly elected, is Jgven the power to dissolve

ttie government by Amendment 8 to the Constitution. This authority is controver-

sial.

All Pakistanis aged 21 and over have the right to vote by secret ballot in elections.

Political parties have been allowed to operate freely since the lifting of martial law
in 1985 and 1986, and in 1988 the Supreme Court struck down a law banning un-
registered poUtical parties from participating in elections.

Local governments and the provincial and national assemblies are directiy elected.

The Senate is elected by the members of the four provincial assemblies. Tne Presi-

dent is indirectly elected by an electoral college consisting of the members of the

national and provincial assemblies and the Senate. The Constitution provides that
members of the national and provincial assemblies shall serve terms of 5 years, un-
less the assembly is dissolved. The President is elected every 5 years, with the next
election due in October-November 1993, and senators are elected for 6-year terms.
The more than 2 million Pultun ethnic people living in the Federalhr Adminis-

tered Tribal Areas (FATA) do not participate in direct election of their National As-
sembly representatives and have no representation in the NWFP provincial assem-
blv. In keeping with local tractions, FATA's National Assembly members are elect-

ed by the tribal maliks who have been appointed in the governor's name by the

central Government's political agents. People living in this area have expressed dis-

satisfaction at having no representation in any legislature. The vast majority of

Pushtun ethnic people, however, live outside the FATA and, while retaining their

tribal identity, are fuUy integrated into the political, social, and economic life of

Pakistan.
Local by-elections were held for provincial and National Assembly seats in several

constituencies in 1992. On March 4, the Punjab provincial government successfully

held by-elections in Jhang, a center of sectarian strife. However, credible reports de-

scribe intimidating police presence and evidence of extensive election-rigging by the
Government in the April 28 by-election in Sanghar (Sindh). Journalists and opposi-

tion polling agents were assaulted, and opposition supporters were arrested and oth-

erwise prevented from voting.

Although women participate in government, gender roles make it difficult for most
women to succeed m politics, and women are underrepresented in political life at

all levels. At the federal level, the statute creating 20 reserved seats for women in

the National Assembly lapsed in 1990, and its renewal was not supported by the

fovemment then led by Benazir Bhutto. In 1990 only six women were nominated
y the political parties to stand as candidates for general seats in the next Assembly
and of these only two were elected. In November 1991, the Grovemment announced
that the Cabinet had passed a draft of a bill reintroducing women's seats to the Na-
tional Assembly, but no further action had been taken by the end of 1992.

Women are often dissuaded from voting in elections by family, religious, and so-

cial custom in the rural and more conservative parts of Pakistan. In some areas,

women are discouraged from voting by authorities who do not provide separate vot-

ing facilities for women who observe purdah (seclusion of women from public obser-

vation) restrictions; these women are unwilling to unveU themselves to male poll of-

ficials who seek to confirm their identity. In rural Sindh, women are sometimes
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barred from voting because they refuse to divulge their given name in public or to

a stranger.
The Constitution requires that the President and Prime Minister be Muslims. Al-

though members of minority religious groups have held political office and are rep-

resented in the economic, political, and social life of the country, they are not per-

mitted to vote in Muslim constituencies. They must instead seek office and cast

their ballots in countrywide, at-large constituencies reserved for them in the na-
tional and provincial assemblies. This arrangement has been widely criticized by mi-
nority and human rights groups. Many Ahmadis, disputing their minority status

and their designation as non-Muslims, have refused to exercise these electoral op-
tions. Minorities, especially Christians and Hindus, complain that they are unable
to vote for or influence the parties that will be able to form the Government.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-

vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Domestic human ri^ts organizations operate free of official harassment, and
their reports receive extensive coverage in the press. New human rights and legal

aid groups continue to form and operate without government restriction. Persons af-

filiated with various international human ri^^ts organizations have been permitted
to visit Pakistan and travel freely.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

In 1991 the Government passed the Shari'a bill, a law aimed at bringing all as-

pects of government and society in Pakistan into conformity with its views on the
tenets of Islam. Though human rights activists and women's groups feared that the
law would have a harmful effect on women's and minority rights, the final version
included language ensuring that women's and minority rights protected under the
Constitution would not be affected. No enabling legislation has been passed, and the
Shari'a law's direct impact on these groups remained limited. Nonetheless, its pas-

sage influenced popular attitudes and perceptions, creating an atmosphere in which
discriminatory treatment against women and non-Muslims is more readily accepted,

if not condoned.
Aside from the specific Shari'a legislation, some Islamic leaders continued to

stress a conservative interpretation of Islamic injunctions to justify discrimination
against women. It remains accepted practice to assign women subordinate roles in

the civU, political, and managerial hierarchies.

Many Pakistanis interpret the Koran's injunctions on modesty to mean that
women should remain either at home or veiled. In rural areas, althou^ women in
small farm families generally work alongside men in the fields, they remain subordi-

nate to men and suffer discrimination in education, employment, and legal rights.

These attitudes have contributed to a very low adult female literacy rate, estimated,
for example, to be only 4 percent among rural women.

Despite clear injunctions in the Koran and the civil laws that provide for the right

of women to inherit, in practice women generally do not receive (or are pressed to

surrender) their due share in family inheritance. In September a human rights peti-

tion filed in Lahore challenged the laively rural practice of marrying one's daughter
"to the Koran" (an oath taken on the Koran which prevents her from marrying an-
other person), so as to maintain control over her share of property. Both civil and
religious laws protect women's rights in cases of divorce, but, as in the case of inher-

itance laws, many women are unaware of them.
In 1992 the Supreme Court invalidated the requirement that a husband give writ-

ten notice of a Avorce to a local union council. Thus, the husband's statement of

divorce, with or without witnesses, is the defining legal step and one which he can
confirm or deny at will. The woman, lacking written proof of divorce, remains legally

and socially vulnerable. For example, should she remarry she could be chained with
adultery if her former spouse were then to deny having divorced her.

A small number of urban women study and teach in the universities, but post-

graduate employment opportunities remain largely limited to teaching, medical
services, and the law, witn a small number of women entering the commercial and
public sectors. Karachi lawyers estimate that in recent years the number of women
judges in civil courts there has increased so that they represent about 30 percent
of uie total. There are reports that women who apply to professional colleges face

discrimination. Women may now participate in international athletic competition,

although few do.

A 1989 ruling of the Federal Shari'a Court upheld the distinction under the
Hadood Ordinances between evidence presented in court by a man and that pre-

sented by a woman. The court ruled tnat only men could testify in certain cases;
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in other cases only women's evidence would be acceptable. In certain cases the testi-

mony of two women is required to equal that of one man.
There is no reliable information on the extent of violence against women in Paki-

stan, although most human rights activists agree there is a problem. Abuse within
the family is usually treated as a private matter in this traditional society, and
there are few instances in which redress is sought in the courts. However, there has
been increased press reporting in recent years about the unresponsiveness or even
involvement of police in incidents of abuse or rape of women. A Karachi-based group
called War Against Rape (WAR) was formed in 1990 to change attitudes about rape
and to assist rape victims. It continues to be an effective educational and aware-
ness-raising group. Other nongovernmental organizations are also active in promot-
ing women s issues.

Women's organizations operate throughout the country but primarily in Paki-
stan's urban centers. Many concentrate on educating women about existing legal

rights. Other groups concentrate on providing legal aid to poor women in prison who
may not be able to afford an attorney.

In 1992 the press continued to draw attention to the problem of women being
burned to death, allegedly in kitchen stove accidents. Mamr of these deaths are be-
lieved to be murders perpetrated by husbands or in-laws, lliese incidents continued
as they had in past years, and women's groups saw little hope of the problem being
solved. Women also continued to be killed or mutilated by male relatives who sus-
pect them of adultery. Few such cases are investigated seriously.

There is much discrimination against religious minority groups in employment
and education. In Pakistan's early years, minorities were able to rise to the senior
ranks of the military and dvil service. Today, many are unable to rise above mid-
level ranks.

Discrimination on ethnic and linguistic grounds underlies ethnic conflicts in sev-

eral areas. In Sindh there continue to be conflicts between Sindhis and Mohajirs
(Urdu-speaking immigrants originally from India). Non-Punjabis throughout Paki-
stan resent what they see as Puiyabi domination of the bureaucracy, the police, and
the armed forces. Ofiicially designated as "non-Muslims," AhmacUs are subject to

discrimination and harassment and have limited chances for advancement in the
public sector. Young Ahmadis and their parents complain of increasing difliculty in
gaining admittance to good colleges, forcing many children to go overseas for higher
education. They complain that diarges are often filed against them for the purpose
of harassment or extortion and that the police will not accept their complaints when
they and their property are attacked; few cases ever come to trial.

Uiristians are unable to obtain a divorce under Pakistani law. Many Christians
fear the forced marriage of Christian women to Muslims. Many (Christians also be-
lieve they are subject to harassment by the authorities; police constables camping
on the grounds of a major church in Lahore and the reported demolition of houses
in a (Hhristian colony on Easter day were examples in 1992. Christian groups rarely
press charges against the perpetrators of such incidents and believe that authorities
are unlikely to pursue such cases.

Social stratification also contributes to discrimination. Socially prominent Paki-
stanis generally suffer less at the hands of officials than those less well off, partly
because of their ability to reciprocate favors and partly because of the general def-

erence accorded social "betters" in Pakistani society. Among minorities, there is a
belief that the authorities, even if they do not prosecute them, afford them less pro-
tection under the law than is afforded Muslim citizens.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a, Tfie Right ofAssociation.—^The right of industrial workers to form trade unions
is enunciated in the Industrial Relations Ordinance (IRO) of 1969 but is subject to
major restrictions in some emplojnment areas. In practice, labor laws place signifi-

cant constraints on the formation of unions and their ability to function effectively.

Workers in export processing zones (EPZ) are prohibited from forming trade unions.
As part of its 1992-1993 trade policy, the (Jovemment extended this prohibition to

all export-oriented units that export at least 70 percent of their production.
The right of unions to strike is severely constrained by legally required concilia-

tion proceedings and cooling-ofF periods and especially by the Government's author-
ity to ban any strike found to cause "serious hardship to the community" or preju-
dice to the national interest, or in any case after any strike has contmued unre-
solved for 30 days. Strikes continue to be rare; when they do occur, they are usually
illegal and short. In August the National Industrial Relations Commission prohib-
ited a bank employees federation from staging a 1-day strike in support of tne fed-
eration president, who apparently was arrested for political reasons. There are also

61-307 n - Q-a _ oc
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Seriodic work slowdowns on the part of low-ranking government employees. Police

o not hesitate to crack down on worker demonstrations.
Union members still make up only about 6 percent of the industrial labor force

and 3 percent of the total estimated woik force. Contract labor continues to flourish,

undercutting the power of the unions and exploiting workers willing to work on tem-
¥oraiy contracts. These workers receive fewer benefits and have no job security.

rade unions of all political orientations are permitted, and the political leanings
of labor leaders cover the entire spectrum. While many unions remain aloof from
party politics, it appears that the most powerful are those associated with political

parties. After the PPP came to power in 1988, it successfully organized trade unions
under the banner of the People s Labor Bureau (PLB). The PLB's main competitors
are the Jamaat-i-Islami's National Labor Federation and the MQM-backed labor

unions. Labor federations are free to affiliate with international federations and con-
federations. Pakistan has been criticized for years by International Labor Organiza-
tion (ILO) committees for its failure to abide by Convention 87 regarding freedom
of association and Convention 98 on the right to organize and bargain collectively,

both of which it has ratified. The charges, repeatedly raised by Pakistani trade
unions, have focused on the limitations on union formation, strikes, and collective

bai^ainrng. No Pakistani government has yet made any serious effort to change the
laws criticized in the ILO reports.

While expressing satisfaction with a government report that it had lifted the ban
on trade union activities in the Pakistan International Airlines Corporation, the ILO
in June continued to criticize the failure to do the same with respect to EPZ's, radio,

television, and hospital employees, as well as its failure to correct the ban on strikes

and other deficiencies. Pakistan was also asked to amend any provision of the IRO,
the Press and Publications Ordinance, and the Political Parties Act which impose
compulsory prison labor in a manner inconsistent with ILO Convention 105. In re-

sponse to a request by Pakistan, the ILO agreed to provide technical assistance to

bringthe country's labor laws into conformity with the world body's conventions.
h.The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^The right of workers to form

associations and freely elect representatives to act as collective bargaining agents
is established in law. Section lo of the IRO specifically prohibits antiunion discrimi-

nation by employers. Current laws, however, place major limitations on the extent
and effectiveness of such activities. Large sections of the labor force are excluded
from the rij^t to organize and bargain collectively under the IRO, including the 53
percent of Pakistan's labor force employed in agriculture. Under the Essential Serv-
ices Maintenance Act of 1952 (ESA), normal union activities are severely restricted

in sectors associated with "the administration of the State," which covers a wide
range of government services and state enterprises, such as education, health care,

oil and gas production, and transport.
For each mdustiy found subject to the ESA, a finding that must be renewed every

6 months, a specific determination is made by the Government as to what con-

stitutes the limits of union activity. In cases in which collective bargaining hsLS been
barred, individual wage boards decide wage levels. Disputes are adjudicated before

the National Industrial Relations Commission. A woricer's right to quit may also be
curtailed under this Act, and a fired worker has no recourse to the labor courts. Col-

lective bargaining and even strikes are known in some job areas covered by the Act,

e.g., the nationalized banks. Most unions continue to call for the abolition of the
ESA.
The ILO has advised the Government that a 1980 ordinance permitting it to ex-

einpt EPZ's from the provisions of any law is inconsistent with the requirements of
ILO Conventions 87 and 98. An EPZ, with its own labor regulations, including regu-
lations governing how workers may bargain collectively, is functioning in Karachi.
Over the years the ILO also expressed concern about the ban on trade union activi-

ties in several specific organizations, including the government-run Pakistan Tele-

vision station. It asked that collective bargaining rights be given to bank officers

and employees.
c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—Forced labor has always been spe-

cifically prohibited by law. However, critics argue that the ESA's limitation on some
employees' rights to leave their jobs constitutes a form of compulsory labor. The
Government informed the ILO's Committee on the Application of Standards in 1990
that amendments were under consideration to rectify the problem and that steps
had been taken to address other forced labor issues. However, the Government took
no further action on the ESA issue, and the ILO expressed disappointment that leg-

islation inconsistent with ILO conventions on forced labor had not yet been re-

pealed.
Illegal bonded labor is widespread. Bonded labor is common in the brick, carpet,

glass, and fishing industries and is found among agricultural and construction work-
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ers in rural areas. Estimates on the number of people in Pakistan bonded to their
employers by debt range as hi^ as 20 million, several million of whom are children.

In the brick kiln inoustnr, a workers' association succeeded in bringing the pli^t
of bonded brickmakers in Punjab before the Supreme Court. TThe Court's 1989 com-
promise ruling reinforced prohibitions on forced labor and forcible collection of debts
and limited salary advances to 1-week's wages but upheld the legality of existing
debts. The Court granted laborers the ri^t to work wherever they wished and to
make arrangements other than bonded labor to pay their existing debts.
As a result of ILO pressure and continuing publicity about this issue, new legisla-

tion was drafted to address the bonded labor problem. Adopted in March, the Bond-
ed Labor Svstem (Abolition) Act of 1992 is the first law oflicially recognizing the
existence of bonded labor in Pakistan. It outlaws the bonded labor system, cancels
all existing bonded debts, and forbids lawsuits for the recovery of existing bonded
debts. In principle, the law enables laborers to work where they wish and ^ould
result in all bonded debt recoveiy cases brou^t by employers being throMm out of
court. The new legislation has not been fuUv implemented but it oners a basis for
court cases which could improve the bonded labor situation. In September, for exam-
Sle, the Lahore Hi^ Court freed 38 brick kUn workers, including women and diil-

ren, who had been kept in forced labor camps under armed guard for about a year.
However, little progress was made in the industries employing bonded laborers. Re-
sistance to the new law has been strong, reports of violations continue to appear,
and the workers' movement is divided over the issue. Due to the lack of employment
alternatives, many workers have voluntarily returned to bonded labor at the kilns
and elsewhere.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—^Despite legal limitations, child
labor is common. Child labor is limited by at least four separate statutes and Article
11 of the Constitution. The confusing definition of what constitutes a "child" was
improved by the National Assembly's adoption of the Employment of Children Act
of 1991, which defined the child as "a person who has not completed his 14th year
of age." The Act also set 7 hours as tne maximum workday for a child, inclusive
of iTiour's rest after 3 hours of continuous work. Although the Act reiterated re-
strictions against the employment of children in hazardous industries, it did little

to promote much needed enforcement mechanisms and remains essentially
unimplemented.
A Punjab Labor Department study concluded that about a million children are en-

faged in carpet weavmg throu^out Pakistan. In addition to suffering work-related
ealth problems and receiving oeatings if they try to avoid work, these children re-

main uneducated, 42 percent never having attended school and 58 percent having
dropped out.

News reports highlighted the continued smuggling of young Pakistani children to
the Gulf countries. Most of the boys, many of vmom are preschool age, are used as
jockevs in camel races. Thousands of young Pakistanis were reportecfiy smuggled to
the Gulf in recent years. In some cases the children, usually from rural areas, were
kidnaped. In other cases, poor parents are said to have sold their children to tiie

traflickers.

While much child labor is in the traditional framework of family farming or small
business, the abusive employment of children in larger industries and government
business is also widespread. Althoii^ there are no reliable official statistics, unoffi-
cial surveys and occasional press features suggest that violations of existing laws
are common. Unofficial estimates indicate that one-third of Pakistan's total labor
force of 33 million is made up of workers under age 18. The employment of children
is sometimes linked with stories of child prostitution and abuse.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—Labor regulations in Pakistan are governed by
federal statutes applicable throudiout the country. These provide for, or require the
provincial governments to provide for, a legal minimum wage as well as certain
worker protection and welfare services. The minimum wage, which varies from prov-
ince to province, is not enough to support even a small fainily. Although the IMme
Minister has promised to more than double the minimum wage, implementing legis-
lation has not yet been introduced. The law provides for a maximum workweek of
54 hours, rest periods during the workday, and paid annual holidays. These regula-
tions apply, however, only to a small minority of the labor force; they specifically
do not apply to agricultural workers, to workers in Pakistan's numerous small fac-

tories with fewer than 10 employees, and to the small contract groups of under 10
workers into which factory work forces are increasingly divided. Due in part to a
lack of education, many workers are unaware of the regulations protecting their
ri^ts.

Provincial governments, which are responsible for enforcing labor regulations,
have generalfy been ineffective. The attention given to enforcement varies among
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the provinces in proportion to the significance of industrial labor. In all cases, lim-
ited resources, corruption, and inadequate regulatory structures hamper the effort.

In general, worker health and safety standards are poor, and little is being done
to miprove them. Organized labor is occasionally able to press for improvements,
and some legal protections apply, although they are weakly enforced.

SRI LANKA

Sri Lanka's constitutional, multiparty form of sovemment features a strong exec-
utive presidenQT and a unicameral legislature elected by universal adult suflrage.

President Ranasinghe Premadasa was elected to a 6-year term in 1988, and his
United National Party (UNP) won a majority of seats in Parliament in 1989. The
violent ethnic conflict wa^d for nearly 10 years between the Government and the
Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE), an orcanization fighting for a separate
state for the Tamil minority, continued in 1992. The LTTE, in an effort to drive the
Muslim and Sinhalese population out of the predominately Tamil northern province
and the mixed TamilAluslim/Sinhalese eastern province, escalated its attacks on in-

nocent civilians from these two communities. Armed Muslim groups retaliated by
massacring innocent Tamils, and the resulting tensions further complicated the
search for a peaceful solution to the war.

Tlie 25,000-member police force, which includes 2,000 police commandos in the
special task force, provides for internal security. Responding to the insurgency, the
Grovemment has expanded its armed forces to 60,000 members. According to the
U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, total military expenditures for 1989
were $223 million. Due to the continued fighting, defense spending has increased
and will continue to do so for the near future. The anny, whose troops are poorly
trained and inadequately equipped, has borne the brunt of the fighting with the
LTTE. The 8,000 to 10,000 paramilitary home guards are charged with providing
security against LTTE attacks for the Muslim and Sinhalese communities in the
northeast. Except for the Muslim home guards, security personnel are overwhelm-
ingljr Sinhalese. All security elements were responsible for human rights abuses.

Sri Lanka's mixed economy depends heavily on exports of tea, textiles, and rub-
ber. Despite a continuing fiscal drain caused by large military outlays, the economy
grew by almost 5 percent in 1991. This was primarily due to economic reform, in-

cluding the removal of most price controls and subsidies, the lowering of tariffs, and
a reduction in the size of the government bureaucracy.
Although the level of violence continued to decline somewhat from what it had

been 2 years ago, there were still serious human rights abuses. There were an esti-

mated 650 extrajudicial and combat-related civilian deaths, at least 125 of which
were attributed to deliberate attacks by the security forces. There were also some
200 disappearances—a sharp reduction from 1991—most of which were attributed
to the security forces. Other problems included torture and abuse of detainees; arbi-

trary arrest and detention; and restrictions on freedoms of speech, press, assembly,
and association. The Prevention of Terrorism Act (FTA) and the Emergency Regula-
tions (ER), both of which give security forces wide powers such as preventive and
incommunicado detention, remained in effect and were the source oi many abuses.
However, the Government does appear to be making efforts to end human rights

abuses. These efforts included the continued implementation of Amnesty Inter-

national (Al) and United Nations Human Rights Commission (UNHRC) rec-

ommendations accepted by the Government in 1991; foUowup visits by those organi-

zations in 1992; and permitting International Committee ol the Red Cross (ICRC)
access to detainees as well as ICRC human rights training for security forces. Ac-
cording to knowledgeable observers, attacks on civilians by government forces ap-

pear to be the result of lapses in discipline rather than policy decisions.

RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Section 1. Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including Freedom from

a. Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^The Government's security forces,

the LTTE, and other militant groups continued to engage in political killing on a
large scale. At least 125 deaths were reliably attributable to aeliberate attacks by
government forces; most occurred in and around Sri Lanka's eastern province.

Unlike in previous years, however, there were no reports of killings by govern-
ment-sponsored vigilante groups. There were less than 10 reports oi extrajudicial

executions or political kilungs by the security forces in the south, an area where
thousands died in past years. On the other hand, the government security forces in

Batticaloa district, in the Eastern province, had a particularly bad record. The
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killings there included extrajudicial executions of suspected LITE cadres, civilians

shot while fleeing from the army, and a number of apparently random killings. La
one incident, rehable sources reported that 10 noncombatants, including several

Seople over 60 years of age, were deliberately killed by the armv near
[olucadichcholai in Batticaloa district in late June. In July the handcuflea bodies

of five people arrested in an army cordon and seardi operation in the same district

were discovered. All five had been shot in the head at close range.
The LTTE is believed to have committed at least 400 politically motivated

killings, most involving indiscriminate attacks on civilians (see Section l.g.). Press
reports from the LTTE-controlled northern peninsula also indicate that the LTTE
sununarily executed 37 "traitors" and "deserters" during July. Credible sources also

blamed the LTTE for a number of extrajudicial executions in the eastern province,
but it was impossible to determine exactly how many. On August 8, a bomb killed

a group of 10 senior military officers. The LTTE claimed responsibility. In Novem-
ber, Navy Chief Clancy Fernando was killed by a motorcycle bomb on a crowded
Colombo street. Fernando had been targeted by the LTTE, who claimed responsibil-
ity for his assassination.

Quasi-independent irregular forces armed by the Government, including Muslim
home guards and anti-LTTE Tamil militias (which fi^t alongside the army and
draw an army salary), were responsible for roughly 120 deaths. In several separate
incidents, Muslim home guards responded to LTTE attacks on Muslim civilians by
massacring dozens of Tamil civilians (see Section l.g.). The anti-LTTE Tamil groups
were also responsible for several killings, including the April 14 execution of seven
civilians in the eastern district of Ampara. While ooth these groups are nominally
under government control, discipline exercised over them has been lax, particularly
in the case of the home guards, among whom communal passions have sometimes
overwhelmed attempts to impose discipUne.
Moves to punish security force memoers for past human rights abuses showed lit-

tle progress. The Commission of Inquiry appointed to investigate the June 1991
massacre of 67 ci\41ians at Kokkadichcholai found the army responsible but said it

lacked sufficient evidence to indict specific individuals for the attack. The army then
announced that it would try 1 officer and 19 soldiers in a military court. The officer

was convicted on two charges and was cashiered. The 19 soldiers were acquitted.
Although the officer became the first one ever tried and punished for his role in a
massacre, his light sentence and the other acquittals raised doubts about the (Jov-

emment's willingness to punish members of the military for abuses.
However, the local police, the district magistrate, and the local military com-

mander were canying out investigations into the August 9 killings of 35 Tamil civil-

ians at Mailanthani m the eastern province. Ten survivors of the attack had identi-
fied 16 soldiers from a nearby army camp as perpetrators of the massacre. There
were also a number of ongoing investigations of^and judicial proceedings against po-
lice officers accused of past human rights violations, but as of year's end none of
those cases had resulted in a member of the security forces being convicted and pun-
ished for human rights violations.

At least a dozen court cases are known to be pending against police officers or
others accused of murder during the height of the campaign against the Janatha
Vimukthi Peramuna (JVP), an extremist Sinhalese revolutionary group. These
cases, which date from 198JB-1991, have proceeded slowly owing partly to killing
and intimidation of witnesses and partly to a large backlog in the judicial system
and the fact that such cases are not given special priority.

Another case involving the son of a UNP politician and nine others (including sev-
eral military men) accused of murdering three university students in 1988 is being
heard in the court of Colombo's Chief Magistrate. No progress was made toward
identifying and punishing those responsible for murdering Richard De Zoysa in Feb-
ruary 1990 (see Countnr Reports for 1990 and 1991).

b. Disappearance.—Since 1983 some 12,000 persons disappeared in Sri Lanka.
The overall number of disappearances declined during 1992, from nearly 900 in
1991 to somewhat over 200 in 1992. Most of the disappearances took place in the
eastern province and were centered around the district of Batticaloa, where reliable

observers estimate that over 150 people had disappeared. Nearly 50 disappearance
occurred in other districts of the north and east, such as Jaffna and Trincomalee.
Regular army troops and army special forces were believed responsible for most, if

not all, of these disappearances. They appear to have resulted from a lack of dis-

cipline, compounded, nowever, by a climate of impunity, as abuses were perpetrated
by local commanders acting outside the chain of^command. The security forces are
believed responsible for the fewer than 10 disapearances that occurred in the south.

Observers in the eastern province reported that the LTTE was responsible for a
number of disappearances in that area during 1992, but it was impossible to deter-
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mine exactly how many. In addition, 300 persons believed captured by the LTTE
in 1991 remain unaccounted for, the LTTE nas refused all requests for information
concerning their fate.

The Government's decision to give the ICRC unhindered access to detention cen-
ters, police stations, and army camps played an important role in reducing the num-
ber of disapjpearances attributable to the security forces, particularly in the south.
The work ol the Human Rights Task Force (HRTT), a quasi-independent govern-
ment body set up to register detainees held under the ER and PTA and monitor
their welfare, has also been important in this regard, though the HRTF is stUl hin-
dered by a lack of resources and less than full cooperation by the security forces.
The term of the Presidential Commission appointed to inqpiire into allegations of

abductions and disappearances occurring after January 11, 1991, was extended in
1992 for an additional year, but the Government declined to extend the Commis-
sion's mandate to cover cases occurring before January 1991. As of September 1992,
the Commission had received some 3,0ioO complaints of disappearances, 453 of which
fell within its mandate. The Commission completed its inquiry into only seven of
these cases and forwarded its recomimendations to the President, who will decide
what, if any, legal action to take. Local and international human rights oivaniza-
tions criticized the Commission's slow progress, the result of a narrow legal man-
date and strictly defined standards of evidence. Each of the seven reports so far
completed by the Commission has been over 500 pages long.

In a case involving the abduction and disappearance of 32 young men from the
town of Embilipitia in 1989, thepersons allegedly responsible were publicly identi-
fied by the Chairman of the HRTF, but no legal action nas so far been taken against
them.

c. Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—
Although the Constitution forbids torture and cruel, inhuman, or degrading treat-
ment or punishment, the ER allow the use in court of confessions made to police
officers and place the burden of proof on defendants to show that a confession was
extracted under duress. Beatings are routinely given during interrogations, and se-
vere beatings or torture were reported by many detainees during 1992. Some gov-
ernment security officials acknowledged that security forces used torture to elicit in-

formation and cooperation from suspected members of the LTTE. Women's rights ac-
tivists reported that female detainees were sometimes sexually assaulted while in
detention during 1992 but did not have precise statistics on the number of cases.
Victims and their family members also reported severe mistreatment of prisoners
held by the LTTE.

Several cases were filed in the Supreme Court on behalf of detainees who claimed
to have been beaten or tortured by members of the security forces during 1992. In
at least one case the court orderea the Government to pay monetary compensation
to the victim, but no members of the security forces were known to have been pun-
ished.

d. Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—By law authorities must inform an ar-
rested person of the reason for his arrest and within 24 hours bring him before a
magistrate who may authorize bail or, for serious crimes, order continued detention.
Detainees are generally brought before a magistrate within a few days of arrest, but
there continued to be reports of detainees who are never informea of the reasons
for their arrest. A suspect may also be detained without baU up to 3 months or
longer if a court so rules.

The PTA, adopted in 1979, and the ER, which must be renewed monthly by Par-
liament with the extension of the state of emergency in effect since 1983, provide
exceptions to the above rules, and both permit preventive and incommunicado de-
tention. A person held under the PTA may be detained without charge for up to 18
months, thoiigh there have been cases in which persons have been held longer.
Under the ER, security forces may detain a suspect for up to 3 months before he
must be presented to a magistrate. Magistrates are not empowered to investigate
the circumstances leading to a person's arrest and continued detention but must re-
mand him to a prison where he may be held in preventive detention indefinitely.
Courts may grant bail for persons held under the ER, but this happens only infre-

quently; once charged, PTA detainees are ineligible for bail. Visits by family and ac-
cess to lawyers are normally restricted under tnese laws.
The High Courts may order that any detainee be produced at any time, and per-

sons detained under the ER and the PTA may challenge the legality of their deten-
tion by filing habeas corpus petitions in the Court oi Appeals or by charging the
Government before the Supreme Court with violating fundamental constitutional
rights. Over 380 habeas corpus petitions were filed during 1992, but only a few de-
tamees were released. More than 500 fundamental rights cases were filed during
the same period, with the result that some 200 people were released from detention.
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In some cases, detainees who were released were also awarded monetary compensa-
tion. The legaJ requirement that fundamental rights cases be filed within 30 days
of the alleged infiingement was relaxed; the law now requires only that such cases
be filed within "a reasonable period" after the date of the alleged infringement. This
recpiirement had made it virtually impossible for persons detained incommunicado
or relatives of detainees to bring such suits.

In August the HRTF released its first annual report. According to the report, the
task force visited 7,356 people in 166 places of detention, inclumng prisons, deten-
tion centers, rehabilitation camps, police stations, and army camps. In response to

recommendations made by AI, tne HRTF opened offices in several provincial towns,
set up a 24-hour information "hot line," and began assisting detainees in need of
medical or legal aid. The Chairman of the HRTF appears to have unrestricted ac-

cess to places of detention throughout the country, including prisons, detention cen-
ters, police stations, and army camps. This access was gradually extended to other
members of the HRTF, though access to army camps by members of the task force

other than the chairman remained largely dependent on the good will of the local

army commander. ATs recommendation that the HRTF be notified by the security
forces of all arrests has been partially implemented; the security forces provide peri-

odic listings of all detainees to the HRTF, but the provision of such lists is not auto-
matic and is again dependent on the good wUl of the security forces rather than any
statutory or regulatory requirement. The HRTPs work is also complicated by the
fact that the PTA and the ER allow people to be held in undisclosed places of deten-
tion. In addition to the HRTF, the ICRC regularly visited over 400 places of deten-
tion throughout the country. The ICRC appeared to have better access than did the
HRTF to places of detention in the war zones of the north and east. Though the
Government accepted AI's recommendation that receipts be issued to family mem-
bers of persons d!etained in army cordon and search operations, the army has not
put this recommendation into practice.

A three-person advisory board within the Ministry of Defense, first established in

1988, reviews PTA and ER cases and makes nonbinding recommendations for han-
dling them. Detainees are categorized according to the perceived threat they present
to society and then recommended for continued detention, rehabilitation, or release.
The number of persons held in detention continued to decline during 1992, from
roughly 5,500 at the beginning of the year to between 3,500 and 5,000 at the end
of September. At least 500 had been held for more than 3 years without trial. Ap-
proximately another 1,500 were in rehabilitation camps, where they were being
given vocational training prior to release. Of those still in detention camps, 300
were indicted on criminal charges, according to government sources.

Lai^e numbers of Tamil youths, mostly young men, were rounded up by the secu-
rity forces in the east and the Colombo area during 1992. Most were released afl«r

a few days, but some remained in detention and many disappeared (see Section
l.b.). As of the beginning of October there were approximately 500 Tamil prisoners
being held in the north and east; another 1,000 or so were held in prisons and de-
tention centers in the south, mostlyin and around Colombo.
There were reports that the LTTE was holding over 2,000 prisoners in the north,

but these could not be verified. With the exception of 41 policemen held since 1990,
the LTTE does not give the ICRC or other humanitarian oi^anizations access to its

detainees.
e. Denial of Fair Public Trial.—In ordinary criminal cases, defendants are ac-

corded substantial due process rights, but trials under the PTA and ER lack several
significant safeguards. Persons accused of criminal acts generally receive a fair pub-
lic trial, are informed of the charges and evidence against them, and are rep-
resented by the counsel of their choice. Persons tried on criminal charges in the high
courts and the courts of appeal are provided an attorney at government expense if

necessary. The Government does not provide attorneys in other cases, although pri-

vate legal aid organizations assist some defendants. Public trial by jury is the cus-
tom.

Juries are not provided in trials under the PTA ongrounds that jury members
could be intimidated. Confessions are admissible in PTA and ER cases but not in

cases tried outside the PTA and ER framework. Most ER and PTA convictions rely
heavily on confessions, and the burden of proof of charges of coercion rests on the
defenaant. Those convicted under the PTA or the ER have the same ri^t of appeal
to the courts of appeal and the Supreme Court as those sentenced in other cases.

In practice, however, most people held under these acts have never been formally
charged and therefore cannot make use of the appeals process.
The Constitution provides for an independent judiciary. The President appoints

all judges of the Supreme Court, courts of appeal, and the high courts. The Chief
Justice and two Supreme Court judges comprise a Judicial Service Commission
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which appoints, transfers, and dismisses lower court judges. Judges serve from time
of appointment to mandatory retirement age (65 for Supreme Court ju(^es and 62
for otners). Because of the hostilities in the northeast, the judiciary functioned only
in a few larger towns in the east and one town in the north.
The Government alleges that all of the people held under the ER and the PTA

are members or suspected members of either tne JVP or the LTTE. It is impossible
to determine how many of the 3,500 detainees it acknowledges holding mi^t prop-
erlv be termed political prisoners, as defined in these reports (see Appendix A).

I. Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—^The
Government generally respects individual privacr^ and the sanctity ol the family and
the home, and the judiciary usually upholds privacy rights in cases that reach the
high courts. Search and arrest warrants are normally reqpiired to enter private
premises, but the PTA permits certain police ofiicers to enter and search any prem-
ises without a warrant and seize "any document or thing" when there is a presump-
tion or evidence of support for, or involvement with, unlawful activity.

Government monitoring of telephones and correspondence is believed to occur on
a selective basis.

g. Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—Hostilities between the Government and the LTTE, exacerbated in the east-
em province by LTTE attacks on Muslim and Sinhalese civilians and retaliation by
Muslim home guards, continued throughout 1992 and resulted in many indiscrimi-
nate killings. On August 9, a group of some 20 soldiers, angered by the LTTE's kill-

ing of 10 popular senior officers the previous day, massacred 35 residents of the
nearby Tamil village of Mailanthani. The army said that it was investigating the
incident, and survivors identified 16 of the alleged perpetrators. There were also

several cases reported of indiscriminate bombing or shelling of civilian targets by
fovemment security forces. In one such incident, 23 civilians were reported to have
een killed when the air force attacked a Hindu temple in the northern district of

MuUaitivu. The Government responded to the incident by appointing a commission
of inquiry, but the commission had not released its report as of year's end.
Attacks such as the one at Mailanthani were largely the result of poor army dis-

cipline rather than deliberate government policy. In 1992 the President frequently
reiterated his view that the war in the northeast was one against the LTTE, not
the Tamil people, and this view is believed to be shared by other top-level

decisionmakers in Colombo. Nonetheless, the (Jovemment's failure to punish appro-
priately those who commit such abuses creates a climate of impunity which permits
them to continue. The LTTE has adopted a strategy of deliberately attacking inno-
cent civilians in an effort to drive non-Tamils out of areas it claims. Over 400 people
died in such attacks during 1992. In one particularly grisly case, 170 Muslim villag-

ers including women, children, and the elderly were shot and hacked to death by
the LTTE on October 15. The LTTE also used bombs indiscriminately against civil-

ian tai^ets. On April 10, an LTTE bomb killed 25 civilians in the eastern district

of Ampara. A September 1 bombing killed another 22 people. Overall, 78 civilians

were killed by LTTE bombs in the first 9 months of 1992. The LTTE also stopped
buses or trains and massacred the passengers on at least three occasions. Forty-four
people died in such attacks during the first 9 months of the year.

LTTE attacks on civilians sometimes were followed by reprisal attacks on Tamil
civilians by security forces and the paramilitary Muslim home guards. In one such
instance, after 59 Muslims were massacred by the LTTE at Alinchipathana village,

Muslim gunmen attacked two neighboring Tamil villages and killed 56 civilians in

what appeared to be a vengeful attempt to mateh the number of Muslims killed.

Section 2. Respect for Civil Liberties, Including

a. Freedom of Speech and Press.—The Constitution provides for freedom of speech
and expression but permits these rights to be restricted by law in the interests of
national security. Though infrequently invoked, both the ER and the 1978 Par-
liamentary Powers and Privileges Act place clear restrictions on freedom of speech.
Under the ER, sentences of up to 20 years in prison may be imposed for "inciting
feelings of disaffection, hatred or contempt of tne President or the government" or
"creating discontent or disaffection among the inhabitants of Sri Lanka." In April
the ER was used to bring chaises against a newspaper editor who published allega-

tions made by a fugitive former police officer of government involvement in human
rights violations. Another editor was charged under the Criminal Code for publish-
ing material on the same subject. At years end, a Colombo high court judge ruled
that the first editor had not violated the emergency regulations by publishing the
allegations, but the Attorney General's office vowed to appeal the ruling. These at-

tempts by the Government to limit public discussion of the allegations were success-
ful.
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The Parliamentary Powers and Privileges Act allows Parliament to impose an un-
limited flne or up to 2 years' imprisonment on anvone who criticizes a mender of
Parliament. The Act was invoked in 1992 to call tne editor of a weekly newspaper
before Parliament to answer for an allegedly defamatory article.

There were no prosecutions for distributing "antigovemment" literature during
1992. However, in August the police attacked a group of opposition activists in a
suburb of Colombo anaseized the leaflets they were distributing.
The Government controls the country's largest newspaper chain, althou^ a vari-

ety of independent newspapers and journals provide a range of viewpoints on for-

ei^ aflairs and domestic issues, incmding human rights. Many newspapers openly
criticize the ruling party and Government. Many small-circulation periodicals are
also published by opposition political parties and special interest groups. Inter-
national news is not subiect to government control. The Government owns the radio
and two of the three television networks. All local news must be approved by the
Government prior to being broadcast on these networks.
There was no formal political censorship in 1992, but jour;Tialists assert that gov-

ernment pressure or the threat of pressure forces the press to exercise careful self-

censorship. Although the Government denies it, many journalists allege that the
Government exerts pressure on the press by controlling permits for the import of
newsprint and throu^ placement of paid government announcements and advertis-
ing. In 1992, as in 1991, there were reliable reports that state-owned and state-af-
filiated banks manipulated credit in order to put pressure on independent or opposi-
tion newspapers. Repeated police searches were used to harass at least one out-
spoken opposition newspaper.
There were several incidents during 1992 in which opposition journalists or jour-

nalists covering members of the opposition were assaulted. On August 7, men armed
with knives and pistols attacked a group of local and international journalists cover-
ing an opposition political event, oeating at least one reporter and stealing the
equipment of several others. On two separate occasions in December, police sent in
to disperse peaceful demonstrators singled out and attacked journalists—and in par-
ticular photographers—covering the events. In one case a photographer covering a
protest called by the opposition to mark U.N. Human Ri^ts Day was badly beaten
by police and had to be hospitalized; in the second incident, police held a gun to
the head of a photographer and ordered him to stop taking pictures of a student
demonstration. Beginning with the August attacks, the Foreign Corre^x)ndents' As-
sociation and the Free Media Movement protested to the Government following each
incident, but the Government has taken no remedial action. In another violent inci-

dent, a political cartoonist known for his unflattering portrayals of the President
was threatened by armed men who entered his home in the middle of the nijght;

the following day the same journalist was attacked and slashed with a knife. Two
suspects were arrested in connection with the attack, but both were later released
for lack of evidence.
For its part, the LTTE tolerates no dissent. Theprint and broadcast media in

areas under its control are tightly regulated. The LTTE has been known to execute
those who criticize it or disagree publicly with its policies. In the past, university
professors, members of nonviolent Tamil opposition parties, and human rights mon-
itors have been among those killed.

The LTTE holds numerous prisoners of conscience, including the poet and wom-
en's activist Thiagarajah Selvanithy, who has been imprisoned since August 1991
for her participation in a play critical of the LTTE. At least two others involved in
the production of the play were also imprisoned by the LTTE. The group University
Teachers for Human Rights, based in the LTTE- controlled Jaffna peninsula, has
been the target of severe LTTE repression. One of its members was killed by the
LTTE in 1989 and the rest were forced underground.
Although academic freedom is generally respected, political activities on univer-

sity campuses are restricted under the ER. The Government has defended this ac-
tion as necessary to ensure that student political activity, such as that used by the
JVP to close the universities for 3 years, would not disrupt education.

b. Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association.—^The Constitution provides for

freedom of assembly and association, but these rights are restricted under provi-
sions of the ER and the PTA.
As a general practice, the police issue or deny permits for outdoor meetings or

processions at the discretion of the superintendent of police in each locality. During
1992, the police allowed opposition political rallies to proceed without ofncial hin-
drance, though there were several cases in which unknown persons disrupted oppo-
sition rallies or assaulted members of the political opposition (see Section 3). In sev-
eral instances, permits issued for opposition rallies were later revoked without ex-
planation.
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An Emergency Regulation issued in 1990 prohibiting political and disruptive ac-

tivity in schools and workplaces remains in effect. Under it, permission for meetings
must be obtained from the head of an institution.

c. Freedom of Religion.—The Constitution establishes Buddhism as the official re-

ligion, which the Government must "protect and foster." It also provides for the
rights of members of other faiths, including Hindus, Muslims, and Christians, to

practice their religions freely. Religious groups are free to maintain active ties with
coreligionists in other countries, and many Sri Lankans perform religious travel

each year.
Reunous publishing and proselytizing are allowed, and foreign clergy may work

in Sri Lanka. For over 30 years, however, the Government has forbidden the entry

of new foreign Jesuit clergy, while allowing those alrea^ in the country to remain.
d. Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Re-

patriation.—The Constitution grants every citizen freedom of movement and of

choosing his residence withiu Sri Lanka" and "freedom to return to Sri Lanka."
These provisions are generally honored. However, curfews, checkpoints, and other
actions taken by both the Government and insurgent forces have had the effect of

inhibiting free travel in large parts of the north and east. In addition, the LTTE
has expelled all Muslims from the areas of northern Sri Lanka which lie under its

control; expropriated Muslim lands, homes, and businesses; and threatened Muslim
families with death if they attempt to return to their homes.
The Government does not restrict the travel abroad of its citizens.

Sri Lanka does not permit the entry of refugees or displaced persons from other

countries, nor does it help refugees who attempt to stay m the country while seek-

ing permanent residence elsewnere. There were 620,000 internally msplaced per-

sons living in camps in Sri Lanka in 1992. Most lived in camps, primarily financed

by the Government, in the northeast or adjacent provinces.

At the beginning of the year there were over 100,000 Sri Lankan Tamil refugees

living in refugee camps in southern India. During 1992 over 30,000 of these refugees

returned to Sri Lanka. The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees oper-

ated freely in Sri Lanka, supporting government refiagee relief efforts in the north

and east and funding transit camps for persons returning from India. Over 100,000
Sri Lankan Tamils nave also sought refuge in Western Europe and North America
over the last few years. Many of them have been denied refugee status and some
may eventually be returned to Sri Lanka.

Section 3. Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Govern-
ment

Citizens have the constitutional right to change their government through peri-

odic multiparty elections on the basis of universal adult suffrage.

Sri Lanka has a vigorous political opposition. A total of 26 parties are recognized

by the Commissioner of Elections, and members of 12 of these hold seats in Par-

liament. Although members of each ethnic community can be found in many of the

political parties, the two most influential parties generally draw their support from
the Sinhalese community. Historically, these two parties have alternated in power.

In 1988 and 1989, several formerly militant Tamil groups emerged as political par-

ties in the northeast. Eighteen Tamils currently hold seats in the 225-member Par-

liament.
Members of both the ruling party and the largest opposition party have occasion-

ally used violence to disrupt one another's rallies or harass mernbers of the opposing

party. Following the failed attempt in 1991 to impeach the President, the level of

harassment directed against the political opposition increased. Members of the

Democratic United National Front (DUNF), a breakaway faction of the ruling party,

were singled out for particular harassment. In April a group of armed men attacked

the home of a DUNF organizer, causing extensive damage and iniuring his wife.

Later that month, a rally called by the DUNF had to be canceled when armed men
fenced off the site of the proposed meeting and the police withdrew the group's loud-

speaker permit. Several party activists were assaulted when they attempted to ad-

dress the crowd gathered outside. In August armed men attacked local and foreign

journalists covering a DUNF petition drive. In late August, one of the founders of

the DUNF was attacked by armed men who fired several shots in the air and struck

him on the leg with an iron rod.

Harassment was also directed against the main established opposition party, in-

cluding the abduction (and subseqjuent release) of a party organizer in May and an
attack on members of an opposition-controlled municipal council near Colombo in

July. In September the Supreme Court upheld President Premadasa's election vic-

tory in 1988, dismissing the opposition's legal challenge that the election had been
fraudulent. On several occasions in 1992, the Government used the emergency regu-
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lations to promulgate laws unrelated to the ongoing conflict in the northeast, there-
by bypassing normal parliamentary procedures. It promulgated laws governing the
setting up oT local school boards, the illegal felling of timl^r, and the disruption of
manufacturing in the free trade zones in this manner. Local civil libertarians criti-

cized these actions as representing a parallel lawmaking system not subject to par-
liamentary control.

There are no de jure impediments to women's participation in politics or govern-
ment, but the social mores of some communities nave tne eflect of inhibiting wom-
en's participation in activities outside the home. Although they are
underrepresented, women serve at Senior levels in both sectors. Eleven women hold
seats in Parliament; two are deputy ministers and one is the Minister of Health.
The leader of the opposition, a former Prime Minister, is a woman.
The indigenous people of Sri Lanka, known as Veddas, number less than a thou-

sand. There are no de facto or de jure restrictions on their participation in the politi-

cal life of the country. Preferring to maintain their traditional way of life, the
Veddas have resisted government attempts to integrate them into Sri Lankan soci-

ety.

Section 4. Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental In-
vestigation ofAlleged Violations ofHuman Rights

Several local nongovernmental organizations (NGO's), including the Civil Rights
Movement and the Movement for Interracial Justice and Equality, monitor human
rights, collecting information from families of victims or members of citizen commit-
tees near the sites of alleged incidents. The Government generally does not respond
to their periodic reports and appeals. In 1992 two lawyers representing a group pro-
viding legal assistance to detainees held under the ER and PTA were threatened
by masked gunmen who demanded that they stop filing petitions alleging infringe-
ment of the fundamental rights of detainees. The Government responded to these
threats by providing the lawyers with 24-hour police protection.
A variety of international NGO's are active in Sri Lanka, providing humanitarian

relief services to those affected by the conflict in the northeast. The Government al-

lows these organizations to operate largely unhindered, subject only to security con-
siderations in the war zone. The government commission set up in December 1990
to look into the activities of NGO's has investigated or is currently investigating the
activities of several domestic NGO's. There is evidence that at least one of these in-
vestigations is politically motivated. To date, no human rights groups have come
under the Commission's scrutiny.

In 1991 the Government invited Anmesty International (AI) and the UNHRC
WorkingGroup on Enforced and Involuntaiy Disappearances to send teams to Sri
Lanka. The Government agreed to adopt 30 of the 32 recommendations AI made
after the visit and all 14 of the UNHRC Working Group's recommendations, though
one key working group recommendation was only partially adopted. The rec-
ommendations not adopted by the Government involved broadening the mandate of
the commission on disappearances (see Section l.b.) to include investigation of cases
occurring before January 1991 and repealing the indemnity act which protects secu-
rity force members who may have committed human ri^ts violations before 1989.
The Government made progress in implementing manv of the 44 recommendations
it accepted, but the major weakness remained its unwillingness or inability to insist
on local compliance with higher level directives and to punish past human rights
violators. At the invitation of the Government, both AI and the UNHRC Working
Group made foUowup visits in October 1992. Both groups noted improvements in
the overall human rights picture but have suggested improvements in the imple-
mentation of the recommendations, especially at the working levels.

The Government continued to provide the ICRC with virtually unrestricted access
to its detention facilities, allowing the ICRC to register detainees and monitor their
treatment. It also permitted the ICRC to transport government- and donor-provided
food and medicine mto the war zone. The ICRC; also provided human rights training
and materials to the Sri Lankan military and police.

Section 5. Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status

Tamils have long believed, with some justification, that they continue to suffer
systematic discrimination in competition for university entrance, employment oppor-
tunities, and other matters under government control. While oflicial discrimination
continues in some fields (see below), there has been no evidence of systematic or
official discrimination in university enrollment or government employment for the
past 3 years. In 1990 the Government decreed that hiring for the public service
would be based on ethnic groups' proportions in society. Upholding a suit filed by
a Tamil public servant, the Supreme Court ruled in IS^l that promotions must be
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based on merit but did not address the hiring issue. Under the Constitution's 13th
Amendment, enacted in 1987, Tamil and Sinhala were both made oflicial languages
and English the link" language. The current Government has made efforts to elimi-
nate discrimination based on language. In mid-1991, all parties represented in the
Parliament agreed to establish a Select Committee to examine Sn Lanka's ethnic
problem. As of the end of the year, the Conmiittee had reached a consensus on the
need to devolve power, but this fell short of the demands of the Tamil parties.

Despite these efforts by the Government to end discrimination, the nearly 200,000
stateless Tamils (so-called Indian Tamils) living in the tea-growing highlands con-
tinue to suffer particulfu* discrimination, especially in the Government's aUocation
of education funds. No longer qualifying for citizenship under Indian law, they were
also denied Sri Lankan citizenship by laws adopted after independence. Under a
1986 agreement, the Sri Lankan Government agreed to grant citizenship to all re-

maining stateless Tamils. In 1988 the Government eliminated processing delays by
passing a law making extension of citizenship to those stateless persons automatic
upon a simple request. However, this new legislation did not cover the 85,000
Tamils who themselves or whose parents once applied for Indian citizenship but
who now wish to stay in Sri Lanka. While they could legally be compelled to leave
Sri Lanka, the Government has assured Tamil leaders that none will be forced to

do so.

Sri Lankan women have equal rights under national civil and criminal law. How-
ever, questions related to family law—including marriage, divorce, child custody,
and inneritanoe—are subject at the local level to the customaiy law of each particu-

lar ethnic or religious group. Muslims, for exEunple, are guided by Islamic law in

these matters. The Constitution guarantees equality in public sector employment,
but women have no legal protection against discrimination in the private sector.

Women's rights activists say that sexual assault and other forms of violence
against women are common in Sri Lanka but that for cultural and social reasons
Sri Lankan women are unlikely to report such abuse. According to women who work
with victims of sexual assault, rape and other forms of violence directed against fe-

male domestic servants is a particularly pernicious problem. Women's groups report

that victims of rape must face police and judicial oflicials whose sympathies often
lie with the accused rather than the victim.

There are several organizations actively working to promote women's rights and
greater awareness of women's issues. As a result, public awareness of the problems
faced by women has been increasing over the last few years, but to date the Govern-
ment has undertaken no significant initiative to deal with the problem.

Section 6. Worker Rights

a. The Right ofAssociation.—Under the PTA, the Government specified that manv
sectors of the economy include "essential services" and that work stoppages in such
sectors can be declared illegal. While the Government has not prosecuted any strik-

ers under these laws for the past few years, and a few strikes nave occurred in sec-

tors covered by the law, some trade union leaders have continued to argue that the

law and its applications is contrary to International Labor Organization Convention
29.

The Constitution provides for the right to form and join trade unions. Seven or
more workers may form a union, draw up their own charter, elect their own rep-

resentatives, and formulate programs. About 25 jjercent of the work force belongs
to trade unions. There are just over 1,000 trade unions, the majority of which have
less than 100 members. Eighty-six percent of all union members belong to one of
the 10 largest trade union federations. Although there are a few independent trade
unions, most large worker organizations are amliated with political parties and play
a role in the political process. Two unions are affiliated with, but are not directly

controlled by, the governing UNP. Unions are free to affiliate internationally, and
various Sri Lankan trade union federations are affiliates of the major international

trade union oivanizations.
Although all workers, other than public servants, have the right to strike, the

President may invoke the 1989 Emei^ency Services Act (ESA) to declare any strike

illegal. All government services and over three-quarters of the country's industrial

and agricultural enterprises have been declared essential services. Under the cur-

rent state of emergency, workers performing essential services who go on strike may
legally be fired without any recourse by the workers. In practice, the ESA is such
an effective threat that it is rarely used to stop a strike.

Civil service employees have no right to strike, but they may submit grievances
to the Public Service Commission for relief. Union activists and labor lawyers claim
that the Commission is biased against employees. By contrast, employees of state

corporations, including the two large state banks, are unionized. The strength of
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these unions is such that they have halted privatization of the state banks as well
as of tea plantation assets. Frolonged union strikes against private enterprises can
also lead to a government takeover of the enterprise. For example, in 1990 a cold
storage firm was taken over. When it was returned to the private sector in 1992,
union-supported politicians required the company to retain a union-designated gen-
eral manager and otherwise limited the normal decisionmaking powers of the nrm.
From January to August, there were 81 strikes, 56 of which were in the estate

sector (tea, rubber, coconuts), technically an essential service sector. Twenty-five
strikes occurred in the manufacturing sectors, and 10 of these were in the export
processing zones (EPZs), where there are no labor unions. The other strikes were
initiated oy one or more trade unions.
A complaint against Sri Lanka regarding legal restrictions on the ri^t to strike

was continued under examination in 1992 by the ILCys Committee on Freedom of
Association.
The National Labor Advisory Committee (NLAC), a tripartite body (employers,

employees, and government representatives) created in 1990, recommended amend-
ing the ESA so that workers striking on legitimate labor complaints could not be
terminated without recourse. This recommendation was referred to tiie Cabinet sub-
committee on monetary affairs, which is chaired by the Prime Minister (who is also
the Labor Minister). As of the end of the year, no further action had been taken.

b. The Right to Organize and Bargain Collectively.—^Workers are expressly grant-
ed the right under the law to baivam collectively. For those organizations in which
workers are represented by trade unions, the unions undertake the bargaining.
Where unions are lacking, so-called work councils, composed of employees, employ-
ers and often a public sector representative, are the forums for collective bargaining.
In the EPZ's, the work councils are referred to as Joint Consultative Councils. Col-
lective bargaining takes place especially in state corporations and the private sector,
where it occurs in an estimated 15 to 20 percent ol businesses. In 1992 five collec-

tive bargaining agreements were signed.
Antiunion discrimination is prohibited by law, and workers who believe that they

have suffered discrimination as a result of their union affiliation or who believe that
the right to bargain collectively has been abridged may lodge complaints with the
Commissioner of Labor, the Labor Tribunal, or the Supreme Court. Department of
Labor officers, who are stationed throughout the country, may mediate when work-
ers and employers are ot able to resolve a dispute.

In one case in mid-1990, a Korean company which purchased a state-owned tex-
tile mill that had been plagued by frequent work stoppages and strikes for several
years immediately closed down the factory for 6 montns. Afler extensive retooling,
the factory was reopened in January 1991, but seven union leaders were not reem-
ployed. The Labor Department took the company to court. As of the end of 1992,
six of the union leaders had been rehired, but the situation of the seventh had not
been resolved.

Workers in the nonplantation agricultural sector and most of those employed in
small businesses, as well as workers in the EPZ's, are not represented by unions.
Unionization in the zones is not prohibited by law but is actively discouraged in
practice by employers and the Government. The Government used to deny union or-
ganizers entry into the zones, citing security concerns, but in 1992 it agreed to
admit trade union organizers into the EPZ's if they were invited in writing by a
member of a Joint Consultative Council. Each invitation is to be valid for one visit

only. The Councils, which meet monthly with management, traditionally have re-

placed trade unions in the EPZ's. As of the end of the year, no union organizer had
ever been invited into the EPZ's.
Frustrated by the difiiculties in entering the EPZ's as labor union representatives,

a local lawyer and others founded the Woriiers Solidarity Organization (WSL),
whose purpose is to look afler the needs of its members who work in the EPZ's. The
organization helps workers pursue grievances through channels already available to
them. In August the general secretary of the organization reported that police offi-

cers entered his home and demanded copies of the lists of members in the WSL.
He refused, but claims that he and his family subsequently have been harassed.
Workers in the EPZ's have the same rights as other workers in the country, in-

cluding the right to strike. In November and December, there were a number of
strikes for wage increases in textile factories in the EPZ's. Those strikes were large-
ly settled through a combination of collective bargaining and government mediation.

c. Prohibition of Forced or Compulsory Labor.—^Forced or compulsory labor in Sri
Lanka has essentially been outlawed since 1844, with the passage of an ordinance
abolishing slavery. In addition, forced and compulsory labor is contrary to both com-
mon law practices and the fundamental rights portion of the current Constitution.
In particular, freedom of association, occupation, and movement are guaranteed.
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and no person may be imprisoned except by due legal process. Sri Lanka is also a
signatory of ILO Convention 29, which has the force oi law. Its ratification of ILO
Convention 105 is still pending.
There has been no evidence of bonded or forced labor in Sri Lanka. Given the

level of economic development in the country, however, it is impossible to rule it out
completely, but it is not pervasive, systematic or legally tolerated in Sri Lanka.

d. Minimum Age for Employment of Children.—Employment of children under age
14 is prohibited Dy law, except that younger children may work 1 hour before and
after school for their families. Employment of persons between the ages of 14 and
18 is subject to certain restrictions, m addition, employers are required to provide
young workers with annual leave, rest periods, and meal breaks similar to those
provided to adult workers. The law is not effectively enforced.

A 1991 government study reported 500,000 children aged 10 to 14 working in the
informal labor market. Children reportedly workin farming, rice milling, coir pro-

duction, fisheries, passenger transport, and street vending. Labor Department offi-

cials report no children working in factories or in the organized plantation sector.

Labor Department officials conducted a sample survey ofColombo homes and dis-

covered many children in the 10 to 14 age range working as domestic servants.
Social workers are increasingly concerned about child prostitution, which has ac-

companied the growth in the tourist industry. A 1991 government study found that
20,000 youths under 18 were engaged in prostitution. Public awareness of child

labor is increasing, but efforts to redress it have been hampered by the weakness
of official enforcement, the lack of viable options for the children, and the fact that
in many cases child workers are an important source of income to families living

in abject poverty.

e. Acceptable Conditions of Work.—There is no national minimum wage, but 38
wage boards, covering 100 occupations in industry, commerce, services, and agri-

culture, set minimum wages and working conditions. Representatives of employers,
employees, and government sit on the boards which consider cost of living and other
factors when setting wages.
Remuneration tribunals also set wages in some cases. In addition, the Board of

Investment of Sri Lanka (BOI) sets minimum wages and working conditions for

workers in the EPZ's. Minimum wages in the zones tend to be higher than wages
outside the zones for similar work. Minimum wages are considered insufficient for

a worker to support a standard family of five, but there is often more than one
bread winner in a nuclear family and several in the usual extended family. The
minimum wage is effectively enforced by the Labor Department and the courts.

Most permanent full-time workers in firms employing 15 or more people are cov-

ered by laws that technically prohibit them from working more than 45 hours per
week (a 5V2-day workweek). Such workers by law also receive 14 days of annual
leave and 14 to 21 days of medical leave in addition to numerous local holidays. Ma-
ternity leave is available to female workers.
The safety and health of workers is protected under a variety of laws, which set

workplace health and safety standards and fines of up to $150 may be levied on em-
ployers who violate the prescribed standards. However, the laws do not appear to

be enforced effectively. The Department of Labor employs a small staff of engineers
to inspect workplaces, but the staff is inadequate. The Labor Department conducts
nationwide worker education programs on health and safety issues in an effort to

increase worker awareness and encourages the use of safety equipment, such as
earplugs, helmets and machine guards. However, most workers are not properly in-

structed on the risks they are taxing.



APPENDIXES

AppendixA—Notes on Preparation of the Reports

The annual Country Reports on Human Rights Practices are based upon all infor-

mation available to the ifnited States Government, Sources include American offi-

cials, officials of foreign governments, private citizens, victims of human rights

abuse, congressional studies, intelligence information, press reports, international

organizations, and nongovernmental oi^anizations concerned with human ri^ts.

We are particularly appreciative of, and make reference in most reports to, the role

of nongovernmental human rights organizations, ranging from groups in a single

country to major organizations that concern themselves with human ri^ts matters
in larger geographic regions or over the entire world. While much of the information
we use is alreaay public, information on particular abuses frequently cannot be at-

tributed, for obvious reasons, to specific sources.

The reports by law must be submitted to Congress by Januaiy 31. To comply,

United States diplomatic missions are given guidance in September for submission
of draft reports in October, which are updated by year's end as necessary. Contribu-

tions are received from appropriate offices in the Department of State, and a final

draft is prepared under tne coordination of the Bureau of Human Rights and Hu-
manitarian Affairs. Because of the preparation time required, it is possible that de-

velopments in the latter part of the year may not be fiiUy reflected; moreover, re-

ports from some of the nongovernmental organizations are for periods ending well

Defore the end of the year. We make every effort to include reference to major
events or significant changes in trends.

We have attempted to make these country reports as comprehensive as space will

allow, while taking care to make them objective and as uniform as possible in both
scope and quaUty of coverage. We have given particular attention to attaining a
high standard of consistency despite the multiplicity of sources and the obvious

problems related to varying degrees of access to information, structural differences

in poUtical and social systems, and trends in world opinion regarding human ri^ts
practices in specific countries.

It is often difficult to evaluate the credibiUty of reports of human rights abuses.

With the exception of some terrorist groups, most opposition groups and certainly

most governments deny that they commit human rights abuses and often go to great

lengths to cover up any evidence of such acts. There are often few eyewitnesses to

specific abuses, and they frequently are intimidated or otherwise prevented from re-

porting what they know. On the other hand, individuals an^ groups opposed to a
particular government sometimes have powerful incentives to exaggerate or fab-

ricate abuses, and some governments similarly distort or exaggerate abuses attrib-

uted to opposition groups. We have made eveiy effort to identuy those groups (e.g.,

government forces, terrorists, etc.) that are believed, based on all the evidence avail-

able, to have committed human ri^ts abuses. Where credible evidence is lacking,

we have tried to indicate why. Many governments that profess to oppose human
rights abuses in fact secretly order or tacitly condone them or simply lack the wiU
or the ability to control those responsible for them. Consequently, in judging a gov-

ernment's poUcy, it is important to look beyond statements of poUcy or intent in

order to examine what in fact a government has done to prevent human rights

abuses, including the extent to which it investigates, tries, and effectively punishes
those who comnut such abuses. We continue to make every effort to do that in these

reports.

There is a conceptual difficulty in applying a single standard of evaluation to soci-

eties with differing cultural and legal traditions. There is also a problem of perspec-

tive in discussing countries that face differing political reaUties, which must be
taken into account in describing the human rights environment. Rather than view-

ing a country in isolation, these reports take as their point of departure the world
as it is and then seek to apply a consistent approach in assessing each country's

(1185)
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human rights situation. While we have tried to make each report self-contained by
including enou^ background information to place the human rights situation in
context, readers who need to delve more deeply may wish to consult other sources,
including previous country reports.

To improve the uniformity of the reports, the introductory section of each report
contains a brief setting, indicating how the country is governed and providing the
context for examining the countrys human ri^ts performance. A description of the
political framework and a discussion of the security and law enforcement situation
are followed by a statement of the economic background. The setting concludes with
an overview of human rights developments in the year under review, mentioning
specific areas (e.g., torture, freedom of speech and press) in which abuses occurred.
There are no format changes in this year's report. Public law 102-391, passed on

October 6, requires that the reports include expanded reporting on the human rights
of children and indigenous people and, for countries receiving United States foreign
assistance, a description of^ the country's military expenditures and the effort the
countiy is making to reduce those expenditures. The latter requirement has been
met by inserting the required information in the section on military and security
forces in the introduction of each report to which this requirement is applicable.

This information does not appear in the reports on countries that were not in 1992
recipients of U.S. foreign assistance or, in a few instances, where the country has
no miUtary forces. Information on militfiry expenditures is provided using the latest

(1989) figures contained in tiie report of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
which has applied a standard methodology in calculating such expenditures.
We continue to discuss in the appropriate section of the report any abuses that

are targeted specifically against women (e.g., rape or other violence perpetrated by
governmental or organized opposition forces, or legal restrictions on freedom of
movement). Socioeconomic discrimination, societal violence against women or minor-
ity group members, and the efforts, if any, of governments to combat these problems
continue to be discussed in Section 5.

The following notes on specific categories of the report are not meant to be com-
prehensive descriptions of each category but to provide definitions of key terms used
in the reports and to explain the organization of material within the format:

Political and Other Extrajudicial Killing.—^Includes killings in which there is evi-

dence of government instigation without due process of law, or of political motiva-
tion by government or by opposition groups; also covers extrajudicial kilUngs (e.g.,

deliberate and illegal use of lethal force by the police against criminal suspects or
deaths in oflicial custody resulting from unnatural causes or under suspicious cir-

cumstances); excludes combat deaths and killings by common criminals, ii the likeli-

hood of political motivation can be ruled out (see also Section l.g.).

Disappearance.—Covers unresolved cases in which political motivation appears
likely and in which the victims have not been found or perpetrators have not been
identified; cases eventually classed as political killings are covered in the above cat-

egory, those eventually identified as arrest or detention are covered under "Arbi-
trary Arrest, Detention, or Exile."

Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.—^Tor-

ture is here defined as an extremely severe form of cruel, inhuman, or degrading
treatment or punishment, committed by or at the instigation of government forces

or opposition groups, with specific intent to cause extremely severe pain or suffer-

ing, whether mental or physical. Discussion concentrates on actual practices, not on
whether they fit any precise definition.

Arbitrary Arrest, Detention, or Exile.—Covers cases in which detainees, including

Solitical detainees, are held in oflicial custody without charges or, if chained, are
enied a public preliminary judicial hearing within a reasonable period.

Denial of Fair Public Tried.—Discusses whether a trial held was both fair and
public; failure to hold any trial is noted in the category above; includes discussion
of "political prisoners" (political detainees are covered above), defined as those im-
prisoned for essentially political beliefs or nonviolent acts of dissent or expression,
regardless of the actual charge.
Arbitrary Interference with Privacy, Family, Home, or Correspondence.—Discusses

the "passive" right of the individual to noninterference by the State; includes the
right to receive foreign publications, for example, while the right to publish is dis-

cussed under "Freedom of Speech and Press"; includes the right to be free from coer-

cive population control measures, including coerced abortion and involuntary steri-

lization, but does not include cultural or traditional practices, such as female genital

mutilation, which are addressed in Section 5 of the report.

Use of Excessive Force and Violations of Humanitarian Law in Internal Con-
flicts.—Includes indiscriminate, nonselective killings arising from excessive use of
force, e.g., by police in putting down demonstrations (deliberate, targeted kilUng
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would be discussed in Section l.a.). Also includes abuses against civilian noncombat-
ants. For reports in whidi use of this section would be inappropriate, i.e., in which
there is no significant internal conflict, use of excessive force by security forces is

discussed in Action l.a. if it results in killings or in Section I.e. if it does not.

Freedom of Speech and Press.—Includes academic freedom.
Freedom of Feacefid Assembly and Association.—^Includes the ability of trade asso-

ciations, professional bodies, and similar grotips to maintain relations or affiliate

with recognized international bodies in their fields. The right of labor to associate

and to organize and bargain collectively is discussed under Worker Rights" (see Ap-
pendix B).

Freedom of Religion.—^Includes the freedom to publish religious documents in for-

eign languages; addresses the treatment of foreign clergy; addresses whether reli-

gious befief affects membership in a ruling party or a career in government.
Freedom of Movement Within the Country, Foreign Travel, Emigration, and Repa-

triation.—Includes discussion of forced resettlement; "refugees" may refer to persons
displaced by civil strife or natural disaster as well as persons who are "refiigees"

witnin the meaning of the Refugee Act of 1980, i.e., persons with a 'Swell-founded

fear of persecution in their country of origin or, if stateless, in their country of ha-
bitual residence, on account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particu-

lar social group, or political opinion.

Respect for Political Rights: The Right of Citizens to Change Their Government.—
Discusses the extent to which citizens have freedom of political choice and can
change the laws and officials that govern them; assesses whether elections are free

and lair.

Governmental Attitude Regarding International and Nongovernmental Investiga-

tion of Alleged Violations ofHuman Rights.—Discusses whether governments per-

mit the free functioning of local human rights groups (including the right to inves-

tigate and publish their findings on alleged human rights abuses) and whether gov-

ernments grant access to and cooperate with outside entities (including foreign

human rights organizations, international organizations and foreign governments)
interested in human rights developments in the country.
Discrimination Based on Race, Sex, Religion, Language, or Social Status.—Dis-

cusses discrimination not discussed elsewhere in the report against women and ra-

cial, ethnic, or other minorities instigated or condoned by the government, and
where not condoned, efforts by the government to counter it. This includes restricted

access to employment, housing, education, or restricted access to other economic, so-

cial, or cultural opportunities. (Abuses by government or opposition forces, such as

killing, torture, and other violence, or restriction of voting rights or free speech tar-

geted against women or ethnic or other minorities, for example, would be discussed

under the appropriate preceding sections.) Government tolerance of societal violence

or other abuse against women, e.g., "dowry deaths," wife beating, and female genital

mutilation (circumcision), is discussed in this section.

Worker Rights.—See Appendix B.

Appendix B.—^Reporting on Worker Rights

The Generalized System of Preferences Renewal Act of 1984 requires reporting on
worker rights in GSP beneficiary countries. It states that internationally recognized

worker rights include "(A) the right of association; (B) the right to oreanize and bar-

f;ain collectively; (C) a prohibition on the use of any form of forcea or compulsory
abor; (D) a minimum age for the employment of children; and (E) acceptable condi-

tions of work with respect to minimum wages, hours of work, and occupational safe-

ty and health." All five aspects of worker rights are discussed in a final section

under the heading "Worker Ri^ts." The discussion of worker rights considers not
only laws and regulations but also their practical implementation, taking into ac-

count the following additional guidelines:

A. "The right otassociation" has been defined by the International Labor Organi-
zation (ILO) to include the right of workers and employers to establish and join or-

ganizations of their own choosing without previous authorization; to draw up their

own constitutions and rules, elect their representatives, and formulate their pro-

grams; to join in confederations and affiliate with international organizations; and
to be protected against dissolution or suspension by administrative authority.

The right of association includes the right of workers to strike. While strikes may
be restricted in essential services (i.e., those services the interruption of which
would endanger the life, personal safety, or health of a significant portion of the
population) and in the public sector, these restrictions must be offset by adequate
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guarantees to safeguard the interests of the workers concerned (e.g., machinery for

mediation and arbitration; due process; and the right to judicial review of all legal

actions). Reporting on restrictions affecting the ability of workers to strike generally

includes information on any procedures that may exist for safeguarding woricers' in-

terests.

B. "The right to organize and bargain coUectiveljr" includes the right of woricers

to be represented in negotiating the prevention and settlement of disputes with em-
ployers; the right to protection against interference; and the right to protection

against acts oi antiunion discrimination. Governments should promote machinery
for voluntary negotiations between employers and workers and their organizations.

Reporting on the right to organize ana bargain collectively includes descriptions of

the extent to which collective bargaining takes place and the extent to which unions,

both in law and practice, are effectively protected against antiunion discrimination.

C. "Forced or compulsory labor" is denned as work or service exacted from any
person under the menace of penalty and for which the person has not volunteered.

"Work or service" does not apply in instances in which obligations are imposed to

undergo education or trjiining. "menace of penalty" includes loss of rights or privi-

leges as well as penal sanctions. The ILO has exempted the following from its defi-

nition of forced labor compulsory military service, normal civic obligations, certain

forms of prison labor, emergencies, and minor communal services. Forced labor

should not be used as a means of (1) mobilizing and using labor for purposes of eco-

nomic development; (2) racial, social, national, or religious discrimination; (3) politi-

cal coercion or education, or as a punishment for holding or expressing political

views or views ideologically opposed to the established political, social, or economic
system; (4) labor discipline; or (5) as a punishment for having participated in

strikes. Constitutional provisions concerning the obligation of citizens to work do not
violate this right so long as they do not taxe the form of legal obligations enforced

by sanctions and are consistent with the principle of "freely chosen employment."
D. "Minimum age for employment of children concerns the effective abolition of

chUd labor by raising the minimum age for employment to a level consistent with
the luUest physical and mental development of young people. In addition, young
people should not be employed in hazardous conditions or at night.

E. "Acceptable conditions of work" refers to the establishment and maintenance
of machinery, adapted to national conditions, that provides for minimum woricing

standards, i.e., wages that provide a decent living for workers and their families;

working hours that do not exceed 48 hours per week, with a full 24-hour rest day;

a specified annual paid holiday; and minimum conditions for the protection of the

safety and health of workers. Differences in levels of economic development are

taJcen into account in the formulation of internationally recognized labor standards.

For example, many ILO standards concerning working conditions permit flexibility

in their scope and coverage. They may also permit countries a wiae choice in their

implementation, including progressive implementation, by enabling countries to ac-

cept a standard in part or subject to specified exceptions. Countries are expected to

take steps over time to achieve the higher levels specified in such standards. It

should be understood, however, that this flexibility applies only to internationally

recopiized standards concerning working conditions. No flexibility is permitted con-

cerning the acceptance of the basic principles contained in human rights standards,

i.e., freedom of association, the right to organize and bai^gain collectively, the prohi-

bition of forced labor, and the absence of discrimination.

Appendix C.—International Human Rights Conventions
[See footnote references at end of table]

Country
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Appendix C.—International Human Rig^hts Conventions
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[See footnote references at end of table]
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Appendix C.—^Intematioiial Human Rights Conventions

—

Continued
[See footnote references at end of table]

Country ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVW
Ireland

larael

Italy

Jamaica

Japan
Jordan
Kenya
Kazakhstan*
Kiribati*

Korea, Dem. Peo* .

Korea, Rep. of

Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan
Laos

Latvia

Lebanon
Lesotho
Liberia

Libya
Liechtenstein*

Lithuania

Luxembourg
Madagascar
Malawi

Malaysia
Maldives *

Mali

Malta
Marshalllsl.*

Mauritania
Mauritius

Mexico
Micronesia*

Monaco*
Mongolia
Morocco
Mozambique
Namibia
Nauru*
Nepal
Netherlands

New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger

Nigeria

Norway
Oman*
Pakistan
Panama
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines

Poland

Portugal

Qatar
Romania
Russia

Rwanda
San Marino
Sao Tome & Prin ...

Saudi Arabia
Senegal
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Appendix C.—International Human Rights Conventions

—

Continued
[See footnote references at end of table]

Country
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J) Convention on the Political Rights ofWomen of March 31, 1953.

K) Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and
Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery of September 7, 1956.

L) Convention Concerning the Abolition of Forced Labor of June 25, 1957 (ILO
Convention 105).

M) International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimi-

nation of December 21, 1965.

N) International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights of December 16, 1966.

O) International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights of December
16, 1966.
P) Protocol Relating to the Status Of Refugees of January 31, 1967.

Q) American Convention on Human Rights of November 22, 1969.

R) Convention Concerning Minimum Age for Admission to Employment of June
26, 1973 (ILO Convention 138).

S) Prttocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of August 12, 1949, and Relat-

ing to the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts (Protocol I), of June
8, 1977.

T) Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of August 12, 1949, and Relat-

ing to the Protection of Victims of Non-Iritemational Armed Conflicts (Protocol II),

of June 8, 1977.
U) Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women

of December 18, 1979.
V) Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treat-

ment or Punishment of December 10, 1984.

W) Convention on the Rights of the Child of November 20, 1989.

Appendix D.—^Explanation of Statistical Table

listin

vided in Appen
A table listing the amounts of U.S. bilateral assistance for Fiscal Year 1992 is pro-
• ' •

• idix E.

Key Abbreviations

DA

—

Development assistance provided under the Functional Development

Assistance Program and the Development Fund for Africa.

ESF

—

Assistance provided under the Economic Support Fund.

PL 480— Assistance provided under Titles I, H, and III of the Food for Peace leg-

islation.

NARCS— Assistance provided under the International Narcotics Control Program

of the Department of State.

Assistance provided by the Peace Corps.Peace
Corps

—

Other
Econ

—

IMET—
FMF—

Primarily includes Special Assistance Initiative funding for Eastern

Europe and Multilateral Assistance Initiative funding for the Phil-

ippines.

International Military Education and Training Program.

Foreign Military Finance Programs.
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